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CLAIMS 4 REFERENCE GUIDE Introduction 

CHAPTER 1: OVERVIEW OF CLAIMS 4 

Introduction This chapter will introduce the user to the processing of N-400 Application for 
Naturalization cases using the CLAIMS 4 software application. The CLAIMS 4 
application is used by USCIS offices to track each N-400 case through all 
aspects of the naturalization process, from application submission to closeout. 

CLAIMS 4 was modified in 2004 to allow 1-485 Adjustment of Status cases to 
be scheduled for Interviews only. All other functions for the 1-485 Adjustment 
of Status (including Adjudications), are done in the CLAIMS 3 software 
aoolication. 

Objectives After completing this chapter, you will understand: 

• How information provided by the applicant on their N-400 Application 
gets into CLAIMS 4. 

• How a N-400 case progresses through the CLAIMS 4 application 

• How to get access to the CLAIMS 4 software application 

• How to login and logout of CLAIMS 4 

• What the CLAIMS 4 Switchboard is and how it is used 

• Users' Access Rights (permissions) within CLAIMS 4 

Key Terms The following key terms are introduced in this section: 

August, 2009 

Application 10 
A unique number that is assigned to each N-400 Application that is 
entered into CLAIMS 4. This number is used throughout the CLAIMS 4 
system to: 

enter and update information about the applicant 
- search for a particular person's N-400 case information 

access the status of an applicant's N-400 application 
- schedule an applicant for a Fingerprint appointment, Interview or 

Oath Ceremony 
- record the disposition of an application 

Interfaces (CLAIMS 4) 
Software application systems that CLAIMS 4 interfaces with. Some 
examples are: FBI Name Check Interface, FBI Fingerprint Interface and 
the Central Index System (CIS) Verification Interface. 

Participant Type Code 

The code that a user is assigned within the CLAIMS 4 software application. 
This code dictates which CLAIMS 4 functions a user can perform within the 
application. The Participant Type Code is defined by the System 
Administrator. 

ldent 
A FBI Fingerprint Interface result that indicates the applicant's 
fingerprints are on record (in FBI's database). 

Non-ldent 
A FBI Fingerprint Interface result that indicates the applicant's 
fingerprints are not on record (not in FBI's database). 

1·1 
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WHAT IS CLAIMS 4? 

CLAIMS 4 is a software application designed to assist in the tracking of the N-400 Application for 
Naturalization. The CLAIMS 4 application is used by USC IS offices to track each N-400 case through all 
aspects of the naturalization process, from the N-400 application submission to closeout. 

CLAIMS 4 was modified a few years ago to allow 1-485 Adjustment of Status cases to be scheduled for 
Interviews only. All other functions for the 1-485 Adjustment of Status (including Adjudications), are done in the 
CLAIMS 3 software application. 

APPLYING FOR NATURALIZATION 
Persons wishing to apply for Naturalization are instructed to mail in an N-400 Application for Naturalization 
along with a processing fee and some documentation (photo, copy of Permanent Residency Card). 

WHERE DO APPLICANTS MAIL THEIR N-400 APPLICATION? 

Currently, persons applying for Naturalization are instructed to mail in their N-400 Application to either the 
Lockbox or the Nebraska Service Center: 

> LOCKBOX- for Non-Military Applicants 

> LIN- for Military & Military Spouses 

Prior to January 22, 2009, persons applying for Naturalization were instructed to mail in their N-400 Application 
to one of the four USCIS Service Centers depending on where they lived: 

> WSC- Western §.ervice .Qenter (California) 

> LIN - Nebraska Service Center (!Jncoln, Nebraska) 

> SSC - §outhem §ervice .Qenter (Texas) 

> ESC- ];astern §ervice .Qenter (Vermont) 

HOW DOES THE INFORMATION ON THE N-400 APPLICATION GET INTO CLAIMS 4? 

A person applying for Naturalization mails in a completed N-400 Application for Naturalization to either the 
Lockbox or the Nebraska Service Center. The Lockbox or the Nebraska Service performs the following tasks: 

1 Records the date and time the N-400 application was received 
1 Data Enters the information the applicant provided on the N-400 forrn into CLAIMS 4 

1 Records the payment received with the N-400 application 

• Prints and mails a Receipt Notice to the applicant acknowledging receipt of their N-400 application 

NOTE: For applications received at the Lockbox, the information on the N-400 Application is scanned into 
CLAIMS4. 
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CLAIMS 4 REFERENCE GUIDE CLAIMS 4 Aep/ication IDs 

CLAIMS 4 UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH N-400 APPLICATION (CASE) 
CLAIMS 4 assigns a unique Application 10 to each N-400 application that is received. The 1•' three characters 
of the Application 10 represent the USCIS Service Center (or Lockbox) that received the application. The 4'h 
character is an asterisks(*). The final 9 characters are numeric. The Application ID numbers are issued 
sequentially. 

August, 2009 

• 
• 
il 

• 
* • 

N-400 Application was received at: 

Western Service Center (California) 

Eastern Service Center (Vermont) 

Southern Service Center (Texas) 

Nebraska Service Center (Nebraska) 

Lockbox (Texas, Arizona) 

National Benefits Center (Missouri) 

Application ID Sample 
Begins with: APPlication ID: 

wsc WSC*009012750 

ESC ESC*001 000360 

sse SSC*014901847 

LIN LIN*000845214 

NBC NBC*000000156 

NBC NBC*000000023 

1-3 
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CLAIMS 4 REFERENCE GUIDE Flow of an N-400 Case through CLAIMS 4 
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GETIING ACCESS TO CLAIMS 4 

Once a person is determined to have a need to access and use the CLAIMS 4 application, he or she should 
complete a form G-8728, requesting 6304 access (for all users), or 6303 access (ONLY for Systems 
Administrators). This form should be filed with your local P/CS office. 

After the P/CS Officer has granted access for you, he or she will provide you with a User/0 and (initial) 
Password to log on to CLAIMS 4. The first time you log on to CLAIMS 4, the application will indicate to you 
that your password has expired. 

Claims f_~ .. "''"'''' ' ""1fii~ 
, ~~~d~~~,~~ 

After you click the OK button, CLAIMS 4 will present you with the Password Rules dialog box. Refer to the 
next two pages of this document to log on to the CLAIMS 4 application and set your new password. 

August, 2009 1-5 
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CLAIMS 4 REFERENCE GUIDE Logon I Logoff Procedures 

LOGON TO CLAIMS 4 

;gf 
1. Double click the switchlmrd icon located on the desktop. 

The Security Warning dialog box will appear. 

2. Click the OK button. 

The Login screen will appear. The CLAIMS 4 version# 
will appear on the title bar. 

Pos•word: 

· QK J;ancel 

3. Type in your UseriD. 

4. Press the TAB key. 

5. Type in your password. 

6. Click the OK button. 

NOTE: If you are a new user to the CLAIMS 4 application. you will initially log in 
using a password that your local PICS officer provided you. After typing in your 
User/0, initial Password and clicking the OK button, CLAIMS 4 will indicate that your 
password has expired. 

(b )(2) 
7. Click the OK button. 

The Password Rules dialog box will appear: 

8. Click the OK button. 

1-6 August, 2009 
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CLAIMS 4 REFERENCE GUIDE Logon I Logoff Procedures 

CHANGING YOUR PASSWORD 

1. Enter your old password in the Old Password field. Press TAB (or click inside the New Password field.) 

2. Type a new password in the New Password field. Press TAB (or click inside the Verify New Password 
field.) 

3. Retype the new password in the Verify New Password field. 

4. Click the OK button. 

SESSION TIME OUT IN CLAIMS 4 
After 15 minutes of inactivity, CLAIMS 4 will provide a warning 
message that you be automatically logged off unless you click the 
Stay Connected button. 

LOGOFF OF CLAIMS 4 

1. Select File, Exit from the CLAIMS 4 Switchboard 

August. 2009 
1-7 
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CLAIMS 4 TRAINING GUIDE CLAIMS 4 Switchboard 

CLAIMS 4 SWITCHBOARD 

The CLAIMS 4 Switchboard is the first screen that you are presented with after logging on to CLAIMS 4. The 
Switchboard is the "main control panel" for access into each of the CLAIMS 4 modules. The modules within 
CLAIMS 4 contain functions (commands) that are related. For example, all scheduling functions (scheduling 
Fingerprints, scheduling Interviews and scheduling Oath Ceremonies) are performed using the Scheduling 
module. The modules are represented by buttons on the Switchboard. The module buttons that each CLAIMS 
4 user sees are the modules that the user has access to. The sample Switchboard below displays all the 
CLAIMS 4 modules except the Military module. 

.IJ 
Reporting 

1·8 August, 2009 
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USER ACCESS WITHIN CLAIMS 4 

User access within CLAIMS 4 is defined by the local System Administrator and is set up when a new user is 
granted access to CLAIMS 4 through PICS. Two users may both have access to the Adjudications module but 
have access to different functions (commands) within the module. 

This "access" is determined by the Participant 
Type Code that a user is given in CLAIMS 4. 
Users who schedule N-400 applicants for an 
Interview would have access to some or all of the 
functions in the Scheduling module at a 
minimum. Users who interview the applicants 
and make a decision whether to grant 
naturalization would have access to some or all 
of the functions in the Adjudications module 
whereas those users who enter information about 
the evidence received for an applicant would 
have access to some or all of the functions in to 
the Case Management module. 

The System Administer at each location defines 
which activities each Participant Type Code can 
perform. Once a user is assigned to a particular 
Participant Type Code, he or she will have access 
to those activities within CLAIMS 4 that are 
permitted by that group. The example on the right 
shows a list of Participant Type Codes defined for 
one of the USC IS Service Center locations. The 
System Administrator can modify which activities a 
Participant Type Code has access to thus affecting 
the access rights of all users who are assigned that 
particular Participant Type Code. 

August, 2009 

The participant type code is listed 
in the Type column on the Users 
for Location "XXX" screen in the 
System Maintenance module. 

Some modules, such as the Reporting module and the 
Case Status module allow a// users access to the 
module. Within the Reporting module however, the 
local System Administrator has set up an additional set 
of access rights by making a user a member of a 
particular "Report Group". 

1-9 
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CLAIMS 4 REFERENCE GUIDE Case Management 

CHAPTER2: CASE MANAGEMENT 

Introduction The Case Management module contains four options: 

CLAIMS Resolution-This option allows authorized users to resolve data 
discrepancies between the Central Index System (CIS) and CLAIMS 4 
and/or to enter missing required data. This function is performed at 
the National Benefits Center (NBC). 

Batch Status Update-This option allows the user to update case 
information on an individual case or a group of cases. Within Batch 
Status Update, the user can update case status, close out cases, 
record no-shows, and withhold certificates. 

Address Change Petition-This option allows the user to update an 
applicant's mailing andlor residential address. 

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Fingerprint Result-This option 
allows the user to add or modify existing FBI fingerprint response(s) for 
the applicant. 

NOTE: Case Management is typically used to process several cases at one 
time (batch). However, it may be used to process one case at a time. This 
may be done so that users who do not have access to the Adjudications 
module can update cases (record an address change or indicate that 
information has been received. etc.). 

Objectives After completing this chapter, you will be able to: 

• Enter address change information 

• Enter an FBI Fingerprint Response 

• Record Fingerprint/Agency Checks Requested 

• Record Fingerprint/Agency Checks Received 

• Record Evidence Received 

• Record FBI Rap Sheet in A-File 

• Record Reverify Grant 

• Record Reopen Request Received 

• Record Undeliverable Notice 

• Record Information Received 

• Record No-Shows 

• Record Certificate Withheld 

• Record Naturalization Certificate Withheld 

• Close Out Cases 

August. 2009 2-1 
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CLAIMS 4 REFERENCE GUIDE Case Management 

Key Terms The following key term is introduced in this chapter: 

Response Code 
Code used by the FBI to indicate the results of a background check. 

2-2 August, 2009 
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CLAIMS 4 REFERENCE GUIDE Case Management Screen 

CASE MANAGEMENT SCREEN 

Case Management buttons 

Clicking the Case Management Module button from the CLAIMS 4 switchboard displays the Case 
Management screen. The Case Management screen contains buttons for each of the main Case Management 
functions. 

!'aij Claims Resolution 

IIIII Batch Status Update 

Address Change Petition 

i'!IQJ FBI Fingerprint Result 

August, 2009 2-3 
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CLAIMS 4 REFERENCE GUIDE Address Change Petition 

ADDRESS CHANGE PETITION 

When an applicant notifies your office of a change of address, the new address must be recorded in CLAIMS 
4. Recording changes of address in CLAIMS 4 in a timely manner is very important since applicants receive 
many notices throughout the process of applying for naturalization and these notices are addressed and 
mailed to the address that is in CLAIMS 4. 

A Fingerprint, Interview or Oath Ceremony Appointment Notice may have already been sent to the previous 
address. After making a change of address, you will want to go to the Notices module and reprint the notice 
with the Current Address or Current Data option selected Then your office will need to mail it to the applicant. 
See Chapter 7: Notices, page 7-5 through 7-8 in this Reference Guide to reprint a notice with a current address 
or current data. 

1. From the CLAIMS 4 Switchboard click the --"'~~~!_J button to access the Case Management module. 

2. Click the [il (Address Change Petition) tool bar button. 

3. Type or wand-in the Application 10 for the applicant in the App ID Selector field. 

5. Select the Resident Change Only, Mailing 
Change Only or Mailing and Resident 
Change radio button. 

6. Type in the new address: 

CIO 
Street# 
Street Name ____ _ 

ZIP (press the 
TAB key after typing in the Zip) 

7. The City field will automatically fill in or 
present you with a list of choices if more than 
one city covers 
the zip code you entered (the state and 
county populate). 

R.etlctenca Addres9 

1""·-- ,,,,___________ r-
~,~·us~.~~ r~-~---U~ 

-... Do not type anything in 
[ Apt#. Put apartment 

numbers at the end of 
the Street Name. 

Pren 'tncy'l:!ilfllA~~!m~ 
II) t;~~~l!rll Maillq add'I!U 

~"~ 

8. If you wish to enter a date other than today, type it in the Date of Address Change field. 

9. Click to copy the Mailing Address to the Residence Address if they are the same. 

NOTE: Even though you chose the Mailing and Resident Change radio button earlier, you must click the 
Copy button to confirm and copy the Mailing Address to the Residence Address. 

2·4 August, 2009 
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CLAIMS 4 REFERENCE GUIDE Address Change Petition 

10. Click the OK button to execute the update. 

11. Click the OK button to close the dialog box. 

12. Confirm that the Mailing Address is accurate by clicking on the Mailing Address tab. 

13. Confirm that the Residential Address is accurate by clicking on the Residential Address tab. 

14. Click the 1111 button to return to the main Case Management screen. 

15. Select File, Exit to exit the Case Management module. 

REPRINT THE FINGERPRINT, INTERVIEW OR OATH CEREMONY APPOINTMENT NOTICE 

A Fingerprint, lntemew or Oath Ceremony Appointment Notice may have already been sent to the previous 
address. After making a change of address, you will want to go to the Notices module and reprint the notice 
with the Current Address or Current Data option selected. Then your office will need to mail it to the applicant. 
See Chapter 7: Notices, page 7-5 through 7-8 in this Training Guide to reprint a notice with a current address 
or current data. 

August, 2009 2-5 
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RECORD FINGERPRINT RESULTS 

Fingerprint check information is automatically transferred to CLAIMS 4 from the FBI Fingerprint Check 
Interface. Sometimes the results of fingerprint checks may need to be input into CLAIMS 4. Fingerprint results 
can be entered in the Adjudications module or the Case Management module. Because not all users have 
access to the Adjudications module, CLAIMS provides the ability to record fingerprint results in the Case 
Management module. 

1. From the CLAIMS 4 Switchboard click the ~"!?"~~J button to access the Case Management module. 

2. Click the ID FBI Fingerprint Result button. 

3. Type or wand-in the Application 10 for the applicant. 

4. Click the Apply button. 

Ends with: 

Rt~~~ 

f1M~.o~ 

.~tJ-1[).: 

E'~byUwiD; 

Adjudicator tO: 

Reason of Modification: 

Text cannot be entered or 
updated in this field on this 
screen. You may see text in 
this field for previous 
responses if the response was 
entered using the 
Adjudications module. 

I ldent 
N Non-ldent 
R Rejected 

FBISCRAPE automatic response sent from the FBI Fingerprint Interface (cannot be modified) 

LOS05 (or other User I D) indicates that this response was entered by a CLAIMS 4 user (can 
only be modified by the user who entered it ) 

5. Click the drop-down arrow next to Response Code 
and select the response. 

6. Click the drop-down arrow next to Response Date 
and select the date of the fingerprint response. 

7. Click in the Adjudicator User ID field and type in the User /0 of the Adjudicator. 

8. Click the Add button. 

2·6 August, 2009 
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NOTE: If you made a mistake you can update only those responses that have your User I D. You cannot 
update responses that have FBI SCRAPE or another User's ID in the Adjudicator ID column. You can only 
update your response before clicking the Close button. 

, <f' FBI Result Addmg !'i(.'W ~ 

fh:!:qJO!'It~Dt~tf!: 

~U;tttO: 

Eiibred h)' User !0, 

9. Click the Close button. 

10. Click the rJI button to close the App 10 Selector dialog box. 

11. Select File, Exit to exit the Case Management module. 

The Update button is 
available after you've 
added a response and 
before you click the 
Close button. 

August, 2009 2·7 
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BATCH STATUS UPDATE-FINGERPRINT/AGENCY CHECKS REQUESTED 

The Batch Update tab within Batch Status Update is used to indicate that information or documents have been 
requested or received, or that an action has occurred for one or more cases. Fingerprint/Agency Checks 
Requested is one example of a Batch Operation. Use this function to indicate that an FBI Fingerprint Check 
and/or Military Check has been requested. 

1. From the CLAIMS 4 Switchboard click the ~·~~~J button to access the Case Management module. 

2. Click the .iJ Batch Status Update button. The Batch Status Update screen appears. 

3. Click the iii Fingerprint/Agency Checks Requested folder to open. 

4. Click the Iii FBI Fingerprint Check Requested folder to open. 

5. Click in the Type Application ID field. 

6. Type or wand-in the Application 
lOs (or A-Number) followed by the 
ENTER key. 

. 

NOTE: If you need to delete one of 
the Application IDs in the list; click on 
the Application 10, click the right 
mouse button and then select Delete. 
Click the Clear List button to delete 
all Application IDs. To view the Case 
Status for an Application ID, click on 
the Application 10, click the right 
mouse button and then select Case 
Status. 

~, r111g~/A~1'1CY Ch~k1 RI!Vfl.md 

tl fa!fii'!Wpri-!~Qlftck.'.>l~fltld --
83 "iltar~th~kR~to!d 

rfsttr:P -,oq 
~· ::J Frn~<~~miAgencv Chi!Ck< R~Cl>W(I 

\dJ f~eR~ce,y<';d 
·::J c..,eMar~ 
:::J lnforfTI.!Iti(rlRecrr,.ml 

7. Click the OK button to execute the update. 

I 

l 
! 
I 
!~ ·!; 

8. Click the OK button to close the dialog box indicating the Batch Status Update has completed. 

NOTE: If an update was not completed for a case or cases in the batch, then the user will receive a 
Message indicating "Processing Complete- errors exist- check error log for incomplete updates". The Batch 
Status Update Error Log window will display listing the failed Application IDs and descriptions of the error. 

9. Select File, Exit from the menu to return to the main Case Management screen. 

10. Select File, Exitto exit from the menu to exit the Case Management module. 

2·8 August, 2009 
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BATCH STATUS UPDATE-FINGERPRINT{ AGENCY CHECKS RECEIVED 

The Batch Update tab within Batch Status Update is used to indicate that information or documents have been 
requested or received, or that an action has occurred for one or more cases. Fingerprint/Agency Checks 
Received is one example of a Batch Operation. Use this function to indicate that one or more of the following 
has been received: FBI Fingerprint Check, Military Check, G325B Check, FBI Name Check. 

1. From the CLAIMS 4 Switchboard click the .,..~~~··button to access the Case Management module. 

2. Click the iii Batch Status Update button. The Batch Status Update screen appears. 

3. Click the Iii Fingerprint/Agency Checks Received folder to open. 

4. Click the fi1 FBI Fingerprint Check Received folder to open. 

5. Click the type of response received. 

6. Type a date in the FBI Response Date field. 

7. Click in the Type Application ID field. 

8. Type or wand-in the Application IDs 
(or A-Number) followed by the 
ENTER key. 

NOTE: If entering multiple Application 
IDs, all the applicants must have the 
same Fingerprint response. 
If you need to delete one of the 
Application IDs in the list; click on the 
Application ID, click the right mouse 
button and then select Delete. Click the 
Clear List button to delete all 
Application IDs. To view the Case 
Status for an Application ID, click on the 
Application /D, click the right mouse 
button and then select Case Status. 

9. Click the OK button to execute the update. 

JJ 
£ijl~~R~I 

:;) i<lent-FapShoo!Sm 
~ Lind.,;; I"*'"' i'lll!.l"tt>rll'>f>J1orl·l~t or. ~J(Ofl., Sr.;.'t 

::J Mill¥~> Chetk Reecived 
;::a Gl2513 Ch10<~ Aocer·.-00 
::J fll• Naru~ C'leci<. Rece!Vtld 

-~. :iJ (vld-M..::~ FI!!Grw!'d 
::'JCIIffiM~tl~ 
::J lnf·:)lrMlCli>R~d 

\ 

I 
,I 
I 

10. Click the OK button to close the dialog box indicating the Batch Status Update has completed. 

NOTE: If an update was not completed for a case or cases in the batch, then the user will receive a 
Message indicating "Processing Complete- errors exist- check error log for incomplete updates". The Batch 
Status Update Error Log window will display listing the failed Application IDs and descriptions of the error. 
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11. Select File, Exit from the menu to return to the main Case Management screen. 

12. Select File, Exit from the menu to exit the Case Management module. 
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BATCH STATUS UPDATE-EVIDENCE RECEIVED 

The Batch Update tab within Batch Status Update is used to indicate that information or documents have been 
requested or received, or that an action has occurred for one or more cases. Evidence Received is one 
example of a Batch Operation. Use this function to indicate that the applicant has submitted one or more of 
the following: the N-426 form, the FD258 card, photo, G325B form. 

1. From the CLAIMS 4 Switchboard click the -~·~' button to access the Case Management module. 

2. Click the ill Batch Status Update button. The Batch Status Update screen appears. 

3. Click the il Evidence Received folder to open. 

4. Click the type of evidence received. 

5. Click in the Type Application ID field. 

6. Type or wand-in the Application 
/Os (or A-Number) followed by the 
ENTER key. 

NOTE: If entering multiple Application 
IDs, all the applicants must have the 
same type of evidence received. 
If you need to delete one of the 
Application IDs in the list; click on the 
Application 10, click the right mouse 
button and then select Delete. Click 
the Clear List button to delete all 
Application IDs. To view the Case 
Status for an Application ID, click on 
the Application 10, click the right 
mouse button and then select Case 
Status. 
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7. Click the OK button to execute the update. 

.! 

8. Click the OK button to close the dialog box indicating the Batch Status Update has completed. 

NOTE: If an update was not completed for a case or cases in the batch, then the user will receive a 
Message indicating "Processing Complete- errors exist- check error log for incomplete updates". The Batch 
Status Update Error Log window will display listing the failed Application IDs and descriptions of the error. 

9. Select File, Exit from the menu to return to the main Case Management screen. 

10. Select File, Exit from the menu to exit the Case Management module. 
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BATCH STATUS UPDATE-CASE MANAGEMENT-PLACE FBI RAP SHEET IN A-FILE 

The Batch Update tab within Batch Status Update is used to indicate that information or documents have been 
requested or received, or that an action has occurred for one or more cases. Case Management- Place FBI 
Rap Sheet in A-File is one example of a Batch Operation. Use this function to indicate that the FBI Rap Sheet 
appears (that you placed the FBI Rap Sheet) in the A-File. This is required on every case that has an I DENT 
fingerprint response. NOTE: Only a System Administrator can perform this function. 

1. From the CLAIMS 4 Switchboard click the .~.~~~~button to access the Case Management module. 

2. Click the ill Batch Status Update button. The Batch Status Update screen appears. 

3. Click the Iii Case Management folder to open. 

4. Click the Iii Place FBI Rap Sheet in A-File folder to open. 

5. Click in the Type Application ID field. 
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Type or wand-in the 
Application IDs (or 
A-Number) followed 
by the ENTER key. 

If you need to delete one 
of the Applicaf1on IDs in 
the list; click on the 
Application 10, click the 
right mouse button and 
then select Delete. Click 
the Clear List button to 
delete all Application IDs. 
To view the Case Status 
for an Application ID, click 
on the Application /0, click 
the right mouse button and 
then select Case Status. 

NOTE: The /dent- Rap Sheet Sent function is used to record an I dent fingerprint response. This is not the 
same function as Place FBI Rap Sheet in A-File. 

6. Click the OK button to execute the update. 

7. Click the OK button to close the dialog box indicating the Batch Status Update has completed. 

NOTE: If an update was not completed for a case or cases in the batch, then the user will receive a message 
indicating "Processing Complete- errors exist- check error log for incomplete updates". The Batch Status 
Update Error Log window will display listing the failed Application IDs and descriptions of the error. 

8. Select File, Exit from the menu to return to the main Case Management screen. 

9. Select File, Exit from the menu to exit the Case Management module. 
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BATCH STATUS UPDATE-CASE MANAGEMENT -UPDATE WITH REQUESTED MOTION 
TO REOPEN INFORMATION 

The Batch Update tab within Batch Status Update is used to indicate that information or documents have been 
requested or received, or that an action has occurred for one or more cases. Case Management- Update 
with Requested Motion to Reopen Information is one example of a Batch Operation. Use this function to 
indicate that an applicant has filed a motion to reopen after the case has been denied. For example, the 
applicant failed to attend the Oath Ceremony and was denied due to the no-show. The applicant has up to one 
year to file a Motion to Reopen. 

NOTE: The Update with Requested Motion to Reopen Information should never be used for an Appeal 
(applicant submitted a N336 "Request Hearing on a Decision in Naturalization Proceedings"). N336s should 
be handled outside of the CLAIMS 4 system. 

1. From the CLAIMS 4 Switchboard click the .. ~--~ 1 button to access the Case Management module. 

2. Click the jil Batch Status Update button. The Batch Status Update screen appears. 

3. Click the Iii Case Management folder to open. 

4. Click the Iii Update with Requested Motion to Reopen Information folder to open. 

5. Click in the Type Application ID field. 

6. Type or wand-in the Application 
IDs (or A-Number) followed by the 
ENTER key. 

NOTE: If you need to delete one of 
the Application IDs in the list: click on 
the Application 10, click the right 
mouse button and then select Delete. 
Click the Clear List button to delete 
all Application IDs. To view the Case 
Status for an Application ID, click on 
the Application 10, click the right 
mouse button and then select Case 
Status. 
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NOTE: The Reopen Request Received function is used by the Service Center (NBC) to indicate that an 
applicant whose case has been Administratively Closed has filed a Motion to Reopen. This is not the same 
function as Update with Requested Motion to Reopen Information. 
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7. Click the OK button to execute the update. 

8. Click the OK button to close the dialog box indicating the Batch Status Update has completed. 

NOTE: If an update was not completed for a case or cases in the batch, then the user will receive a 
Message indicating "Processing Complete- errors exist- check error log for incomplete updates". The Batch 
Status Update Error Log window will display listing the failed Application IDs and descriptions of the error. 

9. Select File, Exit from the menu to return to the main Case Management screen. 

10. Select File, Exit from the menu to exit the Case Management module. 
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BATCH STATUS UPDATE-CASE MANAGEMENT-REVERIFY GRANT 

After an Adjudicator makes a decision to grant naturalization to an applicant, the case must be reverified by 
another Adjudicator. The Adjudications module allows a user to reverify a grant one case at a time. If the 
Adjudicator wishes to reverify several granted cases, he or she may use the Case Management module to 
input a list of Application IDs for reverification. 

1. From the CLAIMS 4 Switchboard click the'~"-''"~..'!'':' button to access the Case Management module. 

2. Click the .iJ Batch Status Update button. The Batch Status Update screen appears. 

3. Click the il Case Management folder to open. 

4. Click the lil Reverify Grant folder to open. 

5. Click in the Type Application ID field. 

6. Type or wand-in the Application 
IDs (or A-Number) followed by 
the ENTER key. 

NOTE: If you need to delete one of 
the Application IDs in the list; click 
on the Application 10, click the right 
mouse button and then select 
Delete. Click the Clear List button 

, y :;ZJ El41~h Op~r~trM! 

to delete all Application IDs. To view 
the Case Status for an Application 
ID, click on the Application 10, click 
the right mouse button and then 
select Case Status. 
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7. Click the OK button to execute the update. 

8. Click the OK button to close the dialog box indicating the Batch Status Update has completed. 

NOTE: If an update was not completed for a case or cases in the batch, then the user will receive a 
Message indicating "Processing Complete- errors exist- check error log for incomplete updates". The Batch 
Status Update Error Log window will display listing the failed Application IDs and descriptions of the error. 

9. Select File, Exit from the menu to return to the main Case Management screen. 

10. Select File, Exit from the menu to exit the Case Management module. 
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BATCH STATUS UPDATE-CASE MANAGEMENT-UNDELIVERABLE NOTICE 

The Batch Update tab within Batch Status Update is used to indicate that information or documents have been 
requested or received, or that an action has occurred for one or more cases. Case Management
Undeliverable Notice is one example of a Batch Operation. Use this function to indicate that one or more of 
the following notices have been marked undeliverable: Request for Fingerprint Appearance, Initial Notice, 
Bounced Check Notice, and Underpayment Notice. 

1. From the CLAIMS 4 Switchboard click the ·~-~~~~~J button to access the Case Management module. 

2. Click the lii!lj Batch Status Update button. The Batch Status Update screen appears. 

3. Click the iii Case Management folder to open. 

4. Click the iii!! Undeliverable Notice folder to open. 

5. Click on the Notice Tvpe that you wish to record as undeliverable. 

6. Click in the Type Application ID field. 

7. Type or wand-in the Application 
lOs (or A-Number) followed by 
the ENTER key. 

NOTE: If entering multiple 
Application IDs, all the applicants 
must have the same type of 
Undeliverable Notice. 
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If you need to delete one of the 
Application IDs in the list; click on 
the Application 10, click the right 
mouse button and then select 
Delete. Click the Clear List button 
to delete all Application IDs. To 
view the Case Status for an 
Application ID, click on the 
Application /0, click the right mouse 
button and then select Case Status. 
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8. Click the OK button to execute the update. 

9. Click the OK button to close the dialog box indicating the Batch Status Update has completed. 

NOTE: If an update was not completed for a case or cases in the batch, then the user will receive a 
Message indicating "Processing Complete- errors exist- check error log for incomplete updates". The Batch 
Status Update Error Log window will display listing the failed Application IDs and descriptions of the error. 

10. Select File, Exit from the menu to return to the main Case Management screen. 

11. Select File, Exit from the menu to exit the Case Management module. 
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BATCH STATUS UPDATE-INFORMATION RECEIVED 

The Batch Update tab within Batch Status Update is used to indicate that information or documents have been 
requested or received, or that an action has occurred for one or more cases. Information Received is one 
example of a Batch Operation. Use this function to indicate that a Withdrawal Request or Derogatory 
Information appears in the A-file. 

1. From the CLAIMS 4 Switchboard click the -""'-~J button to access the Case Management module. 

2. Click the S Batch Status Update button. The Batch Status Update screen appears. 

3. Click the iii.~ Information Received folder to open. 

4. Click on the type of information received. 

5. Click in the Type Application ID field. 

6. Type or wand-in the Application 
lOs (or A-Number) followed by 
the ENTER key. 

flllQertlfl)jl~~>cy Cho!r:f< R""QJ.<es\ed 
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NOTE: If entering multiple 
Application IDs, all the applicants 
must have the same type of 
Information Received. ·"' Cii'~M~en( 

If you need to delete one of the 
Application IDs in the list; click on 
the Application 10, click the right 
mouse button and then select 
Delete. Click the Clear List button 
to delete all Application IDs. To 
view the Case Status for an 
Application ID, click on the 
Application 10, click the right mouse 
button and then select Case 
Status. 

7. Click the OK button to execute the update. 
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8. Click the OK button to close the dialog box indicating the Batch Status Update has completed. 

NOTE: If an update was not completed for a case or cases in the batch, then the user will receive a 
Message indicating "Processing Complete- errors exist- check error log for incomplete updates". The Batch 
Status Update Error Log window will display listing the failed Application IDs and descriptions of the error. 

9. Select File, Exit from the menu to return to the main Case Management screen. 

10. Select File, Exit from the menu to exit the Case Management module. 
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BATCH STATUS UPDATE-RECORD No-SHOWS 

The Batch Status Update, Record No-Show command allows the user to document that an N-400 applicant or 
applicants failed to show up for their scheduled interview or oath ceremony. Marking an Application ID as a 
"no-show", counts against the No-Show Limit set up on the Interview Location Profile screen and the Oath 
Ceremony/Fingerprint Location Profile screen in the Scheduling module. For example, if your office has the 
No-Show Limit field set to "2", the applicants will be permitted up to two "no-shows" and still be automatically 
rescheduled for another interview or oath ceremony appointment If an applicant fails to show up a third time, 
the applicant will not be automatically rescheduled for an interview or oath ceremony. If the Adjudicator wishes 
to grant another interview or oath ceremony opportunity for the applicant who has exceeded the No-Show 
Limit, he or she must interactively schedule the applicant for an interview or oath ceremony. 

NOTE: This function should be performed before Closing Out Cases (closing out an Oath Ceremony). 

1. From the CLAIMS 4 Switchboard click the ~~~~.J button to access the Case Management module. 

2. Click the ill Batch Status Update button. The Batch Status Update screen appears. 

3. Click the No-Show tab. 

4. Select the Oath Ceremony No-Show or Interview No-Show radio button. 

5. Click in the Type Application ID field. 

6. Type or wand-in the Application 
IDs (or A-Number) followed by the 
ENTER key. 

NOTE: If you need to delete one of the 
Application IDs in the list; click on the 
Application 10, click the right mouse 
button and then select Delete. Click 
the Clear List button to delete all 
Application IDs. To view the Case 
Status for an Application ID, click on 
the Application 10, click the right 
mouse button and then select Case 
Status. 

7. Click the OK button to execute the 
update. 

8. Click the OK button to confirm. 

NOTE: If an update was not completed for a case or cases in the batch, then the user will receive a 
Message indicating "Processing Complete- errors exist- check error log for incomplete updates". The Batch 
Status Update Error Log window will display listing the failed Application IDs and descriptions of the error. 

9. Select File, Exit from the menu to return to the main Case Management screen. 

10. Select File, Exit from the menu to exit the Case Management module. 
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BATCH STATUS UPDATE- RECORD CERTIFICATE WITHHELD 

The Batch Status Update, Certificate Withheld command allows the user to record the reason why an 
applicant's certificate may have been not administered to them at their oath ceremony. 

NOTE: This function should be performed before Closing Out Cases (closing out an Oath Ceremony). 

1. From the CLAIMS 4 Switchboard click the .. ~.·&..~J button to access the Case Management module. 

2. Click the S Batch Status Update button. The Batch Status Update screen appears. 

3. Click the Certificate Withheld tab. 

4. In the Certificate Number/A-Number section, 
enter one of the following pieces of applicant 
data: 

A-Number: Click in the Enter A-Number field, 
type the A-Number and press the ENTER key so 
that the Application ID fills the Application 10 
window. 
OR 
Certificate Number: Click in the Enter Certificate 
Number field, type the certificate number and 
press the ENTER key so that Applicant 
Information displays in the applicant Information 
window. Then select the application so that the 
application ID fills the Application 10 window. 
OR 
Application /O(s): Click in the Type Application ID field. Type or wand-in the Application IDs followed by the 
ENTER key. 

NOTE: If you need to delete one of the Application IDs in the list; click on the Application 10, click the right 
mouse button and then select Delete. Click the Clear List button to delete all Application IDs. To view the 
Case Status for an Application ID, click on the Application 10. click the right mouse button and then select 
Case Status. 

5. In the Oath Ceremony Status section, click either the Oath Administered- Certificate Withheld button or 
Oath Not Administered- Certificate Withheld button. 

6. Click the OK button to execute the update. 

7. Click the OK button to close the dialog box indicating the Batch Status Update has completed. 

NOTE: If an update was not completed for a case or cases in the batch, then the user will receive a 
Message indicating "Processing Complete- errors exist check error log for incomplete updates". The Batch 
Status Update Error Log window · · · · ID and descriptions of the error. 

(b )(2) Contact the US CIS Service Des 
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8. Select File, Exit from the menu to return to the main Case Management screen. 

9. Select File, Exit from the menu to exit the Case Management module. 
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BATCH STATUS UPDATE-CASE MANAGEMENT-NATURALIZATION CERTIFICATE 

ISSUED 

After an applicant's oath ceremony has occurred and an applicant's certificate has been withheld (see Record 
Certificate Withheld), the user can record that the certificate has been issued by selecting the Naturalization 
Certificate Issued command. 

1. From the CLAIMS 4 Switchboard click the ·--~~~·.i button to access the Case Management module. 

2. Click the ill Batch Status Update button. The Batch Status Update screen appears. 

3. Click the !ill Case Management folder to open. 

4. Click the ill Naturalization Certificate Issued folder to open. 

5. Click in the Type Application ID field. 

6. Type or wand-in the 
Application IDs (or A-Number) 
followed by the ENTER key. 

NOTE: If you need to delete one 
of the Application IDs in the list; 
click on the Application 10, click 
the right mouse button and then 
select Delete. Click the Clear List 
button to delete all Application IDs. 
To view the Case Status for an 
Application ID, click on the 
Application 10, click the right 
mouse button and then select 
Case Status. 

7. Click the OK button to execute 
the update. 
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8. Click the OK button to close the dialog box indicating the Batch Status Update has completed. 

NOTE: If an update was not completed for a case or cases in the batch, then the user will receive a 
Message indicating "Processing Complete- errors exist- check error log for incomplete updates". The Batch 
Status Update Error Log window will display listing the failed Application IDs and descriptions of the error. 

9. Select File, Exit from the menu to return to the main Case Management screen. 

10. Select File, Exit from the menu to exit the Case Management module. 
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CLOSE OUT CASES 

When applicants have completed the naturalization process the cases need to be closed out in CLAIMS 4. 
This function can be performed in either the Scheduling or the Case Management module; however it is 
highly recommended that you close out the Oath Ceremony in the Case Management module since this is 
the only place that CLAIMS 4 will update the Court Code in the Central Index System (CIS). 

IMPORTANT NOTE: It is important that you first do the following before closing out cases in CLAIMS 4: 

';- Update CIS information if necessary. If any information within CLAIMS 4 fails to match CIS after 
the case(s) have been closed out in the CLAIMS 4 Case Management module, information from 
CLAIMS 4 will be rejected during the CIS upload and a mismatch will occur. 

';- "Record No-Shows" (see page 2-18) 

,_ "Record Certificate Withheld" (see page 2-19) 

1. From the CLAIMS 4 switchboard, click on Case Management to access the Case Management 
module. 

2. Click the [II (Batch Status Update) button. 

3. Click the Close Out Case tab. 

4. Select the Administrative close-out or Judicial close-out radio button. 

5. Type the date of the Oath Ceremony in the Ceremony Date field. 

6. Enter the 3-digit Oath Ceremony Location and press Enter. 

Location Information appears at the bottom of the screen. 

' '~ ! , ••• ~ [, .. ,.,. 
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Application IDs 
for the selected 
ceremony 

7. In the Location Information box, select the ceremony that you want to close out. 

NOTE: The Time field displays military time. 

The Application IDs will appear listed in the Application ID column on the right. 
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8. Enter the date of the Oath Ceremony in the Naturalization Date field. 

9. Click the OK button. 

NOTE: Errors may display for some applications if the case didn't properly update the CIS system or if 
there is a workflow issue with one or more cases such as a case whose certificate was voided. Contact 

(b )(2) the USC IS Service Desk 

~----------------~ 10. Click the Clear List button. 

11. Select File, Exit from the menu to return to the main Case Management screen. 

12. Select File, Exit from the menu to exit the Case Management module. 
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CLAIMS 4 REFERENCE GUIDE 
Scheduling Interviews 

Introduction 

CHAPTER3: SCHEDULING INTERVIEWS 

r------,-------------------···········----, 
Introduction The CLAIMS 4 Scheduling module allows users to schedule applicants for a N-400 

or an 1-485 interview. Interview appointments can be scheduled by batch (multiple 
appointments at one time). or interactively (one appointment at a time). 

When a case is ready to be scheduled for an Adjudications interview, the Field 
Office may schedule the applicant for an interview appointment. Before an 
applicant may be scheduled for an interview, three (3) Interview Profile screens 
must be updated: Interview Location Profile. Interview Service Type Profile and the 
Interview Section Profile. 

Interview Location Profile 
);- update date range you want to drop the upcoming schedule for 
);- decide which Rooms you want to include (turn on and turn off rooms) 

Interview Service Type Profile 
);- update date range you want to drop the schedule for by Service Type 

Interview Section Profile 
).- update start time, end time, breaks and number of examiners for days of 

week as well as input exception dates 

After the three (3) Interview Profile screens are updated, interview time slots are 
created and applicants are assigned to the time slots. 

Objectives After completing this chapter. you will be able to: 

August, 2009 

• Update the Interview Location Profile 

• Update the Interview Service Type Profile 

• Update the Interview Section Profile 
o Add Exception Dates if needed 

• Create Interview Appointment Slots 

• Check Interview Appointment Slots 

• Assign Applicants to the Appointment Slots 

• Check the Appointments 

• Create a New Section ID 

• Interactively Schedule an applicant for an Interview 

• Place a Case in the Ready to Schedule Queue 

• Remove a Case from the Ready to Schedule Queue 

• Deschedule an Interview appointment (per USCIS) 

• Cancel an Interview appointment (per applicant) 

• Record a No-Show for an applicant who failed to show up for his/her 
Interview 
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CLAIMS 4 REFERENCE GUIDE 

Scheduling Interviews 
Introduction 

3-2 

Key Terms The following new terms are introduced in this section: 

Batch Scheduling 
Scheduling function that allows users to create scheduling slots and 
assign appointments to groups of applicants in the Ready to 
Schedule Queue (Interview). 

Interactive Scheduling 
Scheduling function that allows a user to schedule an individual 
applicant into a specific time slot. 

Ready to Schedule Queue 
Waiting list of ready to be scheduled applications. Cases in the 
scheduling queue are placed into scheduling slots when the Assign 
Appointments for Applications option on the Batch Scheduler is run 
or an applicant is interactively scheduled into a slot. 

Interview Location Profile 
A screen that defines the location at which the Interview takes place 
and the date range for which you want to build your schedule. 

Interview Service Type Profile 
A screen that defines the date range that you want to build your 
schedule for, the length of each interview, and the amount of time to 
add if interviewing a "group" or if represented by an attorney. 

Interview Section Profile 
A screen that defines the days of the week, times of day, and the 
number of adjudicators conducting interviews. 

Interview Section Exception Profile 
A screen that allows the user to input exception dates to the normal 
schedule defined on the Interview Section Profile screen. Some 
offices use this screen to input their entire schedule date by date 
and they leave the Interview Section Profile screen empty. 

Appointment Slots 
Blocks of time within the day that will be assigned interviews. 

Cancel Limit 
Maximum number of times an applicant can cancel an appointment. 
Once the applicant has exceeded the Cancel Limit, the applicant will 
not be eligible to have another appointment scheduled in CLAIMS 4. 
CLAIMS 4 will display a message indicating that the applicant has 
exceeded his or her Cancel Limit. The user should consult his or 
her local management for guidance on whether this applicant should 
be given another interview appointment. If another appointment is 
desired contact the USCIS Service Oeskl 1 

I {'lffia ask them to resolve the workflow 
ISSUe. 
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No-Show Limit 
Maximum number of times an applicant can not show up an 
appointment. Once the applicant has exceeded the No-Show Limit, 
the applicant will not be eligible to have another appointment 
scheduled in CLAIMS 4. CLAIMS 4 will display a message 
indicating that the applicant has exceeded his or her No-Show Limit. 
The user should consult his or her local management for guidance 
on whether this applicant should be given another interview 
appointment. If another appointment is desired, contact the USC/S 
Service Desk I I and ask 
them to resolve the workflow issue. 

Cancel based on Request 
Remove a case from a schedule in response to an applicant's 
request. Canceled cases count against an applicant's cancel limit. 

Deschedule 
Remove a case from a schedule at the request of the USC IS. 
Descheduled cases do not count against an applicant's cancel limit. 
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Scheduling Interviews 
Batch Scheduling: 2 Approaches 

2 Approaches to Batch Scheduling Interviews in CLAIMS 4 

E..:.plibn I~ 

$edioniD:, Jsecn 3 

• 

Section Profile Pages 3·20 through 3·~6 in this chapter 
The schedule for conducting interviews is input for the days ofthe week. This method assurnesthat the schedule 
remains the same from week to week within the. scheduling period. For example, if an. office builds a schedule for 
an entire month, every 'Monday• would follow the same schedule,. every "Tue$day• would follow the same 
schedule., etc. It is possible to define alternating weeks where Week 1 and Week 3 are the same schedule and 
Week 2 and Week 4 are the same. If a particular date differs from the norm, an exception for that date can be 
input by using the Section Exceptions button. · 

3·4 

-- ---·---------~-------~ 
~ UAIM!7 Sth~Jju!er ln(erVlr!W Se!~;hon Prot11~ 

0~ jSEOLIEIHLALALlOCATIDI'l 

~ lnlc!.Jit!W htBiwt h!.Btll~Jk 21'dB1e!t ~B1e« 3d 11M ~8r$4k Nl\.ol 

,..----.~ ~~ ~~-~-~ ~-~ r· 
lt.IO<Tdiiji 
. hn!li>Jay 
jW~~ 
j 1hur!tl~y 
jFrirj~ 

1 s~luraey l s~hd.!l)' 
I 

0:145 13.~5 11·05 1~05 
ONS n~~ 1105 1205 
()7:45- H4~ 11'(15 1205 
Ql-45 13·45 lHJ5 120S 
Oi'4S 11:4:. 11·05 1?1l5 
0745 13.45 1Hl5 l.t05 

" " 15 
15 
1 
3 
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Process 

BATCH SCHEDULING INTERVIEWS PROCESS- BY SECTION EXCEPTION PROFILE 

' '' 

Process#: Menu Op~ion: , Description: Name of Process: , 
' ,, ... _ .......... 

1 Check the Ready to Utilities The Ready to Schedule Queue tab 
Schedule Queue Batch Scheduler will display all applicants awaiting an 

Show Batch Schedule Data interview. 

Schedule Interview The N-400 applicants are in a 
separate queue than the 1-485 
applicants (different Loc Code). 

All N-400 Interview Service Types: 
Initial. Re-exam, or Question/Answer 
are contained in the same queue. 

2 Update the Interview Administrator The Interview Location Profile 
Location Profile Interview Profile contains 3 sections: Site Profile, 

Interview Location Location Profile and Room Profile. 

The Date Range for the scheduling 
period is updated on the Site Profile 
section. 

3 Update the Interview Administrator The Date Range for the scheduling 
Service Type Profile Interview Profile period is updated on the Interview 

Interview Service Type 
Service Type Profile for each Service 
Type that you want to build the 
schedule for. 

4 Update the Interview Administrator Each date that you want to drop the 
Section Profile Interview Profile schedule for is input into this screen. 

Interview Section The Start Time, End Time, Break 
Times and the # Examiners is 

Section Exceptions Button defined. 

5 Create the Utilities CLAIMS 4 looks at the above 3 profile 
Appointment Slots Batch Scheduler screens and using the criteria on 

Create Available Slots ... 
those screens, creates a slot for each 

·- ............. in!~r.Yi~~-

6 Check the Utilities The Section Available Slots tab will 
Appointment Slots Batch Scheduler display dates that have slots 

If they are not correct, Show Batch Schedule Data 
highlighted in blue or green on the 
calendar. Click on a date to see the contact the US CIS Schedule Interview ranges of time that slots have been Service Desk before 

proceedinq created. 

7 Fill the Slots with Utilities CLAIMS 4 fills each Interview Slot 
Appointments Batch Scheduler with an appointment for the applicants 

Assiqn Appointments for ... 
in the Ready to Schedule Queue. 

8 Check the Utilities The Appointments tab will display 
Appointments Batch Scheduler dates that have appointments 

Show Batch Schedule Data highlighted in blue or green on the 
calendar. Click on a date to see the 

Schedule Interview actual appointments. 
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Scheduling Interviews by Section Exception Profile 
Process 1: Ready to Schedule Queue 

CHECK THE READY TO SCHEDULE QUEUE 

Always check your Ready to Schedule Queue before building a new schedule. This area will display a list of 
all applicants who are awaiting an Interview with an examiner. The total number of applicants in the queue is 
displayed at the top of the Ready to Schedule Queue screen. Knowing the total number of applicants in the 
queue is helpful when determining the range of dates that you want to build the new schedule. For example, if 
there are only 200 applicants in the queue and you average about 20 Interviews per day (2 Examiners, each 
conducting 10 Interviews per day), you have enough applicants to fill about 10 days. Failure to check the 
Ready to Schedule Queue often results in offices building slots for a month (30 or so days) but only having 
enough applicants to fill the 1 ' 1 10 days of the month. 

1. Select Utilities, Batch Scheduler from the Scheduler screen menu. 

2. Select Show Batch Schedule Data, Schedule Interview from the Batch Scheduler screen. 

3. Select your Office, and Site codes. (leave the Location field set to ALL! 

II!':; CLAIMS Scheduler Bat< h InterVIew ",J~ 

Interview Ar>oointment Rea!lv. Queue 

0:-ID s.,.,.,,r • OffiCe toe. Code Otoce loc Sub Code 
wsc· IN400 LOS 000 
wsc· IN400 LOS 000 
wsc· IN400 LOS 0 
wsc· IN400 LOS My Office Cosies: lwsc IN400 LOS 

•wsc· IN400 LOS 1485s: iwsc· IN400 LOS 
lwsc· IN400 LOS N-400s: 
t wsc· IN400 LOS 
'wsc· IN400 LOS 
!wsc· IN400 LOS 
lwsc· IN400 LOS I wsc· IN400 LOS 

WSC" IN400 LOS 
WSC" IN400 LOS 
wsc· IN400 LOS 
wsc· IN400 LOS 
WSC" IN400 LOS 000 
wsc· IN400 LOS 000 
wsc· IN400 LOS 000 
wsc· IN400 LOS 000 ...... ". 

4. Click the Ready to Schedule Queue tab. 

5. Click the Cancel button to exit this screen. 

6. Exit the Batch Scheduler screen. 

3-6 

l)ffict> 

[LoS - :!) 

jLDS001 

IAL·· 3 

1-485 applicants 
are located at 
the triple zero 
site code 
(LOSOOO). 

Leave the Location set to 
"ALL" so you will see .1lll 
applicants in the Ready to 
Schedule Queue. If you 
select anything other than 
"ALL", you will only see 
applicants that were 
interactively placed in the 
queue. To sort by Service 
Type, click the Service 
Type column heading. 
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UPDATE THE INTERVIEW LOCATION PROFILE 

Dates must be updated on the Interview Location Profile screen (Site radio button). Optionally, the Interview 
Location and/or Room ID can be turned on or off. 

1. Select Administrator, Interview Profile, Interview 
Location from the Scheduler screen menu. 

When you first enter this screen, vour office defaults in the Admin Office field. The Scheduling Site and 
Interview Location codes default to the 1'1 codes in the list alphabetically. The codes ending in 000 are used 
for 1-485 Scheduling. Codes ending in numbers other than 000 are N-400 location codes. 

2. Specify the Scheduling 
Site and Interview 
Location: 

Leave the 
Scheduling Site 
and Interview 
Location codes at 
_000 to build the 
1-485 schedule. 

Select _001 or 
some other code to 
build the N-400 

My Office Codes: 

l-485s: --'---
N-400s: __ _ 

3. Selectthe Room ID. 

~CLAIMS Scheduler lnti'lrView l ocat1on ProJllc 

-~'~····'· 

- Ollk< I" ::J ; ... 
s~ Sil• lwsooo ::J 

lm_l_ !LOSlltlll ::J .... · 
AfiOI!\lP 

....................... 
" T 11pe OrPn:IMr 
. 1'"5.!~ 

o,~ rc;-----·····-~---

o,,o~p&no [i:Os/\NifEl.£$ 01 nELD OFFlCE CA 

D~MPI¢M 

NOTE: There may be more than one Room /D. Start by selecting the 1 '1 on the list and proceeding. You will 
come back and select the other Room IDs and repeat this process. 

~ClAIMS Sch<>du!cr ln!crVlcw I O~i:tPJn Prohlc 

Select the Room I D. 
The text that appears 

-""''" """- lli"·-··-------~ in the Description 
-'"' .. -1LIJSN%ttw1rcuomcr.CA field prints on the 

Interview Notice to the 
ln~ll!(;4tioll;,!LctSI'JOl ·"· ... ~ 

"'==;------cc__ applicants. 
AMIDe !RM>JJ "";] ·- '"'' j+----t~:__ _____ _j 
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CLAIMS 4 REFERENCE GUIDE Process 2: Interview Location Profile 

SITE PROFILE SECTION 

The Site Profile section of the Interview Location Profile screen contains two fields that allow the user to 
specify the date range that they want to build their schedule for. These two fields: No Sooner Than and No 
Later Than define the 1 ''date and last date for the period you wish to have appointments. 

1. Click the Site Profile radio button. 
·······---] 

"t (I AIMS s~hedoh.!r lnli:•flrlew t ociW<H'I Pro!Jl.-

S~S~er. , e~·n: ==·,-,-,-,.---~··"·~-

h'(e"'iaw!.oc.'llkn iUJS(Qb :J o~ rc;---" 
""""" =Tililii;-];;;;;r;--' _ _;,_ __ 

NciS();'hll'lhiln·{(l~ 

'it!U.III'ftwl~ 

S~Rultt!O· """'"'"'
~.,.R,._lP: '!INTSQ2 

5!!04Afhtp00 ~ 

ll!!ii 

fMA!LROOM RECEIPT DATE ·FIRST IN Fl 

!SE~l.IENTIAL A~LOCft,TlON 

~cS~Ltt ri-· , 

""""'"'11. 

The No-Show Limit and 
Cancel Limit fields allow 
you to define how many 
times an applicant can not 
show or cancel an interview. 

After an applicant has 
exceeded the No-Show or 
Cancel limit, the applicant 
will not be able to have 
another appointment 
scheduled in CLAIMS 4 
without assistance from the 
USCIS Service Desk 

2. Click the No Sooner Than drop-down arrow and select the 1!ll date in your scheduling range. 

3. Click the No Later Than drop-down arrow and select the last date in your scheduling range. 

NOTE: The numbers that appear to the left of the dates are the number of days from today that you are 
building your schedule. You want to allow the National Benefits Center (NBC) enough time to ship the 
applicants' A-Files. 

4. Click the Save button. 

LOCATION PROFILE SECTION 

1. Click the Location Profile radio button. 

The Effective Date on the Location Profile Section 
does not need to be updated unless you wish to 
make this location unavailable. 

To make this location unavailable to the scheduler, 
you would choose a new Effective Date by clicking 
the drop-down arrow and then checking the 

:Pumlulnf~ 
TJ'!liiOfPiolf& - .................... . 

,~ Sre Profile 

Interview Location Not Available checkbox. Then click the Save button. 

r Room Profile 
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Scheduling Interviews by Section Exception Profile 

Process 2: Interview Location Profile 

ROOM PROFILE SECTION 

1. Select the Room ID from the Room ID drop-down arrow 

2. Click the Room Profile radio button. 

l"'i~j ..... ~ 

~QI!icAfl[i5-3 

~s~ r;:i:lsOzs---3 
~~~ 

fi<>OO<?!dilo 

l,;lftldNeD<III\< 

1 iVIwi~OG B ~ r rr.,...,""';o.""'..t.~. 
_,_ 
~R~JO O~~·~~i-o'c---
~ ~fNriALAUOCAT!NJ 

Check to see if the Room is ON or OFF: 

3. Click the ellipsis button( ... ) next to Effective Date. 

4. Select the latest date on the list. 

5. Click the OK button. 

I 
I, 

The Room is ON (no checkmark) 

£11""'P"" 
I 01105i201l9 l:d u:::Jl ~ooti\N~A-

August, 2009 

... J.~~ .. J 
~!-J 

The Room is OFF (checkmark) 

'"'"'"" lnl_ .... ·~····"'" 
J )~'>Of Prolilo 

r s,.FI~& 

, Hoomflolilo · 

<nmoP..,, 
I Ot /0512009 El 
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CLAIMS 4 REFERENCE GUIDE Process 2: Interview Location Profile 

6. Click the drop-down arrow next to Effective Date. 

7. Select the 1!il date in your new scheduling period (this is the same date you specified as the No Sooner 
Than date- step 2, page 3-8). 

8. Confirm that the Room Not Available is not checked. 

9. Click the Save button. 

To Turn a Room OFF: 

6. Click the drop-down arrow next to Effective Date. 

7. Select the 1!il date in your new scheduling period (this is the same date you specified as the No Sooner 
Than date- step 2, page 3-8). 

8. Click the Room Not Available checkbox. 

9. Click the Save button. 

NOTE: Go back to the top of the previous page and repeat the steps for.the next Room !D. 
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CLAIMS 4 REFERENCE GUIDE Process 3: Interview Service Type Profile 

UPDATE THE INTERVIEW SERVICE TYPE PROFILE 

Dates must be updated on the Interview Service Type Profile screen to reflect the new scheduling date range. 
Other information can be edited as well: Service Duration (length of interviews), added time with or without an 
attorney, and added time for each group member. 

1. Select Administrator, Interview Profile, Interview Service 
Type from the Scheduler screen menu. 

When you first enter this screen, your office defaults in the Admin Office field. 

2. Click the drop-down arrow next 
to Scheduling Site and select 
the location that you are building 
the schedule for. 

l~ Jnfo!olation 

Adl1in Offico .~ .::J Addr'"' lLDS AfiGELES CA RELD OFFICE· CA 

Addi~i: jLDS ANGELES RELD DrTJCE ·fA 

After the Scheduling Site is selected, the Service Types that have been defined appear at the bottom of the 
screen. 

IN400 

QAN400 

REN400 

20 
30 
Jo 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

N-400 Initial Interview 

N-400 Question & Answer 

N-400 Re·exam 

1\ddr,;. IPHILADELPHiAPA FIELD OFFICE. PA 

69 
40 
48 

20 
30 
30 

NOTE: If we were viewing the Scheduling Site for l-485s (PHIOOO). we would see only one Service Type: 
IN485. 
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3. Click on the 1st Service Type (IN400, QAN400, REN400, etc ... ) that you wish to include in this schedule. 

The information appears in the area above the list of Service Types. You can update any of the fields
Service Duration, Buffer Times, Add Time Per Group, etc. but you must update the Schedule No Sooner 
Than and Schedule No Later Than fields to either: match the 1 ''and last dates that you defined on the 
Interview Location Profile screen or fall within the date range specified on the Interview Locat1on Prof1Je 
screen. 

In the example on the 
right, the user clicked 
on the Service Type: 
IN400. 

service SufferTiMI3 BulfllfTI!W· ·s~ Schedoie Add Time per Setvice' 
OYiation w/'Atlnroey ~.~/o.·Atlon-~iNoSo()!'lef. NoL•! . Grp·M¥nber· T~ 

Set'lico Twe '1"""1 1"""1 ["""} lhon('""'l Thorl.(<ia?!J (mi-ol PrioliW No 

IIN400 :!l ....-- 169" •179 ' ~-
0 
0 
0 

69 
40 
48 

79 
S7 
56 

30 
JO Ull<l~•. I 

Delete. j 

4. Click the ellipsis button next to Schedule No Sooner Than and select the 1§1 date in the range of dates 
you are building the schedule for. 

5. Click the ellipsis button next to Schedule No Later Than and select the last date in the range of dates you 
are building the schedule for. 

6. Click the Update button. 

The newly updated information for the Service Type appears in the bottom list. 

7. Continue the above steps 3-6 for each Service Type that you wish to include in this running of the 
schedule. 

8. When finished, click the Close button. 
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CLAIMS 4 REFERENCE GUIDE Process 4: Interview Section Profile 

UPDATE THE INTERVIEW SECTION PROFILE 

A Room 10 within the Interview Location may have more than one Section defined. For example, your office 
may have a different Section for each Service Type or a different Section for each Adjudicator (if each 
Adjudicator has a different schedule for conducting interviews). You will need to decide which Sections you 
wish to include when you drop the schedule for this next period. Each Section that you wish to drop the 
schedule for will need to be updated with the dates on the Section Exception Profile screen. 

1. Select Administrator, Interview Profile, Interview Section 
from the Scheduler screen menu. 

The Interview Section Profile screen appears. 

~ClAIMS Sch~duler lnhHV1~ Sl\C1HH1 Prof11('! 

2. Specify the Scheduling 
Site, Interview Location. rSittt.~ ··· · · ~-·-···-·----··-·-·- .-.. ··· ··-.·-····-··-····-·----··-.-·- ···,-·-·-·- """~"" "'"""'"' · · 

~llliYo Office M ... j Adcmt /LOS ANGELES CA FIELD OFFlct;. CA 

~000 = 1-485 

~001 or other 
number= N-400 

Mv Office Cpdes: 
l-485s: ____ _ 

N-400s: __ _ 

s~~tc Add<~ 

·--·::·· .. ·:····::: ........ .. 
Eff"""""" j MM!I)OMYIEJ ~ 

3. Specify the Room I D. (If there is more than one Room 10, you will return to this page later to select it.) 

4. Select the Section 10 from the drop-down arrow. 

NOTE: You rnay want to build the 
schedule for more than one Section. 
Start by selecting one of the Section IDs 
and progressing to the next step. You will 
return to this step later to select another 
Section ID(s). 

See page 3-37 in this chapter if you need 
to create a new Section /D. 

SehbOJil~&lS~e 

~LooaOOn 

Ieos .!l -IL05001 :a ~~ !LOS ~GFlH FltLD OFFICE · Cl< 

I LOS001 :a . ~ I LOS ANGEl!£ FIElD OFF~ . CA 
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Scheduling Interviews by Section Exception Profile 
Process 4: Interview Section Profile 

See!loitl'lolie --- •·•• ·------- -·--- · --

offooliv<!Oate j0511212009 l·l->•>c 
"i 

5. Are there any dates listed? 

lfthere are, ALL of these dates need to be cleared (see below): 

To Clear an Effective Date: Seclion f'lolile \,......, 
Effe(;liv~ Dale / 03/0212008 /.:j~ 6. Click the ellipsis button( ... ) next to Effective Date. 

7. Select the latest date on the list of Effective Dates: 

8. Click the OK button. 

After you have selected the Effective Date, the bottom of the screen fills with the schedule that this Section 
had as of the Effective Date that you selected in the previous step. 

socli!lo P .. rore. ---· .......... -c,-,,-~ ·' "' ----· -· ·- ' 

EffedWeO~e I 03/02/2~ _ hJ (0 \lloek1 .. •.· I Scwe t( Dolet• J: NOTE: The Days of the r w..;.;~ 

0'1!'ol\lloek !Otelv~_ lnter'll.ew· l$t6reak tst~~~~k _~odBrea\<, iridSreak ':ltdB~~-- 3it!Br~: NJJ--d. 
Week area must be 

.!J l:'Jo"" ~ ~~J~ f,'fllf' Elm!e ~' ~· E"'". ~ cleared (deleted). Click 
1\VEDNESOAY on a Day of the Week 

~.w,. 08:00 14 30 1200 13:30 3 (Ex: Wednesday) and Tuezlil ,., * II •• then click the Delete M F 
Thur~day i button. Repeat this for 

1 Friday 
S""'dey every Day of the Week 

j Sl.lflday that has data. Repeat I 
this process for Week 2. 

9. Click on a Dav of the Week that has a schedule. 

10. Click the Delete button. 

11. Click Yes to confirm deletion. 

12. Repeat steps 10-12 for all Days of the Week (for Week 1 ). 

13. Click Week 2 radio button. 

14. Repeat the above steps 10-12 for all Days of the Week (for Week 2). 

3-14 
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Scheduling Interviews by Section Exception Profile 
Process 4: Interview Section Profile 

IMPORTANT NOTE: Once the schedule has been cleared for ALL Effective Dates, the Effective Date field 
should not indicate an actual date, but have "MM/DD/YY" instead . 

........ Profile·················-'-·· .. 

EHocbveO.to { MMIDD/YY'(Ifj [jJ 

To add the dates you want to schedule for: 

15. Click the Section Exceptions button. 

The Interview Section Exception Profile screen appears 

"l\ ClAIM5- So::hedulur lnlenmrw ')lll'hon [JI( <!plwn Prol1le: 

Adrr!f\_Otfm: 

,~, .. 

. --£~ptionl~ 

li~lD. 

r ouwzoos 0&20 I 01/0Z/2009 l}f.\,·20 
UV\14/ZOOS 08.'20 
Ol!lMOOO 0020 I 02JOSJ2QOS 08'20 
02/1(lJ2[J(lg 00:20 1 0:2)1112009 00:20 

: 11?,)1.'\/'l'lflll ~?(J 
iti-.;J,>},·cr,· · 

14'40 

"" iU(I 
15llll 
15 00 
15 00 
i5·00 
l>M 

• ;•;,,' ,',',,,';,,in 

10•00 1020 11JO 
10.00 Hl20 11·40 
lO·OiJ 10.2.0 11.40 
10.00 1fr20 11:40 
10·00 11120 lU.n 
10.00 1D20 1UO 
10.00 1tr20 11:40 
won '"'" ·'"'·'·""' _., .. , ',) ·.;.;., "(. ' • ;,_,J __ ,,,, 

1)20 
13.20 
13,20 
13.2(} 
13'2(] 
13,21} 
1320 

·> 

16. Click the drop-down arrow for the Exception Date field and select the date from the calendar. 

17. Input the schedule for that date. 

18. Click the Save button. 

19. When finished inputting all the Exception Dates, click the Close button to return to the Interview Section 
Profile screen. 

20. Click the Close button on the Interview Section Profile screen to return to the Scheduler screen. 
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CLAIMS 4 TRAINING GUIDE 

CREATE THE APPOINTMENT SLOTS 

Scheduling Interviews by Section Exception Profile 
Process 5: Create Appointment Slots 

Once the three Profile screens have been updated, you are ready to run the Batch Scheduler to create 
appointment slots for the new scheduling period. The appointment slots will be created based on the specifics 
on the Profile screens: the date range, the times during the day, the length of each interview, and the number 
of Examiners. For this reason, it is imperative that you open and check the Profile screens as discussed 
earlier in this document. Pay particular attention to the "No Sooner Than" and "No Later Than" dates on the 
Interview Location Profile, Site Profile radio button and on the Interview Service Type Profile screen for all 
Service Types that you wish to create slots for. 

1. Select Utilities, Batch Scheduler from the menu. 

2. Click the Create Available Slots for Application check box. 

3. Click the House button. 

4. Select your Site Code. 

5. Click the Run Batch button. 

My Office Codes: 

1485s: 
--~ 

N-400s:-~-

3-16 

Interviews. 

C04 
005 
OQG 
00? 
008 
009 

LOS 
LOS 
l.OS 
LOS 
LOS 
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CLAIMS 4 TRAINING GUIDE 
Scheduling Interviews by Section Exception Profile 

Process 6: Check Appointment Slots 

CHECK THE APPOINTMENT SLOTS 

After the Batch Scheduler finishes creating the appointment slots, you will want to ~ilillo,l/,li.illo\lllil.ll~ 

ar wh il.lllli.iliiillli.ii'iiiiil.iiiliil.llliiiL----..1 

1. Select Utilities, Batch Scheduler from the menu. 

2. Select Show Batch Schedule Data, Schedule Interview from the menu. 

3. Use the drop-down arrows to select the Site and Location. 

4. Click on the Section Available Slots tab (do not use the Room Available 
Slots tab). 

~CLAIMS Sc.hl.':duler Uitfch Intel view 

Make sure you are 
looking at the 
correct year. 

My Office Codes: 

l-485s: __ _ 

N-400.s:~--

There are "slots" on the (light blue and green) 
highlighted dates. In this example, no slots were 
created on any Wednesday or May 14th because these 
dates were not entered on the Section Exceptions 
Profile screen. No slots were created on May 25th 
because it is a Holiday. Click a date to see the ranges 
of times that have slots (individual slots are not shown 
on this screen). Click again on the Section Available 
Slots tab to go back to this calendar view. 

·l_.... 

Leave the 
Room set to 
ALL 

You do not want to continue with the next process (filling the appointment slots) if they are not correct 
because Interview Notices will be in the system ready to be printed and be mailed to the applicants. The NBC 
may print these within minutes of you finishing filling the appointments. Additionally, if you fill the slots, you 
have scheduled the applicants for their interview. You may need to deschedule all or many of the interview 
a ointments. If the slo w r hen ou checked them above contact the US CIS Service Desk 

to have the slots removed before proceeding. 
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CLAIMS 4 REFERENCE GUIDE Process 7: Fill the Slots with Appointments 

FILL THE SLOTS WITH APPOINTMENTS 

After the slots have been created and you have checked to make sure they are correct, you are ready to fill the 
slots with appointments. Once the slots are filled with appointments, the Interview notices will automatically be 
generated in CLAIMS 4 and appear in the Notices module ready to be printed and mailed by the National 
Benefits Center (NBC). 

NOTE: CLAIMS 4 does not allow you to interactively schedule appointments for a date that has already been 
Batch Scheduled. If you need to both interactively schedule and batch schedule for the same date, then do all 
the interactive scheduling prior to running the Batch Scheduler. 

1. Select Utilities, Batch Scheduler from the menu. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Click the Assign Appointment for Application check box. 

Click the House button. 

Select your Site Code. 

Click the Run Batch button. 

Select your site 
code for N-400 or 
1-485 Interviews. 

My Office Codes: 

1-4855:---
N-400s: __ _ 

000 HCM 
000 HKC 
000 ILB 
000 JHI 
WJO KNG 
01}0 LDN 
000 LII>J 

000 U~A 

000 LO~ 

NOTE: The process of filling the slots with the appointments can take several minutes depending on how many 
examiners and how many days you have built your schedule for. 
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CLAIMS 4 TRAINING GUIDE 

Scheduling Interviews by Section Profile 
Process 8: Check the Appointments 

CHECK THE APPOINTMENTS 

After the Batch Scheduler finishes filling the slots, you will want to check to make sure you have the 
appointments that you wanted. If you notice that the appointments are not what you wanted and you want to 
try to prevent the interview notices from being mailed, contact the NBC (who prints and mails the notices) as 
soon as possible. The appointments that you do not want will need to be descheduled. See page 3-45 in this 
chapter of the Reference Guide. 

1. Select Show Batch Schedule Data, Schedule Interview from the Batch Schedule screen menu. 

2. Use the drop-down arrows to select the Site and Location. 

3. Click on the Appointments tab. 

~CLAIMS Sche.duler Botch Interview 

EM f>.ate 

1 o3116!2oos B 
I 8e!t•<h I 

ou..., My Office Codes: 

There are "appointments" on the (light blue 
and green) highlighted dates. In this 
example, no appointments were created on 
May 6, May 13 or May 14th since there were 
no slots created on these dates. Click on a 
date to see the actual appointments. Click 
aga'1n on the Appointments tab to go back 
to this calendar view. 

August, 2009 

lOillilitm 

!Loso01 .!:] 

l-485s: --~ 
N-400s: __ ~ 

Leave the 
Room set to 
ALL 
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Scheduling Interviews by Section Exception Profile 
CLAIMS 4 REFERENCE GUIDE Process 

BATCH SCHEDULING INTERVIEWS PROCESS- BY SECTION PROFILE 
...... 

Proces$#:. Name. of Process: Menu Option: . Description: 
·--~-··~--------,--. 

1 Check the Ready to Utilities The Ready to Schedule Queue tab 
Schedule Queue Batch Scheduler will display all applicants awaiting 

Show Batch Schedule Data an interview. 

Schedule Interview The N-400 applicants are in a 
separate queue than the 1-485 
applicants (different Loc Code). 

All N-400 Interview Service Types: 
Initial, Re-exam, Case Review, or 
Question/Answer are contained in 
the same Queue. 

2 Update the Interview Administrator The Interview Location Profile 
Location Profile Interview Profile contains 3 sections: Site Profile, 

Interview Location Location Profile and Room Profile. 

The Date Range for the scheduling 
period is updated on the Site Profile 
section. 

3 Update the Interview Administrator The Date Range for the scheduling 
Service Type Profile Interview Profile period is updated on the Interview 

Interview Service Type Service Type Profile for each 
Service Type that you want to build 
the schedule for. ·····--··------

4 Update the Interview Administrator The Days of Week and Times of 
Section Profile Interview Profile Day are updated on the Interview 

Interview Section 
Section Profile. Additionally, 
Sections are "turned on" or "turned 
off' here. --------- ··················----·-

5 Create the Utilities CLAIMS 4 looks at the above 3 
Appointment Slots Batch Scheduler profile screens and using the criteria 

Create Available Slots ... on those screens, creates a slot for 
each interview. 

6 Check the Utilities The Section Available Slots tab will 
Appointment Slots Batch Scheduler display dates that have slots 

If they are not correct, Show Batch Schedule Data highlighted in blue or green on the 
calendar. Click on a date to see the contact the USC/S Schedule Interview ranges of time that slots have been Service Desk before 

proceeding created. 

7 Fill the Slots with Utilities CLAIMS 4 fills each Interview Slot 
Appointments Batch Scheduler with an appointment for the 

Assign Appointments for ... 
applicants in the Ready to Schedule 
Queue. 

8 Check the Utilities The Appointments tab will display 
Appointments Batch Scheduler dates that have appointments 

Show Batch Schedule Data 
highlighted in blue or green on the 
calendar. Click on a date to see the 

Schedule Interview actual appointments. 

3-20 
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CLAIMS 4 REFERENCE GUIDE 
Scheduling Interviews by Section Profile 

Process 1: Ready to Schedule Queue 

CHECK THE READY TO SCHEDULE QUEUE 

Always check your Ready to Schedule Queue before building a new schedule. This area will display a list of 
all applicants who are awaiting an lnteNiew with an examiner. The total number of applicants in the queue is 
displayed at the top of the Ready to Schedule Queue screen. Knowing the total number of applicants in the 
queue is helpful when determining the range of dates that you want to build the new schedule. For example, if 
there are only 200 applicants in the queue and you average about 20 lnteNiews per day (2 Examiners, each 
conducting 10 lnteNiews per day), you have enough applicants to fill about 10 days. Failure to check the 
Ready to Schedule Queue often results in offices building slots for a month (30 or so days) but only having 
enough applicants to fill the 1'1 10 days of the month. 

1. Select Utilities, Batch Scheduler from the Scheduler screen menu. 

2. Select Show Batch Schedule Data, Schedule Interview from the Batch Scheduler screen. 

3. Select your Office, and Site codes. (leave the Location field set to ALL) 

'i\ CLAIMS Scheduler· Ba.tch Interview ~~' 

lnterviewAppoin1ment ReadY Queue 

wsc· 
wsc· 

jWSC' 

l ~~g: wsc· 
,wsc· 
wsc· 
wsc· 
wsc· 
wsc· 
WSC" 
wsc· 
wsc· 
\1/SC". 
wsc· 
wsc· 

1 wsc· 

IN400 
IN400 
IN400 
IN400 
IN40D 
IN401J 
IN400 
IN400 
IN40C 
IN400 
IN400 
IN400 
IN400 
IN400 
IN400 
IN400 
IN40C 
IN400 
IN400 
IN40C 
IN40C 

LOS 
LOS 
LOS 
LOS 
LOS 
LOS 
LOS 
LOS 
LOS 
LOS 
LOS 
LOS 
LOS 
LOS 
LOS 
LOS 
LOS 
LOS 
LOS 
LOS 
LOS 

4. Click the Ready to Schedule Queue tab. 

5. Click the Cancel button to exit this screen. 

6. Exit the Batch Scheduler screen. 

August, 2009 

Oil~• Loc. Sub IMI• 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 

oo My Qff!ce Codes: 
0 
oo l-485s: __ _ 

00 N-400s: 
0 ---
0 
0 
DO 
00 
00 

:t---==::;J 
ooc 

1-485 applicants 
11"!~ ..... --1 are located at 

Office the triple zero 
jLOS ::J site code 

(LOSOOO). 

Leave the Location set to 
"ALL" so you will see all 
applicants in the Ready to 
Schedule Queue. If you 
select anything other than 
"ALL", you will only see 
applicants that were 
interactively placed in the 
queue. To sort by Service 
Type, click the Service 
Type column heading. 
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CLAIMS 4 REFERENCE GUIDE 
Scheduling Interviews by Section Profile 

Process 2: Interview Location Profile 

UPDATE THE INTERVIEW LOCATION PROFILE 

Dates must be updated on the Interview Location Profile screen (Site radio button). Optionally, the Interview 
Location and/or Room ID can be turned on or off. 

1. Select Administrator, Interview Profile, Interview 
Location from the Scheduler screen menu. 

When you first enter this screen, your office defaults in the Admin Office field. The Scheduling Site and 
Interview Location codes default to the 1" codes in the list alphabetically. The codes ending in 000 are 
used for 1-485 Scheduling. Codes ending in numbers other than 000 are N-400 location codes. 

2. Specify the 
Scheduling Site and 
Interview Location: 

~CLAIMS Scheduler lnh:tVIew Locn:Hon Profiltt 

:LO<alionl--··· 

Admin 0!1<. •••• :::1 
Leave the 
Scheduling Site 
and Interview 
Location codes at 
~000 to build the 
1-485 schedule. 

s~s•• =::;:;;----::1 

1-f--,+1-t.oo>iOil jLOsOiltl .:::J 

Select ~001 or 
some other code to 
build the N-400 

3. Select the Room 10. 

Ptflfilo lnfOO!Iidian · · . r,., PI P«!ic 

My Office Coc!es; 
l-485s: __ _ 

N-400s: __ _ 

NOTE: There may be more than one Room 10. Start by selecting the 1'1 on the list and proceeding. You will 
come back and select the other Room IDs and repeat this process. 

Select the Room ID. 
The text that appears 

""''""'~~ rcoioln':£] """"""" ltOs'NGillSiiiili-oiiict:CA______ in the Description 
_,.,L,..., f'~ ..... ·- field prints on the 

Interview Notice to the 
fi~JQ. jRM203 .!J Dtm:llption "'!2N"'o n"'oo'"'•·""'""'nr."'"'';-~-· ... ~~,,-M 1-f----_, applicants. 
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CLAIMS 4 REFERENCE GUIDE 
Scheduling Interviews by Section Profile 

Process 2: Interview Location Profile 

SITE PROFILE SECTION 

The Site Profile section of the Interview Location Profile screen contains two fields that allow the user to 
specify the date range that they want to build their schedule for. These two fields: No Sooner Than and No 
Later Than define the 1" date and last date for the period you wish to have appointments. 

1. Click the Site Profile radio button. 

--· ,. r~of~,.~~ 
& .S~Ptdi!-

NO~ Th.!n~¢ F I 01/0.!!~G~ 
~Lli&11Wl·!D~ r )Oll~121JOS ] ... , 

S~~Ji): jiNTSQ1 

-~fl~jtJ·!iNfs'il-,-

r~.t.~.·.·~·· ···.·-==·· : r..~Pmfae 
. -'-' ,',_,', "'•' '""' '"' 

-tW:f2: 

""""""'1'2 

The No-Show Limit and 
Cancel Limit fields allow 
you to define how many 
times an applicant can not 
show or cancel an interview. 

After an applicant has 
exceeded the No-Show or 
Cancel limit, the applicant 
will not be able to have 
another appointment 
scheduled in CLAIMS 4 
without assistance from the 
USC/S Service Desk 

2. Click the No Sooner Than drop-down arrow and select the 1/il date in your scheduling range. 

3. Click the No Later Than drop-down arrow and select the last date in your scheduling range. 

NOTE: The numbers that appear to the left of the dates are the number of days from today that you are 
building your schedule. You want to allow the National Benefits Center (NBC) enough time to ship the 
applicants' A-Files. 

4. Click the Save button. 

LOCATION PROFILE SECTION 

1. Click the Location Profile radio button. 

The Effective Date on the Location Profile Section does 
not need to be updated unless you wish to make this 
location unavailable. 

To make this location unavailable to the scheduler, you 
would choose a new Effective Date by clicking the drop
down arrow and then checking the Interview Location 
Not Available checkbox. Then click the Save button. 

·Pmfi{al~ll 
T .I'Pe 0! Prumt·--

"""'""""""' 

{' SiteFrorie 

f~~ b : r- ~~~l.if.l!Av~ --Fh,;,Jtl. 
(~·-·-
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CLAIMS 4 REFERENCE GUIDE 

Scheduling Interviews by Section Profile 
Process 2: Interview Location Profile 

ROOM PROFILE SECTION 

1. Select the Room 10 from the Room ID drop-down arrow. 

2. Click the Room Profile radio button. 

~ QAIMS Sthetluh~f fn1erv1ew Lo1 <:~lu;rn ['rulrle 

S_,.,Sil<i r.;ILO:;;;so;,;::--~ 

1!1!JNiewf~ =;::"""""""--; 

·Profit61~ 
Tj~j~e:iJIPl<llilt 

... _ liiiffiMfWSiif.i"'A"------····-·~ 0- ~-------'--

f>Me!~ory ·[MAIN LOBB't.ltl\TIAL 

r~~ t'l«:IIOt!n~ 

RljOOJ Ptd'H- ' 

~eDdtt; 

-··· ······ 

I "12'!11.J.Jl 13 l1f! r •~ ,.,, ...... 
Roon Slll#ln· 
Ab:~fhkiD ~ ' 
jiNTSQ2 • ,. j f,i;lsE""QU,:;ENTi:;:IALc;;AU.-;;;O"'W""ION:;---""""'--

j''A®E~C~~c~)"··'" 

1 ~Na~~· ,;· 

This is where you turn on or turn off a Room I D. Your office may have more than one Room defined under the 
Interview Location Code. 

For example, your office may have set up different Rooms for Initial N-400 interviews than for the follow-up 
interviews (Re-exams, Q&As). 

RM1 = Initial N-400 Interviews 
RM2 = Re-exams, Q&As 

Each time you want to drop your next schedule, you will come to this screen and turn on or turn off the Room 
IDs. Ask yourself the question- "Which Room IDs do I want to run the schedule for this time?'' 

Some scenarios based on the above example: 

If you want to drop the next schedule for both the Initial N-400 Interviews and theRe-exams and Question and 
Answer Interviews, you would make sure both Room IDs are ON. 

If you want to drop the next schedule for only the Initial N-400 Interviews and not the Re-exams and Question 
and Answer Interviews, you would make sure Room ID RM1 is ON and Room ID RM2 is OFF. 

If you want to drop the next schedule for only theRe-exams and Question and Answer Interviews and not the 
Initial N-400 Interviews, you would make sure Room ID RM1 is OFF and Room ID RM2 is ON. 

IMPORTANT: Failure to turn off a Room ID(s) that you do not want to include in this dropping of the schedule, 
may result in getting too many slots (and iffilled, too many appointments) because CLAIMS 4 may create slots 
for the Room ID, depending on how the Interview Service Type and Interview Section Profile screens are set 
up. 
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CLAIMS 4 REFERENCE GUIDE 
Scheduling Interviews by Section Profile 

Process 2: Interview Location Profile 

Check to see if the Room is ON or OFF: 

3. Click the ellipsis button ( ... ) next to Effective Date. 

4. Select the latest date on the list. 

5. Click the OK button. 

The Room is ON (no checkmark) 

"RoomPitlfit -- -,·--····--·······-~· 

Eff~6D-'~t. 

I 01/05/;,}09 [:1 [] R-ilo<A-

To Turn a Room ON: 

6. Click the drop-down arrow next to Effective Date. 

The Room is OFF (checkmark) 

. f'lolllo lnl-ioo• •. , .. "'". 
· 1Wt Of P~Hio · · 

r SittPfOflle. 

: All<li11Ptolie· 

E~D¥6-

1 o11osmoo i:J :::. , fiiillf~Ai.~ 

7. Select the 1M date in your new scheduling period (this is the same date you specified as the No Sooner 
Than date- step 2, page 3-23). 

8. Confirm that the Room Not Available is not checked. 

9. Click the Save button. 

To Turn a Room OFF: 

6. Click the drop-down arrow next to Effective Date. 

7. Select the 1M date in your new scheduling period (this is the same date you specified as the No Sooner 
Than date step 5, page 3-23). 

8. Click the Room Not Available checkbox. 

9. Click the Save button. 

NOTE: Go back to the top of the previous page 3-24 and repeat the steps for the next Room I D. 
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Scheduling Interviews by Section Profile 

Process 3: Interview Service Type Profile 

UPDATE THE INTERVIEW SERVICE TYPE PROFILE 

Dates must be updated an the Interview Service Type Profile screen to reflect the new scheduling date range. 
Other information can be edited as well: Service Duration (length of interviews), added time with or without an 
attorney, and added time for each group member. 

1. Select Administrator, Interview Profile, Interview Service 
Type from the Scheduler screen menu. 

When you first enter this screen, vour office defaults in the Admin Office field. 

2. Click the drop-down arrow next L......,lnrnnoa!ion 

to Scheduling Site and select Admi\Oiiie• =.--"--1 
the location that you are building 

Addreu: ]LOS· ANGELES FIELD OFFICE'· rA the schedule for. 5
"hmr.oSI\: ILos001 ·t 

~~==~~~~~~~====~~==~===-~ 

After the Scheduling Site is selected, the Service Types that have been defined appear at the bottom of the 
screen. 

~ClAIMS Scheduler - fntet'llew SerVlce 1 ype Pro:fllc 

AdnJinOifico:. I PHI 11 
SGhei:Mf'lg!)«e: JPHI001 :!] 

~
N400 
QAN400 
AEN400 

I 

IN400 

QAN400 

REN400 

20 
30 
30 

N-400 Initial Interview 

N-400 Question & Answer 

N-400 Re-exam 

Ad!1m fPfiilADELPHV< PMELD OF~CE · PA 

1\ddtesr, jUSCIS PA 

6~ 
40 
48 

19 
$7 
56 

20 
30 
30 

NOTE: If we were viewing the Scheduling Site for 1-485s (PHIOOO), we would see only one Service Type: 
IN485. 
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Scheduling Interviews by Section Profile 

Process 3: Interview Service Type Profile 

3. Click on the 1'1 Service Type UN400, QAN400, REN400, etc ... ) that you wish to include in this schedule. 

The information appears in the area above the list of Service Types. You can update any of the fields
Service Duration. Buffer Times, Add Time Per Group, etc. but you must update the Schedule No Sooner 
Than and Schedule No Later Than fields to either: match the 1 '1 and last dates that you defined on the 
Interview Location Profile screen or fall within the date range specified on the Interview Location Profile 
screen. 

In the example on the 
right, the user clicked on 
the Service Type: IN400. 

·jtN400 
t QAN400 
\ REN400 

i 
:I . 

20 0 
30 0 
3D 0 

. ..... · .. 

D 69 79 20 
0 40 87 30 
D 48 56 30 Up(late 

4. Click the ellipsis button next to Schedule No Sooner Than and select the 1!!1 date in the range of dates 
you are building the schedule for. 

.· 

5. Click the ellipsis button next to Schedule No Later Than and select the last date in the range of dates you 
are building the schedule for. 

6. Click the Update button. 

The newly updated information for the Service Type appears in the bottom list. 

7. Continue the above steps 3-6 for each Service Type that you wish to include in this running of the 
schedule. 

8. When finished, click the Close button. 
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Scheduling Interviews by Section Profile 
Process 4: Interview Section Profile 

UPDATE THE INTERVIEW SECTION PROFILE 

A Room 10 within the Interview Location may have more than one Section defined. For example, your office 
may have a different Section for each Service Type or a different Section for each Adjudicator (if each 
Adjudicator has a different schedule for conducting interviews). When you are creating a schedule for a new 
scheduling period, every Section should be checked and updated if necessary. Additionally, you will need to 
decide which Sections you wish to include when you drop the schedule for this next period. 

1 . Select Administrator, Interview Profile, Interview Section 
from the Scheduler screen menu. 

The Interview Section Profile screen appears. 

2. Specify the Scheduling 
Site, Interview Location. 

_000 = 1-485 

_001 or other 
number= N-400 

My Office Codes: 

1485s: __ _ 

N-400s:_--:--c 

~CLAIMS Schf!dUl~r lnterVlew Ser.tJOl'l Proftla 

· SeclionPwfite····· --"'······ 

liffaet~D~ l MMIDOfiY'ti]:J 

3 Specify the Room 10. (If there is more than one Room 10, you will return to this page later to select it.) 

4. Select the Section 10 from the drop-down arrow. 

NOTE: You may want to build the 
schedule for more than one Section. 

'~ClAIMS Schcdul~r lotetvmw Section Profile 

-Start by selecting one of the Section IDs 
and progressing to the next step. You will 
return to this step later to select another 
Section ID(s). 

$~SO. ~ jLOsANGfill8EI60Fffci::~~~~~-

See page 3-37 in this chapter if you need 
to create a new Section /D. 

3-28 

J~~WryJm'Lo¢~ floSOOt''''3 
"""''0 IAM20) 3 

' $~ ln1Qr1Uliori . 

CAOOO 

1 

SectkmiD ~ 
=~~ .. 1N40!l . ·· · 

A4d!~ . !LOS ANGELES FIELD OFFiCE · CA 

~;oriplion j2ND Fli:JCR. SUITE 203 
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Scheduling Interviews by Section Profile 

Process 4: Interview Section Profile 

5. Click the ellipsis button ( ... ) next to Effective Date. 
Sectitlrr Profile 

6. Select the latest date on the list of Effective Dates: 

7. Click the OK button. 

After you have selected the Effective Date, the bottom of the screen fills with the schedule that this Section 
had as of the Effective Date you selected in the previous step. 

~'ttl AIMS Srhct!trlar lnlervulw Sl!rtrttn Prof!l(! 

lljll)llj IIII,OI<':l:lt~J ..!!.1 
,·Site·~ 

A~,itM,-offibc 

~~·$i!e 

~~~~' ·r;;;;;;;;;-~ 

AOOII'.:!D 

·~- fo~&REu)IJfiiCfCA~· 

~Q jLOSANGELtS 1'1£LI) OFFICE .t:ll. 

~ ~LESFIELDOFFIC€·-C,II 

0~ j:tlDFL00f'I.SUITE'2\l3 

NOTE: The Days of 
the Week area may 
be empty if this 
Section has been 
built by Exception 
Dates only. If you 
wish to build 
schedule by each 
date, refer to pages 
3-5 through 3-19 in 
this chapter. 

Is this schedule what you want for this next scheduling period for Week 1 and Week 3? 

II YES: 

Do not change anything. 

8. Click the Week 2 radio button. 

Is this schedule what you want for this next scheduling period for Week 2 and Week 4? 

II YES: 

Do not change anything. 

9. Click the Close button. 

. 

NOTE: If you need to make any changes to the schedule for either Week 1 or Week 2, seethe next page . 
. 
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Scheduling Interviews by Section Profile 

Process 4: Interview Section Profile 

To Make Changes to the Schedule: 

1. Click the Week 1 radio button. 

2. Click on the Dav of the Week (Monday, Tuesday, etc ... ). 

The information for that day moves above the Monday through Friday area: 

0900 15:00 10:30 10:45 13:00 14-fJfJ 
1 osoo 1s.oo 10.30 10:45 noo 14.00 

Se~lurday 
Sund~ 

3. Update the Start Time, End Time, Break Times and No. of Examiners as needed. 

4. Click the Save button. 

5. Repeat the above steps 2- 4 for the other Days of the Week as needed. 

NOTE: To NOT have any interviews on a particular Day of the Week, update the No. of Examiners to Q (zero) 
if you want to keep the Day of the Week for future scheduling. If you do not want the Day of the Week for now 
or in the future. click on the Day of the Week and then click the Delete button. 

To Add a Day of the Week: 

1. Click the drop-down arrow under Day of Week and select the day (Monday, Tuesday, etc ... ). 

s~mProae--·· .. -~----~ 

~~~~~-·- 10911812007 8 

2. Input the Interview Start Time, Interview End Time (time the last interview ends), 1•t Break Start Time, 
1•t Break End Time, 2"d Break Start and End (if needed), 3'd Break Start and End (if needed), and the 
No. of Examiners. 

3. Click the Add button to move the information to the bottom for this day. 

4. Click the Week 2 radio button. 

5. Repeat the above steps to modify, add or delete the Days of the Week. 
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Scheduling Interviews by Section Profile 

Process 4: Interview Section Profile 

6. When finished entering the schedule, click the Save button in the middle section of the screen. 

Stcti!MI:j,t~ 
Sel:foorlto 3 c~ 

1=.~~· pmsor--- !)~tM (S1Qli1NWwiic.;liCii~--· 

Uiil1ml'rWie . 

'"""'""' 11111'1"""' B 

1~~ 
; fllt;~d.\~ 
/'WeeR~ 
;Thu•~ 
lhtd~ 
S~!wdey 

! Sund~y 

' 

0715 l50G 11·45 1300 
G7'15 15.00 1145 1100 

7. Click the OK button to the confirmation message "Roam Section information successfully saved." 

To add Exception Dates: 

If there are any dates that will not follow the "standard" schedule, they can be entered in the Section 
Exceptions screen. For example, maybe on a particular Monday all the adjudicators will be tied up in a training 
session and will not be available to conduct interviews. The date of that Monday would be put on the Section 
Exceptions screen. 

NOTE: Some offices do not have any schedule defined by the Days of the Week- this area is empty. Instead, 
they input the schedule for each individual date using the Section Exceptions Profile screen. See pages 3-5 
through 3-19 in this chapter to schedule Interviews by the Section Exception Profile screen. 

1. Click the Section Exceptions button. 

0715 15.00 11·45 nw 211 
0715 1\.00 11 45 1300 20 

J7.i5 1500 114~ noo 20 
01·15 1500 11.45 noo 2ll 

., ... , ... _,__~~·' 

continued on the next page ... 
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Scheduling Interviews by Section Profile 

Process 4: Interview Section Profile 

The Interview Section Exception Profile screen appears: 

2. Click the drop-down arrow for the Exception Date field and select the dale from the calendar. 

3. Input the schedule for that date. 

NOTE: To indicate "no interviews on that date" check the Section Unavailable check box and then type in the 
Exception Reason. 

4. Click the Save button. 

5. When finished inputting all the Exception Oates, click the Close button to return to the Interview Section 
Profile screen. 

To Turn off a Section: 

It is important that you check every Section 10 that falls under the Room 10 and make the updates to the 
Monday through Friday schedule as discussed above. If there is a Section that you do not want to schedule 
any appointments to, you will need to turn off the Section I D. This is accomplished by "zeroing out" the No. of 
Examiners for all days of the week for both Week 1 and Week 2. 

Monday 09:00 15:00 1030 10 45 1300 14:00 0 
Tuesda9 0900 15:00 10:30 10:45 13:00 14:00 0 
Wednesda:1 
Thursday 09:00 1500 10:30 1045 13:00 14:00 0 
Friday 09:00 15·00 10:30 10:45 13:00 14:00 0 
Sa!urday 
Sunday 
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CREATE THE APPOINTMENT SLOTS 

Scheduling Interviews by Section Profile 
Process 5: Create Appointment Slots 

Once the Profile screens have been updated, you are ready to run the Batch Scheduler to create appointment 
slots for the new scheduling period. The appointment slots will be created based on the specifics on the 
Profile screens: the date range, the times during the day, the length of each interview, and the number of 
Examiners. Forth is reason, it is imperative that you open and check the Profile screens as discussed earlier in 
this document. Pay particular attention to the "No Sooner Than" and "No Later Than" dates on the Interview 
Location Profile, Site Profile radio button. 

1. Select Utilities, Batch Scheduler from the menu. 

2. Click the Create Available Slots for Application check box. 

3. Click the House button. 

4. Select your Site Code. 

5. Click the Run Batch button. 

Mv Office Codes: 

l-485s: _.;;......_ 
N-400s: __ _ 

August. 2009 

Select your site code 
for N-400 or 1-485 
Interviews. 

LOS 
LOS 
lOS 
LOS 
LOS 
LOS 
LOS 
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Scheduling Interviews by Section Profile 
Process 6: Check the Appointment Slots 

CHECK THE APPOINTMENT SLOTS 

After the Batch Scheduler finishes creating the appointment slots, you will want to cr,..ilio.WIIIii.iillolliiiololoi.iie if they 
· Service Desk 

1. Select Utilities, Batch Scheduler from the menu. 

2. Select Show Batch Schedule Data, Schedule Interview from the menu. 

3. Use the drop-down arrows to select the Site and Location. Exit 

4. Click on the Section Available Slots tab (do not use the Room Available Slots tab). 

~CLAIMS Scheduler B<ttch Interview 

There are "slots" on the highlighted dates. In 
this example. no slots were created on 
September 1" because it is a holiday. No slots 
were created on September 151

h because it 
was an Exception Date. Click a date to see the 

It ·~""r""""-· '-------'-, 
Make sure you are 
looking atthe 
correct year. 

ranges of times that have slots (individual slots H-..:...C"-'-..:...C----,1 
are not shown on this screen). Click again on 
the Section Available Slots tab to go back to 
this calendar view. 

My Offici) Codes: 

l-485s: __ _ 

N-400s: __ _ 

Leave the 
Room set to 
ALL 

You do not want to continue with the next process (filling the appointment slots) if they are not correct 
because Interview Notices will be in the system ready to be printed and be mailed to the applicants. The NBC 
may print these within minutes of you finishing filling the appointments. Additionally, if you fill the slots, you 
have scheduled the applicants for their interview. You may need to deschedule all or many of the interview 

· en ou checked them above contact the USC/S Service Desk 
o have the slots removed before roceedin . 
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Scheduling Interviews by Section Profile 

Process 7: Fill the Slots with Appointments 

FILL THE SLOTS WITH APPOINTMENTS 

After the slots have been created and you have checked to make sure they are correct, you are ready to fill the 
slots with appointments. Once the slots are filled with appointments, the Interview notices will automatically be 
generated in CLAIMS 4 and appear in the Notices module ready to be printed and mailed by the National 
Benefits Center (NBC). 

NOTE: CLAIMS 4 does not allow you to interactively schedule appointments for a date that has already been 
Batch Scheduled. If you need to both interactively schedule and batch schedule for the same date, thendo all 
the interactive scheduling prior to running the Batch Scheduler. 

1. Select Utilities, Batch Schedulerfrom the menu. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Click the Assign Appointment for Application check box. 

Click the House button. 

Select your Site Code. 

Click the Run Batch button. 

Select your site 
code for N-400 or 
1-485 Interviews. 

My Office Codes: 
l-485s: __ _ 

N-400s: __ ~ 

000 HCM 
OliO we 
000 ILB 
000 JH~ 

000 r,NG 

000 LON 
000 LIN 
000 LNA 
000 LOS 

NOTE: The process of filling the slots with the appointments can take several minutes depending on how many 
examiners and how many days you have built your schedule for. 
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CHECK THE APPOINTMENTS 

Scheduling Interviews by Section Profile 
Process 8: Check the Appointments 

After the Batch Scheduler finishes filling the slots, you will want to check to make sure you have the 
appointments that you wanted. If you notice that the appointments are not what you wanted and you want to 
try to prevent the interview notices from being mailed, contact the NBC (who prints and mails the notices) as 
soon as possible. The appointments that you do not want will need to be descheduled. See page 3-45 in this 
chapter of the Reference Guide. 

1. Select Show Batch Schedule Data, Schedule Interview from the Batch Schedule screen menu. 

2. Use the drop-down arrows to select the Site and Location. 

3. Click on the Appointments tab. 

~CLAIMS Scheduler B11tch lnte:rlfteW 

There are "appointments·· on the highlighted 
dates. In this example, no appointments 
were created on September 151 or September 
151h because no slots were created for these HG\oJ.1j~~rliii~~ 
two days. Click on a date to see the actual 
appointments. Click again on the 
Appointments tab to go back to this 
calendar view. 

3-36 
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N-400s:........:...; __ 

Leave the 
Room set to 
ALL 
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Creating a New Section ID 

CREATING A NEW SECTION 10: (ONLY IF NEEDED) 

When your Field Office was first set up in CLAIMS 4, 
one or more Section IDs were created under each 
Room ID for each Scheduling Site and Interview 
Location Code: 

The example on the right shows 2 Section IDs set up 
under Room 10: RM124, Scheduling Site and . ,_,,,. ..... 

Interview Location: A TL001. ---1-'"""""!'-' .. · ~·'~·~=t • 
l\klq~R4!'10 

------~~-- ----~----------------

-· ""~ 
o ... ~. 5'lb7iiliif~-~----------~--

Under what circumstances may you need to create a new Section ID? 
"r You need to add more appointments for a date that you already have appointments: 

- If you have already dropped the schedule for a particular date using an existing Section 10 and 
then you are instructed to create more appointments on that date, you would have to use a 
different Section ID because you cannot run the Batch Scheduler again for the same date with 
the same Section 10. If you do not have a Section 10 to use you would need to create a new 
Section 10. 

"r You need to change the number of examiners (bundles) within a given day or date: 

- If you need to have the ability to switch the number of Examiners within the same day, you 
would need to create enough Section IDs to break up the day into blocks of time with a different 
number of examiners assigned to each block of time. Once these Section IDs are created, they 
can be used each time you drop your schedule. 

New Section IDs can be created by typing in the Section 10 field (see steps below). 

1. Select Administrator, Interview Profile, Interview Section from the Scheduler screen menu. 

2. Specify the Scheduling Site, Interview Location. 

3. Specify the Room ID. 

4. Click the Section 10 drop-down arrow. 

5. Type in the name of the Section ID (limit 5 characters). 

6. Click in the Description field and type a longer description (limit 39 characters). 

7. Click the ellipsis button( ... ) next to Applicant to Examiner Allocation Rule 10 field and select INTSQ2. 

8. Click the Add button. s.....,,nfot,.,...····c.,.----s"""' II) jADQL :3 
Appbni"'E""""~ jiN. TSQ2~.· ... 'J".· D•IO<~ jSEQUENTIAlALLOCATION 
Alo<:ilim R"" II) . . . ~ . 

9. Click the OK button on Section information successfully added. 
, ct41MS &chcdulcr ~~· 
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10. The Effective Date field will automatically fill in with todav's date. 

11. Click the Assign Services button. 

The Assign Service Type screen appears: 

Available Services for this Scheduling Site and 
Interview Location code are listed in the box on the 
left side of this screen. 

12. Click the Service Type code 
(IN400, QAN400, REN400) that you 
wish to associate with this new Section 10. 

13. Click the Add button. 

14. The Service Type will move from the Available 
Srvcs box (left side) to the Assigned Srvcs box on the right. 

" Q>\N~ N4CWJQ,.,IkloA;;J<u,_ 

rt:N44Xl N•m~...t'"""'"~n 

:Or'i.'"''""":!J 

:;r~oc;·- .iJ 

Scheduling Interviews 
Creating a New Section 10 

,.... .... \lii-Al'fA'JA'iifWOFii::i'i-.1\' ... 
~ f•iiCI'"t:f~·-------------·----··-----~ 

U•~ ! 
·---.-~--1 

15. Repeat the above steps 12- 13 to assign additional Service Types if needed. 

16. Click the Save button. 

ClAIMS Scheduler ~ 

17. Click the OK button on the Service Type Changes Were Successfully Saved dialog box. 
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Interactively Schedule an Applicant 

INTERACTIVELY SCHEDULING AN APPLICANT FOR AN INTERVIEW 

Before an 1-485 or N-400 applicant can be interactively scheduled for an interview, appointment slots must be 
available in the CLAIMS 4 Scheduler. For instructions on how to create interview appointment slots in the 
CLAIMS 4 Scheduler, please see pages 3-7 through 3-17 to create slots by dates or pages 3-22 through 3-34 
to create slots by days of the week. 

CLAIMS 4 does not allow you to interactively schedule appointments for a date that already has been Batch 
Scheduled. If you need to both interactively schedule and batch schedule for the same date, then do all the 
interactive scheduling prior to running the Batch Scheduler. 

NOTE: Make sure that the Application 10 is not open in another module like Adjudications or the workflow for 
this case will become out-of-sync. 

1. From the CLAIMS 4 Switchboard, cl'ick on Scheduling to access the Scheduling module. 

2. Select Schedule, Schedule Interview from the 
menu. 

3. On the Schedule Interview screen, type or wand the Application 10. 

4. Click the OK button. 

A-Number 
Field 

Application ld 
Field 

Group ld Field: 
You can input a 
Group ID to 
schedule families 
or groups together 
in consecutive 
appointment slots. 

NOTE: The default is the Application ID field; however, you can also locate an applicant by clicking inside the 
A-Number field and typing the applicant's A-Number, or by clicking inside the Group ld field and typing the 
group number of which the applicant is a member. The (Search By:) Last Name and Group Name buttons 
are not currently activated. 
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Scheduling Interviews 
Interactively Schedule an Applicant 

The Schedule Interview screen displays. In order to interactively schedule the applicant for an interview, 
applicant information must display in the Applications eligible for activity section of the Application Selection 
Panel area at the top of the Schedule Interview screen. 

Applications 
Eligible for 

Activity 

Applications 
NOT Eligible 
for Activity 

NOTE: If the applicant information displays in the Applications NOT eligible for activity section, the applicant 
cannot be scheduled for an interview at this time because the application is not in the appropriate workflow 
state. 

5. Select IN485 (for 1-485) or IN400, QAN400 or REN400 (for N-400) from the Service Type column in the 
Interview Service Type section of the Schedule Interview screen. 

Interview 
Service 
Type 
Section 

NOTE: Do not select any Service Types ending in fj, Lor M. These are not currently supported in CLAIMS 4. 

6. Select your Admin. Office, Scheduling Site, the Interview Location, and the Room from the drop-down 
arrows in the Schedule Interview Location section. 

My Office Codes: 

l-485s: __ _ 

N-400s: __ _ 
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Scheduling Interviews 

Interactively Schedule an Applicant 

Available appointment dates and times appear in the Available Sections/Times section. To view all of the date 
and time ranges for all Examiners, use the scroll bar arrows on the right side of the window. 

7. Select an appointment date and time range in the Available Sections/Times section. 

Available 
Appointment 
Dates and 

Time Ranges 

When an appointment date and time range is selected, the Interview Section, Interview Date, lntv Start, lntv 
End, and Examiner fields will automatically populate with the details of the next available appointment slot for 
the date and time range that you selected in the previous step. 

8. Indicate where the Interview Notice should print by selecting Local or Batch. 

NOTE: Batch is the default. If Local is selected, the Interview Notice will print at your office. If Batch is 
selected, the Notice will print and be mailed by the NBC. Do not click the None radio button. A notice must be 
printed for every interactively scheduled applicant interview. 

9. Click the Schedule button. 

Notice dialog boxes will display depending on whether Local or Batch was selected in the Notice Options, 
Notice Print section. 

10. Click the Yes button on the Notice dialog box that appears. 
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Scheduling Interviews 

Interactively Schedule an Applicant 

After selecting Yes on the Notice dialog box. the Results of Activity dialog box will appear. The Application ID, 
appointment time, and appointment date will display. 

Results of Activity 
dialog box 

11. Click the Close button on the Results of Activity dialog box. 

12. Repeat steps 3-11 to interactively schedule another applicant or click the Close button on the Schedule 
Interview screen to return to the Scheduler screen. 
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Place Case in the Ready to Schedule Queue 

PLACING A CASE IN THE READY TO SCHEDULE QUEUE 

Normally, cases that are ready for an N-400 Interview are placed in your office's "Ready to Schedule Queue" 
automatically by a daily process run at headquarters. When this process, known as the "National Place in 
Queue" is run by headquarters, cases fall into the appropriate Field Office's "Ready to Schedule Queue" by zip 
code. All cases with zip codes associated with your office will fall into your "Ready to Schedule Queue". 1-485 
cases are also automatically placed in a Ready to Schedule Queue for 1-485s by the National Benefits Center 
(NBC). 

For N-400s Cases: 

In situations where the applicant has had a change of address that results in a change of jurisdiction, the case 
will need to be removed from the original office's "Ready to Schedule Queue" before the change of address is 
recorded in the CLAIMS 4 Case Management or Adjudications module. Then, once the change of address is 
completed, the case should automatically be placed in the new office's "Ready to Schedule Queue". However, 
there are times when this does not happen automatically and it will be necessary to perform a CLAIMS 4 
function called: Place in Queue to place the case in the appropriate Field Office's "Ready to Schedule Queue". 

In addition, N-400 cases that were marked as a No-Show or cases whose interview appointment was 
Cancelled or Descheduled would need to be placed back in the Ready to Schedule Queue to receive another 
interview appointment. 

For 1-485 Cases: 

In situations where the applicant has had a change of address that results in a change of jurisdiction, the case 
will need to be removed from the original office's "Ready to Schedule Queue" before the change of address is 
recorded in the CLAIMS 4 Case Management or Adjudications module. Contact the National Benefits Center 
(NBC) to request that the case be removed from the Queue. Then, once the change of address is completed, 
contact the National Benefits Center (NBC) again to request that the case be placed in the new "Ready to 
Schedule Queue". 

1. Select Schedule, Place in Queue from the Scheduler menu. 

2. Type or wand the Application ID (or A-Number) of the applicant that you wish to place into the queue. 

3. Click the OK button. 
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Scheduling Interviews 
Place Case in the Ready to Schedule Queue 

4. Make sure the Application 10 you entered appears in the Applications Eligible for Activity section. 

s~~ 
S~rvie!t r~: r·~----";:] r-·-·-~.----~-~~---~-~---~~-

''""'""1--:::'J r 
,.......,, •• ~'3 ,--~~··-··--·-~--·· 

OQN<'JIS?h~ ·{07(1_512t;OO_ G·4 

NOTE: If the applicant information displays in the Applications NOT eligible for activity section, the applicant 
cannot be placed in the Ready to Schedule Queue at this time because the application is not in the appropriate 
workflow state. Click the Application Info ... button above the Applications NOT eligible for activity area to see 
more information. 

5. Click the drop-down arrow next 
to the Service Type and select 
the type of Interview that the 
applicant is awaiting: 

NOTE: Only select IN400, QAN400 
or REN400. Do not select IN485 
(NBC must place these in the 
Queue) or any type ending in Jj, !:. or 
M (not currently supported in 
CLAIMS 4). 

IN400 N-400 Initial Interview 

QAN400 N-400 Question & Answer 

REN400 

3·44 

i"~ .. ~P..W--··"·· 

~-~101':~ 

; '* 

Oi:lWot~tl& -Jo?fl~.;oo~]~; 
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Scheduling Interviews 

Place Case in the Ready to Schedule Queue 

6. Select the Administrative Office, Scheduling Site, and Interview Location for the office in which you 
want to place the case. 

After you have selected the Admin Office, Scheduling Site and Interview Location I Service Facility, the 
Place in Q button becomes active. 

Sch<du!e~ My Office Cj?des: 
s;,..;, '""' liN 400 !N400 (11\iri~t) lrlle!vitw OoN\A'S~ lrtQ s.ror« l-485s: 
AiiOO. OIIJC«jLOS .!1 !lOS ANGELES CA FIELO OFFICE, ()l 71 01115/21)0~ l:d CgrcM i ___ , 

N-400s: """""" s"" 1 cos om :!] iLOS ANGELES FIELD OFFIC(. CA 

~~~'iii'+,.l 
Se!YIO& Facil~' 

!LOS ANGELIS RELD OFFlCL CA ; ~ 

7. The Do Not Schedule Before field defaults to today's date. You may accept todav's date or click the 
drop-down arrow to select another date. 

NOTE: Sometimes you need to provide enough time for the person to be fingerprinted or submit additional 
evidence prior to being interviewed. If you want to make sure that the applicant is not scheduled prior to a 
particular date, you would select the date from the drop-down calendar. 

8. Click the Place in Q button. ClAIMS Sch~dutcr ~.., 

9. Click the OK button on the confirmation window. 

10. Click the Close button to return to the Scheduler screen. 
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Scheduling Interviews 

Remove Case from the Ready to Schedule Queue 

REMOVE A CASE FROM THE READY TO SCHEDULE QUEUE 

In cases where the applicant has had a change of address that results in a change of jurisdiction, the case will 
need to be removed from the original office's "Ready to Schedule Queue" before the change of address is 
recorded in the CLAIMS 4 Case Management or Adjudications module. 

. . 

NOTE: This function only applies to N-400 cases. To.remove an 1-485 case from the "Ready to Schedule 
Queue", contact your POC at the National Benefits Center (NBC). 

1. Select Schedule, Remove from Queue from the Scheduler menu. 

2. Type or wand the Application ID (or A-Number) of the applicant that you 
wish to remove from the queue. 

3. Click the OK button. 

O~h :t'trarrro<>;' Conducted 

Fo11Je<!-'Nl. (ondi.Jl'.ed 

R~~CifdNo~w 

4. Make sure the Application ID you 
entered appears in the Applications 
Eligible for Activity section. 

~...,.., i .... ,., 
r, N~;__JJ5!1WY9. J 

NOTE: If the applicant information 
displays in the Applications NOT eligible 
for activity section, the applicant cannot 
be removed from the Ready to 
Schedule Queue at this time because 
the application is not in the appropriate 
workflow state. Click the Application 
Info ... button above the Applications 
NOT eligible for activity area to see 
more information. 

5. Click the Remove button. 

6. Click the Yes button. 

7. Click the OK button. 

S~il'Pfl· fiN47:WfN~;;t;;;;-------·~--

Mnft ~ [COs-:t:"6t~GEtir&'ritL.O OfFici. CA 

S~Sil"i!: !LOS()I)]1~FI£WOF~IC£.:CA 

k1~~~ 
OMF~~ 

8. Click the Close button to return to the Scheduler screen. 
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CANCEL I 0ESCHEDULE AN INTERVIEW 

Scheduling Interviews 
Cancel/ Deschedule 

There are two ways to remove an 1-485 or N-400 applicant interview in CLAIMS 4: Deschedule or Cancel by 
Request. The Oeschedule option is used to remove applicants from an interview at USCIS' request. The 
Cancel by Request option is used to cancel an interview based on an applicant's request. 

NOTE: Make sure that the Application 10 is not open in another module like Adjudications or the workflow for 
this case will become out-of-sync. 

1. From the CLAIMS 4 Switchboard, click on Scheduling to access the Scheduling module. 

To Deschedule an appointment: 

2. Select Schedule, Deschedule from the menu. 

OR 

To Cancel an appointment: 

2. Select Schedule, Cancel Based on Request from the menu to cancel. 

3. On the Deschedule or Cancel Schedule screen, type or wand the Application 10. 

NOTE: The default is the Application 10 field; however, you can also retrieve an applicant's case by clicking 
inside the A-Number field and typing their A-Number, or by clicking inside the Group ld field and typing the 
group number of which they are a member. The (Search By:) Last Name and Group Name buttons are not 
currently activated. 

4. Click the OK button. 
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Scheduling Interviews 
Cancel I Deschedule 

The Deschedule or Cancel Schedule screen displays. In order to deschedule or cancel the applicant's 
interview, applicant information must display in the Applications eligible for activity section at the top of the 
Deschedule or Cancel Schedule screen. 

Applications 
eligible for 

activity 

Applications 
NOT eligible 
for activity 

NOTE: If the applicant information displays in the Applications NOT eligible for activity section, the applicant's 
interview cannot be descheduled or cancelled at this time because the application is not in the appropriate 
workflow state. 

NOTE: The Do Not Reschedule radio button will default in the Action Items, Deschedule Actions section. At 
this time, no other option is available. 

Action 
Items: 

Deschedule 
Actions 
Section 

5. Click the appropriate notice print option from the Print Options, Print Queue section. 

NOTE: Batch is the default. However, if Local is selected, the Interview Notice will print at your office. If Batch 
is selected, the Notice will print and be mailed by the NBC. It is not recommended to pick the None option. 

6. Click the Process button. 
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Scheduling Interviews 
Cancel I Deschedule 

The Notice dialog boxes will display depending on whether Local or Batch was selected in the Print Options, 
Print Queue section. 

7. Click the Yes button on the Notice dialog box that appears. 

Results 
of Activity 

Boxes 

8. Click the Close button on the Results of Activity dialog box. 
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Scheduling Interviews 
Cancel I Deschedule 

9. Repeat steps 3- 8 to deschedule or cancel another appointment or click the Close button on the 
Deschedule or Cancel Schedule screen to return to the Scheduler screen. 

N-40tllnterviews: After an N400 interview is cancelled oroescheduled, the case will need to be 
placed back in the Ready to Schedule Queue(see page 3-41) if you want the applicantto be 
scheduled for anolherlnterview appointment Once plac~ back in the Ready t0 Schedule Queue, 
the case. will automatically be assigned an appointment the next time the Batch Scheduler is run or 
the user can Interactively schedule an appointment for the applicant. 

1-485 Interviews: After an 1485 interview is cancelled or descheduled, the case will need to be 
placed back in the Ready to Schedule queue if you want the applicant to be scheduled .for another 
interview appointment. 

1·485 cases are put into the (1485) "Ready to Schedule Queue" by the National Benefits Center 
(NBC). For this reason, if you want to reschedule the applicant for another interview, you must 
contact your POC at the NBC to. request that the application be placed back in the "Ready to 
Schedule Queue•, Provide the NBC with the A-Number and Application 10 of the applicant whom 
you want to have put back in the "Ready to Schedule Queue". 

Because the 1-485 cases go through the AOS Scheduler before getting to CLAIMS 4, there will be a 
slight delay seeing the case appear in your "Ready to Schedule Queue'. The case will appear in the 
"Ready to Schedule Queue"approximatety 72 hours after the NBC Initiates the request. 
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RECORDING A NO-SHOW 

Scheduling Interviews 
Recording a No-Show 

If an N-400 applicant fails to show up for a scheduled Interview appointment it should be recorded in CLAIMS 4 
as a No-Show. CLAIMS 4 has a No-Show Limit that allows the office to set the (maximum) number of times 
an applicant can "not show up" for an Interview and still be able to be rescheduled for another interview in 
CLAIMS 4. This limit is defined on the Interview Location Profile screen in the Scheduling module. 
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1. Select Schedule, Record No-Show from the Scheduler menu. 

2. Type or wand the Application 10 (or A-Number) of the applicant who did not show 
up for the interview. 

3. Click the OK button. ~CLAIMS Scheduler fumml flll Shaw 

The No-Show limit 
was defined on the 
Interview Location 
Profile screen in the 
Scheduling module. 

CLAIMS 4 only tracks 
the number of times 
the applicant does not 
show up or cancels 
their N-400 interview. 

CLAIMS 4 does not 
track the number of 
No-Shows or Cancels 
for !-485 interviews. 

~:;L~L~:J!f,l~I~L~J~I.~l ~. . . .• 
· ''"''"'"'"_"'_ """""""'"" L """''"•· ; 4. Make sure the Application ID you 

entered appears in the 
Applications Eligible for Activity 
section. 

NOTE: If the applicant information 
displays in the Applications NOT 
eligible for activity section, the 
applicant cannot be recorded as a 
No-Shaw at this time because the 
application is not in the appropriate 

1 
wm!sflgw §lflle II§G'$ §egi Desk 

5. Click the II!IBI button. 
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Scheduling Interviews 
Recording a No-Show 

r ' 
I CLAIMS Scheduler ,' 

6. Click the Yes button to confirm. 

ClAIMS Scheduler ------~ 

7. Click the OK button. 

8. Click the Close button to return to the Scheduler screen. 

NOTE: If you have many applicants to record as No-Shows, you may use the Batch Status. Update I No-Show 
function in the Case Management module . 

. 

1-485 Interviews.: After an l-485 interview is marked as a No-Show, the case will need to be placed back in 
the Ready to Schedule queue if you want the applicant to be scheduled for another interview appointment. 

1-485 cases are put into the (1-485) "Ready to Schedule Queue" by the National Benefits. G(:lnt('lr (NBC). For 
this re!lson, if you want to reschedule the applicant for another interview, you must GQntact your POC at the 
NBC to request that the application be placed back in the "Ready to Schedule Queue". Provide the NBC 
with the A-Numb11rand Application ID of the applicant whom you want to have put back in the "Ready to 
Schedule Queue". · 

Because the 1-485 cases go through the AOS Scheduler before getting to CLAIMS 4, there will be a slight 
delay seeing the .case appear in your "Ready to Sch~ule Queue". The case will appear in the "Ready to 
Schedule Queue" !!pproximately 72 hours after the NBC initiates the request. 
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CHAPTER4: ADJUDICATIONS 

Introduction The Adjudications module is used to assist Adjudications Officers during the 
N400 interview process. Application and biometric information can be reviewed 
and updated, naturalization test results can be recorded, adjudication decisions 
can be recorded, name change requests can be entered, and notices can be 
created and customized to inform the applicant of a decision or to request 
additional information. 

In addition, some personnel at the Field Office will have the need to access the 
Adjudications module to add evidence or add or modify fingerprint or FBI name 
check responses. 

Objectives After completing this chapter, you will be able to: 

• Open and update applications (cases) 

• Update address information 

• Update attorney information 

I Update Community Based Organization information 

• Update eligibility questions 

• Record Selective Service information 

I Record arrest details 

• Specify status of the A-File 

I Add, delete and mark Evidence as received 

• Add and modify FBI Fingerprint responses 

• Add FBI Name Check responses 

• Record results of the Naturalization Test 

• Update marriage information 

• Update relatives information 

• Record absences outside the United States 

I Record a Name Change Petition 

• Approve an Application 

• Reverify a Grant 

• Perform a Superv'1sory Review 

• Continue an Application I Print a Continuance Notice 

• Deny I Withdraw! I Administratively close a case 

• Undo a Decision 

I Perform a Motion to Reopen and Reconsider 

I Perform an Applicant Motion to Reopen and Reconsider 

I Research a Stuck Case 

August, 2009 4-1 
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Background Applicant information in CLAIMS 4 was input during Data Entry from the 
Information information the applicant provided on the N-400 Application that he/she 

submitted. Prior to April 2003, USC IS accepted applications that were submitted 
on the Old N-400 form dated 1/15/99. Since that time, only new N-400 
applications are being received. Upon opening an application, CLAIMS 4 will 
determine which form (old or new) to display. 

Key Terms The following key terms are introduced in this chapter: 

Adjudications Officer 
Adjudication Officers are USC IS personnel who conduct interviews 
with applicants who are applying for naturalization. After interviewing 
the applicant, administering and recording exam results and recording 
evidence, the Adjudications Officer (or Adjudicator) makes a decision 
on the case (whether to approve or deny naturalization or to place a 
"hold" on the case for further investigation). 

A-File (Alien File) 
Physical file that contains the applicant's history with USC IS, including 
supporting evidence, as well as any other notes or correspondence 
relating to the applicant. 

Alien Registration Card (1551) 
An ID card issued by USC IS to an individual when he or she becomes 
a lawful permanent resident of the United States. The card is now 
officially called a Permanent Resident Card (PRC). 

Application ID 
Unique 10 number assigned by CLAIMS 4 to each Application for 
Naturalization. The 1" three characters of the Application 10 
represent the USC IS office that received the application. The 41

h 

character is an asterisks (*). The final 9 characters are numeric. The 
Application ID numbers are issued sequentially. 

Begins with: N-400 Application was received at: 
WSC Western Service Center (California) 

I· ··-=E-cS-cC~-+·~~-stern Service Center (Vermont) 
SSC Southern Service Center (Texas) 
LIN Lincoln (Nebraska) Service Center 

Sample 
Aoolication 10: 

·············-------+-=--'------".......:...:_.c...:~c_:::..::__.:_:__~.:c.:_--1 

NBC National Benefits Center I Lockbo~···---'------

FD-258 
Today, fingerprints are taken electronically rather than with ink and a 
fingerprint card. The F0-258 is the name of the fingerprint card that 
applicants used to be fingerprinted on. CLAIMS 4 still has references 
to the FD-258 which no longer just refers to the card but also to the 
electronic process of checking the applicant's fingerprints with the FBI. 
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August, 2009 

G-28 
Form submitted with a N-400 Application that indicates the applicant is 
represented by an attorney. 

N-400 
Application form submitted for naturalization. 

NFTS (National File Tracking System) 
An automated system for tracking the location of an A-File. This 
application replaced the RAFACS application in the Field Offices, and 
the NBC. 

Administrative Close 
Closing a case for a reason other than naturalization, denial or 
withdrawal. 

G325 
Term applied to the FBI Name Check process. The form is actually 
called the G325A or the G325B. The G325A is used by non-military 
applicants to submit the name check. The G325B is used by military 
applicants to submit the name check. 
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THE ADJUDICATIONS SCREEN: 

The information that the 
applicant provided on his/her 
N-400 form has been data 
entered into CLAIMS 4. 

When an N-400 Application is 
opened in the CLAIMS 4 
Adjudications module, the 
information is displayed on 
multiple pages (tabs). 

Some tabs have sub-tabs within 
them: 

N-400 
G28 
Evids/Bkgds 
Marr 

The N-400 tab has 2 sub-tabs: 
Application Information and 
Biometric information. St>:: ~ M MALE --:!} 

~ ,,.~····~·~·~--

The Adjudications Screen 
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THE ADJUDICATIONS BUTIONS: 

Tool bar Button Description 

Preview/Open a Used to open an application for case review or adjudication 
activities. 

Save and Reload in ri Used to save data changes and reload the data to continue working 
Case Review on the application. 

Save and Close [B] Used to save data changes and close the application. 

Application History li!l Used to view the description, status, end result, date, time, and the 
user responsible for all activities performed on a case . 

Check RAFACS for . f!JJ Used to access the National File Tracking System (NFTS) to 
A-File Location determine the location of the A-File. This button is named for an 

older application (RAFACS). 

Application List Ill Used to review a list of applications submitted under lasUfirst 
names that are similar ("sound-ex") to the application being 
reviewed or decided. 

Exam ~ Used to administer the naturalization test and to record the results 
of a naturalization test. 

New Interview I Oath [j] Used to reschedule or enter a decision concerning 
Ceremony Request no-show and cancellation cases. 

Approve lit Used to grant an individual's application for naturalization. 

Continue [11 . Used to continue a case . 

Continue With Intent to [11 Used to continue a case the adjudicator intends to deny. 
Deny --·- ···········-· 

Deny I Withdrawal I [II Used to deny the petition, or to record the withdrawal of the 
Admin. Close application or to close a case administratively. 

Undo Prior (Last) L:2] Used to undo the last decision by the adjudicator made in the event 
Decision of a change in the status of the case (prior to supervisor review). 

--·· 
Ad-hoc- Denial Due to 111 Used to deny an application due to abandonment. 
Abandonment 

Motion to Reopen and .11 Used to reopen an application and reconsider a prior decision . 
Reconsider 

Applicant Motion to A Used to enter an applicant's motion to reopen and reconsider. 
Reopen and Reconsider 

Name Change Petition . ~ Used to enter information for a petition for a name change. 

Print Certificate Prep and [!] Used to print the Certificate Prep and Oath Declaration. 
Oath Declaration Sheet 
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Notice 

Application Summary 

Case Status I Find Used to locate a case and display the current activities as well as 
of activities has 
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OPENING AN APPLICATION 

1. Access the Adjudications module from 
the CLAIMS 4 switchboard. 

2. Click the Preview/Open button. 

3. Type or wand in the A-Number (or 
Application 10 ) for the case you want to 
open. 

4. Click the OK button. 

Opening an Application 

" r >t '··············•·· .. , ................ :o.>.• ' 

~.--~IOlitA~dNt~-.~ 
~..tSI'koetllJI&ot!~ 

Ckt~iJ'"" ..... 11iV+!~~~ --
The applicant could have more than one N-400 application on file with USCIS. If you typed in an 
A-Number, and the applicant has more than one case on file, you will see the All app/tcattons wtth A 
Number: "AOOOOOOOOO" dialog box appear with a list of Application IDs: 

5. Double-click the Application /0 that you wish to open. 

One of the below Open Choices for ''XXX*OOOOOOOOO" dialog boxes will appear: 

!'f.!pi!Co,Wt\~02&211i#~ !ot~ii;C.Ill1ii!;!:MI!"' t,l~ritlg.AtJi\ldk;dlltllt 
Ot.J'(i<i11J!itlfl!l::!trpM1tli'$~~1DllMrl~· 

¥at!. - bp~mfoo\ppbW!\~iew&.m~tgMJ~ 

ND - O~$frfur~~ f'WVl-

Gfln~ -·E~imnf!W"W!i~ rrf 

If Application i$ waiting for Applicant Interview 
during Adjudication: 

.ill!I.Y click Yes- Open for Applicant Interview during 
Adjudication if vou are !he Adjudicator who is prftsently 
interviewing the apPlicant. By clicking the Yes button. 
CLAIMS 4 records that the applicant has been 
interviewed and moves the case along in the workflow. 
You may click the No button if you are opening the case 
to update information only and do not want to record that 
the applicant is. present at their interview at thi$ time. 
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1 If Application halt no cllrrent 
adjudication activities: 

Click Yes- Openfor(;ase Review. You are 
opening the. case to review or modify 
information. If you choose the No button, you 
will cancel this dialog box and return back to 
the main Mfudicallons screen. 
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6. Click the Yes button to Open for Applicant Interview during Adjudication. 

NOTE: Click the No button to Open for Case Review if you want to view or modify information but do not 
want to record in CLAIMS 4 that the applicant has shown up for his or her interview. 

The Application opens in the Adjudications module. You will notice some icons on some of the tabs or 
sub-tabs. 

IQ;~,j Information Icon 

The Information icon indicates 
that the corresponding screen 
contains information and should 
be reviewed by the Adjudicator. 

!DJ Question Mark Icon 

The Question Mark icon indicates 
that information is missing and 
should be reviewed. For example, if 
the only fingerprint response that has 
been received for an applicant was 
"unclassifiable", the Question Mark 
icon will appear on the FP tab. 

lmJ Alert Icon 

The Alert icon indicates that information is 
missing or questionable and should be 
reviewed. When the information is received and 
updated, the icon is typically replaced with the 
information icon. Sometimes, however, the 
Alert icon never goes away; for example, if the 
applicant's name or fingerprints have been 
classified as an "ldent" by the FBI background 
check. 
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DISCREPANCY ALERT WINDOW 

The Discrepancy Alert window 
displays information 
discrepancies that may require 
further attention by the 
Adjudicator. 

If the open application contains 
any "alert icons" on any of the 
tabs, the information will be 
summarized in the Discrepancy 
Alert window. The Discrepancy 
Alert window is represented by a 
yellow alert icon followed by the 
word "Application:XXX". The 
Discrepancy Alert window will 
initially be minimized on the task 
bar. 

ACCESSING THE DISCREPANCY ALERT WINDOW 

1. 

on the task bar. 

2. The Discrepancy Alert window opens 
on top of the open Application. 

3. Click the Minimize button to shrink 
the Discrepancy Alert window back to 
the task bar 

NOTE: The Discrepancy Alert window 
can be refreshed by selecting View, 
Refresh Discrepancy Alerts from the 
menu. 
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UPDATE INFORMATION ON THE N400 TAB 

1. Access the Adjudications module from the CLAIMS 4 switchboard. 

NOTE: It takes a few moments for the Adjudications module to open because it has to open two versions 
of the module, one for N-400 forms dated 1/15/1999 or before and one for the current version of the N-400 
form. 

2. Click the Preview/Open button. 

3. Type or wand in the A-Number (or Application 10) for the case you want to open. 

4. Click the OK button. 

5. Click the Yes button (if you are in the process of or finished interviewing the applicant). 

or Click the No button (if you are updating information only and do not want to mark the application 
has having been interviewed.) 

6. Click the N400 tab. (This tab should be active by default.) 

7. Verify with the applicant being interviewed that the name on the screen matches his/her full legal 
name. (The applicant could have gotten married or divorced since filing his/her N-400 Application.) 

8. Update the information on the N400 tab as necessary. 

NOTE: All fields indicated in red are required fields. 

For Applications that open in the New N-400: 

a. Click the Application Information tab (bottom half of screen). 

b. Update the information on the Application Information tab as necessary. 

c. Click the Biographic Information tab (bottom half of screen). 

d. Update the information on the Biographic Information tab as necessary. 

9. Continue to click on the other tabs and update the information as necessary. (See the procedures that 
follow.) 

10. When finished, click the Save & Close button.D 
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UPDATE ADDRESS 

1. Click the Addrs tab. 

2. Click the Add New- Move Old 
button. 

3. In the Residency Start Date field, 
type the date that the new address 
became effective. 

4. Type the new address in the Current 
Residential Address section of the 
screen. 

5. Click the Residential and Mailing Addresses are the Same checkbox if you also want to update the 
mailing address. 

6. Click the Res tab and verify that both the new and previous addresses are listed. 

NOTE: If the applicant's case is in the Ready to Schedule Queue or has been scheduled for an Interview, their 
Application I D will need to be removed from the Ready to Schedule Queue or Descheduled prior to making an 
address change. See the section on Interview Scheduling. 
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UPDATE ATIORNEY INFORMATION 

In addition to filing the N-400, some applicants may have also filed a G-28 form indicating that an attorney 
will represent them during their interview with the Adjudicator. In these cases, the Adjudicator will update 
the Attorney Information sub-tab on the G28 tab to indicate information about the attorney. 

1. Click the G28 tab. 

2. Complete the fields on the 
Attorney Information sub-tab. 

3. For the Type of Appearance field, 
click the drop-down button and 
select A.Attornev. 

UPDATE COMMUNITY BASED ORGANIZATION INFORMATION 

If the applicant is being represented by a Community Based Organization (CBO), this information can be 
input on the CBO Information sub-tab on the G28 tab. The user must select the CBO from a pre-defined 
list in CLAIMS 4. Once the user selects the CBO, the information such as the CBO name and address will 
fill in automatically. 

1. Click the G28 tab. 

2. Click the CBO Information sub-tab. 

3. Click the ellipsis( ... ) button next to the 
CBO Code field. 

4. Click the box next to the CBO that you 
want to select. 

5. Click the OK button. 

NOTE: If you do not see the CBO on the list, click the Cancel button and input the CBO information on the 
Attorney sub-tab but select B. Accredited Representative for the Type of Appearance field. 

The information for the CBO you selected automatically fills in the 
fields on the CBO Information sub-tab: 

;$~ r~"'~·--e-e ''~'""'~dd-"~ 

-~ 

"' 
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UPDATE ELIGIBILITY QUESTIONS 

1. Click the Elig tab. 

2. Review the answers that the applicant 
gave when he/she completed the 
N-400 Application. 

NOTE: Pay particular attention to any 
question(s) that display in the 
color "red". This indicates the 
applicant answered differently than 
what was the "expected" answer. 

If the applicant wishes to change his/her 
answer to a different response: 

3. Click on the No or Yes in the Answer 
column. 

4. Type a tJ. for "No" or a Yfor "Yes". 
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5. If the applicant has ever been arrested, click the Details button to type in more information 
regarding the arrest- the date, the nature of the arrest, and the outcome (whether he/she was 
incarcerated, Driver's License suspended, received a fine, ordered to complete community service 
etc .. ) 

6. When finished reviewing and updating the Eligibility Questions, click the Evids/Bkgds tab to 
see if any additional pieces of evidence are needed. For example, if an applicant has been arrested, 
"Police Records" will automatically be added to the list of required evidence. 
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RECORD SELECTIVE SERVICE INFORMATION 

The Elig tab not only contains the questions that the Adjudicator asks the applicant during the interview 
but also an area where Selective Service information can be entered. This area is accessed through the 
Details button on the Elig tab. 

1. Click the Elig tab. 

2. Click the Detai]o ·J button. 

The bottom half of the screen displays 3 tabs: Organization Details, Arrest Information Details and 
Selective Service Details. 

Ot!JII~Dl!I:Mi J Attell.lr~~'DIJ! St!lledN&S*~Oett\ibi 

~~.3l. ~$edive Se~¥ica O!!Wl; 

!1-~Wm~ ---
S¥111d~ S'J!Vico N\Jiflbetl I 

3. Complete the Selective Service information about the applicant. 

4. Click the Close button. 
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RECORD ARREST INFORMATION 

If the applicant has ever been arrested, information about the arrest and outcome can be entered in the 
Arrest Information Details section on the Elig tab. 

1. Click the Elig tab. 

2. Click the Detail• I button. 

The bottom half of the screen displays 3 tabs: Organization Details, Selective Service and Arrest 
Information Details. 

~.mo~t•l M~~~~~ Gekttv~S111·~0~j 
Qiet~ktl a~ tll'l\.!k- «- , 

3. Click the Arrest Information Details tab. 

4. Click the Add button. 

5. Complete the information about the arrest and the outcome in the lower part of the screen. 

6. Click the OK button. 

The information will now display in the Nature of Crime section on the Arrest Information Details tab. 
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STATUS OF THE A·FILE 

The status of the A-File must be selected before 
CLAIMS 4 will let the user make a decision on a 
case. The A-File sub-tab is found at the bottom 
of the Evids/Bkgds tab. 

SPECIFY STATUS OF THE A-FILE 

1. Click the drop-down arrow on the A-File sub-tab and select the status of the A-File. 

~·I .4.-File; CIS I N421i !sew••lu3258l 

-. l~ 
, Awaiting Shipment to DO 

C!S Lost F~e 
• .. CIS/FAC ReQuest Issued· Aewome Not Received 

2 Received in DO 
Rece~Yed 1n SC ·Located in N.6.TZ Section 
Sent. to DO 
Wailled 

Adding Notes: 

'""' .,_1.>11 
"'"'"~oCihod, 

~ 
.J!'!~!';·~ 

Comments or notes can be typed in the Notes box on any of the 5 sub-tabs found at the bottom of the 
Evids!Bkgds screen. 

1. Click the sub-tab that you wish to add related notes or comments to. 

2. Click the drop-down arrow and select the status. 

3. Press the TAB key to move to the notes area. CLAIMS 4 will automatically insert the current date and 
the User I D. 

4. Type the text of the note. 

NOTE: You must select the status (step 2) before typing in notes or the notes will not be saved. 
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MARK EVIDENCE AS RECEIVED 

With the application open in the Adjudications module: (see page 4-7 to open the application) 

1. Click the Evids/Bkgds tab. 

2. Click on an Evidence jtem (Ex:Po/ice/Arrest Records) to select it. 

NOTE: Hold down the CTRL key while clicking if you want to select multiple items. 

3. Click the Rec'd button. 

Ndl1ec'd 
Aec'd 
Ree'd 
Redd 
Rec'd 

"Wi'f!'""""''"".·"····· ......... i !h E vm/Bkgdsl 
:..,.,,,~~·w"'''''''"''""'"'''"'"',.: 

Court Dtsposilron R~dt 
FD258 Fing.erpllnl Card. If Hi.'qUifed 
Photographs 
t551 Aiiet't R~r&t1on C<1rd 
Fingerprint Re-sponse 

fAp~IICMI) 
l Wl!!f 
[Applicant] 
(Apphcanll 
(Applicaflt) 
(Applicant] 
(Applicanl] 

ll¢"'1 
$dd I 
Jlo~ I 

r~~w.t 

~: 

NOTE: The Evidence of Exam Passed cannot be marked as "Received" until the Adjudicator at the Field 
Office has recorded the test results. 

The Fingerprint Response cannot be marked as "Received" from this screen. You must click the FP tab 
and enter information about the response. After entering the information in the FP tab, the Fingerprint 
Response will be updated to "Received" automatically. 

MARK EVIDENCE AS WAIVED 

Sometimes, the user may not need to receive a piece of evidence in order to make a decision on a case. 
An example of this is when any of the questions regarding a citation or arrest under the Elig tab are 
answered "yes", CLAIMS 4 will automatically add two pieces to the list of evidence on the Evids/Bkgds 
tab: Police/Arrest Records and Court Disposition Records. For some minor offenses such as a citation for 
speeding, the Police/Arrest Records and Court Disposition Records may not be needed. In the event that 
a piece of evidence appears but is not needed, the user may select the piece of evidence and then click 
the Waive button 
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ADD EVIDENCE 

You can use the Add button or you can check the Display Evidence List to access a list of additional 
pieces of evidence that you may want to request of the applicant. 

With the application open in the Adjudications module: (see page 4-7 to open the application) 

1. Click the Evids!Bkgds tab. 

2. Click the Add button or click to check the box next to the Display Evidence List field. 

The Possible Evidence List dialog 
box appears. 

~w;;;--~-'"'"'"'" ___ _ 
S•IIJC<>~~~ 
Ctm::to~•~r~be~' 
C<M•0•1»111i<lnR~ 
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·~Aiiad.wl 
t'<l<lot>oot1,14<*tmOP'II 
f~olf'"""P"".oo<:l 
(~~~Cet>!tlwC~ 
E~ooll!l"<¥1!11l•''B'.w¢<¥!1111s' L·S Ctr~ 
Ev~ctr .. ~~.rn.lll'f•l 
I'P25e ~"9!11ml Cerci. lr!!Qllled 
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G:t.sl>~lri~ 
liJ..?ffi9~·1rrutl>li>o<l 
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M"''~-C.n~.,o~oltl 
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3. Click on the pi'ece of evidence that you wish to have added to the Evids!Bkgds tab for this applicant. 

4. Click the OK button. 

The Status field fills in with Q Reqst'd 

5. Click in the For Whom: field and type for whom 
you are requesting this evidence. 

6. Click in the Notes: field -the date and 
your User 10 will automatically fill in. 

7. Type text if desired. 

8. Click the OK button. 

The information you typed will move to the top 
half of the screen with the other evidence 
listed. 
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DELETE EVIDENCE 

You can use the Delete button to remove a piece of evidence from the list. 

With the application open in the Adjudications module: (see page 4-7 to open the application) 

1. Click the Evids/Bkgds tab. 

2. Click on the piece of evidence that you want to remove. 

3. Click the Delete button. 

I Sf$!# 

I 
No! Rec'd 
Not Rec'd 
No! Rec'd 

1 Rec'd 
Rec'd ,_ 

I Oi!$i:!iplioo 
Evidence of .bam Passed 
Fingerprint Respcnre 
FD258 Fngetptinl Ca~d. ilteq..,ed 
PhotOQ!ophs 
1551 Alien A;gsltalion Catd ,.,. 

I FotWhoni I Notes !Jpd;ate I 
{Applicant) @ 
{AppiO:;ant) . 1ldd · · 

~:~~:~:: · .... [),~ .. · .. ··· .. 
~pp/J(:ant) 
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SUB· TABS ON EVIDSIBKGDS TAB 

Before approving an application, it is necessary to select the status of the A-File. Additional tabs on the 
Evids/Bkgds tab for which you may make a selection are N426 and G325B. 

A-File Tab selections: 

lll Mile I CIS I N426 I ss1v;,.j Gill591 

, Await~1g 5hipmenuo DO 
I CIS LO$( ~ile 
,_ CIS/FRC ReQueSIIS$~led · RetPonse Not Rer:eived 

.=: Aecetved 1n DO 

.::.:.-~ Received in SC- Locl:lled in NAT?. Section 
~.r..~Senl to DO 
fiiiiWaived 

N426 Tab selections: 

~M~jc1s 
.· 

N426 j SB1 V11a I G325B j 

'. Found Wlih O<Squalff)llng lnlormalron 
Honorable Servtce Established 

~~ No rec01d 
· Pendino: N426 Sent Pendino Resoonse 

G325B Tab selections: 

;,:;)Mie l as I N426 I $B1 v;.a .. 
G325B l 

I I 
Derogatory Information Found 
No Record 

~~ Nothing Derogatorl' 

- Pendino G-3258 Sent Pendino Response 
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ADD FBI FINGERPRINT RESPONSE 

With the application open in the Adjudications module: (see page 4-7 to open the application) 

1. Click the FP tab. 

The FP tab contains information on 
the results of an applicant's FBI 
Fingerprint Checks, including the 
current status. This information is 
automatically transferred to 
CLAIMS 4 from the FBI Fingerprint 
Check Interface. If the office 
wishes to add a Fingerprint 
Response they have received in 
the mail, they may do so using the 
Add FP Resp button. 

2. Click the Add FP Resp button. 

3. Complete the fields on the bottom half of the screen. 

NOTE: The CION (.gontributor-Assigned !Qentification !lumber) is usually the Alien #for the applicant 
The FBI Control Nbr is usually seven characters that begin with the first two characters of applicant's last 
name, followed by four numbers, and ending in "I" for "identified", "N" for "tlon-ldentified, or "R" for 
Rejected fingerprints. However, the FBI Control Number may also be six characters. Offices may 
transcribe a FBI Control Number with a blank space, when the missing letter accounts for an apostrophe 
in the applicant's name. 

4. Click the OK button. 

The information moves to the top of the screen. 

MODIFY FBI FINGERPRINT 
RESPONSE 

1 ' Click the FP tab. 

2. Click on the FP Response that 
you wish to modify. 

3. Click the Modify Current button. 

4. Complete the fields on the 
bottom right side of the screen. 
These are the 4 fields that begin 
with "Modified". 

5. Click the OK button. 
(The information moves to the top half of the screen in the white box.) 
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Some workflow states will allow the Adjudicator to order a new fingerprint appointment for the applicant 
from the Adjudications module. This is done by using the Order New FP's button on the FP tab. This 
action will cause the case to be routed through the process to be scheduled for a new fingerprint 
appointment. 

CANCEL FP REa eunoN I cancmFe Rill 

If CLAIMS 4 has scheduled a case for a fingerprint appointment and the case is currently pending that 
appointment, a user may cancel the pending fingerpnnt request in the system by using the Cancel FP 
Req button on the FP tab. Doing this action acts as an 'override' of the fingerprint requirement for the 
case and CLAIMS 4 will not automatically reschedule a new fingerprint for the applicant: CLAIMS 4 will 
move the case forward towards interview without requiring a fingerprint to be completed. Therefore, this 
action may be used to assist in moving a case forward. but. if a fingerprint response is required of the 
applicant, then the user must ensure that appropriate actions are taken to have the applicant scheduled 
for a new fingerprint appointment. 
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DETERMINE STATUS OF CURRENT FBI NAME CHECK RESPONSE 

The G325 tab contains information on the results of an applicant's FBI Name Check, including the current 
status. This information is automatically transferred to CLAIMS 4 from the FBI Name Check Interface. If 
the person's name is checked again, and the user wants to manually add the results, he or she can use 
the Add FP Resp button. The G325 section also contains command buttons for modifying or overriding 
the current record, and deleting newly added records. 

Look at the top of the screen for the text next to the "blue" G325 Current Status field: 

Ordered-A Name Check has been ordered but the request has not yet been sent to the FBI. 

Pending-A Name Check Request has been sent to the FBI and the system is waiting for a response. A 
60-day wait period for the response is calculated and displayed in the G325- 60-Day Wait Expiration 
Date field. 

No Record-The FBI has responded and reported that no records have been found matching the 
applicant's name. 

Third Agency Record Found-The FBI has responded and reported that a record has been found 
matching the applicant's name. 

No Response Received- Time Expired-The 60-day wait period has expired with no response from the 
FBI having been received. 

NOTE: The FBI no longer provides the response Indices Popular as of September 11, 2001. 
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ADD FBI NAME CHECK RESPONSE 

With the application open in the Adjudications module: (see page 4-7 to open the application) 

1. Click the G325 tab. 

The G325 tab contains information on the results of an applicant's FBI Name Check, including the current 
status. This information is automatically transferred to CLAIMS 4 from the FBI Name Check Interface. If 
the person's name is checked again, and the user wants to manually add the results, he or she can use 
the Add FP Resp button. The G325 section also contains command buttons for modifying or overriding 
the current record, and deleting newly added 
records. 

2. Click the Add G325 Resp button. 

3. Complete the fields on the bottom half of the screen. 

NOTE: The CION (.(;;.ontributor-Assigned !Qentification Number) is usually the Alien# for the applicant 
There is no FBI Control Nbr for FBI Name Checks. 

4. Click the OK button. 

5. The information moves to the top half of the screen. 
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RECORD RESULTS OF NATURALIZATION TEST 

Every applicant who applies for naturalization must take a Naturalization Test. The Naturalization Test 
consists of two parts: U.S. Civics & History and Basic English Proficiency. The Adjudicator usually 
administers this test during the interview. In the past the Adjudicators would use a CLAIMS 4 function to 
automatically generate the U.S. Civics I History questions as well as a Reading and Writing Sample to test 
the applicant's basic proficiency in English. 

Currently, the Field Offices are providing a written U.S. Naturalization Test, U.S. History and Government 
Questions, Standard Form# (1-12). After the applicant has taken the test, the Adjudicator must record 
whether they passed or failed in CLAIMS 4. The Adjudicator must also give the applicant a Reading and 
Writing Sample to test their basic proficiency in English and record the results. 

The below process describes how to record the test results in the CLAIMS 4 Adjudications module. 

With the application open in the Adjudication module: (see page 4-7 to open the application) 

1. Switch to the Exam window by clicking the Exam button. 

Use this area to 
indicate the results of 
the Civics I History and 
English Proficiency 
tests. 

If you would like CLAIMS 4 to generate the Basic English Proficiency part of the exam: 

2. Click on the Create Reading Sample button to generate a sample sentence. 

3. Click on the Create Writing Sample button to generate a sample sentence. 

Indicate the Testing Location and Test Results: 

4. Complete the INS Testing Location field. (This is normally the Field Office where the interview is 
taking place.) 

5. Confirm that the Test Date fills in automatically with today's date. 

6. Complete the Civics I History Results field with "Pass", "Fair', "Waive", or "245A lntv Passed'. 

NOTE: "245A lntv Passed' is used to indicate that the applicant already took and passed the test when 
he/she applied for Permanent Residency. 
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7. Complete the English Proficiency Results field with "Pass", "Faif', or "Waive". 

8. Click in the Notes field. CLAIMS 4 will insert today's date and your User I D. 

9. Type either a 1 or a:?. to indicate which test the applicant took: 

1 =Test used prior to Redesigned Test 2 = Redesigned Test (Standard Form 1-1 0) 

t,i!St,Bale:,f10;06J~ 

Ci~tic,tiHiiiP~Ii 

'"''"Jm. 

Do not type 
anything other than 
the number 1 or 
the number 2. Do 
not type "1." (one, 
period) or "Test 1 ". 

NOTE: As of October 9, 2008, CLAIMS 4 users were instructed to administer the new Redesigned Test 
(per the policy memo titled "Tracking Requirements for the Naturalization Test in CLAIMS 4" dated 
September 29, 2008). 

10. Switch back to the Application ID window by selecting Window, Application ID from the menu. 

To View the Test Results after the case has been saved and closed: 

1. Open the application. 

2. Select View, Prior Exam Results from the menu. 

Refre$11 Discrep<~ncy Aert~ 

App!i(:.ation Ktstory F.2 

•we e .... p 

3. The results of the test displays: 

Civics/Hi~,YReilult · . I Engl!an ProJiciencyf'\e$Uil I Adtnini>trll.\01 I Tel)! Dole .·.· .··• I T$st.C!l. .. !CHEn .. ,! EP E 
Faded Civrcs/HistotyTest Passed English ProfrciencyTest USER06 02/13/2009 00:0. LOSOOO CrvHi... Eng 
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UPDATE MARRIAGE INFORMATION 

The fields on the Marr tab vary on applications that open up in the New N-400 vs. the Old N-400. 
Examine the area at the top of screen (directly below the Number of Times Married field). The New N-
400 Applications will display 3 sub-tabs: Current Marriage, Previous Marriage, and Current Spouse's 
Previous Marriages. There are no sub-tabs within the Marr tab for Old N-400 applications. Determine 
which screen has displayed and then follow one of the two procedures below. 

1. Click the Marrtab. 

2. Update the Number of Times 
Married if necessary. 

3. Click the Current Marriage tab. 

4. Review the information to verify that 
the name and other data reflects the 
name of the current spouse. 

5. If the applicant is no longer married 
to the individual, click the Update 
Current Marriage Status button. 

6. Click the OK button to confirm that you want to move this information to the Previous 
Marriages tab. 

7. Complete the information about the current spouse (if the applicant has remarried). 

8. Click the Current Spouse's Previous Marriage tab. 

If there are any people's names listed on the bottom of the screen, it represents the applicant's grevious 
spouse's marriages. These need to be deleted. 

9. Click on the name and then click the Delete button. 

10. Repeat step #9 for additional people listed. 

Now you will fill in the information about the current spouse's previous marriage(s) if applicable. 

11. Complete the information (top of screen) about the current spouse's previous spouse. 

12. Click the Add button. 

13. Update the Number of Times Married if necessary. 

' See next page for updating marriage information for applications that open in the old N-400. 
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UPDATE MARRIAGE INFORMATION 

For Applications that open in the Old N-400: 

1. Click the Marr tab. 

2. Update the Number of Times Married if necessary. 

NOTE: The Number of Times Married displays the number of times the applicant had been married at 
the time that the applicant completed his/her N-400 Application. If the applicant has married since 
submitting his/her N-400 Application, this field will need to be updated to reflect the total times married. 

3. If the applicant is no longer married to the spouse he/she listed on the N-400 application (divorce, 
death), click on the name of the spouse (top of the screen) and then click the Delete button. 

4. If the applicant has remarried, click the Add button and complete the fields on the bottom half of the 
screen. 

5. Click the OK button. 

The information moves to the top half of the screen. 
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UPDATE RELATIVES 

1. Click the Rels tab. 

2. Click the Add button. 

3. Complete the information about the dependent (minors under 18) on the bottom half of the screen. 

4. Click the OK button. 

NOTE: The information moves to the upper half of the screen. Repeat steps 2-4 to input additional 
children I dependents (under age 18). 
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UPDATE ABSENCES OUTSIDE THE U.S. 

The fields on the Abs tab vary slightly on applications that open up in the New N-400 vs. the Old N-400. 
Examine the top portion of the screen. The New N-400 Applications will display 2 additional fields: 1) 
Total days spent outside of the U.S. during the past 5 years and 2) Number of trips of >24 hours taken 
outside the U.S. during the past 5 years. Determine which screen has displayed and then follow one of 
the two procedures below. 

For Applications that open in the New N-400: 

1. Click the Abs tab. 

2. Click the Add button. 

3. In the From: field, type the date the applicant departed the United States. 

4. In the To: field, type the date the applicant arrived back in the United States. 

5. Click in the Destination Country field. 

6. Next to the Destination Country field, click the ellipsis button and select the country. 

7. In the Total Days Outside U.S. field, type the total number of davs for this trip. 

8. Update the Total days spent outside of the U.S. during the past 5 years field to include this newly 
added trip. 

9. Update the Number of trips of >24 hours taken outside the U.S. during the past 5 years field to 
include this newly added trip. 

10. Click the OK button. 

NOTE: The Total Days Absent (all trips) field automatically calculates. When CLAIMS 4 calculates the 
Total Days Absent it includes both the departure date and the arrival date. Neither the departure date nor 
the arrival date should count as days outside the U.S. so this number is over by "2" days. If you have an 
applicant whose travel exceeds the allowable, please remember to recalculate the trips manually. 
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UPDATE ABSENCES OUTSIDE THE U.S. 

For Applications that open in the Old N-400 

1. Click the Abs tab. 

2. Click the Add button. 

3. In the From: field, type the date the applicant departed the United States. 

4. In the To: field, type the date the applicant arrived in the United States. 

5. Click in the Destination Country field. 

6. Next to the Destination Country field, click the ellipsis button and select the country. 

7. Click in the Reason for Trip field. 

8. Next to the Reason for Trip field, click the ellipsis button and select the reason for trip. 

9. Click the OK button. 

NOTE: The Total Days Absent (all trips) field automatically calculates. When CLAIMS 4 calculates the 
Total Days Absent it includes both the departure date and the arrival date. Neither the departure date nor 
the arrival date should count as days outside the U.S. so this number is over by "2" days. If you have an 
applicant whose travel exceeds the allowable, please remember to recalculate the trips manually. 
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NAME CHANGE PETITION 

The Name Change Petition function in CLAIMS 4 is used to record that an applicant is requesting a name 
change upon receiving their U.S. Naturalization. It is important for users to complete this function before 
the applicant is scheduled for their Oath Ceremony so the applicant's new name will appear on the 
Naturalization Certificate. 

With the application open in the Adjudication module: (see page 4-7 to open the application) 

1. Click the Name Change Petition button. I jiJ 
The Name Change Petition window appears: 

CKJ 
,-~··U 
~ 
.·-I 

2. Edit the applicant's Last, First, Middle, Suffix fields as necessary. 

jTOAAal FARO 

OK:] 
-~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 

3. Click the Print button to print a copy of the Name Change Petition. 

4. Click the OK button to save the change and close the window. 
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SAVING CHANGES 

It is a good practice to save your updates to data often. You will recall from the overview of the buttons 
(page 4-5, 4-6), that the CLAIMS 4 Adjudications module contains 2 buttons that can be used to save. 
The Save and Reload in Case Review button saves the changes you have made to the data and keeps 
the application open to continue working with it. The Save and Close button saves the changes you have 
made to the data and closes the application on the screen. 

To Save and Keep the Application Open: 

1. Click the Save and Reload in Case Review button. 

2. Confirm that the Save Data Changes Only radio button is selected. 

3. Make sure there is no check mark on the Interview Conducted check box. 

4. Click the OK button. 

To Save and Close the Application: 

1. Click the Save and Close button. 

2. Confirm that the Save Data Changes Only 
radio button is selected. 

3. Make sure there is no check mark on the Interview Conducted check box. 

4. Click the OK button. 

To Save and Close the Application after Making a Decision: 

1. Click the Save and Close button. 

2. Click the Save Decision -Adjudication 
Complete or Save Decision -Send to 
Supervisory Review 

NOTE: Cases adjudicated using a T-File or having 
a Finger Print result of !dent must go to a 
Supervisor for review. 

3. Click the OK button. 

:' ~OIK.Iikffi-Sat;d;iOSIJpoil!yn;'Of~

«~m'Y~~SlJ!PJl,:M~~C!!riJ~ 

If you see Interview 
Conducted on this 
screen, make sure this 
is not checked. 

NOTE: The Save Decision- Place on Hold for Me for Later Processing Option should never be used. 
This option locks the case so that most users cannot open the case (except the person who placed it on 
hold or a user with supervisory rights). If someone does place a case on hold and another user is not able 
to access the case, the user will need to contact the Benefits Service Desi (or (b )(2) 
assistance. 
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MAKING A DECISION ON A CASE 

When the Adjudicator is ready to make a decision on a case, CLAIMS 4 offers the following options: 

• Approve 

Continue 

• Continue with I ntentto Deny 

• Deny I Withdrawal I Administrative Close 

• Denial Due to Abandonment 

The following CLAIMS 4 commands allow a decision to be reversed: 

• Undo 

Motion to Reopen and Reconsider 

• Applicant Motion to Reopen and Reconsider 

ENTERING A DECISION INTO CLAIMS 4 

1, With the case open, select the decision tool bar button that relates to the recommendation being made: 

Recommendation 
Decision 

Tool bar Buttons 

NM~e: l- ~it:!: M~ S:~· 
[VOQFKHCf.iJUWLQHC"~~~~~-~--~ .fKHFWRu----·H------

Ill Approve 

Ul Continue 

• Continue With Intent to Deny 

Ill Deny/Withdrawai/Admin Close 

.II Denial Due to Abandonment 

4·34 
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ADDING ADJUDICATOR'S DECISION NOTES 

Once an adjudication recommendation is made for a case. notes about the recommended decision may 
be entered in the Adjudicator Decision Notes sub-tab on the decision screen. 

1. After selecting one of the Decision buttons, the Decision window will appear: 

Ill Approve 

IJil Continue 

Ill Continue With Intent to Deny 

Ill Deny/Withdrawai/Admin Close 

2. Select the appropriate 
decision choice. 

3. To add notes regarding the 
recommended decision, click 
on the Adjudicator's Decision 
Notes sub-tab at the bottom of the 
screen. 

4. Click in the notes textbox to enter notes. 

[I Type your notes here 
. . ·. . 

5. When finished, click the Save and Close toolbar button (fl). 

. 

NOTE: Once a case has been approved and verified, Adjudicator's Decision Notes are no longer available 
for viewing and are inaccessible. Similarly, the Adjudicator's Decision Notes are not available after the 
case has been denied. Comments made in the Evids!Bkgrds sub-tabs are always accessible. 
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APPROVE II 
Before an Adjudicator can approve a case, the adjudicator must have completed the following in the 
CLAIMS 4 Adjudications module: 

•!• Indicated the Basis for Eligibility (N400 tab) 

•!• Marked all Evidence as Received (Evids/Bkgds tab) 

•!• Entered the location of the A-File (Evids/Bkgds tab) 

•!• Input all answers to the eligibility questions (Eiig tab) 

•!• Recorded the results of the Naturalization test (Exam window) 

•!• Entered the office that the applicant took the test at in "INS Testing Location" (Exam window) 

•!• Clicked the Name Change Petition button if the applicant has requested a name change. 

When a case is approved, an Approval notice will not be generated by the CLAIMS 4 system. Approval 
will be indicated on the applicant's notice to appear for the Oath Ceremony. 

1. Click the Approve button on the tool bar. 

2. The Approval Choices for App ID #####window appears: 

ifw 0~ C~o:mev>~Sc~ool,~:e'MII rn®.'I~~PP"'Vill 
No opi)IOYal ""'~~p/1$ Ole needed lor f140CI\ 

Olllt1~· 
1"'~11~ 

(' Jtd:i¥ 

3. Indicate the Type of Oath Ceremony as Administrative or Judicial (applicants requesting a Name 
Change must have a Judicial ceremony.) 

4. Click the Save and Close button. 

5. Select Save Decision- AdJudication Complete or Save Decision- Send to Supervisorv Review 
("I dent" applicants or applicants adjudicated with a 'T file need supervisory approval). 

6. Click Yes (or No) to "Do you wish to print a Certificate Preparation Sheet and Oath Declaration?" 

Notes about the recommended decision may be entered in the Adjudicator Decision Notes sub-tab on 
the decision screen (see page 4-32). 
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REVERIFY A GRANT 

Every N-400 application that is approved for naturalization by an Adjudicator, must be reverified by 
another Adjudicator. CLAIMS 4 will not allow a user to reverify a case that they have approved. Another 
user with reverification authority must reverify the case. 

1. In the Adjudications module, click the Preview/Open button. 

2. Type or wand in the A-Number (or Application 10) for the case you want to open. 

3. Click the OK button. 

~ -~ -~---~~~--~---~---~-·~· ~~~~~·~~~· ~---- ............ --------------··. 
App1il;;aljtl'l ~009017$.8)s:~lw f1MiifY:f>riQr~ 
Oo youwiah !Otl!)el'l.thie f!PP.IiCtltlmfOrtni«·at:tMty? 

YM. - 1/pal'lloi Rl!lyefi¥Prj.c:ka'rant 

Nn - Opan lorDue·Reii\&W 

~~ ~ '&ntarn~/lf;p,ic®t.iri!t1 

4. Click Yes for Open for Reverify Prior Grant. 

I 

5. Click the Adjudicator's Decision Notes tab at the bottom of the screen and read any notes the other 
Adjudicator may have typed here. 

6. Select Window, AppiiD #####from the menu to move to the application window. 

7. Click the Evids!Bkgds tab to review the evidence list. 

8. Click the Elig tab to review the answers that the applicant gave to the eligibility questions. 
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NOTE: You have completed reviewing the N-400 application. If you agree with the previous adjudicator's 
decision to approve the case, you are now ready to reverify the granting of naturalization. 

9. Select Window, Approval Choices from the menu to move to the decision window. 

10. Click the Save and Close button. 

11. Click Grant Verified. 

12. Click the OK button. 

13. Click Yes (or No) to "Do you wish to print a Certificate Preparation Sheet and Oath Declaration?" 
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SUPERVISORY REVIEW A GRANTED APPLICATION 

Cases that have been adjudicated using a "T-File", or where the applicant is classified as an "ldent" must 
be reviewed by a Supervisor who will make the final decision whether to approve the application or not. 

1. Open the Application ID that another adjudicator approved. 

2. Click Yes Open for Supervisory Review. 

3. Click the Adjudicator's Decision Notes tab at the bottom of the screen and read any notes the other 
Adjudicator may have typed here. 

4. Select Window, AppiiD #####from the menu to move to the application window. 

5. Click the Evids!Bkgds tab to review the evidence list. 

6. Click the Elig tab to review the answers that the applicant gave to the eligibility questions. 

7. On the Elig tab, click the Details button 

8. Click the Arrest Information Details tab at the bottom of the screen. 

9. Review the notes the previous adjudicator entered about the applicant's arrest. 

NOTE: After you have completed reviewing the N-400 application, you are ready to make your decision 
on the case. 

10. Select Window, Approval Choices from the menu to move to the decision window. 

11. If you wish to approve the case, click the Confirm radio button under Supv Review (bottom right of 
screen). 

12. Click the Save and Close button. 

13. Click Save Review- Adjudication Complete. 

14. Click Yes (or No) to "Do you wish to print a Certificate Preparation Sheet and Oath Declaration?" 
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CONTINUE Ill 
The Continue command is used when the Adjudicator is not ready to approve or deny the case. The 
applicant may have failed the naturalization exam and needs to return for a re-exam, the applicant file may 
be missing some required evidence, or the applicant may need to be fingerprinted again and return for 
another interview. The Continue command is the only type of decision that places the applicant's case in 
the correct workflow state (Request Interview), so that they will fall into the Ready to Schedule Queue and 
may be scheduled for another interview. 

1. Click the Continue button at the top toolbar. 

""''~"""'""'~""'"" ses~km IU UMblolo Spo.,k. Re.M, W1ito Engith 

Clict~, 
('..., 
r'MedWl r,,.. 

Do not mark any of the 
Case Complexity options. 
This is not currently 
functional in CLAIMS 4. 

2. Look at the far left column "Currently Missing Evidence" and note the pieces of evidence that have not 
been received (marked with "X"). 

3. If desired, enter notes about the recommended decision in the Adjudicator Decision Notes sub-tab 
on the decision screen (see page 4-34). 

; ~f~TfiAJm;R):~~e~'Siil!M.''{I;floCellftll!t~lhe~MMti<lil,ll.;;..~1 ~---c.u:-.-~_._.._ : 

I 

4. Click the Notice button on the tool bar. 

5. Click the Custom radio button. 

6. Click the OK button. 

NOTE: The notice will open in MS Word. You can add, delete or modify text if needed. 

7. Select File, Exit from the menu to exit MS Word. 
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NOTE: You must close MS Word by selecting File, Exit from the menu in order for CLAIMS 4 to recognize 
that the notice was created. 

You will return to the Continue Reasons window in CLAIMS 4. 

8. Click the Save and Close button. 

9. Select Save Decision- AdJudication Complete. 

NOTE: Even though the case is being continued, the adjudication activities for the day have been 
completed. 

10. Click the OK button. 

11. Click the Print button to print the notice locally. 

12. Click the OK button to confirm that the notice printed. 
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DENY I WITH DRAWL I ADMINISTRATIVE CLOSE 

Before an Adjudicator can deny a case, the adjudicator must have completed the following in the CLAIMS 
4 Adjudications module: 

N400tab 

Evids/Bkgds tab 

Elig tab 

Exam window 

Indicated the Basis for Eligibility 

Marked all Evidence as Received 
Entered the location of the A-File 

Answered all eligibility questions 

Recorded the results of the Naturalization test 
Entered the INS Testing Location (office applicant took the test at) 

1. Click the Deny I Withdraw!/ Administrative Close button at the top tool bar. 

The Denial I Withdraw/ I Admin Close window 
appears. 

2. Select the decision choice. 

Once the decision choice has been selected, the 2nd 

and 3'd columns fill with the reasons and 
notice types. 

3. Select the Reason for the decision. 

4. Select the Notice type. 

5. Click the Notice button on the 
tool bar. 

6. Click the Custom radio button. 

7. Click the OK button. 

NOTE: The notice opens in MS 
Word. Text can be added, deleted, 
or modified if desired. 

8. Select File, Exit from the MS Word menu. 

loo;> of f'lo•ocut'"" 
Lociot~d,.., 

look ·C't INenl '" lie~d.! i1 US 
L<ld<of(';()r.tJiuOI.IIRe~"" 
llll:i trf Mocrmtn~ m lhe c~ 
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NOTE: You must close MS Word by selecting File, Exit from the menu in order for CLAIMS 4 to recognize 
that the notice was created. 

9. Check the bottom of the decision screen for confirmation that the notice was created. 
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10. If desired, enter notes about the recommended decision in the Adjudicator Decision Notes sub-tab 
on the decision screen (see page 4-32). 

11. Click the Save and Close button. 

12. Select Save Decision- Adjudication Complete or Save Decision- Send to Supervisor Review. 

13. Click the OK button. 

14. Click the Print button to print the notice locally. 

15. Click the OK button to confirm that the notice printed. 
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UNDO PREVIOUS DECISION Ill 
Undo can only be used for short-term changes in a decision. Once an approval decision has been 
reverified or a denial notice has been processed. the Undo function will not be available. To change a 
decision after that point, a Motion to Reopen and Reconsider must be initiated. 

1. Click the Preview I Open button in the Adjudications module. 

2. Type or wand in the A-Number (or Application 10) for the case you want to open. 

3. Select Yes- Open for Case Review. 

NOTE: Since the case has already been decided (denial), there are no adjudications activities pending for 
this case. The only way to open the case is to select Open for Case Review. 

4. Click the Undo Prior (Last) Decision button on the toolbar. 

A message appears warning you that if you need to update any data for this application, cancel out of this 
message, make the changes, and click the Save & Reload button before attempting the Undo command. 

Depending on the type of decision that you 
are undoing (denial, grant, continue): 

5. Select Undo Denial, or Undo Grant, or 
Undo Continuance. 

6. Click the OK button. 

7. The Decision buttons become enabled 
to allow the Adjudicator to decide the 
case again. 

4-44 
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MOTION TO REOPEN AND RECONSIDER ttl 
If the case has already been reviewed by a supervisor, and the USC IS wants to reverse their decision, a 
"Motion to Reopen and Reconsider' must be initiated. In order to request a Motion to Reopen and 
Reconsider, the case must be considered "closed" in CLAIMS 4. 

Some Examples of when a Motion to Reopen and Reconsider would be used include: 

• Applicant failed to appear for fingerprinting. A notice was sent to the applicant indicating he/she 
failed to appear for fingerprinting and the case was being denied (abandonment). The applicant 
then came into the office and indicated that he/she never received the original Notice to appear for 
fingerprinting. In some cases, USC IS may decide to initiate a "Motion to Reopen and Reconsider". 

• Adjudicator made a decision on the case of "Denied". When the supervisor reviewed the 
adjudicator's decision, the supervisor did not agree that the case should have been denied. The 
supervisor instructed the adjudicator to reopen the case by doing a "Motion to Reopen and 
Reconsider". 

• Adjudicator made a decision on the case of "Denied". The Adjudicator did not put the correct 
language in the Denial Notice that was sent to the applicant. The Supervisor instructed the 
Adjudicator to reopen the case by doing a "Motion to Reopen and Reconsider". 

• The case was "Denied" based on the fact that the applicant had not submitted requested 
documents. It was later found that the applicant did indeed submit the required documents, 
however the receipt of the documents was never recording in CLAIMS 4. USC IS may decide to 
reopen the case by doing a "Motion to Reopen and Reconsider". 

NOTE: The Motion to Reopen and Reconsider should never be used for an Appeal (applicant submitted a 
N336 "Request Hearing on a Decision in Naturalization Proceedings"). N336s should be handled outside 
of the CLAIMS 4 system. 

1. Click the Case Status button to access the Case Status module. 

eersonar l Mailing Addres• I euOI't'lel' I .i:!trn.r I 

AP!IIicatjon 1o: IC·--
A~: 

Last Name: 

Social Securil~ #: 

. 0-oiBilllt 1_1_1_ 
COU!\try ol8illtt ..d 

WildCard. 

S.!Wch 
NOTE: It is 
important to 
click the Clear 
button prior to 
performing a 
new search. 
The Clear 
button removes 
all search 
criteria that was 
previously 
entered on ALL 
tabs . 

2. Type or wand in the Application 10 for the case you want to open or enter other information about the 
case (A-Number, Name, etc.) 

3. Click the Search button. 
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4. The Case Status screen displays information about the activities that have occurred or are waiting to 
occur for this applicant. 

5. Look at the History window at the bottom of the Case Status screen. 

4. Close the Application and exit the Case Status module. 

5. Click the Preview I Open button in the Adjudications module. 

6. Enter the Application 10. 

7. Select Yes- Open for Case Review. 

NOTE: S'1nce the case has already been decided (denial), there are no adjudications activities pending for 
this case. The only way to open the case is to select Open for Case Review. 

8. Click the .II Motion to Reopen and Reconsider button on the tool bar. 

The Motion to Reopen and Reconsider Choices screen appears. 

9. Select the reason for initiating the Motion to Reopen and Reconsider. 

1 0. Select the notice type. 

~rofla!P&JIITM'lr( 

FO;erpnnt C~1d 
R~(f.le~ New F~!XirJ:A[l~Xlrlnl8!'tt 
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11. Click the Notice button on the tool bar. 

12. Click the Custom radio button. 
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13. Click the OK button. 

NOTE: The notice opens in MS Word. Text can be added, deleted, or modified if desired. 

14. Select File, Exit from the MS Word menu. 

NOTE: You must close MS Word by selecting File, Exit from the menu in order for CLAIMS 4 to recognize 
that the notice was created. 

15. Check the bottom of the decision screen for confirmation that the notice was created. 

16. Click the Save and Close button. 

17. Select Save Motion to Reopen - Final. 

18. Click the OK button. 

August. 2009 

Do not choose the Send Motion 
L...-'------1 to Reopen - Place on Hold for 

Me for Later Processing. 
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APPLICANT MOTION TO REOPEN AND RECONSIDER 

An applicant has been denied naturalization and the applicant wants to reopen the case for 
reconsideration. 

NOTE: The Applicant Motion to Reopen and Reconsider should never be used for an Appeal (applicant 
submitted a N336 "Request Hearing on a Decision in Naturalization Proceedings"). N336s should be 
handled outside of the CLAIMS 4 system. 

1. Click the Preview I Open button in the Adjudications module 

2. Enter the Application 10. 

3. Select Yes- Open for Case Review. 

4. Click the~ Applicant Motion to Reopen and Reconsider button. 

5. Select Grant Application Motion to Reopen. 

6. Select the reason from the Motion to Reopen and Reconsider Routing column. 

7. Click the Notice button on the tool bar. 

8. Click the Custom radio button. 

9. Click the OK button. 

NOTE: The notice opens in MS Word. Text can be added, deleted, or modified if desired. 

10. Select File, Exit from the MS Word menu. 

NOTE: You must close MS Word by selecting File, Exit from the menu in order for CLAIMS 4 to recognize 
that the notice was created. 

11. Check the bottom of the decision screen for confirmation that the notice was created. 

12. Click the Save and Close button. 

13. Select Save Motion to Reopen- Final. 

14. Click the OK button. 
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CHAPTER 5: SCHEDULING OATH CEREMONIES 

Introduction Prior to scheduling applicants for Oath Ceremonies, the location and the 
facility profiles must be set up and appointment slots must be created. 

Applicants can be scheduled for Oath Ceremony Interactively (one 
applicant at a time) or by Batch. This training guide discusses scheduling 
applicants for Oath Ceremonies both interactively and by batch. 

You must schedule applicants interactively and print the notice locally if 
you are scheduling an Oath Ceremony with less than 30 days lead time. 
Batch scheduling prints and mails the Notices from the NBC (National 
Benefits Center) but only for Oath Ceremonies that are to occur 30 days 
or more in the future. 

Objectives After completing this chapter, you will be able to: 

• Check the Ready to Schedule Queue for applicants awaiting O.C . 

• Set up the Oath Ceremony I FingerPrint Location Profile 

• Set up the Oath Ceremony I FingerPrint Facility Profile 

• Create and View Oath Ceremony Appointment Slots 

• Interactively Schedule an Applicant for an Oath Ceremony (fill a slot) 

• Batch Schedule Applicants for an Oath Ceremony (fill the slots) 

Key Terms The following new terms are introduced in this chapter: 
Batch Scheduling 
Scheduling function that allows users to create scheduling slots and 
assign appointments to groups of applicants in the Ready to Schedule 
Queue (Oath Ceremony/Fingerprints). 

Interactive Scheduling 
Scheduling function that allows a user to schedule an individual 
applicant into a specific time slot. 
Administrative Ceremony 
There are 2 types of Oath Ceremonies: Administrative and Judicial. 
Administrative Oath Ceremonies are ceremonies not presided over by 
a judge. Applicants who are not requesting a legal name change may 
be scheduled for an administrative oath ceremony. 
Judicial Ceremony 
Judicial Ceremonies are Oath Ceremonies that are presided over by a 
judge. Applicants who request a legal name change upon becoming 
naturalized, must attend a judicial oath ceremony. Other applicants not 
requesting a name change may also be scheduled for a judicial oath 
ceremony. 
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Key Terms 
(continued) 

Ready to Schedule Queue 
Waiting list of ready to be scheduled applications. Cases in the 
scheduling queue are placed into scheduling slots when the Assign 
Appointments for Applications option on the Batch Scheduler is run. 

Oath Ceremony I Fingerprint Location Profile 
A screen that defines the location at which the Oath Ceremony takes 
place and the date range for which you want to build your schedule. 

Oath Ceremony I Fingerprint Facility Profile 
A screen that defines the date range that you want to build your 
schedule for. the length and time of each Oath Ceremony, and the 
number of slots. 

Gate Profile 
A screen that defines the station and time that applicants may start 
appearing for their Oath Ceremony. 

Appointment Slots 
Blocks of time within the day that will be assigned oath ceremonies. 

Cancel Limit 
Maximum number of times an applicant can cancel an Oath Ceremony. 
Once the applicant has exceeded the Cancel Limit, the applicant will 
not be eligible to have another Oath Ceremony scheduled in CLAIMS 
4. CLAIMS 4 will display a message indicating that the applicant has 
exceeded his or her Cancel Limit. The user should consult his or her 
local management for guidance on whether this applicant should be 
given another Oath Ceremony appointment. If another Oath Ceremony 
js desjred coqtact me lJS'f ssw;~ Oecyk I I 

I _an as them to resolve the workflow 
issue. 

No-Show Limit 
Maximum number of times an applicant can not show up an Oath 
Ceremony. Once the applicant has exceeded the No-Show Limit, the 
applicant will not be eligible to have another Oath Ceremony scheduled 
in CLAIMS 4. CLAIMS 4 will display a message indicating that the 
applicant has exceeded his or her No-Show Limit. The user should 
consult his or her local management for guidance on whether this 
applicant should be given another Oath Ceremony appointment. If 
another appointment is desired, contact the Benefits USCIS Service 
Oeskj land ask them to 
resolve the workflow 1ssue. 

Total Capacity (Slots) 
Total number of appointment slots needed for the Oath Ceremony for 
which you are building a schedule. 

Available Slots (also known as "Normal" Slots) 

'---------- $lots from the Total Capacity of slots that are unreserved and available 
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to be filled by the Batch Scheduler. 

Reserved Slots 
Slots from the Total Capacity of slots that are reserved and unavailable 
to be filled by the Batch Scheduler. Reserved Slots may only be 
assigned (filled) by Interactively scheduling an applicant(s) for an Oath 
Ceremony. 

Reporting Gate 
Station at which applicants are scheduled to report for an Oath 
Ceremony. At least one reporting gate must be set up for each Oath 
Ceremony location. 
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Scheduling Oath Ceremonies 
Process 

OATH CEREMONY BATCH SCHEDULING PROCESS 

Process#: Name of .Process: Menu Option: ... Description: . 

1 Check the Ready to Utilities The Ready to Schedule Queue 
Schedule Queue Batch Scheduler tab will display all applicants 

Show Batch Schedule Data 
awaiting an Oath Ceremony. 

Schedule Oath 
Ceremony/Fingerprints 

2 Update the Oath Administrator The Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint 
Ceremony/Fingerprint Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Location Profile contains 4 
Location Profile Profile sections: Site Profile, Facility 

Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint 
Profile, Room Profile and Gate 

Location Profile. 

The Date Range for the 
scheduling period is updated on 
the Site Profile section. 

3 Update the Oath Administrator Specifics about the Oath 
Ceremony/Fingerprint Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Ceremony are defined on this 
Facility Profile and Create Profile screen: Start and End Time and 
the Appointment Slots 

Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint 
the number of Oath Ceremony 
slots that will be available for Facility this Oath Ceremony. 

4 Check the Appointment Utilities The Section Available Slots tab 
Slots Batch Scheduler will display dates that have slots 

If they are not correct, Show Batch Schedule Data 
highlighted in blue or green on 

contact the USC/S Service 
the calendar. Click on a date to 

Schedule Oath see the ranges of time that slots 
Desk I l Ceremony/Fingerprints have been created. 

5 Fill the Slots with Utilities CLAIMS 4 fills each Oath 
Appointments Batch Scheduler Ceremony Slot with an 

Assign Appointments for ... 
appointment for the applicants in 
the Ready to Schedule Queue. 

6 Check the Appointments Utilities The Appointments tab will 

Batch Scheduler display dates that have 

Show Batch Schedule Data appointments highlighted in blue 
or green on the calendar. Click 

Schedule Oath on a date to see the actual 
Ceremonv/Finoerorints aooointments. 
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Process 1: Ready to Schedule Queue 

CHECK THE OATH CEREMONY READY TO SCHEDULE QUEUE 

Always check your Ready to Schedule Queue before building a new Oath Ceremony schedule. This area will 
display a list of all applicants who are awaiting an Oath Ceremony. The total number of applicants in the 
queue is displayed at the top of the Ready to Schedule Queue screen. Knowing the total number of applicants 
in the queue is helpful when building the Oath Ceremony Profile screens and indicating how many slots you 
want created. 

1. Click to open the Scheduling module. 

2. Select Utilities, Batch Scheduler from the Scheduler screen menu. 

3. Select Show Batch Schedule Data, Schedule Oath Ceremony/Fingerprints from the Batch Scheduler 
menu. 

4. Select your Office and Site codes (leave the Location field set to ALL). 

~CLAIMS Schoduler Batch Oath Ceremony 

.. ,. . " . '" .. ··········· ... ,, , 

OathJFinaerorlnt Aooointmeot Readv Queue 

Si 

AlL Leave the Location set to All 
AlL "ALL" so you will see ill! 
AlL applicants in the Ready to 
ATL Schedule Queue. If you select All 
All anything other than "ALL", you 
AlL will only see applicants that 
AIL 
AlL were interactively placed in the 
All queue. You may sort by any 
ATL column by clicking the column 
All headino. 

My Office Codes: 

OC Admin:~--

OC Judicial:~~-

O!Me 

Select the Site 
code that is 
associated with 
Administrative or 
Judicial Oath 
Ceremonies. 

SSC" 
SSC" 
sse· 
sse· 
SSC' 
sse· 
sse· 
sse· 
sse· 
sse· 
sse· 
SSG' 
sse· 
sse· 
sse· 
sse· 

OTHJN400 
OTHJN400 
OTHJN400 
OTHJN400 
OTHJN400 
QTH.JN400 
OTHJN400 
OTHJN400 
.OTHJN400 
OlHJN400 
OTHJN400 
OTHJN400 
OTH,JN400 
OTHJN400 
OTHJN400 
OTHJN400 
OTHJN400 
OTHJN400 
DTHJN400 
OTHJN400 

AIL '-----=::------,,.---' 
I>.TL 000 I>T ' I '-----'1 
All 000 AT ,-
All 000 AT 
AlL 000 AT 
All 000 AT . 
All 000 AT. 

5. Click the Ready to Schedule Queue tab. 

6. Click the Cancel button to return to the Batch Schedule screen. 

7. Exit the Batch Scheduler screen. 
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Process 2: Oath Ceremony I FP Location Profile 

UPDATE THE OATH CEREMONY I FINGERPRINT LOCATION PROFILE 
The Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Location Profile is used to set Oath Ceremony Location information for the 
Scheduling Sites, Facilities, Rooms, and Reporting Gates within an Office's servicing area. The Oath 
Ceremony/Fingerprint Location Profile is also used to establish the beginning and end of the period in which 
oath ceremonies will be scheduled. 

1. Select Administrator, Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Profile, Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Location from 
the Scheduler screen menu. 

When you first enter this screen, vour office defaults in the Admin Office field. The Site code defaults to the 
1'1 codes in the list alphabetically. 

NOTE: In some offices, the Oath Ceremony Site codes have been set up with either an "A" or a "J'' in the 4th 
position (after the 3-letter office code). The "A" stands for "Administrative as in an Administrative Ceremony. 
The codes that have a "J" in the 41

h position (after the 3-letter office code) are for Judicial Ceremonies. 

The codes that begin with an "X" in the 1 '' position are not for Oath Ceremony scheduling. They are for 
fingerprint scheduling which is done by headquarters. 

'!1!. CLAIMS Scheduler Oath Ceremonylfingerprlnl Location Profile [J~iiJ 
file H•lp 

· lt"'abonlnloflliotiOO: 

AdminO!fm~ 

Select the Site 
code that is 
associated with 
Administrative 
or Judicial Oath 
Ceremonies. 

My Office Codes: 

•ciiy : I A TlAOl 

urrl>e<: IRM1 00 

Gate: JGATE1 

OC Admin:----
OC Judicial: __ _ 

Select the Room Number 
1':'::::'"~-="=-:~:::::::--::::-----l and Reporting Gate. The 

text that appears in the 
Room Number Description 
field prints on the Oath US CIS, GA 

=~,..---'---;;;;>_.,tt:.:.__--1 Ceremony Notice that is 
,uscts, GA mailed to the applicants. 
lfiOoM 100 

GATE 1 

(;jose I 
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Process 2: Oath Ceremony I FP Location Profile 

SITE PROFILE SECTION 

· P.ofile lnlmmalion ·• ··· ········· · ·········· ·· 
• 1 we OJtt ;,.a·oll-'""ro.· ~~--~----- ----··-····-··---··· · 

i <(- Si\o i'rolie) r F~~Y Profile r Room Pn1f~e 

The Site Profile section of the Oath Ceremony I Fingerprint Location Profile screen contains two fields that 
allow the user to specify the date range that they want to build their schedule for. These two fields: No Sooner 
Than and No Later Than define the 1 '1 date and last date for the period you wish to have Oath Ceremonies. 
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The Cancel Limit and No
Show Limit fields allow you 
to define how many times an 
applicant can cancel or not 
show for an Oath Ceremony. 

After an applicant has 
exceeded the Cancel or No
Show limit, the applicant will 
not be able to have another 
Oath Ceremony scheduled in 
CLAIMS 4 without assistance 
from the USCIS Service 
Desk. 

2. Click the Schedule Cases No Sooner Than drop-down arrow and select the first date in your scheduling 
range. 

3. Click the Schedule Cases No Later Than drop-down arrow and select the last date in your scheduling 
range. Many times, this is the same date that you chose for the Schedule Cases No Sooner Than date if 
you are scheduling only one (1) Oath Ceremony. 

NOTE: The numbers that appear to the left of the dates are the number of days from today that you are 
building your schedule. If you will be Batch scheduling applicants for this Oath Ceremony, you must select a 
date at least 30 days in the future so the National Benefits Center (NBC) will have enough time to mail the 
notices to the applicants. 

NOTE: It is not necessary to enter anything in the fields: Warn if Attendance is Below: __ Percent 
Within: __ Days or Above: __ Percent At Any Time. As of the date of this document, these fields are 
not currently functional. 

4. Click the Save button to save the Site Profile information. 

5. Click the OK button to acknowledge that the Site Profile data was saved successfully. 
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FACILITY PROFILE SECTION 

1. To set the Facility Profile, click the Facility Profile radio button in the Profile Information section. The 
bottom half of the screen will now display a Facility Profile section instead of a Site Profile section. There is 
only one choice available for the Room Allocation Rule ID so it is not necessary to check or change this. 

ROOM PROFILE SECTION 

1. To set the Room Profile, select the Room Profile radio button in the Profile Information section. The 
bottom half of the screen will now display a Room Profile section instead of a Facility Profile section. 

2. If needed, select the Gate Allocation Rule ID by clicking the ellipsis button (l 1il). selecting INTSQ4, and 
then clicking the OK button. There is currently only one choice available. 

l'wlil•hi.....U.. 
; T"" Of Proliki • -
, f" Site-f?rdile-

-- ---- ........... . ···--~· --------~-"-... ~'~---

It is not necessary to enter a value in these fields since these 
numbers will not appear on the Oath Ceremony Notice. 

3. Do not enter anything in the Default Advance Start Time and the Default Stagger Time fields. 

NOTE: Since the (Default) Advance Start Time and the (Default) Stagger Time will not appear on the Oath 
Ceremony notice it is not necessary to enter a value in these fields. If no value is entered, the system will 
place a "0" (zero) in these fields. 
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4. Click the Save button to save the Room Profile information. 

A warning dialog box will appear stating that failing to enter the (Default) Advance Start Time and the 
(Default) Stagger Time will result in the applicants arriving at the Oath Ceremony Start Time. This is true 
since the (Default) Advance Start Time and the (Default) Stagger Time fields do not appear on the notice to 
the applicant. Only the time entered into the (Oath Ceremony) Start Time appears on the notice. For this 
reason, you will enter the time you want the applicants to arrive in the (Oath Ceremony) Start Time field when 
you set up the Facility Profile (page 5-11, step 5). 

5. Click the Yes button to continue. 

6. Click the OK button to acknowledge that the Room Profile data was saved successfully. 

GATE PROFILE SECTION 

1. To set the Gate Profile, select the Gate Profile radio button in the Profile Information section. The bottom 
half of the screen will now display a Reporting Gate Profile section instead of a Room Profile section. 

2. Select the Gate Color Code by clicking the ellipsis button (IQi~!l), selecting a Gate Color, and then clicking 
the OK button. 

NOTE: If a Gate Color Code is not necessary for your location. select A 1 None as an option. 

3. Click the Save button to save the Gate Profile information. 
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4. Click the OK button to acknowledge that the Reporting Gate Profile data was saved successfully. 

5. Click the Close button to return to the ma'1n Scheduler screen. 
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UPDATE THE OATH CEREMONY I FINGERPRINT FACILITY PROFILE 

The Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Facility Profile is used to define the Oath Ceremony details. Oath Ceremony 
dates, start and end times, capacity and exceptions to the schedule may be established here. 

1. Select Administrator, Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Profile, Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Facility from 
the menu. 

~ CLAIMS Scheduler Oath Ceremonyff ingerprmt Fdt:lhty Prof1!e 

My Office ems: JATI.ANTA GA RELD OFF!l'E · GA 

OC Admin: ___ _ 
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Roorn!D 

rAn.----ZI 
JAYL401 3 
r;nA£i1""'--::J 
JAM100 3 

JUSCIS · GA 

~~GA~-----------------

IROOM 100 OC Judicial: _..;,_......_ 

The Oath 
Ceremony 
date is 
selected 
here. 

·· f! .... P.ahlelnlonoalion······~-, ... :~ ... 
St.n €hd )alai Av<loble llet\)1"/od N• <>I 
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12/15121108 A Monday 10:00 1130 30 

50 
20 
20 

10 
10 
10 
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2 

01/rrl /2009 
12108/liiOf) 
1211512008 OTHAA400 . 

2. Select your Admin Office, Scheduling Site, Facility and Room ID from the drop-down arrows in the 
Location Information section at the top of the Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Facility Profile screen. 

3. Select a Start Date from the Start Date drop-down calendar in the Room Profile Information section. 

4. Select the dav of the week in which the ceremony will occur from the Day of Week drop-down arrow 

· R-Prollkr lflfunMI'lon 

""' S~Dft AI:IWt l)~of'Welik trne 
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5. Enter the time that you want applicants to arrive for the Oath Ceremony in the Start Time field. 

(nd fatal .·A..,~fl&servad NQ .. ol StM 
St&ID"": Actiw ~otV/m (.., T""' '""""'' SOl> Sill> /;dt. EndD"" . s.,.,;c,111>0 
I oi112J;IDJ l-d IM""d" 3 jwoo · I jlt?J071200HrJ 

01/1)7/2009 
11/lltl1100l 
12/151100l 

A \o/ ednesday 
A Mond11_y 
A Mond~ 

14.00 15:30 so 
1000 1UO 31l 
1000 11:Jtl 31J 

10 
10 
10 

011Dli<W9 OTHJN400 
12/08/2008 OTHAN400 
1211512000 DTHAN400 . 

NOTE: If the Oath Ceremony begins at 10:00 am and you need the applicants to arrive one hour before the 
ceremony, you would type in 09:00. All times must be entered in the military time format, (i.e., 1:00pm = 
13:00). The Start Time will print on the notice in a regular (non-military) time format as the applicant's 
appointment arrival time. 

6. Enter the ceremony End Time in the End Time f1eld. 

7. Enter the total number of Oath Ceremonv appointment slots needed in the Total Capacity field. 

8. Enter the number of available Oath Ceremonv appointment slots needed in the Available Slots field. 

NOTE: Available Slots are the slots from Total Capacity that are unreserved and available to be assigned 
by the Batch Scheduler. 

9. Enter the number of reserved Oath Ceremonv appointment slots needed in the Reserved 
Slots field. 

NOTE: Reserved Slots are the slots from Total Capacity that are reserved and unavailable to be assigned 
by the Batch Scheduler. Reserved Slots may only be assigned by interactively scheduling the Oath 
Ceremony appointment. 

10. Enter the number of Adjudicators attending the ceremony in the No. of Adj. field. 

r· Room Plolile lnfoonalion ·• -~ ........ ~ .. ·· ·· • · ·· · · 
: S!art End Total .liwailallle Re'lerYed No: of 
• StartDi!!« A«ive OeyoiWeek Titrn! Til1l1!! C:.3P<!Icit!i Sl~t• Slcb Ad. ElldDate Servicef9pe 

[01/1?/201&@ IMondey iJ j0900 j1030 ~ j20 ~· rt12J07/;'0Q8[i] [] 

11. Select an End Date from the End Date drop-down calendar. 

NOTE: Offices most often select the same date for the End Date as they did for the Start Date since they are 
creating one Oath Ceremony at a time. 
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12. Select an Oath Ceremony Service Type by clicking the Service Type ellipsis button (li), selecting a 
Service Type from the Service Types Available window. 

Only select OTHAN400 or 
OTHJN400 for the Service 
Type. Do not select any 
other type- they are not 
currently supported in 
CLAIMS4. r ~1100 Oi!!th Ceremony JudJcioi.Ot Adml!liSIFI:JII ' 

O.:.rth Cerf)rnony JtJdibeJforfDrn1s notlistEJd s 
N-100 Oeth Ceremnny ,Judicit'll 

NOTE: The OTHLI!N400 Service Type supports 6dministrative Oath Ceremonies, and the OTHJN400 Service 
Type supports_Judicial Oath Ceremonies. 

13. Click the OK button. 

You are returned to the Oath Ceremony I Fingerprint Facility Profile screen. 

14. Click the Add button in the Room Profile Information section. 
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(continued on next page .. .) 
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The CLAIMS Scheduler dialog box will display a message with a question: 

15. Click the Yes button to the question "Would you like to create available slots according to this now?" 

NOTE: If you answer No, you will need to define the Gate Profile. It is not necessary to define the Gate 
Profile. The features on the Gate Profile screen such as: Advance Start Time and Default Stagger Time, are 
not currently supported in CLAIMS 4. You may input times in the Advance Start Time and Default Stagger 
Time, but they will not print on the notice that goes to the applicant or on any report. 

16. Click the OK button to the confirmation that the slots were successfully created. 

NOTE: Look for an "A" next to the Oath Ceremony. 

Look for an "A" to the right of the 
date of the Oath Ceremony you 
just defined. An Oath Ceremony 
must be Active (represented by 
the "A"). in order for you to 
schedule applicants to the Oath 
Ceremony. 

IMPORTANT: If the "A" does not 
appear, click on the ceremony 
date, and then click the Delete 
button. Do steps 3- 16 again and 
look for the "A". 

NOTE: The "A" will disappear after all the slots for the ceremony have been scheduled (the Oath Ceremony is 
filled). 

17. Repeat Steps 3- 16 to define additional dates for Oath Ceremonies (if not the same day of the week as 
the previous one you defined) that will occur in the period for which you are scheduling. 

18. Click the Close button at the bottom of the Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Facility Profile screen to return to 
the main Scheduler screen. 
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CHECK THE OATH CEREMONY APPOINTMENT SLOTS 

Now that you have created Oath Ceremony slots for your Oath Ceremony, you will want to view the slots to 
make sure they are what you wanted before moving on to the process to fill the slots. 

1. Select Utilities, Batch Schedulerfrom the menu. 

2. Select Show Batch Schedule Data, Schedule Oath Ceremony/Fingerprints from the 
menu. 

3. Select your Office (Admin Office), Site (Scheduling Site), and Location (Oath Ceremony Service 
Facility). 

Specify your Office, 
and the Site and 
Location codes 
that you built your 
schedule for. 

M'l Office Codes: 

oc Admin: ___ _ 

OC Judicial: __ _ 
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4. Click the Room Available Slots tab. Days with Available and Reserved Oath Ceremony appointment 
slots will display highlighted blue or green based on week. 

There are "slots" on the highlighted dates. 
Click a date to see the Total Available and 
Total Reserved Slots that were created. 
These two numbers added together equal the 
total number of slots that were created Click 
again on the Room Available Slots tab to go 
back to this calendar view. 

Leave this set to 
"ALL" unless you 
specified more 
than 1 Room. 

5. Click a highlighted calendar day to view specific Oath Ceremony appointment slot information for that day. 

Oath Ceremony Start Time, Total Available Slots, Total Reserved Slots and Oath Ceremony Service Type are 
displayed for the day. The Filled Reserved Slots column notes the number of Reserved Oath Ceremony 
appointment slots currently assigned, and the Filled Available Slots column notes the number of Available Oath 
Ceremony appointment slots currently assigned. To determine the number of Available or Reserved Oath 
Ceremony appointment slots that are open for applicant assignment, subtract the Filled amount from the Total 
amount. 

8. Click the Room Available Slots tab to return to the calendar view. 

NOTE: If you find that the slots that were created are not what you wanted, DO NOT "Fill the Slots with 
Appointments" because Notices will be generated and the Oath Ceremony appointments will have to be 
descheduled one-by-one. Instead, continue with the steps on the next page to close this screen and proceed 
to "Delete the Oath Ceremony Facility Profile". 
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9. Click the Cancel button on the Show Batch Data screen to close it. 

10. Click the Exit button to exit the Batch Scheduler. 

11. Click the Yes button to return to the main Scheduler screen. 

DELETING THE OATH CEREMONY FACILITY PROFILE 

If you found that the Oath Ceremony slots were not what you wanted, you will need to delete the Oath 
Ceremony Facility Profile and redefine it. Follow the steps below to delete the Oath Ceremony Facility Profile. 

1. Select Administrator, Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Profile, Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Facility from 
the menu. 

2. Select your Admin Office, Scheduling Site, Facility and Room ID from the drop-down arrows in the 
Location Information section at the top of the Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Facility Profile screen. 

Click on the Oath 
Ceremony to select 
it and then click the 
Delete button. 
Once an Oath 
Ceremony Profile 
has been deleted, all 
slots associated with 
that Oath Ceremony 
will disappear. 

TO REDEFINE THE SLOTS 

1) Check the Oath Ceremony Location Profile (see page 5-7) to make sure the Schedule Cases No 
Sooner Than and the Schedule Case No Later Than dates are correct. 

2) Go to page 5-11 and subsequent pages to complete the steps to define the Oath Ceremony 
Facility Profile and create the slots. 

3) Check the slots to see if they are what you wanted (see page 5-15). 
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FILL THE SLOTS WITH APPOINTMENTS 

Before applicants can be scheduled for an Oath Ceremony, Oath Ceremony appointment slots must be 
available in the CLAIMS 4 Scheduler. Refer to the (previous) Processes 2 4 to define the Profile screens 
and create the Oath Ceremony appointment slots. Use the following procedure to batch schedule applicants 
for an Oath Ceremony(s). If you wish to interactively schedule an applicant for an Oath Ceremony, skip to 
page 5-21 in this Reference Guide. 

NOTE: Recall that there are two types of Oath Ceremony Appointment Slots: Available and Reserved. 
Applicants can be batch scheduled into Available slots only. Reserved slots can only be filled by interactively 
scheduling an applicant. 

1. Select Utilities, Batch Scheduler from the 
menu. 

2. Select the Oath Ceremony radio button from the Run Schedule For: section. 

3. Click the Assign Appointment for Application check box. 

4. Click the House button. 

My Office Codes: 

OCAdmin: ~---
OC Judicial: __ _ 

5. Click the appropriate Site Code checkbox in the Locations for Oath Ceremony Appointment window. (The 
Site Code is your Scheduling Site code.) 

6. Click the Run Batch button. 
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CHECK THE APPOINTMENTS 

After the Batch Scheduler finishes filling the slots, you will want to check to make sure you have the 
appointments that you wanted. If you notice that the appointments are not what you wanted and you want to 
try to prevent the interview notices from being mailed, contact the NBC (who prints and mails the notices) as 
soon as possible. The appointments that you do not want will need to be descheduled. See page 5-27 in this 
chapter of the Reference Guide. 

1. Select Show Batch Schedule Data, Schedule Oath Ceremony/Fingerprints from the Batch Schedule 
screen menu. 

~ Balch Schedule 

Show Batch 5dte(Jule [lot a 

Schedule Interview 

•. +M'FP'M'ii'i!Q.Ji!.l• 
Exit ~ 

2. Use the drop-down arrows to select your Site and Location. 

3. Click on the Appointments tab. 

"'t 0 AIMS Sr.heduler !latch Oll!h (E:remony 

My Office Codes: 
oc Admin: ___ _ 

There are "appointments" on the 
highlighted date(s). Click on a date to 
see the actual appointments. Click again 
on the Appointments tab to go back to 
this calendar view. 
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7. Click a highlighted calendar day on the Appointments tab to view appointment information for that day. 
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The specific calendar day view displays Application 10, Alien Number, Location, Room, Gate, Ceremony 
Date, Ceremony Time, Administrative Office, Scheduling Site, Reporting Time, Gate Color and Service 
Type for each applicant scheduled to attend the Oath Ceremony. Notices will be printed and mailed to the 
applicants by the NBC approximately 30 days before they are to appear for their Oath Ceremony. 

8. Click the Cancel button to return to the Batch Schedule screen. 

9. Click the Exit button to close the Batch Schedule screen. 

10. Click the Yes button to return to the main Scheduler screen. 
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INTERACTIVELY SCHEDULING AN APPLICANT FOR AN OATH CEREMONY 

Before applicants can be scheduled for an Oath Ceremony, Oath Ceremony appointment slots must be 
available in the CLAIMS 4 Scheduler. Refer to the (previous) Processes 1-4 to define the Profile screens 
and create the Oath Ceremony appointment slots. 

Recall that there are two types of Oath Ceremony Appointment Slots: Available and Reserved. Applicants can 
be interactively scheduled into Available or Reserved slots, however offices normally use Reserved slots for 
interactive scheduling and retain the Available slots for Batch scheduling. 

NOTE: Make sure that the Application is not open in another module like Adjudications or the workflow for this 
case will become out-of-sync. 

1. From the CLAIMS 4 Switchboard, click the Scheduling button to access the Scheduling module. 

2. Select Schedule, Schedule Oath Ceremony from the menu. 

The CLAIMS Scheduler- Query Builder screen appears. 

3. Wand in or type the Application ID in the value field. 

NOTE: The Select Applications 
where ... field defaults to Application 
ID; however, you can also locate an 
applicant by clicking the Select 
Applications where ... drop-down 
arrow, selecting Alien Number, and 
typing the applicant's A-Number. Or, 
you can locate an applicant by 
selecting Group ID, and typing the 
group number of which the applicant 
is a member. 

4. Click the OK button. 
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The Schedule Oath Ceremony screen displays. In order to interactively schedule the applicant for an Oath 
Ceremony, applicant information must display in the Applications eligible for activity: section at the top of the 
Schedule Oath Ceremony screen. 

Applications 
eligible for 

activity 

Applications 
NOT eligible 
for activity 

The Office field defaults to 
your office but can be 
changed if you need to 
schedule an applicant for an 
Oath Ceremony at another 
Field Office. 

NOTE: If the applicant information displays in the Applications NOT eligible for activity section, 
the applicant cannot be scheduled for an Oath Ceremony at this time because the application is 
not in the appropriate workflow state. Click the Application Info button for information. 

5. Select the Scheduling Site from the drop-down arrow in the Service Location section. 

Select 
Scheduling 
Site 

My Office Codes: 

oc Adl11ift -~-.,.,. 

OC Judicial:-~-'-
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Once the Scheduling Site has been selected, all Oath Ceremonies scheduled for the site appear. 

6. Select the Oath Ceremony for which you wish to schedule the applicant from the list of Available Oath 
Ceremonies. 

Available Oath 
Ceremonies 

The available Reporting Gates with the available Reporting Times appear in the Reporting Gate section. 

Reporting 
Gate Section 

7. Select the Report Gate with the corresponding Report Time from the Reporting Gate section. 

8. Select the Slot Type. 

Report Gate with 
Report Times 

·•Slot ll!ll•··· 

•• , .. ' ' I ' r Nom!OI H----! 
Slot Type 
Section 

NOTE: When interactively scheduling an applicant, CLAIMS 4 will allow you to choose either Normal or 
Reserved as the Slot Type. However, since Batch Scheduling fills Normal slots only and leaves the 
Reserved slots open and available for the office to schedule one applicant at a time, users will normally 
choose Reserved when interactively scheduling an applicant for an Oath Ceremony. 
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9. Select Local, Batch, or None in the Notice Selection Options section to specify whether to print a notice, 
and if so, where (at your office, or at the NBC). 

Notice 
Selection 
Options 

Schedule 
Button 

NOTE: Batch is the default selection and will direct notices to be printed at the NBC. If Local is selected, the 
Oath Ceremony Notice will print at your office. It is recommended that you choose the Local option if the Oath 
Ceremony is to occur in less than 30 days. If the Oath Ceremony is to occur 30 days or more from the date 
the applicant is being scheduled for the Oath Ceremony, the Batch option should be selected. The notice will 
be sent to the NBC to be printed 30 days prior to the ceremony. The user may also choose the None option if 
it is not necessary to print the notice. 

10. Click the Schedule button. 

The Results of Activity dialog box will appear. 

jSSC'00120m8W<» Sllt:t.'t'UI!JSy5chedule\:J at· 

iolttr:e ATL 

I 

5chmluling $i1:oi AI LA lG 
Servtet! Fadl!l,v· ATLA 1h 
Room ID· RM100 
G~te ID· GAT£1 

. 

11. Click the Close button on the Results of Activity dialog box. 

You are returned to the CLAIMS Scheduler Query Builder screen. 

12. Click the Cancel button to exit. 

13. Select File, Exit from the menu to exit the CLAIMS Scheduler screen. 
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PLACE A CASE IN THE READY TO SCHEDULE QUEUE 

The Ready to Schedule Queue for Oath Ceremonies is the holding area within CLAIMS 4 that lists the cases 
(applicants) waiting to attend an Oath Ceremony. These cases are automatically placed in the Ready to 
Schedule Queue for Oath Ceremony after the Adjudicator makes a decision on the case to grant naturalization. 
All granted cases with zip codes associated with your office will fall into your "Ready to Schedule Queue for 
Oath Ceremony". 

In cases where the applicant has had a change of address that results in a change of jurisdiction, the case will 
need to be removed from the original office's "Ready to Schedule Queue" before the change of address is 
recorded in the CLAIMS 4 Case Management or Adjudications module. Then, once the change of address is 
completed, the case should automatically be placed in the new office's "Ready to Schedule Queue". However, 
there are times when this does not happen automatically and it will be necessary to perform a CLAIMS 4 
function called: Place in Queue to place the case in the appropriate Field Office's "Ready to Schedule Queue". 

In addition, cases that were marked as a No-Show or cases whose Oath Ceremony appointment was 
Cancelled, would need to be placed back in the Ready to Schedule Queue to receive another Oath Ceremony 
appointment. 

1. Select Schedule, Place In Queue from the Scheduler menu. 

2. Type or wand the Application ID (or A-Number) of the applicant that you wish 
to place into the queue. 

3. Click the OK button. 

4. Make sure the APPlication 10 you 
entered appears in the Applications 
Eligible for Activity section. 

NOTE: If the applicant information 
displays in the Applications NOT eligible 
for activity section, the applicant 
cannot be placed in the Ready to 
Schedule Queue at this time because 
the application is not in the appropriate 
workflow state. 
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Place Case in the Ready to Schedule Queue 

5. Click the drop-down arrow next 
to the Service Type and select 
the type of Oath Ceremony 
that the applicant is awaiting: 

NOTE: Only select OTHAN400, or 
OTHJN400,. Do not select any of 
the other Service Types beginning 
with "OTH" since these are not 
currently supported in CLAIMS 4. 

6. Select the Administrative 
Office, Scheduling Site, and 
Interview (Oath Ceremony) 
Location for the office in which 
you want to place the case. 

My Office Codes: 

OC Admin: ___ _ 

OC Judici.at: __ _ 

s~P9:~~~~· r-----:~ 

1~..-~1 
1-lfi!YC'!Fdv: 

OTHAN400 

i OTHJN400 

~I"' I ~'l!L.J 
f~~'Li~~ S!lrliq T 

Oath Ceremony- Administrative 

Oath Ceremony- Judicial 

After you have selected the Admin Office, Scheduling Site and Interview Location I Service Facility, the 
Place in Q button becomes active. 

S~·lo~·· 

'"""' '""' r=:lor""'HANc-c•""'oo""'.::.J 

"""" o'""' r.zr·,--il 
s-s-.•jArlAJlr iJ 

7. The Do Not Schedule Before field defaults to today's date. You may accept todav's date or click the 
drop-down arrow to select another date. 

NOTE: If you want to make sure that the applicant is not scheduled prior to a particular date, you would select 
the date from the drop-down calendar. 

8. Click the Place in Q button. 

9. Click the OK button on the confirmation window. 

10. Click the Close button to return to the Scheduler screen. 
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REMOVE A CASE FROM THE READY TO SCHEDULE QUEUE 

In cases where the applicant has had a change of address that results in a change of jurisdiction, the case will 
need to be removed from the original office's "Ready to Schedule Queue" before the change of address is 
recorded in the CLAIMS 4 Case Management or Adjudications module. 

1. Select Schedule, Remove from Queue from the Scheduler menu. 

2. Type or wand the Application ID (or A·Number) of the applicant that you 
wish to remove from the queue. 

3. Click the OK button. 

4. Make sure the Application 10 you 
entered appears in the 
Applications Eligible for 
Activity section. 

NOTE: If the applicant information 
displays in the Applications NOT 
eligible for activity section, the 
applicant cannot be removed from the 
Ready to Schedule Queue at this time 
because the application is not in the 
appropriate workflow state. 

5. Click the Remove button. 

6. Click the Yes button. 

7. Click the OK button. 

8. Click the Close button to return to the Scheduler screen. 
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CANCEL I DESCHEDULE AN APPLICANT FROM AN OATH CEREMONY 

There are two ways to remove an Oath Ceremony appointment in CLAIMS 4: Deschedule or Cancel by 
Request. The Deschedule option is used to remove applicants from an Oath Ceremony at USC IS' 
request. The Cancel by Request option is used to cancel an Oath Ceremony appointment based on an 
applicant's request. 

NOTE: Make sure that the Application is not open in another module like Adjudications or the workflow for this 
case will become out-of-sync. 

1. From the CLAIMS 4 Switchboard, click on Scheduling to access the Scheduling module. 

To Deschedule an Oath Ceremony: 

2. Select Schedule, Deschedule from the menu. 

OR 

To Cancel an Oath Ceremony: 

2. Select Schedule, Cancel Based on Requestfrom the menu to cancel. 

3. On the Deschedule or Cancel Schedule screen, type or wand the Application ID. 

NOTE: The default is the Application ID field; however, you can also retrieve an applicant's case by clicking 
inside the A-Number field and typing their A-Number, or by clicking inside the Group ld field and typing the 
group number of which they are a member. The (Search By:) Last Name and Group Name buttons are not 
currently activated. 

4. Click the OK button. 
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Cancel/ Deschedule an Applicant 

The Oeschedule or Cancel Schedule screen displays. In order to deschedule or cancel the applicant's Oath 
Ceremony, applicant information must display in the Applications eligible for activity section at the top of the 
Oeschedule or Cancel Schedule screen. 

Applications 
eligible for 
activity 

Applications 
NOT eligible 
for activity 

NOTE: If the applicant information displays in the Applications NOT eligible for activity section, the applicant's 
interview cannot be descheduled or cancelled at this time because the application is not in the appropriate 
workflow state. 

NOTE: The Do Not Reschedule radio button will default in the Action Items, Deschedule Actions section. At 
this time, no other option is available. 

Action 
Items: 

Deschedule 
Actions 
Section 

5. Click the appropriate notice print option from the Print Options, Print Queue section. 

NOTE: Batch is the default. However, if Local is selected, the Interview Notice will print at your office. If Batch 
is selected, the Notice will print and be mailed by the NBC. It is not recommended to pick the None option. 

6. Click the Process button. 
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Cancel! Deschedule an Applicant 

The Notice dialog boxes will display depending on whether Local or Batch was selected in the Print Options, 
Print Queue section. 

7. Click the Yes button on the Notice dialog box that appears. 

Results 
of Activity 

Boxes 

8. Click the Close button on the Results of Activity dialog box. 
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Cancel I Deschedule an Applicant 

9. Repeat steps 3 8 to deschedule or cancel another Oath Ceremony appointment or click the Close button 
on the Deschedule or Cancel Schedule screen to return to the Scheduler screen. 

Afteran.oathCeremony is cancelled .• Qt" de$~hed~~d, the 'li!~Will n~to 
Ready to $Ch6dule quelle (see Pa96' !)..25) itYo~ w<!Ot th~ appli~nt. .·· ... ·· ,,, . . . .· ..... · .. , ... ,· 
Oath Ceremony appointment. Once pll!ced back in the Ready to Schea'u .. . . e, the ease Will 
automatiql!lly be assigned ,an Oath ceremonY ~intn1el'l~ the next tim& ~f:le 8(1tch S~hfidqler Is run· 
or the user can interactively schedule an Oath ceremooy appointm.antfor !he applicant. · .. ' . . . . . . . 
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Scheduling Oath Ceremonies 
Application Info Button 

The functions interactively scheduling an applicant for an interview, placing and removing an application from 
the oath ceremony queue, and canceling and descheduling an application for an oath ceremony have one 
important thing in common: the function screen displays whether the application is eligible or NOT eligible for 
the particular activity. The Applications eligible for activity and Applications NOT eligible for activity section 
contain the Application Info button. By clicking this button you can see additional information about the case 
such as Application Information, Scheduled Service Information, Scheduling History and case status. 

Application 
Info button 

1. Click the Application button to access tabs that display additional information. The Application Information 
displays. 
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2. Click the Scheduled Service Information tab. The Scheduled Service Information displays. 

Event ==- Event 
Date' j01!12/20JJS Tlma-

Sarli~ typ!,!:- IOfHAN;;;4;;;0U;----· 

01flea: [Arulii~wil'iA6AriEi.Diimc'nil>-~··~ 

-- NlJ SMWICincelllltl0/16 

'"" No Shows: r~-
0¢ 
~--

i 

3. Click the Scheduling History tab. The Scheduling History information displays. 
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CHAPTER6: OATH CEREMONY MANAGEMENT 

Introduction The Oath Ceremony Management module is used to assist Field Offices with the 
preparation and printing of naturalization certificates. Certificates are controlled 
legal documents that must be carefully stored and available only to those who are 
designated to work with them. Because of the importance of the certificate to the 
naturalization process, typically one printer is solely devoted to the printing of an 
office's certificates. Certificates cannot be reused. 

Objectives After completing this chapter you will be able to: 
• Queue a Ceremony 

• Print a certificate and update CLAIMS 4 

• Perform a quality assurance check 

• Reprint Certificates 

• Reset applicants' information 

• Reassign Certificate Numbers 

• View the history of an applicant's certificate 

• Void a printed certificate 

• Close out Cases . 

Key Terms The following new terms are introduced in this chapter: 

Batch 
Two or more certificates printed at the same time 

Certificate Number 
Unique ID number assigned to a naturalization certificate. The certificate 
number is preprinted on the certificate and must be entered into CLAIMS 
4 when a print request is made 

Destroy 
Make a naturalization certificate unusable by taking an action such as 
shredding it 

Naturalization Certificate 
Official document that is presented to an applicant during an Oath 
Ceremony and that serves as proof of citizenship 

Queue Ceremony 
Place a request to print certificates for an Oath Ceremony onto a print 
server 

Void 
Record that a certificate number and its corresponding certificate are 
invalid. 
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The Certificate Production 
tab displays the Oath 
Ceremonies that have been 
scheduled. Once a ceremony 
is selected, this tab allows the 
user to assign certificate 
numbers to applicants and 
print the certificates. 

After clicking the Queue 
button, the Go To Assign 
and Print link appears. 

Oath Ceremony Management Screen 

Oath Ceremony Management buttons: 

The first 3 buttons at the top of the Oath 
Ceremony Management screen all lead 
you to the same window but each button 
activates a different tab within the window. 

The Exit button returns you to the 
CLAIMS 4 switchboard. 

Clicking the Go To Assign and Print link takes you to STEP 2: Assign Certificate Numbers and Print 
Documents window. 
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Certificate I Applicant History tab 

The Certificate I Applicant History tab allows the user to search for a certificate number to see who is 
assigned to the number and any activities related to printing the certificate. Activities, shown in the Status 
column, indicate the date and time a certificate was printed and whether the certificate was ever voided. 

Certificate Produ~On CertificeteiAII!'Iicant HiotoJY Void Ce·rtifice.tes 

:-(!)_fl):t/mb8w11$81S • S~ll"-1\'fi:, . ' .. . . . ·, .·. ..· " .: 

To vlew·Q-ertlftcate Hlstocy enter Cert!tlcca!.ttJllumber~okowed by cHtklng on $earth.tnfltnn_ O~tapase 
seafl';h fS1)&tftml1$d.t'ln the completBd'c~ft~a only, · · 

c ... ] 

Void Certificates tab 

The Void Certificates tab is used to void a naturalization certificate which records that the certificate 
number and its corresponding certificate are invalid. 

V<>id Certifii:otes 
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PRINTING NATURALIZATION CERTIFICATES 

After applicants have been scheduled for an Oath Ceremony in the CLAIMS 4 Scheduling module, the 
naturalization certificates need to be printed. In order to print the naturalization certificates, the user must 
complete the following two processes in CLAIMS 4: 

Queue the Oath Ceremony 

Print the Certificates and Update CLAIMS 4 

Queue the Oath Ceremony: 

1. From the CLAIMS 4 switchboard, click on Oath Ceremony Management to access the Oath 
Ceremony Management module. 

2. Click the Certificate Production button. 

The Certificate Production tab defaults and displays Available Ceremonies to be queued. 

3. Select a ceremony from the Available Ceremonies frame. 

Certificate 
Production 
button 

Available 
Ceremonies 

4. Click the Queue button to queue the ceremony. 

NOTE: The Go To Assign and Print link appears at the bottom of the screen. 

Go To Assign 
and Print link 

5. Click the Close button to close the screen. 
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Print the Certificates and Update CLAIMS 4: 

After queuing a ceremony you are ready to assign Naturalization Certificate numbers to the applicants, 
print the certificates and update CLAIMS 4 with the information. 

1. From the CLAIMS 4 switchboard, click on Oath Ceremony Management to access the Oath 
Ceremony Management module. 

2. Click the Print Certificates button. 

The Certificate Production tab appears and displays Requested Ceremonies for which certificates can 
be assigned. 

3. Click the button in the upper right corner of the Requested Ceremonies window to view an expanded 
list of ceremonies. 

Certificate 
Production 
tab 

Requested 
Ceremonies 

' o .. u .. Cwt 
Ditlr.:C~At 
Oi!loc(,Q\1'1 
IJtttr" c ..... 
C'tt~)i; (ol\$1 

Qii~OCC<I\tl 
Dhrn-;Cil'.rt 
D..W!aC"""t 
Dl>ltmtrurt 
0t¢l>:C"'"" 
:Oit,<;[{ut 

4. Click on a ceremonv to select it. 

HM1 QT1 
RMl t;T1 
FIMl (;Tl 
Rw ;:;n 

HMOPM AM1 Ci11 
l WllOPM 1'1~1 (>Tl 
:ooo~Pr.i AMT Gtl 
1 l!iOOI'M AMl GT1 

10:(10:01'.\AM RM1 l,lTl 
HSilCJN-1 AMl [;Tl 
7J(}00AM Rt.<l (iTt 
?Yioo~W fiMl ~n 
i'OOOOM4 Rf.11 GT1 
JOO 00~ flMl 0Tl t,l.J1 

This button 
expands 
and shrinks 
the list view. 
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Fields pertaining to the certificate numbers, Print Options and data concerning the oath ceremony 
attendees appear on the Assign Certificate Numbers and Print Documents screen. 

Certificate 
Starting 
Number 

Certificate 
Ending 
Number r Ct~tt. PrinVD.AIM~4 

1-

5. Verify that 1 defaults in the Number of Batches field. 

'--------..1 Female 

6. Enter the first certificate number into the Certificate Starting Number field. 

NOTE: The Certificate Ending Number automatically calculates and displays. 

7. Click the Assign button to assign the certificate numbers to the Applicant names. 
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Perform a Quality Check Prior to Printing the Official Certificates (optional): 

You can verify the information that will be printed before actually printing certificates by printing the 
certificate information on plain paper. 

1. On the Certificate Production tab click the I ·~~VieW.J button. 

NOTE: The button toggles to View. The Expand View button provides a full screen view of the fields to 
be printed on a certificate. The check button next to the Country field prints a list of the applicants' data. 

2. Click the I; · >VIl'!'l I button to return to normal view. 

4. Click the l ·····~ ,•::1 button. 

5. Click the Yes button to proceed with a test print. 

Print the Certificates on the Official Certificate Paper: 

Ptiri ao., 

This button 
prints a list of 
applicants' data. 

6. From the Print Options box select the OC Location, OC Date and Cert.Print/CLAIMS4 update 
checkboxes. 

Print Option 
checkboxes 

August, 2009 
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7. Click the Print button. 

The Print Certificate dialog box appears. 

r CLA!MS4 Uodat,. OrW 

Che.c.kPrirrter sattings, ple.ca Certifi~es irrthe Printer trey 
CliCk l!.!iiJ to prOceed with Printing CertificateS and ·No j 
1or making necessary adjustments. 

8. Click Yes on the Print Certificate dialog box to accept the default Certificate Print and CLAIMS4 
update. 

9. Click the Close button on the Certificate Production tab. 

10. Select File, Exit from the menu to exit the Oath Ceremony Management module. 
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REPRINT NATURALIZATION CERTIFICATES 

You may need to reprint a certificate if you forgot to place the official certificates in the printer. Certificate 
information may have printed on plain paper. Once you place the certificate(s) in the printer, you can click 
the Reprint button. 

1. From the CLAIMS 4 switchboard, click on Oath Ceremony Management to access the Oath 
Ceremony Management module. 

The Certificate Production tab appears and displays Requested Ceremonies for which certificates can 
be assigned. 

3. Click the button in the upper right corner of the Requested Ceremonies window to expand the view. 

4. Select the ceremonv that contains the certificate(s) that you need to print again. 

NOTE: Since you already printed the certificates, the Reprint Certificates radio button is active. 

This button 
expands 
and shrinks 
the list view. 

continued on next page ... 
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Select all of the certificates by: clicking the first certificate, holding down the SHIFT key, and then clicking 
the last certificate. You can use the SHIFT key whenever you are selecting consecutive certificates. You 
may also select several non-consecutive certificates by clicking the first certificate, holding down the CTRL 
key and clicking on the other certificates that you want to select. 

button. 

7. Select File, Exitfrom the menu to exit the Oath Ceremony Management module. 

6-10 

Ceremony that 
contains 
certificates to be 
reprinted 

All certificates 
have been 
selected for 
reprinting. 
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RESET APPLICANTS' INFORMATION 

You may need to reset one or more certificates so that the information on the certificate(s) matches the 
information in CLAIMS 4. For example, a batch of certificates may need to be reset because a blank piece 
of paper was between the certificates when the user placed them in the printer. 

1. From the CLAIMS 4 switchboard, click on Oath Cerem 
Ceremony Management module. 

2. Click the Print Certificates button. 

The Certificate Production tab appears and displays Requested Ceremonies for which certificates can 
be assigned. 

This button 
expands 
and shrinks 
the list view. 

Select all of the certificates 
by: clicking the first certificate, 
hold down the SHIFT key, and 

+-iH~ then click the last certificate. 
You may also select several 
non~consecutive certificates 
by clicking the first certificate, 
holding down the CTRL key 
and clicking on the other 
certificates that you want to 
select. 

3. Click the button in the upper right corner of the Requested Ceremonies window to expand the view. 

4. Select the ceremony that contains the certificate(s) that you need to reset. 

NOTE: Since you have printed the certificates. the Reprint Certificates radio button is selected. 

5. Select the certificates that printed incorrectly (i.e., second, third, fourth). Select all of the certificates 
by: clicking the first certificate, hold down the SHIFT key, and then clicking the last certificate. You can 
use the SHIFT key whenever you are selecting consecutive certificates. You may also select several 
non-consecutive certificates by clicking the first certificate, holding down the CTRL key and clicking on 
the other certificates that you want to select. 
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6. Click the Reset Button. The Reset Alert dialog box appears. 

Proceed button 

7. On the dialog box click Proceed. The certificate information no longer appears in the window. 

Certificates 
<1--ji!!H have been reset 

8. To see the certificates that you reset, select the ceremonv that contains the certificate(s). 

NOTE: The certificates appear. Since you have reset the certificates, the Print Certificates radio button 
is selected. 

9. Click the Close button on the Certificate Production tab. 

10. Select File, Exit from the menu to exit the Oath Ceremony Management module. 

This button 
expands 
and shrinks 
the list view. 

Reset 
Certificates 
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REASSIGN CERTIFICATE NUMBERS 

Once you have reset certificates, you need to update CLAIMS 4 to match the actual certificate numbers 
with the correct applicant information. 

1. From the CLAIMS 4 switchboard, click on Oath Ceremony Management to access the Oath 
Ceremony Management module. 

2. Click the Print Certificates 

The Certificate Production tab appears and displays Requested Ceremonies for which certificates can 
be assigned. 

Certificate 
Starting 
Number 

Certificate 
Ending 
Number 

This button 
expands 
and shrinks 
the list view. 

Reset 
Certificates 

3. Click the button in the upper right corner of the Requested Ceremonies window to expand the view. 

4. Select the ceremonv that contains the certificate(s) that you need to reset 

NOTE: Since you have reset the certificates, the Print Certificates radio button is selected. Enter 1 in the 
number of certificates in the Number of Certificates to Reprint field. 

5. Enter the first certificate number that needs to be assigned in the Certificate Starting Number field. 
The number will default in the Certificate Ending Number field. 

6. Select the applicant's name that you want to reassign. 

7. Select the Cert.Print/CLAIMS4 update 
checkbox. 

8. Click the l~iiijii button. 

9. Click the button. 
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The Print Certificate dialog box appears. 

10. Click the CLAIMS 4 Update Only radio button. 

NOTE: You are updating CLAIMS 4 only so that the data matches the data that appears on the official 
document. You are not reprinting this certificate. 

11. Click the Yes button to proceed. 

12. Complete steps 6-11 to reassign additional certificate numbers. 

13. Select~~::~;] on the Certificate Production tab to review the certificate numbers and 
their assigned applicants. 

NOTE: If all certificates have been reassigned, the Reprint Certificates window will appear at the 
conclusion of reassigning. 

Reassigned 
certificates 

14. Click the Close button on the Certificate Production tab. 

15. Select File, Exit from the menu to exit the Oath Ceremony Management module. 
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VIEW THE HISTORY OF AN APPLICANT'S CERTIFICATE 

You can view activities of the certificate by viewing it in the Certificate/Applicant History tab. 

1. From the CLAIMS 4 switchboard, click on Oath Ceremony Management to access the Oath 
Ceremony Management module. 

2. Click the Certificate Operations button. 

NOTE: The Certificate/Applicant History tab is selected. 

3. Enter a certificate number in the Certificate Number field and click or press Enter on the U~l:1ii!iiiliil,l 
button. 

OR 

Enter an A-Number in the A-Number field and click or press Enter on the liiiiiJi button. 

(.J;> T'ifili#/IIIIWQ$/N$ • J~/0'1}"/;~. 

You can enter a 
certificate number or an 
A-Number to search for 
applicant and certificate 
history. 

VhiKlld, Glqrudk E 

TovlewCertlf!cate Htstorv etrter.Certi'll<:-ate Number fuW1wed tlycllel<Jng on Se~rth botb:ln Dtlt!l~asa 
Mlirth rs perfOrmed on the completed erilerl4' onlY. 

Information appears for the Certificate Number or A-Number that you entered. 

4. When finished reviewing the information, click the h~ll!lii!J(I!l!j button. 

5. Click the -button on the Certificate/Applicant History tab. 

6. Select File, Exit from the menu to exit the Oath Ceremony Management module. 
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VOID A PRINTED CERTIFICATE 

If a naturalization certificate becomes damaged or has printed with inaccurate applicant information, the 
actual certificate will need to be shredded. Additionally, CLAIMS 4 will need to be updated to indicate that 
this certificate number is no longer valid and cannot be assigned to an applicant in the future. 

1. From the CLAIMS 4 switchboard, click on Oath Ceremony Management to access the Oath 
Ceremony Management module. 

2. Click the Certificate Operations button. 

NOTE: The Certificate/Applicant History tab is selected. 

3. Select the Void Certificates tab. 

4. In the Starting Certificate Number field, enter the certificate number. 

NOTE: The number defaults in the Ending Certificate Number field. 

Void 
button 

5. Click or press Enter on the~~~ button. 

6. Select the certificate to be voided. 

7. Click the III!Jiif·~ button. 

8. Choose Yes to confirm void. 

9. Click the Close button to exit the Void Certificates tab. 

r---~~--~ 

10. Select File, Exit from the menu to exit the Oath Ceremony Management module. 

Search 
button 
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CLOSE OUT CASES (OATH CEREMONY) 

When applicants have completed the naturalization process the cases need to be closed out in CLAIMS 4. 
This function can be performed in either the Scheduling or the Case Management module; however it is 
highly recommended that you close out the Oath Ceremony in the Case Management module since this is 
the only place that CLAIMS 4 will update the Court Code in the Central Index System (CIS). 

IMPORTANT NOTE: It is important that you first do the following before closing out cases in CLAIMS 4: 

:;.. Update CIS information if necessary. If any information within CLAIMS 4 fails to match CIS after 
the case(s) have been closed out in the CLAIMS 4 Case Management module, information from 
CLAIMS 4 will be rejected during the CIS upload and a mismatch will occur. 

:;.. "Record No-Shows" (see page 2-18) 

;. "Record Certificate Withheld" (see page 2-19) 

1. From the CLAIMS 4 switchboard, click on Case Management to access the Case Management 
module. 

2. Click the [II (Batch Status Update) 

3. Click the Close Out Case tab. 

Close 
Out 
Case 
tab 

Ceremony 
Date/Location 
fields 

-..;;.:;.;a".-, Clear List 
button 

App IDs for 
1.---f---1 selected 

ceremony 

Location 
Information 

4. Select the Administrative close-out or Judicial close-out radio button. 

5. Type the date of the Oath Ceremony in the Ceremony Date field. 

6. Enter the 3-digit Oath Ceremony Location and press Enter. 

Location Information appears at the bottom of the screen. 

7. In the Location Information box, select the ceremony that you want to close out. 

NOTE: The Time field displays military time. 

The Application IDs will appear in the Application 10 field on the right. 

8. Enter the date of the Oath Ceremony in the Naturalization Date field. 
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9. Click the OK button. 

NOTE: Errors may display for some applications if the case didn't properly update the CIS system or if 
there is a workflow issue rjth ope or more cases such as a case whose certificate was voided. Contact 

(b )(2) the US CIS Service Desk_ I 
10. Click the Clear List button. 

11. Select File, Exit from the menu to return to the main Case Management screen. 

12. Select File, Exit from the menu to exit the Case Management module. 
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CHAPTER 7: 

Introduction 

Objectives 

Key Terms 

August, 2009 

NOTICES 

CLAIMS 4 Notices are generated automatically by several different modules 
within CLAIMS 4: Mailroom, Finance, Scheduling, and Adjudications. Original 
Notices are normally batch printed and mailed to applicants by the National 
Benefits Center (NBC). However, sometimes a Field Office needs to print a 
Notice locally. For example, if the Field Office is interactively scheduling an 
applicant for an Interview with less than 60 days lead time or an Oath 
Ceremony that is to occur within 30 days, the office would want to print the 
Notice locally, and mail it to the applicant. 

Other times, a Field Office needs to reprint a previously printed Notice. For 
example, if an applicant's address has changed, a Notice may need to be 
reproduced and sent to the new mailing address. All reprinted Notices are 
generated in the CLAIMS 4 Notices module. This Chapter explains how Field 
Office staff would use the Notices module to reprint Notices. 

-····· 

After completing this chapter, you will be able to: 

• Reprint an original notice 

• Reprint a notice with the current address 

• Reprint a notice with current data 

The following new terms are introduced in this chapter: 

Duplicate Original 
A reprint of a Notice as it appeared when it was originally 
printed. 

Current Address 
A reprint of an original notice that reflects any address changes 
that have been made after the original notice was printed. 

Current Data 
A reprint of an original notice that reflects any changes that 
have been made since the printing of the original notice-
applicant's name, address, or scheduled appointment. 
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NOTICES SCREEN 

File Operations Help 

Q] i § '\;j ~ • . 1, ... -

View Notice i Manage Print Job I Help Exit 

Notices 

Clicking the Notices module button from the CLAIMS 4 switchboard displays the Notices screen. The 
Notices screen contains buttons for each of the main Notices functions. Each is described in more detail 
in the following sections. 

Clicking the View Notice History or Manage Print Job button will bring up the corresponding tab. You 
may select another function by clicking the tool bar button or clicking the corresponding tab. The image 
below depicts the View Notice History tab displayed after an Applicant's Alien Number was entered and 
the Search button was clicked. All notices that have been printed for this applicant appear listed. Any of 
the notices can be reprinted as the original, or with current address or with current data. 

Alien Number: Search 

-~·-.l~reation S-tyl~~---~ ········-·····- ...... J-~2.~~; .. _ ···-~j9E.""IDCLI C;P'i'irin~t Dc;;•t;:;,e ;7,;~~~ ~Pr::;;int,ed'-'8"'-~ I r,;;Pr'i,int:;:,•r;,;;Na:;:;m""e ---I 
INITIAL NOTICE CREA liON 7875 . 4593. 911112008 1 0 ESC 10.50208 32 

IPT 
FD158 
INITIAL INTERVIEW 
COfiTINUANCE 

. INITIAL INTERVIEW 

r 

CURRENT DATA NOTICE CR 7987 4594... 9111120081 0 ESC HP LaserJet 2300 Series . 
INITIAL NOTICE CRE,I, liON 8014. . 4630 9123/2008 8:4 .. NBC 
INITIAL NOTICE CREATION 8129 4691. 101101200811. NBC 
INITIAL NOTICE CREATIOfJ 8176 0 121812008 BOS 
INIT1.6UJOTICE CREATION 8249 47i0 1213011008 7.. BOS 

l )Tip fot Ne,.. Usets 
"""" Enter the Alien No mber and press the searc11 button in order to drs play all notices for the applicant Highlightlhe desired notice 

and press the View button rn order to see the nottce rn advance. In order to print, select the desired notice(s), the printer, and the 
creation style and press me Reprint button below. 
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REPRINT AN ORIGINAL NOTICE 

Original Notices are normally batch printed and mailed to applicants by the NBC. However, sometimes a 
Field Office needs to reprint an Original Notice to give or mail to an applicant. 

1. Click the Notices button to access the 
Notices module. 

3. Type in the applicant's 
A-Number. 

4. Click the I iSearcfi. I button. 

. 

' 

"i):~:;~:Z:,~:;:;,, ~~d ~re% lhe Semh ~rJIIQn '" ord•rlo ~bPI# 111 ""'""" futiM >Pll'''"l ettQh'tO~!:M' J~wel no~~~ 
,.,a ~r><<tro 'l•woc11on lnfirderD ;e~IM rtllle lr arMr .. :e 1n m~wto Ul•rt, felwtM ~es"e~ r .. :·lltei~l.illf ~nrMr, ln~lht 
"" ;twr >hie )"~ "'"t'> 1''~ A8onrrl brJlli>rr terow 

View Notice History Mane.qe Pnnt Job I 

Alien Number· .A 100001551 I :searct~ I 
r~o!ice )Y~_: __ · L_~~e~M0.2h~~---···--J..~.~t~~-1.P.LJ..o~_1Ql_P_!!~t!~~ --~~"·~--~J.£:~~~~__1 
RECEIFI INITIAL NOTICE 54S8 27 ' 3/2412003 4 30:36 .. wsc 
FD258 OUPUOI.TE ~JO 5463 17 4/2/2003 9·36·21 AN "~i.'SC 

-----------~ All notices that have 
. been printed for the 

'--··-·······--·· ....... ························································-- -applicant are listed r c r 
Refre~h £11nters I in the View Notice 

i)Tlp for Newllser:; 
History window. 

'"" Enter the Alien Number and press the Search button 1n order to display all notices for the applicant. Highlight the desired notice 
<lnd press the VIew button in order to see the notice in advance In order to print, select the de51rM notite(s), the pnnter, and the 
rreation st11e and press the Reprint butlon below 

I .. J ... ~!.~~e ...... .J 

5. Select the notice that you want to reprint. 

6. Click the Duplicate Original radio button. 

7. Click the View button. 

NOTE; The date that is at the top of the Notice is the current system date, not the date that printed on the 
original Notice. Open up the application in the Case Status module to see the original date that the Notice 
printed. 
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8. Click the Print button. 

9. Click the OK button to close the Print dialog box. 

10. Close the Viewer window. 

11. Click the Close button to close the View History tab. 

12. Select File, Exit to close the Notices module. 
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REPRINT A NOTICE WITH THE CURRENT ADDRESS 

If a notice was sent to an applicant before they notified the Field Office of an address change, the notice 
will have been sent to the old address. After the change of address has been recorded in CLAIMS 4, the 
Field Office can reprint the notice (updated with the new address) and send it to the applicant. 

1. Click the Notices button to access the 
Notices module. 

3. Type in the applicant's 
A-Number. 

4. Click the I j~earc~ I button. 

View Notice History 

Alien Number: i·~ 100001561 

FD258 

(" 

Mane. e Pnnt Job 

Refresh J:rir~ers j 

·:'1)·. T!PioJNewllseFs 
"-... Enter the .-\lien NLHT1ber and press the Search burton m order to dtsplay all notrees for the applicant Highlight the desired nolice 

and press tf1e View button m order to see the notice in advance. in order to print, select the destred notice(s), the prmter, :ilnd the 
creation style and press the Reprint button below 

5. Select the notice that you want to reprint. 

6. Click the Current Address radio button. 

7. Click the View button. 

8. Click the Print button. 

August. 2009 

All notices that have 
been printed for the 
applicant are listed 
in the View Notice 
History window. 
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9. Click the OK button to close the Print dialog box. 

10. Close the Viewer window. 

11. Click the Close button to close the View History tab. 

12. Select File, Exit to close the Notices module. 
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REPRINT A NOTICE WITH CURRENT DATA 

The Current Data option may be used to reprint an original notice that will reflect any changes that have 
been made since the printing of the original notice (i.e. applicant's name, address, or scheduled 
appointment). 

1 . 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Click the Notices button to access the 
Notices module. 

Type in the applicant's 
A-Number. 

Click the I !~earc~ I button. 

, 

»~~,~~:::,~:;;;:e, ~M m '" tho S""h butlon on orj~r 10 ~r;>l'l¥ oil OQ'"•' for th• •ootr:.nl '"''gh·,aht th• i•w•l! nob~• 
~-11 "'"" tee\'\•~> C·ulbn" ·Jr~erlu "r~u'n 'Q~"" IC· ·~·,,o,·e In merm pr·o' ;,l»e'llt ~ 01WWJ "M~I>). trw pnot~r. an~ tl\a 
r<elton<;IM '"~ ~·~~~ tr~ f.~PMI ~unon o•l'w 

View Notice History Menaqe Print Job 

Alien Number: jA11J0001~~ I :,2earc~ I 
_N_o_tic~_T_f12_~----- " J C!~.ltli9n ~-t~~~-~J ~otic_~JD fj9~lQ_l_P!~2'!!.e'" __ LP.!!!!~.(BY..~_i Printer N.:~rroe ·-RECEIPT I~JiTtil.L NOTICE 5468 27... 312412003 00.36 WSC 
FD258 DUPLICATE NO 54G9 21 4/2/2003 9 3G· 21 AM wsc 

-------- :----.... All notices that have 
been printed for the 

(' r r 
Aef1esh Printe1s j 

r- applicant are listed 
in the View Notice ... 
History window . . :· i)TipfotNewUsets 

·--..., Enter me Alien Number and press the Search button 10 otder to display all notices for lhe applicant Highlight the deSired notice 
and press the View button in order to see the notice in 8CNance. In urderto pnnt, select the d~stred notlce(s), the printer. and me 
creation sMe and prPss u·~e Reprint button bl:"low 

I ~--.1 '"" ··~- .J 

5. Select the notice that you want to reprint. 

6. Click the Current Data radio button. 

7. Click the View button. 
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8. Click the Print button. 

9. Click the OK button to close the Print dialog box. 

10. Close the Viewer window. 

11. Click the Close button to close the View History tab. 

12. Select File, Exit to close the Notices module. 
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CHAPTER 8: CASE STATUS 

Introduction The Case Status module allows the user to find information about Naturalization 
cases (N-400s) or Adjustment of Status cases (l-485s). The information includes 
CLAIMS 4 activities that have already occurred and those activities that are 
pending. 

• For N-400 cases, CLAIMS 4 tracks every activity about the case from 
receipt of the application to adjudication decision and oath ceremony. 

• For 1-485 cases, the activities that CLAIMS 4 tracks are limited to only 
interview scheduling activities. The complete case status for an 1-485 
case is maintained in the CLAIMS 3 application. 

Objectives After completing this chapter, you will be able to: 

• Search for applications within CLAIMS 4 by: 

o Application ID L 
o Applicant Name 

o A-Number 

o Payment I D r ..._ ___ __, 
o Mailing Address 

• Analyze information in the Case Status screen. 
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8·2 

Key Terms The following key terms are introduced in this chapter: 

Workflow 
Ordered sequence of activities through which an application must 
progress during the naturalization process. When "WkFiow" or 
"CLMSDMN" appear in the User column on the Case Status screen, 
it indicates that an activity was initiated automatically by the CLAIMS 4 
system rather than by a particular user. 

History 
The History section lists all workflow activities that have been 
completed. Activities are sorted with most recently completed 
activities at the top of the list and the older activities towards the 
bottom of the list. 

Status 
The Status section lists any pending or active workflow activities. 
CLAIMS 4 tracks the User ID of everyone who executes an activity. 
Some activities are performed by the CLAIMS 4 system without direct 
user intervention. You will see these identified in the User column: 

CLMS_DMN "CLAIMS Domain" orWkFiow 

Within the Status section, there is a Status column. The following 
status codes are used to indicate workflow status: 

Active 
Indicates that the workflow activity is currently in progress 

Inactive 
Indicates that the workflow activity is pending 

Error 
Indicates that the workflow activity began, but did not complete due to 
an error 

Suspended 

Indicates that the workflow activity was halted prematurely. This 
happens when a user saves the case in the Adjudications module and 
chooses the option: Save Decision- Place on Hold for Me for Later 
Processing. 

If another user attempts to open the case, he or she will receive a 
message such as: ''This Key Already is Associated with an Element in 
this Case'' or "Adjudications Suspended" If this occurs, and the user 
who suspended the afjyity needs to wprk with the case, contact the 
USC IS Service Desk_ to 
reset the activity. 

If a user other than the user who suspended the case needs to work 
with the case, he or she can open the case in the Adjudications 
module, proceed to the Decision screen, and type in their CLAIMS 4 
User /0 in the Adjudicated By: (User I D) field. The user should now 
be able to make a decision on the case. 
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THE CASE STATUS SCREEN 

(b )(6) 

Payment Info: 
ID 

History·_ 

~~JI Scheduled 

I r.!.J il Attorney 

~ FBI Result 

St<~lus 

,, 
LOS4%SA Schedule the lnto~J".'Jew 
[0\1/4558L Requ8tl lnJtiallnl~viE-W 
tLMS DMN FD-258 C<~rd Ro;;(eil1ed b•1 the Se1vJce [Mier 

0911812008 01:19 PM 
08/22/2000 0812 AM 
08/20/2000 Ol 32 PM 

I '' Sched 
PtacedlnQ 

A 

Displays any scheduled appointments associated with this case. If there 
are no scheduled appointments, a message will appear- "There is 
nothing scheduled". Click the X button to close the window. 

If the applicant is being represented by an attorney, a window will display 
the information from the G28 form that the applicant filed with his/her 
application. Select File, Close to close the window. 

Displays information about both the fingerprint results and the name 
check result. Select File, Close to close the window. 

I :tj Payment Details 

Displays payments that have completed (Pay History section), and 
payments that are currently pending (Current Pay Status section). Select 
File, Close to close the window. 

[E Print Labels Prints barcode labels for the application. ' 

~ Print Case Status Pr'1nts Case Status information to your local printer. 
·············-

NOTE: The screens that each of the above buttons display, can be found on the following three pages. 
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Case Status Screen Buttons 

J§:.!J Scheduled 

Lr.!J IJ Attorney 

8-4 

Displays any scheduled appointments associated with this case. If there 
are no scheduled appointments, a message will appear- "There is 
nothing scheduled". Click the X button to close the window. 

Gate~Jurr,ber f~IAJ"N'ffitGERPRiNr GATT ... - .. 

DrM f61io.4/20m Type iAr''"""·iC·ziill'--------------------~ 

Gate Time fOBOOAM- Stort T ~me 

If the applicant is being represented by an attorney, a window will display 
the information from the G28 form that the applicant filed with his/her 
application. Select File, Close to close the window. 

Altomcy ldoobilo.:Jiioo rh.~rr.oe;;· 
users Morney 11 

[E;45] 805 4122 

F~r:! 

1..W.1SKHQ 

VOlAfi n 
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~-~~~ FBI Result 

Reason of Modtficah;rl, 

Displays information about both the fingerprint results and the name 
check result. Select File, Close to close the window. 

> 

f'" An ASC Fingerprint Waiver ha; bt:en received for lhi.s application 

Payment Details 

August, 2009 

Displays payments that have completed (Pay History section), and 
payments that are currently pending (Current Pay Status section). Select 
File, Close to close the window. 

10 

; ~P·a~ArrmLa11 
$675 ' 
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8-6 

I •DH Print Labels Prints barcode labels for the application. 

Labels frint J [~- Application 10 

rot A Number ro · 
f 

I! C!~ilr;\il H 
:,;; T Number 
,. 
'" Mailing t..ddren r· ,o 
CCC' 

'" Human Readable jO 

l'li ClON ro-
'~ 
'l.., Form Number !1-

Application ID 
\v'SC'002175234 

Mailing .B.ddress Previe 1A~ b.; lose 

DQWRQLD Y SLOHGD 
701 Q PD U rl. VWD DYH 
PASADENA CA 911 06 
us 

I •dll Print Case Status Prints Case Status information to your local printer. 

You will be prompted to automatically print to your current printer: 

:tour Case status report will be pn'nted to your default printer 
("\\cmrvinsprt2\INS-COP'IRM-LD11!0"), OK? (If you select No you wiH be asked to select a 
different printer) 

Yes No 

If you choose No, you will receive the following prompt: 

1AdobePDF " fsili;;C.:IP'rinteri II I \cscsrvrnsprl2\l N S-1 HD 275 I b .................. !:! 
I lcscsrvrmprl211 fJS -281-H PCLJ 4E 

1 l\cscsrvrnsprt2\INS-281-HPCLJ4E 
1 llcscsrvinsprl211 fj S · 3-LD 335c 
1 I \csc.srvrnspri2\INS-7-HPLJ8000 
l \\csctrvinsprt2\INS-7-LP222C 
W!!imlllll!if.ili'llli!f.!iJI!ii!!lE!!J•l• v 

f::rrnl I !;ancel j 

You1 current prrnler rs: \\cscsrvrnspri2\INS·COP'IRM·LD" 

Use the Scroll bar to 
see the printer options. 
Click the printer and 
then click the Select 
Printer button. Finally, 
click the Print button. 
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SEARCHING FOR A CASE 

In order to view information about a case, you must search for the case in the Case Status module. To 
search for a case, the user must input information about the applicant such as: 

• Application ID 

• A-Number 

• Name 

• Address 

• Attorney (for N-400 cases only) 

• Payment ID (for N-400 cases only) 

Searching by inputting the Application ID is the most direct way to access a specific application. 
Searching for an A-Number could produce multiple applications. since a single applicant may have 
submitted more than one application. 

1. Click the Case Status button to access the Case Status module. 

f'ersonal l Mailing Address I attorney I Qther I r WildCard 
NOTE: It is 

Application ID: jl_' I .9_earch I important to 
click the Clear 

A-Number: i !;lear lr- button prior to 
performing a 

Form II: I ..... .J new search . 
The Clear 

--· button removes Last Name: I 
all search 

First Name: J 
criteria that was 
previously 

Social Security II: j · · entered on ALL 
tabs. 

Dale oiBirlh: j_/_/_ 

Country ol Birth: J -~-~~J 

2. Type or wand in the A-Numberfor the case you want to open or enter other information about the case 
(Application ID, Name, etc.) 

3. Click the Search button. 

The Case Status screen displays information about the activities that have occurred or are waiting to occur 
for this applicant. (See next page). 
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SEARCHING FOR A CASE USING WILDCARDS 

The WildCard field, when checked, allows you to enter only the 1 ''few characters in any of the following 
fields: Last Name, First Name, Zip Code, and Owner Location Code. CLAIMS 4 will list all applications 
that meet the criteria. This is helpful when you may not know the exact spelling of the last or first name, or 
the complete zip code or owner location code. 

In the example below, we are looking for an applicant whose last name is two words- the first word is 
"Gonzalez" and the second word begins with "M'. 

£ersonal I MatlingAddtess I Bllotney I Qther 

Application ID: 

A-Number 

Form rt 

First N arne. 1 

Social Security :It: 

Country ol Birth: 

Click the checkbox 
next to the 
WildCard field to 
place a checkmark. 

If more than 250 applications are found that match the search criteria you put in, you will see a message 
giving you options to display the first 250, All or to modifv the search (add more criteria to narrow search). 

TM'Iiti;:wch.~i~JJ!:ld8791£recrntk PJ~telecl.11lflt»·3 
#>mi>t!dt.Jow . 
~)\riew'h(25JJ recordt; 
(21-'(t>iw all fe\;rude; 
(~Modl)i }'01.1 tea«:h. criteria .· 

After clicking the Show First 250 or the Show All button, a list of the 
applications meeting the search criteria that you entered, appear: 

Search ReiUIU:: 

I l\pj;iiC3ii~~to-- ! A·Number I Form~ I ""' I;:"'' ID .. ~7\~-·--"fJ4oo 

I CHI' A N4DO 
I CHI" A N400 
I CHI" A N400 
1 CHI" A N400 
l ''WI" ' ~IM'il"l 

i< 

I D.O.B. 
"~~"~ 

06/'12/1984 
01/09/1950 
06/27/1976 
02/22/1952 
12/19/1971 
09/03/198 ·1 

You can sort the list by 
any of the fields 
(except D.O.B.). To 
sort, click on the field 
name in the column 
heading. 

. I C.O.B. " MEXIC 
MEXIC 
ME.'<IC 
MEXIC 
MEXIC 
~.n:vw 

v 

> 

I Select I 

Click on the Application 10 that you wish to open the Case Status for and then click the Select button. 
You may also double-click on the Application 10 to open it. 
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REVIEWING CASE STATUS INFORMATION 

The Case Status window displays a lot of information about the application. Personal information such as 
name, address, and date of birth is displayed at the top, along with the Application ID, A-Number, and the 
date the application was received. 

The middle of the screen displays the information that is in the Centra/Index System (CIS) for this 
applicant. 

The bottom half of the screen lists CLAIMS 4 activities that have already occurred (History section) as well 
as activities that are currently going on or are expected to occur next (Status section). 

Sueel j552 V RUOQJH D\'H 

C1ty: 

Provinc-e: f--- .. "··~-.. ,~·~ 

CIS Match Info 

CIS Data 

reo iNsc 

August, 2009 

State 

Postal Code 

Z1p Code !91755 

The date and time displayed at the top 
right side of the screen next to the words 
"Rec'd' is the actual date and time that the 
application was stamped as being 
received in the postal area of the USCIS 
office. This is the CLAIMS 4 official date 
that the application was received and it is 
this date that is used in calculating how 
"old" the application is. 

DOB f!i472oi'i95-5 ~ COB: jiiETN 

l3d Up&ted 

' 04/i 712008 04/1712008 

PlaceDinQ 
OK 

This is the date and time that the 
application was first entered into the 
Data Entry module of CLAIMS 4. This 
is not the official "received date". 
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STATUS SECTION ACTIVITIES 

The Status section of the Case Status screen displays activities that are in progress or activities that are 
expected to occur next. The Status column within the Status section will indicate one of four entries: 
Active, Inactive, Error or Suspended. 

Province. PO$Ial Code 

Payment Info: 
ID: ~>'SC$: ·~~-· 

Q4.117f2QQ8 08·24 .6.M PlacedlnQ 
[14/1 S/20[18 01 :'8 PM OK 
(.1411512008 Ot28 P~1 

Active 
Indicates that the workflow activity is currently in progress 

Inactive 
Indicates that the workflow activity is pending 

Error 
Indicates that the workflow activity began but did not complete due to an error 

Suspended 

8-10 

Indicates that the workflow activity was halted prematurely. This happens when a user saves the 
case in the Adjudications module and chooses the option: Save Decision- Place on Hold for Me 
for Later Processing. 

If another user attempts to open the case, he or she will receive a message such as: "This Key 
Already is Associated with an Element in this Case" or "Adjudications Suspended". If this occurs, 
and tie yser who syspended the activitv needs to work with the case contact the USC IS Service 
Desk. I and have the activity reset 

If a user other than the user who suspended the case needs to work with the case, he or she can 
open the case in the Adjudications module, proceed to the Decision screen, and type in their 
CLAIMS 4 User 10 in the Adjudicated By: (User I D) field, The user should now be able to make a 
decision on the case. 
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STUCK CASES 

Sometimes. a user may encounter problems when trying to perform an operation on a case. For example, 
the user is trying to place the case in the Ready to Schedule Queue for an Interview or trying to make a 
decision on a case in the Adjudications module. When the user encounters a problem, the user will 
normally receive an "Error message" sometimes stating that ''The case is not in the correct workflow to 
perform this operation." 

If this occurs, the best thing to do is: 

1. Click the Case Status button to access the Case Status module. 

Application 10: ,L·_ 

Foom tt , ;::I 

la>t NMfie· ; 

Scckll 9EUJr~~ 11' ; 

D~~~IBirtlr ~~'_~·-

:- \1/ld:~d 

I ~~~,en I 

·~·~~.: -
NOTE: It is important 
to click the Clear 
button prior to 
performing a new 
search. The Clear 
button removes all 
search criteria that was 
previously entered on 
ALL tabs. 

2. Type or wand in the A-Number for the case you want to open 

NOTE: It is best to use the A-Number (not the Application I D) because using the A-Number will indicate if 
there is more than one application in CLAIMS 4 for the applicant. 

3. Click the Search button. 

The Case Status screen displays information about the activities that have occurred or are waiting to occur 
for this applicant. Look in the History section of the window. You may find that the applicant's fingerprints 
have expired: 

P.ayuvcmt lnlo: 
10 

1
ii,..r;EWJf,2W'lir· $ti\IIN ( ..... -............... .. ........ ~ .. 

2/17!2[09 U 35AM TRAINER LOSOGO 

4. Contact the USCIS Service Deskrl ;;;;;;,;;;;;;;;;;;;;===::JI<or assistance. 
Provide the Application 10, and th~ message you saw m Case §!a/us. 
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CLAIMS 4 REFERENCE GUIDE HISTORY SECTION: Activity Descriptions & End Conditions 

Activity Description 
,: 

End Condition End Condition Description 
... · 

Activity Code 
Add the A-File AFileAdd 

WF Key-word. Used 111 ACT _TRANSIT to speci~ next Not 
Ad hoc Activity· applicant's check did not clear the bank ANY EndCond dependen activi~. BouncedCheck 

Ad-hoc Payment Update which allows update to and 
addition of remittances PayUpdate 

AdjUdication Decision AbnB Application Denied due to abandonment, Batch notice requested AjDecis1on 
Application Den1ed due to abandonment, lnteract1ve notice 

AdJUdication Decision Abnl requested AjDecision 

AdJudication Decision AjAdminCiose Administrative Close DeCISIOn A]Oecis10n 

AdJUdication Decision Approve Applicant Approved for Naturalization AjDecision 

Adjudication Decision Approved40vende Approve the case for FBI override AjDecision 

Adjudication Decision Cnt41nfo Continuance for Information ~Decision 

Adjudication Decision Cntlntvw Cont1nuance lnterv1ew A]Dec1sion 

Adjudication Decision CWID Continuance \11th Intent to Deny AjDecision 

AdJud1cat1on Dec1sion DataChange Case Data Change AjDecision 

Adjudication Decision Deny Applicant Denied for Naturalization AjDec1sion 
Schedule fingerprinllng of applicant due to imminent expiration of 

Adjudication Decis1on OrderFP prior prints AjDecision 

Adjudication Decision SuovRev Supervisory Review AjDecision 

Adjudication Decision Terminate Terminate application AjDecislon 

Adjudication Decision Withdrawn Withdraw appl1cation AjDecision 
Corrected error that occurred during upload of data to external 

Allows user to resolve initial RAPS upload errors Resolved system ResolveRAPSTrans 

Corrected error that occurred during upload of data to external 
Allows user to resolve subseguent RAPS upload errors Resolved system ResolveNoti~RAPS 

WF Key-word. Used 1n ACT_ TRANSIT to speci~ next Not 
App process wait for Payment Merge ANY EndCond dependen activi~ AppPayMerge 

App process wait for Payment Merge PayOk Payment is Ok (not an underpayment or overpayment) AppPayMerqe 
Payment Overridden. Funds conf1rmed received at another INS 

App process wait for Payment Merge PayOverride facility. AppPayMerge 

App process wait for Payment Merge UnderPay Payment Underpaid AppPayMerge 
WF Key-word. Used in ACT _TRANSIT to speci~ next Not 

App process wait for Under Payment resolution ANY EndCond dependen activi~. AppUnderPay 

App process wait for Under Payment resolution Expired Time expired AppUnderPay 

App process wait for Under Payment resolution PayOk Payment is OK(not an underpayment or overpayment) AppUnderPay 
Payment Overridden. Funds confirmed received at another INS 

App process wait for Under Payment resolution PayOverride facility. AppUnderPay 

Applicant Interview during Adjudication CXL-ExceedProfle Canceled prior to Exceeding the Profile Interview 

Applicant lnterv1ew during Adjudication CXL -Needs Rev Canceled and needs the Adjudicator to review Interview 

Applicant Interview during Adjudication CXL-PiacedlnQ Canceled prior to Placed in Scheduling Queue Interview 

Applicant Interview during Adjudication CXL-Rqt41ntvw Canceled prior to Request for Interview Interview 
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Activity Description 
. ' '. 

Applicant Interview during Adjudication 

Applicant Interview during Adjudication 

Applicant Interview during Adjudication 

Applicant Interview durina Adjudication 

Applicant Interview dunnq Adjudication 

Applicant Interview during Ad!udication 

Aoolicant Interview during Adjudication 

Applicant Interview durinq Adiudicatlon 

Applicant Interview durinq Adjudication 

Applicant Interview during Adjudication 

Applicant Interview during Adjudication 

Applicant Interview during Adjudication 

Applicant Interview durina Adiudication 

Applicant lnterviewdurinq Adjudication 

Applicant Interview during Adjudication (Entry d;rect 
from RNACSJ 

Applicant Testing dur!na Adiudication 

Applicant Testinq durinq Adjudication 

Applicant Testing durtng Adjudication 

Applicant Testing during Adjudication 

Applicant Testing during Adjudication 

Applicant Testing during Adjudication 

Applicant Testina durinq Adiudicalion 

ASC & Bundled 

Awaiting a decision as to how to proceed 

Awaiting a decision as to how to proceed 

Awaiting a decision as to how to proceed 

Bounced Check Notice returned as undeliverable 

Cancel finqerprint request 

Cancel fingerprint request 

Cancel finqerprint request 

Case Review 

Case waiting for Missing Payment Resolution 

Case waiting for Missing Payment Resolution 

August, 2009 

End Condition 
CXL-Sched 

Data Change 

DS-NeedsRev 

DS-PiacedlnQ 

DS-RQt41ntvw 

DS-Sched 

Expired 

NS 

NS-ExceedProfle 

NSMil 

OrderFP 

SendCXLNt 

SendDSNt 

Showed Up 

245ACivHisPassed 

CivHistFailed 

CivHistPassed 

CivH istWaived 

E!]JProFailed 

EnqProPassed 

EnqProWaived 

OK 

DataFound 

PlacedlnQ 

Sched 

OK 

rlntvwDecision 

rOathDecision 

DataChanqe 

PayOverride 

PavProv 

HISTORY SECTION: Activity Descriptions & End Conditions 

End Condition Descri'otion Activity Code 
Canceled prior to Scheduled Interview 

Case Data Change Interview 

Deschedu!ed and needs the Adjudicator to review Interview 

De scheduled prior to Placed in Schedulinq Queue lnterview 

Descheduled prior to Request for Interview ·- --
Interview 

Descheduled prior to Scheduled Interview 

Time expired Interview 

Applicant did not show up for Cnterview Interview 

No Show prior to Exceeding the profile lnterv1ew 

Interview 
Schedule fingerprinting of applicant due to imminent expiration of 
prior prints Interview 

Send the Cancel Notice Interview 

Send the De-schedule Notice Interview 

Applicant Showed Up for the Event Interview 

lnlerv!ewRNACS 

Civics/History Tests passed at 245A Interview AJTest 

Failed Civics/History Test AjTest 

Passed C~vics/History Test AjTest 

Waived Civics/History Test AjTest 

Failed English Proficiency Test AiTest 

Passed Enqlish Proficiency Test AiTest 

Waived Enqlish Proficiency Test AiTest 

OK FDEEASC Mfst 

Current FBI Result Found from Batch SchedDecision 

Placed In Scheduler Queue SchedDecision 

Scheduled SchedDecision 

UndeiNtBC 

OK CanceiFPRqt 
Special case of "lntvwDecision" where the case jumps to a 
predefined activity CanceiFPRqt 
Special case of "OathDecision" vvhere the case jumps to a 
predefined activity CanceiFPRqt 

Case Data Change Case Review 
Payment Overridden. Funds confirmed received at another lNS 
facility. MissPavment 

Payment Provided MissPavment 
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Activity Description 
... •. 

Case waiting receipt and processing of additional 
payment 

Case waiting receipt and processing of additional 
payment 

Case walling receipt and processing of additional 
payment 

Case waiting receipt and processing of additional 
payment 

Case waiting receipt and processing of additional 
payment 

Case waiting receipt and process1ng of additional 
payment 

Case waiting receipt and processing of additional 
payment 

Change of Address Petition Entered 

Change of Address Petition Entered 

Change of Address Petition Entered 

Check FBI 

Check FBI 

Check FBI 

Check FBI 

Check FBI 

Check FBI 

Check FBI 

Check FBI 

Check FBI 

Check FBI 

Check FBI 

Check FBI 

Check FBI 

Check Militarv 

Check Military 

Complete workflow 1~881 process instance 

Complete File Review Process 

Complete the workflow pay process instance 

Complete the workflow process instance 

Converted N-400 Data 

8-14 

End Condition 

BioFeePaid 

ExpiredBioFee 

incorrectBioFee 

OK 

OverPay 

PayOverrlde 

lJjJ_dated 

ANY 

ChgJur 

NoChgJur 

ConscutvReject 

ConscutvUnclass 

I DENT 

OK 

rAj Decision 

rConscutvUnclass 

Reject 

rlntvwOecision 

rOathDedsion 

rOK 

rRot40C 

rRqtlntvw 

Unclass 

E~Q!red 

OK 

Expired 

Expired 

HISTORY SECTION: Activity Descriptions & End Conditions 

End Condition Description . Activity Code 

Wait4Payment 

Wait4Pavment 

O.K. Wait4Pavment 

Payment Overridden. Funds confirmed received at another INS 
facility. Wait4Payment 

Wait4Payment 

Wait4Paymenl 

Wait4Payment 
WF Key-word. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activity. ChgAddrPet 

Jurisdiction chan~ed ChgAddrPet 

jurisdictlon unchanged ChqAddrPet 

Consecutive FBI rejects were posted ChkFBt 

Consecutive FBI unclassifiables were posted ChkFBI 

The FBI sent an !DENT response from an FBI backqround check ChkFBI 

OK ChkFBI 

Special case of "OK" where the case jumps to AiDecis1on ChkFBI 
Special case of "ConscutvUnclass~ where 1he case jumps to a 
predefined activity ChkFBI 

R~ected Fingerprints ChkFBI 
Special case of "lntvwOecision~ where the case jumps to a 
predefined activity ChkFBt 
Special case of "OathDecision" vvhere the case jumps to a 
predefined activity ChkFBI 

~cial case of "OK" where the case jumps to a predefined actlvfty ChkFBI 

Special case of "OK" where lhe case jumps to Rqt40C ChkFBt 

Special case of "OK" vvhere the case jumps to Rqtlntvw ChkFBI 

Unclassif1able Fingerprints ChkFBI 

Time expired ChkMil 

O.K. ChkMil 

Time expired Comoletei881Proc 

CFRProc 

Time expired CompletePAYProc 

CompleleProc 

ConvN400 
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Activity Description • 

Create Bounced Check Notice 

Data Entry 

Data Entrv 

Data Entry 

Data Entry 

Data Entry 

Data Entrv 

Data Entrv 

Data Entry 

Data Entry 

Data Entry 

Data Entrv 

Data Entry 

Data Entry 

Data Entry 

Data Entry 

Data Entry 

Data Entrv Review 

Data Entry Update durino 24 hours of initial data entrv 

Decision Conceminq the Interview 

Decision Concernlnq the Interview 

Oecis~on Concerning the Interview 

Decision Concerning the Interview 

Decision Concernino the Interview 

Decision Concerninq the Interview 

Decision Concerninq the Interview 

Decision Concerning the Oath Ceremony 
1 

Decision Concerning the Oath Ceremony 

Decision Concerning the Oath Ceremony 

Decision Concerning the Oath Ceremony 

Decision Concerning the Oath Ceremony 

Decision Concerning the Oath Ceremony 

Decision Conceminq the Oath Ceremony 

Decision Conceminq the Oath Ceremony 

Denial due to Abandonment 

August, 2009 

End Condition 

AnumProv 

ANY 
FBIProv 

FCE 

FeeWvRqt 

MiiProv 

MissAnum 

MissEv 

Miss FBI 

MissFPcard 

MissMil 

MissPav 

MissPhoto 

MkssSiqn 

PayProv 

PhotoProv 

DataChanqe 

MakeDecision 

OrderFP 

PlacedlnQ 

Rqt41ntvw 

Sched 

SchedwoNt 

Data Change 

Make Decision 

MRO 

OrderFP 

PlacedlnQ 

Rqt40C 

Sched 

SchedwoNt 

Abnl 

HISTORY SECTION: Activity Descriptions & End Conditions 

End Condition Descriotion Activity Code 
NtBouncedCheck 

A-Number Provided De Enter 
'\fi.JF Key-word. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activity. DeEnter 

FBI Evldence Provided De Enter 

Fee Collected Elsewhere De Enter 

Fee Waiver Requested - Fee Waived De Enter 

Military Evidence Provided DeEnter 

No A number on the Application DeEnter 

Missing Evidence DeEnter 

No FBI fingerprint card supplied (suspended) De Enter 

M(ssing finoerorint card for applicant residlno abroad De Enter 

No Mili1arv evidence supplied (suspended) De Enter 

Missinq Pavment De Enter 

Missinq Photoqraphic Evidence DeEnter 

Mlssing Signature DeEnter 

Payment Provided DeEnter 

Photographic Evidence Provided DeEnter 

DeRevlew 

DeUpdate 

Case Data Change lntvwDecision 

Make the Decision lntvv.Decision 
Schedule fingerprinting of applicant due to ;mm!nent expiration of 
orior orints lnlvwDecision 

Placed In Scheduler Queue lntvwDecision 

Request for Interview 1ntvwDecision 

Scheduled lntvwDecision 

Scheduled without producing a notice lntWIDecision 

Case Data Change Oath Decision 

Make the Decision Oath Decision 

Motion to Reopen OathDecislon 
Schedule fingerprinting of applicant due to imminent expiration of 
prior prints OathDecision 

Placed In Scheduler Queue OathDecision 

Reouest for Oath Ceremony OathDec1sion 

Scheduled OathDecision 

; Scheduled without producing a notice OathOecision 

Application Denied due to abandonment, Interactive notice Abandonment 
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CLAIMS 4 REFERENCE GUIDE HISTORY SECTION: Activity Descriptions & End Conditions 

Activity Description 
; 

End Condition End Condition Description Activity Code 
requested 

Denial due to Abandonment AbnB Application Denied due to abandonment, Batch notice requested Abandonment 

Denial due to Abandonment Data Change Case Data Change Abandonment 

Denial due to Abandonment SupvRev Supervisory Review Abandonment 
WF Key-word. Used 1n ACT_ TRANSIT to speci~ next Not 

Derogatory Information Rece1ved ANY EndCond dependen activity. DeroglnfoRecd 

Distribute the Naturalization Certificate OK OK C!Nalzlssue 
WF Key-word. Used in ACTJRANSIT to speci~ next Not 

Extract CIS Close out data from Claims 4 0 ANY EndCond dependen acl1vi~ ExiCISCiose 

Extract CIS Close out data from Cla1ms 4.0 OK O.K. ExtCISCiose 
WF Key-word. Used in ACT_TRANSIT lo speci~ next Not 

Extract Full NACS data from Cla1ms 4.0 ANY EndCond dependen activity. ExtNACSFull 
WF Key-word. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT to spec1~ next Not 

Exlracllnilial NACS data from Claims 4.0 ANY EndCond dependen act1v1ty. ExiNACSinitial 

Extract Initial NACS data from Claims 4.0 OK O.K. ExiNACSinilial 

Extract Initial NACS data from Claims 4.0 RNACSUpFailed Failed to successfully update RNACS IMth case status ExtNACSin1lial 

Extract NAGS Close out data from Claims OK O.K. ExiNACSCiose 

FBI Name Check AS App Stamp-Background 1nvestigation,favorable FBINameChk 

FBI Name Check DD Duplicate FBINameChk 

FBI Name Check DS Dissemination Stamp-Obtain FBI Report from LESC FBINameChk 

FBI Name Check E Error FBINameChk 

FBI Name Check Expired Time expired FBINameChk 

FBI Name Check H Possible Hit FBINameChk 

FBI Name Check I Possible Hit FBINameChk 

FBI Name Check IP The FBI sent an INDEX POPULAR from a FBI name check FBINameChk 

FBI Name Check LO Locate FBINameChk 

FBI Name Check MN Manual Response FBINameChk 

FBI Name Check ND Non-derogatory FBINameChk 

FBI Name Check NP Not Pertinent FBINameChk 

FBI Name Check NR The FBI sent a No Record from a FBI name check FBINameChk 

FBI Name Check oc Outgoing Communication-Oblaln FBI Report from LESC FBINameChk 

FBI Name Check RP Report-Obtain FBI Report from LESC FBINameChk 

FBI Name Check RS Resubmit FBINameChk 

FBI Name Check UN Unknown Response FBINarneChk 

FBI Name Check XX Administratively closed FBINameChk 
WF Key-word. Used 1n ACT_ TRANSIT to spec1~ next Not 

FD-258 Card Received by the NBC ANY EndCond dependen activ1ty. CardRcvdUpdateExt 

FD-258 Card Received by the NBC OK O.K. CardRcvdUpdateExt 

FD-258 Card Received by !he NBC RNACSUpFailed Failed to successfully update RNACS IMth case status CardRcvdUpdateExt 

FD258EE Ad Hoc Reply NONE WF Key-word Used in ACT TRANSIT lo speci~ next Activity if FDEEAdHocRep 
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Activity Description 
. 

FD258EE Ad Hoc Mise CION 

FD258EE Ad Hoc Returned Card 

FD258EE Bundle Creation 

FD258EE Creation of Batch (Max 9999 Cards) 

FD258EE Creation of Batch (Max 9999 Cards} 

FD258EE Data Entry 

FD258EE Inquiry 

FD258EE Loads the mainframe with FBI Reply 

FD258EE Loads the mainframe with information sent to 
1he FBI 

FD258EE Rap Sheet 

FD258EE Recreate Tape 

FD258EE Sends Batch to FBI 

FD258EE Sends Batch to FBI 

FD258EE Services 

FD258EE Sortino of FBI reply to INS 

FD258EE Sortino of FBI reply to INS 

FD258EE SortinQ of FBI reply to INS 

File Received at NBC and Produce Transfer Notice 

File Shipped To NBC (NBC is now the file owner) 

Front loq staoe area 

G325B Bioqraohic Information Check 

Hold the immediate rejects 

Initial Receipt Notice returned as undeliverable 

Initialize Fingerprint Scheduling on SID mainframe 

Mail Room Void 

Merge for case adjudication 

Merge for FBI Checks; forces the clock to start after the 
notice is sent 

Merge for FP card wait. forces the clock to start after 
the notice is sent 

Merqe for Initial Notl'ce production control point 
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End Condition 

NONE 

NONE 

ANY 

FDEERemBundle 

OK 

ANY 

NONE 

NONE 

NONE 

FOEERemBatch 

OK 

ANY 

FDEEident 

FDEENonldent 

NtSent 

OK 

OK 

ANY 

ANY 

ANY 

ANY 

ANY 

HISTORY SECTION: Activity Descriptions & End Conditions 

End Condition Description Activity Code 
EndCond are none. 

WF Key-word. Used in ACT_TRANSIT to specify next Activity rf 
t=ndCond are none. FDEEAdHocMiscCIDN 
VVF Key-word. Used in ACT_TRANSIT to specify next Activity if 
EndCond are none. FDEEAdHocRetCard 
\f.JF Key-word. Used in ACT_TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activity~ FDEEBundle 

FD258EE Removed Card(s) from Bundle 1 FDEEBatchFBI 

O.K. FDEEBatchFBI 
VVF Key-word. Used in ACT_TRANSIT to spec;fy next Not 
EndCond dependen activity~ FDEEDeEnter 

FDEEinquiry 
WF Key-word. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT to spec;fy next Activity if 
EndCond are none. FDEELDReplv 

VVF Key-word. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT to specify next Activity if 
EndCond are none. FDEELOSent 
WF Key-word. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT to specify next Activity if 
EndCond are none. FOEERaoSheet 

FDEERTape 

FD258EE Removed Card{s) from Batch FDEESendFBI 

OK FDEESendFBI 

FD258EE 
WF Key-word. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activity. FDEEReolvFBI 

FD258EE FBI ldent FDEEReolvFBI 

FD258EE FBI Nonldent FDEEReplyFBI 

Notice Sent NtReceivedAtNBC 

Shipped! oNBC 

OK DeStageArea 

ChkG325 

HoldRe!ect 

UndeiNtlnit 

FPSchedlnll 
WF Key-word. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT to specify next Not ! EndCond dependen acUvitv~ MrVold 
WF Key-word. Used in ACT_TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activity. MergeAjDecision 

WF Key-word. Used in ACT_TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activ:ty_ MerqeF81 

WF Key-word. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen actlvitv~ MerqeFPcard 
WF Key-word. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT to specify ne.xt Not 
EndCond dependen activity. MergeNtlnilial 
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ActivitvDescription 
.. 

Merge for initial schedulinq control point 

Merge for Military Checks forces the clock to start after 
the notice is sent 

Merge for RAPS Transfer out 

Merqe for Request to schedule finqerorintinQ 

Merqe for Request to schedule Interview 

Merge for Required Data; forces the clock to start after 
the notice is sent 

I Merge Lock Box 

Merge used to close the case only after RNACS is 
notified of withdrawal 

Military Oversea activities 

Missino FBI Evidence 

MissinQ FBI Evidence 

Missinq FBI Evidence 

Missinq FBI Evidence 

Missing FBI Evidence 

Missing FBI Evidence 

Missino FBI Evtdence 

Missing FBI Evidence 

Missing G3258 BioQraphic Information 

Missing Military Evidence 

Missing Military Evidence 

Missing Required Data 

Missinq Required Data 

Motion to Reopen and Reconsider 

Motion to Reopen and Reconsider 

Motion to Reopen and Reconsider 

Motion to Reopen and Reconsider 

Motion to Reopen and Reconsider 

Motion to Reopen and Reconsider 

Motion to Reopen and Reconsider 

Motion to Reopen and Reconsider 

Motion to Reopen and Reconsider 

Motion to Reopen and Reconsider 
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End Condition 

ANY 

ANY 

ANY 

ANY 

ANY 

ANY 

ANY 

ANY 

ANY 
CXL-NeedsRev 

Data Found 

DS-NeedsRev 

DS-Rq!SchedFP 

Expired 

OK 
SendDSNt 

OK 
Expired 

OK 
Expired 

OK 
DataChanQe 

Deroqatory 

Dismiss 

FBIProv 

Grant 

MakeDecision 

MissFPcard 

MissFPrslt 

MissNameChk 

PavProv 

HISTORY SECTION: Activity Descriptions & End Conditions 

End Condition Description Activity Code 
WF Key-vvurd. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activity~ MergeSched 

\NF Key-word. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activity. MerqeM!I 
WF Key-word. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activity~ Merge Transfer 
WF Key-word. Used in ACT_TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activity~ Merqe4FP 
WF Key-word. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activity~ MergeRqtlntvw 

WF Key-word, Used in ACT_ TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activity~ MerqeRqrOata 
WF Key-word. Used 1n ACT_ TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activity. MergeLBox 

WF Key-word. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activity. MergeCioseCase 

MilitaryOverseas 
WF Key-word. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activitv. Miss;=vFBI 

Canceled and needs the Adjudicator to review MissEvFBI 

Current FBI Result Found from Batch MissEvFBl 

Oescheduled and needs the Adjudicator to review MissEvFBI 

Descheduled prior to request for fingerprint scheduling MissEvFBI 

Time e~ired MissEvFBI 

O.K. MissEvFBI 

Send the De-schedule Notice MissEvFBI 

O.K. MissEvG325 

Time expired MissEvM:I 

O.K. MissEvMil 

Time expired MissRqrData 

O.K. MissRqrData 

Case Data Chanqe Motion2Reooen 

Derogatory Information Received Motion2Reopen 

Motion to reopen dismissed Motion2Reopen 

FBI Evidence Provided Motion2Reopen 

Motion to reooen oranted Motion2Reopen 

Make the Decision Motion2Reooen 

Missing finqerprint card for applicant res1ding abroad Motion2Reopen 

Missing fingerprint results Motion2Reopen 

Missing FBI Name Check Results Motion2Reopen 

Payment Provided Motion2Reopen ' 
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Activity Description· • • • ••••• 

Motion to Reooen and Reconsider 

Motion to Reopen and Reconsider 

Motion to Reopen and Reconsider 

N400 Military Case Module 

N400 Military Case Module F~~_Reversed 

N400 Mihtarv Case Module Zero Fee 

Naturalization Oath Ceremony 

Naturalization Oath Ceremony 

Naturalization Oath Ceremony 

Naturalization Oath Ceremony 

Naturalization Oath Ceremony 

Naturalization Oath Ceremony 

Naturalization Oath Ceremony 

Naturalization Oath Ceremony 

Naturalization Oath Ceremony 

Naturalization Oath Ceremony 

Naturalization Oath Ceremony 

NaturalizaHon Oath Ceremony 

NaturalizaUon Oath Ceremony 

Naturalization Oath Ceremony 

Naturalization Oath Ceremony 

Naturalization Oath Ceremony 

Naturalization Oath Ceremony 

Naturalization Oath Ceremony 

Naturalization Oath Ceremony 

Naturalization Oath Ceremony 

Naturalization Oath Ceremony 

Naturalization Oath Ceremony 

NBC Data Entry_l!pdated 

Overseas Military Case Flaqqed 

Overseas Military Return to US Fla~~ed 

Perform QA on pnnted Natualization Certificate 

Perform QA on printed Natualization Certificate 

Perform QA on printed Natua!ization Certificate 

Petition for Name Chanqe 

Print the Naturalization Certificate 
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End Condition 
. 

Rqtlntvw 

RqtSchFP 

UnderPay 

AdminCiose 

BOO 

CXL-ExceedProfte 

CXL-NeedsRev 

CXL-PiacedlnQ 

CXL-Resched 

CXL-Rqt4Resched 

DS-NeedsRev 

OS-PiacedlnQ 

DS-Resched 

DS-Rot4Resched 

NcOath-CtWhld 

NS-ExceedProfle 

NS-NeedsRev 

NS-PiacedlnQ 

NS-Resched 

NS-Rot4Resched 

OathAdmin-CtWhld 

OathCiose 

OK 

SendCXLNt 

SendDSNt 

Fai! 

OK 

Void 

ANY 

HISTORY SECTION: Activity Descriptions & End Conditions 

End Condition Description --- Activity Code 
Reauest for Interview Motion2Reopen 

Request to schedule finuerorintinQ Motion2Reopen 

Payment Underpaid Motion2Reopen 

N400MCM 

Mi!FeeRev 
---------

MiiZeroFee 

Adminstrative Case Close-out OathCeremony 

Back Dated Oath OathCeremonv 

Canceled prior to Exceeding 1he Profile OathCeremonv 

Canceled and needs the Adjudicator to review OathCeremonv 

Canceled prior to Placed in Scheduling Queue OalhCeremony 

Canceled prior to ReschedulinQ OathCeremony 

Canceled pr~or to Request for Rescheduling the Oath Ceremony OathCeremony 

Descheduled and needs the Adjudicator to reVJew OathCeremony 

Descheduled prior to Placed in Scheduling Queue OathCeremony 

Descheduled prlor to Reschedulinq OathCeremonv 

Descheduled orior to Request for Reschedulinq the Oath Ceremony OathCeremonv 

Oath Not Administered Naturalization Certlficate VVithheld OathCeremony 

No Show prior to Exceeding the profile OathCeremony 

No show and needs the Adjudicator to review OathCeremony 

No Show prior to Placed in Schedulino Queue OathCeremof}y 

No Showp(iOr to Reschedu!inQ OathCeremo!}y 

No Show orior to Reaues1 for Reschedullnq the Oath Ceremony OathCeremonv 

Oath Administered Naturallzation Certificate \l\lithheld OathCeremonv 

Judicial Case Close-out OathCeremony 

O.K. OathCeremony 

Send the Cancel Notice OathCeremony 

Send the De-schedule Notice OathCeremony 

DeNbcUpdate 

MiiOverseas 

Mi!RetumUS 

Failure of QA Check CtNatzQA 

OK CtNatzQA 

Document is voided CtNatzQA 

NameChgPet 
VVF Key-'h'Ord. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT 1o specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activity~ CtNatzCreate 
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Activitv Description .. 

Process on Hold 

Processed case manually 

Produce Bio-Fee Update Accepted Notice at Lockbox 

Produce Continuance Notice 

Produce Continuance Notice 

Produce Continuance Notice 

Produce Continuance Not'1ce with request for 
information 

Produce Continuance Notice with request for 
information 

Produce Continuance Notice with request for 
information 

Produce Denial Notice 

Produce Denial Notice 

Produce Denial Notice 

Produce Oeschedule Finqerorint No1lce 

Produce Expired Bio-Fee Update Rejection Notice at 
Lockbox 

Produce FBI Suspense notice 

Produce FBI Suspense notice 

Produce FBI Suspense notice 

Produce finqerprint notice 

Produce Incorrect Bio-Fee Update Rejection Notice at 
Lockbox 

Produce Indefinite Hold notice 

Produce Indefinite Hold notice 

Produce Indefinite Hold notice 

Produce Initial Notice 

Produce Initial Notice 

Produce Initial Notice 

Produce Interview Notice 

Produce Interview Notice 

Produce ln1erview Notice 

Produce Notice for A-file Retrieval request 

Produce Notice for A-file Retrieval reauest 

Produce Notice for A-file Retrieval reQuest 

Produce Notice for Motion to Reopen Dismissed 

Produce Notice for Motion to Reopen Dismissed 
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End co'ndition 

ANY 

NtSent 

NtG28Sent 

NtReorinled 

NtSent 

NtG28Sent 

NtReprinted 

NtSent 

NtG28Sent 

NtReprinted 

NtSent 

NtSent 

NtAdHoc 

NtReprinted 

NtSent 

NtSent 

NtSen1 

NtAdHoc 

NtReprtnted 

NtSent 

NtAdHoc 

N1Reprinted 

N1Sent 

NtAdHoc 

NtReprinted 

NtSent 

NtAdHoc 

NtReprinted 

NtSent 

NtG28Sent 

NtSent 

HISTORY SECTION: Activity Descriptions & End Conditions 

End Condition Description 
· .. 

Activity Code 
Hold 

WF Key-word. Used in ACT TRANSlT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activity~ Manua!Proc 

Notice Sent NtBioFeeUpdate 

Notice Sent to Attorney NtCont 

Notice Reprinted NlCont 

Notice Sent NtCont 

Notice Sent to Attornev NtContlnfo 

Notice Reprinted NtConUnfo 

Notice Sent NtContlnfo 

Notice Sent to Attorney NtDeny 

Notice Reprinted NtDeny 

Notice Sent NtDeny 

NtDSFP 

Notice Sent NtRejExpBioFee 

Notice created bv Client GUI NtFBISuspense 

Notice Reprinted NtFBISuspense 

Notice Sent NtFBISuspense 

Notice Sent NtSchedFP 

Notice Sent NtRejlncBioFee 

Notice created by Client GUI NUndefHold 

Notice Reprinted NtlndefHold 

Notice Sent NtlndefHold 

Notice created by Client GUI Ntlnitial 

Notice Reprinted Ntlnitial 

Notice Sent Ntlnitial 

Notice created by Client GUI NtSchedtntvw 

Notice Reprinted NtSchedJnlvw 

Notice Sent NtSchedlntw.r 

Notice created by Client GUI NtAFileRtrv 

Notice Reorin1ed NtAFileRtrv 

Notice Sent NtAFileRtrv 

Notice Sent to Attorney NtM2RDismiss 

Notice Sent NtM2RDismiss 
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Activity Description 
Produce Notice for Motion to Reopen Granted 

Produce Notice for Motion to Reopen Granted 

Produce Notice of Denial due to Abandonment {Batch) 

Produce Notice of Denial due to Abandonment {Batch) 

Produce Notice of Denial due to Abandonment (Batch) 

Produce Notice of Denial due to Abandonment 
{Interactive) 

Produce Notice of Denial due to Abandonment 
{Interactive) 

Produce Notice of Demal due to Abandonment 
(Interactive) 

Produce Notice w'ith Intent to Deny 

Produce Notice VYith Intent to Denv 

Produce Notice 'vVith Intent to Deny 

Produce Oath Ceremony Notice 

Produce Oath Ceremony Notice 

Produce Oath Ceremony Notice 

Produce Reminder notice 

Produce Reminder notice 

Produce Reminder notice 

Produce Suspense notice 

Produce Suspense notice 

Produce Suspense notice 

Produce the CancellnteJView notice 

Produce the Cancel Interview notice 

Produce the Cancel Interview notice 

Produce the Cancel Oath Ceremony not1ce 

Produce the Cancel Oath Ceremony notice 

Produce the Cancel Oath Ceremony notice 

Produce the De-schedule Interview not:ce 

Produce the De-schedule Interview notice 

Produce the De-schedule Interview notice 

Produce the De-schedule Oath Ceremony notice 

Produce the De-schedule Oath Ceremony notice 

Produce the De-schedule Oath Ceremony notice 

Produce the INS Memo 

Produce the INS Memo 
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End Condition 
NtG28Sent 

NtSent 

NtG28Sent 

NtReprinted 

NtSent 

NtG28Sent 

NtReprinted 

NtSent 

NtG28Sent 

NtReprinted 

NtSent 

NtAdHoc 

NtRepnnted 

NtSent 

NtAdHoc 

NtReprinted 

NtSent 

NtAdHoc 

NtReprinted 

NtSent 

NtAdHoc 

NtReprinted 

NtSent 

NtAdHoc 

N1Reprinted 

NtSent 

NtAdHoc 

NtReprinted 

NtSent 

NtAdHoc 

NtReprinted 

NtSent 

NtAdHoc 

NtReprinted 

HISTORY SECTION: Activity Descriptions & End Conditions 

End Condition Description 
. 

Activity Code 
• Notice Sent to Attorney NtM2RGrant 

Notice Sent NtM2RGrant 

Notice Sent to Attorney NtAbnB 

Not1ce Reprinted NtAbnB 

Notice Sent NtAbnB 

Notice Sent to Attorney NtAbnl 

Notice Reprinted NtAbnl 

Notice Sent NtAbnl 

Notice Sent to Attorney NtCWID 

Notice Reprinted NtCwtD 

Notice Sent NtCWlD 

Notice created by Client GUI NtOC 

Notice Reprinted NtOC 

Notice Sent NtOC 

Notice created bv GHent GUI NtReminder 

Notice Reprinted NtReminder 

Notice Sent NtReminder 

Notice created by Client GUI NtSuspense 

Notice Reprinted NtSuspense 

Notice Sent NtSuspense 

Notice created bv Client GUI NtCXLintvw 

Notice Reprinted NtCXllntvw 

Notice Sent NtCXLintvw 

Notice created by Client GUI NtCXLOC 

Notice Reprinted NICXLOC 

Notice Sent NtCXLOC 

Notice created by Client GUI NtDSintvw 

Notice Reprinted NtDSintvw 

Notice Sent NtDSintvw 

Notice created by Client GUI NtDSOC 

Notice Reprinted NtDSOC 

Notice Sent NtDSOC 

Notice created by Client GUI NtiNSMemo 

Notice Reprinted NtiNSMemo 
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Activity Description ... 
Produce the INS Memo 

Produce the Motion to Reopen notice 

Produce the Motion to Reopen notice 

Produce the Motion to Reopen notice 

Produce the No-Show Interview notice 

Produce the No-Show Interview notice 

Produce the No-Show lnterv1ew notice 

Produce the No-Show Interview notice (military) 

Produce the No-Show Oath Ceremony notice 

Produce the No-Show Oath Ceremony notice 

Produce the No-Show Oath Ceremony notice 

Produce Transfer Notice for File ShippinQ To NBC 

Produce Under Payment Notice 

Produce Under Payment Notice 

Produce Under Pavment Notice 

Produce Withdraw Acknowledoment 

Produce Withdraw Acknowledqment 

Receipt Record in RFACS created indicating N-400 
received 

Receipting 

Receiptinq 

Receiptinq 

Receive RNACS cases in the N400 process Ready for 
Interview 

Receive RNACS cases in the N400 process Ready to 
Schedule for Interview 

Received By Mailroom 

Reconcilation of oavment 'Nith the fee reciepted 

Reconcilation of payment with the fee recieoted 

Reconcilation of payment with the fee reciepted 

Refund money overpaid 

Remove Case from Suspense 

Request a CIS File Transfer Request 

Request A-File Retrieval 

Request A-File Retrieval 

Request A-File Retrieval 
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End Condition 
NtSent 

NtG28Sent 

NtReprinted 

N1Sent 

NtAdHoc 

NtReprinted 

NtSent 

NtSent 

NtAdHoc 

NtReorinted 

NtSent 

NtSent 

NtAdHoc 

NtReprinted 

NtSent 

NtReorinted 

NtSent 

ANY 

Bad Pay 

Reconcile 

ANY 

ANY 

ANY 

OverPay 

PavOk 

UnderPay 

ANY 

OK 

AFilelnFRC 

AFileNotFound 

ANY 

HISTORY SECTION: Activity Descriptions & End Conditions 

End Condition Description Activity Code 
Notice Sent NtiNSMemo 

Notice Sent to Attorney N!MRO 

Notice Reprinted N!MRO 

Notice Sent N!MRO 

Notice created bv Client GUI NtNSintvw 

Notice Reprinted NtNSintvw 

Notice Sent NtNSintvw 

Notice Sent NtNSintMil 

Notice created by Client GU I NtNSOC 

Notice Reorinted N!NSOC 

Notice Sent NtNSOC 

N!ShipToNBC 

Notice created by Client GUI NtUnderPay 

Notice Reprinted NtUnderPay 

Notice Sent NtUnderPay 

Notice Reorinted NtWdrawAck 

Notice Sen1 NtWdrawAck 

RAFACS!nitlal 
WF Key-word. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT to spec1fy next Not 
EndCond dependen activity~ DeReceipt 
Payment cannot be processed {no signature, no credit approval 
etc .. ) DeReceipt 

Reconcile Payment with the Cash Box DeRece1pt 

WF Key-word. Used in ,ACT _TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen act1vity. RNACSEntrvlntvw 

VVF Key-word. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond depend en activitv. RNACSEntry 
WF Key-word. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond depend en activity~ MrRecv 

Payment Overpaid PayMer~e 

Pavment is Ok (not an underpayment or overpayment) PayMerge 

Payment Underpaid PavMerae 
WF Key-word. Used ;n ACT_ TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activity~ Refund 

Remove Suspense 

OK RqtCISFtr 

A-File was found in the Federal Records RqtAFileRtrv 

A-File was not found RotAFileRtrv 

WF Key-word. Used in ACT TRANSIT to specify next Not RqtAFileRtrv 
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CLAIMS 4 REFERENCE GUIDE 

Activity· Description . 

Request A-File Retrieval 

Reauest A-Fife Retrieval 

Request A-Num Verification from CIS 

Reauest A-Num Verification from CIS 

Request FBl checks 

Request FBI checks 

Reauest FBI Name Check 

Reauest for Evidence (Ad-Hoc activitvi 

Reauest for Evidence (Ad-Hoc activity) 

Request for Evidence (Ad-Hoc activity) 

Request for Motion to Reopen received from Applicant 

Reouest for Oath Ceremonv 

Request for Oath Ceremony 

Request for Oath Ceremony 

Reuuest for Oath Ceremony 

Reauest for Oath Ceremonv 

Request G235B Check {Military Check) 

Request Initial Interview 

Request Initial Interview 

Reauest Initial Interview 

Request Initial Interview 

Request Initial lnterv1ew 

Request Initial Interview 

Request Initial Interview 

Reauest Initial Interview (holding cases) 

Reauest Initial Interview (holdinq cases) 

Request Military checks 

Request to Appear for Fingerprinting Notice returned as 
undeliverable 

Request to Schedule Finqerprinting 

Request to Schedule Finqerprinting 

Request to Schedule Fingerprinting 
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End Condition · 

ExceedRqtCount 

OK 

MissRqrData 

OK 

ANY 

DataFound 

ANY 

NtAdHoc 

NtReprinted 

NtSent 

ANY 

OrderFP 

PlacedlnQ 

Removed 

Sched 

SchedwoNt 

ANY 

MissZip 

NonNATSJur 

OrderFP 

PlacedlnQ 

Removed 

Sched 

SchedwoNt 

Transfer 

Transfer Manual 

ANY 

DataFound 

PlacedlnQ 

Removed 

HISTORY SECTION: Activity Descriptions & End Conditions 

End Condition Description Activ~Code 
EndCond dependen activity. 

Exceeded the number of times the A-file was rgg_uested 13_g!AFiteRtrv 

OK !3:g!AFileRtrv 
Missing Required Data or Contradictory information found within 
CIS RqtCISVerify 

O.K. ~CISVerify 

WF Key-word. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activity. RglChkFBI 

Current FBI Result Found from Batch RqtChkFBl 
WF Key-word. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT lo specify next Not 
EndCond d~penden activity. ~FBINameChk 

Notice created Qy_ Client GU I Nt~4Ev 

Notice Reprinted NtRqt4Ev 

Notice Sent N!Rqt4Ev 
VVF Key-word. Used in ACT _TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activity~ ~M2R 
Schedule fingerprintfng of applicant due to imminent expiration of 
prior prints Rgl40C 

Placed In Scheduler Queue Rgl40C 

Removed Applicant from Interview Scheduling Queue Rqt40C 

Scheduled ~40C 

Scheduled withoutQ!"oduciQg_ a notice Rgl40C 
VVF Key-word. Used 1n ACT_ TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activity. Rq!G325BChk 

No applicant zip_ code. Rqtlntvw 

Office not vvllhin NATS Rqtlntvvif 
Schedule fingerprinting of applicant due to imminent expiration of 

Lrio~rints ~lntvw 

Placed In Scheduler Queue F«[llntvw 

Removed Applicant from Interview Scheduling Queue ~tlntvw 

Scheduled Rqtlntvw 

Scheduled without productng a notice Rqtlntvw 

Transfer Case to RNACS Rqt!ntvwi 

Transfer Case to Manual Systems ~lntvwi 
WF Key-word. Used in ACT_TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activity. RqtChkMil 

UndeiNtFP 

Current FBl Result Found from Batch RqtSchedFP 

Placed In Scheduler Queue RqtSchedFP 

Removed Applicant from ln1erview Schedu!lQB_ Queue ~SchedFP 
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Activity Description 
Request to Schedule Finqerprintinq 

Request to ship NACS A-File 

Request to ship NATS A-file 

Reauired Data Attending Processing 

Required Data Attending Processing 

Required Data Attending Processing 

Required Data Attendinq Proces3:iil9. 

Required Data AttendinQ Processinq 

Required Data AttendinQ Processing 

Required Data Attending Processing 

Required Data Attending Processing 

R~guired Data Attending Processing 

ReQuired Data Attend ina Processing 

Resolve FBI Name Check 

Resolve problems that occurred while performing the 
CIS Close out upload 

Resolve problems that occurred while pertorming the 
CIS Close out upload 

Retrieve the A-file 

Retrieve the A-file 

Return bad payment notice 

Return bad payment notice 

Return bad payment notice 

Reverifv Prior Grant 

Reverify Prior Grant 

Reverify Prior Grant 

Reverify Prior Grant 

Reverify Prior Grant 

Reverify Prior Grant Override 

Reverify Prior Grant Override 

Reverify Prior Grant Override 

Reverifv Prior Grant Override 

Reverify Prior Grant Override 

Review MissinQ Data 

Review Waive Fee 
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End Condition 
Sched 

OK 

AnumProv 

ANY 

BypassExtNACS 

ChkCIS 

OataChanqe 

Override 

OverrideRqrData 

RqrOalaResolved 

RqrDataUnsolved 

StiliMissRqrData 

Resolved 

Override 

Resolved 

Expired 

OK 

NtAdHoc 

NtReprinted 

NtSent 

DataChange 

OK 

OKMll 

OrderFP 

Send Back 

DataChanoe 

OK 

OKMil 

OrderFP 

Send Back 

ANY 

HISTORY SECTION: Activity Descriptions & End Conditions 

End Coildition Description Activity Code 
Scheduled RqtSchedFP 

RqtShpNACSAfcle 

O.K. RqtShpNATSAfile 

A-Number Provided RqrDataATT 
'WF Key-word. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activity. RqrDalaATT 

Bypass Extract NACS data from Claims 4.0 RqrDataATT 

Request A-Num Verification from CIS RqrDataATT 

Case Data Chanqe RorDataATT 

lqnore the error and continue processinq RqrDataATT 

Override required data requirements RqrDataATT 

Required Data Resolved RqrDalaATT 

Required Data Unsolved RqrDalaATT 

Subsequently Missing Required Data RqrDataATT 
Corrected error that occurred during upload of data to external 
system ResolveNameChk 

Ignore the error and continue processing ResolveCIS 

Corrected error that occurred during upload of data to external 
svstem ResolveCIS 

Time expired AFileRtrv 

O.K. AFileRtrv 

Notice created by Client GUI NtReturnPav 

Notice Reprinted NtReturnPav 

Notice Sent NtRetumPav 

Case Data Change ReverifyGrant 

O.K. ReverifyGrant 

ReverifyGrant 
Schedule fingerprinting of appllcant due to imminent expiration of 
prior prints ReverifvGrant 

Send Back to Original Adjudicator ReverifyGrant 

Case Data Change ReverifyGrantOveride 

O.K. ReverifyGrantOveride 

ReverifyGrantOveride 
Schedule fingerprinting of applicant due to imminent expiration of 
prior prints ReverifyGrantOveride 

Send Back to Original Adjudicator ReverifyGrantOverfde 

RevMissData 
WF Key-word. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen act1vity. RevFeeWv 
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ActivitV Description ....... . 

Review Waive Fee 

Review Waive Fee 

Schedule ftnqer printing 

Schedule finger printing 

Schedule finqer printinq 

Schedule finqer prin1ing 

Schedule Oath Ceremony 

Schedule Oath Ceremony 
i 

Schedule Oath Ceremony 

Schedule Oath Ceremony 

Schedule Oath Ceremony 

Schedule Oath Ceremony 

Schedule the Interview 

Schedule the Interview 

Schedule the Interview 

Schedule the Interview 

Schedule the Interview 

Schedule the Interview 

Schedule the Interview 

Schedule the Interview 

Scheduled For Fingerprinting RNACS Update 

Scheduled For Finqerorintinq RNACS Uodate 

Service Center Denial 

Ship A~File 

Ship A-File Notfce 

Ship NATS A-File 

Special workflow activity that is used to start a workflow 
process 

Special workflow activity that is used to start a workflow 
process 

Start Data Verification from CIS 

Start Data Verification from CIS 

Start Data Verification from CIS 

Start Request to schedule finqerprintinq 
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End Condition 
FeeRea 

FeeWv 

Data Found 

Removed 

Rmv-RqtSchedFP 

Sched 

OrderFP 

Removed 

Rmv-Rqt40C 

Sched 

SchedwoNt 

Uodate 

CXL-Sched 

DS-Sched 

OrderFP 

Removed 

Rmv-Rqt4fntvw 

Sched 

SchedwoNt 

Update 

i OK 

RNACSUoFailed 

OK 

J\NY 

Sched 

Expired 

MissRarData 

OK 

! Expired 

HISTORY SECTION: Activity Descriptions & End Conditions 

End Condition DescriiJtion Activity Code I 
Fee Required RevFeeWv I 

Allow Fee to be waived RevFeeWv ' --· 
Current FBI Result Found from Batch SchedFP 

Removed Applicant from lnteiView Scheduling Queue SchedFP 
Removed case from queue place in request for fingerprint 
schedulinq SchedFP 

Scheduled SchedFP 
Schedule fingerprinting of applicant due to imminent expiration of 
pnor prints SchedOC 

Removed Applicant from Interview Schedulin~ Queue SchedOC 
Removed case from queue place in request for oath ceremony 
scheduling SchedOC 

Scheduled SchedOC 

Scheduled Vlfithoutproducif_1g a notice SchedOC 

Update the Case Data SchedOC 

Canceled prior to Scheduled Sched!ntvw 

Descheduled prior to Scheduled Schedfntvw 
Schedule fingerprinting of appticant due to immment expiration of 
prior prints Schedlntvw 

Removed Aoolicant from Interview Schedulina Queue Schedlntvw 
Removed case from queue place in reques1 for interview 
scheduling Schedlntvw 

Scheduled Schedlntvw 

Scheduled without producing a notice Schedlntvw 

Update the Case Data Schedlntvw 

OK FPSchedRNACSUpdate 

Failed to successfullv update RNACS with case status FPSchedRNACSUpdate 

SCDenial 

ShpAfile 

OK RqtShpAfile 

ShpNATSAfile 

WF Key-word. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT to Sp€Cify next Not 
EndCond dependen. activity. StartProc 

Scheduled StartProc 

Time expired VerifyData 
Missing Required Data or Contradictory information found Vlfithin 
CIS VerifvData 

O.K. VerifyData 

Time expired Authorized4FP 
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Activity DescriDtion 
. 

Supervisor Review 

Supervisor Review 

Supervisor Review 

Supervisor Review 

Supervisor Review 

Supervisor Review 

Supervisor Review 

Supervisor Review 

Supervisory Audit of the Payment 

Terminate the workflow process instance 

Transfer C4 case from RNACS to C4 

Transfer cases from C4 to RAPS 

Transfer cases from C4 to RAPS 

Transfer cases from C4 to RNACS 

Transfer cases from C4 to RNACS 

Underpayment Notice returned as undeliverable 

Update External System (C3) to record that the 
fingerprint notice is sent. 

Update External System (C3} to record that the 
interview has been scheduled 

Update External System {C3} to record that the 
interview notice has been sent 

Update External System Close-out 

Update External System to show before Interview 
Notice 

Update Extemal System to show Cancel bBfore 
Interview Notice 

Update External Svstem to show Cancel Interview 

Update External System to show Oeschedule Interview 

i Update fingerprinting status on External System 
i (Claims 3, RNACS. etc) 

Update 1-881 case status on external RAPS system 

Update Received 

Update RNACS to record that the background checks 
have completed or expired 

Update RNACS to record that the background checks 
have completed or expired 
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End Ci:indition 
Confirm 

DataChanoe 

MakeDecision 

MakeDec1sionAbn 

Remand 

Send Back 

SendBackAbn 
SupvRev 

Accept 

ANY 

OK 
RAPSUpFailed 

OK 
RNACSUpFailed 

OK 

ANY 

ANY 

ANY 

OK 
RAPSUpFailed 

ANY 

OK 

HISTORY SECTION: Activity Descriptions & End Conditions 

EmfCoridition DescriDtion 
. . Activity Code 

• 

Confirm Decision SupvRev 

Case Data Chanqe SupvRev 

Make the Decision SupvRev 

Make the Denial Decision due to Abandonment SupvRev 

Remand Decision SuovRev 
-

Send Back to Oriqinal Adjudicator SupvRev 

Send Back to Oriqinal Adjudicator for Denial due to Abandonment SupvRev 

Supervisory Review SupvRev 

Accept the Reconciliation of the Cash Box Audit 

TerminateProc 
WF Key-word. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activity. RNACSTransln 

O.K. RAPSTransOut 

The attempt to update RAPS failed RAPSTransOut 

OK RNACSTransOut 

Failed to successfully update RNACS with case status RNACSTransOut 

Unde!NtUP 

O.K. UpdateExtNt 

UpdateExtSched 

UpdateExtSchedNt 
iNF Key-word. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT 1o specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activity~ UpdateExtCiose 

UpdateExtDSched 

UpdateExtCXLSched 
WF Key-word. Used in ACT_TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activity. UpdateExtCXLintvw 

WF Key-word. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activity. UpdateExtDSintvw 

OK Update Ext 

The attempt to update RAPS failed NotifyRAPS 

UpdateExtRcvd 

WF Key-word. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT to specify nex1 Not 
EndCond dependen activity. BkgCompRNACSUpdate 

OK BkgCompRNACSUpdate 
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Activitv Description 
Update RNACS to record that the background checks 
have completed or expired 

Update RNACS to record that the case has been 
administratively closed 

Update RNACS to record that the case has been 
administratively closed out 

Update RNACS to record that the case has been 
admJnistratively closed out 

Update RNACS to record that the case has been 
admmistrativelv closed out 

Update RNACS to record that the case has been 
denied 

Update RNACS to record that the case has been 
denied 

Update RNACS to record that the case has been 
denied 

Update RNACS to record that the case has been 
naturalized 

Update RNACS to record that the case has been 
naturalized 

Update RNACS to record that the case has been 
naturalized 

Update RNACS to record that the case has been 
scheduled for an examination 

Update RNACS to record that the case has been 
scheduled for an examination 

Update RNACS to record that the case has been 
scheduled for an oath ceremonv 

Update RNACS to record that the case has been 
scheduled for an oath ceremony 

Update RNACS to record that the case is waiting for an 
oath ceremony 

Update RNACS to record that the case is waiting for an 
oath ceremonl:' 

Update RNACS to record the latest data and status of 
the case 

Update RNACS to record the latest data and status of 
the case 

Upload CIS Close out data to CIS 

l!Qioad CIS Close out data to CIS 

Upload CIS Close out data to Cl S 

August, 2009 

End Condition 

RNACSUpFailed 

ANY 

ANY 

OK 

RNACSUoF ailed 

ANY 

OK 

RNACSUpFailed 

ANY 

OK 

RNACSUpFailed 

OK 

RNACSUpFailed 

OK 

RNACSUpFailed 

OK 

RNACSUoFailed 

RNACSUpFaited 

OK 

CISCioseFailed 

OK 

! Override 

HISTORY SECTION: Activity Descriptions & End Conditions 

Eiui Contlition DescriPtion Activity Code 

Failed to successfully update RNACS with case status BkqCompRNACSUpdate 

WF Key-word. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activity. AdminCisRNACSUpdate 

WF Key-word. Used ln ACT_ TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activity. AdminRNACSUpdate 

O.K. AdminRNACSUpdate 

Failed to successfully update RNACS Wlfh case status AdminRNACSUpdate 

VVF Key-word. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activitv. DenvRNACSUpdate 

OK DenyRNACSUpdate 

Failed to successfu!lv update RNACS with case status DenvRNACSUodate 

WF Key-word. Used in ACT_TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activity~ NatRNACSUpdate 

O.K. NatRNACSUpdate 

Failed to successfully update RNACS 'Nith case status NatRNACSUpdate 

O.K. SchExamRNACSUpdale 

Failed to successfully update RNACS v.'ilh case status SchExamRNACSUpda\e 

O.K. SchOCRNACSUpdate 

Failed to successfully update RNACS with case status SchOCRNACSUpdate 

O.K. PendOCRNACSUpdate 

Failed to successfully update RNACS with case status PendOCRNACSUodate 

Failed to successfully update RNACS with case status RNACSUpdate 

O.K. RNACSUpdate1 

The upload to CIS Close out failed LoadCISCiose 

O.K. LoadCISC!ose 

lqnore the error and continue processinq LoadCISCiose 
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Activity Descriotion 
. ..... 

Upload NACS Close out data 

Upload NACS Close out data 

Upload the entire NACS Case to the Main Frame 

Upload the entire NAGS Case to the Main Frame 

Wa1t For Final FBI Name Response 

V.Jait For Final FBI Name Response 

Wait For Final FBI Name Response 

Wait For Final FBI Name Response 

VJait For Final FBI Name Response 

Wait For Final FBI Name Response 

Wait For Final FBI Name Response 

Wait For Final FBl Name Response 

Wa1t For Final FBI Name Response 

Walt For Final FBI Name Response 

Wait For Final FBI Name Response 

Wait For Final FBI Name Response 

Wait For Final FBI Name Response 

Wail For Final FBI Name- Response 

Waiting for Fingerprint card from applicant residing 
abroad 

Waitinq for Information 

Waitinq for Information 

Waiting for Information 

Waiting for Information 

Waitino for Information on MoHon to Reopen 

Waitinq for Information on Motion to Reopen 

Waitinq for Information on No-Show for Interview 

Waiting for Information on No-Show for Interview 

Waiting for Information on No-Show for Interview 

Waiting for Information on No-Show for Interview 
{Overseas Military) 

Waiting for Information on No-Show for Interview 
{Overseas Military) 

Waiting for Missing Photo 

Waiting for Missing Photo 

Waiting for reopen request 

WaitinQ for reqgen r~quest 
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End Condition 
OK 
Override 

OK 
Override 

AS 
DS 
E 

H 

I 

MN 

ND 

NP 

NR 

oc 
RP 

RS 

UN 

XX 

OK 
DataChanoe 

Expired 

OK 

OrderFP 

Expired 

OK 
Expired 

OK 
Placed! nO 

OK Mil 

Placed!nQMil 

Expired 

OK 
Expired 

Reed 

HISTORY SECTION: Activity Descriptions & End Conditions 

End Condition Description Activity Code 
OK LoadNACSCiose 

Ignore the error and continue processing LoadNACSCiose 

O.K. LoadNACSFull 

lanore the error and continue processinq LoadNACSFull 

App Stamp-Background mvesti~ation,favorab!e FBINameResponse 

Dissemination Stamp-Obtain FBI Report from LESC FBINameResponse 

Error FBINameResoonse 

Possible Hit FBINameResponse 

Possible Hit FB!NameResponse 

Manual Response FB!NameResponse 

Non-derogatory FBINameResponse 

Not Pertinent FBINameResponse 

The FBI sent a No Record from a FBr name check FBINameResponse 

OutqoinQ Communication-Obtain FBI Report from LESC FBINameResoonse 

Report-Obtain FBI Report from LESC ! FBINameResponse 

Resubmit FBINameResponse 

Unknown Response FBINameResponse 

Administratively closed FBINameResponse 
! 

O.K. Wait4FPcard 

Case Data Chanoe Wait41nfo 

Time expired Wait41nfo 

OK Wait4!nfo 
Schedule fingerprinting of applicant due to imminent expiration of 
prior prints Wait41nfo 

Time expired Wait4!nfoMRO 

OK Wait4!nfoMRO 

Time expired Wait41nfoNS!ntvw 

OK Wait4lnfoNSintvw 

Placed In Scheduler Queue Wait41nfoNS!ntvw 

Wait4lnfoNS!ntMil 

Wait4lnfoNS!ntM~I 

Time expired MissEvPhoto 

O.K. MissEvPhoto 

Ttme expired Wait4ReopenRot 

Received Wait4ReopenRqt 
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Activitv Description ' 

Waiting for the response from the G2358 Check 
' Wands in the RAP sheet returned from FBI or performs 

a supervisory override 

V\!ands in the RAP sheet returned from FBI or performs 
a supervisory override 

Wands in the RAP sheet returned from FBI or performs 
a suoervisorv override 

Wands in the RAP sheet returned from FBI or performs 
a superv1sory override 

Wands in the RAP sheet returned from FBI or performs 
a supervisory override 

Withdrawal Request Received 

August, 2009 

End Condition 
! OK 

Cancel 

OK 

rCance~ 

rOK 

rRqtlr.tvw 

ANY 

HISTORY SECTION: Activity Descriptions & End Conditions 

End Condition Description Activity Code 
ChkG325B 

Cancel the request RAP Sheet 

OK RAPSheet 

Special case of "Cancel" where the case jumps to a predefined 
activity RAPSheet 

Special case of "OK" where the case jumps to a predefined act1vity RAP Sheet 

Special case of "OK~ \Nhere the case jumps to Rqtlntw; RAP Sheet 
WF Key-word. Used in ACT_ TRANSIT to specify next Not 
EndCond dependen activity, WdrawRqtRecd 
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CHAPTER 10: SYSTEM MAINTENANCE 

Introduction The System Maintenance module is used to update the CLAIMS 4 
database, set up new locations, and set up all user functions. Specifically, 
the System Maintenance module is used to define location profiles, add new 
branch locations, define the services offered at a location, and assign user 
rights. The System Maintenance module is also used to assign 
Naturalization Certificates numbers, display CLAIMS 4 look-up tables, view 
the workflow status of a case, determine the completed elements of the 
process, and view a workflow diagram of a case. 

Objectives After completing this chapter, you will be able to: 

• Select a Location 

• Review a Location Profile 

• Change a Location Address 

• Define Service Types Offered at a Location 

• Assign & Reassign Zip Codes to a Site 

• Define Workflow Participant Roles 

• Set Up & Edit Report Access Groups 

• Add a User Profile 

• Edit a User Profile 

• Discontinue a User's Access to CLAIMS 4 

• Browse and Assign Naturalization Certificate Numbers 

• Open and View Database Tables 

• View Activity History and Workflow Status 
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10-2 

Key Terms The following key terms are introduced in this chapter: 

A-Number (Alien Number) 
Number assigned by USC IS to aliens applying for 
benefits or status. 

Application ID 
Unique number assigned by CLAIMS 4 to each new N-
400 application. 

CCO (Case Control Office) 
Office at which the applicant initially filed the N-400 form. 

Certificate Number 
Unique ID number assigned to a naturalization 
certificate. The certificate number is preprinted on the 
certificate and must be entered into CLAIMS 4 when a 
print request is made. 

FCO (File Control Office) 
Office having jurisdictional control over the A· file. 

Naturalization Certificate 
Official document that is presented to an applicant during 
an oath ceremony and that serves as proof of 
citizenship. 

Payment ID 

Profile 

Unique identification number assigned by CLAIMS 4 to 
each payment received with the N-400 application. 

A set of information about a location. user, or group of 
users. 

Report Access Group 
Group assigned to users that determines which reports 
they can access in CLAIMS 4. 

Workflow Participant Role 
Role assigned to users that determines which modules 
and functions within the modules that they have access 
to in CLAIMS 4. 
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SELECTING A LOCATION 

Selecting a Location is the 1st step you always perform in the System Maintenance module since all 
subsequent commands will act on the location that you select prior to executing the subsequent 
command. For example, if you wanted to view or update an address for the Location Code PH/000, you 
would begin by performing the Profiles, Select a Location menu command and making sure that PH/000 
was filled in the Location field before clicking the Show Info button. If you wanted to view or update an 
address for the Interview Location Code PH/001, you would begin by performing the Profiles, Select a 
Location menu command and making sure that PH/001 was filled in the Location field before clicking the 
Show Info button. 

To Select the Parent Site Code: 

1. Access the System Maintenance module from the CLAIMS 4 switchboard. 

2. Select Profiles, Select a Location from the menu. 

Profiles Mainl:enance tor the Location 

Location t.ype: 
~ocation: r~ ~ 

Locahon descriptron 

The Location field defaults to 
the Parent Location (Location 
Code ending in triple zero 
"000"). If you want to set the 
location code to a Location 
Code that falls under the 
Parent Location (ie; Interview 
Location Code, Oath 
Ceremony Location Code), 
see the next page. 

NOTE: CLAIMS 4 displays the default location code for your location. This is the Location Code ending in 
triple zero "000" which is the Parent location. 

3. Click ,S.how Info J to view the location type and description. 

4. Click the OK button. 
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To Select a Location Code that falls under the Parent: 

In order to view or modify information for a Location Code that is not the Parent Location Code (does not 
end in triple zero), you will either need to type in the Location Code (example: PHI001) before clicking the 
Show Info button, or you can access Location Codes under the Parent Location Code by first selecting 
the Parent Location Code ("000"), and then clicking the Branch Locations tab on the Location Profile for 
the Parent Location (see below). 

1. Access the System Maintenance module from the CLAIMS 4 switchboard. 

2. Select Profiles, Select a Location from the menu. 

NOTE: CLAIMS 4 displays the default location code for your location. This is the Location Code ending in 
triple zero "000" which is the Parent location. 

3. Click Show Info I t . h I t· t d d . . - . .. o v1ew t e oca 1on ype an escnpt1on. 

4. Click the OK button. 

5. Select Profiles, Location Profile from the menu. 

The Location Profile screen appears for the Parent 
Location (ending in "000"): 

L~Tw~tle.ct~M:Jn 

Dtrtr<JOII.:e 

r''""""~ 
;,IEFFR<Y 

:--·-
SMVr~ ce-1"' coo~ ,- ·~ 

;S5C 

6. Click the Branch Locations tab. 

7. Click the Location Code. 

8. Click the Browse button. 

10-4 

01 

JT US CITIZENSHIP AND IM~IGR~.TION SERVICES 

JT 

OT 

m 
OT 

fT JDHN~@j G;<F:;;ISDN HOLtS E. SOUTHPOFiT 

CT trAAGG 

BATTLESHIP NORIH f).RilUN.i\ 

t-lllRtH CI\.P.OWJAE.ASTERt-1 DIS rRICT UJUR r 

tJT CP.MP LEJEUtlt 

OT 

OT 

US DiS I ·::OURT E.>\5TERN OISTFIICT OF NC 

US DIST C:DllRr f!l.5TEmJ DIS TRIU CF ~K 

OT US DIST COURT EA5TERN DISTRICT CF NC 

01 US Dl~r COURT E.t..5TERN DISTRICT OFNC 

nBUIJuml 
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The Location Profile screen displays for the Location Code (Example: RALJ01) that you selected on the 
Branch Locations tab: 

Gener-:~1 Information Nature of Services Loc-<:JttonAddre$S I Other Information] Branch Locahom Function Buttons] 

Selected Loc.::dioh' 

Location Type Description. 

Other Facility 

Location Detcriptror( 

IX t>.ctive Locat1on 

District Nbr: Endorsement 
Account Nbr: 

Location T 9pe Code: 

Service Center Code 

Sector ~Jbr 

HoursOI j FPE){pDays: 
Operation_ 

Dayt OJ Operation: Estimated 
lnterv1ew·No\ice Davs. 

Offlcer In/ormation: 
Officer Title Contact Phone Number: 

jFIELD OFFICE DIRECTOR 

Middle Name Suffix Name: 

rlmrnllilnlormJl>on l Nature oi Se~vite-~ \ Loccllor.Addre-% ] Other lnlm~ 

'" ,; h ;c;;.,;; ! 

:;1 urdion Bull em ] 

NOTE: If you click the Branch Locations tab 
when you are "on" a Branch Location (not the 
Parent Location), you will see the screen (on 
the right) indicating that there are not any 
Locations that fall under a Branch Location. 

NO SUBORDINATE LOCATIONS 

The Branch Locations tab will only display 
branches if you are viewing the Parent 
Location Profile screen. 
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LOCATION CODES UNDER THE PARENT INDICATE THE SERVICE TYPE 

A single USC IS Field Office uses many different Location Codes within the CLAIMS 4 system. For 
example, Fingerprint Appointments are scheduled to codes beginning with "X" (Example: l{PA, !{PO, 
!{PC). The address for the 1-485 Notices is found under the Location Code ending in "485" (Example: 
PH1485). Administrative Oath Ceremonies are often represented by a Location Code that has an "A" in 
the 4th position (Example: PH/!3,01, PH/!202, PH/!203), whereas Judicial Oath Ceremonies are typically 
Location Codes that have a "J" in the 4th position (Example: PH/,)_01, PH/,)_02, PH/,)_03). 

The following example is from the USC IS Philadelphia Field Office: 

Location Code: What It Is used for: Location Description: Location Address: 

(This will appear on Notices) 

PHI485 1-485 Interviews- Philadelphia Field Office 1600 Callowhill St. 
Notice Address (only) Philadelphia, PA 19130 

PHIOOO 1-485 Interviews- Philadelphia Field Office 1600 Callowhill St. 

··························-· 
Scheduling (only) Philadelphia, PA 19130 

PHI001 N-400 Interviews Philadelphia Field Office 1600 Callowhill St., 2"d Floor 
Scheduling and Notice Address Philadelphia, PA 19130 

PHI002 N-400 Interviews- Philadelphia Field Office 1600 Callowhill St. 
Scheduling and Notice Address Philadelphia, PA 19130 

PHI005 N-400 Interviews- Dover. Delaware FSO 1600 Callowhill St., 2nd Floor 
Scheduling and Notice Address Philadelphia, PA 19130 

DVD001 N-400 Interviews- Dover, Delaware Air Force Base 1600 Callowhill St. 
Scheduling and Notice Address Philadelphia, PA 19130 

PHIA01 Administrative Oath Ceremonies - Philadelphia Field Office 1600 Callowhill St., 4th Floor 
Scheduling and Notice Address Philadelphia, PA 19130 

PHIA02 Administrative Oath Ceremonies - Arch Street, Philadelphia National Constitution Center 
Scheduling and Notice Address Kirby Auditorium 

525 Arch Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19106 

PHIA03 Administrative Oath Ceremonies - Penn's Landing, Philadelphia Philadelphia Waterfront Main 

Scheduling and Notice Address Stage 
Penn's Landing 
Philadelphia, PA 19130 

PHIJ01 Judicial Oath Ceremonies- Market Street, Philadelphia Ceremonial Courtroom 
Scheduling and Notice Address 601 Market Street 

Philadelphia, PA 19106 

PHIJ02 Judicial Oath Ceremonies Court of Common Pleas of York County Courthouse 
Scheduling and Notice Address York County 28 East Market Street 

York, PA 17401 --·· ······························-

XPA Fingerprinting- Fingerprinting Site 10300 Drummond Rd 
Scheduling and Notice Address Philadelphia, PA Suite 100 

Philadelphia, PA 19154 

XPC Fingerprinting- Fingerprinting Site 210 Kanwha Blvd. West 
Scheduling and Notice Address Charleston, WV Charleston, WV 25302 

XPD Fingerprinting Fingerprinting Site 655 South Bay Road 
Scheduling and Notice Address Dover, Delaware ASC Blue Hen Corp Ctr, Ste 4E 

Dover, DE 19901 

NOTE: The above list is most (not all) of the Location Codes that the USCIS Philadelphia Field Office uses. 
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WHAT LOCATION CODES DOES MY OFFICE USE? 

It is very helpful for a System Administrator to know what Location Codes his or her office uses in CLAIMS 
4. For example, what is the Location Code(s) that my office schedules N-400 interviews to? What is the 
Location Code(s) that my office schedules Administrative Oath Ceremonies to? What is the Location 
Code(s) that my office schedules Judicial Oath Ceremonies to? What is the Location Code(s) that 
headquarters schedules applicants for fingerprinting? What is the Location Code that stores the address 
that prints on the 1-485 Interview Notices? 

Location Code: What it is used for: Location Description: Location Address: 

(This will appear on Notices) 
1-485 Interviews-

___ 485 Notice Address (only) 
1-485 Interviews-

___ 000 Scheduling (only) 
N-400 Interviews-
Scheduling and Notice Address 
N-400 Interviews-
Scheduling and Notice Address 
N-400 Interviews-
Schedulinq and Notice Address 
N-400 Interviews-
Scheduling and Notice Address 
Administrative Oath Ceremonies -
Scheduling and Notice Address 
Administrative Oath Ceremonies-
Scheduling and Notice Address 

······ ·······························--

Administrative Oath Ceremonies -
Schedulinq and Notice Address 
Judicial Oath Ceremonies-
Scheduling and Notice Address 
Judicial Oath Ceremonies-
Scheduling and Notice Address 
Judicial Oath Ceremonies-
Schedulinq and Notice Address 
Fingerprinting-

DO NOT NEED Scheduling and Notice Address The Field Office does not change anything for the Fingerprinting 
Location Codes 

WHAT LOCATION CODE CONTAINS INFORMATION ABOUT OUR USERS? 
Many USC IS Field Offices store their CLAIMS 4 Workflow Participant Roles, Report Access Groups and 
User Access Rights under the Location Code ending in 001 ("000" for the Sys. Admin.). There are a few 
USC IS Field Offices however, that store them under a code other than the Location Code ending in 001 . 

Workflow Participant Codes: Report Access Groups: Users: 
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LOCATION PROFILE 

The Location Profile window is used to set up or modify a location's general information, type of location, 
location address, jurisdiction information, and branch locations. You can access the Location Profile by 
clicking the Profiles menu then selecting Location Profile. 

1. Access the System Maintenance module from the CLAIMS 4 switchboard. 

2. Select Profiles, Select a Location from the menu. 

NOTE: CLAIMS 4 displays the default location code for your location. This is the Location Code ending in 
triple zero "000" which is the Parent location. 

3. If you need to change the Location Code to something other than the triple zero "000" code, type in the 
code (Ex: RAL001 ). 

4. Click ... 1how Info J to view the location type and description. 

5. Click the OK button. 

4. Select Profiles, Location Profile from the menu. The Location Profile for ... screen displays. 

General Information tab 

10-8 

loc~ti!ln T)IPt 0-r.cripl:io~ 

O~ru::r Dille~ 

D(ljls 01 Oper~\IQI1 

OihcerlniDim~tw: 

Olrie~ li:~ 

frio 

frttN11111!! 

E~tirf,!t~ 

lnt~rvie"' N011ce Oav; 

Location Code- Code entered in the Select a 
Location window 

Location Type Code -Code identifying the type 
of location as recorded in the CLAIMS 4 table 
structure. You cannot modify this code from this 
screen. 

Location Type Description Description of this 
location based on the Location Type Code. This 
field comes from the CLAIMS 4 look-up tables 
and therefore, cannot be modified. 

Location Description - Identifying description of 
this location. Users can modify this field. 

Active Location - Checkbox determines 
whether or not this location is in use in the 
CLAIMS 4 system 
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lo~a/100 T ~pe flr%''~tr-!ll 

Dot111cl Orfrce 

li" Acliw l.rl<>Jik>r> P.eg~oo Codo[W011·~ 

D•~h11:\Nbr j'{S · (ndor:;errtenl i 
Acco~nl ~Jb1 

Ho<.usOI; FPE>!IlDa]!S' 
Opep;r]or,1 

Sect()! Nbr. f' 

[Jtin<>t~ 
lr>:erviei'I-Nol•ce Da;.~ 

CbnlM:I Pho~e Nurtmr 

Region Code Identifies the USC IS Region that has jurisdiction over his location 

Service Center Code Identifies the USC IS Service Center that services this location 

District Number- USC IS district number in which this location is found 

Endorsement Account Number Financial account code that prints on the back of any payments 
received by this location 

Sector Number USC IS sector number in which this location is found 

Days of Operation - Number of operating days per year at this location 

Hours of Operation- Number of hours per day this location is open 

FP Expire Days- (Also known as the Fingerprint Lead Time.) The fingerprint lead time is the number of 
days an applicant can be batch-scheduled for an interview prior to the applicant's fingerprint expiration 
date. The days are calculated from the date the batch scheduler is run, not from the date of the interview. 
NOTE: This number should never be 0 because it would prevent scheduling. 

Example: If an applicant's fingerprints are going to expire on 07-01-09 and the FP Exp Days= 90, then 
the applicant cannot be scheduled for an interview after 04-01-09 (FP Expire Date minus FP Exp Days). 

Estimated Interview-Notice Days- Number of days estimated to elapse between receipt of the N-400 at 
the Service Center and the date the applicant is scheduled for their initial interview 

Officer Title- Title of the Officer of Record. This name prints on many of the notices that CLAIMS 4 
prints. This is not a CLAIMS 4 look-up field. So, any title entered appears exactly as it is entered. 

(Officer) Last Name, First, Middle -Name of the Officer of Record 

Contact Phone Number·· Telephone number printed on CLAIMS 4 notices for applicant case inquiry 
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Nature of Services tab 

r JudK:IOI O.:.th Ce1Nl11lr'i)' 

Location Address tab 

i_lj!;(~J 
G~nera!lnlormation ] Nalllle of Sewtc~; !":i.·~·~~i~~.A.ddi~;~ -;j Othe1 lnlrum~tionl Bl~t~eh Loc.~liot11j FW1~1oo 6LJtong r 

Dly. 

County N aroo 

Provfrcl\< 

Po<:taiCcde 
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Location Profile 

The Nature of Services tab displays 
checkboxes that can be selected for the 
services located at that particular location. 
The services are: 

• Asylum Office 

• Port-Of-Entry Office 

• Border Patrol Office 

• Judicial Oath Ceremony 

• Administrative Oath Ceremony 

• Interview Site 

The Location Address tab displays 
information pertaining to the site's address. 
Information from this tab prints on notices 
that are sent to applicants. For example, 
the address on the screen on the left is 
what would print on the 1-485 Interview 
Notices. How do we know this is the 1-485 
Interview Notice address? Look at the 
Location Code (LOS485) that was selected 
prior to viewing the Location Profile. 

IMPORTANT: 
See page 10-14 for information on 
Changing Addresses for Location Codes. 
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Other Information tab 

FCO ceo· 

August, 2009 

Location Profile 

The Other Information tab contains the 
following data: 

Jurisdiction's Location Code- Code 
identifying the Service Center that has 
jurisdiction over this location. The user 
cannot change this field as it comes from a 
CLAIMS 4 look-up table. 

FCO - File Control Office 

CCO -Case Control Office 

Description of Jurisdiction- Description 
of the Jurisdiction. The user cannot change 
this field as it comes from a CLAIMS 4 look
up table. 
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Branch Locations tab 

Location Code -This code 
identifies each branch location 
associated with the location 
currently selected. Typically it is 
three letters followed by three 
numbers. For oath sites it can be 
three letters plus "A" (for 
Administrative) or "J" (for Judicial), 
followed by two numbers. Location 
Codes that start with "X" typically 
are fingerprint sites. 

Location Type -This is a two or 
three letter code that identifies the 
type of branch location. Typical 
codes are: 

SO- Sub Office 

SAT Satellite Office 

OT- Oath Ceremony Location 

ASC - ASC Fingerprint Center 

DO - District Office (Field Office) 

Gener.JIInlormdlton I Na1ure of Services J Loca~ion i\ddress j Other lnic~matt 

SAT US CIS 

OT US CIS 

OT US DISTRICT COURT OF DEL\\1iP.Rt 

OT US DISTRICT COURT OF'v/ILMINGTO~l DEL.\\IiARE 

01 US DISTRICT COURT OF\VIWI~JGTON DEU\W.Il.RE 

so HARRISBURG 

so H.li.RRISBURG 

so ALTOONAY". 

so ALTOm~A. PA 

DO US CIS 

DO US CIS 

DO US CIS 

DO US CiS v 

> 

Add ~ I Upda!e 

NOTE: The above descriptions of the Location Types were set up many years ago. Today, there are both 
District Offices and Field Offices. The DO abbreviation stands for District Office- which refers to a Field 
Office today. 

Location Description Description of the location usually based on geographic location or on services 
offered. 

Displaying More Information about the Branch Location 

1. To see more detail about a branch location, click the checkbox for the location, then click Browse. 
CLAIMS 4 opens a new Location Profile window for the branch location. All of the tabs are now 
available and display the profile information for the branch location. 

Close the Branch Location Profile window by ... 

2. Click the Function Buttons tab. 

3. Click the Close button. 
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Function Buttons tab 

15 . File Profiles Table; 

Nature of Services Locat1on Address Other !r1formation Branch Locations 

fiefre~h 

The Function Buttons tab contains the following data: 

Delete- Deletes the location profile from the CLAIMS 4 database. 

Save- Stores the changes the user has just made to any/all of the tables in the location profile. (You can 
also use the Save button on the tool bar to save changes.) 

Refresh- Restores the data in each tab to the values recorded in the CLAIMS 4 tables. If clicked before 
saving the data, the Refresh button erases any changes made in the Location Profile tabs and restores 
the previous data. Refresh doesn't restore data that has been saved already. 

Close- Closes this location profile and returns the user to the main System Maintenance screen. 
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CHANGING LOCATION ADDRESSES 

The Location Profile, Location Address tab displays the current address for the selected Locat'1on 
Code. In the event that an office moves to a different address, the Location Address tab will need to be 
updated for the Parent Location Code (the one ending in triple zero "000") as well as for !ill Location 
Codes that are associated with this new office address. For example, the Location Codes for both theN-
400 and the 1-485 lnteNiews, as well as the Location Codes for the Administrative Oath Ceremonies (and 
sometimes a Judicial Oath Ceremony) will need to be updated. The Location Address for the Location 
Codes determines what address prints on the Notices to the applicants. 

First, determine which Location Codes need to be updated: 

Type of Service: Location Code: Comment: 

Parent Location Code - 000 The Parent Location Code is always ___ 000 for ALL 
Field Offices. 

N-400 Interviews 001 (example) 
-·············································· 

N-400 Interviews 002 (example) 

N-400 Interviews 003 (example) 

1-485 Interviews --- 485 Although 1-485 Interviews are scheduled to the 
.. __ 000 Location Code within the CLAIMS 4 Scheduling 
module, this is NOT the code that you change far the 
address that prints on the 1-485 Interview Notices. 

Within CLAIMS 4, the address that prints on the 1-485 
Interview Notices is always stared to the ___ 485 
Location Code. This is true far ALL Field Offices. 

Oath Ceremony- Administrative AO 1 (example) 

Oath Ceremony- Administrative A02 ( examele) 
···············-

Oath Ceremony- Judicial JO 1 (example) 

Oath Ceremony- Judicial J02 (example) 

Oath Ceremony- Judicial J03 (example) 

1. Access the System Maintenance module from the CLAIMS 4 switchboard. 

2. Select Profiles, Select a Location from the menu. 

3. Type in your Parent Office Location Code (Examples: LOSOOO, PH/000, NYCOOO, RALOOO). 

4. Click Show Info I t · th I t· t d d · 1· - . o v1ew e oca 1on ype an escnp 1on. 

5. Click the OK button. 

5. Select Profiles, Location Profile from the menu. The Location Profile for ... screen displays. 

6. Click the Branch Locations tab. 
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The Branch Locations tab displays all the Location Codes under the Parent Location except the ___ 485 
Location Code. 

Funct1on Buttons ] 

US CiTIZENSHIP t 1t1MIGRATIO~J SERVICES 

US CIT IZE~ISHIP A!,ID 1~1MIGRATICJN :,ERVICES 

US CITIZENSHIP AND IM~IIGRATION SERviCES 

FT .JOHNSTGrl Gtl.RRI3orl HOUSE, SOUTHF'ORT 

FT BRAGG 

BATTLESHIP tiORTH :AROW1.6. 

NCRTH CAROLINA EAS TERfl DISTRICT COU!1T 

CAMP LEJEU~lE 

US DIST COURT EASfERN DISTRICT OF NC 

US [>I)T COURT EASTERN DISTRICT OF fiC 

US Dl~ f CL1URT EASl'EFI~I [;!STRICT OF NC 

US DIST. COURT EASTERN DISTRICT OF~IC 

7. Click the Location Code that you want to update the address for. Make sure you see a checkmark. 

8. Click the Update button. 

The Genera/Information tab displays for the Location Code you selected: 

August, 2009 

Loc l.llion Code !i!~illj! 

Loc.;,lion Type Descnr;.tiw 

Othe< F<:~~f1ly 

!i Acwe Location 

District Nbr: 

Day; Of Operatioo 

Endor~~;;.rnent 
AccoUI'\t Nbc 

Hout~ Of :' 
Opeli.lhOh.' 

Flrttthrne 

Locati;m Type Code: 

Middle Narre 

Service Center Code; 

Sectot Ntx: ~---

E$timaled 
lnte!"«lew·Notice Davs 

Cont.;ct Phone Number 

Suffix N6me 
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9. Click the Location Address tab. 

tJ '"' rr<li<~ T"*"' 'lc<<~ 'Mr,iw Hr-~ .. , ... _,., -·· ... 

, .. , .. 

10. Type in the new address. 

11. Click the Functions Buttons tab. 

12. Click the Save button. 

13. Click the Close button. 

1-485 Interview Notices Address 

The 1-485 Notice address is stored to the 
on the Branch Locations tab: 

485 Location Code. If you do not see this Location Code 

1. Select Profiles, Select a Location from the menu. 

2. Type in ___ 485 (your Office Code plus 485). 

3. Click the Show Info button. 

4. Click the OK button. 

5. Select Profiles, Location Profile from the menu. 

6. Click the Location Address tab. 

7. Type in the new address. 

8. Click the Functions Buttons tab. 

9. Click the Save button. 

10. Click the Close button. 
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DEFINE SERVICE TYPES 

Service Types are defined for each zip code that an office services. For example, an office that offers 
Initial N-400 Interviews, the IN400 Service Type is added to the List of Services Locations for every zip 
code that the office offers this service. 

1. Access the System Maintenance module from the CLAIMS 4 switchboard. 

2. Select Profiles, Select a Location from the menu. 

NOTE: CLAIMS 4 displays the default location code for your location. This is the Location Code ending in 
triple zero "000" which is the Parent location. 

3. If you need to change the Location Code to something other than the triple zero "000" code, type in the 
code (Ex: MIA400). 

4. Click --~h~l"lntoj to view the location type and description. 

5. Click the OK button. 

14. Select Profiles, Services from the menu. The List of Service Locations screen displays. 

/! System Millnten•noe -[liot of S..:.i.;. i;~ons] 
5 , Fil-e> ProfiiM T abies Stat1JS WlfldoW Help 

NOTE: The Service Types are defined for each zip code in your office's jurisdiction. In 
the above example, we can see five different Service Types defined: IN400 (Initial N-
400 Interview), OTHJN400 (Oath Ceremony-Judicial), OFD258 (Fingerprinting), IN485 
(lnitiall-485 Interview) and OTHAN400 (Oath Ceremony-Administrative). 
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5. Click the _QJ (Add New Record) button. 
Clicking this button opens the Service Location 
Maintenance screen. 

6. Click the Default Service Location ... and 
select the location desired. 

7. Click the OK button. 

8. Click in the Service Type Code field, and then 
click the ellipsis button ( ... ). 

9. Select the Service Type that you wish to assign a 
zip code to for this site. 

Code 

I' cR~i4oo 
.IN400 
[: IN400H 
f' IN400l 
f' IN400M 
.IN485 
Iii OFD258 
[j OTHAGEN 
.OTHAN400 
0 OTHSGEN 
0 OTHSN400 
0 OTHJGEI~ 
Iii OTHJN400 
• QAN400 
IJ QAN400H 
L QAN400L 

L QAN400M 
• REN400 

fJ400 Case Rtwie~,~ 
N400 [lntlial) Interview 

N400 (lnili.:ll11ntervio:w Htgh Complex1I.Y 

N400 (lnttial)lnter ... 'iew Low Comple~.ity 

~J400 [lntlial) lnter'lie\·V Medium Comple~tly 

l4851nter'llew 
F1ngerprtnt Scheduling Service 
Oath Ceremony Administrative tor Forms n.. 
N400 Oath Ceremony Administrative 
Oath Ad171in Or Judicial for Forms not listed 
N400 Oath Ceremony Judicial Or Admin1$. 

Oath Ceremony Judicial for Forms not l1sl 

N400 Oath Ceremony Judrcial 
N400 Questionfl.nd Ans•."!er 

~1400 Question Jl.nd Jl.nS'A'er H1gh Comple 
~MOO Question And Answer Low Comple~ity 
N400 Question t..nd .~'>mwer Medium Com . 
N400 R e-£ :.:G~rnination 

·~ .. 

S!JitCode 

r-----

Cancel 

v 
.. ·~·· 

NOTE: Do not pick any item above that is not indicated by a black 
box. Only those items with a box are activated in CLAIMS 4. 

10. Click the OK button. 

11. Click in the State Code field and type the 2~character state code. 

Define Service Types 

From. T\!. 

To se~~·ice crtm cour.ly zip code 
rang~. aeate a reciJ!d fc;- each 
tlrrler~rol t:Cttl'lt~ 

End __ r'_i_ 

Select ONLY one of the 
following Service Types: 

Naturalization: 

-IN400 

- QAN400 

- REN400 

Adjustment of Status: 

- IN485 

Fingerprints: 

- OFD258 

Oath Ceremony: 

- OTHAN400 

- OTHJN400 

12. Click in the (Zip Code Range) From: field, and then click the ellipsis button( ... ). 

13. Type in the county name that is associated with this new zip code. 
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Plea$e Enter Count,~! N.;,rne [if known) 

14. Click the OK button. 

15. Select the zip code. 

16. Click the OK button. 

ICiK:"l 
~t: 

Cancel : 

Define Service Types 

A text string will appear in the (Zip Code Range) From: field and the zip code you chose will appear in the 
To: field. 

Zip Code Range ltl~Hiill) 

i From: Jouu otrio~O To: J3105i .. -

E nter zip·code range with-in a single count_y . 
. 

17. Click in the (Date Range) Start: field and type in today's date. 

18. Leave the End: field empty. 

Date Range iMM/DDIYYYY) 

Start: Jo2/D212007 

19. Click the !;!• (Save) button. 

20. Click the Yes button. 

End: 

Ensure LOS116 exists in lable IBS_SC_I_INT\..tOC 
before attempting to schedule it a~ an office-!ocdtion Interview site. 

OK 

21. Click the OK button to acknowledge the Interview Scheduling Precaution. 

NOTE: Users must contact the US CIS Service Desk (888-220-5228, uscisservicedesk@dflsJIQ!j to have 
the s'rte added to the Interview Scheduling Table. Modifying this table is not something a System 
Administrator in the field has permissions to do. 
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22. Click the .QK I button to acknowledge that the new Service Location has been added successfully. 
The screen returns to the List of Service Locations. 

Service Type 

IN485 
IN48S 
lfJ485 
IN485 
IN485 
i~i485 -
IN485 
IN485 
1~1485 

IN'.ibs 
1~1485 
1~1485 
IN485 
lf1485 
IN485 
1~1485 

lr~485 

IN400 
IN400 
~-

30850 
30888 
30573 
31003 
31031 

-' 31 0~2 
31054 

31781 
'j1789 
31?91 
31786 
30169 
30270 
31068 

'' 3:9!?. 

' 

31031 
31042 
31054 
'~1090 
'31772 
31781 

9/1 /21][1} 

IAfiLKES 9/1/2003 
GA --,J./ILKINSml 9/1 .!20D:i 

'GA -·WILKiNSO~(- ~il/2003 

GA :\.VILKINSON 9i112003 
GA \NIHJNSON '3/1 !2003 

''GA '\JJLKINSON 91112003 
GA -·;,\fORTH- - '3/112003 
GA wORTH 9/1/200i 
GA WORTH 9/112003 
GA WORTH 9/1/2003 
GA \NURTH 811120t13 .. -

:GA ;cHEROKEE 9/1/2003 
:G.t~, Ft>.YETTE 3/1/2003. 
GA 'MACON 2/1/201]7 

_G~ :_BACm(=-~=~- ~--~~J}~gp.t:: 

--1h·'2099-AiL 
1/1/2099:ATL 
1/1/208;1;/l.T~ 
1/1/209:lATL 
1 !1J2038' A TL OCIO 
1 J1 /2088 A TL ODD 
1/1/2099 ATL :000 
1/li2099.ATL ODD 
1/112039_ATL ODD 
1/1/2099 AT L 000 
1/1/2099'ATL 000 
1/112099:6.Ti. 000 
'i';1)2099·ATL 000 
1/112099'.t..TL 000 
111i2099:ATL 'ooo 
l/1/9999:ATL __ .,001 

_-!~1i3399~Afl ~-gm 

23. Click the ......;;.g~M~•__;I button to close the List of Service Locations screen and return to the rna in System 
Maintenance screen. 
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ASSIGN OR REASSIGN ZIP CODES TO A SITE 
New zip codes can be assigned to a site or an existing zip code can be reassigned from one site to 
another. For example, a site (ATL002) now services a particular zip code that was serviced by another 
site (ATL001) in the past. This new zip code needs to be disassociated with the old site and associated 
with the new site for each service type (IN400, OFD258, OTHAN400, OTHJN400). 

You will need to identify the following for each zip code before performing one of the processes below: 

> Site Code, Site Sub Code, Parent Site Code, Service Type(s), County 

NOTE: If you need to have many zip codes assigned or reassigned to a site contact the USC/S Setvice 
Desk (888-220-5228, uscisserviceclesk@dhs.gov). 

Assign a New Zip Code to a Site: 

1. Access the System Maintenance module from the CLAIMS 4 switchboard. 

2. Select Profiles, Select a Location from the menu. 

NOTE: CLAIMS 4 displays the default location code for your location. This is the Location Code ending in 
triple zero "000" which is the Parent location. 

3. If you need to change the Location Code to something other than the triple zero "000" code, type in the 
code (Ex: MIA400). 

5. Click the OK button. 

6. Select Profiles, Services from the 
menu. 

7. Click the Q! (Add) button. 

8. Click the ellipsis button ( ... ) next 
to the Default Service Location 
field. 

9. Select the Site Code that you wish 
to assign the new zip code to. 

10. Click the OK button. 

August, 2009 

-~~---~~~-~-----
)} St$:l!m:l Mamtenance • [SerY'iee Lotiat!!n Jfalntenan~:e] 
eJ ·fie Prdiles T11ble~ St~M Wrndow Hdp 

l !lOll ! 

Defrnjt Service Loclltion Service Type Code 

Stale Code ZJP CoOO R~ro:Je (ltllitiHI) 

i 

r-

D~le Rang11(MM!DDtMYl 

Slott f_i_/_ 

Ta: jOOoOO w 

T \l servoce CroSs cct.J\ty rip ~;ode 
lilrlg'lS, cr~dle a recmd lor ead• 
dl'ferenr county 

. 
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11. Click in the Service Type Code field, and then click the ellipsis button ( ... ). 

12. Select the Service Tvpe that you wish to assign this zip code to. 

Code 

·r- CRN400 
.IN400 
CIN400H 
['IN400L 
[' IN400M 
.IN485 
• OFD258 
L OTHAGEN 
.OTHAN400 
I; OTHBGEfl 
[' OTH8N400 
L OTHJGEN 
IIOTHJN400 
.QAN400 
['; QAN400H 
L Q!IN400L 
[-: Q,,N400M 
IIREN400 

1 Descr'rprron _j _____ ,_ A lc.__o_K__,I 
N400 Ci'J~e Revrt:''N 

N400 [lnrtialj lnter·,.rew 

N4DO [Initial) lnteNiew High Comple:-:it}' 
N400 [illltial] lntervie•N Low CompleHity 

N400 !lnrtial)lntervrew Medium Comple:.:ity 
14851ntef'!iev•.• 
Frngerprint Scheduling Service 
Oath Ceremony Adrninr;;tf.3til/8 fo:or Forms n 

N400 Oath Ceremony Administrative 
Oath Admin Or Judrcial for Forms not lr$ted 
N400 Oath Ceremony Judicral Or Admrnis .. 
Oath Ceremony ,ludicial for Forms not lr~:t., 
N400 Doth Ceremony Jud1cial 

N400 Question And t.mwer 

N400 Question And An~wer High Comple . 

N400 Question And Answer Low Comple~ity 

N400 Que:::t1on And Answer Medium Com 

N400 Re-E~amination 

NOTE: Do not pick any item above that is not indicated by a black 
box. Only those items with a box are activated in CLAIMS 4. 

13. Click the OK button. 

14. Click in the State Code field and type the 2-character state code. 

Select ONLY one of the 
following Service Types: 

Naturalization: 

-IN400 

- QAN400 

- REN400 

Adjustment of Status: 

- IN485 

Fingerprints: 

- OFD258 

Oath Ceremony: 

- OTHAN400 

- OTHJN400 

15. Click in the (Zip Code Range) From: field, and then click the ellipsis button( ... ). 

16. Type in the countv name that is associated with this new zip code. 

P!tate Erner County Name (il kMwn] 

~ 
Cancel j 

17. Click the OK button. 

18. Select the zip code. 

19. Click the OK button. 
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A text string will appear in the (Zip Code Range) From: field and the zip code you chose will appear in the 
To: field. 

Zip Code R.,nge (~UH~U) 

From: Oull Otrio~Q To j31057 

Ente1 zip·code range 'h'lth·in a single county. 

20. Click in the (Date Range) Start: field and type in todav's date. 

21. Leave the End: field empty. 

Dale Range IMM/DDNffl) 

Start: 102/0212007 

22. Click the !iii (Save) button. 

23. Click the Yes button. 

End: 

24. Click the OK button to the confirmation message. 

31084 
'30660 
'306£8 

30673 30673 
· ·· 31 oo·3 · 31 ooJ 

.31031 .... jj'(jj( 
31042 . 3'1 042 

31054 )1.9~~ ... 
31090 31080 
31772 31772 

'31781 31781 
'3118'3 31 ?88 

- 31791 317'31 
-31,79€ 
3'61'6'9 
30?.10 

'31068 
.. --- -~ 3f057 

(,A 
GA 

·:GA 

GA 
GA 

'GA 
GA 
GA 

-G·A 
.. 

G.il 
GA 

-:GA 
··cA 

GA 

·'w'ILCox:_ -· 
WILKES 
\1/!LKES 
\1./ILK.t:S 
\-lil'KiN'S6N .... 
WILKINSON 
V/ILKINSON 
:wiLKINSON 
\.</ILKir~SON 
\•/ORTH 

_iVIORrH 
'WORTH 
'WORTH 

.;~o:~r~~~----

·ooo 
·ooo 

8Ji hDOJ, 000 
9/1/201:))' -000 

...... 9hi2003 1 ••••••• Oi':i20§91Atl... . .. bbo 
9/1 /2oor· i/1120S~~FATC~~~- ooo 
9/112003' 1/1t'2089'ATL~ ---'boo 
9/112003 1/1/2099:ArC :ooo 
9/1/2003: 1/1/2099.A TL :~OQ.:---
9/112003 ·, h h09'9"ATL ooo 
9/1/2003; 1/1/2093:ATL ;ooo 
9/1/2003' 1/1J2099(ATL 000 
~~1/20Qf. 1 /112099; .6. T L 000 
9/1/2003 ii1Jio93,·ATL. ~·ooo 

. . 9/1 >2003" .. i'ii'.i2'0'9·9·:A·fi:_··· : ooo 
111/209'3:An ·aoo 
-1/1/9999)TL 001 
I/~-~?~.s~:k-iL_- _-_-_:991 

25. Scroll all the way to the bottom of the list to view the newly added zip code. 

26. Repeat the above steps for each Service Type associated with this zip code. 
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Reassign a Zip Code from one Site to another Site: 

If you wish to reassign a zip code from one Site Code Code to another. you may do this by following the 
below procedure. 

1. Access the System Maintenance module from the CLAIMS 4 switchboard. 

2. Select Profiles, Select a Location from the menu. 

NOTE: CLAIMS 4 displays the default location code for your location. This is the Location Code ending in 
triple zero "000" which is the Parent location. 

3. If you need to change the Location Code to something other than the triple zero "ODD" code, type in the 
code (Ex: MIA400). 

4. Click Show Info I t · th I t' I d d · t' - o View e oca ion ype an escnp ion. 

5. Click the OK button. 

6. Select Profiles, Services from the menu. 

7. Click in the box to the left of the Service Type you want to edit. 

I ~<4:.1 AL JEFFERSml 
lfi4'X1 AL :,tEFFEflsdfl 
lfi4·JJ AL 'sH~LBY 
IN400 
IN400 
IN400 
ltl41)(i 
IN~()(1 AL mB 
IN4·JJ AL JtFFERSDri 
lfWl) AI J:JFEfiSON 

8. Click the I ol (Edit) button. 

10-24 

1114/1398' 
1114/1398: 
.1'14i19!1tt l/119'3S9 ML 
11141i9M' 1/1/9!399 ATL !100 

. ~·171i71968;·~l\f;i}99S9:~rL ""C'OO 
1/IM898~ l/119$~9 t>Tl - -·ooo 

·-,;i 4H99if- , ;,~g~:;;g·A·rr·--· ooo 
111411998 11119$99·ATL 000 

1114/1998. 1/118999 ML uoo 
... 11f4tT998; 111!83~9-/ll L- uoo 

-111411993: 111 .i39~·g·-;; rl (1((1 
,, 

1J14d998: 111/9899 ML uoo 
1114;1398' 1/l/9999:~n: ··ooo 
111411998; l!llg9~·1' I>TL 000 
1h'4!1988' 1/119939 ATL 

.. 

Ooo 
1/14/1998 1/1/9399 ML uoo 

··· 1/i.\hss~ 1:1;9999./lfC ···oCir---·· 
_1/_14_11~98, 1/lig~99,AIL 000 

Close 

..: 
>! 
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9. Click the ellipsis button( ... ) next to the Default Service Location field. 

10. Select the new Site Code that you want to assign this zip code to. 

You will be returned to this screen with the new Site Code displayed. 

Delalllt Serw;e Location Se!'11ce Type Cod~ 

State Code Zip Ctlde AMge f+lll+lillfl 

County Name 

Date Ra11ge [MM/00/rYYYJ 

SIJrl 

11. Click the W.. (Save) button. 

Ensure ATL003 exists in table IBS_SC_l_INTVLOC 

To servrce cross county zip tr.de 
ranges, ne\tle ~ r;:c;ord for e~~eh 
drfferent cDrJnty. 

before attempting to schedule it as an office~location Interview site. 

OK 

Clote 

12. Click the QK I button to acknowledge the Interview Scheduling Precaution message. 

13. Click the t" I button to confirm that you want to save changes to the Service Location. 

-~~ Update to Setvrce Locatron Has Been Completed Succe~sfully. 
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14. Click the-=--' button to acknowledge that the new Service Location has been updated 
successfully. 

15. Click the J;Jo•• I button to close the Service Location Maintenance screen. 

16. Click the I;lote ' I button to close the List of Service Locations screen. 
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DEFINE WORKFLOW PARTICIPANT ROLES 

Users' "access" is determined by the Participant Type Code that a user is assigned in CLAIMS 4. This is 
assigned by the System Administrator using the Profiles, Users menu option in the System Maintenance 
module. The System Administrator at each location defines which activities each Participant Type Code 
can perform. The Participant Type Codes are found under Profiles, Workflow Participant Roles menu 
option. Once a user is assigned to a particular Participant Type Code, he or she will have access to those 
activities within CLAIMS 4 that are permitted by that group. The System Administrator can modify which 
activities a Participant Type Code has access to thus affecting the access rights of all users who are 
assigned that particular Participant Type Code. 

1. Access the System Maintenance module from the CLAIMS 4 switchboard. 

2. Select Profiles, Select a Location from the menu. 

Many sites have the Participant 
Type Codes set up under their 
Location Code ending in "001". 
Check the bottom of page 1 0-7 
in this document to see which 
code your office stores this 
information to. 

NOTE: CLAIMS 4 displays the default location code for your location. This is the Location Code ending in 
triple zero "000" which is the Parent location. 

3. If you need to change the Location Code to something other than the triple zero "000" code, type in the 
code (Ex: MIA400). 

4. Click ~how Info I to view the location type and description. 

5. Click the OK button. 

6. Select Profiles, Workflow Participant Roles from the menu. The Participant Type Codes List 
displays. 
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To Add a Participant Role: 

7. Click the Cl (Add New Record) button. The Participant Roles screen displays. NOTE: The 
Location and Sub Location automatically display, but are "grayed out." You cannot change the 
Location or Sub Location from this screen. 

PMk:iplll'\1 ROle Co1e D~soiptitJr1 
i0'6;,j~''{r.\;~·C1erf~--~---

:o M~tl R~cm Cbk 

:~ 

B 
D111~ [.;lry ~up!!h'ID' 

! Ger·.eral5~rvtc·~ Cent~; As~t11a~t 
! A-lrle h~lldler trl $1:<1"(~ nmt"' 
!D f.n':' ::Hngr~m tha~ retlt>!MI urt~tenc~d -~Citvl_l '§ Sw.;o .1\drucilc~IJr 
! ,]f;,~J w1r~er If D-str.ct iJflu_·n 

: 9atc.h Dlr-ttn~ rA now-~o 

I§Te~tl\dmirl;,l;ator 
! P11nltn<J ol c~tillc&le~ 
! AJrud.:-JtiN'I :lerk 
i f,d~~.; R~poottng 
'.'D SelliDI P~yr,~r-t Clerk 
'D P iJ>'fO~nt Cl~-~
![.lscro:duier 
0FD259EE Wur<m 
:n Ev-den~~/B~"(- D~le IJodatr :le·k 
l ~ 

Arltud,.;at!Cn D~t:ston 
Req\lesiiQI Mot•on In .'i~'l(e" reoe'·1ed lrom.'·.ppl:c~nt 
Cancellingerprrnlt~)~St 

Ca:;e Re<.·rcw 
Derogatory ihlormJh<ln RtceNed 
Prt,C~11 on Hold 
Appltcdnt hleNie'd durin~t<.d[udlcation 
.e..ppkanl: lcle•w•"' d<JtrngAdjud·C1110fl ErVty dracltrn~r RfJN:S 
MoliQtlt•J R!t<;·p~n l!l'ld Re.=om>der 
PNirJn tm n~me cl-.angP 
Upd~t~ RfJACS to I!}QQidlh~ltllll C80C II V11i1rng lor ~n Mlh cer 
R~mo¥e cal~ trwt Slt>pente 
Hev•.ew M'llr~g C•WJ 
RcQ.,I(llfl•.o ,hr:;;> NAL:S A·lrle 
Re•l;~$tlu >11ip HATS A-file 
IJr,Jilte RNAC~ to r~corJ tb.-.t rt"' cace ha1 !Jeen ;~hwJ<~~d fiJI 
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W'arlrn~ f,;.r lnlorm·:.i!On 
'-hi~td.r~ 

Close 

8. To enter a new participant role, click in the Participant Type Code field and enter the code to identify 
the user role. NOTE: The Participant Type Code cannot exceed 5 characters. 

9. Click in the Participant Type Description field and type a description that matches the role (i.e., 
"Adjudicators"). 

10. Choose the participant role codes to be associated with the new role by clicking X in the box to the left 
of each applicable description in the Participant Role Code Description section. 

Pi'!flrCWrl Type C00e 
,---- FD:tlr·--
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AJrutl.:otiM Demrn 
R~r:r-ml for M~roo to ~\!<l~n r9ce<vo:d ~iorn,C,ppii()<M>~ 
Clll'rC~IIi~otrlreCl'.l!l>l 
Cim' ~.\'leW 
Der(l9~'0ry lnre<mJiror Httl't"il'd 

f'r.-.;~,._, ~n 1-!o~J 

Appl.cantlrrtm'""" lLrr<QACfudo::~t;on 
Appio;~ntlr'l~t ,~.v1 ()Jtft9A<:.'!!Or.:or"". ~""Y Qlrectlrorr. RH.:ICS 
Holron rq Reo~en ~f'Jd Reco!\\•do; 
~dr'~·n lt•l n<orne ch¥r•Je 
Jrd.Y~ HNACS to le<:'atrllnlot the col~ ll '"~"'trr.gtcr Ml w~th em 
A~"""'""''" :,o, S,t:fX'n;-;o 
Rew:"' M;111r1g (J11~ 
Re\Jtl~ltro thrp R<CS /dik 
A~·-~st I~ 1h~ fiATS A I~ 
U~MI~ m~AC~ t~ IKJrJ tl)i;lltr,e c~t~e ha> been dw~viM ~Jr 
U~d~t~ RIJACS to racrJtd th;.t 1'1e C~fr r,., D-eer, lChe)r,fOO 1o• 

v 

After clicking 
a Participant 
Role Code, a 
list of 
activities 
associated 
with the role 
appear in the 
Activities 
section. 
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11. Click the~ (Save Changes) button. 

12. Click to confirm that you want to add the new Participant record. 

13. Click !l.K I to acknowledge the role has been added successfully to this location. 

14. Click the !;lose_ i button to close the Participant Roles screen. 

15. Click -~~to close the Participant Type Codes List. 

To Edit a Participant Role: 

1. Select Profiles, Workflow Participant Roles from the menu to open the Participant Roles screen. 

2. Click the code that you want to edit. 

3. Click the l2J (Edit) button. 

4. In the Participant Role Code Description section, select another description(s). 

NOTE: This adds the activity(s) to the activities already assigned to the role you defined earlier. 

5. Click the .lil (Save Changes) button. 

6. Click the X•• I button to confirm that you want to save the changes to this participant record. 

7. Click the llK I button to acknowledge the role has been updated successfully. 

8. Click the .klo•• 'button to close the Participant Roles screen. 

9. Click the !;lose button to close the Participant Type Codes List. 
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SET UP REPORT ACCESS GROUPS 

Report Access groups define which reports the users of the Report Access Group have access to in the 
CLAIMS 4 Reporting module. 

1. Access the System Maintenance module from the CLAIMS 4 switchboard. 

2. Select Profiles, Select a Location from the menu. 

Many sites have the Report Access 
Groups set up under their Location 
Code ending in "001 ". Check the 
bottom of page 10-7 in this document 
to see which code your office stores 
this information to. 

NOTE: CLAIMS 4 displays the default location code for your location. This is the Location Code ending in 
triple zero "000'' which is the Parent location. 

3. If you need to change the Location Code to something other than the triple zero "000" code, type in the 
code (Ex: MIA400) . 

4. Click .2.how Info .. I to view the location type and description. 

5. Click the OK button. 

6. Select Profiles, Report Access Groups from the menu. If any Report Access Groups have been 
defined for this location, they will display in the list. 
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To Add a Report Access Group: 

7. Click the DJ (Add New Record) button. 

The Report Data Profile screen displays. 

Site 

Sublocal.ion 

!1eptllt DetM~· 

' Functionill.b.rea. r-------

Report Acee1s Group Prolile 

Fl~port lv:c'U; GrOIJP C"O..: · 

Report Access Groups 

NOTE: The Location and Sub 
Location automatically display. You 
can change the Location or Sub 
Location from this screen. 

8. To enter a new Report Access Group Code click the Report Access Group Code field and enter the 
code representing the group that you want to add. 

NOTE: The Report Access Group Code cannot exceed 7 characters. 

9. Click the Report Access Grp Desc field and type the name of the group. 

10. Click the Functional Area field. The •••I displays beside the field. Click it to display a list of all 
functional areas available in the Reporting module. From the list select one functional area (i.e., 
Scheduling EXAM.) 

11. Click the OK button to display a list of all of the reports available in the functional area you selected. 

August, 2009 

. Re0011th~ 
'F~k LL!t ay :d~rv7.!w ~nd Suwdo.<le , 

PiGk Ld :;umf'IHI~ F:ecei·•ed F')t ~inn,<\.;;;o.;r;;ted Lo 
. R~~ T u Sc~cduie Cll!eue for lnlerYre\'1 
i 1'1/ervr~l"' $(h;;i.d~ By Locoi1W11And t~~Tin~r 
· ln!~tv:~ Scl~ckJie &.~ E~~rnrMr 
' •Rtp:lll ~J0tilnll~tle In cr ·I~I~IJrPI'I ~cherl~~ B 
; 'Rpt N~~ Av;)rl-l~;~ rn C4"- Prr:lc Ld Surmn.1ry ;:rf'Gt 
:PIC~ Lr!l Sw,owy 
E~atnltVJI:vriiCcl;e Re•re14 Pre~ U;t 

ReportAcoM:~ Group Pniiio; 

RepCI!IAeeetd;roop Code "tili'/16' -------~ ..•. 
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12. In the Report Name section, click reports that you want to add to the group. 

Subloc~tion 

Rep01t Det!Jils 

funct<onal i\rea 

r~m------ -- --~~ 
/lOG 

LB~P~\~~-~--
1 O<:Jrl~ ltinerory For INS f.Jr;rlrhe\ 

I 
Demogrophrc Report 3y t,1Jd D?lt~ 

, D~rrograohrc Report By lntervrew Date 
i Daib Schedule Per b:11111ner 
! E~a111rner Appoirrtnwnt Slvl> Bo~€d Statr;lru 
I List Of A>srgrk'd lxciminer~ 
llnte~·'''"'"' 5!>ctron Bool.~·l Sr~t~~;trc;; 
I Applr~<Jnl~ Scheduled lor CBO lntervre'-'' 

I
, Applicants Scheduled tor CBO lnw'''"'w b)' Locatro., 
14&~ C~l'lt~led/De~chedJif'd C?~se; 

r 1485 E~amrna\rQn/Ca:e Atv1ew Pd·. Lirt 
f~~tj)mtOMttl-iJJ.i I , •.• . ~ 

! < 

Rep(Jit Acce~s Group Prof~e 

Repmt AcceH Group Cr:o::Je· c--~ · ~----~·- ~--·-

Reportil.cve~s Grp Detc: ,-. ----------·· 

Clicking on a report will add it 
to the group. If you want to 
add all of the reports from a 
functional area, you must click 
every individual report to add 
it to the Access Group. 

13. If you want to select reports from another Functional Area, click the Functional Area field. The 
displays beside the field. Click it to display a list of all functional areas available in the Reporting 
module. From the list select a different functional area (i.e .. Adjudication.) 

NOTE: The System Administrator may allow users to access any or all functional areas. Similarly, within 
a given functional area, users may be granted rights to access as many reports as needed. 

14. Click the rill! (Save Changes) button. 

15. Click the~ button to confirm that you want to add the new report group record. 

16 .. Click the ~ tlo~'" J button to close the Report Access Group Code list. 

To Edit a Report Access Group: 

1. Select Profiles, Report Access Groups from the menu. 

2. Click the Report Access Group code that you want to edit. 

3. Click the l:2J (Edit) button. 

To Delete Reports: 

4. Click the report that you want to delete. 

5. Press the Delete key. 
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To Add Reports: 

6. Click in the Functional Area field. The ellipsis button displays beside the field. Click it to~ display 
the functional areas list. 

7. Select the area of reports that you would like to edit. 

8. Click the __gt:_J button. 

9. Click any reports that you want to add. 

10. Click the rill, (Save Changes) button. 

11. Click the ~" I button to confirm that you want to update the report group record. 

12. Click the l:lo•• . .! button to close the Report Access Group Code list. 

To Delete a Report Access Group: 

1. Select Profiles, Report Access Groups from the menu. 

2 Click the Report Access Group that you want to delete. 

3. Click the lQJ (Edit) button. 

4. Click the I~ (Delete) button. 

5. Click the button to confirm the deletion of this Report Access Group. 

6. Click the QK I button to confirm that the Report Access Group deleted successfully. 

13. Click the .... l:lo••._' button to close the Report Access Group Code list. 
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ADD A NEW USER PROFILE 

After a user has been granted access to CLAIMS 4, the System Administrator needs to define the new 
user's Workflow Participant Role and Report Access group within CLAIMS 4. The User Profile Record 
option defines a user's access level at the selected location. 

1. Select Profiles, Users from the menu. The list displays all users at that location level. 

Location Profile 

Ser11ices 

WoMiow Portirtpant Role:; 

ReP')rt Access Grcups 

Application ID, Pe·rment ID, Altcn Number 

Certiftr.ate Numbers LOS 

F"'',~~l"' Midik N ~!t Sufl"' 
L1~d~ 

L111d~ 

lnda 
Lw.d~ 

2. Click the D (Add New Record) button. The User Profile Record screen displays. 

L•xatirm S1,.tb LO<:.!!ItOtl ;ooo---
UterlnforllkltiorJ 

La;t Name 

WoJkfiOIN Participont ACCMS 

Pa~ticipilnt T~pe Code 

10 

Rep~ Access 
Group Code 

,. 
' 

Statt!End Dete~ (MMIDDNrYYi 

3. Click in the ID field and type the User /0 you wish to add. 

NOTE: The User 
section should display 
the appropriate 
location based on your 
security setting. You 
cannot modify this field 
from this screen. The 
Sub Location field 
should display the 
location code. If you 
need to change the 
sub location, you can 
change it from this 
screen. 

NOTE: This is a PIGS ID that consists of the 3-letter location code plus the last 4 digits of the user's 
Social Security Number plus a single letter.) 

4. Enter a date in the Start field {format mm/dd/yyyy). 

5. Enter a date in the End field (this should be a date 2 years from the Start date) 
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6. Enter the name of the user LAST, FIRST, and MIDDLE, in the User Information section. 

NOTE: Type the user's last, first and middle names in ALL CAPS. 

7. In the Workflow Participant Access section, click the Participant Type Code field. The ellipsis button 
(::~I) displays beside the field. Click it and select the Participant Tvpe Code you wish to add the user 
to (i.e., Adjudicator Participant Type). 

NOTE: The Participant Type Code Description field fills automatically based on the Participant Type 
Code. 

8. Click the llK I button. 

9. In the Report Access section, click the Report Access Group Code field. The ellipsis displays 
beside the field. Click it and select the Report Access Group code that you desire. 

LIX<llion Sl!b Loca1101'l 
iQo_O_ 

Workflow Particrpanl Accea 

Parbcipant TJ!Pe Code 

P arbcrp11n1 T JID~ Code D etuivticn 
jSUPEifiJSEFl, 

10. Click the · !!K I button. 

ReportAcc:I)'Js 
GroctpCode 

S111t/End D11t~s !Mt.t/DDNYYY] 

M~ N<ll'ne Sulti~ 
,~ 

I 

11. Click the lil (Save Changes) button. 

12. Click the ~" I button to confirm that you want to add the user. 

Click the Group Code field to 
display the ellipsis (.:::.1) 
button. Click 3 to display a 
list of Report Groups that 
have been defined for your 
location. 

13. Click the &lK I button to confirm that the User ID has been added successfully to the selected 
location. 

14. Click the J;lo•• button to close the User Profile Record screen. 

15. Click the .Qose , button to close the Users for Location ... screen. 
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EDIT A USER PROFILE 

1. Access the System Maintenance module from the CLAIMS 4 switchboard. 

2. Select Profiles, Select a Location from the menu. 

Many sites have the Users set up under 
their Location Code ending in "001 ", Check 
the bottom of page 10-7 in this document to 
see which code your office stores this 
information to. 

NOTE: CLAIMS 4 displays the default location code for your location. This is the Location Code ending in 
triple zero "000" which is the Parent location. 

3. If you need to change the Location Code to something other than the triple zero "000" code, type in the 
code (Ex: MIA400). 

4. Click ,;;,howlnfoJto view the location type and description. 

5. Click the OK button. 

6. Select Profiles, Users from the menu to reopen the Users for Location screen. 

7. Click the desired profile you wish to update. 

8. Click the~ (Edit) button. 

9. In the Workflow Parlicipant Access section, click the Participant Type Code field. The ellipsis button 
(.=J) displays beside the field. Click it and select a new Parlicipant Type Code for this user if needed. 

10. In the Reporl Access section, click the Group Code field. The ellipsis button (.=J) displays beside the 
field. Click it and select a new Reporl Access Group for this user if needed. 

11. Click the !l.K I button. 

12. Click the~: (Save Changes) button. 

13. Click the~ button to confirm the changes to this user profile. 

14. Click the !l.K I button to confirm that the changes have updated successfully. 

15. Click the . J;lo•• button to close the User Profile Record screen and return to the Users for Location 
screen. 

16. Click the __ go.. i button to close the Users for Location screen and return to the main System 
Maintenance window. 

NOTE: When adding new users (or editing the name of existing users), type the user's name in ALL 
CAPS. 
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DISCONTINUE A USER'S ACCESS TO CLAIMS 4 

1. Access the System Maintenance module from the CLAIMS 4 switchboard. 

2. Select Profiles, Select a Location from the menu. 

Many sites have the Users set up under 
their Location Code ending in "000", Check 
the bottom of page 10-7 in this document to 
see which codes your office stores this 
information to. 

NOTE: CLAIMS 4 displays the default location code for your location. This is the Location Code ending in 
triple zero "000" which is the Parent location. 

3. If you need to change the Location Code to something other than the triple zero "000" code, type in the 
code (Ex: MIA400). 

4. Click . ~how Info J to view the location type and description. 

5. Click the OK button. 

6. Select Profiles, Users from the menu to reopen the Users for Location screen. 

7. Click the desired user profile you wish to update. 

8. Click the l52J (Edit) button. 

t!l:. F~e Pr~ Tables Sl$LJ$ \ol/indow Help 

User 

Location Sub Locatoo 

r---
User lnfmmatiofl 

Wwktlow P1iltterpantAcces~ 

PartlciPeJnl T :,•pe Code 

10 

ReporlAcce!s 
Gro••p Cod~ 

Sidll/End Dates (~MIDD/Y'r'r'r') 

Cl('lse 

The End: date field was 
automatically filled with a 
date in the future when the 
user was first set up in 
CLAIMS 4. When you wish 
to end a user's access to 
CLAIMS 4, enter the 
effective date here. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: DO NOT click the~~ button! Even though the User Profile Record screen has a 
delete button (large red X), User Profile Records should not be deleted. When a user no longer requires 
access to CLAIMS 4, the User Profile Record should be edited by adding an end date that indicates when 
the user's access to CLAIMS 4 ended. If a user profile is deleted, no one will be able to modify any 
case that has that User ID attached to it. 
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9. Click the End field and enter a termination date. NOTE: By entering the effective termination date in 
the End field, the user will no longer be able to access cases as of that date in CLAIMS 4. 

10. Click the r;;! (Save Changes) button. 

11. Click the button to confirm the changes to this user profile. 

12. Click the QK I button to confirm that the changes have updated successfully . 

. 
13. Click the . !;lose .: button to close the User Profile Record screen and return to the Users for Location 

screen. 

14. Click the ... r;ro ... ; button to close the Users for Location screen and return to the main System 
Maintenance window. 
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BROWSE CERTIFICATE NUMBERS 

You may view details and history of assigned and printed naturalization certificates. 

1. From the System Maintenance module menu, select Profiles, Select a Location. Type in the location 
to which you want to view Naturalization Certificate information. 

2. Click _~lwwlnto I to view the location type and description, then click Q< 

3. Select Profiles, Certificate Numbers from the menu. The Naturalization Certificate Number 
Maintenance screen appears. 

Locat10r F'•olde 

Servr~eJ 

WoMiaw Partq,ant Rol~> 
rt.eport Arce,;~ G'oup:; 

U;ers 

~orm~ \ Bro'M AU Certlf1cote Control lnbnn~tiDn 

2. Verify that {!1 Browse LOCAL Certificate Control Information ONLY is selected. 

~lo&e 

3. Click~=--'· 
appears. 

The List of Naturalization Certificate(s) Created For Location: AAAXXX screen 

OQOQ[IG11_1 

000roG11 
0000()(;12 
00000013 
UU(J(Jil\11~ 

onooo:n5 
oOOOOms 
00000017 
~oiJoiJU1S 
00000019 
orJouuiJ~tJ 

August, 2009 

PRiNTtD 
,PR n;w 
PR.N~ED 

FA ~m:~ 

The Status of Document 
column shows both 
ASSIGNED and PRINTED 
certificates. You may view 
the details and history for 
Certificates that have been 
printed. Certificates that 
have an ASSIGNED status 
do not have any details or 
history. 
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4. Scroll through the list to view all currently assigned certificates for your location. 

5. Click in the box to the left of a Certificate Number that shows a status of PRINTED. 

6. Click the Show Details button. 

NOTE: The List Certificate Data screen appears. You may scroll to the right to view biometric, 
naturalization, and oath ceremony details. 

7. Click the J:to.._j button to close the List Certificate Data screen and return to the list of assigned 
certificates. 

8. Click the box to the left of another certificate number. 

9. Click the~~~!""'' I button to see the certificate history. The Certificate History screen appears. 

Clicking the Show History 
button shows the following 
information for the chosen 
certificate number: 

10-40 

Certificate Number 

Date of Status Change 

User ID 

Status Code 

Status Reason 

Location Code 

Location Sub Code 
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10. Click the J;l<ne · button to close the List Certificate Data screen and return to the list of assigned 
certificates. 

11. Click the £1m• button to return to the Naturalization Certificate Number Maintenance Window. 

12. Click the ~;~o ... button to close the Naturalization Certificate Number Maintenance window and return 
to the System Maintenance screen. 
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ASSIGN CERTIFICATE NUMBERS 

In order to print certificates, you need to assign a range of Oath Certificate Numbers for your location. 

1. From the System Maintenance module menu, select Profiles, Select a Location. Type in the location 
to which you want to assign Naturalization Certificate numbers to. 

2. Click lihowlnto to view the location type and description, then click __::.__J. 

4. Select Profiles. Certificate Numbers from the menu. 

The Naturalization Certificate Number Maintenance screen appears . 

..(t. S)'t!l•!'l ~illni"IJ~.!!l1'L~iluJ!'II,iJ!tiJIJl, ~· rlifiCGie fl~ll! bf!r, folai!!l~n!'l~£~, 
Ej.. File Profile'> Tables. Status Window Help 

I ,j .···I I I 
NOTE: Certificate numbers must consist 
of 8 digits. You must include leading 
zeros. 

Please Enter The Range 0! Certificate Number{ e)· 

From: ,i r o: 1 

Activity 

r. Brow:.:e LOCb.L Certificate Conlrollnlormatior~ ONLY 

C· Browse ALL Cer~ificate Controllntormation 

C UNDO-A!;slgnment Of Certificate Nwmber(s) 

j .E~:ecute 

5. Enter a new certificate number range in the From: and To: fields. 

6. Click the li Assign Certificate Number(•] button. 

8. Click the button to confirm the assignment of these certificate numbers. 

9. Click the QK I button to acknowledge that the certificate numbers were assigned successfully. 
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To View Your New Certificates Number Assignments 

1, Click (i; Browse LOCI\L Ce1lilicate Cont!OI.Inlo!mation ONLY. 

2 Cl, k fxecute I, , IC . ':.1 ro. Prtl'i>:s T.tOll &~"' w~ '"1$\tl 
---------- . " 

3. Click __ !'!'" ito return to the Naturalization Certificate Number Maintenance Window. 

To Undo the Assignment of Naturalization Certificate Numbers for a Location: 

1. Select Profiles, Certificate Numbers from the menu. 

2. Enter the certificate number range desired. 

2. Click @iUNDD·AssignmentQf C~ttificat~Ntlrr,ber(~J. 

3. Click 0;~,~, j to undo the assignment of the certificate numbers. 

4. Click--''---' to confirm the undo request 

5. Click--"--' to acknowledge that the certificates assignment was successfully undone. 

6. Click g.,. 1 to close the Naturalization Certificate Number Maintenance window and return to the 
System Maintenance screen. 

To Confirm that Certificates Numbers Have Been Released: 

1. Select Profiles, Certificate Numbers from the menu. The Naturalization Certificate Number 
Maintenance screen appears. 

2. Click @ BlowseLOCALCe!tificateContiollnfolmationONLY, 

3 Cl ' k '"""• 1. , IC • 

4. Confirm that the certificate numbers that you entered previously are listed with the word RELEASED in 
the Status of Document column. 

5. Click - to return to the Naturalization Certificate Number Maintenance window. 

6. Click - to return to the System Maintenance screen. 
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OPEN AND VIEW TABLES 

You can research information in the User ID table. 

NOTE: Most data in the CLAIMS 4 database tables can and should be updated through various system 
maintenance features described in previous sections of this reference manual. This section explains how 
to open the database tables and review data in them. Any changes that you make to the table can affect 
system operation. Do not make changes to the tables unless you are certain of the effects of these 
changes. 

1. Select Tables, Open Table List from the System Maintenance menu. 
The Table List window appears. 

2. Select the table you wish to view. 

3. Click .~ll_enTablolto display the selected table. 

4. The selected table displays. Click the Maximize button in the top right of the opened table to enable 
full view of it. 
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To d('lf'tf' JJill'conl.:nnue tltf mhl!> i.~ in a rfl'fn•!ht'd .~t~tJ.>, 
pill(!' rnuo1 iu fu.tr tt'll ofJII'fDIIl ro bto d('ltted, 111111 tlirk thf! 
1 Pd ''x" o1• tltt> toolhm-. 

DO NOT do this! 

Navigating the table 

Next Record: I l!elil I or W 

Previous Record: JW?< .. oo. I or C!l 

1 ' 1 Record: I E•~ I or l.W 

Last Record: · ""' I orlEl 

Sorting the table 

Click any column heading to sort 
the table according to the values 
in that column. 

' " Click the column heading again to 
sort the table in reverse order. 
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Using the Table LookUp Scan 

1. Double-click on anv column heading to launch the Table LookUp Scan. 

H-..;.;.;....:;;;;====--=..;.;.;..-l-~ Single-click on any column to 
sort by that column. 

< LenThlln 1 L!'!-·alh~nOrEqliiiiT~ 

( GreaterT:w-. < Gre~lerThMOrtqua!To 

2. Click any of the following radio buttons to set search parameters: 

Double-click on any column 
heading to launch the Table 
LookUp scan. 
The Table Lookup Scan 
allows you to search for value 
in the 1" column: User ID 

a. Click lr•' E<~JoiTo I to display all rows in the table containing a value equal to the value in the 
USER_ID column of the table. Equal To is the default value in the Table LookUp Scan. 

b. Click I (I> NoiEquaiTo I to display all rows in the table containing a value different than the value in the 
USER_ID column. 

c. Click I" Less Than I to display all rows in the table containing a value lower than the value in the 
USER ID column. 

d. Click I <• Greater Than I to display all rows in the table containing a value greater than the value in the 
USER_ID column. 

e. Click I <• Less Than or Equal To I to display all rows in the table containing a value equal to or lower than 
the value in the USER_ID column. 

f. Click I ~" Greater Than Or Equal To I to display all rows in the table containing a value equal to or greater 
than the value in the USER_ID column. 

3. In the white box below the operators, enter a value to be matched in the USER_ID column. 

4. Click the~ button to begin the search. 

5. To refresh the table, click the fld"'"J button. 
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6. Click the :g) control button located in the upper right corner of the Table window (the window on the 
right) to close the table. 

7. Click the :g) control button located in the upper right corner of the Table List window to close the Table 
List and return to the main System Maintenance screen. 
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ACTIVITY HISTORY AND WORKFLOW STATUS 

You can use the Workflow Case Status screens in System Maintenance to view a case's workflow history, 
as well as its present status. 

1. Select Status, Workflow from the menu. 

Enter an Application or Payment 
I D. When finished, click Find Case 
Number. 

NO PROCESSES 

r", 

''•'"''": MNI~l ' 

2. In the Find Case Number field, enter the Application 10 number or the Payment 10 number you wish 
to research. 

3. Click the Find Case Number button. 

LOSOOO 
: Pt~J:!~~ ' C~~t~ NW1be1 Sliii.ll, 
I N400 V.fi(0Cifi~i"822 i,~li·"' 

fi8S~;~ 
' ----~~~~1~~1Jo;{Yh·r~ ; ~~$J~ir,+,iJ-~~;;~a:y-_ -~-~~---~ 

~IJ(J2!Jl0J 12()100AM 01/0212001 U-C(I:OOAH '"'k.flow 
Dll!C1!2[,J11~0000AH 0BJG2/4'(1)11((1()rXJAH Vv''r~l""" 
01/W2001 G2 QJ5QPH 01/c..\.'2001 02'03 50 PM Wl:.flr" 

I~<)Oic;~ 1~112:2COO 12·17'31 PH 1(\11212000 ;217 37 PH W~J-Iow 
SdOIW"sS~c"l<e lt1i>';l~'e OE/<.~_1,~.01 0~ r71S F'!>1 0~/111<."001 0~ 0! 18 PH 1•/kfb~> 

\\!~~~ :..! 1---1 
o.~'"" I 

Clo>~ I 
____ j 

Activity ! 
4. Click the Hmtmy_j button to view the list of activities for the case. 
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To view the history of 
activities for this case, 
click the Activity History 
button. 

To view the workflow for 
the selected case, click 
the Show Workflow 
Diagram button. 
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The Activity History screen appears. 

WSC'000151 822 r .. ··-· -- - ·- ............. ··..,-~---·········-···;::.cc;c_:c-·· .. . 
~!l.~~!L-~ ~~--LA9!~vKy~~~~~- ----
;,tiJJ~401 ~-: f•.;Oectno~ 
! 83984012 ~<jDed>W't 
1 83984012 P.iDtXiStO~ 
;1 83334012 AiDeu!IOn 
j83686239 AiD~ISIM 
! 83685239 A1D~'s1Dn 
j 83£8G239 .ll.jDeci~ron 
I 54437781 AjDeci;,on 
154437761 A1DeCISI•Y1 
! '54437761 Ai0CCIS-IU1 
i 835B619i A1Test 
i 83686197 M esl 
j54437703 ,.'l,IT~;t 

1

544:37703 AtT~!! 

44915404 BkgCompRNACSU 
r M'11'i~ll4 Rknl "mnRN!II'\11 

IMc:tive 
Inactive 
Acttw'J 
Completed 

Actrve 
Compleled 

Adfvr? 
Completed 
.-'ldive 
Completed 
Cornplehed 
lr\~f·tiv"" 

02/03/2001 12.00·00AM 
02/031200112.00 OOAM LOS05838 
0713112000 12:00.00 AM \.lkflow 
D7/W200012:00·00AM SFR631~ 
07127/200012.00QOAM ~FRS311tl 
07/21!?00012·000DAM \.JkFiow 
08/'31 /189912:00 00 AM ~FR9557.1l 
08!31/1':19'312·00:00AM ~FR9557A 
08/Jl/193312.00_00.:\M \,'kFiol'l 
07!271201)0120000AM SFR63131'. 
0?12712000 12:00:00./l.M ~FRG3131l. 
08131/1999 12.00:00 AM ~FR9557A 
08.131/198S!i20000AM ~-FR955?1l. 
05/28119'39120000AM CLMS_DMN 
f11,'}//1qq'l1)·ililllili\.M WkFinw 

The Activity History screen displays the following information: 

Activity 10- Unique identifier for each activity. 

Activity Name- Activity Code as it reads in the CLAIMS 4 workflow. 

Relre;h 

Status Status code Indicating whether the activity is active, inactive, completed, canceled or suspended. 

Active: 

Inactive: 

Indicates that the workflow activity is currently in progress 

Indicates that the workflow activity is pending 

Completed: Indicates that the workflow activity is finished 

Canceled: Indicates that the workflow activity was begun, but not completed 

Suspended: Indicates that the workflow activity was halted prematurely. 

State Time- Date and time at which the listed status took effect. 

Processed By- User ID of the user who executed the activity. 

5. Click the~ button to close the Activity H1:Story window and return to the Workflow Case Status 
by Case screen. 

Shoo 
WO!klkiW 

6. Click the """~ button to view the workflow diagrams for the selected case. 
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The Workflow Activity Monitor screen appears. 

Applt~<!l\fon 

Pa:,o Merge 
iC<~se 

Su>pended) 

' I l Pa:;menl 

1 

[Caze 

if~ 
; Mililat}' 

MerQe Mining 
Mtlilary 

Evidence I 

- (i)t 

I 

I 
I 

~;;!-" 

1 Notification 

r.;~~---· 

I I FBI Na:ne Chec,~ 

llfWM:Sinitisf 
I . 

I S ;;edul;--
! Finge-rprinbt1g 

10 

Activity History and Workflow Status 

>"""~·--·--------
' I Requtred Di'lta 
· i A!tendtng 

' 

i VN{yDot& 
j FromCIS 

Reque~t 
CIS F1le 

/ A·ne 
1Ret11r.we 
i Notice 

! 

The color of the activity 
indicates the status of that 
activity. 

7. Click the various tabs located at the top of the screen to view the workflow progress of the application. 

8. Click the 1<J button in the upper right corner of the window to close the Workflow Activity Monitor 
screen and return to Workflow Case Status- by Case screen. 

9. Click the _!;!l>•o:J button to close the Workflow Case Status- by Case screen and return to the main 
System Maintenance screen. 

10. Select File, Exit from the menu to close the System Maintenance module and return to the CLAIMS 4 
Switchboard. 
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CHAPTER G: KEY TERMS 

Key Term Definition 

Active Indicates that the workflow activity is currently in progress 

Address Change This option in Case Management allows the user to update an applicant's mailing 
Petition and/or residential address. 

Administrative Closing a case for a reason other than naturalization, denial or withdrawal. 
Close 

A-File (Alien File) Physical file that contains the applicant's history with USCIS, including supporting 
evidence. as well as any other notesgrc;,orrespondence relating to the applicant. 

A-Number Number assigned by USCIS to aliens applying for benefits or status. 

Adjudications USC IS personnel who conduct interviews with applicants who are applying for 
Officer naturalization. After interviewing the applicant, administering and recording exam 

results and recording evidence, the Adjudications Officer (or Adjudicator) makes a 
decision on the case (whether to approve, deny or continue the case. 

Alien Registration An ID card issued by USC IS to an individual when he or she becomes a lawful 
Card (1551) permanent resident of the United States. The card is now officially called a 

Permanent Resider~t(;ard (PRC). 

Application ID A unique number that is assigned to each N-400 Application that is entered into 
CLAIMS 4. Some samples of what this number is used for include: 

~ enter and update information about the applicant 
search for a particular person's NAOO case information 

~ access the status of an applicant's N-400 application 
schedule an applicant for a Fingerprint appointment, Interview or 
Oath Ceremony 

~ record the disposition of an application 

Appointment Slots Blocks of time within the day that will be assigned interviews or oath ceremonies. 

Available Slots (aka Slots from the Total Capacity of slots that are unreserved and available to be filled 
Normal Slots) by the Batch Scheduler. 

Batch (certificates) Two or more certificates printed at the same time 

Batch Scheduling Scheduling function that allows users to create scheduling slots and assign 
appointments to groups of applicants in the Ready to Schedule Queue 

i (Interview). 
·-····· 
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Key Term Definition 

Batch Status Update This option in Case Management allows the user to update case information on 
an individual case or a group of cases. Within Batch Status Update, the user can 
update case status. close out cases, record no-shows, and withhold certificates. 

Cancel Limit (for Maximum number of times an applicant can cancel an appointment (either 
interviews and oath interview or oath ceremony). Once the applicant has exceeded the Cancel Limit, 
ceremonies) the applicant will not be eligible to have another appointment scheduled in 

CLAIMS 4. CLAIMS 4 will display a message indicating that the applicant has 
exceeded his or her Cancel Limit. The user should consult his or her local 
management for guidance on whether this applicant should be given another 

(b )(2) 
appointment. If the user wishes to schedule the applicant for another interview, 
contact the USCIS Service Deskl I 

CCO (Case Control Office at which the applicant initially filed the N400 form. 
Office) 

Certificate Number Unique ID number assigned to a naturalization certificate. The certificate number 
is preprinted on the certificate and must be entered into CLAIMS 4 when a print 
request is made. 

CLAIMS Resolution This option in Case Management allows authorized users to resolve data 
discrepancies between the Central Index System (CIS) and CLAIMS 4 and/or to 
enter missing required data. This function is performed at the National Benefits 
Center (NBC). 

Current Address A reprint of an original notice that reflects any address changes that have been 
made after the original notice was printed. 

Current Data A reprint of an original notice that reflects any changes that have been made 
since the printing of the original notice- applicant's name, address, or scheduled 
appointment. 

Date Range (From: The Date Range area asks the user to input a From: and a To: date. The From: 
To:) and To: dates dictate the period of time that the report's data is displaying for. 

Destroy (certificate) Make a naturalization certificate unusable by taking an action such as shredding it 

Duplicate Original A reprint of a Notice as it appeared when it was originally printed. 

Error Indicates that the workflow activity began, but did not complete due to an error 

FBI Fingerprint This option in Case Management allows the user to add or modify existing FBI 
Result fingerprint response(s) for the applicant. 

FCO (File Control Office having jurisdictional control over the A-file. 
Office) 
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Key Term Definition 

FD-258 Today, fingerprints are taken electronically rather than with ink and a fingerprint 
card. The FD-258 is the name of the fingerprint card that applicants used to be 
fingerprinted on. CLAIMS 4 still has references to the FD-258 which no longer 
just refers to the card but also to the electronic process of checking the 
applicant's fingerprints with the FBI. 

G-28 Form submitted with a NAOO Application that indicates the applicant is 
represented by an attorney. 

G-325 Term applied to the FBI Name Check process. The form is actually called the 
G325A or the G3258. The G325A is used by non-military applicants to submit 
the name check. The G3258 is used by military applicants to submit the name 
check. 

Gate Profile A screen that defines the station and time that applicants may start appearing for 
their Oath Ceremony. 

·····-··-

History The History section lists all workflow activities that have been completed. 
Activities are sorted with most recently completed activities at the top of the list 
and the older activities towards the bottom of the list 

I dent A FBI Fingerprint Interface result that indicates the applicant's fingerprints are on 
record (in FBI's database). 

Inactive Indicates that the workflow activity is pending 

Interactive Scheduling function that allows a user to schedule an individual applicant into a 
Scheduling specific time slot 

Interfaces (CLAIMS Software application systems that CLAIMS 4 interfaces with. Some examples 
4) are: FBI Name Check Interface, FBI Fingerprint Interface and the Central Index 

System (CIS) Verification Interface. 

Interview Section A screen that allows the user to input exception dates to the normal schedule 
Exception Profile defined on the Interview Section Profile screen. Some offices use this screen to 

input their entire schedule date by date and they leave the Interview Section 
Profile screen empty. 

Interview Location A screen that defines the location at which the Interview takes place and the date 
Profile range for which you want to build your schedule. 

Interview Section A screen that defines the days of the week, times of day, and the number of 
Profile adjudicators conducting interviews. 

Interview Service A screen that defines the date range that you want to build your schedule for, the 
Type Profile length of each interview, and the amount of time to add if interviewing a "group" or 

if represented by an attorney. 

N-400 Application form submitted for naturalization. 
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Key Term Definition 

Naturalization Official document that is presented to an applicant during an Oath Ceremony and 
Certificate that serves as proof of citizenship 

NFTS (National File An automated system for tracking the location of an A-File. This application 
Tracking System) replaced the RAFACS application in the Field Offices, and the NBC. 

Non-ldent A FBI Fingerprint Interface result that indicates the applicant's fingerprints are not 
on record (not in FBI's database). 

No Show Limit (for Maximum number of times an applicant can not show up for either an Oath 
interviews and oath Ceremony or interview. Once the applicant has exceeded the No-Show Limit, the 
ceremonies) applicant will not be eligible to have another appointment scheduled in CLAIMS 4. 

CLAIMS 4 will display a message indicating that the applicant has exceeded his 
or her No-Show Limit. The user should consult his or her local management for 

(b )(2) 
guidance on whether this applicant should be given ano~er agggjntmeg~ If 
another one is desired, contact the USC IS Service Des and ask 
them to resolve the workflow issue. 

Oath Ceremony I A screen that defines the date range that you want to build your schedule for, the 
Fingerprint Facility length and time of each Oath Ceremony, and the number of slots. 
Profile 

Oath Ceremony I A screen that defines the location at which the Oath Ceremony takes place and 
Fingerprint Location the date range for which you want to build your schedule. 
Profile 

Participant Type The code that a user is assigned within the CLAIMS 4 software application. This 
Code code dictates which CLAIMS 4 functions a user can perform within the 

application. The Partici~ant T~~e Code is defined b~ the S)lstem Administ~_cJt()r, 

Payment ID Unique identification number assigned by CLAIMS 4 to each payment received in 
the Service Center. 

Profile A set of information about a location, user, or group of users. 

Queue Ceremony Place a request to print certificates for an Oath Ceremony onto a print server 

Ready to Schedule Waiting list of ready to be scheduled applications. Cases in the scheduling queue 
Queue are placed into scheduling slots when the Assign Appointments for Applications 

option on the Batch Scheduler is run or an applicant is interactively scheduled into 
a slot. 

·-····· 

Report Access The group that your System Administrator has assigned you to that dictates which 

Group reports will be available for you to run. 

-· ············-

Reporting Gate Station at which applicants are scheduled to report for an Oath Ceremony. At 
least one reporting gate must be set up for each Oath Ceremony location. 
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Key Term Definition 

Reserved Slots Slots from the Total Capacity of slots that are reserved and unavailable to be filled 
by the Batch Scheduler. Reserved Slots may only be assigned (filled) by 
lnteractivel)l schedulino an aoplicantls) for an Oath Ceremonv. 

Sort By The Sort By area of the report screen allows the user to specify which field or 
fields the reoort should order the records by. 

Indicates that the workflow activity was halted prematurely. This happens when a 
user saves the case in the Adjudications module and chooses the option: Save 
Decision- Place on Hold for Me for Later Processing. 

If another user attempts to open the case, he or she will receive a message such 
as: "This Key Already is Associated with an Element in this Case" or 

Suspended 
"Adjudications Suspended". If this occurs, and the user who suspended the 
activity needs to work with the case, call the Benefits Service Desk (800-892-
4831) and have the activity reset. 

If a user other than the user who suspended the case needs to work with the 
case, he or she can open the case in the Adjudications module, proceed to the 
Decision screen, and type in their CLAIMS 4 User 10 in the Adjudicated By: 
(User I D) field. The user should now be able to make a decision on the case. 

Total Capacity Total number of appointment slots needed for the Oath Ceremony for which you 
(Slots) are building a schedule. 

Void Record that a certificate number and its corresponding certificate are invalid. 

Ordered sequence of activities through which an application must progress during 

Workflow 
the naturalization process. When "WkFiow" or "CLMS_DMN" appear in the User 
column on the Case Status screen, it indicates that an activity was initiated 
automatically by the CLAIMS 4 system rather than by a particular user. 

Workflow Role assigned to users that determines which modules they can access in 
Participant Role CLAIMS 4. 

The Status section lists any pending or active workflow activities. CLAIMS 4 
tracks the User ID of everyone who executes an activity. Some activities are 

Status performed by the CLAIMS 4 system without direct user intervention. You will see 
these identified in the User column: 

CLMS_DMN "CLAIMS Domain" or WkFiow 

Within the Status section, there is a Status column. The following status codes 
are used to indicate workflow status: 
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A 
A-File, Place FBI Rap Sheet in ... . ... 2-12 

Absences Outside of U S , Update. .. 4-30 

Access CLAIMS 4 ... . ................ 1-5 

Access Discrepancy Alert Window .................. 4-9 

Activity Codes and End Conditions . .. . .... 8-12 

Add Adjudicator's Decision Notes .... 4-34 

Add Evidence 

Add Exception Dates .. 

·············· 4-18 

. ... 3-31 

Add FBI Fingerprint Response.. .... 4-21 

Add FBI Name Check Response .......... 4-24 

Add New User Profile (Sys Main!) .. . ..... 10-34 

Address Change Petition......... . ....... 2-4 

Address, Update .. 

Adjudication Buttons .. 

Adjudicator's Decision Notes, Add 

Adjudication, Entering a Decision 

Adjudication, Save Changes .. 

Adjudications Screen ............... .. 

Administrative Close Case .......... .. 

.. 4-11 

············· 4-5 

......... 4-35 

........ 4-33 

.. 4-32 

. ........ 4-4 

. ...... 4-42 

Agency Checks Received, Fingerprints .. . .. 2-9 

Agency Checks Requested, Fingerprints .. . .. 2-8 

Alerts, Discrepancy .. . . 4-9 

Applicant Certificate, View History of ............ 6-15 

Applicant Information, Reset... . ............. 6-11 

Applicant Motion to Reopen and 
Reconsider .. 

Application, Approve . 

Application, Open ................ .. .. 

Application, Continue .. 

Application Info Button 

Appointment Notice, Reprint.. 

APPOINTMENTS- Interview 

. .... 4-48 

. ...... 4-35 

. ..... 4-7 

. ... 4-39 

... 5-32 

... . .... 2-5 

Appointment Slots, Check .. 3-17, 3-34 

Appointment Slots, Create ............... 3-16, 3-33 

INDEX 

INDEX 

I 1 

Appointment Slots, Fill .................... 3-18, 3-35 

Appointments, Check .. ............ 3-19, 3-36 

APPOINTMENTS- Oath Ceremony 

Appointment Slots, Check ................ 5-15 

Appointment Slots, Fill ..... 5-18 

Appointments, Check .. .. ........ 5-19 

Approve Application ................................... 4-36 

Arrest Information, Record ... ········· 4-15 

Attorney Information, Update ........................ 4-12 

B 

Batch Sched. Process, Interview (Exception) ... 3-5 

Batch Sched. Process, Interview (Profile) ....... 3-20 

Batch Scheduling Process, Oath Ceremony .... 5-4 

BATCH STATUS UPDATE (Case Management) 

Evidence Received.. . ............................ 2-11 

FingerprinUAgency Checks Received ......... 2-9 

FingerprinUAgency Checks Requested ....... 2-8 

Information Received . .. ............ 2-17 

Naturalization Certificate Issued. .. ..... 2-21 

Place FBI Rap Sheet in A-File.. . ........ 2-12 

Record No-Shows...... H .............. 2-18 

Record Certificate Withheld .... 2-19 

Reverify Grant .......................................... 2-15 

Undeliverable Notice... H ...... 2-16 

Update w/ Request Motion to Reopen ...... 2-13 

c 
CANCEL 

Applicant from Oath Ceremony ................ 5-28 

Fingerprint Request ..... . ............... 4-22 

Interview Appointment.. ····················· 3-47 

Cancel/No-Show Report .. ········· 9-22 
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Case Management Screen .. 

c 
Case Status Information, Review 

Case Status, Search for Case .......... .. 

Case Status, Search using Wildcards .. 

Case Status, Status Section Activities .. 

Case Status Screen .. 

CERTIF/CA TE 

Certificate (Naturalization) Issued 

Certificate/Applicant History tab. 

... 2-3 

.. 8-9 

.... 8-7 

....... 8-8 

. 8-10 

......... 8-3 

.. 2-21 

. .. 6-3 

Certificate Log Report . . . . .. . . . ............ 9-30 

Certificate Numbers, Reassign/Applicant .. 6-13 

Certificate Numbers. Browse.. .. ............ 10-33 

Certificate Numbers, Assign.. . .... 10-36 

Certificate Production tab .. '' ' ... 6-2 

Certificate, Reset Applicant Information ..... 6-11 

Certificate, View History ... 

Certificate, Void Printed 

Certificate Withheld, Record 

Change of Address Petition. 

Change Your Password .. 

CHECK 

...6-15 

" 6-16 

.. 2-19 

.. 2-4 

' 1-7 

Appointment Slots, Interview.. .. ..... 3-17, 3-34 

Interview Appointments.. . ........ 3-19, 3-36 

Oath Ceremony Appointments.. . .. 5-19 

Oath Ceremony Slots ..... ........ 5-15 

Ready to Schedule Queue, Interview . 3-6, 3-21 

Ready to Schedule Queue, Oath Ceremony. 5-5 

Close a Case, Administrative (Adjudications) ... 4-40 

Close Out a Case I Ceremony... .. ..... 2-22. 6-17 

Community Based Organization..... .. 4-12 

Completed Oath Ceremony Report ... 9-40 

Continue an Application (Adjudications) ......... .4-40 

Counting Records on a Report.. . .. 9-14 

1-2 

INDEX 

Create Appointment Slots.. . ................ 3-16, 3-33 

D 

Date Range, Specify Report.. .. .. .. 9-13 

Decision, Enter a . . 4-34 

Decision Notes, Adding Adjudicator's . .. . 4-34 

Delete Evidence ............ . . ................... 4-19 

Delete Oath Ceremony Facility Profile . .. . 5-17 

Deny a Case .................. .. 

Deschedule from Interview .. 

Deschedule from Oath Ceremony 

. .... 4-42 

.. 3-47 

" 5-28 

Determine Status, FBI Name Check 
Response ............ ... .. .................... 4-23 

Discrepancy Alert Window .......................... 4-9 

E 

Eligibility Questions, Update 

End Conditions .... 

...... 4-13 

. .................... 8-9 

Enter a Decision ............ 4-34 

EVIDENCE 

Evidence, Add .... 4-18 

Evidence, Delete .. .. .......... .... . .. ........ 4-19 

Evidence, Mark as Received ................. 4"17 

Evidence, Mark as Waived .. .. .... '"" 4-17 

Evidence, Received (Case Mgmt) ..... .. 2-11 

Examination/Case Review Pick List Report ... 9-19 

Exam Results, View Prior .............................. 4-26 

Exception Dates, Add .. .. .. .. ..................... 3-31 

Export Report to EXCEL... .... .. .... 9-16 

E 
Facility Profile .. 

FBI 

.. ........ 5-11 

FBI Fingerprint Response, Add ................. 4-21 

FBI Fingerprint Response, Modify .. . ... 4-21 

FBI Name Check Response, Add ... 4-24 

FBI Name Check Response, 
Determine Status.. . ......... 4-23 
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FBI Rap Sheet. Place in A-File .. .... 2-12 

.E 

Fields, Select Fields to Sort By (Reports) ... 9-12 

Fill Slots with Appointments, Interview .. 3-18, 3-35 

Fill Slots with Appointments, Oath Ceremony 5-18 

FINGERPRINT 

Fingerprint Request, Cancel ..... 4-22 

Fingerprint Response, Add... . .. 4-21 

Fingerprint Results, Record ........... . . ... 2-6 

Fingerprints, Agency Checks Received ....... 2-9 

Fingerprints, Agency Checks Requested ..... 2-8 

Fingerprints, Order New ...... 4-22 

G 

Gate Profile Section (Oath Ceremony) ............... 5-9 

Get Access to CLAIMS 4 ... . 1-5 

Grant, Reverify ..... " " " ............... 4-37 

Granted Application, Supervisory Review of .. 4-38 

H 

History of Applicant Certificate, View....... . ... 6-15 

! 
1-485 Ready to Schedule Queue for 
Interview Report.. .. .............. . 9-26 

Information Received, Batch Status 
Update (Case Mgmt) .. . ......... 2-17 

Interactively Schedule Applicant for 
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Interactively Schedule Applicant for 
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INTERVIEW 

Interview, Interactively Schedule 
an Applicant.... 
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.... 3-37 

Interview Appointment, Cancel.. . .. 3-45 
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INDEX 
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INDEX 

Perform Quality Check Prior to Printing 
Official Certificates... . ..................... 6-7 

Petition, Change of Address .. . ...... 2-4 

Place Case in Queue (Oath Ceremony). . .. 5-25 

Place Case in Ready to Schedule 
Queue, Interview .......... ,,..... . ...... 3-43 

Place FBI Rap Sheet in A-File .... ,, . 2-12 

Previous Decision, Undo .. " , ,,,,, 4-42 

Print Naturalization Certificates 

Prior Exam Results, View. 

"' 6-4 
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PROFILE SCREENS- INTERVIEW 

Location Profile,,, ... ,,,,, ........... 3-7, 3-22 

Location Profile Section ............ 3-8, 3-23 

Room Profile Section ......... , ....... 3-9, 3-24 

Site Profile Section ...................... 3-8, 3-23 

Section Profile ............ , ........ ,,,, 3-13, 3-28 

Service Type Profile ........................ 3-11, 3-26 

PROFILE SCREENS- OATH CEREMONY 

Facility Profile . . .. ...... .. ................. 5-11 

Location Profile .... "' " " " , 5-6 

g 
Quality Check Prior to Printing Official 
Certificates, Perform.. .. . . . .. . .. . .. . . 6-7 

Query Builder Screen ············ 9-11 

R 

READY TO SCHEDULE QUEUE -Interview 

Check Queue,.. .......... .. ... 3-6, 3-21 

Place Case in Queue ................................ 3-41 

Remove Case from Interview Queue ........ 3-46 

READY TO SCHEDULE QUEUE- Oath Ceremony 

Check Queue ........... 5-5 

Place Case in Queue.......... .. ,, 

Remove Case from Queue ..... 

. ... 5-25 

. 5-27 
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BUILD INTERVlEW 

LOCATION 
INFORMATION 

PROFILE 

CLAIMS 4 SCHEDULING 

Scheduler 

Admin~trator 

INTERVIEW 
LOCAl ICON 

ORGOTO 
SCHEDULER/ 

ADMINISTRA TOR!I 
NTERVIEW 

PROFILE/INTER VIE 
WLOCATION 

IN ORDER TO 
ACTIVATE Tiffi 
SCHEDULING 
ICONS, YOU MUST 
ENTER THROUGH 
Tiffi 
ADMINISTRATOR 
SECTION 

TO FII11N THE INTERVIEW LOCATION INFORMATION: 

A. GO TO LOCATION INFORMATION SECTION AND 
ENTER IN APPROPRIATE INFORMATION. 
I. ADMIN OFFICE CODE 
2. SCHEDULING SITE CODE 
3. INTERVIEW LOCATION CODE 
4. ROOMID 

B. GO TO PROFILE INFORMATION SECTION AND 
ENTER IN APPROPRIATE INFORMATION. 
I. SITE PROFILE 

a. SCHEDULING NO-SOONER· THAN/NO-
LATER-THAN (THESE DATES DETERMINE 
THE BRACKETED PERIOD FOR WHICH 
APPOINTMENT SLOTS WILL BE CREATED) 

b. NO-SHOW/CANCEL LIMIT 
c. SCHEDULING RULES 
d. ALLOCATION RULES 

2. LOCATIONPROFILE J .. I 
a. EFFECTIVE DATE 
b. ROOM ALLOCATION RULES 

3. ROOM PROFILE .i' 

a. EFFECTIVE DATE 
b. ROOM SECTION ALLOCATION RULE ID 
c. ROOM EXAMINER CAPACITY 

TO SAVE TION, CLICK 
AND THEN 

TilE NO-SOONER· 
THAN/NO-LATER· 
THAN DAYS WILL 
DETERMINE THE 
SPECIFIC DAYS 
SLOTS WILL BE 
CREATED. 

FOR THE ROOM 
ALLOCATION 
RULES SELECT THE 
DEFAULT RULE. 

THE LOCATION 
PROFILE EFFECTIVE 
DATE SHOULD BE 
CHANGED ONLY 
WHEN THERE ARE 
CHANGES TO THE 
!NfERV!EW 
PROFILE. 

NCYOOJOO 16·00.UDO·EDS 

August I 9, \999 
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BUIW INrERVIEW 
SERVICE TYPE 

PROFILE 

CLAIMS 4 SCHEDULING 

Scheduler 

Admin~trator 

Interview service type 

I 

To Fill in Service Type Information: 

A. Go to Location Information section and enter in the appropriate 
information. 
I. Admin Office Code 
2. Scheduling Site Code 

B. Go to the Smice Type Information section and enter in the 
appropriate information. 
I. Service Type, e.g. IN400 ·Initial Interview, REN400- Re·exam, 

or QAN400- Question and Answer. 
2. Assign duration of appointments 
J. Schedule No-Sooner·Than!No·Later·Than days by service type 
4. Make the Add Time per Group Member the same length as the 

service duration. 
5. Assign priority status. 

Click on the ellipsis button il to view list of services. 'fi view previously chosen services, click on the down arrow 

Do not delete Interview 
slots. 

The No-Sooner· 
Than/No-Later-Than 
days will detennine the 
specific days 
appointments will be 
assigned. 

We recommend assigning 
N400s as priority I, 
QAN400s as priority 2, 
and REN400s as priori~' 
3. 

NCYOOJOO \6-00 UDO·EDS 
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BliiLD INTERVIEW 

SECT!Oi\ PROFILE 

CLAIMS 4 SCHEDULING 

Scheduler 

Administrator 

To Fill in Site and Section Information Fields; 

Create various sections and assign two-week schedules with start 
time/end time, breaks, and lunch scheduled tor each section. Supervisors 
can also assign service types to sections and create section exceptions as 
needed. 

Click and then In Section Prome, 
choose the current effective date to continue using the existing 
profile. Otherwise add a new effective date to change or add a 
profile. 

Click to set up profile for week one and to 
set up profile for week two. Day of the Week field, click 
on the drop down box choose day and then update 
interview times. . Repeat above steps for each 

When section profile is complete, click 

NCYOO 300\6.00. UDO· EDS 

August 19, 1999 
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B!JILD 

OATH CEREMONY 

LOCATION 

PROFILE 

BUILD 
BUILD OATH CEREMONY 

FACILITY PROFILE 

CLAIMS 4 SCHEDULING 

Scheduler To Fill in the Oath Ceremony location Information: 

Administrator A. Go to the Oath Ceremony Location Information section 
and enter !n the appropriate information. 

Oath Ceremony location I . Adm!n Office 

I 
2. Site 
3. Service Facility 
4. Room Number 
5. Reporting Gate 

B. Go to the Profile Information section and enter in the 
appropriate information 
1. Site Profile 

a. No-Sooner· Than/No-Later· Than Days 
b. Cancel Limit 
c. No Show Limit 
d. Schedule and Allocation Rules 

2. Facility Profile :· 
a. Room Allocation Rules 

3. Room Profile 
a. Gate Allocation Rules 
b. Advance Start Time 
c. Stagger Time 

4. Gate ! 
a. Gate Color Code 

information, click- and then 

Scheduler To Fill in Profile Information Fields: 

Be sure that the Oath 
Ceremony date !its between 
the NST/NLT period. 

As of5.0. I the Advance 
Start Time and Stagger Time 
arc not functioning and 
should be left blank. 

You must save a gate 
profile. If necessary, use 
the default profile. 

NCYOOJ00\6-00 UDO-EDS 

August \9, \999 
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CLAIMS 4 SCHEDULING 

'·.~.{,.Q~~1Jtp~,;~; ,.+,,, 
'CLAIMSlt 
Administrator 

Facility.le icon 

Or 
Go under Administrator 

and highlight Oath 
Ceremony Profile and 

then Oath 
Ceremony/Fingerprint 

Facility 

I . Admin Office 
2. Scheduling Site 
3. Facility 
4. Room lD 

B. Go to the Room Profile Information section and enter in 
the appropriate information. 
I . Assign start date/end date 
2. Day(s) of the week 
3. Start time/end time, 
4. Total capacity 
5. Available slots 
6. Reserved slots 
7. Number of adjudicators 
8. Service type. 

Date, select date from the drop down calendar arrow 

NOTES 

The Ceremony Start 
Time should be set for 
the time applicants are 
told to arrive at the 
ceremony location. 

Total Capacity= 
Available Slots + 
Reserved Slots 

Day of Week field, click on the drop down box a1 
choose day and then update ceremony times. Click 
R~peawsm,.ior each day ofthe week. 
Cltck to access the Oath Ceremony Room Profile 

Either create slots by 
clicking Yes or create 
slots through the Batch 
Scheduler. If an '·A" 
does not appear to the 
right of the day of the 
week, then slots have not 
been created. 

Exceptions screen. 
When section profile is complete, click O&hl nwu 

7 
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CREATING 
AND VIEWING 
SLOTS THROUGH 
BATCH 
SCHEDULER 

CLAIMS 4 SCHEDULING 

Utilities 

Batch Scheduler 

To Create Interview Slots or an Oath Ceremony Date 
Using Batch Scheduler: 

A. 

B. 

C. Click .11!11 in center of screen to view location codes, which 
will appear in the box on the right 

D. Cl~ck (:iii Biiiate office, site, _and site sub c_ode 
E. Chck on I · at the bottom nght hand sectlon of 

your screen. 

To view the Interview 
Slots or the Oath 
Ceremony that you 
have created: 

A. Go to Show Batch 
Schedule Data on 
the menu bar 

B. Select Schedule 
Interview or 
Schedule Oath 
Ceremony 

C. Select your office by 
using the drop down 
arrows on the right 

D. You may choose to look 
at Room A vaiiable Slots 
or Section Available 
Slots 

E. The dates that are 
highlighted in blue 
and green are the 
dates on which you 
have created slots for 
Interviews or Oath 
Ceremonies 

F. Double Click on any 
of the highlighted 

NCYOO 3001 6-00.tJDO-EDS 

August l9, \999 
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PR,Qeli$$. 

BATCH SCHEDULING 
TO FILL SLOTS WITH 
APPOINTMENTS 

CHECKING THE READY 
TO SCHEDULE QUEUE 

CLAIMS 4 SCHEDULING 

~~'Jjol'lim ·<1<···· · ....... · +· WJ:J:A'EN:E~tns+r<illll1i)oNE<······· J· NoTEs 
cLAIMS4······ 

Utilities I To Fill Interview Slots and Oath Ceremonies with 

Batch Scheduler 

Utilities 

Batch Scheduler 

Appointments: 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D. 
E. 

your screen. 

To Check the Ready to Schedule Queue: 

A. Select 

10 

Do not run the Batch 
function "Place 
Application into Ready 
to Schedule Queue". 
This function is 
performed daily by 
Production Support in 
Washington. D.C. 

NCY00.30016-00 llDO-EDS 
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INTERACTIVE 
SCHEDULING FOR 
INTERVIEW 

CLAIMS 4 SCHEDULING 

C. Fill in the Office, Site, and select All for the Location code. 
D. To refresh the data, click on the Ready to Schedule Queue 

tab. 
Scheduler- Menu Option I To Interactively Schedule Applicants for an Interview: 

Schedule Interview A Go to the Schedule menu option and choose Schedule 
Interview. 

B. Enter the Application ID or A-Number of the applicant that you wish 
to schedule and click OK 

c. 

D. 
E. 

F. 
G. When confirmation box pops up click Yes , 
When the results of the activity window pop up clicd 

II 
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INTERACTIVE SCHEDULING 

FOR OATH CEREMONY 

CLAIMS 4 SCHEDULING 

Scheduler- Menu Option I To Interactively Schedule Applicant for an Oath Ceremony: 

Schedule Oath Ceremony I A. Go to the Schedule menu option and choose Schedule Oath 
Ceremony. 

To Schedule One Applicant: 

A. Select Application TD in the Select Applications Where ... 
field 

B. Enter the Application JD and click OK 
C. The applicant ls eligible for the activity if their information Appears in 

the '"Applications Eligible tOr activity screen". If the applicant is 
eligible :fOr the activity: 

I . Fill in the Service Location section 
2. Select if the applicant will be scheduled into a normal or 

3. 
4. 

slot 
ensure the applicant gets a notice 

5. When confirmation box pops up click YES 
6. tDWults of the activity window pops up click 

To Schedule More than One Applicant: 

A. To enter the frrst case: 
I. Select the Open Parenthesis IJL.II. 
2. "Select Applications where" should read Application TD 

and "is ... " should read equal to. 
3. Enter in the Application TD in the value section. 
4. Do not close the parenthesis. Select 

B. To enter in the next case: 
1. Do not oven or close the varenthesis. 

·NQTES 

NCYOO. 30016-00. lJDO-EDS 

August 19, 1999 
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CLAIMS 4 SCHEDULING 

LotAfi()'N iN 
ctAIM&f···-

::E:Ds'J!oi$:EnoN:E 

ID in the Value space. 

C. To enter in the final case: 
1. Do not open the parenthesis. 
2. Enter the Application lD in the Value space. 

3. Close the parenthesis~:~!~. 
D. To run the Query select OK 

14 

NOTES 
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RECORDING A 

NO SHOW 

IN SCHEDULING 

CLAIMS 4 SCHEDULING 

Record Go to 
Scheduling Module, 
click on Schedule at 
top and highlight 
Record No Show or 
click on the Record No 

Show iillill 

A. Enter the Application ID or the A-number in the correct field 
and click on OK. 

B. The applicant is eligible to he recorded as a No Show if their 
information appears in the ·"Eligible for Activity "box. 

C. Hie:hlie:ht the Aoolication TD. 

D. 

E. Click when message box pops up. 
F. Click OK when confirmation pops up. 

15 

Note: For instructions on 
rescheduling a No Show 
see the Workarounds! 
References section 
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PROCESS 

PLACING AN APPLICANT IN 

QUEUE 

KEMOVING AN 
APPLICANT FROM 
QUEUE 

CLAIMS 4 SCHEDULING 

Scheduler-Menu 
Options 

Place in Queue 

A. 
B. 
c. 

the Scheduler Main Menu 

nnli .. Minn ID, A-Number, or Group ID and click 

D. If the applicant is eligible to place in queue 
1. Fill in the schedule location information 
2. 

3. Click button 
4. Click 

Scheduler-Menu I To Remove an Applicant from Queue: 

Options 

·NOTES 

In version 5.0.1 the "Do 
Not Schedule Before" 
button does not work. 
The ''Do Not Schedule 
Before" should be set 
for the current date. 

Note: For instructions on 
scheduling a Re-Exam 
see the Workarounds/ 
References section 

A. Go to Schedule Menu Options and click on Remove From 
Remove From Queue I Queue. 

B. Enter Application ID, A-Number, or Group ID and click 
OK. 

C. If the applicant is eligible fur this activity, click 1111' 
D. The screen will say vou are about to remove applicant from queue.,. 

E. ClickOK. 

16 
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PR.o€Ess 

DESCHEDULING INTERVIEWS 

AND OATH CEREMONIES 

CLAIMS 4 SCHEDULING 

Scheduler-Menu 
Options 

Deschedule 

A. 

B. 
c. 

D. 

E. 
F. 
G. 

17 

(this will ensure 

automatically fall jnto the 
queue. You must place the 
case in queue in orde-r for it 
to be picked up fOr batch 
scheduling. 
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CLAIMS 4 CASE STATUS 

A. 
B. 

screen 
1. The status of the application (the actions that are waiting to 

happen) will appear in the Status box. 
2. The history of the application (everything that has occurred 

in CLAIMS 4) will appear in the History box. 
C. If the applicant is scheduled for an interview or oath 

ceremony, the ~ule information may be obtained by 
clicking on the tei!il . 

D. -~ print information may be obtained by clicking on the 

E. To print the case status information, click on !Jlll the Print 
Case Status icon. 

3 
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ADJUDICATING A 
CASE IN CLAIMS 4 

UPDATING AN I ADDRESS TAB 
APPLICATION 

IF YOU ARE NOT 
AN ADJUDICATOR 

ADDRESS IN 
CLAIMS4 

CHANGING AN 
ADDRESS IN 

Second tab from left 

Res HistTab 
Third tab from the right 

To Adjudicate a Case in CLAIMS 4: 

See CLAIMS 4 mouse pad Adjudication insert. 

To Make Changes to an Application: 

A. Enter A-number or Application ID 
B. If the box gives you the choice to "Open in Case Review," 

you will have the ability to make the necessary changes. 
I. Make changes to the address in the Current Mailing 

Address field. 
2. Click on the box that matches the Mailing and Residential 

Addresses if the applicant's addresses are the same. 
3. To add a new address andJ>ave_the orevions address in 

Residential History select 
4. Click the Save and Close icon 

To Update Residential History Information: 

A. 

B. 

4. 

17 

Note: Address changes 
can also be made in the 
Case Management Module 
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PETITION 

t OATH 
PREPARATION 
SHEET 

t NAME CHANGE 
PETITION 

ATTORNEY 
WAIVER 

arne C&l'ge 

Fourth icon from right at top 
of screen. 

Located at top of screen. 

When you add a new address, make sure to update the 
To and From dates of the old address (follow steps for 
updating information). 

Enter in a 

A. Fill in the Name Change 
B. Print the Name Change Petition, click print 
C. The Name Change Petition may also be printed from the 

options menu. 

A. Go to the Options menu 
B. Select Printh 
C. Click on desired fonn (i.e. Oath Certificate Preparation form, 

etc.) 

18 

Note: The Name Change 
Petition and Attomey 
Information must be filled 
out before CLAIMS will 
allow you to print the form. 
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CLAIMS 4 ADJUDICATIONS 

TESTING ICON 

-
Seventh icon from left at top 

of screen. 

To Administering a Test in CLAIMS 4: 

A. Click on the Exam icon Iiiii 
B. Administer the Exam 

1 . To create the test click on 
a. If the appli)ij )iiiif' tlJe 65/2_0 rule;. CLAIMS will 

enable the · Chck this button to create 
an easier version of the test. . .. 

b. To create a reading or writing sample click lllilll 

C. Indicate Pass/Fail/Waive -whether you give the applicant 
your own exam, or you give a CLAIMS 4 exam, you must 
indicate pass/fail/waive on the Exam screen. 
1. If applicant is a 50/20 or 55/15, click waive English Exan1, 

and enter modified Civics/History test results (e.g., 
pass/fail) in lower right hand comer of screen. 

2. Click OK when the message asks if you want to continue 
with the waive 

D. If a test was given at a Testing Center, update the Test 
Center Test Results tab within the Exam screen. 

!9 

Only Results (i.e., 
Pass/Fail/Waive) and INS 
Location Testing information 
are required. 
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PRINTING A TEST 
IN CLAIMS 4 

EVIDENCE/ 
BACKGROUND 
A. REQUESTING 

ADDITIONAL 
EVIDENCE 

B. INDICATING A
FILE STATUS 

CLAIMS 4 ADJUDICATIONS 

Evid I Bkgd Tab 
Fourth tab from left. 

To Print the CLAIMS 4 Test: 

A. Follow steps for administering a CLAIMS 4 test 
B. To print a hard copy of the CivWs/HifZ Jtuestions with 

room to enter answers select 
C. To print a hard copy of the Reading, Writing Samples and 

CiYk:~,Questions with room to enter answers select 

D. 

To Fill in Evidence Background Tab: 

A. Additional Evidence 
l. Check the Display Evidence List box at right,hand side of 

the screen. A drop,down box will appear. 
2. DoubJe,click on the evidence needed. 
3. Indicate whether the evidence requested is for the 

applicant or for a relative. 
4. l11en indicate whether the evidence has been Received, 

Requested, Not Received, or Waived. 

B. Indicate where the File was Received 
I. Click the A,fiJe tab at the bottom of the screen 
2. Click on the option "Received in DO". 

20 
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C. INDICATING 
THAT 
EVIDENCE HAS 
BEEN 
RECEIVED, 
REQUESTED, 
OR WAIVED 

FBI STATUS 
FBI STATUS 

Second Tab from the Left 

C Indicate whether Evidence has been Received 
I. 

2. To mark evidence as Requested, Not Received, or 
Waived. Double click on the piece of evidence, then use 
the drop down list to make the proper selection. 

To Verify and Override FBI information: 

A. In the FP file tah, verifY that the fmgerprint information listed is I The user can select a 

B. 

c. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

21 

Click Save 

FP response, select item click 

Modification reason from the 
drop down list or enter their 
own Reason. 
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DECISIONS 
A. GRANT A CASE 

B. CONTINUE A 
CASE 

Decisions icons 

••• 
Green stoplight for grant, 

yellow stoplight for continue, 
red stoplight for 

deny/withdrawal/admin close. 
Do not click on the yellow 

light with the D in the 
middle. 

To Make an Adjudication Decision: 

A. Grant: 
1. Click green stoplight button at top of screen. The decision I CLAIMS will force an 

screen comes up. 
2. Indicate whether the Oath Ceremony will be Judicial or 

Administrative in the buttons in the lower right-hand 
corner of the screen. 

3. Save and Close. 8 The save choices box will be 

displayed. 
4. Click on "Save and Close- Adjudication Complete." 

The case will automatically be sent to a reveri fier or 
supervisor for review. 

B. Continue: 
1. Click yellow stoplight button at top of screen. The 

decision screen comes up. 
2. Indicate why the case is being continued. 

3. Click on "Save and Close" B. Click on Save and 
Close -- Adjudication Complete." 
a. The N-14 will automatically print, if the case is 

continued for information 

22 

Adjudicator to save a case 
to Supervisory review if: 
I . The case was 

adjudicated on aT-tile 
2. The applicant is an 

IDENT 
3. The applicant is an N648 

For details, see the following 
section on "Printing N-14s." 
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C. DENY A CASE 

D. WITHDRAW A 
CASE 

E. ADMINISTRA TI 
VELYCLOSEA 

1) 

2) 

b. 

C. Deny: 
I. Click red stoplight button at the top of screen. The 

decision screen comes up. 
2. Choose the appropriate denial reason. 

3. Save and Close. B The save choices box will be 
displayed. 

4. Click on "Save and Close- Adjudication Complete." 
Denial notice will automatically print 

D. Withdrawal: 
1. Click red stoplight button at top of screen. The decision 

screen comes up. 
2. Click the "Application Withdrawn" box in the 

"Deny/WithdrawaVAdmin Close Choices," and select 
"Withdrawal by Applicant'' from 
"Denial/Withdrawal! Admin Close Reasons." 

3. A notice will be automatically generated by CLAIMS 
E. Administratively Close Case: 

I. Click red stoplight button at top of screen. The decision 
screen comes up. 

23 
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CASE 2. Click the "Application Withdrawn" box in the 
"Deny/Withdrawal/ Admin Close Choices." and select 
"Administratively Close Application" from 
•·oeniaVWithdrawal/Admin Clost: R<:asons." 

24 

NOTES 
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PRINTING N-14S 
To Print an N-14 for an Applicant who Needs to 
Submit Additional Information: 

A. Request additional information in the Evidence/ Background 
screen. 
1 . Selec.IJOO..yellow, continue stoplight Ill and the notice 

icon fill will be enable<!, 
2. Click on the potjse jcon 
3. 

a. To make changes to the notice, go to Tools on the 
main menu, Unprotect Document 

b. Then you may make changes to the CLAIMS 4 
generated N-14. 

4. Go directly to File, Exit . 
5. When you save and close J:ll , CLAIMS 4 will 

automatically print two copies (three if there is an 
attorney) of the N-14. 

To Print an N-14 for an Applicant who Needs to 
Return for a Re-Exam: 

1 . From the continue decision screen, deselect the continue 
reason in the right hand column (this will enable the notice 
icon) 

2. Click on the notice icon ~~ 
3. Customize notice following the steps above 
4. Print copies of notice directly from Microsoft Word 
5. Exitword 

25 
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PRINTING N-145 
(CON'T) 

SUPERVISORY 
REVIEW 

Adjudications 
Decision Screen 

User must have Supervisory 
Access to open the case in 

the correct state 

Reselect the continue reason in the right hand column 

7. Save and close D CLAJMS 4 will not print copies of 
the N-14 

To Review a Case in Supervisory Review: 

A. When someone with Supervisory access opens the case 
they will get an open choice that says "Application 
CHI*xxxxxx.xxx is waiting for Supervisor Review. Do you 
wish to open this application for this activity?" 

B. Select Yes- Open for Supervisor Review. CLAIMS will open 
to the decision screen 

C. At the decision screen, Select Confirm or Remand, in the 
Supervisory Review: box in the bottom right comer. 

D. Save and Close (here you must choose how to save the 
application). 

26 
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Decision Screen 
To Reverify a Case in Adjudications: 

User must be assigned a role 1 A. 
as a Reverifier in order to 

pertorm this fimction. 

B. 
screen 
l. Click on Save and Close IIJI or go to File, Save and 

27 
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Printing Reports in 
Reporting 

Print a Pick List 

Main~icon: 

Reporting 
Main-icon: 

A. Open Reporting 

B. Click on the Reporting Main Menu Icon 1!1 
C. Click on the proper folder 
D. Double click on the particular report 

To Print a Pick List: 

A. Click on the Scheduling Exam tolder 
B. Double click on the Examination/Case Review Pick List 

Report 
C. Select INS Location by clicking the drop down arrow 
D. Choose sort options and sort order 
E. Select the From} To: dates 

F. Click [I to view report 

G. Click to print report 

17 

Note: You may print reports 
without viewing them first 
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Court List 

Main-icon: 

Reporting 
Main~icon: 

CLAIMS 4 REPORTING 

A. Click on Scheduling OC folder 
B. Double click on Oath Ceremony Data Validation Report 
C. Select INS Location 
D. Select the Oath Ceremony Date by using the drop down 

calendar 
E. Choose sorting option 
F. Click on Refresh List View 
G. To orint report select Print Report from the file menu or click 

on 

A. Click on the Scheduling OC folder 
B. Double Click on Oath Ceremony N646/647 
C. Select Oath Ceremony Location using drop down arrow 
D. Choose OC date by using the drop down calendar 
E. Click on Refresh List View 
F. To,wim/eport select Print Report from the file menu or click 

on lliill 

,. 

The count and view options 
for this report may not work. 
The print option does work. 

The count and view 
options for this report 
may not work. The 
print option does work. 
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CERTIFICATES 
IN BATCH 

PRINT 
CERTIFICATES 
IN BATCH 

CLAIMS 4 DOCUMENT PRODUCTION 

DOCUMENT 
PRODUCTION 

for Oath Ceremony: 
Select the 

Print Certificates icon: ... 1 ~--

DOCUMENT 
PRODUCTION A. In order to print single ""rtifir-."t"' 

Print Certificates icon: ..1111 I be queued first through 

B. Click. select the 
button and click OK. 

I. -
2. Click 

radio 

option from the Available Fields. 
cendimr) by clicking on 

OK. 
3. Click and make sure Oath 

checked. Click OK. 
4. 

Nn~ha¥ of Certificates to Print tleld and the 

17 

NOTE: EACH 
CEREMONY NEEDS TO 
BE QUEUED BEFORE 
CERTIFICATES CAN BE 
PRINTED. 
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PRINT SINGLE 
CERTIFICATES 

PERFORM 
QACHECK 

DOCUMENT 
PRODUCTION 

Print Certificates icon: • 

DOCUMENT 

Number of Batches field, and click 
1. Enter the rant!e of certificate numbers that you will be using 

and 

2. 
3. When the confirmation \~iindow displays click OK. 

To Single Print Certificates for Oath Ceremony: 

A. In order to print single 

B. radio 

c. 

Certificate Information will be displayed. 
When the Print Confirmation window 

appears click OK 

To Perform QA on Printed Certificates: 

A. Click on the OA Check icon Ill 

18 

NOTES 
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QA 1flllicon: 

B. Highlight 
check and click 
A. Click on a certificate number in the Document List and the 

B. 
c. 
D. 

19 
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$ 1ne t-uture 

Click Here to Enter 

~ 

33 
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STATUS UPDATE IN 
CASE MANAGEMENT 

INFORMATION 
Case Management 

Batch Status Update 

Ill 

To Access Batch Status Update: 

From the main menu in Case Management, click on the Batch 

Status Update icon 

To Record a No Show: 

Click on the No Show tab in Batch Status Update. 

l. Select Oath Ceremony or Interview by clicking on the 
ronriate radio 

2. Type or wand in the application ID of the case that is to be 
indicated as a no-show, and press the Enter key after 
each Application !D. 

3. ClickOK. 

If a case was admin close. 
the site can reopen the case 
by using the Batch Status 
option Reopen Request 
Received The case can 
then be scheduled or opened 
in the Adjudication Module. 

Up to 25 cases can be 
entered at one time. 

NCY00.300 !6-00. UDO-EDS 

August 19, 1999 
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No SHOW 
INFORMATION 
RECEIVED 

REcoRD OATH 
CEREMONY 

CONDUCIED 

Batch Status Update 

11!1 

Case Management 
Batch Status Update 

-

To Record that Information Regarding a No 
Show has been Received: 

Click on the Batch Update tab in Batch Status Update 
I. Click on the Case Management folder 
2. Click on the Update with Requested Iutv No Show 

Information folder 
a. The words '"Update with Requested Intv No Show 

Information" will appear in the "Option Selected:" 
box. 

If a case is marked as a NO 
show for an Oath Ceremony 
and information was 
received, the site can reopen 
the case by using the Batch 
Status option Update with 
Requested Motion to 
Reopen Information. 

Up to 25 cases can be 
entered at one time. 

b. Type or wand in the A-Number or the Application ID and 
press Enter after each case. 

c. Click OK. 

To Close Out an Oath Ceremony: 

A. Click on Close-Out tab in Batch Status Update 

B. Click on the aooroori 

to indicate the 
type of closure. 

'" 
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RECORD OATH 

CEREMONY 
CONDUCIED 
(CON'T) 

To Close Out One Case: 

Enter the naturalization date. Enter the application ID to be 
closed out and press Enteron you keyboard. The application 
ID number displays in the Application ID list. 

To Close Out up to 25 Cases 
Simultaneously: 

A. Enter the naturalization date. Enter each application ID or A 
number and press Enter. 

B. When all the applications to be closed out have been entered 
dick OK. 

To Close Out an Entire Oath Ceremony: 

A. Enter the naturalization date. Type in the Oath Ceremony 
Date and enter your three letter location code ex: (CHI for 
Chicago) 

B. Press Enter and the Oath Ceremony will appear in the 
Location Information box. 

C. Double click on the Oath Ceremony, or highlight the ceremony 

NCYOO 30016-00 UDO-EDS 
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REVERIFY GRANTS 

CLAIMS 4 CASE 
~;:>:','; .:-:;';A 

Case Management 
Batch Status Update 

1!1!1 

ceremony will appear in the Application ID column. 

D. ClickOK 

To Reverify a Grant In Batch Status 
Update: 

A Click on Batch Update tab in Batch Status Update 
B. Click on Case Management folder 
C. Click on ReverifY Grant folder "ReverifY Grant" will appear in 

the Option Selected Field (Box) 
D. Enter the cases that need to be reverified 

I. Type or wand in the Application ID or the A-Number and 
press Enter. 

E. When all of the Application !D's appear in the Application lD 
column, click OK. 

NCYOO.JOO 16-00. UDO-EDS 
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Case Management 
Addre~ange 

Case Management 
FBIIJflts 

To Change an Address in Case 
Management: 

A. From the main menu in Case Management, click on the 
Change Address Icon 

I. Type an Application ID. 

2. Select Change Mailing Address, Change Residential 
Address, or Change Residential and Mailing Address, by 
clicking on the corresponding radio button. 

3. Update address infom1ation. 

4. Click OK to save the information. 

To View and Add a FBI result: 

A. Click on the FBI Reults icon 

B. Tvoe in the Annlication lD (include the *) and click ENTER 

•·NOTES 

Note: C4 defaults to 
Mailing address. 

1. To update Mailing or 
Residential address 
be sure to click the 
corresponding Radio 
Button. 

2. After updating Mailing 
or Residential addresses 
you must click Copy, 
otherwise both addresses 
are not saved into 

NCYOO 30016-00 UDO-EDS 
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C. To add a new response enter in the requested in fonnation. 
There is a drop down list for Response Code and a drop 
down calendar for response date. 

D. To save the intonnation click 

0? 
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CERTIFICATE 
NUMBERS A. The System Administrator will go into Profiles on the System 

Maintenance menu bar. 
1. Click on Certificate Numbers under the Profiles menu 

a. Enter the range of Certificate numbers 

b. Click on the 
radio button 

c. 
d. 
e. 

[ 

18 
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CREATING AND 
EDITING WORKFLOW 
PARTICIPANT ROLES 
AND REPORT ACCESS 

CLAIMS 4 SYSTEM MAINTENANCE 

To Assign Workflow Participant Roles to Users: 

A. Go to Profiles on the System Maintenance menu bar 
l . Click On Users 

a. 
b. 
c. 

d. 

e. 

Click on a User lQ,#Qll1 the User list 
Click on the Edit 11!11111 icon 
To change Workflow Participant Roles: Tab to the 
Participant Type Code field. Click on the ellipsis 
button 1111 to display list of Participant Type 
codes. Click on the desired Participant Type code. 
To change Report Access: Tab to the Report 
Access Group Code. Click on the ellipsis button 
Ill to display list of Group codes. Click on the 
desire.d..Qj;pup code. 
Click'--

NOTES .. 

NCYOO 30016-00 UDO-EDS 
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CLAIMS 4 SYSTEM MAINTENANCE 
CLAIMS 4 WORKAROUNDS 

Scheduling Re-exams 

Problem: 

Scheduling an applicant for a re-exam. 

Solution: 

As of release 5.0.1 (6/7/99), you no longer have to interactively place an applicant in the scheduling queue for re-exams. Re-exams are 
now being assigned the appropriate code and will be automatically placed in queue and scheduled for a re-exam. 

Option A: Batch Schedule Re-exams. 
t To ensure cases are not scheduled prior to 60 days after their initial interview (per NQP), a site must be scheduling - creating 

slots- at least 60 days in advance (The Site Profile No-sooner-than date should be at least 60 days). As well, the no-sooner-than 
date for the REN400 service type must be set at 60 days in the Schedule Profile. 

1 If the site has re-exam cases that need to be scheduled now (e.g., the case meets the required 60 day wait period for a re-exam ), 
these cases may be interactively scheduled for aRe-exam (see Option B). 

Option 8: Interactively Schedule Applicants for Re-exams. 
1 If the site has designated re-exam dates, the DAO or Clerk can interactively schedule the applicant for a re-exam date at least 60 

days in the future. 
t If the site does not have designated re-exam dates. the DAO or Clerk can interactively schedule the applicant for an interview date 

that is at least six1y days in the future. It is very important that the DAO or Clerk checks to make sure that slots have been 
created for that date before assigning the applicant. If a DAO or Clerk interactively schedules an applicant for a date 
before slots have been created, Batch Scheduler will not create additional slots for that date. 

A DAO or Clerk can check the availability of slots by: 
t Go into the Scheduling module and into the Utilities button on the toolbar 
t Select Batch Scheduler 
t 

1 

l 

Select Show Batch Schedule Data 
Select Schedule Interview 
Select the Section Available Slots tab 

17 
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CLAIMS 4 SYSTEM MAINTENANCE 
t Slots have been created for the highlighted dates. 

Reminder. If you need to interactively place are-exam applicant in the queue, do NOT use the "Do Not Schedule Before" 
functionality. The date will automatically default to the current date. ModifYing this field will cause Batch Scheduler errors. 

RESCHEDULING A NO SHOW 

Problem: 
Rescheduling a no show case 

Solution: 
If less than 30 days have passed since the scheduled initial interview and the site has received information regarding the No Show, the site 
can: 
t Mark that the site has received information regarding No Show cases in the Case Management module. This can be done by choosing the 

Batch Status Update icon and selected the folder marked Evidence Received and selecting the option Update wllnfo Regarding No 
Show. 

t In order for the case to be rescheduled in Batch, it is necessary to then place the case in queue for interview. This can be done by using the 
interactive Place in Queue feature in the Scheduling module or by going into the Adjudications module and choosing the icon New 
Interview/Oath Ceremony Request. By selecting QAN400 as the "Interview Type" the case will be placed in queue for Initial 
Interview. By selecting Re-exarn as the "Interview Type" the case will be placed in queue for a Re-examination. 

,. 
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CLAIMS 4 SYSTEM MAINTENANCE 
If less than 30 days have passed since the scheduled initial interview and the site has not received information regarding the No Show, the 
site can: 
1 Go into Scheduler Main Menu and select Place in Queue. The cases will get picked up when Batch Scheduler is run. 

lfmore than 30 days have passed since the scheduled initial interview, a DAO can: 
1 Go into Adjudications and click New Interview/Oath Ceremony Request icon on the toolbar. By selecting QAN400 as the "Interview 

Type" the case will be placed in queue for Initial Interview. By selected Re-exam as the "Interview Type" the case will be placed in queue 
for a Re-examination. 

FINGERPRINTS EXPIRE ON THE DAY OF THE OATH CEREMONY 

Problem: 

An applicant's fmgerprints are going to expire the day of the Oath Ceremony. 

Solution: 
According to Headquarters policy, an applicant should not be scheduled for an Oath Ceremony if their fingerprints expire the day of the 
ceremony. 

10 
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CLAIMS 4 SYSTEM MAINTENANCE 
Producing an Updated Certificate After a Ceremony has been Queued but Before the Certificates have 
been Printed 

Problem: 
A certificate with incorrect infmmation has been queued but not printed. 

Solution: 
The information must be corrected in the Adjudications module and the ceremony must be validated. 
I. Update applicant information. 

t Go into Adjudications 
t Click on the Preview/Open button on the toolbar 
1 On the 'Preview/Open' screen, enter the Application ID and click on OK 
1 Click on the Yes button to open application for Case Review 
t Update the appropriate applicant information and click on the Save button on the toolbar 
1 Exit Adjudications 

2. Print new certificate. 
t Go into Document Production 
1 Click on the Request/Print Batch Certificates button on the toolbar 
1 From the 'Certificate Printing and Setup' screen, select the Certificate Print Server option and click on the OK button 
t Highlight the appropriate ceremony and click on the Select button. Then click on the button marked Validate Ceremony Data. 

Click on the Request/Print Batch Certificates icon again on the toolbar and select the option Single Print Certificates 
1 On the 'Single Print' screen, enter the Certificate number and the Application ID and Click on the Search button 
1 After the certificate information appears in the box, click on the Print button 
t Click on the OK button when the Print Complete message appears 

PRODUCING AN UPDATED CERTIFICATE BEFORE A CEREMONY HAS BEEN CLOSED OUT IN 
CLAIMS 4 

Problem: 
A certificate with incorrect information was printed. 

?0 
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CLAIMS 4 SYSTEM MAINTENANCE 
Solution: 
The certificate must be voided, the mfonnation corrected In the Aqjudications module, the ceremony queued, and validate the ceremony. 

l. Void and/or destroy the current certificate. 
t Go into Document Production 
t Click on the Void/Destroy toolbar button 

On the 'Void/Destroy Certificate' screen, type in the certificate number and click on the Search button 
After the certificate number appears on the screen, click on the Void button to void the certificate or click on the Destroy button to 
destroy the certificate 

t Click on the OK buttons to verify and confinn the request 

2. Update applicant infonnation. 
t Go into the Adjudications module 

Click on the Preview/Open button on the toolbar 
On the 'Preview/Open' screen, enter the Application ID and click on OK 
Click on the Yes button to open application for Case Review 
Update the appropriate applicant infonnation and click on the Save button on the toolbar 
Exit Adjudications 

3. Print new certificate. 
t Go into the Document Production module 
t Click on the Request/Print Batch Certificates button (the printer icon) 

Select Reprint Certificates Radio Button 
Highlight and select the Oath Ceremony 

t Click on the button marked Validate Ceremony Data 
t Select the Request/Print Batch Certificates button 
t Select the Certificate Print Server radio button 
t Highlight the Oath Ceremony and then click Select 

Go through and check the Modi~ Sort, Print Instructions and Certificate Size buttons 
Click on the Batch Print button. The voided A numbers will appear. 

t Enter in the Certificate Range and click Save 
t Click Print Certificates and then OK 
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PRODUCING AN UPDATED CERTIFICATE AFTER A CEREMONY HAS BEEN CLOSED OUT IN 
CLAIMS4 

Problem: 
A certificate with incorrect information was printed and the Oath Ceremony has been closed out. 

Solution: 

Call the Help Desk. Provide the following information: 
1 Oath Date and Time 
l 

l 

l 

Original and updated Certificate number 
A Number and Application J.D. 
Reason for updated certificate, for example name change 
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Instructions for Synchronizing Passwords and Granting CLAIMS 4 Access1 

STEP 1: OBTAINING PROPER ACCESSES 

STEP 2: SYNCHRONIZING PASSWORDS 

17 
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4 END USER 

Help Desk Ticket Reporting Procedures 

The following process has been established to guide Service Center and District Office supervisors and ADP staff in reporting CLAIMS 4 
system problems. 

RESPONSIBILITIES IN THE PROCESS 

Supervisor Role 

Responsible for contacting the service center or the field ADP staff to report CLAIMS 4 problems. In contacting the staff, detailed information 
about the problem must be provided to your ADP staff and they will work with you to resolve it TI1e ADP will call the CLAIMS4 Help Desk 
if they are unable to resolve it. 

ADPRole 

Will field all calls from supervisors who are experiencing CLAIMS4 system problems. The ADP will attempt to resolve the problem if possible 
and they will contact the appropriate Help Desk if they are not resolvable. When contacting a Help Desk the ADP must assess what the 
problem is for the INS Help Desk (Network or database problems) or CLAIMS 4 (Application Specific) and then make the appropriate call 
to the correct Help Desk to open a separate ticket for each unique problem. Do not group multiple problems. Each problem must be 
submitted separately. 

Examinations Development Duij Manager 

Responsible for all aspects of problem resolution as well as communications with the Developer, Testing, Configuration Managemen~ Division 
Manager, and OIRM. 

17 
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Help Desk Ticket Reporting Procedures 

Examinations Division Manager 

Responsible for t!elding escalation tor the Service Center or for the Development Duty Manager. The Division Manager will provide the 
necessary support to ensure that end user obtains the optimum level of timely customer satisfaction possible. 

OIRM 

Will be responsible for approving all releases including emergency releases. 

Quality Assurance 

Quality Assurance reviews the PVCS Tracker Database. QA gathers and measures data from records in the database, analyzes the data 
especially with respect to the SCR process, and separate information which can be utilized for product and process improvements. 

,. 
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Help Desk Ticket Reporting Procedures 

Process Procedures and Contacts 

(b )(2) Contacts 

CUJMS 4Help Desk 
Examinations On-Call Representative 
Examinations Division Manager 

Process Procedures During Business Hours (9:00am to 5:00pm) 

(b )(2) 1. The ADP will call ilie CLAIMS 4 Help Desk atc:::::Jto report all application problems. A separate ticket will be opened for 
each problem. 

2. When calling, provide the following to ilie Help Desk Receptionist: 

t Your name, your departmenVfimctional group, your phone or pager number, and site location. You are the user Point of Contact 
(POC) unless you designate a different name and phone. 

t The functional group where the problem occurred (e.g., Mailroom, Data Entry, Adjudications). 
t Application ID. 
t A brief and concise description of the problem, Which part of the N-400 (e.g., 1&2, 3A, 3B) or screen, (e.g., G-258, Evidence, 

FD258) where the problem occurred. 
t The exact error message and if possible the error code number. 
t What efforts have you undertaken to resolve the problem. 

Provide the appropriate priority level to the problems that you're reporting to the Help Desk. Priority levels 
and their criteria are as follows: 

IQ 
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Help Desk Ticket Reporting Procedures 
CRJTIC'AL: Your site can not perfonn any production work on CLAI!vL') 4. 
HIGH: Your site can not perform production work on some systems modules or parts of the N-400 
MEDIUM· 
LOW: 

The problem affects production but your site has a viable work -around 
The problem causes some level of inconvenience. 

3. Make sure you receive your Help Desk ticket number. 
4. If calling during business hours (9:00am to 5:00pm) and you are unable to reach the Help Desk, leave a voice mail message and the Help 

Desk will return your call within 30 minutes. 

Escalations During Business Hours (9:00am to 5:00pm) 

If you called the Help Desk, left a voice mail message and haven't received a return call within 30 minutes escalate your call using the following 
procedures: 

B 
R 

lfno response to initial call within 30 minute page the Development Duty Mrav:r I I 
If no response within 30 minutes, call the Examinations Division ManageJ 
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Help Desk Ticket Reporting Procedures 

PROBLEM RESOLUTION AND CONFIGURATION CONTROL PROCESS DURING BUSINESS HOVRS 

1 . For critical priority tickets, EDS-ITP personnel will contact the user POC within an hour. Critical priority items will be started within an 
hour and released as an Emergency Fix if software changes are needed. A System Change Request (SCR) will be created and referred to 
the next scheduled CLAIMS Configuration Control Board (CCB) meeting. 

2. For high priority tickets, EDS-ITP personnel will attempt to contact the user POC within an hour. High priority items will be ;tarted and 
released as an Emergency Fix if software changes are needed. An SCR will be created and referred to the next scheduled CCB meeting. 

3. For medium priority tickets, EDS-ITP personnel will attempt to contact the use POC by close of business that day, medium 
priority items will be prioritized and an impact analysis will be started within one week. If a software change is needed, it will be included in 
the CLAIMS 4 release scheduled as determined by the CCB. An SCR will be created and referred to the next CCB meeting. 

4. For low priority tickets, EDS-lTP personnel will attempt to contact the user POC hy the next business day. Low priority items will be 
prioritized and an impact analysis will be started within one week. If a software change is needed, it will be scheduled in the CLAIMS 4 
release schedule as deterrnined by the CCB. An SCR will be created and referred to the next scheduled CCB meeting. 

5. Non-Emergency tickets requiring no software change will be closed. A System Change Request (SCR) will be created for non-emergency 
tickets requiring software change and referred to the next scheduled CCB meeting. 

Tite CCB may assign three different actions to a SCR: 
t The SCR may be approvedforwork and assigned a priority. Work starts on the SCR based on the priority assignedji-om the 

CCB. Critical priority assignments require immediate action; High priority tickets are worked next, then !vfedium priority 
assignments, and finally low priority assignments. 

t The SCR may be deferred to a future date, event or CCB meeting. No additional work may be done on the SCR at this time, 
except to satisjj1 deferral crileria. For example, the user POC may be directed by the Chairperson to supply additional 
information necessary to develop requirements for the SCR. 

t The SCR may be canceled and/or closed. No further work is done on the SCR. The user POC will be informed of such 
decisions b_v the Task Leader, Functional Lead or through receipt ofCCB minutes. 
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Help Desk Ticket Reporting Procedures 

Process Procedures After Business Hours (7:00pm to 9:00am) 

(b)(2) I. For critical and !Jjgh priority reports, the ADP will page the Examinations On-Call Representative atO 
2. When you call, provide the following infom1ation to tl1e Examinations On-Call Respresentative: 

• Your name, your departmentrfunctional group, your phone or pager number, and site location. You will be the point of contact (POC) 
unless you desi~1ate a different name and phone number. 
• Functional group where the problem occurred Mailroom, Data Entry, or Adjudications. 
• Application ID. 
• A brief and concise description of the problem, including: 

B Part of the of the N-400 (e.g .... Part 1&2, Part3A, 3B) or screen (e.g., ... G-28, Evidence, FD258) where the problem 
occurred. 
B Exact error message and if available error code number. 
B Your efforts undertaken to resolve the problem. 

• The appropriate level of priority based on the following criteria: 
CRITICAL: Your site cannot perform any production work on CLAIMS 4. 
HIGH: Your site cannot perform production work on some system modules or parts of the N-400. 
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Help Desk Ticket Reporting Procedures 

CLAIMS 4 CONTACT LIST 

ISD-Acting Associate Commissioner for Office of Benefits 

ISD-Acting Deputy Commissioner of Office of Benefits 

ISD-Office ofBenefits Systems, Systems Development 

52 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Computer-Linked Application Infonnation Management System Version 4.0 (CLAIMS 4) 
was developed by the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) to assist in the processing of 
applications related to naturalization or attaining U. S. citizenship. Because of the increase in 
naturalization applications in recent years, an effort has been made to reengineer previous 
computerized naturalization systems to provide a more efficient and effective process. 
CLAIMS 4 uses newer and more efficient technology based on a graphical user interface (GUI) 
that will enable the INS to process cases more efficiently by tracking each case through all 
aspects of the naturalization and citizenship process, from application submission to close out. 
The purpose of CLAIMS 4 is to make use of more efficient technology, such as local area 
network (LAN)-based, client/server systems, that are better equipped to meet the current and 
future needs of the INS. The new system will take advantage of improvements in computer 
technology and will include the following new features: 

• Rule-based adjudication to capture laws and regulations associated with adjudication 
decision-making and to support the adjudicator in making decisions in accordance with 
current policy 

• Workflow management and workload simulation to help forecast demand and leverage 
the workload nationwide 

• System profiling to identify cases in high- or low-risk groups 

• Relational database to provide better reporting capabilities of statistical information and 
more flexibility in tracking applications and cases 

• Electronic capture digitization to include photographs, signatures, and fingerprints 

All basic naturalization functions such as receipting, case management, scheduling, and future 
releases are included. The goal is to provide an automated methodology that will evolve into a 
single system supporting all immigration benefits processing. 

Project Description 

CLAIMS 4 is the result of the infusion of new technologies with the first iteration of the 
reengineering of the naturalization business process. This high volume, transaction system 
requires a tremendous level of effort involving several hundred interrelated tasks based on 
ever-changing immigration laws, statutes, and policies. INS Headquarters and field personnel, 
along with EDS Infonnation Technology Partnership (ITP) and subcontractors, spent over two 
years gathering requirements and developing and testing code to create a system that would fully 
support the naturalization function. The subsequent sections provide a detailed description of the 
system functions that constitute CLAIMS 4. 

Background 

The Reengineered Naturalization Automated Casework System (RNACS) became operational in 
1986. Currently, RNACS, a mainframe application, supports 31 offices with more than 500 
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users and processes approximately 85 percent of all naturalizations. The recent increase in 
naturalization applications has caused application processing time to rise to unacceptable levels. 
In response, the INS is pursuing new methods of conducting naturalizations and automating 
support for these new processes. 

In response to INS initiatives, a NACS user group was formed to help the ITP team gather the 
requirements for the new naturalization system. The ITP team was offered the opportunity to 
tour District Offices (DOs) and a Service Center (SC) to better understand the naturalization 
environment. The ongoing dialogue with INS Headquarters Adjudication and Headquarters, 
Office of Infom1ation Resources Management (HQ OIRM) created this functional requirements 
document (FRD). 

Objectives 

CLAIMS 4 reengineering is intended to provide an automated system that will effectively 
support the reengineered naturalization business processes. The achievement of this global 
objective will be accomplished through the following two key principles: 

• Apply an iterative methodology in a controlled and manageable environment to 
demonstrate how the reengineered CLAIMS 4 system supports the new naturalization 
processes 

• Evolve CLAIMS 4 from processing naturalization benefits only to processing all types of 
immigration benefits and thereby form the core for a reengineered CLAIMS 

The purpose of conducting this e!Tort in a pilot environment offered the INS an opportunity to 
validate that the following technologies were integrated to support overall objectives: 

• Relational databases 
• GU!s 
• Client/server architecture 
• LAN/wide area network (WAN) communications 

In addition, the pilot validated the application of the following concepts for both CLAIMS 4 and 
the CLAIMS reengineering efforts: 

• Ente1prise Data Model 
• Central data repository 
• Electronic capture of photographs 
• Image storage and retrieval 
• Workflow management 
• Statistical analysis support 

Additionally, the pilot used a database that was designed in conjunction with the INS Enterprise 
Model and the corporate database team, for the integration into a single master database that can 
be shared Service-wide. These concepts included the use of a person entity that was established 
independently and referenced by whatever information the INS has about that person, such as an 
alien number (A-Number), social security number (SSN), name, or date of birth. The database 
was designed and maintained in such a way that the person was uniquely identitied and all 
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changes made to that person's data traced and linked to the numerous applications that the person 
submits to the INS. 

The value of this approach highlighted the capability of the INS to gather consistent information 
about its client base for protecting the INS against fraudulent applications. This effort serves as 
the baseline for future enhancements. 

Assumptions and Constraints 

The following assumptions are related to the CLAIMS 4 functionality that will be available in the 
requirements traceability matrix: 

• Data Entry-Phase I supported the data entry requirements of the N-400 application. 
Future releases will provide data entry functions for all naturalization processes and other 
benefit applications. 

• Scheduling-Limited to a transfer of CLAIMS scheduling functionality wifh 
enhancements to support the scheduling of the Oath Ceremony 

• Adjudication-supported limited application profiling 

• Interface-supported fully automated interfaces to mainframe NACS, Central Index 
System (CIS), and the Receipt and Alien-File Accountability and Control System 
(RAFACS). In addition, a semi-automated interface to the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI) was supported. 

• Workflow-Supported application capabilities and full N-400 productivity statistics. 
The Workflow management function used standards defined by the Workflow Coalition. 
This function was designed as a modular unit of the CLAIMS 4 application, to be 
replaced by a commercial off-the-shelf(COTS) Workflow function in future releases. 

The following constraints were applied during the CLAIMS 4 reengineering pilot project: 

• Reengineered Pilot Processes-support provided for the reengineered pilot processes 
only, to adequately measure the potential of the reengineered system 

• Pilot Capacity-Pilot volume limited to 350 to 1,000 naturalization applications per day; 
this rate ensured an adequate pilot while providing the basis for expansion to 
accommodate the maximum number of users. 

• Technical Architecture-selected pilot locations were equipped with the most recent 
version of the Technology Infrastructure Project (TIP) standard workstation and LAN 
configuration. This ensured the availability of the architecture required to support the 
reengineered pilot system. 

Equipment Environment 

CLAIMS 4 was implemented in part of a selected SC and part or all of a selected DO. This site 
was capable of generating 350 to I ,000 naturalization applications per day and was equipped 
with the latest TIP-standard workstation and LAN equipment. 
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CLAIMS 4 used INS' Pyramid central database server for its central data repository. Additional 
information about the specific hardware and software configuration for the reengineered 
CLAIMS 4 shall be provided in the hardware/software configuration and estimate document. 

Support Software Environment 

The following tools were used to assist in the development of the CLAIMS 4 reengineered 
technical design: 

• KEY CASE--A computer-aided software engineering tool used to develop the logical 
database design 

• Rational Rose/Visual Basic-An object-oriented design tool used to develop object 
model diagrams and document the application architecture 

• PowerDocs-A documentation tool used to generate detailed module design descriptions 
ofthe software 

The reengineered CLAIMS 4 used the following software products: 

• Oracle-A relational database management tool used for managing the central database 
server 

• Visual Basic 4.G--A GUI tool used to develop the user interface with the reengineered 
CLAIMS4 

• Integrated Data Management System (IDMS) 12.()--A relational database 
management tool used to manage legacy mainframe systems and interfaced with the 
reengineered CLAIMS 4 

111is list represents the initial software product set and is not all inclusive. Upon completion of 
the physical design, the final configuration will be provided in an updated hardware/software 
configuration and estimate document. 

Interfaces to External Systems 

CLAIMS 4 interfaced with the mainframe RNACS, CIS, RAFACS, and the FBI, as follows: 

• Mainframe RNAC8-An IDMS on the DOJ mainframe. A batch interface was 
provided to support the following: 

- Queries to determine if a given applicant has submitted prior naturalization benefits 
applications 

- Transferring non-N -400 cases to the mainframe for post -data entry processing 

- Passing N -400 case data 

- Facilitating case transfers to other offices 
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• CIS-An IDMS on the DOJ mainframe. CIS was accessed through an IDMS 12.0 
central version to support an online interface for queries. Updates were performed using 
a batch procedure. This interface was used for the following purposes: 

- Detennininglverifying the applicant's A-Number 
- Requesting the transfer of an alien tile (A-File) not located in the local office 
- Updating the CIS for name changes and corrections of personal data 
- Updating the CIS with the final status of the naturalization case 

• RAFACS-A PC/LAN-based file tracking system. RAFACS also provides access to 
tiles archived in the Federal Records Centers through its interface to the Central 
Information Processing System (CIPS). Some of its functionality was duplicated by the 
Workflow function. An interface kept the systems synchronized. 

• FBI-A regularly scheduled batch interface with a SC tracking facility for FBI 
fingerprint checks was provided during this phase. This will be replaced in later releases 
by an interface to !DENT. 

Interfaces to many other systems will be required to support a fully integrated benefits case 
management system. All currently identified interfaces are described in Section 2.1. 10, External 
Interface Description. 

Points of Contact 

The project manager for CLAIMS 4 is responsible for overseeing the project management 
activities in support of this system on a daily basis. The task leader for CLAIMS 4 is assigned to 
oversee the completion of the application development components for this task. Consulting 
services are being provided by the EDS Goverrunent Consulting Services group. Specific names, 
telephone numbers, and addresses are provided in the CLAIMS 4 proposal for technical support 
services provided to the INS. 

Project References 

The following documents were used or referenced in the development of this FRD: 

• Naturalization Adjustment Casework System Reengineering Logical Data Model, 
December I, 1995 (NCY00.20000-00.D*O) 

• Response to Task Order Proposal, Revision 2, 95-BSB-0006.1, May 31, 1996 

• CLAIMS 4 Reengineering Functional Requirements Document, June 11, 1996 
(NCYOO.lOOOO-OO.W*O) 

• NACS Phase I Functional Requirements Document, July 21, 1995 
(CMYOO. I 0000-00.F*O) 

• Naturalization Automated Casework System, July 25, 1995 (CMY00.20000-00.F*O) 

• Naturalization Subsystem Hardware Software Configuration Estimate, April 23, 1996 
(NCY00.30001-00.D*O) 
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• CLAIMS Functional Requirements for Service Centers Draft, June 22, 1998 

• CLAIMS Functional Requirements for District Offices Draft, February 11, 1998 
(NCYOO. 10002-00.D*O) 

Project Documentation 

The following deliverables, as identified in the Systems Development Life Cycle (SDLC) 
documentation, both core and supplemental, will be produced and submitted to the INS for 
review and approval: 

• Operations and Administration Guide 
• User Reference Manual 
• System Test Plan 
• System Test Results 
• Acceptance Test Plan 
• Acceptance Test Results 
• Naturalization Business Processes (CLAIMS 4) Manuals 
• Implementation Plan 
• Training Course Design 
• Training Materials 
• Pilot Evaluation Report 

Glossary 

Appendix A, Acronyms, provides a list of acronyms used in this document. 
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FUNCTIONAL PROCESS REQUIREMENTS 

This section describes all automated user functions implemented in CLAIMS 4. 

Detailed Functional Descriptions 

The program was designed and developed to support all major naturalization processes: 

• Mailroom Receipting and Data Entry 
• Finance and Paymerge 
• Adjudication 
• Case Management 
• Scheduler 
• Certificate Generation 
• Notices 
• Report Process 
• System Maintenance 
• External Interfaces 
• Workflow 
• Case Status 

Mailroom, Receipting, and Data Entry Process Description 

The Mailroom, Receipting, and Data Entry function provides the capability to enter data into the 
system and record the receipt of applications and fees. Mailroom and Data Entry functions 
initiate the naturalization process for a given application. Receipting sets many other activities in 
motion, such as requesting background checks to be perfonned and placing the application into 
the schedule system. It also assembles the A-File before sending the file containing the 
completed application and accompanying evidence to the correct office for adjudication. 

1.1.1.1 Mailroom Process Description 
When a new batch of mail is ready for processing, the user must enter its delivery date and time 
into the system. For each piece of mail in the batch, the user must generate a request for an 
application identifier and affix the bar-code label on the outside of the application folder. For 
applications that need to be entered together (in order to be a group or, if covered by a shared 
payment), the system will allow the user to enter a lead applicant (primary person) for the group. 
If an application is entered incorrectly, the system will allow the user to void the application. 

1.1.1.2 Data Entry Process Description 
After the application passes from the mailroom to data entry, the data entry clerk must enter the 
data from the application fonns in to the system. Data from these forms may be accepted in 
electronic fonnat from CBOs in the near future, thereby eliminating the need for keyed data 
entry. Another future system enhancement will be that some of the data may be pre-populated 
from other systems. The system will allow the user to generate additional bar codes and address 
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labels. The system shall allow partial data entry of an application to be retrieved and updated 
later. If there are any missing names or A-Numbers, the system shall suspend the application. 

When an application is suspended due to missing documentation, it can be held in suspension for 
a maximum of 87 days. The 87-day clock, controlled by the Workflow function, may be reset at 
any time by the manual intervention of authorized staff. If the missing documentation is received 
during the 87-day period, the data entry staff must enter the additional data in to the system to 
comp Jete the process. Then, the case can proceed to interview scheduling. If the additional 
required information is not submitted after the 87-day suspense period, an interview must be 
scheduled at the DO for adjudication. This is in accordance with INS policy that naturalization 
applications cannot be denied without granting an interview. Following the interview, the 
application can be denied or the 87 -day clock may be started again to allow the applicant another 
chance to produce evidence. 

Upon establishing the A-Number, the system shall initiate a request (through Workflow) to 
CIS/RAFACS for a physical file transfer to the appropriate DO for an interview. The system will 
accept payment by check or money order. In the future, payments may be accepted by credit and 
debit cards. Based upon ZIP code -office mapping information as provided by INS, the system 
should determine locations where applicants can be scheduled for interviews and oath 
ceremonies. 

1.1.1.3 Receipting and Data Entry Inputs 
The following are inputs to the receipting process: 

• Signed application form (hard copy) 

• Payment (check, money order, or cash) 

• Photograph (hard copy) 

• (No FD-258 card required any more ... ) Other evidence, as required, to support the 
application (hard copy) 

• G-325B form, if applicant has military record 

• G-28 form, if an attorney is representing the applicant (hard copy) 

1.1.1.4 Receipting and Data Entry Processing 
The system shall provide a GUI. 

1.1.1.4.1 MAILROOM PROCESSING 

This function shall allow the application to be started in the mailroom. The system shall provide 
a user interface to enter the batch, date and time of the maiL The system shall allow the user to 
enter the number of applications and remittances received, using defaults of one for each. TI1e 
system shall generate a new and unique application identifier for each application entered. The 
system shall provide the capability to associate a single payment with multiple applications. The 
system shall print the Application ID onto a bar-code label, along with the mailroom date and 
Application lD in readable form. The system shall generate a unique payment identifier for each 
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payment. (If the number ofremittances included in an application packet is zero 
(underpayment), it will not create a payment identifier.) The system shall automatically capture 
the applicant identifier, along with the current date and time, and the delivery date and time for 
the mail batch, and store this information for Workflow metrics. The system shall allow a user to 
void an application (by updating the status to Mailroom Void), provided the application has not 
already proceeded to data entry. 

1.1.1.4.2 PAYMENT DATA ENTRY PROCESSING 

The system shall provide the capability for a qualified user to select payment entry and to fill out 
the remittance details. The system shall support the required fields as identified by INS. The 
system shall identify a check or money order that is not signed, is not payable to the INS, not in 
U. S. currency, or where values do not match. The system shall provide stale date logic (not 
more than six months for a check and no more than two years for a money order). The system 
shall provide post date logic enforcing the restriction that the date of a check must be less than or 
equal to the date of data entry. The system shall provide a mechanism to enter a payment by 
check, money order, or a combination of the two. Credit cards will be acceptable in a future 
release. The system shall accept a payment consisting of multiple remittances, such as two 
checks and a money order. The system shall record a sequence number on the database along 
with the payment identifier to allow for a single payment with multiple remittances. The system 
shall print the payment identifier and sequence number on the check to identify it to the system if 
it is returned from the bank. The system shall use the payment identifier and sequence number 
on the check to identify the check to the system if it is returned from the bank. The system shall 
display the payment and the cumulative amount paid as remittances are entered and added to the 
payment. The system shall allow the user to indicate that a fee waiver has been requested by the 
applicant. The system shall route the application to a supervisor when a fee waiver has been 
requested. The system shall insert a blank entry into the remittance table to indicate a missing 
remittance, where fewer remittances were entered than those accepted in the mailroom 
(indicating a possible error in mailroom keying). 

1.1.1.4.3 APPLICATION DATA ENTRY PROCESSING 

The system shall allow N-400 data to be entered. The system shall allow data entry to begin after 
entering an application identifier if the initial data entry has not occurred. The ~;ystem shall 
display the form with any data already entered after entry of an application identifier, if the data 
entry has previously occurred. The system shall prevent the user from entering a new form or 
from updating a previously entered form if the application or case is not considered available for 
data entry. The system shall issue a warning and prevent updates to the data if the case has 
already been sent to the DO for adjudication. 

The system shall capture data from forms as entered by data entzy personnel. The system shall 
check validity and referential integrity, as appropriate, for data entered on an application. The 
system shall require the applicant's name and mailing address before the application can be 
accepted. The system shall require the A-Number, date of birth and country of birth before the 
application can be fully processed. The system shall retrieve attorney data automatically from 
CLAIMS 4 attorney tables after the attorney identifier is entered and G-28 form is attached. 
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The system shall accept or suspend an application depending upon the business rules applied 
during data entry. 

The system shall require entry or selection of a valid form type from a pull-down menu for a new 
application. The system shall in the future require entry or selection of a valid form type and date 
of revision from a pull-down menu for a new application. The system shall display data entry 
fields in the sequence as listed on the application, depending upon the form type. For N-400 
applications, the system shall provide the capability to capture the basis under which an applicant 
is applying for citizenship. The system shall provide the following basis of eligibility options for 
the N-400: 

• I have been a permanent resident for at least 5 years 

o I have been a permanent resident for at least 3 years, during which I was married to aU. 
S. citizen 

• I am applying on the basis of qualifying military service 

• I am a pem1anent resident child ofU. S. citizen parents 

• Other 

If "Other" is selected, a longer list ofreasons is displayed from which the user may select a basis 
for filing. They are as follows: 

• Section 316 (B), INA 
• Section317, INA 
• Section 319 (B), INA 
• Section 319 (D), INA 
• Section 324, INA 
• Section 325, INA 
• Section 326, INA 
• Section 327, INA 
• Section 330, INA 

Absence due to employment abroad 
Temporary absence due to religious duties 
Absence due to spouse's employment abroad 
Surviving spouse of service-employed citizen 
Lost citizenship through marriage to an alien 
Owes permanent allegiance to U. S. 
Citizen of Philippines 
Lost citizenship through foreign military duty 
Service on aU. S. vessel 

The system shall generate an Evidence Check-Off screen, depending on the fom1 type and basis 
of eligibility. The system shall provide an "Other" button, that when checked produces a text 
box in which the user may describe any additional evidence that was supplied. The system shall 
determine if the minimum evidence required has been supplied and shall warn the user that 
Workflow will suspend the application if it is missing. The system shall allow the user to mark 
evidence as received or deselect evidence by marking each item or all items on the list. 
The system shall warn the user if the application has not been marked as signed by the applicant. 
The system shall warn the user that the application will be suspended when required data are 
missing from an application. 

The system shall allow a user to update applicant information prior to fee reconciliation. The 
system shall calculate fees as the forms are entered using a fee table that uses the form type as 
the basis for calculating the fee. The system shall prompt the user to select either fees receipted 
elsewhere, fee waiver requested, or payment missed, if the total remittances recorded in the 
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mailroom was zero. The system shall capture data from each form once the information is 
validated. 

The system shall extract data from each form for upload into the RNACS mainframe system. 
The system shall initiate, through the use of Workflow, a CIS interface to validate data between 
the mainframe CIS system and the application. The system shall process returns from CIS 
validation and refer mismatches to Workflow for further resolution. The system shall initiate, 
through the use of Workflow, an RNACS interface to update the RNACS mainframe system 
with data on N-400 filings. The system shall accept the application identifier as wanded in or 
entered from the bar code on the application jacket The system shall allow the user to search for 
an application when the application identifier is not known. 

The system shall trigger the appropriate notices after data entry including Receipt, Receipt with 
Suspense, and Receipt with Exception. The system shall trigger the batch production of receipt 
notices for accepted applications. The system shall trigger the batch production of suspend 
notices when the evidence is deficient. 

The system shall allow data entry of information from 1-881 forn1s including: 
From Part One 

• A-Number 
• Last Name 
• First Name 
• Middle Name 
• Address: C/0 
• Address Street I 
• Address Street 2 

• City 

• State 

• Zip Code 
• Sex 
• Date of Birth 
• Country of Birth 
• Nationality 

From Part Two 
• Eligibility indicator (Application Type) --up to four 

a. Guatemalan or Salvadoran ABC 
b. Guatemalan or Salvadoran asylum applicant on or before April 1, 

1990 
c. FSB applicant 
d. Spouse, child, unmarried son or unmarried daughter of a primary I-
881 applicant 

If Application Typed is selected, 
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• - Whether spouse or parent applied with INS or Executive Office of 
Immigration Review (EOIR) 

Per annotation at eligibility review 
• Attorney ID 

The system shall require during data entry of 1-881 forms, the A-Number, relationship and filing 
location (INS or EOIR) of the primary applicant in the event that Application Typed is selected. 
The system shall warn the user during data entry of I-881 forms that the case will be subject to 
immediate dismissal, if Application Type d and filing location EOIR have been selected, but only 
if no other Application Type, ('a', 'b', or 'c',) has been selected. The system shall hold an 1-881 
application for dismissal in the event that Application Type d and filing location EOIR have been 
selected, and these fields have not been modified following the warning message. The system 
shall generate a 2-D bar code representation of the data elements required during data entry of an 
1-881 form. The system shall provide the capability of entering data from an I-881 form into the 
system by scanning data from a 2-D bar code, as well as by manual keying. The system shall 
provide a means of indicating if the required supporting evidence has been submitted with the 
application. The system shall interface with CIS to verify the A-Number entered from the 1-881 
form. 

1.1.1.4.4 GROUP MANIPULATION PROCESSING 

The system shall allow applications to be entered as belonging to groups (such as a family or 
CBO). The system shall provide a table of CBO information to avoid re-keying the details each 
time a given CBO is encountered. The system shall assign a unique group identifier to applicant 
groups. The system shall provide the capability to add applicant groups from the system at any 
time during the data entry process. The system shall provide the capability to change applicant 
groups from the system at any time during the data entry process . The system shall provide the 
capability to dissolve applicant groups from the system at any time during the data entry process. 
The system shall provide the capability to make groups active or inactive at any time during the 
data entry process. The system shall mark subsequent applications as belonging or not belonging 
to the current groups. The system shall link all the current group identifiers with the 
corresponding application records. The system shall provide the capability to display members 
of groups. The system shall provide the capability to add or delete from groups interactively. 

The system shall provide the ability for the user to identify a group primary person for receipt 
notification in the case of one payment representing more than one applicant The system shall 
determine the primary person by age, using the date ofhirth indicated on the application, in the 
event the user does not identify a group primary person for multi-application payments. 

1.1.1.4.5 BOUNCED CHECK RECORDING PROCESSING 

The system shall provide a mechanism for recording a check presented against insufficient funds 
(a bounced check) when the notification is received from the bank. The system shall in the 
future accept electronic transmissions from banks of bounced check data. The system shall mark 
the applications associated with the affected payment identifier, and place them in "suspend" 
status, when a bounced check is recorded. The system shall trigger a notice to the applicants (via 
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Workflow) about the bounced check through the Notices subsystem when the application is 
suspended because of a bounced check. 

1.1.1.4.6 BOUNCED CHECK CORRECTION PROCESSING 

The system shall provide a mechanism for recording a corrective payment for a bounced check. 
The system shall accept corrective payment for a bounced check only by money order. The 
system shall update the appropriate application with the payment correction information and 
remove the suspense status from the application. 

1.1.1.4. 7 INTERFACE PROCESSING 

The system shall initiate external background checks and update the Workflow software and 
CLAIMS 4 status accordingly. The system shall allow unlimited days for FBI background 
checks. The system shall record the FD-258 card data as processed (inserted into the MRD data 
files on the CLAIMS 3 server) in support of the transmittal process to the FBI, and update the 
Workflow software. The system shall provide the capability to record the FD-258 responses as 
received and update the Workflow and CLAIMS 4 status. The system shall provide for updating 
CLAIMS 4 database with the correct codes to indicate fingerprints were processed. 

The system shall not allow a case to be scheduled until a response has been received from the 
FBI for the FD258 fingerprint check. The system shall automatically request rescheduling of 
fingerprint processing the first time an unclassifiable response is received. The system shall 
allow cases that have returned two consecutive unclassifiable FD258 responses to proceed to 
interview. The system shall hold cases that have yielded an "immediate reject" response from the 
FD258 check for further investigation. 

Tile system shall extract data required by the FBI for the G-325A Name/Date of Birth Check and 
update the CLAIMS 4 database to indicate that this process has completed. The system shall 
provide the capability to record the G·325A Name/Date of Birth Check responses as received and 
update the Workflow software. The system shall provide for updating the CLAIMS 4 database 
with the correct codes to indicate that the G·325A was processed. The system shall 
automatically upload data for the posting of newly entered N-400 forms to RNACS. The system 
shall include a flag in the data uploaded to the mainframe RNACS system to prevent further 
processing. 

The system shall in the future provide for a batch update to the attorney information table in 
PAMS. The system shall provide a table of attorney inforn1ation to avoid re-keying the attorney 
address each time a given attorney is encountered. The system shall in the future update 
CLAIMS 4 attorney tables with attorney identifiers and other attorney data as reflected in other 
systems on a periodic basis. 

The system shall provide the capability to record military forms as provided and update the 
Workflow software. 
The system shall create a request for the A-File using RAF ACS and CIS interfaces, when the 
A-File is not located at the receipting Service Center (SC). The system shall be updated 
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automatically when the A-File has been received into local RAFACS. (RAFACS will handle 
requests to retrieve archived A-Files from the FRC, should this he necessary.) 

The system shall accept standard formatted records from external systems for scheduling. The 
system shall notify the originating system of case acceptance. The system shall notify the 
originating system of case scheduling. The system shall notify the SID mainframe system of case 
acceptance. The system shall notify the SID mainframe system of case scheduling. 

1.1.1.4.8 ZIP CODE MAPPING PROCESSING 

The system shall incorporate the proper ZIP code, city, and state information as provided by the 
U. S. Postal Service. The system shall populate the city and state fields when the user enters the 
five-digit or full nine-digit ZIP code from the application. The system shall in the future provide 
a batch cycle to add the plus 4 to the ZIP code when the five-digit ZIP code is entered. In future 
releases, the system shall provide a hatch cycle if there is no ZIP code provided, and shall attempt 
to add all nine-digits to the record. The system shall in the future generate an error report for 
those records that could not be successfully converted to the ZIP code plus-4 format. In the 
future, the system shall set Workflow to return the application to data entry for re-keying where 
the ZIP code or Case Control Office (CCO) cannot be determined. 

The system shall in the future determine the nine-digit extended ZIP code automatically in all 
cases. In the future, the system shall determine which counties are required to determine court 
jurisdictions and whose boundaries often do not correspond exactly to five-digit ZIP codes from 
the ZIP-plus-four fields. · 

1.1.1.4.9 DATA ENTRY EXIT FUNCTIONS 

The system shall determine the adjudication location once the initial data entry is completed for 
N-400 applications. l11e system shall determine the adjudication location for suspended N-400 
applications more than 87 days old. The system shall in the future print a new bar-code label 
indicating previous and new adjudication locations when applicable. The system shall determine 
the adjudication location based on the applicant's residential address. The system shall use the 
existing CCO table on the RNACS mainframe production system as the basis to determine the 
office where the application is adjudicated. The system shall forward all completed N-400s and 
suspended N-400s older than 87 days to the scheduler once the A-File is received in RAFACS, 
and the background checks are returned or the period for due diligence has elapsed for 
uncompleted events. 

1.1.1.4.10 DATA ENTRY TRACKING AND REPORTING FUNCTION 

The system shall allow data to be entered as they are provided by applicants. The system shall 
update application status automatically, where applicable, when additional evidence or data are 
provided. The system shall trigger Workflow, where applicable, to take a case out of suspense 
when the data and evidence requirements are met. The system shall provide an audit trail of all 
changes made to data. The system shall provide a batch status update to indicate completion of 
steps to Workflow, CLAIMS 4 Oracle database, and other systems as required. 

1.1.1.5 Receipting and Data Entry Outputs 
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Because of processing the items identified in Section 2. I. 1 .3, Receipting and Data Entry Inputs, 
the system shall provide the following outputs to the next step in the process: 

• The system shall determine the adjudication location once the initial data entry is 
completed for N-400 applications. 

• The system shall use the existing CCO table on the RNACS mainframe production 
system as the basis to determine the otlice where the application is adjudicated. 

• The system shall forward all completed N-400 applications and suspended N-400 
applications older than 87 days to the automated scheduler once the A-File is received in 
RAFACS, FBI and other background checks are returned, or the period for due diligence 
has elapsed for all uncompleted events. 

• The system shall determine the adjudication location for suspended N-400 applications 
that are more than 87 days old. 

• The system shall print a new bar-code label indicating previous and new adjudication 
locations when applicable. 

Finance Process Description 

Financial processing provides the capability to control the handling of remittances and payments. 
It provides the capability to audit the receipts of the individual cash boxes associated with the 
keying stations for payment data entry, and generates the manifests that accompany bank 
deposits. Paymerge processing matches the payments from successfully audited cash boxes with 
the applications to which they apply. Additionally, paymerge determines whether proper 
payment has been received. Applications received with an underpayment, or no payment, remain 
in a state of suspense until fee requirements are satisfied, while those received with at least the 
correct fee amount are released for subsequent CLAIMS processing. 

1.1. 1. 6 Cash Box Process Description 
Cash box processing requires authorized SC staff to audit the payment transactions entered by the 
financial c Jerks and reconcile the actual contents of the cash box with the electronic record. 
Should any discrepancy be found, the financial clerk, or a designated surrogate, must make 
appropriate corrections to bring about successful reconciliation. Receipts of the cash boxes that 
have passed the audit can be included in bank deposit manifests. 

1.1.1.7 Paymerge Process Description 
After application and payment data entries have been completed, the system must determine 
whether the remittance sent with the application is correct. Paymerge matches applications with 
their associated payment information, and calculates whether there was an overpayment or 
underpayment, or whether the correct fee was sent. The case can be allowed to proceed only if 
the applicant has satisfied the fee requirements. Applications sent with underpayments, or no 
payment, must be suspended, and the applicants are notified of the deficiency. Applications with 
overpayments are allowed to proceed, and the applicants are notified of the overpayment. 
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1.1.1.8 Finance Processing 
The system shall provide a GUI for reconciling and auditing financial receipts. The system shall 
provide a user interface for paymerge processing to determine whether proper fees have been 
paid for each application. 

1.1.1.9 Cash Box Processing 
The system shall provide for the data entry of the bank deposit records. The system shall create a 
cash box, cash box ID, and a link to the user ID. The system shall allow the user to "close" a 
cash box, calculating the total number of remittances in the cash box, and the total dollar amount 
of these remittances. The system shall allow the same user to reconcile a cash box. The system 
shall display the user's cash hox information online, for a given date or by status ("Closed" or 
"Rejected"). The system shall allow a qualified user to audit cash boxes that are ready for 
auditing (for example, cash boxes in "Reconcile" status). The system shall allow an authorized 
user the option of either accepting or rejecting a cash box during cash box audit The system 
shall allow the user to update any remittances when the cash box associated with them has not 
been audited successfully. The system shall allow the user to add remittances to a payment prior 
to auditing a cash box. The system shall allow an authorized user to assume accountability for a 
cash box from a financial clerk who is currently unavailable and to return that cash box to an 
authorized user for auditing. 

1.1.1.10 Paymerge Processing 
The system shall suspend cases following data entry until the required fee bas been received. 
The system shall check applications that have completed data entry against payments that have 
passed audit (whether with single or multiple remittances) to detennine if minimum fee 
requirements have been met. The system shall remove the suspend status from a case when fee 
requirements have been met (including overpayments.) The system shall queue a case for refund 
processing when an overpayment has been received. The system shall retain a case in suspense if 
paymerge determines that the tee requirements have not been met. 

The system shall provide the ability to allow a grace period when fees are changed, during which 
either old or new fee rates will be honored. The system shall provide the capability for an 
authorized user to override N -400 case suspensions for failure to remit fingerprint fees when 
research has indicated that the fee was legitimately "receipted elsewhere". 

1.1.1.10.1 PAYMERGE PROCESSING- FORM 1-881 
The system shall allow receipting offees remitted with I-881 forms. The fee shall be $215 for an 
individual application, along with a fingerprint processing fee of$25 for applicants over 14 years 
old. The system shall allow grouping of individual I-881 applications submitted by members of 
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the same family for payment control purposes. Family members who may be grouped for 
purposes of calculating the family cap are: 

• Spouse 
• Unmarried son 
• Unmarried daughter 

The system shall enforce a fee cap of $430 for 2 or more I-881 applications submitted in the 
same envelope as part of a family group, along with a $25 fingerprint processing fee for each 
individual over 14 years old. 

1.1.1.11 Pay Group Processing 
The system shall determine a "lead applicant" when processing groups of applications covered by 
a single payment, for refund and underpayment processing. 

1.1.1.11.1 PAY GROUP PROCESSING- FORM 1·881 

The system shall, if the I-881 applicant fees are in excess of the fee amount required for filing an 
I-881, generate a receipt notice informing the applicant of the overpayment, and shall enforce 
standard refund processing rules. The system shall enforce standard INS rules for handling 
underpayments, if I-881 applicant fees are less than the amount required for filing an I-881. The 
system shall enforce standard INS rules for bounced check processing, when an I-881 applicant's 
check bounces. 

Adjudication Process Description 

The system will allow only qualified users identified by the Permissions table to execute 
functions of the CLAIMS 4 Adjudication subsystem. 

1.1.1.12 Adjudication Processing 
The system shall display a table-driven list of Adjudication activities as defined in Workflow for 
which the user has permission. For non-ad hoc Adjudication activities, the system shall allow 
the user to view the applications in the Workflow queue awaiting the selected activity, displaying 
application identifier, expected start date, status, and assigned user identifier. For Decision and 
Supervisory Review activities, the system shall allow the user to view the Workflow queue by 
office or those assigned to the adjudicator. The system shall allow the user to select an 
application from the queue as displayed for a given Decision or Supervisory Review activity. 
The system shall allow the user to enter an application identifier without pre-selecting the activity 
on which to work. If no activity is pre-selected, the system shall display the activity for which 
the application is waiting, and the choice of activities for which the application can be opened. If 
the application is being processed by another user (as determined by Workflow), the system shall 
allow the user to only open the application in read-only mode. The system shall allow the user to 
open the application for one activity or work on another while the application continues without 
retrieving the application data again. The system shall allow the user to move smoothly from one 
adjudication activity to the next as established in the Workflow process, informing Workflow of 
the progress. If the activity has been assigned to a particular adjudicator, the system will warn 
the user that the case has been assigned to that adjudicator. 
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The system shall provide an indication when an FBI (FD-258) response override has 
occurred. The system shall allow authorized personnel to override the FBI (FD-258) 
response. The receipting system shall prompt the authorized user to enter an explanation 
each time the FBI (FD-258) response is overridden. The values for the FBI (FD-25 8) 
override explanations shall be: 

• The applicant was identified in the national FD-258 database. The FBI control 
number from the national FD-258 database to verify this finding is(########). 
(A 1 0-character text-box to note the FBI control number.) 

• Other. (A text box of up to 80 characters for noting the explanation.) 

1.1.1.12.1 CASE REVIEW FUNCTION 

The system shall provide a GUI for the Case Review function. The system shall allow the 
adjudicator to view all application data included on the submitted form as data entered at the SC. 
The system shall allow the adjudicator to update any application data included on the submitted 
form, subject to validation rules as established by the INS. The system shall display and indicate 
evidence that is considered to be required per submitted form. The system shall provide the 
capability to display background check status as appropriate to the specific type of background 
check. 

The system shall provide the capability to display and indicate status of evidence as "not 
received", "received", "waived", or "requested". The system shall provide the capability to 
display and indicate status of background checks as "not received", "received", "waived", or 
"requested". The system shall highlight the missing data required for certificate production. The 
system shall indicate suspicious data when eligibility questions and answers are displayed, by 
showing expected answers per submitted data along with applicant answers. 

The system shall provide the capability to view all submitted applications associated with a 
specific applicant. The system shall provide the capability to view all submitted applications that 
have last and first names similar to the specific applicant. The system shall provide the 
capability to work on more than one application at a time. The system shall in the future provide 
the capability to indicate suspicious applications when all applications associated with the 
applicant are displayed. 

The system shall provide the means to conduct a post-adjudication case review after the A-File is 
received. The system shall provide the capability for the adjudicator to invoke the Scheduler 
subsystem to schedule a Q&A session. The system shall update CIS when the adjudicator 
modifies data by invoking the Interfaces component. The system shall provide the adjudicator 
with the capability to request a new certificate by invoking the Certificate Generation subsystem 
when a name or A-Number is changed after a Naturalization Certificate has been printed. 

The system shall inform Workflow of any data change activity within the Adjudication Case 
Review function. The Workflow subsystem shall record data change activities within the 
Adjudication Case Review function as "history". The system shall reflect changes in the current 
residential address on both the Address and Residential tabs regardless of where the change was 
entered. The system shall update the list of evidence as data changes are made. The system shall 
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display required evidence by form type and evidence. The system shall allow the adjudicator to 
request evidence for a person other than the applicant. The system shall assume that the 
individual for whom evidence is being requested is the last person specified. The system shall 
alert the adjudicator when he/she requests the same type of evidence twice for the same person. 
The system shall allow the adjudicator to refresh the evidence list after updates so that the display 
order is maintained. The system shall allow the adjudicator to view either those evidences for 
which there is status or all types of evidences. The system shall in the future allow the 
adjudicator to update the status of the A-File by checking RAF ACS online through the Interfaces 
subsystem. The system shall in the future allow the adjudicator to indicate his/her preference to 
have the RAFACS check of the A-File done automatically or upon request. The system shall 
allow the adjudicator to display the application history and current Workflow activities. The 
system shall in the future allow the adjudicator to display local RAFACS A-File location. The 
system shall in the future allow the adjudicator to display the national RAF ACS A-File location. 
The system shall in the future allow the adjudicator to indicate preference to have the RAFACS 
A-File location be included in the history display. 

1.1.1.12.2 EXAMINATION FUNCTION 

The system shall provide a GUI for the examination process. The system shall provide the 
capability to display and update examination results. The system shall provide the capability for 
the adjudicator to enter information on examinations results conducted by certified testing 
organizations. The system shall provide the capability for the adjudicator to identifY the 
authorized tester and to indicate the adjudicator's evaluation of the accuracy of the tester's rating 
of the applicant's proficiency. 

The system shall provide the capability to generate a random N-400 exam from the INS master 
list for use by the examiner. The system shall allow the adjudicator to regenerate an entire N-400 
exam, but not to delete any particular examination question. The system shall display correct 
answers for those questions that have well known answers and do not rely on the location where 
the applicant resides or where the examination is given. The system shall allow the adjudicator 
to resolve discrepancies in the system's answer evaluation, if necessary. The system shall 
calculate N-400 civics/history examination scores based on the answers entered by the 
adjudicator and on his/her resolution of any discrepancies. The system shall provide the ability 
for the adjudicator to save the examination given to each N-400 applicant, including the 
questions asked and the answers given. The system shall provide the capability to enter the 
civics/history exam requirements as waived on the evidence list, warning the adjudicator if the 
N648 evidence is not indicated as received. The system shall in the future provide the capability 
for the adjudicator to invoke the Scheduler subsystem to schedule a reexamination during the 
interview process. 

The system shall inform Workflow of any data change activity within the Adjudication 
Examination function. The Workflow subsystem shall record data change activities within the 
Adjudication Examinations function as "history". The system shall allow the adjudicator to view 
a list of all prior examinations with their associated results for the specific application. The 
system shall allow the adjudicator to select from the list of prior examinations and view the 
specific details of the exam. 
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1.1.1.12.3 SUPERVISORY REVIEW ADJUDICATION FUNCTION 

The system shall provide the capability to hold a Secondary Adjudication for applications for 
which a Supervisory Review was requested. The system shall allow the supervisor to confinn 
the decision to deny or remand (reverse) this decision. When contirming, the system shall allow 
the supervisor to send the decision back to the original adjudicator, send to another reviewer, 
place the decision on hold for later processing, or make the decision final. When remanding, the 
system shall allow the supervisor to send the decision back to the original adjudicator, send to 
another reviewer, or make a new decision. The system shall allow the supervisor to update any 
application data included on the submitted form, subject to validation rules as established by the 
INS. The system shall allow the supervisor to view a list of all prior decisions with their 
associated results for the specific application. The system shall allow the supervisor to select 
from the list of prior decisions and view the specific details of the decision. The system shall in 
the future allow the supervisor to wand in batches of application decisions after review and after 
reverification. 

1.1.1.12.4 DECISION PROCESS FUNCTION 

The system shall provide a GUI interface for the Decision process. The system shall provide the 
capability to approve, continue with intent to deny, deny/terminate, or continue the application. 
The system shall inform Workflow of the results of the Decision process. The system shall allow 
the adjudicator to place the decision on hold for later processing, to send for supervisory review, 
or to make the decision finaL If the adjudicator does not make a decision, the system shall allow 
the "Data Change" save option, in which case the decision activity is canceled and a Case 
Review activity is inserted as complete with data changes. The system shall allow an 
adjudication clerk to enter the decision data post-decision for an adjudicator. 

The system shall allow the adjudicator to indicate the complexity of the application. The system 
shall provide the capability for the adjudicator to add, review, and update comments about the 
decision. The system shall display data that are considered to be "required". The system shall 
display the Review Cycle history of the decision. The system shall allow the adjudicator to 
update any application data included on the submitted form, subject to validation rules as 
established by the INS. The system shall allow the adjudicator to view a list of all prior decisions 
with their associated results for the specific application. The system shall allow the adjudicator 
to select from the list of prior decisions and view the specific details of the decision. If an 
attorney is associated with the application, the system shall require the adjudicator to indicate or 
waive his/her presence at the interview. If the attorney's presence at the interview is waived, the 
system shall print a hard copy of the waiver for the applicant to sign. The system shall provide a 
menu option to print an attorney waiver after the interview. 

1.1.1.12.5 APPROVAL 

The system shall prevent the adjudicator from approving an application when any required data 
are missing or when there are discrepancies that are considered critical and need to be resolved 
(as specified by INS per forn1 type). In the event that the A-File has not been received and no 
supervisory review has been done on the application, the system shall not allow the 
"Adjudication Complete" save option. 
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The system shall prevent the adjudicator from granting naturalization when an N-400 applicant's 
G325A name-search has returned an 'indices popular' response (a 'hit'), so that he/she must 
check the A-file for the proper disposition of the candidate rap sheet(s). The system shall 
provide the capability for the adjudicator to release a block on granting of naturalization that is 
due to a hit on the G325A FBI name check, when he/she has determined that this does not 
constitute grounds for deniaL The system shall require the adjudicator, when releasing a block 
on naturalization due to G325A FBI name check results, to indicate the reason for the override as 
one of the following: 

a- "Results not related to applicant" 
b- "Results reviewed- no derogatory evidence determined" 
c- "Other", with a text box for entering specific details. 

The system shall prevent the adjudicator from granting naturalization when the G325A FBI name 
check has been requested and no response has been received from the FBI, unless 45 full days 
have elapsed since the date the request was sent. 

The system shall update the application as approved and inform Workflow of the result when the 
adjudicator successfully approves the application. 

The system shall provide the capability for the applicant to request a judicial or administrative 
Oath Ceremony (list only). The system shall display information indicating if a judicial or 
administrative Oath Ceremony is possible based on the Office Profile (Rules). 

In the event that there is an arrest record and no supervisory review has been done on the 
application, the system shall not allow the "Adjudication Complete" save option. In the event 
there is an N648 attached and no supervisory review has been done on the application, the system 
shall not allow the "Adjudication Complete" save option. The system shall alert the adjudicator 
when there are discrepancies that are considered noteworthy, but not critical, (as specified by INS 
per fonn type,) when the approval function is chosen. Based on form type and approval choice 
selected, the system shall display an appropriate list of notice paragraphs from which the 
adjudicator may choose (no approval paragraphs are necessary for N-400 forms). The system 
shall display a list of approval choices as specified by INS. The system shall display the approval 
choice list in a prioritized fashion based on form type. 

The system shall ensure that every decision to grant naturalization to an N-400 applicant is 
subject to a "Grant Verification" procedure before the applicant is scheduled for an oath 
ceremony. The system shall prevent interactive reverification (through the Adjudication 
subsystem) of a decision to approve an N-400 application by the same user who issued the 
approval. 

1.1.1.12.6 CONTINUANCE WITH INTENT TO DENY 

The system shall display a list of valid reasons for continuing with the intent to deny which can 
be adjusted in response to changes in applicable laws and regulations. The system shall provide 
capability to select multiple reasons for continuance with intent to deny. The system shall alert 
the adjudicator if a reason is chosen that does not match the current application data or status. 
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The system shall allow the adjudicator to enter the specific "other" reason if"Other (specify)" is 
chosen in the "Notes" area. The system shall provide the capability for the adjudicator to review 
and confirm the reasons chosen. 

The system shall update the application as "continued with intent to deny" and inform Workflow, 
when the adjudicator successfully selects the ''Continuance with Intent to Deny" function. The 
system shall display a list of "Continue With Intent to Deny" Notice paragraphs, based on form 
type, from which the adjudicator may choose. The system shall provide the capability to preview 
the paragraph template before final selection during the notice selection process. The system 
shall provide the capability to customize continuance with intent to deny notices. The system 
shall provide the capability to print a continuance with intent to deny notice immediately. The 
system shall print two copies of the final "Continue with Intent to Deny" notice in final format, 
when the "Adjudication Complete" option is chosen upon saving. If an attorney is attached, the 
system shall generate one copy ofthe final "Continue with Intent to Deny" notice for the attorney 
with a copy to the applicant, and one for the applicant with a copy to the attorney. 

1.1.1.12. 7 OENIALITERMINATION 

The system shall display a prioritized list of denial/termination choices based on form type. The 
system shall display a list of valid reasons for denial/termination that can be adjusted in response 
to changes in applicable laws and regulations. The system shall provide the capability to select 
multiple denial reasons. The system shall alert the adjudicator when the reason chosen does not 
match the current application data or status. The system shall allow the adjudicator to enter the 
specific "other" reason if "Other (specify)" is chosen in the "Notes" area. The system shall 
provide the capability for the adjudicator to review and confirm the reasons chosen. 

The system shall update the application as denied/terminated when the adjudicator selects the 
Denial Termination function, and shall inforn1 Workflow, which inserts an appropriate Workflow 
history record. The system shall display a list of denial notice paragraphs from which the 
adjudicator may choose, based on form type. The system shall provide the capability to preview 
the denial/terminate paragraph template before final selection during the notice selection process. 
The system shall provide the capability to customize denial/termination notices. The system 
shall provide the capability to print a denial notice immediately. 

The system shall not allow the "Adjudication Complete" save option when the 
"Denial/Terminate" function is selected, in the event that the A-File has not been received and no 
supervisory review has been done on the application. The system shall not allow the 
Adjudication Complete save option when the "Denial/Terminate function is selected, in the 
event that there is an arrest record and no supervisory review has been done on the application. 
The system shall not allow the "Adjudication Complete" save option when the 
"Denial/Terminate" function is selected, in the event there is a N648 attached and no supervisory 
review has been done on the application. The system shall print two copies of the final denial 
notice in final format when the "Adjudication Complete" option is chosen upon saving. The 
system shall generate one copy of the final denial notice for the attorney with a courtesy copy to 
the applicant, and one for the applicant with a courtesy copy to the attorney if an attorney is 
attached. 
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The system shall provide an option to print a record of withdrawal if the "Withdrawal" option is 
chosen. The system shall provide an option to print a record of termination due to Lack of 
Prosecution or due to Missed Interview if the "Terminate" option is chosen. 

1.1.1.12.8 CONTINUANCE 

The system shall display a list of continuance reasons arranged depending on the actions taken by 
the adjudicator and the status of the application. The system shall allow the adjudicator to select 
one or more of the following 'Currently Missing Evidence' continuance reasons for an N-400, 
indicating to whom the evidence applies (e.g. applicant, dependent): 

• Photographs 
FD258 Fingerprint Card 
1551 Alien Registration Card 
• Evidence of Exam Passed 

The system shall allow the adjudicator to select one or more of the following "Initial Processing 
Incomplete" continuance reasons for an N-400: 

• Resolution of Another Application 
Outcome of Background Investigation 
Receipt of Arrest Record or Court Disposition 
Continuance for Further Information G325A 
• Other (Add notes) 

The system shall allow the adjudicator to select one or more of the following "Other" 
continuance reasons for an N-400: 

• Interview Needed due to Missed Interview (No Show) 
Need for Question and Answer Session 
Need for an Interpreter 
Unable to Speak, Read, Write English 
Need for N400 Civics/History Re-Exam 
• Lack of Knowledge 

The system shall provide the capability to select multiple continuance reasons. The system shall 
alert adjudicator if reasons chosen do not match the current application data or status. The 
system shall provide the capability for the adjudicator to review and confirm the reasons chosen. 
The system shall update the application as continued when the adjudicator successfully selects 
the Continuance function, and shall inform Workflow, which inserts an appropriate Workflow 
history record. The system will compile a "Continuance" notice based on the reasons chosen . 
The system shall provide the capability to preview "Continuance" notices. The system shall 
provide the capability to customize "continuance" notices. 

The system shall provide capability to print "Continuance" notices immediately. When the 
"Adjudication Complete" option is chosen upon saving, the system shall print two copies of the 
"Continuance" notice in final format. The system shall generate one copy of the continuance 
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notice for the attorney with a copy to the applicant, and one for the applicant with a copy to the 
attorney, if an attorney is attached. 

1.1.1.12.9 APPEAL DECISION FUNCTION 

The system shall provide a GUI interface for the Appeal Decision function. The system shall 
display a list of appeal decision choices from which the adjudication may choose. The system 
shall display the appeal decision choice list in a prioritized fashion based on form type. The 
system shall update the application status appropriately and insert an appropriate appeal decision 
history record. The system shall inform Workflow of the results of the "Appeal Decision" 
process. 

1.1.1.12.10 RECONCILIATION FUNCTION 

The system shall provide a GUI interface for the Reconciliation function. The system shall in the 
future provide the capability to reconcile the current application to a person already defined in the 
Oracle database. The system shall in the future provide the capability to create a new person in 
the Oracle database. The system shall in tbe future provide the adjudicator with the capability to 
reconcile any detachments when changing an A-Number. The system shall in the future update 
CIS with A-Number changes by invoking the Interfaces component. 

1.1.1.12.11 INTERVIEW DECISION 

The system shall provide a GUI interface for the "Interview Decision" function. The system 
shall provide the capability to request a new interview for those applications awaiting Interview 
Decision. The system shall display a list oflnterview sites from which to choose if the 
adjudicator requests a new interview be scheduled. The system shall provide the capability to 
enter information on specifically requested interview sites within the Interview Decision activity. 
The system shall provide the capability to make a decision by invoking the Decision Process 
function for those applications awaiting Interview Decision. The system shall inform Workflow 
when an interview has been requested or a decision has been made. 

1.1.1.12.12 OATH CEREMONY DECISION 

The system shall provide a GUI interface for the Oath Ceremony Decision function. The system 
shall provide the capability to request a new oath ceremony for those applications awaiting Oath 
Ceremony Decision. The system shall display a list of potential Oath Ceremony sites, based on 
applicant residential address, from which to choose if the adjudicator requests a new oath 
ceremony. The system shall provide the capability to enter information on specifically requested 
oath ceremony sites within the Oath Ceremony Decision activity. The system shall provide the 
capability to make a decisioo by invoking the Decision Process function for those applications 
awaiting Oath Ceremony Decision. The system shall provide the capability to place the 
application in a Motion to Reopen and Reconsider status, as a result ofthe Decision Process 
function. The system shall inform Workflow that an oath ceremony has been requested, that the 
application bas been placed in Motion to Reopen and Reconsider status, or that a decision has 
been made. 

1.1.1.12.13 CASESTATUSINTERFACE 
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The system shall provide a GUI interface from Adjudication to the Case Status Subsystem. The 
system shall provide the capability to search for applications using the Case Status subsystem 
from within Adjudication by specifYing search criteria. The system shall provide the capability 
to open selected applications on the list returned by the Case Status query. The system shall 
provide the capability to display an application summary through the Case Status subsystem on 
an application selected from the list returned by the query. 

1.1.1.12.14 ADMINISTRATIVE CLOSE·0UT 

The system shall provide functionality for an authorized user in the DO to administratively close 
a case based on an applicant's failure to appear for an N-400 interview. The system shall provide 
the option to administratively close a case thirty (30) days after the first date the applicant fails to 
appear for an N-400 interview. The system shall provide the functionality to denote the 
applicant's failure to appear for an N-400 interview as the reason for administratively closing the 
case. The system shall provide the functionality for cases to be administratively closed. The 
system shall provide the functionality for cases to be administratively closed in interactive mode. 
The system shall generate a notice advising an N-400 applicant when his/her application has been 
administratively closed. The system shall provide the functionality for an N -400 case to be 
reopened with the same application identification number within one year of the administrative 
close date. The system shall capture and store date and time stamp information regarding an 
applicant's written request to reopen an N-400 case. The system shall generate a notice advising 
an N -400 applicant when his/her case has been reopened and indicating the next course of action 
for the applicant (that is, fingerprinting or interview). The system shall calculate new 
naturalization eligibility criteria for a reopened N-400 case, based on the date it is reopened, 
using: 

• date of physical presence 
• dates of travel 
• moral character 
• validity of fingerprints 

The system shall provide the ability to apply standard jurisdiction processing rules to an N-400 
case that has been administratively closed. The system shall provide the functionality for anN-
400 case to be dismissed one year after the case has been administratively closed, provided the 
applicant has not submitted a written request for the case to be reopened. The system shall 
provide an on-line indicator ofN-400 cases eligible to be administratively closed. The system 
shall provide an on-line indicator ofN-400 cases eligible to be dismissed. 

1.1.1.12.15 CHANGE OF ADDRESS DATA ENTRY 

The system shall provide a GUI for the data entry of change of address requests The system shall, 
when a change of residential address is processed for an applicant, determine if this results in a 
change of jurisdiction. The system shall warn INS staff entering change of address data when 
this results in jurisdiction changes, and shall give them the option of backing out the transaction. 
The system shall automatically assign cases with foreign residential addresses to designated local 
offices, (CHI, MIA, NYC, or LOS,) depending on the SC processing them. 
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The system shall reschedule an applicant for fingerprint processing at a different ASC, when an 
applicant change of address results in a change of ASC jurisdiction, and is processed before a 
fingerprint card has been received for that applicant. The system shall cancel a fingerprint 
rescheduling process when a fingerprint card is received at the SC, and the applicant is in the 
process of being rescheduled due to change of jurisdiction. The system shall reschedule a 
pending interview to a new INS location when an applicant change of address is processed, only 
if the INS administrative office changes. The system shall reschedule a pending oath ceremony 
at a new INS location when an applicant change of address is processed, only if the INS 
administrative office or the court changes. Whenever a case is rescheduled for fingerprint 
processing, interview, or oath ceremony, due to change of jurisdiction, the system shall provide a 
means of canceling the previous appointment. The system shall generate a 'Notice of Fingerprint 
Rescheduling' to be sent to the applicant and, if applicable, his representative whenever a case is 
rescheduled for fingerprint processing, interview, or oath ceremony due to change of jurisdiction. 
The system shall indicate in the initial N-400 receipt notice for cases with foreign residential 
addresses that, unless the applicant requests otherwise, the interview and oath will be performed 
at the default location for that SC. The system shall provide authorized SC staff with the ability 
to reassign the jurisdiction ofN-400 applicants with foreign residential addresses, so that they 
may respond to applicant requests for interviews at locations other than the default. The system 
shall provide a means of notifYing file room staffto ship the applicant's A-file/T-file to the FCO 
associated with the new jurisdiction whenever a case is rescheduled for interview or oath 
ceremony due to change of jurisdiction. 

Case Management Process Description 

Claims Case Management comprises support for two major processing functions- problem 
resolution and batch update procedures required for several of the evidence tracking tasks 

1,1, 1.13 Claims Resolution Process Description 
An N-400 can be processed only if it is associated with a valid A-Number, all required data are 
provided, and a residential address is provided. If any of these conditions are not met, the 
application must be reviewed and the deficiency resolved by authorized SC staff. 

1.1, 1,14 Batch Status Update Process Description 
Case status updates occur at various points in the application processing cycle. When 
background checks are requested through manual processes (for example, military checks), a 
means of recording this is required. Similarly, when results of such checks are returned, they 
must be entered into the system along with results of oath ceremonies. For convenience, these 
are made available under a single GUI, with the essential function of allowing batch status 
updates. This GUI groups the various update options under four major functions. 

1.1.1.15 Claims Resolution Processing 
The system shall prevent scheduling ofN-400 interviews if the following data are not provided: 
last name, date of birth, country of birth, permanent resident date, street number, street name, 
city, state, county, and ZIP code. The system shall prevent the retrieval of the applicant A-File 
and subsequent processing, when no A-Number has been provided, until a valid A-Number is 
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found or assigned. The system shall prevent the retrieval of the applicant's A-File and 
subsequent processing, when the A-Number with the application has not been encountered in 
CIS, until a valid A-Number is found or assigned. The system shall prevent the retrieval of the 
application A-File and subsequent processing, when the A-Number supplied with the application 
has been found in CIS associated with other personal information (date of birth). 

The system shall provide the capability for authorized staff to identify the cases for their location 
that are awaiting resolution of required data deficiencies and! or problematic A-Numbers. The 
system shall allow authorized staff to select individual cases awaiting resolution for further 
research. The system shall allow authorized staff to list the following fields in addition to the 
A-Number and Application ID: 

• Last name 
• First name 
• Middle name 
• Date of birth 
• Country of birth 
• Permanent resident date 
• Street number 
• Street name 
• City 
• State 
• County 
• ZIP code 

The system shall allow authorized staff to list from the application and from CIS, for comparison, 
along with CIS query date: 

• A-Number 
• Last name 
• First name 
• Middle name 
• Date of birth 
• Country of birth 
• Permanent resident date 
• Address fields 

The system shall allow authorized staff to correct data in the application when they are satisfied 
that it is in error. The system shall allow authorized staff to indicate that data deficiencies or CIS 
discrepancies have been resolved. 

1.1.1.15.1 PROBLEM RESOLUTION PROCESSING- 1-881 
The system shall hold an I-881 case for A-Number resolution, in the event that the CIS response 
indicates that the A-Number was not found. The system shall hold an I-881 case for A-Number 
resolution, in the event that the personal information in the application does not match that 
returned by the CIS system for the A-Number provided. The system shall provide a means for 
SCstaffto identify and review I-881 cases with apparently invalid A-Numbers. The system shall 
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allow the SCsta!Tto indicate the manner in which each discrepancy or deficiency in 1-881 
A-Number information is resolved. The system shall allow the SC staff to assign a new 
A-Number to an 1-881 when it is determined that the applicant does not already have one. 

1.1.1.16 Batch Status Update Process Description 
Case status updates occur at various points in the application processing cycle. When 
background checks are requested through manual processes (for example, military checks), a 
means of recording this is required. Similarly, when results of such checks are returned, they 
must be entered into the system along with results of oath ceremonies. For convenience, these 
are made available under a single GUI, with the essential function of allowing batch status 
updates. This GUI groups the various update options under four major functions. 

1.1.1.16.1 BATCH STATUS UPDATE PROCESSING 

The system shall provide a GUI for the "Batch Update" sub-function under the "Batch Status 
Update" function. The system shall provide a GUI for the "Close Out Case" sub-function under 
the "Batch Status Update" function. The system shall provide a GUI for the, "No Show" 
subfunction under the "Batch Status Update" function. The system shall provide a GUI for the, 
"Certificate Withheld" sub-function under the "Batch Status Update" function. 

1.1.1.16.2 CLOSE OUT CASE PROCESSING 

The system shall provide the capability to perform an administrative close out as a sub-function 
of Close Out Case. The system shall provide the capability to perform a judicial close out as a 
sub-function of Close Out Case. The system shall provide the capability of selecting an Oath 
Ceremony for close out by specifying its date, location, room and time (Oath Ceremony). The 
system shall update the appropriate status in the appropriate databases for a closed-out ceremony. 
The system shall allow selection of cases for close out update by entering either the A-Number or 
the Application !D. The system shall maintain information on naturalization date to be used to 
update the CIS following "Close Out Case" for naturalized cases. 

1.1.1.16.3 No SHOW PROCESSING 

The system shall provide the capability to record oath ceremony no-shows under "No-Show". 
The system shall provide the capability to record interview no-shows under No-Show .. The 
system shall allow the user to enter cases to record no-show status by A-Number or by 
Application !D. The system shall display the Application ID, forn1 number, last name, first name 
and date of birth of each individual to be marked as no-show. 

1.1.1.16.4 CERTIFICATE WITHHELD PROCESSING 

The system shall provide the ability to enter a case status of"Oath Administered Certificate 
Withheld" under the "Certificate Withheld" function. The system shall provide the ability to 
enter a case status of"Oath Not Administered- Certificate Withheld" under the "Certificate 
Withheld" function . The system shall allow the user to enter the A-Number, the Certificate 
number, or the Application ID for the cases to be updated with Certificate Withheld statuses. 

1.1.1.16.5 BATCH UPDATE PROCESSING 
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The system shall provide the following major functions under Batch Update: Fingerprint/ Agency 
Checks Requested, Fingerprint/ Agency Checks Received, Evidence Received, Case 
Management, and Information Received, 

1.1.1.16.6 BATCH UPDATE PROCESSING 

The system shall provide the ability to perfom1 a "Fingerprint/ Agency Checks Requested" 
function under "Batch Update" processing, The system shall provide the ability to perform a 
"Fingerprint/ Agency Checks Received" function under "Batch Update" processing. The system 
shall provide the ability to perform an "Evidence Received" function under "Batch Update" 
processing, The system shall provide the ability to perform a "Case Management" function 
under "Batch Update" processing, The system shall provide the ability to perform an 
"Infom1ation Received" function under "Batch Update" processing, 

1.1.1.16. 7 fiNGERPRINT/AGENCY CHECKS REQUESTED fUNCTION 

The system shall provide the capability to update status in the "FBI Fingerprint Check 
Requested" option under the "Fingerprint/ Agency Checks Requested" function, The system shall 
provide the capability to update status in "Military Check Requested" option under the 
"Fingerprint/ Agency Checks Requested" function, The system shall provide the capability to 
initiate a G325B check 

1.1.1.16.8 fiNGERPRINT/AGENCY CHECKS RECEIVED fUNCTION 

The system shall provide the capability to update case status as "FBI Fingerprint Check 
Received", The system shall provide the capability to update case status as "Military Check 
Received", The system shall provide the capability to update case status as "G325B Check 
Received", The system shall provide the capability to update case status as "FBI G-325A Name 
Check Received", 

1.1.1.16.9 EVIDENCE RECEIVED fUNCTION 

The system shall allow the user to record that a form N-426 has been submitted by the applicant. 
The system shall allow the user to record that a FD-258 fingerprint card has been received for the 
applicant 

1.1.1.16.10 CASE MANAGEMENT fUNCTION 

The system shall provide the capability to update that a rap sheet has been placed in the A-File, 
TI1e system shall provide the capability to indicate that information has been received from the 
applicant concerning a previous motion to reopen decision. The system shall provide the 
capability to update case status in the "Request to Reschedule Interview Received" option under 
the "Information Received" function, The system shall provide the capability to update the case 
with "Requested Interview No Show" information, The system shall provide the capability to 
indicate that the Naturalization Certificate has been issued, The system shall provide the 
capability to indicate that a "ReverifY Grant" has taken place successfully. The system shall 
require an override prior to reverifYing a decision to grant naturalization to an N-400 applicant 
(thus allowing oath ceremony scheduling,) if an override has been required prior to interview, 
The system shall prevent reverification through the Batch Status Update subsystem of a decision 
to approve an N-400 application by the same user who issued the approvaL The system shall 
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allow the user to review fee waiver requests. The system shall allow the user to record that a 
request to reopen the decision has been received. In the future the system shall provide the 
functionality for cases to be administratively closed in batch mode. 

1.1.1.16.11 INFORMATION RECEIVED FUNCTION 

The system shall allow the user to record that a request for withdrawal of an application has been 
received. 

1.1.1.16.12 INTERFACE FUNCTIONS 

The system shall record the FBI cards task as begun or completed in Workflow by invoking the 
Workflow component. The system shall record the military forms task as begun or completed in 
Workflow by invoking the Workflow component The system shall record the FBI G-325A 
Name Check task as begun or completed in Workflow by invoking the Workflow component. 
The system shall inform Workflow of the end condition of case close out The system shall 
provide a means of expediting and delaying (changing priority) an application in Workflow by 
invoking the Workflow component 

1.1.1.16.13 CHANGE OF ADDRESS DATA ENTRY 

The system shall provide a GUJ for the data entry of change of address requests The system shall, 
when a change of residential address is processed for an applicant, determine if this results in a 
change of jurisdiction. The system shall warn INS staff entering change of address data when 
this results in jurisdiction changes, and shall give them the option of backing out the transaction. 
The system shall automatically assign cases with foreign residential addresses to designated local 
offices, (CHI, MIA, NYC, or LOS,) depending on the SC processing them. 

The system shall reschedule an applicant for fingerprint processing at a different ASC, when an 
applicant change of address results in a change of ASC jurisdiction, and is processed before a 
fingerprint card has been received for that applicant. The system shall cancel a fingerprint 
rescheduling process when a fingerprint card is received at the SC, and the applicant is in the 
process of being rescheduled due to change of jurisdiction. The system shall reschedule a 
pending interview to a new INS location when an applicant change of address is processed, only 
if the INS administrative oftice changes. The system shall reschedule a pending oath ceremony 
at a new INS location when an applicant change of address is processed, only if the INS 
administrative office or the court changes. Whenever a case is rescheduled for fingerprint 
processing, interview, or oath ceremony, due to change of jurisdiction, the system shall provide a 
means of canceling the previous appointment. The system shall generate a 'Notice of Fingerprint 
Rescheduling' to be sent to the applicant and, if applicahle, his representative whenever a case is 
rescheduled for fingerprint processing, interview, or oath ceremony due to change of jurisdiction. 
The system shall indicate in the initial N-400 receipt notice for cases with foreign residential 
addresses that, unless the applicant requests otherwise, the interview and oath will be performed 
at the default location for that SC. The system shall provide authorized SC staff with the ability 
to reassign the jurisdiction ofN-400 applicants with foreign residential addresses, so that they 
may respond to applicant requests for interviews at locations other than the default. l11e system 
shall provide a means of notifying file room staff to ship the applicant's A-file/T-file to the FCO 
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associated with the new jurisdiction whenever a case is rescheduled for interview or oath 
ceremony due to change of jurisdiction. 

Scheduler Process Description 

Scheduling is a central function of the benefits processing system. The scheduler will normally 
be invoked in N-400 processing to assign appointments at three points: during initial processing, 
when a fingerprint processing appointment must be made at an ASC; following completion of 
initial processing at the service center, when an interview must be scheduled at a local office; and 
following approval, when an oath ceremony must be scheduled. In addition, any case may 
require the capability to schedule reinterviews or Question and Answer (Q&A) sessions, to 
respond to applicant requests for cancellation, to deschedule if other circumstances demand it, to 
reschedule. Users must be able to indicate when the scheduled events have been completed, or 
when no-shows occur, so that the case can proceed to subsequent Workflow steps. 

To automate the scheduling process, the user must be provided with a means of specifying local 
profile parameters that control the assignment of staff and locations for scheduled events. The 
scheduler, running in batch mode, can then refer to these in assigning appointments for the 
individual applicants. Interactive scheduling capabilities must also be provided so that 
adjudicators can respond appropriately to the special needs of each case. Group management 
functions are required to accommodate groups of applicants that it would be beneficial to 
schedule in contiguous appointment slots, such as members of a single family. Once an event 
has been scheduled, the system must ensure that an appropriate notice is generated for mailing to 
the applicant. Operational and management reports are also required to assist adjudicators and 
file room staff in completing the interviews and oath ceremonies, and in identifying cases that 
need special attention. 

1.1. 1. 17 Scheduler Processing 
The system shall provide a GUI for the Scheduler function. The system shall provide the 
capability to schedule cases for interviews. The system shall provide the capability to schedule 
cases for oath ceremonies. The system shall provide the capability to schedule cases for 
fingerprint processing. The system shall schedule fingerprint sessions based on a prioritization 
scheme. The system shall require an adjudicator to use the "Cancel" or "Deschedule" function 
once an applicant is scheduled if the goal is to prevent the applicant from appearing for an 
interview. The system shall display a warning message to prevent an applicant that has exceeded 
a predetermined number of missed scheduler events from being scheduled. 

TI1e system shall prevent interview and oath ceremony scheduling of naturalization cases with 
expired fingerprints. The system shall prevent oath ceremony scheduling when the fingerprint 
results will have expired by the oath ceremony date. The system shall provide the ability to 
distinguish rescheduled appointments for fingerprint processing, so that the originating systems 
can track them. The system shall in the future reschedule applicants and petitioners for 
fingerprint processing at the ASC when the original appointment results in the applicant or 
petitioner fingerprint cards (FD-258 form) being returned to the INS as unclassifiable. The 
system shall allow an applicant to be scheduled for interview when the fingerprint card has been 
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returned twice as unclassitlable. The system shall reschedule an applicant for tlngerprint 
processing when his/her change of address results in a jurisdiction change, if the fingerprint card 
for that applicant has not already been received. The system shall cancel a fingerprint 
rescheduling process initiated due to change of jurisdiction if a tlngerprint card for that applicant 
is received at the SC. The system shall reschedule a pending interview when a change of address 
is received only if the INS administrative office changes. The system shall reschedule a pending 
oath ceremony when a change of address is received only if the INS administrative oftlce or the 
court changes. The system shall provide a means of canceling previously scheduled 
appointments whenever a case is rescheduled for fingerprint processing, interview, or oath 
ceremony, due to change of jurisdiction. The system shall provide the functionality for a 
reopened N-400 case to be interactively or batch scheduled for fingerprints in the event the 
applicant's fingerprints have expired. 

1.1.1.17 .1 SCHEDULER PROFILE SETUP FUNCTION 

The system shall provide the capability to maintain Number of Officers per Section under the 
Interview Office protlles. The system shall provide the capability to maintain Scheduling Sites 
Under an Office under the Interview Oftlce profiles. The system shall provide the capability to 
maintain Interview Locations Under a Scheduling Site under the Interview Office profiles. The 
system shall provide the capability to maintain rooms for an interview location under the 
Interview Office protlles. The system shall provide the capability to maintain Sections for a 
Room. The system shall provide the capability to maintain Section Profile for a Room. The 
system shall provide the capability to maintain Service Type Profile under the Scheduling Site 
profiles. The system shall provide the capability to maintain Section Exception Profile. The 
system shall provide the capability to maintain oath ceremony or Fingerprint sites under an 
Office profile associated with oath ceremonies or fingerprinting. The system shall provide the 
capability to maintain Facilities Under a Site profile associated with Oath Ceremonies. The 
system shall provide the capability to maintain Rooms for a Facility associated with Oath 
Ceremonies. The system shall provide the capability to maintain Facility- Room profiles. The 
system shall provide the capability to maintain the Gate profile under a room. The system shall 
provide the capability to maintain Exception profiles associated with Oath Ceremonies. 

The system shall automatically schedule N-400 interviews at specitled default locations when 
processing cases with foreign residential addresses: 

A. in Chicago (CHI) for cases receipted at Nebraska Service Center (NSC), 
B. in Miami (MIA) for cases receipted at Texas Service Center (TSC), 
c. in New York City (NYC) for cases receipted at Vermont Service Center (VSC), 
D. in Los Angeles (LOS) for cases receipted at California Service Center (CSC). 

1.1.1.17.2 BATCH SCHEDULING FUNCTION 

The system shall provide automated scheduling of the pool of applicants ready for scheduling. 
The system shall provide the capability to initiate batch scheduling of individuals for 
examinations (interviews). The system shall provide the capability to initiate batch scheduling of 
individuals for reexaminations. The system shall provide the capability to initiate batch 
scheduling of individuals for a Q&A session. The system shall provide the capability to initiate 
batch scheduling of individuals for oath ceremonies. The system shall provide the capability to 
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initiate batch scheduling of individuals for fingerprint processing. The system shall provide the 
capability to create time pools for interviews. The system shall provide the capability to create 
time pools for Q&A sessions. The system shall provide the capability to create slots for oath 
ceremonies. The system shall provide the capability to add time slots for interviews for 
additional future days. The system shall provide the capability to add time slots for Q&A 
sessions for additional future days .. The system shall provide the capability to add time slots for 
Oath Ceremonies for additional future events. The system shall provide the capability to remove 
slots from the time pool for interview as individuals are scheduled. The system shall provide the 
capability to remove slots from the time pool for Q&A sessions as individuals are scheduled. 
The system shall provide the capability to remove slots from the time pool for oath ceremonies as 
individuals are scheduled. The system shall provide the capability to create simple queues for 
interviews via the interactive place-in-queue function. The system shall provide the capability to 
create simple queues for Q&A Sessions via the interactive place-in-queue function. The system 
shall provide the capability to create simple queues for oath ceremonies via the interactive place
in-queue function. The system shall in the future prevent the hatch scheduler from scheduling an 
applicant who has exceeded a predetermined number of missed scheduler events. The system 
shall schedule applicants for fingerprinting using ASC scheduling profiles and application data. 
The batch Scheduler shall provide confirmation when an applicant has been successfully 
scheduled for fingerprinting. The batch scheduler shall schedule on a revolving basis (that is, 
each request remains in a to be scheduled state until an ASC or ASC slot becomes available). 
The system shall control fingerprint scheduling with an ASC scheduling profile dictating how far 
in advance an applicant may be scheduled. The system shall provide the capability to create 
simple queues for reexaminations via interactive place-in-queue fimction. 

The system shall in the future provide the capability to schedule groups (Family, CBO, Ad-Hoc, 
Attorney) for interviews. The system shall in the future provide the capability to apply user
defined rules (group, scheduling, allocation, location redirection, and site group rules) to 
interview scheduling. 

The system shall provide automated scheduling from a pool of applicants ready for oath 
ceremony scheduling. The system shall in the future provide the capability to schedule groups 
(Family, CBO, and Ad Hoc) for oath ceremonies. The system shall in the future provide the 
capability to apply user-defined rules (group, scheduling, allocation, location redirection, and site 
group rules) to oath ceremony scheduling. 

1.1.1.17.3 SCHEDULING PRIORITIZATION FUNCTION 

The system shall schedule applicants and/or petitioners without regard to the ASC capacity or 
any other ASC concerns (by sending fingerprint appointment notices,) when the "Reason 
Fingerprinted" indicates any of the following fotm types: 

• 1-881 
• I-589 
• 1-600 
• I-600A 
• I-817 
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• 1-821 

The system shall assign specific fingerprint scheduler appointments for applicants and/or 
petitioners at each ASC when the "Reason Fingerprinted", based on tbe documented criteria, 
indicates any of the following reasons in the order shown (this shall be repeated for applicants 
and petitioners not scheduled after one pass until all slots are filled or all appointment request are 
satisfied): 

• 1-485: Schedule all I-485s for any given schedule processing period up to but not 
exceeding 30% of the available fingerprint appointment slots for that processing period. 

• N-400 Expired Prints: Schedule all N-400 Expired Prints for any given schedule 
processing period up to but not exceeding 50% of the available fingerprint appointment 
slots for that processing period. 

• Rescheduled Prints For Any Form: Schedule all cases requiring reprinting for any given 
schedule processing period up to but not exceeding 15% of the available fingerprint 
appointment slots for that processing period. 

• Any Other Form Type: Schedule all other form types for any given schedule processing 
period up to but not exceeding 5% of the available fingerprint appointment slots for that 
processing period. 

• N-400 Non-expired Prints: Schedule all N-400s for any given schedule processing period 
using any remaining fingerprint appointment slots. 

The system shall retain in the fingerprint scheduling queue, for consideration during the next 
processing period, all applicants and petitioners still requiring fingerprint scheduler appointments 
after all available fingerprint appointment slots have been filled for a given ASC. The system 
shall assign all fingerprint scheduler appointments for applicants and petitioners with the same 
"Reason Fingerprinted" based on the oldest "Received/Clock-In Date". No other algorithms or 
calculations shall apply. 

1.1.1.17 .4 INTERACTIVE INTERVIEW SCHEDULING FUNCTION 

The system shall allow users to schedule selected applicants interactively for interviews. The 
system shall allow users to schedule selected applicants interactively for re-interviews. The 
system shall allow users to schedule selected applicants interactively for Q&A sessions. The 
system shall allow users to select cases for interactive scheduling for interview, reinterview, or 
Q&A by application identifier, A-Number, or group identifier. The system shall allow users to 
display other members of the same group, and select multiple eligible members of the group for 
interactive scheduling or interviews, reinterviews or Q&A sessions. The system shall allow users 
to select service type, location, room, date, and time to schedule the selected applicants. The 
system shall in the future provide the capability to apply rules (group rules, scheduling rules, 
allocation rules, location redirection, and site group rules) in scheduling groups for the next 
available interview, reinterview, or Q&A session. The system shall in the future provide a 
scheduling function within adjudications allowing the adjudicator to enter a specific date and 
time when interactively scheduling an interview, reinterview or Q&A session for an individual. 
The system shall display a warning message in the event that the date and time the adjudicator 
specifies for an individual is not available, and give the adjudicator the option of entering another 
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time slot or assigning applicants for the desired spot. The system shall warn the user if the 
applicant's fingerprints have expired. 

The system shall provide the ability for a reopened N-400 case to be interactively scheduled for 
interview. 

1.1.1.17 .5 INTERACTIVE OATH CEREMONY SCHEDULING FUNCTION 

The system shall allow users to schedule selected applicants for oath ceremonies interactively. 
The system shall allow users to select cases for interactive oath ceremony scheduling by 
application identifier, A-Number, or group identifier. The system shall allow users to display 
other members of the same group, and select multiple eligible members of the group for 
interactive oath ceremony scheduling. The system shall allow users to select service type, 
location, room, date, and time to schedule the selected applicants. The system shall in the future 
provide the capability to apply rules (group rules, scheduling rules, allocation rules, location 
redirection, and site group rules) in scheduling groups for the next available oath ceremony. 

1.1.1.17 .6 INTERACTIVE FINGERPRINT SCHEDULING FUNCTION 

The system shall allow users to schedule selected applicants for fingerprint processing 
interactively. The system shall allow users to select cases for interactive fingerprint scheduling 
by application identifier, A-Number, or group identifier. The system shall allow users to display 
other members of the same group, and select multiple eligible members of the group for 
interactive fingerprint scheduling. The system shall allow users to select service type, location, 
room, date, and time to schedule the selected applicants. The system shall in the future provide 
the capability to apply rules (group rules, scheduling rules, allocation rules, location redirection, 
and site group rules) in scheduling groups for the next available fingerprint appointment slots. 

1.1.1.17 .7 INTERACTIVE REMOVAL FROM BATCH SCHEDULE QUEUE FUNCTION 

The system shall allow users to remove selected applicants from the batch interview schedule 
queue. The system shall allow users to select cases for interactive removal from the batch 
interview schedule queue by application identifier, A-Number, or group identifier. The system 
shall allow users to display other members of the same group, and select multiple eligible 
members of the group for removal from the batch interview schedule queue. 

The system shall allow users to remove selected applicants from the batch oath ceremony 
schedule queue. The system shall allow users to select cases for interactive removal from the 
batch oath ceremony schedule queue by application identifier, A-Number, or group identifier. 
The system shall allow users to display other members of the same group, and select multiple 
eligible members of the group for removal from the batch oath ceremony schedule queue. 

The system shall allow users to remove selected applicants from the batch fingerprint schedule 
queue. The system shall allow users to select cases for interactive removal from the batch 
fingerprint schedule queue by application identifier, A-Number, or group identifier. The system 
shall allow users to display other members of the same group, and select multiple eligible 
members of the group for removal from the batch fingerprint schedule queue. 

1.1.1.17.8 INTERACTIVE PLACE IN BATCH SCHEDULE QUEUE FUNCTION 
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The system shall allow users to place selected applicants in the batch interview schedule queue 
interactively. The system shall allow users to select cases for placement in the batch interview 
schedule queue by entering application identifier, A-Number, or group identifier. The system 
shall allow users to display other members of the same group, and select multiple eligible 
members of the group for placement in the batch interview schedule queue. In a future release, 
the system shall have the capability to form a group with the selected members and place those 
members in the batch interview schedule queue, in accordance with location redirection rules, 
site group rules, initial search for the applicants, and reschedule delay date. 

The system shall allow users to place selected applicants in the batch oath ceremony schedule 
queue interactively. The system shall allow users to select cases for placement in the batch oath 
ceremony schedule queue by entering application identifier, A-Number, or group identifier. The 
system shall allow users to display other members of the same group, and select multiple eligible 
members of the group for placement in the batch oath ceremony schedule queue. The system 
shall in a future release provide the capability to group selected individuals and place them in the 
batch oath ceremony schedule queue, in accordance with location redirection rules, site group 
rules, initial search for the applicants, and reschedule delay date. 

The system shall allow users to place selected applicants in the batch fingerprint schedule queue 
interactively. The system shall allow users to select cases for placement in the batch fingerprint 
schedule queue by entering application identifier, A-Number, or group identifier. The system 
shall allow users to display other members of the same group, and select multiple eligible 
members of the group for placement in the batch fingerprint schedule queue. The system shall in 
a future release provide the capability to form a group with the selected members and place them 
in the batch fingerprint schedule queue, in accordance with location redirection rules, site group 
rules, initial search for the applicants, and reschedule delay date. 

1.1.1.17 .9 INTERACTIVE CANCELLATION FUNCTION 

The system shall allow authorized adjudicators to cancel an individual applicant's appointment 
for examination (interview). The system shall allow authorized adjudicators to cancel an 
individual applicant's appointment for reexamination. The system shall allow authorized 
adjudicators to cancel an individual applicant's appointment for Q&A. The system shall allow 
authorized adjudicators to cancel an individual applicant's appointment for oath ceremony. The 
system shall allow users to select cases for interactive cancellation by application identifier, 
A-Number, or group identifier. The system shall allow users to display other members of the 
same group, and select multiple eligible members of the group for interactive cancellation. The 
system shall in the future provide the capability to form a group with selected members and 
reschedule them, placing them in the selected batch schedule queues based on application 
information and user-specified rules and parameters (location redirection rules, site groups, group 
rules, allocation rules, reschedule delay date). The system shall in the future provide the 
capability to perform cancellations from the adjudication component The system shall 
automatically maintain a count of the number of times the interview was canceled. The system 
shall provide the capability to prevent an applicant from being scheduled who has exceeded a 
predetermined number of missed scheduler events, as tracked in the canceled interview counter 
(for example, by a warning message displayed by the interactive scheduler). The system shall 
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remove the applicant from the queue for the scheduled event (examination. reexamination, Q&A, 
or oath ceremony) when the appointment is canceled. The system shall in the future allow the 
adjudicator to request an "Acknowledgment of Cancellation" Notice for the applicant from 
within the scheduler component. 

1.1.1.17.10 INTERACTIVE DESCHEDULING FUNCTION 

The system shall allow authorized users to deschedule an individual applicant's appointment for 
examination (interview). The system shall allow authorized users to deschedule an individual 
applicant's appointment for reexamination. The system shall allow authorized users to deschedule 
an individual applicant's appointment for Q&A. The system shall allow authorized users to 
deschedule an individual applicant's appointment for oath ceremony. The system shall allow 
authorized users to deschedule an individual applicant's appointment for fingerprinting 
processing. The system shall remove the applicant from the queue for the scheduled event 
(examination, reexamination, Q&A, or oath ceremony) when the appointment is descheduled. 
The system shall allow users to se lee! cases for interactive descheduling by application identifier, 
A-Number, or group identifier. The system shall allow users to display other members of the 
same group, and select multiple eligible members of the group for interactive descheduling. The 
system shall in the future provide the capability to form a group with selected members and 
reschedule them, placing them in the selected batch schedule queues based on application 
information and user-specified rules and parameters (location redirection rules, site groups, group 
rules, allocation mles, reschedule delay date). The system shall in the future provide the 
capability to deschedule from the adjudication component. The system shall in the future allow 
the adjudicator to request a deschedule notice for the applicant from within the scheduler 
component. The system shall in the future allow the adjudicator to request descheduling of an 
applicant. 

1.1.1.17.11 INTERACTIVE RECORDING OF INTERVIEW CONDUCTED FUNCTION 

The system shall provide the capability to record interactively that an interview has been 
conducted for a selected application. The system shall allow users to select cases to record 
interview completion hy application identifier, A-Number, or group identifier. The system shall 
allow users to display other members of the same group, and select multiple eligible members of 
the group for recording interview completion. The system shall in the future provide the 
capability to form a group with selected members. 

1.1.1.17 .12 INTERACTIVE RECORDING OF OATH CEREMONY CONDUCTED FUNCTION 

The system shall provide the capability to record interactively that an oath ceremony has been 
conducted for a selected application. The system shall allow users to select cases to record oath 
ceremony completion by application identifier, A-Numher, or group identifier. The system shall 
allow users to display other members of the same group, and select multiple eligible members of 
the group for recording oath ceremony completion. The system shall in the future provide the 
capability to form a group with selected members. 

1.1.1.17 .13 INTERACTIVE RECORDING OF FINGERPRINT PROCESSING CONDUCTED FUNCTION 
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The system shall provide the capability to record interactively that fingerprint processing has 
been conducted for a selected application. The system shall allow users to select cases to record 
fingerprint process completion by application identifier, A-Number, or group identifier. The 
system shall allow users to display other members of the same group, and select multiple eligible 
members of the group for recording a fingerprint process completion. The system shall in the 
future provide the capability to form a group with selected members. 

1.1.1.17 .14 INTERACTIVE RECORDING OF No SHOW FUNCTION 

The system shall provide the capability to record that a selected applicant did not appear for a 
scheduled interview or oath ceremony (that is, the applicant was a no-show). The system shall 
allow users to select cases to record no-show status by application identifier, A-Number, or group 
identifier. The system shall allow users to display other members of the same group, and select 
multiple eligible members of the group for recording no-show status. The system shall in the 
future provide the capability to form a group with selected members. The system shall in the 
future provide the capability to form a group with selected members and reschedule them, 
placing them in the selected batch schedule queues based on application information and user
specified rules and parameters (location redirection rules, site groups, group rules, allocation 
rules, reschedule delay date). The system shall maintain a count of the number of events for 
which the applicant was a "no-show". The system shall provide the capability to prevent an 
applicant from being scheduled who has exceeded a predetermined number of missed scheduler 
events, as tracked in the "no-show" counter. The system shall provide the capability to perform 
an initial search under group management functions using the application identifier, A-Number, 
group identifier, last name, first name, group type, group name and location. The system shall in 
the future provide the capability for authorized staff to perform queries by group name. 

1.1.1.17 .15 GROUP MANAGEMENT FUNCTION 

The system shall provide the capability to create a new group. The system shall provide the 
capability to add members to an existing group. The system shall provide the capability to 
regroup members of existing groups, by splitting and joining them. The system shall provide the 
capability to update group detail information. The system shall provide the capability to manage 
group names and group symbols. The system shall in the future provide the capability to set up 
group rules. The system shall in the future provide a group set function. The system shall 
provide the capability to perform an initial search under group management operations using the 
following criteria: 

• Application identifier 
• A-Number 
• Group identifier 
• Last name 
• First name 
• Group type 
• Group name 
• Location 

The system shall in the future provide the capability for authorized staff to perform queries by 
group name. 
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1.1.1.17 .16 SCHEDULER INTERFACE FUNCTION 

The system shall receive a queue of applications to the Scheduler system through Workflow 
management software when all the required processing and documents are available, thus 
creating pools of applicants for scheduling events. The system shall trigger requests to the 
Notices component to generate the appropriate notices and documents once the scheduler 
component has scheduled the case for an event. 

The system shall provide the capability to request the following notices through the Notices 
component: 

• Interview Notices 
• Interview Cancellation!Descheduling Notices 
• Interview Rescheduling Notices 
• Oath Ceremony Notices 

The system shall in the future provide the capability to print the following notices at the local 
office: 

• Interview Notices 
• Interview Rescheduling Notices 

The system shall in the future provide the capability to generate the following scheduling reports 
by invoking the reporting function from within the scheduler component: 

• Daily Itinerary for INS Facilities 
• Examination Pick List 
• Interview Schedule by Location and Examiner 
• Interview Schedule by Attorney 
• Available Slots for each examiner 
• Ready to Schedule Queue for Examinations 
• Cases Past Interview Date with No Action 
• Cancel/No-Show Report 
• Oath Ceremony Schedule by Reporting Location 
• Available Oath Ceremony Slots 
• Ready to Schedule Queue for Oath Ceremonies 
• Scheduling Report by Section 
• Scheduling Report by Form Type 

Certificate Generation Process Description 

Several naturalization processes require the production of certificates. If an N400 application is 
approved, a Certificate of Naturalization must be printed before the applicant is sworn, so that it 
may be presented at the oath ceremony. These secure documents must be produced under 
controlled conditions. Consequently, certificate production must be subject to a quality 
assurance procedure, and unusable documents must be explicitly voided and destroyed. They 
will usually be mass printed at an authorized office, and shipped to the location with jurisdiction 
over oath ceremony. 
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1.1.1.18 Certificate Generation Processing 
The system shall provide the capability to process a batch of certificates in ascending or 
descending order. 

1.1.1.18.1 PRINT AND REPRINT FUNCTION 

The system shall provide the capability to mass print certificates at authorized offices through 
batch jobs. The system shall provide the capability to individually print certificates at authorized 
offices in real-time. The system shall in the future provide a process for recovering from printing 
errors. The system shall provide the capability to sort the applicant file before printing a batch of 
certificates in either ascending or descending order, on one or more of the following fields: 
A-Number, Applicant last name, Application identifier, Reporting location. 

The system shall provide the capability of overriding and changing a default sort order specified 
in a ceremony location profile for any Oath Ceremony batch print job before printing. The 
system shall provide the capability to sort by additional sort orders. The system shall provide the 
capability to reprint on demand a plain paper copy of the certificate, as originally printed. The 
system shall in the future provide the capability to process the certification of citizenship (A and 
AA types), the replacement Certificate of Citizenship, and the replacement Certificate of 
Naturalization. The system shall provide the capability to se Iect 8 by I 0 or 8. 5 by 11 certificate 
formats during print time. 

1.1.1.18.2 MANUAL CORRECTION FUNCTION 

The system shall in the future provide the capability to log a manually corrected certificate. 

1.1.1.18.3 QUALITY ASSURANCE FUNCTION 

The system shall provide a Quality Assurance (QA) screen to force users to verify accurate 
production of the certificates upon completion of the batch or individual print. The system shall 
record the user ID, date, time, and result of certificate production from the QA screen for audit 
purposes. 

1.1.1.18.4 VOID LOG FUNCTION 

The system shall provide the capability to void certificates in CLAIMS 4. The system shall 
provide the capability to view a Void Log for voided certificates. 

1.1.1.18.5 DESTROY LOG FUNCTION 

The system shall provide the capability to view a Destruction Log for destroyed certificates. 
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1.1.1.18.6 TRANSFER FUNCTION 

The system shall provide the capability to track the transfer of certificate batches between offices 
by allowing SC/DO users to record online the sending of certificate batches. The system shall in 
the future provide the capability to track the transfer of certificates or batches of certificates 
between offices by allowing SC/DO users to record the receipt of certificates or batches of 
certificates. The system shall provide the capability to print a shipping manifest with certificate 
numbers and corresponding batches that are transferred between offices. 

1.1.1.18.7 TRACKING AND REPORTING FUNCTION 

The system shall provide a query function to view certificate history by A-Number, Certificate 
Number, and application identifier. The system shall in the future provide the capability to query 
CLAIMS 4 by using the global find function and other additional criteria to view certificate 
history. The system shall in the future provide the capability to request the following daily and 
monthly reports from within the Document Production function: the Number of Certificates 
Prepared, the Number of Certificates Voided, and the Number of Certificates Destroyed. 

1.1.1.18.8 IMAGE PROCESSING FUNCTION 

The system shaH in the future provide the capability to print the applicant's photograph image 
and the commissioner's signature image onto Certificates, 

1.1.1.18.9 INTEGRATED WORKFLOW FUNCTION 

The system shall provide the capability to control printing of Certificates through Workflow. 
The system shaH in the future provide the capability to control the QA, Void, Destroy and other 
Certificate functions, to be identified, through Workflow. 

1.1.1.18.10 SECURITY FUNCTION 

The system shaH in the future provide the capability to allow only authorized users to perform a 
subset of Document Production functions. 

1.1.1.18.11 ARCHIVAL FUNCTION 

The system shall in the future provide the capability to archive Document Production related 
data. 

Notices Process Description 

Notices must be produced at several points in the processing of benefits applications. An 
applicant, at a minimum, must be notified when applications have been received, when a 
fingerprint appointment has been made, when an interview has been scheduled, and when an oath 
ceremony has been scheduled. In addition, there may be a need to generate special notices, such 
as those for invalid payments or bounced checks, cancellations, deschedules and reschedules of 
interviews, oath ceremonies, decisions, and memos. Most routine notices will be mass printed in 
batch mode at the SCs, although capability to produce notices regularly required in adjudication 
or scheduling will be provided to local offices in the future. Notices creation functions will use 
templates and standard message text wherever possible to ensure uniformity and minimize the 
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amount of user intervention required. Utilities will be provided to allow the retrieval and review 
of messages that have been produced for monitoring notice production and recovery. 

1.1.1.19 Notice Creation Processing 
The system shall provide the capability to produce N-400 Receipt Notices. The system shall 
generate a receipt notice informing the primary person of the group balance. The system shall 
generate a receipt notice informing the other members of the group, who are not primary, that a 
group balance will be refunded to the primary person. The system shall generate receipt notices 
for N400 applicants with foreign residential addresses indicating that, unless otherwise requested, 
the interview and oath ceremony will be performed at the default locations for that SC. The 
system shall provide the capability to produce Suspense Notices. The system shall provide the 
capability to produce Exception Notices. 

The system shall provide the capability to produce Invalid Payment Notices. The system shall 
provide the capability to produce Underpayment Notices. The system shall provide the capability 
to produce Bounced Check Notices. The system shall provide the capability to produce 
Overpayment notices. 

The system shall provide the capability to produce Interview Notices. The system shall provide 
the capability to produce Re-interview Notices. The system shall provide the capability to 
produce Interview Cancellation Notices. The system shall provide the capability to produce 
Interview De-scheduling Notices. The system shall provide the capability to produce 
Continuance Notices. The system shall provide the capability to produce Intent-to-Deny Notices. 
The system shall provide the capability to produce Oath Ceremony Notices. The system shall 
provide the capability to produce Oath Ceremony Cancellation Notices. The system shall provide 
the capability to produce Oath Ceremony De-scheduling Notices. 
The system shall provide the capability to produce Memos. The system shall provide the 
capability to produce Interview No-show Notices. The system shall provide the capability to 
produce Oath Ceremony No-show Notices. The system shall provide the capability to produce 
Intent-to-Revoke Notices. The system shall provide the capability to produce Request for 
Evidence Notices. The system shall provide the capability to produce Withdrawal 
Acknowledgment Notices. The system shall provide the capability to produce Approval Notices. 
The system shall provide the ability to produce "Administrative Close'' Notices. The system 
shall provide tbe ability to produce notices when cases have been reopened. 

The system shall produce FD-258 Fingerprint schedule notices directing applicants to appear on 
an appointed date and time, at an ASC, Designated Law Enforcement Agency (DLEA) or Mobile 
Station (Temporary Outreach Station). The system shall provide the capability to produce FD-
258 Fingerprint re-scheduling notices directing applicants to an ASC on the first occasion when 
their fingerprint cards have been returned as unclassifiable. The system shall provide the 
capability to produce a notice of rescheduling due to jurisdiction change. The system shall 
produce FD-258 Fingerprint schedule notices directing applicants to appear on an appointed time 
and date, at an ASC, DLEA or Mobile Station, and including an explanatory memorandum , 
when they have been rescheduled due to expiration of their fingerprints. The system shall 
produce FD-258 Fingerprint schedule notices directing applicants to appear within a proscribed 
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period, at an ASC, DLEA or Mobile Station, when they are being fingerprinted for a RAPS 
application. The system shall assign a specific date and hourly slot for routine FD-258 
fingerprint schedule notices directing the applicant to a specific ASC, DLEA or Mobile Station, 
and shall designate the same hour slot for any makeup appointment. 

The system shall produce applicant and representative notices with a 2D bar code containing 
FD-258 biographic (masthead) data. The system shall provide the ability for SC locations to 
produce OMR markings on notices to support automated mail handling operations, in conformity 
with local requirements. The system shall print notices for scheduled events (such as N-400 
interviews, oath ceremonies) in advance of the event, with lead times specified by the local office 
in its office profile. The system shall produce duplicate copies of applicant notices with 
representative mailing address if a representative exists for the applicant. The system shall create 
and maintain notice templates. The system shall provide the capability to reproduce notices. 

1.1.1.19.1.1 Notice Creation Processing- Form 1·881 
The system shall generate a Receipt notice to each I-881 applicant indicating the fee amount 
receipted, on a standard INS Form I-797C, 'Notice of Action'. 

1.1.1.19.2 BATCH PRINT PROCESSING 

The system shall provide the capability to mass print the following N-400 form notice types in 
batch at the SC: 

• Receipt 
• Suspense 
• Exception 
• Invalid Payment 
• Underpayment 
• Bounced Check 
• Interview 
• Re-interview 
• Cancel Interview 
• Deschedule Interview 
• Oath Ceremony 
• Cancel Oath Ceremony 
• Deschedule Oath Ceremony 
• Data Suspense 
• FBI Suspense 
• Withdrawal Acknowledgment 
• No Show Interview 
• No Show Oath Ceremony 
• Internal A-File 

The system shall provide the capability to reprint all or part of a batch to recover from printer 
errors. The system shall provide an error recovery function to restart a batchjoh from the last 
notice printed. The system shall provide the capability to print notices in ZIP code-sorted order 
to minimize mailing costs. The system shall provide the capability to print notices by notice type 
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or location. The system shall provide a notice monitor to indicate the print status of notices that 
have been generated. The system shall provide a display of the notices being created as the batch 
notices print job executes with a progress indicator. The system shall move printed notice 
records to another table. 

1.1.1.19.2.1 Batch Notices -1-881 
The system shall provide the capability to mass print Receipt Notices for Form I-881 submissions 
in batch at the Service Center. 

1.1.1.19.3 LOCAL PRINT PROCESSING 

The system shall provide the capability to individually print notices by authorized users to print 
locally. The system shall in the future provide an interface to the N-400 Adjudication function to 
customize the following notice types and print them locally: 

• Continuance 
• Intent-to-Deny 
• Denial 
• Request for Evidence 
• Intent-to- Revoke 
• Motion-to-Reopen 
• Motion-to-Reconsider 
• Approval 

The system shall in the future provide an interface to the Scheduling function to print the 
following N-400 fom1 notice types locally: 

• Interview 
• Reinterview 
• Cancel Interview 
• Deschedule Interview 
• No Show Interview 
• Oath Ceremony 
• Cancel Oath ceremony 
• Deschedule Oath Ceremony 
• No Show Oath Ceremony 

1.1.1.19.4 PRINT FORMAT PROCESSING 

The system shall provide the capability to produce notices using standardized templates/text. 
The system shall provide the capability to produce notices using a word processor for customized 
text. The system shall provide the capability to produce notices using a combination of 
standardized and customized text. The system shall provide the capability to produce notices 
addressed to the applicant. The system shall in the future provide the capability to print notices 
addressed to other additional authorized parties such as the CBO representative and 
attorney/voluntary agency (VOLAG). The system shall provide the capability to add a bar code 
of the applicant's application identifier to all printed notices. 
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1.1.1.19.5 NONSTANDARD TEMPLATE PROCESSING 

The system shall in the future provide the capability for any office to use its own notice 
templates, with OIRM pennission, to support local requirements. 

1.1.1.19.6 UTILITY PROCESSING 

The system shall in the future provide the capability to route designated notices to a review 
process prior to printing and distribution. The system shall provide the capability to preview 
local print notices before printing. The system shall provide the capability to view and reprint 
notices that have been previously printed from the same location. The system shall in the future 
provide the capability to view and reprint notices that have been previously printed from any 
location. The system shall provide the capability to specifY a printer other than the default office 
printer for the production of notices. 

1.1.1.19.7 TRACKING AND REPORTING PROCESSING 

The system shall provide the capability to maintain for future display or print, an electronic copy 
of all notice types that have been previously printed. The system shall allow the user to display 
notices awaiting production. The system shall provide a daily production report of total notices 
printed by notice type, fonn type, destination (batch or local), and office. 

1.1.1.19.8 SECURITY PROCESSING 

The system shall provide notice template level security to authorize or restrict users to specific 
notice templates. The system shall provide notice function security to authorize or restrict users 
to specific notice functions. 

1.1.1.19.9 ARCHIVAL PROCESSING 

The system shall in the future provide the capability to archive Notice Production-related data. 

Reporting Process Description 

The system will provide the capability to process a comprehensive number of reports ranging 
from online to hard copy depending on requirements. Reports will be provided to support a 
variety of business process functions, including mailroom and finance, adjudications, scheduling, 
certificate production, notice production, file room operations, as well as management functions. 

1.1.1.20 Reporting Processing 
The system shall in the future provide access to the Reporting function from the screens of any of 
the main processing areas. The system shall provide the capability to produce reports online or 
in hard copy. The system shall provide for report storage on disk. The system shall provide 
menu-driven standardized reports with optional selection criteria, including location, date and 
sort. TI1e system shall provide the capability to build and save queries on standardized reports 
that use other selection criteria (not including location, date, and sort). The system shall in the 
future support the generation of ad hoc reports with flexibility in the designation of fields for 
selection and sorting. The system shall provide the ability to sort reports on multiple fields. The 
system shall provide the ability to sort reports that include A-Numbers, by A-Number or by 
terminal digit according to local site specifications. The system shall produce a manifest with a 
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2-D bar-code for all cases scheduled at an ASC for a week. The system shall provide the ability 
to reprint application labels, displaying name and application ID prominently to minimize the 
risk of keying error. The system shall provide the capability to select a printer, other than the 
office default, using standard paper for report printing. The system shall provide report level 
security to authorize or restrict users to specific reports using Report Access Groups. 

1.1.1.20.1 CERTIFICATE TRACKING REPORTING FUNCTION 

The system shall provide the following reports to support the Certificate Tracking function: 

• Certificates Prepared 
• Voided/Destroyed Certificates 
• Cases Without Certificate Numbers 
• Certificate Accountability Report 
• Certificate Issuance Report 
• Number of Certificates Prepared 

1.1.1.21 Adjudication Reporting Processing 
The system shall provide the following reports to support the adjudication function: 

• Applicant Current Status Repor1 
• Applicants Naturalized by the Court 
• Applicant Status Report 
• Cases on Hold 
• Cases Pending 
• Cases Without A-Numbers 
• Continued Cases 
• Expired Requests for Additional Information 

1.1.1.22 File Room Operation Reporting Function 
The system shall provide the following reports to support the File Room Operation function: 

• Daily RAF ACS Report (C4) of A-Files Received 
• A-File Movement to CLAIMS 4 Responsible Parties 
• CIS File Transfer Request Report 
o CLAIMS 4 A-File Request Status Report 
• T-files Created 
• File Consolidation Report 
• File Consolidation and Shipment Report 
• File Movement and Shipment Report 
• OF-II Requests 
• Ship A-File (Transfer-out) Report 
• Ship T-File (Transfer-out) Report 
• Examination/Case Review Pick List 
• CIS Name/DOB/COB Change Audit Report 
• User Audit Trail 
• A-File Activity Report 
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• Service Center Report of Local Offices Needing A-Files 
• Service Center Report of Local Offices Needing A-Files (Other Jurisdiction) 
• Service Center Report of Local Offices Needing A-Files (Own Jurisdiction) 

1.1.1.23 Finance Reporting Function 
The system shall provide the following reports in support of the Finance function: 

• Bank Transmittal Sheet 
• Bounced Check Report 
• Detail Audited Cash Box Report 
• Detail Audited Cash Box Report For Supervisors 
• Detail Cash Box Report 
• Detail Cash Box Report For Supervisors 
• Detail Fee Register 
• Detail Register Transaction Report 
• Detail Register Transaction Report For Supervisors 
• Office Fee Register By Payment Type 
• Open Payment Report 
• Refund Due Report 
• Refund Paid Report 
• Summary Active Cash Box Report 
• Summary Active Cash Box Report For Supervisors 
• Summary Audited Cash Box Report 
• Summary Audited Cash Box Report For Supervisors 
• Summary Cash Box Report 
• Summary Cash Box Report For Supervisors 

1.1.1.24 Mailroom Reporting Function 
The system shall provide the following reports in support of the Mailroom function: 

• Daily Mailroom Remittance Reconciliation Report 
• Daily Mailroom Remittance Reconciliation Report For Supervisors 
• Mailroom Remittance Reconciliation Report 
• Mailroom Remittance Reconciliation Report For Supervisors 
• Mailroom Remittance/ Application Reconciliation Report For Supervisors 
• Unprocessed Applications 
• Unprocessed Payments. 

1.1.1.25 Management Reporting Function 
The system shall provide the following reports in support of the Management function: 

• Access Authorization List 
• Cases Pending Aging Report 
• Cases Pending Summary Report 
• CIS/CLAIMS Mismatch Report 
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• CLAIMS 4 User List 
• Data Entry Production Report 
• Data Entry Production Report 
• FD-258 Manifest 
• Location Relationships 
• New N-400 Cases 
• Notices In Error State 
• Notices Print Production Report 
• Notices Ready To Create 
• Notices Ready To Print 
• Workflow Status 
• Workflow statistical summary data (future) 
• Workflow process-related metrics (future) 
• Workflow volume information (future) 
• RNACS Interface Audit Report (future) 
• Workflow Current Activity Report 
• Workt1ow Current Activity Report for Service Center 
• Receipting System FBI (FD-258) Response Override Report 
• Cases Granted - A waiting Override 
• N -400 Administrative Close-Outs Aging Report 
• G325A FBI Name Check Aging Report 
• FD-258 Re-fingerprinting No-Show Report 

1.1.1.26 Scheduling Exam (Interview) Reporting Function 
The system shall provide the following reports in support of the Scheduling Exam function: 

• Available Appointment Slots For Examiners 
• Available Appointment Slots 
• Cancel/No Show 
• Cases With Interview Past Due 
• Daily Itinerary For INS Facilities 
• Daily Schedule Per Examiner 
• Demographic Report By Interview Date 
• Demographic Report By Mail Date 
• Examiner Appointment Slots Booked Statistics 
• Interview Schedule By Attorney 
• Interview Schedule By Examiner 
• Interview Schedule By Location and Examiner 
• Interview Sections Booked Statistics 
• List of Assigned Examiners 
• Pick List By Interview And Schedule Date 
• Ready To Schedule Queue For Interview 
• Scheduler Status By Section 
• Scheduler Status By Form Type (future) 

1.1.1.27 Scheduling Oath Ceremony Function 
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The system shall provide the following reports in support of the Scheduling Oath Ceremony 
function: 

o Card Accountability By Oath Ceremony Location 
o Cases With Ceremony Past Due 
o Completed Oath Ceremony Report 
o Daily Schedule By Oath Ceremony Facility Room 
• Oath Ceremony By Applicant 
• Oath Ceremony Cases With No Certificate Numbers 
o Oath Ceremony Data Validation Report 
• Oath Ceremony Demographic Report 
• Oath Ceremony Court Lists (Forms N646/N647) 
• Oath Ceremony Schedule By Reporting Location 
• Ready To Schedule Queue For Oath Ceremony By Interview And Receipt Date 
• Ready To Schedule Queue For Oath Ceremonies 
• Available Oath Ceremony Slots 
• Oath Ceremony No Shows 
• Court list documenting the applicants scheduled for a particular naturalization ceremony 

1.1.1.28 Scheduling Fingerprints 
The system shall provide a report of "Unscheduled Fingerprint Appointment Requests" for each 
ASC in support of the Schedule Fingerprints function. 

1.1.1.29 G22 Function 
The system shall provide the G22 Place Pipeline and G22 Place reports in support of the G22 
function 

System Maintenance Process Description 

The system must provide a means for authorized SC or DO staff to view and maintain the 
information in CLAIMS tables on INS Offices and other locations, user profiles, number pools 
for certificates, Application IDs and Payment IDs. It must provide the capability to view and 
maintain the data in the various CLAIMS look-up tables referenced during application processing 
and the capability to view the data in the INS standard look-up tables that are maintained by INS 
headquarters. 

1.1.1.30 System Maintenance Processing 
When users are given access to CLAIMS 4, their privileges within the system are determined by 
what participant role they are assigned. The Workflow participant roles option is used to define 
the role a user will take within an office. For example, a small site may need to provide a user 
with access to all the CLAIMS 4 functions. In this case, the site would create a participant role 
that includes all the possible Workflow types. A larger site may have a specific set of roles 
designated for different classes of users. Such a site will create a Workflow participant type for 
each class of user. Users are assigned participant roles. 
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1.1.1.30.1 OFFICE PROFILE FUNCTION 

The system shall provide means for authorized SC or DO staff to view and maintain the 
information in CLAIMS tables on INS Offices and other locations, user profiles, number pools 
for certificates, application IDs and payment IDs. The system shall provide the capability to view 
and maintain the data in the various CLAIMS look-up tables referenced during application 
processing, and the capability to view the data in the INS standard look-up tables that are 
maintained by INS headquarters. The system shall provide the capability to configure and 
maintain information on INS Offices/Locations/Sites/Courts. The system shall maintain an 
office profile for each office to accurately characterize the resources available in the office to 
perform specific functions. The system shall provide the capability to add DOs to the system. 
The system shall provide the capability to add Sub-offices to the system. The system shall 
provide the capability to add Satellite Offices to the system. The system shall provide the 
capability to update DO profiles. The system shall provide the capability to update Sub-office 
profiles. The system shall provide the capability to update Satellite Office profiles. The system 
shall provide the capability to delete DOs from the system. The system shall provide the 
capability to delete Sub-offices from the system. The system shall provide the capability to 
delete Satellite Offices from the system. The system shall provide the capability to view DO 
profiles. The system shall provide the capability to view Sub-office profiles. The system shall 
provide the capability to view Satellite Office profiles. The system shall provide the capability to 
maintain location profiles for each INS or court location that associate the applicants' places of 
residence with INS locations and courts, where examinations or oath ceremonies can be held. 
The system shall determine the INS locations for an applicant's examination or Oath Ceremony 
based upon the relationship between the applicant's ZIP code and INS administrative location, 
unless overridden by a specific request. The system shall maintain the ZIP code-to-service type 
relationship at the national leveL The system shall allow authorized users to add temporary sites 
locally for specific events. The system shall prevent saving changes until all of the ZIP codes 
have been reassigned if the user intends to delete a site or to remove ZIP codes from the system. 
The system shall allow authorized users to add Locations to the system. The system shall allow 
authorized users to update Location profiles. The system shall allow authorized users to delete 
Locations from the system. The system shall allow authorized users to view Location profiles. 
The system shall maintain a site profile for each site where interviews or Oath Ceremonies are 
performed. The system shall allow authorized users to add Sites to the system. The system shall 
allow authorized users to update Site profiles. The system shall allow authorized users to delete 
Sites from the system. The system shall allow authorized users to view Site profiles. The system 
shall maintain Court profiles that define essential infom1ation for each court within an office 
jurisdiction. The system shall allow authorized users to add Court profiles to the system. The 
system shall allow authorized users to update Court profiles. The system shall allow authorized 
users to delete Court profiles from the system. The system shall allow authorized users to view 
Court profiles. The system shall provide the capability to create and maintain Officer Contact 
Information (for example, Title, Telephone Number, and Name). The system shall store the INS 
Customer Service telephone number that is printed on notices in the database. The system shall 
create and maintain ASC profiles for: address, associated INS office, etc. The system shall 
maintain ZIP code ranges handled by each ASC location. 

1.1.1.30.2 USER PROFILE FUNCTION 
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The system shall provide the capability to maintain information on CLAIMS 4 users. The system 
shall provide the capability to maintain access authorization profiles for each category of user 
(participant type code). The system shall provide the capability to determine and define which 
features a user is permitted to use based on the Access Authorization profile by mapping the user 
to a set of roles. The system shall provide the capability to add new CLAIMS 4 users to the 
system. The system shall provide the capability to update User profiles. The system shall 
provide the capability to delete users. The system shall provide the capability to view CLAIMS 4 
user information. The system shall provide the capability to request a report of all the users that 
are located at a given site, sorted by user identifier and name, with columns for User-ID, Last 
Name, First Name, Middle Name Sub Location Code, Report Access Group, Start Date; and End 
Date. The system shall provide the capability to maintain a Report Access Groups profile for 
each site (Report Access Group Code). The system shall provide the capability to determine and 
define what reports a user is permitted to generate based on the Report Access Group profile that 
maps the user to a set of reports. The system shall provide the capability to create Report Access 
Group codes and assign at least one report to each of them such that association of the code with 
a user identifier enables printing of the report. The system shall provide the capability to create 
and maintain Participant Type roles, that when associated with a user, allow him or her to 
perform all activities associated with that role (for example, an Adjudication role would enable 
the assigned user the capability to perform Interviews with the Q&A session). The system shall 
provide the capability to assign multiple roles to a user. The system shall assi!,'ll roles to a 
participant and allow display of all activities for the selected role. The system shall provide the 
capability to enter multiple A-Number blocks during the same session. The system shall provide 
the capability to restrict users to a specific group of authorized users who have the authority to 
add, update, delete, or view information in the CLAIMS 4 database. The system shall provide a 
GUI to assist authorized users to perform each specific task. 

1.1.1.30.3 FINGERPRINT SCHEDULER PROFILE 

The system shall allow the authorized scheduler administrator to change the percentage values 
and apply specific percentages to forms not listed in the current fingerprint prioritization scheme. 

1.1.1.30.4 CERTIFICATE NUMBER MAINTENANCE FUNCTION 

The system shall provide the means to maintain a Certificate Number pool. The system shall 
provide authorized users the capability to add, update, void, or view Certificate information. The 
system shall set the date on which the last document's status code is assigned. 

1.1.1.30.5 APPLICATION 10 AND PAYMENT 10 MAINTENANCE FUNCTION 

The system shall provide authorized users the capability to view the last Application !D. The 
system shall provide authorized users the capability to add the last Application !D. The system 
shall provide authorized users the capability to update the last Application !D. The system shall 
provide authorized users the capability to delete the last Application !D. 

The system shall provide authorized users the capability to view the last Payment !D. The 
system shall provide authorized users the capability to add the last Payment !D. The system shall 
provide authorized users the capability to update the last Payment !D. The system shall provide 
authorized users the capability to delete last Payment !D. 
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1.1.1.30.6 FORM MAINTENANCE FUNCTION 

The system shall allow authorized users the capability to view local profile information on INS 
forms. The system shall allow authorized users the capability to add local profile infonnation on 
INS fonns. The system shall allow authorized users the capability to update local profile 
infonnation on INS fom1s. The system shall allow authorized users the capability to delete local 
profile information on INS forms. The system shall maintain information for each location to 
control the processing of each fom1 type that it supports. The system shall allow the following 
values to be maintained for each fom1 in the local forms profile table: 

• Counts for A-Numbers 
• Counts for Temporary A-Numbers 
• Government Agency FBI identification number (if applicable) 
• Minimum processing days 
• Maximum processing days 
• Automatically queue to batch or alert clerk 
• Number of readable labels to produce 
• Number of bar-code labels to produce 
• Number of address labels to produce 
• Check evidence in processing or bypass 
• Number of A-Number labels to produce 
• Number of Temporary file labels to produce 

1.1.1.30.7 TABLE LOOKUP FUNCTION 

The system shall provide the capability to maintain all application Lookup tables. The system 
shall allow authorized users to view a Lookup table. The system shall allow authorized users to 
add records to a Lookup table. The system shall allow authorized users to update records in a 
Lookup table. The system shall allow authorized users to delete records from a Lookup table. 
The system shall allow authorized users to perform searches in a Lookup table. The system shall 
allow authorized users to sort data in a Lookup table. The system shall provide the capability to 
view data in Standard tables with read-only access. The system shall provide the capability to 
perform searches in Standard tables. The system shall provide the capability to sort data in 
Standard tables. The system shall provide the capability to validate user Role or Report Group 
for authorization when providing access to lookup tables and descriptions. 

External Interface Description 

Extemal interfaces are required at various points in N-400 processing. RNACS is the central 
repository of information on Naturalization applications and must be updated as new applications 
are receipted and at critical points in their processing. CIS is the central repository of 
information on individuals with A-Numbers. As new naturalizations are processed, the 
A-Numbers supplied must be verified against the infonnation contained in this database. 
Because it is essential that the CIS system be kept current, it must be updated when name change 
is recorded and when an applicant is naturalized. RAFACS is the file management system in use 
at INS Service Centers and most local offices. RAFACS must be updated as new naturalization 
cases are receipted to track the application folders. The interface with RAF ACS also checks to 
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see if the A-File is present at the processing site. If not, the files are retrieved through CIS 
transfer requests and cases are held until the files arrive on-site. 

The system must also communicate with the FD-258 tracking system to confirm that the 
requirement for providing a valid fingerprint card for a FBI check has been satisfied before a case 
can be scheduled for interview. Additionally, a G-325A FBI name check is submitted on tape for 
each N-400 applicant. To support the capability for applicant information requests, IVRS and 
web access systems must be updated. In the future, the system will be enhanced to take 
advantage of P AMS, a central repository of attorney information. 

1.1.1.31 External Interface Processing 
The system shall provide the capability to access multiple systems for resolution of required data 
discrepancies in the Service Center. The system shall in the future provide the capability to 
accommodate multiple system access during adjudication in DO. The system shall in the future 
provide the capability to hot key to a concurrent online session in another system to support real
time inquiries against CIS during Adjudication in DO. 

1.1.1.31.1 INTERFACE WITH RNACS MAINFRAME 
The system shall provide a means of updating RNACS with data on N-470, N-565, N-600, and 
N-643 forms to enable RNACS to handle all subsequent processing. The system shall provide a 
means of updating RNACS with N-400 data sufficient to identify duplicate application filings. 
The system shall provide a means for identifying groups in RNACS. The system shall provide a 
means to update RNACS with case status at the following points in the processing cycle: 

• Initial data entry (following validation of A-Number) 
Completion of background checks in initial processing 
Examination scheduling 
Approval for oath ceremony (following Reverification of Grant) 
Oath ceremony scheduling 
Issuance of naturalization certificate 
Denial 
• Administrative close-out of case 

The system shall in the future provide a means of querying RNACS to detem1ine whether a given 
A-Number is associated with a prior application. The system shall provide a means to facilitate 
the transfer of applications from one office to another by using the RNACS mainframe interface. 

1.1.1.31.2 INTERFACE WITH CIS 
The system shall automatically check the CIS to determine whether the A-Number associated 
with each naturalization application exists in the CIS. The system shall validate the A-Number 
and date of birth against the existing information in the CIS. The system shall in the future 
provide the capability to access and update the CIS online. The system shall in the future provide 
a CIS online lookup capability to facilitate efforts to supply missing A-Numbers during 
Adjudication. The system shall update the CIS with the Certificate Numbers and the dates of 
naturalization every evening for applications closed out that day. The system shall in the future 
update CIS with any other subsequent status changes, such as denaturalization and/or 
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ex palliation. The system shall provide a means of updating name changes in case history data in 
the CIS. 

1.1.1.31.3 INTERFACE WITH RAFACS/CIS 

The system shall provide a means of updating RAFACS as application folders are created. The 
system shall in the future check CIS automatically to determine the location of A-Files for all 
applications entered that day that have not had receipt of the A-File acknowledged. The system 
shall in the future initiate a file transfer request if the A-File is not in the office where the 
application is entered. The system shall in the future generate a pick list and route it to the 
office's printer if the A-File is already in the office. The system shall in the future initiate the A
File location check through an interface to the Workflow function. The system shall in the future 
invoke the interface to request transfers of applications from the SC to local offices, in 
preparation for interviews. The system shall generate a pick list. The system shall provide for 
continued use ofRAFACS to track the physical files locally. The system shall in the future track 
progress of critical file-handling processes through RAFACS interface with Workflow. 

1.1.1.31.4 INTERFACE WITH PAMS 

The system shall in the future provide capability to access and update attorney information held 
in the P AMS. The system shall in the future create the local attorney file using valid PAMS data 
for the pilot office as well as the local attorney files. The system shall in the future support 
queries for attorney information during application receipting and adjudication including 
Attorney State License numbers and an attorney listing for a given office. 

1.1.1.31.5 INTERFACE WITH FD-258 FINGERPRINT CARD TRACKING SYSTEM 

The system shall extract information from the FD-258 Fingerprint Card Tracking System and 
update CLAIMS 4 with status information. The system shall in the future support the electronic 
submission of FD-258 fingerprint and biographic data to the FBI via an interface with IDENT. 
The system shall provide the ability to re-schedule applicants/petitioners for fingerprint 
processing whose FD-258 cards are returned from the FBI as unclassifiable. The system shall 
generate re-scheduled fingerprint appointment requests containing a code (request type identifier) 
distinguishing it from the initial scheduling request. The system shall enforce a limit of one on 
the automatic generation of re-scheduling requests for applicants/petitioners whose FD-258s 
have heen returned as unclassifiable. The system shall, upon receiving a second unclassifiable 
response from the FBI for an N-400 applicant/petitioner, release the case to the next processing 
step as assigned by INS established business rules. 

1.1.1.31.6 INTERFACE WITH FBI NAME CHECK SYSTEM 

The system shall provide the capability to generate requests for G-325A FBI Name/Date 
of Birth checks for each N-400 applicant. The system shall transmit the request to the 
mainframe or other enterprise platform for shipment to the FBI. The system shall capture 
the date and time when each G-325A Name/Date of Birth check request was issued. The 
system shall not allow a naturalization case to be scheduled for examination until results 
of an FBI name check have been received, or until45 days have elapsed from the time the 
request was sent to the FBI. The system shall identify each G-325A Name/Date of Birth 
check request using a unique I 0-character Customer Identification Number. The system 
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shall record the status of the G-325A Name/Date of Birth check, associated with the 
application distinguishing cases that are awaiting submission of the name check, 
responses from the FBI, or that have been satisfied by the FBI. 

The system shall provide an interface capable of reading the magnetic tape returned by 
the FBI in response to the G-325A Name/Date of Birth check request. The system shall, 
in the event of an FBI response to a G325A name check request, read the error records 
downloaded by the mainframe or other enterprise platfonn, and record an 'error' response 
for the relevant applications, and the error message(s ), if available. The system shall, in 
the event of an FBI response to a G325A name check request, read the no-hit records 
downloaded by the mainframe or other enterprise platfonn, and record a 'no-hit' response 
for the relevant applications. The system shall, in the event of an FBI response to a 
G325A name check request, read the "indices popular" records downloaded by the 
mainframe or other enterprise platfonn, and record an "indices popular" response for the 
relevant applications. The system shall process the file ofG325A error responses 
downloaded from the mainframe or other enterprise system. The system shall alert the 
adjudicator when an applicant's name-search has retumed an "indices popular" 
processing response (a hit) indication, so that he/she can check the A-File for the proper 
disposition of the rap sheet. The system shall in the future provide the capability to 
transmit requests for G-325A FBI Name/Date of Birth checks for N-400 applicants 
electronically (rather than by tape) to the FBI. 

1.1.1.31.7 INTERFACE WITH IVRS 

The system shall provide basic application status infonnation (including statuses of received, 
received - fee waived, received - fee in suspense, fee suspense action, etc.) to the IVRS on a 
regular periodic basis to allow applicants to obtain application status telephonically. The system 
shall in the future provide all standard application status codes/information to the IVRS on a real
time basis to allow applicants to obtain application status telephonically. 

1.1.1.31.8 INTERFACE WITH FINANCIAL SYSTEM 

The system shall in the future generate a transaction file for the INS payment processing system 
with infonnation on overpayments. 

1.1.1.31.9 INTERFACE WITH RAPS - FORM 1·881 
The system shall transfer an I-881 case to RAPS, by uploading a data file, if 

• the applicant bas provided the minimum fee required, including the filing fee for the I-
881 fonn and the fingerprint processing fee 

• the required photographs have been submitted 
• CIS A-Number verification or A-Number resolution is successful. 

The system shall include the following fields in the interface file: 

• A-Number (9-byte character field; required) 
• Last Name (30-byte character field; required) 
• First Name (23-byte character field) 
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• Middle Name (15-byte character field) 
• Address: C/0 (30-byte character field) 
• Address: Street 1 (30-byte character field; required) 
• Address: Street 2 (30-byte character field) 
• City (16-byte character field; required) 
• State (2-byte character field; required) 
• ZIP (9-byte numeric field; required) 
• Sex (!-byte character field, valid values 'M' or 'F'; required) 
• DOB (8-byte date field, format CCYYMMDD; required) 
• COB (5-byte character field, valid values as in CCTB; required) 
• Nationality (5-byte character field, valid values as in NCTB; required) 
• Date of Entry (8-byte date field, format CCYYMMDD; required) 
• Status at Entry (3-byte character field, valid values as in NIMM and ESCT; required) 
• Place of Entry (5-byte character field, valid values as in PORT; required) 
• Eligibility Indicator (4 !-byte character fields, valid values 'a', 'b', 'c', 'd'; required) 
• Sponsor A-Number (8-byte character field; required if eligibility indicator= 'd') 
• Sponsor Relationship (!-byte character field; valid values 'P' for parent, 'S' for spouse; 

required if eligibility indicator= 'd') 
• Check status (!-byte character field, with values indicating that the check was 

returned, or that the hold has been lifted) 
• Attorney ID (9-byte PAMS code, 3 alpha geographic code followed by 6 

numeric) 
• New A-File (I -byte character field, valid values 'Y' for newly assigned A-file, 

'N' for pre-existing A-file; required) 
• Application ID (13-byte character field; 3 characters indicating the Service Center 

entering the case followed by '* ', and a 9-digit number; required) 
• Application Receipt Date (8-byte date field, CCYYMMDD; required) 
• Upload Date (8-byte date field, CCYYMMDD; required) 

The system shall be capable of processing a confirmation file from RAPS with a record for each 
uploaded case that includes: 

• Upload Result (!-byte character field, values 'C' for correct or 'E' for error; 
required) 

• Application lD (13-byte character field; 3 characters indicating the SC entering the 
case followed by'*', and a 9-digit number; required) 

• A-Number (9-byte character field; required) 
• Upload Date (8-byte date field, CCYYMMDD; required) 
• Multiple error messages consisting of: 

- Error Field (2-byte numeric field ID) 
- Error Code (!-byte character field) 

The system shall notifY RAPS if an 1-881 applicant's bounced check has not been corrected 30 
days after applicant's initial filing. The system shall notifY RAPS when an I-881 applicant 
whose check has bounced has provided the required fee (including the bounced check notice,) or 
when the standard grace period for doing so has elapsed. 
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Workflow Management Process Description 

The system must have the capability to ensure Workflow processes through the necessary 
managed configuration is properly implemented. 

1.1.1.32 Workflow Management Processing 
Workflow ensures that the system processes are configured to meet work-related requirements in 
a uniform manner with full tracking and accountability. 

1.1.1.32.1 CONTROL AND PROCESS FUNCTION 

The system shall control and direct the processing of applications through the update of activity 
states that subsequently initiate or allow other activities. The system shall validate whether the 
user has the proper role and/or authority to perform the activity requested. The system shall 
ensure that users can only perform activities on cases assigned to them or to their role. The 
system shall ensure that activities are processed in the correct chronological and business 
requirement order. The system shall have the capability to control case processing based on user
initiated activities or events. The system shall have the capability to control case processing 
based on system-initiated or time-controlled activities or events. The system shall provide a list 
of all the recent cases that have been submitted to the Workflow Management System at a given 
site, showing for each case: process name, process identifier, status, start time, and end time. 
The system shall provide a list of all the current activities that have been performed on a selected 
case, showing: activity name, status, expected start and expiration time, and user identifier of the 
person that completed the activity. The user can select a case from the list of cases displayed or 
can enter a specific case in a text box on the GUI. The system shall provide a historical list of 
activities performed on a selected case, showing: activity identifier, activity name, start time, and 
user identifier of the person who completed the activity. The system shall provide the end 
conditions that resulted from processing a selected activity. The system shall produce a graphic 
representation of the case processing (Workflow Activity Monitor) that shows the state of all the 
activities performed on the case. The graphic representing an activity changes colors based on 
the status of the activity. The system shall update the activity and case status information upon 
user request. The Workflow Management system shall clean up scheduler tables after a 
scheduled event has expired. A scheduled event is defined as an applicant's appointment created 
by the automated CLAIMS 4 scheduler. 

The system shall provide the capability to zoom-in on the N-400 Data Entry to Scheduling tab 
within the Workflow Activity Monitor, providing a detailed view of the form with vertical and 
horizontal scroll bars. The system shall provide a Workflow management tool to view and 
modifY the Workflow status of a case. The system shall provide the capability to complete an 
expired activity and push the process to the next logical step. The system shall provide the 
capability to evaluate the need for the insertion of expired activities. The system shall provide 
the capability to track ad hoc or unexpected activities that are not process driven. The system 
shall provide the capability to establish expected start time and expiration time for time sensitive 
activities. 
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The system shall provide the capability to perform parallel activities on a case when necessary. 
The system shall provide the capability to suspend case processing based on business rules. The 
system shall provide the capability to perform exclusive processing on a case for specified 
activities. 

1.1.1.32.2 METRICS AND STATISTICS FUNCTION 

The system shall provide accurate time stamps and audit trail (case history) of all activities 
performed for a single case. The system shall indicate where an application is located in the 
process at any given time. The system shall in the future maintain composite statistics of the 
time spent performing activities. The system shall in the future maintain composite statistics of 
the time spent between activities waiting for a task to be performed. The system shall maintain 
production statistics that satisfy the requirements of G-22 accounting. 

Case Status Process Description 

The system will provide a GUI for the Case Status subsystem with the capability to perform a 
series of processes that includes displaying list format and criteria searches, as required. 

1.1.1.33 Case Status Processing 
The system shall provide a GUI for the Case Status subsystem. The system shall provide the 
capability to enter search criteria to locate an application or list of applications. The system shall 
display in list format those applications that satisfy the specified search criteria. The system shall, 
if only one application satisfies the criteria, automatically display its Workflow history, status, 
and RAF ACS A-File location. The system shall provide the capability, when more than one 
application satisfies the search criteria, to select an application from the displayed list and view 
its Workflow history, status, RAF ACS A-File location, and any scheduled event. 
The system shall display the following information for each selected case on the main form: 

• Name 
• Application ID 
• Alien Number 
• Form Number 
• LastName 
• First Name 
• Date of Birth 
• Country of Birth 
• Mailing Address 
• Case Location 
• Mailroom Date Received 
• CIS Match Info 
• Payment ID 
• Payment Status 
• Fee 
• Workflow Status 
• Workflow History 
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If no applications satisfy the query, the system shall display a message indicating this to the user. 
The system shall accept search criteria that include but are not limited to the following: 

• Application ID 
• A-Number 
• Form Number 
• First Name 
• Last Name 
• Social Security Number 
• Date of Birth 
• Country of Birth 
• Mailing Address 
• Attorney's Last Name 
• Attorney's First Name 
• Attorney Legal ID 
• Attorney State License Number 
• Attorney VOLAG number 
• Application location 
• Port of Entry 
• Date of Entry range 
• Date of Birth range 
• Payment!D 
• Certificate Number 

The system shall provide the capability to invoke case status display from other modules or 
components of the system, including adjudication, batch status update, and scheduler. The 
system shall provide the capability to view the Scheduling, Fingerprint, Attorney, and Payment 
Details sub-forms. 

'!be system shall display a Scheduler screen within the Case Status subsystem that shows, for 
interviews and oath ceremonies: 

• Interview Location Address 
• Interview Room and Section Number 
• Interview Date and Time 
• Ceremony Location Address 
• Ceremony Room and Gate Number 
• Ceremony Date 
• Ceremony Gate Time and Start Time 
• Ceremony Type 
• Certificate History 

The system shall display a Fingerprint screen within the Case Status subsystem that shows: 

• CIDN 
FBI Control Number 
FBI Response 
FBI Response Date 
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Adjudicator ID (for overrides) 
Data Entry ID 
Modified FBI Response 
Date Modified 
Modified by Adjudicator ID 
Modified by Data Entry lD 

Functional Requirements Document for CLAIMS 4 

The system shall display a Attorney screen within the Case Status subsystem that shows: 

• Attorney's Last Name 
• Attorney's First Name 
• Attorney Legal ID 
• Attorney State License Number 
• Attorney VOLAG Number 
• Attorney Mailing Address 
• Attorney Phone Number 
• Type of Appearance 

The system shall display a Payment screen within the Case Status subsystem that shows: 

• Workflow status 
• Workflow History 
• Applicants with the same Payment ID 
• Remittances 

The system shall provide the capability to print the case status as well as various labels. 
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DETAILED DATA REQUIREMENTS 

This sectioH describes the data requirements for the naturalization reengineering functional 
processes in Section 2. All data elements that are part of the input, processing, and output parts 
of the functional process requirements are depicted in the Logical Data Model (LDM) and logical 
data relationships. The logical data relationships conform to the INS Enterprise Data Model. 

Logical Data Relationships 

This section describes the appropriate relationships among the entities by using graphics and text. 
The Entity Relationship Diagrams are included for illustrating logical-data relationships and can 
be found in Attachment B, Entity Relationship Diagrams. 
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RECORDS MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS 

The system will keep closed cases online for 18 months and archive all old cases (more than 18 
months old) including denials. Currently, denials remain on the system indefinitely. The system 
will allow for the transfer of cases. 
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USER PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

The project was designed and developed to effectively support the reengineered naturalization 
business process. As such, it adhered to user performance requirements in the areas of timeliness 
and testability, as discussed below. 

Timeliness 

The project supported the need for timely access to accurate data. Specifically, it addressed data 
currency and system responsiveness and availability, as stated in the paragraphs below. 

Data Currency 

Data were current at both the SC and DO sites. This enabled the shared use of the centralized 
Oracle database for storage of all character-based case data. 

System Responsiveness 

System response time for retrieval of electronic images will not exceed 15 seconds or 5 seconds 
for character-based text data 95 percent of the time. 

System Availability 

The goal for system availability is 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. This availability will be 
constrained by normal system maintenance requirements to ensure optimal performance and 
maximum data recovery. 

Testability 

The design and architecture was highly modular in order to support ease of testing and 
modification. In addition, Attachment A, Requirements Traceability Matrix, provides a set of 
measurable requirements that will greatly facilitate the creation and implementation of a 
comprehensive system test plan. 

Requirements Traceability Matrix 

Attachment A maps the essential components of the FRD to the development phases. 
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SYSTEM PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

CLAIMS 4 was designed to handle several key perfonnance requirements ranging from sizing 
and capacity to response, reliability, and system growth. 

System Sizing and Capacity Requirements 

The reengineered NA IS pilot supported 3 50 to I ,000 applications per day. Sizing calculations 
were based on I ,000 applications per day. The Release I pilot system was operational for several 
months and evolved into CLAIMS 4. The capacity requirements to support this pilot will be 
provided in the Hardware/Software Configuration and Estimate deliverable. 

System Response Requirements 

The NA IS pilot accommodated a response time of no more than 15 seconds 95 percent of the 
time to retrieve and display electronic images and no more than 5 seconds response time 95 
percent of the time for character-based text data. 

Reliability Requirements 

The goal of system availability is 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. This availability will be 
adjusted to accommodate system maintenance time necessary to ensure optimal system 
perfonnance and maximum data recovery. 

System Growth Requirements 

The pilot was sized to accommodate up to I ,000 naturalization applications per day. During the 
course of this pilot, demand was not expected to grow. However, because the system was a pilot 
for a future national system, it was designed and developed to accommodate a national demand 
within the confines of the development schedule. CLAIMS 4 continues the process. 
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SECURITY REQUIREMENTS 

CLAIMS 4 was designed and developed to support all relevant INS computer and 
telecommunications security regulations as documented. Specifically, the design will be based 
on the need to secure naturalization data to prevent both intemal and external fraudulent activity. 
This will be accomplished by designing user ID and password protections on all functions 
requiring higher levels of authorization for the performance of certain functions and subfunctions 
and by providing audit trails for all system actions. 
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QUALITY ASSURANCE 

In order to support the reengineered naturalization business process and to provide the basis for 
the development of a fully integrated benefits management system, CLAIMS 4 adhered to the 
following quality factors: 

• Correctness-All specified functions within CLAIMS 4 were implemented and the 
performance of the software met specified criteria. 

• Efficiency-The system was designed and developed to work as efficiently as possible. 

• Expandability-The software's functionality was expandable to facilitate the 
incorporation of new functionality in subsequent releases. 

• Integrity-The software and database were designed to enforce the performance of 
appropriate data updates. 

• Manageability-Administrative aspects of software modification were facilitated by 
tools, such as configuratioJHontrol systems and source-code libraries. 

• Usability-CLAIMS 4 was made user friendly through the use of a GUI. 

• Reliability-CLAIMS 4 was designed and developed to prevent inaccurate results, slow 
response, and system failures. 

• Reusability-Portions of the software were usable for other applications, and in 
particular, with the fully integrated benefits management system to be developed in the 
future. 
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SECURITY INTEGRITY CONTROLS 

The granting of naturalization provides the qualified recipient with the full rights ofU. S. 
citizenship. The illegal acquisition of naturalized status undennines the INS and negatively 
affects national interest. 

Data processing systems use infonnation for which the loss, misuse, unauthorized modification 
of, or unauthorized access to, could affect the national interest, the conduct of Federal programs, 
or the privacy to which individuals are entitled under Section 552a, Title 5, U. S. Code. 

It was imperative effective audit and control processes were developed for the CLAIMS 4 
system. The requirements listed below provided the basis for that development. 

Requirements 

This portion outlines the audit and control processes developed for the CLAIMS 4 system. This 
process will be refined and adjusted as warranted. 

User Identification and Authentication 

Only authorized personnel should have access to the system. The system shall control and limit 
user access based on the identification and authentication of the user via password and user !D. 

Discretionary Access Control 

Access to the system objects (tiles, directories, printers, or other devices) will be restricted. This 
will be implemented by access control lists. The system will keep a file of System 
Administrators, Supervisors, and Certified Adjudication Officers and use the information in this 
file to detennine whether a user is authorized to access the administrative, supervisor, or 
Adjudication and Reporting functions. 

Software and data can only be modified by authorized individuals. There will be controls to 
prevent unauthorized modification of an individual's case and case history. 

Transaction Auditing 

Transaction auditing is the production of a set of chronological records that provides evidence of 
system activity. CLAIMS 4 system used audit trail records to reconstruct, review, and examine 
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transactions from data entry to case close out, in an effort to detect, identify, and combat 
fraudulent and dishonest transactions. All transactions made against an application for a 
naturalization benefit were subject to monitoring and review. 

Audit trail records were additionally designed to assist in the investigation of system 
malfunctions or compromise of data. In such an event, the audit trails helped to restore and 
reconstruct any data that may have been compromised. 

Networks and Telecommunications 

Realizing that CLAIMS 4 was developed to operate on a combination of the local area network 
(LAN) and wide area network (WAN) protocols, three areas of requirements were addressed: 

• Communications Integrity-The system was designed in a way that supports data 
integrity throughout the communications network, while supporting multiple points of 
access, sharing of data, and avoiding the potential dangers of simultaneous updates. 

• Compromise Protection-The system ensured that sensitive infonnation transmitted 
over facilities beyond INS control was protected. 

• Encryption-If a network is used to transmit sensitive data, encryption of data is 
recommended. 

Software Protection 

All software present on a system must be licensed by a vendor or a manufacturer. A virus 
detection software package is recommended for all PCs. An anti-virus program should be 
memory resident so that it can detect potential viruses from floppies or tapes. 

Critical Data Items 

The following data items should have limited access or review of access: 

• Name 
• Address 
• Date of Birth 
• A-Number 
• Certificate Number 

Criticality, Risk, and Personal Security Clearance Levels 

This is to be detennined. 

Control, Reporting, and Retention Period Requirements 

Specific requirements for the system to handle control, reporting and retention such as archival 
and traceability are being detennined. 
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Archive Strategy 

The archive strategy will involve the transfer of records from the active database to an inactive 
database. This will provide quicker database access, data recovery, and database backup. The mles 
for the transfer will reflect the guidelines presented by casco. These mles are structured so that 
the case is archived if a specified amount of time has passed after a given action is recorded in the 
person's history file. All personnel records will remain as a stub, with minimal data on the active 
database. 

The system will also provide a means for retrieving the case from the inactive file and moving it 
back to the active file. Applications are archived when they have been closed for more than 18 
months. 

Traceability of Original Input Documents 

All input documents are to be added to the A-File and can be retrieved via the physical A-File in 
the usual manner. 

Identification of Standard INS Codes 

This is to be determined. 
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TRAINING 

Training was provided to facilitate the user's transition to the CLAIMS 4. Training curriculum 
and materials were directed toward the following job functions: 

• Clerical 
• Supervisor 
• Adjudicator 
• ADP Support 

Training focused on new aspects of the system, including naturalization management, 
Adjudication processing screens, new Scheduling functionality, hot key access to other systems, 
and Certificate Production. Courses and training materials will be developed as well as user 
reference manuals. As a part of implementation planning, training requirements were fully 
documented and training plans developed. 
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A-File 
A-Number 
AAO 
ADP 
API 
ASC 
BSU 
CBO 
ceo 
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CIS 
CLAIMS 
CLAIMS 3/MRD 
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DO 
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FBI 
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FD-258 EE 
FRD 
GUI 
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ID 
IDMS 
INS 
ITP 
LAN 
LDM 
MDI 
MS 
NACS 
NATS 
N-400 
N-426 
oc 
ODBC 
OIRM 
OLE 

APPENDIX A-ACRONYMS 
alien file 
alien number 
Administrative Appeals Office 
Automated Data Personnel 
Application Programming Interface 
Application Support Center 
Batch Status Update 
community-based organization 
County Control Office 
Contributor Identification Number 
Central Index System 
Computer-Linked Application Information Management System 
FBI Fingerprint 
Configuration Management 
Case Management 
CLAIMS Resolution 
dynamic link library 
District Office 
Department of Justice 
External Interface Module 
Federal Bureau oflnvestigation 
File Control Office 
Request for FBI Background Check 
Enterprise-wide Fingerprint Card Tracking System 
functional requirements document 
graphical user interface 
Biographic Information form 
Headquarters 
Identification 
Integrated Database Management System 
Immigration and Naturalization Service 
Information Technology Partnership 
local area network 
logical data model 
Multi-Document Interface 
Microsoft Corporation 
Naturalization Automated Casework System 
Naturalization System 
Application for Naturalization 
Request for Certification of Military or Naval Service 
Oath Ceremony 
Open Database Connectivity 
INS Office oflnfonnation Resources Management 
Object Linking and Embedding 
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SQL 
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Open System Management Group 
Object Oriented Design 
organization identification 
Personal Identification Control System 
Port of Entry 
Quality Assurance 
Question and Answer 
Rapid Application Development 
Receipt and Alien-File Accountability and Control System 
Refugee Asylum and Parole System 
Relational Database Management System 
Remote Data Object 
Reengineered Naturalization Automated Casework System 
Requirements Traceability Matrix 
Service Center 
Systems Development Life Cycle 
Scheduler Information Database 
System Network Architecture 
Structured Query Language 
Test and Evaluation 
Temporary Number 
To Be Determined 
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol 
Technology Infrastructure Project 
Unified Modeling Language 
United States 
voluntary agency 
wide area network 
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1-817 
• I-821 
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• I-485--Schedule alll-485s for anv given schedule processing 
period up to but not exceeding 30 percent of the available 
fingemrint appointment slots for that processing period. 

• N-400 Expired Prints-Schedule all N-400 Expired Prints for any 
given schedule processing period up to but not exceeding 50 
percent of the available fingerprint appointment slots for that 
processing period. 

• Rescheduled Prints for Any Form-Schedule all cases requiring 
reprinting for any given schedule processing period up to but not 
exceeding 15 percent of the available fingerprint appointment slots 
for that processing period. 

• Any Other Form Type--Schedule all other form types for any 
given schedule processing period up to but not exceeding 5 percent 
of the available fingerprint appointment slots for that processing 
period. 

• N-400 Nonexpired Prints-Schedule all N-400s for anv given 
schedule processing period using any remaining fingerprint 
appointment slots. 
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• Application fD 
A-Number 
Group TD 
Last name 
First name 
Group type 
Group name 
• Location 
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• Application ID 
A-Number 
Group lD 
Last name 
First name 
Group tvpe 
Group name 

• Location 
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• A-Number 
Applicant last name 
Application fD 
• Reporting location 
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• Number of Certificates Prepared 
Number of Certificates Voided 
• Number of Certificates Destroyed 
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• Lastname 
First name 
Middle name 
A-Number 
Mailroom-received date 
Error number 
• Error text 
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• Received date (sort order: oldest first) 
Reason fingerprinted 
Originating system 
Originating system record identifier 
A·Number or Social Security number (SSN) 
• Name (last. first. and middle) 
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• Initial data entry {following validation of A-Number) 
Completion of background checks in initial processing 
Examination scheduling 
Approval for oath ceremony (following Reverification of Grant) 
Oath ceremony scheduling 
Issuance of naturalization certificate 
Denial 
Administrative close-out of case 
• Change of Address case status change 
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• Awaiting submission of the name check 
Awaiting responses from the FBI 
• Satisfied by the FBI 
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• The applicant has provided the minimum fee required, including 
the filing fee for the 1-881 form and the fingerprint processing fee 

• The required photographs have been submitted 

• CIS A-Number verification or A-Number resolution is successtul 

• A-Number (9-byte character field: required) 
Last name (30-bvte character field; required) 

First name (23-bvtc character field) 

Middle name (15-bvte character lieldi 
Address: C/0 130-hvte character tiel d) 

Address: Street l (30-bytc character tield: required) 
Address: Street 2 (30-bvte character tleldl 
City 06-bvte charact...::r field; required) 

State (2-bvtc character field: required) 

ZIP (9-byte numeric field: required! 
Sex (l-bvtc character field, va11d values l\-1 or F; required) 

DOB (8-bytc date tleld. fDrmat CCYYMMDD: required) 

COB (5-bvte character lield, valid values as in CCTH: 
required) 

Nationality (5-bvte character field, valid values as in NCTB: required) 

Date of entry (8-lwtc date tlcld, format CCYYMMDD; required} 

5.0.0 
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Place of entry (5-bytc character ticld. valid values as in PORT; 

required) 

Eligibility indicator (JOur l-bytc character fields. valid values a. b. c. d: 
reuuircd) 

Sponsor A-Number (8-bvte character ticld; rcuuircd ifdigibilitv indicator 

~ 'd') 

• Sponsor relationship Cl-bytc character field: valid values P for parent. S jQr 
spouse; required ifcligibilitv indicator= d) 

• Check status Cl-byte character field. with values indicating that the 

check ,,vas rctumed. or that the hold has been liHedl 

• Attorney ID (9-hyte PAMS code. 3 alpha geographic code 

followed bv 6 numeric) 

• New A-File (!-byte character field, valid vaJues Y for nc\'vlv 

• 
entering the case lOll owed by an *.and a 9-digit number: required) 

• Upload result 
en-or: required) 

{ 1-hvte character field. values C for correct or E for 

Application ID { 13-bvtc character field: 3 characters indicaUng the SC entering 

the case follO\vcd by an *.and a 9-digit numhcr· required} 

A-Number (9-bvtc character ticld; required) 

Upload date (3-bytc date tleld, CCYYMMDD: required) 

Multiple error messages consisting of the following: 

Error tield ( 2-bvte numeric ticld ID) 

Error code ( l-bytc character field) 

5.0.0 



• ANUMBER 
LNAME 
FNAME 
MNAME 
SUFFIX 
COB 
DOB 
FORM 
PHN MAIN 
PHN SECOND .. 
CSR_ VERIFIED 
ceo 
CALL_DATE 
CALL TAME 
RADDRl 

1 0 bytes, character 

30 bvtes, character 

I X bvtcs, character 

18 bvtes, character 

3 bvtcs. character 

5 bytes, character 

I 0 bvtes. date format MMIDD/CCYY 

5 bytes, character 

I 0 bytes, numeric 

2 bytes. numeric (not ordinarilv used) 

I byte, character 

) bytes, character 

I 0 bytes. dale format MM/DD/CCYY 

5 bytes, time format hh:mm 

5 bvtcs, character 

20 bvtes1 character 

5 bvtes. character 

16 bytes, character 
2 bvtcs. character 

5 bvtes. numeric 

174 
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RADDRFLAG I bvte, character 
MADDR 1 5 bytes, character 

MADDR2 20 bvtes, character 
MADDR3 5 bvtes character 

MADDR4 30 bvtes, character 

MCITY 16 hvtes, character 

2 bvtcs. character 
5 bvtes, numeric 



,_., 
'-J 
0'1 

A-Number fparl of record kcv} 10 bvtes. c.harac.tcr 

Co A request date (part of record key) 10 bytes, date format 

MM/DD/CCYY 

CoA request call time (part of record kev) 5 bvtes. tlme !(xmat l-HLMiv'I 

Applicant last name 30 bvtcs, character 

Applicant first name 18 bytes. character 
DOB 10 bytes. date format 

MM/DD/CCYY 

Attorney last name 30 bytes, character 
Attorney first name J 8 bvtes, character 

Attorney middle initial 1 byte, character 
Attorney firn1 name 50 bvtes. character 
Attotney address street name 4-0 bytes. character 

Attorney address street address 2 40 bvtes, character 
Attornev address citv 16 bvtcs, character 
Attorney address state 2 bvtcs, character 
Attorney Address ZIP code 5 bvtes, character 
Attorney Address ZIP code extension 4 bvtcs. character 

Exception code 3 bvtes. c-haracter 

• Date processed 10 bytes, date format 
M/DD/CCYY 
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• NOO-Case Not Found 
UOO-Update Applied 
COO-CLAIMS 4 Case (Ignored) (RNACS Only) 
AOO-Admin Closed- but Update Applied 
DOO-Deny Closed- but Update Applied 
GOO-Grant Closed- but Update Applied 
ROI-Rejected- Scheduled for Interview (Different Jurisdiction) 
R02-Rejected- Scheduled for Oath {Different Jurisdiction 
R03-Rejected- Scheduled for Fingerprints (Different Jurisdiction) 
R04-Rejected- Member of Super Group 
R05-Rejectcd- County Not Found 
R06-Rejected- ZIP code Not Found 
R07-Rejccted- Invalid ZIP Code 
R08-Rejected - Invalid State Code 
R09-Rejected- Missing Data- Citv 
Rl 0-Rejected- Missing Data- Street 
Rll-Rejected- City, State, ZIP combination not valid 
POl-Verification Passed- Awaiting Update (Internal CoA Tracking 

only) 
F02-Failed Verification- RNACS Unavailable (Internal CoA 

Tracking onlv) 
• F03-Failed Verification- Not Found in RNACS (Internal CoA 

Tracking onlvl 

5.1.0 
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• An FBI response has been received 

• The applicant's A-File has been received (or due diligence has been 
exercised in searching for it) 

• The G-325 name check response has been received 

• Office (in \vhich the applicant will be interviewed) 3 bytes. charact~r 

SC 3 bvtes. character 
A-Number 10 hvtes, character 

Aoolication ID 13 hvtes, character 

A-File or qualif)'ing T-File 1 byte. character 
Male or female I byte. character 
Is there an N-648 I hyte. character 

FBI response I byte. character 
FBI response date 8 bytes. date tormat MM/DD/YY 

Eligibility 1 byte. character 

5.2.0 
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R!t~ttif!rrlijint: >• .. 

Legal permanent resident date 8 bytes, date format MM/DD!YY 

File receipt date (mail room stamp) 8 bvtes, date format MMIDDIYY 

Is copy of green card (or Form I-90 present) I byte, character 

Part 7, Question I 5 B marked "yes" I hyte, character 

Two photographs I bvtc, character 

G-28 filed with the application 1 bvtc, character 

Attorney nan1e 66 bvtcs, character 

Attorney address 1 34 hytcs, character 

Attorney address 2 7R bytes, characte1· 

Attorney city 28 bvtes. character 

Attorney state 2 bytes, character 

Attorney postal code 9 bytes, character 

Nan1e {of applicant) 69 bvtes, character 

Address I 44 bytes, character 

Address 2 34 bvtcs, character 

City 2~ bytes. character 

State 2 bytes. character 

Postal code 9 bvtes, character 

I 000.1200.000.00400 !The system shall in the tuture prevent cases from being scheduled for 
initial interview once thev are readv for Complete File Review, until the 
review has been successfullv comoleted. 
Workflow Mana!!ement 
Control and Process Function 

11 00.100.000.00100 !The system shall control and direct the processing of applications through 
the update of activity states that subsequently initiate or allow other 
activities. 

1100.100.000.00200 !The svstem shall validate whether the user has the proper role and/or 

1100.100.000.00300 !The system shall ensure that users can onlv oerform activities on cases 
assigned to them or to their role . 

!Notes 

Future 
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• Process name 
Process identifier 
Status 
Start time 
• End time for each case 

• Activitv name 
Status 
Expected start time 
Expected expiration time 
• User ID of the person completing the activity 

• Activity identifier 
Activitv name 
Start time 
• User ID of the person who completed the activity 
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• Workt1ow history 
Status 
• RAFACS A-File location 

• Worktlow history 
Status 
RAFACS A-File location 
• Anv scheduled event 

Future 

Future 
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• Name 
Application ID 
A-Number 
Form number 
Last name 
First name 
DOB 
COB 
Mailing address 
Case location 
Mailroom date received 
CIS match information 
Payment ID 
Pavment status 
Fee 
\Vorkflow status 
• Workflow historv 

4.0.0 
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• Application JD 
A-Number 
Form number 
First name 
Last name 
SSN 
DOB 
COB 
Mailing address 
Attorney's last name 
Attorney's first name 
Attorney legal ID 
Attorney state license number 
Attorney VOLAG number 
Application location 
Port of entry 
Date of entry range 
DOB range 
Payment JD 
• Certificate number 

• Adjudication 
Batch Status Update 
• Scheduler 

4.0.0 
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• Scheduling 
Fingerprint 
Attorney 
• Payment detai Is 

• Interview location address 
Interview room and section number 
Interview date and time 
Ceremonv location address 
Ceremony room and gate number 
Ceremony date 
Ceremony gate time and start time 
Ceremony type 
• Certificate history 

4.0.0 
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• Last name 
First name 
Middle name 
Aliases (up to three) 
Contributor identification number 
A-Number 
SSN 
FBI number 
Local originating agency identification (ORI) 
Regional ORI 
Eye color 
Hair color 
Height 
Weight 
Sex 
Place of birth 
DOB 
• Race 
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• Attorney's last name 
Attorney's first name 
Attorney legal JD 
Attorney state license number 
Attorney VOLAG number 
Attorney mailing address 
Attorney phone number 
• Type of appearance 

• Workflow status 
Workflow histOD' 
Applicants with the same payment ID 
• Remittances 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) developed the Computer-Linked Application 
Information Management System (CLAIMS) Version 4.0 to assist in the processing of 
applications related to naturalization or attaining U.S. citizenship. Designed to meet the sharp 
increase in naturalization applications over the past few years, CLAIMS 4.0-a reengineering of 
prior computerized naturalization systems-provides a more efficient and effective process for 
handling these cases. CLAIMS 4.0 makes use of newer and more efficient technology based on a 
graphical user interface (GUI). CLAIMS 4.0 enables the INS to process cases more efficiently by 
tracking each case through all aspects of the naturalization and citizenship process, from 
application submission to close out. 

Purpose and Scope 

This user manual provides an overview of CLAIMS 4.0 and its workflow process. It provides 
general information regarding CLAIMS 4.0, as well as detailed instruction on how to use the 
eight CLAIMS 4.0 functions available in INS district offices (DOs), suboffices, and satellite 
offices. A detailed description of the naturalization process using CLAIMS 4.0 is also provided. 
This manual also serves as a reference guide to the system functionality of CLAIMS 4.0 to aid 
INS representatives responsible for handling naturalization cases. 

Organization 

This user manual is divided into 14 sections. Section I, Introduction, presents an overview of the 
CLAIMS 4.0 project, lists points of contact and reference documents, and describes primary 
business functions. Section 2, System Capabilities, describes the capabilities of CLAIMS 4.0. 
Section 3, Description of System Functions, provides a detailed description of each CLAIMS 4.0 
function. The following sections contain step-by-step instructions for operating within 
CLAIMS 4.0: Section 4, Operation Procedures; Section 5, Error Handling; Section 6, 
CLAIMS 4.0 Online Help; Section 7, Scheduling; Section 8, Adjudications; Section 9, 
Reporting; Section I 0, Document Production; Section II, Case Management; Section 12, Case 
Status; Section 13, System Maintenance; and Section 14, Workflow Admin. 

1.1 Points of Contact 

The primlw pgjqt pf sgqtrct at the INS is•'---•IDeputy Director Benefit Systems 
Division._ J 
1.2 Project References 

The following references were used to create the CLAIMS 4.0 User Manual: 

• Systems Development Life Cycle Manual Version 3.0, March 31, 1998 
(CFY00.90024-00.F*O) 
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• Functional Requirements Document for CLAIMS 4, April12, 2000 
(NCYOO.IOOOO-OO.DCI-EDS) 
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1.3 Primary Business Functions 

The CLAIMS 4.0 reengineering project will eventually replace the Redesigned Naturalization 
Automated Casework System to more effectively support the naturalization process. The 
capabilities supported by CLAIMS 4.0 include MailRoom Entry, Data Entry, Finance, 
Scheduling, Case Management, Adjudications, Reporting, Document Production, Case Status, 
System Maintenance, and Workflow Admin. functions. 

Glossary 

Appendix A, Glossary and Acronyms, provide a list of the tenns and acronyms used in this 
document Appendix B, Reports, contains a list of reports accessible through the Reporting 
module of CLAIMS 4.0, together with a brief description of each report. 
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SYSTEM CAPABILITIES 

CLAIMS 4.0 tracks cases and assists in processing applications for naturalization and 
citizenship. The system is capable of tracking a case from the time it enters the mailroom until 
tbe naturalization certificate is printed and given to the applicant and the case is closed out. 

1.4 Purpose 

CLAIMS 4.0 provides the INS with an efficient and effective automated system to help with 
tracking and processing naturalization and citizenship applications. The INS, in accordance with 
U.S. naturalization law, adjudicates these applications. CLAIMS 4.0 serves as a repository of 
case data used at the local level to manage the naturalization case load. CLAIMS 4.0 also 
provides statistics and composite profiles of naturalization activities at the national level. 

1.5 General Description 

CLAIMS 4.0 is divided into 12 modules. Exhibit 2-1, CLAIMS 4.0 District Office Modules, 
lists the functions for the eight modules used in the DO. 

: Modurer , , 
Scheduling 

Adjudications 

Reporting 

Document 
Production 
Case 
Management 

Case Status 
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The Scheduling module is used to schedule applicants for interviews, oath 
ceremonies (OCs), and fingerprinting; to set up interview, OC, and 
fingerprint locations; and to create examiner profiles. It is also used to 
view information related to scheduling. 
The Adjudications module is used to assist district adjudication officers in 
the interview process. Application information can be reviewed and 
updated using this module. Adjudication decisions can also be recorded. 
The Reporting module is used to generate and print reports related to 
CLAIMS4.0. A report query can be initiated to generate reports based on 
selected criteria. Reports can be requested according to functional areas 
available to the current user. Each area contains several types of reports, 
each with unique query criteria selection fields. 
T11e Document Production module is used to print, transfer, and view 
naturalization certificates. It is also used to view certificate history. 
The Case Management module is used to resolve data discrepancies 
between CLAIMS 4.0 and the Central Index System (CIS), to update case 
and address information, and to add Federal Bureau oflnvestigation (FBI) 
fingerprint information for an individual case or a group of cases. 
The Case Status module enables users to view case intormation. This 
module displays all past workflow activities through which a case has 

I progressed as well as the current status ofthe case. 
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Exhibit 2-1: CLAIMS 4.0 District Office Modules (continued) 

System 
Maintenance 
Workflow 
Admin. 

The System Maintenance module enables system administrators (SAs) to 
assi individual user rivile es and determine local maint · 
The Workflow Admin. Module enables a SA to monitor an 
for a case. 

1.6 Privacy Act Considerations 

The CLAIMS 4.0 automated data processing (ADP) system captures and processes non-U.S. 
citizen data that are sensitive-but-unclassified information about individuals. You must access 
CLAIMS 4.0 with user identification (!D) and a unique password. This information is covered 
by the Privacy Act and, therefore, must be protected against disclosure and tampering. The 
criminal penalties are as follows: 

• Any officer or employee of an agency, who by virtue of employment or official position, 
has possession of, or access to, agency records which contain individually identifiable 
information, the disclosure of which is prohibited by U.S. Code Section 552a or by rules 
or regulations established thereunder, and who knowing that disclosure of the specific 
material is so prohibited, willfully discloses the material in any manner to any person or 
agency not entitled to receive it, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and fined not more than 
$5,000. 

• Any officer or employee of any agency who willfully maintains a system of records 
without meeting the requirement to publish a notice in the Federal Register regarding the 
existence and character of the system of records, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and 
fined not more than $5,000. 

• Any person who knowingly and willfully requests or obtains any record concerning an 
individual from an agency under false pretenses shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and 
fined not more than $5,000. 
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DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM FUNCTIONS 

The subsequent sections describe the functions of each module in CLAIMS 4.0. 

Scheduling 

Detailed Description of Scheduling 

You can perfonn the following activities in the Scheduling module: 

• Set up interview and OC location profiles 
Create examiner profiles 
Schedule applicants for interviews, OCs, and fingerprinting 
Manage OC and fingerprint slots 
Record interview and OC no-shows 
• Record interview or OC status (that is, conducted, rescheduled, or canceled) 

Prerequisites for Scheduling 

The following prerequisites are necessary to perfonn activities in the Scheduling module: 

• Scheduling locations must be set up in the System Administration module. 

• Examiner IDs must be assigned in the System Administration module. 

• ZIP code ranges and default service locations must be defined in the System 
Administration module. 

Results of Scheduling 

The following results occur upon completion of the Scheduling module: 

• Interview and OC locations are identified. 

• Scheduling profiles are created. 

• Examiner profiles are created. 

• Examiners are assi!,rned to OCs. 

• Scheduling slots for interviews, OCs, and fingerprinting are created, based on information 
entered in scheduling profiles. 

• Applicants are scheduled for an interview, OC, or fingerprinting. 
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Adjudications 

Detailed Description of Adjudications 

You can perfonn the following activities in the Adjudications module: 

o Review and update application infonnation 
Create and administer a naturalization test and enter test results 
Record a decision 
Create standard or customized notices 
View additional application infonnation 
Request new interview or OC be schedule 
Request a new fingerprint appointment be scheduled 
Override fingerprint results 
Enter fingerprint and FBI name check results 
Record applicant and service motions to reopen 
Grant or dismiss applicant motions to reopen 
Undo previous decisions 
Record supervisory reviews 
• Verify a previously granted application 

Prerequisites for Adjudications 

You must have the appropriate authorization to access Adjudications. 

Results of Adjudications 

The following results can occur upon completion of the Adjudications module: 

• The application may be granted, continued, or denied. 

• Aside from application decisions, the Adjudications module may also be used to 
accomplish the following: 

Record data updates (address changes) 

- Review applications (whether to reschedule for another interview if several have been 
missed, or whether to reschedule for oath if several are missed) 

- Create fingerprint updates and overrides 

- Commence motions to reopen 

Undo decisions 

• A notice is generated to infonn the applicant of a decision to continue or deny (depending 
upon your selection). 
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• If the application is granted, the case may be available for OC scheduling and certificate 
production 

Reporting 

Detailed Description of Reporting 

The following CLAIMS 4.0 reports can be generated in the Reporting module: 

• Standardized 
Management 
Workflow 
• Ad hoc 

Prerequisites for Reporting 

The following prerequisites are necessary to generate reports in the Reporting module: 

• A printer must be available and defined to your configuration. 
You must have the appropriate authorization to run a specific report. 
• You must enter the criteria upon which the report is to be based. 

Results of Reporting 

CLAIMS 4.0 reports are printed to the default printer upon completing the Reporting module. 

Document Production 

Detailed Description of Document Production 

You can perform the following activities in the Document Production module: 

• Print naturalization certificates (singly or in batches) 
Quality review certificate information to verifY that certificates were printed accurately 
Void and destroy certificates that did not print correctly 
View a list of voided or destroyed certificates 
• Transfer certificates from one site to another 

1.6.1 Prerequisites for Document Production 

The following prerequisites are necessary to print naturalization certificates: 

• A printer must be available and defined to your configuration. 
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You must have the appropriate authorization to access Document Production. 
The applicant must have been granted citizenship through the interview process. 
• The applicant must have been scheduled for an OC. 

1.6.2 Results of Document Production 

The following results occur upon completion of the Document Production module: 

• Naturalization certificates are printed (singly or in batches). 
Certificate information is quality reviewed. 

Case Management 

Detailed Description of Case Management 

You can perform the following activities in the Case Management module: 

o Update a case or cases with the most current information or action 

o Close a case or group of cases by performing either an OC Close Out or an 
Administrative Close Out 

o Record no-shows for interviews or OCs 

o Record that naturalization certificates have been withheld from one or more applicants 

o Record a change of address for an individual case 

o Record fingerprint results for an individual case 

1.6.3 Prerequisites for Case Management 

A case must complete the Mailroom and Data Entry processes before the activities in the Case 
Management module can be performed. 

1.6.4 Results of Case Management 

The following results occur upon completion of the Case Management module: 

o All information received on cases is updated. 

• All actions performed on cases are recorded. 

• All no-shows are recorded. 

o All cases that needed to be closed out are closed out using one of the following types of 
close-out procedures: 

- oc 
- Administrative 
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• All certificates withheld are recorded. 

• The mailing and/or residential address is updated for a case. 

• Fingerprint results are updated for a case. 

Case Status 

1.6.5 Detailed Description of Case Status 

In the Case Status module, you can search for case information located in CLAIMS 4.0 using the 
following search options: 

• Search by personal information 

• Search by mailing address 

• Search by attomey 

• Search by other information 

• View a case status and history 

• View scheduled appointments, attorney information, fingerprint results, and payment 
information for a case 
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1.6.6 Prerequisites for Case Status 

A case must complete the Mailroom and Data Entry functions before the activities in the Case 
Status module can be performed. 

1.6.7 Results of Case Status 

The following results occur upon completion of the Case Status module: 

• Searches for cases using one or more types of search criteria are performed. 

• Case status and history screens are viewed. 

• Scheduled appointments, attorney information, fingerprint results, and payment 
information for a case are viewed. 

System Maintenance 

1.6.8 Detailed Description of System Maintenance 

You can perform the following activities in the System Maintenance module: 

• Set up a location profile (that is, general information, address, nature of services, 
jurisdiction information, and branch sites) 

• Identify the services offered at the location 

• Assign certificate numbers and alien numbers (A-Numbers) to be used by the location 

• Set up user access privileges to CLAIMS 4.0 

• View the workflow process of an application and identify where the selected application 
is within the process 

• View the history of an application 

• Set up user profiles 

• Set up default operational procedures for processing INS forms 

• View and browse database tables (editing or deleting tables requires specific access 
privileges) 

• Form community-based organization (CBO) groups 

1.6.9 Prerequisites for System Maintenance 

You must have SA access privileges to perform activities in the System Maintenance module. 
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1.6.10 Results of System Maintenance 

The following results occur upon completion of the System Maintenance module: 

• A location for service is set up. 
User profiles and access privileges are assigned. 
An application's history and status within the workflow process are viewed. 
• Database tables (edited or deleted tables if access privileges allow) are viewed. 

Workflow Admin. 

1.6.11 Detailed Description of Workflow Admin. 

You can perform the following activities in the Workflow Admin. Module: 

• View the current workflow processing status of an application or a payment 
View all the workflow activities that a case is awaiting or that are currently active 
Reset an activity status to inactive, suspended, canceled, or error 
View merging points (special internal workflow activities) 
• View a history of all states of all workflow activities for a case 

1.6.12 Prerequisites for Workflow Admin. 

You must have SA access privileges to perform activities in the Workflow Admin. Module. 

1.6.13 Results of Workflow Admin. 

The following results occur upon completion of the Workflow Admin. Module: 

• Current workflow status of an application or payment is viewed. 
The workflow activities that are currently active or that a case is waiting are reviewed. 
An activity is reset to inactive, suspended, canceled, or error. 
Merging points are viewed. 
• A history of all states of all workflow activities for a case is viewed. 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

The procedures tor CLAIMS 4.0 include the following basic operations: 

• Logging on to CLAIMS 4.0 
• Using the menus and too !bars 
• Using the mouse and keyboard to navigate within CLAIMS 4. 0 
• Terminating and restarting operations 

Launching CLAIMS 4.0 

If your computer is powered down, perform the following steps: 

1. Turn on the computer. 
2. Log on to the local area network. 

To launch and log on to CLAIMS 4.0, perform the following steps: 

I. Double click on the CLAIMS 4.0 icon displayed on the desktop: !!. 
2. Enter the appropriate user ID, and press T. 

3. Enter the password, and click 
CLAIMS 4.0 Main Menu) appears. 

. The CLAIMS 4.0 main menu screen (Exhibit 4-1, 

4. Click the appropriate button to enter the desired module of CLAIMS 4.0. 
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Using CLAIMS 4.0 

CLAIMS 4.0 incorporates many Windows 95 features that make system navigation easy. Each 
module of CLAIMS 4.0 has a menu bar that contams command options. The command options 
can be selected by using the mouse or the keyboard. The CLAIMS 4.0 screens also have toolbars 
that access many of the system's functions. 

For detailed user/operator instructions, see Sections 6 through 14. 

Menu Commands 

All program windows have a menu bar on which user commands can be found. Although this 
manual deals primarily with using toolbar buttons to perform commands, the same commands 
can also be executed by using the menu bar. The menu bar is located below the title bar of the 
active window and above the toolbar buttons. The names of available commands appear on the 
menu bar. To access commands from the menu bar using the mouse, follow these guidelines: 

• Click on the name of the menu to be opened. A drop-down command menu appears. 

• Click on the appropriate command. Some commands lead to submenus. If a submenu 
appears, click on the desired command within that submenu. 

To access commands from the menu bar using the keyboard, follow these guidelines: 

• Press and hold~· Press the key that corresponds with the underlined letter in a menu 
bar item to display the drop-down menu. 

• Continue by pressing ~ again and the underlined letter of the desired command, or use 
t and bon the keyboard to move up and down that menu's commands. When the desired 
option is highlighted, press R 

• To exit a drop-down menu without selecting a command, press 
away from the drop-down menu. 

or move the cursor 

Navigation 

All fnnctions within each CLAIMS 4.0 module can be accessed from the toolbar using the mouse 
or with shortcut keys using the keyboard. The left mouse button is the primary button used when 
navigating with the mouse and is used for most point-and-click commands. 

To navigate using the mouse, follow the following guidelines: 

• To place text in a field, move the cursor to the desired field, and click in the field. 

• To activate a button, move the cursor to the desired button, and click the button. 

• To access a pull-down list, click the downward pointing arrow m, and select the desired 
option. 
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To navigate using the keyboard, follow the following guidelines: 

• To activate a button, press [Tab] until the button is framed by a dotted outline and press R. 

• To move forward from screen to screen, press and hold [ctrl[ and press trab[. 

• To move forward from field to field, press trab[. 

• To move backward from field to field, press and hold [Shift[ and press [Tab]. 

• To access a pull-down list (identified by a Iii to the right of a field), use Ill or Ill the 
keyboard to move through the list until the desired option is highlighted and press~· 

• To check a box, tab to the field and press the space bar. 

Ellipsis Buttons 

Some of the fields in CLAIMS 4.0 are linked to tables that contain a list of valid entries for that 
field. When the cursor is in such a field, an II (ellipsis) button appears. To access a window 
that displays a ~1es, click II or press@. When the window appears, click the desired 
entry and click lll!llla. The entry is placed in the appropriate field. 

System Settings and Password 

The Security option on the menu bar of the CLAIMS 4.0 switchboard allows you to modify 
system settings and change passwords (Exhibit 4-2, Security Menu). 
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To change system settings for CLAIMS 4.0, perfom1 the following steps (Note: Only SAs 
should change system settings. Please consult your SA before modifying any of these values.): 

1. Select System Settings from the Security menu. The System Settings screen opens 
(Exhibit 4-3, System Settings). 

Exhibit 4-3: System Settings 

2. Click on a folder to see the specific settings that can be modified (Exhibit 4-4, System 
Settings With Value Selected). 

Exhibit 4-4: System Settings With Value Selected 

3. Each key represents a system setting that can be changed. Click on a key to modify the 
setting. When a key is selected, its setting appears in the Current Value field (Exhibit 4-4). 
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4. To change the setting, type a new value in the New Value field and click 

5. After making all necessary changes, click the 1!!1 control button to close the system-setting 
window and return to the main menu. 

Perform the following steps to change CLAIMS 4.0 password: 

1. Select Change Password from the Security menu (Exhibit 4-5, Change Password). 

Exhibit 4--5: Change Password 

2. Enter the current password in the Old Password field and press T. 

3. Enter the new password in the New Password field and press T. 

4. Enter the new password again in the Verify New Password field. 

5. Click 

6. Click- at any time to exit the Change Password screen and return to the 
CLAIMS 4.0 main menu screen. 

Entering an Application ID 

Whenever a process requires entering the application ID, the nine-digit number can be entered 
into the system manually, or the bar code, which contains the application 10, can be scanned. 

Exit/Restart CLAIMS 4.0 

To exit from the application using the menu bar, select Exit from the File menu; or, click the Iii 
in the right side of the title bar. 

To restart the application, refer to Section 4.1, Launching CLAIMS 4.0. 
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ERROR HANDLING 

If a system failure or error occurs while performing an activity in CLAIMS 4.0, perform the 
following steps: 

L Log off, and then log on to CLAIMS 4.0. Access the module where the system failure or 
error occurred. The Unfinished Activities window (Exhibit 5-1, Unfinished Activities) 
appears. 

Exhibit 5-1: Unfinished Activities 

a. To reset all activities, click 

b. To reset a specific activity, perform the following steps: 

• Click on the activity in the list 

• Click 

c. To close the screen, click 

2. Repeat the steps that were being performed when the system failure or error occurred. If the 
error occurs again, go to Step 3. 

3. Report the problem to the SA. If the SA cannot help or is unavailable, go to Step 4. 

4. Report the problem to the CLAIMS 4.0 Help Desk ai I After business hours, 
call an emergency pager numbei I•· ____ _._ 
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This page is intentionally left blank. 

CLAIMS 4.0 ONLINE HELP 

Online help is available at all times in CLAIMS 4.0. The subsequent sections outline the several 
methods available to access the Help module in CLAIMS 4.0. All available Help topics are 
identified as hotspots (green, underlined text). To access a topic, click on a hotspot. Information 
about the topic appears. If the topic is broad, a list of subtopics appears. To view the Help topics in 
order, button to view the next topic, or click the:=;< button to view the previous topic. 
Click to view previously viewed topics in the order reviewed. 

Using Context-Sensitive Help 

Context-sensitive help provides information about fields and buttons throughout CLAIMS 4.0. To 
access context-sensitive help, place the cursor over a field or button, and press[]. Information 
about the use and function of the field or button appears. 

Accessing Help Using the Contents Topic List 

The Help Contents Topic list is an index list of topics available within the current module. 
Clicking on a topic hotspot displays a pop-up window containing the related information. The 
following are the three ways to access a Help Contents Topic list: 

• Click the IIJ (Help) button in the tool bar of any module, if available. 
Select Contents from the Help menu. 
• From within a Help topic, click the Help Topics button at the top of the topic window. 

Once in the Help Contents Topic list, click a topic hotspot to view a related topic. Information 
about the topic or, if the topic is broad, a list of subtopic hotspots appears. Continue to click on 
hotspot topics until the required information is found. 

Searching or Finding Help Topics 

The Help Find search tool uses an alphabetical list oftopics available in the Help system for the 
current module. The two methods to perform a search are as follows: 

• Select Search for Help on ... from the Help menu. 
• Click on the Find tab from the Index window. 

The Find window, which provides an in-depth list of terms and topics covered in the Help system 
for this module, appears. To use the Find window, enter the term or phrase in the first field in the 
window. A list containing the topics most closely matching the entry appears. Click on the desired 
topic. A list available topics and related topics appears. Select a topic by clicking on 
it. Then click to view the related topic. 
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Using Help Index 

The Help Index tool uses a more extensive list of terms than is available in the Find tool. The list 
of terms may include abbreviations or terms similar in wording (for example, A-Number and alien 
number). 

To access the Index tool, select Index from the Help menu. The Index window listing terms and 
topics covered in the Help system for this module appears. To use the Index window, enter in the 
field provided the term or phrase you are list below automatically scrolls to the 
topic most closely matching the entry. Click to view the related information. 

If a list of topics appears in the Index window, click on the desired topic, and click 
Information for the selected topic appears. 

Using the CLAIMS 4.0 Help Navigator 

The Help Navigator provides a graphical map of the main Help system for CLAIMS 4.0. The map 
identifies the topic currently being viewed and provides access to other topics within the Help 
system. 

To use the navigator, access the Contents topic, and click on the CLAIMS hotspot. Once in the 
CLAIMS Help system, click on the CLAIMS Navigator hotspot or icon to view the map. Use the 
map buttons ort~~lll- in the Help topic to vie~ the desired topic. To close the Help 
Navigator, chck at the top of the map wmdow. 

Using the Glossary 

The glossary is a component of the main Help system. The glossary contains definitions of non
system terminology and acronyms related to INS naturalization processes. 

To use the glossary, access the Contents topic, and click llll!!llllil at the top of the Help topic 
window. A list of terms and acronyms appears. Click on the desired hotspot to view information 
on the tenn chosen. The glossary is available from the Contents topic and all topics under the 
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SCHEDULING 

The Scheduling module is used to schedule applicants for interviews, OCs, and fingerprinting; to 
set up interview, OC, and fingerprint locations; and to create examiner profiles. It is also used to 
view information related to scheduling. To enter the Scheduling module, click the Scheduling 
button (Exhibit 7-1, Scheduling Button) in the CLAIMS 4.0 Main Menu screen. 

Exhibit 7-1: Scheduling Button 

The Scheduler menu bar contains the following options: 

• Administrator-Used to set up interview, OC, and fingerprint locations; enables 
scheduling sites to indicate the types of services they offer and the timeframe in which 
they offer them. Individual examiners' profiles are also set using this option. These 
profiles determine when examiners are available to attend OCs. 

• Schedule-Used to schedule applicants for interviews and OCs; record no-shows for 
interviews and OCs; record that an interview has been conducted, rescheduled, or 
canceled; and record that an OC has been conducted 

• Utilities-Used to view scheduling rules and color codes, to manage OC and fingerprint 
slots, and to run the Batch Scheduler 

• Information-Used to view applicant and scheduling information and error records 

• Help-Provides online help for CLAIMS 4.0; for further information see Section 6 

Administrator 

The Administrator option is used to set up profiles for a scheduling site. Exhibit 7-2, 
Administrator Menu Options, list the options available in the Administrator menu. 

Location 

Interview 
Service 
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Interview 
Section 

Assign 
Examiner to 
Oath 

Exhibit 7-2: Administrator Menu Options (continued} 

Used to set up the site facility, room, and gate profiles for an OC 
location. 

Used to set OC capacity, record the days and times in which a 
room is available for OCs, and determine the number of 

that are needed for each 
Used to define the days and times in which an examiner is 
available for OCs 
Used to assign an available examiner to an OC; available 
examiners are determined by the examiner's profile 

Interview Location Profile 

The Interview Location Profile option is used to enter or modify scheduling preference 
information for a scheduling site and for each interview location and room within the site's 
servicing area. To set up or modify location profile, perform the following steps (Note: A 
separate location profile must be set up for each location within a site's servicing area.): 

1. Use one of the following methods to access the Interview Location Profile screen (Exhibit 
7-4, Interview Location Profile): 

• From any of the administrator screens, click the 
button. 

(Interview Location) toolbar 

• From the Scheduler menu bar, select an option in the Administrator menu (Exhibit 7-3, 
Administrator Menu Options-Interview Profile, Interview Location). 

Exhibit 7-3: Administrator Menu Options-Interview Profile, Interview Location 
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Exhibit 7-4: Interview Location Profile 

2. Enter the appropriate codes in the Location Infonnation section. To select the code from a 

list of previously entered codes, click lll. To select the code from a list of available codes 

displayed in a window, click lfil. 
• Admin. Office--Code used to identify the location of the INS administrative office that 

has jurisdiction over the scheduling site 

• Scheduling Site-Code used to identify the office responsible for setting up schedules 

• Interview Location-Code used to identify a location where interviews will take place 

• Room ID--Code used to identify a room where interviews will take place ( detennined by 
the user) 

• Description (Room ID)-Brief description of the interview room 

3. Click t::lidiiill to display the Site Profile section (Exhibit 7-5, Site Profile). 
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Exhibit 7-5: Site Profile 

a. Enter the appropriate information in the following fields: 

• No Sooner Than (Days) Schedule Cases-Minimum number of days that need to 
pass before cases can be scheduled (that is, date the current schedule becomes 

effective); to select a date from a calendar, click Iii 
• Send A-File to DO-Minimum number of days that must pass hefore alien files 

(A-Files) for scheduled cases are sent to the DO 

• Send Notice-Minimum number of days that must pass before interview notices are 
sent 

• No Show Limit-Maximum number of no-shows an applicant is allowed before 
CLAIMS 4.0 will no longer reschedule the case without user intervention 

• No Later Than (Days) Schedule Cases-Maximum number of days that can pass 
before cases can no longer be scheduled (that is, date the current schedule expires); to 

select a date from a calendar, click II 
• Send A-File to DO-Maximum number of days that can pass before A-Files for 

scheduled cases are sent to the DO 

• Send Notices-Maximum number of days that can pass before interview notices are 
sent 

• Cancel Limit-Maximum number of cancellations an applicant is allowed before 
CLAIMS 4.0 will no longer reschedule the case without user intervention 

• Schedule Rule ID-Code used to identify a scheduling rule; to select from a list of 
schedule rule IDs, click II 

• Allocation Rule ID-Code used to identify an allocation rule; to select from a list of 
allocation rules, click Ill 

b. To save the site 

appears, click I 

4 

When the Scheduler message box 
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c. To reset the site profile to its original state, click 

4. Click~~-~~~~ to display the Location Profile section (Exhibit 7-6, Location Profile). 

Note: A separate location profile must be set for every interview location within a 
scheduling site's servicing area. 

Exhibit 7-6: Location Profile 

a. In the Effective Date field, enter the date the location becomes available. To select a date 

from a calendar, click II. To select a date from the Existing Profile Effective Dates 
window, click 111!1. 

b. If the location is not available during the current scheduling period, click 
C , and go to Step d. 

c. Enter the room allocation rule ID in the Room Allocation ID tield. To select a mle ID 
from the Location Allocation Rule Information window, click Ill. 

d. To save the location profile, click . When the Scheduler message box appears, 

click 

e. To reset the site profile to its original state, click 

5. Click~ to display the Room Profile section (Exhibit 7-7, Room Profile). 

Note: A separate room profile must be set for every interview room within a scheduling 
site's servicing area. 
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Exhibit 7-7: Room Profile 

a. In the Effective Date field, enter the date the room becomes available. To select a date 

from a calendar, click IJ. To select a date from the Existing Profile Effective Dates 
window, click Ill. 

b. If the room is not available during the current scheduling period, click r:liP"! if B, and 
go to Step d. 

c. Enter the room allocation rule lD in the Room Section Allocation Rule lD field. To 
select a rule ID from the Location Allocation Rule ID information window, click Ill. 

d. If there is no limit to the number of examiners wilhin the room, click l.till!!iili 4 il G. 
e. If there is a restriction on the number of examiners allowed in the room simultaneously, 

click the Concurrent Examiner Capacity radio button, and enter the number of examiners 
that the room can hold. 

f. To save the room profile, click When the Scheduler message box appears, 

click 

g. To reset the room profile to its original state, click 

6. To return to the Scheduler main menu screen, click 

Interview Service Type Profile 

The Interview Service Type Profile option is used to define and modify the types of services 
offered at interview locations within a scheduling site's servicing area. To set up the services 
available at a scheduling site, perform the following steps: 

I. Use one of the following methods to access the Interview Service Type Profile screen 
(Exhibit 7-9, Interview Service Type Profile): 

• From any of the Administrator screens, click 100. 
• From the Scheduler menu bar, select an option in the Administrator menu (Exhibit 7-8, 

Administrator Menu Options-Interview Profile, Interview Service Type). 

Exhibit 7-8: Administrator Menu Options-Interview Profile, Interview Service 
Type 
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Exhibit 7-9: Interview Service Type Profile 

2. In the Admin. Office field, type the administrative office code. To select from a list of 

previously selected codes, click !I. 
3. In the Scheduling Site field, enter the site code. To select from a list of previously selected 

codes, click fill. 
4. Enter the appropriate information in the Service Type Information section. 

• Service Type-Code used to identify the type of service. To select from a list of 
previously entered codes, click llil. To select a code from the Service Types Available 
window, click 1!11, or press @. 

• Service Duration (mins)-Number of minutes required to provide the service 

• Buffer Time w/Attorney (mins)-Number of minutes between interviews that an 
examiner needs if an attorney is present 

• Buffer Time w/o Attorney (mins}-Number of minutes between interviews that an 
examiner needs if no attorney is present 

• Schedule No Sooner Than ( days)-Minimum number of days that must pass before 
cases are scheduled for the service 

• Schedule No Later Than (days)-Maximum number of days that can pass before a 
cases are no longer scheduled for the service 
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• Add Time Per Grp Member-Number of additional minutes needed for a service for 
each additional group member 

• Service Type Priority-Numerical ranking describing the scheduling priority of the 
service type in relation to other service types 

5. To add the new service type profile, click ill l 1 

6. To update an existing service type profile, perform the following steps: 

a. Click on the service type to be updated. 

b. Modify the appropriate fields. 

c. Click to save the changes. 

7. To delete a service type profile, perform the following steps: 

a. Click on the service type to be deleted. 

b. Click When the Scheduler message box appears, click 

8. To return to the Scheduler main menu screen, click 

Interview Section Profile 

The Interview Section Profile option is used to create interview sections and determine weekly 
schedules for each section. A section can be defined according to room, examiner, service type, 
or any other criterion a scheduling site chooses. To create an Interview Section Profile, perform 
the following steps: 

L Use one of the following methods to access the Interview Section Profile screen 
(Exhibit 7-11, Interview Section Profile): 

• From any of the Administrator screens, click 

• From the Scheduler menu bar, select an option in the Administrator menu (Exhibit 7-10, 
Administrator Menu Options-Interview Profile, Interview Section). 
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Exhibit 7-10: Administrator Menu Options-Interview Profile, Interview Section 

Exhibit 7-11: Interview Section Profile 

2. Enter the appropriate codes in the Site Information section. Click II to select from a list of 
previously entered codes. 

• Administrative Office--Code used to identify the location of the INS administrative 
office that has jurisdiction over the scheduling site 

• Scheduling Site--Code used to identify the office responsible for setting up schedules 

• Interview Location........Code used to identify a location where interviews will take place 

• Room ID-Code used to identify a room where interviews will take place (determined by 
the user) 

3. Enter the appropriate information in the Section Information section. 

• Section ID........Code used to identify a section to select an ID !rom a list of previously 
entered section IDs, click Iii. 

• Description-Brief description of the section 

• Applicant to Examiner Allocation Rule ID-Rule that determines how applicants will 
be assigned to examiners; to select a rule ID from the Interview Allocation Rules 
window, click Ill or press @. 

a. To add the section, click 

h. To update the section information, click 

c. To delete a section, click 111111 
4. Enter the appropriate information in the Section Profile section. 

a. In the Effective Date field, type the date the section pro tile is effective. To select the date 

from a calendar, click II. To select a date from the Existing Profile Start Dates window, 
click II. 

b. The section profile is set up on a biweekly basis. Click IIIII to set up the profile for 
Week I, or clicd.i\iiW to set up the profile for Week 2. 
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Note: Weeks I and 2 alternate throughout the effective scheduling period, as determined 
by the parameters entered into the Site Profile. CLAIMS 4.0 maintains a master calendar 
that determines which calendar weeks are designated Week I and which are designated 
Week 2. 

c. In the Day of the Week field, enter the day of the week. Click on a day from the box 

below the field, or click Ill to select the day from a calendar. 

d. Enter or modify the following fields: 

Note: All time entries must be in military format (for example, 13:00). Scheduling 
notices will not be sent for those time periods designated as breaks. 

• Interview Start Time Time interviews begin for the day 

• Interview End Time-Time interviews end for the day 

• 151 Break Start Time-Time the first break is scheduled to begin 

• 1 '1 Break End Time-Time the first break is scheduled to end 

• 2nd Break Start Time-Time the second break is scheduled to begin 

• z•d Break End Time-Time the second break is scheduled to end 

• 3'd Break Start Time-Time the third break is scheduled to begin 

• 3'd Break End Time-Time the third break is scheduled to end 

• No. of Examiners-Number of examiners scheduled to perform interviews on the 
day scheduled 

e. Click Repeat Steps 4c through 4e for each day of the week interview profiles 
are to be set up for the specified section. 

( To copy schedule times to another day, perform the following steps: 

• Click on the day in the list that contains the schedule times to be copied. 

• In the Day of Week field, select the day to which the schedule should be copied. 

• Click 

g. To delete a day from the section profile, perform the following steps: 

• Click on the day in the list. 

• Click 

h. To copy a Week 1 schedule to Week 2, perform the following steps: 
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• Click 

1. When the section profile is complete, click~-· 
5. To assign services to an interview section, perform the following steps: 

a. Click to access the Assign Service Type screen (Exhibit 7-12, Assign 
Service Type). 

Exhibit 7-12: Assign Service Type 

Note: The site information carries over automatically from the Interview Section Profile 
screen. A different site can be selected at this point if desired. 

b. Click II in the Section lD field to select the section 1D from a list. 

c. To add a service type, perform the following steps: 

• Select a service type from the Available Services list. 

• Click The service type selected is added to the Assigned Services list. 

d. To remove a service type, perfonn the tollowing steps: 

• Select a service type from the Assigned Services list. 

• Click . The service type selected is returned to the Available Services list. 

e. When all the services have been added, click When the Scheduler message 

box appears, to return to the Interview Section Profile screen. 

6. To define days in which the section schedule differs from the standard schedule, perform the 
following steps: 

a. Click to access the Interview Section Exception Profile screen (Exhibit 
7-13, Interview Section Exception Profile). 

Exhibit 7-13: Interview Section Exception Profile 

Note: The site information automatically carries over from the Interview Section Profile 
screen. A different site can be selected at this point if desired. 

b. Click II in the Section lD field to select the section ID from a list. 
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c. In the Exception Date field, type the date, or click II to select the date !Tom a calendar. 

d. If the section is unavailable for the date, click . Enter the exception 
date and reason in the appropriate fields, and go to Step [ 

e. If the section is available, enter schedule for that day in the following fields: 

Note: All time entries must be in military format (for example, 13:00). Scheduling 
notices will not be sent for those time periods designated as breaks. 

• Interview Start Time----Time interviews begin for the day 

• Interview End Time----Time interviews end for the day 

• 1 '1 Break Start Time----Time the first break is scheduled to begin 

• 1st Break End Time----Time the first break is scheduled to end 

• z•d Break Start Time----Time the second break is scheduled to begin 

• z•d Break End Time----Time the second break is scheduled to end 

• 3'd Break Start Time----Time the third break is scheduled to begin 

• 3'd Break End Time----Time the third break is scheduled to end 

• No. of Examiners-Number of examiners scheduled to perform interviews on the 
day scheduled 

• Exception Reason-Reason the schedule differs from the normal schedule 

f. To save the exliWrofile, click When the Scheduler message box 

appears, click . 

g. To delete an exception profile, perform the following steps: 

• Click on the profile in the list 

• Click When the Scheduler message box appears, click 
confirm deletion of the exception. 

h. To clear all fields in the Exception Information section, click 

i. To return to the Interview Section Profile screen, click!-. 
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Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Location Profile 

The Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Location Profile option is used to define OC and fingerprint 
locations (including facilities, room numbers, and reporting gates), set schedules for each 
location, specify the kinds of services each location provides, and assign examiners to OCs. To 
set up an OC/fingerprint location, perform the following steps: 

I. Use one of the following methods to access the Oath Ceremony Location Profile screen 
(Exhibit 7-15, Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Location Profile): 

• From any of the Administrator screens, click 

• From the Scheduler menu bar, select an option in the Administrator menu (Exhibit 7-14, 
Administrator Menu Options-Oath Ceremony Profile, Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint 
Location). 

Exhibit 7-14: Administrator Menu Options-Oath Ceremony Profile, Oath 
Ceremony/Fingerprint Location 
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2. Enter the appropriate codes in the Oath Ceremony Location Information section. To select 
the code from a list of previously entered codes, click !1. To select the code from a list of 
available codes displayed in a window, click !B. 
• Admin. Office-Code used to identifY the location of the INS administrative office that 

has jurisdiction over the scheduling site 

• Site-Code used to identify the office responsible for setting up schedules 

• Service Facility-Code used to identifY a location where OCs take place 

• Room Number-Number used to identify an OC room 

• Reporting Gate--Code or number used to identifY the reporting gate 

3. Click to display the Site Profile section (Exhibit 7-16, Site Profile). 

Exhibit 7-16: Site Profile 

a. Enter the appropriate information in the following fields: 
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• Schedule Case No Sooner Than (Days)-Minimum number of days that must pass 
before eligible cases are scheduled for OCs (that is, date the current schedule becomes 
effective) 

• Schedule Case No Later Than (Days)-Maximum number of days that can pass 
before cases are no longer scheduled for OCs (that is, date the current schedule 
expires); to select a day from a calendar, click ljl 

• Cancel Limit-Maximum number of cancellations an applicant is allowed before 
CLAIMS 4.0 will no longer reschedule the case without user intervention 

• No Show Limit Maximum number of no-shows an applicant is allowed before 
CLAIMS 4.0 will no longer reschedule the case without user intervention 

• Warn if Attendance Is Below (Percent}---Lowest attendance percentage allowed 
before a warning message is logged 

• Within (Days)-Number of days prior to the OC that the low attendance warning 
message is logged 

• Or Above (Percent at Any Time}---Highest attendance percentage allowed before a 
warning message is logged 

• Schedule Rule ID-Number used to identify a scheduling rule; click II to select 
from a list 

• Allocation Rule ID-Number used to identify an allocation rule; click Ill to select 
from a list 
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4. 

5. 

b. When the Scheduler message box appears, 

Note: A separate facility profile must be set for every OC facility within a scheduling site's 
servicing area. 

Exhibit 7-17: Facility Profile 

a. Enter a rule in the Room Allocation Rule 10 field. To select a rule from a list in the 
Location Allocation Rule window, click I'll. 

b. To sailiirofile, click I 
click · . 

When the Scheduler message box appears, 

18, Room Profile). 

Note: A separate room profile must be set for every OC room within a scheduling site's 
servicing area. 
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6. 

Exhibit 7-18: Room Profile 

a. In the Gate Allocation Rule ID field, enter the code that identifies the applicable 
allocation rule. To select the rule from a list in the Location Allocation Rule window, 
click ill. 

b. Enter the appropriate information in the following fields: 

• Default Adv Start Time {Min}--Number of minutes applicants are scheduled to 
begin arriving before the start of OCs 

• Default Stagger Time (Min)-Number of minutes arrival times for OCs are 
staggered 

c. To save the roiji ~~~~click 
appears, click · · . 

. When the CLAIMS Scheduler message 

Note: A separate gate profile must be set for every reporting gate within a scheduling site's 
servicing area. At least one gate profile must be set for every oath facility. 

Exhibit 7-19: Reporting Gate Profile 

a. Click Ill in the Gate Color Code field to select the color code from a list. 

b. To save the reporting gate ptutuc, 

message box appears, click 

When the CLAIMS Scheduler 

c. To reset the reporting gate profile information to its original state, click I 

Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Facility 

The Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Facility option is used to add, edit, and view OC dates, times, 
and slots. Offices can also use this option to assign reporting gates to specific OC start times and 
set exceptions to OC schedules. To set up or modify an OC room profile, perform the following 
steps: 
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1. Use one of the following methods to access the Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Facility Profile 
screen (Exhibit 7-21, Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Facility Profile): 

• From any of the Administrator screens, click 

• From the Scheduler menu bar, select an option in the Administrator menu (Exhibit 7-20, 
Administrator Menu Options--Oath Ceremony Profile, Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint 
Facility). 

Exhibit 7-20: Administrator Menu Options-Oath Ceremony Profile, Oath 
Ceremony/Fingerprint Facility 
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2. Enter the appropriate codes in the Location Information section. To select the code from a 
list of previously entered codes, click Ill. 

• Admin. Office--Code used to identifY the location of the INS administrative office that 
has jurisdiction over the scheduling site 

• Scheduling Site--Code used to identity the office responsible for setting up schedules 

• Facility-Code used to identity a location where OCs take place 

• Room ID-Number used to identifY an OC room 

3. To create an OC, enter the appropriate information in the Room Profile Information section. 
An "A" in the Active column denotes profiles with created slots. To select the date/day of 
week from a calendar, click Ill. 
• Start Date--Date the OC becomes available 

• Day of Week-Day of the week OC will take place, or click on the day of the week in 
the box below the field 

Note: All time entries must be in military format (for example, 13:00). 

• Start Time--Time OC begins 

• End Time--Time OC ends 

• Total Capacity-Total number of slots for the OC 

• Available Slots-Number ofumeserved slots 

• Reserved Slots-Number of slots reserved for particular !,'TOups of applicants 

• No. of Adj.-Number of adjudicators scheduled to participate in the OC 

• End Date--Date the OC is no longer available 

• Service Type--Type of OC to be performed, or click Ill to select from a list. 

a. To add a new OC, click Then, repeat Steps 3 and 3a. 

b. A message asking "Do you want to create slots at this time" will appear. Click Yes or 
No. 

c. To update the OC information, click fMMJ 
d. To delete an OC, click 

e. To clear the information from the fields, click I 
4. To enter or modifY gate profile infom1ation, perform the following steps: 
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a. Click to access the Oath Ceremony Reporting Gate Profile screen 
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Exhibit 7-22: Oath Ceremony Reporting Gate Profile 

Note: The Location Infonnation section automatically fills with the infonnation from the 
Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Facility screen. A different location can be selected at this 
point if desired. 

b. Enter the appropriate infonnation in the Oath Ceremony Date/Time section. To select the 
date from a calendar or the time from a list, click fl. 

• Room Profile Start Date-Date the OC becomes available 

• Day of Week-Day of the week for which the OC is scheduled 

• Ceremony Start Time-Time of day the OC starts 

c. Enter the appropriate information in the Reporting Infonnation Gate section. If there is 
an existing reporting gate profile, the information appears after the Reporting Gate is 
entered. At least one reporting gate must be set up for every OC facility. 

• Reporting Gate-Code that represents the reporting gate, click fl to select from a list 

• Not Available-Click in the box to indicate that this gate is not available. 

• Gate Starting Reporting Time-Time of day applicants should start reporting at the 
gate 

• Stagger Time-Number of minutes between reporting times 

• High Threshold-Maximum number of people that can be assigned to report to the 
gate at the same time 

d. To edit an existing profile, click on the gate in the list. Tab to the appropriate field, and 
enter the change. 

e. To save the reporting gate information, click 

f. To remove a gate, select the gate from the list, and click !IIIRijl 
g. To return to the Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Facility screen, click 

5. To enter or modify room/gate exceptions, perfomt the following steps: 

a. Click to access the Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Facility Exception screen 
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Note: The site infonnation automatically carries over from the Oath 
Ceremony/Fingerprint Facility screen. A different site can be selected at this point if 
desired. 

b. In the Exception Date field, type the date, or click I to select the date from a calendar. 

c. If the room is unavailable for the date, tab to the Not Available field, and press the s or 
click in the Not Available box. 

If the room is available, enter the schedule for that day in the following fields: 

Note: All time entries must be in military format (for example, 13:00). 

• Start Time-Time OC begins 

• End Time-Time OC ends 

• Total Capacity-Total number of slots for the OC 

• Available Slots-Number of unreserved slots 

• Reserved Slots-Number of slots reserved for particular groups of applicants 

• No. of Adj.-Number of adjudicators scheduled to participate in the OC 

• Service Type-Type of OCto be performed, click Ill to select from a list 

• Exception Reason-Reason the schedule differs from the nonnal schedule 

d. To add the exception profile, click IWII. When the Scheduler message box 

appears, click 11811 
e. To change an exception profile, perform the following steps: 

• Click on the profile in the list. 

• Make all necessary changes. 

When the Scheduler message box appears, click • 

f. To delete an exception profile, perform the following steps: 

• Click oo the profile in the list. 

• Click Ill and then click I in the confirmation box to confinn the 

deletion. When the Scheduler message box appears, click 

g. To clear the input fields, click I li 
6. To enter or modify gate exceptions, perform the following steps: 

a. Click on an exception date. 
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b. 
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c. Click on the appropriate reporting gate code from the list of available gates. 

d. If the gate is unavailable for the date, tab to the Not Available field, and press s, or click 
in the Not Available box. 

e. If the gate is available, enter the appropriate information in the following fields: 

Note: All time entries must be in military format (for example, 13:00). 

• Adv. Start Time--Time of day applicants should start reporting at the gate 

• Stagger Time (mins)-Number of minutes between reporting times 

• High Threshold-Maximum number of people that can be assigned to report to the 
gate at the same time 

f. Click When the Scheduler message box appears, click 

g. To clear the input fields, click 

h. To return to the Oath Ceremony Room Profile Exception screen without saving the 

exception, click 

1. To save the exception and return to the Oath Ceremony Room Profile Exception screen, 

click!-. 

7. To return to the Oath Ceremony Room Profile screen, click 

Oath Ceremony Examiner Profile 

The Oath Ceremony Examiner Profile option is used to indicate days and times examiners are 
available to attend OCs. Examiner profiles can be added to a site, updated, or deleted using this 
screen. To set up or modify an OC examiner profile, perform the following steps: 

1. Use one of the following methods to access the Oath Ceremony Examiner Profile screen 
(Exhibit 7-26, Oath Ceremony Examiner Profile): 

• From any of the Administrator screens, click 

• From the Scheduler menu bar, select an option in the Administrator menu (Exhibit 725, 
Administrator Menu Options Oath Ceremony Profile, Oath Ceremony Examiner). 
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Exhibit 7-25: Administrator Menu Options-Oath Ceremony Profile, Oath 
Ceremony Examiner 

Exhibit 7-26: Oath Ceremony Examiner Profile 

2. Enter the appropriate codes in the Site Information section. To select the code from a list of 
previously entered codes, click li. 
• Admin. Office-Code used to identify the location of the INS administrative office that 

has jurisdiction over the scheduling site 

• Scheduling Site-Code used to identify the office responsible for setting up schedules 

3. Enter the appropriate information in the following fields: 

• Examiner ID-Code used to identify the examiner; to select the code from a list of 
previously entered codes, click li. 

• Start Date--Date the examiner's profile starts; to select the date from a calendar, click 
li; to select an existing profile, click Ill. 

• End Date--Date the examiner's profile ends to select the date from a calendar, click Ill. 

4. Schedules are set up on a biweekly basis. Click 111111111 to set up the profile for Week I, 
or click & iii to set up the profile for Week 2. 

5. For each day of the week the examiner is available, perfom1 the following steps: 

a. Enter the appropriate information in the following fields: 
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b. To add the day to the profile, click~-· 
c. To remove a day from the profile, select the day from the list, and click 

6. To enter/edit an exception to an examiner's availability dates, perform the following steps: 

7. 

a. Click· 
Exceptions). 

' to access the Examiner Exceptions window (Exhibit 7-27, Examiner 

Exhibit 7-27: Examiner Exceptions 

b. Enter the date of the exception in the Exception Scheduled Date field. To select the date 
from a calendar, click Ill. To select an existing profile, click Ill. 

c. Enter the start and end times in the appropriate fields: 

• To add a date/time, click 

• To remove a date/time, click 

• To add additional exception dates, repeat Steps band c. 

Assign Examiner to Oath Ceremony 

The Assign Examiner to Oath Ceremony option is used to assign available examiners to a 
specific OC. Examiners can be either added to or removed from an OC assignment using this 
screen. To assign an examiner to an OC, perform the following steps: 

I. Use one of the following methods to access the Assign Examiner to Oath Ceremony screen 
(Exhibit 7-29, Assign Examiner to Oath Ceremony): 

• From any of the Administrator screens, click llill 
• From the Scheduler menu bar, select the following options in the Administrator menu 

(Exhibit 7-28, Administrator Menu Options-Oath Ceremony Profile, Assign Examiner 
to Oath Ceremony). 

Exhibit 7-28: Administrator Menu Options-Oath Ceremony Profile, Assign 
Examiner to Oath Ceremony 
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Exhibit 7-29: Assign Examiner to Oath Ceremony 

2. Enter the appropriate codes in the Oath Ceremony Location section. To select the code from 
a list of previously entered codes, click Jil. 
• Admin. Offic~Code used to identify the location ofthe INS administrative office that 

has jurisdiction over the scheduling site 

• Scheduling Sit~ode used to identify the office responsible for setting up schedules 

• Oath Facility-Code used to identify a location where OCs take place 

• Room ID-Number used to identify an OC room 

3. Click liJ in the Oath Ceremony Date field to select an OC date from a calendar. 

4. Click Ill in the Oath Ceremony Time field to select an OC time. 

5. To assign an examiner, perform the following steps: 

a. Select an examiner from the Available Examiners list 

b. Click The examiner selected is added to the Assigned Examiners list. 

6. To remove an examiner, perfom1 the following steps: 
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a. Select an examiner from the Assigned Examiners list. 

b. Click I-. The examiner selected is returned to the Available Examiners list. 

7. When all the examiners are assigned, click ' When the Scheduler message box 

appears, click I 

8. To return to the Scheduler main menu screen, click 

Schedule 

The Schedule option is used to schedule individuals for interviews, OCs, and fingerprinting. 
Cases can be scheduled manually (interactive scheduling) or placed into a scheduling queue to 
allow the system to schedule them for the next available time slot (batch scheduling). 
Exhibit 7-30, Schedule Menu Icons, lists the options available from the Schedule menu. 
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Exhibit 7-30: Schedule Menu Icons (continued) 

Cancel Schedule 

Interview 
Conducted 

Oath Ceremony 
Conducted 

Fingerprint 
Conducted 

Record 
No-Show 

Schedule Interview 

Used to schedule an applicant interactively for fingerprinting 

Used to place applicants into a scheduling queue for automatic 

Used to remove applicants from the scheduling queue 

Used to remove applicants from an interview, OC, or fingerprint 
schedule at the of the INS 

Used to record that an applicant attended the scheduled interview 

Used to record that an applicant attended a scheduled OC 

Used to record that an applicant attended a scheduled fingerprint 

Used to record that an applicant did not attend a scheduled 
interview or OC and did not contact INS to cancel the 

The Schedule Interview option allows you to schedule applicants interactively for interviews. 
You can also view applicant information using this option. To schedule an applicant 
interactively for an interview, perform the following steps: 

I. Use one of the following methods to access the Schedule Interview screen (Exhibit 7-33, 
Schedule Interview): 

• From any of the Schedule screens, click Ill 
• From the Scheduler menu bar, select the Schedule Interview option in the Schedule menu 

(Exhibit 7 31, Schedule Menu Options-Schedule Interview). 
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Exhibit 7-31: Schedule Menu Options-Schedule Interview 

2. When the prompt appears (Exhibit 7-32, Prompt), enter a valid application ID, A-Number, or 
group ID. 

3. Click 
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Exhibit 7-33: Schedule Interview 

4. VerifY that the application JD appears in the Applications Eligible for Activity section. 

5. To view application or group information, perform the following steps: 

a. Select an applicant from either list in the Application Selection Panel section by clicking 
on the desired item. 

b. 

Inquiry), or click • to display a list of group members for selection. 

c. To return to the Schedule Interview screen, click 

6. Click on a service type in the Interview Service Type section. To scroll through the list, click 
either Iii or Ill in the scroll bar. 

7. Enter the appropriate codes in the Schedule luterview Location section. To select the codes 
from a list, click Iii. 
• Admin. Office--Code used to identifY the location of the INS administrative office that 

has jurisdiction over the scheduling site 

• Scheduling Site--Code used to identify the office responsible for setting up schedules 

• Interview Location-...code used to identifY a location where interviews will take place 

• Room--Code used to identifY a room where interviews will take place (determined by 
the user) 

8. Enter the appropriate information in the Available Sections/Times section, or select a slot by 
clicking on the item in the list below the fields. 
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• Interview Section--Code used to identifY the interview section 

• Interview Date--Date the interview is to be scheduled; Click 1!1 to select the date from a 
calendar. 

• Intv Start-Time the interview is scheduled to start (military format, for example, 13:00) 

• Intv End-Time the interview is scheduled to end (military format, for example, 13:00) 

o Examiner-Identification number of the examiner assigned to the interview 

9. Click one of the following radio buttons in the Notice Options section to indicate the means 
through which the scheduling notice should be printed: 

• Li!Ji!IIJI to print an individual notice from a local printer 

• to print a notice through the batch printing process 

0 to print no notice 

10. Click to process. 

a. When the Scheduler confirmation message box appears, click 

b. When the Results of Activity window appears, click 

c. To return to the Scheduler main menu screen, click "'IIIII""."" ... "'·"'.""'. 

Schedule Oath Ceremony 

The Schedule Oath Ceremony option allows you to schedule applicants interactively for OCs. To 
schedule an applicant interactively for an OC, perform the foJlowing steps: 

I. Use one of the following methods to access the Schedule Oath Ceremony screen 
(Exhibit 7-36, Schedule Oath Ceremony): 

• From any of the Schedule screens, click 

• From the Scheduler menu bar, select the Schedule Oath Ceremony option in the Schedule 
menu (Exhibit 7-34, Schedule Menu Options-Schedule Oath Ceremony). 
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Exhibit 7-34: Schedule Menu Options-Schedule Oath Ceremony 

2. When the prompt appears (Exhibit 7-35, Prompt), enter a valid application ID in the Value 
field. 

Exhibit 7-35: Prompt 

3. To schedule an OC by other than the application ID, enter the appropriate infonnation in the 
following fields: 

• Select Applications where .. . -Click [I to specify the type of ID, as follows: 

- Application ID 
A-Number 

- Group lD 

• Is .. . -Click Ill to specifY whether an JD number equal to or similar to a given number is 
to be selected. 

• Value--Identification number (for example, A-Number, Group ID) 

a. Click IIIIIJ. 
b. To add additional criteria to the query, click 

• To clear the input fields, click 

• To delete the query, click 

il 

and enter additional infonnation. 

4. Click The Schedule Oath Ceremony screen (Exhibit 7-36, Schedule Oath 
Ceremony) appears. 
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Exhibit 7-36: Schedule Oath Ceremony 

5. Verify that the application ID appears in the Applications Eligible for Activity section. 

6. To view application or group information, perfom1 the following steps: 

a. Select an applicant from either list in the top section of the screen by clicking on the 
desired item. 

b. Click~- to access the Case Status screen (Exhibit 12-3), or click 

liMMil to display a list of group members for selection. 

c. Click to return to the Schedule Oath Ceremony screen. 

7. Enter the appropriate codes in the Service Location section. To select the codes from a list, 
click ill 
• Office--Code used to identify the location of the INS administrative office that has 

jurisdiction over the scheduling site 

• Scheduling Site--Code used to identify the office responsible for setting up schedules 

8. Select the appropriate information from the Reporting Gate section. 

• Report Gate--Gate where the applicant should report for the OC 

• Report Time--Time when the applicant should report for the OC 

• % Alloc-Percentage of applicants attending the OC who are assigned to the reporting 
gate 

9. Click the desired radio button in the Slot Type section to indicate the type of slot: 

.~ 
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I 0. Click the desired radio button in the Notice Selection Options section to indicate the means 
through which the scheduling notice should be printed: 

• mllll to print an individual notice from a local printer 

• lil!E to print a notice through the batch printing process 

. m& to print no notice 

I L Click to process. When the Results of Activity window appears, click 

12. Click to return to the Scheduler main menu screen. 

Schedule Fingerprint 

The Schedule Fingerprint option allows you to schedule applicants interactively for fingerprints. 
To schedule applicants interactively for fingerprints, perform the following steps: 

1. Use one of the following methods to access the Schedule Fingerprint screen (Exhibit 7-39, 
Schedule Fingerprint): 

• From any of the Schedule screens, click Ill. 
• From the Scheduler menu bar, select the Schedule Fingerprint option in the Schedule 

menu (Exhibit 7-37, Schedule Menu Options-Schedule Fingerprint). 
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2. When the prompt appears (Exhibit 7-38, Prompt), enter a valid application ID in the Value 
field. 

Exhibit 7-38: Prompt 

3. To schedule fingerprinting by other than the application ID, enter the appropriate information 
in the following fields: 

• Select Applications where ... -Click [II to specify the type of ID: 

Application ID 
- A-Number 

Group ID 

• Is .. . ~Click Iii to specify whether an ID number equal to or similar to a given number is 
to be selected. 

• Value--Identification number (for example, A-Number, Group JD) 

a. Click 

b. To add additional criteria to the query, click and enter additional 
infonnation. 

• To clear the input fields, click 118111. 
• To delete the query, click 

4. Click IIMII. The Schedule Fingerprint screen (Exhibit 7-39) appears. 
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Exhibit 7-39: Schedule Fingerprint 

5. Verify that the application ID appears in the Applications Eligible for Activity section. 

6. To view application or f,'l'OUp infonnation, perfonn the following steps: 

a. Select an applicant from either list in the top section of the screen by clicking on the 
desired item. 

b. Click to access the Case Statns screen (Exhibit 12-3), or click 

4 1PM to display a list of group members for selection. 

c. Click to return to the Schedule Fingerprint screen. 

7. Enter the appropriate codes in the Service Location section. To select the codes from a list, 
clickll. 

• Otnce~Code used to identify the location of the INS administrative office that has 
jurisdiction over the scheduling site 

• Scheduling Site--Code used to identify the office responsible for setting up schedules 

8. Select the appropriate infonnation from the Reporting Gate section. 

• Report Gate--Gate where the applicant should report for the OC 

• Report Time--Time when the applicant should report for the OC 

• % Alloc~Percentage of applicants attending the OC who are assigned to the reporting 
gate 

9. Click the desired radio button in the Slot Type section to indicate the type of slot: 
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10. Click the desired radio button in the Notice Selection Options section to indicate the means 
through which the scheduling notice should be printed: 

• EIJII to print an individual notice from a local printer 

• ikiliil to print a notice through the batch printing process 

• i!jM to print no notice 

to process. When the Results of Activity window appears, click 

12. Click to return to the Scheduler main menu screen. 

Place in Queue 

The Place in Queue option is used to place cases in a scheduling queue for the next available 
interview, OC, or fingerprint time slot. Cases placed in the scheduling queue are scheduled by 
the batch scheduling process. To place an individual in the scheduling queue, perform the 
following steps: 

I. Use one of the following methods to access the Place in Queue screen (Exhibit 7--42, Place in 
Queue): 

• From any of the Schedule screens, click .Ill. 
• From the Scheduler menu bar, select the Place in Queue option in the Schedule menu 

(Exhibit 7--40, Schedule Menu Options-Place in Queue). 

Exhibit 7-40: Schedule Menu Options-Place in Queue 

2. When the prompt (Exhibit 7--41, Prompt) appears, enter a valid application ID, A-Number, or 
group ID. 
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Exhibit 7-41: Prompt 

3. The Place in Queue screen (Exhibit 7-42) appears. 

Exhibit 7-42: Place in Queue 

4. VerifY that the application ID appears in the Applications Eligible for Activity section. 

5. To view application or group infonnation, perform the following steps: 

a. Select an application 10 by clicking on the desired item from either list in the Application 
Selection Panel. 

b. 
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c. Click IIJ'Bft to return to the Place in Queue screen. 

6. Enter the appropriate codes in the Schedule Location section. To select the code from a list 
of previously entered codes, click Ill. 
• Service Type-Code used to describe the type of interview, OC, or fingerprinting for 

which the applicant is being scheduled 

• Admin. Office-Code used to identify the location of the INS administrative office that 
has jurisdiction over the scheduling site 

• Scheduling Site-Code used to identify the office responsible for setting up schedules 

• Interview Location/Service Fac.ility-Code used to identify the interview location, OC 
facility, or fingerprint facility 

7. In the Do Not Schedule Before field, enter the earliest date the application can be scheduled 
for an interview, fingerprint appointment, or OC. To select the date from a calendar, click 
fll. 

8. to process. When the confirmation window appears, click 

9. Click to return to the Scheduler main menu screen. 

Remove From Queue 

The Remove From Scheduling Queue option is used to remove cases from the scheduling queue. 
This can be done only before the batch scheduler has been run and the applicant scheduled. To 
remove an individual from the scheduling queue, perform the following steps: 

I. Use one of the following methods to access the Remove From Queue screen (Exhibit 7--45, 
Remove From Queue): 

• From any of the Schedule screens, click Ill. 
• From the Scheduler menu bar, select the Remove From Queue option in the Schedule 

menu (Exhibit 7--43, Schedule Menu Options-Remove From Queue). 
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2. When the prompt appears (Exhibit 7-44, Prompt), enter a valid application ID, A-Number, or 
group !D. 

Exhibit 7-44: Prompt 

3. Click The Remove From Queue screen (Exhibit 7-45) appears. 

Exhibit 7-45: Remove From Queue 

4. VerifY that the application ID to be removed appears in the Application Selection Panel 
section. 

5. To view application or group information, perfonn the following steps: 
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b. 

to display a list of group members for selection. 

c. Click to return to the Remove From Queue screen. 

6. Enter the appropriate codes in the Queue Details section. To select the code from a list of 
previously entered codes, click Ill 
• Service Type-Code used to describe the type of interview, OC, or fingerprinting for 

which the applicant is being scheduled 

• Admin. Office-Code used to identify the location of the INS administrative office that 
has jurisdiction over the scheduling site 

• Scheduling Site-Code used to identify the office responsible for setting up schedules 

• Interview Location/Oath Facility-Code used to identify the interview location, OC 
facility, or fingerprint facility 

7. Click to process. 

a. When the Scheduler message box appears, click 

b. When the confirmation window appears, click 

8. Click . to return to the Scheduler main menu screen. 

Reschedule 

'!be Reschedule option is used to remove applicants from an interview, fingerprinting, or OC 
schedule at the INS' request. Rescheduled appointments are not tallied against an applicant's 
cancellation limit. To cancel an interview at the INS' request, perform the following steps: 

I. Use one of the following methods to access the Reschedule screen (Exhibit 7-48, 
Reschedule): 

• From any of the Scheduler screens, click •. 

• From the Scheduler menu bar, select the Reschedule option in the Schedule menu 
(Exhibit 7-46, Schedule Menu Options-Reschedule). 
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Exhibit 7-46: Schedule Menu Options-Reschedule 

2. When the prompt appears (Exhibit 7-A 7, Prompt), enter a valid application ID, A-Number, or 
group !D. 

3. Click 
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Exhibit 7-48: Reschedule 

4. Verify that the application ID to be rescheduled appears in the Applications Eligible for 
Activity list. 

5. To view application or group infom1ation, perfom1 tbe following steps: 

a. Select an application ID by clicking on the desired item from either list in the Application 
Selection Panel section. 

b. to access the Case Status screen (Exhibit 12-3), or click 

to display a list of group members for selection. 

c. Click !liiiii&iiifi. iiiil'iiiiiiilto return to the Reschedule screen. 

6. Click the desired radio button in the Reschedule Actions section: 

• 
• 

• 
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7. Click the desired radio button in the Notice Selection Options section to indicate the means 
through which the scheduling notice should be ptinted: 

• IUS II to print an individual notice from a local printer 

• 

• 
8. Click 

to print a notice through the batch printing process 

to print no notice 

to process. 

a. When the Scheduler message box appears, click 

b. When the Results of Activity window appears, click 

9. Click to return to the Scheduler main menu screen. 

Cancel Based on Request 

The Cancel Based on Request option is used to cancel an interview at an applicant's request. 
Appointments canceled at an applicant's request are tallied against the applicant's cancellation 
limit. To cancel an interview at an applicant's request, perform the following steps: 

I. Use one of the following methods to access the Cancel Schedule screen (Exhibit 7-51, 
Cancel Schedule): 

• From any of the Schedule screens, click Ill. 
• From the Scheduler menu bar, select the Cancel Based on Request option in the Schedule 

menu (Exhibit 7-49, Schedule Menu Options-Cancel Based on Request). 

Exhibit 7-49: Schedule Menu Options-Cancel Based on Request 
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2. When the prompt appears (Exhibit 7-50, Prompt), enter a valid application ID, A-Number, or 
group !D. 
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Exhibit 7-50: Prompt 

3. The Cancel Schedule screen (Exhibit 7-51) appears. 

Exhibit 7-51: Cancel Schedule 

4. Verify that the application ID to be canceled for interview appears in the Applications 
eligible for activity list. 

5. To view application or group information, perform the following steps: 

a. Select an application ID by clicking on the desired item from either list in the Application 
Information section. 

b. 
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c. Click- to return to the Cancel Schedule screen. 

6. Verify that the application 10 to be canceled tor interview appears in the Applications 
Eligible for Activity list 

7. Click the desired radio button in the Reschedule Actions section: 

• to place the applicant in the queue for batch scheduling. When 
selecting this option, enter the minimum number of days that must pass before the 
applicant is rescheduled in the Schedule No Sooner Than field. 

• to not reschedule the applicant 

8. Click the desired radio button in the Notice Selection Options section to indicate the means 
through which the scheduling notice should be printed: 

• to print a notice through the batch printing process 

• to print no notice 

9. to process. 

a. When the Scheduler message box appears, click 

b. 

10. Click to return to the Scheduler main menu screen. 

Interview/Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Conducted 

The Interview/Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Conducted options are used to record that an 
interview, OC, or fingerprint appointment was actually conducted. To indicate that an 
interview/OC/fingerprint was conducted, perform the following steps: 

L Use one of the following methods to access the Interview, Oath Ceremony, or Fingerprint 
Conducted screens (Exhibit 7~54, Interview/Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Conducted): 

• From any of the Scheduler screens, click IIJ (Interview Conducted), (Oath 

Ceremony Conducted), or Ill (Fingerprint Conducted). 

• From the Scheduler menu bar, select the Interview, Oath Ceremony, or Fingerprint 
Conducted option in the Schedule menu (Exhibit 7~52, Schedule Menu Options
Interview, Oath Ceremony, or Fingerprint Conducted). 
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Exhibit 7-52: Schedule Menu Options-Interview, Oath Ceremony, or Fingerprint 
Conducted 

2. When the prompt appears (Exhibit 7-53, Prompt), enter a valid application JD, A-Number, or 
group ID. 

Exhibit 7-53: Prompt 

3. Click~-- The Interview, Oath Ceremony, or Fingerprint Conducted screen 
(Exhibit 7-54) appears. 
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Exhibit 7-54: Interview/Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Conducted 

4. VerifY that the application ID appears in the Application Eligible for Activity section. 

5. To view application or group information, perform the following steps: 

a. Select an application ID by clicking on the desired item from either list in the Application 
Selection Panel section. 

b. to access the Case Status screen (Exhibit 12-3 ), or click 

to display a list of group members for selection. 

6. To retum to the Interview/Oath Ceremony Conducted screen, click-- Ifthe Oath 
Ceremony Conducted function is used, an Oath Ceremony Status section appears to the right 
of the Schedule Information. Select one of the four displayed options (Exhibit 7-55, Oath 
Ceremony Status Options). 

Exhibit 7-55: Oath Ceremony Status Options 
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• Judicial Close Out~Cioses out the case when the applicant was naturalized at a judicial 
oc 

• Administrative Close Out--Closes out the case when the applicant was naturalized at an 
administrative OC 

• Oath Administered- Certificate Withheld~Indicates that the applicant attended the 
OC and took the oath of allegiance, but did not receive a naturalization certificate 

• Oath Not Administered- Certificate Withheld-Indicates that the applicant attended 
the OC, but did not take the oath of allegiance and did not receive a naturalization 
certificate 

7. Click 

a. When the Scheduler message box appears, click 

b. When the Results of Activity window appears, click 

8. To return to the Scheduler main menu screen, click 

Record No·Show 

The Record No-Show option is used to record that an applicant did not attend a scheduled 
interview or OC and did not contact the INS to cancel the appointment. To record an applicant 
as a no-show, perform the following steps: 

I. Use one of the following methods to access the Record No Show screen (Exhibit 7-58, 
Record No Show): 

• From any of the Scheduler screens, click Jl. 
• From the Scheduler menu bar, select the Oath Ceremony Conducted option in the 

Schedule menu (Exhibit 7-56, Schedule Menu Options~Oath Ceremony Conducted). 
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2. When the prompt appears (Exhibit 7-57, Prompt), enter a valid application ID, A-Number, or 
group !D. 

Exhibit 7-57: Prompt 

The Record No Show screen (Exhibit 7-58) appears. 

Exhibit 7-58: Record No Show 

4. Verify that the application ID appears in the Application Eligible for Activity list. 
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5. To view application or f,TToup infonnation, perforn1 the following steps: 

a. Select an application ID by clicking on the desired item from either list in the Application 
Selection Panel section. 

b. to access the Case Status screen (Exhibit 12-3), or click 

to display a list of group members for selection. 

c. To return to the Record No Show screen, click 

6. Click 

a. When the Scheduler message box appears, click 

b. When the confinnation window appears, click 

7. To return to the Scheduler main menu screen, click 

Utilities 

The Utilities menu includes the following options: 

• Rule Setup- Group Rules-Used to view, add, remove, and/or edit rules that apply to 
groups 

• Rule Setup- Schedule Rules-Used to view, add, remove, and/or edit rules that apply to 
scheduling 

• Color Cod~Used to view, add, remove, and/or edit color codes for identifying 
reporting gates 

• Manage Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Slots-Used to view OC and fingerprint slots; 
also used to manage OC slots and to close OCs nearing capacity to further scheduling 

• Batch Scheduler-Used to automatically create scheduling slots, place ready to schedule 
cases into a scheduling queue, and assign appointments to queued cases 

Group Rules 

Group Rules are used to define how an office processes groups. The Group Rules option is used 
to view, add, edit, and remove rules. To view, add, edit and/or remove group rules, perforn1 the 
following steps: 

1. From the Scheduler menu bar, select Utilities, Rule Setup, Group Rules (Exhibit 7-59, 
Utilities Menu Options-Rule Setup, Group Rules) to access the Group Rules screen 
(Exhibit 7-60, Group Rules). 
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Exhibit 7-59: Utilities Menu Options-Rule Setup, Group Rules 

Exhibit 7-60: Group Rules 

2. To add a group rule, perform the following steps: 

a. Enter the appropriate information in the following fields: 

• Rule ID-Code used to identify a group rule 

• Group Type--Code used to identify the type of group to which the rule applies; to 
select the type from a list, click II. 

• Rule Description-Description of the mle 

b. Click~- to process. 

c. When the Scheduler message box appears, 
has been saved. 

to acknowledge that the rule 

3. To edit a group rule, perform the following steps: 

a. Click the desired mle in the list box. The information for that mle appears in the fields 
above the list. 
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b. Edit the appropriate fields. 

c. Click to process. 

d. When the Scheduler message box appears, click 
has been saved. 

4. To remove a group rule, perform the following steps: 

a. Click on the desired rule in the list box. 

b. Click to process. 

to acknowledge that the rule 

c. When the Scheduler message box appears, click- to remove the rule. 

5. To return to the Scheduler main menu screen, click 

Schedule Rules 

Scheduling mles are used to define the ways that an office schedules cases. Scheduling mles 
determine how cases are prioritized for scheduling purposes (for example, by mailroom date). 
Allocation rules determine how locations and slots are to be filled. For example, the sequential 
option completely fills all the time slots at one location before filling slots at other locations, 
while the round-robin option evenly distributes cases evenly among all locations. To view, add, 
edit, and/or remove scheduling rules for a specific scheduling site, perform the following steps: 

I. From the Scheduler menu bar, select Utilities, Rule Setup, Schedule Rules (Exhibit 7-61, 
Utilities Menu Options-Rule Setup, Schedule Rules) to access the Scheduling Rules screen 
(Exhibit 7-62, Scheduling Rules). 
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Exhibit 7-62: Scheduling Rules 

2. To add a scheduling rule, perform the following steps: 

a. Enter the appropriate information in the following fields: 

• Schedule Rule ID-Code used to identizy the rule 

• Service Type--Code used to identizy the type of service (for example, interview or 
OC); to select a code from a list, click Iii. 

• Rule Type--Code used to identify the type of rule; to select the type from a list, click 
Ill 

• Rule Description-Brief description of the role 

b. Click to process. 

c. When the Scheduler message box appears, click 
has been saved. 

to acknowledge that the rule 

3. To edit a scheduling rule, perform the following steps: 

a. Click on the desired rule in the list box. The information for that rule appears in the 
fields above the list. 

b. Edit the appropriate fields. 

c. Click . 1: to process. 

d. When the Scheduler message box appears, click 
has been saved. 
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4. To remove a scheduling rule, perfom1 the tollowing steps: 

a. Click on the desired rule in the list box. 

h. Click to process. 

c. When the Scheduler message box appears, click 

5. To return to the Scheduler main menu screen, click 

Color Code 

to remove the rule. 

Color codes are used to identify reporting gates at OCs. The Color Codes option is used to view, 
edit, and/or remove a color code. Note: Not all locations use this feature. 

To view, add, edit, and/or remove gate color codes, perform the following steps: 

I. Use the following method to access the Color Codes screen (Exhibit 7-64, Color Codes): 

• From the Scheduler main menu, select Color Code in the Utilities menu (Exhibit 7-63, 
Utilities Menu Options--Color Code). 
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2. To add a color code, perfonn the following steps: 

a. Enter the appropriate infonnation in the following fields: 

• Color Code-Code used to identify a color 

• Color Description-Description of the code or the color assigned to the code 

b. Click to process. 

c. When the Scheduler message box appears, click 
has been saved. 

3. To edit a color code, perfonn the following steps: 

to acknowledge that the rule 

a. Click on the desired code in the list box. The infonnation for that code appears in the 
fields above the list. 

b. Edit the appropriate fields. 

c. Click to process. 

d. When the Scheduler message box appears, click 
has been saved. 

4. To remove a color code, perfonn the following steps: 

a. Click the color code that needs to be removed. 

b. Click to process. 

c. When the Scheduler message box appears, 

5. To return to the Scheduler main menu screen, click 

Manage Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Slots 

to acknowledge that the rule 

to remove the rule. 

The Manage Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Slots option is used to view OC and fingerprint slots. 
The number of available and reserved slots at an OC can be updated, or, if an OC scheduled for 
near fliture is nearing capacity, the ceremony can be closed to further applicants. To view 
available slots, perfonn the following steps: 

I. From the Scheduler main menu, select the Utilities, Manage Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint 
Slots options (Exhibit 7-65, Utilities Menu Options-Manage Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint 
Slots) to access the Manage Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Slots screen (Exhibit 7-66, Manage 
Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Slots). 
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Exhibit 7-65: Utilities Menu Options-Manage Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Slots 

Exhibit 7-66: Manage Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint Slots 

2. Enter the appropriate codes in the Site Infonnation section. To select the code from a list of 
previously entered codes, click Ill. 
• Administrative Office--Code used to identifY the location of the INS administrative 

office that has jurisdiction over the scheduling site 

• Scheduling Site--Code used to identify the office responsible for setting up schedules 

• Service Facility-Code used to identifY the OC or fingerprint facility 

• Room ID-Code used to identify the room where the OC or fingerprinting will take place 

3. In the Query Date From field, enter the beginning date ofthe date range to be searched. To 
select the date from a calendar, click Ill. 

4. In the Query Date To field, enter the ending date of the date range to be searched. To select 
the date from a calendar, click II. 

5. Click A list of OC andlor fingerprint dates and times for the 
specified location and date range appears in the Information section. 
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6. To view available and reserved OC or fingerprint slots for a particular date and time, double 
click on the applicable list item. The total number of available slots, the number of filled 
available slots, the total number of reserved slots, and the number of filled reserved slots 
appear in the fields above the window. 

To change the number of available or reserved slots, perform the following steps: 

I. Select the desired OC. 

2. Enter the new number of slots in the applicable field. 

3. A confirmation box appears (Exhibit 7-67, Confirmation Message). 

Exhibit 7-67: Confirmation Message 

4. Click 
Message). 

. A second confirmation box appears (Exhibit 7-68, Confirmation 

Exhibit 7-68: Confirmation Message 

5. Click 

To close an OC to further scheduling, perform the following steps: 

I. Select the desired OC. 

2. Enter the new number of slots in the applicable field. 

3. Click A confirmation box appears (Exhibit 7-69, Confirmation Message). 
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4. Click 
Message). 

5. Click 

Batch Scheduler 

Exhibit 7-69: Confirmation Message 

. A second confirmation box appears (Exhibit 7-70, Confirmation 

Exhibit 7-70: Confirmation Message 

The Batch Schedule option is used to retrieve ready-to-schedule cases from the CLAIMS 4.0 
database; create interview, OC, and/or fingerprint slots at a given location; and fill available slots 
with cases that are ready to schedule. The Place Applications Into Ready to Schedule Queue 
option on the Batch Scheduler is mn by Headquarters for all offices. When this is done, 
CLAIMS 4.0 finds cases ready to be scheduled and places them into the scheduling queue. Each 
office must mn the Create Available Slots for Application and Assign Appointment for 
Application options on the Batch Scheduler to create available appointment slots and to place 
queued cases into those slots. Available section and room slots, appointments, and cases in the 
ready-to-schedule queue can be viewed using the Show Batch Data menu option on the Batch 
Schedule screen. To mn the Batch Scheduler, perform the following steps: 

1. From the Scheduler main menu, select the Utilities, Batch Scheduler options to access the 
Batch Schedule screen (Exhibit 7-71, Batch Schedule). 
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Exhibit 7-71: Batch Schedule 

2. To select a run profile, click one of the following radio buttons: 

• to run a batch from a specified location 

• 11!11 to nm a batch from a file 

3. To select the type of schedule, click one of the following radio buttons: 

• IBIII to run an interview schedule 

• to run an OC schedule 

4. To select the type of batch scheduling action to be performed, click in one of the following 
check boxes in the Schedule Interview/Oath Ceremony/Fingerprint section: 

• creates interview or OC slots at a given location 

• fills interview or OC slots at a given location with cases 
ready to be scheduled 

5. To select a location from a list of available codes, perform the following steps: 

a. Click lB. A list oflocation codes appears in the Locations for Interview/Oath 
Ceremony Available Slots section. 

b. Click in the box to the left of the desired location code to select. 

6. To set a maximum number of cases to process in a batch, click 
desired number. 

and enter the 

7. Click one of the following command buttons to save the data for later processing or run the 
Batch Scheduler immediately: 

• IMM saves the data in a file so that the Batch Scheduler can pick it up when 
running unattended 

• II .. saves the data to a database table 
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• ~- runs the specified batch process immediately. When the process is 
complete, the Batch Interview screen appears (Exhibit 7-73, Batch Interview). 

To view batch data, perform the following steps: 

I. Select the appropriate option in the Show Batch Schedule Data menu (Exhibit 7-72, Show 
Batch Schedule Data) to access the desired schedule information. Depending upon the option 
selected, the Batch Interview screen (Exhibit 7-73) or the Batch Oath Ceremony screen 
(Exhibit 7-74, Batch Oath Ceremony) appears. 
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Exhibit 7-74: Batch Oath Ceremony 

2. To select a different office, site, location, or room, clicks II in each of the appropriate fields. 

3. To view the desired information, click on any of the following tabs: 

• Ready To Schedule Queue-Displays a list of all cases in the ready-to-schedule queue 

• Room Available Slots-Displays the scheduling calendar for the location selected. To 
view a list of available appointment times, click on a date in the calendar. 

• Section Available Slots-(Schedule Interview only) Displays an interview section 
scheduling calendar. To view a list of available appointment times, click on a date in the 
calendar. 

• Gate Reporting Time---(Schedule Oath Ceremony only) Displays an OC gate scheduling 
calendar. To view a list of available gate numbers, OC start times, and reporting times, 
click on a date in the calendar. 

• Appointments-Displays a list of cases scheduled for appointments. 

4. To retom to the Batch Schedule screen, click I 

5. To retom to the Scheduler main menu screen, click 

Information 

The Information menu is used to perform status inquiries on individual cases and to view 
scheduling information for individual interview and OC locations. Using this menu, you can also 
view a list of batch scheduling errors for a selected date. The Utilities menu includes the 
following options: 
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• Status Inquiry-Used to perfom1 status inquiries on individual cases 

• Interview/Oath Ceremony Query-Used to view scheduling information for interviews 
and OCs tor a site 

• View Error Log-Used to view the errors contained in the log 

Status Inquiry 

The Status Inquiry option is used to view applicant information, including residential and mailing 
address, type of form submitted, group information (if applicable); interview/OC location, date, 
time, and status; a complete scheduling history; and a link to case status. To view applicant 
information, perform the following steps: 

I. From the Scheduler menu bar, select Status Inquiry from the Information menu 
(Exhibit 7~75, Information Menu Options-Status Inquiry). 

Exhibit 7-75: Information Menu Options-Status Inquiry 

2. Wben the prompt appears (Exhibit 7-76, Prompt), enter a valid application ID, A-Number, or 
group ID. 

3. Click 
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The Status Inquiry screen (Exhibit 7~ 77, Status Inquiry) appears. 
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Exhibit 7-77: Status Inquiry 

4. In the Address Type field, click the Mailing or Residential radio button to display the 
applicant's mailing or residential address. 

5. Click on the Scheduled Service Infomaation tab to view the location, date, time, and status of 
any currently scheduled appointment (Exhibit 7 78, Scheduled Service Infomaation). 
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6. Click on the Scheduling History tab to view a history of scheduled appointments 
(Exhibit 7-79, Scheduling History). 

Exhibit 7-79: Scheduling History 

7. Click on the Link to Case Status tab to view the current case status information for the 
application. Refer to Section 12 for additional information. (Note: The Case Status 
application may take a minute to load). Select Exit from the File menu to exit from the Case 
Status application and return to the Scheduler. 

8. To return to the Scheduler main menu screen, click IAWI. 
Interview/Oath Ceremony Query 

The Interview/Oath Ceremony Query option is used to view scheduling information for 
interviews and OCs for a site. A query of scheduled cases, available slots, and cases in the ready 
queue can be performed. To initiate an interview/OC query, perform the following steps: 

I. From the Scheduler menu bar, select Interview/Oath Ceremony Query from the Information 
menu (Exhibit 7-81, Information Menu Options-Interview/Oath Ceremony Query) to 
access the Interview/Oath Ceremony Query screen (Exhibit 7-81, Interview/Oath Ceremony 
Query): 

Exhibit 7-80: Information Menu Options-Interview/Oath Ceremony Query 
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Exhibit 7-81: Interview/Oath Ceremony Query 

2. To view Interview information, click 

3. To select the desired office, site, location, room, section, and examiner from a list, click II in 
each of the appropriate fields. 

4. To select a date range from a calendar, click II in the appropriate fields. 

5. Click one of the following radio buttons to select the type of query: . r•• to view a list of cases currently scheduled for an appointment in a selected 
location 

• ICIIIIIlll to view a list of cases currently in the scheduling queue for a selected 
location 

6. To return to the Scheduler main menu screen, click !IIIIIIJII. 
View Error Log 

Errors that occur during the batch scheduling process are systematically recorded in an error log. 
The Error Log option is used to view the errors contained in the log. To view error records, 
perform the following steps: 

I. From the Scheduler menu bar, select View Error Log from the Information menu 
(Exhibit 7-82, Information Menu Options-View Error Log) to access the View Error Log 
screen (Exhibit 7-83, View Error Log). 
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Exhibit 7-82: Information Menu Options-View Error Log 

Exhibit 7-83: View Error Log 

2. Enter search criteria in any of the following fields: 

• Date-Date of the error log 

• Application ID--Application ID of the case 

• Error Source-Table in wbicb the error was found 

• Error Number-Number of the error 

3. Click ~- to process. Any data matching the search criteria appear in the Detail 
Information section. 

4. To return to the Scheduler main menu screen, click 

This page is intentionally left blank. 
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ADJUDICATIONS 

The Adjudications module is used to assist district adjudication officers in the interview process. 
Application information can be reviewed and updated using this module. Adjudication decisions 
can also be recorded. To enter the Adjudications module, click the Adjudications button 
(Exhibit 8-1, Adjudications Button) in the CLAIMS 4.0 Main Menu screen. 

Exhibit 8-1: Adjudications Button 

Exhibit 8-2, Adjudications Module Options, lists the options available in the Adjudications 
module. 

Save and 
Reload in Case 
Review 

Save and Close 

Application 
History 

Check 
RAFCAS for 
A-File 
Location 

Application 
List 

Exam 

Decisions 
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Used to open an application for case review or adjudication 
activities and separated into Ad Hoc workflow activities and 

workflow activities 

Used to save data changes and reload the data to continue working 
on the application 

Used to save data and close the 

Used to view the description, status, end result, date, time, and the 
user responsible for all activities and pending activities performed 
on a case 

Used to access the Receipt Alien-File Accountability and Control 
System (RAFCAS) to detem1ine the location of the A-File 

Used to review a list of applications submitted under last/first 
names similar to the · reviewed or decided 

Used to administer the naturalization test or to enter results of a 
naturalization test administered 

Approve -Used to grant an individual's application for 
naturalization 

Continue-Used to continue a case 
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Exhibit 8-2: Adjudications Module Options (continued) 

Ad-hoc
Denial Due to 
Abandonment 

Motion to 
Reopen and 
Reconsider 

Name Change 
Petition 

Print 
Certificate Prep 
and Oath 
Declaration 
Sheet 

Notice 

Application 
Summary 
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Continue With Intent to Deny-Used to continue a case the 
intends to 

Deny/Withdrawal/ Admin. Close-Used to deny the petition for 
which an individual has applied, or to record the withdrawal of the 

or an administrative close 

Motion to Reopen and Reconsider-Used to reopen an application 
and reconsider a decision 

Decision Concerning Interview/Oath Ceremony-Used to 
reschedule or enter a decision concerning no-show and cancellation 

Undo Prior (Last) Decision-Used to undo the last decision by the 
adjudicator made in the event of a change in the status of the case 

as it has not in the 

Denial Due to Abandonment-Used to deny an application due to 
abandonment 

Motion to Reopen and Reconsider-Used to enter a motion to 
reopen and reconsider 

Used to enter information for a petition for name change 

Used to print the Certificate Prep and Oath declaration 

Used to view decision notice templates and previously created 
decision notices. print decision notices, and create customized 
decision notices 

Used to view the details of an applicants case; address, history, 
status, payment information, attorney information, FBI results, etc. 
from a list in Case Status/Find 
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Preview/Open 

The Preview/Open option is used to access application information. An application can be 
accessed by entering the application 10, entering an A-Number, or selecting from a Jist of cases 
that are awaiting any of the adjudication activities After accessing an application, you can 
proceed with any adjudication activity for which the application is waiting or review/update 
information. To access an applicant's record using an application ID in Application Open Mode 
-Pending Activities, perform the following steps: 

1. Click the [II (Preview/Open) tool bar button, or select Preview/Open Application from the 
File menu to access the Preview/Open screen (Exhibit 8-3, Preview/Open). 

Exhibit 8-3: Preview/Open 

2. Enter the application ID in the Application ID field. 

Optional: If the activity state is known, click in a box in the Application Open Mode- Pending 
Activities section to open the application for that activity. (The list of choices is determined by 
user permissions as set up by the SA.) Click View if you wish to view the queue for t~ 
requested activity, or, to view a list of application IDs for a specific location, click on Ill to 
select an office. 

To access an applicant's record using an application ID in Application Open Mode- Ad Hoc 
Activities, perform the following steps: 

1. In the Application Open Mode Ad Hoc Activities box, click in the box next to your 
selection. 

Note: The View option is not available with Ad Hoc Activities, however; if a selection is 
clicked first in the Pending Activities box, you may then click on a box in the Ad Hoc 
Activities menu, having chosen an applicant ID that will appear in the Applicant ID box. 

2. Depending upon your selection, you will be taken to another screen with different selections 
available based upon the activity chosen. 

3. Click IJl!l!lEi. 
• If an open mode is selected and the case is ready for that activity, the Application ID 

screen appears (Exhibit 8--4, Application ID). 

• If an open mode is not selected, and the case is ready for an adjudication activity, an Open 
Choices prompt appears. The status of the case is shown with the option to open for that 
activity, open for case review, or enter a new application !D. 
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o If the case is not ready for an adjudication activity, a prompt providing the options to 
open for case review or to enter another application lD appears. 

To access an applicant's record using an A-Number, perform the following steps: 

I. Click the IIJ (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open Application from the 
File menu to access the Preview/Open screen (Exhibit 8-3). 

2. Enter the A-Number in the A-Number field. 

3. Optional: If the activity state is known, click in a box in the Application Open Mode section 
to open the application for that activity. (The list of choices is determined by user 
permissions as set up by the SA.) 

4. Click 

o If the application ID for that A-Number is found, the Application ID screen (Exhibit 8-4) 
appears. 

o If no match is found, an error message appears. 

o If more than one application is found, a list of applications appears. Double click on the 
item in the list to access the application. 

To select an applicant's record from a list of cases, perform the following steps: 

I. Click the Ill (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open Application from the 
File menu to access the Preview/Open screen (Exhibit 8-3). 

2. To view a list of cases located in an office other than the one displayed in the For Office 
field, click Ill to select from a list of office codes. To view a list for all offices, delete the 
office code in the For Office field. 

3. Select an activity in the Application Open Mode section. 

4. Click I to display a list of cases that are ready for the activity in the box on the right 
side of the screen. 

5. To select a case, click on an application ID in the list. 

6. Click ' The Application lD screen (Exhibit 8-4) appears. 

4 
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Exhibit 8-4: Application ID 

Note: If you change the A-Number during a session, upon saving you are warned and asked 
if you wish to proceed (Exhibit 8-5, Warning Message). 

Exhibit B-5: Warning Message 

Answering "Yes" will cause the save to continue. Answeting "No" will stop the save and return 
you to whichever screen you were viewing before the save. 

The Applic~tion ID wi.ndow compris~~~~ tabbed sections. To access a section, click on the 
correspondmg tab. Click the arrows' · " on the nght of the tabs tf access tabs are not 
visible on the screen. 

Adjudication's options are accessible by either clicking on the applicable toolbar button or 
selecting from the Options menu. Grayed out toolbar buttons and menu items indicate that 
the option does not currently apply to that application or that you do not have pennission to 
perfonn the activity. 

~ This icon on a tab indicates that the corresponding screen contains infonnation and 
should be reviewed by the adjudicator. Required fields are displayed in red text. If required 
infonnation is missing when a case is being approved, a window containing a list of missing 
items appears. The case can be approved only after all the missing infonnation is entered. 

I!\ This icon on a tab indicates that information is missing or questionable and should be 
reviewed. When the infonnation is received and updated, the icon is replaced with the C/;.1 
icon. 
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U This icon on a tab indicates that the INS is awaiting evidence/background infonnation. 
When the information is recorded as having been received, the icon is replaced with the(!) 
icon. 

N400 

The N400 tab contains the applicant's name, biographical information, and basis for eligibility. 
Information in this section can be added to, modified, or deleted. To view or update information, 
perform the following steps: 

I. Click on the N400 tab (Exhibit 8-6, N400 Infonnation). 

Exhibit 8-6: N400 Information 

2. To update or add information, tab to the appropriate field, and enter the correct infonnation. 
Required fields are displayed in red labels. 

Note: When the cursor is in the Occllil!lion field, an ellipsis Ill button appears. To select 
an occupation code from a list, click lllll. 

Address 

The Address tab contains the applicant's current mailing and residential addresses. This section 
is used to enter a change of address or modify existing information. To view or update 
information, perfom1 the following steps: 

1. Click on the Addrs tab (Exhibit 8-7, Address lnfonnation). 
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Exhibit 8-7: Address Information 

2. To replace an existing mailing or residential address with a new address, perform the 
following steps: 

a. In the Current Mailing Address or Current Residential Address tab of the screen, click 

I to remove tbe existing address information. 

b. Enter the appropriate information in the following fields: 

• C/O-Full name of the person or organization in care of whom correspondence should be 
sent 

• Street #-Street number of applicant's address 

• Street Name----Street name of applicant's address 

• Apt. #-Apartment number of applicant's address 

• City-See Zip. 

• State----See Zip. 

• Province----See Zip. 

• Zip-ZIP code of applicant's address (U.S. addresses only). Press tab and the 
City/State/County fields automatically fill. If there is more than one match, a pop-up 
window appears. Double click on the correct city/state/county combination. 

c. If adding a non-U.S. address, enter the appropriate information in the following additional 
fields: 

• Province----Province of applicant's non-U.S. address 

• Postal Code---···· Postal code of applicant's non-U.S. address 

• Country-Country code of applicant's non-U.S. address (click Iilii to select code) 

• Admin. Office of Foreign Address-Code of the Administrative Office that will handle 
the application (click 1!11 to select code) 

Note: This field appears when a code is entered in the Country field. 

d. To copy the current mailing address to the Current Residential Address section, or vice 
versa, click in the check box at the bottom of the appropriate section to indicate the 
addresses are the same. 

3. To add a new residential address, perform the following steps: 
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a. In the Current Residential Address section of the screen, click I This 
removes the existing address information from the Address Information screen and saves 
it in the Residential History screen. 

b. Follow Steps 3c and 3d to add the new address information. 

c. In the Residency Start date field, enter the date the applicant began living at the new 
address. 

d. To copy the current residential address to the Current Mailing Address section, click in 
the check box at the bottom of the Current Residential Address section to indicate the 
addresses are the same. 

4. To modifY a current mailing or residential address, perform the following steps: 

a. Tab to the fields that need to be changed. 

b. Enter the corrected information. 

c. To copy the current residential address to the Current Mailing Address section, or vice 
versa, click in the check box at the bottom of the appropriate section to indicate the 
addresses are the same. 

Attorney (Att'y) 

The Attorney tab contains the attorney identification numbers, name, and address infonnation for 
the applicant's attorney. If a G28 is included in the A-File, this section must be completed. If 
the attorney is not present during the interview and the applicant is waiving the right to have an 
attorney present, the applicant must sign an attorney waiver before the adjudicator conducts the 
interview. To view or update information, perfonn the following steps: 

1. Click on the Att'y tab (Exhibit 8-8, Attorney Infornmtion). 
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Exhibit 8-8: Attorney Information 

2. Enter the INS Attorney#, Attorney State License#, or Volunteer Agency (VOLAG) #to 
initiate a database search. If a match is found, the infomaation is retrieved and displayed. 

3. To add attorney infomaation, tab to the appropriate field, and enter the infomaation. 

4. To remove attorney inforn1ation from an application, click lWIJII. 
5. To print an attorney waiver do the following: 

a. Save and reload the application. 

b. Select the Print/ Attorney Waiver options from the Options menu. 

Evidence/Background 

The Evidence/Background tab is used to indicate whether or not required supporting evidence 
has been received. Additional evidence can also be requested. This section is also used to enter 
or update the location of the A-File and status of certain background infomaation. To view or 
update information, perfoma the following steps: 

I. Click on the Evids/Bkgds tab (Exhibit 8-9, Evidence/Background Infomaation). All evidence 
types that have been assigned a status appear in a list. 
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Exhibit 8-9: Evidence/Background Information 

.· llli . ! i I 

2. To record items of evidence as received, perform the following steps: 

a. Click on an item in the list. To update all evidence in the list at once, highlight the first 
line then hold down the mouse key to highlight all selections, and then go to the status 
option and click on the down arrow. 

h. Click 

3. To edit evidence status, indicate for whom, and enter notes, perform the following steps: 

a. Click on an item in the list. 

h. Click Current information for the selected evidence appears in the Edit 
Evidence section. 

c. In the Status field, click on the appropriate status from the drop-down list. 

d. Tab to the For Whom field and indicate whether the evidence is for the applicant, spouse, 
parent, or child. (If this field is left blank, "Applicant" is selected by default) 

e. Tab to the Notes field. The current date and user ID appear. If applicable, enter 
comments. 

4. To request additional evidence, click A list of available evidence types appears 
in the Possible Evidence List window (Exhibit 8-10, Possible Evidence List). To sort the list 
from A to Z or Z to A, click on the column heading. 

Note: If the applicants information contains an arrest record, then the Evidence screen would 
reflect that record by listing a requirement for Court Disposition Records and Police/ Arrest 
records as well. 

10 
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Exhibit 8-10: Possible Evidence List 

·~ 

a. Use one of the following methods to add an item to the evidence list: 

• Click on an item in the list and then click i 1 
or double click on the item. 

The selected item appears in the Edit Evidence: Status, For Whom, and Notes 
section. 

- In the For Whom field, indicate whether the evidence is for the applicant or for a 
relative (for example, parent, spouse, or child). 

Enter any comments in the Notes field. 

- Click The Requst' d status appears in the Status column ofthe Add 
Evidence section. 

• Click on an item in the list. Then click and hold down the right mouse button while 
dragging the selection to the evidence list. If needed, 'Other Documents' can be added 
more than once on the evidence screen. 

Note: This method bypasses the Edit section. A Requst' d status appears in the Status 
column, and "Applicant" appears in the For Whom column. Do not use this method ifthe 
requested evidence is for someone other than the applicant. To delete nonrequired evidence, 
perform the following steps: 

a. Click on an item in the list. 

b. Click Required information can be waived, but cannot be deleted. 

Note: If you attempt to mark the "Evidence of Exam Passed" in the Evidence List screen 
by selecting all evidences and then clicking on "Rec' d," an error message (Exhibit 8-11, 
Error Message) will appear infom1ing you that the test results must first be added. 

II 
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Exhibit 8-11: Error Message 

5. To arrange the evidence list in its original order after updating or adding evidence, select 
Refresh Evidence List from the View menu. 

6. To view or update A-File location information from RAFACS, click or select check 
RAFACS A-File Location from the Options menu. (This option can be set to automatically 
occur each time the Evids/Bkgds tab is selected.) 

7. To update the status of background information, perform the following steps: 

a. Click on the appropriate tab (Exhibit 8-12, Evids/Bkgds Screen Tabs) in the lower 
section of the Evids/Bkgds screen. 

Exhibit 8-12: Evids/Bkgds Screen Tabs 

b. Click Ill to display a status list. Click on the desired status. 

c. To add comments, click in the box to the right of the status field. The current date and 
user ID appear. 

Relatives 

The Relatives tab contains a list with the names of relatives, together with the relationship to the 
applicant, date of birth (DOB), country of birth (COB), country of citizenship (COC), basis of 
citizenship, and address information of each relative. This section also contains command 
buttons for adding, modifying, and deleting information. To view or update infom1ation, 
perform the following steps: 

1. Click on the Rels tab (Exhibit 8-13, Relative Information). 

12 
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Exhibit 8-13: Relative Information 

I. To modify information, perform the following steps: 

a. Click on a name in the list. 

b. Click • The Edit Relative Information section (Exhibit 8-14, Edit Relative 
Information) appears below the list box. 

Exhibit 8-14: Edit Relative Information 

: : ;: .: .. :.:~. :::. 

c. Tab to the appropriate field, and enter the correct information. 

d. Click 

2. To add another record, perform the following steps: 

a. Click The Edit Relative Information section appears. 

b. Enter the appropriate information. 

c. Clickl-

13 
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3. To delete a record, perform the following steps: 

a. Click on the name in the list. 

b. Click 

Marriages 

The Maniages tab contains a list with the names of spouses together with the DOB, COB, COC, 
basis of citizenship, and address information for each spouse. This information should be 
entered when eligibility is based on marriage to a U.S. citizen. The Marriage section also 
contains command buttons for adding, modifying, and deleting records. To view or update 
information, perform the foiJowing steps: 

I. Click on the Marr tab (Exhibit 8-15, Marriage Information). 

Exhibit 8-15: Marriage Information 

2. To modify marital information, perform the following steps: 

a. Click on a name in the list. 

b. Click la.ll. The Edit Marital Information section (Exhibit 8-16, Edit Marital 
Information) appears below the list box. 
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Exhibit 8-16: Edit Marital Information 

c. Tab to the appropriate field, and enter the correct information. 

d. Click 

3. To add a spousal record, perform the following steps: 

a. Click The Edit Marital Information section appears below the list box. 

b. Enter the appropriate information. 

c. Click 

4. To delete a spousal record, perform the following steps: 

a. Click on a name in the list. 

b. Click 

Note: The number of marriages entered must be the same as the number of spouses entered 
into the record. 

Employment 

The Employment tab contains a list with the names and addresses of the applicant's employers 
together with the applicant's occupation, position, and dates of employment with each employer. 
This section also contains command buttons for adding, modifYing, and deleting records. To 
view or update information, perform the following steps: 

1. Click on the Emp tab (Exhibit 8-17, Employer Information). 
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Exhibit 8-17: Employer Information 

2. To modify employment information, perform the following steps: 

a. Click on a name in the list. 

b. Click An Edit Employment Information section (Exhibit 8-18, Edit 
Employment Information) appears below the list box. 

Exhibit 8-18: Edit Employment Information 

c. Tab to the appropriate field, and enter the correct information. 

d. Click 

3. To add a record, perform the following steps: 

a. Click An Edit Employer Information section appears below the list box. 

b. Enter the appropriate information. 

c. Click 
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4. To delete a record, perform the following steps: 

a. Click on a name in the list. 

b. Click 

Other Names 

The Other Names tab displays the applicant's name as it would appear on the naturalization 
certificate if the certificate were printed, the applicant's name as shown on the alien registration 
card, and a list of other names used by the applicant. This section also contains command 
buttons for adding, modifying, and deleting records. To view or update information, perform the 
following steps: 

I. Click on the Other Names tab (Exhibit 8-19, Other Names Information). 

Exhibit 8-19: Other Names Information 

2. To add or modify information in the Name on Alien Registration Card fields, tab to the 
appropriate fields and enter the information. 

3. To modify the information in the Name as it appears on the Naturalization Certificate section, 
do one of the following: 

• If the source of the information is indicated by "from Application," click on the N400 tab 
and make the appropriate changes. 

• If the source of the information is indicated by "from Name Change Petition," click 111 
and make the appropriate changes. 

4. To add an alias, perform the following steps: 

a. Click An Edit Alias Name Infonnation section appears below the list box. 

b. Enter the appropriate information. 

c. Click 

5. To modify an alias, perform the following steps: 

a. Click on a name in the list. 

b. Click 11111!111 An Edit Alias Name Infonnation section (Exhibit 8-20, Edit Alias 
Name Information) appears below the list box. 

Exhibit 8-20: Edit Alias Name Information 
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c. Tab to the appropriate field, and enter the correct information. 

d. Click 

6. To delete an alias, perform the following steps: 

a. Click on a name in the list. 

b. Click 

Eligibility 

The Eligibility tab displays the loyalty and political inclination questionnaire. This section is 
also used to enter details of arrests and selective service information. To view or update 
information, perform the following steps: 

I. Click on the Elig tab (Exhibit 821, Eligibility Information). 

Exhibit 8-21: Eligibility Information 
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2. Click 1111111 to record the expected answers to all questions (all items will appear in 
black). 

3. To change an answer, perform the following steps; 

a. Click on the any item in the answer column. 

b. Press any key on the keyboard (including R or Return). A drop-down box will appear. If 
the "N" or "Y" was the key pressed, then the answer will change to "No" or "Yes" 
appropriately. Arrow keys on the keyboard will toggle between the "No," "Yes," and 
blank answers in the drop-down box. 

c. When done, press R or Return to save the changed answer. 

d. If desired, click to clear all answers. 

Note: The eligibility list indicates discrepancies in the answer given by the applicant and the 
expected eligibility and allegiance questions by highlighting them in red. 

4. To view or enter selective service and arrest information details, perform the following steps: 

a. Click . A Details section appears on the screen. 

b. To update or add selective service details, click on the Selective Service Details tab 
(Exhibit 8-22, Selective Service Details). Click in or tab to the appropriate fields, and 
enter the information. 

Exhibit 8-22: Selective Service Details 

Note: When the date of the Selective Service is after 1978, the Local Board Number and 
Classification fields are locked and no entry may be made. Only dates prior to 1978 are 
allowed. 

c. To update or add arrest details, click on the Arrest Information Details tab (Exhibit 8-23, 
Arrest Information Details). 
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Exhibit 8-23: Arrest Information Details 

• To update infonnation, click on an arrest item in the list. Click i • An Edit Arrest 
Details section appears below the list box. Enter the infonnation in the appropriate fields. 

• To add infom1ation, click An Edit Arrest Details section appears. Enter the 
infonnation in the appropriate fields. 

• To delete infonnation, click on the arrest item in the list. Click 1!181. 
• To confinn the changes, click 

• To close the Details section, click 

Organization Memberships 

The Organization tab contains a list with the names of organizations, their nature and location, 
and the period of the applicant's membership. This section also contains command buttons for 
adding, modifying, and deleting records. To view or update infonnation, perfonn the following 
steps: 

I. Click on the Orgs tab (Exhibit 8-24, Organization Infonnation). 

Exhibit 8-24: Organization Information 
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2. To modify a record, perform the following steps: 

a. Click on a name in the list. 

CLAIMS 4.0 District OfJice User Manual 

b. Click An Edit Organization Information section appears below the list box. 

c. Tab to the appropriate field, and enter the correct information. 

d. Click 

3. To add a record, perform the following steps: 

a. Click· An Edit Organization Information section appears below the list box. 

b. Enter the appropriate information. 

c. Click 

4. To delete a record, perform the following steps: 

a. Click on a name in the list. 

b. Click 

Absences From the United States 

The Absences tab contains a list of dates the applicant was absent from the United States, 
together with the reason, destination, and port of entry for each absence. This section also 
contains command buttons for adding, updating, and deleting records. To view or update 
information, perform the following steps: 

I. Click on the Abs tab (Exhibit 825, Absences From the United States Information). 
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2. To modify a record, perform the following steps: 

a. Click on a date in the list. 

b. Click An Edit Absences From United States Information section appears 
below the list box (above) and under Reason for Trip, the following Absence Reason 
screen appears (Exhibit 8-26, Absence Reasons). 

Exhibit 8-26: Absence Reasons 

a~--------------~~1WII 
c. Tab to the appropriate tleld, and enter the correct infonnation. 

d. Click ! 
3. To add a record, perform the following steps: 

a. Click An Edit Absences From United States Information section appears 
below the list box. 

b. Enter the appropriate information. 

c. Clickii\IMI 

4. To delete a record, perform the following steps: 

a. Click on a date in the list. 

b. Click 

Residential History 

The Residential History tab contains a history of the applicant's addresses and the periods of 
residency. This section is used to enter an address change and modify or delete address 
infom1ation. To view or update infonnation, perform the following steps: 

I. Click on the Res Hist tab (Exhibit 8-27, Residential History Information). 
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Exhibit 8-27: Residential History Information 

2. To add a record, perfonn the following steps: 

a. Click II . An Edit Residential Address section (Exhibit 8-28, Edit Residential 
Address) appears below the list box. 

b. Tab to the appropriate fields, and enter the infonnation. 

. 6 c. Chck . 

Exhibit 8-28: Edit Residential Address 

3. To update a record, perfonn the following steps: 

a. Click on the item in the list. 

b. Click An Edit Residential Address section appears below the list box. 

c. Tab to the appropriate fields, and enter the correct infonnation. 

d. Click 1 

4. To delete a record, perfonn the following steps: 

a. Click on the item in the list. 

b. Click 

Note: If an address is indicated as "Present," any updates are reflected in the Addrs tab, 
Current Residential Address section. 

Fingerprints 

The FP tab contains a history of the applicant's fingerprint infonnation, including the current 
status. This infonnation is displayed in a list with the current record at the top of the list. The 
Fingerprints section also contains command buttons for adding a new record, modifying or 
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overriding the current record, ordering new fingerprints or canceling new fingerprint requests, 
and deleting newly added records. To view or update information, perform the following steps: 

1. Click on the FP tab (Exhibit 8-29, Fingerprint Information). 

Exhibit 8-29: Fingerprint Information 

2. To add a record, perform the following steps: 

a. Click An Edit Fingerprint Information section (Exhibit 8-30, Edit 
Fingerprint Information) appears below the list box. 

Exhibit 8-30: Edit Fingerprint Information 

b. In the CIDN field, enter the 10-digit contributor-assigned identification number (CIDN). 

c. In the FBI Control Nhr field, enter the seven-digit FBI control number. 

d. In the Response Code field, enter the response received from the FBI or click II to select 
the code from a list. 

e. In the Response Date field, enter the date of the response (MM/00/YYYY). 

f. Click 

Note: After a record has been added and saved, it can be modified but not deleted. 

3. To modify the current record, perform the following steps: 

a. Click on the item in the list to be modified. 

b. Click 11111811. A modify fingerprint section (Exhibit 8-31, Modify Fingerprint) 
appears below the Jist box. 

Exhibit 8-31: Modify Fingerprint 
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c. In the Modified Response Code field, enter the modified response or click liJ to select 
from a list 

d. In the Modified Response Date field, enter the modified date of the response 
(MM/DDIYYYY). 

e. Tab to the Modification Reason field and enter a reason for modifying the fingerprint 
information, or click Ill to select from a list of suggested reasons. 

f. Click 

4. To delete a newly added record before saving, perform the following steps: 

a. Click on the item in the list to be deleted. 

b. Click 

5. To override a fingerprint response, click The Edit Fingerprint Information 
section (Exhibit 8-32, Edit Fingerprint Information) appears below the list box. 
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Exhibit 8-32: Edit Fingerprint Information 

a. In the Modified Response Code field, click [il to select the Override option from a list. 

b. In the Modified Response Date field, enter the date the modification is entered. 

c. Tab to the Modification Reason to enter a reason for the modification, or click Iii to 
select from a list. 

Note: An override is allowed only in the following cases: 

• The response is !dent or Non-Ident and the response has expired. 

• The response is Unclassifiable or Immediate Reject and the response is current. 

6. To order new fingerprints, click~-

a. Click the Ill (Save and Reload in Case Review) or 19 (Save and Close) toolbar 
button. A Save Options for Ordering New Fingerprints window (Exhibit 8-33, Save 
Options for Ordering New Fingerprints) is displayed. 

Exhibit 8-33: Save Options for Ordering New Fingerprints 

7. To cancel an outstanding fingerprint request, click 

a. Click the [lj (Save and Reload in Case Review) or 19 (Save and Close) toolbar 
button. A Save Options for Adjudications window appears. 

b. Select the Save Data Changes and Cancel Fingerprint Request radio button. 

to process the order. 
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325 

The 325 tab contains information on the results of an applicant's FBI name check, including the 
current status. This information is displayed in a list with the current record at the top of the list. 
The 325 section also contains command buttons for adding a new record, modifying or 
overriding the current record, and deleting newly added records. To view or update 325 
information, perform the following steps: 

I. Click the 325 tab (Exhibit 8-34, 325 Information). 

Exhibit 8-34: 325 Information 

2. To determine the status of the current FBI name check, review the information in the 325 
Current Status field. 

• Ordered-Appears when a name check has been ordered but the request has not yet been 
sent to the FBI 

• Pending-Appears when a name check request has been sent to the FBI and the system is 
waiting for a response. A 60-day wait period for the response is calculated and displayed 
in the 325- 60 Day Wait Expiration Date field. 

• No Record-Appears when the FBI has responded and reported that no records have 
been found matching the applicant's name 

• Third Agency Record Found-Appears when the FBI has responded and reported that a 
record has been found matching the applicant's name 

• Indices Popular-Appears when the FBI has responded and reported that too many 
occurrences of the same name have been found for the intended person to be identified 

• No Response Received - Time Expired-Appears when the 60-day wait period has 
expired with no response from the FBI having been received 

3. To add a new record, perform the following steps: 

a. Click The Edit 325 Information section (Exhibit 8-35, Edit 325 Information) 
appears below the list box. 

Exhibit 8-35: Edit 325 Information 

b. In the CIDN field, enter the I 0-digit CIDN. 

c. In the FBI Control Nbr field, enter the seven-digit FBI control number. 
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d. In the Response Code field, enter the response received from the FBI or click iJ to select 
the code from a list. 

e. In the Response Date field, enter the date of the response (MM/DDNYYY). 

f. 

Note: After a record has been added and saved, it can be modified, but not deleted. 

4. To delete a newly added record, perform the following steps: 

a. Click on the new record in the list to be deleted. 

b. Click 

5. To modifY a current record, perform the following steps: 

a. Click on the current record in the list. (In cases where more than one record exists, the 
current record is always displayed at the top of the list.) 

b. Click 
list box. 

A modification section (Exhibit 8-36, ModifY 325) appears below the 

Exhibit 8-36: Modify 325 
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c. In the Modified Response Code field, enter the modified response or click !il to select 
from a list. 

d. In the Modified Response Date field, enter the modified date of the response 
(MM/DDNYYY). 

e. In the Modification Reason field, enter a reason for the modification or click Ill to select 
from a list of suggested reasons. 

f. Click The modified response appears to the right of the original response. 

g. To perform further modifications, repeat Steps b through f. 

Note: If CLAIMS 4.0 finds a workflow history record indicating that an FBI name check 
has been completed with a status of Indices Popular, Third Agency Record, or No 
Record, but finds no corresponding record in the FBI Response table, a record is added to 
the 325 screen. An "A" in the far right column of the list box indicates that the record has 
been added by CLAIMS 4.0. In this case, the adjudicator can modifY any field in the 
modification section, including CION, FBI Control Number, Response Code, and 
Response Date. 

6. To override an Indices Popular or Third Agency Record Found status, perform the following 
steps: 

a. Click on the record in the list. 

b. Click . The Edit 325 Information section with Modification Fields 
(Exhibit 8-37, Edit 325 Information With Modification Fields) appears below the list 
box. 

Exhibit 8-37: Edit 325 Information With Modification Fields 

c. In the Modified Response Code field, click 13 to select the Override option from a list. 

d. In the Modified Response Date field, enter the modified date of the response 
(MM/DDNYYY). 

e. In the Modification Reason field, enter a reason for the modification or click II to select 
from a list of suggested reasons. 
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Save Options 

Data changes in the Adjudications module can be saved in one of two ways. The Save and 
reload in Case Review option allows you to save the data while keeping the application open. 
The Save and Close option allows you to save the data and close the application. To save data 
changes, perform the following steps: 

1. Select one of the following save options to access the Save Options for Adjudications 
window (Exhibit 8-38, Save Options for Adjudications). 

• Click the (Save and Reload in Case Review) toolbar button, or select Save from the 
File menu. 

• Click the [!I (Save and Close) tool bar button, or select Save and Close from the File 
menu. 

Note: Different options are shown in the Save Options box, depending upon the selections 
you made. 

Exhibit 8-38: Save Options for Adjudications 

2. Click on the applicable radio button to select a save option: 

• Save Data Changes Only-If saving data changes before a decision is made on a ease, 
this is the only option available and is selected by default 

• Save Decision - Place on Hold for Later Processing-Saves a decision but allows the 
case to be opened later by the same adjudicator to complete the adjudication process. 
This option should be used only when the case will be completed the same day. 

• Save Decision- Send Back to Referring Adjudicator-Allows a supervisor to save a 
supervisor review decision and send the case back to the adjudicator to complete the 
adjudication process 

• Save Decision- Sent to Supervisor Review-Saves a decision and fotwards the case to 
a supervisor for review 

• Save Decision -Adjudication Complete--Saves a decision and indicates that the 
adjudication process is complete 

• Save Data Changes and Order Fingerprints-If fingerprints are ordered, this option is 
the only option available and is selected by default. 

Different options are shown depending upon what selections you made. 
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Note: If you happen to have changed the A-Number during a session, upon saving a warning 
will appear (Exhibit 8-39, Warning Message) and you will be asked if you wish to proceed. 
If the answer is no, you are returned to whichever screen you were previously viewing. 

Exhibit 8-39: Warning Message 

3. If the Interview Conducted field appears, click in the box to place or remove a check mark. 
A check mark indicates that an interview was conducted. 

4. Click-1 

Exam 

The Exam option allows you to administer the naturalization test to an applicant during the 
interview process and record the results, or to enter results oftests administered by outside 
testing organizations. Note: When the applicant passes the naturalization test, the status for 
"Evidence of Exam Passed" is automatically changed to "Received" (Application Information 
screen, Evid/Bkgd tab). However, if you try to mark the "Evidence of Exam Passed" by 
selecting all evidences and clicking on "Rec'd," and error message will appear informing you 
that the test results must first be added. 

INS Location Testing 

The INS Location Testing option is used to create a Civics/History test and to record whether the 
applicant's response to each question was correct or incorrect. A reading and writing sample for 
the English portion of the test can also be created. When CLAIMS 4.0 is used to create and 
administer the Civics/History test, test results are automatically generated and displayed. Test 
results can also be entered by you. Copies of tests and test results can be printed. To create and 
administer a naturalization test, perfmm the following steps: 

1. To open an application, click the Ill (Open Application) toolbar button, or select Open from 
the File menu. (For more information, refer to Section 8.1, Preview/Open.) 

2. Click the Ia (Exam) toolbar button, or select Exam from the Options menu to access the 
Test Results screen (Exhibit 8-40, Test Results). 
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Exhibit 8-40: Test Results 

3. Click on the INS Location Testing tab. 

Note: Only when the test is created does the Test Results tab become unavailable. If the INS 
~ation Testing tab is clicked accidentally, select Close from the File menu. Clicking the 
eJ (Exam) button again will then make both the INS Location Testing and Test Center Test 
Results tabs available. 

4. To create a Civics/History test and record responses, perform the following steps: 

a. Click or I Mill Randomly selected questions and corresponding 
answers appear in the box directly below the buttons. To clear all questions from the 

screen, click · 

Note: The Create 65/20 option is available only when CLAIMS 4.0 determines that the 
applicant is at least 65 years old and has been a legal resident for at least 20 years. 

b. To print Civics/History questions, click 

c. To record the applicant's responses to the Civics/History test, perform the following 
steps: 

• To record all answers correct, click 

• To record all answers incorrect, click 

• To record an individual answer correct or incorrect, type "y" in the Correct column to 
indicate a correct response or "n" to indicate an incorrect response. 

• To record an applicant's response to a question, enter the response to the right of the 
question in the Applicant Answer column. 

• To clear all responses, click 
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5. create the English proficiency test, perfonn the following steps: 

a. In the Reading Sample section, click lll!il. A randomly selected sentence appears in the 

field directly below the button. To print the reading sample only, click lfl. To clear the 

sample, click IIJ. 
b. In the Writing Sample section, click ll. A randomly selected sentenc.pears in the 

field directly below the button. To print the writing sample only, click . To clear the 

sample, click IIJ. 
Note: You must first click inside the box to have the selection icon appear. 

6. To print a copy of the Civics/History test reading sample and writing sample with 

space for the applicant's answers, click 

7. To record test results, perfonn the following steps: 

a. In the Test Results section, verify the INS Testing Location field. If necessary, enter the 
location code, or click Ill to select the code from a list. 

b. In the Civic/History Results section, click l'JII, or CJII to indicate the 

results of the test. If applicable, click 

c. To enter a Civics/History test score, type the score in the Civics/History Score(%) field. 
(This field will populate automatically if the applicant's responses are recorded.) 

d. In the English Proficiency Results section, click 1311, 11311, or 1!]18 to indicate the 
results of the test. 

8. If desired, enter comments in the Adjudicator Notes field. 

To save changes/test results, perfonn the following steps: 

1. Select one of the following save options to access the Save Options for Adjudications 
window. 

• Click the (Save and Reload) toolbar button, or select Save from the File menu. 

• Click the a (Save and Close) toolbar button, or select Save and Close from the File 
menu. 

2. Click the Save Data Changes and Test Results radio button. 

3. If the Interview Conducted field appears, click in the box to place or remove a check mark. 
A check mark indicates that an interview was conducted. 
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4. Click lllll!llil. The exam screen is saved with all questions, samples, responses, and 
results. After a test has been saved, it can be accessed at any time. Notes can be added to the 
Notes field and results can be reprinted, however, the saved test cannot be edited. 

Test Center Test Results 

The Test Center Test Results option is used to enter test center information and results of tests 
administered by outside agencies. To enter test results, perform the following steps: 

I. To open an application, click the Ill (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Open from 
the File menu. (For more information, refer to Section 8.1.) 

2. Click the Ill (Exam) tool bar button, or select Exam from the Options menu to access the 
Test Results screen. 

3. Click on the Test Center Test Results tab (Exhibit 8--41, Test Center Test Results). 

Note: Only when the Test Results section is modified does the INS Location Testing tab 
become unavailable. If the Test C~r Test Results tab is clicked accidentally, select Close 
from the File menu. Clicking the Ill (Exam) button again will then make both the INS 
Location Testing and Test Center Test Results tabs available. 

Exhibit 8-41: Test Center Test Results 

4. Enter the test center code in the Test Center Affiliation field, or click Ill to select the code 
from a list. The number associated with the test center automatically appears in the Test 
Center Number field. 

5. Enter the name or 1D of the test administrator in the Administrator field (optional). 

6. In the Test Results section, click CIJil or Clli to indicate results of the naturalization test. 
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7. Enter the appropriate infomJation in the following fields: 

• Score %-Percentage scored on the naturalization test (optional) 

• Test Date--Date the test was administered 

• Test Center Rating--Adjudicator's assessment of the Test Center on a scale of I to 5 
(optional) 

8. In the English Proficiency Results From Interview section, click r:., ICIII, or tl 
to indicate the results of the test. 

9. Enter any applicable comments in the Adjudicator Notes field. 

Note: If incorrect test results are detected after a decision has been saved as "Adjudication 
Complete," a new, corrected set of results can be entered with a note explaining the reason 
for the second set of results. This can occur even if the application is not waiting for any 
adjudication activities as long as it is not past the VerifY Grant process. 

To save changes/test results, perform the following steps: 

I. Select one of the following save options to access the Save Options for Adjudications 
window: 

• Click the~~~ (Save and Reload) toolbar button, or select Save from the File menu. 

• Click the [EI (Save and Close) toolbar button, or select Save and Close from the File 
menu. 

2. Click the Save Data Changes and Test Results radio button. 

3. If the Interview Conducted field appears, click in the box to place or remove a check mark. 
A check mark indicates that an interview was conducted. 

4. Clickl .. 

Decisions 

After the applicant's case has been reviewed and updated, an application can be approved, 
continued, continued with intent to deny, denied, ad hoc denial due to abandonment, withdrawn, 
or closed administratively. (Test results do not have to be entered into CLAIMS 4.0 before a 
decision is made; however, passing results must be recorded before a case can be approved.) 
Decisions can be saved as final, or the application can be placed on hold for later processing or 
sent to the supervisor for review. You can create a notice at the time of the decision or at a later 
time. A notice must be created prior to saving a continuation or denial as final. (Refer to Section 
8.10, Notices, to create and view customized notices.) 
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Approve 

The Approve option is used to grant citizenship status to the applicant Adjudicators can also 
annotate decisions, create and print name change petitions and other forms, request OC locations, 
and review a history of decision results using this option. A notice is not necessary when an 
application has been approved. The applicant's notice to appear for the OC indicates an 
approval. Name change and OC location requests can be entered at any time during the approval 
process. (Refer to Section 8.6, Name Change Petition, to enter a name change.) To approve an 
application, perform the following steps: 

L To open an application, click the Ill (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Open from the 
File menu. (For more information, refer to Section 8. L) 

2. Click the IJ (Approve) toolbar button, or select Decide Application, Approve from the 
Options menu to access the Approval Choices screen (Exhibit 8-42, Approval Choices). 

Exhibit 8-42: Approval Choices 

3. Click on the Decision Results folder tab. If applicable, enter the appropriate information in 
the following fields: 

• Adjudicated By Adjudicator's user ID, if the decision is being entered by someone 
other than the adjudicator 

• Adjudicated On-Adjudication date, if other than the data on which the case was 
adjudicated 

• Interpreter Name Complete name of the interpreter 

• Language--Language interpreted 
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• Gov't Agency Review-Government agency that audits decisions (tor example, 
Administrative Appeals Office [AAO], Courts, Department ofJustice [DOJ]) 
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4. In the Oath Ceremony section, click f:'~lll! or~ to indicate the type of OC. 

5. To enter comments, click on the Adjudicator's Decision Notes tab (Exhibit 8-43, 
Adjudicator's Decision Notes). 

Exhibit 8-43: Adjudicator's Decision Notes 

I'IIIT1TII ~~ nr TT W7T; T~l!' Ill rr . rtT!(ttr .. I 11111 

6. To view a history of decision review results, click on the Decision Review Results tah 
(Exhibit 8-44, Decision Review Results). If the case was previously sent to the supervisor 
for review, the user ID, date, and results ofthe review appear. To send the case back to a 
supervisor or adjudicator for further review, click in the box to the left of the applicable user 
!D. 

Exhibit 8-44: Decision Review Results 

To enter an OC location request, perform the following steps: 

I. Select the Oath Ceremony Location option from the View menu. A list of OC locations that 
are within the same ZIP code area as the applicant's current address is shown in the Oath 
Ceremony window (Exhibit 8-45, Oath Ceremonies). 
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2. To scroll through the list of locations, click Ill or~ in the scroll bar on the right 

3. Click in the hox to the left ofthe requested location. 

4. Click 

To create and print the Certificate Preparation and Oath Declaration fonn, select the 
Print/Certificate Prep and Oath Declaration options from the Option menu. Two copies of the 
document are printed to a local printer. 

To create and print a name change petition, see Section 8.3, Name Change Petition. To save the 
decision, perform the following steps: 

I. Select one of the following save options to access the Save Options for Adjudications 
window. 

• Click the IJl (Save and Reload) toolbar button, or select Save from the File menu. 

• Click the 0 (Save and Close) toolbar button, or select Save and Close from the File 
menu. 

2. Click the applicable Save Decision radio button. (Options are available depending upon the 
activity being perfonned.) 

3. If the Interview Conducted field appears, click in the box to place or remove a check mark. 
A check mark indicates that an interview was conducted. 

4. Clickll/lll. 

Continue 

The Continue option is used to continue a case when further infonnation, evidence, or action is 
needed before a decision can be made. Missing evidence and other reasons for continuing the 
case can be recorded using this option. Adjudicators and their supervisors can also annotate 
decisions and review a history of decision results. You have the option to create a customized 
notice or generate a standard notice based on the reasons selected. (Refer to Section 8.10 to 
create or view customized notices.) To continue an application, perfonn the following steps: 

1. To open an application, click the (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open 
from the File menu. (For more infonnation, refer to Section 8.1.) 

2. Click the (Continue) toolbar button, or select Decide Application, Continue from the 
Options menu to access the Continue Reasons screen (Exhibit 8-46, Continue Reasons). 
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Exhibit 8-46: Continue Reasons 

A list of evidence types appears in the Currently Missing Evidence section. If the evidence is 
missing, the box to the left of the evidence is marked with an "X". If the evidence has been 
entered as Received, then the box is marked with an "R". If the evidence has been entered as 
Waived, then the box is marked with a "W". 

3. Select a reason for continuing an application in the Initial Processing Incomplete Reasons 
section and/or the Other Reasons section. To sort the list of reasons from A to Z or Z to A, 
click on the column header. 

• If the box to the left of a reason is marked with an "X", it may have been automatically 
selected based on case information. 

• To deselect a previously selected reason, click in the box to remove the "X". If the 
reason was system selected, a prompt to override the reason appears. 

• If additional reasons apply, click in the box to the left of the desired reasons. 

4. Click on the Decision Results tab. If applicable, enter the appropriate information in the 
following fields: 

• Adjudicated By-Adjudicator's user ID, if the decision is being entered by someone 
other than the adjudicator 

• Adjudicated On-Adjudication date, if other than the data on which the case was 
adjudicated 

• Interpreter Name---Complete name of the interpreter 

• Language---Language interpreted 

• Gov't Agency Review-Government agency that audits decisions (for example, AAO, 
Courts, DO J) 
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5. To indicate the anticipated level of complexity of a reinterview, click C:Jiifi.Jil, CJTIII, or 
0111 in the Case Complexity section. 

6. To enter comments, click on the Adjudicator's Decision Notes tab (Exhibit 8-47, 
Adjudicator's Decision Notes Tab). 

Exhibit 8-47: Adjudicator's Decision Notes Tab 

7. To view a history of decision review results, click on the Decision Review Results tab 
(Exhibit 8-48, Decision Review Results Tab). If the case was previously sent to the 
supervisor for review, the user ID, date, and results of the review appear. To send an 
application back to a supervisor or adjudicator for further review, click in the box to the left 
of the applicable user !D. 

Exhibit 8-48: Decision Review Results Tab 

8. To create and print a notice, refer to Section 8.1 0. If a reason is selected in the Other Reasons 
section, the applicant is rescheduled for an interview or exam and a separate continuance 
notice is not required. 

To save the decision, perform the following steps: 

I. Select one of the following save options to access the Save Options for Adjudications 
window. 

• Click the II! (Save and Reload) toolbar button, or select Save from the File menu. 

• Click the [9 (Save and Close) tool bar button, or select Save and Close from the File 
menu. 

2. Click the applicable Save Decision radio button. (Options are available depending upon the 
activity being performed.) 

3. If the Interview Conducted field appears, click in the box to place or remove a check mark. 
A check mark indicates that an interview was conducted. 

4. Click-J 
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Continue With Intent to Deny 

The Continue with Intent to Deny option is used to continue a case that the adjudicator intends to 
deny. The reasons for continuation can be recorded using this option. Adjudicators and their 
supervisors can also annotate decisions and review a history of decision results. A customized 
notice is required for this decision. To continue an application with intent to deny, perform the 
following steps: 

I. To open an application, click the. (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open 
from the File menu. (For more information, refer to Section 8.1 .) 

2. Click the Ill (Continue With Intent to Deny) toolbar button, or select Decide Application, 
Continue With Intent to Deny from the Options menu to access the Continue With Intent to 
Deny Choices screen (Exhibit 8-49, Continue With Intent to Deny Choices). 

Exhibit 8-49: Continue With Intent to Deny Choices 

3. Select a reason for continuing an application in the Continue With Intent to Deny Reason 
section. To sort the list of reasons from A to Z or Z to A, click on the column header. 

• If the box to the left of a reason is marked with an "X", it may have been automatically 
selected based on case information. 

• To deselect a previously selected reason, click in the box to remove the "X". If the 
reason was system selected, a prompt to override the reason appears. 

• If additional reasons apply, click in the box to the left of the desired reasons. 

4. To select a paragraph for the notice, click in the box to the left of the desired paragraph listed 
in the Continue With Intent to Deny Paragraph Choices section. 
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5. Click on the Decision Results folder tab. If applicable, enter the appropriate infonnation in 
the following fields: 

• Adjudicated By-Adjudicator's user ID, if the decision is being entered by someone 
other than the adjudicator 

• Adjudicated On-Adjudication date, if other than the data on which the case was 
adjudicated 

• Interpreter Name--Complete name of the interpreter 

• Language--Language interpreted 

• Gov't Agency Review-Government agency that audits decisions (for example, AAO, 
Courts, DOJ) 

6. To enter comments, click on the Adjudicator's Decision Notes tab (Exhibit 8-50, 
Adjudicator's Decision Notes Tab). 

Exhibit 8-50: Adjudicator's Decision Notes Tab 

ll 7 . 7 q 

7. To view a history of decision review results, click on the Decision Review Results tab 
(Exhibit 8 51, Decision Review Results Tab. If the case was previously sent to the 
supervisor for review, the user ID, date, and results of the review appear. To send the case 
back to a supervisor or adjudicator for further review, click in the box to the left ofthe 
applicable user !D. 

Exhibit 8-51: Decision Review Results Tab 

8. To create and print a customized notice, refer to Section 8.1 0. 

To save changes/decision, perfmm the following steps: 

1. Select one of the following save options to access the Save Options for Adjudications 
window. 

• Click the (Save and Reload) toolbar button, or select Save from the File menu. 

• Click the [B (Save and Close) toolbar button, or select Save and Close from the File 
menu. 
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2. Click the applicable Save Decision radio button. (Options are available depending upon the 
activity being performed.) 

3. If the Interview Conducted field appears, click in the box to place or remove a check mark. 
A check mark indicates that an interview was conducted. 

4. Click 

Deny/Withdrawai/Admin, Close 

The Deny/Withdrawal! Admin. Close option is used to deny an individual's application for 
citizenship or to record that an application has been withdrawn or closed administratively. The 
reasons for denial or administrative close can be recorded using this option. Adjudicators and 
their supervisors can also annotate decisions and review a history of decision results. If the 
application is denied, a customized notice is required. If the applicant consents to withdraw or 
the application during the interview or if the case is closed administratively, a withdrawal or 
administrative close record can be printed. To deny or administratively close an application, 
perform the following steps: 

1. To open an application, click the [II (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open 
from the File menu. (For more information, refer to Section 8.1.) 

2. Click the (Deny/Withdrawal/ Admin. Close) toolbar button, or select Decide 
Application, Deny/Withdrawal/ Admin. Close from the Options menu to access the 
Deny/Withdrawal/ Admin. Close Choices screen (Exhibit 8-52, Deny/Withdrawal/ Admin. 
Close Choices). 

Exhibit 8-52: Deny/Withdrawai/Admin. Close Choices 

3. Click in the applicable box in the Deny/Withdrawal/ Admin. Close Choices section. 

4. Click in the applicable box in the Deny/Withdrawal/ Admin. Close Reasons section. 
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• If the application is denied, select a paragraph for the denial notice in the 
Deny/Withdrawal! Admin. Close Paragraph Choices section. Refer to Section 8.1 0, to 
create or print a customized notice. 

Note: When one of the choices in the Deny/Withdrawal/ Admin. Close Paragraph Choices 
section is selected and the system does not agree that this is a valid choice, a warning screen 
is displayed (Exhibit 8-53, Sample Denial Due to Abandonment Warning). The warning 
displayed depends upon the item selected and the status of the application. You may override 
any objections by clicking on "Yes." 

Exhibit 8-53: Sample Denial Due to Abandonment Warning Screen 

• If the application is closed administratively, print a record of administrative close. Select 
Print from the Options menu, and select Record of Administrative Close (Exhibit 8-54, 
Record of Administrative Close Options). Then, select the reason for the administrative 
close. 

Exhibit 8-54: Record of Administrative Close Options 

• If the application is withdrawn, print a withdrawal record. Select Print from the Options 
menu, and select Record of Withdrawal. 

5. Click on the Decision Results folder tab. If applicable, enter the appropriate inforn1ation in 
the following fields: 

• Adjudicated By-Adjudicator's user ID, if the decision is being entered by someone 
other than the adjudicator 

• Adjudicated On-Adjudication date, if other than the data on which the case was 
adjudicated 
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• Interpreter Name--Complete name of the interpreter 

• Language--Language interpreted 

• Gov't Agency Review-Government agency that audits decisions (for example, AAO, 
Courts, DOJ) 

6. To enter comments, click on the Adjudicator's Decision Notes tab (Exhibit 8-55, 
Adjudicator's Decision Notes Tab). 

Exhibit 8-55: Adjudicator's Decision Notes Tab 

7. To view a history of decision review results, click on the Decision Review Results tab 
(Exhibit 8-56, Decision Review Results Tab). If the case was previously sent to the 
supervisor lor review, the user ID, date, and results of the review appear. 

Exhibit 8-56: Decision Review Results Tab 

Jtr r rrnr,mnrrrrmrr::ern ·rmrmwrr'htdl 
To save changes/decision, perform the following steps: 

I. Select one of the following save options to access the Save Options tor Adjudications 
window. 

• Click the Ill (Save and Reload) toolbar button, or select Save from the File menu. 

• Click the B (Save and Close) toolbar button, or select Save and Close fl:om the File 
menu. 

2. Click the applicable Save Decision radio button. (Options are available depending upon the 
activity being performed.) 

3. If the Interview Conducted field appears, click in the box to place or remove a check mark. 
A check mark indicates that an interview was conducted. 

4. Click IIW. 
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Denial Due to Abandonment 

In the event an applicant fails to fulfill specific requirements, the adjudicator may enter an ad hoc 
decision and deny an application, putting it into suspense. To open an application and enter an 
Ad Hoc Abandonment decision, perform the following steps: 

I. To open an application, click the !IJ (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open 
from the File menu. (For more information, refer to Section 8. I.) 

2. Click the Denial Due to Abandonment option box in the Application Open Mode- Ad Hoc 

Activities menu, and click 

3. Select a reason for denying the application in the Denial Due to Abandonment Reasons 
section (Exhibit 8-57, Denial Choices). To sort the list of reasons from A to Z or Z to A, 
click on the column header. 

• If the box to the left of a reason is marked with an "X", it may have been automatically 
selected based on case information. 

• To deselect a previously selected reason, click in the box to remove the "X". If the 
reason was system selected, a prompt to override the reason appears. 

• If additional reasons apply, click in the box to the left of the desired reasons. 

Exhibit 8-57: Denial Choices 

I 

4. Select a paragraph in the Abandon Paragraph Choices section. 

5. To enter comments, click on the Adjudicator's Decision Notes tab. 

6. Optional: Click on~~~ to issue a Denial Due to Abandonment notice. 
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1.6.13.1 Denial Due to Abandonment Warnings 
The adjudicator will not be stopped from selecting denial due to abandonment; however, if the 
system feels it is an inappropriate choice, a waming will appear. At this point, the adjudicator 
has the option of overriding the system wamings if desired. 

A waming may appear in any of the following three circumstances: 

I. When denial due to abandonment is selected from the open App id form. 
2. When denial due to abandonment is selected from the enabled toolbar button. 
3. When the adjudicator clicks on the individual reasons on the decision screen. 

Wamings for #3 above will be specific in nature, #I and #2 will be more general because the 
system does not know at that time which reason will be chosen (Exhibit 8-58, Denial Due to 
Abandonment General Waming). To override this general system waming, the adjudicator may 
simply select "Yes." 

Exhibit 8-58: Denial Due to Abandonment General Warning 

The following wamings may appear if the conditions listed below occur: 

1. Failure to appear for fingerprinting 
Wamed if: 

• Good fingerprints found 
• Fingerprints not needed 
• Not found that FBI Evidence is missing 
• Missing FBI Evidence is found, however, 120 days has not elapsed since expected start 

date 

2. Failure by an applicant residing abroad to submit fingerprints 
Wamed if: 

• Wait4FPCard not found Pending 
• Wait4fpcard found pending but 87 days has not elapsed 

3. Failure to submit the correct fee for fingerprinting 
Wamed if: 

• Applicant is part of a group 
• No AppUnderPay found pending 
• AppUnderPay found pending but 87 days has not elapsed since Ntlnitial completed with 

NtSent 
• AppUnderPay found pending but discrepant amount is not $25 
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In the course of reviewing an applicants history, the adjudicator may view the applicant's 
payment history at any time simply by choosing the View drop-down menu and selecting the 
Payment option (Exhibit 8-59, Payment Menu Options). 

Exhibit 8-59: Payment Menu Option 

The following is an example of a Payment History screen (Exhibit 8-60, Payment Menu Option). 

Note: If the fee was receipted elsewhere, instead of the Payment History screen appearing, a 
message appears (Exhibit 8-61, Confinnation Message). 
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Exhibit 8-61: Confirmation Message 

4. Nonpayment of the fee for fingerprinting 
Warned if: 

• Applicant is part of a !,>rOup 
• No AppUnderPay found pending 
• AppUnderPay found pending but no record was found that an NtBouncedCheck 

camp leted with NtSent 
• AppUnderPay found pending and the NtBouncedCheck was sent, but 17 days has not 

elapsed since NtBouncedCheck completed with NtSent 

5. Undeliverable request for appearance to be fingerprinted 
Warned if: 

• No MissEvFBI found pending 

The Failure to Appear for Fingerprinting Warning screen (Exhibit 8-62, Failure to Appear for 
Fingerprinting Warning) is an example of just one of the specific warning screens covered here 
that may appear. Please note that the adjudicator may override the given warning, simply by 
selecting "Yes." 
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1.6.14 Service and Applicant Motions to Reopen and Reconsider 

If the receipt of new infonnation provides cause for denial or granting of an application, the 
adjudicator may reopen the case and consider the prior decision. The reasons for reopening and 
considering can be recorded using this option. Adjudicators and their supervisors can also 
annotate decisions and review a history of decision results. A customized notice is required for 
this decision. To reopen an application and change a prior decision, perfonn the following steps: 

1. To open an application, click the. (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open 
from the File menu. (For more infonnation, refer to Section 8. !.) 

2. Click the II (Motion to Reopen) toolbar button, or select Motion to Reopen and Reconsider 
from the Application Open Mode- Ad Hoc Activities menu to access the Motion to Reopen 
and Reconsider screen (Exhibit 8-63, Service Motion to Reopen and Reconsider). 

Exhibit 8-63: Service Motion to Reopen and Reconsider 

3. Select one of the following reasons for reopening an application in the Motion to Reopen and 
Reconsider Reasons section: 1) Dismiss Application Motion to Reopen or 2) Grant 
Applicant Motion to Reopen. 

• If the box to the right of a reason is marked with an "X", it may have been automatically 
selected based on case infonnation. 

• To deselect a previously selected reason, click in the box to remove the "X". If the 
reason was system selected, a prompt to override the reason appears. 

• If additional reasons apply, click in the box to the left of the desired reasons. 

4. Select a paragraph in the Motion to Reopen and Reconsider Paragraph Choices section. 
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5. To view original approval information, click on the Prior Decision Results folder tab under 
the View menu. 

6. To enter comments, click on the Adjudicator's Decision Notes tab (Exhibit 8-64, 
Adjudicator's Decision Notes Tab). 

Exhibit 8-64: Adjudicator's Decision Notes Tab 

7. To create and print a customized notice, refer to Section 8.1 0. 

To save the decision, perform the following steps: 

I. Select one of the following save options to access the Save Options for Adjudication's 
window. 

• Click the~~~ (Save and Reload) toolbar button, or select Save from the File menu. 

• Click the IB (Save and Close) toolbar button, or select Save and Close from the File 
menu. 

2. Click the applicable Save Decision radio button. (Options are available depending upon the 
activity being performed.) 

3. If the Interview Conducted field appears, click in the box to place or remove a check mark. 
A check mark indicates that an interview was conducted. 

4. Click 

1.6.15 Decision Concerning Interview/Oath Ceremony 

When an applicant has reached the threshold for no-show or cancellation of a scheduled 
appointment, the adjudicator has the option to reschedule the applicant or enter a decision. These 
options are available when an application is opened in the Decision Concerning Interview/Oath 
Ceremony modes. To reschedule or enter a decision concerning an interview or OC, perform the 
following steps: 

I. To open an application, click the !!II (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open 
from the File menu. (For more information. refer to Section 8.1.) The Application ID screen 
(Exhibit 8-65, Application ID) appears. 
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Exhibit 8-65: Application 10 

2. To view no-show/cancellation infonnation, click Ill. The Application History screen 
(Exhibit 8-75) appears. (Refer to Section 8.7, Application History.) 

3. To close the case administratively, refer to Section 8.3.4, Deny/Withdrawal/ Admin. Close. 

4. To request that the applicant be rescheduled for an interview, click the (New 
Interview/Oath Ceremony Decision) toolbar button, or select Intv/Oath Ceremony Request 
from the Options menu. The Interview Decision window (Exhibit 8-66, Interview Decision) 
appears. 

Exhibit 8-66: Interview Decision 

a. In the Interview Type box, click 
interview. 
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b. In the Case Complexity box, click rJH/Ii, [JRI, or CIJI to indicate the level of 
complexity. 

c. To request an interview site, click a location in the list of possible sites. 

d. Click 

e. To save and close, click D. When the Save Options for Adjudication's window 
appears, perform the following steps: 

o Verify that the • option is selected. 

o Click 

5. To request that the applicant be rescheduled for an OC, click the (New Interview/Oath 
Ceremony Decision) toolbar button, or select Intv/Oath Ceremony Request from the Options 
menu. The Oath Decision window (Exhibit 8~67, Oath Decision) appears. 

Exhibit 8-67: Oath Decision 

a. In the Oath Decision Type box, click~ or to indicate the 
type ofOC. 

b. To request a specific OC, click on the desired ceremony in the list of possible OCs. 

c. Click 

d. To save and close, click D. When the Save Optwns of Ad]udJcatlon's wmdow 
appears, perform the following steps: 

o Verify that the option is selected. 

o ClickiiiJIIJ. 
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1.6.16 Supervisor Review 

The Supervisor Review option allows a supervisor to review decisions sent to supervisor review 
by adjudicators. After reviewing the decision, the supervisor can choose to (I) confirm the 
adjudicator's decision and either save the decision as final or, send it back to the referring 
adjudicator for final disposition, (2) remand the decision and send back to the referring 
adjudicator for reconsideration, or (3) change the decision and either save the decision as final or 
send it back to the referring adjudicator for final disposition. To review a decision, perform the 
following steps: 

I. To open an application, click the [II (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open 
from the File menu. (For more information, refer to SectionS. 1.) An Adjudication Decision 
screen based on the adjudicator's decision appears. 

2. To view application information, select Application ID from the Window menu. To return to 
the decision screen, select Approval Choices (this depends upon the decision entered by the 
adjudicator) from the Window menu. 

3. To view test results, select Prior Exam Results from the View menu. The Prior Test Results 
List screen (Exhibit 8-76) appears. 

4. From the Adjudication Decision screen, click one of the following radio buttons in the Supv 
Review box (optional): 

• To confirm the adjudicator's decision, click !LWII. 
• To remand the adjudicator's decision, click Aid. 

5. To change the adjudicator's decision, refer to Sections 8.4. I through 8.4.4 to approve, 
continue, continue with intent to deny, or deny/terminate. 

To save changes/decision, perform the following steps: 

I. Select one of the following save options to access the Save Options for Adjudication's 
window. 

• Click the [jl (Save and Reload) toolbar button, or select Save from the File menu. 

• Click the a (Save and Close) tool bar button, or select Save and Close from the File 
menu. 

2. Click the applicable Save Review radio button. (Options are available depending upon the 
activity being performed.) 

3. If the Interview Conducted field appears, click in the box to place or remove a check mark 
A check mark indicates that an interview was conducted. 

4. Click 
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1.6.17 Reverify Grant 

The review process for all approved applications includes reverification of the decision. After an 
application is opened, the application infonnation can be reviewed, and the approval can either 
be reverified or not verified and sent back to the adjudicator. To reverify grant, perfonn the 
following steps: 

1. To open an application, click the Ill (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open 
from the File menu. (For more infonnation, refer to Section 8.1.) The Approval Choices 
screen (Exhibit 8.-42) appears. 

2. To view application infonnation, select Application ID from the Window menu. To return to 
the decision screen, select Approval Choices from the Window menu. 

3. To view test results, select Prior Exam Results from the View menu. The Prior Test Results 
List screen (Exhibit 8-76) appears. 

4. To indicate verification/non verification, click the B (Save and Close) toolbar button, or 
select Save and Close from the File menu. The Save Options for Reverify Grant window 
appears (Exhibit 8-68, Save Options for Reverify Grant). 

Exhibit 8-68: Save Options for Reverify Grant 

a. Click the appropriate radio button. 

b. Clicklll!lll 

1.6.18 Undo Decision 

The Undo icon [Iii is used to undo the last completed decision by the adjudicator, in the event 
of a change in the status of the case (as long as it has not progressed in the workflow). You may 
undo a previously completed decision by bringing up the decided application in Case Review and 
clicking on the undo decision icon on the main toolbar. To undo a decision, perfonn the 
following steps: 
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I. Preview/Open from the File menu. (For more infonnation, refer to Section 8.1 .) The 
Approval Choices screen (Exhibit 8-42) appears. 

2. To view application infonnation, select Application ID from the Window menu and press R. 
An application that has had a decision made will display the enabled undo button (Exhibit 8-
69, Case Review Screen with Undo Decision Icon). 

Exhibit 8-69: Case Review Screen With Undo Decision Icon 

3. To undo a previously completed decision, click on the undo decision icon on the main 
tool bar. 

4. The Save Options for Undo Prior (Last) Decision screen (Exhibit 8· 70, Save Options for 
Undo Prior [Last] Decision) appears. 

Exhibit 8-70: Save Options for Undo Prior (Last) Decision 

5. You may continue by choosing OK or back out by choosing Cancel. 

6. To verify that the decision has been changed, select History from the drop-down menu to 
view that the activity description correctly reflects the activity. (Exhibit 8-71, Application 
History). The application should be in an Active mode. 
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Exhibit 8-71: Application History 

1.7 Application List 

The Application List option allows you to view a list of all applications submitted under a first 
and last name that is similar to the open application. Applications can be opened from the 
Applicant List in either Case Review or Case Status mode. To view a list of applications, 
perform the following steps: 

1. To open an application, click the Ill (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open 
from the File menu. (For more infonnation, refer to Section 8.1.) 

2. Click the Ill (Application List) toolbar button, or select Application List from the Options 
menu to access the Application List screen (Exhibit 8-72, Application List). 
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3. To scroll through the Application list, click [jj or Iii in the scroll bar. 

4. To change the list sort order (ascending/descending) by column, click on the desired column 
heading. 

5. To open an application for case review, double click on the item in the list, or click once to 

select and then click the~~~ (Preview/Open) toolbar button. The application is opened in 
case review mode. 

To view the case status information for a specific application, perfonn the following steps: 

1. Click on the desired application in the list. 

2. Click the [11 (Application Summary) toolbar button, or select Application Summary from 
the View menu to access the Case Status screen (Exhibit 8-73, Case Status). 

Exhibit 8-73: Case Status 

3. To use the Case Status screen, refer to Section 12. 

1.8 Name Change Petition 

If an applicant petitions for a name change during the interview process, a record of the name 
change petition can be created and printed using the Name Change Petition option. To enter a 
name change petition, perfonn the following steps: 

I. To open an application, click the IIJ (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open 
from the File menu. (For more infonnation, refer to Section 8.1.) 

2. Click the (Name Change Petition) toolbar button, or select Name Change Petition from 
the Options menu to access the Name Change Petition window (Exhibit 8-74, Name Change 
Petition). 
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Exhibit 8-74: Name Change Petition 

3. In the Applicant Name Change section, enter the applicant's last, first, and middle name 
change. If applicable, enter a suffix, or click IIi to select from a list. 

4. To clear the fields in the Applicant Name Change section, click 

5. To print the Name Change Petition, click 

6. To save and close, click I 

1.9 Application History 

The Application History option allows you to review all activities that have been performed on a 
case, the activities for which the case is waiting, the RAFACS location of the case file, and the 
number of no-shows or cancellations for interviews or OCs. You can view a description of each 
activity and the status, the condition of the case at the end of the activity, the ID of the user who 
performed the activity, and the date and time the activity occurred. If the Include RAFACS in 
History Retrieval Request option is selected in the Options/Preferences menu, the responsible 
party and section information is included. (For more information, refer to Section 8. 12, 
Preferences.) To view application history, perform the following steps: 

I. To open an application, click the Ill (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open 
from the File menu. (For more information, refer to Section 8.1 .) 

2. Click the a (Application History) toolbar button, or select Application History from the 
View menu to access the Application History screen (Exhibit 8-75, Application History). 
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Exhibit 8-75: Application History 

3. To scroll through the History Activity or Current Activity list, click Ill or Iii in the scroll bar. 

4. To close, select Close from the File menu. 

1.10 Prior Exam Results 

The Prior Exam Results option allows you to review a list of exam results for the Civics/History 
and English Proficiency Tests. The user ID ofthe test administrator, the test date, and the test 
center code are provided with each testing result To view prior exam results, perform the 
following steps: 

I. To open an application, click the II (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open 
from the File menu. (For more infom1ation, refer to Section 8. I.) 

2. Select Prior Exam Results from the View menu to access the Prior Test Results List window 
(Exhibit 8-76, Prior Test Results List). 
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3. To view the details of any test, double click on the desired item in the list. The Test Results 
screen appears. (For more information, refer to Section 8.3, Exam.) 

4. To close, select Close from the File menu. 

1.11 Prior Decision Results 

The Prior Decision Results option allows you to review a list of all decisions that have been 
made on an application. In addition to each decision result, you can view its status, its date, the 
user ID of the adjudicator who made the decision, and the status of the tina! notice. To view 
prior decisions, perform the following steps: 

I. To open an application, click the. (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open 
from the File menu. (For more information, refer to Section 8.1.) 

2. Select Prior Decision Results from the View menu to access the Prior Adjudication Results 
List screen (Exhibit 8-77, Prior Adjudication Results List). 

Exhibit 8-77: Prior Adjudication Results List 

3. To view the details of any decision, click on the desired item in the list. The applicable 
decision screen appears. (For more information, refer to Section 8.4, Decisions.) 

4. To close, select Close from the File menu, or click the II control button. 
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1.12 Notices 

When the adjudicator enters a decision either to deny, continue with intent to deny, or else 
continue an application, and select the reasons for the decision. The Notices option is enabled. 
If a decision to deny, decision to continue with intent to deny, or denial due to abandonment 
decision is entered, a customized notice is required. The Notices option also allows you to view 
notices and notice templates, print a single notice locally, print final decision notices, and delete 
a notice. To access notice options, perform the following steps: 

I. Click the~~ (Notices) toolbar button, or select Notices from the Options menu. The 
Notices Options for Decision Notice window appears (Exhibit 8-78, Notices Options for 
Decision Notice). 

Exhibit 8-78: Notices Options for Decision Notice 

2. Click on the applicable radio button to select a notice option: 

• Quick View Template--A template of the notice appears on the screen. Information 
specific to the current case is not included in the template. 

• Quick View Notice--The notice appears on the screen. Infom1ation specific to the 
current case is included in the displayed notice. 

• Send to Batch Print-The notice is included in the batch print process. 

• Print Local-The notice prints to a local printer. 

• Customize--The notice is created and opened in MS Word 

• Print Completed Decision Notice--The completed notice prints to a local printer. 

• Delete Notice--A previously created notice is deleted. 

To create a customized notice, perform the following steps: 
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1. From the Notices Options for Decision Notice window, click the Customize radio button. 

2. Click~- A notice document is created. When the process is complete, the notice is 
opened in MS Word. 

• To review the document, click [jjjj or Ill in the scroll bar. If necessary, edits can be made 
using standard Microsoft editing operations. 

• To enter additional comments, scroll to the "Explanations" headings, and type the 
appropriate text. 

• To print the notice from MS Word select Print from the File menu, or click the Ill 
(Print) toolbar button. Note: The notice should be mailed to the applicant on the day it is 
printed. 

Note: Once a customized notice is created, the status will be updated at the bottom of the 
screen just as with other decision notices. 

3. To exit MS Word select Exit from the File menu. The Notice is saved automatically. 

To print the final notice at a later time, perform the following steps: 

I. Click the~~~ (Open Application) toolbar button, or select Open from the File menu. 

2. Enter the application JD, and click the Print Completed Decision Notice activity in the 
Application Open Mode section. 

3. Click the [II (Notices) toolbar button, or select Notices from the Options menu. The 
Notices Options for Decision Notice window appears. 

4. Click the Print Completed Decision Notice radio button. 

5. Click '. The final notice is printed, and the application is placed into Case Review 
mode. If the notice being printed is a Dismissal of an Applicant Motion to Reopen, then after 
printing, the application is closed. 

Note: The notice should be mailed to the applicant the day it is printed. 

1.13 Find/Case Status 

The Find option is used to search for an application. This option is available from any of the 
adjudication's screens. To search for an application, perform the following steps: 

l. Click the /II (Case Status/Find) toolbar button, or select Find from the Options menu to 
access the Case Status Inquiry screen (Exhibit 8-79, Case Status Inquiry). 
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Exhibit 8-79: Case Status Inquiry 

2. Click the applicable folder tab: Personal, Mailing Address, Attorney, or Other. 

3. Enter all available information. 

4. Click One of the following search results occurs: 

• No Match-The following message appears in a pop-up window: "No history for the 
application !D." 

• Multiple Matches-A list of applications appears in the Application List screen. (Refer 
to Section 8.4, Application List, for further instructions.) 

• Exact Match-The Case Status screen (Exhibit 8-73) appears. (To use the Case Status 
screen, refer to Section 12.) 

To initiate a new search, perform the following steps: 

I. Click in the Case Status Inquiry screen to clear all fields. 

2. Click on the appropriate folder tab: Personal, Mailing Address, Attomey, or Other. 

3. Enter all available information. 

4. 

1.14 Preferences 

The Preferences option is used to set system defaults for a session. You can elect to have the 
system automatically check for A-File locations in RAFACS, include RAFACS information in 
history retrieval, and/or generate final notices when final decisions are recorded. Selecting these 
defaults delays system response time for the associated function. 
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Note: If the delimit is set to automatically include final notices with a final decision, the notice 
must be mailed the same day the final decision is made. Applicant response time starts from the 
notice generation date, not the decision date. 

To set a default, perform the following steps: 

1. To open an application, click the [II (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open 
from the File menu. (For more information, refer to Section 8.1.) 

2. Select Preferences from the Options menu (Exhibit 8-80, Options Menu Options
Preferences). 

Exhibit 8-80: Options Menu Options-Preferences 

3. Click on the desired preference. A check mark indicates the preference is selected. To 
deselect, click to remove the check mark from the following preferences: 

• Auto Check A-File Location in RAFACS-If selected, the system automatically checks 
RAFACS to retrieve and update A-File location information each time the 
Evidence/Background tab in the Application ID screen is selected. 

• Include RAFACS in History Retrieval Request-If selected, the system automatically 
includes RAFACS information each time the Application History option is selected. 

• Include Final Notices with Completed Decision-If selected, the system automatically 
generates a final notice each time the Save Decision-Adjudication Complete option is 
selected. 
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REPORTING 

The Reporting module is used to generate and print reports related to CLAIMS 4.0. A report 
query can be initiated to generate reports based on selected criteria. Reports can be requested 
according to functional areas available to the current user. Each area contains several types of 
reports, each with unique query criteria selection fields. To enter the Reporting module, click the 
Reporting button (Exhibit 9-1, Reporting Button) in the CLAIMS 4.0 Main Menu screen. 

Exhibit 9-1: Reporting Button 

Initiating a Report Query 

Before a report can be generated in CLAIMS 4.0, you need to initiate a report query in the 
CLAIMS Reports screen (Exhibit 9-2, CLAIMS Reports). The report query allows you to define 
the criteria used to generate the report. To initiate a report query, perfonn the following steps: 

I. Click the IIJI (Main Menu) toolbar button to access the CLAIMS Reports main screen 
(Exhibit 9-2). 

Exhibit 9-2: CLAIMS Reports 

2. Click on the appropriate folder in the Functional Area section. 

3. Double click on the desired report from the list of available report types in the Reports 
section. The CLAIMS Tracking Report Query Builder screen (Exhibit 9-3, CLAIMS 
Tracking Report Query Builder) for that report type appears. 

Exhibit 9-3: CLAIMS Tracking Report Query Builder 

4. In the INS Location section, click Iii to select a description, location code, or service center 
location. 

5. Click !il in the appropriate field to select criteria to define the report query. 

To create new search criteria, perfonn the following steps: 

I. Click 
Options) appears. 
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Exhibit 9-4: Select Your Search Options 

2. In the Select Your Search Options window, click on the desired selection. 

3. Click [Iii to add the selection. Click llfl to add all the items in the selection list. 

4. Click !IIBI. 
To select the sort order, perform the following steps: 

I. To select the order of the sort, use the scroll bars on the Available S01ts list boxes. 

2. To add a sort criterion, click on the desired selection. 

3. Click lJiij to add the selection. Click !iii to add all the items in the selection list. 

To save a report query script, perform the following steps: 

I. Select Save Query from the File menu. 

2. Enter a name to identify the report query . 

3. Click . When the confirmation box appears, click 

(Follow the procedures in Section 9 .2, Report Functions, to generate reports based on the query 
criteria you have defined.) 

Report Functions 

After initiating a report query, report functions (Exhibit 9-5, Report Function Options) can be 
accessed through the Report Query Builder window. 

View 
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To use the Report functions, perfom1 the following steps: 
I. Initiate a report query using the procedure described in Section 9.2.1, Using the Report 

Viewer Screen. 

2. Click on the toolbar button that corresponds with the function you want to perform. 

Using the Report Viewer Screen 

Perform the following steps to use the Report Viewer screen: 

L Click IIIJ to access the Report Viewer screen (Exhibit 9-6, Report Viewer). The toolbar 
buttons located along the top of the Report Viewer screen can be used to perform the 
following actions: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
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2. If the report is a multiple page report, click the following buttons: 

• to view the first page 
• to view the previous page 
• to view the next page 
• to view the last page 
• lll or 1111 in the scroll bar to scroll through the report 

3. To adjust the size of the report on the screen, click ill in the toolbar and select a size. 

4. To search for specific text in the displayed report, enter the text in the field to the left of the 

fll (Find) toolbar button. Then click 111. The first occurrence in the report of the selected 

text is displayed. (Each click of the Ill button causes the screen to advance to the next 
occurrence of the selected text.) 

5. To export a report, perform the following steps: 

a. Click the Jll (Export) toolbar button. The Export window appears (Exhibit 9-7, 
Export). 

Exhibit 9-7: Export 

b. Click lll to select an export format. 

c. Click lll to select a destination. (To save the report as a file and import it into another 
program, select the Disk File destination.) 

d. Click-

e. If necessary, enter the characters that will be used to separate the records and/or specifY 
whether or not the date and number field formatting should remain the same. 

f Select a folder in which to save the file and give the file a descriptive name. 

g. Click A status message showing the export progress appears. When export is 
completed, the Report Screen Viewer appears. 

6. To exit the Report Viewer, click the Ill control button in the upper left comer of the screen. 
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7. To exit the Reporting Query screen, click the~~~ (Return) toolbar button. 

8. To exit the Reporting module, select Exit from the File menu, or click the i!!l control button 
in the upper right corner of the screen. 

Using the Batch Option 

The Batch option allows you to create daily, weekly, or monthly batch reports based on selected 
query criteria. Rather than printing reports manually each day, you can have scheduled reports 
printed in your local ADP rooms during off hours. To use the Batch option, perform the 
following steps: 

I. From the CLAIMS Tracking Report Query Builder screen (Exhibit 9~3), click the !1i 
(Batch) toolbar button. The Reporting screen (Exhibit 9~8, Reporting) is displayed. 

Exhibit 9-8: Reporting 

2. Click on a radio button to indicate how often the batch should be run. 

3. Click 
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DOCUMENT PRODUCTION 

The Document Production module is used to print, transfer, void, destroy, and view 
naturalization certificates. It is also used to view certificate history. To enter the Document 
Production module, click the Document Production button (Exhibit 10-1, Document Production 
Button) in the CLAIMS 4.0 Main Menu screen. 

Exhibit 10-1: Document Production Button 

Exhibit 10-2, Document Production Module Options, list the options available in the Document 
Production module. 

Exhibit 10-2: Document Production Module Options 

Certificates 

QA Check 

Void/Destroy 
Certificate 

Transfer 
Documents 

Used to batch print certificate requests, activate the certificate 
print server, print single certificates, and reprint certificates 

Used to view certificates to verify that they were printed 

Used to void certificates that did not print correctly 

Used to view the history of a certificate number 

Used to view a list of voided or destroyed certificates by 
sname 

Used to transfer documents from one site to another 

Request/Print Batch Certificates 

The following options are available in Request/Print Batch Certificates: 

• Batch Print Requests 
• Certificate Print Server 
• Single Print Certificates 
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Batch Print Requests 

Batch Print Requests is the first step in the certificate batch printing process. This option is used 
to select an OC location to place in the print queue. Options for sorting, selecting printing 
instructions, and selecting certificate size are also available. 

Note: Before queuing, be sure that the range of certificate numbers has been assigned to your 
location. Certificate number pools are assigned by the supervisor or ADP staff using the System 
Maintenance module. 

To send a requested batch of certificates to the certificate print server, perform the following 
steps: 

I. Click the · (Request/Print Batch Certificates) toolbar button to access the Certificate 
Printing and Setup window (Exhibit 10-3, Certificate Printing and Setup). 

Exhibit 10-3: Certificate Printing and Setup 

2. Click 

3. Click The Work Order for Batch Printing screen (Exhibit 10-4, Work Order for 
Batch Printing) appears. 
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Exhibit 10-4: Work Order for Batch Printing 

4. To select the OC location, double click on the desired location in the list, or click once, and 

then click 

5. To select the order in which the certificates are printed, click 
ModifY Sorting window (Exhibit 10-5, ModifY Sorting) appears. 
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a. By default, all fields are displayed in the Available Fields section. To add a sort field, 
perform the following steps: 

• Click in the desired sort field displayed in the Available Fields section. 

• Click . Choose as many sort fields as necessary. The selected field is 
added to the Selected Fields section. 

b. To remove a Sort field, perform the following steps: 

• Click in the desired sort field in the Selected Fields section. 

• Click The selected field is removed from this section and returned to 
the Available Fields section. 

c. To change the direction of the sort from ascending to descending, perform the following 
steps: 

• Click in the desired field displayed in the Selected Fields section. 

• Click 

d. Click I · when complete. 

6. To modify the printing instructions, perform the following steps: 

a. Click to access the special Printing Instructions window 
(Exhibit 10-6, Special Printing Instructions). 

Exhibit 10-6: Special Printing Instructions 

b. Click in a box in the Special Printing Instructions section to select the information that is 
to be included on the certificate. 
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c. Click ·• 

7. To select the certificate size, perform the following steps: 

a. Click 
appears. 

The Certificate Size window (Exhibit 10-7, Certificate Size) 

Exhibit 10-7: Certificate Size 

b. Click the appropriate radio button. The size 8" x 10" is selected by default. 

c. Click once a selection is made. 

8. To save the print request, click 

confirmation window appears, c 

When the Document Production 

9. certificates with data changes or account for voided certificates, click 

' ! 

10. To return to the Document Production screen, select the Close option from the File menu or 
click the Iii control button. 

Certificate Print Server 

The printer is activated using the Certificate Print Server option. This option is also used to 
indicate the number of certificates and batches to print and the actual cetiificate numbers 
included in a batch. Certificate numbers are automatically assigned to the application IDs in the 
batch. To activate the print server, perform the following steps: 

I. Click the Ill (Request/Print Batch Certificates) toolbar button to access the Certificate 
Printing and Setup window (Exhibit 10-3). 
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2. Click 

3. Click A list of requested OCs appears in the NATS Print Server screen 
(Exhibit 10-8, NATS Print Server). 
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Exhibit 10-8: NATS Print Server 

4. To select the OC for which certificates are to be printed, double click on the desired OC, or 

click once, and then click . The selection appears below the list. 

5. To select the order in which the certificates are printed, click IIIII The ModifY 
Sorting window (Exhibit 10-5) appears. (Refer to Section 10. 1.1, Batch Print Requests, 
Step 5, for further instructions.) 

6. To modifY the printing instructions, click 
Instructions window appears (Exhibit I 0-6). 
Step 6, for further instructions.) 

. The Specia I Printing 
(Refer to Section I 0.1.1, Batch Print Request, 

7. To print a partial batch, enter the number of certificates to be printed in the Number of 
Certificates to Print field. 

8. certificates with data changes and account for voided certificates, click 

9. To set up the batch printing configurations, click 
(Exhibit 10-9, Batch Setup) appears. 
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Exhibit 10-9: Batch Setup 

a. Enter the certificate number range beginning with the first certificate number in the Start 
field and ending with the last in the End field. Both fields are eight-digit fields. 

b. Click If the certificate range does not match the original request from the 
previous screen, an error message appears. If the range matches, the current batch 
appears in the Current Batches section. 

c. To print the certificates, click I The Batch Print window 
(Exhibit 10-10, Batch Print) appears while the certificates are printing. When the print 
job is complete, print errors are listed by description, application ID, and certificate 
number. 
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d. Click I to close the Batch Print window. 

Print Single Certificates 

The Print Single Certificates option allows you to print a single certificate. The certificate 
number is entered and assigned to an application ID. To print single certificates, a batch print 
request must be queued first. To print a single naturalization certificate, perform the following 
steps: 

1. Click the (Request/Print Batch Certificates) too!bar button to access the Certificate 
Printing and Setup window (Exhibit 10-3). 

2. Click and click The Single Print window 
(Exhibit 10-11, Single Print) appears. 

Exhibit 10-11: Single Print 

3. Enter the ID of the applicant whose certificate is to be printed. 

4. The applicant's certificate information appears in the box below the 
Applicant ID field. 

5. Enter the certificate number if the information is correct and a certificate is to be printed. 

6. ljrfyde certificate, click 
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Reprint Certificates 

The Reprint Certificates option is used to reprint valid certificates that were printed on the wrong 
paper. This option also allows you to perfonn a test print before printing the actual certificate. 
To reprint certificates, perfonn the following steps: 

I. Click the (Reques11Print Batch Certificates) toolbar button to access the Certificate 
Printing and Setup window (Exhibit 10-3). 

2. Click 

3. Click A list of printed OCs appears in the NATS Print Server screen 
(Exhibit I 0-12, NATS Print Server). 

Exhibit 10-12: NATS Print Server 

4. To select a ceremony, double click on the desired ceremony, or click once, and then click 

The selection appears below the Jist. 

5. 

to validate the ceremony data. 

6. To select the order in which the certificates are printed, click 1111 The Modify 
Sorting window (Exhibit 1 0-5) appears. (Refer to Section 1 0.1.1, Batch Print Requests, 
Step 5, for further instructions.) 
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The Special Printing 7. To modify the printing instructions, click 
Instructions window (Exhibit I 0-6) appears. 
Step 6, for further instructions.) 

(Refer to Section I 0 .1.1, Batch Print Request, 

8. To set up the batch printing configurations, click 
window (Exhibit 10-13, Certificate Reprint) appears. 

Exhibit 10-13: Certificate Reprint 

The Certificate Reprint 

9. To print the certificates, click The Batch Print window (Exhibit 10-10) 
appears while the certificates are printing. When the print job is complete, print errors are 
listed by description, application ID, and certificate number. 

10. Click to close the Batch Print window. 

QACheck 

The Quality Assurance (QA) Check option is used to verify that the batch of certificates printed 
out correctly. TI1e certificates printed should have the correct certificate numbers attached to the 
correct names and application IDs if the batch printed correctly. To verify the quality of the 
document, perform the following steps: 
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L Click the. (QA Check) toolbar button to access the Quality Assurance window 
(Exhibit 10~14, Quality Assurance). 
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Exhibit 10-14: Quality Assurance 

2. Click in the l±l box next to a location to display a list of certificate numbers for that location. 

3. 

click once, and then click 
Validation) appears. 

on the certificate or certificate range to be checked, or 

A Document Validation (Exhibit 10-15, Document 

Exhibit 10-15: Document Validation 
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a. Click on a number in the Document List section. The certificate data appear in the 
section to the left. 

b. Click the applicable button. The status appears in the QA status column in the Document 
List section. 

• Click to indicate Quality Assurance Pass status. 

• Click to indicate Quality Assurance Fail status. 

• Click to indicate that the certificate has been voided but not physically 

destroyed. When the confirmation windows appear, click I to verify the 

request, and click to confirm. 

IIi i to indicate that the certificate has been physically destroyed. 

When the confim1ation windows appear, click II I. I to verify the request, and 

click to confirm. 

• Click to return to the Document Production screen. 

Void/Destroy Certificates 

This option is used to void and destroy a certificate. Certificates are voided if an error occurred 
in the print job, and the certificate printed out incorrectly. After the certificate is voided, it is 
destroyed. To void/destroy a certificate, perform the following steps: 

1. Click the f2l (Void/Destroy Certificate) toolbar button to access the Void/Destroy 
Certificate screen (Exhibit 10-16, Void/Destroy Certificate). 
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Exhibit 1Q-16: Void/Destroy Certificate 

2. In the Certificate Number field, type the certificate number. 

3. Click I The certificate data appear in the box below the Certificate Number field. 

4. is to be voided, click When the confirmation windows appear, 

to verifY the request, and click to confirm. 

5. If the certificate is to be destroyed, click The certificate data appear in the box 
below the Certificate Number field. When the confirmation windows appear, click 

i! to verifY the request, and click I to confirm. 

6. Select Close from the File menu to return to the Document Production screen. 

View Certificate History 

This option is used to view the history of a certificate number. To view the history of a 
certificate number, perform the following steps: 

1. Click the · (View Certificate History) toolbar button to display the Search History Menu 
screen (Exhibit 10-17, Search History Menu). 
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Exhibit 10--17: Search History Menu 

2. Enter a valid applicant ID, A-Number, or certificate number. 

3. Click ' to access the Certificate History screen (Exhibit 10--16, Certificate History). 

Exhibit 10-18: Certificate History 

4. Select Close from the File menu to return to the Document Production screen. 

Void/Destroy Report (View Function Only) 

This option is used to view a list of all voided or destroyed ce11ificates. To view voided or 
destroyed reports, perform the following steps; 

I. Click the (Void/Destroy Report) toolbar button to access the Document Production 
Reporting screen (Exhibit I 0--19, Document Production Reporting). 
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Exhibit 10-19: Document Production Reporting 

• Click to view only voided certificates. 

to view only destroyed certificates. 

• Click to view all certificates. 

• To return to the Document Production screen, click 

Transfer Documents 

This option allows you to transfer documents from one site to another. Only certificates owned 
by your site appear in the Jist of available documents. To transfer documents from one site to 
another, perform the following steps: 

I. Click the JB (Transfer Documents) toolbar button to access the Document Production 
Transfer window (Exhibit I 0-20, Document Production Transfer). 
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Exhibit 10-20: Document Production Transfer 

2. Double click on a certificate number or range of certificate numbers in the Available 

Documents list, or click once, and then click 

3. click on an office in the Transfer Destination List, or click once, and then click 

4. Click 

selected certificate has been transferred appears, click 

5. To return to the Document Production screen, click 
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CASE MANAGEMENT 

The Case Management module is used to resolve data discrepancies between CLAIMS 4.0 and 
CIS, to update case and address information, and to add FBI fingerprint information for an 
individual case or a group of cases. To enter the Case Management module, click the Case 
Management burton (Exhibit 11-1, Case Management Burton) in the CLAIMS 4.0 Main Menu 
screen. 

Exhibit 11-1: Case Management Button 

Exhibit 11-2, Case Management Module Options, lists the options available in the Case 
Management module. 

Exhibit 11-2: Case Management Module Options 

CLAIMS Resolution 

Used to add missing information to CLAIMS 4.0 and/or resolve 
mismatched data between CLAIMS 4.0 and CIS 

Used to update case information for an individual case or a 
of cases 

Used to update address information for an individual case 

Used to add FBI fingerprint information for an individual case 

The CLAIMS Resolution function allows you to resolve data discrepancies between CIS and 
CLAIMS 4.0 and/or enter missing required data. To open an application, perform the following 
steps: 

L From the Case Management screen, click the Iii (CLAIMS Resolution) toolbar button. 
The CLAIMS Resolution main menu appears (Exhibit 11-3, View Activity Queue). 
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Exhibit 11-3: View Activity Queue 

2. Click the appropriate radio button to indicate the correct form: 

• to access the N400 -Application for Naturalization 

• mil to access the I881 - Application for Suspension of Deportation 

3. Select an Activity from the menu. 

4. Enter the application lD number and press R. The CLAIMS/CIS A-Number Resolution 
screen (Exhibit 11-4, CLAIMS/CIS A-Number Resolution) appears. To select an application 
from a list, perform the following steps: 

a. Click an activity in the Activity box. 

• CIS/Data Attended Search Processing--Conduct initial resolution process. 

• Information Received-Complete the resolution process based on information 
provided by the applicant. 

b. Verify the code in the Ot1ice field. To view a list of cases in an office other than the one 
displayed, enter the code, or click IJI to select from a list of oftlce codes. To view a list 
for all offices, delete the office code in the Office field. 

c. Click lliillllll!. A list of cases that are ready for the activity selected appears in the 
box on the right side of the screen. 

d. Double click an application lD in the list. 

e. The CLAIMS/CIS A-Number Resolution screen is displayed (Exhibit ll 4). 
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Exhibit 11-4: CLAIMS/CIS A-Number Resolution 

To resolve missing infonnation, perfonn the following steps: 

I. A missing or invalid infonnation field is indicated with red labels. An error box will also 
appear at the bottom of the screen. Tab to those fields, and enter the missing or valid 
infonnation. 

2. Click the Save button after you have made all the necessary corrections. 

Note: If the infonnationneeded to resolve the case is unavailable the first time, a notice to fhe 
applicant is generated (unless the mailing address for the applicant has errors.) The system 
allows two attempts to resolve missing infonnation. 

To resolve mismatched information, perfonn the following steps: 

1. Click on the CIS tab to access the CLAIMS/CIS Data Field Comparison screen 
(Exhibit 11-5, CLAIMS/CIS Data Field Comparison). Mismatched infonnation appears in 
fields with red labels. 
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Exhibit 11-5: CLAIMS/CIS Data Field Comparison 

2. Compare and verifY information in the fields displayed with red labels. 

3. If necessary, go to the corresponding field on the Applicant Information tab to change the 
mismatched information. 

4. Click the Save button to save the case after you have made all the necessary corrections. 

5. To exit the application and return to the Case Management main menu select Close from the 
File menu. 

Batch Status Update 

The Batch Status Update module is used to update information for an individual case or a group 
of cases. The following options are available in Batch Status Update: 

• Batch Update-Used to indicate that information or documents have been received, or 
that an action has occurred for one or more cases 

• Close Out Case-Used to record that one or more applicants have been naturalized and 
their cases closed out 

• No-Show-Used to indicate that one or more applicants did not show up for an OC or an 
interview and did not request that the appointment be canceled 

• Certificate Withheld-Used to record certificates that were printed but not issued to 
applicants 
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Batch Update 

The Batch Update option is used to indicate that information, such as evidence, has been received 
or that an action has occurred for a case. To update case information, perfom1 the following 
steps: 

I. From the Case Management screen, click the [II (Batch Status Update) toolbar button to 
access the Batch Status Update screen (Exhibit 1 HS, Batch Status Update). 

Exhibit 11-6: Batch Status Update 

2. Click on the Batch Update tab (Exhibit 11~6). A directory structure appears (Exhibit 11~7, 
Directory Structure) on the left side of the screen. 
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Exhibit 11-7: Directory Structure 
Jj Dt\rlf!Mtibt!Mi.:il"• -~--, 

$Jlllfo)~R~d 

3. Click the folder that contains the information/action to be updated. 

Note; A 8 to the left of a folder indicates additional options are available. Continue to 
click a folder until the desired option is located. 

4. Click the appropriate option. The option appears in the Option Selected field. 

5. Enter the application lD of the case to be updated, and press R. The application ID number 
appears in the Application ID list 
or 
In the A-Number field, enter the A-Number of the case to be updated, and press R. A list of 
cases matching the A-Number appears in an Application Information field at the bottom of 
the screen. Click on the correct application lD to add it to the Application ID list 

6. To update multiple cases simultaneously, repeat Step 5 until all cases to be updated have 
been entered. 

7. Click to update the cases. Check the status bar for the following messages: 
"Begin Update" and "Update Complete." If errors occur during processing, a list of 
application IDs that did not update successfully and a description of the errors appears in the 
Batch Status Update Error Log window after processing has been completed. 

Note: The Batch Status Update Error Log window (Exhibit 11-8, Batch Status Update Error 
Log) should appear automatically when errors occur. To access the Error Log manually, 
select Error Log from the File menu. If the Error Log option is !,1fayed out, no processing 
errors have occurred. 
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Exhibit 11-8: Batch Status Update Error Log 

8. To exit, click the Ill control button, or select Exit from the File menu. 

Close Out Case 

The Close Out Case option is used to record that one or more applicants have been naturalized 
and their cases closed out. An Administrative or Judicial close Out can be perfonned using the 
Close Out Case option. To close out a cases, perfonn the following steps: 

I. From the Case Management screen, click the~~~ (Batch Status Update) toolbar button. 

2. Click on the Close Out Case tab (Exhibit 11-9, Close Out Case). 

Exhibit 11-9: Close Out Case 

3. Click the appropriate radio button, to indicate the 
type of closure. 

4. Tab to the Naturalization Date field, and enter the date of naturalization (MM/DD/YYYY). 

5. Do one of the following to indicate which applications are to be closed: 

• Tab over to the Ceremony Date/Location section, and enter the date and location of an 
OC. Press R. A list of sub locations appears in the Location Infonnation section. Click 
the sub location. A list of application IDs for the selected OC will appear in the 
Application ID section. 
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6. 

• Enter the application ID to be closed out, and press R. The application ID to be processed 
appears in the list. To close out multiple cases, repeat until all application IDs to be 
closed out have been entered. 

• In the A-Number field, enter the A-Number of the case to be updated, and press R. A list 
of cases matching the A-Number appears in the Application Information field. Click on 
the correct application ID to add it to the Application ID list To close out multiple cases, 
repeat until all application IDs to be closed out have been entered. 

to close the cases, or click letear uSij to clear the list. 

7. To exit, click the [Iii control button, or select Exit from the File menu. 

No-Show 

The No-Show option is used to indicate that one or more applicants did not appear for an 
interview or an OC and did not cancel the appointment To indicate a no-show, perform the 
following steps: 

I. From the Case Management screen, click the [lit (Batch Status Update) toolbar button. 

2. Click on the No-Show tab (Exhibit 11-10, No-Show). 
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3. Click the appropriate radio button, 
the type of no-show. 

to indicate 

4. Enter the application ID of the case that is to be indicated as a no-show, and press R. The 
application ID number appears in the Application ID list 

5. In the A-Number field, enter the A-Number of the case to be updated, and press R A list of 
cases matching the A-Number appears in the Application Infom1ation field. Click on the 
correct application ID to add it to the Application ID list. 

6. To update multiple cases simultaneously, repeat Step 4 until all cases to be closed out have 
been entered. 

7. Click I to process or Ktear Lisij to clear the list 

8. To exit, click the [II control button, or select Exit from the File menu. 

Certificate Withheld 

The Certificate Withheld option is used to record certificates that were printed but not issued to 
applicants. To record that an applicant's certificate was withheld, perform the following steps: 

I. From the Case Management screen, click the [II (Batch Status Update) toolbar button. 

2. Click on the Certificate Withheld tab (Exhibit 11-11, Certificate Withheld). 
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3. Do one of the following: 

• Enter the application ID of the case for which the certificate is to be withheld, and press 
R. The application ID number appears in the list 

• In the Enter A-Number field, enter the A-Number of the case for which the certificate is 
to be withheld, and press R A list of cases matching the A-Number appears in the 
Application Information field. Click on the correct application ID to add it to the 
Application ID list. 

• In the Enter Certificate Number field, enter the number of the certificate that is to be 
withheld. The case matching the certificate number is listed in the Application 
Information field. Click on the application ID to add it to the Application ID list. 

4. Click on the appropriate radio button in the Oath Ceremony Status section: 

• to indicate that the oath was administered 

• to indicate that the oath was not administered 

5. To update multiple cases simultaneously, repeat Step 2 until all cases for which certificates 
were withheld have been entered. 

6. Click II to process, or click [Q(iJ.!hl to clear the list. 

7. To exit, click the B control button, or select Exit from the File menu. 

Change of Address Request 

The Change of Address Request function allows you to update an applicant's mailing and/or 
residential address. To update an address, perform the following steps: 

I. From the Case Management screen, click the (Change of Address Request) toolhar 
button. The Change of Address window (Exhibit 11-12, Change of Address) appears. 

Exhibit 11-12: Change of Address 

il 

2. Enter the Application ID and click ~rcR The Address Change Petition screen 
(Exhibit II 13, Address Change Petition) appears. 
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Exhibit 11-13: Address Change Petition 

3. Click the appropriate radio button to indicate the type of address change: 

• to change the residential address only (the Resident Address section 
appears) 

• to change the mailing address only (the Mailing Address section 
appears) 

• to change both the residential and mailing addresses (changes 
can be entered in either address section and both addresses are updated) 

4. To clear all fields, click 

5. Click in the appropriate fields and enter the correct information. 

6. To enter changes on both fields, click the Copy button. 

7. Click 

FBI Fingerprint Result 

The FBI Fingerprint Result function allows you to enter FBI fingerprint response codes and dates 
for an applicant. These results can also be entered into CLAIMS 4.0 automatically through the 
FD-258 EE interface or by an adjudicator using the Adjudications module. CLAIMS 4.0 
maintains a history of responses, which appears in the FBI Fingerprint Card Result History 
window of the FBI Result-Adding New screen. To add FBI Fingerprint Result information, 
perform the following steps: 

I. From the Case Management screen, click the~~ (FBI Fingerprint Result) toolbar button. 
The FBI Fingerprint Result window (Exhibit 11-14, FBI Fingerprint Result) appears. 
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Exhibit 11-14: FBI Fingerprint Result 

2. Enter the application !D. 

3. Click ~earch). The FBI Result-Adding New screen (Exhibit 11-15, FBI Result-Adding 
New) appears. A list of previously entered responses appears in the FBI Fingerprint Card 
Result History window. When a list item is selected, any reason for that item's modification 
entered in the Adjudications module appears in the Reason for Modification field. 

Exhibit 11-15: FBI Result-Adding New 

4. Enter the following infonnation: 

a. In the Response Code field, enter the response code received from the FBI or click Ill to 
select the appropriate code from a list. 

b. In the Response Date field, enter the date of the response or click Ill to select the date 
from a calendar. 

c. Enter the adjudicator's user !D. 

5. Click to add the infonnation. The infonnation is displayed in the FBI 
Fingerprint Card Result History window. 

6. To modify infonnation before saving, perfonn the following steps: 

a. In the FBI Fingerprint Card Result History window, click on the infonnation to be 
modified. 

b. Make necessary changes in the appropriate fields. 

c. Click · 
Note: Infonnation can only be modified before it is saved. After infonnation is saved, it 
cannot be edited. 

7. To close the FBI Result-Adding New screen and save changes, click 
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CASE STATUS 

The Case Status module is used to access the status and history of a case and can be used to 
search the system to find an application ID using some other search key. A database search must 
be conducted to retrieve this information. Searches can be based on the applicant's personal 
infom1ation, mailing address, attorney, or other information such as certificate number. When a 
match is found, the case status and history appear. To enter the Case Status module, click the 
Case Status button (Exhibit 12-1, Case Status Button) in the CLAIMS 4.0 Main Menu screen. 

Exhibit 12-1: Case Status Button 

Exhibit 12 2, Case Status Module Options, lists the options available in the Case Status module. 

Search 

Search 

Exhibit 12-2: Case Status Module Options 

Used to clear the data from a search screen and perform a search 
on another case 

Used to search for information on a case within CLAIMS 4.0 

When a case status query is initiated, the system searches the CLAIMS 4.0 database to find a 
match to the criteria entered. Four categories of search criteria are available. These categories 
appear as folder tabs on the Case Status Inquiry screen (Exhibit 12-3, Case Status Inquiry): 

• Personal-Used to search for an application based on the application !D number, 
A-Number, form number, last name, first name, Social Security number, DOB, or COB 

• Mailing Address-Used to search for an application based on the applicant's mailing 
address 

• Attorney-Used to search for cases based on the attorney assigned to the case 

• Other-Used to perform a search based on other available information such as owner 
location code, port of entry, date range of entry, payment !D, certificate number, or DOB 
range 

Searches can be initiated using criteria entered in just one category or in multiple categories. 
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Exhibit 12-3: Case Status Inquiry 

To initiate a search, perform the following steps: 

1. Click on the applicable tab: Personal, Mailing Address, Attorney, or Other. 

2. Enter search criteria in the appropriate fields. 

3. To add search criteria from a second category, repeat Steps 1 and 2. 

4. Click One ofthe following search results occurs: 

• No Match-The following message appears in a pop-up window: "No Application IDs 
found in Workflow for this search." 

• Exact Match-The Case Status screen (Exhibit 12-5, Case Status) appears. The Status 
section shows the most recent activity on the case. The History section shows all activity 
on the case, with the most recent activity at the top of the list. 

• Multiple Matches--If there are multiple matches, the Case Search window appears 
(Exhibit 12-4, Case Search). Click on the applicable option to continue the search. If the 
option to modify the search is selected, repeat Steps 1 through 4. If either option to view 
records is selected, a Search Results box with a list ofrecords appears at the bottom of the 
Case · screen. Click on the application ID number of the desired case and 
click The Case Status screen (Exhibit 12-5) appears. 
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Exhibit 12-4: Case Search 

To initiate a new search, perform the following steps: 

I. Click I in the Case Status Inquiry screen. 

2. Repeat Steps I through 4 above. 

Exhibit 12-5: Case Status 

To view case information, perform the following steps: 

l. To scroll through the Status or History list, click [ill or li in the scroll bar. 

2. To view scheduled appointments, click the I!J (Schedule) tool bar button. If there are 
scheduled appointments, the location, room number, room section, date, and time appear in 
the Interview Schedule screen (Exhibit 12-6, Interview Schedule). 
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Exhibit 12-6: Interview Schedule 

3. To return to the Case Status screen, click 

4. To view attorney infonnation, click the [II (Attorney) toolbar button. If there is attorney 
infonnation, the Attorney Infmmation screen (Exhibit 12-7, Attorney Infonnation) appears. 

Exhibit 12-7: Attorney Information 

5. To return to the Case Status screen, select Close from the File menu. 

6. To view FBI fingerprint and name check results, click the Ill (FBI Result) toolbar button. If 
fingerprint and/or FBI name check results have been received, the FBI Result screen (Exhibit 
12-8, FBI Result) appears. 

Exhibit 12-8: FBI Result 

7. To return to the Case Status screen, select Close from the File menu. 

8. To view payment infonnation, click the [f$J (Payment Details) toolbar button. If there is 
payment infonnation, the Pay Details screen (Exhibit 12-9, Pay Details) appears. 
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9. To return to the Case Status screen, select Close from the File menu. 

Print Labels/Print Case Status 

If a copy of the case status information is needed, or if additional labels are required for an 
application ID, they can be printed from the Case Status module. The types of available labels 
include the following: 

• Application ID 
A-Number 
T-Number 
Mailing address 
Human readable 
• CIDN 

To print a label, perform the following steps: 

I. Click the • (Print Labels) toolbar button to access the Label Printing window 
(Exhibit 12-10, Label Printing). 

Exhibit 12-10: Label Printing 

2. Enter the appropriate application ID in the Application lD field. All the label options are 
selected by default. To deselect a label option, click on the appropriate check box. 

3. Click in the amount fields to enter the total number of labels desired for each label option. 

4. Click 

5. Click 
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6. Click to return to the Case Status Inquiry screen. 
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To print case status information, perform the following steps: 

1. From the Case Status window, click the [II (Print Case Status) toolbar button. 

2. When a prompt appears (Exhibit 12-11, Case Status Printing Prompt), click on the 
appropriate response. 

Exhibit 12-11: Case Status Printing Prompt 

• If you click Yes, the case status information prints to your default printer. 

• If you click No, a prompt appears (Exhibit 12-12, Select a Printer Prompt). 

Exhibit 12-12: Select a Printer Prompt 

a. Click on a printer in the list, and click 

b. Click 
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SYSTEM MAINTENANCE 

The System Maintenance module is used to update the CLAIMS 4.0 database, set up new 
locations, and set up all user functions. Most the options within the System Maintenance module 
are accessed from the menu bar. To access the System Maintenance module, click the System 
Maintenance button (Exhibit 13-1, System Maintenance Button) in the CLAIMS 4.0 Main Menu 
screen. 

Exhibit 13-1: System Maintenance Button 

The following menus are accessible from the System Maintenance menu bar: 

• File-This menu contains the Exit option, which is used to return to the CLAIMS 4.0 
main menu. 

• Profiles-This menu contains options that are used to set up a location, set up the 
services offered at that location, and assign user rights. 

• Tables-This menu contains options that are used to display look-up tables. 

• Status-This menu contains the workt1ow option used to view the status of a case at a 
location, determine the completed elements of the process, and view a workt1ow diagram 
of a case. 

• Window-This menu allows you to arrange the desktop and open windows. 

• Help-This menu provides access to Online Help and infonnation about this version of 
CLAIMS 4.0. (Refer to Section 6 for further instruction.) 

Profiles Menu 

The Profiles menu is used to define a location and the services to be performed at that location. 
It is also used to create users, define user permissions, and establish application ID, payment ID, 
A-Number, and certificate number pools for a location. The following options are available from 
the Profiles menu: 

• Select a Location 
Location Profile 
Services 
Workt1ow Participant Roles 
Report Access Groups 
Users 
Application ID, Payment ID, A-Number 
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Select a Location 

The Select a Location option is the first step to setting up a location profile and the services 
available at that location. To select a location when the location code is known, perfonn the 
following steps: 

I. Select the Select a Location menu option from the Profiles menu. The Location Profiles 
window (Exhibit 13-2, Location Profiles) appears. 

Exhibit 13-2: Location Profiles 

2. VerifY the location code. Click I to view the location type and description. 

3. If the location code is correct, click to select the location. 

To select a location when the location code is UNKNOWN, perfonn the following steps: 

1. Select the Select a Location menu option from the Profile menu. The Location Profiles 
window (Exhibit 13-2) appears. 

2. Click IIlii in the Location field to perfonn a search. The Location Search Options window 
(Exhibit 13-3, Location Search Options) appears. 
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Exhibit 13-3: Location Search Options 

3. Select one or all of the following to enter the desired search criteria: 

• Location Type-Click the appropriate check box to select tbe location type. Wben 
selecting more than one location type, click the iW radio button if the location is both 

types. Click the ikM radio button if the location type may be one or the other. 

• Nature of Service-Click the appropriate check box to select the nature of service. 
When selecting more than one service, click the EIJll radio button if the location offers 

both types. Click the IJII radio button if the location may offer one or the other. 

• Relationship-If the search is to include criteria selected from both the Location Types 
and the Nature of Service sections, click the UN radio button. If the search is to 
include criteria selected from either the Location Types or the Nature of Service sections, 

click the mill radio button. 

• Set Restriction To Locations Under Current Jurisdiction?-Click f!1lll to restrict 
the search to locations under current jurisdiction; otherwise, click Ill. 

4. ·• to perfom1 the search. A list of locations that match the search criteria 
appears in the Location Look-Up List window (Exhibit 13~, Location Look-Up List). 
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Exhibit 13-4: Location Look-Up List 

a. To select a location, click on the check box to the left of the location, and click 

II i When the Profile Location window appears, verify the code in the Location 

Code field, and click ' 

b. If the list is empty or does not display the desired location code, click 
perform Steps I through 4 again. 

Location Profile 

and 

The Location Profile option is used to set up or modify a location's profile. The Location Profile 
screen is used to enter general information, type of location, location address, jurisdiction 
infonnation, and branch locations. To set up a location profile, perfonn the following steps: 

I. Select the location for which the profile is to be set up by following the steps described in 
Section 13 .1.1, Select a Location. 

2. Select the Location Profile menu option from the Profiles menu to access the Location Profile 
screen (Exhibit 13-5, Location Profile). 
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Exhibit 13-5: Location Profile 

3. Click on the General Information tab. The location code along with other codes and 
descriptions that apply to the location appear. 

4. Enter the endorsement account number, operating days and times, fingerprint expiration days, 
estimated interview notice days, and contact officer title, name and phone number in the 
appropriate fields. Modify the location codes and descriptions, if necessary. 

5. Click on the Nature of Services tab (Exhibit 13 6, Nature of Services) to view available 
services. 
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Exhibit 13-6: Nature of Services 

6. Click in the boxes to indicate the nature of the services provided at the selected location. 

7. Click on the Location Address tab (Exhibit 13-7, Location Address). 
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8. Enter or edit the appropriate information. 

9. Click on the Other Information tab (Exhibit 13-8, Other Information). 

Exhibit 13-8: Other Information 

I 0. Enter or edit the appropriate information. 

To add, update, or browse a branch location, perform the following steps: 

1. Click on the Branch Locations tab (Exhibit 13-9, Branch Locations). This option allows you 
to add, update, and browse a branch location. 
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2. To add a new branch location, perfonn the following steps: 

a. Click 

b. Select the type of location to be added. Click 

c. Follow Steps 3 through I 0 in the previous section to enter infonnation about the new 
branch location. 

d. Click on the Function Buttons tab. 

e. Click to save the branch infonnation. 

f. Click tall to confinn the save, and click 1•1 
3. To update a branch location, perfonn the following steps: 

a. Click on the hox to the left of the branch to be updated. 

b. Click 

c. Click the tabs to view all CUtTent infonnation about the selected branch. Edit the 
infonnation as necessary (refer to Steps 3 through 10 of the previous section). 

d. Click on the Function Buttons tab. 

e. Click to save the branch infonnation. 

f. Click to save updates. 

g. Click 

h. 

4. To browse a branch location, perfonn the following steps: 

a. Click on the box to the left of the branch to be browsed. 

b. Click 

c. Click the folder tabs to view all current infonnation about the selected branch. 

d. Click on the Function Buttons tab, and click to return to the Location Profile 
screen of the primary location. 

To delete, save, refresh, or close a location, perfonn the following steps: 

1. Click on the Branch Locations tab (Exhibit 13-9). 

2. Click on the box to the left of the branch to be selected. 

3. ClickiRI. 

4. Click on the Function Buttons tab (Exhibit 13-10, Function Buttons). 
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Exhibit 13-10: Function Buttons 

5. Click one of the following buttons: 

• to delete the location 

• to save the location infonnation 

• to return the location to its original settings 

• 11811 to close the Location Profile screen 

Services 

Before services can be scheduled at a location in the Scheduling module, those services must be 
defined in System Maintenance. The Services option is used to view and define the service types 
that the selected location (refer to Section 13.1.1, Select a Location) oversees. Through the 
Services option, each service is attached to a location referred to as a "service location." When 
the services option is selected, a list of service locations affiliated with the selected location 
appears. The following toolbar buttons are available from the List of Services Locations screen 
(Exhibit 13-11, List of Service Locations): 

• Add !CiL-Adds a new record 

• Edit \Jil_Edits a record 

• Save Ill-saves a record 

• Delete !ll-neletes a record 
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Exhibit 13-11: List of Service Locations 

To add a new record, perform the following steps: 

1. Select the location for which the service is to be set up by following the steps described in 
Section 13 .1.1. 

2. Click on the Services option in the Profiles menu to access the List of Service Locations 
screen (Exhibit 13-11 ). 

3. Click the a (Add New Record) toolbar button to access the Service Location Maintenance 
screen (Exhibit 13-12, Service Location Maintenance). 
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Exhibit 13-12: Service Location Maintenance 

4. Enter the appropriate infonnation in the following fields: 

• Default Service Location-Service location, or click II to select from a list of 
locations. 

• Service Type Code--Service type code, or click !II to select from a list of codes. 

• State Code--State abbreviation; click 1111 to select from a list of codes. 

• Zip Code Range From-Beginning ZIP code for which the service location is 
responsible; click Ill to perfonn a search of ZIP codes by county or city. 

• Zip Code Range To-Ending ZIP code for which the service location is responsible; 
click Ill! to perfonn a search of ZIP codes by county or city. If this field is left blank, it 
defaults to the value contained in the ZIP Code Range From field. 

o County Name-Automatically populated when the ZIP code range is entered; currently, 
this function does not support cross-county ZIP code ranges. This means that only one 
county can be included in each ZIP code range. Therefore, a ZIP code range for each 
county provided a service has to be entered. 

• Start Date Range--Date (MM/DD/YYYY) the service begins at a location 

o End Date Range--Date (MM/DD/YYYY) the service ends at a location. If the End 
Date Range is not provided, the date defaults to 0 l /01/9999. 

o Temporary Location-Temporary location 
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• Rule Code- -Rule code 

• Site Group Indicator-Site group indicator code 

5. If an OC is to occur at the service location, click the appropriate box in the Oath Ceremony 
Type field. 

6. Click the Ill (Save) tool bar button to save. 

7. Click to return to the List of Service Locations window. 

Warning: Clicking the Close button before the Save toolbar button clears the information 
entered and closes the New Record window without saving. 

To edit a service location, perform the following steps: 

I. Select the location for which the service is to be edited by following the steps described in 
Section 13 .1.1. 

2. Select the Services option in the Profiles menu to display the List of Service Locations screen 
(Exhibit 13-11 ). 

3. From the Service Locations list, select the service location to be changed by clicking in the 
box to its left. 

4. Click the Iii (Edit) toolbar button to access the Service Location Maintenance window. 
Current information about the service location appears. 

5. Edit the information. 

6. Click the II (Save) tool bar button to save. 

7. To return to the List of Service Locations window, click 11!1111 
Warning: Clicking the Close button before the Save toolbar button clears the information 
entered and closes the Edit Record window without saving. 

To delete a record, perform the following steps: 
1. Select the location for which the service is to be deleted by following the steps described in 

Section 13.1.1. 

2. Select the Services option in tbe Profiles menu to display the List of Service Locations screen 
(Exhibit I H 1 ). 

3. Select the service location in the list by clicking in the box to the left of the location. 

4. Click the IIJ (Edit) toolbar button to access the Service Location Maintenance window. 
Current information about the service location appears. 

5. Click the~~~~- toolbar button. A confirmation box appears. Click 

the service or · to cancel the deletion. 

· to delete 
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6. To return to the List of Service Locations window, click 

7. To exit the List of Service Locations window, click IRII 
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Workflow Participant Roles 

When you are given access to CLAIMS 4.0, your privileges within the system are detennined by 
what participant role you are assigned. The Workflow Participant Roles option is used to define 
the role you take within an office. For example, a small site may need to provide you with access 
to all the CLAIMS 4.0 functions. In this case, the site would create a participant role that 
includes all the possible workflow types. A larger site may have a specific set of roles designated 
for different classes of users. Such a site would create a workflow participant type for each class 
of user. The windows for the Workflow Participant Roles option contain the following toolbar 
buttons: 

• Add D-Adds a new record 

• Edit llii-Edits a record 

• Save a-saves a record 

• Delete ._Deletes a record 

Select the Workflow Participant Roles option in the Profiles menu to access the Participant Type 
Codes List screen (Exhibit 13-13, Participant Type Codes List). A list of participant type codes 
and descriptions appears. 
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To add a new record, perform the following steps: 

L Click the a (Add New Record) toolbar button to access the Participant Roles screen 
(Exhibit 13-14, Participant Roles). 

Exhibit 13-14: Participant Roles 

2. Enter the appropriate information in the following fields: 

• Participant Type Code--Code used to describe the access level 

• Participant Type Description-Short description of the access level 

3. To assign roles, click in the appropriate boxes to the left ofthe roles in the Participant Role 
Code Description section. As roles are selected, the window to the right of the screen 
displays their corresponding activities. 

Note: At least one role must be selected for a participant roles record to be created. 

4. To save the record, click the II (Save) toolbar button. 

a. When the confirmation window appears, click to add the new record. 

b. When the message box indicating that the record has been added successfully appears, 
click The Participant Type Codes List window appears. 

To edit a participant role record, perform the following steps: 

I. Click in the box to the left of the code to select the record to be edited (Exhibit 13-13). 

2. Click the II (Edit) tool bar button to access the Participant Roles screen (Exhibit 13-13). 

3. Add or delete roles by clicking in the boxes to left of the role. 

Note: If all the roles are set to "No," the participant roles record that is being edited is 
deleted. 

4. To save the record, click the !II (Save) toolbar button. 

a. When the confirmation box appears, click to save the changes. 

b. When the message box indicating that the record has been changed successfully appears, 

click 

5. To return to the Participant Type Codes List window, click IIIRII 
Warning: If you click lBhefore you clicdll, it will clear the information entered. 
The information in the Edit Record window will not be saved. 
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To delete a participant role record, perform the following steps (Note: If current users are 
assigned to the participant role selected, deletion is denied.): 

I. Click in the box to the left of the code to select the record to be deleted (Exhibit 13-13). 

2. Click the il (Edit) toolbar button to access the Participant Roles screen (Exhibit 13-14 ). 

3. Click the Iii (Delete) toolbar button. 

a. When the confinnation window appears, click I to delete the user profile. 

b. When the message box indicating that the record has been deleted appears, click 

The Participant Type Codes List screen showing the deletion appears. 

4. To exit the Participant Type Codes List screen, click 

Report Access Groups 

The Report Access Groups option is used to add, modifY, or delete report access levels. Once a 
report access group is established, you are assigned to the group within your user profiles. This 
enables you to access reports affiliated with the report access group. The windows for the Report 
Access Groups option contain the following toolbar buttons: 

• Add ICI-Adds a new record 

• Edit IIJ_Edits a record 

• Save lll-saves a record 

• Delete Ill Deletes a record 
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Select the Report Access Groups in the Profiles menu to access the Report Access Group Code 
for a Site window (Exhibit 13-15, Report Access Group Code for a Site), A list of report access 
group codes and descriptions appears. 

Exhibit 13-15: Report Access Group Code for a Site 

To add a report access group code, perform the following steps: 

I, Click the a (Add) tool bar button to display the Report Data Profile (New Record) window 
(Exhibit 13-16, Report Data Profile-New Record), 

Exhibit 13-16: Report Data Profile-New Record 

2. Verity the location and sub location codes in the Site section are correct If necessary, click in 
the appropriate fields, and enter the appropriate infom1ation. 

l Enter the appropriate information in the following fields: 

• Report Access Group Code--Maximum eight-digit code for the new report access 
group 

• Reprt Access Grp Desc-Short description identifYing the new code 

4. In the Functional Area field, click IIi, Click on the appropriate functional area, and press J. 

The report names appear in the Report Name box in the Report Details section below the 
functional area. 

!'! 
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5. Click on the reports to be added to the new report access group. When a report is selected, it 
appears in the Report Name box of the Report Access Group Profile section. To remove a 
report from the Report Name box, click on the report and press D. 

6. To select reports from an additional functional area, repeat Steps 4 and 5. 

7. Click the II (Save) toolbar button to save the new record. 

8. When the confirmation window appears, clickli !! to add the new record. The Report 
Access Group for a Site screen appears. 

To edit a report access group code, perform the following steps: 

1. Click in the box to the left of the Location Code to select the record to be edited 
(Exhibit 13-15). 

2. Click the. (Edit) toolbar button to access the Report Data Protile (Edit/Delete Record) 
screen (Exhibit 13-17, Report Data Profile--Edit/Delete Record). 

Exhibit 13-17: Report Data Profile-Edit/Delete Record 

3. To delete a report from the report access group, click on the report in the Report Name box of 
the Report Access Group Profile section, and press D. 

4. To add reports to the report access group, perform the following steps: 

a. In the Functional Area field, click 11.1. Click on the appropriate functional area, and press 
R. The report names appear in the Report Name box in the Report Details section below 
the functional area. 

b. Click on the reports to be added to the report access group. When a report is selected, it 
appears in the Report Name box of the Report Access Group Profile section. 

c. To select reports from an additional functional area, repeat Steps a and b. 

5. Click the Ill (Save) toolbar button to save the changes. 

6. When the confirmation message appears, click to save the changes. The Report 
Access Group for a Site screen (Exhibit 13-15) appears. 

To delete a report access group code, perform the following steps: 

I. On the Report Access Group Code for a Site screen (Exhibit 13-15), click in the box to the 
left of the Location Code for the record to be deleted. 

2. Click the Ill (Edit) toolbar button to display the Report Data Profile (Edit/Delete Record) 
window (Exhibit 13-17). 
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3. Click the. (Delete) toolbar button. 

a. When the confirmation message appears, click to delete the record. 

b. When the message box indicating that the record has been deleted successfully appears, 

click The Report Access Group for a Site screen appears. 

4. To exit the Report Access Group Code for a Site screen, click 

User Profile Record 

The User Profile Record option is used to define your access level within CLAIMS 4.0. Access 
level is determined by assigning you to a Worktlow Participant Group and a Report Access 
Group. The windows for the Users option contain the following toolbar buttons: 

• Add D-Adds a new record 

• Edit ._Edits a record 

• Save ._Saves a record 

• Delete ._Deletes a record 

To list current users at a site, select Users in the Profile menu to access the User Profile List 
screen (Exhibit 13-18, User Profile List). A list of current users at the selected site by user JD 
appears. 
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Exhibit 13-18: User Profile List 

To add a user profile record, perform the following steps: 

1. Click the 0 (Add) toolbar button to access the User Profile Record window 
(Exhibit 13-19, User Profile Record). 

Note: You must also be added in Oracle. See the CLAIMS 4.0 Operations and 
Administration Guide for detailed instruction. 
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Exhibit 13-19: User Profile Record 

2. Enter the appropriate infonnation in the following fields: 

• ID-The user's Password Issuance and Control System ID 

• Start-Beginning date (MM/DDNYYY) of the user's profile 

• End-Ending date (MM/DD/YYYY) of the user's profile; if the end date range field is 
not provided, the date defaults to 01/01/9999. 

• Last Name--User's last name 

• First Name--User's first name 

• Middle Name--User's middle name 

• Suffix-Suffix used in the user's name; click Iii! to select from a list 

• Participant Type Code--User's workflow participant access type code; click Iii! to 
select from a list 

• Participant Type Code Description-Short description of the user's workflow 
participant access type code; this field appears automatically when the Participant Type 
Code is selected 

• Group Code--User's report access group code; click Ill to select from a list 
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• Group Code Description-Short description of the user's report access group code; this 
field appears automatically when the Group Code is selected 

3. To save the record, click the II (Save) tool bar button. 

a. When the confirmation box appears, click to add the new record. 

b. When the message box indicating that the record bas been added successfully appears, 

click A blank User Profile Record window appears. 

4. Enter the next new user profile, or click to return to the User Profile List window. 

Warning: Clicking before II clears the information entered; closing the Add 
Record window without saving. 

To edit a current user profile record, perform the following steps: 

I. Click in the box to the left of the user ID to select the user profile to be edited 
(Exhibit 13-18). 

2. Click the II (Edit) toolbar button to access the User Profile Record window 
(Exhibit 13-19). 

3. Change necessary information. (Refer to Step 2 of the above section for infotmation on the 
fields.) 

4. To save the changes, click the II (Save) toolbar button. 

a. When the confirmation box appears, to save the changes. 

b. When the message box indicating that the record has been changed successfully appears, 

click I 

5. Click to return to the User Profile List window. 

Warning: Clicking before II clears the inforntation entered and closes the Edit 
Record window without saving. 

To delete a current user profile record, perform the following steps: 

1. Click in the box to the left of the user ID to select the user profile to he deleted 
(Exhibit 13-18). 

2. Click the \Iii (Edit) toolbar button to access the User Profile Record window. 

3. Click the IIJI (Delete) toolbar button. 

a. When the confirmation window appears, click 1181 to delete the user profile. 

b. When the message box indicating the user ID has been deleted successfully appears, click 
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4. To exit the User Profile List screen, click I 
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Application 10, Payment 10, A-Number 

The Application ID, Payment ID, Alien Number option is used to view and edit the last 
application!D, payment ID, and A-Number used in the system and to enter or modifY an 
A-Number ceiling. To view/edit the last application ID, perfom1 the following steps: 

I. Select the Application ID, Payment ID, Alien Number menu option in the Profiles menu to 
access the Number Pool Profile menu (Exhibit 13-20, Number Pool Profile Menu). 

Exhibit 13-20: Number Pool Profile Menu 

2. Select the Application ID menu option, and click j ' to display the APP _ID 
Maintenance window (Exhibit 13-21, APP _ ID Maintenance). 
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3. VerifY the application ID (the last application ID used at the selected location). 

a. If the number is correct, go to Step 4. 

b. If the number is incorrect, perform one of the following steps: 

• To change the Hurnuc:r, enter the correct application !D. Click the IJI (Save) toolbar 

button. Click to confirm the change. Click l 

• To delete the number, click the Ill (Delete) toolbar button. Click to 

confirm the change. Click 

Warning: Deleting an application lD can disable the MailRoom and Data Entry 
functions. 

4. Click to exit. 

Warning: Clicking before II clears the infonnation entered and closes the Edit 
Record window without saving. 

To view/edit the last payment ID, perform the following steps: 

1. Select the Application ID, Payment ID, Alien Number menu option in the Profiles menu to 
access the Number Pool Profile Menu (Exhibit 13-20). 

2. Select the Payment ID menu option, and click to display the PAYMENT JD 
Maintenance window (Exhibit 13-22, PAYMENT _ID Maintenance). 
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3. Verify the payment ID (this field represents the last payment lD used at the site): 

a. If the number is correct, go to Step 4. 

b. If the number is incorrect, perfonu one of the following steps: 

• To change the number enter the correct payment ID. Click the IIJ (Save) toolbar 

button. Click to confirm the change. Click 

• To delete the number, click the Ill (Delete) toolbar button. Click II! to 

confirm the change. Click 

Warning: Deleting a payment ID can disable the Mailroom and Data Entry functions. 

4. Click 1-to exit 

Warning: Clicking before II clears the information entered and closes the current 
window without saving. 

To view/edit the last A-Number, perform the following steps: 

I. Select the Application !D, Payment, Alien Number menu option in the Profiles menu to 
display the Number Pool Profile Menu (Exhibit 13-20). 

2. Select the A-Number option, and click I to display the Employment Authorization 
Document's (EAD 's) A_ NUMBER Maintenance window (Exhibit 13-23, EAD' s 
A_ NUMBER Maintenance). 

Exhibit 13-23: EAD's A_NUMBER Maintenance 
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3. Verify the last EAD's A-Number (this number represents the last employment authorization 
card's A-Number): 

a. If the number is correct, go to Step 4. 

b. If the number is incorrect, perform one of the following steps: 

• To change the number, enter the correct A-Number. 

• To delete the number, click the. toolbar button. Click · to 

confirm the change. Click 

4. Verify the EAD A-Number ceiling (this tield represents the highest EAD A-Numberto be 
used): 

a. If the number is correct, go to Step 5. 

b. If the number is incorrect, perform one of the following steps: 

• To change the number, enter the correct A-Number. 

• To delete the number, click the Iii (Delete) toolbar button. Click M8 to confirm 

the change. Click liE. 
5. Click the II (Save) toolbar button. 

a. When the contirmation message appears, click J to contirm the change. 

b. When the message box indicating that changes were made appears, click 

6. Click to exit. 

Warning: Clicking ldl before lfl clears the information entered and closes the current 
window without saving. 

Certificate Numbers 

The Certificate Numbers option is used to browse certificate information, both locally and 
Service-wide. It is also used to assign certificate ranges to a location. To browse local certificate 
number information, perform the following steps: 

1. Select the Certiticate Numbers menu option from the Profiles menu to access the 
Naturalization Certificate Number Maintenance screen (Exhibit 13-24, Naturalization 
Certificate Number Maintenance). 
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Exhibit 13-24: Naturalization Certificate Number Maintenance 

2. Click the radio button. 

3. A list of naturalization certificate numbers for the location appears 
(Exhibit 13-25, List of Naturalization Certificate Numbers for the Location). 

Exhibit 13-25: List of Naturalization Certificate Numbers for the Location 

4. Click to return to the Naturalization Certificate Number Maintenance screen. 

5. To view the details of a certificate number entry, click To view the history of a 

certificate number entry, click 

6. To exit the Naturalization Certificate Number Maintenance screen, click 

To browse all certificate control information, perform the following steps: 

1. Select the Certificate Numbers menu option from the Profiles menu to access the 
Naturalization Certificate Maintenance screen (Exhibit 13-24). 

2. Click the radio button. 

3. Click I A list of naturalization certificate numbers for the entire service appears 
(Exhibit 13-25). 

4. To view the details of a certificate number entry, click 
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5. To view the history of a certificate number entry, click 

6. To return to tbe Naturalization Certificate Number Maintenance screen, click 

To assign certificate numbers to a site, perform the following steps: 

1. Select the Certificate Numbers menu option from the Profiles menu to access the 
Naturalization Ce11ificate Number Maintenance screen (Exhibit 13-25). 

2. Enter the new certificate number range in the From and To fields. 

3. Click the radio button. 

4. Click to assign the certificate number range. 

5. When the confirmation box appears, c to save the changes. 

6. 

7. To exit the Naturalization Certificate Number Maintenance screen, click 

To undo the assignment of certificate numbers, perform the following steps: 

1. Select the Certificate Numbers menu option from the Profiles menu to access the 
Naturalization Certificate Number Maintenance screen (Exhibit 13-25). 

2. Enter the certificate number range to be removed in the From and To fields. 

3. Click the • radio button. 

4. Click to undo the assignment of the certificate number range. 

5. When the confirmation box appears, click lUI to save the changes. 

6. box indicating that the record has been changed successfully appears, 

7. To exit the Naturalization Certificate Number Maintenance screen, click IIR! 
Forms 

This option is used to add, edit, and delete form processing information for a site. The windows 
for the Forms option contain the following toolbar buttons: 

• Add IDJ__Adds a new record 

• Edit Ill-Edits a record 
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• Save Ill-saves a record 

• Delete Ill-Deletes a record 

Select the Forms option in the Profile menu to access the List of INS Forms screen 
(Exhibit 13-26, List of INS Forms). A list of current INS forms for the selected location appears. 

Exhibit 13-26: List of INS Forms 

To add new form information, perform the following steps: 

I. Click the a (Add) tool bar button to access the INS Form Data-By Location window 
(Exhibit 13-27, INS Form Data-By Location). 
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Exhibit 13-27: INS Form Data-By Location 

2. Enter the appropriate information in the following fields: 

• Form Number-Form code: to select from a list of codes, click II. 
• Form Description-Short description of the form; this tleld populates automatically 

when the form number is entered 

• Minimum Processing Days-Minimum number of days required for processing this 
form 

• Maximum Processing Days-Maximum number of days required for processing this 
form 

• Human Readable---Number of human readable labels required for this form 

• Bar Code Readable---Number of bar-code readable labels required for this fom1 

• Address-Number of address labels required for this form 

• A-Number-A-Number required for this form 

• Temporary A-Number-Temporary A-Number required for this form, if applicable 

• Gov't Agency ID-Gov't Agency ID number required for this tbrm 

3. To identifY how Special Requests are to be handled, click on one or both ofthe following: 

• Send to Clerical check box for data entry 

• Check Evidence check box to have evidence checked 

4. Click the Ill (Save) toolbar button. 

a. When the confirmation box appears, click to add the record. 

b. 

5. Click . The List of INS Forms screen (Exhibit 13-27) appears showing the new 
form number. 

Warning: Clicking 
window without saving. 

before IJI clears the information entered and closes the current 

To edit a form information record, perform the following steps: 

1. On the List of INS Forms screen (Exhibit 13-26), click in the box to the left of the Form 
Number to be edited. 
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2. Click the II (Edit) toolbar button to access the INS Form Data-By Location window 
(Exhibit 13-27). 

3. Edit the information. (Refer to Step 2 of the above section for field information.) 

4. Click the fl (Save) toolbar button. 

5. When the confirmation box appears, click to save the changes. 

6. When the message box indicating that the record has been changed successfully appears, 

click 

7. The List of INS Forms screen (Exhibit 13-27) appears, showing the new 
form number. 

Warning: Clicking before II clears the information entered and closes the current 
window without saving. 

To delete a form information record, perform the following steps: 

1. On the List of INS Forms screen (Exhibit 13-26), click in the box to the left of the Form 
Number to select the record to be deleted. 

2. Click the 1111 (Edit) toolbar button to access the INS Form Data-By Location window 
(Exhibit 13-28). 

3. Click the IIJ (Delete) toolbar button. 

a. When the continuation box appears, click to confirm the deletion. 

b. me:ssa1~e box indicating that the record has been deleted successfully appears, 

click The List of!NS Forms window appears. The deleted form no longer 
appears on the list 

4. To exit from the List of INS Forms screen, click 

Tables 

The Tables menu is used to access the CLAIMS 4.0 database list of tables. A table can be 
opened or closed from the Tables menu. A record can be added, edited, or deleted from an open 
table. The windows for the Tables option contain the following toolbar buttons: 

• Add IJ__Adds a new record 

• Edit ._Edits a record 

• Save 1111-~saves a record 
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• Delete Jlll_Delctes a record 

To open a table, perform the following steps: 

1. Select Open Table List from the Tables menu to access the Table List window 
(Exhibit 13-28, Table List). This may take 30 seconds or longer. 

Exhibit 13-28: Table List 

2. Scroll through the list, and click on the table to be opened. 

3. Click i&il to display the selected table. (An example of a selected table window 
appears in Exhibit 13-29, Table List With Selected Table). 
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4. To navigate through the table, perfonn one of the following: 

• Click on the scroll bars at the right and bottom of the table to view the contents of the 
table. 

• Click 

• Click 

• Click 

I to go to the first record. 

=="'I to go to the previous record. 

I to go to the next record. 

• Click to go to the last record. 

• Click IIMII!III to rewrite the table and return to the first record. 

• Click Iii at the bottom ofthe window to view the first record. 

• Click IJII to view the previous record. 

• Click II to view the next record. 

• Click !lito view the last record. 

Note: The field at the bottom of the selected table window displays the number of the 
currently selected record in relationship to the total number of records listed. 
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5. To reduce the number of table records displayed, double click on a column heading in the 
table. The Table Look-Up Scan dialog box (Exhibit 13-30, Table Look-Up Scan) appears. 

Exhibit 13-30: Table Look-Up Scan 

a. Click one of the following radio buttons in the Operator section to direct the search: 

• Click on the Equal To operator to display all rows in the table containing a value 
equal to the value in the selected column. 

• Click on the Not Equal To operator to display all rows in the table containing a value 
different than the value in the selected column. 

• Click on the Less Than operator to display all rows in the table containing a value 
lower than the value in the selected column. 

• Click on the Greater Than operator to display all rows in the table containing a value 
greater than the value in the selected column. 

• Click on the Less Than or Equal To operator to display all rows in the table 
containing a value equal to or lower than the value in the selected column. 

• Click on the Greater Than or Equal To operator to display all rows in the table 
containing a value equal to or greater than the value in the selected column. 

b Click 

6. To close the selected table window, click the Iii control button. 

7. To close the Table List window, select Close Table List from the Tables menu. 
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To add a record to an open table, perform the following steps: 

Note: Only authorized users can add, update, and delete records from the look-up and profile 
database tables using this option. All other users may only browse. Only look-up database tables 
with the prefixes IBS _ LK or IBS _LP may be modified. 

I. Select Open Table List from the Tables menu to display the Table List window 
(Exhibit 13-28). This may take 30 seconds or longer. 

2. Scroll to a table with a prefix of either IBS _ LP or IBS _ LK, and click on the table name. 

3. Click to display the selected table. 

4. Click the a (Add) toolbar button to access the Insert a New Record window 
(Exhibit 13-31, Insert a New Record). 

Exhibit 13-31: Insert a New Record 

5. Enter the appropriate information in each field. 

6. Click to accept the new record or to close the Insert a New Record 
window without saving. 

a. When the confirmation box appears, click to confirm the add. 

b. When the message box indicating that the record has been added successfully appears, 

click I I 

7. To close the selected table window, click the Iii control button in the upper right corner of 
the window. 

8. To close the Table List window, select Close Table List from the Tables menu. 

To edit a record in an open table, perform the following steps: 

Note: Only authorized users can add, update, and delete records from the look-up and profile 
database tables using this option. All other users may only browse. Only look-up database tables 
with the prefixes IBS_LK or IBS_LP may be modified. 

I. Select Open Table List from the Tables menu to access the Table List window 
(Exhibit 13-28). This may take 30 seconds or longer. 

2. ScrolJ to a table with a prefix of either IBS _ LP or IBS _ LK, and click on the table name. 
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3. Click i to display the selected table. 

4. Click the IJIJ (Edit) toolbar button to access the Update a Record window (Exhibit 13-32, 
Update a Record). 

Exhibit 13-32: Update a Record 

5. Edit the information. 

6. Click to accept the updated record or to close the Update a Record 
window without saving. 

a. When the confirmation box appears, click to confirm the edit. 

b. When the message box indicating that the record has been updated successfully appears, 

click f .. 

7. To close the selected table window, click the liJ control button. 

8. To close the Table List window, select Close Table List from the Tables menu. 

To delete a record from an open table, perform the following steps: 

Note: Only authorized users can add, update, and delete records from the look -up and profile 
database tables using this option. All other users may browse only. Only look-up database tables 
with the prefixes IBS_LK or IBS_LP may be modified. 
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1. Select Open Table List from the Tables menu to access the Table List window 
(Exhibit 13-28). This may take 30 seconds or longer. 

2. Scroll to a table with a prefix of either IBS _ LP or IBS _ LK, and click on it. 

3. Click~- to display the selected table. 

4. Click the IJ1 (Edit) toolbar button to access the Update a Record window (Exhibit 13-32). 
Verify that this is the record you want to delete. 

5. Click and then click the Ifill (Delete) toolbar button. 

6. In the Delete Confirmation dialog box, click 
cancel the deletion. 

to delete the table, or click 

Note: Table records cannot be deleted if they are in use at the current site. 

7. To close the selected table window, click the [II control button. 

8. To close the Table List window, select Close Table List from the Tables menu. 
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Status 

The Status option is used to view/detennine the status of cases in CLAIMS 4.0. When the 
Workflow Case Status-By Case screen is opened, a table of application IDs in use within the 
last hour at the selected location appears. The table lists the present status of each case and its 
start and end times. To detennine the status of a case, perfonn the following steps: 

I. Select Workflow from the Status menu to access the Workflow Case Status-By Case screen 
(Exhibit 13-33, Workflow Case Status-By Case). 

Exhibit 13-33: Workflow Case Status-By Case 

2. To access a case, perfonn one of the following: 

o Scroll through the list to the desired case, and double click on the process name. 

o In the field to the left of the Find Case Number button, enter the case number (application 

ID or payment ID), and click I 

3. Click to view the activity history of the selected case. The Workflow Case 
Status-Activity History screen appears (Exhibit 13-34, Workflow Case Status-Activity 
History). 
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Exhibit 13-34: Workflow Case Status-Activity History 

4. Click lAW! to verifY that no changes have been made while you have been viewing the 
activity history. 

5. To return to the Workflow Case Status screen. click 

6. Click to view a graphical illustration of the selected case workflow process. 
Click on the tabs in the Workflow Activity Monitor screen (Exhibit 13~35, Workflow 
Activity Monitor) to view the following workflow diagrams: 

• MailRoom through Data Entry 
Data Entry through Scheduling Interview 
Interview through Adjudication 
Adjudication through Close-out 
• Ad Hoc Activities 
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Exhibit 13-35: Workflow Activity Monitor 

7. to verify that no changes have been made while you have been viewing 
the workflow status. 

8. To close the Workflow Activity Monitor screen, click the [il control button. 

9. To exit the Workflow Case Status-By Case screen, click 

Window and File 

The Window menu is used to arrange the screens and icons within the System Maintenance 
desktop. The Exit menu option in the File menu is used to return to the CLAIMS 4.0 Main Menu 
screen. 
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Arranging the Desktop 

To arrange the System Maintenance desktop, perform the following steps: 
I. If multiple screens are open, select Tile from the Windows menu to tile them (each screen 

takes up an equal amount of space on the monitor screen). 

2. If multiple screens are open, select Cascade from the Windows menu to cascade them. The 
cascade windows option displays active screens overlapping, each with a slight offset To 
bring a hidden screen to the front ofthe desktop, click on its title bar. 
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WORKFLOW ADMIN. 

The Workflow Admin. module is restricted for use by an SA only. It is used to view and modify 
the workflow status of a case. To access the Workflow Admin. module, click the Workflow 
Admin. button (Exhibit 14-1, Workflow Admin. Button) in the CLAIMS 4.0 Main Menu screen. 

Exhibit 14-1: Workflow Admin. Button 

The following options are available in the Workflow Admin. module: 

• Process Info-Used to view the current workflow processing slah!S of an application or a 
payment 

• Pending Activities-Used to view workflow activities that a case is awaiting or that are 
currently active; also enables you to reset an activity status to inactive, suspended, 
canceled, or error; merging points (special internal workflow activities) can only be 
viewed but cannot be reset using this option 

• Process History-Used to view a history of all states of all workflow activities for a case 

Process Information 

The Process Info tab is used to view the current workflow processing status of an application or 
payment. The information within the screen is read only and cannot be modified. To view 
process information, perform the following steps: 

I. In the Enter Process lD field, enter the ID of the application or payment. 

2. Press R, or click ~~~~~~ . h'C 'Ch · to retneve t e m,ormatwn ,or t e case. 

3. Click on the Process Info tab in the Workflow Process Instance screen (Exhibit 14-2, 
Worktlow Process Instance-Process Info) to view current workflow processing status of the 
case. 
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Exhibit 14-2: Workflow Process Instance-Process Info 

4. To view the status of another application at any time, click the IIJ (View Process Instance) 
toolbar button. The current application remains open in the background and can be viewed 
by selecting its application ID from the Window menu. 

5. To view related processes for the open application, click the 
toolbar button. 

6. The fields within the process information screen are as follows: 

(Find related Processes) 

• Process Code-Process type affiliated with the application ID or payment ID 

• Process State-Current workflow process state 

• Holding Activity II>-Numeric ID code representing the workflow activity code if the 
case is pending 

• Holding Activity Code-Code representing the workflow activity if the case is pending 

• Related PaylD-Payment ID affiliated with the case (if any exists) 

• Mailroom Date Time-Date and time (MM/DD/YY HH:MM) the case was received in 
the mailroom 

• Start Date Time-Date and time (MMIDD/YY HH:MM) in which the case ID was 
generated in the mailroom 

• End Date Time-Date and time (MM/DDIYY HH:MM) in which the case was closed 

• SC Loc Code-Service center responsible for the case 
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• Office Location-Office responsible for the case 

• Case Location-Office in which the case is located 

Pending Activities 

The Pending Activities tab is used to view workflow activities that a case is awaiting. This is 
also used to reset an activity status to inactive, suspended, or error. Merging points (that is, 
special internal workflow activities) can be viewed but cannot be reset using this option. 
Resetting workflow is used primarily to correct problems with the workflow activity status. 
Wben resetting a workflow activity, always verify the correct activity being reset This option 
must be used with EXTREME CAUTION. 

Note: If an activity is in an active status, the activity has been locked by the user. 

To view pending activities, perform the following steps: 

I. In the Enter Process ID field, enter the ID of the application or payment 

2. Press R, or click 
i!illlll 

to retrieve the information for the case. 

3. Click on the Pending Activities folder tab in the Workflow Process Instance screen 
(Exhibit 14-3, Workflow Process Instance-Pending Activities) to view workflow activities 
that the case is awaiting. 

Exhibit 14-3: Workflow Process Instance-Pending Activities 

4. To reset the activity state of a process, perform the following steps: 

a. Click on the activity ID to be reset 
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b. Click min the Activity State field, and select the correct activity state. For regular types 
of workflow activities, the selection in the Activity State field defaults to Inactive. For ad 
hoc types of workflow activities, the selection in the Activity State field defaults to 
Canceled. 

c. Click to change the activity state. 

5. To change the sort order of the Activity list, click on the column title on which the list is to 
be sorted. 

6. To view the activities of another application at any time, click the IIJ (View Process 
Instance) toolbar button. 

7. To view related processes for the open application, click the 
toolbar button. 

(Find related Processes) 

Process History 

The Process History tab is used to view the history of completed, active, inactive, suspended, and 
canceled workflow activities for a case. To view process history, perform the following steps: 

I. In the Enter Process lD field, enter the ID of the application or payment. 

2. Press R, or click 11 to retrieve the information for the case. 

3. Click the Process History tab to view a history of workflow activities for the case in the 
Workflow Process Instance screen (Exhibit 14-4, Workflow Process Instance-Process 
History). 
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4. corr1ple:ted and canceled workflow activities, click the 

radio button. 

5. To view all workflow activity, click the ! radio button. 

6. To change the sort order of the activity list, click on the column title for which the list is to be 
sorted. 

7. To view the history of another application at any time, click the [II (View Process Instance) 
toolbar button. 

8. To view related processes for the open application, click the 
toolbar button. 
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APPENDIX A-GLOSSARY AND ACRONYMS 
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Activity state 

Adjudication 

Advance start 
time 

Administrative 
close 

Administrative 
office 

Alien file 

Alien 
Registration 
Card (1551) 

Alien number 

Allocation rule 

Application lD 

Available slots 

Bar-code label 

Batch 

Batch print 
server 
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Glossary 

Status of an application in CLAIMS 4.0 workflow 

Official judgment that is made by the examiner who is processing an 
application or petition; standard adjudication decisions include approval, 
denial, or continuing a case 

Number of minutes applicants are scheduled to begin arriving before the start 
of an OC 

Termination of a case for a reason other than naturalization or denial 

Office that has jurisdiction over the scheduling site 

Physical file that contains the applicant's application and supporting 
evidence, as well as any other notes or correspondence relating to the 
application 

Identification card that an individual receives when he or she initially 
registers for benefits or status with the INS 

Number assigned by INS facilities to aliens applying for benefits or status 

Rule that determines the order in which cases will be assigned to locations, 
rooms, etc. when more than one is available 

Unique number assigned by CLAIMS 4.0 to each new N400 or 1881 
application received in the Mailroom; this number can be entered into the 
system manually or the bar code, which contains the application ID, can be 
scanned 

Number of slots not reserved for particular groups of applicants 

Label attached to an A-File that, when scanned by a wand, provides the 
application ID number ofthat case 

Two or more applications processed at the same time. Batch processing can 
be used for scheduling, information or status updates, and certificate printing 
functions in CLAIMS 4.0. 

Option that allows an SA to view the status of a print job and batch printer 
errors, and to perform record maintenance on the request queue and error 
table. A search for a notice by application ID can also be done by the Batch 
Print Server. 
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Batch scheduler 

Cancel at 
applicant request 

Cancel limit 

Cascade 

Cash box 

Central Index 
System 

Certificate 
number 

Click 

Click and drag 

Clipboard ( GUI) 

Close (GUI) 

Close Out Case 
(CLAIMS) 

Color code 

Computer
Linked 
Application 
Information 
Management 
Systems 

Cursor 

Deschedule 

Desktop 
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Scheduling function that automatically creates scheduling slots, places ready 
to schedule cases into a scheduling queue, and assigns appointments to 
queued cases when it is run 

Remove a case from a schedule in response to an applicant's request 
Canceled cases count against an applicant's cancel limit. 

Number of times an applicant can cancel an appointment before CLAIMS 4.0 
will no longer reschedule the case without user intervention 

Overlapping arrangement of open windows displaying the title bar of each 

Electronic accounting tool used in the Finance module of CLAIMS 4.0 to 
keep track of payment transactions. Each Cash Box within CLAIMS 4.0 has 
a unique identification number. 

Centralized record keeping system that gathers and retains information from 
other INS systems, including CLAIMS 4.0 

Unique lD number assigned to a naturalization certificate. The certificate 
number is preprinted on the certificate and must be entered into CLAIMS 4.0 
when a print request is made. 

Single tap on a mouse button 

Clicking on an object and holding down the left mouse button while moving 
the mouse to move or copy the selected object to another location 

Temporary memory used to transfer data from one application to another or 
to a new location within the same application 

Clicking on the Close icon in the title bar; closes the current file or window 
or exits the current application or module 

Option within the Batch Status Update module used to close out oath 
ceremonies and naturalize applicants 

A color used to identify a reporting gate for an OC 

ADP system that supports the receipt, adjudication, and notification 
processes of the Examinations program of the INS. 

Standard pointer used to select and activate a button or object on the screen 

Remove a case from a schedule at the request of INS. Descheduled cases do 
not count against an applicant's cancel limit 

Workspace screen area containing programs and icons 
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Destroy 

Dialog box 

Disk 

Double click 

Employment 
authorization 
document 

Error log 

Evidence 

FD-258 

Folder 

Folder tabs 

Franker 

G28 

Graphical user 
interface 

Group 

Group lD 

Group rule 

Hard drive 

History 
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Make a naturalization certificate unusable by taking an action such as 
shredding it 

Message window containing specific options required to perform a selected 
command 

Medium on which electronic data can be stored and retrieved 

Two taps on a mouse button in rapid succession; a double click is often used 
to start a program or to open a folder 

Document that authorizes an immigrant to seek employment in the United 
States 

Function within the Batch Status Update module that identifies records that 
could not be updated and describes the related errors 

Documentation such as photographs, passports, affidavits, and certificates 
that support an applicant's application for naturalization. This evidence must 
be indicated as Received or Not Received in the Data Entry or Adjudications 
modules of CLAIMS 4.0. 

Fingerprint card submitted by an applicant and forwarded to the FBI for 
purposes of a background check 

Graphical representation of a container that stores files; also known as a 
directory 

Series of screen labels grouped together using a file folder metaphor 

Printer that endorses a check or money order with a payment ID number 

Form submitted with an N400 or 1881 application that indicates the applicant 
is represented by an attorney 

CLAIMS 4.0 operates in the Windows 95 environment. Windows 95 
supports a GUI that enables a user to perform CLAIMS 4.0 operations in a 
user-friendly environment by using icons, menus, and dialog boxes 

Two or more individuals whose applications are kept together for scheduling 
purposes 

Unique identification number generated by CLAIMS 4.0 and attached to a 
group when it is created 

Rule that determines how members of a group are scheduled 

Disk inside a computer workstation for storing and retrieving information; 
often referred to as the C:\drive 

List of all past workflow activities through which an application has 
progressed 
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Icon 

Insertion point 

Interactive 
scheduling 

Interview 
location 

189A Fonn 

I89B Fonn 

I881 Fonn 

Keyword 

Lead applicant 

Maximize 

Menu bar 

Minimize 

N400 Fonn 

N470Fonn 

N565 Fonn 

N600 Fonn 

N643 Fonn 

Naturalization 
certificate 

No show limit 

Notepad 
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Graphical image used to represent an application or a function (for example, 
save); clicking or double clicking on an icon activates the associated 
application or perfonns a function within an application 

Vertical flashing line that indicates the point within a text document or field 
where infonnation can be entered 

Scheduling function that allows a user to schedule an individual application 
into a specific time slot 

Location at which an interview takes place 

Application for an alien registration card 

Application to replace an alien registration card due to Joss or name change 

Fonn submitted to apply for suspension of deportation or special rule 
cancellation of removal 

Word or tenn used to search for related topics 

The primary contact for payment notices when multiple applications are 
submitted with a single payment 

Icon in the title bar used to expand the current window to fill the entire 
screen 

List of choices (tor example, files) located in a horizontal line below the title 
bar in a window 

Icon in the title bar used to reduce the current window to a button in the 
Windows task bar without closing the application 

Application fonn submitted for naturalization 

Application to preserve an alien's residency in the United States 

Application to replace a lost, stolen, or destroyed certificate of citizenship or 
naturalization 

Application for U.S. citizenship 

Application for U.S. citizenship tor an adopted child 

Official document that is presented to an applicant during an OC and that 
serves as proof of citizenship 

Number of times an applicant cannot keep an appointment before CLAIMS 
4.0 will no longer reschedule the case without user intervention 

Windows application used to create or edit text files ofless than 64K in 
text-only fonnat 
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Out box Function within the Notices module that retains electronic copies of 
previously created notices 

Paint Windows application used to create, modifY, or view pictures (replaces 
Paintbmsh from Windows Version 3.1) 

Payments Function used within the Finance module to enter specific information for 
each type of payment made for an application 

Payment ID Unique identification number assigned by CLAIMS 4.0 to each payment 
received by the Mailroom 

Point Position cursor over a screen object 

P1int label Mailroom function used to record the receipt of applications and payments; 
the application ID is generated during this process and printed on a label 

Print queue List of documents pending printing, indicating size, originator, and status of 
the print job 

Profile A set of information that defines an office's scheduling preferences. Profiles 
must be set up for each scheduling site, location, room, and section. 

Province Areas of a country situated away from the capital or population center (for 
example, Canada); if applicable, this information is required on the N400 
application 

Pull-down list List displayed when the downward pointing arrow (m) is clicked within a 
field; also referred to as a drop-down list 

Queue ceremony Place a request to print certificates for an OC onto a print server 

Query A set of criteria that defines and limits the information contained in a report 

Query script Saved set of query criteria that can be retrieved and used to generate an 
inquiry in the Reporting module 

Radio button Button used to select one of several available options 

Reboot Shut down and restart a computer workstation 

Receipt and An automated system for tracking the whereabouts of an alien file 
Alien-File 
Accountability 
and Control 
System 

Remittance Payment submitted by an applicant with an application for citizenship or 
naturalization; payments can be made in the form of cash, checks, money 
orders, and credit cards 

Remittance Number assigned to a payment in addition to the payment ID when two or 
sequence number more remittances are submitted for a single application 
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Report query 

Reporting gate 

Reserved slots 

Restore 

Right click 

Schedule rule 

Scheduling 
queue 

Scheduling site 

Section 

Scroll bars 

Shortcut menu 

Stagger time 

Start 

Status 

Submenu 
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Function within the Reporting module that allows a user to generate reports 

Station at which applicants are scheduled to report for an OC. At least one 
reporting gate must he set up for each oath location 

Number of OC slots set aside for particular groups of applicants 

Icon in the title bar that is used to return the current window to its original 
size 

Single tap on the right mouse button 

Rule that determines the order in which cases are scheduled to interview and 
OC slots 

Waiting list of ready to be scheduled applications. Users can place cases in 
the scheduling queue with the Place in Queue scheduling function. Cases are 
also added to the scheduling queue when headquarters runs the Place 
Applications into Ready to Schedule Queue option on the Batch Scheduler. 
Cases in the scheduling queue are placed into scheduling slots when the 
Assign Appointments for Applications option on the Batch Scheduler is run. 

Office responsible for setting up a schedule 

A group of examiners, service type, etc. for which a specific interview 
schedule is set up 

Gray bars located vertically on the right side of a window and horizontally 
across the bottom of a window that contain arrows at either end for moving 
the items within a window into view 

Menu containing the most frequently used commands for a file or folder; 
accessed by clicking the right mouse button on a specific file or folder 

Number of minutes arrival times for an OC are staggered; used to prevent all 
applicants from arriving at the same time 

Button on one side of the task bar that is used to open programs or 
documents and to restart or shut down the computer 

List of current workflow activities for an application. The following status 
codes are used to indicate workflow status: 

Active-Indicates that the workflow activity is currently in progress 
Inactive-Indicates that the workflow activity is pending 
Completed-Indicates that the workflow activity is finished 
Canceled-Indicates that the workflow activity was begun but not 

completed 

Menu containing specific programs, files, or groups within a main menu; 
accessed by choosing an item with a right arrow to the side of it 
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Suffix 

Task bar 

Terminate 

Text 

Text file 

Tile 

Title bar 

Toolbar 

Tool tips 

Total capacity 

User ID 

Void 

Workflow 
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Field on the N400 application to distinguish persons who are Sr., Jr., III, IV, 
etc. 

Gray section on the bottom edge of the screen containing the Start button, 
buttons for other applications or modules currently running, a clock, and 
icons to access other custom accessories 

Close a case for a reason other than naturalization or denial 

Characters, including letters, numbers, and symbols typed into a document 

File containing characters only with no formatting 

Arrangement of all open windows dividing the screen into equal-sized 
sections 

Bar across the top of a window indicating the application or file name 
contained within the window 

Bar with buttons that perform the most common tasks in an application with 
a single click 

Pop-up text fields that appear when the cursor is moved over a toolbar 
button; the text usually relates to the menu item name that performs the same 
function 

Total number of slots at an OC, including both available slots and reserved 
slots 

Code that identifies a user to the system 

Record that a certificate number and its corresponding certificate are invalid 

Ordered sequence of activities through which an application must progress 
during the naturalization process. When entered in the User column of the 
Case Status screen, Workflow indicates that an activity was initiated 
automatically by the CLAIMS 4.0 system rather than by a particular user. 
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AAO 
ADP 
A-Number 
CBO 
ceo 
CIS 
CLAIMS 
COB 
coc 
CPU 
DFS 
DOB 
DOJ 
EAD 
FBI 
FP 
GUI 
ID 
INS 
KB 
LAN 
NACS 
oc 
POE 
QA 
RAPS 
RAFACS 
RNACS 
RPC 
SA 
sc 
SSN 
VOLAG 
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Acronyms 

Administrative Appeals Office 
automated data processing 
alien number 
community-based organization 
Case Control Officer 
Central Index System 
Computer-Linked Application Information Management System 
country of birth 
country of citizenship 
central processing unit 
Designated Fingerprint Service 
date of birth 
Department of Justice 
employment authorization document 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
fingerprint 
graphical user interface 
identification 
Immigration and Naturalization Service 
kilobyte 
local area network 
Naturalization Automated Casework System 
oath ceremony 
port of entry 
Quality Assurance 
Refugee Asylum and Parole System 
Receipt Alien-File Accountability and Control System 
Redesigned Naturalization Automated Casework System 
responsible party code 
system administrator 
service center 
Social Security number 
Volunteer Agency 
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REPORT DESCRIPTIONS 
The CLAIMS 4.0 Reporting module allows the user to generate and print several types of reports. 
The types of reports available to a user are determined by the user's access privileges. The user 
must initiate a database search based on selected criteria in order to generate a report. Fields 
available for selecting search criteria vary according to the type of report being generated. The 
following is a list of all available CLAIMS 4.0 reports and a description of each respective report. 
The reports are broken into nine categories or functional areas. Each functional area contains a 
series of reports related to the same topic. 

Adjudications 
The Adjudications functional area allows adjudicators and supervisors to generate status reports on 
specific applicants and applications. Reports can be generated to track cases through the 
application process and list cases that are on hold, pending, or continued status. Statistical reports 
on cases that do not have A-File numbers and cases where users' requests for additional 
information have expired can also be produced. Reports in this functional area are generated by 
INS office location, mail room receipt date, and applicant criteria. 

Applicant Current Status Report 

Applicants Naturalized by the 
Court 

Lists the application !D, A-Number, form number, 
applicant's name, current status, and country of birth. This 
report is generated by District Office location, mailroom 
receipt date, COB, and COC code. It can be sorted by 
application !D, A-Number, applicant name, application 
status, COB, COC code, mail room application receipt date, 
and terminal digit. Includes a total count of applicants listed 
in the re ort. 
Lists the A-Number, application ID, mail room received date, 
applicant name, and OC date and time. This report is 
generated by OC scheduling site and OC date range, and can 
be sorted based upon A-Number, application ID, mail room 
recei t date, a licant name, and OC date and time. 
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Cases Eligible for Denial Due Lists the application 10, applicant name, and A-Number of 
to Failure to Appear for those applications that can be denied because the applicant 
Fingerprinting did not appear for fingerprinting within the allotted time. 

This report is generated by service center location and can be 
sorted by application 10, applicant name, and A-Number. 

Cases Eligible for Denial Due Lists the application 10, applicant name, and A-Number of 
to Failure to Submit Fingerprint those applications that can be denied because the applicant 
Card residing abroad did not submit a fingerprint card within the 

allotted time. This report is generated by service center 
location and can be sorted by application ID, applicant name, 
and A-Number. 

Cases Eligible for Denial Due Lists the application 10, applicant name, and A-Number of 
to Failure to Submit Fingerprint those applications that can be denied because the applicant 
Fee did not submit the fingerprint fee within the allotted time. 

This report is generated by service center location and can be 
sorted by application ID, applicant name, and A-Number. 

Cases Eligible for Denial Due Lists the application ID, applicant name, and A-Number of 
to Non-Payment of Fingerprint those applications that can be denied because of a bounced 
Fee check that was not resolved within the allotted time. This 

report is generated by service center location and can be 
sorted by application ID, applicant name, and A-Number. 

Cases Eligible for Denial Due Lists the application 10, applicant name, and A-Number of 
to Undeliverable Notice those applications that can be denied because of 

undeliverable notice. This report is generated by service 
center location and can be sorted by application ID, applicant 
name, and A-Number. 

Cases on Hold Lists the application ID, application status, and mail room 
receipt date with the applicant's name and A-Number. This 
report is generated by INS location, applicant COB, COC 
code, marital status, and mailroom receipt date range, and 
can be sorted by A-Number, application ID, application 
status, applicant name, and terminal digit 
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Cases Without A-File Numbers This report lists the application ID, form number, applicant 

name, application status, mail room receipt date, and 
applicant COB. This report is generated by INS location and 
mail room receipt date range. 

Cases Pending Lists the A-Number, applicant name, application ID, mail 
room receipt date, and application status. This report is 
generated by district office site and mail room receipt date 
range, and includes a total number of cases pending in that 
date range. The report can be sorted by A-Number, 
application ID, applicant name, mail room receipt date, 
application status, and terminal digit. 

Continued Cases Lists the application ID, A-Number, application status, 
applicant name, file owner site and subsite code, and relevant 
CBO. This report is generated based upon interview site, 
applicant COB and COB, and mail room receipt date range. 
The report can be sorted by A-Number, applicant name, 
application ID, application status, file owner site and subsite 
code, CBO, and terminal digit. 

Expired Request For Additional Lists the application ID, A-Number, applicant name, date the 
Case Information Report evidence was requested, and the requesting office site code. 

It provides a total count of expired information requests, 
identifying cases where the request for additional information 
is outstanding more than 30 days. This report is generated 
based upon administrative office site, date, and location of 
case file. 
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Certificate Tracking 
The Certificate Tracking functional area is used by supervisors and document production staff to 
generate status and administrative reports concerning naturalization certificate use. 

Numbers 

Certificate Accountability 

Certificate Issuance Report 

Repmt of Voided Certificates 

Lists the A-Number, application ID, OC date, OC service 
type, and applicant name. This report is generated by OC site 
and date range, and can be sorted by applicant name; OC site, 
date, and time; service type; application ID; A-Number; 
mailroom · 
Lists the certificate number, application ID, A-Number, 
applicant name, and OC site and date. This report is 
generated by OC site and date range, and can be sorted by 
applicant name; OC site, date, and time; A-Number; 

and tenninal 
Lists the certificate number, application ID, A-Number, 
certificate date of issue, applicant's name and certificate 
status. This report is generated by OC site and certificate 
date of issue range, and can be sorted by certificate number, 
certificate date of issue, A-Number, application ID, applicant 

and terminal 
Lists the certificate number, application ID, and A-Number 
with the certificate's date of void, voider's user ID, and the 
reason for the void. The report is generated by OC site and 
scheduling site, and certificate voided date range, and can be 
sorted by certificate number, reason for void, A-Number, 
certificate void voider's user and tem1inal · · 
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File Room Operation 
Reports in the File Room Operation functional area are used by service center staff to track 
movement of A-Files between office locations . 
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CIS File Transfer Report Lists the application ID, A-Number, responsible party code 

(RPC), section code, file destination site, and subsite code. 
This report is generated by service center location, and can be 
sorted based upon RPC, application ID, A-Number, and 
terminal digit. 

CLAIMS 4.0 A-File Request Lists the A-File number, A-File site code, application status, 
Status application ID, mail room receipt date, RPC, section code, 

and A-File destination site code. This report is generated by 
INS site and date range, and can be sorted based upon 
activity start date, tem1inal digit, file destiny site code, 
application ID, application status, and A-Number. 

Create a T -File Lists RPC, application ID, A-Number, date file request 
generated, and office site code. This report is generated 
based upon service center site and date, and can be sorted by 
terminal digit, application ID, RPC, and A-Number. 

Daily RAFACS Report of A- Lists the application ID and A-Number of A-Files received. 
Files Received This report is generated by INS site and mail room receipt 

date. 
File Consolidation Lists the application ID, A-Number, RPC, file consolidation 

date, and file location site code. This report is generated by 
service center site and date, and can be sorted based upon 
application ID, A-Number, terminal digit, and RPC. 

File Consolidation and Lists the application ID, A-Number, RPC, file consolidation 
Shipment date, and destination site code. This report is generated by 

service center location, and can be sorted based upon 
application ID, A-Number, terminal digit, and RPC. 
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File Movement and Shipment Lists the application ID, A-Number, RPC, office site code, 

and destination site code. This report is generated by service 
center site and date, and can be sorted based upon RPC, 
application ID, and A-Number. 

OF-11 Request Lists the application ID, A-Number, and RPC. This report is 
generated by service center site, and can be sorted based 
upon RPC, terminal digit, A-Number, and application !D. 

Ship A-File (Transfer Out) Lists the application ID, A-Number, RPC, site section code, 
A-File destination site, and subsite code. This report is 
generated based upon service center site and date. 

Ship T-File (Transfer Out) Lists the application ID, RPC, transfer date, T-File 
destination site, and subsite code. This report is generated by 
service center site and date. 
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Finance 
Reports in the Finance functional area are used by service center staffto view, track, and audit the 
financial transaction and payment activities that are part of the filing and approval process for 
naturalization applications. Staff can also use these reports to document and track payments over 
time by remittance type, and to help resolve financial issues. 

Bounced Check Report 

Detail Audited Cash Box 
Report 

Lists a breakdown of fees and payments collected by INS site 
and mail room receipt date. Includes a report section where a 
daily register of receipts by account number, fees paid, 
payment collection date, INS INN number, bank adjustment 
code, and reason for adjustment is shown. Prints a section 
for the INS officer to record his name, his/her signature, job 
title and provide a date to verify that funds were transferred 
and received at a bank depository. This report is generated 
b auditor ID, cash box ID, user ID, and recei t date. 
Lists the payment ID, remittance sequence number, payment 
receipt date, payment status, and paid amount by payment ID. 
Includes a total number of remittances and total amount of 
bounced check payments. This report is generated by service 
center site, and payment receipt date, and can be sorted by 
payment ID, payment receipt date, and remittance sequence 
number. 
Lists the cash box ID, user ID, cash box status, date cash box 
was created, cash box audited date, auditor ID and name, date 
cash box was closed, and cash box user name. Lists the 
payment IDs, remittance sequence number, date payment 
received, and paid amount by payment ID for a cash box. 
Includes a subtotal number of remittances and amount 
collected for each cash box ID audited, and a total number of 
remittances and payments received across cash boxes 
reviewed. This report is generated by service center site and 
cash box audited date ran e. 
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Detail Audited Cash Box Lists the cash box ID, user ID, cash box status, date cash box 
Report for Supervisors was created, cash box audited date, auditor ID and name, date 

cash box was closed, and cash box user name. Lists the 
payment IDs, remittance sequence number, date payment 
received, and paid amount by payment ID for a cash box. 
Includes a subtotal number of remittances and amount 
collected for each cash box ID audited and a total number of 
remittances and payments received across cash boxes 
reviewed. This report is generated by service center site, 
auditor name, user name. and audited date range. 

Detail Cash Box Report Lists the cash box ID, user ID, cash box status, date cash box 
was created, and cash box user name. Lists the payment IDs, 
remittance sequence numbers, date payment received, and 
paid amount by payment !D. Includes a subtotal number of 
remittances and payments received for a cash box ID and a 
total number of remittances and payments received across 
cash boxes reviewed. This report is generated by service 
center site, cash box ID, user ID, and date of cash box report 
request. 

Detail Cash Box Report For Lists the cash box ID, user ID, cash box status, date cash box 
Supervisors was created, and cash box user name. Lists the payment IDs, 

remittance sequence numbers, date payment received, and 
paid amount by payment !D. Includes a subtotal number of 
remittances and payments received for a cash box ID and a 
total number of remittances and payments received across 
cash boxes reviewed. This report is generated hy service 
center site, cash box ID, user ID, and date of cash box report 
request, and can be sorted by cash box ID, user ID, and user 
name. 
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Detail Fee Register Report Lists the user name, payment 10, remittance sequence 

number, remitter name, remittance type code, remit number, 
and amount paid by payment 10. Includes a grand total of 
remittances received and amount paid, however totals do not 
include unacceptable payments. This report is generated by 
payment receipt date range, user 10 and name, and service 
center site, and can be sorted by bank number, remitter name, 
payment 10, and amount paid. 

Detail Register Transaction Lists the payment ID, remittance sequence number, remitter 
Report name, remit number, and amount paid. Includes a grand total 

of remittances and amounts paid by remittance type, however 
totals do not include unacceptable payments. This report is 
generated by payment receipt date range, cash box user 10, 
and service center site, and can be sorted by form number, 
bank number, payment ID, and amount paid. 

Detail Register Transaction Lists the payment ID, sequence number, remitter name, remit 
Report for Supervisors number, and amount paid for all remittance types at a site. 

Includes a grand total of remittances and amount paid by 
remittance type. This report is generated by service center 
site, user ID and name, and payment receipt date, and can be 
sorted by payment ID, remitter name, remittance type, bank 
number, payment receipt date, amount paid, and form 
number. 

Office Fee Register By Payment Lists the number of remittances received, remittance type, 
Type and amount paid per remittance. Includes a total number of 

remittances and amounts paid, and provides a section for 
verifier, forwarded, and regional finance staff signatures, and 
to record deposit number and dates. This report is generated 
by service center site and remittance date range. 
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Refund Due Report 

Refund Paid Report 

Summary Active Cash Box 
Report 

Summary Active Cash Box 
Report for Supervisors 

Summary Audited Cash Box 
Report 

Lists payment ID, number of remittances, payment status, 
and mailroom received date. Calculates total remittances and 
payments received but not yet data entered and provides 
notification if payment has been voided. This report is 
generated by service center site and mail room received date 
ran e. 
Lists the payment ID, payor name and address, single or lead 
pay group application ID, total payments received, refund 
owed to payor, overpayment determination date, and date 
refund notification sent to payment system. This report is 
enerated b INS site and date ran e. 

Lists the payment ID, payor name and address, single or lead 
pay group application ID, total payments received, refund 
paid, overpayment determination date, and date refund sent. 
This re ort is enerated b INS site and date ran e. 
Lists the cash box ID, user ID, user name, date cash box was 
created and total number of remittances. Includes a total 
number of remittances received by cash box. This report is 
enerated b service center site and date. 

Lists the cash box ID, user ID and name, date cash box 
created, and total number of remittances by cash box. 
Includes a total number of remittances across cash boxes. 
This report is generated by service center site, cash box ID, 
user ID, user name, and date. 
Lists the cash box ID, user name, user ID, date cash box was 
created and closed, and total number of remittances and 
payments by cash box ID, auditor code, and audited date. 
Includes a total number of remittances and payments across 
cash boxes. This report is generated by service center site, 
user ID, and audited date ran e. 
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Summary Audited Cash Box 
Report for Supervisors 

Summary Cash Box Report 

Summary Cash Box Report for 
Supervisors 

Lists the cash box ID, user name, user ID, date cash box was 
created and closed, and total number of remittances and 
payments hy cash box ID, audited by code, and audited date. 
Includes a total number of remittances and payments received 
across cash boxes. This report is generated by service center 
site, cash hox auditor, user name, and audited date ran e. 
Lists the cash box ID, date the cash box was created, user ID 
and name, cash box status, type of remittance, number of 
remittances received, and payment amounts by remittance 
type. Includes a subtotal of remittances and amounts 
received by cash box ID and a grand total of remittances 
received and amounts paid across cash boxes. This report is 
enerated b service center site, cash box user ID, and date. 

Lists the cash box ID, date the cash box was created, user ID 
and name, cash box status, type of remittance, and number of 
remittances and payment amounts by remittance type. 
Includes a subtotal of remittances and amounts received for a 
cash box ID, and a grand total of remittances received and 
amounts paid across cash boxes. This report is generated by 
service center site cash box user ID, user name, and date. 
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G22 Reporting 
The G22 functional area is used by supervisors to retrieve a summary of report activity with respect 
to total adjudication and citizenship activity reports 130A through 160. The reports are generated 
by scope, which can include multiple INS locations and reporting period date ranges. The reports 
include tracking of officer and clerical hours. 

G-22 Place Report 

Lists total adjudication and citizenship report titles in the left 
column and provides report workflow actions across the top, 
including begin pending, initial receipts, reopened, transfer in 
and out, service center processing completed, oaths 
administered and approved, applications denied due to fraud 
and other, applications returned, NACS adjustment, end 
pending, and officer and clerical hours. This matrix report is 
enerated b site sco e and re ortin ' eriod. 

Lists total adjudication and citizenship report titles in the left 
column, and provides report workflow actions across the top, 
including begin pending, initial receipts, reopened, transfer in 
and out, service center processing completed, oaths 
administered and approved, applications denied due to fraud 
and other, applications retumed, NACS adjustment, end 
pending, and officer and clerical hours. This matrix report is 
enerated b site sco e and re ortin eriod. 
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Mailroom 
Reports in the Mailroom functional area are used by supervisors and staff at INS service centers to 
review and track statistics on naturalization application and payment transactions, including 
unprocessed application and payment processes, on a daily or longer basis. Reports are generated 
based on INS site and mailroom receipt date range. 

Daily Mailroom Remittance 
Reconciliation Report 

Daily Mailroom Remittance 
Reconciliation Report for 
Supervisors 

Mailroom Remittance 
Reconciliation Report 

Mailroom Remittance 
Reconciliation Report for 
Supervisors 

Lists the payment ID, number of remittances, payment status, 
and mailroom received date by payment ID across participant 
codes. Includes a subtotal number of remittances processed 
by a participant, and a grand total of received remittances. 
This report is generated by INS site, user ID, and mailroom 
receipt date, and is sorted by user ID and mailroom received 
date and time. 
Lists the payment ID, number of remittances, payment status, 
and mailroom received date by payment ID. Includes a 
subtotal number of remittances processed by a participant, 
and a grand total of received remittances across participants. 
This report is generated by INS site, user ID, user name, and 
mailroom received date, and is sorted b user ID. 
Lists the user ID, payment ID, number of remittances per 
payment ID, and mailroom received date. Provides a total 
number of remittances processed by user !D. This report is 
generated by INS site and does not include voided payments 
and their associated remittances. 
Lists the user name, user ID, payment ID, number of 
remittances and mailroom received date. Includes a subtotal 
number of remittances processed by a staff member, and 
provides a total number of mailroom received remittances 
processed. This report is generated by INS site, user ID, and 
name, and is sorted by user !D. This report does not include 
voided a ents and their associated remittances. 
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Mailroom Remittance and Lists the user ID, payment !D, application ID, and mailroom 
Applications Report For received date. This report is generated by service center site, 
Supervisors user !D, and user name, and can be sorted based upon 

application ID, mailroom date and time, and payment !D. 
Unprocessed Application Lists the application ID, process start date, related payment 
Report ID, and mailroom clerk !D. Includes a total number of 

applications received, but, not yet data entered. This report is 
generated by service center site and mailroom date range. 

Unprocessed Payment Report Lists user name, payment ID, number of remittances by 
payment ID, process start date, payment status, and mailroom 
clerk !D. This report is generated by service center site, user 
ID and name, and mailroom receipt date. Includes a total 
number of payments received but not yet data entered. 
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Management Reports 
The Management Report functional area is used by supervisors to review and track applicant data 
mismatches between Claims and CIS, actions on cases pending, and data production and N400 
activity statistics. 

Lists the application ID, A-Number, applicant name, data 
entry date, address type, all relevant address fields, error 
codes, and error descriptions for those applications 
containing address errors. This report is generated by service 
center location and can be sorted by application ID and 
A-Number. 

CIS I Claims Mismatch Report Lists the A-Number, application ID, and compares CIS and 
CLAIMS database entries by last name, first name, and DO B. 
This INS site and date 

New N400 Cases Lists the service center site code, application ID, applicant 
name, A-Number, payment ID, data entry done by user ID 
code, and N400 case site code. Includes a total number of 
new applications received by service center site code and 
total number of N400 cases. This report is generated by 
service center site, user ID and name, and data entry date 

Data Entry Production Report 
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Scheduling Exam 
The Scheduling Exam functional area is used by supervisors and clerical staff to view and analyze 
scheduling plans and status, review interview and adjudicator activity, and capture demographic 
and interview activity statistics related to exam scheduling. 

Available Appointment Slots 
for Examiners 

Available Appointment Slots 
Report 

Cancel/No Show Report 

Cases with Interview Past Due 

Lists the Adjudicator ID, interview date, interview start and 
end times, scheduling site, and subsite code. This report is 
generated by interview site, date and time, interview 
scheduling site, and available date range, and can be sorted 
by Examiner number, interview date, start and end times, and 
schedulin site and subsite code. 
Lists the interview available dates, available room IDs, 
interview start and end times, and scheduling site and subsite 
codes. This report is generated by interview site, interview 
scheduling site, and available date range, and can be sorted 
by interview scheduling site and subsite code, interview start 
and end time, available date ran e and interview room ID. 
Lists the application ID, applicant name, A-Number, 
interview service type, interview date and time, and disposal 
action taken. This report is generated by interview schedule 
site, interview service type, and interview date range, and can 
be sorted by interview date, time and room ID; application 
JD; A-Number; applicant name; interview service type; 
interview scheduling site and subsite code; and terminal 
di 't. 

Lists the application ID, applicant name, A-Number, 
interview service type, interview time, and interview room 
ID. This report is generated by interview site and interview 
dates older than, and can be sorted by applicant name, 
A-Number, application ID, room ID, interview date and time, 
interview service and terminal di it. 
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Daily Itinerary for INS Facilities Lists the Adjudicator ID, interview time, interview room ID, 

and interview date. This report is generated by interview site 
and interview date range, and can be sorted by room ID, 
interview time, and examiner ID. 

Daily Schedule By Examiner Lists the application ID, adjudicator ID, applicant name, 
A-Number, interview service type, interview room, room 
section, and interview start time. This report is generated by 
interview site and date, applicant COB and COC, and 
interview site, and can be sorted by interview room ID, 
applicant name. interview service type, adjudicator ID, 
A-Number, section ID, and terminal digit. 

Demographic Report by Lists the application ID, applicant name, occupation, 
Interview Date A-Number, and COB and COC. This report is generated by 

interview site and date range, and can be sorted by 
application ID, applicant name, occupation, COB and COC, 
A-Number, and terminal digit. 

Demographic Report by Mail Lists the application ID, applicant name and occupation, 
Date A-Number, COB and COC, file owner site, and mailroom 

received date. This report is generated by interview 
scheduling site, interview site, and mailroom date range, and 
can be sorted by tlle owner site code, and applicant name, 
COB and COC, occupation, A-Number, and terminal digit. 

Examination I Case Review Lists the application ID; applicant name; A-Number; 
Pick List interview date and time; examiner ID/section ID/room ID 

codes; interview schedule date; and FBI control number. 
This report is generated by interview site and date range, and 
can be sorted by interview time and date, applicant name, 
examiner ID, interview scheduled on date, A-Number, 
application ID, and terminal digit. 
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Examiners Appointment Slots Lists the adjudicator ID, interview date, interview start and 
Booked Statistics end time, available hours, and percentage of appointment 

slots available filled. This report is generated by interview 
site and date range, and can be sorted by interview site and 
subsite code. 

Interview Schedule by Attorney Lists the attorney name, firm name and address, application 
!D, A-Number, and interviewer ID code, service type, and 
room !D. This report is generated by interview scheduling 
site, service site, and date range, and can be sorted by 
attorney address, name and phone number; firm name; 
postal/ZIP codes; state, city and street names; interview date, 
time, and room ID; application ID; examiner ID; applicant 
name; A-Number; and terminal digit. 

Interview Schedule by Lists the application ID, applicant name, A-Number, 
Examiner interview service type; interview date, time and room ID; and 

adjudicator ID. This report is generated by interview 
scheduling site, service site, and interview date range, and 
can be sorted by interview date, time, and room ID; 
application ID; examiner ID; applicant name; interview 
service type; A-Number; section ID; and terminal digit. 

Interview Schedule by Location Lists the application ID; applicant name; A-Number; 
and Examiner interview service type; adjudicator ID; and interview date, 

time and room ID. This report is generated by interview site 
and date range, and can be sorted by interview site and 
subsite code. 

Interview Section Booked Lists the interview date, room ID, available hours, and the 
Statistics percentage of available interview slots filled. This report is 

generated by interview scheduling site, service site, and date 
range, and can be sorted by interview date, time and room 
ID; interview service type; application JD; A-Number; 
examiner name; applicant name· and terminal digit. 
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Lists the application ID; adjudicator ID; applicant name; 
A-Number; interview service type; and interview date, time, 
and room ID. This report is generated by interview 
scheduling site and date range, and sorted by interview date, 
time and room ID; interview service type; application ID; 
A-N umber; examiner name; applicant name; and terminal 
di it. 
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Scheduling Oath Ceremony 
The Scheduling Oath Ceremony functional area is used by supervisors and clerical staff to generate 
scheduling, status, demographic and interview activity reports, and statistics related to OCs. 
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Available Oath Ceremony Slots Lists the OC date, time, and room ID; available and reserved 
OC slots; and OC scheduling site. This report is generated by 
district office site, OC site, and OC date range, and can be 
sorted by available and reserved OC slots, and OC date, time, 
and room ID. 

Cases with Ceremony Past Due Lists the apphcation ID, applicant name, A-Number, OC date, 
and room !D. This report is generated by OC site and OC 
date range, and can be sorted by applicant name, OC date and 
room ID, A " . ann ID, and tenninal digit. 

Daily Schedule by Oath Lists application ID; applicant name; A-Number; entrance 
Ceremony Facility Room gate ID; report time; and OC date, time, and room ID. This 

report is generated by OC scheduling site, service site, and 
OC date range, and can be sorted by applicant name; OC 
report time; date, time, and room ID; A-Number; entrance 
gate ID; and tenninal digit. 

Oath Ceremony by Applicant Lists the application ID; applicant name; A-Number, OC 
report time; date, time, and room ID; OC scheduling site; and 
entrance gate !D. This report is generated by OC scheduling 
site, service site, and OC date range, and can be sorted by 
application ID; applicant name; OC scheduling site; OC date, 
report time, and room ID; gate ID; A-Number; and OC 
subsite code. 

Oath Ceremony Cases with No Lists the application ID; applicant name; A-Number; and OC 
Certitlcate Numbers date, time, and room !D. This report is generated by OC site 

and date range, and can be sorted by OC date, time and room 
ID; applicant name; A-Number; application ID; and tenninal 
digit. 
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Oath Ceremony Data This two column report provides the A-Number, filing site, 
Validation Report applicant name, OC site, date and time, and who conducted 

the OC in the first column. It provides the applicant's DOB, 
gender, height, marital status, and country of former 
nationality in the second column. This report includes a total 
number of applicants scheduled for an OC, and is generated 
by OC site and date. The report can be sorted by application 
ID, applicant name, A-Number, and terminal digit This 
report module does not offer a preview option at this time. 

Oath Ceremony Demographic Lists the application ID and applicant's A-Number, DOB, and 
Report COB. Includes a total number of cases listed on the report. 

This report is generated by OC scheduling site and service 
site, and by OC date, time, and room ID. It can be sorted by 
application ID, OC room ID, applicant name, 
A-Number, occupation, COB, COC, and terminal digit. 

Oath Ceremony N646 The N646 identifies the Clerk of the Court, OC date, list 
number, and page number across the top, and provides the 
address, date, and time that the applicant is notified to appear 
for an administered oath of allegiance. Includes the 
applicant's A-Number and name, and provides a space at the 
bottom for the signature of the officer certifying OC 
eligibility. 

Oath CeremonyN647 The N647 is the Clerk of Courts Oath of Allegiance and 
Certificate Accountability form. It identifies the Clerk of 
Court performing the OC; the OC date; the address at which 
the OC is held; and the applicant's A-Number, name, and 
certificate number. It also provides space for the signature of 
the officer in attendance. There is no preview option 
available with this report. 
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Oath Ceremony Schedule by Lists the application ID, A-Number, applicant name, OC 
Reporting Location scheduling site, service site, entrance gate JD, OC location 

color, and OC room ID. This report is generated by OC site; 
scheduling site; and OC date and room ID, and can be sorted 
by facility subsite code, OC subsite code, OC type, OC room 
ID, entrance gate ID, applicant name, A-Number, application 
ID, entrance gate color code, and terminal digit. 

Ready to Schedule Queue Lists the application ID, applicant name, A-Number, 
mailroom receipt date, and date application was placed in OC 
scheduling queue. This report is generated by OC site and in 
ready to schedule queue date range, and can be sorted by date 
application placed in queue, application ID, applicant name, 
OC room ID, mailroom receipt date, and A-Number. 

Ready to Schedule Queue for Lists the application ID, applicant name, and A-Number, with 
Oath Ceremony by Interview OC interview date, receipt date of OC assignment, and room 
and Receipt Date ID. This report is generated by OC site, mailroom receipt 

date range, and in ready to schedule queue date range, and 
can be sorted by applicant name, interview date, application 
ID, A-Number, mailroom receipt date, and terminal digit. 

Ready to Schedule Queue Lists the application ID, applicant name, A-Number, and 
Report for Oath Ceremony mailroom receipt date. This report is generated by OC site 

and mail room receipt date range, and can be sorted by 
application ID, mailroom receipt date, A-Number, applicant 
name, OC room ID, and terminal digit. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) developed the Computer-Linked Application 
Information Management System (CLAIMS) Version 4.0 to assist in the processing of 
applications related to naturalization or attaining U.S. citizenship. Designed to meet the sharp 
increase in naturalization applications over the past few years, CLAIMS-a reengineering of 
prior computerized naturalization systems-provides a more efficient and effective process for 
handling these cases. CLAIMS 4.0 makes use of newer and more efficient technology based on a 
graphical user interface (GUI). CLAIMS 4.0 enables the INS to process cases more efficiently by 
tracking each case through all aspects of the naturalization and citizenship process, from 
application submission to close out 

Purpose and Scope 

This user manual provides an overview of CLAIMS 4.0 and its workflow process. It provides 
general information regarding CLAIMS 4.0 and detailed instruction on how to use CLAIMS 4.0 
functions available at the INS service centers (SCs ). A detailed description of the naturalization 
process using CLAIMS 4.0 is also provided. This manual also serves as a reference guide to the 
system functionality of CLAIMS 4.0 to aid INS representatives responsible for handling 
naturalization cases. 

Organization 

This user manual is divided into 16 sections. Section I, Introduction, presents an overview of the 
CLAIMS 4.0 project, lists points of contact and reference documents, and describes primary 
business functions. Section 2, System Capabilities, describes the capabilities of CLAIMS 4.0. 
Section 3, Description of System Functions, provides a detailed description of each CLAIMS 4.0 
function. The following sections contain step-by-step instructions for operating within 
CLAIMS 4.0: Section 4, Operation Procedures; Section 5, Error Handling; Section 6, 
CLAIMS 4.0 Online Help; Section 7, MailRoom Entry; Section 8, Finance; Section 9, Data 
Entry; Section 10, Reporting; Section 11, Notices; Section 12, Case Management; Section 13, 
Case Status; Section 14, System Maintenance; Section 15, Workflow Admin.; and Section 16, 
Adjudications. 

Points of Contact 

The primary point of contact is I fneputy Director Benefit Systems Division, I I ........ ~ 

Project References 

The following references were used to create this user manual: 

• Systems Development Life Cycle Manual, August 25, 1995, Volume II 
(CRY00.90000-02.F*O) 
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• Functional Requirements Document for CLAIMS 4, April 12, 2000 
(NCYOO.l 0000-00.DCI-EDS) 
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Primary Business Functions 

The CLAIMS 4.0 reengineering project will eventually replace the Reengineered Naturalization 
Automated Casework System (RNACS) to more effectively support the naturalization process. 
The capabilities supported by CLAIMS 4.0 include MailRoom Entry, Data Entry, Finance, 
Scheduling, Case Management, Adjudications, Notices, Reporting, Document Production, Case 
Status, System Maintenance, and Workflow Admin. functions. 

Acronyms and Glossary 

Appendix A, Acronyms and Glossary, provides a list of the acronyms and terms used in this 
document. Appendix B, Report Descriptions, contains a list of reports accessible through the 
Reporting module of CLAIMS 4.0, together with a brief description of each report. 
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SYSTEM CAPABILITIES 

CLAIMS 4.0 tracks cases and assists in processing applications for naturalization and 
citizenship. The system is capable of tracking a case from the time it enters the mailroom until 
the naturalization certificate is printed and given to the applicant and the case is closed out 

Purpose of CLAIMS 4.0 

CLAIMS 4.0 provides the INS with an efficient and effective automated system to help with 
tracking and processing naturalization and citizenship applications. These applications are 
adjudicated by the INS in accordance with U.S. naturalization law. CLAIMS 4.0 serves as a 
repository of case data used at the local level to manage the naturalization case load. 
CLAIMS 4.0 also provides statistics and composite profiles of naturalization activities at the 
national leveL 

General Description 

CLAIMS 4.0 is divided into 12 modules. Exhibit 2-1, CLAIMS 4.0 Service Center Modules, 
lists the functions for the 10 modules used in the SCs. 

Data Entry 

Finance 

Notices 
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Exhibit 2-1: CLAIMS 4.0 Service Center 

The Mailroom Entry module 
clock in applications, assign each application a system-generated 
application ID number, and print the application ID number on a bar-code 
label. This module is also used to clock in, endorse, and assign payment 
ID numbers to included with 

Data Entry allows the user to enter 
into CLAIMS 4.0. At present, data from the N400 Application for 
Naturalization and the 1881 Application for Suspension of Deportation can 
be entered. Groupings of applicants can also be created and updated in the 
Data module. 
The Finance module is used to process payments and perform accounting 
functions in CLAIMS 4.0. Payments are recorded using the Payment 
option of the Finance module. The Cash Box option is used to reconcile 

accounts. 
The Notices module is used to print or reprint notices created to inform 
applicants of scheduled appointments and the status of their applications. 
This module allows users to view a list of notices that are waiting to be 
created, to search for a notice by application ID, and to view a list of 
previously printed notices for an individual application. Users can also 
view the status reset and · 
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Case 
Management 

Case Status 

System 
Maintenance 

Exhibit 2-1: CLAIMS 4.0 Service Center (continued) 

The Reporting module is to generate reports related to 
CLAIMS 4.0. A report query can be initiated to generate reports based on 
selected criteria. Reports can be requested according to functional areas 
available to tbe current user. Each area contains several types of reports, 
each with criteria selection fields. 
The Case Management is used to resolve data dtscrepanctes 
between CLAIMS 4.0 and tbe Central index System (CIS), to update case 
and address information, and to add Federal Bureau oflnvestigation (FBI) 

information for of cases. 
The Case Status enables users to view case Th1s 
module displays all past workflow activities through which a case has 

as 
The System Maintenance module enables a system administrator (SA) to 

individual user · and determine local maintenance 
Workflow Admin. enables an SA to monitor and reset 

activities for a 

Privacy Act Considerations 

The CLAIMS 4.0 automated data processing (ADP) system captures and processes non-U.S. 
citizen data that are sensitive-but-unclassified information about individuals. You must access 
CLAIMS 4.0 witb a user identification (ID) and a unique password. This information is covered 
by the Privacy Act and, therefore, must be protected against disclosure and tampering. The 
criminal penalties are as follows: 

• Any officer or employee of an agency, who by virtue of employment or official position, 
has possession of, or access to, agency records which contain individually identifiable 
information, the disclosure of which is prohibited by U.S. Code Section 552a or by rules 
or regulations established thereunder, and who knowing that disclosure of the specific 
material is so prohibited, willfully discloses the material in any manner to any person or 
agency not entitled to receive it, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and fined not more than 
$5,000. 

• Any officer or employee of any agency who willfully maintains a system of records 
without meeting the requirement to publish a notice in the Federal Register regarding tbe 
existence and character of the system of records, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and 
fined not more than $5,000. 

• Any person who knowingly and willfully requests or obtains any record concerning an 
individual from an agency under false pretenses shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and 
fined not more than $5,000. 
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Graphical User Interface 

CLAIMS 4.0 operates in the Windows 95 system environment. Windows 95 supports a GUI that 
enables you to perform CLAIMS 4.0 operations in a user-friendly environment by using menus, 
icons, and dialog boxes. It also employs mouse and keyboard commands. Exhibit 2-2, 
Operating Environment Functions, lists the terms used to describe functions within the Windows 
95 operating environment referred to in this manual. 

Clipboard 

Close 

Cursor 

Dialog box 

Icon 
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or 

Click on the Close icon, in the title bar to close either the current file or 
window or exit the current or module 

Standard pointer: Appears when the cursor is over an object or button 
for launching an application or performing a function 

I "I" beam: Appears when the cursor is over a location where text 
may be entered 

/!i: Hour glass: May appear when the central processing unit (CPU) is 

Graphical image used tupresent an application, for example, or a 
function, for example,. (Save). Clicking or double clicking on an icon 
activates the associated application or performs a function within an 
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Exhibit 2-2: Operating Environment Functions (continued) 

Click on the Minimize icon, in the title bar to reduce the current window 
to a button in the Windows Taskbar without the 

Notepad Windows application used to create or edit text files of less than 64KB in 

Paint Windows application used to create, mo,<lity, pictures (replaces 
from Windows 

s1ze, onginator, and status 

Pull-down list of items to be selected from by clicking the downward 

Radio button tliilllio select only one of several available options, for example, 

Restore Click on the Restore icon, in the title bar to return the current window to 

Scroll bar Gray bar that contains arrows at either end for moving the items within a 
window into view located vertically on the 

across the bottom of a window 
Shortcut menu Click the right mouse button on a file or folder to display a menu with the 

most used commands for the file or folder 
Start Button on one of the taskbar programs or documents and to 

Task bar 
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Title bar 

Toolbar 
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Exhibit 2-2: Operating Environment Functions (continued) 

Arrangement of all open windows dividing the screen into equal-stzed 

Bar across the top of a 
within the 

Bar with butt 
click 

., ................ . 
I : l I ,. 1 I I - I . 

Pop-up text field that appears when the cursor is moved over a toolbar 
button; the text usually relates to the menu item name that performs the same ... 
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DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM FUNCTIONS 

The subsequent sections describe the functions of each CLAIMS 4.0 module used in the SCs. 

Mailroom Entry 

Detailed Description of Mailroom Entry 

Users can perform the following activities in the Mailroom Entry module: 

• Acknowledge that an application has been received in the mailroom 

• Print labels for identifying physical application files 

• Enter and adjust the date and time the application was received 

• Generate an application ID, which is used to track the case throughout the naturalization 
process 

• Indicate whether payment was included 

• Endorse a payment and generate a payment ID 

• Void a label created by mistake 

• Reprint a label that printed incorrectly 

• Record additional remittances submitted by an applicant in response to a deficient 
payment notice 

• Change the status of new remittances and allow for payment processing 

Prerequisites for MailRoom Entry 

The following prerequisites are necessary to perfonn the activities in the Mailroom Entry 
module: 

• The application paperwork must be physically received in the mailroom. 

• !881 applications must complete a prescreening process before being entered into 
CLAIMS4.0. 

• A payment, waiver, or evidence that a payment was received elsewhere, must accompany 
the application. 

• To void or reprint a label, an application ID must he generated. 

Results of Mailroom Entry 

The following results occur upon completion of the Mailroom Entry module: 
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• All cases entered are assigned an application ID number. 
All cases entered are marked with the correct clock-in date and time. 
All cases for which payment has been remitted are assigned a payment ID number. 
Any labels that needed to be voided are voided. 
• Any labels that needed to be reprinted are reprinted. 

Finance 

Detailed Description of Finance 

Users can perform the following activities in the Finance module: 

• Record lists of payments according to payment ID 
Reconcile computerized payment lists with tallied lists of checks 
Transfer payment accounts to another user 
Audit reconciled payment accounts 
Record bounced checks 
Request Invalid Payment notices 
Print cash box labels 
• Override CLAIMS 4.0 to accept eligible insufficient payments 

Prerequisites for Finance 

The following prerequisites are necessary to perform the activities in the Finance module: 

• A payment must be received and clocked in the mailroom. 
A payment ID must be generated for the payment. 
• The payment must be endorsed. 

Results of Finance 

The following results occur upon completion of the Finance module: 

• All payments received with applications are recorded into CLAIMS 4.0 according to 
payment !D. 

• The amounts of payments recorded are reconciled against a tally of actual payments. 

• All reconciled accounts are audited and accepted. 
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Data Entry 

Detailed Description of Data Entry 

Users can perform the following activities in the Data Entry module: 

• Enter an N400 orl881 application 
Update an application within 24 hours of initial data entry 
View an application history 
Create or modifY groups of applicants for N400 applications 
• Use the Find command to search for and open an application 
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Prerequisites for Data Entry 

The application must complete the Mailroom Entry process before the activities in the Data Entry 
module can be performed. 

Results of Data Entry 

The following results occur upon completion of the Data Entry module: 

• The application information is entered into CLAIMS 4.0 and saved. 

• Users are able to view a case history. 

• 1881 applications are transferred to the Refugee, Asylum, and Parole System (RAPS) for 
further processing. 

Notices 

Detailed Description of Notices 

Users can perform the following activities in the Notices module: 

• View a list of notices that are waiting to be created 
View the notice history of an application 
• Print individual notices or batch print notices sorted by type or location 

Prerequisites for Notices 

The following prerequisites are necessary to perform activities in the Notices module: 

• An applicant must be scheduled for fingerprinting, an interview, or an oath ceremony 
(OC). 

• The user must have the appropriate authorization to view or print the notice or to run 
batch print jobs. 

• An action or decision that warrants a notice to be printed and mailed to the applicant must 
occur and be recorded in CLAIMS 4.0. 

Results of Notices 

The following results occur upon completion of the Notices module: 

o All standard notices are generated. 

• All customized notices are created and generated. 

• All printed notices are stored electronically. 

4 
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• All printed notices are addressed to applicants and other designated parties, such as 
applicants' attorneys or representatives. 
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Reporting 

Detailed Description of Reporting 

The following CLAIMS 4.0 reports can be generated in the Reporting module: 

• Standardized 
Management 
Workflow 
• Adhoc 

Prerequisites for Reporting 

The following prerequisites are necessary to generate reports in the Reporting module: 

• A printer must be available and defined to the user's configuration. 
The user must have the appropriate authorization to run a specific report. 
• The user must enter the criteria upon which the report is to be based. 

Results of Reporting 

CLAIMS 4.0 reports are printed to the default printer upon completing the Reporting module. 

Case Management 

Detailed Description of Case Management 

Users can perform the following activities in the Case Management module: 

• Update a case or cases with the most current information or action 

• Close a case or group of cases by performing either an OC Close Out or an 
Administrative Close Out 

• Record no-shows for interviews or OCs 

• Record that naturalization certificates have been withheld from one or more applicants 

• Record a change of address for an individual case 

• Record fingerprint results for an individual case 
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Prerequisites for Case Management 

A case must complete the Mailroom and Data Entry processes before the activities in the Case 
Management module can be performed. 

Results of Case Management 

The following results occur upon completion of the Case Management module: 

• All information received on cases is updated. 

• All actions performed on cases are recorded. 

• All no-shows are recorded. 

• All cases that needed to be closed out are closed out using one of the following types of 
close-out procedures: 

- oc 
- Administrative 

• All certificates withheld are recorded. 

• The mailing and/or residential address is updated for a case. 

• Fingerprint results are updated for a case. 

Case Status 

Detailed Description of Case Status 

In the Case Status module, users can search for case information located in CLAIMS 4.0 using 
the following search options: 

• Search by personal information 

• Search by mailing address 

• Search by attorney 

• Search by other information 

• View a case status and history 

• View scheduled appointments, attorney information, fingerprint results, and payment 
information for a case 

Prerequisites for Case Status 

A case must complete the Mailroom and Data Entry functions before the activities in the Case 
Status module can be performed. 
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Results of Case Status 

The following results occur upon completion of the Case Status module: 

• Searches for cases using one or more types of search criteria are performed. 

• Case status and history screens are viewed. 

• Scheduled appointments, attorney information, fingerprint results, and payment 
information for a case are viewed. 
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System Maintenance 

Detailed Description of System Maintenance 

Users can perfonn the following activities in the System Maintenance module: 

• Set up a location profile (that is, general infonnation, address, nature of services, 
jurisdiction infonnation, and branch sites) 

• Identify the services offered at the location 

• Assign certificate numbers and alien numbers (A-Numbers) to be used by the location 

• Set up user access privileges to CLAIMS 4.0 

• View the workflow process of an application and identify where the selected application 
is within the process 

• View the history of an application 

• Set up user profiles 

• Set up default operational procedures for processing INS fonns 

• View and browse database tables (editing or deleting tables requires specific access 
privileges) 

• Fonn community-based organization (CBO) groups 

Prerequisites for System Maintenance 

The user must have SA access privileges to perfonn activities in the System Maintenance 
module. 

Results of System Maintenance 

The user will accomplish the following upon completion of the System Maintenance module: 

o A location for service is set up. 
• User profiles and access privileges are assigned. 
• An application's history and status within the workflow process are viewed. 
o Database tables (edited or deleted tables if access privileges allow) are viewed. 

Workflow Admin. 

Detailed Description of Workflow Admin. 

Users can perfonn the following activities in the Workflow Admin. module: 
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• View the current workflow processing status of an application or a payment 
• View all the workflow activities that a case is awaiting or that are currently active 
• Reset an activity status to inactive, suspended, canceled, or error 
• View merging points (special internal workflow activities) 
• View a history of all states of all workflow activities for a case 
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Prerequisites for Workflow Admin. 

The user must have SA access privileges to perform activities in the Workflow Admin. module. 

Results of Workflow Admin. 

The user will accomplish the following upon completion of the Workflow Admin. module: 

o Current workflow status of an application or payment is viewed. 
The workflow activities that are currently active or that a case is awaiting are reviewed. 
An activity is reset to inactive, suspended, canceled, or error. 
Merging points are viewed. 
o A history of all states of all workflow activities for a case are viewed. 
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OPERATION PROCEDURES 

The procedures for CLAIMS 4.0 include the following basic operations: 

• Logging on to CLAIMS 4.0 
• Using the menus and too !bars 
• Using the mouse and keyboard to navigate within CLAIMS 4.0 
• Terminating and restarting operations 

Launching CLAIMS 4.0 

If your computer is powered down, perform the following steps: 

I. Tum on the computer. 
2. Log on to the local area network (LAN). 

To launch and log on to CLAIMS 4.0, perform the following steps: 

I. Double click on the CLAIMS 4.0 icon displayed on the desktop: I! I. 
2. Enter the appropriate user ID, and press T. 

3. Enter the password, and click 
CLAIMS 4.0 Main Menu) appears. 

The CLAIMS 4.0 main menu screen(Exhibit4-l, 

4. Click the appropriate button to enter the desired module of CLAIMS 4.0. 

Exhibit 4-1: CLAIMS 4.0 Main Menu 
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Using CLAIMS 4.0 

CLAIMS 4.0 incorporates many Windows 95 features that make system navigation easy. Each 
module of CLAIMS 4.0 has a menu bar that contains command options. The command options 
can be selected by using the mouse or the keyboard. The CLAIMS 4.0 screens also have toolbars 
that access many of the system's functions. 

Menu Commands 

All program windows have a menu bar on which user commands can be found. Although this 
manual deals primarily with using toolbar buttons to perform commands, the same commands 
can also be executed by using the menu bar. The menu bar is located below the title bar of the 
active window and above the toolbar buttons. The names of available commands appear on the 
menu bar. 

To access commands from the menu bar using the mouse, follow these guidelines: 

• Click on the name of the menu to be opened. A drop-down command menu appears. 

• Click on the appropriate command. Some commands lead to submenus. If a submenu 
appears, click on the desired command within that submenu. 

To access commands from the menu bar using the keyboard, follow these guidelines: 

• Press and hold A. Press the key that corresponds with the underlined letter in a menu bar 
item to display the drop-down menu. 

• Continue by pressing A again and the underlined letter of the desired command, or use t 

and bon the keyboard to move up and down that menu's commands. When the desired 
option is highlighted, press R. 

• To exit a drop-down menu without selecting a command, press E, or move the cursor 
away from the drop-down menu. 

Navigation 

All functions within each CLAIMS 4.0 module can be accessed from the toolbar using the mouse 
or with shortcut keys using the keyboard. The left mouse button is the primary button used when 
navigating with the mouse and is used for most point-and-click commands. 

To navigate using the mouse, follow these guidelines: 

• To place text in a field, move the cursor to the desired field, and click in the field. 

• To activate a button, move the cursor to the desired button, and click the button. 

• To access a pull-down list, click the downward pointing arrow m, and select the desired 
option. 
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To navigate using the keyboard, follow these guidelines: 

• To activate a button, press T until the button is framed by a dotted outline, and press R. 

• To move forward from screen to screen, press and hold C, and press T. 

• To move forward from field to field, press T. 

• To move backward from field to field, press and holds, and press T. 

• To access a pull-down list (identified by am to the right of a field), use t and b on the 
keyboard to move through the list until the desired option is highlighted, and press T. 

• To check a box, tab to the field, and press the space bar. 

Ellipsis Buttons 

Some of the fields in CLAIMS 4.0 are linke'.l.ll;> tables that contain a list of valid entries for that 
field. When the cursor is in such Ueld, an. (ellipsis) button appears. To access a window 
that displays a li-st of P.ntr.ies, eli c. or press @. When the window appears, click the desired 
entry, and click . The entry is placed in the appropriate field. 

System Settings and Password 

The Security option on the menu bar of the CLAIMS 4.0 switchboard allows users to modifY 
system settings and change passwords (Exhibit 4-2, Security Menu). 
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Perform the following steps to change system settings for CLAIMS 4.0 (Note: Only SAs should 
change system settings. Please consult your SA before modifying any of these values.): 

I. Select System Settings from the Security menu. The System Settings screen opens 
(Exhibit 4-3, System Settings). 

Exhibit 4-3: System Settings 

2. Click on a folder to see the specific settings that can be modified. (Exhibit 4-4, System 
Setting With Value Selected) 
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3. Each key represents a system setting that can be changed. Click on a key to modifY the 
setting. When a key is selected, its setting appears in the Current Value field (Exhibit 4-4). 

4. To change the setting, type a new value in the New Value field and click. 

5. After making all necessary changes, click the • control button to close the system settings 
window and return to the main menu. 

Perform the following steps to change your CLAIMS 4.0 password: 

1. Select Change Password from the Security menu (Exhibit 4-5, Change Password). 

Exhibit 4-5: Change Password 

2. Enter the current password in the Old Password field and press T. 

3. Enter the new password in the New Password field and press T. 

4. Enter the new password again in the VerifY New Password field. 

5. Click-. 

6. Click-at any time to exit the Change Password screen and return to the 
CLAIMS 4.0 main menu screen. 

Entering an Application ID 

Whenever a process requires entering the application ID, the nine-digit number either can be 
entered into the system manually, or the bar code, which contains the application ID, can be 
scanned. 

Exit/Restart CLAIMS 4.0 

To exit from the application using the menu bar,$llect Exit from the File menu. To exit from the 
application using the command button, click the 1111 in the right side of the title bar. 

To restart the application, refer to Section 4.1, Launching CLAIMS 4.0. 
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ERROR HANDLING 

Perfonn the following steps if a system failure or error occurs while perfonning an activity in 
CLAIMS4.0: 

1. Log off, and then log on to CLAIMS 4.0. Access the module where the system failure or 
error occurred. The Unfinished Activities window (Exhibit 5-1, Unfinished Activities) 
appears. 
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CLAIMS 4.0 ONLINE HELP 

Online help is available at all times in CLAIMS 4.0. The subsequent sections outline the several 
methods available to access the Help module in CLAIMS 4.0. All available Help topics are 
identified as hotspots (green, underlined text). To access a topic, click on a hotspot. Information 
about the topic appears. If the topic is broad, a list of subtopics appears. To view the Help topics 
in order, click the>> button to view the next topic, or click the::::;< button to view the previous 
topic. Click FW to view previously viewed topics in the order reviewed. 

Using Context-Sensitive Help 

Context-sensitive help provides information about fields and buttons throughout CLAIMS 4.0. 
To access context-sensitive help, place the cursor over a field or button, and press 1. Information 
about the use and function of the field or button appears. 

Accessing Help Using the Contents Topic List 

The Help Contents Topic list is an index list of topics available within the current module. 
Clicking on a topic hotspot displays a pop-up window containing the related information. There 
are three ways to access a Help Contents Topic list, as follows: 

• Click the. (Help) button in the toolbar of any module, if available. 
Select Contents from the Help menu. 
• From within a Help topic, click the Help Topics button at the top of the topic window. 

Once in the Help Contents Topic list, click a topic hotspot to view a related topic. Information 
about the topic or, if the topic is broad, a list of subtopic hotspots appears. Continue to click on 
hotspot topics until the required information is found. 

Searching or Finding Help Topics 

The Help Find search tool uses an alphabetical list oftopics available in the Help system for the 
current module. The two methods to perform a search are as follows: 

• Select Search for Help on ... from the Help menu. 
• Click on the Find tab from the Index window. 

The Find window, which provides an in-depth list of terms and topics covered in the Help system 
for this module, appears. To use the Find window, enter the term or phrase in the first field in 
the window. A list containing the topics most closely matching the entry appears. Click on the 
desired topic. A list containing all available topics and related topics appears. Select a topic by 
clicking on it. Then click I I to view the related topic. 
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Using Help Index 

The Help Index tool uses a more extensive list of terms than is available in the Find tool. The list 
of terms may include abbreviations or terms similar in wording (for example, A-Number and 
Alien Number). 
To access the Index tool, select Index from the Help menu. The Index window listing terms and 
topics covered in the Help system for this module appears. To use the Index window, enter in 
the field provided the term or phrase you are looking for. The list below automatically scrolls to 
the topic most closely matching the entry. Click i-to view the related information. If a list 
of topics appears in the Index window, click on the desired topic, and click i-. Information 
for the selected topic appears. 

Using the CLAIMS 4.0 Help Navigator 

The Help Navigator provides a graphical map of the main Help system for CLAIMS 4.0. The 
map identifies the topic currently being viewed and provides access to other topics within the 
Help system. 

To use the navigator, access the Contents topic, and click on the CLAIMS hotspot. Once in the 
CLAIMS Help system, click on the CLAIMS Navigator hotspot or icon to view the map. Use the 
map buttons or the hotspots in the Help topic to view the desired topic. To close the Help 
Navigator, click I at the top of the map window. 

Using the Glossary 

The glossary is a component of the main Help system. The glossary contains definitions of 
nonsystem terminology and acronyms related to INS naturalization processes. 

To use the glossary, access the Contents topic, and click I at the top of the Help topic 
window. A list of terms and acronyms appears. Click on the desired hotspot to view information 
on the term chosen. The glossary is available from the Contents topic and all topics under the 
CLAIMS hotspot in the Contents topic. To return to the previous topic viewed, click I at 
the top of the topic window. Continue clicking 'IIIII until the desired topic appears. 
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MAILROOM 

The Mailroom module of CLAIMS 4.0 allows users to acknowledge the receipt of applications 
and payments. When an application is received at an INS SC, it is clocked in, assigned a 
system-generated application ID number, and a bar-code label is printed. If a payment is 
included with the application, it is clocked in, endorsed, and assigned a payment ID number. The 
check or money order is endorsed using a franker that is connected to the computer. 

Note: When an incorrect payment is received with an application, do not continue processing. 
Under current INS policy, the payment and application must be returned to the applicant. 

Click the MailRoom Entry button (Exhibit 7-1, Mailroom Button) in the Main Menu screen to 
enter the Mailroom module. 

Exhibit 7-1: Mailroom Button 

Exhibit 7-2, Mailroom Module Options, lists the available options in the Mailroom module. 

Printer 

Test Check 
Franker 
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Print Labels/Transfer Payments 

The Print Labels option is used to record the receipt of applications and payments. An 
application ID is generated during this process and printed on a label. If a payment is included 
with the application, a payment ID is also generated and the payment ID is printed on the 
application ID label. A check printer, known as a franker, is used to endorse and print a payment 
ID on the back of the check/money order. 

Note: If the payment ID is not printed correctly during the endorsement process, manually enter 
the payment ID on the back of the check or money order. 

To record the receipt of an application with payment, perform the following steps: 

I. Click the (Print Labels/Transfer Payments) toolbar button to access the Print Labels 
screen (Exhibit 73, Print Labels). 

Exhibit 7-3: Print Labels 

2. Click on the radio button. 

3. In the Mail Deliver Date/ AM-PM section, enter the date the application was received in the 
mailroom or click Iii to select the date from a calendar. 

4. Click on the-or-radio button to indicate the time of day the application was 
received. 
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5. Click z or min the Number of Applications field to indicate the number of applications 
covered by the payments. 

6. Click z or min the Number of Remittances field to indicate the number of remittances 
received. 

7. Click A system-generated application ill number is printed on a labeL The 
application ID appears in the Application IDs field in the Last Printed section, and a 
confirmation window appears. 

8. If the labels have printed correctly, click-, otherwise click- to reprint. 

Note: If multiple applications are received with a single payment, a window with a prompt 
to confirm the print request appears. A separate application ID is generated for each 
application, and separate labels are printed. Each application ID number generated appears in 
the Application IDs field in the Last Printed section. 

9. Insert the check or money order into the franker, and click- . The check or money 
order is endorsed, and a system-generated payment ID is printed on its reverse side. The 
payment ID appears in the Payment ID field in the Last Printed section. 

Note: If an application with multiple remittances is received, a window with a prompt to 
confirm the print request appears. A single payment ID is generated, and each remittance is 
assigned a sequence number. The payment ID is printed on the reverse side of each check or 
money order, followed by the sequence number in parentheses. 

I 0. To transfer payment IDs for further processing, click-- The payment IDs appear in the 
Ready for Transfer section, and a confirmation window (Exhibit 7-4, Confirmation Window) 
appears. 

Exhibit 7-4: Confirmation Window 

11. Click- to confirm the transfer and return to the Print Labels screen. 

12. Click- to return to the Mailroom main menu screen. 

To record the receipt of an application only, perform the following steps: 

I. Click the IJII (Print Labels/Transfer Payments) toolbar button to access the Print Labels 
screen (Exhibit 73). 
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2. Click the radio button. 

3. Enter the receipt date of the applications. 

4. Click the-or- radio button to indicate the time of day the applications was 
received. 

5. Click z or min the Number of Applications field to indicate the number of applications 
received. 

6. Click II The system-generated application ID number is printed on a label. The 
application ID appears in the Application IDs field in the Last Printed section. 

Note: If more than one application is being processed, a separate application ID is generated 
for each, and separate labels are printed. Each application lD number generated is displayed 
in the Last Printed section of the Print Labels Screen. 

7. Click- to return to the Mailroom main menu screen. 

Correct Payment 

The Correct Payment option is used to record additional remittances submitted by an applicant in 
response to a notice that previous payments were deficient. The additional remittance is assigned 
the same payment lD as the original payment and given a new sequence number. 

Note: Data Entry must be completed for an application before a payment correction can be 
made. 

To correct a payment, perform the following steps: 

1. Click the II (Correct Payment) toolbar button to access the Correct Payment window 
(Exhibit 7-5, Correct Payment). 

Exhibit 7-5: Correct Payment 

2. Enter the application lD and click- to add the application ID to a list. 

3. To add additional application IDs to the list, repeat Step 2. 

4. To remove an application ID from the list, perform the following steps: 

a. Click on one of the application IDs in the list. 
b. Click-. 

5. In the Number of Remittances field, click m or z to indicate the number of additional 
remittances. 
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6. Click ur-111. A prompt appears to insert the checks in the franker. 

7. Insert the check into the franker and click 

8. Click 1!18 to return to the Mailroom main menu screen. 

Void Application 

If a mistake was made on a generated label, the label and application ID can be voided using the 
Void Application option. This option allows multiple application IDs to be voided at one time. 

Note: Applications cannot be voided after they have been data entered or after payments 
associated with them have been pay merged. 

To void labels/application IDs, perfo1111 the following steps: 

I. Click the [II (Void Application) toolbar button to access the Void Application window 
(Exhibit 7-6, Void Application). 

Exhibit 7-6: Void Application 

2. Enter an application ID and click to add the application ID to the list box. 

3. To add additional application IDs to the list, repeat Step 2. 

4. To remove an application lD from the list, perfo1111 the following steps: 

a. Click ~-plication ID in the list. 

b. Chck · ·· . 
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5. When the list of applications to be voided is complete, click 
window appears. 

6. to confirm the void. A second confirmation window appears. 

7. Click 

8. Click to return to the Mailroom main menu screen. 

Adjust Date 

The Adjust Date option allows users to adjust the application receipt date and time if an 
application received at an INS location is not clocked in and data entered within the expected 
time frame, or if the receipt date needs to be moved forward. 

To adjust the application receipt date, perform the following steps: 

I. Click the /ll (Adjust Date) toolbar button to access the Adjust Date window (Exhibit 7-7, 
Adjust Date). 

Exhibit 7-7: Adjust Date 

2. Enter an application ID in the New Mail Delivery Date/ AM-PM section. 

3. Enter the date the application was received in the mailroom or click II to select a date from 
the calendar. 
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4. Click on the 
received. 

or radio button to indicate the time of day the application was 

5. The initial application date and time recorded during Mailroom is adjusted 
and a confirmation window appears. 

7. 

8. Click to return to the Mailroom main menu screen. 

Reprint Labels 

If a label prints incorrectly, it can be reprinted using the Reprint Labels option. This option 
allows only one reprint request to be entered at a time. 

To reprint a label, perform the following steps: 

I. Click the II (Reprint Labels) tool bar button to access the Reprint Label window 
(Exhibit 7-8, Reprint Label). 

Exhibit 7-8: Reprint Label 

2. Enter the application ID and click A confirmation window (Exhibit 7-9, 
Confirmation Window) appears stating that the bar-code label has been sent to the printer. 
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Exhibit 0-9: Confirmation Window 

3. Click to confirm the print request. 

4. Click to return to the Mailroom main menu screen. 

Test Labels Printer/Test Check Franker 

The test options are used to verify that the bar-code printer and franker are working correctly. 
When the Test Labels Printer option is selected, a sample label is generated from the printer. 
When the Test Check Franker option is selected, a blank piece of paper can be inserted into the 
check franker to verify that the franker is working correctly. 

To test the labels printer, perform the following steps: 

I. Click the IJI (Test Labels Printer) toolbar button. A confirmation request box appears 
(Exhibit 7-10, Confirmation Request). 

Exhibit 7-10: Confirmation Request 

2. Click A Test Complete confirmation window appears. 

3. Click IMfJ to return to the Mailroom screen. 

4. If a label is not printed, verify that the printer is turned on and that all cormections are secure. 
Return to Step I. If a label still does not print, call an SA. 
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To test the check franker, perfonn the following steps 

I. Click the Ill (Test Check Franker) toolbar button. A confinnation request window appears 
with a prompt to insert a test check (Exhibit 7-11, Test Check Request) 

Exhibit 7-11: Test Check Request 

2. Click IB A Test Complete confinnation window appears. 

3. Click 1-to return to the main screen. 

4. If the test check is not franked, verifY that the franker is turned on and that all connections are 
secure. Return to Step I. If a check still cannot be franked, call an SA. 
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FINANCE 

After a payment has been received in the Mailroom, clocked in, and assigned a payment ID 
number, the payment information needs to be entered into CLAIMS 4.0 through the Finance 
module. Users enter payment amounts into electronic cash boxes identified with their user IDs 
and locations. After entering all payments into a cash box, a user must reconcile the cash box 
with the actual payments received. The cash box must then be audited to complete the finance 
process. 

Click the Finance button (Exhibit 8-1, Finance Button) in the CLAIMS 4.0 Main Menu screen to 
enter the Finance module. 

Exhibit 8-1: Finance Button 

Exhibit 8-2, Finance Module Options, lists the available options in the Finance module. 

Cash Box 

Bounce Check 

Invalid 
Payment 
Notice 

Print Labels 

Test Printer 

Pay Override 
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Payment 

Four types of payment can be recorded: personal check, cash (not currently functional), money 
order, and credit card (not currently functional). Specific information for each type of payment is 
entered into the system from the Payment screen. 

To access the Payment screen, perform the following steps: 

I. Click the Ill (Payment) toolbar button. The Payment screen (Exhibit 8-3, Payment) 
appears. 

Exhibit 8-3: Payment 

2. Enter the payment ID (last digits following the zeros). 

3. Press R or click I The Claims Finance Application-Remittance screen appears 
(Exhibit 8-4, Claims Finance Application-Remittance). 
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Exhibit 0-4: Claims Finance Application-Remittance 

To record payment infonnation, perfonn the following steps: 

I. Enter the appropriate infonnation in the following required fields: 

• Remittance Sequence #-Number assigned to a payment in addition to the payment ID 
when two or more remittances are submitted for a single application; shown in 
parentheses after the payment ID on the endorsed remittance 

• Type of Remittance--Click on the appropriate radio button to indicate the type of 
remittance 

• Amount-Amount shown on the check or money order 

• Remitter Name--The remitter's last, first, and middle names, and any applicable suffix 
(for example, Jr, Sr, III) 

• If the remittance type is a check, enter the appropriate infonnation in the following 
additional required fields: 

Remit Number-Number printed on the check 

- Remit Date-Date (MM/DDNYYY) as shown on check or money order 

- Note: This date must be within 6 months of the current date or the remittance is 
rejected. 
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• If the remittance type is a money order, enter the appropriate information in the following 
additional required fields: 

- Type of Money Order--Click on the appropriate radio button to indicate 
Commercial, U.S. Postal, or International 

MO City City where the money order was issued 

- MO Country-If the money order type is international, country where the money 
order was issued 

Remit Number-Number printed on the money order 

2. Indicate that the remittance is signed, payable in U.S. currency, payable to the INS, and 

usable by clicking on the checkbox to the left of each applicable item. Click lEE if all 
conditions listed apply. 

3. Click to add remittance information to the list box. 

4. To remove a remittance from the list, perform the following steps: 

a. Click on the remittance to select it. 

b. Click 

5. If multiple remittances have been submitted under one payment ID, repeat Steps 1 through 3 
for each remittance. 

6. After all remittances have been added, click I 

7. Click to clear the data entered and rctum to the main payment screen. 

Cash Box 

All payments entered in the Finance module are recorded in electronic cash boxes. The Cash 
Box function is used as an accounting tool to keep track of payment transactions. Each cash box 
is assigned a unique ID number and is associated with a specific user and location. When a user 
accesses the Payment screen, the database is searched for an open cash box associated with that 
user. If one does not exist, a new cash box is opened automatically. A single cash box can 
contain up to I ,000 payment transactions. The following operations are available for each cash 
box: 

• Close Cash Box. 
Reconcile Cash Box. 
Audit Cash Box. 
• Transfer Cash Box . 
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Close Cash Box 

The Close Cash Box operation must be performed before a cash box can be reconciled. A cash 
box remains open until it is closed manually. After a cash box has been closed it cannot be 
reopened, and its cash box ID cannot be reused. 
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To close a cash box, perform the following steps: 

L Click the [II (Cash Box) toolbar button. The Cash Box Operations-Close screen 
(Exhibit 8-5, Cash Box Operations--Close) appears. 

Exhibit 8-5: Cash Box Operations-Close 

2. Click the radio button. 

3. When the confirmation message (Exhibit 8-6, Closed Cash Box 

Confirmation) appears, click 

Exhibit 8-6: Closed Cash Box Confirmation 

Reconcile Cash Box 

When the amount of each remittance, the total number of remittances, and the total dollar amount 
contained in a cash box matches the total number and amount of the actual payments, that cash 
box can be reconciled. The Reconcile Cash Box option is used to view and select cash boxes for 
reconciliation. 

To reconcile a cash box, perform the following steps: 

I. Click the Ill (Cash Box) toolbar button. The Cash Box Operations-Reconcile screen 
(Exhibit 8-7, Cash Box Operations···· Reconcile) appears. 
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Exhibit 8-7: Cash Box Operations-Reconcile 

2. Click the radio button to access the Reconcile Cash Box window 
(Exhibit 8-8, Reconcile Cash Box). 

3. Click IIIJI 
Exhibit 8-8: Reconcile Cash Box 

4. Click on the appropriate radio button to display all cash boxes ready for reconciliation or only 
those associated with a particular date. 
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• If the option is selected, a Select From List box with a list of dates appears. 
Double click on the desired date. A list of cash boxes to be reconciled associated with 
that date appears in the Choose a Cash Box list box. 

• If the option is selected, a list of all cash boxes to be 
reconciled appears in the Choose a Cash Box list box. 

5. Double click on the desired cash box in the Choose a Cash Box list box. A box with a list of 
payments appears. 

6. VerifY the amount in the Total Payment Amount field against the total of the tallied 
payments. 

a. If the totals match, click 

b. lfthe totals do not match, perform the following steps for each remittance that requires a 
correction: 

• Scroll through the itemized list of payments, and check each amount against the 
actual remittance. 

• Note the payment ID and sequence number of the remittances to be corrected. 

• Close the Reconcile Cash Box screen. 

• Close the Cash Box screen. 

• Click the. (Payment) toolbar button to access the Payment screen (Exhibit 8-1 ). 
Enter the payment !D. The sequence number, type, and amount of remittance appears 
in the lower section ofthe Payment screen. 

• Double click on the desired sequence number. The remittance information appears in 
the appropriate fields. 

• Tab to the Amount field, and enter the correct amount. 

• ClickiiiiiJ 

• Clicklllll. 

7. To reconcile additional cash boxes, repeat Steps 2 through 6. When all cash boxes have been 
reconciled, the following message appears: "There are no more cash boxes to be reconciled." 

8. Click IIR' to exit. 

Audit Cash Box 

The audit function allows supervisors to view all reconciled cash box accounts within an office 
and to accept or reject each account. Rejected cash boxes are returned to the initial user to edit 
and reconcile again. Supervisors cannot audit cash boxes assigned to their own user ID. 
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To audit a cash box, perform the following steps: 

I. Click the Ill (Cash Box) toolbar button. The Cash Box Operations-Audit screen 
(Exhibit 0 9, Cash Box Operations-Audit) appears. 
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2. Click the radio button to access the Audit Cash Box window 
(Exhibit 8-10, Audit Cash Box). 

3. Click 

Exhibit 0-10: Audit Cash Box 

4. Click on the appropriate radio button to select whether to display all reconciled cash boxes or 
only those associated with a particular date or user ID. 

• If the option is selected, a box with a list of dates or user IDs 
appears. Double click on the desired date or user ID. A list of cash boxes associated with 
that date or user ID appears. 

• Ifthe option is selected, a list of cash boxes appears. 

5. Double click on the desired cash box. A list of payments contained in the selected cash box 
appears. 

6. If the cash box totals are correct, click the jDMM radio button. If the totals are incorrect, 

click the radio button. 

7. When the audit is complete, click to note that the cash box has been audited. 

8. To audit additional cash boxes, repeat Steps I through 6. 

9. Click I to exit. 

Transfer Cash Box 

The Transfer Cash Box option is used by supervisors to assign a cash box to their own user ID 
when the initial user is not present to close or reconcile the cash box. The supervisor can then 
close and reconcile that cash box for another supervisor to audit. 

To transfer a cash box, perform the following steps: 

I. Click the (Cash Box) toolbar button. The Cash Box Operations-Transfer Cash Box 
screen (Exhibit 8-11, Cash Box Operations-Transfer Cash Box) appears. 

10 
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2. Click the 

3. Click 
appears. 
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Exhibit 8-12: Transfer Cash Box 

4. Click the radio button to display a list of all cash boxes that have 
not been audited. 

5. Double click on the desired cash box. A box listing the payments contained in the selected 
cash box appears. 

6. Click When the confirmation window appears, click 
message appears (Exhibit 8--13, Confirmation Message). 

Exhibit 8-13: Confirmation Message 

7. To transfer additional cash boxes, repeat Steps I through 6. 

8. Click I to exit. 

12 
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Bounced Check 

The Bounced Check option is used to indicate that a remittance has been returned to the INS 
from the bank due to insufficient funds. 1be status "bounced check" is associated with the 
payment ID and sequence number. 

To indicate a "bounced check" status, perform the following steps: 

I. Click the IIJ (Bounced Check) toolbar button to access the Bounced Check window 
(Exhibit 8-14, Bounced Check). 

Exhibit 8-14: Bounced Check 

2. Enter the payment ID (located on the back of the check). 

3. In the Remittance Number field, enter the sequence number of the remittance or click m to 
select a number. 

4. Click l.. A confirmation window appears. 

5. Click IIIJII to confirm operation. 

6. Click, .. to exit. 

Invalid Payment Notice 

If a payment is unusable, the Invalid Payment Notice option is used to request that a notice be 
sent to inform the applicant. A remittance is considered an invalid payment if it is unsigned, not 
payable in U.S. currency, not payable to the INS, or dated more than 6 months prior to the 
mailroom received date. 
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To request an invalid payment notice, perform the following steps: 

1. Click the Ill (Invalid Payment Notice) toolbar button to access the Invalid Payment Notice 
window (Exhibit 8-15, Invalid Payment Notice). 

Exhibit 0-15: Invalid Payment Notice 

2. Enter the payment ID. 

3. Click m to select the print destination. 

4. to process the request. When the confirmation window appears, click 

5. Click to exit. 

Print Labels 

The Print Labels option is used to generate a cash box bar-code label. 

To print a cash box bar-code label, perfom1 the following steps: 

I. Click the ijjj (Print Labels) toolbar button to access the Print Bar-Code Label window 
(Exhibit 8-16, Print Bar-Code Label). 
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Exhibit 8-16: Print Bar-Code Label 

2. VerifY the cash box ID displayed in the Cash Box ID field. 

3. Click I When the confinnation window appears, click 

4. to exit. 

Test Printer 

The Test Printer option is used to verifY that the bar-code printer is working correctly. When this 
option is selected, a sample label is generated from the printer. 

To test the bar-code printer, perfonn the following steps: 

l. Click the IJ (Test Printer) toolbar button. A sample label is generated from the bar-code 
printer. 

2. If a label does not generate, verifY that the printer is turned on and all connections are secure. 
Then retum to Step 1. If a label is still not generated, call an SA. 

3. If there is a delay, a message may appear (Exhibit 8-17, Test Printer Message). 
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Pay Override 

The Pay Override option is used to accept an eligible insufficient payment. 

To indicate a "pay override" status, perform the following steps: 

I. Click the II (Pay Override) tool bar button to access the Pay Override window 
(Exhibit 8-18, Pay Override). 

Exhibit 0-18: Pay Override 

2. In the Select Location Where Payment Was Received field, use the arrow keys to scroll 
through the list oflocation codes. Double click on the location code of the site where the 
payment was received. 

3. In the Select Type section, click Dllidill or lf'llli!lll to indicate the type of 
identification number to be entered. 

4. Enter the application ID or payment ID in the field below the Select Type radio buttons. 

5. Click IIIII. The amount of the insufficient payment appears in the Insufficient Amount 
field. The user is prompted to accept the amount. 

6. Click to accept the amount and complete the override. If the payment is not 
eligible, a window appears stating that the Process Pay Override option is not available. 

7. 
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DATA ENTRY 

After an application has been received in the Mailroom, clocked in, and assigned an application 
ID number, application information needs to be entered into CLAIMS 4.0. In addition, evidence 
and attorney information (G28) must be entered when applicable. This process is accomplished 
in the Data Entry module. 

Also included in the Data Entry module is the Group function. The Group function is used to 
create and define groups. Groups are defined by type, such as family or organization, and are 
created for scheduling purposes. After a group has been created, group information and status 
can be changed, group members can be removed, or entire groups dissolved. 

Click the Data Entry button (Exhibit 9-1, Data Entry Button) in the CLAIMS 4.0 main menu 
screen to enter the Data Entry module. 

Exhibit 9-1: Data Entry Button 

Exhibit 9-2, Data Entry Module Options, lists the screens to which the Data Entry main menu 
provides access. 

Exhibit 9-2: Data Entry Module Options 

N400 Application (Application for Naturalization) 

The N400 Data Entry screen is divided into I 0 parts that correspond to the sections of the N400 
application. There are also sections for entering evidence, attorney (G28), and lead applicant 
information. Data must be entered into all required sections before the infom1ation can be saved. 

Note: INS does not currently require data from all sections of the N400 application to be entered 
into CLAIMS 4.0. Those sections not required are grayed out on the screen. 
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Click the N400 button (Exhibit 9~3, N400 Button) in the Data Entry main menu screen to enter 
the N400 Data Entry screen. 

Exhibit 9-3: N400 Button 

Exhibit 9-4, N400 Data Entry Options, lists the available options in the N400 Data Entry screen. 

Exhibit 9-4: N400 Data Entry Options 

information 

information for an 

Used to search for an existing application using personal, 
or other information 

Groups Used to create, define, and maintain groups for scheduling 

New Application 

The New Application function provides access to a series of screens used for entering 
information from the N400 Application into CLAIMS 4.0. The following options are available 
for data entry: 

Save 

Scan 2-D Bar 
Code 

Print Labels 

Print Attorney 
Label 

Test Label 
Printer 

Cancel 

Refresh 
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To access the N400 Data Entry screen, perform the following steps: 

1. From the Data Entry main menu screen, click the ltl (New) toolbar button. The New 
Application window (Exhibit 9-5, New Application) appears. 

Exhibit 9-5: New Application 

2. Enter the application !D. 

3. To group the applicant with other applicants for scheduling purposes, click the ltji!IW 
check box. Procedures for grouping are described in Section 9. 1.4, Groups. 

1.1.1.1 N400 Parts 1 and 2 
N400 data entry begins with Parts 1, 2 (Exhibit 9-6). Part 1 includes the applicant's name, 
mailing address, date of birth (DOB), country of birth (COB), and Social Security number (SSN). 
Part 2 includes the applicant's basis for eligibility. 

To complete N400 Parts 1 and 2, perform the following steps: 

I. If necessary, click the 
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Exhibit 9-6: N400-Parts 1 and 2 

2. Enter the appropriate infonnation in the following fields: 

• Alien Number-A, followed by applicant's nine-digit A-Number 

• Last N arne--Last name of applicant 

• First Name--First name of applicant 

• Middle Name--Full middle name of applicant (if applicable) 

• Suffix-Suffix (Jr., Sr., etc.) used in applicant's name, or click Ill to select from a list of 
suffixes 

• C/O-Full name of any person or organization in care of whom correspondence should 
be sent 

• Street #--Street number of applicant's mailing address 

• Street Name--Street name of applicant's mailing address 

• Apt. #-Apartment number of applicant's mailing address 

• Zip-ZIP code of applicant's mailing address. Press T and the City/State/County tlelds 
automatically fill. If there is more than one match, a pop-up window appears. Double 
click on the correct city/state/county combination. 

• Province--Province of applicant's mailing address (if non-U.S. address) 

• Postal Code--Postal code of applicant's mailing address (if non-U.S. address) 

• Country-Country code (click Ill to select code) 

4 
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3. If applicable, click the check box. 

4. Enter the appropriate information in the following fields: 

• DOB-Date (MM/DD/YYYY) applicant was born (click Ill to select the date from a 
calendar) 

• SSN ·Social Security number of applicant 

• COB-Country of applicant's birth (click II to select appropriate code) 

5. Click [I in the Basis for Eligibility field to select the basis on which the applicant is claiming 
eligibility for naturalization. 

1.1.1.2 N400 Part 3 
N400-Part 3 (Exhibit 9-7) includes the applicant's U.S. residency information, country of 
citizenship (COC), other names the applicant has used, and personal statistics. 

To complete N400 Part 3, perform the following steps: 

1. Click the icon located on the left side of the screen. 

Exhibit 9-7: N400-Part 3 

2. Enter the appropriate information in the following fields: 

• Date Residency Began-Date (MM/DD/YYYY) applicant's residency began (click II 
to select the date from a calendar) 
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o Port of Entry or INS Office-POE or INS office code (click Ill to select appropriate 
code) 

• Citizenship-Applicant's COC (clicklllllto select appropriate code) 

3. If the applicant's name on the alien registration card (ARC) is different from the information 
entered in Part I of the application, enter the last, first and middle as shown on the ARC. 

4. If applicable, enter the appropriate information in the following fields of the Other names 
used since resident section: 

o Last Name-Other last name used by applicant since becoming a resident of the United 
States 

o First Name-Other first name used by applicant since becoming a resident of the United 
States 

• Middle Name-Other middle name used by applicant since becoming a resident of the 
United States (if applicable) 

a. Click to add the name to the list box. 
b. To add additional names to the list, repeat Steps 4 and 4a. 
c. To remove a name from the list, perform the following steps: 

·opriate name to select it 

d. To edit applicant information, perform the following steps: 

• Double click on the name in the list. 

~lic~l~c:llaiiate field, and edit the information. 

5. Enter the applicant's personal statistics in the following fields: 

• Sex-M (male) orF (female) U (unknown) to indicate applicant's sex (click !lito select 
applicable gender from a list) 

o Height: Feet/Inches-Height of applicant in feet (one-digit numeric) and inches 
(two-digit numeric) 

• Marital Status-M (married), S (separated or single), D (divorced), or W (widowed) to 
indicate applicant's marital status (click !Iii to select applicable marital status from a list) 

1.1.1.3 N400 Part 4A 
The N400-Part 4A (Exhibit 9-8) includes the applicant's residential addresses for the past 5 
years. If the box in Part I, 2 was checked to indicate that the mailing address and current 
residence address are the same, the address information entered in Part I automatically fills in the 
current address fields. 
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To add an address in Part 4A, perfom1 the following steps: 

1. Click the 
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Exhibit 9-8: N400-Part 4A 

2. Enter the appropriate infonnation in the following fields: 

• C/O-Full name of any person or organization in care of whom correspondence should 
be sent 

• Street Number-Street number of applicant's residence 

• Street Name--Street name of applicant's residence 

• Apt #--Apartment number of applicant's residence (if applicable) 

• Zip-ZIP code of applicant's residence. Press T, and the City/State/County fields 
automatically fill. If there is more than one match, a pop-up window appears. Double 
click on the correct city/state/county combination 

• Province--Province name of applicant's residence (if non-U.S. address) 

• Postal Code--Postal code of applicant's residence (if non-U.S. address) 

• Country-Country code of applicant's residence (if non-U.S. address) (click 1!111 to 
select appropriate code from a list) 

• Date From-Date (MMIDD/YYYY) applicant's residency at this address began (click 
Ill to select the date from a calendar) 

• Date To-Date (MM/DD/YYYY) applicant's residency at this address ended (click Iii to 
select the date from a calendar) If the applicant still resides at the address, click the 
Current radio button. 

3. Click add the address to the list box. 
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a. To add additional residences to the list, repeat Steps 3 and 4. 
b. To remove an address from the list, perform the following steps: 

'1'\nrinte address to select it 

c. To edit address information, perform the following steps: 

• Double click on the address in the list 
·"nriote field, and edit the information . 

• 

1.1.1.4 N400 Part 48 
N400~Part 4B (Exhibit 9-9) lists the applicant's employment history for the past 5 years. (Data 
entry is not currently required in this section.) 

To complete N400 Part 4B, perform the following steps: 

1. Click the icon located at the left side of the screen. 

Exhibit 9-9: N400-Part 48 

2. Enter the employment information in the following fields: 

• Employer~Name of employer 

• Street #--Street number of employer's business 

• Street Name----Street name of employer's business 

• Room/Bldg-Building or suite number of employer's business 

• Zip-ZIP code of employer's business. Press T, and the City/State/County fields 
automatically filL If there is more than one match, a pop-up window appears. Double 
click on the con-eel city/state/county combination. 

• Province----Province of employer's business (if applicable) 

• Postal Code----Postal code of employer's business (if applicable) 

• Country-Country code of employer's business mailing address, or click Ill to select 
appropriate country from a list 

• Occupation or Position Job Code----Click Ill to view a list of codes. Highlight 
appropriate code, and click 11.111. 

• Unlisted/Job Details-If a code does not exist for applicant's occupation, or additional 
details are necessary to clarify applicant's position, enter the information. 
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• Date Employed From-Date (MM/DDIYYYY) applicant's employment began (click 1.11 
to select the date from a calendar) 

• Date Employed To-Date (MM/00/YYYY) applicant's employment ended (click [ito 
select the date from a calendar) 

3. Click to add the employment information to the list box. 

a. To add additional employers to the list, repeat Steps 2 and 3. 
b. To remove an employer from the list, perfmm the following steps: 

• Click JiiJiloyer to select it. 

• Click · . 

c. To edit employment information, perform the following steps: 

• Double click on the employer in the list. 
Click in the · field, and edit the information. 

• Click 

1.1.1.5 N400Part5 
N400--Part 5 includes information about the applicant's current spouse and previous marriages. 
(Data entry is not currently required in this section.) 

To enter current marital information, perform the following steps: 

I. Click the icon located at the left side of the screen. 

2. If necessary, click the Current Marriage tab (Exhibit 9-1 0). 

10 
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Exhibit 9-10: N400-Part 5: Current Marriage 

3. Enter the appropriate information in the following fields: 

• Last Name-Last name of applicant's current spouse 

• First Name-First name of applicant's current spouse 

• Middle Name-Middle name of applicant's current spouse 

• A-Number-A, followed by current spouse's nine-digit A-Number (if applicable) 

• Immigration Status--Immigration status (code) of current spouse (click Ill to select 
appropriate code) 

• Citizenship-COC of current spouse (click Ill to select appropriate code) 

• Date of Marriage-Date (MM/DD/YYYY) marriage to current spouse took place (click 
Ill to select the date from a calendar) 

• Date of Birth Date (MM/DD/YYYY) current spouse was born (click Ill to select the 
date from a calendar) 

To enter previous marital information, perform the following steps: 

I. Click the Marriage History tab (Exhibit 9-11). 
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Exhibit 9-11: N400-Part 5: Marriage History 

2. Enter the appropriate information in the following fields: 

• Last Name--Last name of previous spouse 

• First Name--First name of previous spouse 

• Middle Name--Middle name (if applicable) of previous spouse 

• Date of Marriage--Date (MM/DD/YYYY) of marriage (click II to select the date from 
a calendar) 

• Date Marriage Ended-Date (MM/DD/YYYY) marriage ended (click Iii to select the 
date from a calendar) 

• How Marriage Ended-Reason marriage ended 

3. Click ! -~ to add the marriage to the list box. 

a. To add additional marriages to the list, repeat Step 2 and 3. 
b. To remove a previous spouse from the list, perform the following steps: 

• Click !Mi(jpropriate name to select it 
• Click · . 

c. To edit information for a previous spouse, perform the following steps: 

• Double click on the name in the list 
Click on tj-priate field, and edit the information. 

• Click ·· . 
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Click the Spouse Employment Hist01y tab to enter spouse employment history information, 
perform the following steps. (This function is not yet available.) 

1.1.1.6 N400 Part 6 
The N400-Part 6 (Exhibit 9-12) lists information about the applicant's children, including the 
residence and immigration status of each child. (Data entry is not currently required in this 
section.) 

To complete the N400 Part 6, perform the following steps: 

I. Click the i jM icon located at the left side of the screen. 

Exhibit 9-12: N400-Part 6 

2. If the applicant has children, enter the appropriate information in the following fields: 

• Application ID-A, followed by child's nine-digit A-Number 

• Last Name Last name of child 

• First Nam~First name of child 

• Middle Nam~Middle name of child 

• Suffix-Enter Jr., Sr., II, III, etc. 

• Date of Birth-DOB (MM/DD/YYYY) of child (click Iii to select the date from a 
calendar) 

13 
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• Country of Birth-Country where child was born (click ilil to select appropriate code 
from a list) 

o Country of Citizenship-COC of child (click II to select appropriate code from a list) 

3. 

4. If the Address Listed Below radio button is selected, enter the address information in the 
following fields: 

o City-City where child resides (click Ill to select appropriate code from a list) 

• State-State where child resides (click Ill to select appropriate code from a list) 

• Zip-ZIP code where child resides (or click IIIII to select appropriate code from a list) 

5. Click 

a. To add additional children to the list, repeat steps 2 through 5. 
b. To remove a child from the list, perform the following steps: 

• Click iiiiirpriate name to select it 

• Click · :. 

c. To edit information for a child, perform the following steps: 

• Double click on the name in the list. 
Click in tliiitte field and edit the information. 

• Click · · . 

1.1.1.7 N400 Part 7, 8 
N400-Part 7, 8 screen lists answers to the eligibility questionnaire. This screen is divided into 
three folder-tabbed sections. Part 7: Questions 1 to 10 and Part 7: Questions 11 to 15 deal with 
the applicant's past. Part 8: Plus Details of Crime lists questions that deal with the applicant's 
allegiance to the United States. This section also allows the user to enter details of any ctimes 
the applicant has committed. 

To complete eligibility Questions 1 through I 0, perform the following steps: 

I. Click the icon located at the left side of the screen. 

2. If necessary, click the Part 7: Questions 1 to 10 tab (Exhibit 9-13). 
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Exhibit 9-13: N400-Part 7: Questions 1 to 10 

3. VerifY with the applicant's response on the N400 application and, if necessary, click the 
Ell or-radio button to change the response. 

4. If the applicant is subject to selective service requirements, enter the appropriate information 
in the following fields: 

• Sel Serv Nbr-Selective Service number 

• Date-Date (MMioo/YYYY) of Selective Service registration (click Iii to select the date 
from a calendar) 

• Local Board Nbr-Local board number 

• Classification-Selective Service classification 

To complete eligibility questions 11 to 15, perform the following steps: 

L Click the Part 7: Questions II to IS tab (Exhibit 9-14). 

2. VerifY with the applicant's response on the N400 application and, if necessary, click the 
r::lll or- radio button to change the response. 
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Exhibit 9-14: N400-Part 7: Questions 11 to 15 

To complete Part 8, Plus Details of Crimes, perfonn the following steps: 

I. Click the Part 8, Plus Details of Crime tab (Exhibit 9-15). 

Exhibit 9-15: N400-Part 8: Plus Details of Crime 
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2. If the answer to either question J Sa or 15b (Part 7) is YES, enter the crime detail information 
in the following fields: 

• City-...{:ity where offense took place 

• State--State where offense took place, or click 1111 to select appropriate code from a list 

• Country-...country where offense took place, or click 1111 to select appropriate code from 
a list 

• Date--Date (MM/DD/YYYY) of offense 

• Nature-Nature of offense 

• Outcome--Outcome or disposition of case 

3. Click I to add the information to the list box. 

4. To add additional crimes to the list, repeat steps 2 and 3. 

5. To remove a crime detail from the list, perform the following steps: 

a. Cl~ck -~~opriate detail to select it. 

h. Chck · . 

6. To edit crime detail information, perform the following steps: 

a. Double click on a detail in the list The information displays in the fields and the Add 
button changes to Update. 

b. Click on the appropriate field, and edit the information. 

c. Click\IIIRIIl 

7. Questions I through 5 default to YES. Verify with the applicant's response on the N400 
application and, if necessary, click the- radio button to change the response. 

1.1.1.8 N400 Part 9 
N400~Part 9 (Exhibit 9-16, N400- Part 9) lists information about organizations with which the 
applicant has been affiliated. (Data entry is not currently required in this section.) 

To complete Part 9, perform the following steps: 

L Click the r:JII icon lncated at the left side of the screen. 
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Exhibit 9-16: N400-Part 9 

2. Enter the organization infommtion in the following fields: 

• N arne of Organization-N arne of organization 

• Nature of the Organization-Nature of organization 

• City--City where organization is located 

• State-State where organization is located 

• Country-Country where organization is located (click 1111 to select the applicable code 
from a list) 

• Date Joined-Date (MM/DD/YYYY) applicant joined organization (click fll to select 
the date from a calendar) 

• Date Left-Date (MM/DD/YYYY) applicant quit organization (click fll to select the 
date from a calendar) 

3. Click~- to add the information to the list. 

4. To add additional organizations to the list, repeat steps 2 and 3. 

5. To remove an organization from the Jist, perform the following steps: 

a. Click on the organization to select it. 

b. Click 
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6. To edit organization infonnation, perfonn the following steps: 

a. Double click on an organization in the list. The infonnation displays in the tlelds and the 
Add button changes to Update. 

b. Click on the appropriate field, and edit the intonnation. 

c. Click 

1.1.1.9 N400 Part 10 
N400-Part 10 (Exhibit 9-17, N400-Part 10) lists infonnation about the applicant's parents, 
including residence and immigration status. If box "C" in Part 2 (Basis for Eligibility) of the 
N400 was checked, Part I 0 must be completed. Otherwise proceed to the Signature infonnation 
(Section 9.1.1.10). (Data entry is not currently required in this section.) 

To complete Part 10, perfonn the following steps: 

1. Click the icon located at the left side of the screen. 

Exhibit 9-17: N400-Part 10 

2. Click on the appropriate radio button to indicate whether none, one, or both of the applicant's 
parents are U.S. citizens. 

3. Enter the information about one U.S. citizen parent in the following fields: 

• Last Name-Last name of parent 

• First Name--First name of parent 

• Middle Name--Middle name of parent (if applicable) 

• Suffix-Jr., Sr., II, III, etc. 

• C/O·······The name of any person or organization in care of whom correspondence should 
be sent 

• Street Number-Street number of parent's residence 

• Street Name--Street name of parent's residence 

• Apt #--Apartment number of parent's residence (if applicable) 

• Zip-ZIP code of parent's address. Press T. The City/State/County tields automatically 
tilL If there is more than one match, a pop-up window appears. Double click on the 
correct city/state/county combination. 

• Province--Province of parent's residence (if non-U.S. address) 
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• Postal Code--Postal code of parent's residence (if non-U.S. address) 

• Country-Country where parent resides (if non-U.S. address) (click 1!!11 to select 
appropriate code from a list) 

4. To indicate the basis for citizenship, click the appropriate radio button: 

5. If the Naturalized radio button is selected, enter the certificate number in the Certificate 
Number field. 

6. 

button: 

7. Enter the date the applicant was adopted or legitimated. 

8. To indicate whether or noll:i rinlis legal custody over the applicant, click the 
appropriate radio button: . 

1.1. 1.10 N400 Signature 
The N400-Signature (Exhibit 9-18) section records that the form has been signed by the 
applicant and/or by the representative who may have prepared the form on the applicant's behalf. 

To complete the N400 Signature, perform the following steps: 

L Click the icon at the left side of the screen. 
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Exhibit 9-18: N400-Signature 

2. To indicate the applicant signed the fo!Til, click the check box. 

3. If available, enter the date (MM/DD!YYYY) the application was signed. 

4. To indicate that someone other than the applicant prepared the foiTil, click the 

check box. 

5. Enter the Date (MMIDD/YYYY) the representative signed the foiTil. 

1.1.1.11 G28 
The G28 Fo!Til screen (Exhibit 9-19, G28 Fo!Til) is used to enter attorney/representative 
inforn1ation. If the applicant provides this info!Tilation, all mailings to the applicant are also sent 
to the attorney or representative. 

To enter Attorney/Representative info!Tilation, perfom1 the following steps: 

1. Click the I!IIJ icon on the left side of the screen. The G28 Fo!Til screen appears 
(Exhibit 9-19). 
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Exhibit 9-19: G28 Form 

2. To search the database for attorney information: 

a. Tab to any of the following fields and enter the applicable information: PAM ID, Last 
Name, City, State, Zip, or FirmNOLAG. (A combination of fields will narrow the 
search.) 

b. Clickll. 

• If the attorney number is listed in the Private Attorney Maintenance System (P AMS) 
database, the attorney information appears. 

• If more than one attorney matches the attorney number, an Attorney Search Results 
list appears (Exhibit 9-20, Attorney Search Results). Select an attorney from the list 
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Exhibit 9-20: Attorney Search Results 

If the database does not contain attorney infom1ation, enter the appropriate information 
from the G-28 form in the following fields: 

• Last Name--Last name of the attorney 

• First Name--First name of the attorney 

• Middle Name--Middle name of the attorney (if applicable) 

• Firm/VOLAG-Name offim1 or volunteer agency representing applicant 

• Street #--Street number of firm's mailing address 

• Street Name--Street name of firm's mailing address 

• Room/Bldg-Room number or name of building 

• Zip-ZIP code of firm's mailing address Press T, and the city/state/county fields 
automatically filL If there is more than one match, double click on the correct 
combination in the pop-up window. 

• Province--Province name of firm's address (if applicable) 

• Postal Code--Postal code of firm's address (if applicable)) 

• Country-Country code of firm's address (if applicable), or click Ld to select 
appropriate code from a list 

• Phone Number-Attorney's phone number 

• Fax/Beeper Nbr-Attomey's fax or beeper number (if applicable) 

• Mobile Number-Attorney's cell phone number (if applicable) 

• Type of Appearance--Code for legal representative, or click lfll and select from a 
list of codes. 

c. To clear all fields, click 
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1.1.1.12 Evidence 
The Evidence screens are used to record the receipt of required and other evidence, and to record 
notes about evidence. All supporting evidence submitted with the application must be recorded 
as received in CLAIMS 4.0. 

To record evidence as having been received, perform the tbllowing steps: 

L Click the icon at the left side of the screen. A list of required evidence displays 
in the Required/Provided Evidence screen (Exhibit 9-21, Required/Provided Evidence). 

Exhibit 9-21: Required/Provided Evidence 

2. To indicate that all evidence have been received, click the 

I button located along the bottom of the screen. 

3. To indicate that a specific evidence type has been received, double click on the evidence type. 

To add additional evidence, perfonn the following steps: 

L Click on the Other tab (Exhibit 9-22, Other). 
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Exhibit 9-22: Other 

2. Click on the evidence type to be added. 

3. Click I 

To add evidence details, perform the following steps: 

I. In the Required Provide diE vidence or Other screen, click on the evidence for which details 
are to be provided. 

2. Click on the Details tab (Exhibit 9-23, Details). 
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Exhibit 9-23: Details 

3. Click II to select Received or Not Received as the status. 

4. Click in the field below the name of the evidence and type any applicable comments. 

5. Click I to save the information or to clear the information. 

1.1.1.13 Lead Applicant 
When multiple applications are submitted with a single payment, the Lead Applicant screen is 
used to record a primary contact person for payment notices. 

To designate a lead applicant, pertorm the following steps: 

1. Click the "' icon at the left side of the screen. (Note: This icon displays only when 
payment is received.) A list of all applicants in the payment group is displayed in the N400 
Data Entry screen (Exhibit 9-24, N400 Data Entry With Lead Applicant List): 
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Exhibit 9-24: N400 Data Entry With Lead Applicant List 

2. Click on the application lD of the applicant to be designated lead applicant. This applicant 
will receive any underpayment or refund notices generated for the payment group. 

Note: If no lead applicant is selected, the oldest applicant in the group is selected as lead 
applicant by default. In the example above, there is only one applicant. 

1.1.1.14 Saving the Data 
After all required sections of the Data Entry for N400 screen have been completed, the 
infom1ation must be saved. 

To save the N400 application infom1ation, click the IJI (Save) toolbar button, or select Save from 
the File menu. Note: If data are missing from required fields, a message box displays a list of 
the fields in which data must still be entered. 

To close without saving, Click the IIJ (Cancel) toolbar button. 

Payment Not Received 

When a payment is not received in the mailroom, no payment ID is generated. It is necessary to 
indicate why the payment was not received before continuing to enter a case. There are three 
reasons why a payment would not be received in the mailroom: 

• A fee waive was requested 
The fee was collected elsewhere 
• The payment was not included 
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To indicate why a payment was not received, perform the following steps: 

1. Click the "' icon located at the left side of the screen. (Note: This icon displays only 
when payment is not received.) The N400 Data Entry-Warning screen appears 
(Exhibit 9-25, N400 Data Entry-Warning). 

Exhibit 9-25: N400 Data Entry-Warning 

2. 

received: 

3. If payment was received at another location, enter the three-digit code of the site that 
collected the fee, or click Ill to seloct the location from a list 

Update Application 

Application information can be edited the same day by the same user who entered the 
information into the system. The procedures for entering a new application (Section 9. I, New 
Application) apply to updating an application. 

To update an application, perform the following steps: 

I. Click the 111 (Update) toolbar button to access the Update Application window 
(Exhibit 9-26, Update Application). 
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Exhibit 9-26: 

2. Enter the application ID and click· The corresponding application displays. 

3. Click on the appropriate icons at the left side of the screen to access the parts of the 
application that need to be updated. 

4. Make the necessary changes. To clear all information from a screen, click the IEJ (Refresh) 
toolbar button. 

5. Click the IJI (Save) toolbar button to save the infonnation. To close the N400 Data Entry 

screen without saving changes, click the Ill (Cancel) toolbar button. 

Find 

The Find function allows users to search for an existing application using personal, mailing, 
attorney, or other information. 

To open an existing application, perform the following steps: 

I. In the N400 Data Entry screen, click the IIJ (Find) toolbar button. The Find Application 
screen displays (Exhibit 9-27, Find Application). 
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Exhibit 9-27: Find Application 

2. Click on the applicable tab: Personal, Mailing Address, Attorney, or Other. 

3. Enter search criteria in the appropriate fields. 

4. To add search criteria from a second category, repeat Steps I and 2. 

5. Click I . The Search Results window appears. 

a. If multiple matches are listed, click on the application to be opened. 

b. Click 
window. 

The corresponding application ID populates the Application ID 

6. Depending on the workflow state, the corresponding application is opened 
in either update or review mode. 

Group Management 

The Group Management function is used to create and define groups. Groups are defined by 
type, such as family or organization, and are created for scheduling purposes. Wben a group is 
created, a group ID is generated, and members are added to the group by application ID. A group 
can be defined at the initial startup of the data entry process or after the application information 
for each group member has been entered into the system. After a group has been created, group 
information and status can be changed, group members can be removed, or entire groups can be 
dissolved. 

To access the Group Management function, do one of the following: 

• In the N400 Data Entry main menu screen, click the~~ (Groups) toolbar button. 

• In the New Application window, click the llfl!iiliil checkbox. 
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Exhibit 9-28, Group Management Options, lists the available options in the Group Management 
main menu window. 

Groups 
Maintenance 

Return to Data 

Exhibit 9-28: Group Management Options 

Used to define a group and add group members 

Used to change group information and status, remove group 
members, and dissolve i>rouns 

Used to exit the Groups function and return to the Data Entry 
screen. 

1.1.1.15 Add Group Definition 
The Add Group Definition option is used to define a group and add group members. Information 
used to define a group is entered in the Add Group Definition screen (Exhibit 9-29, Add Group 
Definition), and members are added to a group in the Group Information screen (Exhibit 9-30, 
Add Group Description). 

To define a group and add group members, perform the following steps: 

1. Click the [II (Add Group Definition) toolbar button. The Add Group Definitions screen 
displays (Exhibit 9-29). 
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2. Enter a type in the Group Type field or click Iii to select one of the following group types: 

• CBO group 
• Family groups or groups of related applications 

3. If the group type is a CBO, a list of available CBO descriptions appears in a pop-up window. 
To select a description, perform the following steps: 

a. Click on a description. 

b. Click The appropriate fields are automatically populated with the group 
description, CBO description, CBO location, CBO code, and address information. 

NEW 
; NEW 

NEW 
NEW 

: NEW 
. ~lEW 

NEW 
NEW 

Exhibit 9-30: Add Group Description 

JFSP1 
BCCC1 
CAHA1 
CC001 
CC002 
CC003 
CC004 
CCDM1 

JEWISH FAMILY SERVICE/PASSAIC CO 
BERGEN COUNTY COMMUNITY CAP 
CAHACO 
CATHOLIC COMMUNIW SERVICES 
CATHOLIC COMMUNITY SERVICES 
CATHOLIC COMMUNITY SERVICES 
CATHOLIC COMMUNITY SERVICES 
CATHOLIC CHARITIES DIOCESEIMETU 

FAMILY /COMMUNITY /PAT 

4. If the group type is a family !:,'TO Up or group of related applications, perform the following 
steps: 
a. Enter a description of the group in the Group Description field. 
b. Enter the group address information in the following fields: 

• Street #-Street number of group mailing address 

• Street N arne--Street name of group mailing address 

• Bldg. Rm-Building or room used in group mailing address 

• Zip-ZIP code of group's mailing address. Press T, and the city/state/county fields 
automatically fill. If there is more than one match, a pop-up window displays. 
Double click on the correct city/state/county combination. 

5. Enter the maximum number of group members in the Limit to Number in Group field . 
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6. If applicable, click the 1:118111 check box. If the box is checked, a To field displays. 
Click the Ill to the right of the field to select one of the following notice recipient options: 

• Both-Sends notices to both individual group members and group address 

o Individuals only-Sends notices to individual group members but not to the group 
address 

o Group only-Sends notices to the group address but not to individual group members 

7. The information entered in the Add Group Definition screen appears in the 
Group Information screen (Exhibit 9-31, Group Information). 

Exhibit 9-31: Group Information 

8. Verify the information in the Group Information section. 

9. To change the group status, click on the appropriate radio button: 

10. Click 
appears. 

The Application ID to Add window (Exhibit 9-32, Application ID to Add) 
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Exhibit 9-32: Application 10 to Add 

a. Enter the application ID of the applicant you want to add to the group. 

b. Click i To add additional members, repeat Steps 9a and 9b until all group 
members are added to the group. 

c. When all group members are added, click I I The Group Information screen 
appears. 

II. Verity the names listed in the Group Members box of the Group Information screen. 

a. To remove a group member, perform the following steps: 

• Click on the name in the Group Members box. 

• Click 

b. To save the information, click 

1.1.1.16 Group Maintenance 

The Group Maintenance function is used to change a group's name and address information and 
status, dissolve a group, or remove members. If the group ID is unknown, a search can be 
initiated to display a list of groups by group type and/or status. 

To access group information when Group ID is known, perform the following steps: 

I. Click the IIJ (Group Maintenance) toolbar button from the Group Management screen. The 
Group ID box (Exhibit 9-33, Group !D) appears. 

2. Enter the group ID and click 
appears. 

Exhibit 9-33: Group 10 

The Group Information screen (Exhibit 9-31) 

To access group information when Group ID is unknown, perform the following steps: 
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I. Click the Ill (Group Maintenance) toolbar button. The Group ID box (Exhibit 9~34, Group 
!D) appears. 

Exhibit 9-34: Group ID 

2. Click IMII to access the Group Selection screen (Exhibit 9~35, Group Selection). 

Exhibit 9-35: Group Selection 

3. Click on the appropriate radio button to select a Group Type: 

4. Click on the appropriate radio button to select a Status: 

5. Click A list of corresponding groups appears in the List of Corresponding 
Groups window. 
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6. Double click on the desired group ID in the list, or click once on an ID and then click 

~- The Group Information screen (Exhibit 9-36, Group Information) appears. 

Exhibit 9-36: Group Information 

To edit f,'l'Oup information, perform the following steps: 

I. If necessary, edit the name and address information. 

2. To change the status, click on the appropriate radio button: 

3. To remove a group member, perform the following steps: 

a. Click on the name in the Group Members box. 

b. Clickl 

4. To dissolve a group, click IIBIJ 
5. To save the edits and return to the Group ID box, click 

6. To close without saving and return to the Group Management screen, click 

7. To exit the Groups function, click the Ill (Return to Data Entry) toolbar button or select 
Return to Data Entry from the File menu. 
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Print Labels 

The Print Labels option is used to print human and/or machine-readable labels, including address 
and application ID labels. 

To print labels, perfonn the following steps: 

I. Click on the Ill (Print Labels) toolbar button. A Label Printing window (Exhibit 9-37, 
Label Printing) appears. 

Exhibit 9-37: Label Printing 

2. Click in the applicable checkboxes to select or deselect the types of labels to be printed. To 

clear all checkmarks, click 

3. Enter the number of each type of label to be printed in the appropriate field. 

4. Click 

5. To exit the Label Printing window without printing, click 
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Print Attorney Label 

The Print Attorney Label option allows the user to print an attorney address label. 

To print an attorney address label, click the 6 (Print Attorney label) toolbar button. A single 
standard attorney address label prints on the label printer. 

Test Printer 

The Test Printer option is used to verify that the bar-code printer is working correctly. When this 
option is selected, a sample label is generated from the printer. 

To test the bar-code printer, perform the following steps: 

I. Click the 
printer. 

(Test Printer) toolbar button. A sample label is generated from the bar-code 

2. If a label is not generated, verify that the printer is turned on and all connections are secure. 
Then repeat Step I. If a label is still not generated, call an SA. 

1881 Data Entry 

The Data Entry for the 1881 module comprises five parts that correspond to the parts of the 1881 
form an applicant submits to the INS to request suspension of deportation. The module includes 
sections for entering biographical data, evidence, and attorney information (G28), and for 
identifying the lead applicant of a family or group. Data must be entered in all required sections 
before the information can be saved. 

Click the !881 button (Exhibit 9-38, 1881 Button) in the Data Entry main menu screen to access 
the !881 Data Entry screen. 

Exhibit 9-38: 1881 Button 

Exhibit 9-39, 1881 Menu Options, lists the options available on the 1881 Data Entry screen. 
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New Used to enter new application infonnation 
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Find 

New Application 

Exhibit 9-39: 1881 Menu Options (continued) 

Used to update infonnation for an existing application 

Used to search for and open a second application without closing 
the first; searches can be conducted based on personal, mailing, 

or other infonnation 

The New Application function is used to enter infonnation from the 1881 application into 
CLAIMS 4.0. Exhibit 9-40, 1881 Data Entry Options, lists the available options for data entry. 

View 

Scan 2-D Bar 
Code 

Print Labels 

Print Attorney 
Label 

Test Label 
Printer 

Cancel 

Refresh 

Exhibit 9-40: 1881 Data Entry Options 

infonnation 

Used to print human andlor machine-readable labels, including 
address and ID labels 

Used to print labels for an applicant's attorney 

Used to print a test label on the label printer 

Used to close the current 

Used to clear all information from the current screen 

To access the Data Entry for 1881 screen, perfonn the following steps: 

I. Click the 101 (New Application) toolbar button. The Application ID for 1881 screen 
(Exhibit 9-41, Application ID for 1881) appears. 
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Exhibit 9-41: Application ID for 1881 

2. Enter the application !D. 

3. Click The I88I Patt I screen appears (Exhibit 9-42, 1881-Patt I). 

1.1.1.17 1881 Data Entry Part 1 
1881-Patt 1 includes the applicant's name, mailing address, biographical information, date and 
place of first entry into the United States, and current status. 

To complete !881 Patt I, perform the following steps: 

1. If necessary, click the I Jjl!iii icon on the left side of the screen. 

Exhibit 9-42: 1881-Part 1 
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1. Enter the appropriate information in the following fields: 

• Alien Number-A, followed by applicant's nine-digit A-Number 

• Last Name-Last name of the applicant 

• First Name-First name of the applicant 

• Middle Name-Full middle name of the applicant (if applicable) 

• Suffix-Suffix (Jr., Sr., etc.) used in applicant's name, or click Ill to select from a list of 
suffixes 

• C/O-Full name of the person or organization in care of whom correspondence should be 
sent (if applicable) 

• Street #-Street number of applicant's mailing address 

• Street Name-Street name of applicant's mailing address 

• Apt. #-Apartment number of applicant's mailing address 

• Zip-ZIP code of applicant's mailing address. Press T and the City/State/County fields 
automatically fill. If there is more than one match, double click on the correct 
combination in tbe pop-up window. 

• Date of Birth-Applicant's DOB (MM/DDNYYY) (click II to select the date from a 
calendar) 

• Sex-M (male) or F (female) U (unknown) to indicate applicant's sex, or click lll to 
select appropriate sex 

• Country of Birth-Applicant's COB (click Ill to select code) 

• Nationality-Applicant's nationality (click Ill to select code) 

• Date-Date the applicant last entered the United States (MM/DDNYY) (click II to 
select the date from a calendar) 

• Place-Port of entry where the applicant last entered the United States (click Ill to select 
code) 

• Date Authorized Stay Expires-Expiration date of authorized stay (MMIDDNYY) 
(click liJ to select the date from a calendar) 

• Status-Legal basis on which the applicant last entered the country (click Ill to select the 
status from a list) 

1.1.1.18 1881 Part 2 
1881-Part 2 (Exhibit 9-43, 1881 -Part 2) includes infomJation about the type of application the 
applicant has submitted. Application types include the following: 

• Guatemalan or Salvadoran ABC 
Guatemalan or Salvadoran asylum applicant on or before April 1, 1990 
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FSB Applicant 
• Spouse or unmarried son or daughter of a primary !881 applicant 

One or more application types can be selected for each applicant. 

To complete 1881 Part 2, perform the following steps: 

I. Click the icon located on the left side of the screen. 

Exhibit 9-43: 1881-Part 2 

2. Select the appropriate application types from the application type list. 

3. If Option Dis selected, additional fields display (Exhibit 9-44, !881-Part 2 With Relative 
Fields). 
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Exhibit 9-44: 1881-Part 2 With Relative Fields 

4. To record relative infonnation about the applicant, perform the following steps: 

a. Click !I in the Relationship to Primary Applicant field to select the appropriate 
relationship description 

b. Enter the A-Number of the Primary Applicant if available, or click on an application ID 
from the list provided in the lower part of the screen. 

c. Click Iii in the Primary Applicant Filing Location field to indicate whether the primary 
applicant applied at an INS location or at an Executive Office of Immigration Review 
location. 

d. To clear the infom1ation entered about the applicant's relative, click the Ia (Refresh) 
toolbar button. 

1.1.1.19 1881-G-28 
The 1881-G28 screen is used to enter attorney/representative infonnation. If the applicant 
provides this infonnation, all mailings to the applicant are also sent to the attorney or 
representative. 

To enter Attorney/Representative infonnation, perfonn the following steps: 

I. Click the~~~~ icon on the left side of the screen. The I881-G28 screen appears 
(Exhibit 9-45, !881 G28). 

45 
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Exhibit 9-45: 1881-G28 

2. To search the database for attorney information, perform the following steps: 

a. Tab to any of the following fields and enter the applicable information: PAM ID, Last 
Name, City, State, Zip, or FirmNOLAG. (A combination of fields will narrow the 
search.) 

b. Click 

• If the attorney number is listed in P AMS database, the attorney information appears. 

• If more than one attorney matches the attorney number, an Attorney Search Results 
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Exhibit 9-46: Attorney Search Results 

• If the database does not contain attorney infonnation, enter the appropriate 
infonnation from the G-28 fonn in the following fields: 

- Last Name-Last name of the attorney 

- FirstName--Firstname of the attorney 

- Middle Name-Middle name of the attorney (if applicable) 

Firm/YO LAG Name of finn or volunteer agency representing applicant 

- Street #--Street number of finn's mailing address 

Street Name--Street name of finn's mailing address 

- Room/Bldg-Room number or name of building 

- Zip-ZIP code of finn's mailing address. Press T, and the City/State/County 
fields automatically fill. If there is more than one match, double click on the 
correct combination in the pop-up window. 

Province--Province name of finn's address (if applicable) 

Postal Code--Postal code of finn's address (if applicable) 

Country-Country code of finn's address (if applicable), or click Ill to select 
appropriate code from a list 

Phone Number-Attorney's phone number 

- Fax/Beeper Nbr-Attorney's fax or beeper number (if applicable) 

- Mobile Number-Attorney's cell phone number (if applicable) 

- Type of Appearance-Code for legal representative, or click II and select from 
a list of codes 

c. To clear all fields, click 
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1. 1.1.20 Evidence 
The Evidence screens are used to record the receipt of required and other evidence, and to enter 
notes about evidence. All evidence submitted with an 1881 form must be recorded as received in 
CLAIMS 4.0. 

To record evidence as received, perform the following steps. 

I. Click the "' icon at the left side of the screen A list of required evidence appears in 
the Required/Provided Evidence screen (Exhibit 9~7, Required!Provided Evidence). 

Exhibit 9-47: Required/Provided Evidence 

have been received, click the 

button located along the bottom of the screen. 

3. To indicate that a specific evidence type has been received, double click on the evidence type. 

To add additional evidence, perform the following steps: 

I. Click on the Other tab (Exhibit 9~8, Evidence-Other). 
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Exhibit 9-48: Evidence-Other 

2. Click on the evidence type to be added. 

3. Click 

To add evidence details, perform the following steps: 

I. In the Required Provided/Evidence or Other screen, click on the evidence for which details 
are to be provided. 

2. Click on the Details tab (Exhibit 9---49, Evidence~ Details). 
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Exhibit 9-49: Evidence-Details 

3. Click lito select Received or Not Received as the status. 

4. Click in the field below the name of the evidence and type any applicable comments. 

5. Click to save the information or to clear the information 

1.1.1.21 Lead Applicant 
When multiple applications are submitted with a single payment, the Lead Applicant screen is 
used to record a primary contact person for payment notices. 

To designate a lead applicant, perform the following steps: 

1. Click the icon at the left side of the screen. (Note: This icon appears only when 
payment is received.) A list of all applicants in the payment group is displayed in the 1881 
Data Entry screen (Exhibit 9-50, !881 Data Entry With Applicant List). 
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Exhibit 9-50: 1881 Data Entry With Applicant List 

2. Click on the application ID of the applicant to be designated lead applicant. This applicant 
will receive any underpayment or refund notices generated for the payment group. 

Note: If no lead applicant is selected, the oldest applicant in the group is selected as lead 
applicant by default. 

1.1.1.22 Saving the Data 
After all required sections of the Data Entry for 1881 screen have been completed, the 
infonnation must be saved. After Mailroom Entry, Data Entry, and Finance functions have been 
completed, the application is transferred to RAPS to complete processing. 

To save the infonnation, Click the Ill (Save) tool bar button, or select Save from the File menu. 
Note: If data are missing from required fields, a series of message boxes display the fields in 
which data must still be entered. 

To close without saving, click the Ill (Cancel) toolbar button. 
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Payment Not Received 

When a payment is not received in the mailroom, no payment ID is generated. It is necessary to 
indicate why the payment was not received before continuing to enter a case. There are three 
reasons why a payment would not be received in the mailroom: 

• A fee waive was requested. 
The fee was collected elsewhere. 
• The payment was not included. 

To indicate why a payment was not received, perform the following steps: 

1. Click the fW icon located at the left side of the screen. (Note: This icon appears only 
when payment is not received.) The 1881 Data Entry Warning screen appears 
(Exhibit 9-51,1881 Data Entry Warning). 

Exhibit 9-51: 1881 Data Entry Warning 

2. 

received: 

3. If payment was received at another location, enter the three-digit code of the site that 
collected the fee, or click ill to select the location from a list. 
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Update Application 

Application information can be edited the same day by the same user who entered the 
information into the system. The procedures for entering a new application (Section 9.2, New 
Application) apply to updating an application. 

To update an application, perform the following steps: 

I. Click the liJ (Update) tool bar button to access the Update Application window 
(Exhibit 9-52, Update Application). 

Exhibit 9-52: Update Application 

2. Enter the application ID and click·- The corresponding application appears. 

3. Click on the appropriate icons at the left side of the screen to access the parts of the 
application needing to be updated. 

4. Make the necessary changes. To clear all information from a screen, click the Ia (Refresh) 
toolbar button. 

5. Click 1• to save the information. To close the 1881 Data Entry screen without saving 

changes, click the~~~ (Cancel) tool bar button. 

Find 

The Find function allows users to search for an existing application using personal, mailing, 
attorney, or other information. When a search is conducted successfully, the application ID 
populates the Update Application window. 

To open an additional application, perform the following steps: 

1. In the 1881 Data Entry screen, click the (Find) toolbar button. The Find Application 
screen appears (Exhibit 9-53, Find Application). 
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Exhibit 9-53: Find Application 

I. Click on the applicable tab: Personal, Mailing Address, Attorney, or Other. 

2. Enter search criteria in the appropriate fields. 

3. To add search criteria from a second category, repeat steps I and 2. 

4. Click The Search Results window displays. 

a) If matches are listed, click on the application to be opened. 

b) Click The corresponding application ID populates the Update Application lD 
window (Exhibit 9-52). 

I. Click The corresponding application inforn1ation displays. 

Print Labels 

The Print Labels option is used to print human and/or machine-readable labels, including address 
and application ID labels. 

To print labels, perform the following steps: 

I. Click on the IDJ (Print Labels) toolbar button. A Label Printing window (Exhibit 9-54, 
Label Printing) appears. 
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Exhibit 9-54: Label Printing 

2. Click in the applicable checkboxes to select or deselect the types of labels to be printed. To 

clear all checkmarks, click 
I 

3. Enter the number of each type of label to be printed in the appropriate field. 

4. Click 

5. To exit the Label Printing window without printing, click 

Print Attorney Label 

The Print Attorney Label option allows the user to print an attorney address labeL 

To print an attorney address label, Click the IIJ (Print Attorney label) toolbar button. A single 
standard attorney address label prints on the label printer. 

Test Printer 

The Test Printer option is used to verify that the bar-code printer is working correctly. When this 
option is selected, a sample label is generated from the printer. 
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To test the bar-code printer, perform the following steps: 

I. Click the 1 (Test Printer) toolbar button. A sample label is generated from the bar-code 
printer. 

2. If a label is not generated, verify that the printer is turned on and all connections are secure. 
Then repeat Step I. If a label is still not generated, call an SA. 
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Please throw away this page after printing. It is merely used for 
pagination. 
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REPORTING 

The Reporting module is used to generate and print reports related to CLAIMS 4.0. A report 
query can be initiated to generate reports based on selected criteria. Reports can be requested 
according to functional areas available to the current user. Each area contains several types of 
reports, each with unique query criteria selection fields. To enter the Reporting module, click the 
Reporting button (Exhibit I 0-1, Reporting Button) in the CLAIMS 4.0 Main Menu screen. 

Exhibit 10-1: Reporting Button 

Initiating a Report Query 

Before a report can be generated in CLAIMS 4.0, you need to initiate a report query in the 
CLAIMS Reports screen (Exhibit 10-2, CLAIMS Reports). The report query allows you to 
define the criteria used to generate the report. To initiate a report query, perform the following 
steps: 

Click the IJI (Main Menu) toolbar button to access the CLAIMS Reports main screen (Exhibit 
10-2). 

Exhibit 10-2: CLAIMS Reports 

Click on the appropriate folder in the Functional Area section. 

Double click on the desired report from the list of available report types in the Reports section. 
The CLAIMS Tracking Report Query Builder screen (Exhibit 10-3, CLAIMS Tracking 
Report Query Builder) for that report type appears. 

In the INS Location section, click Iii to select a description, location code, or service center 
location. 

Click Iii in the appropriate field to select criteria to define the report query. 

To create new search criteria, perform the following steps: 
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Click-~~~ The Select Your Search Options screen (Exhibit 10--4, Select Your Search 
Options) appears. 

Exhibit 10-4: Select Your Search Options 

In the Select Your Search Options window, click on the desired selection. 

Click liii to add the selection. Click liiil to add all of the items in the selection list. 

To select the sort order, perform the following steps: 

To select the order of the sort, use the scroll bars on the Available Sorts list boxes. 

To add a sort criterion, click on the desired selection. 

Click IJijJ to add the selection. Click UJ to add all of the items in the selection list. 

To save a report query script, perform the following steps: 

Select Save Query from the File menu. 

Enter a name to identify the report query. 

Click~- When the confirmation box appears, click IMW. 
(Follow the procedures in Section I 0.2, Report Functions, to generate reports based on the 
query criteria you have defined.) 

Report Functions 

After initiating a report query, report functions (Exhibit I 0 5, Report Function Options) can be 
accessed through the Report Query Builder window. 
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To use the Report functions, perform the following steps; 

Initiate a report query using the procedure described in Section I 0.2.1, Using the Report Viewer 
Screen. 

Click on the toolbar button that corresponds with the function you want to perform. 

Using the Report Viewer Screen 

Perform the following steps to use the Report Viewer screen: 

Click Jrl to access the Report Viewer screen (Exhibit 10-6, Report Viewer). The tool bar 
buttons located along the top of the Report Viewer screen can be used to perform the 
following actions: 

• Print fll-jin~ the displayed report 
Printe~. p reates printer defaults 
Expo .. Exports the displayed report to a disk file or e-mail 
Find Searches for specific text within the displayed report 

Exhibit 10-6: Report Viewer 
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If the report is a multiple page report, click the following buttons: 

•., . [I to view the first page 

I to view the previous page 
to view the next page 
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11!1 to view the last page 
• Iii or Iii in the scroll bar to scroll through the report 

To adjust the size of the report on the screen, click ill in the toolbar and select a size. 

To search for specific text in the displayed report, enter the text in the field to the left of the II 
(Find) tool bar button. Then click Ill. The first occurrence in the report of the selected text 

is displayed. (Each click ofiB1 causes the screen to advance to the next occurrence of the 
selected text.) 

To export a report, perform the following steps: 

Click the IJ (Export) tool bar button. The Export window appears (Exhibit 10-7, Export). 

Exhibit 10-7: Export 

Click Iii to select an export format 

Click Iii to select a destination. (To save the report as a file and import it into another program, 
select the Disk File destination.) 

Click 1 

If necessary, enter the characters that will be used to separate the records andlor specify whether 
or not the date and number field formatting should remain the same. 

Select a folder in which to save the file and give the file a descriptive name. 

Click A status message showing the export progress appears. When export is 
completed, the Report Screen Viewer appears. 

To exit the Report Viewer, click the Ill control button in the upper left corner of the screen. 

To exit the Reporting Query screen, click the Ill (Return) toolbar button. 

To exit the Reporting module, select Exit from the File menu, or click the ill control button in 
the upper right comer of the screen. 
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Using the Batch Option 

The Batch option allows you to create daily, weekly, or monthly batch reports based on selected 
query criteria. Rather than printing reports manually each day, you can have scheduled reports 
printed in your local ADP rooms during oft~ hours. To use the Batch option, perform the 
following steps: 

From the CLAIMS Tracking Report Query Builder screen (Exhibit 10-3), click the [ill (Batch) 
tool bar button. The Reporting screen (Exhibit 10-8, Reporting) is displayed: 

Exhibit 10-8: Reporting 

Click on a radio button to indicate how often the batch should be run. 

Click 
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NOTICES 

The Notices module is used to print or reprint notices created to inform applicants of scheduled 
appointments and the status of their applications. This module allows users to view a list of 
notices that are waiting to be created, to search for a notice by application ID, and to view a list 
of previously printed notices for an individual application. Users can also view the status of print 
jobs, reset print jobs, and configure printers using this module. 

To enter the Notices module, click the Notices button (Exhibit 11-1, Notices Button) in the 
CLAIMS 4.0 Main Menu screen. 

Exhibit 11-1: Notices Button 

Exhibit 11-2, Notices Module Options, lists the available options in the Notices module. 

Notices 
Awaiting 
Creation 

Batch Print 
Server 

Current Print 
Job Status 

View Notice 

Exhibit 11-2: Notices Module Options 

Used to view a list of notices that are waiting to be created 

Used to print and reprint notices, configure printers, and perform 
database maintenance 

Used to view the status of print jobs. Displays the status of both 
print jobs that have been completed and jobs that are currently 

Used to view a list of previously printed notices for an individual 

Notices Awaiting Creation 

The Notices Awaiting Creation option is used to view a list of notices that are waiting to be 
created. The total number for each notice type also displays. 

To view a list of notices, perform the following steps: 

Click the Ill (Notices Awaiting Creation) toolhar button or select Notices Awaiting Creation 
from the File menu to access the Notices Awaiting Creation screen (Exhibit 11-3, Notices 
Awaiting Creation). 
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Exhibit 11-3: Notices Awaiting Creation 

NtSctJedlnlvw Cwnl ~ 5 

To refresh the list, click the (Refresh) toolbar button. 

To return to the Notices Main Menu screen, select the Exit option in the File menu. 

To create batch notices, perform the following steps: 

Double click on STARTC4BATCH.EXE (file location: C:\PROGRAM FILES\CLAIMS4 
SERVER). The Priority Sets for NT Server window (Exhibit 11-4, Priority Sets for NT 
Server) appears. 

Exhibit 11-4: Priority Sets for NT Server 

Click on the Start Notice Batch Create radio button. 

(For further printing instructlons, refer to Section 11.2, Batch Print Server.) 
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Batch Print Server 

The Batch Print Server option is used to select and view all printed and non-printed batch 
notices, and to configure batch printers for printing the notices. This option allows the System 
Administrator to perform record maintenance on the request queue and error tables. Users can 
also search for a specific notice by application lD using this option. Additional information 
concerning the set up of printers and batch notice modules can be found in the CLAIMS 4.0 
Operations and Administration Guide. 

The following options are available from the Batch Print Server screen (Exhibit II 5, Batch 
Print Server): 

• Print Notice 
Reprint Notice 
Find Notice 
Database Maintenance 
• Conti gure Printers 

Print Notice 

After the batch has been created, the Print Notice option is used to request a print job for a new 
notice. Either all notices in the print queue or only those of a particular notice type can be 
printed. 

To print new notices, perform the following steps: 

Click the (Batch Print Server) toolbar button or select Batch Print Server from the File 
menu to access the Batch Print Server screen (Exhibit 11-5). 
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Exhibit 11-5: Batch Print Server 

' "-1-,. ji 

In the New Notices Queue section, click on a notice type in the Jist. 

Click the ll (Print Notices) toolbar button. The Print New Notices window (Exhibit 11-6, 
Print New Notices)appears. 

Exhibit 11-6: Print New Notices 

Click on the applicable radio button in the Print New Notices box, as follows: 

• All-To select all new notices in the New Notices Queue list. 

• Partial- Notice Type-To select the notice type to be printed. In the Notice Type field, 
click the lito select the notice type. 

Click I to request the notices for printing. When the Available Printers window 
appears, select one or more printers. 

Reprint Notice 

The Reprint Notice option is used to request a reprint of previously printed notices. Reprints are 
requested by job ID. This option also allows the reprint of either an entire print job or a partial 
one. A partial reprint can be specified by ZIP code range, application ID, or job notice type. 

To reprint previously printed notices, perfom1 the following steps: 

In the Previously Printed Jobs section of the Batch Print Server screen (Exhibit 11-5), select a 
print job. 

Click the 11:1 (Reprint Notice) toolbar button. The Reprint Notice window (Exhibit 11-7, 
Reprint Notices) appears. 
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Click them in the Job ID field to select the job to be reprinted. 

Click to submit the job for printing. When the Available Printers window appears, 
select one or more printers. 

To reprint a partial print job, perform the following steps: 

Click the radio button. 

Click them in the Job ID field to select the job to be reprinted. 

Click on the appropriate radio button to select the range of notices to be reprinted: 

• is selected, enter the starting and ending ZIP codes. 

• ul·Ai is selected, click the Ill to select the application ID and the notice type. 

• is selected, click the Iii to select the notice type . 

Click~- to submit the job for printing. When the Available Printers window 
appears, select one or more printers. 

Click to return to the Batch Print Server screen. 

Find Notice 

This function is used to quickly locate a notice that is in the Notices to be Printed queue, without 
having to scroll through the entire list This minimizes the time needed to determine whether a 
notice has printed. The Find Notice screen displays the status of both local and batch notices for 
an application ID. 

To locate a notice, perform the following steps: 

From the Batch Print Server screen, click the Ill (Find Notice) toolbar button to access the Find 
Notice screen (Exhibit 11-8, Find Notice). 
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i 
Final Notice Pnnted Locally 9118197 11 :02:35AM 

~58 Batch Notice Pnnted 9117197 8:35 27 AM 
Local Notice in Progress· IN BOX 

Enter the application ID assigned to the notice you want to find. 

All notices for that application ID appear in the Notices in Print Queue list box. 
'lbe status of the notice and print date, if applicable, also appears. If a particular notice was 
printed in a batch print request, the job ID appears. 

Click IMI' to exit the Find Notice function. 
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Database Maintenance 

The Database Maintenance option is used to delete error records from the Error Log table or print 
request status records from the Request table. If an error occurs and print requests are in an 
intermediate print status, the Reset Oracle option can be used to reset the Notice Records to 
requested status. 

To delete records, perform the following steps: 

From the Batch Print Server screen, click the (Database Maintenance) toolbar button to 
access the Maintenance dialog box (Exhibit 11-9, Maintenance). 

Click on the Maintain Screens tab. 

Exhibit 11-9: Maintenance 

Click the and/or the check box 
to select the type of records to be deleted. 

Enter the minimum number of days after which the old records should be deleted. 

When the confirmation window appears, click I 
delete request and return to the Batch Print Server screen. 

To reset notices to requested status, perform the following steps: 

to continue the 

Click the Ill (Database Maintenance) toolbar button to access the Maintenance dialog box 
(Exhibit 11-9). 

Click on the Reset Oracle tab (Exhibit 11~10). 
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Click the 

Exhibit 11-10: Reset Oracle 

check box. 

to process the requests. When the confinnation window appears, click 

to continue the reset request and return to the Batch Print Server screen. 

Configure Printers 

The Configure Printers option is used to add, update, or delete printer references and paper type 
selections in the Oracle configuration table. These procedures are directly related to setting up 
paper types on the printer. 

To configure a printer, perfonn the following steps: 

From the Batch Print Server screen, click the IIJ (Configure Printer) toolbar button to access the 
Configure Batch Printers window (Exhibit 11-11, Configure Batch Printers). 
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To add a printer to the table, perfonn the following steps: 

Click the Hill radio button in the Change Settings box. The Selections Available section 
displays at the bottom of the Configure Batch Printers screen. 

Click the Ill in the Server Printers field to select a printer. 

Click the Ill in the Paper Types field to select a paper type. 

Click to save the changes. 

To update paper type settings, perfonn the following steps: 

Click on a printer in the Printers Configured in Oracle list box. 

Click the radio button in the Change Settings box. A "Selections Available" section 
appears at the bottom of the Configure Batch Printers screen. 

Click the II in the Paper Types field to select a paper type. 

Click to save the changes. The Configure Batch Printers screen is refreshed and 
the changes appear. 

To delete a printer from the table, perfonn the following steps: 

Click on a printer in the Printers Configured in Oracle list box. 

Click the radio button in the Change Settings box. 

Click to save the changes. The Configure Batch Printers screen is refreshed 
and the changes appear. 

Current Print Job Status 

The Current Print Job Status option provides monitoring ability for the current print job and 
allows the user to reset a current print job that was completed with errors. 

To view the current print job status, perfonn the following steps: 

From the Notices Main Menu screen, click the [II (Current Print Job Status) toolbar button. A 
list of current print job requests and a list of all print job requests appears in the Print Job 
Status screen (Exhibit 11-12, Print Job Status). 
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Exhibit 11-12: Print Job Status 

To refresh the current list only, click the 
Requests section. 

(Refresh) button located in the Current Print Job 

To refresh both the current and completed lists, click the 
tool bar. 

(Refresh) button located in the 

To reset a print job (completed with errors), perform the following steps: 

Double click on the print job in the Current Print Job Request section with a status of 
"COMPLETE WITH ERRORS." A prompt (Exhibit 11-13, Prompt) appears. 

Exhibit 11-13: Prompt 

to continue. The print job is sent to a printer that is not currently in use. When 
the job is complete, the status appears in the All Print Job Requests section. 
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If the printer has a pending job, a prompt (Exhibit 11-14, Prompt) appears. Click~- and 
repeat Steps 1 and 2 when the printer becomes available. 

Exhibit 11-14: Prompt 

View Notice History 

The View Notice History option is used to view a list of previously printed notices for an 
individual applicant. To view or reprint notices that have already been printed, perform the 
following steps: 

Click the (View Notice History) toolbar button or select View Notice History from the File 
menu to access the View Notice History screen (Exhibit 11-15, View Notice History). 
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Enter the application lD assigned to the notices you want to view. 

Click A list of all previously printed notices for that ID appears in the Printed 
Notices section. 

To retum to the Notices Main Menu screen, click 
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CASE MANAGEMENT 

The Case Management module is used to resolve data discrepancies between CLAIMS 4.0 and 
CIS, to update case and address information, and to add FBI fingerprint information for an 
individual case or a group of cases. To enter the Case Management module, click the Case 
Management button (Exhibit 12 1, Case Management Button) in the CLAIMS 4.0 Main Menu 
screen. 

Exhibit 12-1: Case Management Button 

Exhibit 12-2, Case Management Module Options, lists the options available in the Case 
Management module. 

Exhibit 12-2: Case Management Module Options 

CLAIMS Resolution 

Used to add missing information to CLAIMS 4.0 and! or resolve 
mismatched data between CLAIMS 4.0 and CIS 

Used to update case information for an individual case or a 
of cases 

Used to update address information for an individual case 

Used to add FBI fingerprint information for an individual case 

The CLAIMS Resolution function allows you to resolve data discrepancies between CIS and 
CLAIMS 4.0 andlor enter missing required data. To open an application, perform the following 
steps: 

From the Case Management screen, click the (CLAIMS Resolution) toolbar button. 
The CLAIMS Resolution main menu appears (Exhibit 12-3, View Activity Queue). 
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Exhibit 12-3: View Activity Queue 

Click the appropriate radio button to indicate the correct form: 

• ' to access the N400- Application for Naturalization 

• ~to access the 1881 -Application for Suspension of Deportation 

Select an Activity from the menu. 

Enter the application ID number and press R The CLAIMS/CIS A-Number Resolution 
screen (Exhibit 12-4, CLAIMS/CIS A-Number Resolution) appears. To select an 
application from a list, perform the following steps: 

Click an activity in the Activity box. 

• CIS/Data Attended Search Processing-Conduct initial resolution process. 

• Information Received-Complete the resolution process based on information 
provided by the applicant. 

Verity the code in the Office field. To view a list of cases in an office other than the one 
displayed, enter the code, or click 1.111 to select from a list of office codes. To view a list 
for all offices, delete the office code in the Office field. 

Click A list of cases that are ready for the activity selected appears in the box 
on the right side of the screen. 

Double click an application lD in the list. 

The CLAIMS/CIS A-Number Resolution screen is displayed (Exhibit 12-4). 
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Exhibit 12-4: CLAIMS/CIS A-Number Resolution 

To resolve missing information, perform the following steps: 

A missing or invalid information field is indicated with red labels. An error box will also appear 
at the bottom of the screen. Tab to those fields, and enter the missing or valid information. 

Click the Save button after you have made all the necessary corrections. 

Note: If the information needed to resolve the case is unavailable the first time, a notice to the 
applicant is generated (unless the mailing address for the applicant has errors.) The system 
allows two attempts to resolve missing information. 

To resolve mismatched information, perform the following steps: 

Click on the CIS tab to access the CLAIMS/CIS Data Field Comparison screen 
(Exhibit 12-5, CLAIMS/CIS Data Field Comparison). Mismatched information appears 
in fields with red labels. 
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Exhibit 12-5: CLAIMS/CIS Data Field Comparison 

Compare and verify information in the fields displayed with red labels. 

If necessary, go to the corresponding field on the Applicant Information tab to change the 
mismatched infom1ation. 

Click the Save button to save the case after you have made all the necessary corrections. 

To exit the application and return to the Case Management main menu select Close from the 
File menu. 

Status Update 

The Batch Status Update module is used to update information for an individual case or a group 
of cases. The following options are available in Batch Status Update: 

• Batch Update--Used to indicate that infom1ation or documents have been received, or 
that an action has occurred for one or more cases 

• Close Out Case--Used to record that one or more applicants have been naturalized and 
their cases closed out 

• No-Show-Used to indicate that one or more applicants did not show up for an OC or an 
interview and did not request that the appointment be canceled 

• Certificate Withheld-Used to record certificates that were printed but not issued to 
applicants 
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Batch Update 

The Batch Update option is used to indicate that infonnation, such as evidence, has been received 
or that an action has occurred for a case. To update case infonnation, perfonn the following 
steps: 

From the Case Management screen, click the~~~ (Batch Status Update) toolbar button to 
access the Batch Status Update screen (Exhibit 12--6, Batch Status Update). 

Exhibit 12-6: Batch Status Update 

Click on the Batch Update tab (Exhibit 12-6). A directory structure appears (Exhibit 12-7, 
Directory Structure) on the left side of the screen. 
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Exhibit 12-7: Directory Structure 

Click the folder that contains the infonnation!action to be updated. 

Note: A G to the left of a folder indicates additional options are available. Continue to 
click a folder until the desired option is located. 

Click the appropriate option. The option appears in the Option Selected field. 

Enter the application ID of the case to be updated, and press R. The application ID number 
appears in the Application ID list. 
or 
In the A-Number field, enter the A-Number of the case to be updated, and press R. A list 
of cases matching the A-Number appears in an Application Information field at the 
bottom of the screen. Click on the correct application ID to add it to the Application ID 
list. 

To update multiple cases simultaneously, repeat Step 5 until all cases to be updated have 
been entered. 

to update the cases. Check the status bar for the following messages: 
"Begin Update" and "Update Complete." If errors occur during processing, a list of 
application IDs that did not update successfully and a description of the errors appears in 
the Batch Status Update Error Log window after processing has been completed. 

Note: The Batch Status 1Jpdate Error Log window (Exhibit 12-8, Batch Status Update Error 
Log) should appear automatically when errors occur. To access the Error Log manually, 
select Error Log from the File menu. If the Error Log option is grayed out, no processing 
errors have occurred. 
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Exhibit 12-8: Batch Status Update Error Log 

To exit, click the 11\1 control button, or select Exit from the File menu. 

Close Out Case 

The Close Out Case option is used to record that one or more applicants have been naturalized 
and their cases closed out. An Administrative or Judicial close Out can be performed using the 
Close Out Case option. To close out a cases, perfonn the following steps: 

From the Case Management screen, click the Ill (Batch Status Update) toolbarbutton. 

Click on the Close Out Case tab (Exhibit 12-9, Close Out Case). 

Exhibit 12-9: Close Out Case 

Click the appropriate radio button, to indicate the 
type of closure. 

Tab to the Naturalization Date field, and enter the date of naturalization (MM/DD/YYYY). 

Do one of the following to indicate which applications are to be closed: 

• Tab over to the Ceremony Date/Location section, and enter the date and location of a 
ceremony. Press R. A list of sublocations appears in the Location Information section. 
Click the sub location. A list of application IDs for the selected ceremony will appear in 
the Application ID section. 

• Enter the application ID to be closed out, and press R. The application ID to be processed 
appears in the list. To close out multiple cases, repeat until all application IDs to be 
closed out have been entered. 
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• In the A-Number field, enter the A-Number of the case to be updated, and press R. A list 
of cases matching the A-Number appears in the Application Information field. Click on 
the correct application ID to add it to the Application ID list. To close out multiple cases, 
repeat until all application IDs to be closed out have been entered. 

Click to close the cases, or click k,:tear Lisij to clear the list. 

To exit, click the [jj control button, or select Exit from the file menu. 

No·Show 

The No-Show option is used to indicate that one or more applicants did not appear for an 
interview or an OC and did not cancel the appointment. To indicate a no-show, perform the 
following steps: 

From the Case Management screen, click the Ill (Batch Status Update) tool bar button. 

Click on the No-Show tab (Exhibit 12-10, No-Show). 
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Exhibit 12-10: No-Show 

Click the appropriate radio button, 
the type of no-show. 

to indicate 

Enter the application ID of the case that is to be indicated as a no-show, and press R. The 
application ID number appears in the Application ID list. 

In the A-Number field, enter the A-Number of the case to be updated, and press R. A list of 
cases matching the A-Number appears in the Application Information field. Click on the 
correct application ID to add it to the Application ID list. 

To update multiple cases simultaneously, repeat Step 4 until all cases to be closed out have 
been entered. 

Click to process or /Ctear Lisij to clear the list 

To exit, click the [II control button, or select Exit from the File menu. 

Certificate Withheld 

The Certificate Withheld option is used to record certificates that were printed but not issued to 
applicants. To record that an applicant's certificate was withheld, perform the following steps: 

From the Case Management screen, click the (Batch Status Update) toolbar button. 

Click on the Certificate Withheld tab (Exhibit 12-11, Certificate Withheld). 
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Exhibit 12-11: Certificate Withheld 

Do one of the following: 

• Enter the application ID of the case for which the ce1tificate is to be withheld, and press 
R. The application ID number appears in the list. 

• In the Enter A-Number field, enter the A-Number oftbe case for which the certificate is 
to be withheld, and press R. A list of cases matching the A-Number appears in the 
Application Information field. Click on the correct application ID to add it to the 
Application 1D list. 

• In the Enter Certificate Number field, enter the number of the certificate that is to be 
withheld. The case matching the certificate number is listed in the Application 
Information field. Click on the application ID to add it to the Application lD list. 

Click on the appropriate radio button in the Oath Ceremony Status section: 

• to indicate that the oath was administered 

• to indicate that the oath was not administered 

To update multiple cases simultaneously, repeat Step 2 until all cases for which ce11ificates were 
withheld have been entered. 

Click to process, or click ICiear Lisij to clear the list. 

To exit, click the llil control button, or select Exit from the File menu. 
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Change of Address Request 

The Change of Address Request function allows you to update an applicant's mailing and/or 
residential address. To update an address, perform the following steps: 

From the Case Management screen, click the B (Change of Address Request) toolbar button. 
The Change of Address window (Exhibit 12-12, Change of Address) appears. 

Exhibit 12-12: Change of Address 

Enter the Application lD and click~· The Address Change Petition screen 
(Exhibit 12-13, Address Change Petition) appears. 

Exhibit 12-13: Address Change Petition 

Click the appropriate radio button to indicate the type of address change: 

• to change the residential address only (the Resident Address section 

Click in the appropriate fields and enter the correct information. 

To enter changes on both fields, click the Copy button. 

Click 

FBI Fingerprint Result 

The FBI Fingerprint Result function allows you to enter FBI fingerprint response codes and dates 
for an applicant These results can also be entered into CLAIMS 4.0 automatically through the 
FD-258 EE interface or by an adjudicator using the Adjudications module. CLAIMS 4.0 
maintains a history of responses, which appears in the FBI Fingerprint Card Result History 
window of the FBI Result-Adding New screen. To add FBI Fingerprint Result information, 
perform the following steps: 
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From the Case Management screen, click the llfJII (FBI Fingerprint Result) toolbar button. The 
FBI Fingerprint Result window (Exhibit 12-14, FBI Fingerprint Result) appears. 

Exhibit 12-14: FBI Fingerprint Result 

Enter the application !D. 

Click~J>.iiliJ. The FBI Result-Adding New screen (Exhibit 12-15, FBI Result-Adding New) 
appears. A list of previously entered responses appears in the FBI Fingerprint Card Result 
History window. When a list item is selected, any reason for that item's modification entered 
in the Adjudications module appears in the Reason for Modification field. 
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Exhibit 12-15: FBI Result-Adding New 

.. UI 

Enter the following information: 

In the Response Code field, enter the response code received from the FBI or click II to select 
the appropriate code from a list 

In the Response Date field, enter the date of the response or click II to select the date from a 
calendar. 

Enter the Adjudicator's user ID. 

Click to add the information. The information is displayed in the FBI Fingerprint 
Card Result History window. 

To modifY information before saving, perform the following steps: 

In the FBI Fingerprint Card Result History window, click on the information to be modified. 

Make necessary changes in the appropriate fields. 

Click 

Note: Information can only be modified before it is saved. After information is saved, it 
cannot be edited. 

To close the FBI Result~ Adding New screen and save changes, click 
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Please throw away this page after printing. It is merely used for 
pagination. 
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CASE STATUS 

The Case Status module is used to access the status and history of a case and can be used to 
search the system to find an application ID using some other search key. A database search must 
be conducted to retrieve this information. Searches can be based on the applicant's personal 
information, mailing address, attorney, or other information such as certificate number. When a 
match is found, the case status and history appear. To enter the Case Status module, click the 
Case Status button (Exhibit 13-1, Case Status Button) in the CLAIMS 4.0 Main Menu screen. 

Exhibit 13-1: Case Status Button 

Exhibit 13-2, Case Status Module Options, lists the options available in the Case Status module. 

Search 

Search 

Exhibit 13-2: Case Status Module Options 

Used to clear the data from a search screen and perform a search 
on another case 

Used to search for information on a case within CLAIMS 4.0 

When a case status query is initiated, the system searches the CLAIMS 4.0 database to find a 
match to the criteria entered. Four categories of search criteria are available. These categories 
appear as folder tabs on the Case Status Inquiry screen (Exhibit 13-3, Case Status Inquiry): 

• Personal-Used to search for an application based on the application ID number, 
A-Number, form number, last name, first name, SSN, DOB, or COB 

• Mailing Address--Used to search for an application based on the applicant's mailing 
address 

• Attorney-Used to search for cases based on the attorney assigned to the case 

• Other-Used to perform a search based on other available information such as owner 
location code, port of entry, date range of entry, payment !D, certificate number, or DOB 
range 

Searches can be initiated using criteria entered in just one category or in multiple categories. 
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Exhibit 13-3: Case Status Inquiry 

To initiate a search, perform the following steps: 

Click on the applicable tab: Personal, Mailing Address, Attorney, or Other. 

Enter search criteria in the appropriate fields. 

To add search criteria from a second category, repeat Steps 1 and 2. 

Click . One of the following search results occurs: 

No Match-The following message appears in a pop-up window: "No Application ID(s) found 
in Workflow for this search." 

Exact Match-The Case Status screen (Exhibit 13-5, Case Status) appears. The Status section 
shows the most recent activity on the case. The History section shows all activity on the case, 
with the most recent activity at the top of the list 

Multiple Matches-If there are multiple matches, the Case Search window appears (Exhibit 13-
4, Case Search). Click on the applicable option to continue the search. If the option to 
modify the search is selected, repeat Steps 1 through 4. If either option to view records is 
selected, a Search Results box with a list of records appears at the bottom of the 
Inquiry screen. Click on the application ID number of the desired case and c 
The Case Status screen (Exhibit 13-5) appears. 
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Exhibit 13-4: Case Search 

To initiate a new search, perform the following steps: 

Click in the Case Status Inquiry screen. 

Repeat Steps I through 4 above. 

Exhibit 13-5: Case Status 

To view case information, perform the following steps: 

To scroll through the Status or History list, click Ill or Ill in the scroll bar. 

To view scheduled appointments, click the \!1 (Schedule) toolbar button. If there are scheduled 
appointments, the location, room number, room section, date, and time appear in the 
Interview Schedule screen (Exhibit 13-6, Interview Schedule). 
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Exhibit 13-6: Interview Schedule 

To return to the Case Status screen, clicklll!ll 

To view attorney infonnation, click the. (Attorney) toolbar button. lfthere is atromey 
infonnation, the Attorney Infonnation screen (Exhibit 13-7, Attomey Infonnation) appears. 

Exhibit 13-7: Attorney Information 

To return to the Case Status screen, select Close from the File menu. 

To view FBI fingerprint and name check results, click the IIJ (FBI Result) toolbar button. If 
fingerprint and/or FBI name check results have been received, the FBI Result screen 
(Exhibit 13-8, FBI Result) appears. 
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Exhibit 13-8: FBI Result 

To return to the Case Status screen, select Close from the File menu. 

To view payment information, click the [iJ (Payment Details) tool bar button. If there is payment 
information, the Pay Details screen (Exhibit 13-9, Pay Details) appears. 

Exhibit 13-9: Pay Details 

To return to the Case Status screen, select Close from the File menu. 

Print Labels/Print Case Status 

If a copy of the case status information is needed, or if additional labels are required for an 
application ID, they can be printed from the Case Status module. The types of available labels 
include the following: 

• Application ID 
A-Number 
T-Number 
Mailing address 
Human readable 
• CION 

To print a label, perforn1 the following steps: 

Click the IJ (Print Labels) toolbar button to access the Label Printing window 
(Exhibit 13-10, Label Printing). 
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Enter the appropriate application ID in the Application lD field. All the label options are 
selected by default To deselect a label option, click on the appropriate check box. 

Click in the amount fields to enter the total number of labels desired for each label option. 

Click print the labels. 

Click~~~~~ to clear all fields. 

Click lilli\lll to return to the Case Status Inquiry screen. 

To print case status information, perform the following steps: 

From the Case Status window, click the IIJ (Print Case Status) toolbar button. 

When a prompt appears (Exhibit 13-11, Case Status Printing Prompt), click on the 
appropriate response. 

Exhibit 13-11: Case Status Printing Prompt 

• If you click Yes, the case status information prints to your default printer. 

• If you click No, a prompt appears (Exhibit 13-12, Select a Printer Prompt). 
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Exhibit 13-12: Select a Printer Prompt 

Click on a printer in the list, and click 

Click 
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SYSTEM MAINTENANCE 

The System Maintenance module is used to update the CLAIMS 4.0 database, set up new 
locations, and set up all user functions. Most the options within the System Maintenance module 
are accessed from the menu bar. To access the System Maintenance module, click the System 
Maintenance button (Exhibit 14-1, System Maintenance Button) in the CLAIMS 4.0 Main Menu 
screen. 

Exhibit 14-1: System Maintenance Button 

The following menus are accessible from tbe System Maintenance menu bar: 

• File--This menu contains the Exit option, which is used to return to the CLAIMS 4.0 
main menu. 

• Profiles-This menu contains options that are used to set up a location, set up the 
services offered at that location, and assign user rights. 

• Tables--This menu contains options that are used to display look-up tables. 

• Status-This menu contains the workflow option used to view the status of a case at a 
location, determine the completed elements of the process, and view a workflow diagram 
of a case. 

• Window-This menu allows you to arrange the desktop and open windows. 

• Help-This menu provides access to Online Help and information about this version of 
CLAIMS 4.0. (Refer to Section 6, CLAIMS 4.0 Online Help, for fm1her instruction.) 

Profiles Menu 

The Profiles menu is used to define a location and the services to be performed at that location. 
It is also used to create users, define user permissions, and establish application ID, payment ID, 
A-Number, and certificate number pools for a location. The following options are available from 
the Profiles menu: 

• Select a Location 
Location Profile 
Services 
Workflow Participant Roles 
Report Access Groups 
Users 
Application ID, Payment ID, A-Number 
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Certificate Numbers 

• Fonns 

Select a Location 

The Select a Location option is the first step to setting up a location profile and the services 
available at that location. To select a location when the location code is known, perfonn the 
following steps: 

Select the Select a Location menu option from the Profiles menu. The Location Profiles 
window (Exhibit 14-2, Location Profiles) appears. 

Exhibit 14-2: Location Profiles 

VerifY the location code. Click to view the location type and description. 

If the location code is correct, click to select the location. 

To select a location when the location code is unknown, perfonn the following steps: 

Select the Select a Location menu option from the Profile menu. The Location Profiles window 
(Exhibit 14-2) appears. 

Click Ill in the Location field to perfonn a search. The Location Search Options window 
(Exhibit 14-3, Location Search Options) appears. 
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Exhibit 14-3: Location Search Options 

Select one or all of the following to enter the desired search criteria: 

• Location Type-Click the appropriate check hox to select the location type. When 
selecting more than location type, click the 6S radio button if the location is both 

types. Click the radio button if the location type may be one or the other. 

• Nature of Service-Click the appropriate check box to select the nature of service. 
When selecting more than one service, click the Ml radio button if the location offers 

both types. Click the i8 radio button if the location may offer one or the other. 

• Relationship-If the search is to include criteria selected from both the Location Types 
and the Nature of Service sections, click the DiM radio button. If the search is to 
include criteria selected from either the Location Types or the Nature of Service sections, 

click the DllJ radio button. 

• Set Restriction to Locations Under Current Jurisdiction?-Click rili.l!to restrict the 
search to locations under current jurisdiction; otherwise, click 11111. 

Click ' to perform the search. A list of locations that match the search criteria appears 
in the Location Look-Up List window (Exhibit 14-4, Location Look-Up List). 
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Exhibit 14-4: Location Look-Up List 

To select a location, click on the check box to the left of the location, and click ' 
When the Profile Location window appears, verify the code in the Location Code field, 
and click 1&111 

If the list is empty or does not display the desired location code, click 
Steps I through 4 again. 

Location Profile 

The Location Profile option is used to set up or modify a location's profile. The Location Profile 
screen is used to enter general information, type oflocation, location address, jurisdiction 
information, and branch locations. To set up a location profile, perform the following steps: 
Select the location for which the profile is to be set up by following the steps described in 

Section 14.1.1, Select a Location. 

Select the Location Profile menu option from the Profiles menu to access the Location Profile 
screen (Exhibit 14-5, Location Profile). 
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Exhibit 14-5: Location Profile 

Click on the General Jnfonnation tab. The location code along with other codes and descriptions 
that apply to the location appear. 

Enter the endorsement account number, operating days and times, fingerprint expiration days, 
estimated interview notice days, and contact officer title, name and phone number in the 
appropriate fields. Modify the location codes and descriptions, if necessary. 

Click on the Nature of Services tab (Exhibit 14-6, Nature of Services) to view available services. 
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Exhibit 14-6: Nature of Services 

Click in the boxes to indicate the nature ofthe services provided at the selected location. 

Click on the Location Address tab (Exhibit 14-7, Location Address). 
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Enter or edit the appropriate information. 

Click on the Other Information tab (Exhibit 14-8, Other Information). 

Exhibit 14-8: Other Information 

Enter or edit the appropriate information. 

To add, update, or browse a branch location, perform the following steps: 

Click on the Branch Locations tab (Exhibit 14-9, Branch Locations). This option allows you to 
add, update, and browse a branch location. 
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To add a new branch location, perform the following steps: 

Clickllaill. 

Select the type oflocation to be added. Click !mi. 
Follow Steps 3 through 10 in the previous section to enter information about the new branch 

location. 

Click on the Function Buttons tab. 

Click to confirm the save, and click 

To update a branch location, perform the following steps: 

Click on the box to the left of the branch to be updated. 

Click · 

Click the tabs to view all current information about the selected branch. Edit the information as 
necessary (refer to Steps 3 through 10 of the previous section). 

Click on the Function Buttons tab. 

Click to save the branch information. 

to save updates. 

ClickiMI 

Click to return to the Location Profile screen for the primary location. 

To browse a branch location, perform the following steps: 

Click on the box to the left of the branch to be browsed. 

Click 

Click the folder tabs to view all current information about the selected branch. 

Click on the Function Buttons tab, and click lliB!II to return to the Location Profile screen of 
the primary location. 

To delete, save, refresh, or close a location, perfonn the following steps: 

Click on the Branch Locations tab (Exhibit 14-9). 

Click on the box to the left of the branch to be selected. 

Clicklljjlljl 

Click on the Function Buttons tab (Exhibit 14-10, Function Buttons). 
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Exhibit 14-10: Function Buttons 

Click one of the following buttons: 

• to delete the location 

• to save the location infonnation 

• 111!1111 to return the location to its original settings 

• llillJ\II to close the Location Profile screen 

Services 

Before services can be scheduled at a location in the Scheduling module, those services must be 
defined in System Maintenance. The Services option is used to view and define the service types 
that the selected location (refer to Section 14.1.1, Select a Location) oversees. Through the 
Services option, each service is attached to a location referred to as a "service location." When 
the service option is selected, a list of service locations aftiliated with the selected location 
appears. The following toolbar buttons are available from the List of Services Locations screen 
(Exhibit 14-11, List of Service Locations): 

• Add IIJ-Adds a new record 

• Edit ~Edits a record 

• Save ·. 

• Delete ._Deletes a record 
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Exhibit 14-11: List of Service Locations 

To add a new record, perform the following steps: 

Select the location for which the service is to be set up by following the steps described in 
Section 14.1.1. 

Click on the Services option in the Profiles menu to access the List of Service Locations screen 
(Exhibit 14-11 ). 

Click the Iii (Add New Record) toolbar button to access the Service Location Maintenance 
screen (Exhibit 14-12, Service Location Maintenance). 
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Enter the appropriate information in the following fields: 

• Default Service Location-Service location, or click II to select from a list of 
locations. 

• Service Type Code-Service type code, or click Ill to select from a list of codes. 

• State Code--State abbreviation; click Ill to select from a list of codes. 

• Zip Code Range From -Beginning ZIP code for which the service location is 
responsible; click Ill to perform a search of ZIP codes by county or city. 

• Zip Code Range To- Ending ZIP code for which the service location is responsible; 
click 11!1 to perform a search of ZIP codes by county or city. If this field is left blank, it 
defaults to the value contained in the ZIP Code Range From field. 

• County Name--Automatically populated when the ZIP code range is entered; currently, 
this function does not support cross-county ZIP code ranges. This means that only one 
county can be included in each ZIP code range. Therefore, a ZIP code range for each 
county provided a service has to be entered. 

• Start Date Range--Date (MM/DD!YYYY) the service begins at a location 

• End Date Range--Date (MM/DD/YYYY) the service ends at a location. If the End 
Date Range is not provided, the date defaults to 01/0119999. 

• Temporary Location-Temporary location 

• Rule Code--Rule code 

• Site Group Indicator-Site group indicator code 

If an OC is to occur at the service location, click the appropriate box in the Oath Ceremony Type 
field. 

Click the II (Save) tool bar button to save. 

Click to return to the List of Service Locations window. 

Warning: Clicking 1-before IIIJ clears the information entered and closes the New 
Record window without saving. 

To edit a service location, perform the following steps: 
Select the location for which the service is to be edited by following the steps described in 

Section 14.1.1. 

Select the Services option in the Profiles menu to display the List of Service Locations screen 
(Exhibit 14-11 ). 

From the Service Locations list, select the service location to be changed by clicking in the box 
to its left. 
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Click the iiJ (Edit) toolbar button to access the Service Location Maintenance window. Current 
information about the service location appears. 

Edit the information. 

Click the Ill (Save) toolbar button to save. 

To return to the List of Service Locations window, click 

Warning: Clicking before ll1 clears the information entered and closes the Edit 
Record window without saving. 

To delete a record, perform the following steps: 

Select the location for which the service is to be deleted by following the steps described in 
Section 14.1.1. 

Select the Services option in the Profiles menu to display the List of Service Locations screen 
(Exhibit 14-11). 

Select the service location in the list by clicking in the box to the left of the location. 

Click the IIJ (Edit) toolbar button to access the Service Location Maintenance window. 
Current information about the service location appears. 

Click the IJil (DeiRMlbar button. A confinnation box appears. Click liM to delete 

the service or · . to cancel the deletion. 

To return to the List of Service Locations window, click 

To exit the List of Service Locations window, click 

Workflow Participant Roles 

When you are given access to CLAIMS 4.0, your privileges within the system are determined by 
what participant role you are assigned. The Workflow Participant Roles option is used to define 
the role you take within an office. For example, a small site may need to provide you with access 
to all the CLAIMS 4.0 functions. In this case, the site would create a participant role that 
includes all the possible workflow types. A larger site may have a specific set of roles designated 
for different classes of users. Such a site would create a workflow participant type for each class 
of user. The windows for the Workflow Participant Roles option contain the following tool bar 
buttons: 

• Add 10-Adds a new record 

• Edit ill-Edits a record 

Save ~Saves a record • 
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• Delete lii-Deletes a record 

Select the Workflow Participant Roles option in the Profiles menu to access the Participant Type 
Codes List screen (Exhibit 14-13, Participant Type Codes List). A list of participant type codes 
and descriptions appears. 

Exhibit 14-13: Participant Type Codes List 

To add a new record, perform the following steps: 

Click the U (Add New Record) toolbar button to access the Participant Roles screen (Exhibit 
1414, Participant Roles). 
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Enter the appropriate information in the following fields: 

• Participant Type Code--Code used to describe the access level 

• Participant Type Description-Short description of the access level 

To assign roles, click in the appropriate boxes to the left of the roles in the Participant Role Code 
Description section. As roles are selected, the window to the right of the screen displays their 
corresponding activities. 

Note: At least one role mnst be selected for a participant role record to be created. 

To save the record, click the IJ (Save) toolbar button. 

When the confirmation window appears, click to add the new record. 

When the message box indicating that the record has been added successfully appears, click 

! ' The Participant Type Codes List window appears. 

To edit a participant role record, perform the following steps: 

Click in the box to the left of the code to selectthe record to be edited (Exhibit 14-13 ). 

Click the Ill (Edit) toolbar button to access the Participant Roles screen (Exhibit 14-13). 

Add or delete roles by clicking in the boxes to left of the role. 

Note: If all the roles are set to "No," the participant role record that is being edited is 
deleted. 

To save the record, click the lll (Save) toolbar button. 

When the confirmation box appears, click to save the changes. 

When the message box indicating that the record has been changed successfully appears, click 

To return to the Participant Type Codes List window, click l!jllllll 
Warning: If you click the Close button before you click the Save button, it will clear the 
information entered. The infom1ation in the Edit Record window will not be saved. 

To delete a participant role record, perform the following steps (Note: If current users are 
assigned to the participant role selected, deletion is denied.): 

Click in the box to the left of the code to select the record to be deleted (Exhibit 13-·13). 

Click the lif (Edit) toolbar button to access the Participant Roles screen (Exhibit 13-14). 

Click the liJ (Delete) toolbar button. 
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When the confirmation window appears, click 181 to delete the user profile. 

When the message box indicating that the record has been deleted appears, click I . The 
Participant Type Codes List screen showing the deletion appears. 

To exit the Participant Type Codes List screen, click IIIJI. 
Report Access Groups 

The Report Access Groups option is used to add, modify, or delete report access levels. Once a 
report access group is established, you are assigned to the group within your user profiles. This 
enables you to access reports affiliated with the report access group. The windows for the Report 
Access Groups option contain the following toolbar buttons: 

• Add IIJI_Adds a new record 

• Edit 11-Edits a record 

• Save ···-Saves a record 

• Delete Ill-Deletes a record 

Select the Report Access Groups in the Profiles menu to access the Report Access Group Code 
for a Site window (Exhihit 14-15, Report Access Group Code for a Site). A list ofreport access 
group codes and descriptions appears. 

Exhibit 14-15: Report Access Group Code for a Site 

To add a report access group code, perform the following steps: 

Click the a (Add) toolbar button to display the Report Data Profile (New Record) window 
(Exhibit 14-16, Report Data Profile-New Record). 
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Exhibit 14-16: Report Data Profile-New Record 

Verify the location and sub location codes in the Site section are correct. If necessary, click in 
the appropriate fields, and enter the appropriate information. 

Enter the appropriate information in tbe following fields: 

• Report Access Group Code--Maximum eight-digit code for the new report access 
group 

• Reprt Access Grp Desc-Sbort description identifying tbe new code 

In the Functional Area field, click Ill Click on the appropriate functional area, and press J. 

The report names appear in the Report Name box in the Report Details section below the 
functional area. 

Click on the reports to be added to the new report access group. When a report is selected, it 
appears in the Report Name box of the Report Access Group Profile section. To remove 
a report from the Report Name box, click on the report and press D. 

To select reports from an additional functional area, repeat Steps 4 and 5. 

Click the II (Save) toolbar button to save the new record. 

When the confirmation window appears, click 
Access Group for a Site screen appears. 

to add the new record. The Report 
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To edit a report access group code, perform the following steps: 
Click in the box to the left of the Location code to select the record to be edited 

(Exhibit 14-15). 

Click the \II (Edit) toolbar button to access the Report Data Profile (Edit/Delete Record) screen 
(Exhibit 14-17, Report Data Profile-Edit/Delete Record). 

Exhibit 14-17: Report Data Profile-EdiUDelete Record 

To delete a report from the report access group, click on the report in the Report Name box of the 
Report Access Group Profile section, and press D. 

To add reports to the report access group, perform the following steps: 

In the Functional Area field, click Ill. Click on the appropriate functional area, and press J. 

The report names appear in the Report Name box in the Report Details section below the 
functional area. 

Click on the reports to be added to the report access group. When a report is selected, it appears 
in the Report Name box of the Report Access Group Profile section. 

To select reports from an additional functional area, repeat Steps a and b. 

Click the Ill (Save) toolbar button to save the changes. 

When the confirmation message appears, click !MI to save the changes. The Report Access 
Group for a Site screen (Exhibit 14-15) appears. 
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To delete a report access group code, perform the following steps: 
On the Report Access Group Code for a Site screen (Exhibit 14-15), click in the box to the 

left of the Location code for the record to be deleted. 

Click the \II (Edit) toolbar button to display the Report Data Profile (Edit/Delete Record) 
window (Exhibit 14-17). 

Click the IJI (Delete) toolbar button. 

When the confirmation message appears, click to delete the record. 

When the message box indicating that the record has been deleted successfully appears, click 

The Report Access Group for a Site screen appears. 

To exit the Report Access Group Code for a Site screen, click "'IIIII/I.-"""'\. 

User Profile Record 

The User Profile Record option is used to define your access level within CLAIMS 4.0. Access 
level is determined by assigning you to a Workflow Participant Group and a Report Access 
Group. The windows for the Users option contain the following toolbar buttons: 

o Add 11:1--Adds a new record 

• Edit ~Edits a record 

o Save tilll-saves a record 

• Delete ill-~ Deletes a record 

To list current users at a site, select Users in the Profile menu to access the User Profile List 
screen (Exhibit 14-18, User Prof11e List). A list of current users at the selected site by user ID 
appears. 
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Exhibit 14-18: User Profile List 

To add a user profile record, perfonn the following steps: 

Click the a (Add) toolbar button to access the User Profile Record window 
(Exhibit 14-19, User Profile Record). 

Note: You must also be added in Oracle. See the CLAIMS 4.0 Operations and 
Administration Guide for detailed instruction. 
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Exhibit 14-19: User Profile Record 

Enter the appropriate information in the following fields: 

• ID-The user's Password Issuance and Control System ID 

• Start--Beginning date (MM/00/YYYY) of the user's profile 

• End-Ending date (MM/00/YYYY) of the user's profile; if the end date range field is 
not provided, the date defaults to 01/01/9999. 

• Last Name--User's last name 

• First Name--User's first name 

• Middle Name--User's middle name 

• Suffix-Suffix used in the user's name; click IIIli to select from a list 

• Participant Type Code--User's workt1ow participant access type code; click Iii to 
select from a list 

• Participant Type Code Description-Short description of the user's workt1ow 
participant access type code; this field appears automatically when the Participant Type 
Code is selected 

• Group Code--User's report access group code; click ilil to select from a list 
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• Group Code Description-Short description of the user's report access group code; this 
field appears automatically when the Group Code is selected 

To save the record, click the 111 (Save) tool bar button. 

When the confirmation box appears, click to add the new record. 

When the message box indicating that the record has been added successfully appears, click 

I A blank User Profile Record window appears. 

Enter the next new user profile, or click to return to the User Profile List window. 

Warning: Clicking I before Ill clears the information entered; closing the Add 
Record window without saving. 

To edit a current user profile record, perform the following steps: 
Click in the box to the left of the user ID to select the user profile to be edited 

(Exhibit 14-18). 

Click the 1111 (Edit) tool bar button to access the User Profile Record window 
(Exhibit 14-19). 

Change necessary information. (Refer to Step 2 of the above section for information on the 
fields.) 

To save the changes, click the II (Save) toolbar button. 

When the confirmation box appears, click to save the changes. 

When the message box indicating that the record has been changed successfully appears, click 

ClickiMMto return to the User Profile List window. 

Warning: Clicking lliilll! before II clears the information entered and closes the Edit 
Record window without saving. 

To delete a current user profile record, perform the following steps: 
Click in the box to the left of the user ID to select the user profile to be deleted 

(Exhibit 14-18). 

Click the II (Edit) toolbar button to access the User Profile Record window. 

Click the II (Delete) toolbar button. 

When the confirmation window appears, click ldl to delete the user profile. 
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When the message box indicating the user ID has been deleted successfully appears, click 

IIIJII The User Profile List screen appears. 

To exit the User Profile List screen, click IMI. 

23 
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Application 10, Payment 10, Alien Number 

The Application ID, Payment ID, Alien Number option is used to view and edit the last 
application ID, payment ID, and A-Number used in the system and to enter or modifY an 
A-Number ceiling. To view/edit the last application ID, perform the following steps: 

Select the Application ID, Payment ID, and Alien Number menu option in the Profiles menu to 
access the Number Pool Profile Menu (Exhibit 14-20, Number Pool Profile Menu). 

Exhibit 14-20: Number Pool Profile Menu 

Select the Application lD menu option, and click 
window (Exhibit 14-21, APP_ID Maintenance). 

to display the APP _ID Maintenance 
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VerifY the application ID (the last application ID used at the selected location). 

If the number is correct, go to Step 4. 

If the number is incorrect, perform one of the following steps: 

• To change the n\llno~:r, enter the correct application ID. Click the Ill (Save) toolbar 

button. Click to confirm the change. Click ' 

o To delete the number click the Iii (Delete) toolbar button. Click lila to confirm 

the change. Click I 
Warning: Deleting an application ID can disable the MailRoom and Data Entry 
functions. 

Click to exit. 

Warning: Clicking before Ill clears the information entered and closes the Edit 
Record window without saving. 

To view/edit the last payment ID, perform the following steps: 

Select the Application ID, Payment ID, and Alien Number menu option in the Profiles menu to 
access the Number Pool Profile Menu (Exhibit 14-20). 

Select the Payment ID menu option, and click I to display the PAYMENT JD 
Maintenance window (Exhibit 14-22, PAYMENT_ID Maintenance). 
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Verify the payment ID (this field represents the last payment ID used at the site): 

If the number is correct, go to Step 4. 

If the number is incorrect, perform one of the following steps: 

• To change the nm11hier enter the correct payment !D. Click the IIJ (Save) toolbar 

button. Click to confirm the change. Click 

• To delete the-"·-"·-- click the Ill (Delete) toolbar button. Click IIIII to confirm 

the change. Click I 
Warning: Deleting a payment ID can disable the Mailroom and Data Entry functions. 

Click to exit. 

Warning: Clicking before II clears the information entered and closes the 
current window without saving. 

To view/edit the last A-Number, perfom1 the following steps: 

Select the Application ID, Payment, and Alien Number menu option in the Profiles menu to 
display the Number Pool Profile Menu (Exhibit 14-20). 

Select the A-Number option, and click I I I to display the Employment Authorization 
Document's (EAD's) A_NUMBER Maintenance window (Exhibit 14-23, EAD's 
A NUMBER Maintenance). 

Exhibit 14-23: EAD's A_NUMBER Maintenance 
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Verify the last EAD's A-Number (this number represents the last employment authorization 
card's A-Number): 

If the number is correct, go to Step 4. 

Tfthe number is incorrect, perfmm one of the following steps: 

• To change the number, enter the correct A-Number. 

• To delete the number, click the IJI (Delete) toolbar button. Click/. to 

confirm the change. Click 

Verify the EAD A-Number ceiling (this field represents the highest EAD A-Number to be used): 

lfthe number is correct, go to Step 5. 

If the number is incorrect, perform one of the following steps: 

• To change the number, enter the correct A-Number. 

• To delete the number click the !ill (Delete) toolbar button. 

the change. Click 

Click the Ill (Save) toolbar button. 

When the confirmation message appears, click I to confirm the change. 

When the message box indicating that changes were made appears, click JIMII! 
Click IIIIIJ to exit. 

to confirm 

Warning: Clicking /181 before Ill clears the information entered and closes the 
current window without saving. 

Certificate Numbers 

The Certificate Numbers option is used to browse certificate inf01mation, both locally and 
Service-wide. It is also used to assign certificate ranges to a location. To browse local certificate 
number information, perform the following steps: 

Select the Certificate Numbers menu option from the Profiles menu to access the 
Naturalization Certificate Number Maintenance screen (Exhibit 14-24, Naturalization 
Certificate Number Maintenance). 
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Exhibit 14-24: Naturalization Certificate Number Maintenance 

Click the radio button. 

A list of naturalization certificate numbers for the location appears 
(Exhibit 14-25, List of Naturalization Certificate Numbers tor the Location). 

Exhibit 14-25: List of Naturalization Certificate Numbers for the Location 

Click 1181 to return to the Naturalization Certificate Number Maintenance screen. 

To view the details of a certificate number entry, click 

cet1ificate number entry, clickililllllll. 

To view the history of a 

To exit the Naturalization Certificate Number Maintenance screen, click 111111 

To browse all certificate control information, perform the following steps: 

Select the Certificate Numbers menu option from the Profiles menu to access the Naturalization 
Certificate Maintenance screen (Exhibit 14-24). 

radio button. 

Click A list of naturalization certificate numbers for the entire service appears 
(Exhibit 14-25). 

To view the details of a certificate number entry, click 
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To view the history of a certificate number entry, click 

To return to tbe Naturalization Certificate Number Maintenance screen, click 1-1. 

To assign certificate numbers to a site, perform the following steps: 

Select the Certificate Numbers menu option from the Profiles menu to access the 
Naturalization Certificate Number Maintenance screen (Exhibit 14-25). 

Enter the new certificate number range in the From and To fields. 

Click the radio button. 

Click to assign the certificate number range. 

When the confirmation box appears, click- to save the changes. 

When thliiiir box indicating that the record has been changed successfully appears, 
click . 

To exit the Naturalization Certificate Number Maintenance screen, click IIW. 

To undo the assignment of certificate numbers, perform the following steps: 

Select the Certificate Numbers menu option from the Profiles menu to access the Naturalization 
Certificate Number Maintenance screen (Exhibit 14-25). 

Enter the certificate number range to be removed in the From and To fields. 

radio button. 

Click to undo the assignment of the certificate number range. 

When the confirmation box appears, click liM to save the changes. 

When the message box indicating that the record has been changed successfully appears, click 
, .. 

To exit the Naturalization Certificate Number Maintenance screen, click 

Forms 

This option is used to add, edit, and delete fom1-processing information for a site. The windows 
for the Fom1s option contain the following toolbar buttons: 

• Add lllJ_Adds a new record 

• Edit ill--Edits a record 

• Save lll-~saves a record 
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• Delete ill-Deletes a record 

Select the Forms option in the Profile menu to access the List of INS Forms screen 
(Exhibit 14-26, List of INS Forms). A list of current INS forms for the selected location appears. 

Exhibit 14-26: List of INS Forms 

To add new form information, perform the following steps: 

Click the fa (Add) toolbar button to access the INS Form Data-By Location window 
(Exhibit 14-27, INS Form Data-By location). 
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Exhibit 14-27: INS Form Data-By Location 

Enter the appropriate infonnation in the following tields: 

• Form Number-Fonn code; to select from a list of codes, click II. 
• Form Description-Short description of the fonn; this field populates automatically 

when the fom1 number is entered 

• Minimum Processing Days-Minimum number of days required for processing this 
fom1 

• Maximum Processing Days-Maximum number of days required for processing this 
fonn 

• Human Readable-Number of human readable labels required for this form 

• Bar Code Readable-Number of bar-code readable labels required for this fonn 

• Address-Number of address labels required for this form 

• A-Number-A-Number required for this fonn 

• Temporary A-Number-Temporary A-Number required for this fonn, if applicable 

• Gov't Agency ID-Gov't Agency ID number required for this fonn 

To identifY how Special Requests are to be handled, click on one or both of the following: 

• Send to Clerical check box for data entry 

• Check Evidence check box to have evidence checked 

Click the. (Save) toolbar button. 

When the continuation box appears, click lJIIil to add the record. 

When the message box indicating that the record has been added successfully appears, click 

1111111 
Click· 

number. 
The List of!NS Forms screen (Exhibit 14-27) appears showing the new fonn 

Warning: Clicking before IJI clears the infonnation entered and closes the 
current window without saving. 

To edit a fonn infonnation record, perfonn the following steps: 

On the List of INS Fonns screen (Exhibit 14-26), click in the box to the left of the Fonn Number 
to be edited. 
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Click the Ill (Edit) toolbar button to access the INS Form Data-By Location window (Exhibit 
14-27). 

Edit the infonnation. (Refer to Step 2 of the above section for field infonnation.) 

Click the 11 (Save) tool bar button. 

When the confinnation box appears, click to save the changes. 

When the message box indicating that the record has been changed successfully appears, click 
I 

The List of INS Fonns screen (Exhibit 14-27) appears, showing the new fonn 
number. 

Warning: Clicking before Ill clears the infonnation entered and closes the 
current window without saving. 

To delete a fonn infonnation record, perfonn the following steps: 

On the List of INS Fonns screen (Exhibit 14-26), click in the box to the left of the Fonn Number 
to select the record to be deleted. 

Click the Ill (Edit) toolbar button to access the INS Form Data-By Location window (Exhibit 
14-28). 

Click the IIIII (Delete) tool bar button. 

When the confinnation box appears, click I Mil to confirm the deletion. 

When the message box indicating that the record has been deleted successfully appears, click 
I I The List of INS Forms window appears. The deleted form no longer appears on 

the list 

To exit from the List of!NS Fonns screen, click 
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Tables 

The Tables menu is used to access the CLAIMS 4.0 database list of tables. A table can be 
opened or closed from the Tables menu. A record can be added, edited, or deleted from an open 
table. The windows for the Tables option contain the following toolbar buttons: 

• Add IDJJ_Adds a new record 

• Edit Jill_ Edits a record 

• Save Ill-saves a record 

• Delete ill--Deletes a record 

To open a table, perform the following steps: 

Select Open Table List from the Tables menu to access the Table List window 
(Exhibit 14-28, Table List). This may take 30 seconds or longer. 

Exhibit 14-28: Table List 

Scroll through the list, and click on the table to be opened. 
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Click~- to display the selected table. (An example of a selected table window appears 
in Exhibit 14-29, Table List With Selected Table). 

Exhibit 14-29: Table List With Selected Table 

To navigate through the table, perfonn one of the following: 

• Click to go to the previous record. 

• Click to go to the next record. 

• Click I!IB!MI to go to the last record. 

• Click IIJ'MI to rewrite the table and return to the first record. 

• Click IIJ at the bottom of the window to view the first record. 

• Click Iii to view the previous record. 

• Click IJ to view the next record. 

• Click II to view the last record. 
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Note: The field at the bottom of the selected table window displays the number of the 
currently selected record in relationship to the total number of records listed. 

To reduce the number of table records displayed, double click on a column heading in the table. 
The Table Look-Up Scan dialog box (Exhibit 14-30, Table Look-Up Scan) appears. 

Exhibit 14-30: Table Look-Up Scan 

Click one of the following radio buttons in the Operator section to direct the search: 

Click 

• Click on the Equal To operator to display all rows in the table containing a value 
equal to the value in the selected column. 

• Click on the Not Equal To operator to display all rows in the table containing a value 
different than the value in the selected column. 

• Click on the Less Than operator to display aJI rows in the table containing a value 
lower than the value in the selected column. 

• Click on the Greater Than operator to display all rows in the table containing a value 
greater than the value in the selected column. 

• Click on the Less Than or Equal To operator to display all rows in the table 
containing a value equal to or lower than the value in the selected column. 

• Click on the Greater Than or Equal To operator to display all rows in the table 
containing a value equal to or greater than the value in the selected column. 

To close the selected table window, click the liJ control button. 

To close the Table List window, select Close Table List from the Tables menu. 
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To add a record to an open table, perfonn the following steps (Note: Only authorized users can 
add, update, and delete records from the look-up and profile database tables using this option. 
All other users may only browse. Only look-up database tables with the prefixes IBS _ LK or 
IBS _ LP may be modified.): 
Select Open Table List from the Tables menu to display the Table List window 

(Exhibit 14--28). This may take 30 seconds orlonger. 

Scroll to a table with a prefix of either IBS _ LP or IBS _ LK, and click on the table name. 

Click to display the selected table. 

Click the Jill (Add) toolbar button to access the Insert a New Record window 
(Exhibit 14--31, Insert a New Record). 

Exhibit 14-31: Insert a New Record 

Enter the appropriate infonnation in each field. 

Click iiW to accept the new record or to close the Insert a New Record window 
without saving. 

When the confirmation box appears, click liM to con finn the add. 

When the message box indicating that the record has been added successfully appears, click 

To close the selected table window, click the [il control button in the upper right comer of the 
window. 

To close the Table List window, select Close Table List from the Tables menu. 

To edit a record in an open table, perform the following steps (Note: Only authorized users can 
add, update, and delete records from the look-up and profile database tables using this option. 
All other users may only browse. Only look-up database tables with the prefixes IBS_LK or 
IBS_LP may be modified.): 

Select Open Table List from the Tables menu to access the Table List window 
(Exhibit 14-28). This may take 30 seconds or longer. 

Scroll to a table with a prefix of either IBS _ LP or IBS _ LK, and click on the table name. 

Click on the drop-down menu to display the selected table. 

Click the (Edit) toolbar button to access the Update a Record window (Exhibit 14-32, 
Update a Record). 
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Exhibit 14-32: Update a Record 

Edit the information. 

to close the Update a Record window 

When the message box indicating that the record has been updated successfully appears, click 
111111. 
To close the selected table window, click the Iii control button. 

To close the Table List window, select Close Table List from the Tables menu. 

To delete a record from an open table, perform the following steps (Note: Only authorized users 
can add, update, and delete records from the look-up and profile database tables using this 
option. All other users may browse only. Only look-up database tables with the prefixes 
IBS_LK or IBS_LP may be modified.): 
Select Open Table List from the Tables menu to access the Table List window 

(Exhibit 14-28). This may take 30 seconds or longer. 

Scroll to a table with a prefix of either IBS _ LP or IBS _ LK, and click on it. 

Click : I to display the selected table. 

Click the II (Edit) toolbar button to access the Update a Record window (Exhibit 14-32). 
Verify that this is the record you want to delete. 
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Click IIIII!J, and then click the Ill (Delete) tool bar button. 

In the Delete Confirmation dialog box, click 
cancel the deletion. 

to delete the table, or click 

Note: Table records cannot be deleted if they are in use at the current site. 

To close the selected table window, click the Ill control button. 

To close the Table List window, select Close Table List from the Tables menu. 

Status 

to 

The Status option is used to view/determine the status of cases in CLAIMS 4.0. When the 
Workflow Case Status-By Case screen is opened, a table of application IDs in use within the 
last hour at the selected location appears. The table lists the present status of each case and its 
start and end times. To determine the status of a case, perform the following steps: 

Select Workflow from the Status menu to access the Workflow Case Status-·· By Case screen 
(Exhibit 14-33, Workflow Case Status-By Case). 
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Exhibit 14-33: Workflow Case Status-By Case 

To access a case, perfonn one of the following: 

• Scroll through the list to the desired case, and double click on the process name. 

• In the field to the left of the Find Case Number button, enter the case number (application 

lD or payment !D), and click 

Click to view the activity history of the selected case. The Workflow Case Status-
Activity History screen appears (Exhibit 14-34, Workflow Case Status-Activity History). 
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CEck to ver;fy that no changes have been made while you have been viewin[ the 
activity history. 

To return to the Workflow Case Status screen, cli<:k 

Click to view a graphical illustration of the selected case workflow process. Click on 
the tabs in the Workflow Activity Monitor screen (Exhibit 14-35, Workflow Activity 
Monitor) to view the following workflow diagrams: 

• MailRoom through Data Entry 
Data Entry through Scheduling Interview 
Interview through Adjudication 
Adjudication through Close-out 
• Ad Hoc Activities 

Exhibit 14-35: Workflow Activity Monitor 

Click I' to verity that no changes have been made while you have been viewing the 
workflow status. 

To close the Workflow Activity Monitor screen, click the liJ control button. 

To exit the Workflow Case Status-By Case screen, click 
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Window and File 

The Window menu is used to arrange the screens and icons within the System Maintenance 
desktop. The Exit menu option in the File menu is used to return to the CLAIMS 4.0 Main Menu 
screen. 

Arranging the Desktop 

To arrange the System Maintenance desktop, perfonn the following steps: 
If multiple screens are open, select Tile from the Windows menu to tile them (each screen 

takes up an equal amount of space on the monitor screen). 

If multiple screens are open, select Cascade from the Windows menu to cascade them. The 
cascade window option displays active screens overlapping, each with a slight offset. To 
bring a hidden screen to the front of the desktop, click on its title bar. 
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WORKFLOW ADMIN. 

The Workflow Admin. module is restricted for use by an SA only. It is used to view and modifY 
the workflow status of a case. To access the Workflow Admin. module, click the Workflow 
Admin. button (Exhibit 15-1, Workflow Admin. Button) in the CLAIMS 4.0 Main Menu screen. 

Exhibit 15-1: Workflow Admin. Button 

The following options are available in the Workflow Admin. module: 

• Process Info-Used to view the current workflow processing status of an application or a 
payment 

• Pending Activities-Used to view workflow activities that a case is awaiting or that are 
currently active; also enables you to reset an activity status to inactive, suspended, 
canceled, or error; merging points (special internal workflow activities) can only be 
viewed but cannot be reset using this option 

• Process History-Used to view a history of all states of all workflow activities for a case 

Process Information 

The Process Info tab is used to view the current workflow processing status of an application or 
payment The information within the screen is read only and cannot be modified. To view 
process information, perform the following steps: 

In the Enter Process ID field, enter the ID of the application or payment 

Press J, or click to retrieve the information for the case. 

Click on the Process Info tab in the Workflow Process Instance screen (Exhibit 15-2, Workflow 
Process Instance--Process Info) to view current workflow processing status of the case. 
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Exhibit 15-2: Workflow Process Instance-Process Info 

To view the status of another application at any time, click the~~ (View Process Instance) 
toolbar button. The current application remains open in the background and can be viewed 
by selecting its application ID from the Window menu. 

To view related processes for the open application, click the IBI (Find Related Processes) 
toolbar button. 

The fields within the process information screen are as follows: 

• Process Code Process type affiliated with the application ID or payment ID 

• Process State-Current workflow process state 

• Holding Activity ID-Numeric ID code representing the workflow activity code if the 
case is pending 

• Holding Activity Code--Code representing the workflow activity if the case is pending 

• Related PayiD-Payment ID affiliated with the case (if any exists) 

• Mailroom Date Time-Date and time (MM/DD/YY HH:MM) the case was received in 
the mailroom 

• Start Date Time-Date and time (MM/DD/YY HH:MM) in which the case ID was 
generated in the mailroom 

• End Date Time-Date and time (MM/DD/YY HH:MM) in which the case was closed 

• SC Loc Code-Service center responsible for the case 

• Office Location-Office responsible for the case 

2 
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• Case Location-Office in which the case is located 
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Pending Activities 

The Pending Activities tab is used to view workflow activities that a case is awaiting. This is 
also used to reset an activity status to inactive, suspended, or error. Merging points (that is, 
special internal workflow activities) can be viewed but cannot be reset using this option. 
Resetting workflow is used primarily to correct problems with the workflow activity status. 
Wben resetting a workflow activity, always verify the correct activity being reset. This option 
must be used with extreme caution. 

Note: If an activity is in an active status, the user has locked the activity. 

To view pending activities, perform the following steps: 

In the Enter Process ID field, enter the ID of the application or payment. 

Press J, or click to retrieve the information for the case. 

Click on the Pending Activities folder tab in the Workflow Process Instance screen 
(Exhibit 14-3, Workflow Process Instance-Pending Activities) to view workflow activities 
that the case is awaiting. 

Exhibit 15-3: Workflow Process Instance-Pending Activities 

To reset the activity state of a process, perform the following steps: 

Click on the activity ID to be reset. 

Click min the Activity State field, and select the correct activity state. For regular types of 
workflow activities, the selection in the Activity State field defaults to Inactive. For ad hoc 
types of workflow activities, the selection in the Activity State field defaults to Canceled. 
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Click to change the activity state 

To change the sort order of the Activity Jist, click on the column title on which the list is to be 
sorted. 

To view the activities of another application at any time, click the fill (View Process Instance) 
toolbar button. 

To view related processes for the open application, click the 
button. 

(Find related Processes) toolbar 

Process History 

The Process History tab is used to view the history of completed, active, inactive, suspended, and 
canceled workflow activities for a case. To view process history, perform the following steps: 
In the Enter Process ID field, enter the ID of the application or payment. 

Press J, or click to retrieve the information for the case. 

Click the Process History tab to view a history of workflow activities for the case in the 
Workflow Process Instance screen (Exhibit 15-4, Workflow Process Instance-Process 
History). 
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To view all worktlow activity, click the radio button. 

To change the sort order of the activity list, click on the column title for which the list is to be 
sorted. 

To view the history of another application at any time, click the [II (View Process Instance) 
toolbar button. 

To view related processes for the open application, click the Ill (Find related Processes) toolbar 
button. 
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Please throw away this page after printing. 
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ADJUDICATIONS 

The Adjudications module is used to assist district adjudication officers in the interview process. 
Application information can be reviewed and updated using this module. Adjudication decisions 
can also be recorded. To enter the Adjudications module, click the Adjudications button 
(Exhibit 16-1, Adjudications Button) in the CLAIMS 4.0 Main Menu screen. 

Exhibit 16-1: Adjudications Button 

Exhibit 16-2, Adjudications Module Options, list the options available in the Adjudications 
module. 

Save and 
Reload in Case 
Review 
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History 

Check 
RAFCAS for 
A-File 
Location 

Application 
List 

Exam 

Decisions 
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on a case 

Used to access the Receipt Alien-File Accountability and Control 
System (RAFCAS) to determine the location of the A-File 

Used to review a list of applications submitted under last/first 
names similar to the · reviewed or decided 

Used to administer the naturalization test or to enter results of a 
naturalization test administered an outside 

Approve-Used to grant an individual's application for 
naturalization 

Continue-D sed to continue a case 
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Exhibit 16-2: Adjudications Module Options (continued) 

(Last) Decision 

Ad-hoc
Denial due to 
Abandonment 

Motion to 
Reopen and 
Reconsider 

Name Change 
Petition 

Print 
Certificate Prep 
and Oath 
Declaration 
Sheet 

Notice 
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Continue With Intent to Deny-Used to continue a case the 
intends to 

Deny/Withdrawal/ Admin. Close-Used to deny the petition tor 
which an individual has applied, or to record the withdrawal of the 

· or an administrative close 

Motion to Reopen and Reconsider-Used to reopen an application 
and reconsider a · decision 

Decision Concerning Interview/Oath Ceremony-Used to 
reschedule or enter a decision concerning no-show and cancellation 
cases 

Undo Prior (Last) Decision-Used to undo the last decision by the 
adjudicator made in the event of a change in the status of the case 

as it has not in the wnrlctllnw 

Denial due to Abandonment-Used to deny an application due to 
abandonment 

Motion to Reopen and Reconsider-Used to enter a motion to 
reopen and reconsider 

Used to enter information for a petition for name change 

Used to print the Certificate Prep and Oath declaration 

Used to view decision notice 
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Application 
Summary 
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Preview/Open 

The Preview/Open option is used to access application infonnation. Entering the application ID, 
entering an A-Number, or selecting from a list of cases that are awaiting any of the adjudication 
activities can access an application. After accessing an application, you can proceed with any 
adjudication activity for which the application is waiting or review/update infonnation. To access 
an applicant's record using an application ID in Application Open Mode • Pending Activities, 
perfonn the following steps: 

Click the 1111 (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open Application from the File 
menu to access the Preview/Open screen (Exhibit 16-3, Preview/Open). 

Exhibit 16-3: Preview/Open 

Enter the application ID in the Application ID field. 

Optional: If the activity state is known, click in a box in the Application Open Mode Pending 
Activities section to open the application for that activity. (The list of choices is detennined by user 
pennissions as set up by the SA.) Click View if you wish to view the queue for the requested 
activity, or, to view a list of application IDs for a specific location, click onl.lil! to select an office. 

To access an applicant's record using an application ID in Application Open Mode- Ad Hoc 
Activities, perfom1 the following steps: 

In the Application Open Mode- Ad Hoc Activities box, click in the box next to your selection. 

Note: The View option is not available with Ad Hoc Activities, however; if a selection is 
clicked first in the Pending Activities box, you may then click on a box in the Ad Hoc Activities 
menu, having chosen an applicant ID that will appear in the Applicant ID box. 

Depending upon your selection, you will he taken to another screen with different selections 
available based upon the activity chosen. 

Click 
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• If an open mode is selected and the case is ready for that activity, the Application 10 screen 
appears (Exhibit 16-4, Application ID). 

• If an open mode is not selected, and the case is ready for an adjudication activity, an Open 
Choices prompt appears. The status ofthe case is shown with the option to open for that 
activity, open for case review, or enter a new application 10. 

• If the case is not ready for an adjudication activity, a prompt providing the options to open 
for case review or to enter another application ID appears. 

To access an applicant's record using an A-Number, perform the following steps: 

Click the (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open Application from the File 
menu to access the Preview/Open screen (Exhibit 16-3). 

Enter the A-Number in the A-Number field. 

Optional: If the activity state is known, click in a box in the Application Open Mode section to 
open the application for that activity. (The list of choices is determined by user permissions as 
set up by the SA.) 

Click I 
• If the application 10 for that A-Number is found, the Application JD screen 

(Exhibit 16-4) appears. 

• If no match is found, an error message appears. 

• If more than one application is found, a list of applications appears. Double click on the 
item in the list to access the application. 

To select an applicant's record from a list of cases, perform the following steps: 

Click the [II (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open Application from the File 
menu to access the Preview/Open screen (Exhibit 16-3). 
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To view a list of cases located in an office other than the one displayed in the For Office field, click 
R to select from a list of office codes. To view a list for all offices, delete the office code in 
the For Office field. 

Select an activity in the Application Open Mode section. 

Click • to display a list of cases that are ready for the activity in the box on the right side of 
the screen. 

To select a case, click on an application ID in the list. 

Click The Application ID screen (Exhibit 16-4) appears. 

Exhibit 16-4: Application ID 

Note: If you change the A-Number during a session, upon saving you are warned and asked if 
you wish to proceed (Exhibit 16-5, Warning Message). 
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Answering "Yes" will cause the save to continue. Answering "No" will stop the save and return 
you to whichever screen you were viewing before the save. 

The Application ID window comprises 14 tabbed sections. To access a section, click on the 
corresponding tab. Click the arrows Don the right of the tabs if access tabs are not visible 
on the screen. 

Adjudication's options are accessible by either clicking on the applicable toolbar button or 
selecting from the Options menu. Grayed out toolbar buttons and menu items indicate that the 
option does not currently apply to that application or that you do not have permission to perform 
the activity. 

\!.) This icon on a tab indicates that the corresponding screen contains information and should 
be reviewed by the adjudicator. Required fields are displayed in red text. If required 
information is missing when a case is being approved, a window containing a list of missing 
items appears. The case can be approved only after all the missing information is entered. 

a). This icon on a tab indicates that information is missing or questionable and should be 
reviewed. When the information is received and updated, the icon is replaced with the~ icon. 

tJ This icon on a tah indicates that the INS is awaiting evidence/background informati~. 
When the information is recorded as having been received, the icon is replaced with the~ 
icon. 

N400 

The N400 tab contains the applicant's name, biographical information, and basis for eligibility. 
Information in this section can be added to, modified, or deleted. To view or update information, 
perform the following steps: 

Click on the N400 tab (Exhibit 16-6, N400 Information). 
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To update or add information, tab to the appropriate field, and enter the correct information. 
Required fields are displayed in red labels. 

Note: When the cursor is in the O~ation field, an ellipsis !II button appears. To select an 
occupation code from a list, click IIIII. 

Address 

The Address tab contains the applicant's current mailing and residential addresses. This section is 
used to enter a change of address or modify existing information. To view or update information, 
perform the following steps: 

Click on the Addrs tab (Exhibit 16-7, Address Information). 
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Exhibit 16-7: Address Information 

To replace an existing mailing or residential address with a new address, perform the following 
steps: 

In the Current Address or Current Residential Address tab of the screen, click 

to remove the existing address information. 

Enter the appropriate infom1ation in the following fields: 

C/O-Full name of the person or organization in care of whom correspondence should be 
sent 

Street #-Street number of applicant's address 

Street Name-Street name of applicant's address 

Apt. #-Apartment number of applicant's address 

City-See Zip. 

State-See Zip. 

Province-See Zip. 

Zip-ZIP code of applicant's address (U.S. addresses only). Press tab and the 
City/State/County fields automatically filL If there is more than one match, a pop-up 
window appears. Double click on the correct city/state/county combination. 

If adding a non-U.S. address, enter the appropriate information in the following additional fields: 

Province-Province of applicant's non-U.S. address 

Postal Code-Postal code of applicant's non-U.S. address 

Country-Country code of applicant's non-U.S. address (click 1111 to select code) 

Admin. Office of Foreign Address--Code of the Administrative Office that will handle 
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Note: This field appears when a code is entered in the Country field. 

To copy the current mailing address to the Current Residential Address section, or vice versa, click 
in the check box at the bottom of the appropriate section to indicate the addresses are the same. 

To add a new residential address, perform the following steps: 

In the Current Residential Address section of the screen, click This removes 
the existing address information from the Address Information screen and saves it in the 
Residential History screen. 

Follow Steps 3c and 3d to add the new address information. 

In the Residency Start date field, enter the date the applicant began living at the new address. 

To copy the current residential address to the Current Mailing Address section, click in the check 
box at the bottom of the Current Residential Address section to indicate the addresses are the 
same. 

To modif'y a current mailing or residential address, perform the following steps: 

Tab to the fields that need to be changed. 

Enter the corrected information. 

To copy the current residential address to the Current Mailing Address section, or vice versa, click 
in the check box at the bottom of the appropriate section to indicate the addresses are the same. 

Attorney (Att'y) 

The Attorney tab contains the attorney identification numbers, name, and address information for 
the applicant's attorney. If a G28 is included in the A-File, this section must be completed. If the 
attorney is not present during the interview and the applicant is waiving the right to have an 
attorney present, the applicant must sign an attorney waiver before the adjudicator conducts the 
interview. To view or update information, perform the following steps: 

Click on the Att'y tab (Exhibit lti---8, Attoroey Information). 
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Exhibit 16-8: Attorney Information 

Enter the INS Attorney#, Attorney State License #,or Volunteer Agency (VOLAG) # to initiate a 
database search. If a match is found, the information is retrieved and displayed. 

To add attorney information, tab to the appropriate field, and enter the information. 

To remove attorney information from an application, click 

To print an attorney waiver do the following: 

Save and reload the application. 

Select the Print/ Attorney Waiver options from the Options menu. 

Evidence/Background 

The Evidence/Background tab is used to indicate whether or not required supporting evidence have 
been received. Additional evidence can also be requested. This section is also used to enter or 
update the location of the A-File and status of certain background information. To view or update 
information, perforn1 the following steps: 
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Click on the Evids/Bkgds tab (Exhibit 16-9, Evidence/Background Information). All evidence 
types that have been assigned a status appear in a list. 
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Exhibit 16-9: Evidence/Background Information 

To record items of evidence as received, perform the following steps: 

Click on an item in the list. To update all evidence in the list at once, highlight the first line 
then hold down the mouse key to highlight all selections, and then go to the status option 
and click on the down arrow. 

To edit evidence status, indicate for whom, and enter notes, perfom1 the following steps: 

Click on an item in the list. 

Click 
section. 

Current information for the selected evidence appears in the Edit Evidence 

In the Status tleld, click on the appropriate status from the drop-down list. 

Tab to the For Whom tleld and indicate whether the evidence is for the applicant, spouse, parent, or 
child. (If this field is left blank, "Applicant" is selected by default.) 

Tab to the Notes field. The current date and user ID appear. If applicable, enter comments. 

Click 

To request additional evidence, click A list of available evidence types appears in 
the Possible Evidence List window (Exhibit 16-10, Possible Evidence List). To sort the list 
from A to Z or Z to A, click on the column heading. 

Note: If the applicants information contains an arrest record, then the Evidence screen would 
reflect that record by listing a requirement for Court Disposition Records and Police/ Arrest 
records as well. 
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Use one of the following methods to add an item to the evidence list: 

• Click on an item in the list and then click II or double click on the item. The 
selected item appears in the Edit Evidence: Status, For Whom, and Notes section. 

- In the For Whom field, indicate whether the evidence is for the applicant or for a 
relative (for example, parent, spouse, or child). 

- Enter any comments in the Notes field. 

- Click The "Requst'd" status appears in the Status column of the Add 
Evidence section. 

• Click on an item in the list. Then click and hold down the right mouse button while 
dragging the selection to the evidence list. If needed, "Other Documents" can be added 
more than once on the evidence screen. 

Note: This method bypasses the Edit section. A "Requst'd" status appears in the Status 
column, and "Applicant" appears in the For Whom column. Do not use this method if the 
requested evidence is for someone other than the applicant. To delete nonrequired evidence, 
perform the following steps: 

Click on an item in the list. 

Click Required information can be waived, but cannot be deleted. 

Note: If you attempt to mark the "Evidence of Exam Passed" in the Evidence List screen by 
selecting all evidences and then clicking on "Rec'd," an error message (Exhibit 16-11, Error 
Message) will appear informing you that the test results must first be added. 

Exhibit 16-11: Error Message 

XV 
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To arrange the evidence list in its original order after updating or adding evidence, select Refresh 
Evidence List from the View menu. 

To view or update A-File location information from RAFACS, click [II or select check 
RAFACS A-File Location from the Options menu. (This option can be set to automatically 
occur each time the Evids/Bkgds tab is selected.) 

To update the status of background information, perform the following steps: 

Click on the appropriate tab (Exhibit 16-12, Evids/Bkgds Screen Tabs) in the lower section of the 
Evids/Bkgds screen. 

Exhibit 16-12: Evids/Bkgds Screen Tabs 

Click II to display a status list. Click on the desired status. 

To add comments, click in the box to the right of the status field. The current date and user ID 
appear. 

Relatives 

The Relatives tab contains a list with the names of relatives, together with the relationship to the 
applicant, DOB, COB, COC, basis of citizenship, and address information of each relative. This 
section also contains command buttons for adding, modifying, and deleting information. To view 
or update information, perform the following steps: 

Click on the Rels tab (Exhibit 16-13, Relative Infonnation). 
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Exhibit 16-13: Relative Information 

To modify information, perfom1 the following steps: 

Click on a name in the list. 

Click The Edit Relative Information section (Exhibit 16-14, Edit Relative 
Information) appears below the list box. 

Exhibit 16-14: Edit Relative Information 

L;;;;;;;;;;; / ... 

Tab to the appropriate field, and enter the correct information. 

Click 

To add another record, perform the following steps: 

Click IIIH. The Edit Relative Information section appears. 

Enter the appropriate information. 

Click 
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To delete a record, perfom1 the following steps: 

Click on the name in the list. 

Click 

Marriages 

The Marriages tab contains a list with the names of spouses together with the DOB, COB, COC, 
basis of citizenship, and address information for each spouse. This information should be entered 
when eligibility is based upon marriage to an U.S. citizen. The Marriage section also contains 
command buttons for adding, modifying, and deleting records. To view or update information, 
perform the following steps: 

Click on the Marr tab (Exhibit 16-15, Marriage Information). 

Exhibit 16-15: Marriage Information 

To modify marital information, perform the following steps: 

Click on a name in the list. 

Click 1 The Edit Marital Information section (Exhibit 16-16, Edit Marital Information) 
appears below the list box. 
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Exhibit 16-16: Edit Marital Information 

Tab to the appropriate field, and enter the correct information. 

Click 

To add a spousal record, perform the following steps: 

Click The Edit Marital Information section appears below the list box. 

Enter the appropriate information. 

Click 

To delete a spousal record, perform the following steps: 

Click on a name in the list. 

Click 

Note: The number of marriages entered must be the same as the number of spouses entered 
into the record. 

Employment 

The Employment tab contains a list with the names and addresses of the applicant's employers 
together with the applicant's occupation, position, and dates of employment with each employer. 
This section also contains command buttons for adding, modifying, and deleting records. To view 
or update information, perform the following steps: 

Click on the Emp tab (Exhibit 16-17, Employer Information). 
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Exhibit 16-17: Employer Information 

To modify employment infonnation, perfonn the following steps: 

Click on a name in the list 

Click . An Edit Employment lnfonnation section (Exhibit 16-18, Edit Employment 
Infmmation) appears below the list box. 

Exhibit 16-18: Edit Employment Information 

Tab to the appropriate field, and enter the correct infonnation. 

Click 

To add a record, perfonn the following steps: 

Click An Edit Employer Infonnation section appears below the list box. 

Enter the appropriate infonnation. 

Click! __ 
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To delete a record, perfonn the following steps: 

Click on a name in the list. 

Click 

Other Names 

The Other Names tab displays tbe applicant's name as it would appear on the naturalization 
certificate if the certificate were printed, the applicant's name as shown on the ARC, and a list of 
other names used by the applicant. This section also contains command buttons for adding, 
modifying, and deleting records. To view or update infonnation, perfonn the following steps: 

Click on the Other Names tab (Exhibit 16-19, Other Names Infonnation). 

Exhibit 16-19: Other Names Information 

To add or modify infonnation in the name on Alien Registration Card fields, tab to the appropriate 
fields and enter the infonnation. 

To modify the infonnation in the name as it appears on the Naturalization Certificate section, do 
one of the following: 

• If the source of the infonnation is indicated by "from Application," click on the N400 tab 
and make the appropriate changes. 

• If the source of the infonnation is indicated by "from Name Change Petition," click II and 
make the appropriate changes. 

To add an alias, perform the following steps: 

An Edit Alias Name Infonnation section appears below the list box. 

Enter the appropriate infonnation. 

Click~*!. 
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To modify an alias, perform the following steps: 

Click on a name in the list. 

Click An Edit Alias Name Information section (Exhibit 16-20, Edit Alias Name 
Information) appears below the list box. 

Exhibit 16-20: Edit Alias Name Information 

Tab to the appropriate field, and enter the correct information. 

Click lUi. 
To delete an alias, perform the following steps: 

Click on a name in the list. 

Click 

Eligibility 

The Eligibility tab displays the loyalty and political inclination questionnaire. This section is also 
used to enter details of arrests and selective service infom1ation. To view or update information, 
perform the following steps: 

Click on the Elig tab (Exhibit 16-21, Eligibility Information). 

Exhibit 16-21: Eligibility Information 
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To change an answer, perfmm the following steps: 

Click on the any item in the answer column. 

Press any key on the keyboard (including J or Return). A drop-down box will appear. If the "N" 
or "Y" was the key pressed, then the answer will change to "No" or "Yes" appropriately. 
Arrow keys on the keyboard will toggle between the "No," "Yes," and blank answers in the 
drop-down box. 

When done, press J or Return to save the changed answer. 

If desired, click to clear all answers. 

Note: The eligibility list indicates discrepancies in the answer given by the applicant and the 
expected eligibility and allegiance questions by highlighting them in red. 

To view or enter selective service and arrest information details, perform the following steps: 

Click lam. A Details section appears on the screen. 
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To update or add selective service details, click on the Selective Service Details tab. (Exhibit 16 
22, Selective Service Details). Click in or tab to the appropriate fields, and enter !he 
information. 

Exhibit 16-22: Selective Service Details 

Note: When the date of the Selective Service is after 1978, the Local Board Number and 
Classification fields are locked and no entry may be made. Only dates prior to 1978 are 
allowed. 

To update or add arrest details, click on the Arrest Information Details tab 
(Exhibit 16-23, Arrest Information Details) . 
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Exhibit 16-23: Arrest Information Details 

• To add infonnation, click An Edit Arrest Details section appears. Enter the 
infonnation in the appropriate fields. 

• To delete infonnation, click on the arrest item in the list. 

• To confinn the changes, click 

• To close the Details section, click II!IJI. 
Organization Memberships 

The Organization tab contains a list with the names of organizations, their nature and location, and 
the period of the applicant's membership. This section also contains command buttons for adding, 
modifYing, and deleting records. To view or update information, perform the following steps: 

Click on the Orgs tab (Exhibit 16-24, Organization Infonnation). 
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To modify a record, perform the following steps: 

Click on a name in the list. 

Click . An Edit Organization Information section appears below the list box. 

Tab to the appropriate field, and enter the correct information. 

ClickliiBI. 

To add a record, perform the following steps: 

Click . An Edit Organization Infonnation section appears below the list box. 

Enter the appropriate information. 

Click 

To delete a record, perform the following steps: 

Click on a name in the list. 

Click 

Absences From the United States 

The Absences tab contains a list of dates the applicant was absent from the United States, together 
with the reason, destination, and port of entry for each absence. This section also contains 
command buttons for adding, updating, and deleting records. To view or update information, 
perform the following steps: 

Click on the Abs tab (Exhibit 16-25, Absences From the United States Information). 
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To modifY a record, perform the following steps: 

Click on a date in the list. 

Click . An Edit Absences From United States Information section appears below the 
list box (above) and under Reason for Trip, the following Absence Reason screen appears 
(Exhibit 16-26, Absence Reasons). 

Exhibit 16-26: Absence Reasons 

Tab to the appropriate field, and enter the correct information. 

Click 

To add a record, perform the following steps: 

Click An Edit Absence From United States Information section appears below the list 
box. 

Enter the appropriate information. 
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Clicki.BI. 

To delete a record, perfonn the following steps: 

Click on a date in the list. 

Click 

Residential History 

The Residential History tab contains a history of the applicant's addresses and the periods of 
residency. This section is used to enter an address change and modifY or delete address 
infonnation. To view or update infonnation, perfonn the following steps: 

Click on the Res His! tab (Exhibit 16-27, Residential History Infonnation). 
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Exhibit 16-27: Residential History Information 

To add a record, perfonn the following steps: 

Click li An Edit Residential Address section (Exhibit 16-28, Edit Residential Address) 
appears below the list box. 

Tab to the appropriate fields, and enter the infonnation. 

Click!WII 

Exhibit 16-28: Edit Residential Address 

To update a record, perfonn the following steps: 

Click on the item in the list 

Click !Mil An Edit Residential Address section appears below the list box. 

Tab to the appropriate fields, and enter the correct infom1ation. 

Click 

To delete a record, perfonn the following steps: 

Click on the item in the list. 

ClickliBJ. 
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Note: If an address is indicated as "Present," any updates are reflected in the Addrs tab, Current 
Residential Address section. 

Fingerprints 

The FP tab contains a history of the applicant's fingerprint information, including the current status. 
This information is displayed in a list with the current record at the top of the list The Fingerprints 
section also contains command buttons for adding a new record; modifying or overriding the 
current record, ordering new fingerprints or canceling new fingerprint requests, and deleting newly 
added records. To view or update information, perform the following steps: 

Click on the FP tab (Exhibit 16-29, Fingerprint Information). 

Exhibit 16-29: Fingerprint Information 

To add a record, perform the following steps: 

Click An Edit Fingerprint Information section (Exhibit 16-30, Edit Fingerprint 
Information) appears below the list box. 

Exhibit 16-30: Edit Fingerprint Information 
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In the CIDN field, enter the 10-digit CION. 

In the FBI Control Nbr field, enter the seven-digit FBI control number. 

In the Response Code field, enter the response received from the FBI or click II to select the 
code from a list. 

In the Response Date field, enter the date of the response (MM/DDNYYY). 

Click BIB 
Note: After a record has been added and saved, it can be modified but not deleted. 

To modify the current record, perform the following steps: 

Click on the item in the list to be modified. 

' Click ·. A modify fingerprint section (Exhibit 16-31, Modify Fingerprint) appears below 
the list box. 

Exhibit 16-31: Modify Fingerprint 

In the Modified Response Code field, enter the modified response or click [j to select from a list. 

In the Modified Response Date field, enter the modified date of the response (MM/DD/YYYY). 

Tab to the Modification Reason field and enter a reason for modifying the fingerprint information, 
or click Ill to select from a list of suggested reasons. 

Click 

To delete a newly added record before saving, perform the following steps: 

Click on the item in the Jist to be deleted. 

Click 

To override a fingerprint response, click !MM. The Edit Fingerprint Information section 
(Exhibit 16-32, Edit Fingerprint Information) appears below the list box. 
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Exhibit 16-32: Edit Fingerprint Information 

In the Modified Response Code field, click Iii to select the Override option from a list. 

In the Modified Response Date field, enter the date the modification is entered. 

Tab to the Modification Reason to enter a reason for the modification, or click Ill to select from a 
list. 
Note: An override is allowed only in the following cases: 

• The response is Ident or Non-Ident and the response has expired. 

• The response is Unclassifiable or Immediate Reject and the response is current. 

To order new fingerprints, click BM. 
Click the IIJ (Save and Reload in Case Review) or [B (Save and Close) toolbar button. A Save 

Options for Ordering New Fingerprints window (Exhibit 16-33, Save Options for Ordering 
New Fingerprints) is displayed. 

Exhibit 16-33: Save Options for Ordering New Fingerprints 

Click to process the order. 

To cancel an outstanding fingerprint request, click~--
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Click the Ill (Save and Reload in Case Review) orB (Save and Close) toolbar button. A Save 
Options for Adjudications window appears. 

Select the Save Data Changes and Cancel Fingerprint Request radio button. 

Click IBI to process the order. 
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325 

The 325 tab contains infonnation on the results of an applicant's FBI name check, including the 
current status. This infonnation is displayed in a list with the current record at the top of the list 
The 325 section also contains command buttons for adding a new record; modifYing or overriding 
the current record, and deleting newly added records. To view or update 325 infonnation, perfonn 
the following steps: 

Click the 325 tab (Exhibit 16--34, 325 Infonnation). 

Exhibit 16-34: 325 Information 

To detennine the status of the current FBI name check, review the infonnation in the 325 Current 
Status field. 

• Ordered-Appears when a name check has been ordered but the request has not yet been 
sent to the FBI 
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• Pending-Appears when a name check request has been sent to the FBI and the system is 
waiting for a response. A 60-day wait period for the response is calculated and displayed in 
the 325- 60-Day Wait Expiration Date field. 

• No Record-Appears when the FBI has responded and reported that no records have been 
found matching the applicant's name 

• Third Agency Record Found-Appears when the FBI has responded and reported that a 
record has been found matching the applicant's name 

• Indices Popular-Appears when the FBI has responded and reported that too many 
occurrences of the same name have been found for the intended person to be identified 

• No Response Received· Time Expired-Appears when the 60-day wait period has 
expired with no response from the FBI having been received 
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To add a new record, perform the following steps: 

Click IIi' l11e Edit 325 Information section (Exhibit 16--35, Edit 325 Information) 
appears below the list box. 

Exhibit 16-35: Edit 3251nformation 

In the CIDN field, enter the 10-digit CIDN. 

In the FBI Control Nbr field, enter the seven-digit FBI control number. 

In the Response Code field, enter the response received from the FBI or click IIi to select the 
code from a list. 

In the Response Date field, enter the date oftbe response (MM/DDIYYYY). 

Click I. 
Note: After a record has been added and saved, it can be modified, but not deleted. 

To delete a newly added record, perform the following steps: 

Click on the new record in the list to be deleted. 

ClickiiWd!l 

To modify a current record, perform the following steps: 

Click on the current record in the list. (In cases where more than one record exists, the current 
record is always displayed at the top of the list.) 

Click 1111!111 A modification section (Exhibit 16-36, Modify 325) appears below the list box. 
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In the Modified Response Code field, enter the modified response or click II to select from a list. 

In the Modified Response Date field, enter the modified date of the response (MM/DDNYYY). 

In the Modification Reason field, enter a reason for the modification or click II to select from a list 
of suggested reasons. 

Click IIIII. The modified response appears to the right of the original response. 

To perform further modifications, repeat Steps h through f. 

Note: If CLAIMS 4.0 finds a workflow history record indicating that an FBI name check 
has been completed with a status of Indices Popular, TI!ird Agency Record, or No Record, 
but finds no corresponding record in the FBI Response table, a record is added to the 325 
screen. An "A" in the far right column of the list box indicates that the record has been 
added by CLAIMS 4.0. In this case, the adjudicator can modifY any field in the 
modification section, including CIDN, FBI Control Number, Response Code, and Response 
Date. 

To override an Indices Popular or TI!ird Agency Record Found status, perform the following steps: 

Click on the record in the list. 

Click TI!e Edit 325 Information section with Modification Fields 
(Exhibit 16-37, Edit 325 Information With Modification Fields) appears below the list box. 
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In the Modified Response Code field, click II to select the Override option from a list. 

In the Modified Response Date field, enter the modified date of the response (MM/DD/YYYY). 
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Save Options 

Data changes in the Adjudications module can be saved in one of two ways. The Save and Reload 
in Case Review option allows you to save the data while keeping the application open. The Save 
and Close option allows you to save the data and close the application. To save data changes, 
perform the following steps: 

Select one of the following save options to access the Save Options for Adjudications window 
(Exhibit 16-38, Save Options for Adjudications). 

• Click the Ill (Save and Reload in Case Review) toolbar button, or select Save from the 
File menu. 

• Click the if~ (Save and Close) toolbar button, or select Save and Close from the File menu. 

Note: Different options are shown in the Save Options box, depending upon the selections you 
made. 

Exhibit 16-38: Save Options for Adjudications 

Click on the applicable radio button to select a save option: 

Save Data Changes Only-If saving data changes before a decision is made on a case, this 
is the only option available and is selected by default 

Save Decision· Place on Hold for Later Processing-Saves a decision but allows the case 
to be opened later by the same adjudicator to complete the adjudication process. This 
option should be used only when the case will be completed the same day. 

Save Decision· Send Back to Referring Adjudicator-Allows a supervisor to save a 
supervisor review decision and send the case back to the adjudicator to complete the 
adjudication process 

Save Decision • Sent to Supervisor Review-Saves a decision and forwards the case to a 
supervisor for review 
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Save Decision- Adjudication Complete--Saves a decision and indicates that the 
adjudication process is complete 

Save Data Changes and Order Fingerprints--If fingerprints are ordered, this option is 
the only option available and is selected by default. 

Different options are shown depending upon what selections you made. 

Note: If you happen to have changed the A-Number during a session, upon saving a warning 
will appear (Exhibit 16-39, Warning Message) and you will be asked if you wish to proceed. If 
the answer is no, you are returned to whichever screen you were previously viewing. 

Exhibit 16-39: Warning Message 

If the Interview Conducted field appears, click in the box to place or remove a check mark. A 
check mark indicates that an interview was conducted. 

Click ljljll. 

Exam 

The Exam option allows you to administer the naturalization test to an applicant during the 
interview process and record the results, or to enter results of tests administered by outside testing 
organizations. Note: When the applicant passes the naturalization test, the status for "Evidence of 
Exam Passed" is automatically changed to "Received" (Application Information screen, Evid/Bkgd 
tab). However, if you try to mark the "Evidence of Exam Passed" by selecting all evidences and 
clicking on "Rec' d," and error message will appear informing you that the test results must first be 
added. 
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INS Location Testing 

The INS Location Testing option is used to create a Civics/History test and to record whether the 
applicant's response to each question was correct or incorrect. A reading and writing sample for 
the English portion of the test can also be created. When CLAIMS 4.0 is used to create and 
administer the Civics/History test, test results are automatically generated and displayed. You can 
also enter test results. Copies of tests and test results can be printed. To create and administer a 
naturalization test, perfonn the following steps: 

To open an application, click the Ill (Open Application) toolbar button, or select Open from the 
File menu. (For more infonnation, refer to Section 8.1, Preview/Open.) 

Click the B (Exam) toolbar button, or select Exam from the Options menu to access the Test 
Results screen (Exhibit 16-40, Test Results). 
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Exhibit 16-40: Test Results 

Click on the INS Location Testing tab. 

Note: Only when the test is created does the Test Results tab become unavailable. If the IijS., 
Location Testing tab is clicked accidentally, select Close from the File menu. Clicking the iml 
(Exam) button again will then make both the INS Location Testing and Test Center Test Results 
tabs available. 

To create a Civics/History test and record responses, perform the following steps: 

Click, ••• or I . . Randomly selected questions and corresponding an,,ers aurar 

in the box directly below the buttons. To clear all questions from the screen, click . 
Note: The Create 65/20 option is available only when CLAIMS 4.0 detem1ines that the 
applicant is at least 65 years old and has been a legal resident for at least 20 years. 

To print Civics/History questions, click I 

To record the applicant's responses to the Civics/History test, perform the following steps: 
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• To record all answers correct, clicd 

• To record all answers incorrect, click 

• To record an individual answer correct or incorrect, type "Y" in the correct column to 
indicate a correct response or "N" to indicate an incorrect response. 

• To record an applicant's response to a question, enter the response to the right of the 
question in the Applicant Answer column. 

• To clear all responses, click I 

To create the English proficiency test, perform the following steps: 

In the Reading Sample section, click l:m. A randomly selected sentence appears in the field 

directly below the button. To print the reading sample only, click 111. To clear the sample, 

click Ill. 
In the Writing Sample section, click 1.1!!!1. A randomly selected sentence appears in the field directly 

below the button. To print the writing sample only, click IIJ. To clear the sample, click Ill. 
Note: You must first click inside the box to have the selection icon appear. 

To print a copy of the Civics/History test questions, reading sample and writing sample with space 

for the applicant's answers, click-· 

To record test results, perform the following steps: 

In the Test Results section, verify the INS Testing Location field. If necessary, enter the 
location code, or click [II to select the code from a list. 

In the Civic/History Results sectioa, 

the test. If applicable, click 

Clll, or r:aa to indicate the results of 

To enter a Civics/History test score, type the score in the Civics/History Score (%) field. (This 
field will populate automatically if the applicant's responses are recorded.) 
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To print que:sh<ms, reading and writing samples, responses, and overall 

If desired, enter comments in the Adjudicator Notes field. 

To save changes/test results, perform the following steps: 

Select one of the following save options to access the Save Options for Adjudications window. 

• Click the Ill (Save and Reload) toolbar button, or select Save from the File menu. 

• Click the B (Save and Close) toolbar button, or select Save and Close from the File menu. 

Click the Save Data Changes and Test Results radio button. 

If the Interview Conducted field appears, click in the box to place or remove a check mark. A 
check mark indicates that an interview was conducted . 

. The exam screen is saved with all questions, samples, responses, and results. After 
a test has been saved, it can be accessed at any time. Notes can be added to the Notes field and 
results can be reprinted, however, the saved test cannot be edited. 

Test Center Test Results 

The Test Center Test Results option is used to enter test center information and results of tests 
administered by outside agencies. To enter test results, perform the following steps: 

To open an application, click the Ill (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Open from the 
File menu. (For more information, refer to Section 16.1.) 

Click the lJJ (Exam) toolbar button, or select Exam from the Options menu to access the Test 
Results screen. 

Click on the Test Center Test Results tab (Exhibit 16~1, Test Center Test Results). 
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Note: Only when the Test Results section is modified does the INS Location Testing tab 
become unavailable. If the Test ~r Test Results tab is clicked accidentally, select Close 
from the File menu. Clicking the Ia (Exam) button again will then make both the INS 
Location Testing and Test Center Test Results tabs available. 

Exhibit 16-41: Test Center Test Results 

Enter the test center code in the Test Center Affiliation field, or click Ill to select the code 
from a list. The number associated with the test center automatically appears in the Test 
Center Number field. 

Enter the name or ID of the test administrator in the Administrator field (optional). 

In the Test Results section, click CIIJI or !:a to indicate results of the naturalization test. 
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Enter the appropriate information in the following fields: 

Score %~Percentage scored on the naturalization test (optional) 

Test Date-Date the test was administered 

Test Center Rating~ Adjudicator's assessment of the Test Center on a scale of I to 5 
(optional) 

In the English Proficiency Results From Interview section, click Clll Dill, or It¥ 
indicate the results of the test. 

Enter any applicable comments in the Adjudicator Notes field. 

Note: If incorrect test results are detected after a decision has been saved as "Adjudication 
Complete," a new, corrected set ofresults can be entered with a note explaining the reason for 
the second set of results. This can occur even if the application is not waiting for any 
adjudication activities as long as it is not past the Verify Grant process. 

To save changes/test results, perform the following steps: 

Select one of the following save options to access the Save Options for Adjudications window: 

• Click the lll (Save and Reload) toolbar button, or select Save from the File menu. 

• Click the [9 (Save and Close) toolbar button, or select Save and Close from the File menu. 

Click the Save Data Changes and Test Results radio hutton. 

If the Interview Conducted field appears, click in the box to place or remove a check mark. A 
check mark indicates that an interview was conducted. 

Click 

Decisions 

After the applicant's case has been reviewed and updated, an application can be approved, 
continued, continued with intent to deny, denied, ad hoc denial due to abandonment, withdrawn, or 
closed administratively. (Test results do not have to be entered into CLAIMS 4.0 before a decision 
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is made; however, passing results must be recorded before a case can be approved.) Decisions can 
be saved as final, or the application can be placed on hold for later processing or sent to the 
supervisor for review. You can create a notice at the time of the decision or at a later time. A 
notice must be created prior to saving a continuation or denial as final. (Refer to Section 16.1 0, 
Notices, to create and view customized notices.) 
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Approve 

The Approve option is used to grant citizenship status to the applicant Adjudicators can also 
annotate decisions, create and print name change petitions and other forms, request OC locations, 
and review a history of decision results using this option. A notice is not necessary when an 
application has been approved. The applicant's notice to appear for the OC indicates an approval. 
Name change and OC location requests can be entered at any time during the approval process. 
(Refer to Section 16.6, Name Change Petition, to enter a name change.) To approve an application, 
perform the following steps: 

To open an application, click the [II (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Open from the 
File menu. (For more information, refer to Section 16.1.) 

Click the IIJ (Approve) too1bar button, or select Decide Application, Approve from the 
Options menu to access the Approval Choices screen (Exhibit 16-42, Approval Choices). 

Exhibit 16-42: Approval Choices 

Click on the Decision Results folder tab. If applicable, enter the appropriate information in the 
following fields: 

Adjudicated By-Adjudicator's user ID, if the decision is being entered by someone other 
than the adjudicator 

Adjudicated On-Adjudication date, if other than the data on which the case was 
adjudicated 

Interpreter Name--Complete name of the interpreter 

Language--Language interpreted 

Gov't Agency Review-Government agency that audits decisions (for example, 
Administrative Appeals Office [AAO], Courts, Department of Justice [DOJ]) 
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In the Oath Ceremony section, click raJ I ... or r!'llll to indicate the type of oc. 
To enter comments, click on the Adjudicator's Decision Notes tab (Exhibit 16-43, 

Adjudicator's Decision Notes). 

Exhibit 16-43: Adjudicator's Decision Notes 

·e·rgenm 
To view a history of decision review results, click on the Decision Review Results tab (Exhibit 

16~4, Decision Review Results). If the case was previously sent to the supervisor for 
review, the user ID, date, and results of the review appear. To send the case back to a 
supervisor or adjudicator for further review, click in the box to the left of the applicable user 
!D. 

Exhibit 16-44: Decision Review Results 

To enter an OC location request, perform the following steps: 

Select the Oath Ceremony Location option from the View menu. A list ofOC locations that are 
within the same ZIP code area as the applicant's current address is shown in the Oath Ceremony 
window (Exhibit 16~5, Oath Ceremonies). 
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Exhibit 16-45: Oath Ceremonies 

llnrllllt , .. 

To scroll through the list oflocations, click Ill or Ill in the scroll bar on the right. 

Click in the box to the left of the requested location. 

Click 

To create and print the Certificate Preparation and Oath Declaration form, select the 
Print/Certificate Prep and Oath Declaration options from the Option menu. Two copies of the 
document are printed to a local printer. 

To create and print a name change petition, see Section 8.3, Name Change Petition. To save the 
decision, perform the following steps: 

Select one of the following save options to access the Save Options for Adjudications window. 

• Click the [II (Save and Reload) tool bar button, or select Save from the File menu. 

• Click the 19 (Save and Close) toolbar button, or select Save and Close from the File menu. 

Click the applicable Save Decision radio button. (Options are available depending on the activity 
being performed.) 

If the Interview Conducted field appears, click in the box to place or remove a check mark. A 
check mark indicates that an interview was conducted. 

Click 
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Please throw away the first two pages after printing. They are merely 
used for pagination. 
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Continue 

The Continue option is used to continue a case when further information, evidence, or action is 
needed before a decision can be made. Missing evidence and other reasons for continuing the case 
can be recorded using this option. Adjudicators and their supervisors can also annotate decisions 
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and review a history of decision results. You have the option to create a customized notice or 
generate a standard notice based on the reasons selected. (Refer to Section 16.10 to create or view 
customized notices.) To continue an application, perfom1 the following steps: 

To open an application, click the \II (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open from 
the File menu. (For more information, refer to Section 16.1.) 

Click the (Continue) toolbar button, or select Decide Application, Continue from the Options 
menu to access the Continue Reasons screen (Exhibit 16-46, Continue Reasons). 

Exhibit 16-46: Continue Reasons 

A list of evidence types appears in the Currently Missing Evidence section. If the evidence is 
missing, the box to the left of the evidence is marked with an "X". If the evidence has been 
entered as Received, then the box is marked with an "R''. If the evidence has been entered as 
Waived, then the box is marked with a "W". 

Select a reason for continuing an application in the initial processing Incomplete Reasons section 
and/or the Other Reasons section. To sort the list of reasons from A to Z or Z to A, click on the 
column header. 
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• If the box to the left of a reason is marked with an "X", it may have been automatically 
selected based on case information. 

• To deselect a previously selected reason, click in the box to remove the "X". If the reason 
was system selected, a prompt to override the reason appears. 

• If additional reasons apply, click in the box to the left of the desired reasons. 

Click on the Decision Results tab. If applicable, enter the appropriate infom1ation in the following 
fields: 

Adjudicated By-Adjudicator's user ID, if the decision is being entered by someone other 
than the adjudicator 

Adjudicated On-Adjudication date, if other than the data on which the case was 
adjudicated 

Interpreter Name--Complete name of the interpreter 

Language-Language interpreted 

Gov't Agency Review-Government agency that audits decisions (for example, AAO, 
Courts, DOJ) 

To indicate the anticipated level of complexity of a reinterview, click alii, CliP:, or Cllll in 
the Case Complexity section. 

To enter comments, click on the Adjudicator's Decision Notes tah (Exhibit 16~7, Adjudicator's 
Decision Notes Tab). 

Exhibit 16-47: Adjudicator's Decision Notes Tab 

To view a history of decision review results, click on the Decision Review Results tab (Exhibit 16-
48, Decision Review Results Tab). Ifthe case was previously sent to the supervisor for review, 
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the user ID, date, and results of the review appear. To send an application back to a supervisor 
or adjudicator for further review, click in the box to the left of the applicable user ID. 

Exhibit 16-48: Decision Review Results Tab 

To create and print a notice, refer to Section 16. I 0. If a reason is selected in the Other Reasons 
section, the applicant is rescheduled for an interview or exam and a separate continuance notice 
is not required. 
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To save the decision, perform the following steps: 

Select one of the following save options to access the Save Options for Adjudications window. 

• Click the [II (Save and Reload) toolbar button, or select Save from the File menu. 

• Click the lfl (Save and Close) toolbar button, or select Save and Close from the File menu. 

Click the applicable Save Decision radio button. (Options are available depending upon the activity 
being performed.) 

If the Interview Conducted field appears, click in the box to place or remove a check mark. A 
check mark indicates that an interview was conducted. 

Click 

Continue With Intent to Deny 

The Continue with Intent to Deny option is used to continue a case that the adjudicator intends to 
deny. The reasons for continuation can be recorded using this option. Adjudicators and their 
supervisors can also annotate decisions and review a history of decision results. A customized 
notice is required for this decision. To continue an application with intent to deny, perform the 
following steps: 

To open an application, click the [II (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open from 
the File menu. (For more information, refer to Section 16.1.) 

Click the \II (Continue w/intent to Deny) toolbar button, or select Decide Application, Continue 
With Intent to Deny from the Options menu to access the Continue With Intent to Deny Choices 
screen (Exhibit 16-49, Continue With Intent to Deny Choices). 

Exhibit 16-49: Continue With Intent to Deny Choices 

Select a reason for continuing an application in the Continue with Intent to Deny Reason section. 
To sort the list of reasons from A to Z or Z to A, click on the column header. 
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• Ifthe box to the left of a reason is marked with an "X", it may have been automatically 
selected based on case infonnation. 

• To deselect a previously selected reason, click in the box to remove the "X". If the reason 
was ;ystem selected, a prompt to override the reason appears. 

• If additional reasons apply, click in the box to the left ofthe desired reasons. 

To select a paragraph for the notice, click in the box to the left of the desired paragraph listed in the 
Continue with Intent to Deny Paragraph Choices section. 

Click on the Decision Results folder tab. If applicable, enter the appropriate information in the 
following fields: 

• Adjudicated By-Adjudicator's user ID, if the decision is being entered by someone other 
than the adjudicator 

• Adjudicated On-Adjudication date, if other than the data on which the case was 
adjudicated 

• Interpreter Name-Comp Jete name of the interpreter 

• Languag~Language interpreted 

• Gov't Agency Review-Government agency that audits decisions (for example, AAO, 
Courts, DOJ) 

To enter comments, click on the Adjudicator's Decision Notes tab (Exhibit 16-50, Adjudicator's 
Decision Notes Tab). 

Exhibit 16-50: Adjudicator's Decision Notes Tab 

To view a history of decision review results, click on the Decision Review Results tab (Exhibit 16-
51, Decision Review Results Tab). Ifthe case was previously sent to the supervisor for review, 
the user ID, date, and results of the review appear. To send the case back to a supervisor or 
adjudicator for further review, click in the box to the left of the applicable user ID. 
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Exhibit 16-51: Decision Review Results Tab 

To create and print a customized notice, refer to Section 16.10. 

To save changes/decision, perfom1 the following steps: 

Select one of the following save options to access the Save Options for Adjudications window. 

• Click the [II (Save and Reload) toolbar button, or select Save from the File menu. 

• Click the B (Save and Close) toolbar button, or select Save and Close from the File menu. 

Click the applicable Save Decision radio button. (Options are available depending upon the activity 
being perfom1ed.) 

If the Interview Conducted field appears. click in the box to place or remove a check mark. A 
check mark indicates that an interview was conducted. 

Deny/Withdrawal/ Admin. Close 

The Deny/Withdrawal! Admin. Close option is used to deny an individual's application for 
citizenship or to record that an application has been withdrawn or closed administratively. The 
reasons for denial or administrative close can be recorded using this option. Adjudicators and their 
supervisors can also annotate decisions and review a history of decision results. If the application is 
denied, a customized notice is required. If the applicant consents to withdraw or the application 
during the interview or if the case is closed administratively, a withdrawal or administrative close 
record can be printed. To deny or administratively close an application, perfom1 the following 
steps: 
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To open an application, click the [II (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open from 
the File menu. (For more information, refer to Section 16.1.) 

Click the (Deny/Withdrawal! Admin. Close) toolbarbutton, or select Decide Application, 
Deny/Withdrawal/ Admin. Close from the Options menu to access the Deny/Withdrawal/ Admin. 
Close Choices screen (Exhibit 16-52, Deny/Withdrawal/ Admin. Close Choices). 
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Exhibit 16-52: Deny/Withdrawai/Admin. Close Choices 

Click in the applicable box in the DenyfWithdrawaVAdmin. Close Choices section. 

Click in the applicable box in the Deny!Withdrawal/ Admin. Close Reasons section. 

If the application is denied, select a paragraph for the denial notice in the Deny!Withdrawai/Admin. 
Close Parab'faph Choices section. Refer to Section 16.1 0, to create or print a customized notice. 

Note: When one of the choices in the Deny!Withdrawal/Admin. Close Paragraph Choices 
section is selected and the system does not agree that this is a valid choice, a warning screen is 
displayed (Exhibit 16-53, Sample Denial Due to Abandonment Warning). The warning 
displayed depends upon the item selected and the status of the application. You may override 
any objections by clicking on "Yes." 
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If the application is closed administratively, print a record of administrative close. Select Print 
from the Options menu, and select Record of Administrative Close (Exhibit 16-54, Record of 
Administrative Close Options). Then, select the reason for the administrative close. 

Exhibit 16-54: Record of Administrative Close Options 

If the application is withdrawn, print a withdrawal record. Select Print from the Options menu, and 
select Record of Withdrawal. 

Click on the Decision Results folder tab. If applicable, enter the appropriate information in the 
following fields: 

Adjudicated By-Adjudicator's user ID, if the decision is being entered by someone other than the 
adjudicator 

Adjudicated On-Adjudication date, if other than the data on which the case was adjudicated 

Interpreter Name-Complete name of the interpreter 

Language-Language interpreted 

Gov't Agency Review-Government agency that audits decisions (for example, AAO, Courts, 
DOJ) 

To enter comments, click on the Adjudicator's Decision Notes tab (Exhibit 16-55, Adjudicator's 
Decision Notes Tab). 
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To view a history of decision review results, click on the Decision Review Results tab (Exhibit 16-
56, Decision Review Results Tab). lfthe case was previously sent to the supervisor for review, 
the user ID, date, and results of the review appear. 
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Exhibit 16-56: Decision Review Results Tab 

To save changes/decision, perform the following steps: 

Select one of the following save options to access the Save Options for Adjudications window. 

Click the Ill (Save and Reload) toolbar button, or select Save fi·om the File menu. 

Click the II! (Save and Close) toolbar button, or select Save and Close from the File menu. 

Click the applicable Save Decision radio button. (Options are available depending on the activity 
being performed.) 

If the Interview Conducted field appears, click in the box to place or remove a check mark A 
check mark indicates that an interview was conducted. 

Click 

Denial Due to Abandonment 

In the event an applicant fails to fulfill specific requirements, the adjudicator may enter an ad hoc 
decision and deny an application, putting it into suspense. To open an application and enter an Ad 
Hoc Abandonment decision, perform the following steps: 

To open an application, click the B (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open from 
the File menu. (For more information, refer to Section 16.1.) 

Click the Denial Due to Abandonment option box in the Application Open Mode -Ad Hoc 

Activities menu, and click I ! 

Select a reason for denying the application in the Denial Due to Abandonment Reasons section 
(Exhibit 16-57, Denial Choices). To sort the list of reasons from A to Z or Z to A, click on the 
column header. 

If the box to the left of a reason is marked with an "X", it may have been automatically selected 
based on case information. 
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To deselect a previously selected reason, click in the box to remove the "X". If the reason was 
system selected, a prompt to override the reason appears. 

If additional reasons apply, click in the box to the left of the desired reasons. 
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Exhibit 16-57: Denial Choices 

Select a paragraph in the Abandon Paragraph Choices section. 

To enter comments, click on the Adjudicator's Decision Notes tab. 

Optional: Click on B to issue a Denial Due to Abandonment notice. 

Denial Due to Abandonment Warnings 
The adjudicator will not be stopped from selecting denial due to abandonment; however, if the 
system feels it is an inappropriate choice, a warning will appear. At this point, the adjudicator has 
the option of overriding the system warnings if desired. 

A warning may appear in any of the following three circumstances: 

When denial due to abandonment is selected from the open App id form. 
When denial due to abandonment is selected from the enabled toolbar button. 
When the adjudicator clicks on the individual reasons on the decision screen. 

Warnings for #3 above will be specific in nature, #land #2 will be more general because the 
system does not know at that time which reason will be chosen (Exhibit 16-58, Denial Due to 
Abandonment General Warning). To override this general system warning, the adjudicator may 
simply select "Yes." 
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Exhibit 16-58: Denial Due to Abandonment General Warning 

The following warnings may appear if the conditions listed below occur: 

Failure to appear for fingerprinting 
Warned if 

Good fingerprints found 
Fingerprints not needed 
Not found that FBI Evidence is missing 
Missing FBI Evidence is found, however, 120 days has not elapsed since expected start date 

Failure by an applicant residing abroad to submit fingerprints 
Warned if: 

Wait4FPCard not found Pending 
Wait4fPcard found pending but 87 days has not elapsed 

Failure to submit the correct fee for fingerprinting 
Warned if: 

Applicant is part of a group 
No AppUnderPay found pending 
AppUnderPay found pending but 87 days has not elapsed since Ntlnitial completed with NtSent 
AppUnderPay found pending but discrepant amount is not $25 

In the course of reviewing an applicants history, the adjudicator may view the applicant's payment 
history at any time simply by choosing the View drop-down menu and selecting the Payment option 
(Exhibit 16-59, Payment Menu Options). 
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Exhibit 16-59: Payment Menu Option 

The following is an example of a Payment History screen (Exhibit 16--60, Payment Menu Option). 

Exhibit 16-60: Payment Menu Option 

Note: If the fee was receipted elsewhere, instead of the Payment History screen appearing, a 
message appears (Exhibit 16-61, Confirmation Message). 
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Exhibit 16-61: Confirmation Message 

Non-Payment of the fee for fingerprinting 
Warned if: 

Applicant is part of a group 
No AppUnderPay found pending 
AppUnderPay found pending but no record was found that an NtBouncedCheck completed with 

NtSent 
AppUnderPay found pending and the NtBouncedCheck was sent, but 17 days has not elapsed since 

NtBouncedCheck completed with NtSent 

Undeliverable request for appearance to be fingerprinted 
Warned if: 

No MissEvFBI found pending 

The Failure to Appear for Fingerprinting Warning screen (Exhibit 16-62, Failure to Appear for 
Fingerprinting Warning) is an example of just one of the specific warning screens covered here that 
may appear. Please note that the adjudicator may override the given warning, simply by selecting 
HYes." 
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Service and Applicant Motions to Reopen and Reconsider 

If the receipt of new infonnation provides cause for denial or granting of an application, the 
adjudicator may reopen the case and consider the prior decision. The reasons for reopening and 
considering can be recorded using this option. Adjudicators and their supervisors can also annotate 
decisions and review a history of decision results. A customized notice is required for this decision. 
To reopen an application and change a prior decision, perform the following steps: 

To open an application, click the [II (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open 
from the File menu. (For more information, refer to Section 16.1.) 

Click the II (Motion to Reopen) toolbar button, or select Motion to Reopen and Reconsider 
from the Application Open Mode Ad Hoc Activities menu to access the Motion to Reopen 
and Reconsider screen (Exhibit 16-63, Service Motion to Reopen and Reconsider). 
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Select one of the following reasons for reopening an application in the Motion to Reopen and 
Reconsider Reasons section: I) Dismiss Application Motion to Reopen or 2) Grant 
Applicant Motion to Reopen. 

• If the box to the right of a reason is marked with an "X", it may have been automatically 
selected based on case information. 

• To deselect a previously selected reason, click in the box to remove the "X". If the reason 
was system selected, a prompt to override the reason appears. 

• If additional reasons apply, click in the box to the left of the desired reasons. 

Select a paragraph in the Motion to Reopen and Reconsider Paragraph Choices section. 

To view original approval information, click on the Prior Decision Results folder tab under the 
View menu. 

To enter comments, click on the Adjudicator's Decision Notes tab (Exhibit 16-64, 
Adjudicator's Decision Notes Tab). 

Exhibit 16-64: Adjudicator's Decision Notes Tab 

To create and print a customized notice, refer to Section 16.1 0. 

To save the decision, perfonn the following steps: 

Select one of the following save options to access the Save Options for Adjudication's window. 

• Click the IIJ (Save and Reload) toolbar button, or select Save from the File menu. 

• Click the fB (Save and Close) tool bar button, or select Save and Close from the File menu. 
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Click the applicable Save Decision radio button. (Options are available depending upon the activity 
being perfonned.) 

If the Interview Conducted field appears, click in the box to place or remove a check mark. A 
check mark indicates that an interview was conducted. 

Decision Concerning Interview/Oath Ceremony 

When an applicant has reached the threshold for no-show or cancellation of a scheduled 
appointment, the adjudicator has the option to reschedule the applicant or enter a decision. 'Ibese 
options are available when an application is opened in the Decision Concerning Interview/Oath 
Ceremony modes. To reschedule or enter a decision concerning an interview or OC, perfonn the 
following steps: 

To open an application, click the (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open from 
the File menu. (For more infonnation, refer to Section 16.1.) The Application ID screen 
(Exhibit 16-US, Application ID) appears. 
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Exhibit 16-65: Application ID 

To view no-show/cancellation information, click !ill. TI1e Application History screen (Exhibit 
16-75) appears. (Refer to Section 16.7, Application History.) 

To close the case administratively, refer to Section 16.3.4, Deny/Withdrawal/ Admin. Close. 

To request that the applicant be rescheduled for an interview, click the Ill (New Interview/Oath 
Ceremony Decision) toolbar button, or select Intv/Oath Ceremony Request from the Options 
menu. The Interview Decision window (Exhibit 16-66, Interview Decision} appears. 
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In the Interview Type box, click or~ to indicate the type of 
interview. 

In the Case Complexity box, click Ita, tJIIM, or !r:IIJ to indicate the level of complexity. 

To request an interview site, click a location in the list of possible sites. 

Click-. 

To save and close, click B. When the Save Options for Adjudication's window appears, 
perform the following steps: 

• Verify that the '· option is selected . 

• 

To request that the applicant be rescheduled for an OC, click the (New Interview/Oath 
Ceremony Decision) toolhar button, or select lntv/Oath Ceremony Request from the Options 
menu. The Oath Decision window (Exhibit 16-67, Oath Decision) appears. 
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or to indicate the type of 

To request a specific OC, click on the desired ceremony in the list of possible OCs. 

Click-. 

To save and close, click I!J. When the Save Options of Adjudication's window appears, 
perform the following steps: 

• VerifY that the 

• Click 
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Supervisor Review 

The Supervisor Review option allows a supervisor to review decisions sent to supervisor review by 
adjudicators. After reviewing the decision, the supervisor can choose to (l) confinn the 
adjudicator's decision and either save the decision as final or, send it back to the referring 
adjudicator for final disposition, (2) remand the decision and send back to the referring adjudicator 
for reconsideration, or (3) change the decision and either save the decision as final or send it back to 
the referring adjudicator for final disposition. To review a decision, perfonn the following steps: 

To open an application, click the (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open from 
the File menu. (For more infonnation, refer to Section 16.1.) An Adjudication Decision screen 
based on the adjudicator's decision appears. 

To view application infonnation, select Application ID from the Window menu. To return to the 
decision screen, select Approval Choices (this depends on the decision entered by the 
adjudicator) from the Window menu. 

To view test results, select Prior Exam Results from the View menu. The Prior Test Results List 
screen (Exhibit 16-76) appears. 

From the Adjudication Decision screen, click one of the following radio buttons in the Supv 
Review box (optional): 

• 
• 

To confinn the adjudicator's decision, clickEII!Il 

To remand the adjudicator's decision, click 1:&11 . 
To change the adjudicator's decision, refer to Sections 16.4.1 through 16.4.4 to approve, continue, 

continue with intent to deny, or deny/tenninate. 

To save changes/decision, perfonn the following steps: 

Select one ofthe following save options to access the Save Options for Adjudication's window. 

• Click the II (Save and Reload) toolbar button, or select Save from the File menu. 

• Click the IB (Save and Close) tool bar button, or select Save and Close from the File menu . 
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Click the applicable Save Review radio button. (Options are available depending upon the activity 
being performed.) 

If the Interview Conducted field appears, click in the box to place or remove a check mark. A 
check mark indicates that an interview was conducted. 

Click 
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Reverify Grant 

The review process for all approved applications includes revivification of the decision. After an 
application is opened, the application information can be reviewed, and the approval can either be 
reverified or not verified and sent back to the adjudicator. To reverifY grant, perform the following 
steps: 

To open an application, click the [II (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open from 
the File menu. (For more information, refer to Section 16.1.) The Approval Choices screen 
(Exhibit 16-42) appears. 

To view application information, select Application ID from the Window menu. To return to the 
decision screen, select Approval Choices from the Window menu. 

To view test results, select Prior Exam Results from the View menu. The Prior Test Results List 
screen (Exhibit 16--76) appears. 

To indicate verification/non verification, click the [B (Save and Close) toolbar button, or select 
Save and Close from the File menu. The Save Options for ReverifY Grant window appears 
(Exhibit 16-68, Save Options for ReverifY Grant). 

Exhibit 16-68: Save Options to Verify Grant 

Click the appropriate radio button. 
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Click 

Undo Decision 

The Undo icon Ill is used to undo the last completed decision by the adjudicator, in the event of a 
change in the status of the case (as long as it has not progressed in the workflow). You may undo a 
previously completed decision by bringing up the decided application in Case Review and clicking 
on the undo decision icon on the main toolbar. To undo a decision, perform the following steps: 
Preview/Open from the File menu. (For more information, refer to Section 16. 1.) The Approval 

Choices screen (Exhibit 16-42) appears. 

To view application information, select Application ID from the Window menu and press J. An 
application that has had a decision made will display the enabled undo button (Exhibit 16-69, 
Case Review Screen With Undo Decision Icon). 

Exhibit 16-69: Case Review Screen With Undo Decision Icon 

To undo a previously completed decision, click on the undo decision icon on the main toolbar. 
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The Save Options for Undo Prior (Last) Decision screen (Exhibit 16-70, Save Options for Undo 
Prior [Last] Decision) appears. 

Exhibit 16-70: Save Options for Undo Prior (Last) Decision 

You may continue by choosing OK or back out by choosing Cancel. 

To verify that the decision has been changed, select History from the drop-down menu to view that 
the activity description correctly reflects the activity (Exhibit 16-71, Application History). The 
application should be in an Active mode. 
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Exhibit 16-71: Application History 

Application List 

The Application List option allows you to view a list of all applications submitted under a first and 
last name that is similar to the open application. Applications can be opened from the Applicant 
List in either Case Review or Case Status mode. To view a list of applications, perform the 
following steps: 

To open an application, click the~~~ (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open from 
the File menu. (For more information, refer to Section 16.1.) 

Click the (Application List) toolbar button, or select Application List from the Options menu 
to access the Application List screen (Exhibit 16-72, Application List). 
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To scroll through the Application list, click !II or II in the scroll bar. 

To change the list sort order (ascending/descending) by column, click on the desired column 
heading. 

To open an application for case review, double click on the item in the list, or click once to select 

and then click the Ill (Preview/Open) toolbar button. The application is opened in case review 
mode. 

To view the case status information for a specific application, perform the following steps: 

Click on the desired application in the list. 

Click tbe \II (Application Summary) toolbar button, or select Application Summary from the 
View menu to access the Case Status screen (Exhibit 16-73, Case Status). 
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To use the Case Status screen, refer to Section 13, Case Status. 

Name Change Petition 

If an applicant petitions for a name change during the interview process, a record of the name 
change petition can be created and printed using the Name Change Petition option. To enter a 
name change petition, perform the following steps: 

To open an application, click the Ill (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open from 
the File menu. (For more information, refer to Section 16. 1.) 

Click the Ill (Name Change Petition) toolbar button, or select Name Change Petition from the 
Options menu to access the Name Change Petition window (Exhibit 16-74, Name Change 
Petition). 
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Exhibit 16-74: Name Change Petition 

In the Applicant Name Change section, enter the applicant's last, first, and middle name change. If 
applicable, enter a suffix, or click Ill to select from a list 

To clear the fields in the Applicant Name Change section, click 

To print the N arne Change Petition, click 

To save and close, click I 

Application History 

The Application History option allows you to review all activities that have been performed on a 
case, the activities for which the case is waiting, the RAFACS location of the case file, and the 
number of no-shows or cancellations for interviews or OCs. You can view a description of each 
activity and the status, the condition of the case at the end of the activity, the ID of the user who 
performed the activity, and the date and time the activity occurred. If the Include RAFACS in 
History Retrieval Request option is selected in the Options/Preferences menu, the responsible party 
and section information is included. (For more information, refer to Section 16.12, Preferences.) 
To view application history, perform the following steps: 

To open an application, click the 1111 (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open from 
the File menu. (For more infom1ation, refer to Section 16.1.) 
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Click them (Application History) toolbar button, or select Application History from the View 
menu to access the Application History screen (Exhibit 16-75, Application History). 
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Exhibit 16-75: Application History 

To scroll through the History Activity or Current Activity list, click Ill or Ill in the scroll bar. 

To close, select Close from the File menu. 

Prior Exam Results 

The Prior Exam Results option allows you to review a list of exam results for the Civics/History 
and English Proficiency Tests. The user ID of the test administrator, the test date, and the test 
center code are provided with each testing result. To view prior exam results, perfonn the 
following steps: 

To open an application, click the Ill (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open from 
the File menu. (For more information, refer to Section 16.1.) 

Select Prior Exam Results from the View menu to access the Prior Test Results List window 
(Exhibit 16-76, Prior Test Results List). 

I, 
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To view the details of any test, double click on the desired item in the list. The Test Results screen 
appears. (For more information, refer to Section 8.3, Exam.) 

To close, select Close from the File menu. 

Prior Decision Results 

The Prior Decision Results option allows you to review a list of all decisions that have been made 
on an application. In addition to eacb decision result, you can view its status, its date, the user ID of 
the adjudicator who made the decision, and the status of the final notice. To view prior decisions, 
perform the following steps: 

To open an application, click the. (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open from 
the File menu. (For more information, refer to Section I 6.1 .) 

Select Prior Decision Results from the View menu to access the Prior Adjudication Results List 
screen (Exhibit 16-77, Prior Adjudication Results List). 

Exhibit 16-77: Prior Adjudication Results List 
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To view the details of any decision, click on the desired item in the list. The applicable decision 
screen appears. (For more information, refer to Section 16.4, Decisions.) 

To close, select Close from the File menu, or click the II control button. 
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Notices 

When the adjudicator enters a decision either to deny, continue with intent to deny, or else continue 
an application, and select the reasons for the decision. The Notices option is enabled. If a decision 
to deny, decision to continue with intent to deny, or denial due to abandonment decision is entered, 
a customized notice is required. The Notices option also allows you to view notices and notice 
templates, print a single notice locally, print final decision notices, and delete a notice. To access 
notice options, perfom1 the following steps: 

Click the II (Notices) toolbar button, or select Notices from the Options menu. The Notices 
Options for Decision Notice window appears (Exhibit 16--78, Notices Options for Decision 
Notice). 

Exhibit 16-78: Notices Options for Decision Notice 

Click on the applicable radio button to select a notice option: 

• Quick View Template-A template of the notice appears on the screen. Information 
specific to the current case is not included in the template. 
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• Quick View Notice-The notice appears on the screen. Information specific to the current 
case is included in the displayed notice. 

• Send to Batch Print-The notice is included in the batch print process. 

• Print Local-The notice prints to a local printer. 

• Customize-The notice is created and opened in MS Word. 

• Print Completed Decision Notice-The completed notice prints to a local printer. 

• Delete Notice-A previously created notice is deleted. 

To create a customized notice, perform the following steps: 

From the Notices Options for Decision Notice window, click the Customize radio button. 

Click I A notice document is created. When the process is complete, the notice is 
opened in MS Word. 

• To review the document, click llil or [I in the scroll bar. If necessary, edits can be made 
using standard Microsoft editing operations. 

• To enter additional comments, scroll to the "Explanations" headings, and type the 
appropriate text. 

• To print the notice from MS Word select Print from the File menu, or click the [II (Print) 
toolbar button. Note: The notice should be mailed to the applicant on the day it is printed. 

Note: Once a customized notice is created, the status will be updated at the bottom of the 
screen just as with other decision notices. 

To exit MS Word select Exit from the File menu. The Notice is saved automatically. 

To print the final notice at a later time, perform the following steps: 

Click the [II (Open Application) toolbar button, or select Open from the File menu. 

Enter the application ID, and click the Print Completed Decision Notice activity in the Application 
Open Mode section. 
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Click the IB (Notices) toolbar button, or select Notices from the Options menu. The Notices 
Options for Decision Notice window appears. 

Click the Print Completed Decision Notice radio button. 

The final notice is printed, and the application is placed into Case Review mode. 
If the notice being printed is a Dismissal of an Applicant Motion to Reopen, then after printing, 
the application is closed. 

Note: The notice should be mailed to the applicant the day it is printed. 

Find/Case Status 

The Find option is used to search for an application. This option is available from any of the 
adjudication's screens. To search for an application, perform the following steps: 

Click the IIJ (Case Status/Find) toolbar button, or select Find from the Options menu to access the 
Case Status Inquiry screen (Exhibit 16-79, Case Status Inquiry). 
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Exhibit 16--79: Case Status Inquiry 

Click the applicable folder tab: Personal, Mailing Address, Attorney, or Other. 

Enter all available information. 

One of the following search results occurs: 

• No Match-The following message appears in a pop-up window: "No history for the 
application ID." 

• Multiple Matches-A list of applications appears in the Application List screen. (Refer to 
Section 8.4, Application List, for further instructions.) 

• Exact Match-The Case Status screen (Exhibit 8-73) appears. (To use the Case Status 
screen, refer to Section 13.) 

To initiate a new search, perform the following steps: 

Click in the Case Status Inquiry screen to clear all fields. 

Click on the appropriate folder tab: Personal, Mailing Address, Attorney, or Other. 

Enter all available information. 
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Click 

Preferences 

The Preferences option is used to set system defaults for a session. You can elect to have the 
system automatically check for A-File locations in RAFACS, include RAFACS information in 
history retrieval, and/or generate final notices when final decisions are recorded. Selecting these 
defaults delays system response time for the associated function. 

Note: If the default is set to automatically include final notices with a final decision, the notice 
must be mailed the same day the final decision is made. Applicant response time starts from the 
notice generation date, not the decision date. 

To set a default, perform the following steps: 

To open an application, click the~~~ (Preview/Open) toolbar button, or select Preview/Open from 
the File menu. (For more information, refer to Section 16. 1.) 

Select Preferences from the Options menu (Exhibit 16-80, Options Menu Options-Preferences). 
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Click on the desired preference. A check mark indicates the preference is selected. To deselect, 
click to remove the check mark from the following preferences: 

• Auto Check A-File Location in RAFACS-Ifselected, the system automatically checks 
RAFACS to retrieve and update A-File location information each time the 
Evidence/Background tab in the Application ID screen is selected. 

• Include RAF ACS in History Retrieval Request-If selected, the system automatically 
includes RAF ACS information each time the Application History option is selected. 

• Include Final Notices With Completed Decision-If selected, the system automatically 
generates a final notice each time the Save Decision-Adjudication Complete option is 
selected. 
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Activity state 

Adjudication 

Advance start 
time 

Administrative 
close 

Administrative 
office 

Alien file 

Alien 
Registration 
Card (1551) 

Alien number 

Allocation rule 

Application ID 

Available slots 

Bar-code label 

Batch 

Batch print 
server 
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Glossary 

Status of an application in CLAIMS 4.0 workflow 

Official judgment that is made by the examiner who is processing an 
application or petition; standard adjudication decisions include approval, 
denial, or continuing a case 

Number of minutes applicants are scheduled to begin arriving before the start 
ofanOC 

Termination of a case for a reason other than naturalization or denial 

Office that has jurisdiction over the scheduling site 

Physical file that contains the applicant's application and supporting 
evidence, as well as any other notes or correspondence relating to the 
application 

Identification card that an individual receives when he or she initially 
registers for benefits or status with the INS 

Number assit,'lled by INS facilities to aliens applying for benefits or status 

Rule that determines the order in which cases will be assigned to locations, 
rooms, etc. when more than one is available 

Unique number assigned by CLAIMS 4.0 to each new N400 or 1881 
application received in the Mailroom; this number can be entered into the 
system manually or the bar code, which contains the application ID, can be 
scanned 

Number of slots not reserved for particular groups of applicants 

Label attached to an A-File that, when scanned by a wand, provides the 
application ID number of that case 

Two or more applications processed at the same time. Batch processing can 
be used for scheduling, information or status updates, and certificate printing 
functions in CLAIMS 4.0. 

Option that allows an SA to view the status of a print job and batch printer 
errors, and to perform record maintenance on the request queue and error 
table. A search for a notice by application ID can also be done by the Batch 
Print Server. 
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Batch scheduler 

Cancel at 
applicant request 

Cancel limit 

Cascade 

Cash box 

Central Index 
System 

Certificate 
number 

Click 

Click and drag 

Clipboard ( GUI) 

Close (GUI) 

Close Out Case 
(CLAIMS) 

Color code 

Computer
Linked 
Application 
Information 
Management 
Systems 

Cursor 

Deschedule 

Desktop 
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Scheduling function that automatically creates scheduling slots, places ready 
to schedule cases into a scheduling queue, and assigns appointments to 
queued cases when it is run 

Remove a case from a schedule in response to an applicant's request. 
Canceled cases count against an applicant's cancel limit. 

Number of times an applicant can cancel an appointment before CLAIMS 4.0 
will no longer reschedule the case without user intervention 

Overlapping arrangement of open windows displaying the title bar of each 

Electronic accounting tool used in the Finance module of CLAIMS 4.0 to 
keep track of payment transactions. Each Cash Box within CLAIMS 4.0 has 
a unique identification number. 

Centralized record keeping system that gathers and retains information from 
other INS systems, including CLAIMS 4.0 

Unique ID number assigned to a naturalization certificate. The certificate 
number is preprinted on the certificate and must be entered into CLAIMS 4.0 
when a print request is made. 

Single tap on a mouse button 

Clicking on an object and holding down the left mouse button while moving 
the mouse to move or copy the selected object to another location 

Temporary memory used to transfer data from one application to another or 
to a new location within the same application 

Clicking on the Close icon in the title bar; closes the current file or window 
or exits the current application or module 

Option within the Batch Status Update module used to close out oath 
ceremonies and naturalize applicants 

A color used to identify a reporting gate for an OC 

ADP system that supports the receipt, adjudication, and notification 
processes of the Examinations program of the INS. 

Standard pointer used to select and activate a button or object on the screen 

Remove a case from a schedule at the request of the INS. Descheduled cases 
do not count against an applicant's cancel limit. 

Workspace screen area containing programs and icons 
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Destroy 

Dialog box 

Disk 

Double click 

Employment 
authorization 
document 

Error log 

Evidence 

FD-258 

Folder 

Folder tabs 

Franker 

G28 

Graphical user 
interface 

Group 

Group lD 

Group rule 

Hard drive 

History 
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Make a naturalization certificate unusable by taking an action such as 
shredding it 

Message window containing specific options required to perform a selected 
command 

Medium on which electronic data can be stored and retrieved 

Two taps on a mouse button in rapid succession; a double click is often used 
to start a program or to open a folder 

Document that authorizes an immigrant to seek employment in the United 
States 

Function within the Batch Status Update module that identifies records that 
could not be updated and describes the related errors 

Documentation such as photographs, passports, affidavits, and certificates 
that support an applicant's application for naturalization. This evidence must 
be indicated as Received or Not Received in the Data Entry or Adjudications 
modules of CLAIMS 4.0. 

Fingerprint card submitted by an applicant and forwarded to the FBI for 
purposes of a background check 

Graphical representation of a container that stores files; also known as a 
directory 

Series of screen labels grouped together using a file folder metaphor 

Printer that endorses a check or money order with a payment ID number 

Form submitted with an N400 or 1881 application that indicates the applicant 
is represented by an attorney 

CLAIMS 4.0 operates in the Windows 95 environment. Windows 95 
supports a GUI that enables a user to perform CLAIMS 4.0 operations in a 
user-friendly environment by using icons, menus, and dialog boxes 

Two or more individuals whose applications are kept together for scheduling 
purposes 

Unique identification number generated by CLAIMS 4.0 and attached to a 
group when it is created 

Rule that determines how members of a group are scheduled 

Disk inside a computer workstation for storing and retrieving information; 
often referred to as the C:\drive 

List of all past workflow activities through which an application has 
progressed 
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Icon 

Insertion point 

Interactive 
scheduling 

Interview 
location 

I89AFom1 

I89B Form 

!881 Form 

Keyword 

Lead applicant 

Maximize 

Menu bar 

Minimize 

N400 Fom1 

N470Form 

N565 Form 

N600 Form 

N643 Form 

Naturalization 
certificate 

No show limit 

Notepad 
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Graphical image used to represent an application or a fimction (for example, 
save); clicking or double clicking on an icon activates the associated 
application or performs a function within an application 

Vertical flashing line that indicates the point within a text document or field 
where information can be entered 

Scheduling function that allows a user to schedule an individual application 
into a specific time slot 

Location at which an interview takes place 

Application for an alien registration card 

Application to replace an alien registration card due to loss or name change 

Form submitted to apply for suspension of deportation or special mle 
cancellation of removal 

Word or term used to search for related topics 

The primary contact for payment notices when multiple applications are 
submitted with a single payment 

Icon in the title bar used to expand the current window to fill the entire 
screen 

List of choices (for example, files) located in a horizontal line below the title 
har in a window 

Icon in the title bar used to reduce the current window to a button in the 
Windows task bar without closing the application 

Application form submitted for naturalization 

Application to preserve an alien's residency in the United States 

Application to replace a lost, stolen, or destroyed certificate of citizenship or 
naturalization 

Application for U.S. citizenship 

Application for U.S. citizenship for an adopted child 

Official document that is presented to an applicant during an OC and that 
serves as proof of citizenship 

Number of times an applicant cannot keep an appointment before 
CLAIMS 4.0 will no longer reschedule the case without user intervention 

Windows application used to create or edit text files of less than 64K in 
text-only format 
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Out box Function within the Notices module that retains electronic copies of 
previously created notices 

Paint Windows application used to create, modify, or view pictures (replaces 
Paintbrush from Windows Version 3 .I) 

Payments Function used within the Finance module to enter specific information for 
each type of payment made for an application 

Payment ID Unique identification number assigned by CLAIMS 4.0 to each payment 
received by the Mailroom 

Point Position cursor over a screen object 

Print label Mailroom function used to record the receipt of applications and payments; 
the application ID is generated during this process and printed on a label 

Print queue List of documents pending printing, indicating size, originator, and status of 
the print job 

Profile A set of information that defines an office's scheduling preferences. Profiles 
must be set up for each scheduling site, location, room, and section. 

Province Areas of a country situated away from the capital or population center (for 
example, Canada); if applicable, this information is required on the N400 
application 

Pull-down list List displayed when the downward pointing arrow (m) is clicked within a 
field; also referred to as a drop-down list 

Queue ceremony Place a request to print certificates for an OC onto a print server 

Query A set of criteria that defines and limits the information contained in a report 

Query script Saved set of query criteria that can be retrieved and used to generate an 
inquiry in the Reporting module 

Radio button Button used to select one of several available options 

Reboot Shut down and restart a computer workstation 

Receipt and An automated system for tracking the whereabouts of an alien file 
Alien-File 
Accountability 
and Control 
System 

Remittance Payment submitted by an applicant with an application for citizenship or 
naturalization; payments can be made in the form of cash, checks, money 
orders, and credit cards 

Remittance Number assigned to a payment in addition to the payment ID when two or 
sequence number more remittances are submitted for a single application 
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Report query 

Reporting gate 

Reserved slots 

Restore 

Right click 

Schedule rule 

Scheduling 
queue 

Scheduling site 

Section 

Scroll bars 

Shortcut menu 

Stagger time 

Start 

Status 

Submenu 
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Function within the Reporting module that allows a user to generate reports 

Station at which applicants are scheduled to report for an OC. At least one 
reporting gate must be set up for each oath location 

Number of OC slots set aside for particular groups of applicants 

Icon in the title bar that is used to return the current window to its original 
size 

Single tap on the right mouse button 

Rule that determines the order in which cases are scheduled to interview and 
OC slots 

Waiting list of ready to be scheduled applications. Users can place cases in 
the scheduling queue with the Place in Queue scheduling function. Cases are 
also added to the scheduling queue when headquarters runs the Place 
Applications into Ready to Schedule Queue option on the Batch Scheduler. 
Cases in the scheduling queue are placed into scheduling slots when the 
Assign Appointments for Applications option on the Batch Scheduler is run. 

Office responsible for setting up a schedule 

A ):,'IOup of examiners, service type, etc. for which a specific interview 
schedule is set up 

Gray bars located vertically on the right side of a window and horizontally 
across the bottom of a window that contain arrows at either end for moving 
the items within a window into view 

Menu containing the most frequently used commands for a file or folder; 
accessed by clicking the right mouse button on a specific file or folder 

Number of minutes arrival times for an OC are staggered; used to prevent all 
applicants from arriving at the same time 

Button on one side of the task bar that is used to open programs or 
documents and to restart or shut down the computer 

List of current workflow activities for an application. The following status 
codes are used to indicate workflow status: 

Active-Indicates that the workflow activity is currently in progress 
Inactive-Indicates that the workflow activity is pending 
Completed-Indicates that the workflow activity is finished 
Canceled-Indicates that the workflow activity was begun but not 

completed 

Menu containing specific programs, files, or groups within a main menu; 
accessed by choosing an item with a right arrow to the side of it 
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Suffix 

Task bar 

Terminate 

Text 

Text file 

Tile 

Title bar 

Toolbar 

Tool tips 

Total capacity 

User ID 

Void 

Workflow 
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Orafi 

Field on the N400 application to distinguish persons who are Sr., Jr., III, IV, 
etc. 

Gray section on the bottom edge of the screen containing the Start button, 
buttons for other applications or modules currently mnning, a clock, and 
icons to access other custom accessories 

Close a case for a reason other than naturalization or denial 

Characters, including letters, numbers, and symbols typed into a document 

File containing characters only with no formatting 

Arrangement of all open windows dividing the screen into equal-sized 
sections 

Bar across the top of a window indicating the application or file name 
contained within the window 

Bar with buttons that perform the most common tasks in an application with 
a single click 

Pop-up text fields that appear when the cursor is moved over a toolbar 
button; the text usually relates to the menu item name that performs the same 
function 

Total number of slots at an OC, including both available slots and reserved 
slots 

Code that identifies a user to the system 

Record that a certificate number and its corresponding certificate are invalid 

Ordered sequence of activities through which an application must progress 
during the naturalization process. When entered in the User column of the 
Case Status screen, Workflow indicates that an activity was initiated 
automatically by CLAIMS 4.0 rather than by a particular user. 
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AAO 
ADP 
A-Number 
CBO 
ceo 
CIS 
CLAIMS 
COB 
coc 
CPU 
DOB 
DOJ 
EAD 
FBI 
FP 
GUI 
ID 
INS 
KB 
LAN 
NACS 
oc 
POE 
QA 
RAPS 
RAFACS 
RNACS 
RPC 
SA 
sc 
SSN 
VOLAG 
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Acronyms 

Administrative Appeals Office 
automated data processing 
alien number 
community-based organization 
Case Control Officer 
Central Index System 
Computer-Linked Application Information Management System 
country of birth 
country of citizenship 
central processing unit 
date ofbirth 
Department of Justice 
employment authorization document 
Federal Bureau oflnvestigation 
fingerprint 
graphical user interface 
identification 
Immigration and Naturalization Service 
kilobyte 
local area network 
Naturalization Automated Casework System 
oath ceremony 
port of entry 
Quality Assurance 
Refugee Asylum and Parole System 
Receipt Alien-File Accountability and Control System 
Reengineered Naturalization Automated Casework System 
Responsible Party code 
system administrator 
service center 
Social Security number 
Volunteer Agency 
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REPORT DESCRIPTIONS 
The CLAIMS 4.0 Reporting module allows the user to generate and print several types of reports. 
The types of reports available to a user are determined by the user's access privileges. The user 
must initiate a database search based on selected criteria to generate a report. Fields available for 
selecting search criteria vary according to the type of report being generated. The following is a list 
of all available CLAIMS 4.0 reports and a description of each respective report. The reports are 
broken into nine categories or functional areas. Each functional area contains a series of reports 
related to the same topic. 

Adjudications 
The Adjudications functional area allows adjudicators and supervisors to generate status reports on 
specific applicants and applications. Reports can be generated to track cases through the 
application process and list cases that are on hold, pending, or continued status. Statistical reports 
on cases that do not have A-File numbers and cases where users' requests for additional 
information have expired can also be produced. Reports in this functional area are generated by 
INS office location, mail room receipt date, and applicant criteria. 

Applicant Current 
Status Report 

Applicants Naturalized 
by the Court 

Cases Eligible for 
Denial Due to Failure 
to Appear for 
Fingerprinting 

Cases Eligible for 
Denial Due to Failure 
to Submit Fingerprint 
Card 

Lists the application ID, A-Number, form number, and applicant's 
name, current status, and COB. This report is generated by district 
office location, mailroom receipt date, COB, and COC code. It can be 
sorted by application ID, A-Number, applicant name, application 
status, COB, COC code, mail room application receipt date, and 

· · · Includes a total of · in the 
Lists the A-Number, application ID, mail room received date, 
applicant name, and OC date and time. This report is generated by 
OC scheduling site and OC date range, and can be sorted based upon 
A-Number, application ID, mail room receipt date, applicant name, 
and OC date and time. 
Lists the application ID, applicant name, and A-Number of those 
applications that can be denied because the applicant did not appear 
for fingerprinting within the allotted time. This report is generated by 
SC location and can be sorted by application ID, applicant name, and 
A-Number. 
Lists the application ID, applicant name, and A-Number of those 
applications that can be denied because the applicant residing abroad 
did not submit a fingerprint card within the allotted time. This report 
is generated by SC location and can be sorted by application ID, 

and A-Number. 
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Cases Eligible for Lists the application ID, applicant name, and A-Number of those 
Denial Due to Failure applications that can be denied because the applicant did not submit 
to Submit Fingerprint the fingerprint fee within the allotted time. This report is generated by 
Fee SC location and can be sorted by application ID, applicant name, and 

A-Number. 
Cases Eligible for Lists the application ID, applicant name, and A-Number of those 
Denial Due to Non- applications that can be denied because of a bounced check that was 
Payment of Fingerprint not resolved within the allotted time. This report is generated by SC 
Fee location and can be sorted by application ID, applicant name, and 

A-Number. 
Cases Eligible for Lists the application ID, applicant name, and A-Number of those 
Denial Due to applications that can be denied because of undeliverable notice. This 
Undeliverable Notice report is generated by SC location and can be sorted by application 

ID, applicant name, and A-Number. 
Cases on Hold Lists the application ID, application status, and mail room receipt date 

with the applicant's name and A-Number. This report is generated by 
INS location, applicant COB, COC code, marital status, and mailroom 
receipt date range, and can be sorted by A-Number, application 10, 
application status, applicant name, and terminal digit 

Cases Without A·File This report lists the application JD, form number, applicant name, 
Numbers application status, mail room receipt date, and applicant COB. This 

report is generated by INS location and mail room receipt date range. 
Cases Pending Lists the A-Number, applicant name, application ID, mail room 

receipt date, and application status. This report is generated by 
district office site and mail room receipt date range, and includes a 
total number of cases pending in that date range. The report can be 
sorted by 
A-Number, application ID, applicant name, mail room receipt date, 
application status, and terminal digit. 
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Continued Cases 

Expired Request For 
Additional Case 
Information Report 

Lists the application ID, A-Number, application status, applicant 
name, file owner site and subsite code, and relevant CBO. This report 
is generated based upon interview site, applicant COB and COC, and 
mail room receipt date range. The report can be sorted by A-Number, 
applicant name, application ID, application status, file owner site and 
subsite code, CBO, and terminal di it. 
Lists the application ID, A-Number, applicant name, date the evidence 
was requested, and the requesting office site code. It provides a total 
count of expired information requests, identifYing cases where the 
request for additional information, is outstanding more than 30 days. 
"Ibis report is generated based upon administrative office site, date, 
and location of case file. 
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Certificate Tracking 
The Certificate Tracking functional area is used by supervisors and document production staff to 
generate status and administrative reports concerning naturalization certificate use. 

Certificate Numbers 

Certificate 
Accountability 

Certificate Issuance 
Report 

Report of Voided 
Certificates 

Lists the A-Number, application ID, OC date, OC service type, and 
applicant name. Ibis report is generated by OC site and date range, 
and can be sorted by applicant name; OC site, date, and time; service 
type; application ID; A-Number; mailroom receipt date; and terminal 
di it. 
Lists the certificate number, application ID, A-Number, applicant 
name, and OC site and date. This report is generated by OC site and 
date range, and can be sorted by applicant name; OC site, date, and 
time; A-Number; a lication ID; and terminal di it. 
Lists the certificate number, application ID, A-Number, certificate 
date of issue, applicant's name, and certificate status. This report is 
generated by OC site and certificate date of issue range, and can be 
sorted by certificate number, certificate date of issue, A-Number, 
a lication ID, a licant name, and terminal di it. 
Lists the certificate number, application ID, and A-Number with the 
certificate's date of void, voider's user ID, and the reason for the void. 
The report is generated by OC site and scheduling site, and certificate 
voided date range, and can be sorted by certificate number, reason for 
void, A-Number, certificate void date, voider's user ID, and terminal 
di rit. 

File Room Operation 
Reports in the File Room Operation functional area are used by SC staff to track movement of 
A-Files between oftlce locations. 
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CIS File Transfer Lists the application ID, A-Number, Responsible Party code (RPC), 
Report section code, file destination site, and subsite code. This report is 

generated by SC location, and can be sorted based upon RPC, 
application ID, A-Number, and terminal digit. 

CLAIMS 4.0 A-File Lists the A-File number, A-File site code, application status, 
Request Status application ID, mail room receipt date, RPC, section code, and A-File 

destination site code. This report is generated by INS site and date 
range, and can be sorted based upon activity start date, terminal digit, 
file destiny site code, application ID, application status, and 
A-Number. 

Create aT-File Lists RPC, application ID, A-Number, date tile request generated, and 
office site code. This report is generated based upon SC site and date, 
and can be sorted by terminal digit, application ID, RPC, and 
A-Number. 

Daily RAF ACS Report Lists the application ID and A-Number of A-Files received. This 
of A-Files Received report is generated by INS site and mail room receipt date. 
File Consolidation Lists the application ID, A-Number, RPC, file consolidation date, and 

file location site code. This report is generated by SC site and date, 
and can be sorted based upon application ID, A-Number, terminal 
digit, and RPC. 

File Consolidation and Lists the application ID, A-Number, RPC, file consolidation date, and 
Shipment destination site code. This report is generated by SC location, and can 

be sorted based upon application ID, A-Number, terminal digit, and 
RPC. 

File Movement and Lists the application ID, A-Number, RPC, office site code, and 
Shipment destination site code. This report is generated by SC site and date, 

and can be sorted based upon RPC, application ID, and A-Number. 
OF-11 Request Lists the application ID, A-Number, and RPC. This report is 

generated by SC site, and can be sorted based upon RPC, terminal 
digit, A-Number and application !D. 
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Ship A-File (Transfer 
Out) 

Ship T -File (Transfer 
Out) 

Finance 

Lists the application ID, A-Number, RPC, site section code, A-File 
destination site, and subsite code. This report is generated based upon 
SC site and date. 

Reports in the Finance functional area are used by SC staff to view, track, and audit the financial 
transaction and payment activities that are part of the filing and approval process for naturalization 
applications. Staff can also use these reports to document and track payments over time by 
remittance type, and to help resolve financial issues. 
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Bill Transmittal Sheet Lists a breakdown of fees and payments collected by INS site and 

mail room receipt date. Includes a report section where a daily 
register of receipts by account number, fees paid, payment collection 
date, INS INN number, bank adjustment code, and reason for 
adjustment is shown. Prints a section for the INS officer to record 
his/her name, his/her signature, job title, and provide a date to verity 
that funds were transferred and received at a bank depository. This 
report is generated by auditor ID, cash box ID, user ID, and receipt 
date. 

Bounced Check Report Lists the payment ID, remittance sequence number, payment receipt 
date, payment status, and paid amount by payment ID. Includes a 
total number of remittances and total amount of bounced check 
payments. This report is generated by SC site, and payment receipt 
date, and can be sorted by payment ID, payment receipt date, and 
remittance '~'I u~uc~ number. 
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Detail Audited Cash 
Box Report 

Detail Audited Cash 
Box Report for 
Supervisors 

Detail Cash Box 
Report 
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Lists the cash box ID, user ID, cash box status, date cash box was 
created, cash box audited date, auditor ID and name, date cash box 
was closed, and cash box user name. Lists the payment IDs, 
remittance sequence number, date payment received, and paid amount 
by payment ID for a cash box. Includes a subtotal number of 
remittances and amount collected for each cash box ID audited, and a 
total number of remittances and payments received across cash boxes 
reviewed. This report is generated by SC site and cash box audited 
date range. 
Lists the cash box ID, user ID, cash box status, date cash box was 
created, cash box audited date, auditor ID and name, date cash box 
was closed, and cash box user name. Lists the payment IDs, 
remittance sequence number, date payment received, and paid amount 
by payment ID for a cash box. Includes a subtotal number of 
remittances and amount collected for each cash box ID audited and a 
total number of remittances and payments received across cash boxes 
reviewed. This report is generated by SC site, auditor name, user 
name, and audited date range. 
Lists the cash box ID, user ID, cash box status, date cash box was 
created, and cash box user name. Lists the payment IDs, remittance 
sequence numbers, date payment received, and paid amount by 
payment lD. Includes a subtotal number of remittances and payments 
received for a cash box ID and a total number of remittances and 
payments received across cash boxes reviewed. This report is 
generated by SC site, cash box ID, user ID, and date of cash box 
report request. 
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Detail Cash Box Lists the cash box ID, user ID, cash box status, date cash box was 
Report for Supervisors created, and cash box user name. Lists the payment IDs, remittance 

sequence numbers, date payment received, and paid amount by 
payment ID. Includes a subtotal number of remittances and payments 
received for a cash box ID and a total number of remittances and 
payments received across cash boxes reviewed. This report is 
generated by SC site, cash box ID, user ID, and date of cash box 
report request, and can be sorted by cash box ID, user ID, and user 
name. 

Detail Fee Register Lists the user name, payment ID, remittance sequence number, 
Report remitter name, remittance type code, remit number, and amount paid 

by payment !D. Includes a grand total of remittances received and 
amount paid, however totals do not include unacceptable payments. 
This report is generated by payment receipt date range, user ID and 
name, and SC site, and can be sorted by bank number, remitter name, 
payment ID, and amount paid. 

Detail Register Lists the payment ID, remittance sequence number, remitter name, 
Transaction Report remit number, and amount paid. Includes a grand total of remittances 

and amounts paid by remittance type, however totals do not include 
unacceptable payments. This report is generated by payment receipt 
date range, cash box user ID, and SC site, and can be sorted by form 
number, bank number, payment ID, and amount paid. 

Detail Register Lists the payment ID, sequence number, remitter name, remit number, 
Transaction Report for and amount paid for all remittance types at a site. Includes a grand 
Supervisors total of remittances and amount paid by remittance type. This report 

is generated by SC site, user ID and name, and payment receipt date, 
and can be sorted by payment ID, remitter name, remittance type, 
bank number, payment receipt date, amount paid, and form number. 

Office Fee Register By Lists the number of remittances received, remittance type, and amount 
Payment Type paid per remittance. Includes a total number of remittances and 

amounts paid, and provides a section for verifier, forwarded, and 
regional finance staff signatures, and to record deposit number and 
dates. This reoort is l!enerated by SC site and remittance date range. 
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Open Payment Report Lists payment ID, number of remittances, payment status, and 

mail room received date. Calculates total remittances and payments 
received but not yet data entered and provides notification if payment 
has been voided. This report is generated by SC site and mail room 
received date range. 

Refund Due Report Lists the payment ID, payor name and address, single or lead pay 
group application ID, total payments received, refund owed to payor, 
overpayment determination date, and date refund notification sent to 
payment system. This report is generated by INS site and date range. 

Refund Paid Report Lists the payment ID, payor name and address, single or lead pay 
group application ID, total payments received, refund paid, 
overpayment determination date, and date refund sent. This report is 
generated by INS site and date range. 

Summary Active Cash Lists the cash box ID, user ID, user name, date cash box was created, 
Box Report and total number of remittances. Includes a total number of 

remittances received by cash box. This report is generated by SC site 
and date. 

Summary Active Cash Lists the cash box ID, user ID and name, date cash box created, and 
Box Report for total number of remittances by cash box. Includes a total number of 
Supervisors remittances across cash boxes. This report is generated by SC site, 

cash box ID, user ID, user name, and date. 
Summary Audited Lists the cash box ID, user name, user ID, date cash box was created 
Cash Box Report and closed, and total number of remittances and payments by cash box 

ID, auditor code, and audited date. Includes a total number of 
remittances and payments across cash boxes. This report is generated 
by SC site, user ID, and audited date range. 

Summary Audited Lists the cash box ID, user name, user ID, date cash box was created 
Cash Box Report for and closed, and total number of remittances and payments by cash box 
Supervisors JD, audited by code, and audited date. Includes a total number of 

remittances and payments received across cash boxes. This report is 
generated by SC site, cash box auditor, user name, and audited date 
range. 
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Summary Cash Box 
Report 

Summary Cash Box 
Report for Supervisors 

G-22 Reporting 

Lists the cash box ID, date the cash box was created, user ID and 
name, cash box status, type of remittance, number of remittances 
received, and payment amounts by remittance type. Includes a 
subtotal of remittances and amounts received by cash box ID and a 
grand total of remittances received and amounts paid across cash 
boxes. This re ort is enerated b SC site, cash box user ID, and date. 
Lists the cash box ID, date the cash box was created, user ID and 
name, cash box status, type of remittance, and number of remittances 
and payment amounts by remittance type. Includes a subtotal of 
remittances and amounts received for a cash box ID, and a grand total 
of remittances received and amounts paid across cash boxes. This 
re ort is enerated b SC site, cash box user ID, user name, and date. 

The G-22 functional area is used by supervisors to retrieve a summary of report activity with 
respect to total adjudication and citizenship activity reports BOA through 160. The reports are 
generated by scope, which can include multiple INS locations and reporting period date ranges. 
The reports include tracking of officer and clerical hours . 

G-22 Place Pipeline 
Report 

. :. ''::;; : 'Headln 
Lists total adjudication and citizenship repmt titles in the left column 
and provides report workflow actions across the top, including begin 
pending, initial receipts, reopened, transfer in and out, SC processing 
completed, oaths administered and approved, applications denied due 
to fraud and other, applications returned, NACS adjustment, end 
pending, and officer and clerical hours. This matrix report is 
enerated b site sco e andre ortin eriod. 
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G-22 Place Report 

Mailroom 

Lists total adjudication and citizenship report titles in the left column, 
and provides report workflow actions across the top, including begin 
pending, initial receipts, reopened, transfer in and out, SC processing 
completed, oaths administered and approved, applications denied due 
to fraud and other, applications returned, NACS adjustment, end 
pending, and officer and clerical hours. This matrix report is 
enerated b site sco e and re ortin eriod. 

Reports in the Mailroom functional area are used by supervisors and staff at INS SCs to review and 
track statistics on naturalization application and payment transactions, including unprocessed 
application and payment processes, on a daily or longer basis. Reports are generated based on INS 
site and mailroom receipt date range. 

Daily Mailroom 
Remittance 
Reconciliation Report 

Daily Mailroom 
Remittance 
Reconciliation Report 
for Supervisors 

Mailroom Remittance 
Reconciliation Report 

the payment ID, number payment status, and 
mailroom received date by payment ID across participant codes. 
Includes a subtotal number of remittances processed by a participant, 
and a grand total of received remittances. This report is generated by 
INS site, user ID, and mailroom receipt date, and is sorted by user ID 
and mailroom received date and time. 
Lists the payment ID, number of remittances, payment status, and 
mailroom received date by payment ID. Includes a subtotal number of 
remittances processed by a participant, and a grand total of received 
remittances across participants. This report is generated by INS site, 
user ID, user name, and mailroom received date, and is sorted by user 

Lists the user ID, payment ID, number of remittances per payment ID, 
and mailroom received date. Provides a total number of remittances 
processed by user ID. This report is generated by INS site and does 

include · and their associated remittances. 
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Mailroom Remittance Lists the user name, user ID, payment ID, number of remittances and 
Reconciliation Report mailroom received date. Includes a subtotal number of remittances 
for Supervisors processed by a staff member, and provides a total number of 

mailroom received remittances processed. This report is generated by 
INS site, user ID, and name, and is sorted by user ID. This report 
does not include voided payments and their associated remittances. 

Mailroom Remittance Lists the user ID, payment ID, application ID, and mailroom received 
and Applications date. This report is generated by SC site, user ID, and user name, and 
Report for Supervisors can be sorted based upon application ID, mailroom date and time, and 

payment !D. 
Unprocessed Lists the application JD, process start date, related payment ID, and 
Application Report mailroom clerk ID. Includes a total number of applications received, 

but, not yet data entered. This report is generated by SC site and 
mailroom date range. 

Unprocessed Payment Lists user name, payment ID, number of remittances by payment ID, 
Report process start date, payment status, and mailroom clerk ID. This report 

is generated by SC site, user ID and name, and mailroom receipt date. 
Includes a total number of payments received hut not yet data entered. 

Management Reports 
The Management Report functional area is used by supervisors to review and track applicant data 
mismatches between CLAIMS and CIS, actions on cases pending, and data production and N400 
activity statistics. 

Address Errors Detail 
Report 

Cases Pending Aging 

application ID, A-Number, applicant name, data entry date, 
address type, all relevant address fields, error codes, and error 
descriptions for those applications containing address errors. This 
report is generated by SC location and can be sorted by application!D 
and A-Number. 
Report is generated by location and date. 
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Case Pending 
Summ Re ort 
CIS/CLAIMS 
Mismatch Report 

New N400 Cases 

Data Entry Production 
Report 

Lists the A-Number, application ID, and compares CIS and CLAIMS 
database entries by last name, first name, and DOB. This report is 
enerated b INS site and date ran e. 

Lists the SC site code, application ID, applicant name, A-Number, 
payment ID, data entry done by user ID code, and N400 case site 
code. Includes a total number of new applications received by SC site 
code and total number of N400 cases. This report is generated by SC 
site, user lD and name, and data ent date ran e. 
Lists the fonn name and type, INS site code and city, and provides a 
count of cases by site. Includes a total number of cases across sites. 
This report is generated by SC site, fonn type, and data entry date 
ran e. 
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Scheduling Exam 
The Scheduling Exam functional area is used by supervisors and clerical staff to view and analyze 
scheduling plans and status, review interview and adjudicator activity, and capture demographic 
and interview activity statistics related to exam scheduling. 

Available Appointment 
Slots for Examiners 

Available Appointment 
Slots Report 

Cancel/No Show 
Report 

Cases with Interview 
Past Due 

Daily Itinerary for INS 
Facilities 

Lists the Adjudicator ID, interview date, interview start and end times, 
scheduling site, and subsite code. This report is generated by 
interview site, date and time, interview scheduling site, and available 
date range, and can be sorted by Examiner number, interview date, 

and end · and site and subsite 
Lists the interview available dates, available room IDs, interview start 
and end times, and scheduling site and subsite codes. This report is 
generated by interview site, interview scheduling site, and available 
date range, and can be sorted by interview scheduling site and subsite 
code, interview start and end time, available date range and interview 
room ID. 
Lists the application ID, applicant name, A-Number, interview service 
type, interview date and time, and disposal action taken. This report 
is generated by interview schedule site, interview service type, and 
interview date range, and can be sorted by interview date, time and 
room ID; application ID; A-Number; applicant name; interview 
service type; interview scheduling site and subsite code; and terminal 

Lists the application ID, applicant name, A-Number, interview service 
type, interview time, and interview room ID. This report is generated 
by interview site and interview dates older than, and can be sorted by 
applicant name, A-Number, application ID, room ID, interview date 
and interview service and 
Lists the Adjudicator ID, interview time, interview room ID, and 
interview date. This report is generated by interview site and 
interview date range, and can be sorted by room ID, interview time, 
and examiner JD. 
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Daily Schedule By Lists the application ID, Adjudicator ID, applicant name, A-Number, 
Examiner interview service type, interview room, room section, and interview 

start time. This report is generated by interview site and date, 
applicant COB and COC, and interview site, and can be sorted by 
interview room ID, applicant name, interview service type, 
Adjudicator ID, A-Number, section ID, and terminal digit. 

Demographic Report Lists the application ID, applicant name, occupation, A-Number, and 
by Interview Date COB and COC. This report is generated by interview site and date 

range, and can be sorted by application ID, applicant name, 
occujl_ation, COB and COC, A-Number, and terminal digit. 

Demographic Report Lists the application ID, applicant name and occupation, A-Number, 
by Mail Date COB and COC, file owner site, and mailroom received date. This 

report is generated by interview scheduling site, interview site, and 
mailroom date range, and can be sorted by file owner site code, and 
applicant name, COB and COC, occupation, A-Number, and terminal 
digit. 

Examination I Case Lists the application ID; applicant name; A-Number; interview date 
Review Pick List and time; examiner ID/section ID/room ID codes; interview schedule 

date; and FBI control number. This report is generated by interview 
site and date range, and can be sorted by interview time and date, 
applicant name, examiner ID, interview scheduled on date, A-
Number, application ID, and terminal digit. 

Examiners Lists the adjudicator ID, interview date, interview start and end time, 
Appointment Slots available hours, and percentage of appointment slots available filled. 
Booked Statistics This report is generated by interview site and date range, and can be 

sorted by interview site and subsite code. 
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Interview Schedule by Lists the attorney name, finn name and address, application ID, 
Attorney A-Number, and interviewer ID code, service type, and room ID. This 

report is generated by interview scheduling site, service site, and date 
range, and can be sorted by attorney address, name and phone 
number; finn name; postal/ZIP codes; state, city and street names; 
interview date, time, and room ID; application ID; examiner ID; 
applicant name; A-Number; and tenninal digit. 

Interview Schedule by Lists the application ID, applicant name, A-Number, interview service 
Examiner type; interview date, time and room ID; and adjudicator ID. This 

report is generated by interview scheduling site, service site, and 
interview date range, and can be sorted by interview date, time, and 
room ID; application ID; examiner ID; applicant name; interview 
service type; A-Number; section ID; and tenninal digit. 

Interview Schedule by Lists the application ID; applicant name; A-Number; interview service 
Location and Examiner type; adjudicator ID; and interview date, time and room !D. This 

report is generated by interview site and date range, and can be sorted 
by interview site and subsite code. 

Interview Section Lists the interview date, room ID, available hours, and the percentage 
Booked Statistics of available interview slots filled. This report is generated by 

interview scheduling site, service site, and date range, and can be 
sorted by interview date, time and room ID; interview service type; 
application ID; A-Number; examiner name; applicant name; and 
tenninal digit 

List of Assigned Lists the application ID: Adjudicator ID; applicant name; A-Number; 
Examiners interview service type; and interview date, time, and room ID. This 

report is generated by interview scheduling site and date range, and 
sorted by interview date, time and room ID; interview service type; 
application ID; A-Number; examiner name; applicant name; and 
tenninal digit 
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Scheduling Oath Ceremony 
The Scheduling Oath Ceremony functional area is used by supervisors and clerical staff to generate 
scheduling, status, demographic and interview activity reports, and statistics related to OCs. 

Available Oath 
Ceremony Slots 

Cases with Ceremony 
Past Due 

Daily Schedule by 
Oath Ceremony 
Facility Room 

Oath Ceremony by 
Applicant 

Oath Ceremony Cases 
with No Certificate 
Numbers 

Lists the OC date, time, and room ID; available and reserved OC 
slots; and OC scheduling site. This report is generated by district 
office site, OC site, and OC date range, and can be sorted by available 
and reserved OC and room ID. 
Lists the application ID, applicant name, A-Number, OC date, and 
room ID. This report is generated hy OC site and OC date range, and 
can be sorted by applicant name, OC date and room ID, A-Number, 

· and terminal 
Lists the application ID; applicant name; A-Number; entrance gate ID; 
report time; and OC date, time, and room ID. This report is generated 
by OC scheduling site, service site, and OC date range, and can be 
sorted by applicant name; OC report time; date, time, and room ID; 

"'"- he.-• entrance and terminal 
Lists the application ID; applicant name; A-Number, OC report time; 
date, time, and room ID; OC scheduling site; and entrance gate ID. 
This report is generated by OC scheduling site, service site, and OC 
date range, and can be sorted by application ID; applicant name; OC 
scheduling site; OC date, report time, and room ID; gate ID; 

and code. 
Lists the application ID; applicant name; A-Number; and OC date, 
time, and room ID. This report is generated by OC site and date 
range, and can be sorted by OC date, time and room ID; applicant 

and terminal 
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Oath Ceremony Data This two column report provides the A-Number, filing site, applicant 
Validation Report name, OC site, date and time, and who conducted the OC in the first 

column. It provides the applicant's DOB, gender, height, marital 
status, and country of fonner nationality in the second column. This 
report includes a total number of applicants scheduled for an OC, and 
is generated by OC site and date. The report can be sorted by 
application ID, applicant name, A-Number, and terminal digit. This 
report module does not offer a preview option at this time. 

Oath Ceremony Lists the application ID and applicant's A-Number, DOB, and COB. 
Demographic Report Includes a total number of cases listed on the report. This report is 

generated by OC scheduling site and service site, and by OC date, 
time, and room !D. It can be sorted by application ID, OC room ID, 
applicant name, A-Number, occupation, DOB, COC, and terminal 
digit. 

Oath Ceremony N646 The N646 identifies the Clerk of the Court, OC date, list number, and 
page number across the top, and provides the address, date, and time 
that the applicant is notified to appear for an administered oath of 
allegiance. Includes the applicant's A-Number and name, and 
provides a space at the bottom for the signature of the officer 
certil\~ng OC eligibility 

Oath Ceremony N647 The N647 is the Clerk of Courts Oath of Allegiance and Certificate 
Accountability form. It identities the Clerk of Comt performing the 
OC; the OC date; the address at which the OC is held; and the 
applicant's A-Number, name, and certificate number. It also provides 
space for the signature of the officer in attendance. There is no 
preview option available with this report. 

Oath Ceremony Lists the application ID, A-Number, applicant name, OC scheduling 
Schedule by Reporting site, service site, entrance gate ID, OC location color, and OC room 
Location ID. This report is generated by OC site; scheduling site; and OC date 

and room ID, and can be sorted by facility subsite code, OC subsite 
code, OC type, OC room ID, entrance gate ID, applicant name, 
A-Number, application ID, entrance gate color code, and terminal 
digit. 
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Ready to Schedule 
Queue 

Ready to Schedule 
Queue for Oath 
Ceremony by Interview 
and Receipt Date 

Ready to Schedule 
Queue Report for Oath 
Ceremony 

Lists the application ID, applicant name, A-Number, mailroom receipt 
date, and date application was placed in OC scheduling queue. This 
report is generated by OC site and in ready to schedule queue date 
range, and can be sorted by date application placed in queue, 
application ID, applicant name, OC room ID, mailroom receipt date, 
and A-Number. 
Lists the application 10, applicant name, and A-Number, with OC 
interview date, receipt date of OC assignment, and room 10. This 
report is generated by OC site, mailroom receipt date range, and in 
ready to schedule queue date range, and can be sorted by applicant 
name, interview date, application !D, A-Number, mailroom receipt 
date, and terminal di it. 
Lists the application 10, applicant name, A-Number, and mailroom 
receipt date. This report is generated by OC site and mail room 
receipt date range, and can be sorted by application ID, mailroom 
receipt date, A-Number, applicant name, OC room ID, and terminal 
di it. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Immigration and Naturalization Service's (INS') Computer-Linked Application Information 
Management System (CLAIMS) processes and manages applications for immigration-related 
benefits. Another independent system, the Reengineered Naturalization Automated Casework 
System (RNACS), processes applications related to acquiring and proving citizenship. The 
business processes of the two systems are similar. Therefore, the INS initiated a reengineering 
effort to consolidate the two systems on a clien1fserver platform, using new technologies to 
improve the integrity, efficiency, and maintainability of the immigration benefits function. 

The new naturalization subsystem (CLAIMS 4.0) reengineering project will ultimately replace 
the current systems. Presently, RNACS resides on the Department of Justice (DOJ) mainframe. 
The architecture ofCLAJMS 4.0 includes efficient technologies, such as the Novell local area 
network (LAN), clien1fserver systems with Windows 95 and NT, three-tier robust application 
processing with a friendly graphical user interface (GUI), a solid Oracle database management 
system (DBMS) in the background, and communication facilities to other INS legacy systems on 
the mainframe. The new system will take advantage of these improvements in computer 
technology and will include the following new features: 

• Workflow management applications and workload simulations to help forecast demand 
and leverage the workload nationwide 

• Image digitization to include photographs, signatures, and fingerprints (no imaging for 
the baseline version) 

• Relational database(s) to provide better reporting and statistics, and more flexible 
tracking of applications and cases 

• System profiling to identify cases in high- or low-risk groups 

• Rule-based adjudication to capture laws and regulations associated with adjudication 
decision making and to support the adjudicator in making decisions in accordance with 
current policy 

While only basic naturalization functions will be included in the baseline version, the intention is 
to provide a foundation that will evolve into a single system to support all immigration benefits 
processing. The reengineered system must have an integrated core set of modular functions to 
complement and support the administration of all types of immigration benefits. 

Purpose and Scope 

The purpose of this design document is the following: 

• Describe the design ofthe system and subsystem components that were used in 
development of the CLAIMS 4.0 application 

• SpecifY what components will be used to satisfY the requirements in the functional 
requirements document (FRD) 
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• Describe the database designs (including tables and columns, data types, database 
structures, file structures, input formats, output layouts, and the module processing logic) 
to be used by the project team during system development 

• Provide a static model of CLAIMS 4.0 that shows how the classes will interact to satisfy 
FRD requirements 

Project Executive Summary 

The CLAIMS 4.0 application was developed using the rapid application development and the 
object-oriented design approaches. In general, these development approaches use a spiral model 
for life-cycle development rather than the traditional waterfall approach. The spiral model 
comprises seven steps that are recursively applied and conforms to the Systems Development 
Life Cycle Version 2.0 guidelines. Exhibit 1-1, CLAIMS 4.0 Development Process, provides 
further information. This approach requires significant user involvement. The major steps in the 
spiral model are Specification, Planning, Design, Implementation, Integration, and User 
Meetings/Reviews. 

The specification and planning stages include verification and validation steps. Verification 
includes Quality Assurance reviews of the FRD and the design document. The implementation 
and integration steps include testing, which is performed as unit testing by the developer, and as 
integration and system-level testing performed by the Test and Evaluation group. 

After the user review process, the development process may start again from the Specification, 
Design, or Implementation phase, depending on the degree of changes necessary to satisfy the 
input from the user review. The degree of changes can range from merely superficial to major 
new requirements. A superficial change will cause the process to be restarted from the 
Implementation phase. If a user's suggestion or request leads to a new requirement or a change 
to a present requirement, however, the change will start from the Specification phase and will 
comply with established Configuration Management guidelines. Each phase is prefaced with a 
risk analysis to determine the change impacts to the development resources, time, and system 
performance. 

The CLAIMS 4.0 project applies this development approach by demonstrating the CLAIMS 4.0 
application to the user at the end of each iteration. The fimctionality of the next iteration, as well 
as the user's suggestions from the previous iteration go through Specification, Design, or 
Implementation, depending on the degree of change necessary. The cycle then starts again. The 
CLAIMS 4.0 project provided the GUI screens as the first iteration. The functionality for each 
iteration is described in the CLAIMS 4.0 FRD. 
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Exhibit 1-1: CLAIMS 4.0 Development Process 
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System Overview 

The CLAIMS 4.0 application has initially been divided into subsystems, which support the major 
functions that CLAIMS 4.0 is required to provide as specified by the CLAIMS 4.0 FRD. A 
subsystem is a collection of functionally cohesive modules that work together to satisfY a major 
CLAIMS 4.0 function. Typically, a subsystem in CLAIMS 4.0 will not trace directly to a single 
module. However, in most cases, each subsystem will trace to a single executable file or 
dynamic link library (DLL). The CLAIMS 4.0 system architecture comprises several major 
subsystems, which include the following: 

• Receipting 
Adjudication 
Batch Status Update (BSU) 
Case Status 
Case Management (CM) 
Scheduler/Batch Scheduler 
Notices 
Reports 
Document Production 
System Maintenance 
External Interface 
• Workflow Admin 

These subsystems are designed to be stand-alone components that do not require support from 
the other subsystems for execution. However, some of the components provide both a GUI and 
server interface. The GUI interface is a stand-alone window function that provides the user with 
interactive information pertaining to system functions. The server interface is designed to bundle 
the module's functionality so other subsystems can access it without going through a GUI. The 
server interface also makes it easier to accommodate automation data personnel initiation of 
overnight functions. 

CLAIMS 4.0 is a Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCPIIP)-based client/server 
application. The workflow file server runs on the MS Windows NT Version 4.0 operating 
system. The deployed servers are either the Hewlett-Packard (HP) UPro or Dell Poweredge 
4300 models. The units are configured as RAID 5 containing 512MB of60ns random access 
memory. These units contain 16GB of usable hard drive storage. The database resides in the 
Dallas DOJ facility and is a Siemens Unix E70 model machine, running OracleS on a Unix 
operating system platform. 

The CLAIMS 4.0 data are contained in a central location, an Oracle relational database 
management system (RDBMS), which provides connectivity and data to each of these 
stand-alone components and servers. Attachment B, High-Level Diagrams, of the System Design 
Document for CLAIMS 4.0 (NCY00.20003-0l .UAO-EDS), provides a high-level architecture of 
the major subsystems. 
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CLAIMS 4.0 requires interfaces with many systems to process the applications. This process 
includes the following: 

• Transferring alien files (A-Files) 
Performing military and background checks 
Querying and updating the Central Index System (CIS) 
Verifying and obtaining attorney information 
• Verifying and updating data from the RNACS mainframe 

The External Interface Module (ElM) of CLAIMS 4.0 will be invoked by the CLAIMS 4.0 
application whenever the data of an external system need to be retrieved or updated. The 
external systems that will be accessed by the CLAIMS 4.0 baseline system include the following: 
CIS; RNACS; the Receipt and Alien-File Accountability and Control System (RAFACS); the 
Refugee, Asylum, and Parole System (RAPS); the Scheduler Information Database (SID); and 
the Federal Bureau ofinvestigation (FBI). Three of these-CIS, RAPS, and RNACS-are 
Integrated Data Management Systems (IDMSs) on the DOJ mainframe in Dallas, Texas. The 
CLAIMS 4.0 application requires access to each of these systems to retrieve data and update 
specific data elements. 

The CLAIMS 4.0 baseline interfaces with CIS, RNACS, SID, RAFACS, RAPS, and the FBI as 
follows: 

• CIS-This system is an IDMS on the DOJ mainframe holding information associated 
with each alien number (A-Number). For Release 4.0, CIS will be available in retrieval 
mode for the following purpose: 

Validating the applicant's A-Number and confirming personal infom1ation is 
consistent with it 

In addition, an update capability will be provided to support the following functions: 

- Requesting the transfer of an A-File not located at the requesting service center (SC) 
or office 

- Requesting the forwarding of files to the district office (DO) from the SC in 
preparation for the examination 

- Updating CIS for name changes and corrections of personal data 

Updating CIS with the final status of the naturalization case at case close-out, 
including Certificate Number and Date of Naturalization 

• RNACs-This system is an IDMS on the DOJ mainframe containing information on 
cases naturalized through the current process. Online access will be provided for the 
following: 

- Queries against the mainframe system to detect duplicate filings ofN-400 
applications 

An update capability will be provided to support the following: 

- Transferring non-N-400 cases to the mainframe for post-data entry processing 
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- Updating the current system with N-400 case data 

• SID-This system is an IDMS on the mainframe updated daily with the status of cases. 
Updates are triggered when cases are queued for scheduling, after cases are scheduled and 
after FD-258 cards are received from the Application Support Center (ASC). 

• RAFAC8--This system is aLAN-based file tracking system that tracks the location of a 
physical A-File within a local office. This system maintains an interface with CIS for 
tracking files in the Federal Records Centers, so that information on archived files is 
available through RAFACS. Users will be able to query RAF ACS for the location of 
A-Files onsite at any stage of the naturalization processing. The interface will update 
CLAIMS 4.0 to reflect the receipt of A-Files requested from other sites, so that cases 
waiting for those files can be released to scheduling for interviews. 

• RAP8--This system is an IDMS-based system maintained on the DOJ mainframe that 
contains information on applicants for refugee or asylum status. An update capability 
will be provided to support the transfer ofF orm I -881 case information to RAPS for 
adjudication, following data entry and initial processing in CLAIMS 4.0. 

• FBI-The CLAIMS 3.0 interface function is designed to provide CLAIMS 3.0 with 
application data so that CLAIMS 3.0 can include those in the magnetic tape sent to the 
FBI for fingerprint checking. Currently, the FD-258 Enterprise Edition (EE) updates the 
CLAIMS 4.0 database directly with the FBI fingerprint responses. 

Interfaces to many other systems are required to support a fully integrated benefits case 
management system. All currently identified interfaces are described in Section 2.2.10, External 
Interface Requirements, of the NATS Interface Control Document. Exhibit 1-2, Graphical 
Overview of Interface Relationships (Service Center), and Exhibit 1-3, Graphical Overview of 
Interface Relationships (District Office), provide diagrams of the pilot external interface 
component~ and the way they interact with other components of the CLAIMS 4.0 application. 
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Exhibit 1-2: Graphical Overview of Interface Relationships (Service Center) 
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Exhibit 1-3: Graphical Overview of Interface Relationships (District Office) 

Design Constraints 

The following assumptions relate to the CLAIMS 4.0 application functionality that was available 
in the baseline release. Section 2, System Design Overview, provides a breakout of specific 
functions. 

• Data entry will be provided for naturalization forms currently supported by CLAIMS 4.0 
Release 4.0; however, full system support will be provided for N-400 applications only. 

• Imaging will not be supported. Capture and usage of the applicant's photograph for 
certificate generation purposes will remain a manual process. Generation of the 
Naturalization Certificate using the imaged photo will be included in future releases. 

• Scheduling will embrace the functionality of the current CLAIMS scheduler with 
enhancements to support the scheduling of the oath ceremony. 

• Adjudication will not support application profiling. 

• Interface will support fully automated interfaces to mainframe NATS, CIS, RAFACS, 
RAPS, SID, and RNACS. A semiautomated interface to the FBI will be supported also. 

• Workflow will support N-400 capabilities, productivity statistics, and reporting in 
baseline version. 
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• Hot keys provide capabilities to enable access to other INS systems in the baseline 
version. 

Additional functionality may be included when excluding the functionality causes greater effort 
than including the proposed functions. 

The following constraints were applied within the baseline version of the CLAIMS 4.0 project: 

• Reengineered Processes-Support will be provided for the reengineered processes only 
to adequately measure the potential of the reengineered system. 

• Baseline Capacity-Baseline volume will be 1. 7 million applications per year. 

• Technical Architecture-Selected pilot locations will be equipped with the most recent 
version of the Technology Infrastructure Project (TIP)-standard workstation and LAN 
configuration. This will ensure the availability of the architecture required to support the 
reengineered pilot system. 

Future Contingencies 

The data repository is located at the INS Headquarters in Washington, DC; however, the Data 
Entry and Receipting processing will occur at any of the various SC locations, and is currently 
used by several hundred users. The Adjudication processing will occur at the DOs. There are 
few users at the DOs; however, there are many DO locations distributed throughout the United 
States. The SC users and DO users will access the data repository via a wide area network 
(WAN). 

Organization of This Document 

The CLAIMS 4.0 reengineering design document consists of the following sections: 

• Section 2, System Design Overview, provides an overview of the CLAIMS 4.0 
application system design that includes system and subsystem specifications, system and 
subsystem overviews, a specification model presented in lerrns of workflow, a process 
flow and data model, and a system architecture and design specification. 

• Section 3, Unit Design Organization, describes the organization of the unit design. It 
shows how the system is divided into subsystems and then into units. Classes, forms, and 
modules are the lowest level units in the CLAIMS 4.0 application. 

• Section 4, File and Database Design, describes the database design, which includes the 
logical and physical design of the RDBMS files and a detailed description of the 
non-DBMS files. 

• Section 5, Input and Output Design, describes the system and subsystem inputs and 
outputs. The system input sectiou focuses on the input media used for external data 
transfers and the layout of input data screens. The system output design section focuses 
on reports, data display screens and windows, and files. 
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• Section 6, External Interface, describes the external interfaces. 

• Section 7, Detailed Module Design, describes tbe detailed module design and contains a 
narrative description of each module via logical report. 

• Section 8, Traceability (Functional Requirements Traceability Matrix), references the 
functional requirements traceability matrix that maps the requirements specified in the 
FRD to the individual module(s) that satisfY the requirements. 

• Section 9, System Integrity Controls, describes the system integrity controls provided by 
the CLAIMS 4.0 application. 

• Appendix A, Glossary, lists the acronyms and abbreviations used in this document. 

Points of Contact 

The CLAIMS 4.0 Task Manager is responsible for overseeing the project management activities 
in support of this system on a daily basis. The CLAIMS 4.0 Task Leader is assigned to oversee 
the completion of the application development components for this task. Consulting services are 
provided by the EDS Government Consulting Services group. Specific names, phone numbers, 
and addresses are included in the CLAIMS 4.0 proposal for technical support that was provided 
to tbe INS. 

Project References 

The following documents were used or referenced in the development of this system design 
document: 

• Functional Requirements Document for CLAIMS 4, Aprill2, 2000 
(NCY00.10000-00.DC1-EDS) 

• Naturalization Adjustment Casework System Reengineering Logical Data Model, 
December 1, 1995 (NCY00.20000-00.D*O) 

• NATS Interface Control Document, November 5, 1996 (NCY00.40001-00.F*O) 

• RQM#2316, Requirements Analysis Report, N-400 Service Center Denials and Motions 
to Reopen, October 8, 1999 (NCY00.40031-00.W*O) 

• Code of Federal Regulations, Aliens and Nationality, Revised as ofJanuary 1, 1999 

• RQM#7613, Requirements Analysis Report, N-400 Change of Address Batch Processing, 
July 30, 1999 (NCY00.40059-00.W*O-EDS) 

• RQM#3329, Requirements Analysis Report, Service Center G-325A FBI Name/Date of 
Birth Check Processing, January 20, 1999 (NCY00.90000-00.F*O) 

• RQM#3500, Requirements Analysis Report, CLAIMS 4 Administrative Close Out 
Processing, February 16, 2000 (NC¥00.40050-00.W*O) 
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Glossary 

Appendix A provides a list of acronyms used in this document. 
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SYSTEM DESIGN OVERVIEW 

The CLAIMS 4.0 application system was designed to take advantage of a three-tiered 
architecture, with the objective of reducing the amount of the CLAIMS 4.0 application that 
would reside on the client workstation. The three-tier architecture would also enhance the 
flexibility and upward scalability of the CLAIMS 4.0 application. These objectives were 
accomplished by using Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) technology, which would allow 
the developers to place components on an application server that would be accessed remotely by 
a client workstation. The components that reside on the client workstation could reference or call 
other components that reside on remote machines if these components residing on the remote 
machines were OLE enabled. Exhibit 2-1, CLAIMS 4.0 System Components Architecture
Client Applications, and Exhibit 2-2, CLAIMS 4.0 System Component Architecture-Server 
Batch Processes, depict the system component design discussed in this section. 
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Exhibit 2-1: CLAIMS 4.0 System Component Architecture-Client Applications 
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Exhibit 2-2: CLAIMS 4.0 System Component Architecture-Server Batch Processes 

The first tier included stand-alone components that reside largely on the client workstation. These 
stand-alone components provided much of the front-end GUI for each of the major functions 
provided by CLAIMS 4.0. These major functional areas are referred to in this document as 
subsystems. The subsystems in CLAIMS 4.0 included the following: 

• Switchboard 
Receipting 
Adjudication 
BSU 
Case Status 
CM 
Scheduler/Batch Scheduler 
Notices 
Reports 
Document Production 
System Maintenance 
External Interfaces 
• Workflow Administrator 

The second tier included components that provided the business rules that were used by the 
subsystems. The business components shared between subsystems were deployed on the 
application server. The business components not shared between subsystems were usually 
deployed on the client workstation. Most of the business components were designed with the 
flexibility to be deployed on the application server. 

• Shared Components 

- Logon Manager 
Lookup Manager 
Business 
BarCode 
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- Workflow Client 
Workflow Server 
Common Library 

Not Shared Components 

Cash Box 
Case Labels 

- Groups 
Communication 

- Check Printer 
- Document Production Print Server 

Notice Engine 
- Notice Lookups 
- Workflow Monitor 

Oracle Lookup Manager 

CLAIMS4.0 

The third tier included components that primarily access the Oracle database server. These 
components also resided on the application server. The database access method was also designed 
to promote an open system development. This was accomplished by using the Open System 
Management Group standard and open database cormectivity (ODBC) interface. This would allow 
development to use any database server that was ODBC 2.0 level compliant. As with the second
tier components, some of the third-tier components are shared with other subsystems and others are 
not shared. These third-tier components are itemized as follows: 

• Shared Components 

- Database Manager (for applications) 
- Database 
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• Not Shared Components 

Document Production Structured Query Language (SQL) Database Manager 
- Document Production MS Access Database Manager 

CLAIMS 4.0 used several third-party components to efficiently handle the well-defined general 
purpose system functions such as calendar controls, database access, and three-dimensional GUI 
controls, unit testing, and reporting. These components are identified in Exhibit 2-3, Third-Party 
Components. 
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Exhibit 2-3: Third-Party Components (continued) 

System and Subsystem Specifications 

The subsequent sections describe the system and subsystem specifications for the baseline release 
of the project. A summary ofthe intended capabilities of the CLAIMS 4.0 application system and 
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subsystems in terms of major components (workflows and process flows, and system architecture) 
is also provided. 

Workflow 

This section provides flowcharts identifying the customers' workflow processes among their offices 
and people at the task level. (Exhibit 2-4, N-400 Workflow Process, depicts the workflow 
process.) This section identifies the automated versus manual processes as well. 
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Exhibit 2-4: N-400 Workflow Process (continued) 

District Office 

In the direct mail program, a naturalization applicant is expected to send his or her application to 
one of the four SCs. Once the application is received at the SC mailroom, the mailroom personnel 
use the automated Mailroom function of the Receipting subsystem to create a bar-code label that 
includes a unique application identification (ID) for the application and its associated evidence. 
After creating the bar code, the label is affixed to the application folder and the application, along 
with the evidence, is bundled and forwarded to the data enlly personnel. 

Data enlly personnel enter the application data and record the evidence received by using the 
CLAIMS 4.0 automated Receipting and Data Enlly function. This function determines if an 
application should be rejected, and then sends the application designated for rejection through 
rejection processing. If the Data Enlly function determines that additional evidence or data are 
required for further processing, a notice is automatically generated for mailing to the applicant. The 
case may also be put into a suspended state until either a response is received from the applicant or 
for a period of 84 days, in which the case is sent to the adjudicator for possible denial. In addition, 
following data enlly, requests are submitted to retrieve A-Files and to begin background checks. 
Data enlly personnel forward the application to the Case Control Office until it is shipped to the DO 
for adjudication. 

After the requests for the A-File and background checks are satisfied, the applicant is scheduled for 
an interview. The scheduling of an applicant is an automated process that can be initiated from the 
SC or DO. The actual interview, however, is performed at the DO. 

The automated scheduler is responsible for finding an available time slot for an interview and 
notifYing the applicant. During the interview, the adjudicator reviews the case data and determines 
whether a case is to be denied, reexamined, or granted, or if a case review is required. If the case is 
denied, a denial notice is sent to the applicant and the case is closed out. In the event a 
reexamination is appropriate, the case is rescheduled and the Interview process is repeated. 
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If the case is granted, the case is scheduled for an oath ceremony, where the applicant is naturalized 
upon completion of the oath ceremony requirements. The information required to produce the 
naturalization certificate is then forwarded to an automated Certificate Production process. The 
applicant appears at the oath ceremony to take the citizenship oath and receives the certificate. 

If the adjudicator decides that a case review is required, a case review for the applicant will be 
performed at the DO. The Case Review process is facilitated by the automated CLAIMS 4.0 
Adjudication function. The previously requested background check information is used at this time 
to assist the adjudicator during the case review. The adjudicator can determine (and record) 
whether an interview or additional evidence, is required. The adjudicator can also decide whether a 
case should be forwarded to the appropriate agency for further processing, or else, make the 
determination to grant a case. If the adjudicator determines that an interview is required, an 
interview schedule request is submitted to the CLAIMS 4.0 automated scheduler so the interview 
can be scheduled interactively or in batch mode. 

After the oath ceremony, the applicant's case is closed out. After all cases for a particular oath 
ceremony are closed out, the oath ceremony is closed out using the automated BSU process. 

Process Flow 

The subsequent sections provide high-level diagrams that identifY the interaction among various 
organizational functions. Exhibit 2-5, N-400 Process Flow, depicts the steps used to process anN-
400 form. The subsequent sections also include all primary functional processes and any support 
functions that are described in the FRD. In addition, they identifY the automated versus manual 
processes. 
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Exhibit 2-5: N-400 Process Flow (continued) 

~------------------- I V<I\IIVI:IH:II!IUIIY I 

1.1.1.1 Mailroom 
In the direct mail program, a naturalization applicant is expected to send the application to one of 
the four SCs. Once the mail is received in the mailroom, the following manual processes are 
performed: 

• Staples and clips are removed and the correspondence is checked. The mail is sorted by 
form type and the attached evidence is sorted in accordance with standard procedures. 

• The mailroom personnel use the automated Mailroom process to create a bar-code label that 
includes a unique application ID for the application and its associated evidence. It also 
records a date and time stamp into the database record. After the bar-code label is printed, it 
is affixed to the application. The application and the evidence are bundled and forwarded to 
data entry personnel. 
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1.1.1.2 Receipting and Data Entry 
Application bundles are forwarded to data entry clerks to check for an A-Number, completeness of 
the form, applicant signature, and enclosed proper payment amounts. The data are entered into the 
automated CLAIMS 4.0 through the Receipting and Data Entry function. CIS is automatically 
queried to determine the validity of the A-Number entered with the application. Applications with 
A-Numbers that do not appear on CIS, or whose personal information does not match that on CIS, 
will be referred to a clerk where an A-Number resolution procedure is performed to resolve the 
identification discrepancies. After data entry, the application and evidence are reviewed for 
completeness and are routed appropriately. 

1.1.1.3 Notices 
For a rejected application, a clerk bundles the applicant's check, application, and any supporting 
documentation. In addition, rejection processing triggers an automated Notice processing. During 
the Notice processing function, a rejection notice is generated. The clerk picks up the rejection 
notice, combines it with the bundle, and mails the package to the applicant. The applicant is sent a 
receipt notice using the Notice function. If additional data and/or evidence are requested, the case 
is put into a "Suspend" state for 84 days or until a response is received from the applicant, 
whichever is sooner. 

1.1.1.4 Background Check 
The FD-258 fingerprint card attached to the application is entered into the FD-258 EE Recording 
subsystem and the card is sent to the FBI. The cases are placed on hold until the responses are 
returned. Military checks are also requested for individuals applying for naturalization on the basis 
of military service. These cases are placed on hold until a response is received from the military 
branch contacted. The BSU function is used to log the initiation of these requests and the receipt of 
the responses. 

1.1.1.5 AssemblyofanA-File 
Following the Receipting and Data Entry process, the applicant's A-File must be retrieved and 
consolidated with any evidence that has been submitted, including background checks. The local 
RAFACS system is queried in the file room, and if the file is onsite, it is pulled and consolidated 
with the application. If not, CIS is queried to detennine the site that currently holds the A-File, and 
to issue a request to transfer it to the SC. When it arrives, the application and supporting evidence 
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are consolidated with it. Once all required evidence has been submitted, and the fingerprint check 
result has come back, the case can be scheduled for adjudication. 

1. 1.1. 6 Scheduler/Interview 
For applicants who require an interview, the automated Scheduler function schedules the applicant 
for the interview. The Notice function is invoked and the appropriate notice is sent to the applicant. 
Interview scheduling can be performed by either interactive or batch processing. 
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1.1.1. 7 Adjudication/Interview 
When the interview is conducted, the adjudicator is able to retrieve and view online the applicant's 
data from the database. During the Adjudication process, the applicant's examination results are 
evaluated to determine if an applicant has sufficient skills in the reading and writing of the English 
language and sufficient knowledge of American civics to become a naturalized citizen. The 
questions for the test can be generated by the system, where a set of I 0 random questions are pulled 
from the database. The test results can be posted individually for each question or a pass/fail can be 
entered into the system by the adjudicator. 

Upon completion and recording of these tests results, the adjudicator determines whether the case is 
granted, continued for multiple reasons (including reexamination and lack of evidence), or denied 
U.S. citizenship. 

If the applicant does not appear for the interview or if the applicant requires a reexamination, the 
automated Scheduler function process is invoked to reschedule the applicant for reexamination. 
The automated Notice function is used to notifY the applicant of the scheduled time and place for 
the reexamination. If the application is denied, the Notice function is invoked to notifY the 
applicant of the adjudicator's decision and the Adjudication function is used by the adjudicator to 
close out the applicant's case. 

For a granted case, first the automated Scheduler function is invoked to schedule the applicant for 
an oath ceremony. The Notice function is invoked to send an oath ceremony notice to the 
applicant. The scheduling of an applicant for an oath ceremony can be performed using the 
automated or the interactive scheduling function. 

1.1.1.8 Scheduler/Oath Ceremony 
For applicants who require an oath ceremony, the automated Scheduler function schedules the 
applicant for the oath ceremony. The Notice function is invoked and the appropriate notice is sent 
to the applicant. Oath ceremony scheduling can be performed by either interactive or batch 
processing. 

1.1.1.9 Adjudication/Case Review 
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After the applicant has been interviewed, the adjudicator will determine whether the case requires a 
continuance action. The case is also updated with any additional evidence of background 
information that was missing during the interview. After the update is complete or the timeperiod 
allowed for the continuance has expired, a case review is performed. The Case Review process will 
determine whether an applicant should be given an interview or be required to supply additional 
evidence, decide to forward the case to the appropriate agency for further processing, and deny or 
grant an application. 

1.1.1.1 0 Certificate Production 
The automated Certificate Production function produces the naturalization certificates for the 
scheduled attendees for oath ceremonies. 
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1.1.1.11 Oath Ceremony Close Out 
After the oath ceremony is conducted, the newly naturalized cases are closed out; the no-show cases 
and the newly granted naturalization certificate numbers are recorded. 

System Architecture 

This section provides a high-level diagram that identifies the INS enterprise network typology. 
Exhibit 2-6, CLAIMS 4.0 Architecture, depicts the hardware infrastructure required for successful 
deployment of CLAIMS 4.0 throughout the INS. Exhibit 2-6 also identifies the required typology 
for Headquarters, SCs, DOs, and the DOJ mainframe. 

Exhibit 2-6: CLAIMS 4.0 Architecture 

' IJistnct vmce 

The divisions are connected by a WAN. INS Headquarters is connected to this WAN by a router 
that is linked through TCP/IP. The DOJ in Dallas is connected to the WAN via a controller that is 
linked through System Network Architecture (SNA). The SCs and the DOs are connected to the 
WAN by a router linked to TCP/IP and a gateway using SNA. 
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The main data storage for CLAIMS 4.0 operations is located in Dallas. Data storage comprises a 
Pyramid Oracle RDBMS server and the CLAIMS 4.0 database, which contains the system's lookup 
and naturalization case data tables. These are accessed through the WAN by DOJ/Dallas, the SCs, 
and theDOs. 

The DOJ mainframe computer is located in Dallas. The mainframe system RNACS and CIS store 
their data in the IDMS. 

The SC configurations comprise CLAIMS 4.0 client workstations, a CLAIMS 4.0 batch client, 
office automation file servers (Novell TIP), HP 5 Si Mx w/RH tower feed printers, and Windows 
NT servers (CLAIMS 4.0 application server). These are linked to a Novell4. I LAN token ring 
environment, which is connected to theW AN. 

The DO configurations comprise CLAIMS 4.0 client workstations, a CLAIMS 4.0 batch client, 
office automation file server (Novell TIP), Windows NT server (CLAIMS 4.0 application server), 
and printers. These are connected to a Novell 3.12 Ethernet LAN, which is linked to the WAN. 

Local data (nonapplication) are stored in the office automation file servers (Novell TIP). The 
CLAIMS 4.0 programs are stored on client workstations and the Windows NT server. The 
natoralized case data are stored in the CLAIMS 4.0 database using the Oracle RDBMS server. 

The data for an applicant are entered into the CLAIMS 4.0 client workstations at a SC. The data 
necessary to print the required notices are sent to the printer. The applicant's data are sent through 
the Novell token ring LAN to the WAN and forwarded to the Pyramid Oracle RDBMS server, 
which stores the data in the CLAIMS 4.0 database. The Adjudication process is performed at the 
DO. When data are needed from the DOJ, a request is sent from CLAIMS 4.0 to the DOJ 
mainframe. The DOJ responds to these requests as necessary. Most DOJ mainframe interface 
functions are handled by the national server located in Washington, DC. 

System and Subsystem Overview 

The subsequent sections discuss the technical details of the conceptoal design of the 
CLAIMS 4.0 application subsystems. Because an object-oriented methodology was used, the 
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subsystems were decomposed into classes. Logical names were assigned to each of these classes 
and these logical names are used throughout the subsequent sections. 

The subsequent sections also include class relationship diagrams to present the mid-level design of 
each of the CLAIMS 4.0 subsystems. This mid-level design shows how the classes reference each 
other. These references are the result of creating objects of one class with another class. Also, 
Visual Basic 4.0 allows the developers to reference a specific type of class without creating an 
object of that class. This specific type of class is a form. This type of relationship will also be 
included in the class relationship diagrams. 
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Receipting 

Receipting will cover three sections providing an indepth look at each of the sections. Specific 
details will be provided in each of the subsequent sections. 

1.1.1.12 Functionality 
The Receipting function is responsible for providing Mailroom, Finance, and Data Entry 
functionality. 

1.1.1.12.1 MAILROOM 

The Mailroom component is designed to perform four primary tasks. First, it clocks in the 
application. Second, it assigns a system-generated application 10 number to the application. Third, 
it can print, void, and reprint the application labels that are placed on the applications. This label 
includes the application 10 bar code, as well as the application 10 and "mail received date" in 
human-readable format as part of the information encoded in the bar code. 

The last task is to handle initial payment processing. If a payment is included with the application, 
the Mailroom function endorses the check and generates a payment 10. When the payment is 
provided, the payment ID is also included on the bar-code label. Also included in the payment 
processing is a facility that allows the user to correct the payment and to change the status of new 
remittances to ready for payment processing. 

Section 3 describes the Mailroom component classes and their responsibilities. The Mailroom 
component is implemented as an executable (Mailroom.exe ). 

1.1.1.12.2 FINANCE 

The Finance component is designed to perform primarily four tasks. The first task is recording and 
reconciling the payment. TI1e system is designed to accept single or multiple payments provided by 
the applicant(s). All the payments provided for a specific application are linked together with a 
single payment 10. If a single remittance is provided for multiple applications, a single payment 10 
is created so each application will refer to the same payment 10. In the case where multiple 
remittances are provided for a single application, or a related set of applications, each remittance 
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will be assigned a different remittance sequence number. However, each remittance will have the 
same payment ID. 

The second available option of the Finance component is recording the cash box reconciliation and 
auditing the cash box. To assist with the manual reconciliation process, the system displays all the 
payments included in the cash box as well as the number of remittances and the total payment 
amount. After the user has performed the reconciliation, the system is designed to allow the user to 
select an option to record the user who has reconciled the cash box. Once the cash box is 
reconciled, the cash box is made available to the supervisor, so an audit can be conducted. If the 
cash box passes the audit, the supervisor can select an option to record that the cash box passed the 
audit. If the cash box does not pass the audit, the user who performed the reconciliation must 
reconcile the cash box again. 

The third primary task this component provides is bounced check processing. The system is 
designed to accept the payment ID(s) of the bounced checks returned from the bank. Then, the 
system will determine which application or applications relied on that check. The system will 
suspend all processing on the application( s) until a valid payment is made. A bounced check notice 
is produced~to be mailed to the applicant(s) who were covered by the bounced check. The 
bounced check notice will indicate the case was suspended because of insufficient payment and the 
applicant(s) will be charged an additional returned check fee. 

The fourth primary task is the generation of the Invalid Payment Notice. The user can request an 
Invalid Payment Notice be sent to the applicant when one or more of the following conditions exist: 

• Remittance is not signed 
Remittance is not payable in U.S. currency 
Remittance is not payable to the INS 
• Remittance is not usable 

Printing cash box labels is the final task permitted by this function. This task is designed to print 
cash box bar-code labels. This cash box bar code contains the cash box ID used by the user while 
performing the payment data entry and reconciliation. 

Section 3 describes the Finance component classes and their responsibilities. The Finance 
component is implemented as an executable (Finance.exe ). 
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1.1.1.12.3 DATAENTRYANDUPDATE 

The Data Entry component is designed to assist the user with recording and updating the data 
obtained from the N-400 forms and the evidence provided for both new and existing applications. 
All this information is stored in the CLAIMS 4.0 database. The application ID (used as the key for 
these data) can be scanned in from the bar-code label or keyed in the text box on the data entry 
screen. Once data entry is completed, the system will perform the calculations necessary to 
determine if the payment, data, and evidence provided is sufficient to allow the application to 
proceed, or whether the suspense processes should be invoked. 

If certain data and evidence requirements are not met, a "receipt acknowledgment with suspense" 
notice will identifY the data and evidence that were missing at the time of processing and will 
specifY that the application will be put into a suspense status, until these items are provided or a 
specific timeperiod has elapsed. A "receipt acknowledgment" notice is produced when the 
payment, all data, and evidence requirements are sufficiently met. 
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2.2.1.1.3.1 Group Management 
The Group Management component is designed to allow the user to create and update group 
attributes, such as group ID, name, address, and application membership (applications that are 
linked together to form a group). The Group Management component also provides a facility that 
allows the user to search by group type and status. When the search facility is used, a list of groups 
are displayed and the user has the option of selecting one of the groups. After selecting the group, 
the detailed attributes are made available for user updates. The user can change the group members 
by deleting and adding a new application ID to the group. They can also modify all the other group 
attributes except the group ID. 

1.1.1.12.4 SUPPORTING COMPONENTS 

The Receipting subsystem uses several supporting components to assist in satisfying the functions 
specified above. We attempted to encapsulate one major service in each of these components to 
promote reuse and high functional cohesion. These supporting components include the following: 

• Check endorsement class 
Communication class 
Database component 
Business component 
Payment component 
Cash Box component 
• Pay Merge component 

2.2.1.1.4.1 Check Endorsement Class 
The check endorsement class is designed to perform franking of the remittance checks. The check 
endorsement class provides the following functions: 

• Initializing and releasing the printer 

• Checking if the communication environment is available by collaborating with the 
Communication class 

• Checking if the check is inserted 

• Managing all printing characteristics, including line feed height, fonts, line separator, etc. 
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• Reading the CLAIMS .INI file to capture the print options 

• Getting the INS account number 

• Printing the endorsement information on the back of the remittance check 

• Producing appropriate and informative messages 
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2.2.1.1.4.2 Communication Class 
The communication class is designed to support the check endorsement feature described in the 
previous section. This class is responsible for the following: 

• Capturing the communication port as specified in the CLAIMS.INI me 

• Setting up all default communication parameters, including timeout, handshaking, sending 
and receiving buffer sizes, data transfer rate, etc. 

• Setting up the delay interval 

• Sending data stream to communication port for printing 

• Responding to various communication statuses 

2.2.1.1.4.3 Database Component 
The Database component is designed as an application interface to the CLAIMS 4.0 database. The 
component is thus made up of many classes. Each class contains the declaration of class members 
belonging to that class domain. For instance, the "Absence From US" class will contain a 
declaration for leaving date, returning date, leaving port of entry (POE), returning POE, destination 
country, reason for absence, 6-rnonth absence flag, etc. 

The class declaration consists of the "Get & Set" properties for each class member. Remote Data 
Object (RDO) is used as the interface to ODBC, which provides a generic interface to a remote 
RDBMS (in this case Oracle). Each of the class members resides in the CLAIMS 4.0 database as 
fields in the tables. RDO functions are used to retrieve the appropriate fields from the database and 
place them in the appropriate Database class members. 

Following is the listing of the N-400 business domain classes included in the Database component: 

• Absence From US • Applicant Address • Alias 
Allegiance Answers Application Children Information 
Current Marriage Eligibility Additional Eligibility 
Employment Evidence FD-258 
Form Processing History Labels 
Marital History Organization Membership Payment 
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Remittance 
• Data Entry Results 

Representative 
• Transfer 

System Design Document for CLAIMS 4. 0 

Residence History 
• User 

In addition, the Database component also includes the environmental classes used for connecting 
and performing user login to the database, and interfacing with the Workflow Management system. 
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2.2.1.1.4.4 Business Component 
The Business component is designed to be the primary internal component of the Receipt system. 
All other functions or activities in the Receipt system will eventually invoke the Business 
component services. Its primary responsibility is to retrieve, update, and insert data elements from 
the CLAIMS 4.0 database executing SQL commands. 

The Business component creates its objects from classes defined in the Database component. The 
Business component comprises all classes covering the following N-400 business domains: 

• Absence From US • Applicant Address • Alias 
• Allegiance Answers • Application • Children Information 
• Current Marriage • Eligibility • Additional Eligibility 
• Employment • Evidence • FD-258 
• Form • Processing History • Labels 
• Marital History • Organization Membership • Payment 
• Remittance • Representative • Residence History 
• Data Entry Results • Transfer • User 

In addition, the Business component accesses other supporting classes and subsystems, such as 
communication, database, group management, workflow management, lookups, and bar code 
generation. 

2.2.1.1.4.5 Payment Component 
The Payment component is designed to handle monetary transactions that include the following: 

• Recording the payment method (check, money order, or credit card) 

• Ensuring the payment ID exists in the database (the payment ID was created in the 
Mailroom component) 

• Retrieving the payment record from the database 

• Looking up for the correct fee amount (collaborating with Lookup Manager 
[Section 2.3.2, Lookup Manager Function]) 
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• Handling multiple remittances under one payment ID (group payment); this capability 
includes adding a remittance to a group payment or removing a remittance from a group 
payment 

• Storing the remittance amount to the database 

• Handling the incorrect amount (under and over payment) 

• Handling the bounced check and replacement checks situations 

• Sending appropriate messages to inform the user of process status 
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2.2.1.1.4.6 Cash Box Component 
The Cash Box component is designed to keep track of payment transactions of the payment clerk. 
Each cash box has a unique ID that is associated with a specific user and location. When a payment 
is recorded in the Payment component, the user cash box is opened to store the payment data. A 
cash box can contain several payment transactions. Cash box operations include the following: 

• Closing cash box-Not accepting any more payments after closing 

• Reconciling the cash box-The amount on each remittance, the total number of 
remittances, and the total dollar amount in a cash box must match the actual payments 
reported by the system. 

• Auditing cash box-A Finance unit supervisor can audit the cash boxes belonging to the 
unit, and accept or reject them. The rejected cash boxes are returned to the initial user to 
reconcile. The supervisor cannot audit his or her own cash boxes. 

• Transferring cash box-The supervisor can transfer ownership of a cash box from another 
user to his or her own. The supervisor can then close the transferred cash box, reconcile it, 
and have it audited by another supervisor. 

2.2.1.1.4.7 Pay Merge Component 
The Pay Merge component is designed to reconcile payments with the requested benefit. It is 
responsible for determining if the payment provided is an accurate payment, overpayment, or under 
payment. This component has no user interface; thus it is designed to run as a noninteractive 
background job. It also is designed to perform calculations on all the cases that are ready as 
indicated by the workflow manager. 

1.1.1.13 Class Relationship 
Attachment A, of the System Design Document for CLAIMS 4.0 (NCY00.20003-0l.UAO-EDS), 
provides the class relationships of the Receipting function. 

1. 1.1.14 Subsystem Inputs and Outputs 
Subsystem inputs are as follows: 
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• Application Form~Includes the N-400 parts I, 2, 3A, 3B, 4A, 4B, SA, 5B, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 
10 

• Evidence--Includes the G-28, FD-258, birth certificate, marriage certificate, etc. 

• Payment-Includes the payment information such as the payment amount, remittance 
sequence number, type of remittance, etc. 

• System Date and Time--The time of day that the application is recorded in 
CLAIMS 4.0 as received in the mailroom as defined by the Oracle server 
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Subsystem outputs are as follows: 

• Receipt Notice-Includes the application ID, payment ID, and case status, and indicates 
what (if any) evidence is missing; and if the payment is short, it indicates by how much 

• Labels~Bar-code label that encodes the application ID, payment ID, or cash box ID 
depending at what step in the process the case is located 

• Requests~A-Number validation and A-File request processing 

• Assembled and recorded evidence-See evidence above 

• Application Data~Data entered from the N-400, G-28, and FD-258 forms 

Exhibit 2-7, Receipting Subsystem Data Flow, depicts the inputs and outputs as required for the 
Receipting function. 

' Application, 
Evidences, 

and Fee 
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Adjudication 

The Adjudication process in the baseline CLAIMS 4.0 system supports the adjudication of 
N-400 applications. Baseline CLAIMS 4.0 includes the following functions: 

• Case Reviews/Data Changes 
Examinations/Interviews 
Decision Processing 

Grant 
- Continue for Interview 
- Continue for Information 
- Continue With Intent to Deny 
- Deny/Withdraw 
- Denial Due to Abandomnent 

Service Motion to Reopen and Reconsider 
- Applicant Motion to Reopen and Reconsider 

Motion to Reopen and Reconsider 
Decision on Interview/Oath Ceremony 

- Supervisor Review 

The Adjudication process also provides the following supporting functions to make the 
Adjudication process more effective: 

• Application List 
Name Change Petition 
Application History 
Past Exams Results 
Past Decisions Results 
Print Notices 
• Find/Case Status 

The following functions will be included in future releases: 

• Appeal Decisions 
• Reconciliation of Applications and Persons 
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1. 1.1.15 Adjudication Functions 

1.1.1.15.1 CASE REVIEW/DATA CHANGES FUNCTION 

The Case Preview/Open function is designed to allow the user to access and update application 
information. The system will allow direct access to the application by accepting an application ID 
or an A-Number and displaying the application data. The system will also allow indirect access by 
accepting an office ID or an adjudication activity, and then displaying a list of cases ready for the 
selected adjudication activity in that office. The user can select the desired case and will see the 
same screen as in a direct access. 

The Case Review/Data Changes function will be implemented via the Preview/Open screen and the 
Application ID screen described in the subsequent sections. 

2.2.2.1.1.1 Preview/Open Screen 
The Preview/Open screen is designed to contain a data entry field for the application ID, three 
information areas, and the standard process command buttons: OK, Cancel, and Clear. 
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The three information areas include the following: 

• The application open mode area, which lists all the adjudication activities permitted for the 
user. This area is broken into two areas: Pending activities and Ad Hoc activities. The user 
can select an activity that will be used as a search criteria in conjunction with a specific 
office. 

• The office selection area allows the user to specifY an office to have all cases listed. 

• The application list area displays all the applications that are ready for the desired 
adjudication activity in the selected office from the Pending activity list. The displayed case 
data include the application ID, the expected start date, the application status, and the 
assigned user ID. Wben the user selects a case, the application data will be displayed. 

2.2.2.1.1.2 Application ID Screen 
The Application ID screen is designed to display the application data for review and update. The 
screen is designed as a cluster of information. The main one is the applicant's biographic data, 
surrounded by other supporting data, including address, attorney, evidence, relatives, marriage 
status, employment, alias, eligibility, member of organizations, time absence from the United 
States, and residence history. 

The implementation of this screen is a form with many tabs. Clicking on a tab will bring up a 
screen of pertinent data and allow the user to review and/or update information. The presence of 
the tabs depends on the form type of the application. For instance, the Residential History tab is 
displayed for N-400, but is hidden for N-565. 

Fields with multiple values have a drop-down list for the user to choose if the list is relatively short. 
TI1e user can tab to any field, and then type over to update. 

2.2.2.1.1.2.1 Applicant Biographic Data Tab 
The Applicant Biographic Data tab is designed to display fields including the A-Number, last name, 
first name, middle name, suffix, date of birth (DOB), country of birth (COB), phone, date of entry, 
country of citizenship (COC), Social Security number (SSN), date of permanent residence, marital 
status, sex, POE, occupation, and height. 
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Other fields are displayed based on the form type. For form N-400, the tab also displays the basis 
for eligibility, English proficiency, and permanent residency date. 

2.2.2.1.1.2.2 Address Tab 
The Address tab is designed to show the current mailing address and current resident address. If 
both addresses are the same, the user can check a box to indicate this, and the system will populate 
the resident address with the mailing address or vice versa. 
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2.2.2.1.1.2.3 Attorney Tab 
The Attorney tab is designed to display the attorney infonnation, if there is an attorney representing 
the case, or it can be used to attach an attorney to the case. The attorney infonnation includes the 
INS attorney number, the attorney state license number, the Voluntary Agency (VOLA G) number, 
last name, first name, middle name, title, finn name or VOLAG name, mailing address, phone, fax, 
mobile phone, and type of appearance. 

2.2.2.1.1.2.4 Evidence/Background Tab 
The Evidence/Background tab is designed to allow the user to view and update the evidence 
associated with the case. It also provides a way to record the inquiry check responses from other 
agencies. Thus, the screen comprises the following three areas: 

• The first area is for listing all requested evidence along with the status, so the user can select 
one to update or delete. The user will also have the option to view all evidence that could 
be requested for the case. 

• The second area is for updating. The fields on this area include evidence status, target 
person (for whom the evidence is requested), and a note. The user will select an evidence in 
the first area then click on the Update button; the evidence current data are displayed in this 
area for updates. 

• The third area is for recording responses from other agencies. The evidence or inquiries 
include the A-File, CIS check, N-426, FBI name check, FBI fingerprint, SB 1 Visa, and G-
325B. 

2.2.2.1.1.2.5 Relative Tab 
The Relative tab is designed to display a list ofinfonnation about the applicant's relatives. The 
fields include last name, first name, middle name, what relation they are to the applicant, 
A-Number, status, and DOB. A stand-alone field and number of children will be provided. 
Standard processing buttons such as Update, Add, and Delete must be provided. The Update or 
Add button will lead the user to a pop-up window containing detailed biographic data for the 
selected relative; once there, the user can enter or update the infonnation. The detailed infonnation 
includes the relative's name, address, and the means to become a U.S. citizen (by birth, or by 
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naturalization; naturalization certificate number; or denied), and current situation (lives with 
applicant, lives at a separate address, or is deceased). 

2.2.2.1.1.2.6 Marriage Tab 
The Marriage tab is designed to list the name(s) of spouse(s) together with the DOB, A-Number, 
citizenship status, and SSN. A stand-alone field and number of times married are also provided. 
The user can select a spouse entry, then click the Update, Add, or Delete buttons. 
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The Update or Add button will lead the user to a pop-up window containing spouse's detailed 
information for updating. The spouse's detailed information includes name, SSN, A-Number, 
COC, COB, DOB, marriage date, divorce location, reason marriage ended, spouse's address, date 
and location of naturalization, and a naturalization certificate number. 

2.2.2.1.1.2.7 Employment Tab 
The Employment tab is designed to display a list of the applicant's employment data. The fields 
include the employer's name and the applicant's occupation, position, employment period, and the 
office. The user can select an employment entry, and click the Update, Add, or Delete button. The 
Update or Add button will lead the user to the edit employment information screen. This screen 
contains detailed employment data, including name, address, occupation, title, and date of 
employment. 

2.2.2.1.1.2.8 Alias Tab 
The Alias tab is designed to allow the user to add or update the applicant's aliases. The screen 
includes the following four areas: 

o The first area is the name shown on the Alien Registration card. 
The second area is the name as it would appear on a Naturalization Certificate. 
The third area is the listing of aliases. 
o The fourth area is for editing or entering the new the aliases. 

The user may choose an alias from the list, click the Update button, and see the information 
populated to the fourth area for updating. The user can also click the Delete button to remove the 
alias. With the Add button, the user must key in a new alias in the fourth area and see the 
information appear on the listing area. 

2.2.2.1.1.2.9 Eligibility Tab 
The Eligibility tab is designed to display a list of questions just as they appear on the N-400 form. 
For each question, the screen also displays the question type, the expected answer, and the actual 
answer. 

To update the answer, the user can click on the item to be changed and select one from a possible 
list: Yes, No, or blank. 
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This tab also provides an entrance (the Detail button) to viewing selective service details or arrest 
information details. If the user clicks on the Detail button, a pop-up window appears containing 
two tabs: the Selective Service Detail and the Arrest Information Detail. 

The Selective Service Detail tab displays information including Selective Service number, date; 
local board number and classification if the applicant registered before 1978. To update, the user 
can click on the desired field and overtype. 
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The Arrest Information Details tab is a list of information concerning the arrest(s). The user can 
select an arrest entry from the list, click on the Update button, activate a pop-up window containing 
pertinent data appear, and change the information. The user can also click on the Add button and 
enter the new data on to the pop-up window fields. To delete an arrest entry, the user selects the 
entry and clicks on the Delete button. 1be data on the Arrest Information tab include the crime 
nature, the crime outcome, crime date, and location. 

2.2.2.1.1.2.1 0 Organization Tab 
The Organization tab is designed to display a list of organizations of which the applicant is a 
member. The data include the organization name, the organization nature, membership period, and 
the location. The tab provides update, add, and delete capabilities. The user can select an 
organization entry from the list, then click on the Update, Add, or Delete button. The Update or 
Add button will invoke a pop-up window containing pertinent data for updating. 

2.2.2.1.1.2.11 Absence From US Tab 
The Absence From U.S. tab is designed to display a list of absence entries. The data include the 
total days absent, the absence period, the destination country, the port of return, the reason, and 
other unlisted details. The tab also provides update, add, and delete capabilities. The Update or 
Add button will invoke a pop-up window containing pertinent data for updating. 

2.2.2.1.1.2.12 Residential History Tab 
The Residential History tab is designed to display a list of current and past resident addresses of the 
applicant. The user can select an entry from the list, and click on the Update, Add, or Delete 
button. The Update or Add button will invoke a pop-up window containing pertinent information 
for updating. 

2.2.2.1.1.2.13 Fingerprint Results Tab 
The Fingerprint Results tab is designed to display a list of current and past fingerprint results as 
returned from the FBI for the applicant. The user can select an entry from the list and select the 
Modify Current button or the user may select Add FP Resp to add a fingerprint result. The Modify 
Current or Add FP Resp button will invoke a pop-up window containing pertinent information for 
updating/adding. The user may delete a newly added fingerprint result by selecting the Delete 
Added button. The user may also cancel the fingerprint request if the fingerprint is outstanding by 
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selecting the Cancel FP Req button. Once selected, the user may undo the cancel by selecting the 
Undo Cancel button. The user may also order new prints by selecting the Order New F's button. 

2.2.2.1.1.2.14 G325 Tab 
The G325 tab is designed to display a list of current and past fingerprint results as returned from the 
FBI for the applicant. The user can select an entry from the list and select the Modify Current 
button or the user may select Add FP Resp to add a fingerprint result. The Modify Current or Add 
FP Resp button will invoke a pop-up window containing pertinent information for updating/adding. 
The user may delete a newly added fingerprint result by selecting the Delete Added button. The 
user may also cancel the fingerprint request if the fingerprint is outstanding by selecting the Cancel 
FP Rcq button. Once selected, the user may undo the cancel by selecting the Undo Cancel button. 
The user may also order new prints by selecting the Order New F's button. 

1.1.1.15.2 EXAMINATIONS/INTERVIEW FUNCTION 

The Examination function is designed to provide the capability to administer the naturalization test 
to an applicant during the interview process or to record test results administered by an authorized 
test center. 

The function is implemented via the Adjudication Test Results screen. 

The screen has two tabs: INS Location Testing and Test Center Results. 

2.2.2.1.2.1 INS Location Testing Tab 
The INS Location Testing tab is designed to administer the naturalization test during the interview 
at an INS office. The screen comprises the following four areas: 

• The Test Question area contains a list of randomly created civics or history questions. The 
correct answers are also listed. There is a Create Civics/History command button and a 
Create 65/20 command button. As the adjudicator clicks on either button, the system will 
generate a list of questions. The Clear button will clear the questions. The user may select 
the All Correct, All Incorrect, or Clear in the Answers section to indicate in the grid the 
correctness of the answers. These may also be entered individually by selecting each item in 
the grid. The applicant answers may be entered by typing in the answer in the Applicant 
Answer column of the grid. The questions and answers may be printed by selecting the 
appropriate button in the Print section. 
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• The Reading Sample and Writing Sample area includes two text boxes, and may be created 
by selecting the Grid icon. When created, they may be printed by selecting the Printer icon 
or erased by selecting the Eraser icon. 

• The Test Result area includes the test location, test date, administrator ID, civic/history 
score, civic/history result (pass, fail, waive, 245A interview passed), and English 
proficiency result (pass, fail, waive, 245A interview passed). 

• The Adjudicator Note area is an input field where the adjudicator can enter any notes. 

2.2.2.1.2.2 Test Center Test Result Tab 
"!be Test Center Test Result tab is designed to allow the adjudicator to record the results of the 
naturalization test administered at an authorized test center. 

The fields on this screen include the test center affiliation code, the test center number, the 
administrator ID, the civic/history test result (pass, fail, score), test center rating, English 
proficiency result (pass, fail, waive), and the adjudicator note. 
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1.1.1.15.3 DECISIONS FUNCTION 

After the adjudicator has entered the naturalization test results and reviewed the application, he or 
she can grant, continue, continue with intent to deny, or deny-withdraw the case. Before the final 
decision is made, the case can be placed on hold for later processing, or can be sent to a supervisor 
for further review. The adjudicator has the option to create a customized notice at the time of the 
decision or at a later time. 

2.2.2.1.3.1 Approve Choices Screen 
The Approve Choices screen is designed for the adjudicator to record the approve decision, the 
reasons for, and other decision supporting data elements. The screen contains the following areas: 

• The approval choices area allows the adjudicator to check the appropriate approval box. 

• The approval text area displays the approval paragraph corresponding with the approval 
choice. 

• The supporting area comprises the following folder tabs (this area will be reused in other 
adjudication screens): 

- The Decision Result tab contains the supporting data elements, including the user ID of 
the person who enters the result, the adjudicator ID, the adjudication date, the interpreter 
name, the language interpreted, the Government agency that audits the decision, the type 
of oath ceremony (administrative or judicial), and the notices status. 

- The Adjudication Note tab contains the adjudicator notes. 

- The Decision Review Result tab lists all the adjudication events for the case. 

2.2.2.1.3.2 Oath Ceremony Locations Screen 
The Oath Ceremony Locations screen is designed to assist the adjudicator in requesting a site for 
the oath ceremony for a case that may either be approved in the future or for a case currently being 
approved. The screen displays a location listing consisting of three fields: the ceremony type 
(administrative or judicial), the ceremony date, and the location. A check box is placed at the 
beginning of each entry for the user to check and select the entry. 
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The locations of the ceremony are preferably within the same ZIP code area as the applicant's 
current resident address. 
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2.2.2.1.3.3 Continue Reason Screen 
The Continue Reason screen is designed to assist the adjudicator in continuing the case when 
further information, evidence, or action is needed before a decision can be made. The screen also 
allows the adjudicator to record missing evidence or other reasons to continue the case. The 
adjudicator has the option to create a customized notice or generate a standard notice based on the 
reasons selected. The screen comprises the following panels and the supporting area (reuse) 
described in Section 2.2.2.1.3.1, Approve Choices Screen: 

• The Missing Evidence panel displays all evidence required for the case and the evidence 
target person. The adjudicator selects an evidence by checking the box preceding the 
evidence entry. 

• The Process Incomplete Reasons panel displays a list of predefined process reasons. Each 
reason is shown with a check box for the user to select. 

• The Other Reasons panel displays a list of other nonprocess reasons that put the case in the 
continue status, but for which the applicant must be reinterviewed. 

• The supporting area is reused from the Approve screen with the addition of the case 
complexity field (high, medium, or low), and the removal of the oath ceremony type. If the 
applicant is to be reinterviewed, the case complexity can be specified for time allotment 
purposes. 

2.2.2.1.3.4 Continue With Intent to Deny Screen 
The Continue With Intent to Deny screen is designed to assist the adjudicator in recording the 
continuation reasons. However, the adjudicator does not intend to grant the case. A customized 
notice is required for this function. The screen comprises the following panels and the shared 
supporting area described in Section 2.2.2.1.3.1: 

• The Continue With Intent to Deny Reasons panel displays a list of reasons. The adjudicator 
selects a reason by checking a box preceding the reason. 

• The Continue With Intent to Deny Paragraphs panel lists paragraph choices. The user 
selects an appropriate paragraph by checking the box preceding its name. 
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• The supporting area is reused from the Approve screen with the removal of the oath 
ceremony type. 

2.2.2.1.3.5 Deny/ Admin Close/Withdraw Screen 
The Deny/Admin Close/Withdraw screen is designed to assist the adjudicator in recording the deny 
decision and its reasons. The adjudicator can also create a customized notice. The screen 
comprises the following panels and the shared supporting area described in Section 2.2.2.1.3.1: 

• The Deny/ Admin Close/Withdraw choices panel displays three available options depending 
on the form type of the application. For N-400, three choices are available: deny 
application, administrative close application, and application withdrawn. The adjudicator 
selects an option by checking a box preceding the option. 

• The Deny/Admin Close/Withdraw Reasons panel displays a list of reasons. The adjudicator 
selects a reason by checking the box preceding the reason. 

• The Deny/ Admin Close/Withdraw Paragraphs panel displays the paragraph corresponding 
to the selected reason. 

• The supporting area is reused from the Approve screen with the removal of the oath 
ceremony type. 

2.2.2.1.3.6 Denial Due to Abandonment Screen 
The Denial Due to Abandonment screen is designed to assist the adjudicator in recording the denial 
due to abandonment decision and its reasons. The adjudicator can also create a customized notice. 
The screen comprises the following panels and the shared supporting area described in 
Section 2.2.2.1.3.1: 

• The Denial Due to Abandonment Choices panel displays the available option for 
abandonment. The adjudicator selects an option by checking a box preceding the option. 

• The Denial Due to Abandonment Reasons panel displays a list of reasons. The adjudicator 
selects a reason by checking the box preceding the reason. 

• The Denial Due to Abandonment Paragraphs panel displays the paragraph corresponding to 
the selected reason. 
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• The supporting area is reused from the Approve screen with the removal of the oath 
ceremony type. 

2.2.2.1.3.7 Service Motion to Reopen and Reconsider-Derogatory Screen 
If new information received provides cause for denial, but the application has been approved, the 
Service Motion to Reopen and Reconsider-Derogatory function allows the adjudicator to reopen 
and review the case. A customized notice is required for this decision. The screen comprises the 
following panels and the supporting area described in Section 2.2.2. 1.3. 1: 

• The Motion to Reopen Reasons panel displays a list of reasons. The adjudicator selects a 
reason by checking the box preceding the reason. 

• The Motion to Reopen Paragraphs panel displays a list of paragraph names. The adjudicator 
selects a paragraph by checking the box preceding it. 

• The supporting area presents slightly different information. The Decision Review Result 
tab is removed. The Decision Result tab contains the following fields: the user ID of the 
person who enters the results, the user ID of the adjudicator who reopens the case, the 
reopen date, the original approve ID, and the original approve date. 
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2.2.2.1.3.8 Applicant Motion to Reopen and Reconsider 
If the applicant requests his denied case to be reopened and reconsidered, then the Applicant 
Motion to Reopen and Reconsider function allows the adjudicator to decide whether to grant or 
dismiss this request A customized notice is required for this decision. The screen comprises the 
following panels and the supporting area described in Section 2.2.2.1.3.1: 

• The Motion to Reopen and Reconsider Decision panel displays two options: Grant and 
Dismiss. The adjudicator selects one by checking the box preceding the option. 

• The Motion to Reopen Routing panel displays a list of routing options if Grant is selected. 
The adjudicator selects an option by checking the box preceding the option. 

• The Motion to Reopen Paragraphs panel displays a list of paragraph names. The adjudicator 
selects a paragraph by checking the box preceding it. 

• The supporting area presents slightly different information. The Decision Review Result 
tab is removed. The Decision Result tab contains the following fields: the user ID of the 
person who enters the results, the user ID of the adjudicator who reopens the case, the 
reopen date, the original denial ID, and the original denial date. 

2.2.2.1.3.9 Decision on Interview/Oath Ceremony-Interview Decision/Oath 
Ceremony Decision Screen 

This function is designed to assist the adjudicator in rescheduling cases for interview. The 
adjudicator can verify if the case is "no-show" by accessing the Application History screen 
described below. If the case is no-show, the adjudicator has the option to reschedule the case using 
the Interview Decision screen. The Interview Decision screen comprises the following areas: 

• The interview decision area displays choices for interview type (Question and Answer or 
Re-Exam), and the case complexity indicator (high, medium, or low). 

• The interview location area displays a list of interview locations that are allowed according 
to the applicant's residential ZIP code. The information includes the location code, the 
sublocation code, and the location description. The adjudicator can select a location by 
checking a box preceding the location code. 
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2.2.2.1.3.1 0 Supervisor Review Function 
The Supervisor Review function is designed to enable a supervisor to review the decision made to a 
case. All Adjudication functions and screens are available to the supervisor. From the 
Adjudication Decision screen, the supervisor can select either confirm or remand the decision. To 
change the decision, the supervisor can overtype the decision fields. The supervisor can also view 
the Prior Test Results screen. The supervisor may confirm and make the decision final or may 
remand, or make a new final decision. Whether remanding or confirming, the supervisor has the 
option to send the decision back to the referring adjudicator. 
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1.1.1.15.4 APPLICATION LIST 

The Application List function is designed to allow the user to view a list of all applications 
submitted under a first and last name that are similar to the open application. The displayed 
information includes the application ID, firm number, A-Number, applicant's last and first name, 
DOB, and COB. 

From this list, the user may choose to view a summary of an application, which is provided through 
Case Status; or the user may choose to open the application and work on it. 

1.1.1.15.5 NAME CHANGE PETITION SCREEN 

The Name Change Petition screen is designed to allow the user to record a name change. The 
screen contains the old name and the new name areas. The data elements in each area include last 
name, first name, middle name, and suffix. In addition to the OK, Cancel, and Clear buttons, a 
Print button is provided to produce a hard copy of the change. 

1.1.1.15.6 APPLICATION HISTORY SCREEN 

The Application History function is designed to allow the adjudicator to review alJ activities that 
have been done on a case. The function also provides a summary of current activity, and a tally of 
no-shows and cancellations for interviews or oath ceremonies. 

If the user wants to include the RAF ACS information in the function preferences, the responsible 
party and section information is displayed. 

The screen comprises the following areas: 

• The History Activity area displays all completed activities for the case. The displayed data 
elements include the activity description, the activity status, the activity workflow end 
condition, the user ID of the person who performed the activity, and the activity time stamp. 

• The Current Activity area displays the current pending or active activities. The data 
elements include the activity description, the activity status, and the user ID. 

• The RAF ACS information area contains the responsible party and section information. 
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• The No-Show/Cancellation area displays the tallies for no-shows or cancellations for both 
interview and oath ceremonies. 

1.1.1.15.7 PAST EXAM RESULTS fUNCTION 

The Past Exam Results is a supporting function designed to allow the adjudicator to review quickly 
the past exam results of the case. The screen displays a list of past exams with supporting data 
elements including civic/history result, English proficiency result, the administrator ID, the test 
date, and the test center. 

Access to this function is provided as a menu item under the View menu of the Adjudication 
Manager window. 

1.1.1.15.8 PAST DECISION RESULTS FUNCTION 

The Past Decision Results is a supporting function to provide the adjudicator a list of previous 
decisions on the case. The screen displays a list of decision data elements, including the decision 
result, the decision status, the adjudicator user ID, the decision date, and the final notice status. 
Access to this function is provided as a menu item under the View menu of the Adjudication 
Manager window. 

1.1.1.15.9 NOTICE FUNCTION 

The Notice function is designed to assist the adjudicator in creating a customized notice. A toolbar 
button and menu options provide the entrance to this function. The Notice screen displays a list of 
options, including the following: 

• Quick View Template 
Quick View Notice 
Send to Batch Print 
Print Local 
Customize 
Print Completed Decision Notice 
• Delete Notice 

The Notice template will be displayed in MS Word for viewing and editing. The options are 
enabled/disabled appropriately depending on the status and type of the decision notice. 
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1.1.1.15.10 FIND/CASE STATUS FUNCTION 

This function is designed as a link to the Case Status subsystem. The function provides the 
adjudicator a means to locate a case quickly. 

1.1.1.16 Class Relationships 
Attachment A, of the System Design Document for CLAIMS 4.0 (NCY00.20003-0l.UAO-EDS), 
provides the class relationships of the Adjudication function. 

1.1.1.17 Subsystem Inputs/Outputs 
Exhibit 2-8, Adjudication Subsystem Data Flow, describes the inputs and outputs required for the 
Adjudication subsystem. 
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1.1.1.17.1 ADJUDICATION INPUTS 

System inputs include the following: 

System Design Document for CLAIMS 4.0 

• Application ID-Provides an index to the data obtained from the application as stored on 
the database 

• Background Checking Results-Includes data returned from "background checks" with 
systems both inside and outside of the INS and entered into the database 

• A-File-The physical A-File as requested through RAFACS/CIS 

• Application-The physical naturalization application and supplied evidence 

1.1.1.17.2 ADJUDICATION OUTPUTS 

Adjudication produces the following system output: 

• Notices-Specifically includes Notices of decision, need to reexamine, need for question 
and answer session, additional evidence requirements (through the Notices subsystem as 
described in Section 2.2.6, Notices), the oath ceremony notice, and bar code for the 
N-4458 produced in real time for distribution at the interview (also through the subsystem 
as described in Section 2.2.6) 

• Scheduling Requests--Include scheduling requests for oath ceremony, question and 
answer, or repeat exams 

• Application Updates--Includes updates to application data and status in the data 

• NACS Mainframe and CIS Updates--Includes updating application data and status in the 
existing NACS and CIS (through the Interfaces component described in Section 2.2.9, 
System Maintenance) 

Case Management 

Case processing activities, events, and any data correction or resolution must be recorded for 
tracking and auditing purposes. More importantly, those activities and events must be posted to the 
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Workflow system to place the case in an appropriate processing state as dictated by Workflow. The 
CM subsystem is designed to accommodate those requirements. 

In CLAIMS 4.0, the CM subsystem includes the following three components: 

• CM 
Claims Resolution (CR) 
• BSU 

Additional functionalities might be provided in future releases pending requirement determination. 

1.1.1.18 Functionality 
Specifics describing the key functions are discussed in the subsequent sections. 
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1.1.1.18.1 CASE MANAGEMENT 

The CM component is designed as a shell to house the CR and the BSU components. Entrance to 
CM is provided via a selection on the CLAIMS 4.0 main menu. Once the users are in CM, they 
will be able to select either CR or BSU by clicking on the appropriate toolbar button. 

1.1.1.18.2 CLAIMS RESOLUTION 

The CR component is designed to allow the user to resolve data discrepancies between CIS and 
CLAIMS 4.0, to enter missing required data, and to correct error data in address information. The 
subsystem will allow the user to list all cases that are either in the Initial Resolution process or in 
the Information Received process for a specific office. From the list, the user can select a particular 
case to work on; that is, comparing the data from CIS with the data from the application, and 
resolving the mismatch. The user can also key in missing data based on the information provided 
by the applicant. The user can also access a case directly by entering the application !D. CR will 
update the case with new information and inform Workflow of the new case status. 

1.1.1.18.3 BATCHSTATUSUPDATE 

The BSU component is designed to record activities or events that take place on the cases in four 
areas: Batch Status, Close Out Case, No-Show, and Certificate Withheld. The system supports 
either one single case or mnltiple cases in one invocation. 

2.2.3.1.3.1 Batch Status 
The Batch Status option is designed to record the following events: 

• Fingerprint! Agency Check Requested 

- Fingerprint Check Requested 
Military Check Requested 
G-325B Check Requested 

Fingerprint/Agency Check Received 

- FBI Fingerprint Check Received 
Military Check Received 

- G-325B Check Received 
- FBI Name Check Received 
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Evidence Received 

N-426 Submitted by Applicant 
- FD-258 Submitted by Applicant 
···· Photo Submitted by Applicant 

Case Management 

Place FBI Rap Sheet in A-File 
- Update With Requested Motion to Reopen Infonnation 
- Update With Requested Interview No Show Infonnation 
- Naturalization Certificate Issued 
- CIS Attended Search 
- Reverify Grant 
- Review Fee Waiver Request 

Fee Required 
Fee Waived 

- Reopen Request Received 
- Undeliverable Notice 

Undeliverable Request for Fingerprint Appearance 
Undeliverable Initial Notice 
Undeliverable Bounced Check Notice 

- Undeliverable Underpayment Notice 
Denial Due to Abandonment 

Failure to Appear for Fingerprinting 
Failure to Submit Fingerprints (Residing Abroad) 
Failure to Submit the Correct Fingerprint Fee 
Nonpayment of the Fee for Fingerprinting 
Undeliverable Notice 

• Infonnation Received 

- Withdrawal Request Received 
- Derogatory Infonnation Received 
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The system accepts an application ID or a list of application IDs, and if the user clicks on OK, it 
proceeds to update the cases with the appropriate action codes reflecting the events. It also updates 
case conditions in the Workflow system to synchronize the processes. The BSU subsystem also 
provides an error log containing cases that cannot be processed for any reasons. 

2.2.3.1.3.2 Close Out Case Function 
The Close Out Case option is designed to close a case(s) for reasons other than naturalization. 
There are two types of close out: Administrative Close Out or Judicial Close Out. The system will 
accept a list of application IDs and the type of close out, and if the user clicks on OK, it performs 
the updates. It also updates the case condition in Workflow to reflect the close out status. 

2.2.3.1.3.3 Recording a No-Show 
The No-Show option is designed to record no-show status for cases where the applicants did not 
appear at the interview or at the oath ceremony. The system accepts a list of application IDs, the 
type of no-show (interview or oath), and if the user clicks OK, it proceeds to update the cases with 
appropriate status codes. It also updates the case conditions in Workflow to reflect the 
no-show status. 
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1.1.1.18.4 CHANGE OF ADDRESS REQUEST 

The Change of Address Request component allows the user to modifY the existing mailing or 
residential addresses for CLAIMS 4.0 applications. After entering the desired application number, 
the user is presented with a tabbed screen allowing for updating one or both of the addresses. Once 
modified, the addresses are passed through validation edits prior to the update of the Oracle 
database. 

1.1.1.18.5 FBI FINGERPRINT RESULT 

The FBI Fingerprint Result component allows the user to easily record results returned from the 
FBI into CLAIMS 4.0. Once the desired application is entered on the screen, the user can enter the 
Response code and date that applies to the applicant. The adjudicator's user ID is captured for 
security purposes. In addition to providing result maintenance capability, the user can also view all 
prior results for the desire applicant. 

2.2.3.1.3.4 Certificate Withheld 
The Certificate Withheld option is designed to record certificate withheld status. The system 
accepts a list of application IDs and an indicator of whether the oath ceremony was administered. If 
the user clicks on OK, the system will update the cases with the appropriate action code. The 
system also updates the case condition in Workflow to reflect the certificate withheld status. 

2.2.3.1.3.5 Address Change Petition 
The Address Change Petition option is designed to record the new address of an N-400 applicant. 
The system requires the user to enter an application ID that is used to retrieve the current mailing 
and residential mailing address. The user has the option to change mailing and/or resident address. 

The workflow activity "AddrChgPet" is started wren the user enters a valid application ID. If the 
change of address results in a change in jurisdiction, upon saving, the activity is completed with an 
end condition of"ChgJur," which indicates the jurisdiction has changed. Otherwise, the activity is 
completed with the end condition "NoChgJur." If the address change petition is canceled, the 
activity is also canceled. 

1.1. 1. 19 Class Relationships 
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The structure is produced by the object-oriented modeling tool Rational Rose, and reflects the 
relationships between various classes that support the system. 

1.1.1.20 Subsystem Inputs/Outputs 

1.1.1.20.1 CLAIMS MANAGEMENT COMPONENT 

There are no required inputs or outputs for the Claims Management component. 
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1.1.1.20.2 CLAIMS RESOLUTION COMPONENT 

CR inputs include the following: 

• Receipt of CIS applicant data 
Receipt of missing required data 
RAPS Transfer Errors 
RAPS Notify Errors 
A-File 
• Application 

CR outputs include the following: 

• Database updates 
Workflow notifications 
Interface requests 
• Interface acknowledgment 

System Design Document/or CLAIMS 4.0 

Exhibit 2-9, Claims Resolution Data Flow, depicts the inputs and outputs required for the CR 
component. 

Exhibit 2-9: Claims Resolution Data Flow 

1.1.1.20.3 BATCH STATUS INPUTS/OUTPUTS 

Batch Status inputs include the following: 

• Application ID 
Fingerprint/Agency checks ordered requests 
Fingerprint/Agency checks response received 
A-File 
Application 
Close-out data 
List of no-show cases 
• Certificate withheld status 
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Batch Status outputs include the following: 

• Database updates 
Workflow notifications 
Interface requests 
• Interface acknowledgments 

Exhibit 2-10, Batch Status Update Data Flow, describes the inputs and outputs required for the 
BSU component. 

Exhibit 2-10: Batch Status Update Data Flow 

1.1.1.20.4 CHANGE OF ADDRESS PETITION COMPONENT 

Change of Address Petition inputs include the following: 

• Application data 
• Address Data 

Change of Address Petition outputs include database updates. 

1.1.1.20.5 FBI FINGERPRINT RESULT COMPONENT 

FBI Fingerprint Result inputs include application data. FBI Fingerprint Result outputs include 
database updates. 

Case Status Inquiry 

The Case Status Inquiry system is designed to provide the user with the capability to inquire the 
status or history of a particular case. The search key can be as follows: 

• Personal data-Includes any of the following: application ID, A-Number, form type, last 
name, first name, SSN, DOB, or COB 

• Mailing address-Includes street number, street name, room number, city, state, and ZIP 
code 
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• Attorney data-Includes any of the followings: last name, first name, INS attorney 
number, attorney state ID, or VOLAG number 

o Other data-Includes any of the following: owner location code, POE, date of entry range, 
payment ID, certificate number, or DOB range 

Once a match or a list of potential matches is displayed, the user will be able to view the interview 
schedule, the attorney information, or the fingerprint check status for the desired case. 

1.1.1.21 Functionality 
The Case Status functionalities are implemented in the following screens: 

• Search screen 
Case Status screen 
Interview Schedule screen 
Attorney Information screen 
• Fingerprint Information screen 

1.1.1.21.1 SEARCH SCREEN 

The Inquiry's main screen is designed as a search form with four tabs corresponding with the four 
groups of search criteria mentioned above. The search result can be an exact match, a multiple 
match, or a no match. 

• If the user selects the Personal tab, the search screen will include the application ID, the A
Number, the form number, last name, first name, SSN, DOB, and COB. 

o If the user selects the Mailing Address tab, the search screen will include street number, 
street name, room number, city, state, and ZIP code. 

• If the user selects the Attorney tab, the search screen will include the attorney's last name, 
first name, the INS attorney number, attorney's state ID, and the VOLAG number. 

• If the user selects the Other tab, the search screen will include an owner location code (File 
Control Office [FCO)), POE, date of entry range, payment ID, certificate number, or DOB 
range. 
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The system will edit for proper format of the application ID, the payment ID, A-Number, and dates 
and ensure that city, state, and ZIP code are synchronized before it formats the database search 
inquiry. 

If the search results in an exact match, the user will see the Case Status screen as described in 
Section 2.2.4.1 .2, Case Status Screen. 

If the search results in multiple matches, a Search Result list with multiple cases is displayed. The 
user can select the desired case to view the Case Status screen. 

If the search is unsuccessful, a message box will appear informing the user of the "not found" 
condition. 

1.1.1.21.2 CASE STATUS SCREEN 

If the search is successful, the Case Status screen displays information for the selected case. The 
screen will have the following areas: 

• The first area displays case identification data, including last name, first name, application 
ID, form number, mailing address, A-Number, receipt date, and the owning office location. 

• The second area displays the payment information, including the payment ID, the payment 
status, and the payment amount. 

• The third area displays the Workflow activities allocated to the case, including the 
application ID, the activity processor (or Workflow station), the activity description, the 
activity status, the expected starting date, and the expiration date of that activity. 

• The fourth area displays the processing history of the case, including the application ID, the 
processor (or user ID), the activity description, the activity date, and the activity result 
(Workflow End Condition). 

The GUI design will provide scroll bars in the third and fourth areas, allowing the user to move up 
and down to view the entire Workflow status or history of the case. 

1.1.1.21.3 INTERVIEW SCHEDULE SCREEN 
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While viewing the case information, the user can click on a toolbar button to view the interview 
schedule for that case. The Interview Schedule screen will display the interview location, room 
number, room section, date, and time. 

1.1.1.21.4 AnORNEY INFORMATION SCREEN 

From the Case Status screen, the user can also view the attorney information for the case by 
clicking on a toolbar button. The information on the attorney screen includes the INS' attorney 
number, attorney's state license number, VOLAG number, last name, first name, middle initial, 
title, firm name or VOLAG name, mailing address, phone number, fax number, mobile phone 
number, and the type of appearance. 

1.1.1.21.5 FINGERPRINT INFORMATION SCREEN 

From the Case Status screen, the user can also view the fingerprint information associated with the 
case by clicking on a toolbar button. The fingerprint information screen includes the following 
areas: 

• The first area displays the applicant's identification data, including last, first, and middle 
name and up to five aliases. 

• The second area displays the applicant's biographic information, including eye color, hair 
color, height, weight, sex, place of birth, DOB, and race. 

• The third area displays the fingerprint card processing information including contributor 
identification number (CIDN), A-Number, SSN, FBI number, local originating agency 
identification (ORI), and regional ORI. The fingerprint processing status or the FBI 
response is not included. 

1.1.1.22 Class Relationships 
Attachment A, of the System Design Document for CLAIMS 4.0 (NCY00.20003-0l.UAO-EDS), 
provides the class relationships of the Case Status htquiry function. 

1.1.1.23 Subsystem Input/Outputs 
This section describes the inputs and outputs required for the Case Status subsystem. 
Exhibit 2-11, Case Status Subsystem Data Flow, shows the input and output for the Case Status 
subsystem. 
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Exhibit 2-11: Case Status Subsystem Data Flow 

1.1.1.23.1 CASE STATUS INPUTS 

The input to Case Status includes the following: 

o Personal data-Application ID, A-Number, form type, last name, first name, SSN, DOB, 
or COB 

o Mailing address-Street number, street name, room number, city, state, and ZIP code 

o Attorney data-Last name, first name, INS' attorney number, attorney state ID, or VOLAG 
number 

o Other data-Owner location code, POE, date of entry range, payment ID, certificate 
number, or DOB range 
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1.1.1.23.2 CASE STATUS OUTPUTS 

The output from Case Status includes the following: 

• Application data 
Interview schedule 
Attorney information 
• Fingerprint check status 

Scheduling 

The Scheduling subsystem is responsible for assigning appointments to applicants for interviews, 
oath ceremonies, and fingerprinting. 

1.1.1.24 Functions 
The Scheduling function has been decomposed into the following components: Administration, 
Scheduling, Utilities, Group Management, Information, Batch Client, Batch Server, Schedule 
Interview, and Schedule Oath CeremonyfFingerprint. 

1.1.1.24.1 ADMINISTRATION 

The Administration component is designed to satisfY the following functionality: 

• Assign Exam to Oath Ceremony 
Interview Location 
Interview Section Profile 
Interview Service Type 
Oath Ceremony Facility Profile 
• Oath Ceremony Location Profile 

2.2.5.1.1.1 Assign Exam to Oath Ceremony 
This function is designed to allow the user to set up the examiner profile and to assign an examiner 
to an oath ceremony. It allows the user to set up the office location structure for the interview 
services. This setup includes scheduling sites, interview location, room, and some other location 
information. 
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2.2.5.1.1.2 Interview Location 
This function is designed to allow the user to set up the office location structure for the interview 
services. This setup includes scheduling sites, interview location, room, and some other location 
information. 

2.2.5.1.1.3 Interview Section Profile 
This function is designed to allow the user to create a section and to set up the section profile. A 
section profile consists of the following: 

• Number of examiner handle the section 
Services performed in the section 
• The time the section is open for service 

The information above is used to create available slots. 

2.2.5.1.1.4 Interview Section Type 
This function is designed to allow the user to set up the interview service type for a scheduling site. 
It also allows setting up the service length, buffer time between interviews, and the time interval the 
services has to be scheduled. 

2.2.5.1 .1.5 Oath Ceremony Facility Profile 
This function is designed to allow the user to set up the oath ceremony profile for a room. The 
profile consists of setting the capacity, date and time for the oath ceremony, as well as the service 
type conducted. 

2.2.5.1.1.6 Oath Ceremony Location Profile 
This function is designed to allow the user to set up the office location structure for the oath 
ceremony or fingerprint event. The office location structure consists of scheduling sites, oath 
facilities, rooms, and gates. 

1.1.1.24.2 SCHEDULING 

The Scheduling component has been decomposed as follows: 

• Schedule Main 
Schedule Interview 
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Schedule Oath Ceremony 
Cancel Schedule 
Deschedule 
Place in Queue 
Remove From Queue 
Services Conducted 
• Schedule No-Show 

2.2.5.1.2.1 Schedule Main 

System Design Document for CLAIMS 4.0 

This function consists of common classes that are used in multiple other sub functions. This 
function allows the users to start the interactive scheduler function. 

2.2.5.1.2.2 Schedule Interview 
This function is designed to allow the user to interactively schedule an applicant(s) for an interview. 
The user can enter application ID, A-Number, or group ID to initiate the operation. After the initial 
entry, the user will have the option to select more members of the group. This function will also 
check the application's eligibility for the operation. It will also allow the user to select a location, 
service type, and date for the scheduled interview. 
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2.2.5.1.2.3 Schedule Oath Ceremony 
This function is designed to allow the user to interactively schedule an oath ceremony or fingerprint 
event for an applicant(s). The user can enter application ID, A-Number, or group ID to initiate the 
operation. After the initial entry, the user will have the option to select more members of the group. 
This function will also check the eligibility for the operation and will also allow the user to select a 
location, service type, and date for the scheduled oath ceremony. 

2.2.5.1.2.4 Cancel Schedule 
This function is designed to allow the user to cancel an interview or oath ceremony on an 
applicant's request. It also records the number of cancellations. The user can enter application ID, 
A-Number, or group ID to initiate the operation. After the initial entry, the user will have the 
option to select more members of the group. This function will also check the application's 
eligibility for the operation. 

2.2.5.1.2.5 Deschedule 
This function is designed to allow the user to deschedule an applicant. The user can enter an 
application ID, A-Number, or group ID to initiate the operation. After the initial entry, the user will 
have the option to select more members of the group. This function will also check the 
application's eligibility for the operation. 

2.2.5.1.2.6 Place in Queue 
This function is designed to allow the user to put an applicant( s) in the scheduler ready to schedule 
queue. The user can enter application ID, A-Number, or group ID to initiate the operation. After 
the initial entry, the user will have the option to select more members of the group. This function 
will allow the user to check the application's eligibility for the operation. 

It also allows the user to select a location for the interview or oath ceremony other than its original 
default service location, to change the service type required, and to add a reschedule delay date. 

2.2.5.1.2.7 Remove From Queue 
This function is designed to allow the user to remove an applicant(s) from the scheduler ready to 
schedule queue. The user can enter an application ID, A-Number, or group ID to initiate the 
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operation. After the initial entry, the user will have the option to select more members of the group. 
This function will also checks the application eligibility for the operation. 

2.2.5.1.2.8 Services Conducted 
This function is designed to allow the user to record that the service has been conducted for an 
applicant(s). The user can enter application ID, A-Number, or group ID to initiate the operation. 
After the initial entry, the user will have the option to select more members of the group. This 
function will also check the applicant's eligibility for the operation. 
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2.2.5.1.2.9 Schedule No-Show 
This function is designed to allow the user to record a No-Show for an interview or oath ceremony. 
The user can enter an application ID, A-Number, or group ID to initiate the operation. After the 
initial entry, the user will have the option to select more members of the group. This function will 
also check the applicant's eligibility for the operation. 

1.1.1.24.3 UTILITIES 

This option of scheduler controls multiple utility functions that allow the user to perform the 
following: 

• Set up scheduler rules 
Purge old records from scheduler tables 
Set up color codes for oath ceremony gates 
• Run batch scheduler functions 

1.1.1.24.4 GROUP MANAGEMENT 

This function is designed to allow the user to specify search criteria, such as application ID, group 
ID, A-Number, last name, location, etc., and can be used to locate an application. 

This function allows the following operations: 

• Create new groups 
Add a members to a group 
Remove members from a group 
Dissolve a group 
Combine groups 
Split groups 
• Create group names and allow the user to update group information 

1.1.1.24.5 INFORMATION 

This option of the scheduler controls the following functions: 

• Status inquiry 
• View error log 
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1.1.1.24.6 BATCH CLIENT 

This function is designed to allow the user to initiate the batch scheduler. It also allows the user to 
perfonn multiple batch scheduling functions such as schedule applicants for interview, schedule 
applicants for oath ceremony, and schedule applicants for fingerprint. Users can create available 
slots and a ready to schedule queue based on the cases available in the workflow ready to schedule 
queue. 
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1.1.1.24.7 BATCHSERVER 

This function is designed to allow the batch scheduler server to be called by the batch client to 
perform multiple batch scheduling functions, such as schedule applicants for interview, schedule 
applicants for oath ceremony, and schedule applicants for fingerprint. The batch server also allows 
the user to create available slots and to create a ready to schedule queue based on the cases 
available in the workflow ready to schedule queue. 

1.1.1.24.8 SCHEDULE INTERVIEW 

This function is a part of the batch server that handles the scheduling of applicants for interview. 

1.1.1.24.9 SCHEDULE OATH CEREMONY/FINGERPRINT 

This function is a part of the batch server that handles the scheduling of applicants for oath 
ceremony and fingerprint. 

1.1.1.24.10 COMMON CLASSES 

This package includes all the common classes used for both interview and oath 
ceremony/fingerprint. 

1.1.1.25 Class Relationships 
Attachment A, of the System Design Document for CLAIMS 4.0 (NCY00.20003-0l.UAO-EDS), 
provides the class relationships of the Scheduling function. 

1.1.1.26 Subsystem Inputs/Outputs 
The subsequent sections describe the inputs and outputs required for the Workflow Management 
subsystem. Exhibit 2~ 12, Scheduling Subsystem Data Flow, depicts the scheduling subsystem data 
flow. 
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Exhibit 2-12: Scheduling Subsystem Data Flow 

1.1.1.26.1 SCHEDULER INPUT 

Scheduler input includes the following: 

• Location structure of the scheduling office, site, service location, room, and gate 
Location profile 
Hours of operation 
Number of adjudicators required to handle the services 
Services performed at the location 
Capacities 
Exceptions to regular profile 
Application ID, group ID, last name, A-Number 
Location for services 
• Services required 

1.1.1.26.2 SCHEDULER OUTPUT 

Scheduler output include the following: 

• Appointment of the applicants for services 
Deschedule 
Cancel schedule 
Place in queue 
Remove from queue 
Record no-show 
Record service performed 
Utilities and information 
Group management 
• Error and informative messages 
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Notices 

CLAIMS 4.0 must provide the capability to print notices and call-in mailers for distribution to the 
applicant and other appropriate parties, and to inform the recipients of a specific naturalization 
application status or circumstance. The notices can be requested and printed later in batch mode. 
The system must also provide system administration functions to manage and maintain the print 
server. To accommodate those requirements, the Notice subsystem of CLAIMS 4.0 is designed 
with the following major functional components; 

• Create New Notice 
• Batch Print Server 

Section 5 provides additional information on notices. 

1.1.1.27 Functionality 
The Notices functionalities are implemented in the components listed in the subsequent sections. 

1.1.1.27 .1 NOTICE MAIN SCREEN 

To be consistent with other CLAIMS 4.0 subsystems, the user can access the Notice subsystem by 
clicking on the Notice button on the CLAIMS 4.0 switchboard. The user will be presented with the 
Notice Main screen. 

The purpose of the Main screen is to provide a common entrance to all Notice printing components 
via four tool bar buttons with appropriate tool tips. In addition to toolbar buttons, standard GUI 
menu titles, including File and Help, will also be available. The File menu title will produce a pull
down list containing the four Notice functions corresponding to the four toolbar buttons. 

1.1.1.27 .2 BATCH PRINT SERVER 

The Batch Print Server provides the capability to select, view, and mass print notices at the SCs 
through batch jobs. All or part of a batch can be reprinted to recover from printer errors. This 
function prints batches in ZIP code-sorted order to minimize mailing costs. 

The following notices can be printed from the Batch Print Server: 

• Receipt With Standard 
Receipt With Exception 
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Receipt With Suspense 
Initial Interview 
A-File Request Verification 
Request to Appear for Fingerprinting (FD-258) 
Denial Due to Abandonment 
Oath Ceremony 
Underpayment 
• Deschedule/Reschedule 

The Batch Print Server also supports various system administration functions, including 
configuring the printers, monitoring print jobs, and performing record maintenance on the request 
queue and error table. 

The Batch Print Server is restricted to an authorized System Administrator. 

To invoke the Batch Print Server, the user can click a toolbar button on tbe Notice Main screen, and 
the Notice Print Server screen is displayed. 

2.2.6.1.2.1 Notice Print Server Screen 
The Notice Print Server screen provides the following options: 

• Print Notices 
Reprint Notices 
Maintenance 
Refresh Screens 
Find Notices 
Configure Printers 
Job Status 
• Print Server Errors 

The screen will include a menn for the above options, an area displaying the notice queue by type, 
and an area displaying previously printed jobs. The data for each printed job include date, time, job 
ID, and total notices printed in that job. 

2.2.6.1.2.1.1 
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If the user selects the Print Notices option, the Print Notice pop-up window appears. The pop-up 
window presents the user with two choices: either to print all new notices in the New Notice Queue 
or to print a selected type. If the latter is chosen, the user must also specifY the notice type. 

The user will also be provided with an option to process or to cancel. 

2.2.6.1.2.1.2 Reprint Notice Dialog Box 
If the user selects the Reprint Notices option, the Reprint Notice dialog box appears. The pop-up 
window presents the user with two choices: either to reprint entire notice job or to reprint partial 
notice job. In either choice, the user must specifY the job ID by selecting it from a drop-down list. 

If Reprint the Entire Notice job is chosen, then only the job ID is needed to process the request. If 
Reprint Partial Notice job is chosen, the user has the following options: 

• SpecifYing the range of ZIP codes to be reprinted 
SpecifYing the application ID and the notice type to be reprinted 
• SpecifYing the job notice type 

The user is also provided with an option to process or to cancel the request. 

2.2.6.1.2.1.3 Maintenance Dialog Box 
If the user selects the Maintenance option, the Maintenance dialog box appears. The function is 
designed to delete error records from the error log, or to delete request records from the request 
table. The Maintenance function also provides the status reset capability to reset notice records to 
"Requested." The user may invoke this capability to reset the notice record status if an error occurs 
during the maintenance operation. 

The Delete function presents the user with two choices: delete records from error screen and delete 
records from job status screen. It also allows the user to specifY the age, in days, of records to be 
deleted. The user will be presented with a confirmation screen before the database update takes 
place. 

The Reset Status function presents the user with a check box. The user will simply check the box 
to perform the status reset. The Notice records status will be reset to "Requested" regardless of 
what their current status actually is. 
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2.2.6.1.2.1.4 Refresh Function 
To refresh the Notice Print Server screen to display the most current list of notices in the print 
queue and previously printed jobs, the user simply clicks on the Refresh menu item. 

2.2.6.1.2.1.5 Find Notice Screen 
This function is designed to help the user to locate quickly a notice in the notices-to-be-printed 
queue, without having to scroll through the entire list. If the user selects this function, the Find 
Notice screen appears. The user must provide the application ID. The system will list all notices 
associated with the application. The notice information includes notice type, job ID, notice status, 
and print date. The presence of the job ID signifies that the notice is printed in a batch print 
request. 

2.2.6.1.2.1.6 Configure Batch Printers Screen 
The Configure Printer function is designed to allow authorized users to add, update, or delete 
printer references and paper type in the Oracle configuration table. When the user selects this 
option, the Configure Batch Printer screen appears. The screen will display a list of printer and 
associated paper type for each one. The user can perform add, update, or delete actions to the list. 

The add printer action presents the user with a pop-up window, asking for printer name and paper 
type. The user can select a printer name from a drop-down Jist. 

TI1e update printer action requires the user to select a printer on the displayed list, then presents the 
user with a pop-up window, allowing the user to change paper type. 

The delete printer action requires the user to select a printer on the displayed list, removes the 
printer from the list, and refreshes the Configure Batch Printers screen. 

2.2.6.1.2.1. 7 Job Status Viewing Function 
The user can select the Job Status function to view the status of a print job, the date of print request, 
the type of notice, and the origination of the request. A pop-up window contains a list box with the 
above fields displayed. The user can scroll up or down to view the entire print job file. 

2.2.6.1.2.1.8 
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The user can select the Print Server Error function to view the error log. The information includes 
the job ID, the error description, the date and time, and the source of error. The user can scroll up 
and down to view the entire log. 

1.1.1.28 Class Relationships 
Attachment A, of the System Design Document for CLAIMS 4.0 (NCY00.20003-0l .UAO-EDS), 
provides the class relationships of the Notices system. 

1.1.1.29 Subsystem Inputs/Outputs 
1bis section describes the inputs and outputs required for the Notices subsystem. Exhibit 2-13, 
Notices Subsystem Data Flow, shows the subsystem that will be provided in a future release. 
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1.1.1.29.1 NOTICES INPUTS 

The Notices inputs include the following: 

o System request for a notice or call-in mailer based on an applicant's specific application 
status 

o Manual request for a notice or call-in mailer made by an authorized user 

o Database information 

o Standard text blocks 

o Free-form text input by an authorized user 

1.1.1.29.2 NOTICE OUTPUTS 

The Notices outputs include the following: 

o Batch Notices 

Cancel Interview 
- Cancel Oath Ceremony 
- Deschedule Interview 

Interview No-Show 
- Oath Ceremony No-Show 

Deschedule Oath Ceremony 
Re-Interview Receipt Standard 

- Receipt With Suspense 
- Receipt With Exception 
- Under Payment 
- Invalid Payment 

Reporting 

- Bounced Check 
- Oath Ceremony 
- Initial Interview 
- Receipt With Standard 

Receipt With Exception 
- Receipt With Suspense 
- Initial Interview 
- A-File Request Verification 
- Request to Appear for 

Fingerprinting (FD-258) 
Denial Due to Abandonment 

The Reporting subsystem is designed to provide the user with a variety of standard reports to 
support each of the various functions. Users can request a simple count of records satisfying only 
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the specific search criteria displayed, or, may request that the complete report be generated (with no 
limiting parameters). Section 5 provides a list of all reports supported by CLAIMS 4.0. 

1.1.1.30 Reporting Functions 
The Reporting functions are designed to create reports online, in hard copy, or on disk file. In 
addition, the Reporting functions provide the capability to generate a variety of canned and ad hoc 
reports. The Reporting functions provide the capability to build custom queries on many of these 
reports by entering values for various case selection criteria. 

1.1.1.30.1 MENU FUNCTION 

This function is designed to control the main report menu where the user can select from different 
functional areas on CLAIMS 4. 0. 
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1.1.1.30.2 QuERY FUNCTION 

Query builders allow for customization of the reports. This function is designed to produce and 
control query screens. The user needs to initiate a report query in the CLAIMS Report screen. 
Users can define the criteria needed to produce the report. 

The CLAIMS Report Main screen contains the following functional areas currently, with more 
possibly being added: 

• Adjudication 
Certificate tracking 
File room operation 
Finance 
G22 report 
Management reports 
• Scheduling reports 

For the user's convenience, all the reports available in CLAIMS 4.0 have been organized by 
functional area. After the user selects any one of the functional areas, the reports available under 
that area are listed. By selecting any of the reports listed, a CLAIMS Tracking Query Builder 
screen is displayed to build a query that will facilitate ad hoc selection of data in the database to be 
included in the report. 

1.1.1.30.3 DATA FUNCTION 

This function is designed to build the data needed to store in the database for use of CLAIMS 4.0 
functional areas. It also builds a query for Crystal Reports or SQL based on selections made by 
query builder, determines the data to be displayed on the query screen, populates standard location 
controls, supports utility routines for query building, and supports the frequency of report runs. 

1.1.1.30.4 FORM CONTROL FUNCTION 

This function is designed to build the string used to make a connection to the database. The 
function is responsible for form setup by calling the appropriate forms for a report, drawing the 
toolbar on parent form, and drawing query forms based on data required for a specific report. 

1.1.1.30.5 FORMS FUNCTIONALITY 
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This function is designed to provide the user with the progress of loading and initializing the 
program during initial startup. It also provides the user login screen (when not starting through the 
switchboard). Finally, it provides the user with the option to view and delete scheduled reports and 
to select a window default printer. 
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1.1.1.31 

1.1.1.31.1 
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1.1.1.31.2 

1.1.1.31.3 

1.1.1.31.4 

1.1.1.31.5 
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1.1.1.31.6 FD-258 MANIFEST 

This function is designed to produce a printed manifest report of all fingerprint cards contained in 
a batch. The FD·258 Manifest is designed to be generated at the SC to include data for every 
ASC belonging to the SC. This report will include all applicants who have been scheduled 
during that week. The program pertains only to the 7 preceding days, and the user will not have 
the ability to change the start date or the length of the reporting period. 

The structure of the report includes a header followed by information for each applicant. 

The manifest header will contain the following data: 

• INS location 
ASC site code 
Schedule period 
Date generated 
• Time generated 

The manifest will contain the following information for each applicant: 

• Applicant name 
A-Number 
SSN 
Subsystem 
Subsystem ID 
Form type 
Initial schedule date 
• A two-dimensional bar code containing the relevant FD-258 information 

1.1.1.32 Class Relationships 
Attachment A, of the System Design Document for CLAIMS 4.0 (NCY00.20003-0l.UAO-EDS), 
provides the class relationships of the Reporting function. 

1.1.1.33 Subsystem Inputs/Outputs 
This section describes the inputs and outputs required for the Reporting subsystem. Exhibit 
2-14, Reporting Subsystem Data Flow, describes the inputs and outputs required tor Reporting 
subsystem. 
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Exhibit 2-14: Reporting Subsystem Data Flow 

1.1.1.33.1 REPORTING INPUTS 

Inputs to the Reporting subsystem include the following: 

• Request for standard report or query 
Request to build custom query 
Information on report options 
Data from CLAIMS tables 
• Data from workflow database 

1.1.1.33.2 REPORTING OUTPUTS 

Outputs from the Reporting subsystem include the following: 

• Reports in hard copy or electronic format 
• Custom queries 

Document Production 

Document Production is designed to produce Naturalization Certificates (N-550) interactively or 
by batch. The system is able to track, report, and list certificate printing history for an office; to 
void or destroy erroneous certificates; to provide an image of the certificate on line for Quality 
Assurance viewing; and to provide print server controlling functions including certificate sizes 
and print instructions. 

The system also manages the transferring of documents from one DO to another. The Document 
Production subsystem is designed to meet those requirements using the foJlowing functional 
components: 

• Certificate Print Request 
Quality Assurance 
Void/Destroy Certificate 
View Certificate History 
Void/Destroy Reports 
• Transfer Documents 
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1.1.1.34 Functionality 
The Document Production functionality will be implemented in the screens and processing 
components described in the subsequent sections. 

1.1.1.34.1 CERTIFICATE PRINT REQUEST FUNCTION 
The Certificate Print Request function is attained via the Certificate Print Request screen. The 
screen will present three processing options to the user: Batch Print Request, Certificate Print 
Server, and Single Print Certificate. 

2.2.8.1.1.1 Batch Print Request Option-Work Order Screen 
The user selects the Batch Print Request option to initiate the batch printing process. The user 
will be presented with the Work Order for Batch Printing screen. The screen includes the 
following areas: 

• The first area is the list of available oath ceremonies with details, including oath location, 
city, state, date and time, number of slots filled, and number of slots available. The user 
will be able to scroll and select an oath ceremony to have certificates printed. 

• The second area contains options for modifying sort criteria (the sort criteria dialog box), 
modifying print instructions (the special print instructions dialog box), and saving the 
batch into a ceremony queue for later processing. 

2.2.8.1.1.1.1 Sort Criteria Dialog Box 
If the user clicks on the modifying sort criteria option, the sort criteria dialog box will appear 
containing the following lists: 

• The available fields that can be selected as sort criteria 
• The currently selected fields 

The screen provides the options for adding new fields from the available list to the selected list; 
or removing fields from the selected list and putting them back in the available list. Another 
option that specifies the sort direction, ascending or descending, is also provided; this feature can 
be applied to the entire selected list or on a particular field. The OK or Cancel option will take 
the user back to the Work Order screen. The available sort criteria include application ID, 
certificate number, last name, and oath ceremony room number. 

2.2.8.1.1.1.2 Special Print Instructions Screen 
The Document Production process also allows the user to customize the certificate via the special 
printing instruction dialog box. The dialog box presents the following items for customization: 

• Oath ceremony date (this option is disabled per INS request) 
Oath ceremony location 
Commissioner signature image 
• Applicant photo image 
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The user can select one or more items to have the appropriate text or images printed on the 
certificates. 

2.2.8.1.1.2 Certificate Print Server Option-Print Server Screen 
Having requested a batch print using the Batch Request function, the user needs to activate the 
Print Server to print the certificates. 

As the user clicks on the Certificate Print Server option, the Print Server screen appears. The 
Print Server is designed to allow the user to select one of the requested oath ceremonies and 
provide the user with another chance to modify the sort criteria or to change the print instructions 
before actually printing the batch. 

The screen comprises the following areas: 

• The first area is a list of requested oath ceremonies, which is the result of the Batch 
Request function. The detail information includes oath location, city, state, date, time, 
total number of certificates, and number of certificates printed. The user can decide to 
print the entire batch or to print a partial batch. 

• The second area is the print options, which includes the number of certificates to print, 
number of batches (the total number of certificates can be divided into smaller batches to 
accommodate printer capacity), number of certificates in a batch, modify the sort criteria, 
modify the print instruction, certificate size (Section 2.2.8.1.1.2.1, Certificate Size 
Pop-Up Window), and batch setup option (Section 2.2.8.1.1.2.2, Batch Setup Screen). 

2.2.8.1.1.2.1 Certificate Size Pop-Up Window 
If the user clicks on the Certificate Size option, the Certificate Size pop-up window appears. The 
window provides two sizes: 8.0 inches x I 0.0 inches or 8.5 inches x 11.0 inches. The user can 
then select the desired size. 

2.2.8.1.1.2.2 Batch Setup Screen 
Ifthe user clicks on the Batch Print option on the Print Server screen, the Batch Setup screen 
appears. The Batch Setup displays the batch information the user had specified in previous 
screens, allowing the user to further specify the certificate number ranges. 

2.2.8.1.1.3 Single Print Certificates Option 
The Single Print Certificate option is designed to allow the user to print a particular certificate 
from an oath ceremony that has been queued up in Print Request function. The system will 
record the new certificate number to the applicant's case. 

The user will key in either a certificate number or an application ID to identify the case and 
trigger the single printing. The Single Print function is implemented in the Single Print 
Certificates screen. 
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1.1.1.34.2 QUALITY ASSURANCE FUNCTION 

The Quality Assurance function is attained via the Quality Assurance screen. The function is 
used to verify that the batch of certificates has printed correctly. The screen lists the printed 
certificates along with the certificate number and the applicant's name. The system will allow 
the user to select a certificate to view the detailed data printed on it. 

1.1.1.34.3 VOID/DESTROY CERTIFICATE FUNCTION 

The Void Destroy Certificate function is attained via the Void Destroy Certificate screen. The 
Void Destroy Certificates screen allows the user to search for a particular certificate, and then 
void or destroy it The search key is the certificate number. 

1.1.1.34.4 CERTIFICATE HISTORY FUNCTION 

The Certificate History function is attained via the Certificate History screen. If the user clicks 
on the Certificate History button, the Search Certificates pop-up window appears. The window 
accepts the certificate number, the A-Number, or the application ID as search keys. 

The Certificate History screen is the search result screen. It lists the certificate( s) along with 
detail information including certificate number, user ID, date, status code, reason, and name. 

1.1.1.34.5 VOID/DESTROY REPORTS FUNCTION 

The Void/Destroy Reports function is attained via the Document Production Reporting screen. 
The Document Production Reporting screen lists all voided or destroyed certificate entries with 
details including user ID, print date, status code, reason, and applicant's name. 

1.1.1.34.6 TRANSFER DOCUMENTS FUNCTION 

The Transfer Documents function is attained via the Transfer Documents screen. The screen will 
consist of a listing of available documents that can be selected to transfer out along with a list of 
destination locations. Once the user selects the document and the location, the system will 
update the document status as being transferred out. The Receive In (Transfer In) capability will 
be developed in future release. 

1.1.1.35 Class Relationships 
Attachment A, of the System Design Document for CLAIMS 4.0 (NCY00.20003-0l.UAO-EDS), 
provides the class relationships of the Document Production function. 

1.1.1.36 Subsystem Inputs/Outputs 
This section describes the inputs and outputs required for the Document Production subsystem. 
Exhibit 2-15, Document Production Subsystem Data Flow, shows the Document Production 
subsystem. 
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Exhibit 2-15: Document Production Subsystem Data Flow 

1.1.1.36.1 DOCUMENT PRODUCTION INPUTS 

The Document Production inputs include the following: 

• Blank prenumbered N-550 (Naturalization Certificate) 
N-400 application data 

A-Number 
- Name 
- DOB 

Sex 
- Height (feet and inches) 
- Marital status 

Country of former nationality 
- Photograph (physical) 
- Photograph (electronic image) 

Commissioner's signature (electronic image) 
Oath ceremony scheduling data 

- Location of oath ceremony 
Date/time of oath ceremony 

- Applicant sort order 

1.1.1.36.2 DOCUMENT PRODUCTION OUTPUTS 

The Document Production outputs include the following: 

• Completed N-550 (Naturalization Certificate) 
• Certificate copy on plain paper 
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System Maintenance 

1.1.1.37 Functions 
The System Maintenance function is designed to provide the user the capability to add, update, 
delete, or view information in the CLAIMS 4.0 database. The System Maintenance function 
restricts this capability to a specific group of users who have the authority to perform specific 
system administration functions. Specifically, there are three levels of authority enforced by the 
System Maintenance function. Exhibit 2-16, System Administration Authorization Levels, 
details the levels of authority. The System Maintenance forms provide a GUI to assist authorized 
users in performing each specific task. 

Exhibit 2-16: System Administration Authorization Levels 

Enterprise 
System 
Administrator 
HQ System 

Local System 
Administrator 

View 

View 

Add, Update, View 
View 

Add, Update, View 
Delete, and View 
their site and sites 
under their 

Because the profile tables contain data for all the INS sites, when the user first enters the System 
Maintenance subsystem, the user has the option of picking a site that the profiles will include. If 
the user does not pick a site, the site where the workstation is located will be used to limit profile 
data. 

1.1.1.37.1 LOCATION PROFILE FUNCTION 

The Location Profile function is facilitated by the Location Profile screen. This screen provides 
the capability to configure and maintain information on INS offices, locations, sites, and courts. 
The Location Profile screen provides the user access to the location profile data stored on the 
Oracle server. It also allows the user to view or modifY the office profile data for each office to 
accurately characterize the resources available in the office to perform specific functions. 
Finally, the location profile function allows the authorized users (see Exhibit 2-16) to perform 
the following tasks: 

• Adds a DO to the system 
Adds a suboffice to the system 
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Adds a satellite office to the system 
Updates a DO profile 
Updates a suboffice profile 
Updates a satellite office profile 
Deletes a DO from the system 
Deletes a suboffice from the system 
Deletes a satellite office from the system 
Views a DO profile 
Views a suboffice profile 
• Views a satellite office profile 

1.1.1.37.2 SERVICE LOCATION PROFILE FUNCTION 

System Design Document for CLAIMS 4. 0 

The Service Location Profile function is facilitated by a Service Location Profile screen, which 
defines the INS locations available for an examination or oath ceremony. It is based on the 
relationship between an applicant's ZIP code or county and the INS administrative location, 
unless overridden by a specific request. The Service Type Profile function maintains the ZIP 
code relationship at the national level. 

'Ibe Location Profile function allows authorized users to add temporary sites locally for specific 
events. In such cases, the user must enter the properties of these temporary sites and maintain 
this information locally. Also, if the user intends to delete a site or remove ZIP codes from the 
system, the Service Type Profile function prevents saving these changes until all the ZIP codes 
have been reassigned to another site. The location profile function allows authorized users to 
perform the following tasks: 

• Adds a service location to the system 
Updates a service location profile 
Deletes a service location from the system 
• Allows the user to view service location profile 

1.1.1.37.3 USER PROFILE FUNCTION 

The User Profile function is facilitated by the User Profile List and User Profile Edit screens. 
These screens allow the system administrator to maintain information on CLAIMS 4.0 users. 
Specifically, the User Profile Edit screen allows maintenance of the access authorization profile 
for each user. This authorization profile includes the following user information: user ID, full 
name, participant type code, and report access code. 

The participant type code and report access code provide authorization to the Workflow 
Management system and Reports subsystem, respectively. Specifically, the participant type code 
defines which workflow activity the user is permitted to perform. This authorization is set up by 
the system administrator in the workflow participant roles profile within System Maintenance. 
The report access code identifies which reports a user can create. This access is set up by the 
system administrator in the report access groups profile (also within System Maintenance). 
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The User Profile screen identifies each user uniquely regardless of his or her home site. The user 
must be authorized via the Password Issuance Control System (PICS) first to obtain a valid user 
ID within the Oracle database server. Once that is established, the user profile can be created. 
The user profile provides the following capability: 

• Adds a new CLAIMS 4.0 user to the system 
Updates a user profile 
Deletes a user from the system 
• Allows the user to view a CLAIMS 4.0 user information 

1.1.1.37 .4 CERTIFICATE NUMBER MAINTENANCE FUNCTION 

The Naturalization Certificate Number Maintenance screen facilitates the Certificate Number 
Maintenance function. This screen provides the user the capability to browse certificate control 
information for local certificates or INS-wide certificates. The browse function can be initiated 
after the user provides a range of certificate serial numbers. This screen also provides the user 
the capability to assign a range of certificate serial numbers to a location. It is expected that this 
assignment will be made when the certificates are received by the site. This enables the INS to 
track the certificate distribution throughout the entire organization. 

1.1.1.37.5 APPLICATION 10 AND PAYMENT 10 MAINTENANCE FUNCTION 

The Application ID, Payment ID, and A-Number Maintenance function is facilitated by the 
Number Pool Menu and Edit screens. These screens provide the user the capability to maintain 
the last application ID and the last payment ID that is assigned to a case at a site. It provides 
authorized users (see Exhibit 2-16) the capability to add, update, delete, or view the last 
application ID and the last payment ID. The authorized users must supply the application ID and 
payment ID. When the user updates the A-Number, this function sets the last date on which the 
block of A-Numbers was reset. 

1.1.1.37 .6 FORM MAINTENANCE FUNCTION 

The INS Form Data screen facilitates the Form Maintenance function. This screen allows the 
user to add, update, and delete site-specific form processing information. This site-specific 
information includes the range of processing days expected to process the form, number oflabels 
required for each type oflabel a site can produce, required identification data, and special 
requests. 

1.1.1.37.7 TABLE LOOKUP FUNCTION 

The Table Lookup function is facilitated by tbe Lookup Table Maintenance Menu and Edit 
screen. A special data view was created in Oracle to provide the information for dynamic 
creation of the Edit screen. The view contains information such as the field name, type, and 
length that is used to determine how to build the Edit screen at run time. This design reduces 
code changes. When table schema are changed, only the view will need to be changed and the 
code will remain unchanged. 
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These screens are designed to satisfy this function hy providing the capability to select and 
maintain application lookup tables. The Lookup Table Maintenance function allows authorized 
users (see Exhibit 2-16) to perform the following tasks: 

• Allows users to select a lookup table 
Allows users to view a lookup table 
Adds user record to lookup tables 
Updates records in lookup tables 
Deletes records from lookup tables 
Performs search in lookup tables 
• Sorts data in lookup tables 

In addition, the Lookup Table Maintenance function provides access to the standard tables. It 
supports the following tasks: 

• Views data in standard tables 
Performs search in standard tables 
• Sorts data in standard tables 

1.1.1.38 Class Relationships 
Attachment A, of the System Design Document for CLAIMS 4.0 (NCY00.20003-0l.UAO-EDS), 
provides the class relationships of the System Maintenance function. 

1.1.1.39 Subsystem Inputs/Outputs 
This section describes the inputs and outputs required for the System Maintenance subsystem, 
which is depicted in Exhibit 2-17, System Maintenance Subsystem Data Flow. 
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1.1.1.39.1 SYSTEM MAINTENANCE INPUTS 

The inputs to the System Maintenance process depend on the nature of the transaction to be 
performed by the user. For Insert transactions, the user provides the information for all the fields 
in the record. On insert, the location code is provided as a part of, or all of, the primary key. The 
user provides the location code when first entering the System Maintenance subsystem. Until the 
user changes the location code, all profiles accessed after the selection is made will use all or part 
of this location code as the primary key to create the profile records. 

During the Update trausaction, the user provides new values to the fields to be updated. Because 
the location code is a primary key, it cannot be updated. During the Delete transaction, the 
location code as well as other attributes used to form the key are used to identify the record to be 
deleted. 

The inputs to each profile are briefly identified as follows: 

• Location profile input 

~ General information 

Location type code 
Location description 
Active location indicator 
Region code 
Service center code 
District number 
Sector number 
Days of operation 
Hours of operation 
Estimated interview-notice days 
Officer information (officer title, contact phone number, full name) 

- Nature of services indicator (one or more can be selected) 

Asylum office 
Judicial oath ceremony 
POE office 
Administrative oath ceremony 
Border Patrol office 
Interview site 

Location address 
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Province 
Postal code 
Country code 

- Other infonnation 

Jurisdiction's location code 
FCO 
County Control Office (CCO) 
Description of jurisdiction 

- List of branch locations 

Location code 
Location type 
Location description 

• Service locations 

Default service location code 
- Service type code 
- State code 
- ZIP code range 
- County name 
- Date range 
- Oath ceremony type 

Workflow participant roles 

- Participant type code 
- Participant type description 
- List of participant role code descriptors 

Report access groups 

Report access group code 
- Report access group description 
- List of reports names 

User profiles input 

User!D 
- Start/end dates of authorization 
- User's full name 

Workflow participant type code 

Application ID and payment ID maintenance input 

- Location code 
- Last application ID 
- Last payment ID 
- Current A-Number (for I-765 processing) 
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- A-Number ceiling number 

Certificate numbers maintenance input 

System Design Document for CLAIMS 4.0 

- Certificate type (that is, Naturalization certificate) 
- Range of certificate numbers 

Starting certificate serial number (control number) 
Ending certificate serial number (control number) 

• Local profile fonns maintenance input 

- Location code 
- Fonn number 
- Minimum number of days to process an application 

Maximum number of days to process an application 
- Number of human-readable labels 

Number of bar-code labels 
Number of address labels 

Fonns profile input 

Fonnnumber 
F onn number description 

- Minimum processing days 
- Maximum processing days 
- Label counts 

Human readable 
Bar code readable 
Address 

- A-Number required indicator 
- Temporary A-Number required indicator 

Government agency ID required indicator 
- Special request 

Send to clerical indicator 
Check evidence indicator 

• Tables lookup maintenance input 

Activity 
Activity button 

- Activity end condition 
Adjudication notice menu 
Applicant eligibility 
Application system 
Background check state 
CLAIMS 4.0 CCO 

- Community-based organization 
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(CBO) 
Certificate status 

- Color code 
- Component file 
- Component file image 
- Component function 
- Component system 
- CLAIMS Public Response System 

(CPRS) action code 
- CPRS act end condition 
- Document status 

Document type 
- Document type status 
- End condition act transition 
- End condition 
- English read sample 

English write sample 
Evidence 

- FBI external system 
FBI eye color 
FBI geography 

- FBI hair color 
FBI miscellaneous 

- FBIORI 
- FBI race 

FBI sex 
- FBI valid form 

Form 
Form files 

- Form images 
- Group rule 

1.1.1.39.2 SYSTEM MAINTENANCE OUTPUTS 

System Design Document for CLAIMS 4. 0 

Location rule 
- Location type 
- Merge create 
- Merge update 
- N-400 certificate format 

Notice type 
- Occupation display 
- Part21 

Part22 
- Process 
- Process activity 

Process activity state 
- Provider 
- Question 
- Reason 
- Reason display 
- Relative type 

Report 
Required evidence mask 

- RNACS CLAIMS 4 CCO 
Role 

- Report field 
- Report field lookup map 

Report security level 
- Report type 

Section oflaw 
Service type 

- Sort requirement 
- Special distribution 
- Standard notice template 
- System switchboard 

The output of this function depends on the type of transaction the authorized users perform. For 
Browse transactions only, there is no change to those table(s) accessed. For Insert, Delete, and 
Update transactions, the appropriate database tables are effected. 

Workflow Manager 

1.1.1.40 Functions 
The Workflow Manager function is designed to provide control of the business process activities. 
It also maintains the history of the activities performed by whom, what time, and which INS 
location. The Workflow Manager is designed to provide maximum flexibility. To accomplish 
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this goal, the business process that the Workflow Manager uses to control case processing is 
table driven. The Workflow Management system primarily consists of three parts: a workflow 
client, workflow server, and workflow administration .. These parts will be discussed in detail in 
the subsequent sections. 

1.1.1.40.1 WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT STATES 

The business process is defined as a set of activities. Each activity has six states that a case can 
be in, which include inactive, active, suspended, completed, canceled, and error. When an 
activity is completed, an end condition is provided to the Workflow Manager. This end 
condition determines which activity the case will be ready to perform next. When a case is 
waiting for a task to be performed, the case is placed in an inactive state within that activity. 

When the user or batch application starts performing the task related to that activity, the case is 
placed in an active state within that activity. If the user is unable to complete the task, then the 
user can place the case in a suspended state for that activity. If the user decides to start over, the 
activity for that case can be reset by placing it in a inactive state. Finally, ifthere is an error 
while performing the task, the activity for the case can be placed in an "error" state. 

While the case proceeds within the business process, the case processing can be placed in five 
different states. These states include: active, running, suspended, completed, or terminated. 
When the case within the business process is in the active state there is no exclusive control. 
Multiple activities can be performed on the case simultaneously. 

When the case is in the running state, it is under the exclusive control of the activity that placed it 
in that state. When the case is in the suspended state only, independent activities can be 
performed on the case. When the case is in the completed state, all activities have ceased and all 
the steps (activities) in the business process have been exhausted. If the case is in the terminated 
state, then processing has been stopped due to an error or user request. 

1.1.1.40.2 WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT LOOKUP TABLES 

The transition from activity to activity is maintained within the workflow lookup tables. As of 
Release 5.2.0, the CLAIMS 4.0 supported business processes for N-400, Form 1-881, RNACS 
conversion, CLAIMS 3.0 fingerprint scheduling, RNACS fingerprint scheduling, and RAPS 
fingerprint scheduling. Each of these business processes are illustrated in the workflows 
represented graphically in Exhibits 2-18, CLAIMS 4.0 Business Process-Part A, through 
Exhibit 2-31, CLAIMS 4.0 Business Process-Part N. 
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Exhibit 2-18: CLAIMS 4.0 Business Process-Part A 
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Exhibit 2-19: CLAIMS 4.0 Business Process-Part B 
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Exhibit 2-20: CLAIMS 4.0 Business Process-Part C 
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Exhibit 2-21: CLAIMS 4.0 Business Process-Part 0 
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Exhibit 2-22: CLAIMS 4.0 Business Process-Part E 
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Exhibit 2-23: CLAIMS 4.0 Business Process-Part F 
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Exhibit 2-24: CLAIMS 4.0 Business Process-Part G 
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Exhibit 2-25: CLAIMS 4.0 Business Process-Part H 
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Exhibit 2-26: CLAIMS 4.0 Business Process-Part I 
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Exhibit 2-27: CLAIMS 4.0 Business Process-Part J 
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Exhibit 2-28: CLAIMS 4.0 Business Process-Part K 
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Exhibit 2-29: CLAIMS 4.0 Business Process-Part L 
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Exhibit 2-30: CLAIMS 4.0 Business Process-Part M 
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Exhibit 2-31: CLAIMS 4.0 Business Process-Part N 
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1.1.1.40.3 WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT QUEUES AND HISTORY TABLES 

As the case moves through the business process, the workflow management system manages its 
movement with database tables. A primary queue is the activity queue that identifies cases 
waiting for a specific activity. When the activity for a case changes states in the queue, the 
activity data are copied from the activity queue to a historical activity queue. 

Another queue is used to keep track of all the cases that belong to a specific business process. 
This table tracks the current process state of each case. Global process data are also stored in this 
table. These data allow activities to share infom1ation between each other. Great care must be 
exercised when sharing data in this matter, as with the case of any global data. 

1.1.1.40.4 WORKFLOW CLIENT 

The workflow client is designed to perform user authorization by determining which activities 
the user has access to perform. The workflow client also is responsible for enabling an ad hoc 
activity, by determining if the preconditions are sufficiently met. Finally, the workflow client is 
responsible for deciding which activity can start a new case. 

The workflow client resides on the user workstation. When the user application requests a 
workflow connection, the authorization is initiated. The client establishes a remote automation 
link to the workflow server, which resides on a remote server. 

1.1.1.40.5 WORKFLOW SERVER 

lbe workflow server is responsible for managing the Oracle coooection and transactions. The 
client does not make a direct coooection to the Oracle server. By allowing only the server to 
make the Oracle connection, the number of coooections is reduced significantly. Instead of a 
coooection being made to Oracle for each user, a constant number of coooections is made. In 
fact, one coooection is made for each instance of the workflow server. Many workflow clients 
can be serviced by one workflow server. 

It also is responsible for translating the user client requests in to Oracle stored procedure calls 
and passing the appropriate data to these stored procedures. The data have to be converted from 
Visual Basic data structures into a format that Oracle stored procedures can accept. Complex 
structures such as collections and arrays are not supported as parameters to Oracle stored 
procedures. These structures are packed and concatenated into strings, which Oracle stored 
procedures can accept. 

1.1.1.40.6 WORKFLOW MONITOR 

The workflow monitor is designed to provide near real-time status information on workflow 
processes and activities. It also provides a graphical representation of a specified case within the 
Mailroom/Receipting, N-400, and CLAIMS 3.0, RNACS, and RAPS fingerprint scheduling 
business processes. As the case passes though the business process the activity graphic changes 
color to represent the different activity states. This way the user can tell at a glance where the 
case is at a given time. 
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1.1.1.41 Class Relationships 
Attachment A, of the System Design Document for CLAIMS 4.0 (NCY00.20003-0l.UAO-EDS), 
provides the class relationships of the Workflow Management function. 

1.1.1.42 Subsystem Inputs/Outputs 
This section describes the inputs and outputs required for the Workflow Management subsystem. 
Exhibit 2-32, Workflow Management Subsystem Data Flow, describes the inputs and outputs 
required for the Workflow Management subsystem. 

Exhibit 2-32: Workflow Management Subsystem Data Flow 

~Case processing data --I 
,._ User Activity AulhOOZ:ation ~ .. _.....-;: 
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-Activity Processing data 

1.1.1.42.1 WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT INPUTS 

The inputs to the workflow management process depend on what type of processing the user is 
performing. If the user needs to create a new case, change the status of the case, or update one or 
more of the case global data, then this would require a case processing information input. If the 
user needs to start an activity or change the status of an activity workflow activity, then this 
would be an activity processing input: 

• Case processing information 

- Application ID 
- Time received in mailroom 

Activity processing information 

- Location 
- User ID 

Activity state 
- End condition completed activity 
- Expected start time (optional) 

1.1.1.42.2 WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT OUTPUTS 

The output of this function depends on the type of processing the user is performing. If the user 
has just created the case, then this would be a case processing information output. If the user is 
performing some workflow activity, then this would be an activity processing output: 

• Case processing information 

- Time rec.eived in mailroom 
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• Activity processing information 

- Activity ID 
- Expected start time 
- Expected expiration time 

Activity state 

Supporting Subsystem Overview 

System Design Document for CLAIMS 4.0 

This section provides a technical overview of the supporting systems and subsystem components 
that have been designed as reusable components to provide services for CLAIMS 4.0 major 
subsystems. The subsystems providing these services include the following: 

• Logon Manager 
Lookup Manager 
Database Manager for Applications 
Switchboard 
Workflow Administrator 
Common Library 
• BarCode 

The overview for each of the subsystems is presented in three parts. First, the functionality 
provided by the subsystem is discussed. Second (because each of the subsystems are separated 
out into classes and forms) the class and form relationships are described. Third, the subsystem 
inputs and outputs are described. 

Logon Manager 

The Logon Manager function is responsible for providing the entry of an authorized user ID and 
password. Additionally, it verifies or rejects the user ID. This function is an out-of-process 
ActiveX server component. Packaging this component as an ActiveX server facilitates its 
reusability. 

1.1.1.43 Functions 
The Logon Manager function is the server function that is responsible for providing the entry of 
an authorized user ID and password, and verifYing or rejecting the user ID and password in 
accordance with system permissions. Upon verification of the user's ID and password, the 
Logon Manager is responsible for providing the user with the access to the system in accordance 
with the system's permissions. Upon rejection of the user's ID and/or password, the Logon 
Manager is responsible for allowing the user to retry the ID and password entry. After three 
unsuccessful login attempts, the Logon Manager denies access to the system. The Logon 
Manager is also responsible for connecting the CLAIMS 4.0 subsystems to the Database 
Manager (for Applications). The logon process includes the following steps: 

• The Logon Manager creates an instance of the Database Manager and calls for 
initialization. 
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• During initialization, the Database Manager establishes connection to the Oracle database 
and obtains the current location information to authenticate the user. 

• The Logon Manager will retrieve the reference to the Database Manager. 

• The Logon Manager sends reference to the created the Database Manager object back to 
the client application. 

• The client application may drop the reference to the Logon Manager or keep it for the 
future use. 

1.1.1.44 Class Relationships 
Attachment A, of the System Design Document for CLAIMS 4.0 (NCY00.20003-0l.UAO-EDS), 
provides the class relationships of the Logon Manager function. 

1.1.1.45 Subsystem Inputs/Outputs 
This section describes the inputs and outputs required for the Logon Manager subsystem. 
Exhibit 2-33, Logon Manager Subsystem Data Flow, describes the inputs and outputs required 
for the Logon Manager subsystem. 

Exhibit 2-33: Logon Manager Subsystem Data Flow 
~ystem Kejecuon ~ 

1.1.1.45.1 INPUTS 

Inputs to the Logon Manager include the following: 

• User ID 
• Password 

1.1.1.45.2 OUTPUTS 

Outputs to the Logon Manager include the following: 

• System connection 
• System rejection 

Lookup Manager Function 

This function is designed to produce a table lookup and verification for the entire CLAIMS 4.0 
subsystem. Parameters are passed to this function to perform a database table lookup. 
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1.1.1.46 Lookup Manager Functions 
The lookup results are used to display and validate the CLAIMS 4.0. This subsystem supports 
the following functionality: 

• Displays 

- Valid standard consulate codes 
- ZIP, state, city combinations 
- Codes and descriptions for any specified table 
- Location codes and descriptions based on specified criteria 
- User type codes and descriptions per specified location 

Report access group codes and descriptions per specified location 

Retrieves 

- Action description for the specified action code 

Activity record (all fields) for a specified activity code 

Administrative location code based on the specified ZIP code 

- Adjudication/batch status update choices based on specified code 

- Background checks, allowable state indicators, and descriptions for the specified 
background type indicator 

- Valid city, state, county for specified ZIP code 

- County for specified ZIP/city 

- Description of a specified code from a specified table 

Private error variables-for caller to see description 

Evidence codes and descriptions 

- Evidence bit settings for specified mask string 

- Civics/history questions for N-400 civics/history test 

Fee amount, family cap amount, fee amount effective date, old fee amount for a 
specified form number 

Farm title for the specified form number 

- The allowable number of no-shows and cancellations for a specified INS office and 
site 

Notices based on specified SQL statement 

- The location of the notice template directory and printed notice directory names 

- Office address for specified location!sublocation code 

- Paragraph choices from the nonstandard and standard template notice tables based on 
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- Paragraph description for the specified paragraph number 

- The participant type description for specified location code, location subcode, and 
user type code 

- Questions based on form number and question type 

- Captions for questions based on form number and question number 

A reading sample 

Reasons choices based on specified reason code 

- Reason information for the specified reason codes 

- The report access group description for specified location code, location subcode, and 
report access group code 

- Notice template path name from the nonstandard and standard template notice tables 
based on input parameters 

- Top most parent location code for the specified location!sublocation codes 

User information based on specified user ID 

A writing sample 

• Validates 

- State/city combinations 
City/state/ZIP combination 

- City, state, ZIP code, county combinations 
- Specified country code 

FBI code for place of birth 
- FBI code for SC ORI 

Location rule code 
Specified occupation code 

- Specified office code 
- Participant type according to specified office code 

Provider of a service as a valid INS-sanctioned provider for that service 
- Report access group code according to specified office code 
- Specified service type code 

Specified state code 
Immigrationlnonimmigration status codes 

- Specified suffix code 
- Specified user against specified activity code 

• Other functions 

- Initializes connection to the database containing the lookup tables 
Loads the specified combo box 
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1.1.1.47 Lookup Manager Lookup Tables 
To perform the display, selection, and validation functions described, three different types of 
lookup tables are accessed by the lookup manager component. These include 
application-specific tables that are identified with the "IBS_LK_" prefix. 

Attachment T, CLAIMS 4.0 Database Table Definition, of the System Design Document for 
CLAIMS 4.0 (NCY00.20003-0l.UAO-EDS), provides a description of all such tables. 

1. 1.1.48 Class Relationships 
Attachment A, of the System Design Document for CLAIMS 4.0 (NCY00.20003-0I.UAO-EDS), 
provides the class relationships of the Lookup Manager function. 

1. 1.1.49 Subsystem Inputs/Outputs 
This section describes the inputs and outputs required for the Lookup Manager subsystem. 
Exhibit 2-34, the Lookup Manager Subsystem Data Flow, describes the inputs and outputs 
required for Logon Manager subsystem. 

Exhibit 2-34: Lookup Manager Subsystem Data Flow 

1.1.1.49.1 LOOKUP MANAGER INPUTS 

The Lookup Manager inputs are as follows: 

• Selection data-Data provided by the client used as selection criteria by the lookup 
subsystem 

• Validation data-Data provided by the client such that the lookup subsystem will check 
their validity 

1.1.1.49.2 LOOKUP MANAGER OUTPUTS 

Lookup Manager outputs are as follows: 

• Verify indicator-A Boolean indicating that the validation data provided by the client 
were found in the lookup tables, true if found and false if not found 

• Lookup data-Data retrieved from the various lookup tables matching the lookup 
selection data provided 
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Database Manager 

The Database Manager is responsible for handling all database activities for the user. 

1.1.1.50 Functions 
This project is designed to support all data manipulations related to the application object in the 
database. It provides properties and methods to create new applications in the database, load the 
requested application or its required pieces to the memory, and modify the elements of an 
application that were changed during the client session with the application. 

The Database Manager is a server application without a visual interface that cannot be started as 
a stand-alone application. In other words, the Database Manager is a server application. The 
client application invokes the server by using early binding or late binding techniques. After 
connection with the Database Manager is established, the client application may invoke public 
methods provided by the server. 

The Database Manager provides alternative ways of accessing its properties. In one alternative, 
each property of the created class is accessed individually through a common object-oriented 
technique. This approach is efficient when the client needs to retrieve few properties. If the 
client needs to retrieve all or many properties from the application object, another alternative is 
to request the Database Manager component to "pack" all required properties and return them in 
one call. This alternative, known as marshaling, significantly saves the number of round trips 
between client and server. Besides the methods for retrieving and manipulating the application 
object, the Database Manager contains some additional classes that support other types of 
requests to the database. 

1.1.1.51 Class Relationships 
Attachment A, of the System Design Document for CLAIMS 4.0 (NCY00.20003-0l.UAO-EDS), 
provides the class relationships of the Database Manager function. 

1.1.1.52 Subsystem Inputs/Outputs 
This section describes the inputs and outputs required for the Database Manager subsystem. 
Exhibit 2-35, Database Manager Subsystem Data Flow, describes the inputs and outputs required 
for Database Manager subsystem. 
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1.1.1.52.1 INPUTS 

Database Manager inputs include database requests from any CLAIMS 4.0 subsystem. 

1.1.1.52.2 OUTPUTS 

Database Manager outputs include the following: 

• Data and status information 
• Error messages 

Switchboard 

The Switchboard function is responsible for providing access privileges to an authorized user. 
The Switchboard will validate user ID and password, and display the appropriate subsystem 
application control buttons on the Switchboard form (in accordance with the user's privileges). 
The Switchboard will also allow the user to launch the authorized subsystem applications. 

1.1.1.53 Functions 
The Switchboard's functionality includes the following: 

• Displaying a Logon screen requesting for user ID and password; the Switchboard will 
disconnect the user from the CLAIMS 4.0 application after three failed login attempts 

• Establishing connection to the Oracle database via ODBC 

• Retrieving a database table containing the application title (CLAIMS or FD-258), a list of 
the command buttons associated with the application, the icon to be displayed for each 
button, and the order in which to display the command buttons 

• Retrieving a database table containing a list of user lD and activities authorized 

• Retrieving a database table containing the authorized activities along with the associated 
command buttons 

• Retrieving a database table to check if the user has access to Report or System 
Maintenance functions; in which case, the corresponding command buttons are displayed 

• Allowing the user to launch authorized activities by clicking the command buttons or to 
reset any in-flight activities 

• Allowing the user to change their password 

1.1.1.54 Class Relationships 
Attachment A, of the System Design Document for CLAIMS 4.0 (NCY00.20003-0l.UAO-EDS), 
provides the class relationships of the Switchboard. 
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1.1.1.55 Subsystem Inputs/Outputs 
This section describes the inputs and outputs required for the Switchboard subsystem. 
Exhibit 2-36, Switchboard Subsystem Data Flow, describes the inputs and outputs required for 
Switchboard subsystem. 

Exhibit 2-36: Switchboard Subsystem Data Flow 

1.1.1.55.1 INPUTS 

Inputs to Switchboard include the following: 

• System name (Optional: Default= Claims4) 
User ID 
• Password 

1.1.1.55.2 OUTPUTS 

Outputs from Switchboard include the following: 

• Switchboard screen 
• Starts subsystem applications and passes the user ID, password, and system name as 

startup arguments 

Workflow Admin 

This subsystem is designed to view and modifY the workflow status of a case. 

1.1.1.56 Functions 
After selecting the Workflow Admin from the CLAIMS 4.0 Main menu, a Workflow Process 
Instance screen is displayed. This screen will be activated by entering an application or payment 
ID that allows the user to view the related information from the following tabs: Process 
Information, Pending Activities, and Process History. A more detailed description of these view 
points is discussed in the subsequent sections. 

1.1.1.56.1 PROCESS INFORMATION 

This functionality is designed to view the workflow processing status of a case. The process 
information allows the user to view the current workflow processing status of a case. The 
following information is displayed: 

• Process code 
Process state 
Holding activity ID 
Holding activity code 
Related process ID 
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Mailroom date/time 
Start date/time 
End date/time 
Service Center location code 
Case location code 
• Case location subcode 

1.1.1.56.2 PENDING ACTIVITIES 

System Design Document for CLAIMS 4. 0 

This functionality is designed to view all workflow activities a case is waiting to perform. The 
user can reset the activity status to inactive, suspended, canceled, or error. If the workflow 
activity status is incorrect, it can also be reset The information is displayed in a tabular format to 
include the following: 

• Activity ID 
State date/time 
Activity code 
Activity State 
Expected start date/time 
Expected expire date/time 
UseriD 
• Location 

1.1.1.56.3 PROCESS HISTORY 

This functionality is designed to view the history of workflow activities. The Process History 
screen displays the history of aJI active, inactive, suspended, or completed activities for a case. 
The information is displayed in a tabular format to include the following: 

• Activity ID 
State date/time 
Activity code 
Activity state 
End condition code 
User ID 
• Location 

1.1.1.57 Class Relationships 
Attachment A, of the System Design Document for CLAIMS 4.0 (NCY00.20003-0l.UAO-EDS), 
provides the class relationships of the Workflow Admin function. 
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1.1.1.58 Subsystem Inputs/Outputs 
This section describes the inputs and outputs required for the Workflow Admin subsystem. 
Exhibit 2-37, Workflow Admin Subsystem Data Flow, describes the inputs and outputs required 
for a Workflow Admin subsystem. 

Exhibit 2-37: Workflow Admin Subsystem Data Flow 
-Payment -Process Histo~ 

1.1.1.58.1 INPUTS 

The input to the Workflow Admin includes the following: 

• Application JD 
• PaymentiD 

1.1.1.58.2 OUTPUTS 

The output to the Workflow Admin includes the following: 

• Process Information screen 
Pending Activities screen 
• Process History screen 

Common Library 

This Visual Basic project is designed to produce a common object (DLL) for most CLAIMS 4.0 
applications. 

1.1.1.59 Common Library Function 
The functions provide verification of password, application number, A-Number, short date 
formatting, toolbar, and status bar creation. Common system information is stored in the 
CLAIMS.INI file. The project reads the CLAIMS.INI file and returns values to be used by each 
application in CLAIMS 4.0. 

1.1.1.60 Class Relationship 
Attachment A, of the System Design Document for CLAIMS 4.0 (NCY00.20003-0l.UAO-EDS), 
provides the class relationships of the Logon Manager function. 
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1.1.1.61 Input/Output 
This section describes the inputs and outputs required for the Logon Manager subsystem. 
Exhibit 2-38, Common Library Subsystem Data Flow, describes the inputs and outputs required 
for the Common Library subsystem. 

Exhibit 2-38: Common Library Subsystem Data Flow 

----Dal:e-----+1-------·___j ~~Resulat of CLAIMS.IN!--1> 

1.1.1.61.1 INPUT 

Inputs to Common Library include the following: 

• CLAIMS.INI file 
Password 
Application ID 
A-Number 
• Date 

1.1.1.61.2 OUTPUT 

Outputs to Common Library include the following: 

• Formatted date 
Formatted application ID 
Formatted A-Number 
Results of CLAIMS.INI query, which include the following: 

Zero---Indicates successful execution 

- Non-zero---Indicates unsuccessful execution in such a case the actual error number is 
returned 

- All DOS trapped errors 

BarCode 

The Bar Code function is designed to provide label printing capability across various 
CLAIMS 4.0 systems. The Bar Code system comprises two components. One component is 
responsible for generating labels on the Zebra or Datamax printer; and the other component is 
responsible for generating labels on the Lowry printer. 
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1.1.1.62 Functionality 
The Bar Code function must be able to support different types oflabels including the following: 

• Bar-Code Label-Will contain the application ID, the user initial, the location code, and 
the payment ID; only the application ID is required, other data are optional 

• A-Number (or Temporary Number [T-Number]) Label-Will contain either an 
A-Number or aT -Number 

• Human-Readable Label-Will contain the application ID and the location code 
(optional) 

• Address Label-Will contain the applicant's mailing address; if form G-28 exists, then 
the attorney's address is printed 

• Fingerprint Card (FD-258) CIDN Label-Will contain the FBI CION 

The Bar Code function is also responsible for setting the appropriate font sizes and printing 
coordinates for each type of printer mentioned above. 

1.1.1.63 Class Relationships 
Attachment A, of the System Design Document for CLAIMS 4.0 (NCY00.20003-0l.UAO-EDS), 
provides the class relationships of the Bar Code functions. 

1.1.1.64 Subsystem Inputs/Outputs 
This section describes the inputs and outputs required for the Bar Code subsystem. Exhibit 2-39, 
Bar Code Data Flow, describes the inputs and outputs required for the Bar Code subsystem. 
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1.1.1.64.1 BAR CODE INPUTS 

Inputs to the Bar Code include the following: 

o Application IO 
Payment IO 
UseriO 
Location code 
A-Number (or T-Number) 
Applicant's mailing address 
Attorney's mailing address 
Fingerprint card CION 
o Printer type 

1.1.1.64.2 BAR CoDE OUTPUTS 

Outputs from the Bar Code include the following: 

o Bar-code label 
A-Number (or T-Number) label 
Human-readable label 
Address label 
• Fingerprint card CION label 

1.1. 1. 65 Requirements to Design Classes/Objects Matrix 
This section is not applicable. 
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UNIT DESIGN ORGANIZATION 

The subsequent sections describe tbe segmentation of the CLAIMS 4.0 classes and forms 
identified in Section 2.2 S stem and Subsystem Overview) into the program compilation units 

Because Visual Basic was selected to be tbe implementation 
IIJ'a~n'!"!!gu~a~g~e·, I'!'X!!'I!!'II!!I!"'!"··"' .. •, ""'ec!!'!e'!'!lp!l System-Receipting (Data Entry)l lthrough Exhibit 
3-53, Templates Used by CLAIMS 4.0, list tbe logical design components, which include 
classes, forms, and modules, and maps them to their corresponding Visual Basic source code 
files. The exhibits also identify whether tbe component is shared among different subsystems to 
demonstrate reusability, as shown in the following legend: COM: Shared Components Y =Yes 

1.2 Major Subsystems 

Exhibits 3-1 through 3-45 show the components for the major subsystems. 
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Exhibit 3-1: Receipt System-Receipting (Data Entry- N400)I . 
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Exhibit 3-1: Receipt System-Receipting (Data Entry- N400) I lcontinued) 
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FILE AND DATABASE DESIGN 

The subsequent sections describe the design of the CLAIMS 4.0 files and database. 

1.4 Database Design 

CLAIMS 4.0 database design includes two models: the logical model and the physical modeL 

1.4.1 Logical Model 

The CLAIMS 4.0 database logical model is fully described in the Naturalization Adjustment 
Casework System Reengineering Logical Data Model, December I, 1995 
(NCY00.20000-00.D*O). (See Section 1.5, Project References.) 

1.4.2 Physical Model 

The physical database design consists of tables for the entities described in the logical data model 
and the OracleS server is the designated database for storing the CLAIMS 4.0 physical database. 

Exhibit 4-1, Oracle Instances, provides a brief description of the various instances of Oracle and 
how they are employed for CLAIMS 4.0. 

Exhibit 4-1: Oracle Instances 

DEY Development database used by Visual Basic programmers and 8.0.5 
DMteam to and test the CLAIMS 4.0 

TNE Testing database used by Test and Evaluation to test the 8.0.5 
CLAIMS4.0 

UAT Unit acceptance testing database used by the Systems 8.0.5 
Management and Integration contractor to test the CLAIMS 4.0 

TRN Training database used by Change Management to train INS 8.0.5 
users 

N/A Two demo laptops used by Change Management to demo 7.3.0 
4.0 

Relational database techniques and rules are used to minimize redundancy and increase 
performance. Additionally, normalization will be adhered to except when performance issues 
dictate otherwise. In addition to the business required entities, other supporting objects (such as 
check constraints, stored procedures, views, indexes, sequences, and database triggers) are also 
designed and created to facilitate database access and improve performance. Attachment P, 
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CLAIMS 4.0 Database Physical Design, of the System Design Document for CLAIMS 4.0 
(NCY00.20003-0l.UAO-EDS), contains the relationships of the physical tables designed for the 
CLAIMS 4.0 database. A physical data dictionary for the CLAIMS 4.0 database can be found in 
the physical data dictionary attachment of the I l<see Section 1.5, Project 
References.) 

The access methods used for the CLAIMS 4.0 database are standard relational database access 
methods used in the software development industry today. Specifically, the CLAIMS 4.0 
application is using a combination of standard ODBC API calls and Oracle stored procedures. 

Attachment Q, CLAIMS 4.0 Database Size Estimate, of the System Design Document for 
CLAIMS 4.0 (NCY00.20003-0l.UAO-EDS), provides the estimates for the size of the database. 

The physical model comprises the following major domains: 

• Application 
• Group 
• Finance 
• Adjudication 
• Notice 
• Interview location 
• Oath ceremony location 
• Certificate 
• Report 
• Standards 
• Workflow 

1.4.2.1 Application Domain 
The Application domain represents the application. It collaborates with many entities, including 
the applicant, alias, address, marriage, representative, employment history, organization 
membership, adjudication result, citizenship test result, and eligibility. 

1.4.2.2 Group Domain 
The Group domain contains information about groups of applicant (family). The Group domain 
collaborates with several entities, including the application, group name, group type, group rule 
lookup, group set, group set detail, and application. 

1.4.2.3 Finance Domain 
The Finance domain represents the monetary handling function of CLAIMS 4.0. The Finance 
domain collaborates with several entities, including the payment, remittance, application, cash 
box, bounced check, and payment reconciliation. 

1.4.2.4 Adjudication Domain 
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The Adjudication domain represents the adjudication process. It collaborates with many entities, 
including the applicant, alias, address, marriage, representative, employment history, 
organization membership, adjudication result, citizenship test result, aud eligibility. 
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1.4.2.5 Notice Domain 
The Notice domain represents the notice generation process. It collaborates with many entities, 
including the notice type, standard notice template, nonstandard notice template, location code, 
notice extract, notice extract reason, notice print queue, workflow activity code, and application. 

1.4.2.6 Interview Location Domain 
The Interview Location domain represents the interview offices. Its collaborators include the 
special service site, location address, location rules, and scheduling sites. 

1.4.2.7 Oath Ceremony Domain 
The Oath Ceremony Location domain represents the oath ceremony sites. Its collaborators 
include the special service site, location address, location rules, room, reporting gate, and facility. 

1.4.2.8 Certificate Domain 
The Certificate domain contains information about the naturalization certificate for an 
application. It collaborates with several entities, including the certificate data, certificate history, 
certificate status, the office that requests the certificate, the sorting arrangement, the printing 
options, and the certificate format. 

1.4.2.9 Report Domain 
The Report domain represents the reporting capability of CLAIMS 4.0. It collaborates with 
several entities including report type, security level, workload, A-File location, G-22, batch 
reports, query, workflow interface, A-File request, G-22 adjustment, access group, batch log, and 
G-22 projection. 

1.4.2.10 Standard Domain 
The Standard domain represents a group of predefined entities including occupation, immigrant 
status, marital status, location code, education level, gender, consulate code, country code, 
remittance type, ZIP code, state code, and name suffix. 

1.4.2.11 Workflow Domain 
The Workflow domain represents the workflow control processing. Its collaborators include 
process code, activity code, process instance, process activity state, merge-update activities, 
activity in transit, activity end condition, activity instance state, and workflow instance end 
condition. 

1.5 Nondatabase System Files 

CLAIMS 4.0 will design al ~le to contain all environment-dependent parameters. 
The file will be included in each release to allow site-specific customization. 

In addition to thd I file, all outgoing external interface data will be extracted from 
CLAIMS 4.0 database and stored in flat files. The incoming external interface data will also be 
received in flat files. 
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Finally, temporary datasets containing transitional data will be created as needed during tbe 
application execution and will not be included in the design document. 

1.5.1 CLAIMS.INI File 

Thel 1t1e contains information such as the location code, the SC ORI, the bar-code 
printer type, the &acle database name, the paths of all critical executable or control files, the 
path of MS Access database, and communication ports. 

1.5.2 Interface Files 

CLAIMS 4.0 interfaces with CIS, RAFACS, RNACS, RAPS, CLAIMS 3/MRD (FBI 
Fingerprint), FBI Name check, Scheduling Information Database, the FD-258 EE Fingerprint 
Scheduler, the National Customer Service Center (NCSC) (via the Change of Address [Co A) 
tracking database), and the Co A tracking database. Only the interface with CLAIMS 3/MRD and 
RAF ACS is carried out directly using database access methods; the other interfaces require 
interface files. Exhibit 4-2, Required Interface Files, depicts the interface files required for 
CLAIMS 4.0 to communicate with those external systems. Detail file layouts are fully described 
in the CLAIMS 4.0 Interface document. 

RNACS 

RNACS 

RNACS 
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Input: The file is created from the external system and received as input to CLAIMS 4.0. 
Output: The file is created from CLAIMS 4.0 and sent to the external system. 
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INPUT AND OUTPUT DESIGN 

The subsequent sections discuss the input and output design of CLAIMS 4.0. Section 5. I, 
System Input Design, describes the system inputs. CLAIMS 4.0 output includes various reports, 
notices, and documents. Section 5.2, System Output Design, describes the system outputs. 

1.6 System Input Design 

For discussion purposes, the system input design can be broken into two parts. The first part 
describes the GUI that accepts the user inputs and commands, which control how the users 
interface with the system. The second part describes the data that the system accepts and stores 
in the CLAIMS 4.0 database. 

1.6.1 GUI 

CLAIMS 4.0 input design starts with the CLAIMS main screen, titled "Switchboard." The 
Switchboard contains the INS logo and command buttons that provide an entrance to the major 
CLAIMS 4.0 subsystems, such as Adjudications. Each subsystem will present the user with a 
main screen providing access to the subsystem's functions and/or processing options. 

The great majority of the subsystems use an MDI main screen. Its purpose is to control all the 
screens that may be initiated to perform specific functions requested by the user. All screens for 
a subsystem are related as child screens to the MDI screen. This allows the icons on the toolbar 
or the pull-down menus of the MDI to control which child screens are displayed. In addition, all 
the active child screens can be displayed simultaneously in tiled, horizontal, cascade, or as icons 
under the MDI screen header. Thus, commands entered from the child forms are seamlessly 
integrated by the MDI screen and thus coordinated and controlled by the MDI screen. 

To obtain a consistent look and feel, several custom controls were developed and are used 
whenever such a control is needed. These custom controls include a status bar, toolbar, and 
progress bar. Also, an INS GUI standard is used to provide guidelines for the design and 
implementation of all the GUI widgets and controls. These standards outline instructions for the 
color, size, and behavior of commonly used widgets and controls. An example of a GUI standard 
is that each MDI screen will use the toolbar and status bar custom control. 

The text box control is used to obtain the application-specific information. List boxes and 
lookups are used to obtain standard data, such as city and state. Lookups are performed by 
launching the lookup manager application. Section 2.3 .2 provides more information on the 
lookup manager. Check boxes and radio buttons are used to assist the user in selecting from a 
small, finite set of options. Check boxes will only allow the user to select one option, whereas 
radio buttons will allow the user to select multiple options. 

The CLAIMS 4.0 Service Center and District Office user guides provide the latest image of the 
CLAIMS 4.0 screens. 
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1.6.2 Data 

CLAIMS 4.0 is designed to accept many different types of data, which include strings, date and 
times, integers, and fix point numbers. Strings are stored in the database as VARCHAR2(s), 
where "s" is the maximum size of the string. A mask string is used to help the users enter dates. 
The typical format for a date is DD/MMNYYY where "DD" is day, "MM" is month 01 through 
12, and "YYYY" is four-character year, such as 2010. Time data include time stamps that are 
directly obtained from Oracle's SYSDATE function, which is already returned in the DATE 
datatype. All dates and times are stored in the database as a DATE datatype. 

Integers are used for data items (such as age) and are stored in the database as NUMBER(p), 
where "p" is the maximum decimal precision. Fixed point numbers are used to represent 
currency. They are stored in the database as a NUMBER(p,s) datatype, where "p" is the 
maximum decimal precision and "s" is the scale. Scale indicates the number of decimals 
following the decimal point. Thus, for currency, the scale used is 2. 

1. 7 System Output Design 

CLAIMS 4.0 system outputs consist of Notices, Reports, and Naturalization Certificates. MS 
Word 7.0 document templates are used to store the static information and to provide the 
organization and format of the notices and reports. The document tables are stored on the 
CLAIMS 4.0 application server at each of the sites where CLAIMS 4.0 is operating. This type of 
deployment provides each site the option of customizing the templates with specific site 
information. Exhibit 3-53 lists all the templates used by CLAIMS 4.0. 

The Naturalization Certificate (N-550) is preprinted form. Therefore, an electronic template is 
not used. Instead, the certificate print server will format the applicant biographical data, oath 
ceremony location, oath ceremony date and time, and the commissioner signature. The formatted 
data will be printed on the Naturalization Certificate. 
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EXTERNAL INTERFACES 

The External Interface (also referred to as the CLAIMS 4.0 interface) subsystem is designed to 
provide the capability to interface with systems external to CLAIMS 4.0, both for queries and for 
update capability. The systems for which interfaces are required include CIS, RAF ACS, 
RNACS, the FD-258 EE fingerprint system, the SID, and RAPS. In addition, the CLAIMS 4.0 
External Interface system also receives fingerprint schedule requests from RAPS, CLAIMS 3.0, 
and RNACS, and inserts those requests to SID. 

The CLAIMS 4.0 Interface system is workflow driven. That means the Workflow Manager will 
place the application IDs in a number of activity buckets. Each bucket designates a task. The 
CLAIMS 4.0 interface will query those buckets, pick up the application IDs in the bucket, and 
perform the designated task. 

Functions 

1.7.1 Interface With CIS 

The Interface With CIS function is designed to accomplish the following: 

• A-Number Validation for Naturalization Applications-The CLAIMS 4.0 interface 
will send a request to CIS to determine whether the A-Number associated with each 
naturalization application exists. Upon receipt of the A-Number validation request, CIS 
will respond to CLAIMS 4.0 interface with a file containing pertinent information for the 
validated A-Numbers. CLAIMS 4.0 interface will store this file in the CLAIMS 4.0 
database for later verification and information matching activities. 

• A-File Transfer Request-The CLAIMS 4.0 interface will initiate a request to CIS for 
transfer of the applicant's A-File in the event that it is not located onsite. CIS will in tum 
send a request to the file owning RAF ACS to transfer the A-File to the processing office. 
The file owning RAF ACS will update CIS with a new file location. 

• Central Index Update for Naturalized Applications-The CLAIMS 4.0 interface will 
update CIS when an application is closed out as naturalized at the oath ceremony or at 
application close-out. The update, which includes the certificate numbers and the date of 
naturalization, takes place every evening for applications closed out that day. Any other 
subsequent status changes, such as denaturalization and/or expatriation, are also 
replicated onto the CIS. 

6.1.1.1 Interface With RAFACS 
The Interface With RAF ACS function is designed to accomplish the following: 

• A-File Retrieval-The CLAIMS 4.0 interface will send a request through the EIM GUI 
to the local RAFACS system at the processing office to determine if the A-File is located 
in-house. If the A-File is not found at the processing office, the CLAIMS 4.0 interface 
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will initiate a request to CIS to have the file transferred to the processing office (refer to 
Section 2.2.10.1.1, Interface With CIS). The CLAIMS 4.0 interface will continuously 
query RAF ACS for 30 days, expecting the A-File to eventually show up there. After 30 
days, or the "A-File diligent search period" has expired, the A-File retrieval activity will 
finish allowing the next activity to he active. 

• A-File Creation-If the application does not have the A-Number, and a new A-Number 
is assigned to it, the CLAIMS 4.0 interface will initiate a request to RAF ACS to create an 
A-File for this applicant. Note: This interface has never been implemented. 

• Receipt File Creation-After an application is receipted in CLAIMS 4.0, the 
CLAIMS 4.0 interface will send a request to RAF ACS to create a receipt file containing 
the physical receipt document. 

• A-File Shipment-Once scheduling has been accomplished and the applicant has been 
notified, the A -Files must be pulled and shipped to the DO before the examination 
interview and adjudication. The CLAIMS 4.0 interface produces a pick list of A-Files to 
be pulled. The DO will acknowledge the receipt of the A-Files and update CIS with the 
new location via the RAF ACS/CIS interface. 

The NATS Interface Control Document provides interface details, including workflow activity 
codes, file layouts, and RAF ACS tables to be updated. 

1. 7 .1.1.1 INTERFACE WITH RNACS 
The Interface With RNACS function is designed to perform and allow data entered from 
naturalization forms to be passed for post-data entry processing. The RNACS interface provides 
a means of updating RNACS with data on N-470, N-565, N-600, and N-643 forms to enable 
RNACS to handle all subsequent processing. It also provides a means of updating RNACS with 
N-400 data sufficient to preclude duplicate application filings and provide a means of querying 
RNACS to determine whether a given A-Number is associated with a prior RNACS application. 

1. 7 .1.1.2 INTERFACE WITH RAPS 
The Interface With RAPS function is designed to perform and allow data entered from 
suspension of deportation forms to be passed for post-data entry processing. The RAPS interface 
provides a means of updating RAPS with data on I-881 forms to enable RAPS to handle all 
subsequent processing. 

1. 7 .1.1.3 INTERFACE WITH CLAIMS 3.0 
The CLAIMS 3.0 Interface function is designed to provide CLAIMS 3.0 with application data so 
that CLAIMS 3.0 can include those in the magnetic tape sent to the FBI for fingerprint checking. 
This action will be a direct insertion to CLAIMS 3.0 BTRIEVE database with new CLAIMS 4.0 
application data. Note: This interface has never been implemented. 

1.7.1.1.4 INTERFACE WITH FD-258 EE SYSTEM 
Currently, the FD-258 EE updates an interface table in the EE Schema, which CLAIMS 4 reads 
from, processes the records for, and then cleans out. Future enhancements would include 
replacing the direct access to CLAIMS 4.0 with interface public methods so that FD-258 EE 
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would interface with CLAIMS 4.0 through these methods. This future design is to encapsulate 
CLAIMS 4.0, ensure data integrity, and minimize the operational impact if either system is not 
available. 
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1. 7.1.1.5 INTERFACE WITH COA·BY·PHONE SERVICE 

As the CoA-by-Phone Service capability is opened up to Naturalization applicants throughout the 
country, the customers will be able to call the INS NCSC on the existing 800 number and 
provide their new address and phone number data. The plan currently calls for a gradual rollout 
on a city-by-city basis. The customer service representatives at the NCSC, after verifYing the 
applicant is who they say they are, will enter the new address and phone number information 
using their standard Call Center application, the Edge system. 

On a daily basis, the INS data systems, CLAIMS 4 and RNACS, will attempt to find the 
applicant and update the applicant address data. If the update program cannot make the update, 
the CoA request record will be flagged to indicate that a manual review and update is required. 
The target goal is to have every address change applied in no more than I 0 days from when it 
was taken. 

Class Relationships 

Attachment A, of the System Design Document for CLAIMS 4.0 (NCY00.20003-0 l.UAO-EDS), 
provided the class relationships of the External Interfaces function. 

1. 7.1.2 Subsystem Inputs/Outputs 
The subsequent sections describe the inputs and outputs required for the External Interface 
subsystem, which is depicted in Exhibit 6-1, External Interfaces Subsystem Data Flow. 
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1.7.1.2.1 EXTERNAL INTERFACE INPUTS 

The External Interface function receives the following inputs: 

• Applicant information from CIS 
Workflow case activity codes 
Request for CoA from NCSC via the CoA tracking database 
Confirmation file for N-400 application data sent to RNACS 
Confirmation file for Requests to CIS for A-File transfer 
Error file for Requests to update CIS database with case closed status 
Confirmation file for Form I-881 application data sent to RAPS 
RNACS N-400 cases transferred into CLAIMS 4 
• CLAIMS 4.0, CLAIMS 3.0, RNACS, and RAPS fingerprint schedule requests 

1. 7 .1.2.2 EXTERNAL INTERFACE OUTPUTS 

The External Interface function produces the following outputs: 

• Requests to CIS for validation of A-Number 
Requests to CIS for A-File transfer 
Requests to CIS to update CIS database with case closed status 
Requests to RAF ACS to locate the A-File 
Requests to RAF ACS to create a receipt file 
Batch file contains N-400 application data sent to RNACS 
Batch file contains Form I-881 application data sent to RAPS 
FD-258 EE data sent to CLAIMS 3.0 
Requests to SID to insert fingerprint schedules 
Fingerprint schedule confirmation files 
Detailed transaction information on CoA to the INS Headquarters Exception Broker team 
• CLAIMS 4 cases update to RNACS on CoA 
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DETAILED MODULE DESIGN 

The System Design Document for CLAIMS 4.0 (NCY00.20003-0l.UAO-EDS) provides the most 
recent class specifications produced by Rational Rose 4.0 as logical view reports. 
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TRACEABILITY (FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS TRACEABILITY 
MATRIX) 

The System Design Document for CLAIMS 4.0 (NCY00.20003-0l.UAO-EDS) provides the most 
recent requirement traceability matrix with classes and/or forms mapped to each requirement. 
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SYSTEM INTEGRITY CONTROLS 

The CLAIMS 4.0 database uses the Oracle8 RDBMS to enforce system integrity controls. The 
Oracle8 RDBMS provides the following: 

• Compliance with the security requirements specified under Section 552a of Title 5, U.S. 
Code 

• Internal security to restrict the access of critical data items to only those access types 
required by users; CLAIMS 4.0 requires that each user obtain a valid Oracle user ID from 
PICS before he or she is allowed access into the application 

• Identification of all audit infonnation by user identification, network tenninal 
identification, date, time, and data accessed or changed 

The CLAIMS 4.0 application provides verification processes for additions, deletions, or updates 
of critical data, which are provided by passing all user data inputs through the validation methods 
contained in the Lookup Manager subsystem. 

The INS Headquarters Database Administrator is responsible for the following controls: 

• Audit procedures to meet control, reporting, and retention period requirements for 
operational and management reports 

• Audit trails to dynamically audit retrieval access to designated critical data 

• INS Standard Tables used (or requested) for validating data fields 
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2D 
A-File 
A-Number 
API 
ASC 
BSU 
CBO 
ceo 
CIDN 
CIS 
CLAIMS 
CM 
coc 
CPRS 
CR 
DBMS 
DLL 
DO 
DOB 
DOJ 
EE 
ElM 
FBI 
FCO 
FRD 
GB 
GUI 
HP 
ID 
IDMS 
INS 
LAN 
MB 
MDI 
NCSC 
NS 
ODBC 
OLE 
ORI 
PICS 
POE 
RAFACS 
RAID 
RAPS 

This page is intentionally left blank. 
two-dimensional 
alien file 
alien number 
application programming interface 
Application Support Center 
Batch Status Update 
community-based organization 
County Control Office 
contributor identification number 
Central Index System 
Computer-Linked Application Information Management System 
Case Management 
country of citizenship 
CLAIMS Public Response System 
Claims Resolution 
database management system 
dynamic link library 
district office 
date of birth 
Department ofJustice 
Enterprise Edition 
External Interface Module 
Federal Bureau oflnvestigation 
File Control Office 
functional requirements document 
gigabyte 
graphical user interface 
Hewlett Packard 
identification 
Integrated Data Management System 
Immigration and Naturalization Service 
local area network 
megabyte 
multi-document interface 
National Customer Service Center 
nanosecond 
open database connectivity 
object linking embedding 
originating agency identification 
Password Issuance Control System 
port of entry 
Receipt and Alien-File Accountability and Control System 
redundant array of inexpensive disks 
Refugee, Asylum, and Parole System 
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RDBMS 
RDO 
RNACS 
sc 
SID 
SNA 
SQL 
SSN 
T-Number 
TCPIIP 
TIP 
USIA 
VOLAG 
WAN 

relational database management system 
Remote Data Object 
Reengineered Naturalization Automated Casework System 
service center 
Scheduler Information Database 
System Network Architecture 
Structured Query Language 
Social Security number 
temporary number 
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol 
Technology Infrastructure Project 
U.S. Information Agency 
voluntary agency 
wide area network 
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SCOPE 

Identification 

Version Description Document 
the CLAIMS 4 Release 5.2. 7 

This version description document (VDD) describes the installation and execution of the 
Computer-Linked Application Information Management System (CLAIMS) 4 Release 5.2.7. 
This document contains the files that were revised as part of the 5.2.7 release and is written in 
accordance with the referenced documents listed in Section 2, Reference Documents. The 
intended recipient of this VDD is the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) Headquarters 
(HQ). 

Applicability 

The intended recipients of CLAIMS 4.0 Release 5.2. 7 are the following Immigration and 
Naturalization Service (INS) sites: 

• Bellflower District Office (BEL) only 
• INSHQ Lab 
• INS/EDS Production Control (HQ Only) 
• Oracle National Database (Dallas) 

The hardware components affected by this release are: 

• CLAIMS 4 Standard Client (Bellflower DO Only) 
• CLAIMS 4 Laptop Client (This is a new Component Type, first introduced with this 

Release and currently is used by the Bellflower District Office only) 
• CLAIMS 4 Production Control Client (HQ Only) 
• CLAIMS 4 Field (Workflow) Server (Bellflower DO Only) 
• Oracle Staging Database (This is a new Component Type, first introduced with this 

Release and currently is used by the Bellflower District Office only) 
• Oracle National Database 

System Overview 

This iteration of the CLAIMS 4.0 application will he installed on a Government platform located 
at the INS. The client application as addressed in this VDD will be installed on an INS 
workstation designated by the INS for this purpose. The installation instructions in this VDD 
outline the configuration requirements of this workstation. 

The Examinations systems of the INS provide officers, staff, and managers with critical case
specific and management-related data. CLAIMS4 is an umbrella system that incorporates 
casework-oriented software subsystems and supports the INS application receipt, adjudication, 
and notification processes. The CLAIMS 4 process completes development of the N -400 
process-including the completion and implementation of the system that supports processing of 
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the CLAIMS 4 Release 5.2. 7 

naturalization cases~and expands the system into a fully functional Direct Mail system that 
replaces the current CLAIMS receipting and case tracking system. 

Documentation Overview 

The purpose of this document is to identify and provide the Release 5.2. 7 software, identify the 
materials that constitute the release, and provide installation instructions for the release. Refer to 
paragraph 3 .I for pertinent documentation. 

Points of Contact 

Exhibit I, Points of Contact (POC), provides a list of personnel who are involved with the 
CLAIMS 4.0 release. 

Exhibit 1: Points of Contact 

IIT~ii~ ':;;_ ;' ; :: ,] ·r .· , •.••.... 
G5!9 

Subtask 0, Administrative 
n 

1 ;:,uppon 
Subtask I, Project Management 

Subtask 2, Interface Support 

Subtask 3, Acceptance Testing, 
Configuration Management and 

I Oualitv Assurance 
Subtask 4, Secondary District 
Offices 
Subtask 9, Enterprise 
A 

Subtask 13, FD-258 Fingerprint 
Tracking System (Enterprise 
~" nl 
Subtask 14, Documentation 
n 

1 c'Juppon 
Subtask 15, Operations 

I :Subtask 16. Helv Desk 
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CLAIMS 4 Program 

REFERENCE DOCUMENTS 

Version Description Document 
the CLAIMS 4 Release 5.2. 7 

or anizatlorl 

EDS 

EDS 

CLAIMS 4 Oracle 

Examinations 
Division Mana er 

This is the first VDD written for the CLAIMS 4 Release 5 .2. 7. It does not refer to any prior 
documentation. The following is a list of all official reference materials for the CLAIMS 4.0 
5.2.7 release: 

• Systems Development Life Cycle (SDLC) Manual, Version 4.0, June 18, 1999 
(CFY00.90024-00.UAO-SAI). 

• New Features and Highlights, CLAIMS 4 Release 5.2.7, November 22, 2000. 

• ReadMe5.2.7.txt, November 22,2000. 

• CLAIMS 4 Functional Requirements Document, Aprill2, 2000, (NCYOO.IOOOO
OODCl-EDS). 

VERSION DESCRIPTION 

The subsequent sections cover the following areas: 

• lnventmy of materials released 
• Changes installed 
• Interface capability 
• Installation instructions 
• Possible problems and known errors 
• Acronyms and terms 

Inventory of Materials Released 

This document represents the client/server applications provided by two delivery methods as 
indicated below: 

• One CD-ROM, (NCSOO.B0154-00.F*O-EDS), containing CLAIMS 4 Release 5.2. 7 
Installation and Release Client software with associated source code files. 

• One ORACLE server database, which was ported to the INS platform as indicated in 
Section 1 .2, System Overview. 

Delivery of this software release is made to INS Headquarters. Project leaders in the 
Management Systems Branch of the Data Systems Division and the Logistics Division determine 
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access levels, duplication restrictions, handling safeguards, and license provisions. Additionally, 
the Service has certified that information about individuals cannot be collected until a notice of 
the intent to collect information has been published in the Federal Register, consistent with the 
Freedom oflnformation Act/Privacy Act. 

Inventory of Software Contents 

The accompanying installation CD-ROM contains the application software changes executable 
files for the indicated client and server environments shown in Attachment A-Application and 
Software Changes. Refer to Section 3.1 for CD ROM Configuration details. Attachment B
Database Scripts lists the database scripts for this release. Refer to Section 3.1 for applicable 
security and privacy considerations. 

Changes Installed 

This release contains two System Change Requests (SCRs) to implement office requirements in 
support ofthe C4 LA Go-Live. 

Additional details are contained in Attachment C-New Features and Highlights document, and 
the Readme.txt file which accompanied the release. 

Exhibit 2: CLAIMS 4.0 Version 5.2.7 Tracker Tickets 

ScRSi'' ·•• .oescrl •• ·L.W::::•L+:·:·: ··• !.:·"•· ........ ::::: 
10965 LA Go-Live Enhancements (Bellflower) 
11060 Adjudications, Case Status and BSU Applications not shutting down properly 

Interface Compatibility 

The interface compatibility is not applicable in this VDD. 

Adaptation Data 

Any unique-to-site data contained in this software version is detailed in the ReadMe. txt that 
accompanied the release. 

Bibliography of Reference Documents 

Refer to Section 3.1 for documents that comprise this release of the software. 
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Installation Instructions 

Version Description Document 
the CLAIMS 4 Release 5. 2. 7 

CLAIMS 4 should be installed using the instructions contained in this section, which were also 
included in the ReadMe5.2.7 _1122.txt file that accompanied the delivery of the 5.2.7 release. 
Attachment A Application and Software Changes identifies the drives and subdirectories that 
constitute the application and the system. Direct any questions regarding this installation toc:::J 
I I 
Application Software Installation 

The following special instructions pertain to the Application Software for Server Maintenance 
Support (SMS) preparation: 

Special Notes: 

I. This Application Software installation affects all Claims 4 Standard clients and all Claims4 
Laptop clients for the Bellflower District Office site only. 

2. The Database installation affects all Claims4 Laptop clients, the NT Field (Workflow) server 
for this site also, as well as the Oracle National database. 

3. Please see the specific installation instructions below. Please contact EDS C4 LAN Support 
I Jor any installation problems. 

4. This release requires DCOMIMDAC to be pre-installed on the C4 Standard and Laptop 
Clients. 

5. IMPORTANT- Please ensure the "Read-Only" bit is cleared after transferring files from the 
deliverable CD on ALL files. 

Standard Client Installation 
Execute the Standard Client setup files OR, if manual file-copy installation is required, please 
follow these instructions: 

I. Close all modules in the CLAIMS 4 application. 
2. Copy each file to the specified folder: 
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3. Double-click on th<l ltile to register the entries on the Standard client. 
4. Manual component registration is reqmred for each of the * .DLL and * .OCX files, as well as 

for certain *.EXE files. The tiles requiring component registration are indicated by a"+" sign 
above. 

To register these files: 
a. Navigate to the file locations in Windows Explorer. 
b. Double-click on the file name. 
c. If a message box prompts that the file has been successfully registered, perfom1 Steps a. 

and b. for the next file indicated with a"+". 
d. If the "Open With" dialog prompts instead, click Cancel, and then register the file with 

the following Steps e. through i. 
e. From the Windows Desktop, click Start. 

f. Click Run. r-------------. 
g. Copy the text line: I '"insert pathname and 

filename here" into the box labeled "Open:0 

I I 
h. Click OK. 
1. When the message box appears indicating success, click OK. 
J. Repeat Steps a. through d. for the next file requiring manual component registration. 

5. Standard Client installation is now complete, and the CLAIMS 4 application can be started 
and used as normal. 

Laptop Client Installation 
L For this release, the Laptop clients will be shipped to the site with the baseline TIP image and 

the C4 5.2.7 release software pre-installed. 
2. Please contact EDS C4 LAN Supportfo(----.ifor further details. 
3. If necessary to install the Laptop client, execute the Laptop Client setup files provided. No 

manual file-copy install is available for the Laptop component for this release. 
Batch Notice Client changes 

No applicable Batch Notice Client changes. 
NT Field Server Installation 

No applicable NT Field Server changes. 
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NT National Server (HQ Only) Installation 
No applicable NT National Server (HQ Only) changes. 

Client Production Utilities (HQ Only) Installation 
No applicable Client Production Utilities (HQ Only) changes. 

Database Changes 
For this release, the production Laptop client database and the NT Field (Workflow) server 
Staging database will be installed by the C4 LAN Deployment and C4 Data Management teams 
at INS HQ. The INSHQ Lab environment will be installed by EDS C4 LAN Support and C4 
Data Management teams. 

A. Stored Procedures, Functions and Scripts: 

For INS HQ LAB Database only (C4 Production Database will be completed by SAIC). 

SCR 10965 
For INS HQ LAB Database and the NT Field (Workflow) server Staging database only (C4 
Production Database will be completed by SAIC): 

For the NT Field (Workflow) server, the database changes will be incorporated into the baseline 
TIP image. 

For the Laptop Oracle database, the database changes will be incorporated into the baseline TIP 
image. 

B. Data Changes: 
For INS HQ LAB Database only (C4 Production Database will be completed by C4 Data 
Management Team). Please refer ....... _.,...~....... ... 
C. No applicable Local Access Database changes._ ___ _. 

Notes: 
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Check for any invalid scripts. To check for invalid objects, run chk_invalid.sql. This script has 
been sent with an earlier patch. 

'·I I 
If there are any invalid objects, invalid objects, run run_recompile.sql. This script has been sent 
with an earlier patch. 

Contmue to check tor mvalld objects and recompile them until all objects are valid. 

Post-Installation Required Actions 

None. 

Possible Problems or Known Errors 

There are no known problems or errors in this release. 

Glossary 

Compact Disk-Read-Only Memory CD-ROM 
CLAIMS 
CM 

Computer-Linked Application Information Management System 
Configuration Management 

DO 
DOJ 
FRO 
INS 
ITP 
LAN 
ODBC 
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PVCS 
SAIC 
SCLC 
SCR 
SQL 
VDD 
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ATTACHMENT A-APPLICATION AND SOFTWARE CHANGES 

CLAIMS 4.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE & DATABASE CHANGES 

Exhibit A-1: Application Software Changes-Standard & Laptop Client Files 

NOTES: 
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Exhibit A-2: Database Changes- Data Change Files 

Exhibit A-3: Stored Procedures, Functions & Scripts Files 

I 0/18/00 
2:27PM 

11/16/00 
2:54PM 

Exhibit A-4: Mobile Files ·Laptop Client Only 

Exhibit A-5: Mobile Files ·Staging Database Only 
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Exhibit A-6: Mobile Files • Laptop and Staging Database Only 
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ATTACHMENT B-HIGHLIGHTS OF CLAIMS 4 RELEASE 5.2.7 

CLAIMS 4 RELEASE 5.2.7 HIGHLIGHTS 

CLAIMS 4 MAINTENANCE 

The LA (BEL) CBO Support enhances the functional capacity of CLAIMS 4, enabling 
remote processing of the Initial Interview activities. Cases supported by selected LA 
(BEL) CBOs are custom scheduled through an interactive interface. Case data is 
replicated from the National database via the Bellflower Workflow Server to individual 
laptops to permit interview activities to occur without connection to the network or the 
National database. 

Interfaces 

SCR 10965 

Title: LA Go-Live Enhancements (Bellflower) 
1. Mobile Computing Support- Supports the Bellflower office with mobile, disconnected 

support for the N-400 Interview process. 
2. LA (BEL) CBO Scheduler- Interactive batch scheduling for LA (BEL) CBO 

applications being scheduled for interviews. 
3. Reports- two new reports: 
• Applicants Scheduled for BEL CBO Interview 
• Applicants Scheduled for BEL CBO Interview by Location and Date 

BUG 11060 

Title: Adjudications, Case Status and BSU Applications not shutting down properly 

Problem: The Adjudications, Case Status and Batch Status Update applications will 
often remain in the client machine's memory after a normal application shutdown 
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procedure is performed. The user is forced to perform a 'Ctri-Ait-Delete' function in order 
to close the program and free the resources. 

Solution: The Adjudications, Case Status and Batch Status Update applications will be 
removed from memory when the user exits the applications correctly. Shutdown the 
applications by using the "Exit" command or by selecting the small "x" in the upper right
hand corner. There are no functionality changes to any of these modules. 
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SUMMARY OF CHANGES 

1. TITLE OF DOCUMENT 

The title of this document is the Version Description Document (VDD) for The Computer-Linked 
Application Information Management System (CLAIMS) 4 Release 5.2.7; Configuration 
Management (CM) Number NCSOO.AOJ54-00.F*O-EDS. 

2. PURPOSE OF RELEASE 

Release 5.2.7 responds to a need expressed by the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) to 
introduce new functionality and to continue production support and maintenance. 

3. ADDED FUNCTIONALITY/IMPROVEMENTS 

Release 5.2.7 contains two System Change Requests (SCRs) to implement office requirements in 
support of the C4 LA Go-Live. 

4. COMPONENTS AFFECTED 

The following components are affected by this release: 

I. CLAIMS 4 Standard Client (Belltlower DO Only) 

2. CLAIMS 4 Laptop Client (This is a new Component Type, first introduced with this Release 
and currently is used by the Bellflower District Office only) 

3. CLAIMS 4 Production Control Client (HQ Only) 

4. CLAIMS 4 Field (Workflow) Server (Bellflower DO Only) 

5. Oracle Staging Database (This is a new Component Type, first introduced with this Release and 
currently is used by the Bellflower District Office only) 

6. Oracle National Database 
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The intended recipients of CLAIMS 4.0 Release 5.2.7 are the following INS sites: 

I. Bellflower District Office (BEL) only 

2. INSHQ Lab 

3. IN SlEDS Production Control (HQ Only) 

4. Oracle National Database (Dallas) 

6. INSTALLATION DATE 

The software was formally delivered to INS HQ, Washington, DC on November 22,2000. 

Important Note: Please notify EDS Examinations Project Management at least 24 hours in 
advance of the planned field deployment date. This is to allow EDS to properly prepare the 
Production environment for the release of this software. 

EDS Project Manager: .,1 ___________ _.1 
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Fact Sheet Section Descriptions 

lPROJECTBACKGROUND 

1.1 DESCRIPTION 

The Immigration and Naturalization Service's (INS') Computer-Linked Application Information 
Management System (CLAIMS) 4 processes and manages applications for immigration-related 
benefits. Current design supports the Naturalization (N400) processing with extensibility to 
encompass all immigration-related benefits. 

The CLAIMS subsystems also provide automated support for the full range of benefits functions 
and processes. CLAIMS 4 resides on multiple platforms, including a Siemens E70 located in Dallas, 
Texas. Software is developed and maintained using the Oracle relational database system and 
Visual Basic. Access to the computer is provided via local area network (LAN) gateways with 
associated routers and cabling. 

The CLAIMS 4 application has initially been divided into subsystems, which support the major 
functions that CLAIMS 4 is required to provide as specified by the CLAIMS 4 Functional 
Requirements Document (FRO). A subsystem is a collection of functionally cohesive modules that 
work together to satisfy a major CLAIMS 4 function. Typically, a subsystem in CLAIMS 4 will not 
trace directly to a single module. However, in most cases, each subsystem will trace to a single 
executable file or dynamic link library (DLL). The CLAIMS 4 system architecture comprises 
several major subsystems, which include the following: 

• Receipting 

• Adjudication 

• Batch Status Update (BSU) 

• Case Status 

• Case Management (CM) 

• Scheduler/Batch Scheduler 

• Notices 

• Reports 

• Oath Ceremony Management (formerly DocProd) 

• System Maintenance 

• External Interface 

• Workt1ow Admin 

These subsystems are designed to be stand-alone components that do not require support from the 
other subsystems for execution, however, are launched from the main switchboard. Some of the 
components provide both a GUI and an exposed public server interface. The GUI interface 
provides the user with interactive information pertaining to system functions. TI1e server interface 
is designed to provide functionality to multiple other subsystems. Overnight functions are typically 
executed by one of the server components and thus do not require an attended workstation for 
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execution. An example would be an interface job, initiated by Service Center personnel on a client 
workstation, but executed on the application server. 

The CLAIMS 4 data are contained in a central location, an Oracle relational database management 
system (RDBMS). Connectivity to this data store is provided via INS controlled wide area and 
local area network facilities. The Intersolv Oracle Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) framework 
is utilized to connect applications to the data store via custom data service components. 

1.2 GOAl$ 

The primary function of CLAIMS 4 is to provide automated support for tbe processing ofN-400 
naturalization applications, including the receipt, data entry, and other initial processing operations 
of the Service Centers, as well as the adjudications and oath ceremony management activities of the 
local offices. It was designed to be extensible and scalable, with a view to accommodating 
processing of other INS benefits applications in the future. 

CLAIMS 4 is used by the Service Center units responsible for naturalization processing, INS 
Adjudicators at local offices responsible for adjudicating naturalization cases, INS clerks supporting 
these functions, and regional and headquarters management witb oversight responsibilities. 

1.3 DETAILS 

This CLAIMS 4 Architecture exhibit depicts the hardware infrastructure required for successful 
deployment of CLAIMS 4 throughout the INS and provides a high-level diagram that identifies the 
INS enterprise network typology. 
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1.3.1 Internal Interfaces 
CLAIMS 4 interfaces internally with the following nine (9) INS systems. Following is a list 
containing the name of the interface system and a description of the interface process. 

1. Central Index System (CIS) 
a. Send/Receive Verit!cation of A-Number. 
b. Send/Receive information for Close Out Process. 
c. Send/Receive A-File Transfer Request 

2. Reengineered Naturalization Automated Casework System (RNACS) 
a. Send/Receive Update/Transfer of C4 cases 
b. Receive RNACS cases Transferred into C4 
c. Receive Fingerprint Requests from RNACS 
d. Send FP Request Update to RNACS 

3. Computer-Linked Application Information System (C3 LAN) 
a. Receive Fingerprint Requests from C3 
b. Send FP Request Update to C3 

4. Refugee, Asylum, and Parole System (RAPS) 
a. Receive Fingerprint Requests from RAPS 
b. Send FP Request Update to RAPS 

5. Receipt and Alien-File Accountability and Control System (RAFACS) 
a. Insert new Receipt Record into RAF ACS 

6. FD258-EE (Enterprise Edition) 
a. Receive Fingerprint Update from EE 

7. Complete File Review (CFR) 
a. Receive file review information from C4. 

8. Performance Analysis System (PAS) 
a. Receive tracking information on G-22.2 and G-22.3 Report of field 

9. Change of Address by Phone Service (CoA) 
a. Send request to C4 to update applicant with a new address. 

1.3.2 External Interface 
CLAIMS 4 interfaces externally with only one non-INS system. Following is the name of the 
interface system and a description of the interface process. Federal Bureau oflnvestigation (FBI) 

a. Send/Receive FBI Name Check Update Send is processed from C4 to INS Production 
Control via SendDirect. After tape production, INS Production Control interfaces with FBI. 
Receive processing is exactly reversed. 
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b. Receives Fingerprint results- C4 interfaces with FD258EE and FD258 Tracking systems to 
receive fingerprint results. 

1.3.3 Performance Requirements 
No current performance requirements have been established. 

1.3.4 Second Tier Help Desk 
This section describes the availability of system specific Operations Support. The support 
organization is split into two separate tiers with an additional organization for LAN Support. The 
first tier is that of the Help Desk. The Help Desk provides support to the customer Monday-Friday, 
8:00a.m. to 7:00p.m. Eastern Standard Time (EST). Support consists of ticket generation from 
issues identified by the customer as well as basic knowledge training. The following provides the 
metrics for this support: 

• Average number of requests opened per month during the period of 12/01/99-11/31/2000: 
508 (LA Office not included) 

• Average number of requests closed per month during the period of 12/01/99-11/30/2000: 
491 

The second tier is that of the Production Control Team. This team provides the analysis, resolution 
and documentation of issues created under Help Desk tickets created in the first tier. Additional 
work is provided by members of the team in regards to the Interface Batch processing done for this 
division. A total of 4 7 interface jobs are executed on a daily basis. 

The LAN Support organization provides analysis, resolution and documentation for CLAIMS
related hardware, software, and network issues for field sites, development, and testing 
environments. LAN Support provides support to the customer 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 

2 HARDWARE/SOFTWARE 

2.1 IIARDW ARE 

2.1.1 Hardware- Server Configuration 

2.1.1.1 Sites Up to Mid 1999 

• HP Netserver LX Pro 
• Dual Pentium Pro 200 MHz 
• 512MB of RAM 
• Windows NT 4.0, 
• Raid 5 Controller 

2.1.1.2 Sites After Mid 1999 

• Dell Power Edge 4300 I 4400 
• Dual Processor 350-550 MHz 
• 512MB ofRAM 
• Windows NT 4.0, 
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• Raid 5 Controller 

2.1.2 Hardware Client Configuration 

• HP Vectra VL Series, Dell Optiplex GXi/GXa/GXl/GXIIO 
• 32 or 64MB of RAM 
• Windows 95B 
• Ethernet NIC 

2.1.3 Hardware- Miscellaneous Equipment 

• Scanner, Symbol2D laser Barcode Scanner 
• Scanner, Welch Allyn ScanTeam 2380 Wand Scanner 
• Notice/Certificate Printers, HP 5Si MX w/Towerfeed Option or HP 8000 DN 
• Desktop DAO Printer, HP Laseljet 6L or Laserjet II 00 
• Bar-Code Printer (SC Only), Datamax Prodigy Label Printer 
• Bar-Code Printer (SC Only), Zebra Stripe Barcode Label Printer 
• Check Franker, CBM - 810 

2.2 SOFTWARE 

The CLAIMS 4 application is coded in Visual Basic 5.0 with SP3. It is based on a two-tier client 
server architecture, with a central data repository. Constant connectivity via Open Database 
Connectivity (ODBC) is required. The majority of data processing occurs on the client machine, 
with workflow transactional control on a Windows NT application server at each site. A wide 
variety of stand alone executables, in-process servers and out-of-process servers are utilized. Local 
area connectivity to the application server is provided through remote automation services. 

The application is based on a custom workflow process, which governs case management flow and 
provides user access based on the current case state. 

2.2.1 Software- Server Configuration 

• Windows NT 4.0 
• Windows NT 4.0 Service Pack 5 
• Office 95 Professional (Access/PowerPoint/Excel/Word) 
• Intersolv ODBC, ver. 3.01 
• Oracle for Windows NT/95, ver. 7.3 
• Btrieve, ver. 6.15 (SCs only) 
• CLAIMS 4 Server Software 

2.2.2 Software - Client Configuration 

• Windows 95, Ver. B 
• Office 97 (Access/PowerPoint/Excel/Word) 
• cc:mail 
• InsMenu 
• A2B 
• Intersolv ODBC, ver. 3.0 I 
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• Oracle Client for Windows 95/NT, ver. 7.3 
• McAfee Antivirus 
• Novell Client 
• CLAIMS 4 Client Software 

The following diagrams illustrate the existing architecture of the executables in the CLAIMS 4 
client application. (Circled numbers are connector points, bridging flow from one component to 
another.) 
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co 

CLAIMS 4 CLIENT APPLICATIONS 

Release 5.2.0 March 23, 2000 
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3 SIZING/CAPACITY/TRANSACTION FREQUENCY 

3.1 SiZING/CAPACITY 

The application is composed of the listed Visual Basic projects. Each project has the number of 
forms, modules and classes listed, with the corresponding lines of code for each type of source code 
module. 
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it" 4 9,280 1 216 3 255 
3 1,120 3 1,734 0 

" """ "'""" 2 1,620 2 792 9 607 
Applic 5 1,906 5 1,049 48 17,510 

Services 2 444 1 146 13 2,329 
RNACSConv 3 960 2 1,692 0 
RNA,CS2C4 0 3 267 2 473 
Sv!':I_OQ 0 1 3 1 8L 
Mailroom 9 4 "iOO 3 56 19 1,836 
IIAI'-'1 1 71 2 386 5 767 

" 3 184 5 2,057 28 6,256 
nCreate 1 16 5 1 '141 22 4,590 

"~' 1 266 5 1 '11 0 11 3.~ 
lnl nnk::n 0 2 102 2 792 
Notices 21 10,920 6 2,210 19 2,992 
11Print 1 1C 2 134 7 7~ 
UOCUij 0 1 3 1 43 
-L 1 16 4 612 7 1,428 
::.hAl" 2 268 1 7 2 306 

N646 0 1 17 3 420 
IOCReport c 1 17 2 209 
'"'f.IUili> 17 8,140 4 1,233 18 4,488 
IBatScnea 6 5,900 3 697 14 5,287 

l'"''"'""'dr 0 2 340 6 1,046 
!Scheduler 54 58,600 13 5,967 35 10,166 

I">' 50 35,000 4 733 17 ::l 04" 

"· r"\UIIIjn 4 1,420 1 328 1 2€ 
IWFMon 9 23,600 c 9 1,853 
'C42RNAC 0 3 391 6 1 ,48€ 
,C4Piuu 31 17,260 6 867 13 2,975 

·~ 19 5,440 2 51 c 3 13€ 
'Conv2C4 3 1 '120 L 816 5 2,27€ 
File Move 2 820 2 170 7 602 
t-1 >rl 6 3,820 5 612 5 391 
BNAr.s?r.4 c :;. 238 L 493 
Sub Totals 439 323,414 189 43,150 686 1AQ ::lOA 

Grand Total 555,872 
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Database size: for Production, Training, and Development Versions: 
• Number and size of tables 

The database contains 240 tables, 13 views, 66 stored procedures, and 10 packages. 

Database tablespace statistics are: 
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Following is a brief description of the releases turned over to the STARS Systems Management I 
Integration (SM/1) contractor for user acceptance testing or to production for use between the dates 
11/0111999 and 12/01/2000: 

CLAIMS 4 Release 5.1.2 11/15/1999 
• New functionality included: changes/fixes affecting the C4/Woodlawn Change of Address 

Interface, Data Entry, Finance, Batch Status Update, Workflow, FP Scheduler, ASC 
Manifest and Production Control utilities 

• Number of System Change Requests (SCRs) delivered in the release: 22 

CLAIMS 4 Release 5.1.3 12/02/1999 
• Release included contains changes to correct the Case Closeout function, to correct 

workflow for the Oath Ceremony RNACS update, and to document the production tix for 
the Detailed Fee Register report. 

• #SCRs delivered in the release: 3 

CLAIMS 4 Release 5.1.4 02/08/2000 
• This release contained new functionality and bug corrections to: 

- Revise the RNACS/C4 interface programs for corrections, enhancements and performance 
improvements, 

- Revise affected notice template text for the telephone center consolidation effort 
-Revise the denial notice template for the N-336 fee change 
- Correct the Pay Override function for application underpay status 
• Revise workflow to remove unnecessary activities 
- Revise the Fingerprint Scheduler utility to include password encryption 
- Update the Country Code table 
• Revise the Adjudications English sentences exam. 

• #SCRs delivered in the release: 19 

CLAIMS 4 Release 5.1.5 03/17/2000 
• This release contained functionality to modify the FBI response interface for Claims3 

requests. 
• #SCRs delivered in the release: 3 

CLAIMS 4 Release 5.1.6 03/24/2000 
• This release contained solutions to correct the Change of Address jurisdiction logic and to 

enhance performance for the G22 Adjudication Denial reporting. 

• #SCRs delivered in the release: 2 

CLAIMS 4 Release 5.1. 7 04/26/2000 
• This release contains a ticket to enhance performance for the G22 Adjudication Denial 

repotting. 

• #SCRs delivered in the release: I 
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CLAIMS 4 Release 5.1.8 05/10/2000 

• This release contains System Change Requests (SCRs) to revise the C3 FP workflow, update 
a CBO address, refresh the Standard Zip Code local lookup table from Oracle, revise the FP 
notice period, and revise the Change of Address interface. 

• #SCRs delivered in the release: 5 

CLAIMS 4 Release 5.2.0 06/1212000 

• This release contains SCRs and bug corrections to: 
- Implement the new Service Center Denial function, and other Adjudication 

Enhancements 
- Implement the new post-Data Entry address edit/validation function 
- Correct the notice print job display and reprint function, the group management 
function in Data Entry, the underpayment notice for l-881 applications, the Case 

-Resolution function for A-Number changes, the Attorney validation logic and 
Finance/Switchboard run-time errors. 

• #SCRs delivered in the release: 57 

CLAIMS 4 Release 5.2.1 07/20/2000 

• This release contains SCRs and bug corrections to: 
-Disable the I-881 application data entry function 
- ModifY the FD258 Fingerprint sweeps utility 
- Correct the C3/C4 Fingerprint interface and disable the batch call to address edit 
- Correct the GUI Resolution save error 
- Correct the underpay logic for remittances 
- Enhance the G22 reporting counts 
- Correct the confirmation file for cases transferred from RNACS to C4 
-Update and refresh the Oracle and local lookup tables. 

• #SCRs delivered in the release: 8 

CLAIMS 4 Release 5.2.2 08/16/2000 

• This release contains a SCR to add a record to the IBS LK SECTION OF LAW table in - - .... . ... 

the Oracle database and the local Access database (ibslkup.mdb ). 
• #SCRs delivered in the release: I 

CLAIMS 4 Release 5.2.3 09/15/2000 

• This release contains an SCR to implement the C4/PAS interface, in support of automated 
G-22 reporting for INS. 

• #SCRs delivered in the release: I 

CLAIMS 4 Release 5.2.4 09/29/2000 

• This release contains SCRs and bug corrections to: 
- Optimize and fix the FP Sweeps production utility program 
-Implement reports in support of LA go-live 
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- Change the N400 appointment notice lead print time 
-Correct the Service Center Denial reports 

• #SCRs delivered in the release: 5 

CLAIMS 4 Release 5.2.5 10/19/2000 
• This release contains a bug correction to correct the 30,000 error message received in 

Adjudications. 
• #SCRs delivered in the release: I 

CLAIMS 4 Release 5.2.6 11/01/2000 
• This release contains SCRs and bug corrections to support the LA Go-Live Project (Phase!), 

and additional C4 maintenance items. 
• #SCRs delivered in the release: 22 

CLAIMS 4 Release 5.2.7 11/22/2000 
• This release contains 2 SCRs to implement the BellFlower District Office requirements in 

support of the C4 LA Go-Live. 
• #SCRs delivered in the release: 2 

The following is a brief description of the planned releases for the period 12/01/2000 to 5/01/200 I: 

CLAIMS 4 Release 5.2.8 12/12/2000 
• This release contains SCRs and bug corrections to implement maintenance changes for the 

Adjudications, Case Management, Interface and Workflow functions, and to support 
enhancements for the LA and Bellflower Go-Live effort. 

• #SCRs delivered in the release: 9 

CLAIMS 4 Release 5.2.9 
• This release will contain SCRs in support of the LA Go Live effort. 
• #SCRs to be delivered in the release: Exact number unknown. 

CLAIMS 4 Release 5.3 
• This release will contain SCRs in support of the reengineered Notices module for the 

District Offices and the Service Centers. 
• #SCRs to be delivered in the release: Exact number unknown. 

CLAIMS 4 Release 5.4 
• This release will contain SCRs in support of the reengineered Oath ceremony Management 

module (formerly Document Production). 

• #SCRs to be delivered in the release: Exact number unknown. 
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Major new functionality planned: 
I. Data Entry Module (New N400 Fonn) 
2. "Full-service" Adjudication Module 

The following database enhancements are also being planned: 

• Transition of the database structure to a nonnalized schema, supporting wider extensibility, 
expandability, and case archival functionality. 

• Transition to a distributed, robustly replicated, structured database supporting remote and 
disconnected user environments. 

• Transition of the application architecture to an n-Tier environment, supporting distributed 
computing and promoting wider code reutilization. The first phase of this effort includes 
isolation of data services functionality to effectively isolate tbe database from the application. 

3.2 TRANSACTION FREQUENCY 

The SMI contractor provided the following transaction frequency infonnation. 

rrotal Users Ave Users Connected 
17226 1250 

DB Block Buffers 
Percent= (100* 1-(Phvsical Reads/(Consistent Gets+ DB Block Gets)))) 
Physical Consistent Gets DB Block Gets Percent Above 
Reads 70% 
203,415,795 1,909,303,042 77,956,770 89.76 

Shared Pool Size (Execution Misses) 
Executions r Cache Misses Executine %Ratio !STAY UNDER 1 %) 
116,276,198 1362,651 . 311887563 

···-

Shared Pool Size ffiictionarv Gets) 
Data Dictionary Gets 

88,951,092 

Loe Buffers 
VALUE fNear O?) 
243 

Latch Information 
GETS MISSES 
32,175,278 30,792 
3,081 1,608 

FINAL 

Get Misses %Ratio (STAY UNDER 
12%) 

12_:3,]91 .138391781 

IMMEDIATE GETS IMMEDIATE MISSES 
0 0 
81,697,522 14,704 

-·· 
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.··· ,> ' . , , .·,· ' : > · .... · .·,. . ·· . DataFIIe's Disk .«ctlvi.t~ .; · .. ,, . . ' .. ' . ' .... .• ·; i. ::· ; :. ; ; i i , •.. 
TABLESPACE Phy Reads Phy Writes Blk Reads Blk Writes Read Time Write Time File Total 

IBSCLAIMS1 64,686,362 174,372 150,912.537 174,372 37,058,733 249,478 253,006,376 

IBSCLAIMS3 7,512,461 142,160 19,645,323 142.160 5,525,869 202,312 32,967,973 

IBSCLAIMSIDX4 ... 2 6,255.405 1'81,019 6,255,405 181,019 3,944,393 289,816 16,817,241 

IBSCLAIMS2 5,282,323 170,099 - ··········a.sos.s4s 294,080 170,099 3,834,097 17.962,263 

IBSCLAIMSIDX3 2,833,178 452,532 3.738,571 
-, ........... 

452,532 3,467,339 711,017 10.944,152 

IBSCLAIMS4 1,334,537 1,393 2,846,168 1,393 1,199,919 2,765 5,383.410 
IBSCLAIMS4 1,187,272 19,070 2,521,962 19,070 1,040,264 26,134 4,787,638 

TEMP 1,154,975 748,006 2,555,918 2,961,699 489,699 3,014 7,910,297 

IBSCLAIMSIDX1 1,139,908 136,955 1,162,129 136,955 906,439 204,026 3,482,386 

IBSCLAIMSIDX2 647,425 237,297 713,895 237,297 814,685 347,363 2.650,599 

TEMP_MAINT 419,029 209,291 692,758 780,055 173,072 22,293 2.274,205 

IBSCLAIMS4 400,484 1,168 843,709 1,168 321,148 1,654 1,567,677 

TEMP_MAINT 373,903 221,737 563,325 690,882 125,400 63,490 1,975,247 

RBS01 284,034 450,162 284,034 450,162 281,052 1,139,212 1,749,444 

IBSCLAIMSIDXS 224,686 139,132 224,686 139,132 394,472 226,031 1,122,108 

IBSCLAIMS5 211,684 6,906 84{047 6,906 129,307 9,331 1.195,830 

TEMP MAINT 170,290 186,361 262,781 407,867 74,822 112,561 1.102,121 

IBSCLAIMSIDX1 119,764 56,231 126,021 56.231 128,102 98,720 486;349 

TOOLS 114,520 12.241 117,469 12,241 79,522 20,311 335,993 

SYSTEM 111,285 21,857 165,091 23,666 114,283 23,570 436,182 
.... 

IBSCLAIMSIDX5 109,470 40,121 109,470 40,121 199,242 60,123 498,424 

IBSCLAIMSIDXS 85,988 35,246 85,988 35,246 157,094 53,720 399,562 

IBSCLAIMSIDX4 59,122 62,906 59,122 62,906 103,464 100,961 347,520 

IBSCLAIMSIDX4 42.688 41,373 42,688 41,373 76,522 61,289 244,644 

IBSCLAIMSIDX5 26,512 10,524 26,512 10,524 47,811 15,956 121,883 

IBSCLAIMSIDX4 24,746 33,940 24.746 33,940 29,841 41,360 147,213 

CFRDATA 13,087 519 51 ,256 519 5,031 1,147 70,412 

STANDARD 5,129 111 9,723 111 7,034 0 22,108 

STDIDX 4,872 115 5,695 115 7,390 6 18,187 

USERS 1,880 1,899 1,888 1,899 778 851 il:344 
CFRINDX 1 '188 1,202 1,188 1,202 1,061 3,534 5,841 

RBS02 114 111 114 111 1 0 451 

TEMP2 113 111 113 111 0 0 448 

4 LIFE CYCLE PHASE 
CLAIMS 4 is in the Operations and Maintenance life cycle phase. 

5 DATA RETENTION PERIOD 
There are no specific requirements for data retention from within the INS. Archive requests need to 
be defined by INS and implemented in C4 (as no C4 N400 cases have been archived to date). 

6 ISSUES I CONCERNS 

The current database structure does not represent the Corporate Logical model, nor does it optimize 
the use of primary or inherited keys, which impedes performance. 
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7 SECURITY 

Only individuals who have been authorized through INS' Password Issuance Control System 
(PICS) process are able to logon to the LAN. (The PICS authorization process applies to all INS 
applications.) 

In addition to these controls, CLAIMS 4 enforces additional controls. At logon to the CLAIMS 4, 
the user must enter a logon ID and password, which are validated before access is granted. Users 
must also be authorized for specific access privileges (read, insert, modify, delete) within the Oracle 
database. 

CLAIMS 4 makes use of data integrity controls provided by Oracle database software. In addition, 
users are only allowed to see the functions that they are authorized to perfom1, as detem1ined by 
validation routines invoked at the time the user logs onto CLAIMS 4. 

Virus detection and elimination software is installed in user workstations as part of the initial ('go
live') CLAIMS 4 configuration. Update of the signature files is a responsibility of each of the 
participating field sites. 

Password crackers/checkers, integrity verification programs, and intrusion detection tools are not 
used for CLAIMS 4, nor has penetration testing been perfom1ed. Their application would he a 
responsibility of the participating field sites. Message authentication is not used. 

System perfom1ance monitoring has been used to analyze system perfom1ance logs in real time to 
troubleshoot availability problems, including system and network slowdowns and crashes. The 
perfom1ance of this function is the responsibility of INS HQ and its SMI contractor. 

Physical and environmental protection is not under the control of the CLAIMS 4 application. 
CLAIMS 4 runs at the four regional INS Service Centers, and at 70 District Offices and Sub-offices 
that process N-400 applications. 
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8 SKILL SETS 
The following skill sets are currently used to perform the O&M tasks under the current contract 

Administrative Assistant II 

FINAL 

27 

.7 

Analyzes and interprets specialized technical 
information to compose detailed documentation and 
technical manuals. Conducts complex documentation and 
user needs analysis. Studies customer environment by 
analyzing job tasks, organizational structure and user needs 
to propose documentation solutions. Interviews technical 
personnel, interprets reports) specifications and drawings to 
increase understanding ofproccsses and document 
requirements. May plan documentation development 
process and coordinate writing projects. 

for an entire 
Under mmimal direction, responsible for providing 
analytical and specialized adnunistrative support functions 
Interacts with outside departments to resolve problems of a 
confidential nature such as compensation, benefits, and 
fmancial reporting. Coordinates special projects by 
analyzing proJeCt, detennining approach, 
compiling/analyzing data and preparing 
report/recommendation using PC skills, knowledge of 
administrative systems, and understanding of policies and 
procedures. Detcm1ines administrative procedures and 
methods and work priorities. Plans and coordinates 
meetings, conferences, and employee functions. May direct 
and work of other 
Under 1 

analysis in support ofthe Service Unit (SC) and corporate 
objectives. Leads development, interpretation and 
implementation of financial concepts for financial planning 
and control. Reviews and analyzes the effects of current 
financial practices, policies, and procedures on the strategic 
unit's financial position. Recommends changes in financial 
analysis methodology to streamline project activities and 
improve productivity. Leads preparation of forecasts. 
budgets, operating statistics and financ.ial analysis for 
business proposals, determining methods and time lines. 
Recognizes and solves complex business problems through 
financial analysis, such as lease-versus-purchase analysis, 
capital appropnations analysis, or discounted cash tlow 
analysis. Provides comprehensive financial expertise for 
business decisions by analyzing rates of return, 
depreciation, capital appropriations requirements, 
investment opportunities, investment performance, due 
diligence, and governmental requirements. Perfonns 
financial and statistical analysis for special projects such as 
acquisitions and joint ventures. Uses and creates advanced 
financial models; uses EDS financial systems and PC 
software to ete tasks and automate work. 
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TITLE 

Software Systems Engineer 
Manager I 

Software Systems Engineer 
Manager II 

Business Analyst 

Quality Assurance Manager 

FINAL 

,5 

2 

,5 

'{". 

tltiAu~ttA'not4~ 
' ·', ,c:· " -' ;·.'<< :~::.:::~ "">· .;·. ;;, 

Plans, directs and coordinates the acquisition and 
development of new business to an operational account 
stage for opportumtres valued at more than one million 
dollars, Initiates, supports and participates in negotiations 
with prospective customer, Analyzes current situation and 
develops business plans, sales strategy and targeted 
customer audience to achieve acceptance of new business 
opportunity. Determines customer requirements and 
translates these requirements into operational plans, 
Determines, monitors and reviews costs, operational 
budgets and schedules and staffing requirements for project 
team, Analyzes effects of project upon various operating 
and support areas, such as information processing/data 
centers, assembly and manufacturing~ to detennine the most 
practical and cost effective method to obtain the required 
resources. Provides guidance to proJeCt team and 
management in d1recting development of new applications 
and formulating contingency plans in areas such as 
schedule revisions, manpower adjustments, fimd 
allocations, and work requirements. Provides guidance in 
strategic systems planning to project team and/or customers 
team May be rcsponsrble for preparing incoming 
management for transition from implementation to business 
o eratin stage. 
Directs and coordinate activities of smalL short term or 
simple software programming and analysis activities. 
Develops standards for software applications, directs staff 
to implement required systems and directs the interface of 
software s stems with hardware and a lications systems, 
D1rccts and coordinates the activities of software 
programming and analysis activities, Develops standards 
for software applications, directs staff to implement 
required systems and directs the interface of software 
systems with hardware and a lications systems. 
Under general direction, supports the development, 
enhancement, and maintenance of business solutions using 
information technology based on customer needs, Acts as a 
liaison between customers and other support groups to 

identify business processes, systems, and product 
requirements. Documents customer spccit1cations and 
interacts wllh other support groups to apply understanding 
of customer's business, Supports aspects of the business 
cycle including proposals, feasibilrty studies, 
implementations, and new business development Plans and 
leads customer projects with some guidance. Anticipates, 
researches, identifies, and develops solutions to customer 
problems. Participates in training activities for peers and 
customers. Initiates measures to eliminate non~ value added 
activities through process improvement. 

Plans, directs and coordinates the quality review of 
departmental operations and related support s stems to 
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Quality Control Manager 

Systems Engineer 
Senior 

Supervisor 

FINAL 

.5 

.5 

8.4 

.3 

ensure liance i contractual 
Establishes review criteria and procedures. Oversees the 
identification and resolution of quality issues. Reviews 
documented results and reports on quality assurance 
activities. Monitors the implementation of system or 
procedural enhancements to ensure customer acceptance 
and satisfaction. Provides overall direction for the 
development of related training programs for internal staff 

measures and yzes 
EDS customer and account team member satisfaction level. 
Plans, coordinates and executes quality reviews for multiple 
accounts and customers to assess contract obligations and 
customer expectations. Conducts in-depth interviews with 
multiple levels of customer management. Analyzes and 
compiles complex quality statistics to determine account 
trends and documents findings to management. Advises 
managers in preparing an action plan following each quality 
review. Identifies and researches account concerns and 
problem areas and oversees implementation of 
procedural/system solutions to improve performance 
quality. Identifies account management trends across the 
organization and proposes methods and policies for quality 

activities. Responsible for ensuring that all hardware 
products represent the maximum quality and reliability 
attainable. Approves all quality control procedures, 
technical specifications and procurement of quality-related 
test equipment. Responsible for overall program design. 

Under provides top-level technical 
expertise, including perfonming in-depth and complex 
software systems programming and analysis. Main 
responsibilities include problem resolution and providing 
technical leadership for the group. Possesses broad 
knowledge of internal operating systems. applications 

systems 
engineers and/or software support personnel to ensure that 
operating systems solutions are achieved. Oversees daily 
activities of updating, enhancing, debugging, and 
configuring related software products for operating 
systems, based on customer requirements. Interacts with 
customers and vendors to detennine system requirements 
and solutions. Reviews system reports and provides 
technical guidance to staff. Establishes directives for future 
systems by evaluating and planning for software or 
hardware upgrades. Monitors the development of operating 
systems to ensure standards and procedures are followed 
and customer requirements are met 
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. TITlE 

Software Systems Engineer
Advanced 

Enterprise Architect/Staff 
Engineer Senior 

Software Systems Engineer
Consultant 

Systems Engineer -
Consultant 

FINAL 

1.9 

4.3 

L2 

Under minimal direction, provides specialized expertise 
within multiple systems. software disciplmes, as well as 
general knowledge of related disciplmcs, applications 
implications, and customer areas. Responsible for 
performing in-depth analysis and technical support of 
systems software products, including complex problem 
resolution; design, development, testing, operational 
integration, and user support. Assists Software System 
Engineers (SEs) with customization, mstallation 
maintenance, setting of standards, and optimizing product 
perfonnance. Leads planning and conversions for new 
hardware/software products. Assists m the development of 
Software SEs. 

Acts independently to provide business and/or technical 
information technology consulting support to EDS strategic 
units and customer enterprises. Works with executives in 
EDS and customer organizatJOn to formulate enterprise-
w ide business and/or technical information technology 
product and/or service strategies. Develops and applies 
state-of-the-art consulting methodologies, business models 
and organizational behavior models to conceptualize 
methods to apply business and/or technical information 
technology products and services as strategic assets. 
Applies extensive industry and enterprise knowledge to 
identify and recommend integrated solutions, products and 
services to support the enterprise's accomplishments of 
business goals or technical needs. Prov1des 
recommendations and guidance in the design, development, 
implementation and management of products and solutions. 
Researches and recommends EDS' and the SU's position 
and new emerging technologies, techmques and tools. 
Assists with the application of emerging technologies to 
current EDS and customer environments. Conceptualizes 
and proposes new and add-on opportunities for the 
customer and EDS. Supports and participates in the 
conceptualization and development of EDS' technology 
policy, methodologies, models, techniques and strategies. 
Develops and delivers executive presentations to customers 
and EDS management Transfers knowledge to others and 
serves as a mentor/coach for selected specialt areas. 
Acts independently or under the most general direction as a 
top-level technician. Possesses supenor knowledge of the 
internal operating systems, databases, on~line systems, or 
communications software. Proficient in the state-of-the~art 
technology. May develop new technology, modify the 
structure of existing software products or provide technical 
guidance to complex projects. Normally reports directly to 
a mana er rather than a su ervisor. 
Acts independently as a techmcal advisor on the most 
specialized phases of system design, implementation, 
anal sis and rogrammin . Leads and artici ates in ma'or 
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Business Analyst - Advanced 

Business Analyst - Senior 

Systems Administrator 
Advanced 

FINAL 

4.5 

6.5 

system studies and implementations. Responsible for 
supporting systems engineers and internal marketing teams 
in solving complex problems involving a broad range of 
technologies and industry issues. Investigates state-of-the
art technology and applies it to the EDS environment. 
Communicates technical altemati ves to management and 
recommends action, Functions as technical expert during 
product presentations to customers. May develop new 
technolo . 
Under minimal direction, coordinates and supports the 
development, enhancement, and maintenance of products 
and services applicable to multiple lines of a customer's 
business using information technology. Anticipates and 
identifies user problems and needs. Recommends business 
solutions based on customer requirements and industry 
trends. Leads, plans, schedules, and controls complex 
projects and activities with customers, support groups, and 
vendors on concurrent projects. Applies extensive 
knowledge of the customer's business and industry to 
develop project specifications. Advises on methods to 
improve business processes and remove non~ value-added 
activities. Coordinates and participates in proposals, 
feasibility studies, implementations, and new business 
development. Leads the training of customers and peers and 
builds relationships with multiple customer levels. 
Through self-directed activities, influences the strategic 
direction of the customer and EDS. Applies knowledge of 
the entire customer organization to recommend and 
coordinate the development, enhancement, and 
maintenance of a customer's business systems, processes, 
and products. Develops innovative business solutions using 
information technology and knowledge of customer 
business and industry trends. Leads teams on large projects, 
studies, and implementations. Leverages industry 
knowledge and customer relationships to identify new 
business opportunities that make the customer and EDS 
successful. Presents the results of business studies to EDS 
and customer semor management. Promotes and directs 
process improvement activities and training of peers and 

customers. 

Under minimal direction, coordinates operational designs, 
develops support plans, coordinates implementations, and 
provides second level support for local area network 
(LAN), campus area network (CAN), and wide area 
network (WAN) solutions encompassing heterogeneous 
platfonns. Develops system support requirements by 
reviewing and analyzing customer business processes and 
evaluating available EDS and/or supplier capabilities. 
Leads project teams in implementing new or upgraded 
designs and coordinates project efforts with support groups. 
Provides technical su ort for marketin initiatives throu h 
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participation in proposals and marketing studies. Creates 
plans that support implementation of changes. Participates 
in system support design and performance evaluation 
reviews. Advises on distributed network computing issues. 
Establishes and maintains security and integrity standards 
and controls. Ensures support plans and services meet 
customer needs and expectations. Assists in the evaluation, 
testing and recommendation of hardware, software, and 
network configurations based on customer need. Coaches 
others in the application of new operational support 
technologies. Analyzes user requirements and statistics to 
identify trends and resolve performance issues. Keeps 
abreast of emerging operational support technologies and 
industry trends. Recommends appropriate 
price/performance improvement opportunities. 

Under broad direction, leads and coordinates the 
operational support and implementation activities for local 
area network (LAN), campus area network (CAN), and 
wide area network (WAN) service offerings encompassing 
heterogeneous platforms. Assists leadership in determining 
tactical and strategic direction of the organization as it 
relates to emerging operational support technologies. 
Researches, analyzes, and recommends new operational 
support technologies, tools, and techniques. Coaches others 
on the application of new operational support technologies. 
Reviews distributed computing and network designs to 
select appropriate operational support strategies and ensure 
efficient use of resources. Conducts system support des1gn 
and performance evaluation reviews. Identifies, develops, 
and updates operational support standards and procedures. 
Participates with corporate strategic planning teams. Keeps 
abreast of emerging operational support technologies and 
industry trends. Recommends price/performance 
im rovemcnt op ortunities. 

9 CONTRIBUTING DOCUMENTATION 

• System Design Document for CLAIMS 4, Aprill2, 2000 (NCY00.20003-01 ,UBO-EDS) 

• Functional Requirements Document for CLAIMS 4, Aprill2, 2000 (NCYOO.IOOOO-
OO.DCI-EDS) 

• User Manual for CLAIMS 4 District Office, June 30,2000 (NCY00.70002-00.DCO) 

• User Manual for CLAIMS 4 Service Center, June 30,2000 (NCY00.70000-00,D@O) 

• Version Description Document for CLAIMS 4 Release 5.2.7, January 18,2001 
(NCSOO.AO 154-00.F*O) 
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• Examinations System Operations and Administration Guide, December 15, 1998 
(NCY00.50003-00.W* 1-EDS) 

• Security Guide for the Computer Linked Application Information Management System 
CLAIMS 4, October 26, 2000 (NCY00.30067-00.W*O-EDS) 

Attachment A provides a comprehensive list of the CLAIMS 4 documents available in the CM 
Library. 
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Project No. 7G08066SER1(G418) 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Examination Systems Operations 
and Administration Guide for CLAIMS 4 

The Computer-Linked Application Information Management System Version 4 (CLAIMS 4) was 
developed by the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) to assist in the processing of 
applications related to naturalization or attaining U.S. citizenship. The purpose of CLAIMS 4 is 
to use computer technology more efficiently. 

This document describes the CLAIMS 4 system operation and administration procedures. This 
document is titled, Examinations Systems and Operations Guide, to allow expansion and 
inclusion of other operating systems in future updates. 

1.1 Purpose 
This guide's purpose is to provide documented instructions for implementation of the CLAIMS 4 
system. 

1.2 Project References 
The following documents are the key project references and deliverables that have been produced 
prior to this point in the project development: 

• Naturalization Subsystem Hatdware Software Configuration Estimate, April 23, 1996 
(NCYOOJOOOl-OO.D*O) 

• NACS Phase I System Design Document, July 25, 1995 (CMY00.20000-00.F*O) 

• Systems Development Life Cycle Version 3.0, March 31, 1998 (CFY00.90024-00.F*O) 

1.3 Glossary 
Appendix A, Glossary, list of acronyms used in this document 
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2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

Examination Systems Operations 
and Administration Guide for CLAIMS 4 

The CLAIMS 4 system was designed to provide an enterprise application architecture for all INS 
benefits processing. This design has been initially implemented for the naturalization benefit; 
however, over the next two to three years, the remaining INS benefits will be migrated to this 
application architecture. 

The CLAIMS 4 centralized database will offer the INS a means of tracking immigrant status 
from initial immigrant status through work authorization, legal permanent residence, and 
citizenship. This national database of immigrant benefit information will also provide a case 
data repository, thus offering information to help manage benefit functions. 

This system offers automated support for a variety of tasks associated with processing and 
adjudicating immigration benefits. These tasks include inputting application information, 
automated scheduling of examinations and adjudication, scheduling of oath ceremonies, 
generating numerous notices through work flow; and enforcing standardized processes for each 
application type. To optimize the benefit adjudication quality, this system supports interfaces 
with internal and external entities, including interfaces to the Central Index System (CIS), the 
Receipt and Alien-File Accountability and Control System (RAF ACS), and the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation (FBI). 

2.1 System Description 
CLAIMS 4 supports the following benefit functions: 

• Mailroom 
• DataEntry 
• Finance 
• Adjudication 
• Scheduling 
• Certificate Generation 
• Notices 
• Reporting 
• External Interfaces 

Additionally, this system provides a system maintenance function as an interface to the 
CLAIMS 4 control tables. This system also provides a work flow function as an automated 
method of enforcing a standard process for all benefit processing. The following sections 
describe the CLAIMS 4 architecture including the major system components essential to system 
administration. 

2.2 System Organization 
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Exhibit 2-1, CLAIMS 4 Communication Architecture, depicts major system components for 
each architecture. CLAIMS 4 uses a suite of protocols, Transport Control Protocol!Internet 
Protocol (TCPIIP), to communicate across the wide area network (WAN) to access the remote 
database located at INS Headquarters in Washington, DC. CLAIMS 4 also uses TCP/IP to 
access data residing in the Department of Justice Data Center (DOJDC) mainframes in Dallas, 
Texas, and Rockville, Maryland. 

Exhibit 2-1: CLAIMS 4 Communication Architecture 
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The components residing in a service center are part of a standard Technology Infrastructure 
Project (TIP) local area network (LAN). These components include the workstations, file 
servers, concentrators, routers, gateways, and printers. The office automation file server is based 
on the Novell Net Ware Version 4.1 network operating system. The OA server provides first 
level user authentication and access to application resources. The CLAIMS 4 application server 
runs the Microsoft NT operating system providing access to application-specific network 
resources. The workstations run the Microsoft Windows 95 operating system. These 
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components are the users' interface to network and application resources. The end-user 
workstations also contain additional peripherals for inpuVoutput use during case processing. 
These peripherals are the bar-code scanner, the label printer, and the check printer. Exhibit 2-2, 
LAN Components, show these components. 

Vtrs.lon 2.0 11,Y.ll97 

Exhibit 2-2: LAN Components 
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2.2.2 Service Center Components 
The service center components are as follows: 

CSS SNA Network 
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• INS Resource Domain Controller: The domain controller allows security 
authentication for local users. This platform contains a copy of the Security Accounts 
Database (the Account Primary Domain Controller located at HQ Washington holds the 
main security database). A Back-up Domain Controller also resides at the site. The 
Back-up Domain Controller (BDC) contains a read-only replica of the security accounts 
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manager (SAM) database. The BDC provides load sharing and backup of the SAM 
database. 

• Windows Internet Names Server (WINS): WINS performs the function of mapping 
Microsoft NetBIOS names to the Internet number (IP Addresses). WINS tracks 
Microsoft style computer (WINS maintains the browser) and other resource names on the 
INS Intranet. Typically, the WINS runs on the Windows NT Primary Domain Controller 
(PDC) but may also run on the BDC. 

• CLAIMS 4 Client Workstations: Service center personnel use the TIP-enhanced 
workstations. Depending on the business functions the user performs, these workstations 
will include light pens and label printers. 

• Printers: High-end network printers print notices, certificates, and other correspondence. 
Zebra bar-code printers are attached to end-user workstations and print bar-code labels. 
As necessary, check printers will be attached to workstations to allow key application 
information to be printed on the check. 

• CLAIMS File Server: The application accesses the CLAIMS 3 application server using 
data in the CLAIMS Btrieve database. 

• CLAIMS 4 Application Server: CLAIMS 4 is a distributed (three-tier) clien1iserver 
application. Some of the application logic for enforcing certain business logic resides on 
a TIP-enhanced file server running the Microsoft Windows NT Version 4.0 operating 
system. The deployed servers are running on the HP Model LH Pro. The units are 
configured as RAID 5 containing 512MB of 60ns memory modules. These units contain 
16GB of usable hard-drive storage. 

• WAN Communications: The application uses the INS International Network for 
Communications (INSINC) communications infrastructure accessing DOJ National 
Systems. These components consist of the Synoptics Model 3000 LAN concentrator, 
Cisco Token Ring Switches (Models 2000 & 2000 series depending on site configuration 
@ NSC and Model1700 Chicago CUSA), and the Cisco multi-protocol routers (Model 
7500@ NSC and Model2613@ CUSA). This application also uses TCPIIP over the 
INSINC network. 

2.2.3 District Office Hardware 
The district office(DO) components will be deployed to the Chicago CUSA site for the 
evaluation. This facility is a suboffice of the Chicago DO. The components necessary at this 
office include a CLAIMS 4 application server, client workstations, and network printers. The 
DO is a standard TIP site. The DO hardware components are as follows: 

• CLAIMS 4 Client Workstations: Adjudicators such as clerical staff, automated data 
processors (ADP), and other personnel, will use the TIP-enhanced workstations. 
Depending on business functions, these workstations will include light pens and printers. 
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• Printers: High-end network printers will print notices, certificates, and other 
correspondence. Zebra bar-code printers are attached to end-user platforms and will print 
bar-code labels. 

• CLAIMS 4 Application Server: CLAIMS 4 is a distributed (three-tier) client/server 
application. Some of the application logic for enforcing certain business logic resides on 
a TIP-enhanced file server running the Microsoft Windows NT Version 4.0 operating 
system. The deployed servers are running on the HP Model LX Pro. The units are 
configured as RAID 5 containing 512MB of 60ns memory modules. These units contain 
16GB of usable hard-drive storage. 

• WAN Communications: The application uses the INSINC communications 
infrastructure accessing DOJ National Systems. These components consist ofthe 
Synoptics Model 3000 LAN concentrator, Cisco Token Ring Switches (Model 2600 @ 
NSC and Model1700 Chicago CUSA), and the Cisco multi-protocol routers (Model 7500 
@ NSC and Model2613@ CUSA). This application also uses TCP/IP over the INSINC 
network. 

2.2.4 Headquarters Hardware 
The INS Headquarters is a standard TIP site. INS Headquarters functions as the host site for the 
CLAIMS 4 database. This centrally located ORACLE 7 database server forms the third tier in 
the benefits enterprise architecture. The database is accessed across the INSINC WAN using 
SQL *Net Version 2 (Oracle Transparent Network Substrate API) Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) 
over TCPIIP. The headquarters site is also home to the directory services PDC. The PDC is a 
standalone Windows NT server containing the Security Accounts Database. 

The centralized Oracle environment at INS consists of an Oracle Parallel Server (OPS) running 
on a DEC Alpha series Reliant Cluster. OPS is based on the ORACLE 7 Server Relational 
Database Management System (RDBMS) with the addition of the parallel processing option. 
The OPS concept is to have a database that can be shared between multiple nodes (UNIX 
servers). If a node fails, users will be automatically transferred to another node where they can 
continue to use Oracle. The advantage of OPS is that each node operates independently. Each 
node has its own central processing units (CPU s ), random access memory (RAM), private BUS 
line, and UNIXIOracle background processes. The DEC's distributed lock manager is the 
software that coordinates resource sharing in the network of nodes running the parallel server. 
The lock manager allows applications to synchronize access to resources such as data, software 
files, and peripheral devices, so that concurrent requests for the same resource are coordinated 
between applications running on different nodes. 

The Dec Alpha, also known as the Nile, serves as the Oracle database server hardware platform. 
The Nile is a highly scaleable symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) platform configured with the 
Reliant Cluster Configuration Manager. The two main benefits of SMP systems are improved 
parallel processing performance and scalability. Parallel processing allows them to handle tasks 
more efficiently than tasks that are single threaded through one processor. Any CPU that is free 
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can be used for any executable process or task, unlike non-SMP systems where CPUs are 
assigned specific functions and become idle when not in use. Scalability allows nodes to be 
added or removed, depending on resource needs. \Vhen coupled with Reliant, each node can be 
clustered, thus providing a high degree of availability via hardware redundancy, and will have the 
ability to assume another node's workload if the node fails. 

The centralized Dec Alpha server is available 24 hours-a-day, 7 days-a-week. If a disk fails 
because of a hardware error, processing will be automatically switched to the mirrored disk. 
After the damaged disk has been replaced, the system will automatically perform a catch-up 
operation to make it current with the mirrored disk. This feature, along with OPS, provides the 
INS with an environment that offers both high availability and reliability. 

The major CLAIMS 4 system components at Headquarters are as follows: 

• UNIX Relational Database Management System: The Oracle RDBMS runs on a UNIX 
platform with table space available to the CLAIMS 4 system. Other INS databases share 
the Oracle RDBMS UNIX platform. 

• INS Account Primary Domain Controller: The HP Model LH Pro dual processor CPU, 
Windows NT Version 4.0, is used as the PDC for the account domain. The account 
domain contains the Security Accounts Database for the centralized accounts domain and 
has the same configuration as the PDC located at the SC. 

2.2.5 Department of Justice Components 
The DOJ Computer Services Staff (CSS) maintains and operates cost-reimbursable, 
fee-for-service data centers located in Dallas, Texas and Rockville, Maryland. These centers 
provide Federal Information Processing (FIP) resources and services to Federal Goverrunent 
agencies under the General Services Administration guidelines for FIP Resource Sharing. 

These resources consist of three Amdahl model 5995/4550s and one Amdahl model5995/3550. 
Each CPU contains 384 million bytes of main memory, 768 million bytes of expanded memory, 
and 128 high-speed data channels. The operating system is MVS/ESA and VM/ESA. 
Communication is provided via multiple COMTEN 567 5 and 5660 front-end communication 
processors. 

A number of existing INS systems reside on DOJ mainframe systems accessed from the service 
center and the DO. Key among these existing systems are the CIS and the NACS mainframe 
systems. These applications currently use a combination of Integrated Database Management 
( IDMS) Version 10.2 and IDMS Version 12.0. 

2.2.6 Software Components 
The following list provides insights into the CLAIMS 4 system structure on specific software 
components deployed on the architecture's first and second tiers. This list provides an overview 
of the CLAIMS 4 software installed on the client servers and other equipment. Some items are 
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structured deep inside the operating system or within the application. There will be no 
administrative functions associated with maintaining items on the list. 
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• CLAIMS 4 Application Server; 
- Microsoft Windows NT Version 4.0 Network Operating System 
- Microsoft Windows NT Service Pack 3 
- Microsoft Office 95 Professional Edition 
- ORACLE Client 

- Installer 
- Net Easy Config. 
- SQL Plus 

- Btrieve Engine 
- Intersolv ODBC 6J5 driver 3.01 for ORACLE 7, Interso1v Btrieve 

HP Jet Admin 2A5 
• CLAIMS 4 End-User Clients 

- Windows 95 Operating System (Version 4.00.095a orb) 
- Network Software 

• Intranetware Client 

• Microsoft Network 
• MS TCP/IP protocol 

- Intersolv ODBC Driver for Oracle (Version 3.01) 
- Oracle SQL *Net Client (Version 2.3.2.1.4) 

- Installer 
- Net Easy Config. 
- SQL Plus 

- Microsoft Office 95 Professional 

2.2.6.1 How to Call the CLAIMS 4 Help Desk 
The following process has been established to help supervisors report CLAIMS 4 system 
problems. 

1. If you are experiencing CLAIMS 4 system problems, contact your SC or field office ADP 
staff for assistance. Follow the procedures below if your ADP staff is unavailable or cannot 
resolve tbe problem. 

2. Call tbe CLAIMS 4 Help Desk a4 lo report all system problems. A separate 
ticket will be opened for each problem. Please do not group multiple problems. Each 
problem needs to be submitted separately to track and ensure it is fixed. 

3. When you call, please provide the following information to the Help Desk receptionist: 
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• Your name, phone number, functional group where you work, such as Mailroom, Data 
Entry, Adjudications, and site location. You will be logged as the user point of contact 
(POC) unless you designate a different name and phone number. 

• Name, phone, or pager number for the site ADP POC. 

• A brief description of the problem, including: 

- What module in CLAIMS 4 you are trying to use, such as Mailroom, Data Entry, 
Adjudications, and Notices. 

- Which part of the N-400, such as Part I and 2, Part 3A, or 3B; or screen, such as 
G-28, Evidence, or FD-258; you were in when the problem occurred. 

- If available, provide the exact Error Message and Error Code. 

- Indicate what you have done to resolve the problem yourself. 

- Make sure to request a ticket number. 

4. Request the priority of the problem(s) you are reporting to the Help Desk. Priority levels are 
as follows: 

• Critical: Your site cannot perform any production work on CLAIMS 4. 
• High: Your site cannot perform production work on some system modules or parts of the 

N-400. 
• Medium: The problem affects production, but your site has a viable work around. 
• Low: The problem causes some level of inconvenience. 

5. If calling during business hours and you are unable to reach the Help Desk, please leave a 
voice mail message and the Help Desk will return your call within 1 hour depending on your 
priority level problem. 

6. For critical-priority tickets, ITP personnel will contact the user POC within 1 hour. 
Critical-priority items will be started wilhin an hour and released as an emergency fix if 
software changes are needed. A system change request (SCR) will be created containing an 
impact statement and referred to the next scheduled CLAIMS configuration control board 
(CCB) meeting. 

7. For high-priority tickets, ITP personnel will attempt to contact the user POC within an hour. 
High-priority items will be started within 24 hours and released as an emergency fix if 
software changes are needed. An SCR will be created containing an impact statement and 
referred to the next scheduled CCB meeting. 

8. For medium-priority tickets, ITP personnel will attempt to contact lhe user POC by the close 
of business that day. Medium-priority items will be issued a priority with an impact analysis 
started within 24 hours. If a software change is needed, it will be included in the CLAIMS 4 
release schedule as determined by the CCB. An SCR will be created containing an impact 
statement and referred to the next scheduled CCB meeting. 
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9. For low-priority tickets, ITP personnel will attempt to contact the user POC that same 
business day. Low-priority items will be issued a priority with an impact analysis started 
within one week. If a software change is needed, it will be included in the CLAIMS 4 release 
schedule as determined by the CCB. An SCR will be created containing an impact statement 
and referred to the next scheduled CCB meeting. 

10. When calling after business hours, please follow the procedures below: 

• For critical- or high-priority problems, contact the Emergency Duty Pager at 
I lA member of the CLAIMS 4 development team will respond as rapidly 
as possible. The initial response to the page should be within 20 minutes. If you receive 
no response within 20 minutes, please follow the escalation procedures below: 

lfthere is no response after 20 minutes, contact the Help Desk 

- If there is no response after 20 minutes, contact the Duty Manager's Pager. 

- If there is no response after 20 minutes, contact the Division Manager. 

• For medium- or low-priority problems, contact the Help Desk at I lnd 
leave a voice mail message. The Help Desk will attempt to contact the user POC the next 
business day. 

2.2.7 Security 
The deployed system is designed to meet existing INS regulations for ADP. The following 
sections introduce those requirements that apply to implementing ADP systems. 

The security features associated with this system follow the standards applicable to the INS and 
the DOJ. Refer to the INS Security Office for details and requirements to satisfy the risk 
management and accreditation support requirements specified in the DOJ Order 2640.2C, 
"Telecommunications and Automated Information Systems Security." The Security Office can 
also provide a quantitative and qualitative analysis of the automated information system (AIS) 
security posture. The system must satisfy all applicable security requirements for accreditation. 
Some of the areas covered by the security plan are summarized in the following sections. 

2.2.8 Physical Security 
The system will have the following hardware security features: 

• Facility center practices 
• Physical location (office) 
• Hardware location (room) 

2.2.9 Logical (Data) Security 
The system will have the following software security features: 
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• Network access 
• System access 
• Password assignments 
• User identification 
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The CLAIMS 4 system also implements a hierarchical directory structure using the Microsoft 
Domain directory service. This service requires users of the system to authenticate to a security 
database before access to network resources is allowed. Authentication is a term used in security 
circles meaning users are identified and approved for access to protected resources. 

2.2.10 Personnel Security 
The following personnel have responsibility for personnel security: 

• Computer System Security Officer (CSSO) 
• Facility Director 
• ADP Director 
• System Administrator 
• LAN Administrator 
• System End-Users 

Details may be obtained by contacting the Computer and Telecommunications Security (C&TS) 
Staff, Office of Information Resources Management (OIRM), Washington, DC. Questions or 
inquiries should be addressed to the site CSSO and reference the published document, 
"Procedures for Identifying Sensitive Systems," C&TS Guidance 1.0. Other guidance documents 
are also available through the C&TS office. 

2.2.11 Application Security 
The CLAIMS 4 system supports INS Benefits business functions associated with the N-400 
form. This support is organized into the following functions: Mailroom, Data Entry, Finance, 
Scheduling, Adjudications, Notices, Document Production, Batch Status Update, Case Status, 
System Maintenance, and Workflow. Access to these functions are controlled by the application 
through the establishment of participant roles and profiles. 

Each user is defined to the application through the System Maintenance function. As a user is 
defined, a role or roles are assigned to them. Each role has one or more profiles associated with 
it. The following sections describe these roles. 

2.2.12 Role/Participant Types 
The following list briefly identifies roles and responsibilities. After users are defined to the 
system, the application will validate their security authority with each logon and as updates and 
transactions are attempted. 

• Data Entry Clerk-Performs data entry functions 

• Data Entry Supervisor-Approves fee waivers; performs RAP sheet processing 
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• District Office Clerical-Distributes the Naturalization Certificates; closes out an Oath 
Ceremony 

• Naturalization Printer-Prints the Naturalization Certificate 

• Mail Room Clerk-Receipts the application in the mailroom and voids the receipt 

• Batch Print Notices-Prints the batch notices 

• General Service Center Assistant-Performs general service functions 

• Service Center alien file (A-File) Handler-Performs A-File processing 

• Test Administrator-Enters the results from the applicant's examination 

• Adjudicator Clerk or Adjudicator (cannot select both)-Adjudicator cau schedule an 
applicant for an interview, re-exam, or oath ceremony. The adjudicator can enter the 
interview and examination results. The adjudicator clerk can only enter the adjudicator 
results with the authorization of an adjudicator. 

• Senior Adjudicator-Can perform a supervisory review 
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3. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND INSTALLATION 
This section describes the processes to reinstall operating systems and the application should a 
device fail, and, the operating system or the application is corrupted or lost. After the onsite 
support period, local ADP staff with remote technical assistance will perform this function. Prior 
to using the following procedures, local ADP staff should call the CLAIMS 4 Help Desk to 
ensure that appropriate technical assistance is available for support. 

The following sections describe the procedures for configuring the application server and client 
workstation. 

3.1 Application Server Configuration Processes 
The CLAIMS 4 application server is a Windows NT 4.0 server running on the TIP-enhanced 
model server. The CLAIMS 4 deployment team pre-configures the server with all software 
necessary for CLAIMS 4. The following overview discusses the process to reinstall the 
operating system in the unlikely event the unit fails. 

The purpose of this section is to provide instructions on the configuration and installation of the 
Application servers within the INS project. This section is written for people with experience 
building enterprise-wide solutions using Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0. 

3.2 Required Tools and Information 
You will need the following software (Server Installed): 

• Windows NT Server boot diskettes (Disk I to 3) 
• HP Netserver Navigator CD 
• CLAIMS 4 Server production Baseline CD that includes the following applications: 

- Windows NT Server 

- Microsoft Office 95 Professional Edition 
- Oracle Client 

Btrieve Engine 
lntersolv Btrieve ODBC 

- Iritersolv Oracle ODBC 
NIC card driver 

- HP Jet Admin 
RACPATCH 

You will need the following hardware: 

Version 3.01 
Version 7.3.2.2.0 
Version 6.15 
Version 3.01 

driver 3.01 for Oracle 7 

Version# 2.40 
Upgrade 

• Hewlett Packard LH (X) Series Server with 5 or 6X4 GB SCSI Hard drives with 
installed 3Com Series Ethernet Adapter. 

• Hewlett Packard 5si or SOON Network Laser Printer which has the following 
configuration: 
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- Installed Jetdirect card 

• I Utility diskette (inside the case) 
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• Two Server Chassis Keys 
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The following information is required to successfully complete this installation: 

Much of the information required to configure the application server is site specific. Please 
obtain this information prior to beginning the installation process. Exhibit 3-1, Requirements 
Checklist, should be completed prior to beginning the installation procedure. 
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Exhibit 3-1: Requirements Checklist 

(Site location code, Resource Domain, 
mOl or 

Windows NT Gateway Services for Net Ware 
account name and 

For Claims 4 Workstation Installation Contact 

NOTE: Contact NT Admin to add a computer account to the appropriate Domain. 
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3.3 Application Server Build Instructions 
The server, monitor, and printer will be in a box. You must unpack and assemble using the 
instructions contained in this section. You must locate the server keys and the equipment needed 
prior to beginning the installation. You must consult with the local ADP staff for required 
equipment needs. 

3.3.1 Hardware Configuration 
'The areas in this section will focus on the hardware configuration. Specifically, the following 
will need to be performed to ensure the proper setup of your hardware. The steps will be listed in 
this section. 

3.3.2 HP Utility Partition Manager Configuration 
The following steps will guide you through this configuration process: 

1. Tum on the power to the server. 

2. Insert the HP Netserver Navigator CD in the CD-ROM drive. 

3. Let the CD-ROM boot to the Main menu. 

4. From the Netserver Main Menu, Select Netserver utilities. 

5. Click on Disk Array utility. 

6. Highlight first 5 drives by clicking the left mouse button after utility shows a status of ready 
on all drives. 

NOTE: The HP Servers being shipped to the field offices will come with a 5 or 6 drive 
configuration. When configuring the array, use all 5 drives. If you have an additional drive, 
configure it as a hot spare. 

7. Go to configuration menu/wizard. 

8. Select Custom and click on Next to continue. You will go to the Array Definition screen. 

9. Click on Add to Array. Under logical devices, the drives will show under the new Array 
image. 

I 0. Click on Accept Array and click on Next. The Logical drive parameters show up and the 
RAID Level defaults to 5. 

11. Accept the defaults. 

12. Click on next to configure. 

13. Select Finish and click on Save configuration. 

14. When prompted to initialize drive, select Cancel. 

15. Deselect Drives 1-5 by clicking the left mouse button on each drive. 

16. Select drive 6 by clicking the left mouse button. 
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17. When drive 6 is highlighted, click the right mouse button. 

18. Select Tools/Make Hot Spare. The Hot Spare target dialog box appears. Global Hot Spare 
will be selected by default for all arrays on adapter. Click on OK once the physical device 
drive 6 is labeled HOT SPARE. 

19. You will then select all Logical Drives by clicking on the Logical Devices Screen RAIDS and 
the Hot Spare. 

20. From Menu bar, select logical drive and initialize. Click OK to initialize. The system will 
need to be restarted, the drive initialization is complete. 

21. Select Configuration from the Menu bar and click on Exit. You will see a prompt that says 
the system will now reboot. Click on OK. Your system is now ready for the Microsoft NT 
4.0 Operating System. 

NOTE: Before Proceeding, you need to follow the Navigation CD Wizard configuration. You 
need to make a HP NetRAID and AIC-78xx PCI driver Disk. You need to make a 
partition to install the Navigation Utilities on the Server. 

NOTE: You need to run EISA Configuration 

3.3.3 Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0 Software Installation 
This section will contain a step-by-step process to walk you through the software installation. 
Additionally, use the CLAIMS 4 Server Software CD to install all pieces including Windows 
NT. The three diskettes have been designed for use with the CLAIMS 4 CD. 

1. Turn off the power to the server. 

2. Place the 3.5-inch diskette labeled Microsoft Windows NT Setup Disk I into the floppy 
drive. 

3. Turn on the power to the server. 

4. Foil ow screen prompts to remove and insert diskettes. 

5. Accept the default settings by pressing the Enter key. 

6. Press the S key on your keyboard twice to highlight the other selection. 

7. Insert the driver diskette that has both Adaptec AIC-78xx PCI Driver and the HP NetRAID 
Drivers on it. 

8. Select the Adaptec AIC· 78xx PCI Driver. 

9. Press Enter. 

10. Select HP Driver and press Enter. 

11. Press the S key and press Enter. 

12. Select the HP NetRAID Driver and press Enter. 
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13. Press Enter to continue. 

14. Insert Microsoft NT Setup Disk 3 into the floppy drive when prompted and press Enter. 

15. Place the NT Server Software CD into the CD-ROM drive and press Enter at the prompt. 

16. At the hard disk dialog box, press Enter. 

17. After the license screen is displayed, you will have to press and hold the Page Down key. 
When you reach the bottom of the screen, press F8 to agree to the license. 

18. Press Enter to accept the setup hardware. 

19. The next screen shows one or more logical drive partitions that are available for use. Press 
the arrow key down to "Unpartitioned space" and press C to create a partition. 

20. Go to unpartitioned space and press C (to create). 

21. Enter 2048(MB). 

22. Press Enter to create partition. 

23. Highlight C partition and press Enter to install. 

24. Highlight NTFS for NTFS file system and press Enter. 

25. Press Enter to accept \\WINNT. 

26. Press Enter to allow setup to perform exhaustive examination. 

27. Press Enter to start loading system files when prompted. 

28. Replace Diskette HP Drivers and press Enter when prompted. 

29. Remove all floppies and the CD-ROM and press Enter. The system will reboot to a login 
screen. 

30. Type in XXXC4SUSR Account in the User field and press Tab. Type in password. 

31. Type XXXC4SUSR again and click on Next. The next screen will ask for a three-digit 
number followed by a seven-digit number. FUse the NT Server CD key. 

32. Click on Per Server licensing. Enter 500. 

33. Type in the computer name that was assigned for this computer and site. The computer name 
follows this example convention [Location Code] [Domain Code) [XX], that is, 
NKCNYCMOl where XX is a sequential number (01, 02 etc.) for the application servers 
installed at this site. Click on Next. The next screen prompts for the type of server. 

34. Click on Stand Alone Server and click on Next to continue. 

35. Type Server Administration Account password. Click on Next 

36. The next screen asks whether you wish to create an emergency repair diskette. Select Yes. 
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3 7. The next setup screen shows a checklist of items to be installed. Accept the default 
selections and click on Next 

38. Proceed to the next section to configure the Network Component portion. The Windows NT 
Installation screen will be showing with the Networking Section highlighted. Click on Next 
to proceed. 

39. Select wired to network and click on Next to continue. 

NOTE: Do not install liS. 

40. Click on "Start Search" when the network adapter appears. Click on Next. 

41. The next screen displays protocol selections. Click on the Select From List button, and from 
the window that appears, select DLC Protocol and click on OK. Click on Next 

42. The next screen displays several service selections. Click on the Select From List button. 

43. A network service dialog box appears. Select Gateway (and Client) service for NetWare. 
Click on OK. 

44. Repeat Step 42 for Microsoft TCPIIP Printing, Simple TCPIIP Services, and SNMP Services. 

45. Check the list by scrolling to see that all the selected services have been added. There should 
be eight listings. Click on Next to proceed. 

46. The NT Server Setup window is displayed. Click on Next. 

47. A message appears about DHCP; click on No to not use DHCP. You will have a static 
address. The SNMP configuration screen appears. Click on OK. 

48. The Microsoft SNMP properties screen is displayed. Click Cancel. 

49. The next screen displays several TCP/IP configuration steps. Enter the TCP/IP Address, 
Subnet Mask, and Default Gateway information on the screen. 

50. Click on the WINS Address folder tab and enter the appropriate WINS server (s) information 
in this section. 

51. Click on APPLY, then click OK. Ensure that the WINS is listed as the first service on the 
screen and if not, highlight the WINS service and use the move up button until the service is 
at the top. You must have an account with Administrator Rights to create a computer 
account in the domain. Click on Next. 

52. A window appears containing the server Name and a choice of using a workgroup or domain. 
Select Domain and type in the appropriate domain name. (Refer to the Windows NT 
Required Information or ask HQ INS.) 

53. Click on OK and click on Finish to proceed. 
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54. At the date/time properties screen, set the appropriate country. Make sure the Date and Time 
are correct for your area of the country and change as necessary. Click on Close. A display 
driver window is displayed. Click on OK. 

55. The next screen will offer the ability to change the display resolution settings. Set the 
Desktop Area to 800x600 and fonts to small fonts. Click on Test. 

56. A test screen is displayed. Click on Yes. Click on OK to save the new settings. A restart 
button is displayed when the installation is complete. 

57. Remove the NT Server Software CD and any floppy diskettes. 

58. Click on the Restart button. 

59. The server will restart and you will press the CTRL+ AL T+DEL keys to login. 

60. At logon prompt, log on with an account with administrative rights onto the server. Double 
click on My Computer. 

61. Click on View => Options. 

62. Click on View folder tab. 

63. Click on the Show All Files radio button. Check Display full path in title bar. 

64. Deselect Hide MS DOS file extensions for known file types. 

65. Check display compressed files and folders with alternate color. 

66. Select the Use Single Window radio button and at the Folder Options window, click on 
Apply, then click on OK. 

67. Click on Start=> Programs=> Administrative Tools. Click on Disk Administrator. 

68. Click on OK to clear the Warning screen and enter Disk Administrator. Verify that the disk 
partition for C: exists and the size is 2GB or 2048MB. 

Note: The Drive D: by default is assigned to the CD ROM. 

70. Highlight drive D: and click the right mouse button. 

71. Select assign drive letter, choose drive E: and click OK. 

72. At the do you wish to continue prompt, click Yes. 

73. You must use the Free Space and create a D: partition. To do this, select Free Space, go to 
the Partition menu, select Create Partition, and click on Yes at the prompt. 

74. Click OK to create partition of default size. Click on Yes at the prompt. 

75. Go to partition menu and select Commit Changes. Verify that both drives are formatted for 
NTFS. 
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76. Highlight the D: partition, click the right mouse button and Select format. 

77. Change the file system to NTFS and click start. 

78. At the format, complete prompt click OK. 

79. Click on X in upper right hand comer of window to close the Disk Administrator. 

NOTE; Logon as Administrator to the local NT server and give XXXC4SUSR account a local 
admin equivalent rights. The XXXC4SUSR account belongs to the EXA, CXA or 
WXA Domain depending on the location of the servers. Remember, you need to logon 
as XXXC4SUSR account to install the rest of the software. 

3.3.4 Microsoft Service Pack 3 Installation 
The following steps describe the installation procedures for the Microsoft Service Pack 3: 

I. Insert the Microsoft Service pack 3 CD into the CD tray (included on C4SUR Baseline CD). 

2. Double click on My Computer. 

3. Double click on CD ROM Drive icon. This opens Internet Explorer. 

4. Scroll down to the bottom of the screen, and select Update.exe to INSTALL SERVICE 
PACK. 

5. At the confirm file open, click OK. 

6. Click on Next. 

7. From the Software License Agreement screen, click on Yes. 

8. At the Service pack setup, click next. 

9. At install Service pack, click next. 

I 0. After the file extracts itself, a window appears asking for confirmation on installing Service 
Pack. Click on Next. 

II. At the Service Pack Setup screen, select Yes, I want to create a de-install directory, and click 
on Next. 

12. Click on Finish. 

13. If prompted to replace the domestic grade security, click on Skip. 

At the prompt to overwrite the AIC Driver, click No. Click on OK to restart the system. 

3.3.5 Office 95 Professional Installation 
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The following steps describe the installation procedures for Office 95 ProfessionaL This portion 
of the installation must be completed before the ODBC section is started. 

I. Insert the Production Baseline CD into the CD tray. 

2. Double click on My Computer. 

3. Double click on CD Drive Icon to open the Production Baseline CD. 

4. Click on Browse CD. 

5. Go to Office 95 folder, double click on SETUP.EXE and press Enter. 

6. A welcome screen is displayed. Click on Continue. 

7. The next screen asks for a Name and Organization. Accept the default settings (should be 
picked up from the server installation so enter INS for both if not already present). 

8. Click on OK. 

9. The Confirm Name and Organization Information screen is displayed. Click on OK. 

10. Click on OK. 

II. The Microsoft Office Professional 95 setup screen is displayed. Click on OK. 

12. Click on OK. Accept the default c:\rnsoffice. 

13. The next screen offers four installation choices. Click on the Custom button. 

14. Click on the Select All button and remove the check box from all selections except the 
following: 

• Microsoft Excel 
• Microsoft Word 
• Microsoft Access 
• Office Tools 
• Converters, Filters, and Data Access 

15. Click on Continue to proceed with the installation. 

16. When you see a window that shows Microsoft Office was installed successfully, click on the 
OK button. 

3.3.6 Btrieve Engine Installation 
The following steps describe the installation procedures for the Btrieve Engine: 

I. Log in as XXXC4SUSR. 

2. Insert CLAIMS 4 Server Baseline CD into the CD-ROM. 

3. Double click on My Computer. 

4. Double click on CD Drive icon to open the Baseline CD. 
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5. Click on C4SVR. 

6. Click on Btrieve folder and click on BTNT; click on Setup.exe. 

7. The welcome screen is displayed. Click on Next. 

8. The Choose Destination Location screen is displayed. Accept the defaults, click on Next. 

9. The Folder selection screen is displayed. Click on Next. 

I 0. Once the program is installed, a registration screen is displayed. Click on Next to proceed 
through the installation. 

NOTE: You must put a floppy disk in drive A in order to proceed with the installation. 

11. Complete the information requested on the screen including the serial number. 

12. Select the 3.5-inch drive, insert a disk, and click on Save. 

13. Deselect Yes, I want to view the read me File now, and click on Finish. 

3.3.7 INTERSOLV ODBC Driver Installation 
The following steps describe the installation procedures for the Oracle ODBC driver: 

1. Insert Server Baseline CD into the CD tray. 

2. Double click on My Computer. 

3. Double click on CD Drive icon to open the CLAIMS 4 Server Baseline CD. 

4. Click on C4Svr. 

5. Go to the ODBC folder, Double click on SETUP.EXE, and press Enter. 

6. Click on Next. At the next screen, type in INS for both the Name and Company, then type in 
the Serial number (for example, 110000036088) and its associated key (for example, 
73617252). The CLAIMS 4 Deployment Group will provide a key on request (Remember, 
you need another associate key to install ODBC BTRIEVE). 

7. Click on Next when complete. 

8. At the Registration Confirmation screen, click on Yes. 

9. Click on OK at the Interso1v Product License Agreement screen. 

10. Click on OK at the Intersolv Product Registration screen. 

11. At the Setup Type selection screen, make sure that Typical Install is selected, then click on 
Next. 

12. At the Possible Driver Requirements screen, click on Next. 

13. At the Install Directory screen, accept the default, and click on Next. 
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14. At the Driver Install Directory screen, accept the default, and click on Next. 

15. At the Select Components screen, make sure that ODBC Pack Program Files are selected. 
Also, select the appropriate driver. Click on the Change button. 

16. The select Sub Component screen is displayed. Select ORACLE 7, then click on Continue. 

17. TI1e Select Components screen is displayed. Click on Next. 

18. Deselect the Create Default Data Sources box, then click on Next. 

19. The Select Program Folder screen is displayed. Accept the defaults and click on Next. The 
installation begins. 

20. Click on Configure Drivers check box and then click on Finish to configure the ODBC 
drivers. 

Exhibit 3-2: INTERSOLV Product 
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3.3.8 INTERSOLV ODBC Btrieve install and configuration 

Exhibit 3-3: Welcome 

I. Under Intersolv Product Setup, click Run Setup button. See Exhibit 3-2. 

2. At the Welcome Window, click Next. See Exhibit 3-3. 
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Exhibit 3-4: INTERSOLV Product Registration 

3. At the INTERSOLV Product Registration Window, Enter the Name, Company, Serial, Key 
as shown in Exhibit 3-4 and click Next 
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Exhibit 3-5: Registration Confirmation 

4. At the Registration Confirmation Window, click Yes. See Exhibit 3-5. 

Exhibit 3-6: INTERSOLV Product License Agreement 
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5. At the INTERSOLV Product License Agreement, Click Yes. See Exhibit 3-6. 

Exhibit 3-7: INTERSOLV Product Registration 

6. At the INTERSOLV Production Registration Windows, Click OK. See Exhibit 3-7 

Exhibit 3-8: Possible Driver Requirements 

7. At the Possible Driver Requirement Windows, Click Next. See Exhibit 3-8. 
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Exhibit 3-9: Setup Type Selection 

8. At the Setup Type Selection Window, select Typical Install and click Next. See Exhibit 
3-9. 
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Exhibit 3-10: Install Directory 

9. At the Install Directory Window, Click Next. (take the default directory) See 
Exhibit 3-10. 
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Exhibit 3-11: Select Components 

10. At the Section Component Windows, Select Drivers Check Box and Click on Change. 
II. Check the Oracle 7 driver, and click on Continue. 
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Exhibit 3-12: Select Sub-components 
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Exhibit 3-13: Driver Installation Options 

12. At the Driver Installation Options Windows, Uncheck the Create Default Data Sources 
Box and ensure that the Replaces Existing Drivers box is checked. Then click Next. 
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Exhibit 3·14: Select Program Folder 

13. At the Select Program Folder, Click Next 
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Exhibit 3-15: ODBC 3.01 
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Exhibit 3-16: Setup Complete 

14. At Setup complete Window, Check the Configure Drivers and Click on Finish Button. 
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Exhibit 3·17: ODBC Data Source Administrator 

15. At the ODBC Data Source Administrator Screen Click on Add. 
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Exhibit 3-18: Create New Data Source 

16. At the Create New Data Source screen select INTERSOLV 3.01 32-BIT Oracle 7, then 
Click on Finish. 
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Exhibit 3·19: ODBC Oracle Driver Setup 

17. At the OBDC Oracle Driver Setup screen, in the Data Source Name field type NILE!, 
and at the Server Name type INSPROD I. 
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Exhibit 3·20: ODBC Oracle Driver Setup 

18. Under the Advanced folder tab of the ODBC Oracle Driver Setup Screen, place a check next 
to all boxes, click on Apply, and click on OK. 
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Exhibit 3-21: ODBC Data Source Administrator 

19. Click on OK. 
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Exhibit 3-22: Setup Complete 

20. Click on Finish. Now the ODBC ORACLE 7 Driver installation should be complete. 

NOTE: The ODBC install steps must be repeated to install the Btrieve driver. This is done by 
returning to step 2 but selecting the Btrieve driver. Deselect replace existing driver and deselect 
create default data source. At the driver setup, select Intersolv Btrieve driver and click finish. The 
data SOJJW ppme js RAF-BTRV. Leave the description field blank. The database directory is I I Click on Apply, and click OK. 
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Exhibit 3-23: Select Sub-components 
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Exhibit 3-24: ODBC Btrieve Driver Setup 
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Exhibit 3-25: ODBC Data Source Administrator 
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3.3.9 ORACLE Version 7.0 Installation and Configuration 
The following steps describe the installation procedures for ORACLE Version 7: 

1. Double click on My Computer. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Click on CLAIMS 4 Baseline CD and click on C4SvR. 

Click on Oracle folder and click setup.exe. 

The Oracle Installer prompts for a default language. Click on OK. 

The next screen prompts for a Company Name and install location. Type INS for the 
Company Name and press Enter. 

Change Oracle Home Field tolr---"lc!ick OK. 

The next screen displays that the Windows NT Registry file has been modified. Click on 
OK. 

The next screen will show software available for installation. Select ORACLE 7 Client and 
click on Install. 

Select Application User from the ORACLE 7 Options screen and click on OK. 

I 0. The next screen shows several highlighted software items. Press and hold the CTRL key 
and click on selections that are not to be installed. Highlight Oracle Installer, SQL Net Client 
and SQL Plus, click OK. 

II. The TCP/IP selection should only be checked. Remove any other check marks. 

12. Click on OK. The installer will then complete the installation. If the Software Asset 
Manager screen fails to display as the active window, click on the Software Asset Manager 
title bar in the background to make it become the active window. 

13. Click on Exit to leave the installer. 

14. From the confirmation screen, click on Yes. 

15. From the Information screen, click on OK. 

16. Double click on SQL *Net Easy Configuration. (From Start\Program\Oracle) 

17. A menu is displayed with several choices; click on Add Database Alias, then click on OK. 

18. Enter the Database Aliases (enter same name as DBC server name in ODBC administrator 
from Roadmap See Exhibit 3-4) and click on OK (INSPROD! ). 

19. In the box below, type in Host Name (for example, Nile!, or the 1P address of the Oracle 
Server) and press Tab (PRODOl). 
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20. Enter the Database Instance Name (for example, dcOl) and click on OK (PROD!). 

21. Click on Y cs to confirm the settings. 

22. Select Exit SQL *Net Easy Configuration and click on OK. 

23. Repeat 16-20 for INSPROD2, PROD02, and PROD2. 

24. Close all open windows. 

25. Click on OK. 

3.3.10 Run OBC3FIX.REG 
I. Double click on My Computer. 
2. Double click on CD Drive icon to open tp Pr~,d~;~;jn:J B:sdine CD. 
3. Go to ODBC Folder and Double click o; ~ 
4. A screen should be displayed indicating t at tlsfe as 4\en successfully entered into the 

registry. Click on OK to close this box. 

3.3.11 CLAIMS Build Installation 
The following steps describe the installation procedures for the CLAIMS 4 server: 

I. Insert the CLAIMS 4 CD into CD tray. 

2. Double click on My Computer. 

3. Double click on CD Drive icon to open the CLAIMS 4 CD. 

4. Double click on C4Svr. 

5. Click on \SETUP.EXE. 

6. A welcome screen is displayed. Click on Next. 

7. From the Select Program Folder screen, the system will determine if there is enough disk 
space available, and then determine a Program folder location. Click on Next to continue. 

8. From the Start Copying screen, confirm all previous choices selected and click on Next. The 
server installation will now show the installation of all server files. 

9. Once a completion message appears, you can choose to view the readme file. Click on 
Finish. (After CLAIMS 4.0 is installed and a Docprod directory and subdirectory on the D: 
drive, create a sbared with the Docprod as a shared name and give a fhll shared and NTFS 
permission to this directory and subdirectory below it). 

RACMGRP ATCH Installation 

10. Click on Start=> Run. Type E:\RacmgrPatch\Racmgr.exe and click on OK. 
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11. From the Welcome screen, click on Next 

12. From the Select Destination Directory screen, click on Browse. 

13. Change the directory to C:\winntlsystem32, then click on OK. 

14. Click on Next 

15. Click on Next. 

16. From the Installation Complete screen, click oniFoiiniioiiiish;;;·-------------

17. Click on Start=> Run. In the OPEN field, type,I _____________ JI 
and click on OK. 

18. This action will execute a program called Rae Manager. In the OLE values field, highlight 
all the OLE objects in the left-hand window (From the top click and hold the Shift Key, 
Scroll down to the bottom and Click). Once the field is highlighted, you will see a radio 
button on the right-hand side that is labeled Allow All Remote Creates. From the 
Pennissions pull-down menu, select Allow Remote Activation. Select All Remote Creates. 
On the right-hand side, you will still see a folder tab that is labeled Server Connection. Click 

on this folder tab. 

19. In !he registry drop-down name, select local. 

20. Click on Apply. This will set all the OLE objects to allow for a remote connection. 

21. You will see it change to LOCAL in the middle of the window. Close the RAC Manager by 
clicking on the X in the upper-right comer. 

22. Click on Start, Control Panel, and ODBC 32. 

23. Click on the Add button. 

24. Click on Start and then Run In the OPEN field, type 
I I This will execute the automation manager. 

(Also creates shortcut on the desktop) 

25. Click on OK 

26 Click on Start and then Run and in the OPEN field, typJ I I I· Click on OK. (Also creates shortcut on the desktop) 

27. Close all these applications by clicking on the X in the upper-right comer of each application 

box. 
28. Create desktop icons for Workflow Server, Automation Manager, Interface, Nbatch Create, 

Paymerge, and RAC Manager. 
NOTE: Automation Manager is unde,., ___________ ..... is under 

I I 
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3.3.12 NT Gateway 
Before starting this process, ask ADP to create NT Gateway Group and add XXXC4SUSR into 
the group. Also, ensure the group has the appropriate rights to the RAFACS Directory. Verif'ythe 
existence of a user ID (XX:Xc4SUSR) on the Novell RAFACS server by performing the 
following steps: 

I. At the server, log on if you have not already done so. 

2. Click on Start=> Settings => Control Panel. 

3. Double click on the GSNW icon. 

4. The NetWare services panel is displayed. Click on the Gateway button. 

5. The Gateway panel is displayed as shown in Exhibit 3-6, Configure Gateway Screen. Click 
on Enable Gateway and then enter the user ID that was created on the Novell server (for 
example: NTGATE) and press Tab. 

Exhibit 3-26: Configure Gateway Screen 

6. Type in the password assigned to the user ID and press Tab. 

7. Retype the same password and click on OK. 

8. The panel will close, click on the Gateway burton again. 

9. On the Gateway panel, click on Add Share. 
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10. The New Share panel is displayed as shown in Exhibit 3-7, New Share Panel Screen. In the 
next four fields, type in the following: 

• RAFACS 
• \\(Novell Server Name)\(Novell Volume Name) 
• RAFACS Test 
• Select Drive letter S 

Exhibit 3-27: New Share Panel Screen 

11. Click on OK. 

3.3.13 Hewlett-Packard Jet Admin 2.45 Installation 
The following steps set up your server as your print server 

1. Log on to the NT server with Administrator rights. 

2. At the desktop, click on Start and then Run. Type i!l•---------'~nd click 
on OK. 

3. A Welcome screen is displayed. Click on Next to proceed. 

4. The Software License Agreement pop-up menu is displayed. Click on Yes. 

5. The Install Components Window is displayed. Click on Next. 

6. The Select Program Folder window is displayed. Click on Next. 

7. Click on Next until the installation process begins. 

8. At the pop-up menu, click on No to the question on the Read-Me files. 

9. Click on Finish. 
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II. Press Start =>Program =>HP JetAdmin Utilities =>HP JetAdmin. 

12. The HP JetAdmin Utility pop-up window is displayed as shown in Exhibit 3-8, JetAdmin 
Utility Screen. 

Exhibit 3-28: HP JetAdmin Utility Screen 

TCPIIP Devices 

ST _FLOOA_PSERVER_LASER1 
ST _FLOOR_PSEAVER_LASER2 
ST _FLOOR_PSERVER_LASER3 

13. Under Device menu, select New. The Network Browser window is displayed as shown in 
Exhibit 3-9, Network Browser Screen. 
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Exhibit 3-29: Network Browser Screen 

00608011198[ 
0060801C0698 
006080253304 
006080254388 
006080255640 
006080258953 
0060B0258A7C 
0060B025A90D 
00608026C24F 

14. Under the Unconfigured Devices box, highlight the card with the LAN Hardware Address 
(MAC address) matching your Configuration Page (the information is found under HP MI01 
or HP MI02) and click on Configure. The left HP MIO 1 is for the top card in the printer and 
the right HP MIO 2 is for the bottom card in the printer. 

15. Under the Description box of the General pop-up window as shown in Exhibit 3-10, General 
Screen, provides an appropriate location description where the printer resides and click Next. 

16. The TCP/IP pop-up window is displayed as shown in Exhibit3-11, TCP/IP Window. 
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Exhibit 3-30: General Screen 
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Exhibit 3-31: TCP/IP Window 

17. Under TCP/IP window, type in the TCP/IP Address, Subnet Mask, and Default Gateway. 
Click on Next. The Optional Window is displayed. 

18. Click on Finish. 

19. In the pop-up box, Do you want to save new device configuration, click on OK. 

20. Click on Close. The HP Jet Admin Utility is displayed. You should see the new 
configuration TCP/IP, Hardware, TCP/IP, and IPX/SPX addresses. 

21. Click on the Device Menu and Exit. 

22. On the Windows Desktop, click on Start =>Setting =>Printers. 

23. Under File menu, select Server Properties. The Print Server Properties window is displayed 
as shown in Exhibit 3-12, Print Server Properties Window. 
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Exhibit 3-32: Print Server Properties Window 

Port 
Local Port 
Local Port 
Local Port 
Local Port 
Local Port 
Local Port 

24. Click on the Port folder tab and select Add Port. The Printer Ports window is displayed as 
shown in Exhibit 3-13, Printer Ports Window. 
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Exhibit 3-33: Printer Ports Window 

25. Under Printer Ports window in the Available Printer Port box, highlight HP JetDirect Port, 
and click on New Port. 

26. Under Add HP JetDirect Port Wizard as shown in Exhibit 3-14, Add HP JetDirect Port 
Wizard Screen, select TCP/IP printer radio burton and click on Search. If you do not see your 
newly configured TCP/IP and Hardware addresses, click Refresh. 
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Exhibit 3-34: Add HP JetDirect Port Wizard Screen 

27. Under Name, select Unknown with your newly configured TCP/IP address and then click on 
OK. 

28. In the Network Printer Name box, erase Unknown and provide appropriate name using the 
INS Naming convention for network devices. 

29. Click on Next. The Add HP JetDirect Port Wizard pop-up window continues to be 
displayed. Please wait while the system searches. 

30. The printer's IP address appears in the Port Name window. Double click on Next. 

31. Click on Finish. 

32. Click on Close. 

33. Click on OK. 

34. Double click on the Add printer icon while you are still in the Printers window. 

35. Under the Add Printer Wizard as shown in Exhibit 3-15, Add Printer Wizard Screen, select 
the My Computer radio button and click on Next. 

36. Find the port with a newly configured TCP/IP address and click on Next. 
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Exhibit 3-35: Add Printer Wizard Screen 

3 7. Click on Have Disk. 

38. In the Copy manufacturers files from box, enter E!ITF444 and click OK. 

39. Click on the Shared radio button as shown in Exhibit 3-16, Add Printer Wizard Screen 
(Shared), and provide share name (use the network name, such as HP5-PROD). Click on 
Next. 

40. A message will show that DOS programs may not be able to use the long name convention. 
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Exhibit 3-36: Add Printer Wizard Screen (Shared) 

41. Click on the Yes radio button to print a test page and click on Finish. 

42. If the Test page prints correctly, click Yes; otherwise, click No to troubleshoot the problem. 

43. Right click on the newly shared HP 5Si/MX printer and select Properties. The properties 
page will be displayed. 

44. Select NP LV 5si/5si Mx with TF44 and click Next. 

45. Under security tab, select Permissions. The Printer Permissions screen as shown in 
Exhibit 3-17, Printer Permissions Screen. Make sure of the following: 

• Administrator group and Power Users group have full control rights. 
• CREATOR OWNER has the Manage Documents rights. 
• Everyone has Print rights. 
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Exhibit 3-37: Printer Permissions Screen 

46. Click on OK. 

47. Click on OK to exit. 

Manage Documents 
Prinl 
Full Conlrol 

48. Click on Start=> Programs=> HP Jet Admin Utilities=> Jet Admin. 

49. Right click on the server printer and click on Properties. The Properties screen is displayed. 

50. Select Page Setup tab. Make sure Paper Size equals Custom, and Form Lines equals 60. 

51. Select the Paper tab as shown in Exhibit 3-18, Properties Screen Paper Tab. 
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Exhibit 3-38: Properties Screen Paper Tab 

52. In Paper Types box, scroll down and click the sample for User Type!. The box shows a 
check mark. Change Paper Name to Standard. Type 1797C in the Display on Device Control 
Panel As box. 

53. Repeat Step 5 and enter the user-defined paper for type 2 and type N445B in the Display on 
Device Control Panel As box. In the Paper Name box, type Oath, as shown in Exhibit 3-19, 
Properties Screen Paper Tab (Oath). This process sets up the batch printer paper types. 
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Exhibit 3-39: Properties Screen Paper Tab (Oath) 

54. To assign the paper types to Trays 2 and 3 on the printer, click on the Trays tab as shown in 
Exhibit 3-20, Properties Screen Trays Tab. Click Tray 2 and choose Standard paper type 
from the list of paper types. Click Tray 3 and choose Oath paper type from the list of paper 
types. For DOs, add Certificates paper size by selecting Custom under Tray I. 
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Exhibit 3-40: Properties Screen Trays Tab 

55. Assign the paper types to Trays 4 through 6 on the printer. Go to the 5Si printer. Take the 
printer off- line. 

56. On the printer, click the Menu button until the Tray menu appears. Click the Item button 
until Tray 2 appears. Tray 1 is manual feed. Do not use this tray for batch printing. Verify 
that the Tray 2 paper type is displayed as I797C, click the Item button until Tray 3 appears. 
Verify that Tray 3 is displayed as N445B. Click the Item button until Tray 4 appears. Press 
the+ button until you see the paper type you want (I797C or N445B). Click the Select button 
and then click the Item button. Repeat these steps for trays 5 through 6. 

3.3.14 Create Three New Users 
The following are ways to create three new users: 

(TSC) C4USR-local admin rights (default)- X:XXC4SUSR 
(TSC) ADPOl-local admin rights (default)- X:XXADPOl 
Perfinon- local admin rights 
(-) add system 
(-) shutdown system 
(-)nofi mods 
Perfinon- remove domain access 
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3.4 Client Workstation Configuration Processes 
The CLAIMS 4 end-user client workstation is a standard TIP workstation. The client 
workstation contains several peripheral devices depending on the role of the end user. These 
devices include the zebra label printer, check endorser printer, and the wand. 

3.4.1 ODBC Driver Installation 
Note: Ensure the ODBC driver is installed. If not, follow the steps below. 

The instructions for installing the ODBC driver are as follows: 
I. Use the CLAIMS 4 Client Baseline CD for this section. Insert the CLAIMS 4 Client CD into 

the CD tray. 

2. At the desktop, click on my computer/C4client CD/C4 client folder/ ODBC. 

Exhibit 3-41: ODBC Driver Installation 

3. The Welcome screen is displayed. Click on Next 

4. At the next screen as shown in Exhibit 3-24, Intersolv Product Registration Screen, type in 
INS for both the name and company, then type in the serial number (for example, 
11 0000036088) and its associated key (for example, 73617252). The CLAIMS 4 deployment 
group will provide a key on request. 
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Exhibit 3-42: lntersolv Product Registration Screen 

5. Click on Next when complete. 

6. At the Registration Confirmation screen, click on Yes. 

7. At the Intersolv Product License Agreement screen, click on Yes. 

8. At the next screen as shown in Exhibit 3-25, Intersolv Product Registration Successful 
Screen, click on OK. 

Exhibit 3-43: lntersolv Product Registration Successful Screen 

9. At the Possible Driver Requirements screen, click on Next. 

I 0. At the Setup Type selection screen, make sure that Typical Install is selected, then click on 
Next. 

I L At the Install Directory screen, accept the default and click on Next. 

12. At the Driver Install Directory screen, accept the default and click on Next. 
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13. At the Select Components screen, as shown in Exhibit 3-26, Select Components Screen, 
make sure that both ODBC Pack Program Files and Driver options are selected. Click on the 
Change button. 

Exhibit 3-44: Select Components Screen 

14. The Select Sub Component screen, as shown in Exhibit 3-52, Select Sub Component Screen, 
is displayed. 

15. Select Oracle 7, then click on Continue. 
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Exhibit 3-45: Select Sub Component Screen 

16. The Select Components screen is still displayed. Click on Next. 

17. The Driver Installation Options screen, as shown in Exhibit 3-28, Driver Installation Options 
Screen, is displayed. 
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Exhibit 3-46: Driver Installation Options Screen 

18. Deselect the Create Default Data Sources box, then click on Next. 

19. The Select Program Folder screen is displayed. Accept the defaults and click on Next. 

20. The installation begins. The screen shown in Exhibit 3-29, Install Screen, will appear. 

Exhibit 3-47: Install Screen 

21. When the Setup Complete screen appears, as shown in Exhibit 3-30, Setup Complete Screen, 
click on Configure Drivers check box. 

22. Click on Finish to configure the ODBC drivers. 
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Exhibit 3-48: Setup Complete 

23. The ODBC Data Source Administrator window is displayed. 

24. Under the User DSN folder tab, click on Add. 

25. The Create New Data Source screen is displayed. Select INTERSOLV 3.01 32-bit 
ORACLE 7 and click on Finish. 
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Exhibit 3-49: ODBC Oracle Driver Setup Screen 

26. The ODBC Oracle Driver Setup screen is displayed, as shown in Exhibit 3-31, ODBC Oracle 
Driver Setup Screen. 

27. In the Data Source Name field, type Nile 1. 

28. Leave the Description field blank. 

29. In the Server Name field, type INSprodl. Exhibit 3-32, ODBC Oracle Driver Setup Screen 
2, displays the fields and the correct information. 
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Exhibit 3-50: ODBC Oracle Driver Setup Screen 2 

30. Under the Advanced folder tab, as shown in Exhibit 3-33, ODBC Oracle Advanced Tab 
Screen, place a check next to Catalog Options, EnableSQLDescribeParam, and Enable 
Scrollable Cursors. Leave all other options at default and click on OK. 
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Exhibit 3-51: ODBC Oracle Advanced Tab Screen 

31. When the ODBC Data Source Administrator screen is displayed, click on OK. 
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Exhibit 3-52: Setup Complete Screen 

32. When the Setup Complete screen is displayed, as shown in Exhibit 3-34, Setup Complete 
Screen, click on Finish. 

3.4.2 Oracle Client Installation 
Note: Ensure Oracle is installed and configured. If not, follow the steps below. 

I. Use the Claims 4 Client Baseline CD for this section. Insert the CLAIMS 4 Client CD into 
the CD tray. 

2. At the desktop, click on my computer/C4clientCD/C4client folder/Oracle. 
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Exhibit 3-53: Oracle 

3. The Oracle Installer will ask for a default language. Click on OK to accept English. 

4. When the Oracle Installation Settings screen appears, click on OK to accept the defaults. 

5. At the configuration screen, click on OK. 

6. Highlight Oracle 7 Client in the left box. Click on the Install button in middle of the screen. 

7. When the Oracle 7 Client screen appears, choose Application User and click on OK. 

8. When the Application User screen appears, highlight only Oracle Installer and SQL *Net 
Client by holding down the Shift key and clicking on both clients. Then, click on OK. 

9. The Oracle SQL *Net Adapter Selection screen is displayed, as shown in Exhibit 3-36, 
Oracle SQL *Net Adapter Screen. Select only TCP/IP and click on OK. 
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Exhibit 3-54: Oracle SQL *Net Adapter Screen 

10. When the Notification screen indicates that the installation is complete, click on OK. 

11. When the Software Asset Manager screen is displayed, click on Exit. 

Exhibit 3-55: Software Asset Manager Screen 
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12. When the Confinnation screen appears and asks if you are sure that you want to exit, click 
on Yes. 

13. When the Infonnation screen appears, read the infonnation and then click on OK. 

14. Drill down to Oracle for Windows 95 and click on SQL *Net Easy Configuration. 

15. The SQL*Net Easy Configuration screen is displayed. 

16. Select Add Database Alias and click on OK. 

17. When the Choose Database Alias Screen appears, type pyr150 in the Database alias field and 
click on OK. 

18. Choose TCP/IP Host Name and Database Instance screen appear. 

19. In the TCP/IP Host Name field, type Nile!. 

20. In the Database Instance field, type dcOI, then click on OK. 

21. When the Confim1 Adding Database Alias screen appears, double check your input and click 
on Yes. 

22. The SQL *Net Easy Configuration screen is displayed. 

23. When you have finished making all entries, select Exit SQL *Net Easy Configuration. 

24. Click on OK. 

Exhibit 3-56: Shut Down Windows Screen 

25. You must restart system by going to the Shut Down Windows screen, as shown in Exhibit 
3-56, Shut Down Windows Screen, before Oracle is properly setup. The workstation has 
been loaded for the CLAIMS 4 Application. You will now configure the printers and 
external devices for the CLAIMS 4 environment 

3.4.3 Printer Driver Installation 
The printer driver installation will not work properly unless the correct version of the 

t=====================Jlirectory. First, install a HP 
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Laser Jet 4Si printer. The HP Laser Jet 5Si driver does not use this file; therefore, it will not 
resolve the installation. Perfonn the following steps to install the printer driver: 

L Install the HP 4Si printer (Office Automation) before installing fhis driver. 

2. Click on Start, then move fhe pointer to Settings and click on Printers. 

3. Double click on Add Printer. 

4. When the Add Printer Wizard screen is displayed, click on Next 

5. Select Local Printer and click on Next 

6. The Drivers window is displayed. Click on Have Disk. 

7. Insert the CLAIMS 4 Workstation Software CD and type in D:\Zebra, then click on OK. 

8. Select the Zebra SS00/1 05S driver in the list and click on Next. 

9. The Available Ports window is displayed. The ports window is displayed, select COM!: and 
click on Next. 

10. The next window displays the default printer. Select the Yes radio button, then click on 
Next. 

II. Choose No to bypass printing a test page. Click on Finish. 

12. Right click on My Computer and then select Properties. 

13. The system properties window is displayed. Select the Device Manager tab at the top of the 
window. 

14. Double click on the Ports selection and then double click on the communications port 
(COM!). 

15. Click on the Port Settings tab at the top of the window and change the settings to reflect the 
following: 

• Bits per second-9600 
• Data Bits-8 
• Parity-none 
• Stop Bits-! 
• Flow Control-none 

16. Click OK to close out the Communications Port Properties window. Click OK on System 
Properties. 

3.4.4 Wand-Style Bar-Code Reader Installation 
The following steps are provided to ensure proper wand-style bar-code reader installation. If this 
is a clean installation, proceed to Step 16. 
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L The wand-style bar-code readers used with CLAIMS must be calibrated to function on each 
type of workstation. 

2. Physically install the wand connecting the pigtail cable to the PC port and the keyboard. 
3. Scan the appropriate column of bar codes from left to right The wand will double beep at 

the beginning and end of the column and single beep at the end of each code entry. 
4. Read a test label into a DOS or Word screen to verifY functionality. 
5. CLAIMS 4 Application Installation Processes. 
6. In the unlikely event the CLAIMS 4 application requires reloading, the following procedure 

must be followed. 
7. In order to install the most recent version of the CLAIMS 4 application, the previous version 

must be de-installed. If there is no previous version of the CLAIMS 4 application on the 
workstation, begin a clean install at Step 16 in this section. 

3.4.5 Zebra Printer Installation 
The following steps list the ways to install the Zebra printer: 

1. When loading ribbon spools, verifY the source/stock number of the ribbon supply being used. 
If Zebra Stripe brand ribbon spools are available, load them to tum clockwise according to 
the diagram located inside the printer cover. However, if only standard GSA ribbon spools 
used in Lowry and/or Prodigy Barcode printers are available (Stock# 132842), they must be 
loaded so the spool turns counterclockwise. Either ribbon spool may be used and will 
produce acceptable results. 

2. Tum the printer off. 

3. Look on the back of the printer. You will see eight DIP switches. 

4. While looking directly at the switch bank, set the switches to the following: I through 3 
right, 4 through 7 left, and 8 right. 

5. Tum the printer back on. 

3.4.6 Create Emergency Repair Disk 
'lbe following steps help to create an emergency repair disk: 

1. Click on Start, click on Run, and type in rdisk. 
2. Press Enter. 
3. Answer yes to prompts. 
4. Answer yes to Reboot. 

3.4.7 Workstation Configuration Validation 
The steps in the following sections validate the workstation configuration process. 

3.4.8 MS Word 95 
The following steps help walk you through the MS Word 95 process: 
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I. Verify that the MS Word type library (filename: ... ____ ,1 is located in 
I fdirectory. 

2. Use the NormaL dot that is delivered with the templates as the Nom1al.dot for Word on the 
server. 

3. Verify that Normal.dot is located in thd"--------....l~irectory. 
You must be in Microsoft Word to complete the following steps: 

4. Choose File. 

5. Choose Page Setup. 

6. Verify that the Paper Source is set to Automatic. 

7. Verify the margins are top 1.3, bottom .21, left .25, and right .25. Click on OK. 

8. Choose Tools. 

9. Choose Options. 

I 0. Choose the Print tab. 

11. Verify the boxes for Field Codes and Hidden Text are not checked. Click on OK. 

12. Choose Insert 

13. Choose Page Numbers. 

14. Verify that the box for Show Number on First Page is not checked. Click on OK. 

15. Choose Tools. 

16. Choose Options. 

17. Choose the Print Tab. 

If the settings are not correct, open the N ormaLdot file and make the necessary changes. Make 
sure to save the changes into the NormaL dot. After saving, close Word, reopen Word, and verify 
that the changes have been made. 

3.4.9 Server Validation for Workstations 
The following areas will validate the server for workstations. 

3.4.10 Database Instances 

The following database instances are required: 

I. The NT server printing the batch jobs and the clients making the batch job requests must be 
pointing to the same database instance. Make sure the printer is created on the server through 
the Add Printer icon. 
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2. Check the CLAIMS.INI file settings in the c:\winnt\system32 directory. The .,1_""!"!' _ _.1 
file directories must exist; if not, create them. The following entries must exist and be 
accurate: 

• Output Files--directory contains notice Word documents 
• Templates--directory containing templates for this install 
• Job Document Files--directory to contain master Word documents 

3. Be sure that the correct set of templates is installed on the server in the directory referenced 
in the CLAIMS .IN! file setting labeled Templates. If a template is corrupted or missing a 
notice text data bookmark, an error will occur. 

3.4.11 Application Settings 
The following application settings will ensure proper execution: 

I. Automation Manager must be running on the server. N engine must be running on the server. 
Word 7.0 must be installed on the server. 

2. The CLAIMS. IN! file must be on the server with the appropriate settings and location code. 
The location code will detennine which notices in the print queue are printed. 

3.4.12 Drives 
The drive letter used for the output directory and the template storage directory in the Server INI 
file must be the same as the drive that is mapped to the server directories on the client machine. 
The same directory sttucture that is referenced in the IN! file on the server must exist on the 
server. 

3.4.13 NT Gateway 
These 14 steps ensure the success to the NT Gateway process. 

I. Before starting this process, verify the existence of a user ID on the Novell server. 

2. At the server, log on if you have not done so. 

3. Click on Start => Settings => Control Panel. 

4. Double click on the GSNW icon. 

5. The Net Ware services panel is displayed; click on the Gateway button. 

6. The Gateway panel is displayed. Click on Enable Gateway and then enter the user ID that 
was created on the Novell server (Example: NTGATE) and press Tab. 

7. Type in the password assigned to the ID and press Tab. 
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8. Retype the same password and click on OK. 

9. The panel will close. Click on the Gateway button again. 

10. On the Gateway panel, click on Add Share. 

I I. 'Ibe Add Share panel is displayed. In the next four fields, type in the following: 
RAFACS\\(Novell Server Name)\(Novell Volume Name)RAFACS Test 

12. Select Drive letterO 

13. Click on OK. The workstation has been configured and validated. Log off the workstation. 
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4. GENERAL WORKSTATION TROUBLESHOOTING 
This section provides some examples of typical problems and the associated procedures for 
solving them. 

4.1 ODBC Driver Returns a 4000 Error 
This condition is caused bv configuration in the PATH statement located in the 

Another error occurs when the Oracle BIN subdirectory is not located first in the path statement. 
Oracle Client and Intersolv ODBC share certain DLL names. If the wrong DLL is encountered 
first, the ODBC call will fail. 

4.2 No Domain Controller Available to Authenticate Login 
This problem may be caused by a couple of factors. Make sure the workstation is configured 
according to the TIP guide. Next, locate the Client for Microsoft Networks section. Again, 
make sure the workstation is configured according to the guide. Finally, check to make sure the 
Workgroup field under Identification is set to NATS. Restart the workstation and re-attempt the 
login. 

If the user has some mismatched passwords and would like them to be synchronized, then go to 
the C:\WINDOWS directory and type ERASE *.PWL and press Enter. 

4.3 ORA-13020 TNS: Cannot Resolve Host Name 
This problem is caused by a configuration error in the Oracle SQL *Net names file. Use the 
Oracle SQL *Net Easy Configuration guide to launch the view configuration option. 

4.4 Network Neighborhood Does Not Show Workstations 
This problem is caused by a combination of network configuration errors and an incorrect 
Workgroup name. Use the above Network Configuration guide and locate the File and Print 
sharing section. Also, check the Workgroup field under Identification. 

4.5 To de-install the previous version of CLAIMS 4: 
I. On the Windows 95 Desktop, click on Start ~Run. Type in I I 
2. When the Welcome screen is displayed, click on Next. 
3. When the User Information screen is displayed, click on Next to keep the default choices in 

the Name and Company fields. If these fields are blank, type in INS for both. 
4. When the Choose Destination Location screen is displayed, click on Next to accept the 

default location. 
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5. When the Select Program Folder screen is displayed, click on Next to accept the default 
Program Folder of CLAIMS 4. 

6. When the Sta1t Copying Files screen is displayed, click on Next to accept the current settings. 
The files should begin to decompress. 

7. When the CLAIMS 4 Remote Server Registration screen is displayed, in the Server Name 
field, type in the name of the server that is running the Workflow Server Engine. The enetry 
should be typed in all caps (for example, NSCXCLTRSOl). 

8. Click on the Remote button. 
9. Allow the system to run until the Setup Complete screen is displayed. 
I 0. Select the Yes, I want to restart my computer now radio button and then click on Finish. The 

computer will restart. 
II. Double click on the My Computer icon. 
12. Click on the C:\windowslsystemlclaims.ini file to verity the location for your site. 
13. Refer to the documentation left by the CLAIMS Deployment Team for the location code. If 

there is a bar-code printer attached to this workstation, make sure the bar-code printer 
comport=!. If there is no bar-code printer, the comport~O. 

14. Close the Claims.ini file. 
15. Create a shortcut to the CLAIMS 4 Application on the Desktop. 
16. Right click on the desktop. 
17. Click on New. 
18. Click on Shortcut. 
19·~Wiooliil;~liiloiiioiillililolo~~~~· 
20. From the Select a Title for the Program window, enter CLAIMS 4.0, then click on Finish. 
21. The shortcut is displayed on the desktop. Double click on the CLAIMS 4.0 shortcut icon to 

access the logon screen. 
22. At the logon screen, enter the user ID and password, then click on OK. The program will 

begin to load. The CLAIMS 4 Main menu is displayed. 
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5. CLAIMS 4 BATCH PROCESSING PROCEDURES 
This section explains processes and procedures that are specific to the CLAIMS 4 application. 
This section also explains how to execute procedures on the CLAIMS 4 Workstation you built. 

5.1 Paymerge 
TI1e Paymerge process goal is to reconcile the payment and case IDs. The Paymerge process is 
executed manually and will access only cases that have been in CLAIMS 4 for at least 24 hours. 
The result ofPaymerge determines which receipt notice is generated. 

To initiate the Paymerge process from the NT Server, perform the following steps: 

I. Open Windows Explorer. The screen depicted in Exhibit 5-1, Paymerge Screen, shows the 
Program Files and CLAIMS 4 folders and the P A YMERGE executable file option. 

2. From the C: drive, click on the Program Files folder. 
3. Click on the CLAIMS 4 folder. 
4. Click on the P A YMERGE executable file. A window is displayed showing Paymerge is 

running. Once the window disappears, Paymerge is complete. 

Exhibit 5-1: Paymerge Screen 
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Currently, batches of notices are printed manually. P A YMERGE and CIS VERIFY must be 
completed before batch notices can be printed. Procedures for CIS VERIFY are described in the 
Interfaces section. 

5.2.1 Print Notices 
To request a batch print, perform the following steps: 
I. Click on the wfRqtNt executable file. A window is displayed as noted in Exhibit 

5-2, Notice Print Server, indicating that Request Notices is running. Once the window 
disappears, proceed to Batch Print Requests. 

2. Open the CLAIMS 4 application. 

3. From the Main Menu, click on the Notices button. 

4. Click on the Batch toolbar button. 

Exhibit 5-2: Notice Print Server 

6/12/97 2 59:16 PM JOB 10 · 87 Total Nol!ces Printed"' 10 

5. Click on the Print Notices radio button. A dialog box is displayed. 

6. In the dialog box, click on the All, Partial Notice Type, or Partial Office radio button. 

• All: This option selects all new notices in the New Notices Queue list. 
• Partial Notice Type: This option allows users to select the notice type to be printed. In 

the Notice Type field, click on them button to select the notice type. 
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• Partial Office: This option allows users to print new notices for a selected office. In the 
Office field, click on them button to select the office. 

7. Click on the Submit button to request the notices for printing. 

8. Click on the Close button to return to the Print Server screen. 

To confirm a print request, click on the Job Status button. To view print error descriptions, click 
on the Print Server Errors button. 

5.2.2 Reprint Notices 
To reprint notices that have been printed, perform the following steps: 

I. Click on the Print Server toolbar button. 

2. Click on the Reprint Notices radio button. 

3. Click on Reprint Entire Notice Job or Reprint Partial Notice Job radio button. 

• Reprint Entire Notice Job: This option selects all notices in a specitied print job to be 
reprinted. In the Job ID field, click on them to select the job to be reprinted. 

• Reprint Partial Notice Job: This option allows users to reprint selected parts of a notice 
job. In the Job ID field, click on them to select the job ID. Select the range of notices to 
be reprinted by clicking on the ZIP Code Range of Notices, Application ID, or Job Notice 
Type radio button and entering the range. 

4. Click on the Submit button to send the job for printing. 

5. Click on the Close button to return to the Print Server screen. 

6. Click on the Cancel button to return to the CLAIMS 4 Notices screen. 

5.3 Manual Procedures for Running Interfaces 
The following procedures provide step-by-step instructions for activating each interface process. 
This process will be automated; however, the procedures are provided in the event it is necessary 
to run interfaces manually. 

5.3.1 CLAIMS 4 to RAFACS 
This interface will allow RAFACS to track applications originating in CLAIMS 4. Perform the 
following steps to initialize the interface: 

I. Open Explorer. 

2. Click on the Program Files directory. 

3. Click on the CLAIMS 4 subdirectory. 

4. Select the Interface file. 
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5. From the Explorer menu bar, click on File. 

6. Select Run. 

7. Select the Request RAFACS Initialization. 

5.3.2 CIS Verify 
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This process prepares case data for the upload to CIS for benefits verification. Perform the 
following steps to initialize the process: 

1. Open Explorer. 

2. Click on the Program Files directory. 

3. Click on the CLAIMS 4 subdirectory. 

4. Select the Interface file. 

5. From the Explorer menu bar, click on File. 

6. Select Run. 

7. Select the Request CIS Verify process. 

8. This action will create an extract file labeledl lin the Interface folder on 
the application directory. (This file is created only if cases exist in the system for the 
RqtCISVerify activity. No file is created if no RqtCISVerify activities exist at run time.) 
EDS uploads this file to the mainframe. The mainframe then conducts the updates and sends 
the responses back as an output file. The output file will be downloaded to a file labeled 
CisVerifyResult.txt in the Interface folder. When the CisVerifyResult.txt file is received, 
perform the following steps to view the matches and mismatches: 

9. Select the Interface file. 

I 0. From the Explorer menu bar, click on File. 

11. Select Run. 

12. Select the Process CIS Verify Results process. 

A list of processed cases is displayed as either CIS matches or mismatches. All CIS Verification 
matches are based on alien number (A-Number) and Date of Birth. Procedures for handling CIS 
mismatches are outlined below: 

13. From the CLAIMS switchboard, click on the Resolution module. 

14. Click the OPEN icon on the toolbar to display a list of activities from which to select. 

15. Click on the Resolve CIS Errors option, then click the View button. A list of App Ids is 
displayed. 

16. Select an application ID from the screen that was returned from CIS as a mismatch, then click 
OK. 
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17. A data entry screen is displayed containing 13 data entry elements. Tab to each field and then 
select the View CIS button on the Toolbar. This action will bring up another screen 
comparing CLAIMS 4 data and CIS data. Correct any data wrongly keyed into CLAIMS 4. 

18. If an A-Number is added or changed, select one of the radio buttons under A-Number Status. 
If the A-Number was changed, select the A-Number entered that previously existed. If the A
Number was added, select the A-Number entered as newly created. 

19. Once all fields have been viewed and corrected if necessary, select one of the radio buttons 
under Applicant Status. If the A-Number was corrected to match the CIS record, select the 
applicant's A-Number has been resolved. If the A-Number in CLAIMS 4 is still different 
from the A-Number in CIS, select Override; the A- Number was not resolved. 

5.3.3 CIS File Transfer Request 
The process is a two-pass process. The first pass detem1ines if the A-File is located in the local 
RAFACS. If it is located in the local RAFACS, processing continues. If not, a request is sent to 
CIS for A-File transfer. The second pass records all cases that have been received in the local 
RAFACS and completes the A-File request. The two-pass process is performed through the 
following steps: 

I. Open Explorer. 

2. Click on the Program Files directory. 

3. Click on the CLAIMS 4 subdirectory. 

4. Select the Interface file. 

5. From the Explorer menu bar, click on File. 

6. Select Run. 

7. Select the Retrieve A-File process. 

8. This selection will create an extract file labeled CISFtrRequest.txt in the Interface folder on 
the application directory. This file is then uploaded to the mainframe that conducts the 
updates and the res onses back as an ou ut file. The output file will be downloaded to 

,.~~~~.,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ VVhenthe 

mismatches: 

9. Select the Interface file. 

I 0. From the Explorer menu bar, click on File. 

II. Select Run. 

12. Select the Retrieve A-File process. All CIS A-File requests are based on A-Number only. 
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5.4 CLAIMS 4 to RNACS Interface 
The following process updates RNACS with case data: 

I. Open Explorer. 

2. Click on the Program Files directory. 

3. Click on the CLAIMS 4 subdirectory. 

4. Select the Interface file. 

5. From the Explorer menu bar, click on File. 

6. Select Run. 

7. Select the Request Initial NACS Extract process. 

8. This will create an extract file labeledrl-------•tn the Interface folder on the 
application directory. EDS uploads this file to the mamframe that conducts the updates and 
sends the responses back as an output file. The output file will be downloaded to a file 
labeled NacsinitialResult.txt in the Interface folder. 

5.4.1 CLAIMS 4 to CLAIMS 3 Interfaces 
In the following process, CLAIMS 4 interfaces with CLAIMS 3/MRD to submit FD-258 cards to 
the FBI: 

1. Open Explorer. 

2. Click on the Program Files directory. 

3. Click on the CLAIMS 4 subdirectory. 

4. Select the Interface file. 

5. From the Explorer menu bar, click on File. 

6. Select Run. 

7. Select the FBI Check Extract process. 

8. This selection will insert CLAIMS 4 FD-258 records into the Btrieve file so that CLAIMS 
3/MRD can access them. 

9. Select the Interface file. 

10. From the Explorer menu bar, click on File. 

11. Select Run. 

12. Select the Process FBI Check Results process. 

13. This selection will process FBI responses from the FD-258 background check. 
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A-File 
A-Number 
AAO 
ADP 
API 
ASC 
BSU 
CBO 
ceo 
CIDN 
CIS 
CLAIMS 
CLAIMS 
3/MRD 
CM 
CM 
CR 
DLL 
DO 
DOJ 
ElM 
FBI 
FCO 
FD-258 
FD-258 EE 
FRD 
GUI 
G-325B 
HQ 
ID 
IDMS 
INS 
ITP 
LAN 
MDI 
MS 
NACS 
NATS 
N-400 
N-426 
oc 
ODBC 

alien file 
alien number 
Administrative Appeals Oftlce 
Automated Data Personnel 
Application Programming Interface 
Application Support Center 
Batch Status Update 
community-based organization 
County Control Office 
Contributor Identification Number 
Central Index System 
Computer-Linked Application Information Management System 
FBI Fingerprint 

Configuration Management 
Case Management 
CLAIMS Resolution 
dynamic link library 
District Oftice 
Department of Justice 
External Interface Module 
Federal Bureau oflnvestigation 
File Control Oftlce 
Request for FBI Background Check 
Enterprise-wide Fingerprint Card Tracking System 
functional requirements document 
graphical user interface 
Biographic Information form 
Headquarters 
identification 
Integrated Database Management System 
Immigration and Naturalization Service 
Information Technology Partnership 
local area network 
Multi-Document Interface 
Microsoft Corporation 
Naturalization Automated Casework System 
Naturalization System 
Application for Naturalization 
Request for Certification of Military or Naval Service 
Oath Ceremony 
open database connectivity 
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OLE 
OMG 
OOD 
ORI 
P!CS 
POE 
QA 
Q&A 
RAD 
RAFACS 
RAPS 
RDBMS 
RDO 
RNACS 
RIM 
sc 
SDLC 
SID 
SNA 
SQL 
T&E 
T-number 
TBD 
TCP/IP 
TIP 
UML 
VOLAG 
WAN 

Object Linking and Embedding 
Open System Management Group 
Object Oriented Design 
organization identification 
Personal Identification Control System 
port of entry 
Quality Assurance 
Question and Answer 
rapid application development 
Receipt and Alien-File Accountability and Control System 
Refugee Asylum and Parole System 
Relational Database Management System 
Remote Data Object 
Reengineered Naturalization Automated Casework System 
requirements traceability matrix 
Service Center 
Systems Development Life Cycle 
Scheduler Information Database 
System Network Architecture 
Structured Query Language 
Test and Evaluation 
Temporary Number 
To Be Determined 
Transmission Control ProtocoL'Intemet Protocol 
Technology Infrastructure Project 
Unified Modeling Language 
voluntary agency 
wide area network 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Project Description 
The Computer-Linked Application Infonnation Management System 4 (CLAIMS 4) is the new 
naturalization sub-system reengineering project that will replace the Reengineered Naturalization 
Automated Casework System (RNACS) that resides on the Department of Justice (DOJ) 
Mainframe. The architecture of CLAIMS 4 includes efficient technologies, such as the Novell 
Local Area Network (LAN), client/server systems with Windows 95 and NT, three-tier robust 
application processing with a friendly Graphical User Interface (GU!), a solid Oracle Database 
Management System (DBMS) in the background, and communication facilities to other 
Immigration and Naturalization (INS) legacy systems on the Mainframe. 

Subsequent sections provide a detailed description of the system functions that constitute 
CLAIMS4. 

1.1.1 Background 
The increase in naturalization applications has caused the application processing time to rise to 
unacceptable levels. In response, the INS pursued new methods of conducting naturalizations 
and automating support for these new processes. 

1.1.2 Purpose 
CLAIMS 4 reengineering is intended to provide an automated system that will effectively 
support the reengineered naturalization business processes. The achievement of this global 
objective will be accomplished through the following two key principles: 

• Apply an iterative methodology in a controlled and manageable environment to 
demonstrate how the reengineered CLAIMS 4 system supports the new naturalization 
processes 

• Evolve CLAIMS 4 from processing natumlization benefits only to processing all types of 
immigration benefits and thereby fonn the core for a reengineered CLAIMS 

A database was designed in conjunction with the INS Enterprise Model and the corporate 
database team for the integration into a single master database that can be shared on a service· 
wide level. These concepts included the use of a person entity that was established 
independently and referenced by whatever infonnation the INS has about that person, such as an 
alien number (A-Number), social security number (SSN), name, or date of birth (DOB). The 
database was designed and maintained in such a way that the person was uniquely identified and 
all changes made to that person's data traced and linked to the numerous applications that the 
person submits to the INS. 

The value of this approach highlighted the capability of the INS to gather consistent infonnation 
about its client base for protecting the INS against fraudulent applications. This effort serves as 
the baseline for future enhancements. 
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1.1.3 Assumptions and Constraints 
The following assumptions are related to the CLAIMS 4 functionality noted in the Requirements 
Tmceability Matrix (RTM) NCY01.10019-00.F*O-CSC: 

• Data Entry--Data Entry provided for natumlization forms currently supported by 
CLAIMS 4, Release 5.4. However, full system support provided forN-400 applications 
only. Future releases will provide data entry functions for all natumlization processes and 
other benefit applications. 

• Imaging-Imaging will not be supported. Capture and usage of the applicant's 
photogmph for certificate genemtion purposes will remain a manual process. Genemtion 
of the Natumlization Certificate using the imaged photo will be included in future 
releases. 

• Scheduling-Scheduling embmces the functionality of the current CLAIMS scheduler 
with enhancements to support the scheduling of the Oath Ceremony. 

• Adjudications-Adjudications will not support application profiling. 

• Interface-The interface is fully automated to mainframe NACS, Centml Index System 
(CIS), and the Receipt and Alien-File Accountability and Control System (RAFACS), 
RAPS, SID, RNACS, CFR and PAS. In addition, a semi-automated interface to the 
Fedeml Bureau oflnvestigation (FBI) was supported. 

• Worldlow-Workflow supported application capabilities and full N-400 productivity 
statistics, and reporting in baseline version. 

Note: Additional functionality may be included when excluding the functionality causes greater 
effort than including the proposed functions. 

The following constraints were applied within the baseline version of the CLAIMS 4 project: 

• Reengineered Processes-Support was provided for the reengineered processes only to 
adequately measure the potential of the reengineered system. 

• Baseline Capacity-Baseline volume was I. 7 million applications per year. 

1.1.4 Interfaces to External Systems 
The CLAIMS 4 external interface is designed to provide the capability to interface with systems 
external to CLAIMS 4, both for queries and for update capability. The systems for which 
interfaces are required include the Centml Index System (CIS), the Receipt and Alien-File 
Accountability and Control System (RAF ACS), the Reengineered Natumlization Automated 
Casework System (RNACS), the Enterprise-wide Fingerprint Card Tmcking System (FD-258 
EE), the Scheduler Information Database (SID), the Refugee Asylum and Parole System (RAPS), 
and the Performance Analysis System (PAS). In addition, the CLAIMS 4 External Interface 
system also receives fingerprint schedule requests from RAPS, CLAIMS 3, and RNACS, and 
inserts those requests to SID. Detail~ are as follows: 

1.1.4.1 Interface With CIS 
The interface with CIS function is designed to accomplish the following: 
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• A-Number Validation for Naturalization Applications-The CLAIMS 4 interface will 
send a request to CIS to detennine whether the A-Number associated with each 
naturalization application exists. Upon receipt of the A-Number validation request, CIS 
will respond to CLAIMS 4 interface with a file containing pertinent infonnation for the 
validated A-Numbers. CLAIMS 4 interface will store this file in the CLAIMS 4 database 
for later verification and infonnation matching activities. 

• A-File Transfer Request·-The CLAIMS 4 interface will initiate a request to CIS for 
transfer of the applicant's A-File in the event that it is not located onsite. CIS will in tum 
send a request to the file owning RAFACS to transfer the A-File to the processing office. 
The file owning RAF ACS will update CIS with a new file location. 

• Central Index Update for Naturalized Applications-The CLAIMS 4 interface will 
update CIS when an application is closed out as naturalized at the oath ceremony or at 
application closeout. The update, which includes the certificate numbers and the date of 
naturalization, takes place every evening for applications closed out that day. Any other 
subsequent status changes, such as denaturalization and/or expatriation, are also 
replicated onto the CIS. 

1.1.4.2 Interface With RAFACS 
Tbe interfuce with RAFACS function is designed to accomplish the following: 

• A-File Retrieval-The CLAIMS 4 interface will send a request through the External 
Interface Module (EIM) GUI to the local RAF ACS system at the processing office to 
detennine if the A-File is located in-house. If the A-File is not found at the processing 
office, the CLAIMS 4 interface will initiate a request to CIS to have the file transferred to 
the processing office. The CLAIMS 4 interface will continuously query RAF ACS for 30 
days, expecting the A-File to eventually show up there. After 30 days, or the "A-File 
diligent search period" has expired, the A-File retrieval activity will finish allowing the 
next activity to be active. 

• A-File Creation-If the application does not have the A-Number, and a new A-Number 
is assigned to it, the CLAIMS 4 interface will initiate a request to RAF ACS to create an 
A-File for this applicant. 

• Receipt •·ne Creation-After an application is receipted in CLAIMS 4, the CLAIMS 4 
interface will send a request to RAF ACS to create a receipt file containing the physical 
receipt document. 

• A-File Shipment-Once scheduling has been accomplished and the applicant has been 
notified, the A-Files must be pulled and shipped to the District Office (DO) before the 
examination interview and adjudication. Tbe CLAIMS 4 interface produces a pick list of 
A-Files to be pulled. The DO will acknowledge the receipt of the A-Files and update CIS 
with the new location via the RAF ACS/CIS interface. 
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1.1.4.3 Interface with RNACS 
The interface with RNACS function is designed to perfmm and allow data entered from 
naturalization forms to be passed for post-data entry processing. The RNACS interface provides 
a means of updating RNACS with data on N-470, N-565, N-600, and N-643 forms to enable 
RNACS to handle all subsequent processing. It also provides a means of updating RNACS with 
N-400 data sufficient to preclude duplicate application filings and provide a means of querying 
RNACS to determine whether a given A-Number is associated with a prior RNACS application. 

1.1.4.4 Interface With RAPS 
The interface with RAPS function is designed to perform and allow data entered from suspension 
of deportation forms to be passed for post-data entry processing. The RAPS interface provides a 
means of updating RAPS with data on 1-881 forms to enable RAPS to handle all subsequent 
processing. 

1.1.4.5 Interface With CLAIMS 3 
The CLAIMS 3 interface function is designed to provide CLAIMS 3 with application data so that 
CLAIMS 3 can include those in the magnetic tape sent to the FBI for fingerprint checking. This 
action will be a direct insertion to CLAIMS 3 BTRJEVE database with new CLAIMS 4 
application data. Note: This interface has not been implemented. 

1.1.4.6 Interface With FD-258 EE System 
Currently, the FD-258 EE updates an interface table in the EE Schema, which CLAIMS 4 reads 
from, processes the records for, and then cleans out Future enhancements would include 
replacing the direct access to CLAIMS 4 with interface public methods so that FD-258 EE would 
interface with CLAIMS 4 through these methods. This future design is to encapsulate CLAIMS 
4, ensure data integrity, and minimize the operational impact if either system is not available. 

1.1.4. 7 Interface With CoA-by-Phone Service 
As the CoA-by-Phone Service capability is opened up to Natumlization applicants throughout the 
country, the customers will be able to call the INS National Customer SeJVice Center (NCSC) on 
the existing 800 number and provide their new address and phone number data. The plan 
currently calls for a gradual rollout on a city-by-city basis. The customer seiVice representatives 
at the NCSC, after verifying the applicant is who they say they are, will enter the new address 
and phone number information using their standard Call Center application, the Edge system. 

On a daily basis, the INS data systems, CLAIMS 4 and RNACS, will attempt to find the 
applicant and update the applicant address data. If the update program cannot make the update, 
the CoA request record will be flagged to indicate that a manual review and update is required. 
The target goal is to have every address change applied in no more than 10 days from when it 
was taken. 
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1.1.4.8 Interface With CFR 
The CLAIMS 4 to CPR interface will be executed on a daily basis. This interface is an Oracle 
table-to-table transaction where data are moved from one system to the other. 
The CPR system is used to review applicant files. It will identifY and obtain any missing 
documents in order to create a complete file for adjudication. This system will reduce the 
number of naturalization cases continued for missing documents and provide better service to 
naturalization applicants by ensuring that applicant files are complete at the time of the 
naturalization interview. Additionally, it will also provide Adjudicators with a complete file at 
the time of interview. This will lead to better interviews and more informed decisions. 

1.1.4.9 Interface With PAS 
The CLAIMS 4 to PAS interface is designed to eliminate a data redundancy that currently exists 
between the two systems. Fully deployed, the interface will pass from CLAIMS 4 to PAS data 
for all INS Adjudications and Naturalization applications tracked on the G-22.2 and G-22.3 
Report of Field Operations. Information on Supplemental Processing, Evidence Requests, and 
N-400 Processing currently on the G-22.3 will also be captured. 

The interface will be implemented in phases. As CLAIMS 4 expands to capture additional 
applications, the interface will be expanded to handle these data. Currently, N-400 Direct Mail 
Naturalization applications are the only applications entered into CLAIMS 4. Therefore, the 
initial version of the interface will pass N-400 Direct Mail Naturalization data only. 

1.1.4.10 Interface with FBI 
The CLAIMS 3 interface function is designed to provide CLAIMS 3 with application data so that 
CLAIMS 3 can include those in the magnetic tape sent to the FBI for fingerprint checking. 
Currently, the FJ)..258 Enterprise Edition (EE) updates the CLAIMS 4 database directly with the 
FBI fingerprint responses. 

1.2 Points of Contact 
Exhibit I, Points of Contact, lists CLAIMS 4 key points of contact. 

Exhibit 1: Points of Contact 
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Exhibit 1: Points of Contact (continued) 

1.3 Document References 
The following documents were used or referenced in the development of this FRD: 

• System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) Manual, Version 4.0, June 18, 1999, SMI-0039-
DSD -112-NA-10048 

• CLAIMS 4 Requirements Traceability Matrix, March 4, 2003, NCYOI.I0019-00.F*O
CSC 

• INS Ente~prise Configuration Management Plan, Version 1.0, November 15, 1999, 
CFY.90046-00.F*O-SAI 

• System Design Document/or CLAIMS 4, November 15, 2002, NCY00.20009-00.F*O
CSC 

• CLAIMS 4 Operations and Administration Guide, November 15, 2001, NCY00.50003-
00.F*O-EDS 

• Naturalization Adjustment Casework System Reengineering Logical Data Model, 
December I, 1995 (NCY00.20000-00.D*O) 

• Response to Task Order Proposal, Revision 2, 95-BSB-0006.1, May 31, 1996 

• CLAIMS 4 Reengineering Functional Requirements Document, June II, 1996 
(NCY00.10000-00.W*O) 

• NACS Phase I Functional Requirements Document, July 21, 1995 
(CMY00.1 0000-00.F*O) 

• Naturalization Automated Casework System, July 25, 1995 (CMY00.20000-00.F*O) 

• Naturalization Sub-system Hardware Software Configuration Estimate, April23, 1996 
(NCY00.30001-00.D*O) 

• CLAIMS Functional Requirements for Service Centers Draft, June 22, 1998 

• CWMS Functional Requirements for District Offices Draft, Februaty 11, 1998 
(NCY00.10002-00.D*O) 

• Systems Operations and Administration Guide for CLAIMS 4, December 15,1998 
(NCY00.50003-00.W*I-EDS) 

1.4 Glossary 
Appendix A, Glossary, provides a list of acronyms used in this document. 
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2. FUNCTIONAL PROCESS REQUIREMENTS 
This section describes all automated user functions implemented in CLAIMS 4. 

2.1 Data Requirements 
This section provides a high-level diagram that identifies the INS enterprise network typology. 
Exhibit 2, CLAIMS 4 Architecture, depicts the hardware infrastmcture required for successful 
deployment of CLAIMS 4 throughout the INS. Exhibit 2 also identifies the required typology for 
Headquarters, Service Centers (SCs), DOs, and the DOJ mainframe. 

CVJMS4 

Worblation~ 

CLAIMS 4 lllot~h 
Cliem 
Win95 

Representative 
Service Center 

Exhibit 2: CLAIMS 4 Architecture 
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2.2 Functional Process Requirements 
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The program was designed and developed to support all major naturalization processes: 

• Mailroom Receipting and Data Entry 
• Finance and Paymerge 
• Adjudication 
• Case Management 
• Scheduler/ Oath Ceremony Management (formerly Document Production) 
• Certificate Generation 
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• Notices 
• Report Process 
• System Maintenance 
• Extemallnterfaces 
• Workflow 
• Case Status 

2.2.1 Mailroom, Receipting, and Data Entry Process Description 
The Mailroom, Receipting, and Data Entry function provides the capability to enter data into the 
system and record the receipt of applications and fees. Mailroom and Data Entry functions 
initiate the naturalization process for a given application. Receipting sets many other activities in 
motion, such as requesting background checks to be performed and placing the application into 
the schedule system. It also assembles the A-File before sending the file containing the 
completed application and accompanying evidence to the correct office for adjudication. 

2.2.1.1 Mailroom Process Description 
When a new batch of mail is ready for processing, the user must enter its delivery date and time 
into the system. For each piece of mail in the batch, the user must generate a request for an 
application identifier and affix the bar-code label on the out~ide of the application folder. For 
applications that need to be entered together (in order to be a group or, if covered by a shared 
payment), the system will allow the user to enter a lead applicant (primary person) for the group. 
If an application is entered incorrectly, the system will allow the user to void the application. 

2.2.1.2 Data Entry Process Description 
After the application passes from the mailroom to data entry, the data entry clerk must enter the 
data from the application forms in to the system. Data from these forms may be accepted in 
electronic format from community-based organizations CBOs in the near future, thereby 
eliminating the need for keyed data entry. Another future system enhancement will be that some 
of the data may be pre-populated from other systems. The system will allow the user to generate 
additional bar codes and address labels. The system shall allow partial data entry of an 
application to be retrieved and updated later. If there are any missing names or A-Numbers, the 
system shall Sll~pend the application. 

When an application is suspended due to missing documentation, it can be held in suspension for 
a maximum of87 days. The 87-day clock, controlled by the Workflow function, may be reset at 
any time by the manual intervention of authorized staff. If the missing documentation is received 
during the 87 -day period, the data entry staff must enter the additional data in to the system to 
complete the process. Then, the case can proceed to interview scheduling. If the additional 
required information is not submitted after the 87 -day suspense period, an interview must be 
scheduled at the DO for adjudication. This is in accordance with INS policy that naturalization 
applications cannot be denied without granting an interview. Following the interview, the 
application can be denied or the 87-day clock may be started again to allow the applicant another 
chance to produce evidence. 
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Upon establishing the A-Number, the system shall initiate a request (through Workflow) to 
CIS/RAF ACS for a physical file transfer to the appropriate DO for an interview. The system will 
accept payment by check or money order. Io the future, payments may be accepted by credit and 
debit cards. Based upon ZIP code - office-mapping information as provided by INS, the system 
should determine locations where applicants can be scheduled for interviews and oath 
ceremonies. 

2.2.1.3 Receipting and Data Entry Inputs 
The following are inputs to the receipting process: 

• Signed application form (hard copy) 

• Payment (check, money order, or cash) 

• Photograph (hard copy) 

• (No FD-258 card required any more ... ) Other evidence, as required, to support the 
application (hard copy) 

• G-325B form, ifapplicant has military record 

• G-28 form, if an attorney is representing the applicant (hard copy) 

2.2.1.4 Receipting and Data Entry Processing 
1.1.0-1 (FR3) The system shall provide a GU!. 

1.1.0-2 (FR1553) The system shall provide the ability to data enter any currently accepted 
version of the N-400 using version-specific display conventions and validation rules. 

1.1.0-3 (FR1556) The system shall provide the ability to maintain an expiration date for each 
version of the N-400 form. 

1.1.0-4 (FR1557) The system shall prevent users from data entering any version of the N-400 
form once the current date is equal to or greater than the version expiration date. 

2.2.1.4.1 MAILROOM PROCESSING 
1.2.0·1 (FRS) The system shall allow the application to be started in the mailroom. 

1.2.0-2 (FR6) The system shall provide a user interface to enter the batch date and time of the 
mail. 

1.2.0-3 (FR7) The system shall allow the user to enter the number of applications and 
remittances received, using defaults of one for each. 

1.2.0-4 (FRS) The system shall generate a new and unique application identification (ID) for 
each application entered. 
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1.2.0-5 (FR9) The system shall provide the capability to associate a single payment with 
multiple applications. 

1.2.0-6 (FRIO) The system shall print the application ID onto a bar-code label, along with the 
Mailroom date, receipt (data enlly date) and application ID in readable form. 

1.2.0-7 (FRII) The system shall generate a unique Payment ID for each payment. (If the 
number of remittances included in an application packet is zero (underpayment), it will not create 
a payment identifier.) 

1.2.0-8 (FRJ2) The system shall automatically capture the applicant identifier, along with the 
current date and time, and the delivery date and time for the mail batch, and store this 
information for Workflow metrics. 

1.2.0-9 (FR13) The system shall allow a user to void an application (by updating the status to 
Mailroom Void), provided the application has not already proceeded to data enlly. 

2.2.1.4.2 MAILROOM PROCESSING 1-881 

1.3-1 (FR1306) The system shall provide the availability'to enter payment information only 
for a given I-881 application or group of applications. 

1.3-2 (FR1307) The system shall when processing a payment of an I-881 application(s) 
provide the ability to generate labels carrying the payment identifier for each 1-881 application to 
which that payment identifier applies. 

2.2.1.4.3 PAYMENT DATA ENTRY PROCESSING 

1.4·1 (FR15) The system shall provide the capability for a qualified user to select payment 
enlly and to fill out the remittance details. 

1.4·2 (FR\6) The system shall support required fields as identified by the Immigration and 
Naturalization Service (INS). 

1.4-3 (FRI?) The system shall identifY a check or money order that is not signed, that is not 
payable to the INS, that is not in U.S. currency, or where values do not match. 

1.4-4 (FR18) The system shall provide stale date logic (not more than 6 months for check and 
no more than 2 years for money order.) 

1.4-5 (FR19) The system shall provide post date logic enforcing the restriction that the date of 
a check must be less than or equal to the date of data enlly. 

1.4-6 (FR20) The system shall provide a mechanism to enter a payment by check, money 
order, or a combination of the two (credit cards will be acceptable in a future release). 
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1.4-7 (FR21) The system shall accept a payment consisting of multiple remittances, such as 
two checks and a money order. 

1.4-8 (FR22) The system shall record a sequence number on the database along with the 
payment lD to allow for a single payment with multiple remittances. 

1.4-9 (FR23) The system shall print the payment lD and sequence number on the check to 
identify to the system if it is returned from the bank. 

1.4-10 (FR24) The system shall use the payment lD and sequence number on the check to 
identify the check to the system if it is returned from the bank. 

1.4-11 (FR25} The system shall display the payment and the cumulative amount paid as 
remittances are entered and added to the payment. 

1.4-12 (FR26) The system shall allow the user to indicate that a fee waiver has been requested 
by the applicant. 

1.4-13 (FR27) The system shall route the application to a supervisor when a fee waiver has 
been requested. 

1.4-14 (FR28) The system shall insert a blank entry into the remittance table to indicate a 
missing remittance, where fewer remittances were entered than those accepted in the mailroom 
(indicating a possible error in mailroom keying.) 

2.2.1.4.4 APPLICATION DATA ENTRY PROCESSING 

1.5.0-1 (FR30) The system shall allow N-400 data to be entered. 

1.5.0-2 (FR1554) The system shall allow users to enter and/or update only one N-400 
application at a time. 

1.5.0-3 (FR1555) The system shall allow users to view and edit an N-400 application only 
using it~ version-specific display conventions and validation rules. 

1.5.0-4 (FR31) The system shall allow data entry to begin after entering an application ID, if 
the initial data entry has not occurred. 

1.5.0-5 (FR32) The system shall display the form with any data already entered after entry of 
an application ID, if the data entry has occurred. 

1.5.0-6 (FR33) The system shall prevent the user from entering a new form or from updating a 
previously entered form if the application or case is not considered available for data entry. 

1.5.0-7 (FR34) The system shall issue a warning and prevent updates to the data if the case 
has already been sent to the DO for adjudication. 
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1.5.0-8 (FR35) The system shall capture data from fotms as entered by data entry personneL 

1.5.0-9 (FR36) The system shall check validity and referential integrity, as appropriate, for 
data entered on an application. 

1.5.0-10 (FR37) The system shall require the applicant name and a mailing address before the 
N-400 application can be accepted. 

1.5.0-11 (FR1538) The system shall allow the entry of the following data for address 
information: 

I. Daytime Phone Number 
2. Evening Phone Number 
3. E-mail Address? Yes or No 
4. E-mail Address (text entry if#3 is checked 'Yes') 
5. "Care of' field 

1.5.0-12 (FR38) The system shall require alien number (A-Number), date of birth (DOB), and 
Country of Birth (COB) information before the N-400 application can be fully processed. 

1.5.0-13 (FR1514) The system shall require alien number (A-Number), Family Name (Last 
Name), Date of Birth, Country of Birth, Home Address and Mailing Address information before 
the 2001 version of the N-400 application can be fully processed. 

1.5.0-14 (FR1356) The system shall allow data entry of applicant representative information. 

1.5.0-15 (FR1539) The system shall require the user to indicate whether the applicant wants a 
legal name change when data entering the 2001 version of the N-400. 

1.5.0-16 (FR1560) The system shall allow the user to enter the following fields after indicating 
that the applicant wants a legal name change when data entering the 2001 version of the N-400: 

I. Family Name (Last Name) 
2. Given Name (First Name) 
3. Full Middle Name 

1.5.0-17 (FR39) The system shall retrieve attorney data automatically from the Computer· 
Linked Application Information Management System (CLAIMS) 4 attorney tables after the 
attorney ID is entered and G-28 form is attached. 

1.5.0-18 (FR1357) The system shall allow data entry ofCBO information. 

1.5.0-19 (FR1559) The system shall allow the user to retrieve the CBO information using the 
CBO Code and the CBO Location Code. 
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15.0-20 (FR40) The system shall accept or suspend an application depending upon the 
business rules applied during data entry. 

1.5.0-21 (FR41) The system shall require entry or selection of a valid form type for processing 
a new application. 

1.5.0-22 (FR42) The system shall require entry or selection of a valid form type and date of 
revision for processing a new application. 

1.5.0-23 (FR43) The system shall display data entry fields in the sequence as listed on the 
application, depending upon the form type. 

I .5.0-24 (FR44) The system shall provide the capability to capture the basis under which an 
applicant is applying for citizenship {N-400). 

1.5.0-25 (FR45) The system shall provide the following basis of eligibility options for theN-
400: 

a. I have been a permanent resident for at least 5 years; 
b. I have been a permanent resident for at least 3 years, during which I was married to a 
U.S. citizen; 
c. I am applying on the basis of qualifying military service; 
d. I am a permanent resident child ofU. S. citizen parents; 
e. Other. 

1.5.0-26 (FR46) The system shall display a longer list of reasons from which the user may 
select a basis for filing, if Other is selected. 

Section 316 (B), INA Absence Due to Employment Abroad; 
Section 317, INA Temporary Absence Due to Religious Duties; 
Section 319 (B), INA Absence Due to Spouse's Employment Abroad; 
Section 319 (D), INA Surviving Spouse of Service-Employed Citizen; 
Section 324, INA Lost Citizenship Through Marriage to an Alien; 
Section 325, INA Owes Permanent Allegiance to the United States; 
Section 326, INA Citizen of Philippines; 
Section 327, INA Lost Citizenship Through Foreign Military Duty; 
Section 330, INA Service on a U.S. Vessel. 

1.5.0-27 (FR1561) The system shall provide the following basis of eligibility options for the 
200 I version of the N-400: 

A. I have been a Lawful Permanent Resident for at least 5 years; 
B. I have been a Lawful Permanent Resident for at least 3 years, and I have been married 
to and living with the same US citizen for the last 3 years and my spouse has been a US 
citizen for the last 3 years 
C. I am applying on the basis of qualifying military service; 
D. Other. 
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1.5.0-28 (FR1562) The system shall display a longer list of reasons from which the user data 
entering a 2001 version of the N-400 may select, in the event that eligibility option D. ('Other') is 
selected. 

Section 3!6 (B), INA Absence Due to Employment Abroad; 
Section 317, INA Temporary Absence Due to Religious Duties; 
Section 319 (B), INA Absence Due to Spouse's Employment Abroad; 
Section 319 (D), INA Surviving Spouse of Service-Employed Citizen; 
Section 324, INA Lost Citizenship Through Marriage to an Alien; 
Section 325, INA Owes Permanent Allegiance to the United States; 
Section 326, INA Citizen of Philippines; 
Section 327, INA Lost Citizenship Through Foreign Military Duty; 
Section 330, INA Service on a U.S. Vessel. 

1.5.0-29 (FR1551) The system shall warn the user data entering a 2001 version of the N-400 in 
which the user has filed on the basis of eligibility A) ('!have been a Lawful Permanent Resident 
for at least 5 years'), in the event that the period of residency is less than 4 years and 9 months. 

1.5.0-30 (FR1552) The system shall warn the user data entering a 2001 version of the N-400 in 
which the user has filed on the basis of eligibility B) ('!have been a Lawful Permanent Resident 
for at least 3 years and have been married to and living with the same US citizen for the last 3 
years .. .'), in the event that the period of residency is less than 2 years and 9 months 

1.5.0·31 (FR1563) The system shall allow the user data entering a 1999 or earlier version of 
the N-400 to record the following information used in the criminal records seareh: 

A. Gender 
B. Height (feet) and Height (inches) 

1.5.0-32 (FR!541) The system shall allow the user data entering a 2001 version of the N-400 
record the following information used in the criminal records search: 

A. Gender 
B. Height (feet) and Height (inches) 
C. Weight (in pounds) 
D. Race (choice of5) 
E. Hair color (choice of 8) 
F. Eye color (choice of9) 

1.5.0-33 (FR1542) The system shall allow the user data entering a 2001 version of the N-400 
to record the following information about time spent outside of the United States: 

I. Total days outside U.S. during last 5 years 

1.5.0-34 (FR1543) The system shall allow the user data entering a 2001 version of the N-400 
to record the following information about marital history: 

A. How many times married? 
B. Information on current spouse 

1. Spouse's Family Name/Given Name/Middle Name 
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2. Date of birth 
3. Date of Marriage 
4. Spouse's Social Security Number 
5. Spouse's home address (Street number and name, Apt. number, City, State, Zip 

code) 
C. Is your spouse a U.S. citizen? Yes or No 
D. Information about citizen spouse 

I. Did spouse become U.S. citizen "At Birth" or "Other"? (2 choices) 
2. Date spouse became a citizen (if"other") 
3. Place spouse became a citizen ('if"other") 

E. Information about non-citizen spouse 
I. Countiy of citizenship 
2. Spouse's A-number 
3. Spouse's Immigration status (LPR or "Other") 

Other 
F. Information about prior spouse 

I. Prior spouse's Family Name/Given Name/Middle Name 
2. Prior Spouse's Immigration Status (USC/LPR/ Other) 

Other 
3 . Date of Marriage 
4. Date Marriage Ended 
5. How Marriage Ended (Divorce/Death/Other) 

G. How many times current spouse has been married 
I. Family Name/Given Name/Full Middle Name of spouse's prior spouse 
2. Immigration Status of Spouse's Prior Spouse 
3. Date of Marriage (to prior spouse) 
4. Date Marriage Ended (to prior spouse) 
5. How Marriage Ended (to prior spouse) Divorce/Death/Other 

Other 

1.5.0-35 (FR1544) The system shall allow the user data entering a 2001 version of the N-400 
form to record the following additional information: 
General 

I. Ever claimed to be a US citizen? 
2. Ever registered to vote in an election in the U.S.? 
3 .. Ever voted in an election in the U.S.? 
4. Ever failed to file a tax return since becoming an LPR? 
5. Owe taxes that are overdue? 
6. Have any foreign title of nobility? 
7. Been declared legally incompetent or confined to a mental institution? 
Affiliations 
8. Ever been a member of or associated with any organization? 
9. Ever been a member of or associated with 

a. The Communist Party? 
b. Any other totalitarian party? 
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c. A terrorist organization? 
6. Ever advocated overthrow of any government by force of violence? 
7. Ever persecuted any person because of race, religion, national origin, group? 
8. Between March 1933 and May 1945, did you work for or associate with: 

a. The Nazi government of Germany? 
b. Any government (I) occupied by, (2) allied with, or (3) established with help of 

Nazi government of Germany? 
c. Any German, Nazi or S.S. military unit, etc., camp? 

9. Have you ever called yourself a 'non-resident on a ... tax return? 
I 0. Ever failed to file a tax return because you considered yourself a "nonresident"? 
II. Committed a crime or offense for which you were NOT arrested? 
12. Been arrested, cited or detained etc.? 
13. Been charged with committing any crime of offense? 
14. Been convicted of a crime or offense? 
15. Been placed in alternative sentencing or rehabilitative program? 
16. Received a suspended sentence, probation or parole? 
17. Been in jail or prison? 
18. Have you ever: 

a. Been a habitual drunkard? 
b. Been a prostitute, or pro-cured .. .for prostitution? 
c. sold/smuggled controlled substances, illegal drugs or narcotics? 
d. Been married to more than one person at same time? 
e. Helped anyone enter or try to enter the U.S. illegally? 
f. Gambled illegally or received income from illegal gambling? 
g. Failed to support your dependents or pay alimony? 

19. Have you ever given false or misleading information while applying for immigration 
benefit/to prevent removal? 
20. Ever lied to a U.S. official to gain entry into the U.S.? 
21. Are removal, exclusion, rescission or deportation proceedings pending against you? 
22. Have you ever been removed, excluded or deported? 
23. Ever been ordered removed, excluded or deported? 
24. Ever apply for relief from removal, exclusion, deportation? 

1.5.0-36 (FR1545) The system shall allow entry of the following data for military service 
information: 

I. Have your ever served in the U.S. Armed Forces? 
2. Left U.S. to avoid being dmfted? 
3. Applied for exemption from service in U.S. Armed Forces? 
4. Deserted from U.S. Armed Forces? 

1.5.0-37 (FR1546) The system shall allow entry of the following data for selective service 
registration information: 

1. Are you a male who lived in U.S. between your 18th and 26th birthday? 
2. Date registered with Selective Service System 
3. Selective Service Number 
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1.5.0-38 (FR1558) The system shall default to NO for all sections of the N-400 fonn except 
Oath requirements (Part 10, Section H). 

1.5.0-39 (FR47) The system shall genemte an evidence check-off screen, depending on the 
fonn type and basis of eligibility. 

1.5.0-40 (FR48) The system shall provide an Other button, that when checked, produces a text 
box in which the user may describe any additional evidence that was supplied. 

1.5.0-41 (FR49) The system shall detennine if the minimum evidence required has been 
supplied and warns the user that Workflow will suspend the application if it is missing. 

1.5.0-42 (FR50) The system shall allow the user to mark evidence as received or deselect 
evidence by marking each item or all items on the Jist. 

1.5.0-43 (FR1574) The system shall allow the user to select an option "Mark all evidence as 
being received" when all items of minimum evidence required have been received. 

1.5.0-44 (FR1575) The system shall allow the user to select an option "Mark all evidence as 
Not being received" when none of the items of minimum evidence required have been received. 

1.5.0-45 (FR51) The system shall warn the user if the application has not been marked as 
signed by the applicant 

1.5.0-46 (FR52) The system shall warn the user that the application will be suspended when 
required data are missing from an application. 

1.5.0-47 (FR53) The system shall allow a user to update applicant infonnation prior to fee 
reconciliation. 

1.5.0-48 (FR54) The system shall calculate fees as the fonns are entered using a fee table (that 
uses the fonn type as the basis for calculating the fee). 

1.5.0-49 (FR55) The system shall prompt the user to select fees receipted elsewhere, fee 
waiver requested, or payment missed, if the total remittances recorded in the mailroom was zero. 

1.5.0-50 (FR56) The system shall capture data from each form once the data are validated. 

1.5.0-51 (FR57) The system shall extmct data from each fonn for upload into the 
Reengineered Naturalization Automated Casework System (RNACS) mainframe system, 

1.5.0-52 (FR58) The system shall initiate, through the use ofWorkflow, a Central Index 
System (CIS) interface to validate data between the CIS mainframe system and the application. 
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1.5.0-53 (FR59) The system shall process returns from CIS validation and refer mismatches to 
Workflow for further resolution. 

1.5.0-54 (FR60) The system shall initiate, through the use of Workflow, an RNACS interface 
to update the RNACS mainframe system with data on N-400 filings. 

1.5.0-55 (FR61) The system shall accept the application ID as wanded in or entered from the 
bar code on the application jacket. 

1.5.0-56 (FR62) The system shall allow the user to search for an application when the 
application ID is not known. 

1.5.0-57 (FR63) The system shall trigger the appropriate notices after data entry: Receipt, 
Receipt with Suspense, or Receipt with Exception. 

1.5.0-58 (FR64) The system shall trigger the batch production of receipt notices for accepted 
applications. 

1.5.0-59 (FR65) The system shall trigger the batch production of suspend notices when the 
evidence is deficient. 

1.5.0-60 (FR1547) The system shall ask the user if they would like to waive 
English/Government requirements by attaching a N-648. 

1.5.0-61 (FR!518) The system shall produce the following list of disability accommodations: 
1. Deaf/hearing impaired and need interpreter 
2. Use the following language 
3. Use wheelchair 
4. Blind/sight impaired 
5. Another accommodation 
6. Please explain 

1.5.0-62 (FR1564) The system shall allow the user data entering a 2001 version of the N-400 
to record the following information about oath requirements: 

!. Do you understand the full Oath of Allegiance? 
2. Do you support the Constitution and form of government of the United States? 
3. Are you willing to take the full Oath of Allegiance? 
4. If the law requires it, are you willing to bear anns on behalf of the United States? 
5. If law requires i4 are you willing to perform noncombatant service? 
6. If law requires it, are you willing to perform work under civilian direction? 

1.5.0-63 (FR1548) The system shall allow the user to mark "yes" or "no" that the applicant has 
understood the full Oath of Allegiance. 
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1.5.0-64 (FR1565) The system shall allow the user data entering a 2001 version of the N-400 
to record the following information about the signature: 

I. Your signature 
2.~ondv])ay!Year 

2.2.1.4.5 GROUP MANIPULATION PROCESSING 

1.6.0-1 (FR76) The system shall allow applications to be entered as belonging to groups (such 
as a family or community-based organization [CBO]). 

1.6.0·2 (FR77) The system shall provide a table ofCBO information to avoid re-keying the 
details each time a given CBO is encountered. 

I .6.0-3 (FR78) The system shall assign a unique group ID to applicant groups. 

1.6.0-4 (FR79) The system shall provide the capability to add applicant groups from the 
system at any time during the data entry process. 

1.6.0-5 (FR80) The system shall provide the capability to change applicant groups from the 
system at any time during the data entry process. 

1.6.0·6 (FRS!) The system shall provide the capability to dissolve applicant groups from the 
system at any time during the data entry process. 

1.6.0-7 (FR82) The system shall provide the capability to make groups active or inactive at any 
time during the data entry process. 

1.6.0-8 (FR83) The system shall mark subsequent applications as belonging or not belonging 
to the current group. 

1.6.0-9 (FR84) The system shall link all the current group IDs with the corresponding 
application records. 

1.6.0-10 (FR85) The system shall provide the capability to display members of groups. 

1.6.0-11 (FR86) The system shall provide the capability to add to or delete from groups 
interactively. 

1.6.0-12 (FR87) The system shall provide the ability for the user to identify a group primary 
person for receipt notification in the case of one payment representing more than one applicant. 

1.6.0-13 (FR88) The system shall determine the primary person by age, using the DOB 
indicated on the application, in the event the user does not identify a group primary person for 
multi-application payments. 
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2.2.1.4.6 BOUNCED CHECK RECORDING PROCESSING 

1.7.0-1 (FR90) The system shall provide the mechanism for recording a bounced check when 
notification is received from the bank. 

1.7.0-2 (FR9!) The system shall accept electronic transmission from banks of bounced check 
data. 

1.7.0-3 (FR92) The system shall mark the application(s) associated with the affected payment 
ID, and put them in Suspend state, when a bounced check is recorded. 

1.7.0-4 (FR93) The system shall trigger a notice to the applicants about the bounced check 
through the Notices sub-system when an application is suspended because of a bounced check. 

2.2.1.4.7 BOUNCED CHECK CORRECTION PROCESSING 

1.8.0-1 (FR95) The system shall provide a mechanism for recording a corrective payment for a 
bounced check. 

1.8.0-2 (FR96) The system shall accept corrective payment for a bounced check only by 
money order. 

1.8.0-3 (FR97) The system shall update the appropriate application with the payment 
correction information and remove the Suspend status from the application. 

2.2.1.4.8 INTERFACE PROCESSING 

1.9.0-1 (FR99) The system shall initiate external background checks and update the Workflow 
software and CLAIMS 4 status accordingly. 

1.9.0-2 (FR!OO) The system shall allow unlimited days for Federal Bureau of Investigation 
(FBI) background checks. 

1.9.0-3 (FRIO!) The system shall record the FD-258 FBI card data as processed in support of 
the transmittal process to the FBI and update the Workflow software. 

1.9.0-4 (FRI02) The system shall provide the capability to record the FD-258 FBI responses as 
received and update the Workflow and CLAIMS 4 status. 

1.9.0-5 (FRJ03) The system shall update the CLAIMS 4 database with the correct codes to 
indicate that the fingerprints were processed. 

1.9.0-6 (FR!04) The system shall not allow a case to be scheduled until a response has been 
received from the FBI for the FD-258 fingerprint check. 

1.9.0-7 (FRIOS) The system shall automatically request rescheduling of fingerprint processing 
the first time an unclassifiable response is received. 
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1.9.0-8 (FR!06) The system shall allow cases that have returned two consecutive 
unclassifiable FD-258 responses to proceed to interview. 

1.9.0-9 (FR107) The system shall hold cases that have yielded an "immediate reject" response 
from the FD-258 check for further investigation. 

1.9.0-10 (FRI08) The system shall extract data required by the FBI for the G-325A name/DOB 
check and update the CLAIMS 4 database to indicate that this process has completed. 

1.9.0-11 (FR109) The system shall provide the capability to record the G-325A name/DOB 
check responses as received and update the Workflow software. 

1.9.0-12 (FRliO) The system shall provide for updating the CLAIMS 4 database with the 
correct codes to indicate that the G-325A was processed. 

1.9.0-13 (FRill) The system shall automatically upload data for the posting of newly entered 
N-400 forms to RNACS. 

1.9.0-14 (FR112) The system shall include a flag in the data uploaded to the RNACS 
mainframe system to prevent further processing by that system. 

1.9.0-15 (FR113) The system shall provide for a batch update to the attorney information table 
in Private Attorney Maintenance System (P AMS). 

1.9.0-16 (FR114) The system shall provide a table of attorney information to avoid re-keying 
the attorney address each time a given attorney is encountered. 

1.9.0-17 (FRIIS) The system shall update CLAIMS 4 attorney tables with attorney IDs and 
other attorney data as reflected in other systems on a periodic basis. 

1.9.0-18 (FR116) The system shall provide the capability to record military forms as provided 
and update the Workflow software. 

1.9.0-19 (FR117) The system shall create a request for the alien file (A-File) using the 
RAF ACS and CIS interfaces, when the A-File is not located at the receipting service center (SC). 

1.9.0-20 (FR118) The system shall update automatically when the A-File has been received 
into the local Receipt and Alien-File Accountability and Control System (RAF ACS). RAF ACS 
will handle requests to retrieve archived A-Files from the Federal Records Center, if this should 
be necessary. 

1.9.0-21 (FR119) The system shall accept standard formatted records from external systems 
for scheduling. 

1.9.0-22 (FR120) The system shall notifY the originating system of case acceptance. 
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1.9.0-23 (FR121) The system shall notifY the originating system of case scheduling. 

1.9.0-24 (FR122) The system shall notifY the Scheduler lnfonnation Database (SID) 
mainframe system of case acceptaoce. 

1.9.0-25 (FR123) The system shall notifY the SID mainframe system of case scheduling. 

2.2.1.4.9 ZIP CODE MAPPING PROCESSING 
1.10.0-1 (FR125) The system shall incorporate the proper ZIP code, city, and state 
infonnation. 

1.10.0-2 (FR126) The system shall populate the City and State fields when the user enters the 
five-digit or full nine-digit ZIP code from the application. 

1.10.0-3 (FR127) The system shall provide a batch cycle to add the plus 4 to the ZIP code 
when the five-digit ZIP code is entered. 

1.10.0-4 (FR128) The system shall provide a batch cycle if no ZIP code is provided and 
attempt to add all nine digits to the record. 

1.10.0-5 (FR129) The system shall generate an error report for those records that could not be 
successfully converted to ZIP-plus 4 fonnat. 

1.10.0-6 (FR130) The system shall set Workflow to return the application to data entry for re
keying where the ZIP code or Case Control Office (CCO) cannot be detennined without the ZIP 
code (five or nine digits). 

1.10.0-7 (FR131) The system shall detennine the nine-digit extended ZIP code automatically 
in all cases. 

1.10.0-8 (FR132) The system shall detennine which counties are required to detennine court 
jurisdictions and whose boundaries often do not correspond exactly to five-digit ZIP codes from 
the ZIP-plus 4 fields. 

2.2.1.4.1 0 DATA ENTRY ExiT FUNCTIONS 
1.11.0-1 (FR134) The system shall detennine the adjudication location once the initial data 
entry is completed for N-400 applications. 

1.11.0-2 (FR135) The system shall detennine the adjudication location for suspended N-400 
applications more than 87 days old. 

1.11.0-3 (FR136) The system shall print a new bar-code label indicating previous and new 
adjudication locations when applicable. 
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1.11.0-4 (FR137) The system shall determine the adjudication location based on the 
applicant's residential address. 

1.11.0-5 (FR138) The system shall use the existing CCO table on the RNACS mainframe 
production system as the basis to determine the office where the application is adjudicated. 

1.11.0-6 (FR139) The system shall forward all completed N-400s and suspended N-400s older 
than 87 days to the scheduler once the A-File is received in RAF ACS and the background checks 
are returned or the period for due diligence has elapsed for uncompleted events. 

2.2.1 ,4.11 DATA ENTRY TRACKING AND REPORTING fUNCTION 

1.12.0-1 (FR141) The system shall allow data to be entered as they are provided by applicants. 

1.12.0-2 (FR142) The system shall update application status automatically, where applicable, 
when additional evidence or data are provided. 

1.12.0-3 (FR143) The system shall trigger Workflow, where applicable, to take a case out of 
suspense when the data and evidence requirements are met. 

1.12.0-4 (FR144) The system shall provide an audit trail of all changes made to data. 

1.12.0-5 (FR145) The system shall provide a batch status update to indicate completion of 
steps to Workflow, CLAIMS 4 Oracle database, and other systems as required. 

2.2.1.4.12 RECEIPTING AND DATA ENTRY OUTPUTS 

Because of processing the items identified in Section 2.1.1.3, Receipting and Data Entry Inputs, 
the system shall provide the following outputs to the next step in the process: 

• The system shall determine the adjudication location once the initial data entry is 
completed for N-400 applications. 

• The system shall use the existing CCO table on the RNACS mainframe production 
system as the basis to determine the office where the application is adjudicated. 

• The system shall forward all completed N-400 applications and suspended N-400 
applications older than 87 days to the automated scheduler once the A-File is received in 
RAF ACS, FBI and other background checks are returned, or the period for due diligence 
has elapsed for all uncompleted events. 

• The system shall determine the adjudication location for suspended N-400 applications 
that are more than 87 days old. 

• The system shall print a new bar-code label indicating previous and new adjudication 
locations when applicable. 
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2.2.2 Finance Process Description 
Financial processing provides the capability to control the handling of remittances and payments. 
It provides the capability to audit the receipts of the individual cash boxes associated with the 
keying stations for payment data entry, and generates the manifests that accompany bank 
deposits. Paymerge processing matches the payments from successfully audited cash boxes with 
the applications to which they apply. Additionally, paymerge determines whether proper 
payment has been received. Applications received with an undetpayment, or no payment, remain 
in a state of suspense until fee requirements are satisfied, while those received with at least the 
correct fee amount are released for subsequent CLAIMS processing. 

2.2.3 Cash Box Process Description 
Cash box processing requires authorized SC staff to audit the payment transactions entered by the 
financial clerks and reconcile the actual contents of the cash box with the electronic record. 
Should any discrepancy be found, the financial clerk, or a designated surrogate, must make 
appropriate corrections to bring about successful reconciliation. Receipts of the cash boxes that 
have passed the audit can be included in bank deposit manifests. 

2.2.4 Paymerge Process Description 
After application and payment data entries have been completed, the system must determine 
whether the remittance sent with the application is correct. Paymerge matches applications with 
their associated payment information, and calculates whether there was an ovetpayment or 
underpayment, or whether the correct fee was sent. The case can be allowed to proceed only if 
the applicant has satisfied the fee requirements. Applications sent with underpayments, or no 
payment, must be suspended, and the applicants are notified of the deficiency. Applications with 
overpayments are allowed to proceed, and the applicants are notified of the ovetpayment. 

2.2.5 Finance Processing 
2.1.0-1 (FR!48) The system shall provide a GUI for reconciling and auditing financial 
receipts. 

2.1.0·2 (FR!49) The system shall provide a user interface for Paymerge processing to 
determine whether proper fees have been paid for each application. 

2.2.6 Cash Box Processing 
2.2.0·1 (FR!Sl) The system shall provide for the data entry of the bank deposit records. 

2.2.0-2 (FR152) The system shall create a cash box, cash box ID, and a link to the user !D. 

2.2.0-3 (FR153) The system shall allow the user to "close" a cash box, calculating the total 
number of remittances in the cash box, and the total dollar amount of these remittances. 

2.2.0-4 (FR154) The system shall allow the same user to reconcile a cash box. 
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2.2.0-5 (FRISS) The system shall display the user's cash box infonnation online, for a given 
date or by status (Closed or Rejected). 

2.2.0-6 (FR156) The system shall allow a qualified user to audit cash boxes that are ready for 
auditing (for example, cash boxes in Reconcile status). 

2.2.0-7 (FRI57) The system shall allow an authorized user the option of either accepting or 
rejecting a cash box during cash box audit. 

2.2.0-8 (FR158) The system shall allow the user to update any remittances when the cash box 
associated with them has not been audited successfully. 

2.2.0-9 (FR159) The system shall allow the user to add remittances to a payment prior to 
auditing a cash box. 

2.2.0-10 (FR160) The system shall allow an authorized user to assume accountability for a 
cash box from a financial clerk who is currently unavailable and to return the cash box to an 
authorized user for auditing. 

2.2. 7 Paymerge Processing 
2.3-1 (FR162) The system shall suspend cases following data entry until the required fee has 
been received. 

2.3-2 (FRI63) The system shall check applications that have completed data entry against 
payments that have passed an audit (whether with single or multiple remittances) to detennine if 
minimum fee requirements have been met. 

2.3-3 (FR164) The system shall remove the suspense state from a case when fee requirements 
have been met (including overpayments). 

2.3-4 (FR!65) The system shall queue a case for refund processing when an overpayment has 
been received. 

2.3-5 (FRI66) The system shall retain a case in suspense ifPaymerge detennines that the fee 
requirements have not been met. 

2.3-6 (FR!67) The system shall provide the ability to allow a grace period when fees are 
changed, during which either old or new fee rates will be honored. 

2.3-7 (FR168) The system shall provide the capability for an authorized user to override N-400 
case suspensions for failure to remit fmgerprint fees when research has indicated that the fee was 
legitimately "receipted elsewhere." 

2.3-8 (FR1610) The system shall not later any basis for calculating the Fingerprint Fee when 
receipting the ASC Fingerprint Waiver. 
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2.2.8 Pay Group Processing 
2.4-1 (FR174) The system shall detennine a "lead applicant" when processing groups of 
applications covered by a single payment, for refund, and underpayment processing. 

2.2.9 Adjudication Process Description 
In the task of verifYing the identity of applicants for INS benefits and deciding whether they are 
eligible to receive them, District Adjudication Officers (DAOs) bring together information from 
a number of sources. In the case ofN-400 applications, these include the infonnation entered on 
the N-400 application, results of background checks, other evidence that may be requested from 
the applicant, results of tests in English and civics/history, and infonnation gathered in an 
interview with the applicant. The system must provide the ability to access and update this 
infonnation, and record DAO decisions. Adjudication activities are usually perfonned at INS 
DOs, but they may also be conducted at remote locations without connectivity to an INS facility. 
The system must support adjudication in either environment. In the latter case, provision must be 
made for the accurate update of the CLAIMS 4 central repository with case infonnation collected 
remotely. 

During interviews with N-400 applicants, DAOs verify the infonnation keyed at data entry, 
correcting and amplifYing it where necessary. They must be able to review and update case data, 
including personal infonnation and filing basis as entered on the application fonn, and attorney 
and/or CBO information, if applicable. They must also be able to view and update other 
infonnation such as: names used by the applicant; relatives; marriages; employment; and 
organizational memberships. In addition, they must be able to review residential history and 
enter changes of address or other corrections, if required. Answers to eligibility questions 
provided on the fonn must also be available for review and update during the course of the 
interview. 

The system must allow Adjudicators to detennine what background checks and evidence have 
been received, requested or waived, to assist them in detennining whether there are deficiencies. 
For FBI fingerprint checks and G325 FBI name checks in patticular, the system must provide 
detail on the nature of the results and the date received, so that the DAO can detennine if further 
investigation is necessary and, in the case of fingerprint results, if the results are still valid. 

The system must also provide assistance in the administration of tests of English language 
proficiency and of US civics and history. Test questions are randomly selected from an approved 
standard set, and results are automatically calculated after the applicant responses are keyed into 
the system. 

The DAO may decide to Approve, Continue, Continue With Intent to Deny, or Deny an 
application. DAOs must also be able to perfonn a Withdrawal (when requested by the applicant) 
or an Administrative Close (for no-shows.) Assistance for adjudicator decisions must be 
provided through warnings that alert the user to discrepancies or inconsistencies in applicant 
infonnation that may make the applicant ineligible for the requested benefit. While DAOs must 
be allowed discretion in many of these situations, in unambiguous cases (such as an N-400 filing 
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by an individual under 18 years old,) the DAO is to be prevented from approving the application 
altogether. Many decisions are referred to a supervisor for review; such decisions may be 
confirmed, reversed, or remanded to the original DAO. All decisions to grant naturalization are 
subject to re-verification. Applicants can be denied by the SC without an interview only in cases 
of 'abandonment', in which the applicant has failed to satisfy the requirement for fingerprint 
processing. Denials often result in applicant requests for a second hearing. Adjudicators must be 
able to record decisions that are made in response to such requests. 

The INS is required to notify the applicant whenever a decision is made to Continue, Continue 
With Intent to Deny, or Deny a case. For continuances, an N-14 notice listing missing evidence 
is also sent. The adjudicator may also need to produce any of a number of forms in the course of 
adjudicating a case: Attorney Waiver; Certificate Preparation and Oath Declaration; Name 
Change Petition; Record of Withdrawal; Record of Administrative Close; Record of Sworn 
Statement (regarding fmgerprints, ARC card, or T-ftle.) 

Once a decision has been made to grant an application for naturalization, the applicant is 
scheduled for an oath ceremony. When the applicant has reached the threshold for no-show or 
cancellation of a scheduled oath ceremony appointment, the DAO has the option of rescheduling 
the applicant, rather than executing an Administrative Close. 

2.2.10 ASC Fingerprint Waiver 
According to INS Policy Memorandmn #80 (which supersedes Memo #60), the fingerprint 
requirement may be waived for certain applicants who are unable to provide prints. The INS' 
Fingerprint Waiver Standard Operating Procedures specify the exact steps an INS official must 
take to correctly process that waiver. Below is high-level description of how that process will 
flow in conjunction with CLAIMS 4. 

2.2.10.1 Application Support Center 
All applicants must be scheduled through CLAIMS 4 and appear for a fmgerprint appointment at 
a local Application Support Center (ASC) to obtain an Fingerprint (FP) Waiver. During the 
fingerprint session, an INS Officer (as defined in Policy Memo #80 and FP Waiver SOP) will 
determine if an applicant cannot provide any fmgerprints due to a disability, birth defect, etc. 
For all eligible applicants, the officer will annotate the applicant's Fingerprint Appointment 
Notice and complete the Fingerprint Waiver Notice and the N-400 Applicant Police Clearance 
Notice. A copy of the FP Waiver Notice and the original Police Clearance Notice is provided to 
the applicant. The original FP Waiver Notice, the annotated Fingerprint Appointment Notice 
and a copy of the Police Clearance Notice are sent to the SC . 

2.3 Service Center 
At the SC, the original FP Waiver Notice, the annotated Fingerprint Appointment Notice, and a 
copy of the Police Clearance Notice are received. The SC clerk will record in CLAIMS 4 that a 
FP Waiver for a particular applicant has been received. The clerk will then ftle both notices in 
the appropriate applicant A-file. 
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2.4 District Office 
During an interview, an INS officer will review the applicant's file containing the FP Waiver 
Notice, the annotated Fingerprint Appointment Notice, and the Police Clearance Notice. The 
officer will enter the date and the ASC location where waiver was granted into CLAIMS 4. The 
officer will acknowledge in the system that he/she has physically seen the waiver docwnentation 
in the applicant's file. At this time, the officer will also record the receipt of the Police 
Clearance Records required from the applicant. CLAIMS 4 will not allow the case to be granted 
until the waiver date, ASC location and acknowledgment of the Police Clearance Records and 
the waiver documentation are captured. The officer has the option to use any of the court 
disposition records already in the CLAIMS 4 evidence list, if so needed, to record receipt of this 
evidence. The officer will then execute the sworn statement, either manually or within CLAIMS 
4. 

If the officer realizes that a waiver has been erroneously granted to an applicant due to data entry 
error, he or she will have the option to rescind that waiver designation in CLAIMS 4. The officer 
may then schedule the applicant for a fingerprint appointment. The case will continue the N-400 
process with no further special handling. 

2.4.1 Adjudication Processing 
3.1.0-1 (FRI81) The system shall allow only qualified users identified by the permissions table 
to execute functions of the CLAIMS 4 Adjudication sub-system. 

3.1.0-2 (FR182) The system shall display a table-driven list of Adjudication activities as 
defined in Workflow for which the user has permission. 

3.1.0-3 (FR183) For non-ad hoc Adjudication activities, the system shall allow the user to 
view the applications in the Workflow queue awaiting the selected activity, displaying 
application identifier, expected start date, status, and assigned user identifier. 

3.1.0-4 (FR184) For Decision and Supervisory Review activities, the system shall allow the 
user to view the Workflow queue by Office or by assigned adjudicator. 

3.1.0-5 (FR185) The system shall allow the user to select an application activity from the 
queue as displayed for a given Decision or Supervisory Review activity. 

3.1.0-6 (FR186) The system shall allow the user to enter an application identifier without pre
selecting the activity on which to work. 

3.1.0-7 (FRI87) If no activity is pre-selected, the system shall display the activity for which 
the application is waiting and the choice of activities for which the application can be opened. 

3.1.0-8 (FRI88) If the application is being processed by another user (as determined by 
Workflow), the system shall allow the user only to open the application in read-only mode. 
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3.1.0-9 (FR189) The system shall allow the user to open the application for one activity or 
work on another while the application continues without retrieving the application data again. 

3.1.0-10 (FR190) The system shall allow the user to move from one adjudication activity to 
the next as established in the Workflow process informing Workflow of the progress. 

3.1.0-11 (FR191) If the activity has been assigned to a particular adjudicator, the system shall 
warn the user that the case has been assigned to that adjudicator. 

3.1.0-12 (FR1597) The system shall allow authorized users to override the FBI fingerprint 
response. 

3.1.0-13 (FR1598) The system shall require users performing FBI fingerprint response 
overrides to indicate the CIDN and the FBI Control Number of the FBI response that is being 
overridden. 

3.1.0-14 (FR194) The system shall require that a valid reason be entered each time the FBI 
(FD-258) response is overridden. 

3.1.0-15 (FR192) The system shall provide an indication when an FBI (FD-258) response 
override has occurred. 

3.1.0-16 (FR193) The system shall allow authorized personnel to add an FBI (FD-258) 
response. 

3.1.0-17 (FR195) The system shall prompt the authorized user each time a FBI FD258 
response is added, to enter the CIDN, the I 0-chamcter FBI control number, the FBI result, and 
the date of the response. 

3.1.0-18 (FR1611) The system shall record the receipt of the ASC Fingerprint Waiver for a 
specific case. 

3.1.0-19 (FR1612) The system shall capture the User ID of the user recording the receipt of the 
Waiver. 

3.1.0-20 (FR 1613) The system shall capture the User ID of the user recording the date and ASC 
office of the Waiver. 

3.1.0-21 (FR16!4) The system shall allow the user the ability to rescind a Waiver. 

2.4.2 Remote Adjudication Processing 
3.1.1.0-1 (FR\362) The system shall require authorized user confirmation to export case data 
to remote workstations. 
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3.1.1.0-2 (FR1363) The system shall prevent cases exported for adjudication processing at an 
interview location to be updated on-line. 

3.1.1.0-3 (FR1364) The system shall allow an authorized user to repeat an export of case data 
to remote workstations for the same schedule. 

3. I. 1.0-4 (FR1365) The system shall prevent an authorized user to repeat an export to remote 
workstations after import from remote workstations is initiated for the same case data export. 

3.1.1.0-5 (FR1366) The system shall provide confirmation for case information imported from 
a remote workstation to the database after adjudication processing. 

3.1.1.0-6 · (FR1367) The system shall provide a summary report for each case set imported 
from remote workstations to the database displaying total number of records submitted for 
import, total number of records successfully imported, and total number of records failed import. 

3.1.1.0-7 (FR1368) The system shall provide a detail report for each case set imported from 
remote workstations to the database displaying each record that erred during import. 

3.1.1.0-8 (FR1369) The system shall update each database record once on import from remote 
workstations. 

3.1.1.0-9 (FRI370) The system shall list additional updates far the same case within an import 
set as an error in the detail report. 

3. 1.1.0-10 (FRI371) The system shall require authorized user confirmation of additional 
updates for each record. 

3.1.1.0-11 (FR1372) The system shall provide an authorized user override capability to release 
cases exported to remote workstations that were not processed. 

2.4.3 Case Review Function 
3.2.0-1 (FR197) The system shall provide a GUI for the Case Review function 

3.2.0·2 (FR198) The system shall allow the adjudicator to view all application data included 
on the submitted form as data entered at the SC: 

1. A-number 
2. Mailroom received date 
3. Name (Last, First, Middle, Suffix) 
4. Date of Birth 
5. Country of Birth 
6. Phone 
7. Date of Entry 
8. Country of Citizenship 
9.SSN 
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10. Date ofPennanent Residency 
11. Marital Status 
12. Sex 
13. Occupation 
14. Height (Feet, Inches) 
15. Basis for Eligibility 
16. Indicator that applicant can read, speak and write English 
17. Indicator that application is signed 

3.2.0-3 (FR1580) The system shall allow the adjudicator to view and update data concerning 
applicant absences from the United States, including: 

I. Date on which travel started 
2. Date on which travel ended 
3. Destination Country 
4. Details 
5. Reason for trip 
6. Indicator that a trip was longer than six months 
7. Indicator that a trip occurred since applicant became pennanent resident 
8. Total number of days absent from the US 

3.2.0-4 (FR199) The system shall allow the adjudicator to update any application data included 
on the submitted fonn, subject to validation rules as established by the INS. 

3.2.0-5 (FR201) The system shall provide the capability to display background check status as 
appropriate to the specific type of background check. 

3.2.0-6 (FR202) The system shall provide the capability to display and indicate status of 
evidence as Not Received, Received, Waived, or Requested. 

3.2.0-7 (FR1588) The system shall display a list of all evidence and background checks that 
are required or have been requested for the adjudication of an N-400 application, including: 

1. Photographs 
2. 1551 Alien Registration Card 
3. Fingerprint response 
4. FD258 fingerprint card (if required) 
5. Any other required items, as detennined by case specifics 
6. Any items specifically requested by the adjudicator 

3.2.0-8 (FR203) The system shall provide the capability to display the status of background 
checks as Not Received, Received, Waived, or Requested, and, with the exception of fingerprint 
results, to modify the status of background checks as Not Received, Received, Waived or 
Requested. 

3.2.0-9 (FR204) The system shall highlight the missing data required for certificate 
production. 
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3.2.0-10 (FR205) The system shall indicate "suspicious" data when eligibility questions and 
answers are displayed, by showing expected answers per submitted data along with applicant 
answers. 

3.2.0-11 (FR206) The system shall provide the capability to view all submitted applications 
associated with a specific applicant. 

3.2.0-11.0-1 (FR207) The system shall provide the capability to view all submitted 
applications that have last and first names similar to the specific applicant. 

3.2.0-11.0-2 (FR208) The system shall provide the capability to work on more than one 
application at a time. 

3.2.0-11.0-3 (FR209) The system shall provide the capability to indicate suspicious 
applications when all applications associated with the applicant are displayed. 

3.2.0-11.0-4 (FR210) The system shall provide the means to conduct a post-adjudication case 
review after the A-File is received. 

3.2.0-11.0-5 (FR211) The system shall provide the capability for the adjudicator to invoke the 
Scheduler sub-system to schedule a question and answer (Q&A) session. 

3.2.0-11.0-6 (FR212) The system shall update CIS when the adjudicator modifies data by 
invoking the Interfaces component 

3.2.0-11.0-7 (FR213) The system shall provide the adjudicator with the capability to request a 
new certificate by invoking the Certificate Genemtion sub-system when a name or A-Number is 
changed after a naturalization certificate has been printed. 

3.2.0-11.0-8 (FR214) The system shall inform Workflow of any data change activity within 
the Adjudication Case Review function. 

3.2.0-11.0-9 (FR215) The Workflow sub-system shall record data change activities within the 
Adjudication Case Review function as "history." 

3.2.0-11.0-10 (FR216) The system shall reflect changes in the current residential address on 
both the Address tab and the Residential tab regardless of where the change was entered. 

3.2.0-11.0-11 (FR2!7) The system shall update tbe list of evidence as data changes are made. 

3.2.0-11.0-12 (FR218) The system shall display required evidence by form type and evidence. 

3.2.0-11.0-13 (FR219) The system shall allow the adjudicator to request evidence for a person 
otber than the applicant. 
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3.2.0-11.0-14 (FR220) The system shall assume that the individual for whom evidence is 
being requested is the last person specified. 

3.2.0-11.0-15 (FR221) The system shall alert the adjudicator when he or she requests the same 
type of evidence twice for the same person. 

3.2.0-11.0-16 (FR222) The system shall allow the adjudicator to refresh the evidence list after 
updates so that the display order is maintained. 

3.2.0-11.0-17 (FR223) The system shall allow the adjudicator to view either only those 
evidences for which there is status or all types of evidences. 

3.2.0-11.0-18 (FR224) The system shall allow the adjudicator to update the status of the A-File 
by checking RAF ACS online through the Interfaces sub-system. 

3.2.0-11.0-19 (FR225) The system shall allow the adjudicator to indicate his or her preference 
to have the RAF ACS check of the A-File done automatically or upon request. 

3.2.0-11.0-20 (FR226) The system shall allow the adjudicator to display the application history 
and current Workflow activities. 

3.2.0-11.0-21 (FR227) The system shall allow the adjudicator to display local RAF ACS A-File 
location. 

3.2.0-11.0-22 (FR228) The system shall allow the adjudicator to display the national RAF ACS 
A-File location. 

3.2.0-11.0-23 (FR229) The system shall allow the adjudicator to indicate preference to have 
the RAFACS A-File location be included in the history display. 

2.4.4 Examination Function 
3.3-1 (FR231) The system shall provide a Gill for the Examinations process. 

3.3-2 (FR232) The system shall provide the capability to display and update examination 
results. 

3.3-3 (FR233) The system shall provide the capability for the adjudicator to enter information 
on examinations results conducted by certified testing organizations. 

3.3-4 (FR234) The system shall provide the capability for the adjudicator to identifY the 
authorized tester and to indicate the adjudicator's evaluation of the accuracy of the tester's rating 
of the applicant's proficiency. 

3.3-5 (FR235) The system shall provide the capability to generate a random N-400 exam from 
the INS master list for use by the examiner. 
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3.3-6 (FR236) The system shall allow the adjudicator to regenerate an entire N-400 exam, but 
not to delete any particular examination question. 

3.3-7 (FR237) The system shall display correct answers for those questions that have well
known answers and do not rely on the location where the applicant resides or where the 
examination is given. 

3.3-8 (FR238) The system shall highlight in red the eligibility questions that did not match the 
expected answer. 

3.3-9 (FR239) The system shall allow the adjudicator to resolve discrepancies in the system's 
answer evaluation, if necessary. 

3.3-10 (FR240) The system shall calculate and display N-400 civics/history examination 
scores based on the answers entered by the adjudicator and on his or her resolution of any 
discrepancies. 

3.3-11 (FR241) The system shall provide the ability for the adjudicator to save the 
examination given to each N-400 applicant, including the questions asked and the answers given. 

3.3-12 (FR242) The system shall provide the capability to enter the civics/history exam 
requirements as "waived" on the evidence list, warning the adjudicator if the N-648 evidence is 
not indicated as received. 

3.3-13 (FR243) The system shall provide the capability for the adjudicator to invoke the 
Scheduler sub-system to schedule a reexamination during the interview process. 

3.3-14 (FR244) The system shall infollll Workflow of any data change activity within the 
Adjudication Examination function. 

3.3-15 (FR245) The Workflow sub-system shall record data change activities within the 
Adjudication Examination function as "history." 

3.3-16 (FR246) The system shall allow the adjudicator to view a list of all prior examinations 
with their associated results for the specific application. 

3.3-17 (FR247) The system shall allow the adjudicator to select from the list of prior 
examinations and view the specific details of the exam. 

2.4.5 Supervisory Review Adjudication Function 
3.4-1 (FR249) The system shall provide the capability to hold a Secondary Adjudication for 
applications for which a Supervisory Review was requested. 

3.4-2 (FR250) The system shall allow the supervisor to confinn the decision to deny or remand 
this decision. 
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3.4-3 (FR251) When confirming, the system shall allow the supervisor to send the decision 
back to the original adjudicator, send to another reviewer, place the decision on hold for later 
processing, or make the decision finaL 

3.4-4 (FR252) When remanding, the system shall allow the supervisor to send the decision 
back to the original adjudicator, send to another reviewer, or make a new decision. 

3.4-5 (FR253) The system shall allow the supervisor to update any application data included 
on the submitted form, subject to validation rules as established by the INS. 

3.4-6 (FR254) The system shall allow the supervisor to view a list of all prior decisions with 
their associated results for the specific application. 

3.4-7 (FR255) The system shall allow the supervisor to select from the list of prior decisions 
and view specific details of the decision. 

3.4-8 (FR256) The system shall allow the supervisor to wand in batches of application 
decisions after review and after re-verification. 

2.4.6 Decision Process Function 
3.5.0-1 (FR258) The system shall provide a Gill interface for the Decision process. 

3.5.0-2 (FR259) The system shall provide the capability to approve, continue with intent to 
deny, deny/terminate, or continue the application. 

3.5.0-3 (FR260) The system shall inform Workflow of the results of the Decision process. 

3.5.0-4 (FR261) The system shall allow the adjudicator to place the decision on hold for later 
processing, to send for supervisory review, or to make the decision final. 

3.5.0-5 (FR262) If the adjudicator does not make a decision, the system shall only allow the 
"Data Change" save option, in which case the decision activity is canceled and a Case Review 
activity is inserted as complete with data changes. 

3.5.0-6 (FR263) The system shall allow an adjudication clerk to enter the decision data post
decision for an adjudicator. 

3.5.0-7 (FR264) The system shall allow the adjudicator to indicate the complexity of the 
application. 

3.5.0-8 (FR265) The system shall provide the capability for the adjudicator to add, review, and 
update comments about the decision. 

3.5.0-9 (FR266) The system shall display data that are considered to be "required." 
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3.5.0-10 (FR1615) The system shall, upon completion of receipting the ASC Fingerprint Waiver, 
automatically indicate that police clearance records are required evidentiary items, which must be 
receipted before the case may be granted. 

3.5.0-11 (FR267) The system shall display the "Review Cycle" history of the decision. 

3.5.0-12 (FR1308) The system shall allow the adjudicator to update any application data 
included on the submitted form, subject to validation rules as established by the INS. 

3.5.0-13 (FR268) The system shall allow the adjudicator to view a list of all prior decisions 
with their associated results for the specific application. 

3.5.0-13-1 (FR269) The system shall allow the adjudicator to select from the list of prior 
decisions and view the specific details of the decision. 

3.5.0-13-2 (FR270) If an attorney is associated with the application, the system shall require 
the adjudicator to indicate or waive his or her presence at the interview. 

3.5.0-13-3 (FR271) If the attorney's presence at the interview is waived, the system shall print 
a hard copy of the waiver for the applicant to sign. 

3.5.0-13-4 (FR272) The system shall provide a menu option to print an attorney waiver after 
the interview. 

2.4.7 Approval 
3.6.0-1 (FR274) The system shall prevent the adjudicator from approving an application when 
any required data are missing or when there are discrepancies considered to be critical that need 
to be resolved (as specified by INS furm type.) 

3.6.0-2 (FR275) In the event that the A-File has not been received and no supervisory review 
has been done on the application, the system shall not allow the Adjudication Complete save 
option. 

3.6.0-3 (FR276) The system shall prevent the adjudicator from granting naturalization when an 
N-400 applicant's G-325A name search has returned an "indices popular" response (a "hit"), so 
that he or she must check the A-File for the proper disposition of the candidate rap sheet(s). 

3.6.0-4 (FR277) The system shall provide the capability for the adjudicator to release a block 
on granting of naturalization that is due to a hit on the G-325A FBI name check, when he or she 
has determined that this does not constitute grounds for denial. 

3.6.0-5 (FR278) The system shall require the adjudicator, when releasing a block on 
naturalization due to G-325A FBI name check results, to indicate the reason for the override as 
one of the following: A-"Results not related to applicant"; 13--"Results reviewed no 
derogatory evidence determined"; C-"Other," with a text box for entering specific details. 
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3.6.0-6 (FR279) The system shall prevent the adjudicator from granting naturalization when 
the G325A FBI name check has been requested and no response has been received from the FBI, 
unless 60 full days have elapsed since the date the request was sent. 

3.6.0-7 (FR1616) The system shall require the user to enter the date of the Waiver priorto 
allowing a case to be granted. 

3.6. 0-8 (FR 1617) The system shall require the user to enter the ASC office granting the Waiver 
prior to allowing a case to be granted. The system shall provide the user the ability to view a list 
of ASC offices. 

3.6.0-9 (FR1618) Tbe system shall require that the adjudicating officer record that he/she has 
seen the waiver documentation in order for the case to be granted. 

3.6.0-10 (FR1584) The system shall prevent the adjudicator attempting to grant a case in the 
event that he/she is asking for additional evidence. 

3.6.0-11 (FR280) The system shall update the application as approved and inform Workflow 
of the result when the adjudicator successfully approves the application. 

3.6.0-12 (FR281) The system shall provide the capability for the applicant to request a judicial 
or administrative oath ceremony (list only). 

3.6.0-13 (FR282) The system shall display information indicating if a judicial or 
administrative oath ceremony is possible based on the Office Profile. 

3.6.0-14 (FR284) In the event that there is an N648 attached and no supervisory review has 
been done on the application, the system shall not allow the Adjudication Complete save option. 

3.6.0-15 (FR285) The system shall alert the adjudicator when there are discrepancies that are 
considered important, but not critical (as specified by INS per form type) when the approval 
function is chosen. 

3.6.0-16 (FR1581) The system shall warn an adjudicator electing to grant an application for 
naturalization when the applicant has not been residing in the same district office jurisdiction for 
at least ninety days prior to the time of filing. 

3.6.0-17 (FR1585) The system shall alert the adjudicator during decision or review of anN-
400 applicant filing under marriage provisions of section 319a or 319b of the INA who is not 
currently married to a US citizen. 

3.6.0-18 (FR1586) The system shall alert the adjudicator during decision or review of anN-
400 applicant filing under marriage provisions of section 319a of the INA who has not been 
married to a US citizen for at least three years. 
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3.6.0-19 (FR1582) The system shall alert the adjudicator when an N-400 applicant has failed 
to meet the requirement that he/she be at least 18 years old as of the date of filing. 

3.6.0-20 (FR1583) The system shall prevent the adjudicator from granting naturalization when 
an N-400 applicant has failed to meet the requirement that he/she be at least 18 years old as of 
the date of filing. 

3.6.0-21 (FR286) Based on form type and approval choice selected, the system shall display a 
list of notice paragraphs from which the adjudicator may choose. (No approval paragraphs are 
necessary for N-400 forms.) 

3.6.0-22 (FR287) The system shall display a list of approval choices as specified by the INS. 

3.6.0-23 (FR288) The system shall display the approval choice list in a prioritized fashion 
based on form type. 

3.6.0-24 (FR289) The system shall ensure that every decision to grant naturalization to anN-
400 applicant is subject to a Grant Verification procedure before the applicant is scheduled for an 
oath ceremony. 

3.6.0-25 (FR290) The system shall prevent interactive reverification (through the Adjudication 
sub-system) of a decision to approve an N-400 application by the same user who issued the 
approval. 

3.6.0-26 (FR1579) The system shall prevent supervisory review of a decision regarding anN-
400 application by the same user who made this decision. 

2.4.8 Continuance With Intent to Deny 
3.7.0-1 (FR292) The system shall display a list of valid reasons for continuing with the intent 
to deny, which can be adjusted in response to changes in applicable laws and regulations. 

3.7.0-2 (FR293) The system shall provide capability to select multiple reasons for continuance 
with intent to deny. 

3. 7.0-3 (FR294) The system shall alert the adjudicator if a reason is chosen that does not 
match the current application data or status. 

3.7.0-4 (FR295) The system shall allow the adjudicator to enter the specific other reason, if 
Other (specify) is chosen, in the Notes area. 

3.7.0-5 (FR296) The system shall provide the capability for the adjudicator to review and 
confirm the reasons chosen. 
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3.7.0-6 (FR297) The system shall update the application as "continued with intent to deny" 
and infonn Workflow, when the adjudicator successfully selects the Continue With Intent to 
Deny function. 

3.7.0-7 (FR298) The system shall display a list of Continue With Intent to Deny notice 
paragraphs, based on fonn type, from which the adjudicator may choose. 

3.7.0-8 (FR299) The system shall provide the capability to preview the paragraph template 
before final selection during the notice selection process. 

3.7.0-9 (FR300) The system shall provide the capability to customize Continue With Intent to 
Deny notices. 

3.7.0-10 (FR301) The system shall provide the capability to print a Continue With Intent to 
Deny notice immediately. 

3.7.0-11 (FR302) The system shall print two copies of the fmal Continue With Intent to Deny 
notice in final fonnat upon saving, when the Adjudication Complete option is chosen. 

3.7.0-12 (FR303) If an attorney is attached, the system shall generate one copy of the final 
Continue With Intent to Deny notice for the attorney with a cc to the applicant, and one for the 
applicant with a cc to the attorney. 

2.4.9 DenialfTermination 
3.8.0-1 (FR305) The system shall display a prioritized list of denialltennination choices, based 
on fonn type. 

3.8.0-2 (FR306) The system shall display a list of valid reasons for denialltennination that can 
be adjusted in response to changes in applicable laws and regulations. 

3.8.0-3 (FR307) The system shall provide the capability to select multiple denial reasons. 

3.8.0-4 (FR308) The system shall alert the adjudicator when the reason chosen does not match 
the current application data or status. 

3.8.0-5 (FR1378) The system shall allow the adjudicator to enter the specific other reason, if 
Other {specify) is chosen, in the Notes area. 

3.8.0-6 (FR1379) The system shall provide the capability for the adjudicator to review and 
confinn the reasons chosen. 

3.8.0-7 (FR309) The system shall update the application as deniedltenninated when the 
adjudicator selects the Denial!Tennination function, and shall infonn Workflow, which inserts an 
appropriate Workflow history record. 
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3.8.0-8 (FR310) The system shall display a list of Denial/Termination notice paragraphs from 
which the adjudicator may choose, based on form type. 

3.8.0-9 (FR31 I) The system shall provide the capability to preview the denial/terminate 
paragraph template before final selection during the notice selection process. 

3.8.0-10 (FR312) The system shall provide the capability to customize Denial/Termination 
notices. 

3.8.0-11 (FR313) The system shall provide capability to print a Denial notice immediately. 

3.8.0-12 (FR1576) The system shall produce the N-336 Request for Hearing, with instructions, 
with the Denial Notice. 

3.8.0-13 (FR314) The system shall not allow the Adjudication Complete save option when the 
Denial/Terminate function is selected, in the event that the A-File has not been received and no 
supervisory review has been done on the application. 

3.8.0-14 (FR315) The system shall not allow the Adjudication Complete save option when the 
Denial/Terminate function is selected, in the event that there is an arrest record and no 
supervisory review has been done on the application. 

3.8.0-15 (FR316) The system shall not allow the Adjudication Complete save option when the 
Denial/Terminate function is selected, in the event that there is a N-648 attached and no 
supervisory review has been done on the application. 

3.8.0-16 (FR317) The system shall print two copies of the Final Denial notice in final format, 
when the Adjudication Complete option is chosen upon saving. 

3.8.0-17 (FR318) The system shall generate one copy of the Final Denial notice for the 
applicant with a copy to the applicant's file, and one for the attorney if an attorney is attached to 
the case. 

3.8.0-18 (FR319) The system shall provide an option to print a record of withdrawal if the 
Withdrawal option is chosen. 

3.8.0-19 (FR320) The system shall provide an option to print a Record ofTermination 
Because of Lack of Prosecution or Record of Termination Because of Missed Interview if the 
Terminate option is chosen. 

2.4.1 0 Continuance 
3.9.0-1 (FR322) The system shall display a list of continuance reasons arranged depending on 
the actions taken by the adjudicator and the status of the application. 
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3.9.0-2 (FR323) The system shall allow the adjudicator to select one or more of the following 
Currently Missing Evidence continuance reasons for an N-400, indicating to whom the evidence 
applies (for example, applicant or dependent): Photographs, FD-258 Fingerprint Card, 1-551 
Alien Registration Card (ARC) or Evidence of Exam Passed. 

3.9.0-3 (FR324) The system shall allow the adjudicator to select one or more of the following 
"Initial Processing Incomplete" continuance reasons for an N-400: 

!.Resolution of Another Application 
2.0utcome of Background Investigation 
3. N-648 Incomplete 
4. N-648 Second Request 
5. Other (Add notes) 

3.9.0-4 (FR325) The system shall allow the adjudicator to select one or more of the following 
Other continuance reasons for an N-400: Interview Needed Due to Missed Interview (No Show), 
Need for Question and Answer Session, Need for an Interpreter, Unable to Speak, Read, Write 
English, Need for N-400 Civics/History Reexam or Lack of Knowledge. 

-3.9.0-5 (FR326) The system shall provide the capability to select multiple continuance 
reasons. 

3.9.0-6 (FR327) The system shall alert the adjudicator if the continuance reasons chosen by the 
adjudicator do not match the current application data or status. 

3.9.0-7 (FR1380) The system shall provide the capability for the adjudicator to review and 
confirm the reasons chosen. 

3.9.0-8 (FR328) The system shall update the application as continued when the adjudicator 
successfully selects the Continuance function, and shall inform Workflow, which inserts an 
appropriate Workflow history record. 

3.9.0-9 (FR329) The system shall compile a Continuance notice, based on the reasons chosen 
by the adjudicator. 

3.9.0-10 (FR330) The system shall allow the adjudicator to print an N-14 continuance notice 
when missing evidence is indicated, whether or not a reexam is required. 

3.9.0-11 (FR331) The system shall provide the capability to preview Continuance notices. 

3.9.0-12 (FR332) The system shall provide the capability to customize Continuance notices. 

3.9.0-13 (FR333) The system shall provide capability to print Continuance notices 
immediately. 
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3.9.0-14 (FR334) The system shall print two copies of the Continuance notice in final fonnat, 
when the Adjudication Complete option is chosen upon saving. 

3.9.0-15 (FR335) The system shall generate one copy of the Continuance notice for the 
attorney with a copy to the applicant, and one for the applicant with a copy to the attorney, if an 
attorney is attached to the case. 

2.4.11 Service Center Denials and Motion to Reopen 
3.10.0-1 (FR337) The system shall provide a means for the SCs to deny a case on the basis of 
abandonment for one or more of the following reasons: Failure to appear for fingerprinting; 
Failure by an applicant residing abroad to submit fingerprints; Failure to submit the correct fee 
for fingerprinting; Nonpayment of the fee for fingerprinting; Undeliverable requests for 
appearance to be fingerprinted. 

3.10.0-2 (FR338) The system shall generate a notice advising the applicant that his or her case 
has been denied on the basis of abandonment for the following reasons: Failure to appear for 
fingerprinting; Failure by an applicant residing abroad to submit fingerprints; Failure to submit 
the correct fee for fingerprinting; Nonpayment of the fee for fingerprinting; Undeliverable 
requests for appearance to be fingerprinted. 

3.10.0-3 (FR339) The system shall generate a notice advising the applicant that the case has 
been reopened based on either of the following: Service's Motion to Reopen; Applicant's Motion 
to Reopen. 

3.10.0-4 (FR340) The system shall allow a case that has been denied on the basis of 
abandonment to be reopened with the Service's Motion to Reopen. 

3.10.0-5 (FR341) The system shall allow an application that has been denied on the basis of 
abandonment to be reopened with an applicant's written request for Motion to Reopen within 30 
days of the denial of the application. (The District or Service Director has the discretion to waive 
the 30-day rule for the Motion to Reopen.) 

3.10.0-6 (FR342) The system shall provide the capability to generate a report indicating which 
cases are eligible for SC Denial on the basis of abandonment. 

3.10.0-7 (FR343) The system shall provide for future levying of a filing fee for a motion to 
reopen. 

2.4.12 Second Hearing Decision Function 
3.11.0-1 (FR345) The system shall provide a GUI interface for the Second Hearing Decision 
function. 

3.11.0-2 (FR346) The system shall display a list of second hearing decision choices from 
which the adjudicator may choose. 
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3.11.0-3 (FR347) The system shall display an Second Hearing Decision Choice list in a 
prioritized fashion based on fonn type. 

3.11.0-4 (FR348) The system shall update the application status appropriately when the 
adjudicator completes the Second Hearing Decision function, and shall insert an appropriate 
appeal decision history record. 

3.11.0-5 (FR349) The system shall infonn Workflow of the results of the Second Hearing 
Decision function. 

2.4.13 Reconciliation Function 
3.12.0-1 (FR351) The system shall provide a GUI interface for the Reconciliation function. 

3.12.0-2 (FR352) The system shall provide the capability to reconcile the current application 
to a person already defined in the Oracle datahase. 

3.12.0-3 (FR353) The system shall provide the capability to create a new person in the Oracle 
database. 

3.12.0-4 (FR354) The system shall provide the adjudicator with the capability to reconcile any 
detachments when changing an A-Number. 

3.12.0-5 (FR355) The system shall update CIS with A-Number changes by invoking the 
Interfaces component. 

2.4.14 Interview Decision 
3.13-1 (FR357) The system shall provide a GUI for the Interview Decision function. 

3.13-2 (FR358) The system shaiJ provide the capability to request a new interview for those 
applications awaiting Interview Decision. 

3.13-3 (FR359) The system shaiJ display a list of Interview sites from which to choose if an 
adjudicator requests that a new interview be scheduled. 

3.13-4 (FR360) The system shall provide the capability to enter infonnation on specifically 
requested interview sites within the Interview decision activity. 

3.13-5 (FR361) The system shall provide the capability to make a decision by invoking the 
Decision Process function for those applications awaiting Interview Decision. 

3.13-6 (FR362) The system shall infonn Workflow when an interview has been requested or a 
decision has been made. 
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2.4.15 Oath Ceremony Decision 
3.14-1 (FR364) The system shall provide a GUI interface for the Oath Ceremony Decision 
function. 

3.14-2 (FR365) The system shall provide the capability to request a new oath ceremony for 
those applications awaiting Oath Ceremony Decision. 

3.14-3 (FR366) The system shali display a list of potential oath ceremony sites, based on 
applicant residential address, from which to choose if the adjudicator requests a new oath 
ceremony. 

3.14-4 (FR367) The ;ystem shall provide the capability to enter information on specifically 
requested oath ceremony sites within the Oath Ceremony Decision activity. 

3.14-5 (FR368) The system shall provide the capability to make a decision by invoking the 
Decision Process function for those applications awaiting Oath Ceremony Decision. 

3.14-6 (FR369) The system shali provide the capability to place the application in a Motion to 
Reopen and Reconsider status, as a result of the Decision Process function. 

3.14-7 (FR370) The system shall inform Workflow that an oath ceremony has been requested, 
or that the application has been placed in Motion to Reopen and Reconsider status, or that a 
decision has been made. 

2.4.16 Adjudications-Generating Notices and NQP Forms 
3.15.0-1 (FR372) The system shall provide the ability to view NQP form templates in 
conjunction with the interview during the Adjudication process, including tbe following: Record 
of Sworn Statement (Fingerprints); Record ofSwom Statement (Missing ARC); Record of 
Sworn Statement (temporary file [T-File]). 

3.15.0-2 (FR1577) The system shall produce the N-652 Notice of test results. 

3.15.0-3 (FR1530) The system shall provide the ability to produce the Certificate Preparation 
and Oath Declaration fonn. 

3.15.0-4 (FR1529) The system shall provide the ability to produce the Name Change Petition. 

3.15.0-5 (FR373) The system shall provide the ability to print any NQP form interactively 
without customizing. 

3.15.0 The system shall provide the ability to customize the following: Record of Sworn 
Statement (Fingerprints); Record of Sworn Statement (Missing ARC); Record ofSwom 
Statement (temporary file [T-File]). 
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3.15.0-7 (FR375) The system shall pre-populate the following data from N-400 application to 
the Certificate Preparation Sheet and Oath Declaration: A-Number; Name; DOB; Sex; Heigbt; 
Marital status; Country of fanner nationality. 

3.15.0-8 (FR1578) The system shall prompt the user on "Save and Close" to print out the 
Certificate Preparation and Oath Declaration Sheet when naturalization has been granted or 
continued. 

3.15.0-9 (FR376) The system shall pre-populate the following data from N-400 application to 
the Petition for Name Change; Name; Address; Country of nationality; DOB; ARC number. 

3.15.0-10 (FR377) The system shall pre-populate the NQP fonns with the current date. 

3.15.0-11 (FR378) The system shall provide the ability to enter data into fields to the fonn that 
are not pre-populated for the following: Record of Sworn Statement (Fingerprints); Record of 
Sworn Statement (Missing ARC); Record of Sworn Statement (T-File ). 

3.15.0-12 (FR379) The system shall provide the ability to edit pre-populated data not taken 
from the N-400 application for Record of Sworn Statement (Fingerprints), Record of Sworn 
Statement (Missing ARC), and record of Sworn Statement (T -File). 

3.15.0-13 (FR380) The system shall provide the ability to select an option to print the NQP 
fonns interactively. 

3.15.0-14 (FR!587) The system shall allow the user to print one or more copies of 
naturalization adjudication notices at his/her discretion, including the following fonn notices and 
customizable notices: 
Fonn Notices 

1. Attorney Waiver 
2. Certificate Preparation and Oath Declaration 
3. Name Change Petition 
4. Record of Withdrawal 
5. Record of Administrative Close 
6. Record of Sworn Statement (Fingerprints, ARC, T-File) 
7. Hard copy of Application Status 

Customizable Notices 
1. Denial Notices 
2. Continuance Notices 
3. Notices of Continuance with Intent to Deny 
4. N-14 Notices 

2.4.17 Case Status Interface 
3.16.0-1 (FR382) The system shall provide a GUI interface from Adjudications to the Case 
Status sub-system. 
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3.16.0-2 (FR383) The system shall provide the capability to search for applications using the 
Case Status sub-system from within Adjudications by specifying search criteria. 

3.16.0-3 (FR384) The system shall provide the capability to open selected applications on the 
list returned by the Case Status query. 

3.16.0-4 (FR385) The system shall provide the capability to display an application summary 
through the Case Status sub-system on an application selected from the Jist returned by the query. 

2.4.18 Administrative Close-Out 
3.17.0-1 (FR3 87) The system shall provide functionality for an authorized user in the district 
office to administratively close a case based on an applicant's failure to appear for an N-400 
interview. 

3.17.0-2 (FR388) The system shall provide the option to administratively close a case 30 days 
after the first date the applicant fails to appear for an N-400 interview. 

3.17.0-3 (FR389) The system shall provide the functionality to denote the applicant's failure to 
appear for an N-400 interview as the reason for administratively closing the case. 

3.17.0-4 (FR390) The system shall provide the functionality for cases to be administratively 
closed. 

3.17.0-5 (FR391) The system shall provide the functionality for cases to be administratively 
closed in Interactive mode. 

3.17.0-6 (FR392) The system shall generate a notice advising an N-400 applicant when his or 
her application has been administratively closed. 

3.17.0-7 (FR393) The system shall provide the functionality tor an N-400 case to be reopened 
with the same application ID number within I year of the administrative close date. 

3.17.0-8 (FR394) The system shall capture and store date and time stamp information 
regarding an applicant's written request to reopen an N-400 case. 

3.17.0-9 (FR395) The system shall generate a notice advising an N-400 applicant when his or 
her case has been reopened and indicating the next course of action for the applicant (that is, 
fingerprinting or interview.) 

3.17.0-10 (FR396) The system shall calculate new naturalization eligibility criteria for a 
reopened N-400 case, based on the date it is reopened, using the following: Date of physical 
presence; Dates of travel; Moral character; Validity of fingerprints. 

3.17.0-11 (FR397) The system shall provide the ability to apply standard jurisdiction 
processing rules to an N-400 case that has been administratively closed. 
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3.17.0-12 (FR398) The system shall provide the functionality for an N-400 case to be 
dismissed I year after the case has been administratively closed, provided the applicant has not 
submitted a writren request for the case to be reopened. 

3.17.0-13 (FR399) The sysrem shall provide an online indicator ofN-400 cases eligible to be 
administratively closed. 

3.17.0-14 (FR400) The system shall provide an online indicator ofN-400 cases eligible to be 
dismissed. 

2.4.19 Change of Address Data Entry 
3.18.0-1 (FR1318) The sysrem shall provide a GUT for the data entry of change of address 
requests. 

3.18.0-2 (FR1319) The sysrem shall, when a change of residential address is processed for an 
applicant, derermine if this results in a change of jurisdiction. 

3.18.0-3 (FR1320) The system shall warn INS staff entering change of address data when this 
results in jurisdiction changes, and shall give them the option of backing out the transaction. 

3.18.0-4 (FR405) The system shall automatically assign cases with foreign residential 
addresses to designated local offices (Chicago [CHI], Miami (MIA], New York City [NYC], or 
Los Angeles [LOS]), depending on the SC that is processing them. 

3.18.0-5 (FR406) The system shall reschedule an applicant for fingerprint processing at a 
different Application Support Center (ASC), when an applicant's change of address results in a 
change of ASC jurisdiction, and is processed before a fingerprint card has been received for that 
applicant. 

3.18.0-6 (FR1321) The system shall cancel a fingerprint rescheduling process when a 
fingerprint card is received at the SC, and the applicant is in the process of being rescheduled due 
to change of jurisdiction. 

3.18.0-7 (FR1322) The system shall reschedule a pending interview to a new INS location 
when an applicant's change of address is processed, only if the INS administrative office 
changes. 

3.18.(),.8 (FR1323) The system shall reschedule a pending oath ceremony at a new INS 
location when an applicant's change of address is processed, only if the INS administrative office 
or the court changes. 

3.18.0-9 (FR1324) Whenever a case is rescheduled for fingerprint processing, interview, or 
oath ceremony, due to change of jurisdiction, the system shall provide a means of canceling the 
previous appointment. 
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3.18.0-10 (FR1325) The system shall generate a Notice of Fingerprint Rescheduling to be sent 
to the applicant and, if applicable, his or her representative whenever a case is rescheduled for 
fingerprint processing, interview, or oath ceremony due to change of jurisdiction. 

3.18.0-11 (FR1326) The system shall indicate in the initial N-400 receipt notice for cases with 
foreign residential addresses that, unless the applicant requests otherwise, the interview and oath 
will be perfonned at the default location for that SC. 

3.18.0-12 (FR1327) The system shall provide authorized SC staff with the ability to reassign 
the jurisdiction ofN-400 applicants with foreign residential addresses, so that they may respond 
to applicant requests for interviews at locations other than the default. 

3.18.0-13 (FR414) The system shall provide a means of notifYing file room staff to ship the 
applicant's A-File/T-File to the File Control Office (FCO) associated with the new jurisdiction 
whenever a case is rescheduled for interview or oath ceremony due to change of jurisdiction. 

2.5 Case Management Process Description 
CLAIMS Case Management comprises support for two major processing functions- problem 
resolution and batch update procedures required for several of the evidence tracking tasks 

2.5.1 CLAIMS Resolution Process Description 
An N-400 can be processed only if it is associated with a valid A-Number, all required data are 
provided, and a residential address is provided. If any of these conditions are not met, the 
application must be reviewed and the deficiency resolved by authorized SC staff. 

2.5.2 Batch Status Update Process Description 
Case Status updates occur at various points in the application processing cycle. When 
background checks are requested through manual processes (for example, military checks), a 
means of recording this is required. Similarly, when results of such checks are returned, they 
must be entered into the system along with results of oath ceremonies. For convenience, these 
are made available under a single GUI, with the essential function of allowing batch status 
updates. This GUI groups the various update options under four major functions. 

2.5.3 CLAIMS Resolution Processing 
4.1.0-1 (FR417) The system shall prevent scheduling ofN-400 interviews if the following data 
are not provided: Last name DOB;COB; Pennanent resident date; Street number; City; State; 
County; ZIP code. 

4. I .0·2 (FR153l) The system shall prevent the retrieval of the applicant A-File and subsequent 
processing, when no A-Number has been provided, until a valid A-Number is found or assigned. 
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4.1.0-3 (FR!532) The system shall prevent the retrieval of the applicant's A-File and 
subsequent processing, when the A-Number with the application has not been encountered in 
CIS, until a valid A-Number is found or assigned. 
4.1.0-4 (FR!533) The system shall prevent the retrieval of the application A-File and 
subsequent processing, when the A-Number supplied with the application has been found in CIS 
associated with other personal information (DOB). 

4.1.0-5 (FR!534) The system shall provide the capability for authorized staff to identify the 
cases for their location that are awaiting resolution of required data deficiencies and/or 
problematic A-Numbers. 

4.1.0-6 (FRI535) The system shall allow authorized staff to select individual cases awaiting 
resolution for further research. 

4.1.0-7 (FR1536) The system shall allow authorized staff to list the following fields in addition 
to the A-Number and Application ID: 

I. Last name 
2. First name 
3. Middle name 
4. Date of birth 
5. Country of birth 
6. Permanent resident date 
7. Street number 
8. Street name 
9. City 
10. State 
II. County 
12. ZIP code 

4.1.0-8 (FR418) The system shall allow authorized staff to list from the application and from 
CIS, for comparison, along with CIS query date the following: A-Number; Last name; First 
name; Middle name; DOB; Permanent resident date; Address fields. 

4.1.0-9 (FR419) The system shall allow authorized staff to correct data in the application when 
they are satisfied that they are in error. 

4.1.0-10 (FR420) The system shall allow authorized staff to indicate that data deficiencies or 
CIS discrepancies have been resolved. 

2.5.4 Batch Status Update Process Description 
Case status updates occur at various points in the application processing cycle. When 
background checks are requested through manual processes (for example, military checks), a 
means of recording this is required. Similarly, when results of such checks are returned, they 
must be entered into the system along with results of oath ceremonies. For convenience, these 
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are made available under a single GUI, with the essential function of allowing batch status 
updates. This GUI groups the various update options under four major functions. 

2.5.4.1 BATCH STATUS UPDATE PROCESSING 

4.2.0-1 (FR428) The system shall provide a GUI for the Batch Update sub-function under the 
Batch Status Update function. 

4.2.0-2 (FR429) The system shall provide a GUI for the Close Out Case sub-function under 
the Batch Status Update function. 

4.2.0-3 (FR430) The system shall provide a GUI for the No Show sub-function under the 
Batch Status Update function. 

4.2.0-4 (FR431) The system shall provide a GUI for the Certificate Withheld sub-function 
under the Batch Status Update function. 

2.5.4.2 CLOSE OUT CASE PROCESSING 

4.3-1 (FR433) The system shall provide the capability to perform an administrative close out 
as a sub-function under Close Out Case. 

4.3-2 (FR434) The system shall provide the capability to perform a judicial close out as a sub
function under Close Out Case. 

4.3-3 (FR435) The system shall provide the capability of selecting an oath ceremony for close 
out by specifying its date, location, room, and time. 

4.3-4 (FR436) The system shall update the appropriate statuses in the appropriate databases for 
a closed-out ceremony. 

4.3-5 (FR437) The system shall allow selection of cases for close out update by entering either 
the A-Number or the application ID. 

4.3-6 (FR438) The system shall maintain information on naturalization date to be used to 
update the CIS following Close Out Case for naturalized cases. 

2.5.4.3 NO $HOW PROCESSING 

4.4-1 (FR440) The system shall provide the capability to record oath ceremony no-shows 
under No-Show. 

4.4-2 (FR441 0) The system shall provide the capability to record interview no-shows under 
No-Show. 

4.4-3 (FR442) The system shall allow the user to enter cases to record no-show status by A
Number or by application ID. 
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4.4-4 (FR443) The system shall display the application ID, form number, last name, first 
name, and DOB of each individual to be marked as no-show. 

2.5.4.4 CERTIFICATE WITHHELD PROCESSING 

4.5.0-1 (FR445) The system shall provide the ability to enter a case status of Oath 
Administered-Certificate Withheld under the Certificate Withheld function. 

4.5.0-2 (FR446) The system shall provide the ability to enter a case status of Oath Not 
Administered-Certificate Withheld under the Certificate Withheld function. 

4.5.0-3 (FR447) The system shall allow the user to enter the A-Number, the certificate 
number, or the application ID to select cases to be updated with Certificate Withheld statuses. 

2.5.4.5 BATCH UPDATE PROCESSING 
The system shall provide the following major functions under Batch Update: Fingerprint/ Agency 
Checks Requested, Fingerprint/Agency Checks Received, Evidence Received, Case 
Management, and Information Received. 

2.5.4.6 BATCH UPDATE PROCESSING 

4.6.0-1 (FR449) The system shall provide the ability to perform a Fingerprint/ Agency Checks 
Requested function under Batch Update processing. 

4.6.0-2 (FR450) The system shall provide the ability to perform a Fingerprint/Agency Checks 
Received function under Batch Update processing. 

4.6.0-3 (FR451) The system shall provide the ability to perform an Evidence Received 
function under Batch Update processing. 

4.6.0-4 (FR452) The system shall provide the ability to perform a Case Management function 
under Batch Update processing. 

4.6.0-5 (FR453) The system shall provide the ability to perform an Information Received 
function under Batch Update processing. 

2.5.4. 7 fiNGERPRINT/AGENCY CHECKS REQUESTED FUNCTION 

4.8.0-1 (FR459) The system shall provide the capability to update case status as FBI 
Fingerprint Check Received. 

4.8.0-2 (FR460) The system shall provide the capability to update case status as Military 
Check Received. 

4.8.0-3 (FR461) The system shall provide the capability to update case status as G-325B 
Check Received. 
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4.8.0-4 (FR462) The system shall provide the capability to update case status as FBI G-325A 
Name Check Received. 

2.5.4.8 FINGERPRINT/AGENCY CHECKS RECEIVED FUNCTION 

4.8.0-1 (FR459) The system shall provide the capability to update case status as FBI 
Fingerprint Check Received. 

4.8.0·2 (FR460) The system shall provide the capability to update case status as Military 
Check Received. 

4.8.0-3 (FR461) The system shall provide the capability to update case status as G-325B 
Check Received. 

4.8.0-4 (FR462) The system shall provide the capability to update case status as FBI G-325A 
Name Check Received. 

2.5.4.9 EVIDENCE RECEIVED FUNCTION 

4.9.0-1 (FR464) The system shall allow the user to record that a form N-426 has been 
submitted by the applicant. 

4.9.0-1.0-1 (FR465) The system shall allow the user to record that an FD-258 fingerprint card 
has been received for the applicant. 

2.5.4.1 0 CASE MANAGEMENT FUNCTION 

4.10.0-1 (FR467) The system shall provide the capability to indicate that a rap sheet has been 
placed in the A-File. 

4.10.0-2 (FR468) The system shall provide the capability to indicate that information has been 
received from the applicant concerning a previous motion to reopen decision. 

4.10.0-3 (FR469) The system shall provide the capability to update case status in the Request 
to Reschedule Interview Received option under the Information Received function. 

4.10.0·4 (FR470) The >)'Stem shall provide the capability to update the case with Requested 
Interview No Show information. 

4.10.0-5 (FR471) The system shall provide the capability to indicate that a naturalization 
certificate has been issued. 

4.10.0-6 (FR472) The system shall provide the capability to indicate that a Re-verify Grant has 
taken place successfully. 

4.10.0-7 (FR473) The system shall require an override prior to re-verifying a decision to grant 
naturalization to an N-400 applicant (thus allowing oath ceremony scheduling) if an override has 
been required prior to interview. 
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4.10.0-8 (FR474) The system shall prevent re-verification through the Batch Status Update 
sub-system of a decision to approve an N-400 application by the same user who issued the 
approval. 

4. I 0.0-9 (FR475) The system shall allow the user to review fee waiver requests. 

4.10.0-10 (FR476) The system shall allow the user to record that a request to reopen the 
decision has been received. 

4.10.0-11 (FR477) The system shall provide the functionality for cases to be administratively 
closed in batch mode. 

2.5.4.11 INFORMATION RECEIVED fUNCTION 

4.11.0-1 (FR479) The system shall allow the user to record that a request for withdrawal of an 
application has been received. 

2.5.4.12 INTERFACE FUNCTIONS 

4.12.0-1 (FR481) The system shall record the FBI cards task as begun or completed in 
Workflow by invoking the Workflow component. 

4.12.0-2 (FR482) The system shall record the military forms task as begun or completed in 
Workflow by invoking the Workflow component. 

4.12.0-3 (FR483) The system shall record the FBI G-325A Narne Check ta~k as begun or 
completed in Workflow by invoking the Workflow component. 

4.12.0-4 (FR484) The system shall inform Workflow of the end condition of case close out. 

4.12.0-5 (FR485) The system shall provide a means of expediting and delaying (changing 
priority) an application in Workflow by invoking the Workflow component. 

2.5.4.13 CHANGE OF ADDRESS DATA ENTRY 

4.13·1 (FR402) The system shall provide a GUI for the data entry of change of address 
requests. 

4.13-2 (FR403) The system shall, when a change of residential address is processed for an 
applicant, determine if this results in a change of jurisdiction. 

4.13-2.0-1 (FR404) The system shall warn INS staff entering change of address data when this 
results in jurisdiction changes, and shall give them the option of backing out the transaction. 

4.13-2.0-2 (FR486) The system shall automatically assign cases with foreign residential 
addresses to designated local offices (CHI, MIA, NYC, or LOS), depending on the SC that is 
processing them. 
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4.13-2.0-3 (FR487) The system shall reschedule an applicant for fingerprint processing at a 
different ASC, when an applicant's change of address results in a change of ASC jurisdiction, 
and is processed before a fingerprint card has been received for that applicant. 

4.13-2.0-4 (FR407) The system shall cancel a fingerprint rescheduling process when a 
fingerprint card is received at the SC, and the applicant is in the process of being rescheduled due 
to change of jurisdiction. 

4.13-2.0-5 (FR408) The system shall reschedule a pending interview to a new INS location 
when an applicant's change of address is processed, only if the INS administrative office 
changes. 

4.13-2.0-6 (FR409) The system shall reschedule a pending oath ceremony at a new INS 
location when an applicant's change of address is processed, only if the INS administrative office 
or the court changes. 

4.13-2.0· 7 (FR41 0) Whenever a case is rescheduled for fingerprint processing, interview, or 
oath ceremony, due to change of jurisdiction, the system shall provide a means of canceling the 
previous appointment. 

4.13-2.0·8 (FR411) The system shall generate a Notice of Fingerprint Rescheduling to be sent 
to the applicant and, if applicable, his or her representative whenever a case is rescheduled for 
fingerprint processing, interview, or oath ceremony due to change of jurisdiction. 

4.13-2.0-9 (FR412) The system shall indicate in the initial N-400 receipt notice for cases with 
foreign residential addresses that; unless the applicant requests otherwise, the interview and oath 
will be performed at the default location for that SC. 

4.13-2.0-10 (FR413) The system shall provide authorized SC staff with the ability to reassign 
the jurisdiction ofN-400 applicants with foreign residential addresses, so that they may respond 
to applicant requests for interviews at locations other than the default. 

4.13-2.0-11 (FR488) The system shall provide a means of notifying file room staff to ship the 
applicant's A-File/T-File to the FCO associated with the new jurisdiction whenever a case is 
rescheduled for interview or oath ceremony due to change of jurisdiction. 

2.5.4.14 INITIAL ADDRESS EDIT 

4.14-1 (FR490) The system shall provide the ability to verify that residential and mailing 
addresses associated with N-400, 1-881, and other benefits application forms conform to U.S. 
Postal Service (USPS) guidelines, as specified in USPS Postal Addressing Standards, Publication 
28 (November 1997). 
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4.14-2 (FR491) The system shall provide the ability to verify that addresses of representatives 
of applicants for INS benefits conform to USPS guidelines, as specified in USPS Postal 
Addressing Standards, Publication 28 (November 1997). 
4.14-3 (FR492) The system shall provide the ability to verify that all domestic addresses, 
residential or mailing, for INS benefits applicants or their representatives are consistent in terms 
of city, state, county, and ZIP code. 

4.14-4 (FR493) The system shall provide the ability to verify that the residential ZIP code of 
each domestic N-400 applicant is associated with a fmgerprint scheduling location before the 
case is allowed to proceed. 

4.14-5 (FR494) The system shall provide the ability to verify that the residential ZIP code of 
each domestic N-400 applicant is associated with an examination scheduling location before the 
case is allowed to proceed. 

4.14-6 (FR495) The system shall provide the ability to verify that the residential ZIP code of 
each domestic N-400 applicant is associated with an oath ceremony scheduling location before 
the case is allowed to proceed. 

4.14-7 (FR496) The system shall apply the address verification rules immediately following 
data entry; that is, at time of CIS Matching/Data Verification step. 

4.14-8 (FR497) The system shall provide a GUI that displays problem cases and provides 
means by which address fields can be corrected. 

4.14-9 (FR498) The system shall display in the GUI, at a minimum, the following data 
elements: Name- Last- First- Middle- Suffix (not currently in the GUI; need to confirm) ;(If 
an applicant) A-Number; (If an applicant) application ID(s) ;(If an attorney or VOLAG) 
representative or VOLAG name; Address In care of- Firm name (if a representative address)
Building-room- Street number- Street name- City- State- ZIP code- County- Postal code (if 
applicable)- Country code;(If an applicant) representative name;(lf an applicant) representative 
ID. 

4.14-10 (FR499) The system shall allow the user to select cases for GUI display by application 
ID. 

2.6 Scheduler Process Description 
Scheduling is a central function of the benefits processing system. The scheduler will normally 
be invoked in N-400 processing to assign appointments at three points: during initial processing, 
when a fingerprint processing appointment must be made at an ASC; following completion of 
initial processing at the SC, when an interview must be scheduled at a local office; and following 
approval, when an oath ceremony must be scheduled. In addition, any case may require the 
capability to schedule re-interviews or Question and Answer (Q&A) sessions, to respond to 
applicant requests for cancellation, to deschedule if other circumstances demand it, to reschedule. 
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Users must be able to indicate when the scheduled events have been completed, or when no
shows occur, so that the case can proceed to subsequent Workflow steps. 

To automate the scheduling process, the user must be provided with a means of specij'ying local 
profile parameters that control the assigmnent of staff and locations for scheduled events. The 
scheduler, running in batch mode, can then refer to these in assigning appointments for the 
individual applicants. Interactive scheduling capabilities must also be provided so that 
Adjudicators can respond appropriately to the special needs of each case. Group management 
functions are required to accommodate groups of applicants that it would be beneficial to 
schedule in contiguous appointment slots, such as members of a single family. Once an event 
has been scheduled, the system must ensure that an appropriate notice is generated for mailing to 
the applicant. Operational and management reports are also required to assist Adjudicators and 
file room staff in completing the interviews and oath ceremonies, and in identifying cases that 
need special attention. 

2.6.1 Scheduler Processing 
5.1.0-1 (FR502) The system shall provide a GUl for the Scheduler function. 

5.1.0-2 (FR503) The system shall as a default display the scheduler data pertaining only to the 
sites under the contml of the user. 

5.1.0-3 (FR504) The system shall provide the capability to schedule cases for interviews. 

5.1.0-4 (FR505) The system shall provide the capability to schedule cases for oath ceremonies. 

5.1.0-5 (FR506) The system shall provide the capability to schedule cases for fingerprint 
processing. 

5.1.0-6 (FR1619) The system shall, upon completion of receipting the ASC Fingerprint Waiver, 
preclude scheduling an applicant for fingerprints in the future and the FP waiver will not expire. 

5.1.0-7 (FR507) The system shall require an adjudicator to use the cancel or deschedule 
function once an applicant is scheduled if the goal is to prevent the applicant from appearing for 
an interview. 

5.1.0-8 (FR508) The system shall, upon descheduling or canceling an appointment, make the 
slot that had been assigned to it available for use in scheduling subsequent appointments. 

5.1.0-9 (FR509) The system shall display a warning message to prevent an applicant from 
being scheduled who has exceeded a predetermined number of missed scheduled events. 

5.1.0-10 (FR510) The system shall prevent scheduling of an N-400 case for examination at the 
District Office unless fingerprint results have been received from the FBI. 
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5.1.0-11 (FR511) The system shall prevent interview scheduling and oath ceremony 
scheduling of naturalization cases with expired fingerprints. 

5.1.0·12 (FR5!2) The system shall prevent oath ceremony scheduling when the fmgerprint 
results will have expired by the oath ceremony date. 

5.1.0-13 (FR513) The system shall schedule fingerprint sessions based on a prioritization 
scheme. 

5.1.0-14 (FR514) The system shall provide the ability to distinguish rescheduled appointments 
for fingerprint processing, so that the originating system can track them. 

5.1.0-15 (FR515) The system shall reschedule applicants and petitioners for fingerprint 
processing at the ASC when the original appointment results in the applicant or petitioner 
fingerprint cards (form FD-258) being returned to the INS as unclassifiable. 

5.1.0-16 (FR516) The system shall allow an applicant to be scheduled for interview when the 
fingerprint card has been returned twice as unclassifiable. 

5.1.0-17 (FR517) The system shall reschedule an applicant for fingerprint processing when his 
or her change of address results in a jurisdiction change, if the fingerprint card for that applicant 
has not already been received. 

5.1.0-18 (FR518) The system shall cancel a fingerprint rescheduling process initiated due to 
change of jurisdiction if a fingerprint card for that applicant is received at the SC. 

5.1.0-19 (FR519) The system shall reschedule a pending interview when a change of address is 
received only if the INS administrative office changes. 
5.1.0-20 (FR520) The system shall reschedule a pending oath ceremony when a change of 
address is received only if the INS administrative office or the court changes. 

5.1.0-21 (FR521) The system shall provide a means of canceling previously scheduled 
appointments whenever a case is rescheduled for fingerprint processing, interview, or oath 
ceremony, due to change of jurisdiction. 

5.1.0-22 (FR522) The system shall provide the functionality for a reopened N-400 case to be 
interactively or batch scheduled for fingerprints in the event the applicant's fingerprints have 
expired. 

5.1.0-23 (FRI360) The system shall not provide case information to remote workstations for 
adjudication processing at an interview location until cases are scheduled. 

2.6.2 Scheduler Profile Setup Function 
5.2.0·1 (FR524) The system shall provide the capability to maintain Number of Officers per 
Section under the Interview Office profiles. 
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5.2.0-2 (FR525) The system shall provide the capability to maintain Scheduling Sites Under an 
Office under the Interview Office profiles. 

5.2.0-3 (FR526) The system shall provide the capability to maintain Interview Locations 
Under a Scheduling Site under the Interview Office profiles. 

5.2.0-4 (FR527) The system shall provide the capability to maintain rooms for an Interview 
location under the Interview Office profiles. 

5.2.0-5 (FR528) The system shall provide the capability to maintain Sections for a Room. 

5.2.0-6 (FR529) The system shall provide the capability to maintain Section Profile for a 
Room. 

5.2.0-7 (FR530) The system shall provide the capability to maintain Service Type Profile 
under the Scheduling Site profiles. 

5.2.0-8 (FR531) The system shall provide the capability to maintain Section Exception Profile. 

5.2.0-9 (FR532) The system shall provide the capability to maintain Oath Ceremony or 
Fingerprint Sites Under an Office profile associated with Oath Ceremonies or Fingerprinting. 

5.2.0-10 (FR533) The system shall provide the capability to maintain Facilities Under a Site 
profile associated with Oath Ceremonies. 

5.2.0-11 (FR534) The system shall provide the capability to maintain Rooms for a Facility 
profile associated with Oath Ceremonies. 

5.2.0-12 (FR535) The system shall provide the capability to maintain Facility--Room profiles. 

5.2.0-13 (FR536) The system shall provide the capability to maintain the Gate profiles under a 
room at the user's option. 

5.2.0-14 (FR537) The system shall provide the capability to maintain Exception profiles 
associated with Oath Ceremonies. 

5.2.0-15 (FR538) The system shall automatically schedule N-400 interviews at the following 
specified default locations when processing cases with foreign residential addresses: CHI for 
cases receipted at the Nebraska Service Center; MIA for cases receipted at the Texas Service 
Center; NYC for cases receipted at the Vermont Service Center; LOS for cases receipted at the 
California Service Center. 
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5.2.0-16 (FR539) The system shall provide the ability to schedule cases for a given type of 
appoinlment (e.g. N-400 interview) to one ofa group of sites that serve the same range of zip 
codes. 

5.2.0-17 (FR540) The system shall allow sites to specify that their cases be automatically 
scheduled (without manual invocation of the batch scheduler,) as soon as they become ready to 
schedule. 

2.6.3 Batch Scheduling Function 
5.3-1 (FR542) The system shall provide automated scheduling of the pool of applicants ready 
for scheduling. 

5.3-2 (FR543) The system shall provide the capability to initiate batch scheduling of 
individuals for examinations (interviews.) 

5.3-3 (FR544) The system shall provide the capability to initiate batch scheduling of 
individuals for reexaminations. 

5.3-4 (FR545) The system shall provide the capability to initiate batch scheduling of 
individuals for Q&A sessions. 

5.3-5 (FR546) The system shall provide the capability to initiate batch scheduling of 
individuals for oath ceremonies. 

5.3-6 (FR547) The system shall provide the capability to initiate batch scheduling of 
individuals for fingerprint processing. 

5.3-7 (FR548) The system shall provide the capability to create time pools for Interviews. 

5.3-8 (FR549) The system shall provide the capability to create time pools for Q&A Sessions. 

5.3-9 (FR550) The system shall provide the capability to create Slots for Oath Ceremonies. 

5.3-10 (FR551) The system shall provide a means of displaying prior to actual slot creation an 
estimate of the number of slots that would actually be created using a given set of site profile and 
slot creation options. 

5.3-11 (FR552) The system shall provide the capability to add the Time Slots for Interviews 
for additional future days. 

5.3-12 (FR553) The system shall provide the capability to add time slots for fingerprint 
appoinlments on the current date or later. 

5.3-13 (FR554) The system shall provide the capability to add the Time Slots for Q&A 
Sessions for additional future days. 
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5.3-14 (FR555) The system shall provide the capability to add the Time Slots for Oath 
Ceremonies for additional future events. 

5.3-15 (FR556) The system shall provide the capability to remove slots from the time pool for 
interviews as individuals are scheduled. 

5.3-16 (FR557) The system shall provide the capability to remove slots from the time pool for 
Q& sessions as individuals are scheduled. 

5.3-17 (FR558) The system shall provide the capability to remove slots from the time pool for 
oath ceremonies as individuals are scheduled. 

5.3-18 (FR559) The system shall provide the capability to create Simple Queues for Interviews 
via Interactive Place-In-Queue function. 

5.3-19 (FR560) The system shall provide the capability to create Simple Queues for Q&A 
Sessions via Interactive Place-In-Queue function. 

5.3-20 (FR561) The system shall provide the capability to create Simple Queues for Oath 
Ceremonies via Interactive Place-In-Queue function. 

5.3-21 (FR562) The system shall prevent the batch scheduler from scheduling an applicant 
who has exceeded a predetermined number of missed scheduler events. 

5.3-22 (FR563) The system shall schedule applicants for fingerprinting using ASC scheduling 
profiles and application data. 

5.3-23 (FR564) The batch scheduler shall provide confirmation when an applicant has been 
successfully scheduled for fingerprinting. 

5.3-24 (FR565) The batch scheduler shall schedule on a revolving basis (that is, each request 
remains in a to-be-scheduled state until an ASC or ASC slot becomes available.) 

5.3-25 (FR566) The system shall control fingerprint scheduling with an ASC Scheduling 
profile dictating how far in advance an applicant may be scheduled. 

5.3-26 (FR567) The system shall provide the capability to create simple queues for 
reexaminations via the interactive place-in-queue function. 

5.3-27 (FR568) The system shall provide the capability to schedule groups (Family, CBO, Ad 
Hoc, Attorney) for interviews. 
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5.3·28 (FR569) The system shall provide the capability to apply user-defined rules (group 
rules, scheduling rules, allocation rules, location redirection, and site group rules) to interview 
scheduling. 

5.3-29 (FR570) The system shall provide automated scheduling from a pool of applicants 
ready for oath ceremony scheduling. 

5.3·30 (FR571) The system shall provide the capability information to schedule groups 
(Family, CBO, Ad Hoc) for oath ceremonies. 

5.3·31 (FR572) The system shall provide the capability to apply user-defined rules (group 
rules, scheduling rules, allocation rules, location redirection, and site group rules) to oath 
ceremony scheduling. 

5.3-32 (FR573) The system shall provide the ability to specifY a preferred location for a 
scheduled event (e.g. interview, oath ceremony,) to be used by the batch scheduler in assigning 
appointments for individuals, either singly or as group members. 

5.3·33 (FR574) The system shall pre-populate the batch scheduler screens with the options 
they had been entered in the most recent prior to execution of the batch scheduler. 

5.3·34 (FR575) The system shall provide the ability for authorized users to revise profile 
information on available time for specified scheduled events on a date-by-date basis. 

5.3-35 (FR576) The system shall allow the user to pre-select a maximwn nwnber of cases to 
schedule for a given location and type of service or event using the batch scheduler, or to 
schedule all cases for a given location and type of service or event until the available slots have 
been exhausted. 

5.3-36 (FR577) The system shall allow the user to define types of scheduled events or services 
(such as extended interviews for N-400s accompanied by forms 1·648 with their associated 
duration. 

5.3-37 (FR578) The system shall provide the ability for the user to delete interview and oath 
ceremony slots that have been created in error. 

2.6.4 Scheduling Prioritization Function 
5.4·1 (FR580) The system shall schedule applicants and/or petitioners without regard to the 
ASC capacity or any other ASC concerns (by sending fingerprint appointment notices,) when the 
Reason Fingerprinted indicates any of the following form types: 1-881; 1-589; 1-600; 1-600A; 1-
817; 1-821. 

5.4-2 (FR581) The system shall assign specific fingerprint scheduler appointments for 
applicants and/or petitioners at each ASC when the Reason Fingerprinted, based on the 
documented criteria, indicates any of the following reasons in the order shown (this shall be 
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repeated for applicants and petitioners not scheduled after one pass until all slots are filled or all 
appointment request are satisfied): 

1-485-Schedule all I-485s for any given schedule processing period up to but not exceeding 30 
percent of the available fingerprint appointment slots for that processing period.; 

N-400 Expired Prints-Schedule all N-400 Expired Prints for any given schedule processing 
period up to but not exceeding 50 percent of the available fingerprint appointment slots for that 
processing period.; 

Rescheduled Prints for Any Form-Schedule all cases requiring reprinting for any given 
schedule processing period up to but not exceeding 15 percent of the available fingerprint 
appointment slots for that processing period.; 

Any Other Form Type--Schedule all other form types for any given schedule processing period 
up to but not exceeding 5 percent of the available fingerprint appointment slots for that 
processing period.; 

N-400 Nonexpired Prints-Schedule all N-400s for any given schedule processing period using 
any remaining fingerprint appointment slots. 

5.4-3 (FR583) The system shall retain in the fingerprint scheduling queue, for consideration 
during the next processing period, all applicants and petitioners still requiring fingerprint 
scheduler appointments after all available fingerprint appointment slots have been filled for a 
givenASC. 

5.4-4 (FR584) The system shall assign all fingerprint scheduler appointments for applicants 
and petitioners with the same Reason Fingerprinted based on the oldest Received/Clock-In Date. 
No other algorithms or calculations shall apply . 
.interactive Interview Scheduling Function 

5.5.0-l (FR586) The system shall allow users to schedule selected applicants interactively for 
interviews. 

5.5.0-2 (FR587) The system shall allow users to schedule selected applicants interactively for 
re-interviews. 

5.5.0-3 (FR588) The system shall allow users to schedule selected applicants interactively for 
Q&A sessions. 

5.5.0-4 (FR589) The system shall allow users to schedule selected applicants interactively for 
re-interviews without an exam. 

5.5.0-5 (FR590) The system shall allow users to select cases for interactive scheduling for 
interview, re-interview, or Q&A by application ID, A-Number, or group ID. 
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5.5.0-6 (FR591) The system shall allow users to display other members of the same group and 
select multiple eligible members of the group for interactive scheduling or interviews, re
interviews or Q&A sessions. 

5.5.0-7 (FR592) The system shall allow users to select service type, location, room, date and 
time to schedule the selected applicants. 

5.5.0-8 (FR593) The system shall provide the capability to apply rules (group, scheduling, 
allocation, location redirection, and site group rules) in scheduling groups for the next available 
interview, re-interview, or Q&A session. 

5.5.0-9 (FR594) The system shall provide a scheduling function within adjudications allowing 
the adjudicator to enter a specific date and time when interactively scheduling an interview, re
interview, or Q&A session for an individual. 

5.5.0-10 (FR595) The system shall display a warning message in the event that the date and 
time the adjudicator specifies for an individual is not available and give the adjudicator the 
option of entering another time slot or assigning applicants for the desired spot. 

5.5.0-11 (FR596) The system shall warn the user when scheduling for an interview 
interactively if the capacity for that time slot has been reached. 

5.5.0-12 (FR597) The system shall warn the user when scheduling for an interview in the 
event he/she attempts to assign a given case to a slot that has already been assigned to another 
case. 

5.5.0-13 (FR598) The system shall warn the user if the applicant's fingerprints have expired. 

5.5.0-13-1 (FR599) The system shall provide the ability for a reopened N-400 case to be 
interactively scheduled for interview. 

5.5.0-13"2 (FR600) The system shall allow authorized users to interactively schedule 
applicants for fingerprint processing, even though their cases have been scheduled and are 
awaiting results from the FBI, to allow for recovery from system or procedural errors. 

2.6.5 Interactive Oath Ceremony Scheduling Function 
5.6.0-1 (FR602) The system shall allow user to schedule selected applicants for oath 
ceremonies interactively. 

5.6.0-2 (FR603) The system shall allow users to select cases for interactive oath ceremony 
scheduling by application ID, A-Number, or group !D. 

5.6.0-3 (FR604) The system shall allow users to display other member of the same group and 
select multiple eligible members of the group for interactive oath ceremony scheduling. 
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5.6.0-4 (FR605) The system shall allow users to select service type, location, room, gate, date, 
and time to schedule the selected applicants. 

5.6.0-5 (FR606) The system shall provide the capability to apply rules (group rules, scheduling 
rules, allocation rules, location redirection, and site group rules) in scheduling groups for the next 
available oath ceremony. 

5.6.0-6 (FR607) The system shall warn the user when scheduling for Oath Ceremony 
interactively if the capacity for that time slot has been reached. 

2.6.6 Interactive Fingerprint Scheduling Function 
5.7.0-1 (FR609) The system shall allow user to schedule selected applicants for fingerprint 
processing interactively. 

5.7.0-2 (FR610) The system shall allow users to select cases for interactive fmgerprint 
scheduling by application ID, A-Number, or group JD. 

5.7.0-3 (FR611) The system shall allow users to display other members of the same group and 
select multiple eligible members of the group for interactive fingerprint scheduling. 

5.7.0-4 (FR612) The system shall allow users to select service type, location, room, date, and 
time to schedule the selected applicants. 

5.7.0-5 (FR6!3) The system shall provide the capability to apply rules (group rules, scheduling 
rules, allocation rules, location redirection, and site group rules) in scheduling groups for the next 
available fingerprint appointment slots. 

2.6. 7 Interactive Removal From Batch Schedule Queue Function 
5.8.0-1 (FR615) The system shall allow users to remove selected applicants from the batch 
interview schedule queue. 

5.8.0-2 (FR616) The system shall allow users to select cases for interactive removal from the 
batch interview schedule queue by application ID, A-Number, or group JD. 

5.8.0-3 (FR617) The system shall allow users to display other members of the same group and 
select multiple eligible members of the group for removal from the batch interview schedule 
queue. 

5.8.0-4 (FR6!8) The system shall allow users to remove selected applicants from the batch 
oath ceremony schedule queue. 

5.8.0-5 (FR6!9) The system shall allow users to select cases for interactive removal from the 
batch oath ceremony schedule queue by application ID, A-Number, or group ID. 
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5.8.0-6 (FR620) The system shall all users to display other members of the same group and 
select multiple eligible members of the group for removal from the batch oath ceremony schedule 
queue. 

5.8.0-7 (FR621) The system shall allow users to remove selected applicants from the batch 
fingerprint schedule queue. 

5.8.0-8 (FR622) The system shall allow users to select cases for intemctive removal from the 
batch fingerprint schedule queue by application ID, A-Number, or group !D. 

5.8.0-9 (FR623) The system shall allow users to display other members of the same group and 
select multiple eligible members of the group for removal from the batch fingerprint schedule 
queue. 

2.6.8 Interactive Place In Batch Schedule Queue Function 
5.9.0-1 (FR625) The system shall allow users to place selected applicants in the batch 
interview schedule queue interactively. 

5.9.0-2 (FR626) The system shall allow users to select cases for placement in the batch 
interview schedule queue by entering application ID, A-Number, or group !D. 

5.9.0-3 (FR627) The system shall allow users to display other members of the same group and 
select multiple eligible members of the group for placement in the batch interview schedule 
queue. 

5.9.0-4 (FR628) The system shall in a future release provide the capability to form a group 
with the selected members and place the selected members in the batch interview schedule 
queue, in accordance with location redirection rules, site group rules, initial search for the 
applicants, and reschedule delay date. 

5.9.0-5 (FR629) The system shall allow users to place selected applicants in the batch oath 
ceremony schedule queue interactively. 

5.9.0-6 (FR630) The system shall allow users to select cases for placement in the batch oath 
ceremony schedule queue by entering application ID, A-Number, or group !D. 

5.9.0-7 (FR631) The system shall allow users to display other members of the same group and 
select multiple eligible members of the group for placement in the batch oath ceremony schedule 
queue. 

5.9.0-8 (FR632) The system shall provide the capability to group selected individuals and 
place them in the batch oath ceremony schedule queue, in accordance with location redirection 
rules, site group rules, initial search, and reschedule delay date, 
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5.9.0-9 (FR633) The system shall allow users to place selected applicants in the batch 
fingerprint schedule queue interactively. 

5.9.0-10 (FR634) The system shall allow users to select cases for placement in the batch 
fingerprint schedule queue by entering application ID, A-Number, or group ID. 

5.9.0-11 (FR635) The system shall allow users to display other members of the same group 
and select multiple eligible members of the group for placement in the batch fingerprint schedule 
queue. 

5.9.0-12 (FR636) The system shall provide the capability to form a group with selected 
members and place them in the batch fingerprint queue, in accordance with redirection rules, site 
group rules, initial search for applicants, and reschedule delay date. 

2.6.9 Interactive Cancellation Function 
5.10.0-1 (FR638) The system shall allow authorized Adjudicators to cancel an individual 
applicant's appointment for examination (interview). 

5.10.0-2 (FR639) The system shall allow authorized Adjudicators to cancel an individual 
applicant's appointment for reexamination. 

5.10.0-3 (FR640) The system shaH allow authorized Adjudicators to cancel an individual 
applicant's appointment for Q&A. 

5.10.0-4 (FR641) The system shaH allow authorized Adjudicators to cancel an individual 
applicant's appointment for oath ceremony. 

5.10.0-5 (FR642) The system shall allow users to select cases for interactive cancellation by 
application ID, A-Number, or group ID. 

5.10.0-6 (FR1328) The system shall allow the user to query and select cases for interactive 
recording of interview or oath ceremony cancellation, using any of the criteria: (I) Appointment 
date passed with no action (2) Appointment date at a specific location passed with no action (3) 
Applicants scheduled for a specific date at selected locations ( 4) Name. 

5.10.0-7 (FR644) The system shall allow users to display other members of the same group 
and select multiple eligible members of the group for interactive cancellation. 

5.10.0-8 (FR1329) The system shall provide the capability to form a group with selected 
members and reschedule them, placing them in the selected batch schedule queues based on 
application information and user-specified rules and parameters (location redirection rules, site 
group rules, group rules, allocation rules, or rescheduling delay date rules). 

5.10.0-9 (FR646) The system shall provide the capability to perform cancellations from the 
adjudications component. 
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5.10.0-10 (FR64 7) The system shall automatically maintain a count of the number of times the 
interview was canceled. 
5.10.0-11 (FR648) The system shall provide the capability to prevent an applicant from being 
scheduled who has exceeded a predetennined number of missed scheduler events, as tracked in 
the canceled interview counter. 

5. I 0.0-12 (FR649) The system shall remove the applicant from the queue for the scheduled 
event (examination, reexamination, Q&A, or oath ceremony) when the appointment is canceled. 

5.10.0-13 (FR650) The system shall allow the adjudicator to request an acknowledgment of 
cancellation notice for the applicant from within the scheduler component. 

2.6.10 Interactive Deschedullng Function 
5.11.0-1 (FR652) The system shall allow authorized users to de-schedule an individual 
applicant's appointment for examination (interview.) 

5.11.0-2 (FR653) The system shall allow authorized users to de-schedule an individual 
applicant's appointment for reexamination. 

5.11.0-3 (FR654) The system shall allow authorized users to de-schedule an individual 
applicant's appointment forQ&A. 

5.11.0-4 (FR655) The system shall allow authorized users to de-schedule an individual 
applicant's appointment for oath ceremony. 

5.11.0-5 (FR656) The system shall allow authorized users to de-schedule an individual 
applicant's appointment for fingerprinting processing. 

5.11.0-6 (FR657) The system shall remove the applicant from the queue for the scheduled 
event (examination, reexamination, Q&A, or oath ceremony) when the appointment is de
scheduled. 

5.11.0-7 (FR658) The system shall allow users to select cases for interactive de-scheduling by 
application ID, A-Number, or group ID. 

5.11.0-8 (FR1330) The system shall allow the user to query and select cases for interactive 
recording of interview or oath ceremony cancellation, using any of the criteria: (I) Appointment 
date passed with no action (2) Appointment date at a specific location passed with no action (3) 
Applicants scheduled for a specific date at selected locations (4) Name. 

5.11.0-9 (FR659) The system shall allow users to display other members of the same group 
and select multiple eligible members of the group for interactive de-scheduling. 
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5.11.0-10 (FR645) The system shall provide the capability to fonn a group with selected 
members and reschedule them, placing them in the selected batch schedule queues based on 
application infonnation and user-specified rules and parameters (location redirection rules, site 
group rules, group rules, allocation rules, or rescheduling delay date rules). 
5.11.0-11 (FR660) The system shall provide the capability to de-schedule from the 
adjudications component. 

5.11.0-12 (FR661) The system shall allow the adjudicator to request a de-schedule notice for 
the applicant from within the scheduler component. 

5.11.0-13 (FR662) The system shall allow the adjudicator to request de-scheduling of an 
applicant. 

2.6.11 Interactive Recording of Interview Conducted Function 
5.12.0-1 (FR664) The system shall provide the capability to record interactively that an 
interview has been conducted for a selected application. 

5.12.0-2 (FR665) The system shall allow users to select cases to record interview completion 
by application ID, A-Number, or group ID. 

5.12.0-3 (FR666) The system shall allow the user to query and select cases for interactive 
recording of interview or oath ceremony cancellation, using any of the criteria: (I) Appointment 
date passed with no action {2) Appointment date at a specific location passed with no action (3) 
Applicants scheduled for a specific date at selected locations (4) Name. 

5.12.0-4 (FR667) The system shall allow users to display other members of the same group 
and select multiple eligible members of the group for recording interview completion. 

5.12.0-5 (FRI331) The system shall provide the capability to fonn a group with selected 
members. 

2.6.12 Interactive Recording of Oath Ceremony Conducted Function 
5.13-1 (FR670) The system shall provide the capability to record interactively that an oath 
ceremony has been conducted for a selected application. 

5.13-2 (FR671) The system shall allow users to select cases to record oath ceremony 
completion by application ID, A-Number, or group ID. 

5.13-3 (FR1332) The system shall allow the user to query and select cases for interactive 
recording of interview or oath ceremony cancellation, using any of the criteria: (I) Appointment 
date passed with no action {2) Appointment date at a specific location passed with no action (3) 
Applicants scheduled for a specific date at selected locations ( 4) Name. 

5.13-4 (FR672) The system shall allow users to display other members of the same group and 
select multiple eligible members of the group for recording oath ceremony completion. 
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5.13-5 (FR1333) The system shall provide the capability to form a group with selected 
members. 

2.6.13 Interactive Recording of Fingerprint Processing Conducted Function 
5.14-1 (FR674) The system shall provide the capability to record interactively that fingerprint 
processing has been conducted for a selected application. 

5.14-2 (FR675) The system shall allow users to select cases to record fingerprint processing 
completion by application ID, A-Number, or group ID. 

5.14-3 (FR676) The system shall allow users to display other members of the same group and 
select multiple eligible members of the group for recording fingerprint processing completion. 

5.14-4 (FR1334) The system shall provide the capability to form a group with selected 
members. 

2.6.14 Interactive Recording of No Show Function 
5.15.0-1 (FR678) The system shall provide the capability to record that a selected applicant did 
not appear for a scheduled interview or oath ceremony. 

5.15.0-2 (FR679) The system shall allow users to select cases to record no-show status by 
application ID, A-Number, or group ID. 

5.15.0-3 (FR643) The system shall allow the user to query and select cases for interactive 
recording of interview or oath ceremony cancellation, using any of the criteria: (I) Appointment 
date passed with no action (2) Appointment date at a specific location passed with no action (3) 
Applicants scheduled for a specific date at selected locations ( 4) Name. 

5.15.0-4 (FR680) The system shall allow users to display other members of the same group 
and select multiple eligible members of the group for recording no-show status. 

5.15.0-5 (FR668) The system shall provide the capability to form a group with selected 
members. 

5.15.0-6 (FR681) The system shall provide the capability to form a group with selected 
members and reschedule them, placing them in the selected batch schedule queues based on 
application information and user-specified rules and parameters. 

5.15.0-7 (FR682) The system shall maintain a count of the number of events for which the 
applicant was a no-show. 

5.15.0-8 (FR683) The system shall provide the capability to prevent an applicant from being 
scheduled who has exceeded a predetermined number of missed scheduler events, as tracked in 
the no-show counter. 
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5.15.0-9 (FR684) The system shall provide the capability to perfonn an initial search under 
group management functions using the following criteria: Application ID; A-Number ;Group ID; 
Last name; First name; Group type; Group name; Location. 

5.15.0-10 (FR685) The system shall provide the capability for authorized staff to perfonn 
queries by group name. 

2.6.15 Group Management Function 
5.16.0-1 (FR687) The system shall provide the capability to create a new group. 

5.16.0-2 (FR688) The system shall provide the capability to add members to a group. 

5.16.0-3 (FR689) The system shall provide the capability to regroup members of existing 
groups by splitting and joining them. 

5.16.0-4 (FR690) The system shall provide the capability to update group detail information. 

5.16.0-5 (FR691) The system shall provide the capability to manage group names and group 
symbols. 

5.16.0-6 (FR692) The system shall provide the capability to set up group rules. 

5.16.0-7 (FR693) The system shall provide the ability for groups to be scheduled in concurrent 
slots or in consecutive slots. 

5.16.0-8 (FR694) The system shall provide a group set function. 

5.16.0-9 (FR695) The system shall provide the capability to perfonn an initial search under 
group management operations using the following criteria: Application ID; A-Number ;Group ID 
;Last name ;First name 
;Group type ;Group name ;Location. 

5.16.0-10 (FR\359) The system shall allow an authorized user to query cases that are ready to 
be scheduled for initial interview by CBO. 

5.16.0-11 (FR696) The system shall provide the capability for authorized staff to perfonn 
queries by group name. 

2.6.16 Scheduler Interface Function 
5.17.0-1 (FR698) The system shall queue an applicant in the Scheduler system through 
Workflow management software when all the required processing and documents are available, 
thus creating pools ofapplicants for scheduling events. 
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5.17.0-2 (FR699) The system shall trigger a request to the Notices component to generate the 
appropriate notices and documents once the case has been scheduled for an event. 
5.17.0-3 (FR700) The system shall provide the capability to request Interview Notices through 
the Notices component. 

5.17.0-4 (FR701) The system shall provide the capability to request Interview 
Cancellation/De-scheduling Notices through the Notices component 

5.17.0-5 (FR702) The system shall provide the capability to request Interview Rescheduling 
Notices through the Notices component. 

5.17.0-6 (FR703) The system shall provide the capability to request Oath Ceremony Notices 
through the Notices component. 

5.17.0-7 (FR704) The system shall provide the capability to print Interview Notices at the local 
office. 

5.17.0-8 (FR705) The system shall provide the capability to print Interview Rescheduling 
Notices at the local office. 

5.17.0-9 (FR706) The system shall provide the capability to generate Daily Itineraries for INS 
Facilities by invoking the reporting function from within the scheduler component. 

5.17.0-10 (FR 707) The system shall provide the capability to generate Examination Pick List 
reports by invoking the reporting function from within the scheduler component. 

5.17.0-11 (FR708) The system shall provide the capability to generate Interview Schedules by 
Location and Examiner by invoking the reporting function from within the scheduler component. 

5.17.0-12 (FR709) The system shall provide the capability to generate Interview schedules by 
attorney by invoking the reporting function from within the scheduler component. 

5.17.0-13 (FR710) The system shall provide the capability to generate reports of available 
slots for each examiner by invoking the reporting function from within the scheduler component. 

5.17.0-14 (FR711) The system shall provide the capability to generate reports of the ready-to
schedule queue for examinations by invoking the reporting function from within the scheduler 
component. 

5.17.0-15 (FR712) The system shall provide the capability to generate reports of cases past 
interview date with no action by invoking the reporting function from within the scheduler 
component. 

5.17.0-16 (FR713) The system shall provide the capability to generate Cancel/No-show reports 
by invoking the reporting function from within the scheduler component. 
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5.17.0-17 (FR714) The system shall provide the capability to generate oath ceremony 
schedules by reporting location by invoking the reporting function from within the scheduler 
component. 

5.17.0-18 (FR 715) The system shall provide the capability to generate reports of available oath 
ceremony slots by invoking the reporting function from within the scheduler component. 

5.17.0-19 (FR716) The system shall provide the capability to generate reports of the ready-to
schedule queue for oath ceremonies by invoking the reporting function from within the scheduler 
component. 

5.17.0-20 (FR717) The system shall provide the capability to generate scheduling reports by 
section by invoking the reporting function from within the scheduler component. 

5.17.0-21 (FR718) The system shall provide the capability to generate scheduling reports by 
form type by invoking the reporting function from within the scheduler component. 

2.7 Certificate Generation Process Description 
Several INS processes, including naturalization, require the production of certificates. If anN-
400 application is approved, a Certificate of Naturalization must be printed before the applicant 
is sworn, so that it may be presented at the oath ceremony. This secure document must be 
produced and handled in a controlled environment, and unusable documents must be explicitly 
voided and destroyed. The system must void documents that are clearly invalid (for example, 
certificates that have been printed with a date or oath location, in the event that these have 
changed.) INS staff must be able to review and verify the information that will appear on the 
certificates before printing, so as to minimize the number of invalid documents. Typically, 
certificates are produced at local INS offices in batches for specific oath ceremonies, although 
individual certificates may be produced on occasion. Specific processes vary somewhat in their 
details from office to office, so automated support must be flexible enough to support different 
local practices. (e.g., the order in which certificates are printed, or the specific information that 
can be pre-printed on them.) Enhancements envisioned for the future include the ability to print 
applicant photographs and the INS Commissioner's signature on Certificates of Naturalization, 
and an archive capability Certificate Generation Processing. 

6.1.0-1 (FR721) The system shall provide the capability to process a batch of certificates in 
ascending or descending order. 

6.1.0-2 (FR1566) The system shall provide an authorized user the ability to identify and 
correct cases with missing CCO Codes prior to printing certificates. 

6.1.0-3 (FRI567) The system shall allow authorized users to assign specific certificate 
numbers to individual applicants. 
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2.7.1 Printand Reprint Function 
6.2.0-1 (FR723) The system shall provide the capability to mass print certificates at authorized 
offices through batch jobs. 

6.2.0-2 (FR724) The system shall provide the capability to individually print certificates at 
authorized offices in real time. 

6.2.0-3 (FR1568) The system shall provide the ability to display all of the applicant 
biographical infonnation that appears on the certificate prior to printing the certificate. 

6.2.0-4 (FR1517) The system shall provide the option to print the Oath Ceremony date on the 
certificate. 

6.2.0-5 (FR1569) The system shall provide the option to print the Oath Ceremony location on 
the certificate. 

6.2.0-6 (FR726) The system shall provide the capability to sort the applicant file before 
printing, in either ascending or descending order on one or more of the following fields: A
Number; A-Number Tenninal Digit; Applicant last name; Reporting location. 

6.2.0-7 (FR727) The system shall provide the capability of overriding and changing a default 
sort order specified in a ceremony location profile for any oath ceremony batch print job before 
printing. 

6.2.0-8 (FR729) The system shall provide the capability to reprint on demand a plain paper 
copy of the certificate, as originally printed. 

6.2.0-9 (FR1515) The system shall provide the ability to reprint a batch of certificates. 

6.2.0-10 (FR1516) The system shall provide a warning for users entering batch print request 
reminding them to check the printer settings. 

6.2.0-11 (FR730) The system shall provide the capability to process the certification of 
citizenship (A and AA types), the replacement Certificate of Citizenship and the replacement 
Certificate of Naturalization. 

6.2.0-12 (FR1570) The system shall provide the capability to reset printed certificates to 
address possible discrepancies between the printed certificate and CLAIMS 4. (Reset refers to 
releasing A# and Cert# to be able to be available for printing again.) 

6.2.0-13 (FR731) The system shall provide the capability to select 8x10 certificate fonnats 
during print time. 
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2.7.1.1 VOID LOG FUNCTION 

6.3-1 (FR738) The system shall provide the capability to void certificates in CLAIMS 4. 

6.3-2 (FR\571) The system shall perform a "system void" when a certificate is printed with the 
ceremony location and the applicant is subsequently rescheduled for a ceremony at a different 
ceremony location. 

6.3-3 (FR\572) The system shall perform a "system void" when a certificate is printed with the 
date on it and the applicant is rescheduled into a new ceremony for a different date. 

6.3-4 (FR739) The system shall provide the capability to view a history of printed, reset and 
voided certificates. 

2.7 .1.2 TRACKING AND REPORTING FUNCTION 

6.4-1 (FR744) The system shall provide a query function to view certificate history by A
Nwnber, and certificate nwnber. 

6.4-2 (FR745) The system shall provide the capability to query CLAIMS 4 by using the global 
find function and other additional criteria to view certificate history. 

6.4-3 (FR1573) The system shall delete ceremonies from the Requested Ceremonies List view 
upon Oath Ceremony close out. 

6.4-4 (FR746) The system shall provide the capability to request the following daily and 
monthly reports from within the Document Production function: Nwnber of Certificates 
Prepared; Nwnber of Certificates Voided; Number of Certificates Destroyed. 

2.7.1.3 IMAGE PROCESSING FUNCTION 

6.5.0-1 (FR748) The system shall provide the capability to print the applicant's photograph 
image and the commissioner's signature image onto certificates. 

2.7.1.4 SECURITY FUNCTION 

6.6.0-1 (FR753) The system shall provide the capability to allow only authorized users to 
perform a subset of certificate functions. 

2.7.1.5 ARCHIVAL FUNCTION 

6.7.0-1 (FR755) The system shall provide the capability to archive certificate production 
related data. 

2.8 Notices Process Description 
Notices must be produced at several points in the processing of benefits applications. An 
applicant, at a minimwn, must be notified when applications have been received, when a 
fingerprint appointment has been made, when an interview has been scheduled, and when an oath 
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ceremony has been scheduled. In addition, there may be a need to generate special notices, such 
as those for invalid payments or bounced checks, cancellations, deschedules and reschedules of 
interviews, oath ceremonies, decisions, and memos. Most routine notices will be mass printed in 
batch mode at the SCs, although capability to produce notices regularly required in adjudication 
or scheduling will be provided to local offices in the future. Notices creation functions will use 
templates and standard message text wherever possible to ensure uniformity and minimize the 
amount of user intervention required. Utilities will be provided to allow the retrieval and review 
of messages that have been produced for monitoring notice production and recovery. 

2.8.1 Notice Creation Processing 
7.1.0-1 (FR758) The system shall provide the capability to produce N-400 Receipt Notices 

7.1.0-2 (FR759) The system shall generate a receipt notice informing the primary person of the 
group balance. 

7.1.0-3 (FR760) The system shall generate a receipt notice informing the other members of the 
group, who are not primary, that a group balance will be refunded to the primary person. 

7.1.0-4 (FR761) The system shall generate receipt notices for N-400 applicants with foreign 
residential addresses indicating that, unless otherwise requested, the interview and oath ceremony 
will be performed at the default locations for that SC. 

7.1.0-5 (FR762) The system shall provide the capability to produce N-400 Suspense Notices. 

7.1.0-6 (FR763) The system shaH provide the capability to produce N-400 Exception Notices. 

7.1.0-7 (FR764) The system shall provide the capability to produce N-400 Invalid Payment 
Notices. 

7.1.0-8 (FR765) The system shall provide the capability to produce N-400 Underpayment 
Notices. 

7.1.0-9 (FR766) The system shall provide the capability to produce N-400 Bounced Check 
Notices. 

7.1.0-10 (FR767) The system shall provide the capability to produce Overpayment Notices. 

7.1.0-11 (FR768) The system shall provide the capability to produce N-400 Interview Notices. 

7.1.0-12 (FR769) The system shall provide the capability to produce N-400 Re-inteJView 
Notices. 

7.1.0-13 (FR770) The system shaH provide the capability to produce N-400 Interview 
CanceJlation Notices. 
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7.1.0-14 (FR771) The system shall provide the capability to produce N-400 Interview De
scheduling Notices. 

7.1.0-15 (FR772) The system shall provide the capability to produce Continuance Notices. 

7.1.0-16 (FR773) The system shall provide the capability to produce Intent-to-Deny Notices. 

7.1.0-17 (FR 774) The system shall provide the capability to produce N-400 Oath Ceremony 
Notices. 

7.1.0-18 (FR775) The system shall provide the capability to produce N-400 Oath Ceremony 
Cancellation Notices. 

7.1.0-19 (FR776) The system shall provide the capability to produce N-400 Oath Ceremony 
De-scheduling Notices. 

7.1.0-20 (FR777) The system shall provide the capability to produce Memos. 

7.1.0-21 (FR778) The system shall provide the capability to produce N-400 Interview No
show Notices. 

7.1.0-22 (FR779) The system shall provide the capability to produce N-400 Oath Ceremony 
No-show Notices. 

7.1.0-23 (FR780) The system shall provide the capability to produce Intent-to-Revoke Notices. 

7.1.0-24 (FR781) The system shall provide the capability to produce Request for Evidence 
Notices. 

7.1.0-25 (FR!335) The system shall provide the capability to produce N-400 Withdrawal 
Acknowledgment Notices. 

7.1.0-26 (FR783) The system shall provide the capability to produce Approval Notices. 

7.1.0-27 (FR784) The system shall provide the ability to produce Administrative Close 
Notices. 

7.1.0-28 (FR785) The system shall provide the ability to produce notices when cases have 
been reopened. 

7.1.0-29 (FR786) The system shall produce FD-258 Fingerprint schedule notices directing 
applicants to the appear on an appointed date and time, at an ASC, Designated Law Enforcement 
Agency (DLEA) or Mobile Station (Temporary Outreach Station). 
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7.1.0-30 (FR787) The system shall provide the capability to produce FD-258 Fingetprint 
rescheduling notices directing applicants to an ASC on the first occasion when their fingetprint 
cards have been returned as unclassifiable. 

7.1.0-31 (FR788) The system shall provide the capability to produce a notice of rescheduling 
when an applicant has been rescheduled due to jurisdiction change. 

7.1.0-32 (FR789) The system shall produce FD-258 Fingetprint schedule notices directing 
applicants to appear on an appointed time and date, at an ASC, DLEA, or Mobile Station, and 
including an explanatory memorandum, when they have been rescheduled due to expiration of 
their fingetprints. 

7.1.0-33 (FR790) The system shall produce FD-258 Fingetprint schedule notices directing 
applicants to the appear within a proscribed period, at an ASC, DLEA or Mobile Station, when 
they are being fingetprinted for a Refugee, Asylum, and Parole System (RAPS) application .. 

7.1.0-34 (FR791) The system shall assign a specific date and hourly slot for routine FD-258 
fingetprint schedule notices directing the applicant to a specific ASC, DLEA, or Mobile Station, 
and shall designate the same hour slot for any makeup appointment. 

7.1.0-35 (FR792) The system shall produce applicant notices with a 2-D bar-code containing 
FD-258 biographic (masthead) data. 

7.1.0-36 (FR793) The system shall provide the ability for SC locations to produce OMR 
markings on notices to support automated mail handling operations. 

7.1.0-37 (FR794) The system shall print notices for scheduled events (for example, N-400 
interviews or oath ceremonies) in advance of the event, with lead times specified by the local 
office. 

7.1.0-38 (FR795) The system shall produce a duplicate copy of every applicant notice 
produced, if a representative such as attorney or CBO representative exists for the applicant, with 
representative name and mailing address. 

7.1.0-39 (FR1381) The system shall provide the ability to create and maintain notice 
templates. 

7.1.0-40 (FR797) The system shall provide the capability to reproduce any notice that has been 
generated. 

7.1.0-41 (FR133 7) The system shall provide the capability to prioritize the creation of 
Fingetprint Scheduling Notices based on fonn type. 

7.1.0-42 (FR1338) The system shall generate a notice advising an N-400 applicant that his/her 
case has been denied on the basis of abandonment for the following reasons: failure to appear for 
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fingerprinting; failure by an applicant residing abroad to submit fingerprints; failure to submit the 
correct fee for fingerprinting; non· payment of the fee for fingerprinting; and undeliverable 
notices. 

2.8.2 Notice Creation Processing - Form 1-4115 
7.2.0·1 (FR1342) The system shall generate Fingerprint Schedule Notices for each I-485 
applicant who has been scheduled for fingerprinting. 

2.8.3 Notice Creation Processing - Form 1·589 
7.3-1 (FR1343) The system shall generate Fingerprint Notices for each I-589 applicant who 
has been identified for fingerprinting. 

2.8.4 Notice Creation Processing- Form 1·881 
7.4-1 (FR1344) The system shall generate Fingerprint Notices for each 1-881 applicant who 
has been identified for fingerprinting. 

7.4-2 (FR1345) The system shall generate Fingerprint Schedule Notices for each 1-881 
applicant who has been scheduled for fingerprinting. 

2.8.5 Batch Print Processing 
7.5.0·1 (FR801) The system shall provide the capability to mass print N-400 Receipt Notices 
at the SCs. 

7.5.0-2 (FR802) The system shall provide the capability to mass print N-400 Suspense Notices 
at the SCs. 

7 .5.0-3 (FR803) The system shall provide the capability to mass print N-400 Exception 
Notices at the SCs. 

7.5.0·4 (FR804) The system shall provide the capability to mass print N-400 Invalid Payment 
Notices at the SCs. 

7.5.0-5 (FR805) The system shall provide the capability to mass print N-400 Underpayment 
Notices at the SCs. 

7.5.0·6 (FR806) The system shall provide the capability to mass print N-400 Bounced Check 
Notices at the SCs. 

7.5.0· 7 (FR807) The system shall provide the capability to mass print N-400 Interview Notices 
at the SCs. 

7 .5.0·8 (FR808) The system shall provide the capability to mass print N-400 Re-interview 
Notices at the SCs. 
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7.5.0-9 (FR809) The system shall provide the capability to mass print N-400 Interview 
Cancellation Notices at the SCs. 
7.5.0-10 (FR810) The system shall provide the capability to mass print N-400 Interview De
scheduling Notices at the SCs. 

7.5.0-11 (FR811) The system shall provide the capability to mass print N-400 Oath Ceremony 
Notices at the SCs. 
7.5.0-12 (FR812) The system shall provide the capability to mass print N-400 Oath Ceremony 
Cancellation Notices at the SCs. 

7.5.0-13 (FR813) The system shall provide the capability to mass print N-400 Oath Ceremony 
De-scheduling Notices at the SCs. 

7.5.0-14 (FRI382) The system shall provide the capability to produce Data Suspense Notices. 

7.5.0-15 (FRI383) The system shall provide the capability to produce FBI Suspense Notices. 

7.5.0-16 (FR782) The system shall provide the capability to produce N-400 Withdmwal 
Acknowledgment Notices. 

7.5.0-17 (FR8!6) The system shall provide the capability to produce N-400 Interview No
Show Notices. 

7.5.0-18 (FR817) The system shall provide the capability to produce N-400 Oath Ceremony 
No-Show Notices. 

7.5.0-19 (FR818) The system shall provide the capability to produce Internal A-File Notices. 

7.5.0-20 (FR819) Provide the capability to reprint all or part of a batch to recover from printer 
errors. 

7.5.0-21 (FR820) Provides an error recovery function to restart a hatch job from the last notice 
printed. 

7.5.0-22 (FR821) Provides the capability to print notices in ZIP code-sorted order to minimize 
mailing costs. 

7.5.0-23 (FR822) Provides the capability to print notices by notice type or location (i.e., 
service center or district jurisdiction). 

7.5.0-24 (FR823) The system shall provide a notice monitor for authorized Service Center 
staff to indicate the print status of notices. 

7.5.0-25 (FR824) Provides a display of the notices being created as the batch notices print job 
executes, with a progress indicator. 
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7.5.0-26 (FR1384) The system shall move printed notice records to another table. 

7.5.0-27 (FR1346) The system shall provide the capability to mass print N-400 Denial Based 
on Abandonment Notices. 

7.5.0-28 (FR825) The system shall provide the capability to mass print FD-258 Fingerprint 
schedule notices directing applicants to appear on an appointed date and time at an ASC, 
Designated Law Enforcement Agency (OLEA) or Mobile Station (Temporary Outreach Station). 

2.8.5.1 BATCH NOTICES -1-485 

7.6.0-1 (FR1350) The system shall provide the capability to mass print Fingerprint Schedule 
Notices for I-485 applicants who have been scheduled for fingerprinting. 

2.8.5.2 Batch Notices - 1-589 
7.7.0-1 (FR1351) The system shall provide the capability to mass print Fingerprint Notices for 
1-589 applicants who have been identified for fingerprinting. 

2.8.5.3 Batch Notices -1·881 
7.8.0-1 (FR1352) The system shall provide the capability to mass print Fingerprint Notices for 
I-881 applicants who have been identified for fingerprinting. 

7.8.0-2 (FR1353) The system shall provide the capability to mass print Fingerprint Schedule 
Notices for 1-881 applicants who have been scheduled for fingerprinting. 

2.8.5.4 Local Batch Printing 
7.9.1.1.0-1 (FR1387) The system shall allow an authorized user to create a batch print request 
of one or more notices. 

7.9.1.1.0-2 (FR1512) The system shall allow an authorized user to transfer print jobs to the 
INS Service Center with jurisdiction. 

2.8.5.5 By Event 
7.9.1.2.0-1 (FR1389) The system shall allow an authorized user upon completion of interview 
scheduling to generate and print Interview Notices locally. 

7 .9.1.2.0-2 (FR1390) The system shall allow an authorized user upon completion of re
interview scheduling to generate and print Re-interview Notices locally. 

7.9.1.2.0-3 (FRI391) The system shall allow an authorized user upon completion of canceling 
an interview to generate and print Interview Cancellation Notices locally. 

7.9. 1.2.0-4 (FRI392) The system shall allow an authorized user upon completion of de
scheduling an interview to generate and print De-scheduling Notices locally. 
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7.9.1.2.0-5 (FR1393) The system shall allow an authorized user upon completion of oath 
ceremony scheduling to generate and print Oath Ceremony Notices locally. 

7 .9.1.2.0-6 (FR1394) The system shall allow an authorized user upon completion of canceling 
an Oath Ceremony to generate and print Oath Ceremony Cancellation Notices locally. 
7.9.1.2.0-7 (FR!395) The system shall allow an authorized user upon completion of de
scheduling an Oath Ceremony to generate and print Oath Ceremony De-scheduling Notices 
locally. 

7.9.1.2.0-8 (FR1396) The system shall allow an authorized user upon completion of recording 
a No-Show to generate and print Oath Ceremony No-Show Notices locally. 

2.8.5.6 By Notice Type 
7.9.1-1 (FR829) The system shall provides the capability to individually print notices by 
authorized users to print locally. 

7.9.1-2 (FR830) The system shall provide an interface to the N-400 Adjudication function to 
customize Approval Notices and print them locally. 

7.9.1-3 (FR831) The system shall provide an interface to the N-400 Adjudication function to 
customize Continuance Notices and print them locally. 

7.9.1-4 (FR832) The system shall provide an interface to the N-400 Adjudication function to 
customize Intent-to-Deny Notices and print them locally. 

7.9.1-5 (FR833) The system shall provide an interface to the N-400 Adjudication function to 
customize Denial Notices and print them locally. 

7.9.1-6 (FR834) The system shall provide an interface to the N-400 Adjudication function to 
customize Request for Evidence Notices and print them locally. 

7.9.1-7 (FR835) The system shall provide an interface to the N-400 Adjudication function to 
customize Intent-to-Revoke Notices and print them locally. 

7.9.1-8 (FR836) The system shall provide an interface to the N-400 Adjudication function to 
customize Motion to Reopen Notices and print them locally. 

7.9.1-9 (FR837) The system shall provide an interface to the N-400 Adjudication function to 
customize Motion to Reconsider Notices and print them locally. 

7.9.1-10 (FR838) The system shall provide an interface to the Scheduling function to print 
Interview Notices locally. 

7.9.1-11 (FR839) The system shall provide an interface to the Scheduling function to print Re
interview Notices locally. 
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7.9.1-12 (FR840) The system shall provide an interface to the Scheduling function to print 
Interview Cancellation Notices locally. 
7.9.1-13 (FR841) The system shall provide an interface to the Scheduling function to print 
Interview De-scheduling Notices locally. 

7.9.1-14 (FR842) The system shall provide an interface to the Scheduling function to print 
Interview No-Show Notices locally. 

7.9.1-15 (FR843) The system shall provide an interface to the Scheduling function to print 
Oath Ceremony Notices locally. 

7.9.1-16 (FR844) The system shall provide an interface to the Scheduling function to print 
Oath Ceremony Cancellation Notices locally. 

7.9.1-17 (FR845) The system shall provide an interface to the Scheduling function to print 
Oath Ceremony De-scheduling Notices locally. 

7.9.1-18 (FR846) The system shall provide an interface to the Scheduling function to print 
Oath Ceremony No-Show Notices locally. 

2.8.5. 7 Print Format Processing 
7 .I 0.0-1 (FR848) The system shall provide the capability to produce notices using 
standardized templates/text. 

7.10.0-2 (FR849) The system shall provide the capability to produce notices using a word 
processor for customized text. 

7.10.0-3 (FR850) The system shall provide the capability to produce notices using a 
combination of standardized and customized text 

7 .I 0.0-4 (FR851) The system shall provide the capability to produce notices addressed to the 
applicant. 

7.10.0-5 (FR852) The system shall produce addresses on notices to applicants and petitioners 
that conform to USPS guidelines. 

7.10.0-6 (FRI385) The system shall provide the capability to print notices addressed to other 
additional authorized parties, such as the CBO representative and attomeyNOLAG. 

7.10.0-7 (FR854) The system shall provide the capability to add a 1-D bar code of the 
applicant's application ID to all printed N-400 notices. 
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2.8.5.8 Nonstandard Template Processing 
7.11.0-1 (FR856) The system shall provide the capability forany office to use its own notice 
templates, with Office of Information Resources Management permission, to support local 
requirements. 

2.8.5.9 Utility Processing 
7.12.0-1 (FR858) The system shall provide the capability to route designated notices to a 
review process prior to printing and distribution. 

7.12.0-2 (FR859) The system shall provide the capability to preview local print notices before 
printing. 

7.12.0-3 (FR860) The system shall provide the capability to view and reprint notices that have 
been previously printed, from the same location. 

7.12.0-4 (FR861) The system shall provide the capability to view and reprint notices that have 
been previously printed for notices, from any service center office location. 

7.12.0-5 (FR862) The system shall provide the ability to specify a printer other than the default 
office printer for the production of notices. 

7.12.0-6 (FRI354) The system shall provide the ability to add, remove, and edit printers, and 
to assign paper types to printers for Notices printing. 

2.8.5.10 Tracking and Reporting Processing 
7.13-1 (FR1374) The system shall provide the capability to maintain, for future display or 
print, an electronic copy of all notice types that have been previously printed 

7.13-2 (FR865) The system shall allow the user to display notices awaiting production. 

7.13-3 (FR1375) The system shall provide a daily production reports of total notices printed by 
notice type, form type, destination (batch or local), and office. 

2.8.5.11 Security Processing 
7.14-1 (FR868) The system shall provide notice template level security to authorize or restrict 
users to specific notice templates. 

7.14-2 (FR869) The system shall provide notice function security to authorize or restrict users 
to specific notice functions. 

2.8.5.12 Archival Processing 
7.15.0-1 (FR871) The system shall provide the capability to archive Notice Production-related 
data. 
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2.9 Reporting Process Description 
The system will provide the capability to process a comprehensive number of reports ranging 
from online to hard copy depending on requirements. Reports will be provided to support a 
variety of business process functions, including mailroom and finance, adjudications, scheduling, 
certificate production, notice production, file room operations, as well as management functions. 

2.9.1 Reporting Processing 
8.1.0-1 (FR874) The system shall provide access to the Reporting function from the screens of 
any of the main processing areas. 

8.1.0-2 (FR875) The system shall provide capability to produce reports online or in hard copy. 

8.1.0-3 (FR876) The system shall provide for report storage on disk. 

8.1.0-4 (FR877) The system shall provide menu-driven standardized reports with optional 
selection criteria, including location, date, and sort. 

8.1.0-5 (FR878) The system shall provide the capability to build and save queries on 
standardized reports that use other selection criteria (not including location, date, and sort). 

8.1.0-6 (FR879) The system shall support the generation of ad hoc reports with flexibility in 
the designation of fields for selection and sorting. 

8.1.0-7 (FR880) The system shall provide the ability to sort reports on multiple fields. 

8.1.0-8 (FR881) The system shall provide the ability to sort reports that include A-Numbers, 
by A-Number or by terminal digit according to local site specifications. 

8.1.0-9 (FR882) The system shall produce weekly manifests with a 2-D bar code for all cases 
scheduled at ASCs during the week. 

8.1.0-10 (FR883) The system shall provide the ability to reprint application labels, displaying 
name and application ID prominently to minimize the risk of keying error. 

8.1.0-11 (FR884) The system shall provide the capability to select a printer, other than the 
office defaul~ using standard paper for report printing. 

8.1.0-12 (FR885) The system shall provide report level security to authorize or restrict users to 
specific reports, using Report Access Groups. 

2.9.2 Certificate Tracking Reporting Function 
8.2.0-J (FR887) The system shall provide a Certificates Prepared report to support the 
Certificate Tracking function. 
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8.2.0-2 (FR888) The system shall provide a Certificates Voided/Destroyed report to support 
the Certificate Tracking function. 

8.2.0-3 (FR889) The system shall provide a report of Cases Without Certificate Numbers to 
support the Certificate Tracking function. 

8.2.0-4 (FR890) The system shall provide a Certificate Accountability report to support the 
Certificate Tracking function. 

8.2.0-5 (FR891) The system shall provide a Certificate Issuance report to support the 
Certificate Tracking function. 

8.2.0-6 (FR892) The system shall provide a report of the Number of Certificates Prepared to 
support the Certificate Tracking function. 

2.9.3 Adjudication Reporting Processing 
8.3-1 (FR894) The system shall provide a report of Applicant Current Status to support the 
adjudication function. 

8.3-2 (FR895) The system shall provide a report of Applicants Naturalized by the Court to 
support the adjudication function. 

8.3-3 (FR896) The system shall provide an Applicant Status report to support the adjudication 
function. 

8.3-4 (FR897) The system shall provide a Cases on Hold report to support the adjudication 
function. 

8.3-5 (FR898) The system shall provide report of Cases Pending to support the adjudication 
function. 

8.3-6 (FR899) The system shall provide a report of Cases Without A-Numbers to support the 
adjudication function. 

8.3-7 (FR900) The system shall provide a report of Continued Cases to support the 
adjudication function. 

8.3-8 (FR901) The system shall provide a report of Expired Requests for Additional 
Infonnation to support the adjudication function. 

2.9.4 File Room Operation Reporting Function 
8.4-1 (FR903) The system shall provide a Daily RAFACS Report (CLAIMS 4) of A-Files 
Received to support the file room operation function. 
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8.4-2 (FR904) The system shall provide the following report to support the file room operation 
function. a report of A-File movement to CLAJMS4 Responsible Parties. 

8.4-3 (FR905) The system shall provide a CIS File Transfer Request Report to support the file 
room operation function. 

8.4-4 (FR906) The system shall provide a CLAJMS 4 A-File Request Status Report to support 
the file room operation function. 

8.4-5 (FR907) The system shall provide a report ofT-Files Created to support the file room 
operation function. 

8.4-6 (FR908) The system shall provide a File Consolidation Report to support the file room 
operation function. 

8.4· 7 (FR909) The system shall provide a File Consolidation and Shipment Report to support 
the file room operation function. 

8.4-8 (FR910) The system shall provide a File Movement and Shipment Report to support the 
file room operation function. 
8.4-9 (FR91!) The system shall provide a report ofOF-11 Requests to support the file room 
operation function. 

8.4- I 0 (FR912) The system shall provide a Ship A-File (Transfer Out) report to support the 
file room operation function. 

8.4-11 (FR913) The system shall provide a Ship T-File (Transfer Out) report to support the file 
room operation function. 

8.4-12 (FR914) The system shall provide an Examination/Case Review Pick List to support 
the file room operation function. 

8.4-13 (FR1358) The system shall display the CBO code on the Pick List report. 

8.4-14 (FR915) The system shall provide a CIS Name/DOB/COB Change Audit Report to 
support the file room operation function. 

8.4-15 (FR916) The system shall provide a User Audit Trail report to support the file room 
operation function. 

8.4-16 (FR917) The system shall provide an A-File Activity Report to support the file room 
operation function. 

8.4-17 (FR918) The system shall provide a report for the SC identifying, for a specified date, 
allloca1 offices with scheduled cases requiring that SC to ship A-Files. 
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8.4-18 (FR919) The system shall provide a report for the SC identifying, for a specified date, 
local offices not associated with that SC, that have scheduled cases requiring that SC to ship A
Files. 

8.4-19 (FR920) The system shall provide a report for the SC identifying, for a specified date, 
local offices associated with that SC, that have scheduled cases requiring that SC to ship A-Files. 

2.9.5 Finance Reporting Function 
8.5.0-1 (FR922) The system shall provide a Bank Transmittal Sheet in support of the Finance 
function, allowing selection of audited cash boxes to be included. 

8.5.0-2 (FR923) The system shall provide a Bounced Check Report in support of the Finance 
function. 

8.5.0-3 (FR924) The system shall provide a Detail Audited Cash Box Report in support of the 
Finance function. 

8.5.0-4 (FR925) The system shall provide a Detail Audited Cash Box Report for Supervisors 
in support of the Finance function. 

8.5.0-5 (FR926) The system shall provide a Detail Cash Box Report in support of the Finance 
function. 

8.5.0-6 (FR927) The system shall provide a Detail Cash Box Report for Supervisors in support 
of the Finance function. 

8.5.0-7 (FR928) The system shall provide a Detail Fee Register in support of the Finance 
function. 

8.5.0-8 (FR929) The system shall provide a Detail Register Transaction Report in support of 
the Finance function. 

8.5.0-9 (FR930) The system shall provide a Detail Register Transaction Report for Supervisors 
in support of the Finance function. 

8.5.0-10 (FR931) The system shall provide an Office Fee Register by Payment Type in support 
of the Finance function. 

8.5.0-11 (FR932) The system shall provide an Open Payment Report in support of the Finance 
function. 

8.5.0-12 (FR933) The system shall provide a Refund Due Report in support of the Finance 
function. 
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8.5.0-13 (FR934) The system shall provide a Refund Paid Report in support of the Finance 
function. 

8.5.0-14 (FR935) The system shall provide a Summary Active Cash Box Report in support of 
the Finance function. 
8.5.0-15 (FR936) The system shall provide a Summary Active Cash Box. Report for 
Supervisors in support of the Finance function. 

8.5.0-16 (FR937) The system shall provide a Summary Audited Cash Box Report in support of 
the Finance function. 

8.5.0-17 (FR938) The system shall provide a Summary Audited Cash Box Report for 
Supervisors in support of the Finance function. 

8.5.0-18 (FR939) The system shall provide a Summary Cash Box Report in support of the 
Finance function. 

8.5.0-19 (FR940) The system shall provide a Summary Cash Box Report for Supervisors in 
support of the Finance function. 

2.9.8 Mailroom Reporting Function 
8.6.0-1 (FR942) The system shall provide a Daily Mailroom Remittance Reconciliation Report 
in support of the Mailroom function. 

8.6.0-2 (FR943) The system shall provide a Daily Mailroom Remittance Reconciliation Report 
for Supervisors in support of the Mailroom function. 

8.6.0-3 (FR944) The system shall provide a Mailroom Remittance Reconciliation Report in 
support of the Mailroom function. 

8.6.0-4 (FR945) The system shall provide a Mailroom Remittance Reconciliation Report for 
Supervisors in support of the Mailroom function. 

8.6.0-5 (FR946) The system shall provide a Mailroom Remittance/ Application Reconciliation 
Report for Supervisors in support of the Mailroom function. 

8.6.0-6 (FR947) The system shall provide a report of Unprocessed Applications in support of 
the Mailroom function. 

8.6.0-7 (FR948) The system shall provide a report of Unprocessed Payments in support of the 
Mailroom function. 

2.9. 7 Management Reporting Function 
8.7.0-1 (FR950) The system shall provide an Access Authorization List in support of the 
Management function. 
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8.7.0-2 (FR951) The system shall provide a Cases Pending Aging Report in support of the 
Management function. 
8.7.0-3 (FR952) The system shall provide a Cases Pending Sununary Report in support of the 
Management function. 

8.7.0-4 (FR953) The system shall provide a CIS/CLAIMS Mismatch Report in support of the 
Management function. 

8.7.0-5 (FR954) The system shall provide a CLAIMS 4 User List in support of the 
Management function. 

8.7.0-6 (FR1336) The system shall provide a Data Entry Production Report in support of the 
Management function. 

8.7.0-7 (FR955) The system shall provide a Data Entry Production Report I in support of the 
Management function. 

8.7.0-8 (FR956) The system shall provide an FD-258 Manifest in support of the Management 
function. 

8.7.0-9 (FR957) The system shall provide a report of Location Relationships in support of the 
Management function. 

8.7.0-10 (FR958) The system shall provide a report of New N-400 Cases in support of the 
Management function. 

8.7.0-11 (FR959) The system shall provide a report of Notices In Error State in support of the 
Management function. 

8.7.0-12 (FR960) The system shall provide a report of Notices Print Production in support of 
the Management function. 

8.7.0-13 (FR961) The system shall provide a report of Notices Ready To Create in support of 
the Management function. 

8.7.0-14 (FR962) The system shall provide a report of Notices Ready to Print in support of the 
Management function. 

8.7.0-15 (FR963) The system shall provide a report of Workflow Status in support of the 
Management function. 

8.7.0-16 (FR964) The system shall provide supervisory staff with the option of querying for 
statistical summary data, as a way of identifying bottlenecks in the process. 
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8.7.0-17 (FR965) The system shall extract process-related information captured by the 
Worldlow function for reports on Workflow metrics. 
8.7.0-18 (FR966) The system shall report information about the volumes involved for all tasks 
in the process. 

8.7.0-19 (FR967) The system shall provide RNACS Interface Audit reports. 

8.7.0-20 (FR968) The system shall provide a Workflow Current Activity Report in support of 
the Management function. 

8. 7.0-21 (FR969) The system shall provide a Workflow Current Activity Report for Service 
Center in support of the Management function. 

8.7.0-22 (FR970) The system shall provide a Receipting System FBI Response Override report 
to monitor the FBI (FD-258) response overrides. 

8.7.0-23 (FR971) The receipting system shall provide a Cases Granted-Awaiting Override 
report to report on N-400 cases that have been granted, but that are pending an FBI (FD-258) 
response override before they can proceed to oath ceremony. 

8.7.0-24 (FR972) The system shall generate on demand an aging report on N-400 cases which 
have been administratively closed. 

8.7.0-25 (FR973) The system shall generate a G-325A FBI Name Check Aging Report to 
inform the INS of those applicants/petitioners that have not received an FBI response. 

8.7.0-26 (FR974) The system shall generate on demand an Address Errors Detail Report 
displaying, in those cases that have encountered address errors in the initial address edit: Last 
name; First name; Middle name; A-Number; Mailroom-received date; Error number; Error text. 

2.9.7.1 Scheduling Exam (Interview) Reporting Function 
8.8.0-1 (FR976) The system shall provide a report of Available Appointment Slots for 
Examiners in support of the Scheduling Exam function. 

8.8.0·2 (FR977) The system shall provide a report of Available Appointment Slots in support 
of the Scheduling Exam function. 

8.8.0-3 (FR978) The system shall provide a Cancel/No Show Report in support of the 
Scheduling Exam function. 

8.8.0-4 (FR979) The system shall provide a report of Cases With Interview Past Due in 
support of the Scheduling Exam function. 

8.8.0-5 (FR980) The system shall provide a Daily Itinerary for INS Facilities in support of the 
Scheduling Exam function. 
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8.8.0-6 (FR981) The system shall provide a Daily Schedule for Examiner in support of the 
Scheduling Exam function. 

8.8.0-7 (FR982) The system shall provide a Demographic Report by Interview Date in support 
of the Scheduling Exam function. 

8.8.0-8 (FR983) The system shall provide a Demographic Report by Mail Date in support of 
the Scheduling Exam function. 

8.8.0-9 (FR984) The system shall provide a report of Examiner Appointment Slots Booked 
Statistics in support of the Scheduling Exam function. 

8.8.0-10 (FR985) The system shall provide an Interview Schedule by Attorney in support of 
the Scheduling Exam function. 

8.8.0-11 (FR986) The system shall provide an Interview Schedule by Examiner in support of 
the Scheduling Exam function. 

8.8.0-12 (FR987) The system shall provide an Interview Schedule by Location and Examiner 
in support of the Scheduling Exam function. 

8.8.0-13 (FR988) The system shall provide a report of Interview Sections Booked Statistics in 
support of the Scheduling Exam function. 

8.8.0-14 (FR989) The system shall provide a List of Assigned Examiners in support of the 
Scheduling Exam function. 

8.8.0-15 (FR990) The system shall provide a Pick List by Interview and Schedule Date 
(including FBI control number) in support of the Scheduling Exam function. 

8.8.0-16 (FR991) The system shall provide a report of the Ready to Schedule Queue for 
Interview in support of the Scheduling Exam function. 

8.8.0-17 (FR992) The system shall provide a report of Scheduler Status by Section in support 
of the Scheduling Exam function. 

8.8.0-18 (FR993) The system shall provide a report of Scheduler Status by Form Type in 
support of the Scheduling Exam function. 

2.9.7.2 Scheduling Oath Ceremony Function 
8.9.0-1 (FR995) The system shall provide a report of Card Accountability by Oath Ceremony 
Location in support of the Scheduling Oath Ceremony function. 

8.9.0-2 (FR996) The system shall provide a report of Cases With Ceremony Past Due in 
support of the Scheduling Oath Ceremony function. 
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8.9.0-3 (FR997) The system shall provide a Completed Oath Ceremony Report in support of 
the Scheduling Oath Ceremony function. 

8.9.0·4 (FR998) The system shall provide a Daily Schedule by Oath Ceremony Facility Room 
in support of the Scheduling Oath Ceremony function. 

8.9.0-5 (FR999) The system shall provide a report of Oath Ceremony by Applicant in support 
of the Scheduling Oath Ceremony function. 

8.9.0-6 (FR1000) The system shall provide a report of Oath Ceremony Cases With No 
Certificate Numbers in support of the Scheduling Oath Ceremony function. 

8.9.0-7 (FR1001) The system shall provide an Oath Ceremony Data Validation Report in 
support of the Scheduling Oath Ceremony function. 

8.9.0-8 (FR1002) The system shall provide an Oath Ceremony Demographic Report in support 
of the Scheduling Oath Ceremony function. 

8.9.0-9 (FR1003) The system shall provide Court Lists for Oath Ceremonies (Forms N-646/N-
647) in support of the Scheduling Oath Ceremony function. 

8.9.0-10 (FR1004) The system shall provide an Oath Ceremony Schedule by Reporting 
Location in support of the Scheduling Oath Ceremony function. 

8.9.0-11 (FR1 005) The system shall provide a list of the Ready to Schedule Queue for Oath 
Ceremony by Interview and Receipt Date in support of the Scheduling Oath Ceremony function. 

8.9.0-12 (FR1006) The system shall provide a list of the Ready to Schedule Queue for Oath 
Ceremonies in support of the Scheduling Oath Ceremony function. 

8.9.0-13 (FR1007) The system shall provide a report of Available Oath Ceremony Slots in 
support of the Scheduling Oath Ceremony function. 

8.9.0-14 (FR1 008) The system shall provide a report of Oath Ceremony No Shows in support 
of the Scheduling Oath Ceremony function. 

8.9.0-15 (FR1373) The system shall provide the Certificate Tracking Log report to identify 
status and usage of certificates processed. 

2.9. 7.3 Scheduling Fingerprints 
8.10.0-1 (FR1010) The system shall provide a report for each ASC that has Unscheduled 
Fingerprint Appointment Requests showing the following: Received date (sort order: oldest 
first); Reason fmgerprinted; Originating system; Originating system record identifier; A-Number 
or Social Secutity number (SSN); Name (last, first, and middle). 
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8.10.0-2 (FRlOll) The system shall generate a report listing applicants/petitioners whose fD. 
258 cards have not been received in the SC within 97 days of the first date scheduled to appear 
for re-fingerprinting 

2.9.7.4 G22 Function 
8.11.0-1 (FRI013) The system shall provide the G-22 Place Pipeline report in support of the 
G-22 function. 

8.11.0-2 (FR1014) The system shall provide the G-22 Place report in support of the G-22 
function. 

2.10 System Maintenance Process Description 
The system must provide a means for authorized SC or DO staff to view and maintain the 
information in CLAIMS tables on INS Offices and other locations, user profiles, number pools 
for certificates, Application IDs and Payment IDs. It must provide the capability to view and 
maintain the data in the various CLAIMS look-up tables referenced during application processing 
and the capability to view the data in the INS standard look-up tables that are maintained by INS 
headquarters. 

2.1 0.1 System Maintenance Processing 
When users are given access to CLAIMS 4, their privileges within the system are determined by 
what participant role they are assigned. The Workflow participant roles option is used to define 
the role a user will take within an office. For example, a small site may need to provide a user 
with access to all the CLAIMS 4 functions. In this case, the site would create a participant role 
that includes all the possible Workflow types. A larger site may have a specific set of roles 
designated for different classes of users. Such a site will create a Workflow participant type for 
each class of user. Users are assigned participant roles. 

9.1.0-1 (FR1017) The system shall provide means for authorized SC or DO staff to view and 
maintain the information in CLAIMS tables on INS Offices and other locations, user profiles, 
number pools for certificates, application IDs, and payment IDs. 

9.1.0-2 (FR1018) The system shall provide the capability to view and maintain the data in the 
various CLAIMS look-up tables referenced during application processing, and the capability to 
view the data in the INS standard look-up tables that are maintained by INS Headquarters. 

2.10.1.1 Office Profile Function 
9.2.0-1 (FR1020) The system shall provide the capability to configure and maintain 
information on INS Offices/Locations/Sites/Courts. 

9.2.0-2 (FR1021) The system shall maintain an office profile for each office to accurately 
characterize the resources available in the office to perform specific functions. 

9.2.0-3 (FR1022) The system shall provide the capability to add DOs to the system. 
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9.2.0-4 (FRJ023) The system shall provide the capability to add suboffices to the system. 

9.2.0-5 (FR1024) The system shall provide the capability to add satellite offices to the system. 

9.2.0-6 (FRI025) The system shall provide the capability to update DO profiles. 

9.2.0-7 (FR1026) The system shall provide the capability to update suboffice profiles. 

9.2.0-8 (FR1027) The system shall provide the capability to update satellite office profiles. 

9.2.0-9 (FRI028) The system shall provide the capability to delete DOs from the system. 

9.2.0-10 (FRJ029) The system shall provide the capability to delete suboffices from the 
system. 

9.2.0-11 (FRI 030) The system shall provide the capability to delete satellite offices from the 
system. 

9.2.0-12 (FRI 031) The system shall provide the capability to view DO profiles. 

9.2.0-13 (FRI032) The system shall provide the capability to view suboffice profiles. 

9.2.0-14 (FR1033) The system shall provide the capability to view satellite office profiles. 

9.2.0-15 (FR1034) The system shall maintain a location profile for each INS or court location 
containing infonnation to associate the applicant's place of residence with INS locations and 
courts where an applicant may have an examination or oath ceremony. 

9.2.0-16 (FR1035) The system shall detennine the INS locations for an examination or oath 
ceremony for an applicant based upon the relationship between an applicant's ZIP code and the 
INS administrative location, unless overridden by a specific request. 

9.2.0-17 (FRI036) The system shall maintain the ZIP code to service type relationship at the 
national level. 

9.2.0-18 (FR1037) The system shall allow authorized users to add temporary sites locally for 
specific events. 

9.2.0-19 (FRI038) The system shall prevent saving changes until all the ZIP codes have been 
reassigned if the user intends to delete a site or to remove ZIP codes from the system. 

9.2.0-20 (FR1039) The system shall allow authorized users to add a location to the system. 

9.2.0-21 (FR1040) The system shall allow authorized users to update location profiles. 
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9.2.0-22 (FR1041) The system shall allow authorized users to delete a location from the 
system. 

9.2.0-23 (FRl 042) The system shall allow authorized users to view location profiles. 

9.2.0-24 (FR1043) The system shall maintain a site profile for each site where interviews or 
Oath Ceremonies are perfonned. 

9.2.0-25 (FR1044) The system shall allow authorized users to add sites to the system. 

9.2.0-26 (FR1045) The system shall allow authorized users to update site profiles. 

9.2.0-27 (FR1046) The system shall allow authorized users to delete sites from the system. 

9.2.0-28 (FR1047) The system shall allow authorized users to view site profiles. 

9.2.0-29 (FR1048) The system shall maintain court profiles, which shall define the contained 
essential information for each court within an office jurisdiction. 

9.2.0-30 (FR1049) The system shall allow authorized users to add court profiles to the system. 

9.2.0-31 (FR1050) The system shall allow authorized users to update court profiles. 

9.2.0-32 (FR1051) The system shall allow authorized users to delete court profiles from the 
system. 

9.2.0-33 (FRl 052) The system shall allow authorized users to view court profiles. 

9.2.0-34 (FR1053) The system shall provide the capability to create and maintain officer 
contact infunnation (for example, title, telephone number and name). 

9.2.0-35 (FR1054) The system shall store the required INS customer service telephone number 
on the printed notices in the database. 

9.2.0-36 (FR1055) The system shall provide the ability to create and maintain ASC profiles for 
the following: address, associated INS Office, etc. 

9.2.0-37 (FR1056) The system shall maintain ZIP code ranges handled by each ASC location. 

2.10.1.2 User Profile Function 
9.3-1 (FRl 058) The system shall provide the capability to maintain infonnation on CLAIMS 4 
users. 

9.3-2 (FR1059) The system shall provide the capability to maintain the access authorization 
profile for each category of user (participant type code). 
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9.3-3 (FR1060) The system shall provide the capability to determine and define which features 
. a user is pennitted to use based on the Access Authorization profile, by mapping the user to a set 
of roles. 

9.3-4 (FRl 061) The system shaH provide the capability to add a new CLAIMS 4 user to the 
system. 

9.3-5 (FRI 062) The system shall provide the capability to update user profiles. 

9.3-6 (FR1063) The system shall provide the capability to delete a user. 

9.3-7 (FRI 064) The system shall provide the capability to view CLAIMS 4 user infonnation. 

9.3-8 (FRI065) The system shall provide the capability to request a report of all the users at a 
given site, sorted by user ID and name, with columns for the following: user ID, last name, first 
name, middle name, Sub location code, report access group, start date, and end date. 

9.3-9 (FR1066) The system shall provide the capability to maintain a Report Access Group 
profile for each site (Report Access Group code). 

9.3-10 (FR1067) The system shall provide the capability to detennine and defme the reports a 
user is pennitted to generate based on the Report Access Group profile that maps the user to a set 
of reports. 

9.3-11 (FRI068) The system shall provide the capability to create Report Access Group codes 
and assign at least one report to each of them. 

9.3-12 (FR1069) The system shall provide the capability to create and maintain participant 
type roles that, when associated with a user, allow that user to perfonn all activities associated 
with that role. 

9.3-13 (FR!070) The system shall provide the capability to assign multiple roles to a user. 

9.3-14 (FR1071) The system shall assign roles to a participant and allow display of all 
activities for the selected role. 

9.3-15 (FR1072) The system shall provide the capability to enter multiple A-Number blocks 
during the same session. 

9.3-16 (FR1073) The system shall provide the capability to restrict users to a specific group of 
authorized users who have the authority to add, update, delete, or view infonnation in the 
CLAIMS 4 database. 
9.3-17 (FR1074) The system shall provide a GUI to assist authorized users to perfonn each 
specific task. 
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2.1 0.1.3 Fingerprint Scheduler Profile 
9.4-1 (FRI076) The system shall allow the authorized scheduler administrator to change the 
percentage values and apply specific percentages to forms not listed in the current fingerprint 
prioritization scheme. 

2.10.1.4 Certificate Number Maintenance Function 
9.5.0-1 (FRI 078) The system shall provide the means to maintain the Certificate Number pool. 

9.5.0-2 (FR1079) The system shall provide authorized users the capability to add Certificate 
pool information. 

9.5.0-3 (FR1080) The system shall provide authorized users the capability to update Certificate 
pool information. 

9.5.0-4 (FR1081) The system shall provide authorized users the capability to void Certificate 
pool information. 

9.5.0-5 (FRI082) The system shall provide authorized users the capability to view the 
Certificate pool information. 

9.5.0-6 (FR1083) The system shall set the date on which the last document status code is 
assigned. 

2.10.1.5 Application ID and Payment ID Maintenance Function 
9.6.0-1 (FR1085) The system shall provide authorized users the capability to view the last 
application ID. 

9.6.0-2 (FRI086) The system shall provide authorized users the capability to add last 
application ID. 

9.6.0-3 (FR1087) The system shall provide authorized users the capability to update the last 
application ID. 

9.6.0-4 (FR1088) The system shall provide authorized users the capability to delete the last 
application ID. 

9.6.0-5 (FR1089) The system shall provide authorized users the capability to view the last 
paymentiD. 

9.6.0-6 (FR1090) The system shall provide authorized users the capability to add the last 
paymentiD. 
9.6.0-7 (FRI091) The system shall provide authorized users the capability to update the last 
paymentiD. 
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9.6.0-8 (FR1092) The system shall provide authorized users the capability to delete the last 
payment !D. 

2.10.1.6 Form Maintenance Function 
9.7.0-1 (FR1094) The system shall allow authorized users the capability to view local profile 
information on INS fonns. 

9.7.0-2 (FR1095) The system shall allow authorized users the capability to add local profile 
infonnation on INS fonns. 

9.7.0-3 (FR1096) The system shall allow authorized users the capability to update local profile 
infonnation on INS funns. 

9.7.0-4 (FR1097) The system shall allow authorized users the capability to delete local profile 
infonnation on INS fonns. 

9.7.0-5 (FRI098) The system shall maintain infonnation for each location to control the 
processing of each fonn type it supports. 

9.7.0-6 (FRI099) The system shall allow the A-Number counts to be maintained in the local 
fonns profile table for each form. 

9.7.0-7 (FR!IOO) The system shall allow the temporarY A-Number counts to be maintained in 
the local fonns profile table for each form. 

9.7.0-8 (FRllOI) The system shall allow the Government agency FBI ID numbers to be 
maintained in the local forms profile table for each fonn. 

9. 7.0-9 (FR!l 02) The system shall allow the minimum processing days value to be maintained 
in the local fonns profile table for each form. 

9.7.0-10 (FR1103) The system shall allow the maximum processing days to be maintained in 
the local forms profile table for each form. 

9.7.0-11 (FRI104) The system shall allow the values to be maintained in the local forms 
profile table for each form indicating whether to automatically queue to batch or to alert a clerk 
instead. 

9.7.0-12 (FRll05) The system shall allow the number of readable labels to produce to be 
maintained in the local forms profile table for each fonn. 

9.7.0-13 (FR1106) The system shall allow the numbers of bar-code labels to produce to be 
maintained in the local forms profile table for each form. 
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9.7.0-14 (FR1107) The system shall allow the number of address labels to produce to be 
maintained in the local forms profile table for each form. 

9.7.0-15 (FRI108) The system shall allow the check evidencein processing or bypass value to 
be maintained in the local forms profile table for each form. 

9.7.0-16 (FR1109) The system shall allow the number of A-Number labels to produce to be 
maintained in the local forms profile table for each form. 

9.7.0-17 (FRlllO) The system shall allow the number ofT-File labels to be produced to be 
maintained in the local forms profile table for each form. 

2.10.1.7 Table Lookup Function 
9.8.0-1 (FR1112) The system shall provide the capability to maintain all application look-up 
tables. 

9.8.0-2 (FR1113) The system shall allow authorized users to view a look-up table. 

9.8.0-3 (FR1114) The system shall allow authorized users to add records to a look-up table. 

9.8.0-4 (FR1115) The system shall allow authorized users to update records in a look-up table. 

9.8.0-5 (FR1116) The system shall allow authorized users to delete records from a look-up 
table. 

9.8.0-6 (FR1117) The system shall allow authorized users to perform search in a look-up table. 

9.8.0-7 (FR1118) The system shall allow authorized users to sort data in a look-up table. 

9.8.0-8 (FR1119) The system shall provide the capability to view data in standard tables (read-
only access). 

9.8.0-9 (FR1120) The system shall provide the capability to perform searches in standard 
tables. 

9.8.0-10 (FR1121) The system shall provide the capability to sort data in standard tables. 

9.8.0-11 (FR1122) The system shall provide the capability to validate user Role or Report 
Group for authorization when providing access to look-up tables and descriptions. 
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2.11 External Interface Description 
External interfaces are required at various points in N-400 processing. RNACS is the central 
repository of information on Naturalization applications and must be updated as new applications 
are receipted and at critical points in their processing. CIS is the central repository of 
information on individuals with A-Numbers. As new naturalizations are processed, the A
Numbers supplied must be verified against the information contained in this database. Because it 
is essential that the CIS system be kept current, it must be updated when name change is recorded 
and when an applicant is naturalized. RAFACS is the file management system in use at INS 
Service Centers and most local offices. RAF ACS must be updated as new naturalization cases 
are receipted to track the application folders. The interface with RAF ACS also checks to see if 
the A-File is present at the processing site. If not, the files are retrieved through CIS transfer 
requests and cases are held until the files arrive on-site. 

The system must also communicate with the FD-258 tracking system to confirm that the 
requirement for providing a valid fingerprint card for a FBI check has been satisfied before a case 
can be scheduled for interview. Additionally, a G-325A FBI name check is submitted on tape for 
each N-400 applicant To support the capability for applicant information requests, IVRS and 
web access systems must be updated. In the future, the system will be eohanced to take 
advantage of P AMS, a central repository of attorney information. 

2.11.1 External Interface Processing 
10.1.0·1 (FR1125) The system shall provide the capability to access multiple systems for 
resolution of required data discrepancies in the SC. 

IO.l.0-2 (FR1126) The system shall provide the capability to accommodate multiple system 
access during adjudication in DO. 

l O.l.0-3 (FR1l27) The system shall provide the capability to hot key to a concurrent online 
session in another system to support real-time inquiries against CIS during adjudication in DO. 

2.11.1.1 Interface with RNA CS Mainframe 
10.2.0·1 (FR!129) The system shall provide a means of updating RNACS with data on N-470, 
N-565, N·600, and N-643 forms to enable RNACS to handle all subsequent processing. 

10.2.0-2 (FRII30) The system shall provide a means of updating RNACS with N-400 data 
sufficiently to identifY duplicate application filings. 

10.2.0-3 (FRl131) The system shall provide a means for identifYing groups in RNACS. 

I 0.2.0-4 (FRl132) The system shall provide a means to update RNACS with case status at the 
following point in the processing cycle: Initial data entry (following validation of A·Number) 
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10.2.0·5 (FR\133) The system shall provide a means to update RNACS with case status at the 
following point in the processing cycle: Completion of background checks in initial processing 

I 0.2.0-6 (FR1134) The system shall provide a means to update RNACS with case status at the 
following point in the processing cycle: Examination scheduling 

10.2.0-7 (FR1135) The system shall provide a means to update RNACS with case status at the 
following point in the processing cycle: Approval for oath ceremony (following Re-verification 
of Grant). 

10.2.0-8 (FR1136) The system shall provide a means to update RNACS with case status at the 
following point in the processing cycle: Oath ceremony scheduling 

10.2.0-9 (FR1137) The system shall provide a means to update RNACS with case status at the 
following point in the processing cycle: Issuance of naturalization certificate 

10.2.0-10 (FRI138) The system shall provide a means to update RNACS with case status at 
the following point in the processing cycle: Denial 

10.2.0-11 (FR1139) The system shall provide a means to update RNACS with case status at 
the following point in the processing cycle: Administrative close-out of case 

I 0.2.0-12 (FRI140) The system shall provide a means to update RNACS with case status at 
the following point in the processing cycle: Change of Address case status change. 

10.2.0-13 (FR1!41) The system shall provide a means of querying RNACS to detennine 
whether a given A-Number is associated with a prior application. 

10.2.0-14 (FRI\42) The system shall provide a means to facilitate the transfer of applications 
from one office to another by using the RNACS mainframe interface. 

2.11.1.2 Interface with CIS 
10.3-1 (FR1144) The system shall automatically check CIS to determine whether the A
Number associated with each naturalization application exists in CIS. 

10.3-2 (FR\145) The system shall validate the A-Number and DOB against the existing 
information in CIS. 

10.3-3 (FR\146) The system shall provide the capability to access and update CIS online. 

10.3-4 (FRI\47) The system shall provide the CIS online lookup capability to facilitate effort~ 
to supply missing A-Numbers and at Adjudication. 

I 0.3-5 (FRI148) The system shall update CIS with the certificate numbers, dates of 
naturalization, and court codes (where provided) for applications that have been closed out. 
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10.3-6 (FR1149) The system shall update CIS with any other subsequent status changes, such 
as denaturalization and/or expatriation. 

10.3-7 (FR1150) The system shall provide a means of updating name changes in case history 
data in CIS. 

2.11.1.2 INTERFACE WITH RAFACS/CIS 
10.4-1 (FR1152) The system shall provide a means of updating RAF ACS as application 
folders are created. 

10.4-2 (FR1153) The system shall check CIS automatically to determine the location of A
Files for all applications entered that day that have not had receipt of the A-File acknowledged. 

10.4-3 (FR1154) The system shall initiate a file transfer request if the A-File is not in the 
office where the application is entered. 

10.4-4 (FR\155) The system shall generate a pick list and route it to the office's printer if the 
A-File is already in the office. 

10.4-5 (FR1156) The system shall initiate the A-File location check through an interface to the 
Workflow function. 

10.4-6 (FR!157) The system shall invoke the interface to request transfers of applications 
from the SC to local offices in preparation for interviews. 

10.4-7 (FR1158) The system shall generate a pick list. 

10.4-8 (FR!l59) The system shall provide for a continued use ofRAF ACS to track the 
physical files locally. 

10.4·9 (FR1160) The system shall track progress of critical file-handling processes through 
RAF ACS interface with Workflow. 

2.11.1.3 Interface with PAMS 
10.5.0-1 (FR1162) The system shall provide the capability to access and update attorney 
information held in P AMS. 

10.5.0-2 (FR1163) The system shall create a local attorney file using valid PAMS data for the 
local office, as well as the local attorney files. 

10.5.0-3 (FR1164) The system shall support queries for attorney infonnation during 
application receipting and adjudication, including Attorney State License numbers and lists of 
attorneys for a given office. 
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2.11.1.4 Interface with FD-258 Fingerprint Card tracking system 
10.6.0-1 (FRI166) The system shall extract infonnation from the tracking system for the FD-
258 and update CLAIMS 4 with status information. 

10.6.0-2 (FR1167) The system shall support the electronic submission ofFD-258 fingerprint 
and biographical data to the FBI via an interface with !DENT. 

10.6.0-3 (FR1!68) The system shall provide the ability to reschedule applicants/petitioners for 
fingerprint processing whose FD-258 cards are returned from the FBI as unclassifiable. 

10.6.0-4 (FR1169) The system shall generate rescheduled fingerprint appointment requests 
containing a code (request type identifier) distinguishing it from the initial scheduling request. 

10.6.0-5 (FR1170) The system shall enforce a limit of one on the automatic generation of 
rescheduling requests for applicants/petitioners whose FD-258s have been returned as 
unclassifiable. 

l 0.6.0-6 (FR1171) The system shall, upon receiving a second unclassifiable response from the 
FBI for an N-400 applicant/petitioner, release the case to the next processing step as assigned by 
INS-established business rules. 

2.11.1.5 Interface with FBI Name Check system 
10.7.0-1 (FR1173) The system shall provide the capability to generate requests for G-325A 
FBI Name/DOB checks for each N-400 applicant. 

10.7.0-2 (FR1174) The system shall transmit the request to the mainframe or other enterprise 
platform for shipment to the FBI. 

10.7.0-3 (FRI175) The system shall capture the date and time when each G-325A Name/DOB 
check request was issued. 

10.7.0-4 (FR1176) The system shall not allow a naturalization case to be scheduled for 
examination until results of an FBI name check have been received, or until 45 days have elapsed 
from the time the request was sent to the FBI. 

10.7.0-5 (FR1177) The system shall identify each G-325A Name/DOB check request using a 
unique 10-character customer identification number. 

10.7.0-6 (FR1178) The system shall record the status of the G-325A Narne/DOB check 
associated with the application, distinguishing the following cases: Awaiting submission of the 
name check; Awaiting responses from the FBI; Satisfied by the FBI. 

10.7.0-7 (FR1179) The system shall provide an interface capable of reading the magnetic tape 
returned by the FBI in response to the G-325A Name/DOB check request. 
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10.7.0-8 (FR1180) In the event of an FBI response to a G-325A name check reques~ the 
system shall read the error records downloaded by the mainframe or other enterprise platform, 
and record an error response for the relevant applications, and the error message(s), if available. 

10.7.0-9 (FR1181) In the event of an FBI response to a G-325A name check request, the 
system shall read the no-hit records downloaded by the mainframe or other enterprise platform, 
and record a no-hit response for the relevant applications. 

10.7.0-10 (FR1182) In the event of an FBI response to a G-325A name check request, the 
system shall read the indices popular records downloaded by the mainframe or other enterprise 
platform, and record an indices popular response for the relevant applications. 

10.7.0-11 (FR1183) The system shall process the file ofG-325A error responses downloaded 
from the mainframe or other enterprise system. 

I 0. 7.0-12 (FR1184) The system shall alert the adjudicator when an applicant's name search 
has returned an indices popular response (a hit) indication, so that he or she can check the A-File 
for the proper disposition of the rap sheet. 

10.7.0-13 (FR\185) The system shall provide the capability to transmit requests for G-325A 
FBI Name/DOB checks for N-400 applicants electronically (rather than by tape) to the FBI. 

2.11.1.6 Interface with IVRS 
10.8.0-1 (FR1187) The system shall provide basic application status information to the JVRS 
on a regular periodic basis to allow applicants to obtain application status telephonically. 

10.8.0-2 (FR1188) The system shall provide all standard application status codes/information 
to the JVRS on real-time basis to allow applicants to obtain application status telephonically. 

2.11.1. 7 Interface with Financial System 
(FR1190) The system shall generate a transaction file for the INS payment processing system 
with information on overpayments.lnterface With Change of Address Module (Telephone 
Center) 

10.11.0-1 (FR1199) The system shall accept a National Customer Service Center (NCSC) 
change of address (CoA) request file for processing. 

10.11.0-2 (FR1200) The system shall generate a detail summary file for the INS HQ Exception 
Broker team. 

10.\1.0-3 (FR1201) The system shall only update cases for which it receives a verified flag. 

10.11.0-4 (FR1202) The system shall update all records in which a combination of the A
Number, last name and first name match the record in the CoA request file. If there is no match 
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on the A-Number/name combination, the system shall attempt to match and update the record 
using the A-Number combined with the DOB from the CoA request file. 

10.11.0-5 (FR1203) The system shall update all verified CoA request file records for which it 
finds a matching record regardless of whether the case is a CLAIMS 4 or RNACS case. 

10.11.0-6 (FR1204) The system shall update verified, matching CoA requests provided the 
CoA request does not result in a change of jurisdiction when the case is scheduled or in the queue 
for scheduling for fingerprint, interview, or oath. A jurisdiction change occurs when the new 
residential ZIP code matches a CCO that differs from the applicant's currently assigned CCO. 

I 0.11.0-7 (FR1205) The system shall update verified, matching CoA requests provided the 
applicant is not a member of a Super group or CBO group. 

10.11.0-8 (FR1206) The system shall update verified, matching CoA requests when a case is 
in a closed state, but will set an exception code in the detail summary file to reflect the case 
status (Administratively Closed, Deny Closed, or Grant Closed). 

10.11.0-9 (FR1207) The system shall check an updated record for the presence of a G-28. If a 
G-28 is present, the system shall copy the corresponding attorney address into the detail summary 
file. 

10.11.0-10 (FR1208) The system shall apply the appropriate exception code to records in the 
detail summary file to indicate data and update exceptions and/or errors. 

10.11.0-11 (FR1210) The system shall post a date/time stamp in each record indicating that a 
CoA has been posted. 

10.11.0-12 (FR!211) The system shall generate a transaction summary file for NCSC 
containing the record count received from NCSC and record count updated as a result of the Co A 
request file. 

10.11.0-13 (FR1212) The system shall maintain a history record indicating when a Co A was 
applied to a case. 

2.11.1.8 Interface with PAS 
I 0.12.0-1 (FR1214) The system shall provide a means to update PAS with data tracked on the 
G-22.3 Report of Field Operations for the N-400 application. 

I 0.12.0-2 (FRI215) The system shall provide a means to update PAS with data for the 
remaining INS Adjudications and Naturalization applications tracked on the G-22.2 and G-22.3 
Report of Field Operations. 

10.12.0-3 (FR1216) The system shall provide the capability to generate a monthly interface 
file to PAS. 
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10.12.0-4 (FRI217) The system shall send a header record that will contain the date of the file 
(YYYMMDD) and a 9 digit numeric field of the total number of records excluding the header 
record. 

10.12.0-5 (FR1218) The system shall send zero-filled data fields for an office that has no data 
for a particular month. 

2.11.1.9 Interface With Complete File Review module 
10.13-1 (FRI220) The system shall communicate to the Complete File Review Intranet 
application which cases are ready for review according to the following criteria: An FBI response 
has been received; The applicant's A-File has been received (or due diligence has been exercised 
in searching for it); The G-325 name check response has been received. 

I 0.13-2 (FR1221) The system shall communicate which cases are ready for review to 
Complete File Review application prior to the scheduling of these cases for initial interview. 

10.13-3 (FR1222) The system shall provide read-only access to the following information in 
CLAIMS 4 about cases that are ready for Complete File Review: Office (in which the applicant 
will be interviewed) 3 bytes, character; SC 3 bytes, character; A-Number 10 bytes, character; 
Application ID 13 bytes, character; A-File or qualifying T-File I byte, character; Male or female 
1 byte, character; Is there an N-648 I byte, character; FBI response 1 byte, character; FBI 
response date 8 bytes, date format MMIDD/YY; Eligibility I byte, character; DOB 8 bytes, date 
format MMIDD/YY; Legal permanent resident date 8 bytes, date format MM/DDIYY; File 
receipt date (mailroom stamp) 8 bytes, date format MMIDD/YY; Is copy of green card (or Form 
1-90 present) I byte, character; Part 7, Question 15B marked "yes" I byte, character; Two 
photographs 1 byte, character; G-28 filed with the application I byte, character; Attorney name 
66 bytes, character; Attorney address I 34 bytes, character; Attorney address 2 78 bytes, 
character; Attorney city 28 bytes, character; Attorney state 2 bytes, character; Attorney postal 
code 9 bytes, character; Name (of applicant) 69 bytes, character; Address 1 44 bytes, character; 
Address 2 34 bytes, character; City 28 bytes, character; State 2 bytes, character; Postal code 9 
bytes, character; Attorney postal code 9 bytes, character; Name (of applicant) 69 bytes, character; 
Address I 44 bytes, character; Address 2 34 bytes, character; City 28 bytes, character; State 2 
bytes, character; Postal code 9 bytes, character. 

10.13-4 (FR1224) The system shall prevent cases from being scheduled for initial interview 
once they are ready for Complete File Review, until the review has been successfully completed. 

2.12 Workflow Management Process Description 
The system must have the capability to ensure Workflow processes through the necessary 
managed configuration is properly implemented. 

2.12.1 Workflow Management Processing 
Workflow ensures that the system processes are configured to meet work-related requirements in 
a uniform manner with full tracking and accountability. 
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2.12.1.1 Control and Process Function 
11.1.0-1 (FRI227) The system shall control and direct the processing of applications through 
the update of activity states that subsequently initiate or allow other activities. 

11.1.0-2 (FRI228) The system shall validate whether the user has the proper role and/or 
authority to perform the activity requested. 

II. 1.0-3 (FR1229) The system shall ensure that users can only perform activities on cases 
assigned to them or to their role. 

II. 1.0-4 (FR1230) The system shall ensure that activities are processed in the correct 
chronological and business requirement order. 

11.1.0-5 (FR1231) The system shall have the capability to control case processing based on a 
user-initiated activity or event. 

II. 1.0-6 (FRI232) The system shall have the capability to control case processing based on a 
system-initiated or a time-controlled activity or event. 

11.1.0· 7 (FRI233) The system shall provide a list of all recent cases submitted to the 
Workflow Management System at a given site, showing the following: Process name; Process 
identifier; Status; Start time; End time for each case. 

11.1.0-8 (FR1234) The system shall provide a list of all activities performed on a case 
(selected using a list or text box) displaying the following: Activity name; Status; Expected start 
time; Expected expiration time; User ID of the person completing the activity. 

11.1.0-9 (FR1235) The system shall provide a historical list of activities performed on a 
selected case, displaying the following for each activity: Activity identifier; Activity name; Start 
time; User ID of the person who completed the activity. 

11.1.0-10 (FR1236) The system shall provide the end conditions that resulted from processing 
a selected activity. 

11.1.0-11 (FR1237) The system shall produce a graphical representation of the status of case 
processing (a Workflow activity monitor) that shows the state of all activities performed on the 
case. 

11.1.0-12 (FR1238) The system shall update the activity and case status of the Workflow 
activity monitor information upon user request. 

11.1.0-13 (FR1239) The Workflow management system shall clean up scheduler tables after a 
scheduled event has expired. A scheduled event is defined as an applicant appointroent created 
by the automated CLAIMS 4 scheduler. 
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11.1.0-14 (FR1240) The system shall provide the capability to zoom in on an N-400 Data 
Entty to Scheduling tab within the Workflow activity monitor that provides a detailed view of a 
Workflow process flowchart graphic with vertical and horizontal scroll bars. 

11.1.0-15 (FR1241) The system shall provide a Workflow management tool to view and 
modify the Workflow status of a case. 

11.1.0-16 (FR1242) The system shall provide the capability to complete an expired activity 
and push the process to the next logical step. 

11.1.0-17 (FR1243) The system shall provide the capability to evaluate the need for the 
insertion of expired activities. 

11.1.0-18 (FR1244) The system shall provide the capability to track ad hoc or unexpected 
activities that are not process driven. 

11.1.0-19 (FR1245) The system shall provide the capability to establish expected start time 
and expiration time for time-sensitive activities. 

11.1.0-20 (FR1246) The system shall provide the capability to perform parallel activities on a 
case when necessary. 

11.1.0-21 (FR1247) The system shall provide the capability to suspend case processing based 
on business rules. 

11.1.0-22 (FR1248) The system shall provide the capability to perform exclusive processing 
on a case for specified activities. 

2.12.1.2 Metrics and Statistics Function 
11.2.0-1 (FR1250) The system shall provide accurate time stamps and audit trail (case history) 
of all activities performed for a single case. 

11.2.0-2 (FR1251) The system shall indicate where an application is located in the process at 
any given time. 

11.2.0-3 (FR1252) The system shall maintain composite statistics of the time spent performing 
activities. 

11.2.0-4 (FRI253) The system shall maintain composite statistics of the time spent between 
activities waiting for a task to be performed. 

11.2.0-5 (FR1254) The system shall maintain production statistics that satisfy the requirements 
of G-22 accounting. 
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2.13 Case Status Process Description 
The system will provide a Gill for the Case Status sub-system with the capability to perform a 
series of processes that includes displaying list format and criteria searches, as required. 

2.13.1 Case Status Processing 
12.1.0-1 (FR1257) The system shall provide a GUI for the Case Status sub-system. 

12.1.0-2 (FR1258) The system shall provide the capability to enter search criteria to locate one 
or more applications. 

12.1.0-3 (FR1259) The system shall display in list format those applications that satisfy 
specified search criteria. 

12.1.0-4 (FR1260) The system shal~ if only one application satisfies the search criteria, 
automatically display the following: Workflow history; Status; RAF ACS A-File location. 

12.1.0-5 (FR1261) The system shall provide the capability, when more than one application 
satisfies the search criteria, of selecting an application from a displayed list and viewing the 
following: ;Workflow history; Status; RAFACS A-File location; Any scheduled event. 

12.1.0-6 (FR1262) The system shall display the following for each selected case: Name; 
Application ID; A-Number; Form number; Last name; First name; DOB; COB; Mailing address; 
Case location; Mailroom date received; CIS match information; Payment ID; Payment status; 
Fee; Workflow status; Workflow history. 

12.1.0· 7 (FR1263) If no applications satisfy the query, the system shall display an appropriate 
message. 

12.1.0-8 (FR1264) The system shall accept search criteria that include but are not limited to 
the following: Application ID; A-Number; Form number; First name; Last name; SSN; DOB; 
COB; Mailing address; Attorney's last name; Attorney's first name; Attorney legal ID; Attorney 
state license number; Attorney VOLAG number; Application location; Port of entry; Date of 
entry range; DOB range; Payment ID; Certificate number. 

12.1.0-9 (FRJ265) The system shall provide the capability to invoke case status display from 
other modules or components of the system, including: Adjudication; Batch Status Update; 
Scheduler. 

12.1.0-10 (FRJ266) The system shall provide the capability to view the following subforms: 
Scheduling; Fingerprint; Attorney; Payment details. 

12.1.0·11 (FR1267} The system shall display a Scheduling screen within the Case Status sub
system that shows the following, for interviews and oath ceremonies: Interview location address; 
Interview room and section number; Interview date and time; Ceremony location address; 
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Ceremony room and gate number; Ceremony date; Ceremony gate time and start time; Ceremony 
type; Certificate history. 

12.1.0-12 (FR1268) The system shall display a Fingerprint screen within the Case Status sub
system that shows the following: Last name; First name; Middle name; Aliases (up to three); 
Contributor identification number; A-Number; SSN; FBI number; Local originating agency 
identification (OR!); Regional ORl; Eye color; Hair color; Height; Weight; Sex; Place of birth; 
DOB;Race. 

12.1.0-13 (FR1269) The system shall display an Attorney screen within the Case Status sub
system that shows the following: Attorney's last name; Attorney's first name; Attorney legal ID; 
Attorney state license number; Attorney VOLAG number; Attorney mailing address; Attorney 
phone number; Type of appearance. 

12.1.0-14 (FR1270) The system shall display a Payment screen within the Case Status sub
system that shows the following: Workflow status; Workflow history; Applicants with the same 
payment ID; Remittances. 

12.1.0-15 (FR1271) The system shall provide the capability to print out the case status as well 
as various labels. 
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3. OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

3.1 Security 
CLAIMS 4 was designed and developed to support all relevant INS computer and 
telecommunications security regulations as documented. Specifically, the design will be based 
on the need to secure naturalization data to prevent both internal and external fraudulent activity. 
This will be accomplished by designing user ID and password protections on all functions 
requiring higher levels of authorization for the performance of certain functions and sub
functions and by providing audit trails for all system actions. 

Only authorized personnel should have access to the system. The system shall control and limit 
user access based on the identification and authentication of the user via password and user ID. 

All system users are required to have a password with the following standards: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
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3.1.1 Discretionary Access Control 
Access to the system objects (files, directories, printers, or other devices) will be restricted. This 
will be implemented by access control lists. The system will keep a file of System 
Administrators, Supervisors, and Certified Adjudication Officers and use the information in this 
file to determine whether a user is authorized to access the administrative, supervisor, or 
Adjudication and Reporting functions. 

Software and data can only be modified by authorized individuals. There will be controls to 
prevent unauthorized modification of an individual's case and case history. 

3.2 Audit Trail 

3.2.1 Transaction Auditing 
Transaction auditing is the production of a set of chronological records that provides evidence of 
system activity. CLAIMS 4 system used audit trail records to reconstruct, review, and examine 
transactions from data entry to case close out, in an effort to detect, identiJY, and combat 
fraudulent and dishonest transactions. All transactions made against an application for a 
naturalization benefit were subject to monitoring and review. 

Audit trail records were additionally designed to assist in the investigation of system 
malfunctions or compromise of data. In such an event, the audit trails helped to restore and 
reconstruct any data that may have been compromised 

3.3 Data Currency 
Reliability Data were current at both the SC and DO sites. This enabled the shared use of the 
centralized Oracle database for storage of all character-based case data. 

3.4 Reliability 
The goal of system reliability is 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. This reliability will be adjusted 
to accommodate system maintenance time necessary to ensure optimal system performance and 
maximum data recovery. 

3.5 Recoverability 
Standard operating procedures to troubleshoot and maintain system operation were followed. 

3.6 System Availability 
The goal for system availability is 24 hours a day, 7 days a week This availability will be 
constrained by normal system maintenance requirements to ensure optimal performance and 
maximwn data recovery. 

3.7 Fault Tolerance 
Realizing that CLAIMS 4 was developed to operate on a combination of the LAN and wide area 
network (WAN) protocols, three areas of requirements were addressed: 
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• Communications Integrity-The system was designed in a way that supports data 
integrity throughout the communications network, while supporting multiple points of 
access, sharing of data, and avoiding the potential dangers of simultaneous updates. 

• Compromise Protection-The system ensured that sensitive information transmitted 
over facilities beyond INS control was protected. 

• Encryption-If a network is used to transmit sensitive data, encryption of data is 
recommended. 

3.7.1 Software Protection 
All software present on a system must be licensed by a vendor or a manufacturer. A virus 
detection software package is recommended for all PCs. An anti-virus program should be 
memory resident so that it can detect potential viruses from floppies or tapes. 

3.8 Performance 
CLAJMS 4 was designed to handle several key performance requirements ranging from sizing 
and capacity to response, reliability, and system growth. 

3.9 Capacity 
The reengineered NATS pilot supported 350 to I ,000 applications per day. Sizing calculations 
were based on 1,000 applications per day. The Release I pilot system was operational for several 
montbs and evolved into CLAJMS 4. The capacity requirements to support this pilot will be 
provided in the Hardware/Software Configuration and Estimate deliverable. 

3.1 0 Data Retention 
The system will keep closed cases online for 18 months and archive all old cases (more than 18 
months old) including denials. Currently, denials remain on the system indefmitely. The system 
will allow for the transfer of cases. 
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4. REQUIREMENTS TRACEABILITY MATRIX 
The CLAIMS 4 RTM is located in the Enterprise Library under NCYOl.l 00!9-00.F*O-CSC. A 
release-specific RTM has been created for CLAIMS 4 Release 5.13 and can be located in the 
Enterprise Library under NCYOO.l 00 19-02.F*O-CSC. 
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A-File 
A-Number 
AAO 
ADP 
API 
ASC 
BSU 
CBO 
ceo 
CIDN 
CIS 
CLAIMS 
CLAIMS 3/MRD 
CM 
CM 
COB 
CR 
DAO 
DLL 
DO 
DOB 
DOJ 
ElM 
FBI 
FCO 
FD-258 
FD-258 EE 
FP 
FRO 
GUI 
G-325B 
HQ 
ID 
IDMS 
INS 
ITP 
LAN 
LDM 
MDI 
MS 
NACS 
NATS 
NCSC 
N-400 
N-426 
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alien file 
alien number 
Administrative Appeals Office 
Automated Data Personnel 
Application Programming Interrace 
Application Support Center 
Batch Status Update 
community-based organization 
County Control Office 
Contributor Identification Number 
Central Index System 
Computer-Linked Application Information Management System 
FBI Fingerprint 
Configuration Management 
Case Management 
Country of Birth 
CLAIMS Resolution 
District Adjudication Officer 
dynamic link library 
District Office 
Date of Birth 
Department of Justice 
External Interrace Module 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
File Control Office 
Request for FBI Background Check 
Enterprise-wide Fingerprint Card Tracking System 
Fingerprint 
functional requirements document 
graphical user interrace 
Biographic Information form 
Headquarters 
Identification 
Integrated Database Management System 
Immigration and Naturalization Service 
Information Technology Partnership 
local area network 
logical data model 
Multi-Document Interrace 
Microsoft Corporation 
Naturalization Automated Casework System 
Naturalization System 
National Customer Service Center 
Application for Naturalization 
Request for Certification of Military or Naval Service 
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oc 
ODBC 
OIRM 
OLE 
OMG 
OOD 
ORI 
PAMS 
PAS 
PICS 
POE 
QA 
Q&A 
RAD 
RAFACS 
RAPS 
RDBMS 
RDO 
RNACS 
RTM 
sc 
SDLC 
SID 
SNA 
SQL 
T&E 
T-number 
TBD 
TCP/IP 
TIP 
UML 
us 
VOLAG 
WAN 
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Oath Ceremony 
Open Database Connectivity 
INS Office oflnfonnation Resources Management 
Object Linking and Embedding 
Open System Management Group 
Object Oriented Design 
organization identification 
Private Attorney Maintenance System 
Perfonnance Analysis System 
Personal Identification Control System 
Port of Entry 
Quality Assurance 
Question and Answer 
Rapid Application Development 
Receipt and Alien-File Accountability and Control System 
Refugee Asylum and Parole System 
Relational Database Management System 
Remote Data Object 
Reengineered Naturalization Automated Casework System 
Requirements Traceability Matrix 
Service Center 
Systems Development Life Cycle 
Scheduler !nfonnation Database 
System Network Architecture 
Structured Query Language 
Test and Evaluation 
Temporary Number 
To Be Detennined 
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol 
Technology Infrastructure Project 
Unified Modeling Language 
United States 
voluntary agency 
wide area network 
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Entity Entity Attribute 
Entity Attribute Aflribute II Entity Attribute Column Nun 

Entity Name Entt~ Deflntlton Entity Attribute Name Entity Attribute Daflnlllon lsPK FK Column Dlta~pt O~ton 
alljobl .. ·-·" 
all obieds 
all seauences 
all source 
an t~ggers 
a~ ~Ill'! 

ATS MIAMI LAST NAME No No VARCHAR21501 NULL 
ATS MIAMI FIRST NAME No No VARCHAR21501 NULL 
ATS MIAMI MIDDLE flAME No No VARCHAR21501 NULL 
ATS MIAMI OCB No No DATE NULL 
ATS MIAMI A NUMBER No No VARCHAR21131 NULL 
ATS MIAMI SHEET NUMBER No No NUMBER NULL 
ATS MIAMI ERROR No No NUMBER NULL 
ATS MIAMI BATCH No No VARCHAR2(50) NULL 
ATS MIAMI BATCH DATE No No DATE NULL 
ATS MIAMI RESPONSE No No VARCHAR2(50) NULL 
ATS MIAMI RESPONSE DATE No No DATE NULL 
ATS MIAMI .m~--- No --~--- DATE NULL 
ATS MIAMI 

--·--···~-----·····-· 

No VARciiAR.itfoi -- NULL SYS ID No 
ATS MIAMI EVENT SITE No No VARCHAR2161 NULL 
ATS MIAMI EVENT TIME No No DATE NULL 
ATS MIAMI EVENT LOC No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD REC 10 Yes No NUMBER NOT NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD ACTION No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD FORM NO No No VARCHAR2(6) NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD FPS NO No No VARCHAR2(13) NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD SYS ID No No VARCHAR2121 NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD RCPT NO No No VARCHAR2i301 NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD RCVD DT No No VARCHAR2181 NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD ANUM No No VARCHAR2(10) NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD LliAME No No VARCHAR2 30) NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD F NAME No No VARCHAR2 18) NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD M NAME No No VARCHAR2 18) NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD CARE OF No No VARCHAR2 341 NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD STR NO No No VARCH~~~OI__ NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD ADOR2 No No VARCHAR2i34i NULL 
C4 ADS LOAD AODR3 No No VARCHAR2 34) NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD CITY No No VARCHAR2 28) NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD STATE No No VARCHAR22) NULL 
C4 ADS LOAD ZIP No No VARCHAR25) NULL 
C4JOS LOAD FILL! No No VARCHAR2(25) NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD A FIRM No No VARCHAR2134) NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD A LliAME No No VARCHAR21301 NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD A FNAME No No VARCHAR2(18) NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD A MNAME No No VARCHAR2118) NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD A STRNO No No VARCHAR21101 NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD AJDDR1 No No VARCHAR21341 NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD A ADDR2 No No VARCHAR2(34) NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD A CITY No No VARCHAR2128) NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD A STATE No No VARCHAR2(2) NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD A ZIP No No VARCHAR2(5) NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD lAOS_ GROUP ···- No No VARCHAR2191 ~~LL __ 
C4 AOS LOAD (FP_RESP No t.ia VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD FBI DT No No VARCHAR218) NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD SVC ORI No No VARCHAR2191 NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD LOC ORI No No VARCHAR2191 NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD ORGSITE No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD ASYLUM No No VARCHAR23) NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD DOB No No VARCHAR2 8) NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD FILL2 No No VARCHAR2 44) NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD DATA ERROR No No VARCHAR2 50) NULL 

~ No No VARCHAR2i255) NULL 
C4 AOS LOAD No No DATE NULL 
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C4 APP OLDPIIt) OLD P'MJID Yes No NUMBER NOT NULL 
C4 APP OLDPOO USER SEQ ID No Yes NUMBER NOT NULL 
C4 APP OLDPOO CREATED DATE No No DATE NOT NULL 
C4 APP OLDPIIt) CREATOR USER NAME No No VARCHAR21301 NOT NULL 
C4 APP OLDPOO lAST UPDATED DATE No No DATE NOT NULL 

C4JPP OLDPWD ·-- .. LAif.!Jf'D~T_ER_USER.NAME "·--
No No ----- VARCHAR2(30l_ NOT NULL 

C4 APP OLDPWD OLD Pllt) No ····No VARCHAfii1oOi - NULL . -· 

C4 APP OLDP'Ml OLD Pllt) DATE No No DATE NULL 
C4 APP USERS USER SEQ ID Yes No NUMBER NOT NULL 
C4 APP USERS USER NAME the u!er~delilificalion code No Yes VARCHAR21301 NOT NULL 
C4 APP USERS CUR Pllt) No No VARCHAR211001 NOT NULL 
C4 APP USERS CREATED DATE No No DATE NOT NULL 
C4 APP USERS CREATOR USER NAME No No VARCHAR21301 NOT NULL 
C4 APP USERS LAST UPDATED DATE No No DATE NOT NULL 

C4 APP USERS lAST UPDATER USER NAME No No NOT NULL 
C4 APP USERS CUR TE No No DATE NULL 
C4 APP USERS LOCK DATE No No DATE NULL 
C4 APP USERS LOGIN TIME No No DATE NULL 
C4 APP USERS LOGOUT TIME No No DATE NULL 
C4 APP USERS EXPIRATION DATE No No DATE NULL 
C4 APP USERS INVALID LOGON ATTEMPT No No NUMBER NULL 
C4 APP USERS LOGIN COUNT No No NUMBER NULL 

·- -
t::e identmcalion tor the acti~cy instanca, created by sequence 

umber 
C4 ARCHIVE Wi' REC ACT INST ID enerator No No NUMBERIIOI NULL 
C4 ARCHIVE Wf REC STATE DTIME the date and time when the acti~tv stale is chanced No No DATE NULL 

C4 ARCHIVE Wf REC ACT CODE 
~~~ activicy code that denotes the action to be pertormed, or !hal was 

ertorrned on the case (e,g, DeEnler ·Data EniM No No VARCHAR21201 NULL 
tlil condition defining the status of the activrty at a paric~ar point 

C4 ARCHIVE Wi' REC ACT STATE 
I:: lime 

e.a.lnactive, Active, Susoended, Comoleted, Canceled, Error\ No No VARCHAR21101 NULL 
llil idenlffication ror the specific process (e.g. APP _ID 
(ap~ication IDJ ff 
process code Is "APP" or"N400", PAYMENT_ID if process code is 

C4 ARCHIVE Wi' REC PROCESS INST ID I"PAY" No No VARCHAR21131 NULL 
the user (user~denlfficatioo code) who Is currendy wo~ing on this 

C4 ARCHIVE Wi' REC PARTICIPANT acti~tv No No VARCHAR2181 NULL 
C4 ARCHIVE Wi REC LOC CODE lhe code thai denotes lhe location of lhe INS office No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 
C4 ARCHIVE Wi' REC LOC SUB CODE the code that denotes the s!Jb.location of the iNsOiiii ·· -· · · • ·- No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 
C4 FORM FEES FMTE FORM NUMBER Yes Yes VARCHAR2161 NOT NULL 
C4 FORM FEES EFFECTIVE DATE Yes No DATE NOT NULL 
C4 FORM FEES FEE AMOUNT No No NUMBER/12,2\ NOT NULL 
C4 FORM FEES EXPIRATION DATE No No DATE NULL 
C4 FORM FEES CREATED DATE No No DATE NOT NULL 
C4 FORM FEES CREATOR USER NAME No No VARCHAR2f301 NOT NULL 
C4 FORM FEES LAST UPDATED DATE No No DATE NULL 

C4 FORM FEES LAST UPDATER USER NAME No No VARCHAR21301 NULL 
C4 FORM TYPES FORM NUMBER Yes No VARCHARll61 NOT NULL 
C4 FORM TYPES FORM DESCRIPTION No No VARCHAR212001 NULL 
C4 FORM TYPES EFFECTIVE DATE No No DATE NOT NULL 
C4 FORM TYPES EXPIRATION DATE No No DATE NULL 
C4 FORM TYPES CREATED DATE No No DATE NOT NULL 
C4 FORM TYPES CREATOR USER NAME No No VARCHAR21301 NOT NULL 
~QBM TYPES .. ·---·- ~TED DATE No I~O _______ DATE IND[[ 

-1--·-· ----··· --···· - --------··-···-·· ·-·- -·-. 

C4 FORM TYPES lAST UPDATER USER NAME No No VARCHAR21301 NULL 
C4 LK CODE CODE ID Yes No NUMBER151 NOT NULL 
C4 LK CODE DOMAIN 10 No Yes NUMBERISI NULL 
C4 LK CODE CODE No No VARCHAR2mf NULL 
C4 LK CODE CODE DESC No No VARCHAR21351 NULL 
C4 LK DOMAIN DOMAIN ID Yes No NUMBERI51 NOT NULL 
C4 LK DOMAIN DOMAIN CODE No No VARCHAR21151 NULL 
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C4_LK .DOMAIN 
H_LK_F~ 
IQ4JK_F~ 
C4. (_FORM 

!!~ 

JDOMAI~ !!§Q_ 
IKM_ lR 

:RSION 
JE1: Ill! 
JFOR LFLAGJIORD 
llli.AMT 

C4 Erwin Data Dictiona~ 

!No 
!No 
Jtl! 

ILL 

~~ 
lUMBERt 2,21 JNIJil 

JFAMILY_CAP_AMT __ 
1 
___ .. 

t~LAM _EFF _DT 
. ····--------·-·-·············· --- ---- ~~~~ INO 

I No 
[t!o__ 

IIIMBERI l,ll JNI/LL 
Ill 
Ull ~ 

!OLE illl.l!!. 
_LIN ~ 

SI~ 
I~ 

LA 
NE~ 

!BRANCH COD 
~IC~ 

TEX" 
_SHORT_NAME 

~GjEXT 

!The code !hal oenotesm~ of lilt sel'lic~ 
~-LK_NFTs_GONFIGURATiv l"'""i,slh:~ ';'Y".~""" ~; '"' sewice 
lti_ ~""""' .. n~l[s_ ........ 1"'.[! .• -'!:""'~~"''~~'="----+---------
IC4 LK NFTS CONFIGURA II I Contains !he contiolUtion Of tile S!NIC! 
1 .. - • • . ..:~.· .:;rAil! INFTSUSERID 

I~.LK.NFTS.CONFIGURAT i ~;lheseMce C4RESP~v 
~JK.NFTS_CONFIGURATI I ~~~~;"~te sel'lice INFTS_RULE_NAME 

~.LK.NUI_TEMPLATEJOR FORM_NBR 

l~.LK.NOT)EMPLATEJOR IFORM..IJEB§Kl.!!. 

I~ _LK-NOT_TEMPLATEJOR 
~ENAME 

[t!o__ 

~ 
~ 
jNO 
!No 

IIIMRER/12,21 Ull 

JNJ&h. 
AR: lJil 

lUll 
lULL 
lUll 
iUT NULL 

~ 
NUMBER@__ ~ 

1ull 
~lULl 

___ 1l~~----~j-~-~~-~-r·•~_R2(~ INmNULL 

~ [tlo_ \lACe< AC1/1!1 lttQr_ NULL 

~ !No ''"""' "''" I NOT NULL 

I NOT NULL 

~ No INOT NULL 

INOTt-IIJll 

~-LK_NUI_TEMPLATE_FOR INOTICE_M ~ !Yes 
INOT NULL 

IC4 lK NOT TEMPLATE_FOR ~ :f!S_ INQT_ NULL 
IM -- - - - - · INortcEJYPLcoot res tNo vARCHAR<,II tNor NULL 

LK_NUIIc~_TYPE IUIIoUYPE ~ ~ ~~ !NULL 

~ICE_TYPE jNO~E ~ Jtl! ~ ~~~~~ 
11;4JKl!()_TICE_TYP~ jNU ~ ~ ~ 1"""""-"l I""" 

IC4_lK..NQliCE_TYPE rl\1 ~ L~ 1!!1. ~ !NULL 

C4 LK SEC BUSINESS_RUL~ RULE SEQ NO ~ jNo NUMBE~l1QJ_ ~ 

!C4 LK SEC BUSINESS RULE ~ ~ ~ ""'""' I NOT NUll_ 

C4 LK SEC BUSINESS_RUL~ ISTART_Dill_ !! 

~~.!:~SEC BUSINESS_RULE IEND.DATE ~ INo DATE 

IC4_LK_ SEC BUSINESS_RUL~ ~ ~ 

C4 LK SEC BUSINESS_RULE ~ ~ INIJLL 

IC4_LK_SEC. BUSINESS_RULE !CREATE~ ~ !No INOT NULL 

IC4 LK SEC BUSINESS_RULE IMODIFIED_B'r'_ II-& 
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(b )(6) 

IC4 1.1< SEC AIISINESS RULE 

~ 
~TD_NOTICE_TEMPLI 

I~J(STD}iOTICEJEMPLI 

I~.LK.STD_NOTICEJEMPLI 

I~JK)TD_NOTICE_TEMPLA 

~llSTO_NOTICE_TEMPLI 

I~·LKJTD_NOTICEJEMPU 

riCE_TEMPIP 

~CONFIGURE 

IC(Iii:.CONFIGURE 
IC4 LP CON~IGURE 
IC4_MACHINE_50FTWARE 
IC4 MACHINE_SOFTWARE 
IC4 MA ~INE SOFTWARE 
IC.\J,iU I SESSION IFR 
IC4]i} I SFSSION ER 
1C4MUI !SESSION USER 
C4 MULTI SESSION iFR 

IC4 MULTI SFSSION IISFR 

IC4Ji\ITI SESSION USER 

IC4_NOT 

!C4_NOT_ 

C4 NOT 

IC4_NOT. 

IC4_NOT_ 

IC4 NOT 

IC4 NOT 

1C4 NOT 

IC4 NOTJA ~~~~vNL'tNvc 

C4 NOT 

!TEMPLATE FILENAME 

INOTICE TYPE CODE 

INOTICJ_CODE 

iTEMPLA TE START DATE 

ITEMPlA TE DESC 

!EXPIRE_ OTIME 

I EXPIRE _USERIO 

IACT CODE 

leone 10 
ILOC CODE 
LC : SUB. CODE 

ICE PAPER TYPE 
.NAME 
:_10 

,CHINE 10 
FTWARE TITLE 
FTWARE VERSION 

tID 
CREATED_DATE 
ICREATOR USER_NAME 
(LAS UPDATED _DATE 

!LAST UPDATER USER NAME 
IEXPIRATIONDATE 

!CORRES SEQ ID 

C4 ElWin Dala llicllona~ 

I the il i 

!No 

IYes 

IYes 

lves 

No 

I No 

No 

I No 

I No 

I No 

!No 
IYes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

(No 
IYes 
lYe! 
I Yes 
IYes 
I No 
I No 
I No 

I No !NULL 

!No ""'""" INOT NULL 

I Yes NOT NULL 

I No !NOT NULL 

No !DATE NULL 

INo INULL 

INa "'"",ARl(luuJ INULI 

!No !DATE !NULL 

!No 1
'"""' .. ,., INULI 

INo !NULL 

IYes INUMBER(5) INULI 
INo rv~KoHAKll~l INOTNULL 
I No IVAr •MAKliJI (NOT NULL 
INa (NOT NULL 
)No iHAKlfOUJ (NOT NULL 
(Yes ~ERI51 INULL 
(Yes NUMBERI101 I NOT NULL 
I No IJAoru'""'" (NOT NULL 
I No .HAK<rour I NoT NULL 
!;,:s •HAKI\lll I NOT NULL 
I'" DATE IN6ftiji 
(No '""vMKliJUJ (NOT NULL 
I No DATE (NOT NULl 

I No No INOT NULL 
INa INo DATE NULL 

lves I No NUMBER/101 I NOT NULL 

ISUB r.nRRFS SEQ ID 
··-- -------11A:PP:IID ~'E"...'.ll_ ___ ~iiifnnuiiiiiimbe;rii uii!iiedi too track rece~iid~ies~-~, ---+-"!No'--.---li~N:o:_ jNUMBER(!_IJ)_ !NULL 

, INo lves INULL 

IADDR TYPE IND I No INo I... INULL 

!SEQ NBR I No N:l I NUMBER/51 NULL 

ITEMPlA TE .. FILENAME !No INo INULL 

!NOTICE CODE iNo No NULL 

IEMPLOYER_ID I No INo INUMRFRr51 INULL 

INOTICEJYPE_CODE I No No 1 "\RcM~llll INULI 

IJOB ID I No lves INUMBER/101 INULL 

!REP ID 
" '" 10 '"'i''" IV ~~ 

I No IYes INUMBER(10) !NULL 

1PRINT_STATUS_CODE No INUMBERISJ NULL 

IACT INSTJD I No INo INUMBER/101 INUll 

ISCHED SEND DATE I No INo IDATE INULL 
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IC4 NOT 

IC4 NOT 

IC4_NOT_ 

IC4_NOUXTRACT 
IC4 NOT EXTRAC 

lAC 
lAC 

!ACTUAL SEND_DATE 

IPRINT STATU$_DATE 

RECIPIENT_ CODE 

CODE_ID 
:ORRES SEQ I 

iSC .OC CODE 
'_A D 
'A 

C4 Erwin Data Dldlooa~ 

I No 

I No 

No 

No 
IYes 
I No 
I No 

INo IDATE INULL 

INo IDATE INULL 

INo "'"""'"""' INULL 

IYes NUMBERI51 INULL 
I Yes INUMBER1101 INOT NULL 
INo INULL 
INo IVAKoHIIK<i INULL 
INa INULL 

IDE INo IV'""MII"'I"I INULL 
lAC '_A .DATEJP No INo IDATE INULL 

IC4_NOUXTRAC' IFRMJORMJITLE INo INo INULL 
IC4_NOT_EXTRACT IAPP_AUEN_NBR INa INo I"""MI\"'1"1 INULL 
IC4_NOT_EXTRACT IAP_MR_RECV_DTIME INo INo IDATE INULL 
IC4 NOT EXTRA( lAP FORM NBR INa INa INUll 
(C4_NOT_EXTRACT AP _EXT. ORIG SYS KEY I No No I NULL 

.NOH~R~l IOTREEUNS INo No INULL 

.NOl .EXTRACl ILDG INS No IN_UIJ,_ 
NO EXTRACl CITY I lo No INULL 
.NOl .EXTRACI STATI NS No INULL 

~~~-~-NNOO!!_..Tl~~~~(~T~RARACCTI __ -+---------17'~~~~:::~~~10 '-::;:;CN'E)~)_DE;B-~~S-+------------------t.;INo;--- .. ~~-- 1""""""'1'•1 :~~t~ 
I_NOT EXTRACT IAPPFIRST_NAME lo No tvo"vnM'I"I NULL 
I NOT EXTRAC' lAPP MIDDL: NAME I No NULL 
I_NO' .EXTRAC' IAPP .. LAST_NAME lo INo NULL 

NO' .EXTRAC' IAPf SUFFIX_CODE lo INo NULL 
IC4_ NO' _EXTRACT IAPf SSN I No I No INULL 
IC4 _EXTRACT IADI UNCAREOF_MAIL INo ~~~ ~~~~~ 
I~NrrmRA~ I~IWREETNBR~IL INo uvo """ 
C4 NOT EXTRACT iADDR_5TREET.NAME_MAIL INo No NULL 
C4_NOT_OORACT IADDR BLDG RM MAIL INa No NULL 
N~rnRA~ I~D~ITUAI INa No NULL 

101 .EXTRACT IADDR STATE DE MAIL INa No NULL 
NOl .EXTRACT IADDR_ZIP_CODI._MAIL INo No N~L~ 
NOl .EXTRACT ILK_NOTICE_pAPERJYPE INo No NULL 

C4_N0l_EXTRACT ILK_NOTICE_CODE INa No NUL~ 
IC4.NOUXTRACT ILK_NOTICE_TYPE_CODE INo INo 111••r~••1111 INULL 
IC4 NOT EXTRACT ILKJEMPLATE_pATH_NAME INo INo INULL 
IC4 NO' EXTRACT lAP RE ' ID INo INo INUMBER110 INULL 
IC4_NO' .EXTRACT IREP_ IRM_NAME INo INo INULL 
IC4_NO _EXTRACT IREI JIRST_NAME INo INo ''""""""1"1 INULL 
IC4_NO .. _EXTRACT IREI _MIDDL :_NAME ~o INo INULL 
IC4 NO"_EXTRACT REI _LAST NAME INULL 
:4 NC _EXTRACT IREI .STREET.NBR ~o ~~ ~~~~ 
:4 NDl EXTRACT , I REP STREET _NAME •• "0 " 

:.t_NOT_EXTRACT IREP_BLOG_RM ~o No NULL 
C4_N01 EXTRACT IREI :ITY ~o No NULL 
C4 NO' TRAI I REI TAT .CODE No NULL 
C4. NO' TRAI I REI 1_C DE ~o NULL 
,C4_ NO' TRAI IAPI )8 ~o IATI NULL 
IC4_NOT EXTRACT IADDR iTREET_NBR_RES INULL 
IC4 NO"_EXTRACT IADOR_5TREET_NAME_RES No INc INULL 

NO' .EXTRACT IADDI:_BLDG_RM_RES No INo INULL 
NO' lRI DDI:_CITYJES No INo INULL 
.NO TRI I_STATE_CODE_RES No INo IV~K'n~K<I (NULL 
NO TRI I ZIP COOE_RES No INo INULL 

:4 NOT_EXTRACT 
E4 Nilf EXTRACT 
:4 NOT EXTRACT 
>I_NOT_EXTRACT 

IC4 NOT_EXTRACT 
IC4 NOT EXTRACT 

~~~-RECV_INT.NOT.DAYS.C No No INUMBERI51 NULL 

lAP :e Cl :GED No No INUMBER1101 NULL 
IPAY lAY _AI No No NULL 
INUM_API I PE~ PAYID No No INUMBER(5) NULL 
IDISC : 01 ;p ~T No INo t"v•••"l NULL 
ISECTJ.PPTJIT_\1_1[ No INa IDATE NULL 
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IC4_NOUXTRACT 
LNQLEXTRACT 
i NOT EXTRACT 
i NOT_EXTRACT 

NOT EXTRACT 

I~ECT)PPT _INlV _5TART_TIM 

ESC INT 
:tiNT 
RM iNT 

Jv.CI INT 

C4 Erwin Data Didiona~ 

NOT EXTRACT 
NOT EXTRACT 
NOT EXTRACT 

IC4_ NOT _EXTRACT 
IC4 N :Xl RAI ;T 

...... --· ---F.LO~Cj_~TA'.~CODE _ _I=INT -f-----------·
iP_CODE_INl 

;4_ :xlRAiiT 
;4_ :XTRAI!T 
:4_ :XT RAI ;T 
;4_NOT EXTRACT 

IC4 NOT_EXTRACT 
IC4_NI _EXTRACT 
IC4_NI _EXTRACT 
IC4 . EXTRAI 
IC4 Nl _EXTRACT 
IC4 NCUXTRACT 
IC4 NOT EXTRACT 
IC4 NOT_EXTRACT 
IC4 NOT .EXTRACT 
IC4_N01 EXTRACT 
IC4_N01 EXTRACT 
IC4_NOT EXTRACT 
IC4 NOT EXTRACT 
IC4 NOT_EXTRACT 
IC4_NOT_EXTRACT 
IC4 NOT EXTRACT 
IC4_NOT_EXTRACT 

.NOT .EXTRACT 

.NOT EXTRACT 
NOT EXTRACT 
.NOT .EXTRACT 

IC4_ NOT_.EXTRACT 
IC4_NOT_EXTRACT 

_NO .EXTRACT 
_NOT EXTRACT 
_NCl .EXTRACT 

IC4 _NOT_EXTRACT 
IC4_NOT_EXTRACT 
IC4_NCT_EXTRACT 

_I NT 
CODE INT 

lTIME 
_AFI _RETRV 

ASC.HOUR$_TEXT1 
ASCJOURSJEXT2 
AS( HOUR~ .TEXT3 
AS< lOUR! TEXT 4 
AS( HOUR! ,TEXT5 
AS( HOUR! TEXTS 
AS( HOURSJEXTl 

IOURSJEXT8 
IESCJSC 
TREET ASC 

LOC_BLDG_RM_ASC 
LOC CITY_ASC 
LOC STATE ASC 
LOC_ZIP_CODE_ASC 
SC_ _OESC 
NU! .BAC .CHECKS 
SC_ 3ATE_DESC 
AOC MNCE MAIL 
ADDI TAL CODE MAIL 

DR_ CNTRY _NAME_ MAIL 
JROVINCE 
' POSTAl CODE 
•_CNTRY_NAME 

REL PROCESS_INST_ID 
GRF .ID 

:_pROVINCE_RES 
:_PCSTAL_COI _RES 
~CNTRY_NAM RES 

OFFICER_LAST_NAME 
OFFICERJIRST_NAME 
OFFICER MID tE NAME 
OFFICERJUFFIX_NAME 
OFFII:ERJITLE 
LC PROVINCE INS 
LC TAL CODE .INS 
LOC_CN"RY_NAME_INS 

IC4_NCT_EXTRACT_REASON CORRES SEQ ID 

IC4 NOT EXTRACT _REASON LK REASON TYPE IND 

IC4_NOT_EXTRACT_REASON LK REASON CODE 

IC4_NOUXTRACT_REASON REASON_NOTICEJEXT 
IC4_NOT_REQUEST JOB_ID 

INo No 
INa No 
INo No 
INa No 
INa No 
INo No 

io No 
io No 
io No 

INa No 
INo No 
INo No 
INa No 
INo No 
INa No 
INo No 
INo No 
INa No 
INa ~o 

INo ~o 
INa ~o 
INo No 
INo No 
INo No 
INo No 
INo No 
INo No 
INo No 
INo No 
INa No 
No No 
No No 
No No 
INo No 
INo No 
INo No 
INo No 
INo No 
INo No 
INo No 
INo ·· ·· No 

INo No 
INo No 
INo No 
INa No 
INo No 
INo No 

IYes No 

·1"1 NULL 
NULL 
NUll 
NULL 
NULL 
NULL 
NULL 
NULL 
NULL 

IDATE NULL 
INUMBER110) NULL 

NULL 
NULL 
NULL 
NULL 
NULL 
NULL 
NULL 
NULL 
NULL 
NULL 
NULL 
NULL 
NULL 
NULL 
NULL 

INUMBERI5 NULL 
NULL 
NULL 
NULL 
NULL 
NULL 
NULL 
NULL 
NULL 

1 '"" •"""' NULL 
NULL 

IV~"·"""' NULL 
NULL 
NULL 

. NULL 
NULL 

'""""""'1'1 NULL 
NULL 
NULL 
NULL 
NULL 

INUMBERI10) NOT NULL 

IYes No NOT NULL 

IYes No INUMBERI10) NOT NULL 

I No No NULL 
IYes No NOTNIJLL 

I?.C4-:=-; NOR~EQU~ESo;-T--t--·------fS:2UBIJ~OBIID:__ __ +-· . ., .... _ 
C4_NOT_REQUEST LOC_CODE ·--.. ·-·· .. --------·········-·!~: ~:. NUL~, ... 

NULL 
ILL N01 .RECUEST LOC_5U!_CODE 

.REC UEST NOTICE TYP! ~ODE 

NOl RECUEST PRINT TATL _CODE 
NOl REC UEST PRINT IPE_ JOE 

C4_N01_REQUEST JOB SIIBMISSION_DTIME 
C4_NOT_REQUEST PRT_NAME 
C4_NOT_REQUEST NOTICEJOTAL_COUNT 
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I No 
I No 
I No 
I No 
I No 
I No 

No 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 

INUMBER15 
INUMBERi5 
I DATE 

INUMBER15l 

ll 
Ill_ 
ILL 

NULL 
NULL 
NULL 
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C4 Erwin Data Didional)' 

C4 NOT REQUEST NOTICE ERROR COUNT No No NUMBER(5 NULL 
C4 NCT REQUEST NOTICE PRINTED COUNT No No NUMBER(S NULL 
C4 NCT REQUEST CODE ID No Yes NUMBERIS NULL 
C4 PICS ACTIVITY LOG ACT SEQ ID Yes No NUMBER NOT NULL 
C4 PICS ACTIVITY LOG ACTIVITY No No VARCHAR2100 NOT NULL 
C4 PICS ACTIVITY LOG CREATED DATE No No DATE NOT NULL 

Q!.E~MQIIXI!UQg ... CREATOR US~AME No No VARCHAR2(30) .. NOT NULL 
C4 PICS ACTIVITY LOG LAST UPDATED DATE No No DATE NOT NULL---

C4 PICS ACTIVITY LOG LAST UPDATER USER NAME No No VARCHAR2(30) NOT NULL 
C4 PICS ACTIVITY LOG STATUS No No VARCHAR210 NULL 
C4 PICS ACTIVITY LOG MSG No No VARCHAR2 255 NULL 
C4 SECURITY PARAMETER SEC NAME Yes .. No VARCHAR2 30 NOT NULL 
C4 SECURITY PARAMETER SEC VALUE No No VARCHAR2 30 NOT NULL 
C4 SECURITY PARAMETER CREATED DATE No No DATE NOT NULL 
C4 SECURITY PARAMETER CREATOR USER NAME No No VARCHAR2 30 NOT NULL 
C4 SECURITY PARAMETER LAST UPDATED DATE No No DATE NOT NULL 

C4 SECURITY PARAMETER LAST UPDATER USER NAME No No VARCHAR2(30) NOT NULL 
C4 SECURITY PARAMETER DESCRIPTION No No VARCHAR2100) NULL 
CHAINED ROW3 0\IMER NAME No No VARCHAR2 30 NULL 
CHAINED ROW3 TABLE NAME No No VARCHAR130 NULL 
CHAINED ROW3 CLUSTER NAME No No VARCHAR2 30 NULL 
CHAINED ROW3 .. ~~_I:)JQ~_ No No .... ROIMD NULL 

-· -- --·······--··-·--·--- No----- No 
DATE _____ ---·---

CHAINED ROW3 TIMESTAMP NULL 
COND TEMP ACT INST ID No No NUMBER(10) NULL 
COND TEMP END COND CODE No No VARCHAR216 NULL 
EXCEPTIONS ROWID No No ROIMD NULL 
EXCEPTIONS 0\IMER No No VARCHAR2 30 NULL 
EXCEPTIONS TABLE NAME No No VARCHAR2 30 NULL 
EXCEPTIONS CONSTRAINT No No VARCHAR2 30 NULL 
FD258EE AP ALIAS PROCESS CID No No VARCHAR213 NOT NULL 
FD258EE AP ALIAS ALIAS NAME ORDER No No NUMBER(5 NOT NULL 
FD258EE AP ALIAS ALIAS NAME No No VARCHAR2 30 NULL 
FD258EE AP BATCH BATCH ID Yes No VARCHAR213 NOT NULL 
FD258EE AP BATCH USER ID No No VARCHAR2 8 NULL 
FD258EE AP BATCH SENT DT No No DATE NULL 
FD258EE AP BATCH RESENT DT No No DATE NULL 
F0258EE AP BATCH CREATE DT No No DATE NULL 
F0258EE AP BATCH ORI No No VARCHAR2 9 NULL 
FD258EE AP BATCH LOC CODE No !!Q ... --- .. X~B9~Mjf;i --- N~L ___ 
FD258EE AP BATCH DELETED FLAG 

··-No ___ 
No VARCHAR21 NULL 

FD258EE AP BATCH TAPE USER 10 No No VARCHAR2 8 NULL 
FD258EE AP BUNDLE BUNDLE ID Yes No VARCHAR213 NOT NULL 
FD258EE AP BUNDLE BATCH ID No No VARCHAR213 NULL 
FD258EE AP BUNDLE USER 10 No No VARCHAR2 8 NULL 
FD258EE AP BUNDLE CREATE DT No No DATE NULL 
FD258EE AP BUNDLE LOC CODE No No VARCHAR2 3 NULL 
FD258EE AP BUNDLE ASC MANIFEST ID No No VARCHAR2 20 NULL 
FD258EE AP BUNDLE EXT SYS No No VARCHAR215 NULL 
FD258EE AP BUNDLE DELETED FLAG No No VARCHAR21 NULL 
FD258EE AP C4 RECORD ID Yes No VARCHAR213 NOT NULL 
F0258EE AP C4 RECORD TYP Yes No 

IVARCHAR2:1:~ !NULL 
F0258EE AP C4 APP 10 No No 
FD258EE AP C4 AN UMBER No No 
FD258EE AP C4 CION OTHER No No VARCHAR2(22 NULL 
FD258EE AP C4 EXT SYS No No VARCHAR215 NULL 
ffi~~~~ AP C4 

~ ""' LASJJ!~M~ . ·--- No No VARCHAR2150 NULL 
F0258EE AP C4 FIRST NAME 

··-·-----·· NQ--- No VARCHAR2150 NULL 
---

FD258EE AP C4 PROCESS DT No No DATE NULL 
F0258EE AP C4 FBI RESULT No No VARCHAR21 NULL 
F0258EE AP C4 SC RCVD DTIME No No DATE NULL 
F0258EE AP C4 FBI SENT DT No No DATE NULL 
FD258EE AP C4 FBI RESULT DT No No DATE NUU. 
FD258EE AP C4 DOB OT 1 No No DATE NUU. 
FD258EE AP C4 IAFIS TCN No NO VARCHAR2 401 NULL 
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C4 Erwin Data Dictiona~ 

FD258EE AP C4 IAFIS TCR No No VARCHAR2 40 NULL 
FD258EE AP CION XFER PROCESS CID Yes No VARCHAR213 NOT NULL 
FD258EE AP CION XFER CION OLD No No VARCHAR210 NULL 
FD258EE AP EXT CARD CION OTHER Yes No VARCHAR2 22 NOT NULL 
FD258EE AP EXT CARD PROCESS CID No No VARCHAR2113\ NULL 
FD258EE AP EXT CARD ASC MANIFEST ID No No VARCHAR2 20 NULL 
FD258EE AP EXT CARD .. CARD~M~lC~JTATUS_ No No VARCHA~Wl:- NULL _ .. ... 

NiJCC-FD258EE AP EXT CARD EXT SYS No No .. VARcHAR2115 
FD258EE AP FD258 PROCESS CID Yes No VARCHAR213 NOT NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 BUNDLE ID No No VARCHAR2i13 NULL 
FD258EE AP FD256 CION OTHER No No VARCHAR~22 NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 USER ID No No _,.,. YAB9HA~2(8L NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 EXT SYS No No VARCHAR2[15) NulC 
FD256EE AP FD258 EXT SYS ID No No VARCHAR2(13) NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 ALIEN NBR No No VARCHAR2110) NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 LAST NAME No No VARCHAR21501 NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 FIRST NAME No No VARCHAR2i501 NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 MIDDLE NAME No No VARCHAR2i50) NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 POB CODE No No VARCHAR2 2 NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 GENDER CODE No No VARCHAR21 NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 RACE CODE No No VARCHAR21 NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 HEIGHT No No VARCHAR2 3 NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 WEIGHT No No NUMBER[S) NULL 
FD258EE_AP FD258 EYE COLOR CODE -- No No VARCHAR213) NULL 
FDi58EE AP FD258 .. HAiR COLOR CODE 

-·--
No flo······- VARCHAR2]3)- NUL-L --··-

FD258EE AP FD258 FBI NBR No No VARCHAR2 9 NULL 
F0258EE AP FD258 OCA NBR No No VARCHAR215 NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 MIL NBR No No VARCHAR215 NULL 
FD256EE AP FD258 CITZ NBR No No VARCHAR2i12) NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 MNU NBR No No VARCHAR2115) NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 REGIONAL ORI NBR No No VARCHAR219 NULL 
F0258EE AP FD258 LOCAL ORI NBR No No VARCHAR219 NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 PROC ORI NBR No No VARCHAR2(9) NULL 
F0258EE AP FD258 FD258 SIGNED FLAG No No VARCHAR2[1) NULL 
FD258EE AP F0258 FP TAKER SIGNED FLAG No No VARCHAR2111 NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 REASON FP FORM No No VARCHAR2(6) NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 FP TAKEN DT No No DATE NULL 
F0258EE AP FD258 DOB DT 1 No No DATE NULL 
FD258EE AP F0258 DOB DT 2 No No DATE NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 DOB DT 3 No No DATE NULL 
F0258EE AP FD258 SSN 1 -. ,., ... ,.,, __ No No -·--- VARCHAR2[9) NULL ----
F0258EEAPFii258 - SSN 2 No No VARCHAR2 i9) NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 SSN 3 No No VARCHAR2:91 NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 BLDG RM No No VARCHAR2 341 NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 STREET No No VARCHAR2 34) NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 CITY No No VARCHAR2 28 NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 STATE CODE No No VARCHAR2 2 NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 ZIP CODE No No VARCHAR2 9 NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 IMMED REJECT FLAG No No VARCHAR21 NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 CREATE DT No No DATE NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 EXT SYS ACK FLAG No No VARCHAR21 NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 ASC SITE CODE No No VARCHAR216 NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 ASC MACHINE ID No No VARCHAR212 NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 ASC USER ID No No VARCHAR218 NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 CREATOR ID No No VARCHAR218 NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 LAST EDIT OT No No DATE NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 LOC CODE No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 

····--·---~EDULING ID No No ~AB!(13) .. NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 

······-
____ , ________ ' 

No No··-- NOlC FBI NAME VARCHAR2(30) 
FD258EE AP FD258 Z NUMBER No No VARCHAR2i10) NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 IAFIS TCN No No VARCHAR2 40) NULL 
F0258EE AP F0258 FBI TCR NO No VARCHAR2 40) NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 FP REC TYPE No No VARCHAR2:6i NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 SCHEDULER DT No No DATE NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 RAP WAIVED FLAG No No VARCHAR2 :11 NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 FP WAIVED FLAG No No VARCHAR2111 NULL 
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C4 EI'Mn Da~ DidiO!Ia~ 

FD258EE AP FD258 FBI SENT DT No No DATE NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 ARCHIVE FLAG No No CHARI11 NULL 
FD258EE AP FD258 CONTROL NUM No No CHAR171 NULL 
FD258EE AP FINGER PROCESS CID Yes No VARCHAR2i13) NOT NULL 
FD258EE AP FINGER FINGER INST Yes No NUMBER15) NOT NULL 
FD258EE AP FINGER FINGER IND No No VARCHAR213) NULL 
FD258EE AP FI~QE_R_ FINGEI'l,MJSSING..I@L_ ·-······ No No ~~L NULL ............. -- ··-----··-·--·-.. ----·--··-·---·-

F0258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT PROCESS CID Yes No VARCHAR2(22) NOT NULL 

FD258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT RECV DT Yes No DATE NOT NULL 

F0258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT RECORD TYPE Yes No VARCHAR2111 NOT NULL 

FD258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT CION OTHER No No VARCHAR2122) NULL 

FD258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT EXT SYS ID No No VARCHAR21131 NULL 

F0258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT LAST NAME No No VARCHAR2150\ NULL 

FD258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT FIRST NAME No No VARCHAR2150) NULL 

F0258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT MIDDLE NAME No No VARCHAR2150) NULL 

F0258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT FBI NAME No No VARCHAR2i30) NULL 

FD258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT FBI SENT DT No No DATE NULL 

FD258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT REGIONAL ORI NBR No No VARCHAR2191 NULL 

FD25SEE AP IAFIS EXTRACT LOCAL ORI NBR No No VARCHAR219\ NULL 

FD258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT MNU NBR No No VARCHAR~15) NULL 

FD258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT FBI NBR No No VARCHAR2(9) NULL 

F0258ElAP IAFIS EXTRACT REASON FP FORM No No VARCHAR2(6) NULL 

FD258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT POB CODE No No VARCHAR2i21 NULL 

FD258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT ··- ·-·· DO~Jl.LL I No No QATE NULL 
.. ·-·· __ ,, __ 

F025SEE AP IAFIS EXTRACT ASC SITE CODE No No VARCHAR2i6) NULL 

F0258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT ASC USER 10 No No VARCHAR2i8) NULL 

F0258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT HEIGHT No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 

FD258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT WEIGHT No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

FD258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT EYE COLOR CODE No No VARCHAR213) NULL 

FD258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT HAIR COLOR CODE No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

FD258EE.AP IAFIS EXTRACT IAFIS TCN No No VARCHAR2140) NULL 

FD258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT FBI TCR No No VARCHAR2140) NULL 

FD258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT ALIAS NAME I No No VARCHAR21301 NULL 

FD258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT ALIAS NAME 2 No No VARCHAR2130\ NULL 

F0258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT ALIAS NAME 3 No No VARCHAR2130) NULL 

FD258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT ALIAS NAME 4 No No VARCHAR21301 NULL 
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C4 Erwin Data Dictiona~ 

FD258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT ALIAS NAME 5 NO No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 

F0258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT EXTRACT ACK FLAG No No VARCHAR2i1) NULL 

FD258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT PROCESS DT No No DATE NULL 

FD25BEE AP IAFIS EXTRACT FBI PROCESS DT No No DATE NULL 

F0258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT SEARCH RESULT No No VARCHAR2111 NULL 

FD258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT SEARCH REQ TYPE No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

FD258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT REJECT DATA No No VARCHAR2(130) NULL 

FD258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT OCA No No VARCHAR2i151 NULL 

FD258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT MISC NBR No No VARCHAR2(15) NULL 

FD258EE AP IAFIS EXTRACT EXT SYS ACK 'MlRD No No NUMBERI51 NULL 

FD258EE AP IAFIS REPLIES REPLY REC 10 Unique Sequence Number for this record. Generated on Insert Yes No NUMBERI101 NOT NULL 

FD25BElAI'_WIS~REpUES CREATE DTIME .Gu~e_r~t dateltime vmen the record is insert_!d :.Gene~!~ on Insert) No No ~~---·- NULL 
·----··- -- ..... 

FD258EE AP IAFIS REPLIES CION The unique id Ill lel.juested FBI inqui~ No No VARCHAR21101 NULL 

FD258EE_AP IAFIS REPLIES IAFIS TCN EFIPS Transaction Control Number as sent to~~ FBI No No VARCHAR2(40) NULL 

FD258EE AP IAFIS REPLIES FBI NAME tilt name Ill the aPillieant fonnatted for USlllle by the FBI No No VARCHAR2i30) NULL 

FD258EE AP IAFIS REPLIES SC ORI NBR SeMea Center ORI Number No No VARCHAR2191 NULL 

F0258EE AP IAFIS REPLIES FBI TCR FBI Transaction Control Response Number No No VARCHAR21401 NULL 

F0258EE AP IAFIS REPLIES RECV DT Response Received Date No No DATE NULL 

F0258EE AP IAFIS REPLIES SEARCH STATUS FBI Status of the Corresponding Seareh Request No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

F0258EE AP IAFIS REPLIES SEARCH REQ TYPE Type of Search Request No No VARCHAR2111 NULL 

FD258EE AP IAFIS REPLIES REJECT DATA Res110nse Message NO No VARCHAR2(130\ NULL 

FD258EE AP IAFIS REPLIES FBI NBR the assigMd number from lbi tor a ident case No No VARCHAR2(9) NULL 

F0258EE AP IAFIS REPLIES MISC NBR Tilt mllita~ seMce number, A.number or ... for 1bi to search No No VARCHAR21151 NULL 

FD258EE AP IAFIS REPLIES FBI PROCESS DT Local date '11!1en ~~ FBI Processed the Response No No DATE NULL 

FD258EE AP IAFIS REPLIES OCA NBR local identmer number pro~ded by reauesterlaovemment agent) No No VARCHAR2115) NULL 
FD258EE AP IAFIS SENDS SEND REC ID Unioue Seouence Number for this record· Generated on Insert Yes No NUMBER(10) NOT NULL 
FD25BEE AP IAFIS SENDS CREATE DTIME Datellime '1111en tilt record is inserted.(A~omatic? Not Nul) No No DATE NULL 

the idenlmcation number that is assigned to the alien at the time of 
FD258EE AP IAFIS SENDS ALIEN NBR enlri into tilt Unite<~ States No No VARCHAR2(10) NULL 
FD258EE AP IAFIS SENDS FP TAKEN DTIME No No DATE NULL 
FD258EE AP IAFIS SENDS EXT SYS No No VARCHAR2(15). NULL 
FD258EE AP IAFIS SENDS ID No No VARCHAR1(13) NULL 
FD258EE AP IAFIS SENDS . f.P FORM ···-······ ···-· 

No No VARCHA~ID_ NULL 
FD258EE AP IAFIS SENDS SCHEDULING 10 

iia -··· Nii-· VARCHAR2ii3) 
NifL ____ 

FD258EE AP IAFIS SENDS SCHEDULER DT No No DATE NULL 
FD258EE AP IAFIS SENDS ASC SITE CODE No No VARCHAR216\ NULL 
FD258EE AP IAFIS SENDS ASC MACHINE 10 No No VARCHAR2(2) NULL 
FD258EE AP IAFIS SENDS ASC USER ID No No VARCHAR2181 NULL 
FD258EE AP IAFIS SENDS LOCAL ORI NBR tilt ident~er of local INS otlice to be ident~ed and billed bv FBI No No VARCHAR219\ NULL 
FD258EE AP IAFIS SENDS SC ORI NBR No No VARCHAR2(9) NULL 
FD258EE AP IAFIS SENDS LAST NAME tilt last name of tilt oe~on No No VARCHAR2150) NULL 
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C4 ElWin Dala Dictiona~ 

FD258EE AP IAFIS SENDS IFIRST NAME ilhefirst_11!111eoflhepersoo No !No ILL 
F0258EE AP_IAFIS SENDS IMIDDLE NAME llhe midd~ name of lhe pe~on No !No 
FD258EE AP_IAFIS SENDI )S5N_1 No INo 
FD25 '_AP _IAFIS SENDI iSN_2 No No 
~ :_AP _IAFIS SEND lSN_3 ,No No !NULL 
~ ! APJAFISSENC _NUMBER )No No !NULL 
FD258EE AP IAFISJENDS _ .. IIAFIS_TCN _ ···--··----·· --1177---No ___ -ENo'---······· )NULL 
FD258EE_AP_IAFISJENDS IFP_REC_TYPE !No No !NULL 
FD258EE_AP_IAFI~ _SENDS ISEARCH_REQ_TYPE )No No IVARCHAR2(1) !NULL 
FD258EE AP lAm SENDS IRAP_REQJYPE INo No 1v~~""""'l' )NULL 
FD258EE_AP_IAFI~ .SENDS IFBI_$ENT_DT !No No !DATE NOT NULL 
,FD258EE_AP _IAFI! .SENDS _NAME !No No NULL 
)FD258E!_AP_IAFI1 _SENDS I_TCR !No •No NULL 
IFD258EE_AP _IAFUE ~D IEET_ADDR No .No NULL 
IFD258EEAPIAFISSE~D rY No No NULL 
IFD258EE AP IAFIS SE~D iTATE_CODE No !No IV~~vnM• NULL 
)FD258E!_AP _IAFISJENDS ZIP _CODE No :No NULL 
)FD258E!_ AP _IAFISJENDS AKA_1 No :No NULL 
IFD258E! . AP IAFIS SENDS AKA 2 No iNo ,NULL 

~~~~==========~~~~~+======+=================1:~==~::==~~VM\,MM~<~U/~:~~~tL~L~ 
~ AKA 5 No !No VAKt:nMUU) )NULL 

D258EE AP _IAFISJENDS CITi _CODE No !No "' 0r~• 01"' )NULL 
)FD258EE AP IAFIS SENDS CITi _NBR No )No VMvn""'l 1<1 !NULL 
IFD258EE_AP_IAFIS_SENDS FBI_NBR No !No vA~rHA~?IDI iNULL 
FD25 _Af _IAFI iJEN 1MIL_NBR ~ No '""'"""'I "I !NULL 

IAFI lEN )MNU_NBR lo No !NULL 
IAFI lEN IDOB DT 1 No DATE )NULL 
IAFI iEN IDOB_DT_2 No No ~DATE )NULL 

FD258E IAFI lENDS )DOB_DT_3 No No ,DATE !NULL 
FD258EE_AP_IAFIS_SENDS )GENDER CODE No No !NULL 
FD25SEI'_AP_IAF lEND )RACE.COOE No No !VARCHAR2(1) !NULL 
~:APIAF lEND iHEIGHT !No No NULL 
FD258EI AP IAFI iENC I~IGHT !No No NULL 
FD258EI:_AP_IAFI iENDS IEYE_COLOR CODE !No No NULL 
FD258EE_AP _IAFIS_8ENDS IHAIR_COLOR_CODE !No No NULL 
FD258EE_AP _IAFIS_5ENDS )POB CODE )No No NULL 

FD258EE AP REPLY ERROR IPROCES5_CID lves No ""'""' 1'""""""'1"1 NOT NULL 

IF025SEE_AP_REPLY_ERROR _________ jRECV_DT IYes I No I DATE NOT NULL 

IFD258EE AP REPLY ERROR lORI No I No 

IFD258EE_AP _REPLURROR IERR_MSG_1 I No NULL 

IFD258EE AP REPLY _ERROR ERRJIELDJ No !NULL 

IFD258EE_AP_REPLY_ERROR ERR_MSG 1 No I No iNULL 

IFD258EE AP REPLYERROR ERRJIELOJ No INo '"'""" INULL 

IFD258EE_AP _REPL Y_ERROR ERR-MSGJ INo INULL 

FD158EE_AP_REPLY_ERROR ERR FIELD 3 No !, ,. nou A""" INULL 

FD258EE AP REPLY RESUL PROCESS CID ;Yes No IV~~CH"R2113) INOT NULL 

FD258EE_AP _REPL Y_RESULT RECV_DT iYes No IDATE INOT NULL 

FD258EE .. AP _REPLY _RESUL iCIDN OTHER I No No NULL 

FD258EE AP REPLY RESUL 1 IPROCES5_DT I No No IDATE NULL 

FD258EE AP REPLY RESUL 1 IFBI}ROCESS_OT I No No IDATE NULL 
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C4 Erwin Da~ ~clional'f 

FD258EUP REPLY RESUL FBI_ NAME iNo ~ [tiig_ 

tD258"" AP RFPI Y _RESUL 1 SEARCH_RESULT [No No I'"""""~~~ llliM_ 

!FD258EE_AP _REPLY _RESUL ISEARCH_REQ TYPE I No ~ ~'L NULL 

:FD258EE AP REPLY RESUL IFBI_NBR [No !No_ == !Ml,_ 

iFD258EE_AP _REPLY _RESUL 1 [OR I I No [No NULL 

IFD258EE AP_REPLY_RESUL [REJECT DATA No !No_ NULL 

[FD258EE AP REPLY RESULT [OCA No [No '"'"'"" ~ 

IFD258EE_AP-REPLy _RESULT IMISC_NBR No [No '""""""'' "' [NULL 

[FD258EE_AP_REPL Y _RESULT IEXT_SYS_ACK_FLAG No ~ ~"'"'''' 
[NULL 

IFn?!RFF AP REPLY RESULT IEXT SYS_ACK_WJRD [No [No [NUMBER(5) [NULL 

[FD258EE_AP _REPLY RESUL' [IAFIS_TCN [No lNo_ IVAR~Hm1401 [tiig_ 

[F0258EE AP REPLY RESUL IIAFIS TCR [No [No [VARQhAR2(40) [NULL 
-···· ---

IFD258EE_AI _RESPONSE IPROCES$_CID !Yes I No I '""""""'I "I jNOT NULL 
.FD25 !_AI _RESPONSE IFBI_RECV_DT I No ,No ~ ,NULL 
IFD2~ :_AI RESPONSE IDN_ANUM INO It! I NULL 
IFD2! : AP RnPC BI_NAME I No It! IVAR~HAR?I1nl !Ml,_ 
IFD2! : AP RE )PC iE 1ROCESSDT INO )NO !DATE !Ml,_ 
IFD258EE AP RE )p( iEARCH RESULT jNo It! ~ )NUll 
IFD258EI!_APJE ;pc iE IFBIJROCESS_DT !No !No ~ !'l_lll,l,_ 
~ :_AP_ RESPONSE IREJECT_DATA !No !No !'l_lll,l,_ 
ffi :_AP PC FBI _NBR !NO It! lt:IY!l_ 

~ !CH_REQ_JYPE INO [No 1'"""""""1'1 [NULL 
ORI !No )No I'""""""· [NULL 

IF0258EI ICA ]~Q- It! )NULL 
IFD258EE_ SE IDN_DT_STAMP !No INO ~ 
IFD256EE_AP _RESPONSE ISC_NBR jNo ~~0 ~ 
IF0256EE_AP _RES PC I_DT INO l~o [DATE [NULL 
IFD258EE AI RESPC !No \No !NULL 
1Fn?58FF AI R"SPC gKjLAG !No )No I '""""'"'1'1 [NULL 
IFD258EE_AI _RESPC 5E IC4_ACK_FLAG jNo ]tio_ l"'__ll;'l""'''' I NULL 
IFD256EE_AI _RESPONSE IMF_ACKJLAG [No ]tio_ ~ ~ 
IFD258EE _ _ AI .RESPONSE IT APE <FLAG [No [No IVARCHAR2111 ~ 
1Fb2581E .RESPONSE IIAFIS !No [No 1'""'"'"'1"1 I NULL 
IFD258EE AI RESPONSE IIAFIS. !No INO 1'""""'"'1"1 NULL 
Fn?!iiiFF AP ReSPONSE APPLICANT_DOB No INa DATE 1NUll 
IFD258EE_AP _RESPONSE FBI_SENT_DT No_ It!_ QMt [NULL._ 
IFD258EE_AP _RESULT _BATC 
IH CION No [No \/ADell "1<01 [NULL 
IFD258EE_AP_RESUL' BATC 
[H FBI_ NAME No [No \IAOr~A0,/11\1 llliM_ 
IFD258EE_AP _RESULT _BA TC 
H SEARCH RESULT 

1
No No '"""" >111 [NULL 

~D258ElAP _RESULT _BATC 
SEARCH REQ TYPE [No No I'"""~ [NULL 

~D258EE.AP _RESULT .BATC 
FBlNB~-. iNo No [NULl,_ 

~0256EE_ AP _RESULT _BA TC 
.. ...._ 

ORI [No No [NULL 
I~D258EE_AP-RESULT _BATC 

[REJECT.DATA [No [No !Ml,_ 
I~D258EE-AP _RESULT _BATC 

[OCA [No_ !No_ NULL 
1Fn?5AFE_AP_RESUL. _BATC 
IH IMISC NBR I No [No NULL 
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C4 Erwin Data Dictionary 

FD258EE_AP _RESULT _BATC 
H FBI PROCESS DT No No VARCHAR2181 NULL 
FD258EE _ AP _RESULT _BATC 
H LOAD DT No No DATE NULL 
FD258EE_AP_ RESULT _BATC 
H IAFIS TCN No No VARCHAR2(40) NULL 
FD258EE_AP _RESUL T_BATC 
H IAFIS TCR No No VARCHAR2(40) NULL 
FD256EE_AP _RESULT _BA TC 
H APPLICANT DCB No No DATE NULL 
FD258EE_AP _RESUL T_BATC 
H FBI SENT DT No No DATE NULL 
FD258EE_AP .RESULT.BA TC 
H LOC CODE No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 
FD258EE_AP _RESULT_BATC 
H EXT ACK FIJ.G No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA PROCESS CID No No VARCHAR213 NOT NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA CION ANUM No No VARCHAR2(10 NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA SCHEDULING ID No No VARCHAR213 NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA CION DT STAMP No No VARCHAR212 NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA RETURN CODE No No VARCHAR21 NULL --
FD256EE AP SEND DATA TYPE DOCUMENT No No VARCHAR21 NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA TYPE SEARCH REO No No VARCHAR21 NULL 
~PSEND DATA PROC.9RI_NBR _____ 

r----····· I No No VARCHAR2 9 NULL -·· .. -··· 
FD256EE AP SEND DATA MNU NBR No No VARCHAR2(15 NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA IJ.ST NAME No No VARCHAR2150 NULL 
FD256EE AP SEND DATA FIRST NAME No No VARCHAR2 50 NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA MIDDLE NAME No No VARCHAR2150 NUll 
FD256EE AP SEND DATA REASON FP FORM No No VARCHAR2 6 NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA POB CODE No No VARCHAR212 NULL 
FD256EE AP SEND DATA DOB DT 1 No No DATE NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA DCB DT 2 No No DATE NULL 
FD256EE AP SEND DATA DCB DT 3 No No DATE NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA SSN 1 No No VARCHAR2(9 NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA SSN 2 No No VARCHAR2 9 NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA SSN 3 No No VARCHAR2 9 NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA FBI NBR No No VARCHAR219 NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA ASC SITE CODE No No VARCHAR2(6 NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA ASC MACHINE ID No No VARCHAR2(2 NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA ASC USER ID No No VARCHAR218 NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA AKA 1 No No VARCHAR2 30 NULL -----·-.. ·--··----------------- ·-
FD258EE AP SEND DATA AKA 2 No No VARCHAR2 30 NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA AKA 3 No No VARCHAR2 30 NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA AKA 4 No No VARCHAR2 30 NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA AKA 5 No No VARCHAR2 30 NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA HEIGHT No No VARCHAR2 301 NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA WCIGHT No No NUMBER(5) NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA EYE COLOR CODE No No VARCHAR213 NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA HAIR COLOR CODE ' No No VARCHAR213 NULL 
FD256EE AP SEND DATA LOCAL ORI NBR No No VARCHAR2(9 NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA FBI SENT DT No No DATE NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA FBI NAME No No VARCHAR2 30 NULL 
FD256EE AP SEND DATA BUNDLE ID No No VARCHAR213 NULL 
FD256EE AP SEND DATA BATCH ID No No VARCHAR213 NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA BATCH USER ID No No VARCHAR218 NULL 
F0158EE AP SEND DATA EXT SYS No No VARCHAR2J.15) NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA EXT SYS ID No No VARCHAR2(13) NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA REGIONAL ORI NBR No No VARCHAR2(9 NULL 
FDlSaEE AP SEND DATA GENDER CODE 

·------..... .... ··~·· .... - tro --· No VARCHAR2(1 NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA RACE CODE No No VARCHAR211 NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA CITZ CODE No No VARCHAR219 NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA C3 ACK FIJ.G No No VARCHAR2(1 NULL 
FD256EE AP SEND DATA C4 ACK FIJ.G No No VARCHAR2(1 NULL 
FD256EE AP SEND DATA MF ACK FLAG No No VARCHAR2(1 NULL 
FD258EE AP SEND DATA TAPE ACK FLAG No No VARCHAR211 NULL 
FD256EE AP SEND DATA IAFIS TCN No No VARCHAR2140 NULL 
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C4 EI'Mn Data Dicliona~ 

fD258EE AP SEND DATA tAFIS TCR No No VARCHAR2(40) NULL 
contains al errors ~at octurred in an fd258ee 

FD258EE ERROR LOG operations PROCESS INST ID Yes No VARCHAR2(13) NOT NULL 
contains al erro~ ~at octurred in all fd258ee 

FD258EE ERROR LOG operations ERROR DTIME Yes No DATE NOT NULL 
contains ~I erro~ ~at octurred in all fd256ee 

fD258EE ERROR LOG .. ope~-.,-···-·--· .. ERROR NBR Yes No ~UMBER(5) NOT NULL ·--"·-·· 
con~ins ~I errors ~at occurred in all fd258ee 

fD258EE ERROR LOG oparations ERROR DESC No No VARCHAR2i255) NULL 
contains atl erro~ ~at octurred in all fd258ee 

f0258EE ERROR LOG )operations ERROR SOURCE No No VARCHAR21120) NULL 
con~tns a1 erro~ ~at octurred in all fd258ee 

f0258EE ERROR LOG )operations ACT INST ID No No NUMBERi10) NULL 
con~ins a~ erro~ ~al octurred in all fd258ee 

FD258EE ERROR LOG operations ACT CODE No No VARCHAR2120) NULL 
contains ~~ erro~ ~at octurred in all fd258ee 

fD25BEE ERROR LOG operations LOC CODE No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
contains an erro~ ~at occurred in all fd258ee 

fD258EE ERROR LOG operations LOC SUB CODE No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

FD258EE IAFIS ERROR LOG ERROR REC ID Unique Sequence Numbe! for this record· Generated on Insert Yes No NUMBER(5) NOT NULL 

fD258EE IAfiS ERROR LOG ERROR OTIME Current d~ellime when ~~ record is lnstrted ·Generated on Insert No No DATE NULL 

fD258EE IAFIS ERROR LOG ERROR CODE A Type code created within FD-258 EE No No VARCHAR2(4) NULL 
A S~tus code created v.i~in ffl.258 EE (The EfiPS SP Always 

fD258EE IAFIS ERROR LOG ERROR STATUS supplies 'NEW) No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
Description of the Error· Supplied from v.i~in ~~ fD-251J EE Error 

fD25SEE IAFIS ERROR LOG ERROR DESC Handler or ~e EfiPS SP No No VARCHAR212001 NULL 

FD258EE IAFIS ERROR LOG ERROR DATA The defecflve data element i any, No No VARCHAR2(130) NULL 

fD258EE IAFIS ERROR LOG ERROR SOURCE No No VARCHAR211201 NULL 
The lden@er for ~e actual card· Usually present. might be missing, 

FD258EE IAfiS ERROR LOG TCN DuPlicates OK No No VARCHAR21401 NULL 
the service centers key to ~eir CION Control Number record (i.e., 
fBIEAC for EAC, fBILIN for LIN, fBISRC for SRC, and fBIWAC for 

FD258EE LK CION FBI CION KEY WAC Yes No VARCHAR2(6) NOT NULL 
a unique identifier for the CION, which identifies the office processing 
the Ffl.258 tolhe FBI (i.e .. C for Caliorria, N for Nebraska, T for 

f_~~~E LK CION -· ·-
_ FBI_C)DN PREfiX Te~.~~ V for Vermont) No No 

""""" 

VARCHAR211) NULL 
the seq.~enli~ processing day In hexadecl~ ie g.,day 15 would tit 

fD258EE LK CION fBI CION PROC DAY QTY "OOP' NO No NUMBERi51 NULL 
f0258EE LK CION FBI CION SEQ NBR the seQuential numbe!within the processing day No No NUMBER/51 NULL 
FD25SEE LK CION FBI CIDN LAST DT the last date that CIDNs were generated No No DATE NULL 
f0258EE LK CION FBI SER the serlice cente~s ORt number No No VARCHAR2 3) NULL 
f0258EE LK EXT SYS EXT SYS Yes No VARCHAR2 15) NOT NULL 
FD258EE LK EXT SYS fORM NBR No No VARCHAR2 6) NULL 
FD258EE LK EXT SYS EXT SYS DESC No No VARCHAR2 50) NULL 
f0258EE LK EXT SYS EXT SYS ID INO No No VARCHAR2111 NULL 
FD258EE LK EYE COLOR fBI EYE COLOR CODE Yes No VARCHAR2(30) NOT NULL 
FD258EE LK EYE COLOR FBI EYE COLOR DESC No No VARCHAR2 30) NULL 
FD258EE LK HAIR COLOR FBI HAIR COLOR CODE Yes No VARCHAR23) NOT NULL 
FD258EE LK HAIR COLOR fBI HAIR COLOR DESC No No VARCHAR2 30) NULL 
FD258EE LK MISC FBI MISC NBR Yes No VARCHAR2 15) NOT NULL 
f0258EE LK MISC fBI MISC DESC No No VARCHAR2(80) NULL 
FD258EE LK RACE fBI RACE CODE Yes No VARCHAR2:11 NOT NULL 
~JLR6£E fBI RACE DESC 

·······--
No No VARCHAR2(~L ~,---··-

F0258EE LK SEX FBI SEX C05f Yes No VARCHAR2:i1. NOT NULL 
FD258EE LK SEX FBI SEX DESC No No VARCHAR2 30) NULL 
fD258EE LK VALID fORM FBI FORM NBR Yes No VARCHAR261 NOT NULL 
FD258EE LK VALID FORM fBI fORM DESC No No VARCHAR2 80) NULL 
IBS_AP_ABSENT _US_HISTOR contains ~sto~ of ap~icanl's travel to and ,., ' numoor used to track rec~pted cases (I.e., 

(b )(6) 
y from the United States APP ID I Yes Yes VARCHAR2113i NOT NULL 
IBS_AP_ABSENT_US_HISTOR contains ~~to~ of applicant's travel to end 
y ~om the United States SEQ NBR 1M seQuence number to tdenti~ the SPecific oeeliTince Yes No NUMBERI51 NOT NULL 
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b)(6) 

C4 Erwin Data Didiona~ 

IBS_AP _ABSENT_ US_HISTOR contains ~sto~ of applicant's trave1 to and 
Y from the United States FROMUS DEPARTED DT the da~ the person departed the United States 
ISS_AP _ABSENT_ US_ HISTOR contains ~~to~ of applicanfs trave to and 
Y from the United States TOUS RETURN OT the da~ the applicant returned to the U~ted States 
IBS .AP .ABSENT _US _HISTOR contains ~sto~ of ap~tcanfl travel to and 
Y from the United States ABSENT REASON DESC the reason for lha absence from lhe Uni~d States 
IBS.AP _ABSENT_ US_ HISTOR contains listo~ of ap~icenl's treve to and 
Y from the Un~ed Stales DESTINATION CNTRY CODE the code of the destinaf1on country 

IBS }P _ABSENT_ US_ HIS! OR contains histo~ of ap~icant's trav~ to and 
Yes (Y) No (N) flag that denotes ~ethe! the pe~on departed lhe 
United Slates 

Y from lhe Uri1led Slates ABSENT 6 MONTH FLAG for 6 months or more 
FROMUS POE DEPARTED CO 
DE - - - the Untted.Stales departure port.of-entry (POE! code 

IBS_AP_ABSENT_US_HISTOR contains histo~ of applicant's trav~ to and 
Y from the untt91J States 
IBS_AP _ABSENT _US_HISTOR contains hislo~ of appl~nt's trav~ to and 
y 

IBS AP ADDRESS 

IBS AP ADDRESS 

IBS AP ADDRESS 

IBS AP ADDRESS 

IIBS AP ADDRESS 

IIBS AP ADDRESS 

IBS AP ADDRESS 

IBS AP ADDRESS 

IBS AP ADDRESS 

IBS AP ADDRESS 

from the U~ted States ABSENT DETAILS 
contains ap~icanrs mailing and/or residential 
address APP ID 
contains ep~icant's mailing and/or residential 
address 
contains ap~icanfs mailing and/or residential 

DDR TYPE IND 

address SEQ NBR 
contains ap~1cant s maJrmg anlf/or residential 
address START DT 
contains applicant's mailing and/or residential 
address END DT 
contains applicant's mailing and/or residenti~ 
address INCAREOF 
contains applicant's mailing and/or residenti~ 
address BLDG RM 
contains applicant's mailing and/or restdenlial 
address STREET NBR 
contains applicant's mailing and/or residential 
address STREET NAME 
contains applicant's mailing and/or residential 
adttess CITY 
contains ap~1cants mailmg and/or residential 

the details of the absooce from the United Stales 
the svstem-aeneraled number used to track rec~~ed cases (i.e., 

tm• "'"'"''"'"Ia'' enotes the applicant's (M)ailing or (R)esidential 
address 

lhe sequence number lo ldenli~ lhe specific occurreoce 

the slartdale 

the end date 

the name ot the pnncip~ person allhe address 

the room number within the building at the address 

the street number 

the street name 

the name of the City_ thai is located in the Untied S~les or abroad 

No No DATE NULL 

No No DATE NULL 

No No VARCHAR2(50) NULL 

NO No VARCHAR2(5) NULL 

No No VARCHAR2(11 NULL 

No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

No No VARCHAR21501 NULL 

Yes Yes VARCHAR2(13L NOT NULL 

Yes No VARCHAR2(2) NOT NULL 

Yes No NUMBER(5) NOT NULL 

No No DATE NULL 

No No DATE NULL 

No No VARCHAR2(34) NULL 

NO No VARCHAR2(34) NULL 

No No VARCHAR21101 NULL 

No No VARCHAR2i341 NULL 

No No VARCHAR2(28) NULL 

IBS AP ADDRESS address STATE CODE the code that denotes the state within the Untied Slates or lenilo~ No No VARCHAR2(2) NULL 

IBS AP ADDRESS 

~§..AP ADDRESS 

IBS AP ADDRESS 

IBS AP ADDRESS 

IBS AP ADDRESS 

IBS AP ADDRESS 

IIBS AP ADDRESS 
IBS AP ADDRESS TEMP 
IBS AP ADDRESS TEMP 
ISS AP ADDRESS TEMP 
IBS AP ADDRESS TEMP 
IBS AP ADDRESS TEMP 
IBS AP ADDRESS TEMP 
iBS AP ADDRESS TEMP 
IBS AP ADDRESS TEMP 
IBS AP ADDRESS TEMP 
IBS AP ADDRESS TEMP 
IBS AP ADDRESS TEMP 
IBS AP ADDRESS TEMP 
IBS AP ADDRESS TEMP 
IBS AP ADDRESS TEMP 

contains ap~icanl's mailing anlflor residential 
address ZIP CODE 
contains applicant's mailing and/or restdenti~ 
address COUNTY NAME 

_, · contains ap~icani'Sffiailing and/or residefiti~· 
address PROVINCE 

contains applicant's malting and/or residenti~ 
address POSTAL CODE 
contains applicant's mailmg and/or resldenf1al 
address CNTRY CODE 
contains ep~icanl's mailing aiJj/or residential 
address USER ID 
contains applicant's mailing andlor residential 
address UPDATED DATETIME 

APP ID 
ADDR TYPE IND 
SEQ.NBR 
START DT 
END DT 

the postal-service code ~at denotes lhe mailing-address wit~n the 
(geographical area of the dty or county 

the name of thecoullly within a slate willlin the United States 

the geographical location In the foreign country 
the code that directs mail deltve~ to the desired geographical area ·In 
the 
foreign country 

the standard code that denotes ~e count~ 

No No VARCHAR2(9) NULL 

No ··-·-rNo__ 'v~BCHAR2(2§LNUL_l_ __ 

No No VARCHAR2(20) NULL 

No No VARCHAR2191 NULL 

No No VARCHAR2(5) NULL 

No No VARCHAR2(81 NULL 

No No DATE NULL 
Yes No VARCHAR213) NOT NULL 
No No VARCHAR2 21 NOT NULL 
No No NUMBER(5) NOT NULL 
No No DATE NULL 
No No DATE NULL 

_INCAREOF ... ·- . 1-------- --·-·····-- .. 
BLDG RM 

-FNo __ -iNo ··-· VARCHAR2(34/ .. N~!:l:_ __ 
No No VARCHAR21341 NULL 

STREET NBR No No VARCHAR2(10) NULL 
STREET NAME No No VARCHAR2134) NULL 
CITY No No VARCHAR2(28) NULL 
STATE CODE No No VARCHAR2 2) NULL 
ZIP CODE No No VARCHAR2 :91 NULL 
COUNTY NAME No No VARCHAR2 25) NULL 
PROVINCE No No VARCHAR2(20\ NULL 
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C4 Erwin Data Dictiona~ 

tBS AP ADDRESS TEMP POSTAL CODE No No VARCHAR2(9) NULL 
ISS AP ADCRESS TEMP CNTRY CODE No No VARCHAR2j5)_ NULL 
IBS AP ADDRESS TEMP USER ID No No VARCHAR2(6) NULL 
IBS AP ADDRESS TEMP UPDATED DATETIME No No DATE NULL 
IBS AP ADDRESS TEMP NEW COUNTY NAME No No VARCHAR~25) NULL 
ISS AP ADDRESS TEMP NEW USER ID No No VARCHAR2(8) NULL 
~~P ADDR@§...lli!.P . -··-··------· N_E.W.IJP~TETIMl_ No -~~~---··· I DATE INUL -

--;~_,~;~~number us~ ~ triek~ceipl~ ea!ei ii e., 

(b )(6) 
IBS AP ADJ RSLT coolains res~ls of lha a~udicatlon protess APP tO 

111\iuser-ncode 
Yes No VARCHAR2(13) NOT NULL 

IBS AP ADJ RSL T contains res~ls of the a~udicalion process USER 10 Yes No VARCHAR2(8) NOT NULL 

the idenlfficatlon for the activity instance, created by sequence number 
IBS AP ADJ RSLT contains results of lhe adjudication procass ACT INST ID !generator Yes No NUMBEROOJ NOT NULL 

the end condition code ~al denotes a logical express~n which is 
ev~uated by 
a worklow en~ne to decide wh~ other actilifres l'irll be crealedistarted 
after 

IBS AP ADJ RSLT con~ ins results of the ~udcalion procass END COND CODE com~eting one activity No No VARCHAR2(16) NULL 
IBS AP ADJ RSLT contains resul~ of lhe adjudication process ADJ RSLT REASON lhe number that represen~ the reason for the 11sut No No NUMBER( I~ NULL 
ISS AP AOJ RSLT contains resul~ of the adiudicatiOII Protess ADJ RSLT NOTES lhe adjudicator's notes for the ~plication No No VARCHAR2(255) NULL 

lhe system-generated number that denotes the specific inslanca of the 
IBS AP ADJ RSLT coolains results of lhe a~udication procass BENE SEQ NBR multi-benefida~; i.e., 1, 2, 3, 4 ... No No NUMBER(5) NULL 

lhe name of the interpreter present~ l'lilh the ap~icanl(s) in front of 
lhe 

IBS AP AOJ RSLT contains resul~ of lhe ad1u~calion process INTERPRETER NAME adjudicator No No VARCHAR2(50) NULL 
IBS AP ADJ RSLT oontains resul~ of lhe adjudication process LANGUAGE the languag& is used for interpreting No No VARCHAR2(10) NULL 

Yes (Y) No (N) flag that Indicates whetller the representative has been 
IBS AP ADJ RSLT cootirns results of lhe a~udication process REP WAIVER FLAG waived No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

Yes IYI No (N) flag th~ indicates whether the represen~tive has been 
IBS AP ADJ RSLT conta·rns results of lhe aC!U<Icalion process REP PRESENT FLAG jpresenled No No VARCHAR2(t) NULL 
IBS AP ADJ RSLT contains results of lhe adjudication process GOV AGENT REVIEWER the govemrne~ i!lBrt reviewer No No VARCHAR2i10) NULL 
IBS AP ADJ RSLT contains resul~ of the ad~~catlo~process ADJ USER ID lhe adjudicator's user~dentification code No No VARCHAR2181 NULL 
ISS AP ADJ RSLT contains results of lhe a~udrca~olljll1lcess RSLT DTIME the dale and time on which lhe adju~calor decided lhe case No No DATE NULL 

lhe code th~ denote! ~~ cype of notice to be pnnted in batclr.l.e., 
recaipt 
of ap~ication, or notification for performance of lha INS seMce (I.e., 
REC· 

IBS,.AP ADJ RSLT contains results of the a~udica~on process NOTICE TYPE CODE Race~, DEN· Deni~) No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

IBS AP ADJ RSLT contains res~ls of lhe a~udication process NOTICE CODE the oode lhal represenlslhe sub~diary level of~~ action for the notice No No VARCHAR2(5) NULL 
IBS AP ADJ RSLT contains results of lhe a~udication process NOTICE ID lhe unique number assipiied lo identi~ this notice No No NUMBER( tO) NULL 
IBS AP ADJ RSLT contains resul~ ollhe erjudicatiomcess MENU ITEM ID the identification of the menu item No No VARCHAR2(5)_ NULL 
IBS AP ADJ RSLT con~ins results of lhe adiu~calion process CREATED DTIME No No DATE NULL 
IBS AP ADJ RSLT con~lns resul~ of the adjudication ~ss REVERIFIER USER ID No No VARCHAR2(8) NULL 
IBS AP ADJ RSLT contains results of the adjudication~~~ REVERIFIER RSLT DTIME No No DATE NULL 

SUPERVISOR_REVIEWER_USE 
IBS AP ADJ RSLT contains res~ts of the a~udication process RID No No VARCHAR2181 NULL 

SUPERVISOR_REVIEWER_RSL 
jiBS AP _ADJ RSLT con~ins results of the aMcalion process T DTIME No No DATE NULL 

IIBS AP ALIAS 
the system-generated number used to track recepted cases (i.e., 

contains a~ aliases of an indi~du~ APP ID Yes Yes VARCHAR2(13) NOT NULL 
IBS AP ALIAS coolains all aliases of an indl~dual SEQ NBR er to identiy lhe specific occurrence Yes No NUMBER151 NOT NULL 

the dale the Immigration and Naturalization SeMce (INS) leamed the 
(b)(6) 

PlfiOII'I 
IBS AP ALIAS contains ~I ~lases of an individual ALIAS LEARNED DT alias No No DATE NULL 
~~~ -- ~~lains e! aliases of !11 !~ivdu~ . __ ALIAS LAST NAME g!~l-11ame arras assumed by ~~-11!~ ----J!L .. _ t!Q._, __ VARCHAR2(30[ NULL ·--
IBS AP ALIAS oontains all aliases of an indiooual AUAS FiRSTNAME _____ the fil!l-narne alias assumed~ the person No No VAACHAR2(ii)- N·u·cc 
IBS AP ALIAS cootalns all aliases of an individual ALIAS MIDDLE NAME the mid~&-nama alias assumed by the pe~on No No VARCHAR2(18l NULL 
IBS AP ALIAS contains all aliases of an indi~dual ALIAS SUFFIX CODE lhe sufflx-name arras assumed by ll1e pers011 No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 

the codelhll danotes the spedfic alias ~pe, ONU ' Other Name 
IBS AP ALIAS contains ~I alrases of an indi~dual ALIAS TYPE CODE Used, FBI : FBI Alias, NCP • Name Change Petition No No VARCHAR2(3)_ NULL 

led number used to lrlll:k receipt~ cases (r.e .. 

(b)(6) 
IBS AP APPLICANT contains ap~icanl's personal data APP ID I Yes Yes VARCHAR2(13] NOT NULL 
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the system-generated number used to tradt eidl indi~dual seeking an 
INS 

ISS AP APPLICANT contains ap~icanl's person~ data PER ID benefll No No NUMBER(IO) NULL 
lhe ldenlffication number lhal is as~gned Ia ~~alien al the time of 
enl~ 

ISS AP APPLICANT contains ap~icanl's personal dale ALIEN NBR into lhe United Slates No No VARCHAR2(10) NULL 
I~AP APPLICANT ~~~!applicants personal d~!._ .... LAST NAME ~[asl name of the pe~on No No y~~~~~L NULL 

·-- ·-- ··-----·-·- NUi:L-IBS AP APPLICANT contains appl'lcanfs pe~onal data FIRST NAME the fi~l name of lhe pe~IJO No No VARCHAR211Bi" 
IBS AP )PPLICANT contains 8\llllicants personal dale MIDDLE NAME the mid~a name of the pe~on No No VARCHAR2(18) NULL 
IBS AP APPLICANT conlains ll/llllicant's personal data SUFFIX CODE the nama-suffix code oflh~Q~on (i.e., Sr., Jr., II, Ill, or lVI No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

the soundex I:OOe ass~ned to the pe~on's lasl name for the soundex 
VARCHAR214) IBS AP APPLICANT contains applicant's personal data SOUNDEX search NO No NULL 

--
iflll ~rson;s birth rl!te as shown on the Form 155f Green Card (lhe 
card Is 

IBS AP APPLICANT contains applicant's personal data DOB DT actually ~ue in color) No No DATE NULL 
IBS AP APPLICANT contains aol)ijcant's Personal data COB CODE the I:OOe thii denoteslliepe~orls counll) of birth No No VARCHAR2151 NULL 

the code thai denotes ~e pe~on's birth stale Yithin the United Slates 
or 

IBS AP APPLICANT oontains aprlicanrs personal data BIRTH STATE CCDE terrllo~ No No VARCHAR2i2) NULL 
IBS AP APPLICANT contains ap~icant's personal data BIRTH CITY the dty where the pe~on was born No No VARCHAR2120) NULL 
IBS AP APPLICANT contains ap~icanl's pernonal data BIRTH PROVINCE lhe pro~ nee where lhe person was born NO No VARCHAR2(20L NULL 
IBS AP APPLICANT contains ap~icanl's pernon~ data CITIZENSHIP CNTRY CODE the code lhal denotes lha ~on's country of dbzenship No No VARCHAR215) NULL 

the code ~al denotes~~ ~on's dtizenship based on, suCh as Birth 
=B; 

IBS AP APPLICANT contains ap~icant's pe~on~ data CITIZENSHIP BASIS IND Derived = D; Marriage= M; Na~ = N; Unknown' U; Birth Abroad= A No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
!BS AP APPLICANT contains aptlicant's pe~onal data GENDER CODE the code !hal denotes !he wson's sex No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
IBS AP APPLICANT contains aPt icanrs pe~onal data MARITAL STATUS CODE the code lhal denotes !he pernon's mantial status No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
IBS AP APPLICANT contains apt !cant's pe~nal data ED CODE the INS-Regulatioo code thai denotes lhe pe~on's educational level No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 
IBS AP APPLICANT contains liP! 'tC811's persond dila OCC CODE the INS-Regulation code that denotes !he occupation of the person No No VARCHAR213] NULL 
!BS AP APPLICANT contains ll/llllicant's pernonat data HEIGHT FEET the height of the pe~on expressed in feel No No NUMBERISI NULL 
IBS AP APPLICANT containsll!llllicanl's pe~nal data HEIGHT INCHES till height of the pe~on expressed in incl1es No No NUMBERI51 NULL 
IBS AP APPLICANT contains rmicanf!Jersonal data WEIGHT POUNDS the weiahl of the P!fSOO expressed in POUnds No No NUMBER151 NULL 

the Ollginatteg~~mmigration s~lus conferred upon the allen by lhe 
Unfted 

ORIGINAL_ADM_5TATUS_COD States (U.S.)Immigralion Laws allhe time of ant~ into the U.S., i.e., 
ISS AP APPLICANT oon~ins ap~icanl's personal data E ~silor, lempora~ wo~er ... No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 

the currentleg~·immlgrallon status conferred upon the person by the 
u.s. 

~A~A~L~~-T _ containsap~f! f'lrSilrl~---- CURRENT STATUS CODE . imll!.~ration laws; i.I2 JllliTIIanenl resident .. , .... No __ .. , No V~B_CH~R2(3) _ ~L ____ 
.. ~---

IBS AP APPLICANT con~ins iicant's pe~onal data CURRENT STATUS EXP DT !he expiration dale of the alien's currenllaaal-immigration status No No DATE NUll 
the immigrallon-dess code that denotes lhe ern~oymentiligibilicy 
caleg~ 
into whiCh the indi~dual has been classmed; i.e., A03 (refUgee), A04 
(par~ee 

IBS AP APPLICANT contains ao~icant's personal data EAD ELIGIBILITY CODE '" No No VARCHAR2(4) NULL 

IIBS AP APPLICANT 
IM code that denotes the pe~on's (alien or U.S. citizen) last U.S. 

contains applicant's ~onal data LAST ARRIVAL POE CODE (port.of-tniJY (POE) No No VARCHAR2(3) NUll 

IIBS AP APPLICANT 
lhe most recant anival date of Ill! pe~on (alien or U.S. citizen) altha 

contains applicant's personal data LAST ARRIVAL DT Unied States port.of-tnl~. i.e, 12/2511996 No No DATE NULL 
the idantfficalion number used by the U.S. government to ldenli~ lex· 
paying 

IBS AP APPLICANT contains aPtJicanl's persona data SSN inar~du~s who are er~Jaged ·rn legal employment in the U.S. No No VARCHAR2191 NULL 
IBS AP APPLICANT oon~ins ap~icant's personal data FIRM NAME tile name of the business organization No No VARCHAR2i34) NULL 

lhe tax·ldentmcation number used by lhe United Stales government to 
ldertllfy 

IBS AP APPLICANT contains BQIIficanl's pe~onal data TAX 10 the commer~al organization No No VARCHAR2110) NULL 
the identmcation number lhal appears on the person's 

IBS AP APPLICANT contains ap~icanl's pe~oniM data NATZ CERT NBR certificale-of-dllzenship No No VARCHAR2(1li NULL 
the admission number sssl~ed 10 lhe person l.l)on enl~ into lha 
Un~ed Slates 

IBS AP APPLICANT contains ap~icanl's pe~on~ data 194 NBR U.S.)ortertlo~ No No VARCHAR2(11) NULL 
IBS AP APPLICANT contains ap~icanfs pe~onaf data PHONE NBR the conlacltelaphone number No No VARCHAR2110J NULL 
IBS AP APPLICANT contains applicant's ~~onaf data VISA ISSUE DT the date on which lhe ~ss was ·medIa the~ No No DATE NULL 
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C4 ElWin Data Dicliooary 

IBS AP APPLICANT contains app icant's pe~onat data TOTAL MARRIAGE NBR the total 111mber of mamage No No NUMBER151 NULL 
IBS AP APPLICANT contains app icant's pe~ooal data TOTAL CHILDREN NBR the tot~ number of children No No NUMBERI51 NULL 
IBS AP APPLICANT contains epp icant's pe~onat data PARENT CITIZ NBR the number of parent who have US citizenship No No NUMBER151 NULL 
IBS AP APPLICANT contains app icant's pe~onal data LAST NAME ON ARC the last name on the AJien Registration Card No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 
IBS AP APPLICANT ctlllains app1'1carfs pe~l data FIRST NAME ON ARC the fl~t name on the Allin Registration Card No No VARCHAR2(1~ NULL 
IBS AP APPLICANT contains applicant's pa~al data MIDDLE NAME ON ARC the middle name an the Alien R!{listration Card No No VARCHAR1(1S) NULL 

the office where ~~ person sl!lllhe lawful pwanent resident 
IBS AP APPLICANT containlllllPiicanrs personal data LOC BEGIN LPR )processing_ No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 

the dale the INS dassified lfle person as a pe1111anent resid9fll of lfle 
United 

ISS AP APPLICANT contains applicant's personal data PERMRES DT States No No DATE NULL 
IBS AP APPLICANT corla'1ns ~icant' s personal data EYE COLOR COD€ EJe color code identifier NO Yes CHAR131 NULL 
IBS AP APPLICANT contains llPPiicant's personal data HAIR COLOR CODE Hair c~or code ~enlffier No Yes CHAR(3) NULL 
IBS AP APPLICANT contains applicant's personal data RACE CODE Ra~ CQ(!e ld9fllifier No Yes CHAR(!) NULL 
IBS AP APPLICANT contains applicant's personal data PHONE NBR EVE NO No VARCHAR2(101 NULL 
IBS AP APPLICANT contains aruillcant's personal data EMAIL ADDR No No VARCHAR2(100) NULL 

TOTAL_SPOUSE_ MARRIAGE_ 
IBS AP APPLICANT contains applicant's perso~ data NBR No No NUMBER( 51 NULL 
IBS AP APPLICANT contains applicants personal data MARITAL STATUS EXPL No No VARCHAR2(255) NULL 

contains ap~ication-dala by fa1111 ~pe far the the svslell\olllll1erated number used to track re~ipted cases (i.e .. 

b)(6) 
ISS AP APPLICATION laPfllicanl APP ID Yes No VARCHAR21131 NOT NULL 

contains ap~ication-da~ by fC!m ~pe far the ltne numoer mat aenotesthe Immigration and Naturalization Sef\Ace's 
VARCHAR2(6) IBS AP APPLICATION lap~icant FORM NBR form; i.e., 1765, 1551... No Yes NULL 

IIBS AP APPLICATION 
contains ap~ication-data by fo1111 type for lfle 
[ap~icant MR RECV DTIME the date and time the aoolicanrs mail was received in the mailroom No No DATE NULL 

IIBS AP APPLICATION 
contains ap~1caf1on.tJata by fo1111 cype for the the code that d9flotes the selection of pert-2-option-1 on the fo1111 
applicant PART21 CODE reprasenled by this records fo1111 num~ No No VARCHAR2(10) NULL 

IIBS AP APPLICATION 
contain! ap~ication-data by fo1111 type for the the code that denotes ~~ s~ecllon of part-2-option-2 on the fo1111 

VARCHAR2i11 applicant PART22 CODE represented bv this records fC!m number No Yes NULL 
contains application-de~ by fol111 cype for the thelocaton on the lo1111 or scmn where answers to the questions may 

IBS AP APPLICATION applicant PART2MUL Tl WORD be indicated by using muRip~ che<:k.matf<s No No NUMBER( tO) NULL 
contains ap~icatton-data by fo1111 type for tha 

IBS AP APPLICATION applicant REO EXAM LOC CODE the code that denotes the aooticanfs requested examina~on locaton No Yes VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
contains Bjiplicatlon-data by lo1111 type for the the code that denotes the applicanrs requested examinat~n sub-

IBS AP APPLICATION Wlicanl REO EXAM LOC SUB CODE location No Yes VARCHAR2131 NULL 
the code thai denotes whether the 111quesled oath ceremony will be 

contains application-data by fQ1111 cypa for ltte administrative or court h~d, i e. J = JUdidal, A= Administra~ve. B = 
IBS AP APPLICATION I applicant REQ SRVC TYPE CODE Bolt! No Yes VARCHAR2t10) NULL 

contains ap~lcaton.tJata by fo1111 cype ~r the 
REO. OC LOC CODE 

the code lttat de~mtes the applicants requested oath ceremony 
VARCHAR2(3) IBS AP APPLICATION lap~1cant location No Yes NULL 

contains applicaiJon-data by 1a1111 type lor the the code ~at denotes the applicant's requested oalfl ceremony sub· 
ISS AP APPLICATION lap~icant REO OC LOC SUB CODE location No Yes VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

contains ap~icationodala by form cypa for the the system-generated number used to track the fee charged far 
IBS AP APPLICATION ap~icant PAYMENT 10 lperto1111ance Of the INS service No Yes VARCHAR2113) NULL 

contains ap~ication.tJala by fo1111 eype for the 
IBS AP APPLICATION applicant FEE CHARGED the amount of tee which this ap~ica~on suppose to pay No No NUMBER( tO) NULL 

contain~ appf1calion-da~ by fo1111 type for the Yes (Y) No (N) flag that indicates wheltter the application fllll has bfin 
IBS AP APPLICATION applicant FEE INCLUDED FLAG induded No No VARCHAR2111 NULL 

contain! application-data by fo1111typa for the Yes (Y) No (N) flag that ii!Qicates whe~er ~~ ap~ication fill has been 
IBS AP APPLICATION applicant FEE WAIVED FLAG waived No No VARCHAR2( 1) NULL 

con~ ins ~~~~~ication-dala by fo1111type for the FEE_RECV JLSE~ERE_FlA Yes (Y) No (N) flag that indicates YAle~er the ap~icatlon fill has been 
IBS AP APPLICATION applicant G received in o~er office No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

con~ins Bjiplication-da~ by fo1111 cype for the ~~code that denotes the location of the INS office where received 
IBS AP APPLICATION lllllPiicant FEE RECV LOC CODE lap~ication fill No Yes VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

contains application~ ala by form type for ltie the code that denotes the su!J.location of lha INS office where recaived 
IBS AP APPLICATION lap~iC<lnl FEE RECV LOC SUB CODE lappttcatlon tee No Yes VARCHAR2131 NULL 

contains appllcaton.<jela by fa1111 cype for the 
IBS AP APPLICAT!Qfl_ I applicant VALID FRQM.Q.T the beginning d~e of the app_rQY~~-b_!lefil No tL-·· DATE NU.LL 

contains application-data by fu1111 ~pe far the 
·--· ·-·----- ·--

IBS AP APPLICATION lap~icant VALID TO DT the ending dale of the approved benefit No No DATE NULL 
contains ap~tcation<jala by fo1111 cype for the 

IBS AP APPLICATION iPPitcant APPEALED CODE the code lttal denotes the kind of appeal filed No No VARCHAR2161 NULL 
contains ap~ication-data by form ~pe for the 

IBS AP APPLICATION a)191cant APPEALED DT the dlte the case was aweafed No No DATE NULL 
contains ap~ication.tJata by fC!m type for the the ap~ication identmer lAPP _ID)Ihat is asssodated wilh an existing 

IBS AP APPLICATION ap~icant ASSOCIATED APP 10 case No No VARCHAR2(13) NULL 
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IIBS AP APPLICATION 
contains applicalio!Hla~ by form lype for tile Ill$ system generated idelitmcation n1!11ber !hat is assigned to !he 
I applicant REP ID representallve No Yes NUMBERIIOI NULL 

lies AP APPLICATION 
cont~ns appf~o!Hlata by form lype for tile 
ap~lcanl CONSUlATE CODE !he code llialldenlffies the United Slates consulala Office No Yes VARCHAR2i20) NULL 
con~ins ap~ication.dala by form lype for !he the code !hat denotes wflelhde caGe has been granted, dania<!, 

ISS AP APPLICATION ap~icanl APP STATUS CODE h~d. voided, or r~eded No No VARCHAR2151 NULL 
contains application-\lala by lorm !ypa for !he 

IBS AP APPLICATION a~icanl SRVC TYPE_ CODE !he coda lhal denotes !he service type No Yes VARCHAR2110) NULL 
conteins appllcatio!Hlala by form !ype for the 

IBS AP APPLICATION applicant APPLICANT SIGNED DT !he dale !hal the application was signed by ap~icanl No No DATE NULL 
contains ap~icalio!Hlala by form lype for lhe YesiYI No iN) flag lh~ denotes whether !he application has been 

IBS AP APPLICATION applicant APP SIGNED FLAG signed by !he aP!IIicanl No No VARCHAR2111 _ NULL --
contains ap~icalio!Hlala by form type for lhe vas iYI No (NJ ftag that denotes whether the ap~icalion match the A· 

IBS AP APPLICATION I applicant CIS MATCH FLAG Nbr, Name, DOB wi~ CIS S)'Siem No No VARCHAR2(1\ NULL 
contains a~icatio!Hlala by form lyl)t! for tile 

IBS AP APPLICATION applicant NAMED BENES QTY the quantity of al named beneficiaries No No NUMBER(5) NULL 
contains ap~lcation<jafa by form zype fur lhe 

\!he quantity of an unnamed beneficiaries IBS AP APPLICATION ap~icant UNNAMED BENES QTY No No NUMBERi5) NULL 
contains applicalionodala by lorm wpa for lhe 

ISS AP APPLICATION ap~icanl CliMER LOC CODE !he location code !hal denotes lhe INS office !hal owns the case NO Yes VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
contains appllcatio!Hlala by lorm !ype for the 

res AP APPLICATION lap~icanl 0\IMER LOC SUB CODE the su!Hocation code thai denotes !he INS Office ~at owns ~e case No Yes VARCHAR213\ NULL 
contains applicalio!Hlala by form lyl)t! for !he 

IBS AP APPLICATION ~·---·-- LAST INTV DT thelaslif!~ie_~~- _______ No No DATE __ ~L. ·--

Ires AP APPUCA noN 
contains ap~icatio!Hlala by form WPt! for !he RE0:.RESCH _NO _so6N"EfiJH 
I applicant AN DT ~~I alas! dale for rosche<ful111ginlerileW No No DATE NULL 

IIBS AP APPLICATION 
contains a~ication-dala by form type for !he !he elaPIBd number of days between !he initial and rescheduled 
applicant RE SCH DELAY TIME interview No No DATE NULL 

Ires AP APPLICATION 
contains application-dale by form zype for !he the code ~a! denol!$lhe sched~ing status, i.e. ready lobe 
applicant SCH STATUS CODE sCheduled, sche<f~ed, ... No No VARCHAR2(5) NULL 
eonleins eppflcalion-dala by lo1111!ypa for !he Yes iYI No (N) indicator that denotes v.tlelher !he lflll)icanl has been 

ISS AP APPLICATION applicant ABSENT US SINCE PR FLAG absent US since II$ had LPR slai\Js No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
conleins ap~lcalio!Hlala by form lype for !he the number !hal denotes the level of pnonly assigned lo ~is 

res AP APPLICATION lilll~icant EXPEDITED PRIORITY NBR lap~ication No No NUMBERI51 NULL 

!he code lhal denotes ~e section~~aw ~al a~honzes 
~~ INS benefit; I.e., EAO's processing authorization, 

con~ins appflcatio!Hlala by form lype for !he a CFR 274a. 13idesses of aliens authorized lo acce~ em~oymenl) 
ISS AP APPLICATION ap~icant APP SECT OF lAW CODE in~~ United Slates No No VARCHAR2(20\ NULL 

contains ap~icaUo~<la bylorm type fur the Yes iYI No iN) indicator the! denotes ~allhe appl1cant claim !hal 
IBS AP APPLICATiq~- ~lca_nl __ ··----... READ WRITE_ENG~~ whilller he is able _to read, speak and 111ile~ .. No No .VARC~j_ NULL -··--

contains appllcation.da~ by fol!l11yl)t! for !he 
IBS AP APPLICATION ap~icant SIGNED BY REP DT !he data !hat~~ a~ication was signed bv representative No No DATE NULL 

contains ap~icatio!Hlala by form lype fur !he Yes ~I No iN) indicator ~at denotes whalhar !he application was 
IBS AP APPLICATION ap~icanl SIGNED BY REP FlAG signed by rep~esentativa No No VARCHAR2il) NULL 

contains ap~icatio!Hlala by form type for !he 
IBS AP APPLICATION ~~icart NATZ DT !he dale lhallha al)f)flcanl naturalized No No DATE NULL 

conteins application~ata by fo1111!ype for !he For cases received ~om an e~em~ syslem !here Unique ID in ~at 
IBS AP APPLICATION I applicant EXT SYS REC 10 lsyslem No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 

conlains applicalion.dala by form type for the 
IBS AP APPLICATION lap~icanl PRIMARY REF NBR No No VARCHAR2(13) NULL 

IIBS AP APPLICATION 
contains application-data by form type for the 
ap~icant CBO LOC CODE No Yes VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
conta'1ns ap~lcaflo!Hlala by fo1111!ype for !he 

ISS AP APPLICATION applicant CBO CODE No Yes VARCHAR2i51 NULL 
contains appticatio!Hlata by form type for the 

IBS AP APPLICATION applicant FORM VERSION No No CHARI II NULL 
contains II!JPiicatioiHlala by form lypa for the 

IBS AP APPLICATION japplicanl LEGAL NAME CHANGE FLAG No No CHAR(1) NULL 
contelns application-data by form ~pe for the PROPOSED_LEGAL.LAST _NA 

IBS AP APPLICATION lilPPiicanl ME No ~ VARCHAR2(30) NULL 
contains applicalion<la~ by lorm zype for !he PROPOSED_LEGALJIRST_NA 

IBS AP APPLICATION lap~icant ME No No VARCHAR2il~_ NULL 
contains ap~icalion-data by form lype for !he PROPOSED_LEGAL.MIDDLE_N 

IBS AP APPLICATION ap~icant AME No No VARCHAR2(16) NULL 
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contains ap~lcation.data by klm1 ~pe for ~e 
IBS AP APPLICATION )applicant FORM N648 A nACHED FLAG No No CHAR(!) NULL 

con~lns application-data by tonn ~pe for the 
IBS AP APPLICATION applicant DISABILITY FLAG No No CHARI II NULL 

contains ap~ication~ata by fonn ~pe for~~ 
IBS AP APPLICATION ap~icant HEARING IMPAIRED FLAG No No CHAR(1) NULL 

contains ap~ication.data by fonn type tor the 
IBS AP APPLICATION a~icant SIGN LANGUAGE TYPE No No VARCHAR2(256) NULL 

IXlllains ~icalloMfala by fonn type for t11e 
IBS AP APPLICATION )applicant WHEEL CHAIR FLAG No No CHARI!) NULL 

contains application-data by fonn type for the 
IBS AP APPLICATION )applicant V1SION IMPAIRED FLAG No No CHAR(!) NULL 

IIBS AP APPLICATION 
C\ln~ins applicallon.Qata by ronn type ror the 
ap~icant OTHER DISABILITY FLAG No No CHAR( I) NULL 

IIBS AP APPLICATION 
contains ap~ication-data by fonn type for the 

VARCHAR2i2561 ap~icant OTHER DISABILITY DESC No No NULL 
contains ap~ication-data by fonn ~pe for the 

IBS AP APPLICATION ap~icant TOTAL DAYS OUTSIDE US No No NUMBER(5) NULL 
C\lntains application-data by form type for the 

IBS AP APPLICATION )applicant INTERV1EWER LAST NAME No No VARCHAR2(:11l) NULL 
contains application-data by fonn ~pe for the 

IBS AP APPLICATION )applicant TOTAL TRIPS OUTSIDE US No No NUMBER(Sj_ NUll 
con~ins applicalion-data by form ~pe for the 

I~AP.~PPLICATION ___ ap~---------- INTERVIEWCRJI~~-T NAME -·---·-- ·---- ~L. --- No VARCHAR~18) N_lJ_L_l__ 
contains ap~icalion-data by form ~j)llor the 

IBS AP APPLICATION ap~icant INTERV1EWCR MIDDLE NAME No No VARCHAR2(18) NULL 
IXlllalns ~ica~on.data by lonn cypetorllie 

ISS AP APPLICATION applicant INTERV1E\\I!R SIGNED DT No No DATE NULL 
contains ap~icatlon.dala by fonn ~pe forth a 

IBS AP APPLICATION applicant POSTMARK DT No No DATE NULL 

IBS AP APPLICATION 
con~ins ap~1C8f1on-data by fonn type for~~ 
lap~icant POSTMARK DT FLAG No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
IXlllains aPfiicalion.dita by fonn ~pe for lhll 

IBS AP APPLICATION lappiicanl POSTMARK MISSING FLAG No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

1185 AP APPLICATION 
contains application-data by fonn cypa for the Yes (Y) No (N) flag 
applicant MILITARY that indicales wllethe! the applicat~n is ~igible for No-fee No No CHAR( I) NULL 

Yes (Y) No (N) nag 
contains application-data by form cype tor the that indicate! wllellier the application is scheduled lor Naturalization 

IBS AP APPLICATION all\Jicant MILITARY OVERSEAS overseas No No CHAR( I) NULL 
contains application-data by fonn type lor the the cooe !hat denotes !lie 

IBS AP APPLICATION ~~!~---·-···----- --~~CH.CODE __ _ _ ~~nchofseNice _____ ------ ~0 ____ -~- . VARCHAR2(101 NULL -----·-- -- ---
Yes (Y) No (N) 

contains ap~1caf1on-data by fonn type for the MILITARY_FINGERPRINT .SCH lag that ind1cales wllelher the application has a fingerpnnt 
IBS AP APPLICATION ~pplicant EDULED )appointment by DOD No No CHAR( I) NULL 

contains appf1ca!on.data by lonn type tor the MILITARY _ALIENAGE. DISCHA 
IBS AP APPLICATION applicant RQE No No CHARI II NULL 

contains application<Jata by form ~pe tor the Yes (Y) No (N) flag 
IBS AP APPLICATION a~icant MILITARY ACTIVE DUTY th~ Indicates whether the ap~icant has an active ducy milfta~ stallls No No CHAR( I) NULL 

ed number used to track ~pled cases (I.e., 

(b )(6) 
IBS AP BENE IXlllains beneiclar/S personal dala APP ID I Yes Yes VARCHAR21131 NOT NULL 

contains beneiei811S personal dala 
d number that denotes the specific instance of ~e 

IBS AP BENE BENE SEQ NBR muffi-beneficia~; i.e,, t, 2, 3, 4 ... Yes No NUMBER(5) NOT NULL 

IIBSJP BENE 
tha system-generated number used to track each indMdual seeking an 

conlains b<lneticiary's personal data PER ID INSb<lnefit No No NUMBER(10) NULL 

IIBS AP BENE 
the identllcation n1111ber that is 11119~ to the allen at me time Of 

contains benefid~s pe~on~ data ALIEN NBR enliy into the United States No No VARCHAR2110) NULL 
IBS AP BENE - ~tains b<lnelidary~s pe~onal d!~ __ LAST NAME the last name ~the per1011. ___ No ~·--- VARCHAiill3.QL NULL 
IBS AP BENE IXlltains beneliclaiji personal da~ FIRST NAM-E -- ·- tha fi~t name of lha pe~on 

·--No-- No VARcflAR2i18i NULL-
IBS AP BENE contains benelida~'s personal dala MIDDLE NAME the midlle name of lha pe~on No No VARCHAR21181 NULL 
IBS AP BENE conta1ns b<lneficlar/ s personal data SUFFIX CODE the namwuffix codeoflhe person (i.e .. Sr., Jr., II, Ill, or lVI No No VARCHAR2(3)_ NULL 

1M soondex code assigned lo lha pe~on's last name for the soundex 
IBS AP BENE contains benefici_a!Y'S!llfsonal dala SOUNDEX Se!i'Ch No No VARCHAR2(4) NULL 

the person's birth de~ as shown on the Fonn 1551 G~n Card (tfle 
IBS AP BE~ conteins beneflciar/ s personal dala DOB DT can! is actual~blue In color) No No DATE NULL 
IBS AP BENE contains b<lnefida~'s person~ data COB CODE the code that denotes the person's count~ of birth No No VARCHAR2151 NULL 
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contains all cash-box data and total 
remittances associated with !he indi~dual 

IBS AP CASH BOX cash box CLOSED DTIME the date and time when ~~cash box dosed No No DATE NULL 
contains II cash-box data and tot~ 
remittanm assodated wru, the indi~du~ 

IBS AP CASH BOX cash box TOTAL MONEY AMT the tot~ amount is received lilian the cash box is dosed No No NUMBER112,21 NULL 
contains all cash-box data and total 
remittances associated with the indi~dual the total number of remittances is received lilian the cash box is 

IBS AP CASH BOX cash box TOTAL REMITTANCE QTY dosed No No NUMBER(5) NULL 
con~ins ~I cash-box da~ and total 
remittances assodated with the individual 

IBS AP CASH BOX cash box LOC CODE the code that denotes the location of the INS office No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 
contains a! cash-llOX data and total 
remittances assodat!d with the individual the person that is actu~~ pertonning the auditing functionality (e.g. 

ISS AP CASH BOX cash box AUDITED BY USER 10) No No VARCHAR2(8) NULL 

IIBS AP CASH BOX 

contains ell cash-box data and total 
rem~ances associated with the in~vidual 
cash box AUDITED DT the date vmen the audi is peifonned No No DATE NULL 
conlalnsthe dmerence between the payment· 
amount due for application procesJing and 

ISS AP DISCREP PAYMENT the amount paid PAYMENT 10 Yes No VARCHAR2(13) NOT NULL 
contains~~ difference between the pajment-
amount due for ap~ication processlrg and 

I~S.AP DISCREP PA.~I.1§t!L the amou~.£~_d _. ___ ,.. ---:- C~EA.l!Q..!li __ --- - No No ·-~~ ---· NULL 
con~ins the ~flerence belwe1111he payment-

--- ·----

amount due for application processing and 
IBS AP DISCREP PAYMENT the amount paid APP 10 No No VARCHAR2(13) NULL 

contains the ~fference between the pa1ment· 
amount due for ap~icetion processing and 

IBS AP DISCREP PAYMENT the amount paid DISCREPANCY AMT No No NUMBER(12,2) NULL 
contains !he difference between the pajment-
emounl due for application processirg and 

IBS AP DISCREP PAYMENT the amount paid CHECK NBR No No VARCHAR2i161 NULL 
con~insthe dnferenca between the pajmenl-
emooot due for ap~lcation processng and 

IBS AP DISCREP PAYMENT the amount paid ISSUED DT No No DATE NULL 
oontains the difference between the payment· 
amounl due for ap~ication processing and 

IBS AP DISCREP PAYMENT the amount paid ISSUED AMT No No NUMBERI12,2) NULL 

IIBS AP DOC CONTROL 

the sjslern-generated or pre-esta~ished number that is used to ~ack 
contains con~ol data for each document the 
associated with an applicetion DOC CONTROL NBR I Printed document Yes No VARCHAR2112) NOT NULL 

the code that denotes the Spedfic documen~ i.a, RE for United States 
reent~ 

penni( RA fur • wavel document and NC for naturalization 
contains control data for each document ceruflcate 

ISS AP DOC CONTROL asso<;laled with an _IQQI_icetion DOC TYPE CODE "' No No VARCHAR2J10) NULL 
the code that denotllthe status of the document; i.e .. issued (1), 

contains control da~ for each document pending 
IBS AP DOC CONTROL associated wi~ an application DOC STATUS CODE Pi, and destroyed IDI No No VARCHAR2(10) NULL 

contains control data for each document 
IBS AP DOC CONTROL associated with an ap~ication USER ID the user.idenlification code No No VARCHAR21SI NULL 

contains control data fill' each document 
IBS AP DOC CONTROL associated Iii~ an application LAST STATUS DTIME the date and time of the last assigned document~tatus code No No OATE NULL 

he code ~at denotes the tocabon of the INS office, llliera the status 
contains control data for each document was 

IBS AP DOC CONTROL associated with an ap~icatlon STATUS LOC CODE lupdal!d No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 
the code that denotes the sub~ocation of the INS office, where the 

contains oonlrol data for each document s~tuswas 

IBS AP DOC CONTROL assodaled \11th an application STATUS LOC SUB CODE [Updated No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
tha code that denotes the location of the INS Offl:a, where the 

contains control data for each document document Is 
IBS AP DOC CONTROL associated with an application DOC LOC CODE located No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

the code that denotaslhe su~ocelion of the INS office, llliere the 
contains control data for each document document is 

IBS AP DOC CONTROL asslldated with an application DOC LOC SUB CODE located No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
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(b )(6) 
llhe svsterMenerated lllmber used to tract< receipted cases (i.e., 

IBSJP EMPLOY HISTORY contains employment hislo~ of~~ appll:ant APP ID I Yes Yes VARCHAR2(13) NOT NULL 

IBS AP EMPLOY HISTORY contains em~menl ~sto~ of the applicant SEQ NBR the sequence number to identify the specific occurrenca Yes No NUMBEB@I NOT NULL 

IBS AP EMPLOY HISTORY contains employment hislof'l of the appll:ant EMP FROM DT the dale the ell1ployment began No No DATE NULL 

IBS AP EMPLOY HISTORY contains employment ~sto~ of the applicant EMP TO DT the dale the emp~yment ended No No DATE NULL 

IBS AP EMPLOY HISTORY contains emplOyment history of the applicant EMPLOYER NAME tile name of the em~oyer No No VARCHAR2(501 NULL 

IBS AP EMPLOY HISTORY contains employmenlhis~ry_of the ap~icanl OCCUPATION DESC the descrj)tion of the job funciiOII in the employment No No VARCHAR2(50) NULL 

IBS AP EMPLOY HISTORY contains emp~ymenl history of the applicant JOB CODE the occupalional~li~ code No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

IBS AP EMPLOY HISTORY contains employment history of 11\e appll:ant BLDG RM the room number 111thin the buildi~ at the addreSl No No VARCHAR2(341 NULL 

IBS AP EMPLOY HISTORY contains employment history of the applicant STREET NBR the ~reet number No No VARCHAR2(10) NULL 

IBS AP EMPLOY HISTORY contains em~oyment histo~ of the app~nt STREET NAME the stretlt name No No VARCHAR21341 NULL 

IIBS AP EMPLOY HISTORY contains employment his~ry of the applicant CITY the name of the aw that is tocated In the United States or abroad No No VARCHAR2(28) NULL 

bMP!:Q:Uji§JQRJ contains empbjment hisiOfY of th~~ STATE CODE the code that defll!l~_s_the state wi~~ the United St~l!! or terriiEry_ No_ N_o_ __ VARCHAR2(2)__ N~~L ____ 
~--~-----

the postaf.seNice code tflat denotes the m~ling-address within the 
IBS AP EMPLOY HISTORY contains employment histo~ of the appl~nt ZIP CODE lgeagra!lhical area of 1111 dty or coun~ No No VARCHAR2j9) NULL 

IBS AP EMPLOY HISTORY contains em~loyment hiSI_OfY of the applicant PROVINCE the geQgraphicallocation in the for~gn coun_try No No VARCHAR2i20) NULL 
the code that directs mail dellve~ to the desired geographical area in 
the 

IBS AP EMPLOY HISTORY contains em~oj111ent ~SWV of the applcant POSTAL CODE foreign country No No VARCHAR2(9) NULL 

IBS AP EMPLOY HISTORY contains employment history of the applicant CNTRY CODE the standard code \liat denotes 1111 country No No VARCHAR2151 NULL 
contains e~dence data required to process the svstem-aenerated number used to track receipted cases (i.e, 

b)(6) IBS AP EVIDENCE the application APP ID Yes Yll VARCHAR21131 NOT NULL 

contains evidenca data required to process 
'"~ ·r~'""' ~"""'"' sequenca number that denotes the specific item 
of evidenca 

IBS AP EVIDENCE the ap~icatiOII EVID SEQNBR fortheAPP 10 Yes No NUMBER15) NOT NULL 
contains evldenca data required to process 

IBS AP EVIDENCE the apJJiication E~D CODE the code that denotes the §pecific evidelce ree(ll11~ed byiNS No Yes NUMBERI5) NULL 
the indicator that denotes whether the e~dence that corresponds to 
this 
reooro's evidence-type code has been waived; i.e., 'W' for waived. 'Y" 

contains e~deoca data required to process for 
IBS AP EVIDENCE the application EVID STATE IND submitted No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

contains evidence data required to process 
IBS AP EVIDENCE the appllcatiOII EVID BELONGS TO the evidence belongs~ this pers011 No No VARCHAR~40) NULL 

contains e~denca data required to process the notes that describe the evidence rel)resented by this recoro's 
IBS AP EVIDENCE IM application EVID NOTES :ap~icaHOII·identilication code (APP ID). No No VARCHAR2(2551 NULL 
IBS_AP_FBI_NAME_TEMP_RE 
SULT CION ANUMBER No No VARCHAR2(10) NULL 
IBS_AP JBI_ NAME _TEMP_ RE 
SULT CION EXT No No VARCHAR2121 NULL 
IBS_ AP JBI_NAME _TEMP _RE 
SULT NAME No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 
IBS}P _FBI.NAME_TEMP _RE 
SULT DOB No No DATE NULL 
IBS _AP JBI_NAME_TEMP _RE 
SULT BATCH RESULT DT No No DATE NULL 
IBS_AP JBI_NAME_TEMP _RE 
SULT BATCH RESULT No No VARCHAR2(2) NULL 
IBS_AP_FBI_NAME_TEMP_RE 
SULT PRIOR RESULT No No VARCHAR2(2) NULL 

l:BS.AP_FBI_NAME_TEMP.RE 
SULT ERROR MESSAGE No No VARCHAR2i301 NULL 
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IBS_AP JBI_NAME_TEMP.RE 
SULT ERROR FIELDS No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 
IBS_APJBI_NAME _TEMP .RE 
SULT FILLER No No VARCHAR2(8) NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME TOTALS OTAL ID Yes No NUMBER 10 NOT NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME TOTALS TOTAL NUMBER No No NUMBER 10) NULL 
~P FBI NAME UPLOAD -~~MBER ~- No NUMBER 10) NULL ___ 

-· 
... ,. __ ·-·--... ·-

No IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD ACT INST ID No NUMBER 10) NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD ALIEN CION NBR No No VARCHAR210 NULL 
ISS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD CION EXT No No VARCHAR2(2 NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD RQT REASON No No VARCHAR2:11 NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD NAME No No VARCHAR2 30 NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD ALIAS No No VARCHAR2 30 NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD ALIA$2 No No VARCHAR2 30 NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD ALIA$3 No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD ALIAS4 No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 

IIBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD ALIAS5 No No VARCHAR2 30) NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD DOB No No VARCHAR2 8 NULL 
ISS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD 0082 No No VARCHAR2 8 NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD DOB3 No No VARCHAR2 8 NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD GENDER No No VARCHAR2(1 NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD RACE No No VARCHAR21 NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD COB No No VARCHAR2(4 NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD soc -J!L- ·-

No VARCHAR2(9) NJ!LL _ 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD SOC2-... No No VARCHAR2(9f - NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD SOC3 No No VARCHAR2 9 NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD UTOYEAR No No VARCHAR2:41 NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD USERFEE No No VARCHAR2:11 NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD SEARCHLEVEL No No VARCHAR2(1 NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD MISC1 No No VARCHAR215 NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD MISC2 No No VARCHAR2(15 NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD MISC3 No No VARCHAR2 15 NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD EMPDATA No No VARCHAR2 64) NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD STREETNAME No No VARCHAR2 30) NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD STREETNUMBER No No VARCHAR2 10) NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD ACOUNTRY No No VARCHAR2(4 NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD ASTATE No No VARCHAR212 NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD ACITY No No VARCHAR2(20 NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD FRO MY EAR No No VARCHAR2(4 NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD TO YEAR No No VARCHAR2141 NULL 
IB§..~P FBI NAME U.~OAD STREETNAME2 No No VARCHAR2i!o.L__ NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD STREETNUMB~- . -

··---· ·-------····- 'NO-- No VARCHAR2j10) WLL·· --
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD ACOUNTRY2 No No VARCHAR2 4 NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD ASTATE2 No No VARCHAR2 2 NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD ACITY2 No No VARCHAR2 ~0) NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD FROMYEAR2 No No VARCHAR2 4 NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD TOYEAR2 No No VARCHAR2 4) NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD STREETNAME3 No No VARCHAR2 30) NULL 

IIBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD STREETNUMBER3 No No VARCHAR2 10) NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD ACOUNTRY3 No No VARCHAR2 4 NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD ASTATE3 No No VARCHAR2(2 NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD ACITY3 No No VARCHAR2~0 NULL 
ISS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD FROMYEAR3 No No VARCHAR214 NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD TOYEAR3 No ~ VARCHAR2 4 NULL 
165 AP FBI NAME UPLOAD MILITARY No No VARCHAR2[1) NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD HEIGHT No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD ~IGHT No No VARCHAR2:31 NULL 
IBS AP FBI NAME UPLOAD ····------..... --- EYE COLOR No --~···- VARCHAR2[3) NULL 
fBfAp FBI NAME UPLOAD HAIRCOLOR -- -- No No VARCHARif- NULL-- . 

IBS AP FBI RESPONSE APP ID Yes No VARCHAR2(13) NOT NULL 
IBS AP FBI RESPONSE CREATE DTIME Yes No DATE NOT NULL 
IBS AP FBI RESPONSE CION No No VARCHAR2(10) NULL 
IBS AP FBI RESPONSE ~~rNBR No No VARCHAR2(7) NULL 
IBS AP FBI RESPONSE TYPE CODE No No VARCHAR2(1 NULL 
IBS AP FBI RESPONSE COOE No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
IBS AP FBI RESPONSE !RESPONSE DT No No DATE NULL 
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IBS AP FBI RESPONSE RESPCNSE USER ID No No VARCHAR2191 NULL 
RESPONSE _ENTEREDBY. USE 

IBS AP FBI RESPONSE RID No No VARCHAR219) NULL 

IBS AP FBI RESPONSE MODIFIED RESPONSE CODE No No VARCHAR2111 NULL 
MODIFIED.RESPONSE_CCDE_ 

1~§..~[~~- DT No ·-·- No DATE N\!L_ -
MODIFIEDBY USER ID -

---· 
No VARCHARii91 ISS AP FBI RESPONSE No NULL 

MODIFY_ENTEREDBY .USERJ 
IBS AP FBI RESPONSE D No No VARCHAR2(9) NULL 
IBS AP FBI RESPONSE MODIFIED REASON No No VARCHAR2i255) NULL 
IBS AP FBI RESPONSE MODIFIED DTIME No No DATE NULL 
IBS AP FBI RESPONSE CURRENT FLAG No No VARCHAR211) NULL 
IBS AP FBI RESPONSE FBI RESPONSE CODE No No VARCHAR2121 NULL 

(b )(6) IIBS AP FD258 
contains FD258 MRD in CLAIMS 4 for FBI IM ed num~r used to track ~c~pled cases (i.e .. 
lntertace APP ID Yes No VARCHAR2i13) NOT NULL 

IIBS AP FD258 
contains F0258 MRD In CLAIMS 4 for FBI 
inlertace CION the unique id of requested FBI inqul~ No No VARCHAR2110) NULL 

~~nlains FD258 MRD In CLAIMS 4 for FBI 
the identifiCalion number that is assigned to the alien at the time of 
enl!j 

VARCHAR2/f0) IBS AP FD258 interface ALIEN NBR Into the Uniled Slates No No NULL 

IBS AP FD258 
),contains F0258 MRD in CLAIMS 4 for FBI 
inlertace APPLICANT TYPE the Indicator specifying if the applicanl is direct('1l") or non-direct ("N" No No VARCHAR211) NULL 

IBS AP FD258 
~~nlains FD258 MRD in CLAIMS 41or FBI 
lntertace LAST NAME the last name of the pe~on No No VARCHAR2/30) NULL 
contains FD258 MRD in CLAIMS 4 for FBI 

IBS AP FD258 inlertace FIRST NAME lha first name of the person No No VARCHAR2f18) NULL 
conlains FD258 MRD in CLAIMS 4 for FBI 

IBS AP FD258 inlertace MIDDLE NAME the middle name of the pe~on No No VARCHAR~18) NULL 
the person's birth dale as shown on the Form 1551 Green Card llhe 

contains FD258 MRD In CLAIMS 4 for FBI card is 
IBS AP FD258 intertace DOB DT actually blue in color) No No DATE NULL 

contains FD258 MRD in CLAIMS 4 for FBI 
IBS AP FD258 intertace POB CODE the code !hat den~es ~~ person's ~ace of birth No No VARCHAR2(5) NULL 

contains FD258 MRD in CLAIMS 41or FBI 
IBS AP FD258 interface ALIAS NAME 1 the fi~l ~lemalive name for the applicant No No VARCHAR21301 NULL 

contains FD258 MRD In CLAIMS 4 for FBI 
IBS AP FD258 intertace ALIAS NAME 2 the second alternative name for ltie applicant No No VARCHAR2130) NULL 

contains FD258 MRD in CLAIMS 4 for FBI 
IBS AP FD258 inlertace ALIAS NAME 3 the third alternative name tor the applicant No No VARCHAR2130) NULL 

contains FD258 MRD In CLAIMS 4 for FBI 
IBS AP FD258 inlelface GENDER CODE !he code ltial denotes the per$ln's sex No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

II BS AP FD258 
conlains FD258 MRD In CLAIMS 4 for FBI 
intertace RACE CODE the code !hat denotes the person's ethnics No No VARCHAR2111 NULL 

IIBS AP FD258 
con~ins FD258 MRD in CLAIMS 41or FBI 
intertace HEIGHT CODE the height of the person expressed in feet No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

IBS AP FD258 
~~nleins FD258 MRD in CLAIMS 41or FBI 
intertace WEIGHT CODE the weight()( the pernon e~essed in pounds No No NUMBERISI NULL 

IBS AP FD258 
~~nlains FD258 MRD in CLAIMS 4 tor FBI 
inlertace EYE COLOR the co~r code that denotes the person's eye color No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

IBS AP FD258 
~~onlaim FD258 MRO in CLAIMS 4 for FBI 
mtertace HAIR COLOR the COlor code thai denotes the pe~on's hair color No No VARCHAR213) NULL 

the identfficaton number used by the U,S. government to identify lax· 
contains FD258 MRD in CLAIMS 4 for FBI paying 

~PJD258 intertace SSN indi~du~s who~ engaged in legal em~oyment in the U.S, No No VARCHAR2(9) NULL 
contains FD258 MRD in CLAIMS 4 for FBI 

IBS AP FD258 inlertace FBI NBR the as~gned number from fbi for a idenl case No No VARCHAR2(9) NULL 
contains FD256 MRD in CLAIMS 4 fo! FBI 

IBS AP FD258 lntertace OCA NBR localldentffiar num~r pro~ded by reQuestertgovernment agent) No No VARCHAR2(15) NULL 
contains F0258 MRD in CLAIMS 4 for FBI 

ISS AP FD258 intertace MISC NBR the milita~ ser.1ce number, A-number or . , for fbi to search No No VARCHAR2(15) NULL 
the identffier of SC's regional government agency to~ idenlilied and 

contains FD258 MRD In CLAIMS 4 for FBI billed 
IBS AP FD258 intertace REGIONAL ORI NBR by FBI No No VARCHAR2(9) NULL 

con~ ins F0258 MRD in CLAIMS 4 for FBI 
IBS AP F0258 interface LOCAL ORI NBR the identffier of local INS office to ~Identified and billed bY FBI No No VARCHAR2(9) NULL 
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IIBS AP FD258 
~~lains FD258 MRD in CLAIMS 4 for FBI 

lhe (Y)es or (N)o flag that denotes whether the ap~icanl signed on lhe 
FD258 

interlace FD258 SIGNED FLAG card No ~ VARCHAR2111 NULL 

~~n~ins FD258 MRD in CLAIMS 410r FBI 
the (Y)es or (N)o ftag lhal denotes whether lhe lngilfinnltaker signed 
onlhe 

IBS AP FD258 lntertace FP TAKER SIGNED FLAG FD258 card No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

IBS AP FD258 
~~nlalns FD258 MRD in CLAIMS 4 lor FBI 
Interlace DFS CODE the oode lhal denotes lhe Designated Fingerpfinting Ser.1ce No No VARCHAR21131 NULL 

IBS AP FD258 
~~onlains FD258 MRD in CLAIMS 4 for FBI 
interlaoe DFS EMPLOYEE the em~oy of DFS No No VARCHAR2(5) NULL 
contains FD258 MRD in CLAIMS 4 for FBI 

IBS AP FD258 interlace REASON FINGERPRINT ll'e reason for lhis iiiQI/llnnl check No No VARCHAR2(6) NULL 
cooiains FD258 MRD in CLAIMS 4 for FBI 

IBS AP FD25B interlace USER ID the user-identification code No No VARCHAR2(8) NULL 
contains FD258 MRD in CLAIMS 4 for FBI 

IBS AP FD258 interlace SECTION ID !he section ID of the user entering the FD-258 date into lh& system No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
the dale the FD-258 deta is entered into the system (e.g. YYYYMMDD, 

contains FD258 MRD in CLAIMS 41or FBI YY= YEAR, 
IBS AP FD258 inlertece ENTERED DT MM = Month, DO= Dey Ollhe monlh No No DATE NULL 

the Hme ~~ FD-258 data Is entered into the system /e.g. HHMM, HH= 
contains FD256 MRD in CLAIMS 4 for FBI hOur from 

IBS AP FD258 intelface ENTERED TIME midrlght, MM = minutes No No DATE NULL 
contains FD258 MRD in CLAIMS 4 for FBI 

~~~FD1§L_ . _ interlace ---- FBI. NAME the name of !he _applicant fol111atte!J_fo/ us!9_e by !he F!.. ..•. ___ ~--·-~--' VARCHAR2(30!_ NULL --·---..... r--
the priority of a fingerprint card to II$ processed at the FBI. Values are 

contains FD258 MRD in CLAIMS 41or FBI E= 
ISS AP FD258 Interlace PRIORITY FLAG e!l)edile end N = non.expedte (detaun) No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

contains F0258 MRD in CLAIMS 41lir FBI 
IBS AP FD258 intertace PCN FBI conlrtj Number storage No No VARCHAR2/tzl NULL 

IIBS AP FD258 
contains FD25B MRD in CLAIMS 41or FBI 
intelface FBI RESPONSE DT store finger print ~ken date No No DATE NULL 

IIBS AP GRP 
contains identffiers that identey the group the ldentffier that denotes the group thai is represented by this record's 

VARCHAR2(13) st~us, i.e., active 01 inactive GRP ID illl'OIID~VIltoode Yes No NOT NULL 

b)(6) IIBS AP GRP 
contains identffie~ that idenH~ llle group the svslellKienerated numb$r used to track recepted casas /i.e., 
statu~ i.e., acti\'9 or inactive APP ID Yes Yes VARCHAR2(13) NOT NULL 

IIBS AP GRP 
contains idenlffiers that identi~ the group jtne Mcetor mat oeno~s lhe gro~;nember status: i.e., (A) active, (I) 

VARCHAR2111 status, i.e., active or inactive MEMBER STATUS IND inactive ... No No NULL 
the code ~at denotes~~ specific group, I.e., ETHN=ethnic, 

con~insldenlffii!S that identey the group FAMILY=lamily, REP=repres&nlative. CBO=cbo, or ADHOC,adhoc 
ISS AP GRP status, i.e., active or inactive GRP TYPE CODE 'grol.4) • ~ No VARCHAR2/6) NULL 

contains detailed deta about a specfic the idenlifier thai denotes the group that is represented by ~is record's 
ISS AP GRP DETAIL ro\l')'s awlication GRP ID roup~ype oode Yes No VARCHAR2(13) NOT NULL 

contains detailed data about a specilc 
IBS AP GRP DETAIL roup's ap~lcation GRP DESC the nama ollhe specificgrotm.Jonly_ for CBO and Ad-Hoc aroup ljpe) No No VARCHAR2150) NULL 

the code that denotes the specific group, i.e., ETHN=elhnic. 
contains detailed data about a specific FAMILY=femllj, REP=represenlative, CBO=cbo, or ADHOC,adhoc 

IBS AP GRP DETAIL roups application GRP TYPE CODE rOI.IJ ... No No VARCHAR2/6) NULL 
contains detailed data about a specfic the idenlifieation !hat denotes ~~ 1t1le w!llch is used for scheduling the 

IBS AP GRP DETAIL /group's B®lica~on GRP RULE 10 )group to the INS ser.1ces No No VARCHAR2161 NULL 
contains detailed dele about a specific the indicator thai denotes the group status; I.e., (A) active, (I) inactive, 

IBS AP GRP DETAIL roup's ap~lcelion GRP STATUS IND C) closed No No VARCHAR2/I) NULL 
the indicator that denotes whether the noHce should be sent~ the 

contains delailed deta about a specific group or indiliduel members; i.e .. (B) Both Group and indiliduaf 
ISS AP GRP DETAIL roup's application SEND NOTICE IND members, IGI Group on~. ill Individual memb$~ only No ~ VARCHAR2/11 NULL 

contains detailed data about a specific 
IBS AP GRP DETAIL !lrDUP'S IIPII!cation MAX MEMBERS QTY the meximum number of memba~ In a group No No NUMBER(5) NULL 

contains detailed data about a specific 
~§..AP..QBE.OETAIL ... group'sapplicati2fi _____ . GRP ACTIVATEQ..QL ____ l~~~~ _when !he QfotiVs status is active No No DATE NULL ____ 

-
contains delaileti data about a specific 

IBS AP GRP DETAIL roup's illPIIcation GRP CLOSED DT the dale when the !lrDUP'sslalus is dosed No No DATE NULL 
contains detailed data about a spedfic 

IBS AP GRP DETAIL /group's ap~icetion CBO LOC CODE the oode that denotes the location of the INS office No Yes VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

IIBS AP GRP DETAIL 
contains detailed data aboUt a spedfic llle unique identifier that assigned by INS to denotes a spedflc CBO 
/gfOI.!l's ap~iceliC!I CBO CODE /organ~etion No Yes VARCHAR215) NULL 

IIBS AP GRP DETAIL 
contains detailed deta about a spedfic the system genereted ~antfficafion n1111b$r that is as~gned to ~~ 
!group's !lllllicafion REP 10 representative No No NUMBER(5) NULL 
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ltMi ldenllfler that denotes the group that Is represented by this record's 
IBS AP GRP FAM ADDRESS GRP ID lroiJP-tvpe oode Yes Yes VARCHAR2(13) NOT NULL 

IBS AP GRP FAM ADDRESS BLDG RM the room number v.i~ln the building at ~~ address No No VARCHAR2(34) NULL 

IBS AP GRP FAM ADDRESS STREET NBR the street number No No VARCHAR2(1ill_ NULL 

IBS AP GRP FAM ADDRESS STREET NAME the street neme No No VARCHAR2(34) NULL 

IBS AP GRP FAM ADDRESS CITY the name of the city that is located In the United Slates or abroad No No VARCHAR2128) NULL 

IIBS AP GRP FAM ADDRESS STATE CODE the oode that denotes the stale !!thin the United Slates or territory_ No No VARCHAR2(2) NUll 

IIBS AP GRP FAM ADDRESS 
the postal-service code that denotes the mailing-address wit~n the 

VARCHAR2(9) ZIP CODE ~aographicel area of ~~ city or county No No NUll 

(b )(6) IIBS AP MARRIAGE HIST 
contains marriage histo~ ot both applicant led number used to track receipted cases (i.e., 

VARCHAR21131 and spouse APP ID Yes Yes NOT NULL 

IIBS AP MARRIAGE HIST 
contains manlege histo~ of both applicant 

NUMBER(5) and spouse SEQ NBR the sequence number to idenlifv the SP'"ific occurrence Yes No NOT NULL 

IIBS AP MARRIAGE HIST 

the system-generated number used to track each indi~dual seeking an 
contains marnage histo~ of both ap~icant INS 
and spoU!e PER ID benefit No No NUMBER( tO) NULL 

IIBS AP MA~~IA~EJIIST 
the non-modifiable spouse's ldenHfica~on code; note. spouse might 

contains maniage histo~ of both applicant already be 
and spouse SPOUSE PER 10 residenlin the database I No No -~!Ol. NULL 
contains manlage his~~ Oi bOihapplicant 

··-

IBS AP MARRIAGE HIST and SPOilS! MARRIAGE OT the dale on which the marriage occurred No No DATE NULL 

IIBS AP MARRIAGE HIST 
contains marriage hislo~ of both ap~icanl 

VARCHAR2(30) and spouse SPOUSE LAST NAME the last name of the spouse No No NULL 
contains marriage histo~ of both ap~icanl 

ISS AP MARRIAGE HIST and spouse SPOUSE MIDDLE NAME the middle name of the spouse No No VARCHAR2(18) NULL 
contains malliage hist~ of both applicant 

IBS AP MARRIAGE HIST and spouse SPOUSE FIRST NAME the fi~t name of the spouse No No VARCHAR2(18)_ NULL 
contains maniage histo~ of both applicant 

IBS AP MARRIAGE HIST and spouse SPOUSE MAIDEN NAME the m~den name of the SIJ{luse No No VARCHAR2(18) NULL 

contains maniage histo~ of both ap~icant the identfficetion number assigned an alien at the time of enliy into the 
IBS AP MARRIAGE HIST andSp<IIISe SPOUSE ALIEN NBR UnHed States No No VARCHAR2(10) NULL 

the identffication number used by the U.S. government to identi~ tax· 
contains maniage hlsto~ of bolh ap~icant paying 

ISS AP MARRIAGE HIST and spouse SPOUSE SSN illividuale who are enaaaed in legal employment in the U.S. No No VARCHAR2(9) NULL 
the spouse's birth date as shown on ~e F011111551 Green Carll (the 

contains marriage histo~ of both applicant card is 
IBS AP MARRIAGE HIST and spouse SPOUSE DOB DT actually blue in colon No No DATE NULL 

contains maniage histo~ of both applicant 
IBS AP MARRIAGE HIST and spouse SPOUSE COB CODE the code that daslgnaties the spouse's counily of birth No No VARCHAR2j5L NULL 

contains meniage histo~ of both applicant SPOUSE. CITIZENSHIP_ CNTRY 
IBS AP MARRIAGE HIST and spouse CODE the code that denotes the wouse's country of ~t~ensliP No No VARCHAR2(5) NULL 

contains marriage histo~ or both ap~icant 
IBS AP MARRIAGE HIST andsfXliJSe RECORDED DT the recorded dale o1 manlage No No DATE NULL 

contains maniage hi~~ of bolh ap~icanl 
I the date ll11en the maniage ended IBS AP MARRIAGE HIST and spouse END OF MARRIAGE DT No No DATE NULL 

contains maniage his!~ of both applicant 
IBS AP MARRIAGE HIST and spouse SPOUSE NATZ DT the date lhatlhe naturalization occurred No No DATE NULL 

contains marriage histo~ Of both applicant 
IBS AP MARRIAGE HIST and spouse SPOUSE NATZ CITY the dly where lhe naturalization occurred No No VARCHAR2(28) NULL 

contains maniage histo~ o1 both ap~icant 
IBS AP MARRIAGE HIST andSp<IIISI SPOUSE NATZ STATE CODE the slate where the naturalization occurred No No VARCHAR2(2) NULL 

contains marriage histo~ of both ap~icant 
IBS AP MARRIAGE HIST and spouse DIVORCE CNTRY CODE ltMi counlly code of the country In which lhe divorce occurred No No VARCHAR2151 NULL 

contains marriage his!~ of bolh applicant 
IB$ AP MARRIAGE HIST and spouse HOW MARRIAGE ENDED the reasons for how the maniage ended No No VARCHAR2(255) NULL 

contains maniage histo~ of bolh applicant 
IBS AP MARRIAGE HIST and spouse SPOUSE STATUS DODE the prior spouse's immigration~latus oode, if ap~icallle No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

contains meniage hislo~ of both ap~icant 
IBS AP MARRIAGE HIST and&JIO\ISi SPOUSE PRIOR MARRIAGE the code lllet denotes whether SJIO\Ise had prior mertiaQe No No VARCHAR2111 NULL 
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contains maniage histo~ of both ap~icant 
ISS AP MARRIAGE HIST and spouse SPOUSE NATZ CERT NBR the spouse's natural~ation certificate number No No VARCHAR2(12) NULL 

contains mallie~ hlsto~ of both ap~lcant 
ISS AP MARRIAGE HIST and spouse BLDG RM the room number ili~in the buildinq allhe address No No VARCHAR21341 NULL 

contains marria~ history of both ap~icant 
IBS AP MARRIAGE HIST and spouse STREET NBR the street number No No VARCHAR2(10) NULL 

contains malliage lristory of both applicant 
ISS AP MARRIAGE HIST and spouse STREET NAME the street name No No VARCHAR21341 NULL 

contains marriage histo~ of both applicant 
IBS AP MARRIAGE HIST and spouse CITY the nama Of the ci~ that is located in the United S~tes or abroad No No VARCHAR2128l NULL 

contains marriage histo~ Of both applicant 
IBS AP MARRIAGE HIST and spouse STATE CODE the code that denotes lhestate within the United States ortanilo~ No No VARCHAR2(2) NULL 

contains malliage histo~ of both applicant the post~·sii'Ace co~ that denotes the m~ling-address wil~n the 
IBS AP MARRIAGE HIST and spouse ZIP CODE lgeograp~cal area oflhe city or county No No VARCHAR2191 NULL 

contains maniage hislo~ of bo~ applicant 
FIBS~A~P~MA~RR~IA~GE~H~IST~Fan~ds~pcou=se __________ ~PR~OV~IN~CE ______ -Fihe~e~~r~~~hica~ll~oca=tio~nin~lh~ero~r~~grn:~~~ntry,. ___ ~~~N~o, ____ ~No~--~~~RC~HA~R2~1110~l~NU~LL __ ~ 

the code that directs mail dative~ to the desired geographical area in 

IBS AP MARRIAGE HIST 

IBS AP MARRIAGE HIST 

IBS AP MARRIAGE HIST 

IBS AP MARRIAGE HIST 

IBS AP MARRIAGE HIST 

IBS AP N400 ALLEG RSL T 

IBS AP N400 ALLEG RSL T 

IBS AP N400 ALLEG RSLT 

ISS AP N400 ALLEG RSL T 

IBS AP N400 ALLEG RSLT 

IBS AP N400 ALLEG RSL T 

contains maniage histo~ of bo~ a~icant 
and spoose 
contains mamage histo~ of bo~ ap~icant 
and spouse 
contains maniage hislo~ of bofu a~icant 
and spouse 
contains maniage histo~ of both applicant 
and SPOilS! 

contains mamage histo~ of both ap~icant 
andSflOIJSe 
contains alegience-cntena selected in the 
application by the allflficant 
contains ~legiance-critena selected in the 
application bv the applicant 
contains allegiance-crilena selected in the 
application by the allflficent 
contains ~legiance-crileria selected in the 
application bv the ap~icant 
contains ~legiance-crilena selected in the 
application by the ap~icanl 
contains ~legiance-criteria selected in the 
application by the allflficant 
contains ~legiance-critena selected In the 

POSTAL CODE 

CNTRY CODE 

SPOUSE US CITIZEN FLAG 

SPOUSE US CITIZEN TYPE 
SPOUSE STATUS OTHER DE sc - - -

APP ID 

ANSW2R ALLEG I 

ANSW2R ALLEG 2 

ANSW2R ALLEG 3 

ANSW2R ALUEG 4 

ANSW2R ALLEG 5 

lha 
foreiqn~ntry 

lha standard code that denotes ~e country 

the svslem-aenerated number used to track rec$pted cases (i.e .. 

'" 1' 1" 11v 1"1 "at indicates the answer of the allegiante question 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

1 No 
Yes (Y) or No 1 N) that indicates the answer Of the allegiance question 
2 No 
Yes (Y) or No (N)Ihat indicates the answer Of the allegiance question 
3 No 
Yes (Y) or No (N) that indicates the answer Of the allegiance question 
4 No 
Yes (Y) or No (N) that indicates the answer Of the allegiance question 
5 No 

No VARCHAR219l NULL 

No VARCHAR2(5) NULL 

No CHARI!) NULL 

No CHAR(!) NULL 

No VARCHAR2(50) NULL 

Yes VARCHAR1(13) NOT NULL 

No VARCHAR2(11 NULL 

No VARCHAR2111 NULL 

No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

No VARCHAR2111 NULL 

No VARCHAR211l NULL 

IBSll.\QQ..A_lL~QJ_SLT 

ISS AP N400 ELIG RSL T 

application by the ap~icant _____ ~NSyvt:R_AL~EG_!~H3j_ . . _ .. . .......• -----=~::=~=:c::T="-:---FNo _____ --FNo, ___ -tC~c:.::HARl_IL_ ___ @~1,_ . 
contains the eligibility ansmrs that were the svslem-aeneraled number used to track receipted cases (i.e .. 
selected in the ap~ication APP ID Yes Yes VARCHAR21131 NOT NULL 

contains the eligibility answers that were Yes (Y) or No (N) thai indicates the answer of the question related to 
IBS AP N400 ELIG RSLT selected in the ap~ication ANSW2R ELIG 1 eli ibility fadort No 

contains the eligibility answers that were Yes (Y) or No (N) ~at indicates the answer of the question related to 
IBS AP N400 ELIG RSL T selected in the ep~ication ANSW2R ELIG 2A eli ibil~v fador2A No 

contains the eligibility answe~ that were Yes (Y) or No (N) ~at indicates the answer of the question relaled to 
IBS AP N400 ELIG RSLT selected in lheap~ication ANSW2R ELIG 29 ell ibil~y fador1B No 

contains the eligibility answe~ !hat were Yes (Y) or No (N) thai indicates the answer of the question related to 
IBS AP N400 ELIG RSL T sele~ed In the ap~icalion ANSW2R ELIG 3 eli ibil~y fador3 No 

contains the eligibility answe~ that were Yes (Y) or No (N) that indicates the answer of the question related to 
~~IJO.!ill..ll§lL . s~lected in the apc~ice::.:tion:.:_ _____ ~lfi!'.R_E~§.~ _ _ ~'!tf&~l)lj __ ·-· .• No 

contains the eligibility answers that were 
IBS AP N400 ELIG RSLT selectedinlheapplicallon ANSW2R ELIG 5 

contains the eli~bility answers that were 
IBS AP N400 ELIG RSL T selected in the application SELECT SRVC NBR 

contains the eli~bility answers that ware 
IBS AP N400 ELIG RSL T selected in the IPO!cation SRVC REGISTER DT 

Yes (Y) or No (N) that indicates the answer of the question related to 
eli ibiliy fector5 No 
the selective service numbir thai was registered yntler the Sele~ive 
Re~ster 

laws No 

the dais that the selective sel\ice was r&lli~ered No 
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IIBS AP N400 ELIG RSLT 

lhe local boa111 number wlieh represented the boa111 where lhe 
contains~~ eligibiliey answer! ~at were selective service 
selected in !he application LOCAL BOARD NBR was registered oolore 1978 No No VARCHAR2110) NULL 

JIBS AP N400 ELIG RSLT 
contains lhe ~i~bilily answers lhal were lhe dassific.!lion of~~ s~ective service 'Milch was registered before 

VARCHAR2(30) selected in the applcation CLASSIFICATION f918 No No NULL 

IIBS AP N400 ELIG RSLT 
contains lhe eligibility answe~ that were Yes (Y) or No (N) lhal indicates tl'e answer Of 111 question reated to 

VARCHAR211) selected In lhe application ANSWER EUG 6 eligi~lily factor 6 No No NULL 

contains lhe eligi~lily answers lhal were Yes ~I or No (N) thai indic.!I&S the answar of the question related lo 
IBS AP N400 ELIG RSLT selected in lhe applcalion ANSWER ELIG 7 el~ibi_li{yjador7 No No VARCHAR2i1) NULL 

conlains lhe eli~bilily answers lllal were Yes (Y) or No (N) lhel indicates lhe answerOflhe question re~led lo 
IBS AP N400 EUG RSLT selected In lhe application ANSWER ELIG 8 ~i ibllity lector 8 No No VARCHAR2(1)_ NULL 

contains lhe eligibility answer~ that were Yes (Y) or No (N) thai indicates the answer of lhe question reated lo 
IBS AP N400 ELIG RSLT Slliected in the application ANSWER ELIG 9 eli~~lilyfactor9 No No VARCHARU11 NULL 

contains lhe eli~bllily answers lhal were Yes ~I or No (N) that indicaleslhe answer of lhe question relaled to 
IBS AP N400 ELIG RSL T selected in lhe ap~ication ANSWER ELIG 10 eligibilrty factor 10 No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

contains the ~igibilily answe~ ~al were Yes (Y) or No (N) thai Indicates the answer of the question r~ated lo 
IBS AP N400 ELIG RSLT selected in lhe lfl~iclltion ANSWER ELIG 11 eligi~lltyfaclor11 No No VARCHAR2/11 NULL 

conlains ~e eligibilily answers thai were Yes ~I or No (N)Ihal indicatll tfle answer of the question relaled to 
IBS AP N400 ELIG RSLT selected In the ap~ication ANSWCR ELIG 12A el~i~lrty factor 12A No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

conlains lhe eli~bilily answare lhal were Yes (Y) or No (N)Ihal indic.!les lhe answer of lhe question r~aled lo 
IBS AP N400 ELIG RSL T selected in lhe application ANSWER ELIG f2B eligibllily factor 12B No No VARCHAR2(1). NULL 

IIBS AP N400 ELIG RSLT 
contains the ~igibility answe~ lhal were Yes ~)or No (N) tflat indic.!les the answer of lhe question related lo 

VARCHAR2111 selected in the appllcalion ANSWER ELIG 12C ~i ibilii}'factor 12C No No NULL 

conlains lhe eligibility answers lhal were Yes (Y) or No (N) lhal indicates lhe answer of lite queslion related lo 
IBS AP N400 ELIG RSLT selected in the ap~ication ANSWER ELIG 120 ~igibilily factor 120 No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

comins lhe ~igibilily answe~ !hal were Yes (V) or No (N) lhal indicates the answer of the question r~ated lo 
IBS AP N400 ELIG RSLT selected In the lflplication ANSWCR ELIG 12E el~i~lity factor 12E No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

conlains the eligibilily answers lhal were Yes (V) or No (N) lhat indicales lhe answer of the queslion related to 
~ll,.ELIGfl.~ sll!_ected in 11'11 ap~icalio~ . -·--·. ~NSWER ELIG)2F __ eligi~lilyfactor12F ________________ f!o_ No 

·-
VARCHAR2(1) .. ~N~---

contains lhe ~iglbmly answe~ lhal ware Yes ~I or No (N) thai indicales ~~ t~~swar Of lhe question related to 
IBS AP N400 ELIG RSLT selected In the lflplicaton ANS'M:R ELIG 12G eligl~llyfactor12G No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

conlains lhe ellgibilily ensw!rllhal were Yes (Y) or No (N) lhal indicates lhe answer of lite queslion related lo 
IBS AP N400 ELIG RSLT selected in lhe ap~icalion ANSWER ELIG 13 eligibililyfactor 13 No No VARCHAR2{1) NULL 

contains lite ~igibilily answe~ lhal ware Yes (Y) or No (N) thai indic.!les the answar Of the question relaled to 
IBS AP N400 ELIG RSL T selected in the application ANSWER ELIG 14 el~i~lly factor 14 No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

contains ~e eligi~lily ansm thai were Yes (V) or No (N) lhat indicates lhe answer ollhe question related to 
IBS AP N400 EUG RSLT selected In the ap~ic.!lion ANSWER ELIG 15A eligibiliiY factor 1M No No VARCHAR2/1 I NULL 

conlains lhe eli~bilily answe~ lhal were Yes (Y) or No (N) lhal indlcales the answer of lhe queslion r~ated to 
IBS AP N400 ELIG RSLT selected in lhe ap~lcation ANSWER ELIG 158 eligi~lly factor 158 No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

IIBS_AP_N400 ELIG RSL.T. 
contalnslhe eHgibilily ansmlhal were 

~HAflliiL . selectedlnlheap~ica~-- ANSWER ELI9JL ,.-r------ ······-····----- ··--~- .f!o__- Ni,&L __ 
conlains 11'11 ~i~bilily answers lhel ware 

IBS AP N400 ELIG RSLT selected In lhe lflplicaton ANSWCR ELIG 10A2 No No CHAR( I) NULL 
conlains ~~ eligibilily answeffi lhal were 

IBS AP N400 ELIG RSLT selected in lhe ap~icalion ANSWER ELIG 10A3 No No CHAR(1) NULL 
conlainelhe ~igibilily answers lhal were 

IBS AP N400 ELIG RSLT selected in lhe application ANSWER EUG 10A5 No No CHARI! I NULL 
conlains lhe eli~bilily answa~ that were 

IBS AP N400 ELIG RSLT selected in lhe application ANSWCR EUG 10B8A No No CHARIII NULL 
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contains lhe ~i~bili~ answe~ ~at were 
IBS AP N400 ELIG RSLT selected in the application ANSVvER ELIG 10898 No No CHAR(1) NULL 

contains lhe eligibility answers lhal were 
IBS AP N400 EUG RSLT selected in the ap~lcatlon ANS\ffR ELIG 10B9C No No CHARI11 NULL 

contains the ~lgrbiiOy illls~ that were 
ISS AP N400 ELIG RSLT selected in lhe ap~ication ANS\ffR ELIG 10810 No No CHARI II NULL 

contains the eliwbillly answe~ mat were 
ISS AP N400 ELIG RSLT selected in lhe application ANSVvER ELIG 10811 ~ No CHAR(1) NULL 

IIBS AP N400 ELIG RSLT 
contains ~e eligibility answers lhal were 
selected in the aP\llicatlon ANSWi:R ELIG 10812C No No CHAR( I) NULL 

IIBS AP N400 ELIG.IlS~T contains the ~igibility illls~ that were 
CHARI11 s~ected in lhe ap~icalion ANS'M:R ELIG IOCI3 No No NULL 

IIBS AP N400 ELIG RSL T 
contains the ~i~billly answe~ lllat were 

CHARI11 selected in the application ANSWi:R ELIG 10017 No No NULL 

IIBS AP N400 ELIG RSLT 
contains the eligibility answers lhal were 
selected In the ap~icalion ANS'M:R ELIG 10D18 No No CHAR(1) NULL 
contains the ~igi~lity 1111~ that were 

IBS AP N400 ELIG RSLT selected in the application ANSwtR ELIG IOD19 No No CHARI11 NULL 
contains the eli~brlily answe~ ltlal were 

ISS AP N400 EUG RSLT selected in the application ANSwtR ELIG 10D20 No No CHAR(1) NULL 
contains lhe eligibility answers that were 

CHAR/1) IBS AP N400 ELIG RSL T sele~ed in the application ANSWi:R ELIG 10D21 No No NULL 
contains me ~lgi~liey illlswers that we~ 

I~S,AP,N400 ELIG RSLT .. selected in lhe ap~lcation_""" ANS'M:_R,EUG IOD22G __ No No CHAR(1L__ NULL 
·-·· ------

oontalns the ~iWbilicy answere that were 
I BS AP N400 ELIG RSL T selected In the application ANSWCR ELIG 10024 No No CHAR(1) NULL 

contains lhe eli~bili~ answe~ lhal were 
IBS AP N400 ELIG RSL T selected In the a~ication ANSWi:R ELIG 10E15 No No CHAR(11 NULL 

contains the ~igibilily answers that were 
IBS AP N400 ELIG RSL T selected~ Ill! emicalion ANS'M:R ELIG 10E27 No No CHAR( I) NULL 

contains the ~igibiliey answers thai we~ 
ISS AP N400 ELIG RSLT selected in the application ANSWCR ELIG 10E28 No No CHAR(!) NULL 

contains the eli~brlily answe~ that were 
IBS AP N400 ELIG RSL T selected in the application ANSwtR ELIG 10F29 No No CHAR(1) NULL 

contains the eligibility answers that were 
IBS AP N400 ELIG RSLT selected in lhe ap~icalion ANSWi:R ELIG 10033 No No CHAR(1) NULL 
IBS_AP _N400_ELIG15_ATIAC contains data that idenliles both Incident and I the svstem.aenereted number used to track recepted cases (i.e., 

b)(6) H the location of il APP ID Yes Yes VARCHAR2(131 NOT NULL 
IBS)P _N400 _ELIG15.A TIAC conlains data that identifies both lnddent and 
H lhe location ol it INCIDENT SEQ NBR llie number of the occurence lhatr~atad lo break or~~~~ any law Yes No NUMBER(5) NOT NULL 
IBS_AP_N400_ELIGI5_ATIAC contains data thai identifies both incident and 
H the location of H INCIDENT CITY the citv where the incident occurred No No VARCHAR21281 NULL 
IBS_AP.N400_ELIGI5_ATIAC contains data lflalldentifies both incidenl and 
H the location of I INCIDENT STATE CCDE the s~le where lhe incident occurred No No VARCHAR2(2) NULL 
~~S _AP _ N400_ELIG15_ATIAC contains data lhal idenliles both incident and 

the location of il INCIDENT COUNTRY CODE the count~ where the in~denl occurred No No VARCHAR2151 NULL 
I~S_AP _N400JLIG15_A TIAC con~lns dale that identifies both inddent and 

lhe location of it INCIDENT DTIME lhe data and time when lhe Incident occurred No No DATE NULL 
I~S.AP_N400_ELIG15_ATTAC contains data thai identifies bolh inddenl and 

the location of I OFFENSE NATURE the nature of lha offense No No VARCHAR2(255J NULL 

~~S _AP .N400_ELIG15_ATIAC contains dale lhal identifies both incident and 
the location of I CASE OUTCOME the dispO~tion Of lhe case No No VARCHAR2(255) NULL 

b)(6) IIBS AP N400 RSL T ARCH 
contains the ~igibili~ answe~ the! were lhe syslem.generaled number used lo track receipted cases(i.e., 
selected in the application APP ID Yes Yes VARCHAR2(13i NOT NULL 

containslhe eliWbili~ answers lh~ were Yes (Y) or No (N)Ihal indicates the answer of !he question related to 
CHAR111 IBS AP N400 RSL T ARCH s~ected in lhe application ANSWCR ELIG 1 eli i~litvfectorl No No NULL 

contains the ~igi~lity answe~s lhal were Yes (YJ or No (N)Ihal indicates the answer of the question r~ated to 
IBS AP N400 RSL T ARCH selected In the ap~ication ANS'M:R ELIG 2A el~i~lity lector 2A No No CHAR(1) NULL 

contains !lie eli~bility answers that were Yes ~I or No (N)Ihal indicates the answer of the que~ion re1ated to 
IBS AP N400 RSLT ARCH s~ected in the ap~ication ANSwtR ELIG 28 eli i~fly lector 28 No No CHAR(1) NULL 

contains the ~igibili~ 111swers lhal were Yes ~I or No (N)Ihallndicalts the li1Swer of the question r~ated lo 
IBS AP N400 RSL T ARCH selected in lhe application ANSWCR EUG 3 el~i~lily lector 3 No No CHARi11 NULL 
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con~ins the eligibilicy answers lhal we~ Yes (Y) or No (N) lhal indicales lhe answer of I~ queslion r~aled Ia 
IBS AP N400 RSL T ARCH selecled in 1~ application ANS\\I:R ELIG 4 eli i~li~ faclor 4 No No CHARI! I NULL 

conlains lhe eligibilicy answers lhal we~ Yes (Y) or No (N) that indica~s the answer of the question related to 
IBS AP N400 RSL T ARCH selecled in I~ ap~ication ANS\\I:R EUG 5 eli i~li~ factor 5 No No CHAR (I) NULL 

I~ seledvt SIII'VIOO number that was registered under the S~ective 
contains lhe eligibility answers that we~ Re~sler 

IBS AP N400 RSL T ARCH selecled in the ~cation SELECT SRVC NBR lm No No VARCHAR2110) NULL 
conlains lhe eligibility answers that were 

IBS AP N400 RSL T ARCH selacled in the _application SRVC REGISTER DT I~ date that !he selactive service was r!iliSiered No No DATE NULL 
I~ local board number which represented the board where lhe 

con~inslhe eHgibilily answers that were selaclive ~~~ice 
IBS AP N400 RSLT ARCH selacled in the application LOCAL BOARD NBR was registered before 1978 No No VARCHAR2(10) NULL 

contains lhe ~igi~lity answers that were thi classification of lhe selectivt service which was regislared before 
IBS AP N400 RSLT ARCH selected in tha appticalion CLASSIFICATION 1978 No No VARCHAR_2QO)_ NULL 

contains the eligibility answers that were Yes IYI or No (N)thal indicates tha answer of the question r~ated to 
IBS AP N400 RSl T ARCH selected in I~ a~ication ANS\\I:R ELIG 6 eli i~llyfaclor6 No No CHARI!) NULL 

contains the eligibility 8J1swers that wer~ Yes (Y) or No (N) thai indicates the answer of the qu!lllion r~ited to 
IBS AP N400 RSLT ARCH selacled in I~ ap~ication ANSIM:R ELIG 7 eli i~llv factor 7 No No CHAilliL NULL 

contains !he eligibility answers that were Yes (YJ or No (N)that indlcateslhe answer of the queslion r~ated to 
IBS AP N400 RSL T ARCH selacled in lhe ap~icalion ANSIM:R ELIG 6 eliai~lly factor 8 No No CHAilliL NULL 

contains lha eligibility answers that were Yes (Y) or No (NJ that indicates lhe answer of lhe queslion related to 
IBS AP N400 RSL T ARCH selected in the ap~icalion ANSWER ELIG 9 eligi~lly fa~or 9 No No CHAR11J NULL 

contains the eligibility answers that were Yes (Y) or No IN) that indicates the answer of the queslion related to 
IBS AP N400 RSL T ARCH salaclad In the application ANS\\I:R ELIG 10 eligi~lly fador 10 No No CHAilliL NULL 

contains the eligibility answers thatlvtre Yes (Y) or No (N) thai indicates the answer of !he question relaled to 
IBS AP N400 RSl T ARCH selacled in I~ ap~icalion ANS\\I:R ELIG 11 ei~i~lly faaor 11 No No CHAilliL NULL 

contains the eli~biticy ans~vt~ that~vtre Yes (Y) or No INJ that indicates the answer of the question relaled to 
IBS AP N400 RSL T ARCH selacted in the ap~ication ANSWER ELIG 12A elioibilitv fador 12A No No CHAR( I) NULL 

contains the eli~bility answe~ thatlvtre Yes (Y) or No (NJ that indicates the answer of the question related to 
IBS AP N400 RSL T ARCH selected in the ap~lcatlon ANS\\I:R EUG 128 slioibility factor 12B No No CHAilliL NULL 

contains !hi eligibility answe~ thai were Yes IY) or No (N) lhatlrldicales the answer of the question related to 
IBS AP N400 RSL T ARCH selected In the application ANSWER ELIG 12C eligibility factor 12C No No CHAilliL NULL 

contains the ~igibilily answe~ !llatlvtre Yes IYI or No (N) lila! indicateslhe answer of the question relaled lo 
IBS AP N400 RSL T ARCH seleded in the application ANS\\I:R ELIG 120 eligibility factor 120 No No CHAR( I) NULL 

contains tha eliglbili~ answe~ lila! were Yes IYI or No (N) lhatindlcales the answer of the question related to 
IBS AP N400 RSL T ARCH selected In the application ANSWCR EUG 12E eligibility faclor 12E No No CHAilliL NULL 

contains the eligibility answers Ill at were Yes IYI or No (N) that indicalfls the 8J1swerofthe question relaled to 
IBS AP N400 RSLT ARCH seleaed In the application ANS\\I:R ELIG 12F eligibility factor 12F No No CHAR( I) NULL 

contains the eligibili~ answers lllatlvtre Yes IYJ or No (N) that indicates the answer of the question related to 
IBS AP N400 RSLT ARCH selected in the ap~ication AN$\\I:R ELIG 12G eligibility factor 12G No No CHAR( I) NULL 

contains the eligibility answers thai were Yes (Y) or No (N) !hat indicates the answer of I~ question related to 
~P.N4~QH_ s~tacted In the ap~ication --- .... -· ~\\I:R ELIG 13 ~igi~liltfactor 13 No !No jCHAR(I) Nlll,l,_ 

contains lila eligi~li~ answers that were Yes IY) or No (N) that indicalfls the answer of the question related to 
IBS AP N400 RSLT ARCH seleded In the ap~ication ANSIM:R ELIG 14 eligi~lity faclor 14 No No CHAR( I) NULL 

contains lhe eligi~li~ answers that wera Yes (Y) or No (N) that Indicates the answer of the question related lo 
IBS AP N400 RSLT ARCH selacled in the ap~ication ANSWCR EUG 15A eligi~lly fador 15A No No CHAilliL NULL 
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contains the ~i~bilicy answe~ ~at were Yes (Y) or No (N) ~al indicates lhe answer of the question retateillo 
IBS AP N400 RSL T ARCH selected in the application ANSWCR ELIG ISB eligibllityfector 159 No No CHAR( I) NULL 

contains the eliWbilicy answers that were 
IBS AP N400 RSLT ARCH s~ected in lhe ap~ication ANSWCR ELIG 16 No No CHAR{ I) NULL 

contains the ~igi~llcy answ~ that were 
I NULL IBS AP N400 RSL T_ARCH ~~ec,ted In !he ap~~ca]211._ ___ ANSWCRJLIG 10A2 _ -·---·-·- ···--- No No ~R(I) 

contains the eli~bilicy answers !hal were 
···---·-· 

IBS AP N400 RSLT ARCH selected in lhe II!IPIIcation ANSWCR ELIG 10A3 N:l No CHAR{ I) NULL 
contains lhe eligibility answ~ that were 

CHAR(V IBS AP N400 RSLT ARCH selected in lhe ap~ication ANSWER ELIG 10A5 N:l N:l NULL 
conlainsthil etigiblllcy answe~ !hat were 

IBS AP N400 RSLT ARCH seleded in lhe application ANSWER ELIG IOBBA til No CHAR{1) NULL 
contains the ell~bilicy answers that wtre 

IBS AP N400 RSLT ARCH s~ected in the alJI)Iication ANSWCR ELIG 10898 No N:l CHAR/I) NULL 
con~ins ltie eligibilicy answ~ !hal were 

CHAR{ I) IBS AP N400 RSLT ARCH selected in 1M ap~i~lion ANSWCR ELIG IOB9C No N:l NULL 
contains 1M eli~bilicy answe~ ~al wtre 

IBS AP N400 RSLT ARCH selected In the illPiicatioo ANSWCR ELIG IOBIO No N:l CHAR/I) NULL 

IIBS AP N400 RSL T ARCH 
contains !he eli~bili~ answers thai were 
selected in the ~~~!calion ANSWCR ELIG 10811 No No CHAR( I) NULL 

IIBS AP N400 RSLT ARCH 
contains ~~ ~igibilily answ~ that were 
selected in ~e application ANS\\!:R ELIG 10812C No No CHAR/I) NULL 
contains lhe ~l~bilicy answeffllhat were 

IBS AP N400 RSLT ARCH selected in lhe illPiicalion ANSWER ELIG IOCI3 No No CHAR(!) NULL 
contains !he eligibill~ answers that were 

IBS AP N400 RSLT ARCH selected in the ap~icallon ANSWER ELIG 10017 No No CHAR(1) NULL 
contains the ~igibili~ answe~ !hal were 

IBS AP N400 RSLT ARCH selected in the applicatioo ANSWCR ELIG 10018 No No CHA_Rill_ NULL 
contains lhe eligibilicy answers that were 

IBS AP N400 RSL T ARCH selected in the application ANSWCR ELIG 10019 No No CHAR{I) NULL 
contains !he ~igibili~ answers that were 

IBS AP N400 RSLT ARCH selected In lhe ap~ication ANSWCR ELIG 10020 No No CHAR/I) NULL 
contains lhe ~igibili~ answers lf1al were 

IBS AP N400 RSLT ARCH selected In !he applicatioo ANSWCR ELIG 10021 No No CHAR _ill_ NULL 
contains Ilia ell~biticy answers that were 

!BS AP N400 RSLT ARCH selected in lhe app)icabon ANSWCR ELIG IOD22G No No CHAR{I) NULL 
contains !he ellgl~lily answ~ that wtm 

IBS AP N400 RSLT ARCH selected In the ap~ication ANSWCR ELIG 10024 No No CHAR/I) NULL 
contains lhe ~lgiblli~ enswe~ !hat wers 

~p N400 RSLTJ.RCH s~ected in the,.~.,.-,-- ANS~R ELIG IOE2!. rL- No C~A_IillL _Nl&l_ ···--
contains the eli~billcy ansm that were 

·-· 

IBS _ _AP N400 RSL T_ARCH selected in the aPPlication ANSWCR ELIG IOE27 No No CHAR(Il NULL 
contains !he ~igibillty ansm that wtre 

IBS AP N400 RSLT ARCH selected in lhe ap~ication ANSWCR ELIG 10E28 No No CHAR(I) NULL 

IIBS AP N400 RSLT ARCH 
contains lhe ~igibilily answers lhal were 
selected in the 811Piicatioo ANSWER ELIG IOF29 No No CHAR(I) NULL 

IIBS AP N400 RSLT ARCH 
contains ~~ ell~bili11 answers thai were 
selected in lhe ap~icalion ANSWCR ELIG IOG33 No No CHAR(I) NULL 
contains ~e ~igibili~ answe~ that were 

IBS AP N400 RSLT ARCH selected in lhe ap~ication ANSWER ALLEG IOH35 No No CHAR(1) NULL 
contains lhe ~iwbili~ answers thai were 

IBS AP N400 RSLT ARCH selected in the applicatioo ANSWCR ALLEG I No No CHARI!) NULL 
contains !he ellgibili~ answers thai ware 

IBS_AP.~400 RSLT ARCH seleded in lhe ap~ication PART21 CODE No No VARCHAR2(10) NULL 
contains the eligibility answe~ that were 

IBS AP N400 RSLT ARCH s~ected in the ap~lcatlon MARITAL STATUS CODE No No CHAR(1) NULL 
contains the c011nl of both noshows and 
cancellations by !he appicant for a scheduled the svstem.oeneraled number used lo !rack rea!ipled cases {i.e., 

b)(6) IBS AP NOSHOW CANCEL lnleMew or oath ceremony APP ID Yes Yes VARCHAR21131 NOT NULL 
contains lhe count of bolh noshows and 
canc~lalions by the ap~lcant for a scheiluled 

!BS AP NOSHOW CANCEL inleMew or oath ceremony INTV APP CANCEL QTY the number of cancellations by !he ap~icantlor inleMew No No NUMBER(§) NULL 
contains lhe count of both noshows and 
cancellations by the tWiicant for a scheduled 

IBS AP NOSHOW CANCEL inii!IView or oath ceremony INTV APP NOSHOW QTY lhe 111mber of noshows by the ap~icanl for interview No No NUMBER(5) NULL 
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lt~ins !he count of both noshows and 
cancellations by the applicant for a schedu~d 

IBS AP NOS HOW CANCEL mlarliew or oath Cllremony OC APP CANCEL QTY the number of cancellations by the iPIIItcant for oa~ ceremony No No NUMBER(5) NULL 
ItaiM the count of b~ noshows and 
cancellations by the ap~icant for a schedu~d 

IBS AP NO SHOW CANCEL inte!VIew or oath ceremony OC APP NOSHOW QTY the number of noshows bjthe ap£1icant for oath caremony No No NUMBERISI NULL 
contains data pertaining to the organization 
\11th wflich the applicant Is in or has been lthe svstem.aenerated number used to track recepted cases (i.e .. 

b)(6) IBS AP ORGANIZATION associati\i APP 10 Yes Yes VARCHAR2(13) NOT NULL 
contains data pertaining to the organization 
\11th wNch the applicant is in or has been the sequence number of the oragnizations which lhe pe~on had . 

IBS AP ORGANIZATION assodated ORG SEQ NBR associated \11th Yes No NUMBER(5) NOT NULL 
contains dale ~rtainill\]lo lhe ory111izalion 
with which the ap~icant is in or has been 

IBS AP ORGANIZATION assodated ORG FROM DT the date that the.~e~on begin the association \11th Ilia organization No No DATE NULL 
contains data pertalrlng to the organlzatloo 
\11th which the ap~icanl is in or has been 

IBS AP ORGANIZATION associated ORG TO DT lhe date that the person stop the association with the organ~ation No No DATE NULL 
contains data pertai~ng to the organization 
111~ which the applicant is in or has been 

IBS AP ORGANIZATION assoclati\i ORG NAME the name 01 the o~anizatioo No No VARCHAR2(50) NULL 
contains data pertaining to the organiz~ion 
with w~ch the applicant is in or has been 

~)P.O~QANIZATION assoclati\i .. ORG.DE§C the text that de sen be the nature of the organ~ation No No VARCfiAR2(255[ NULL 
contains data pertaining to the o~iiiii.iiiOii 

·- --··· 

\11th which the applicant is in or has been 
IBS AP ORGANIZATION asso~atad ORG CITY the d~ where the organization is located No No VARCHAR2(28) NULL 

contains data pertaining to the org111izatioo 
with whidi the ap~icant is in or has been 

IBS AP ORGANIZATION aseodaled ORG STATE CODE the slate where the organization is located No No VARCHAR2(2) NULL 
contains data pertairung to the organiza~on 
\11th IIllich the applicant is in or has been 

IBS AP ORGANIZATION associai!Q ORG COUNTRY CODE the couneylltlere the organization is located No No VARCHAR2(5) NULL 
the syste~nerated numb$r used to track the fee charged for 
pertonnanca of 

IBS AP PAYMENT contains applicant's payment data PAYMENT ID the INS serlice Yes No VARCHAR2(13) NOT NULL 
IBS AP PAYMENT contains aPIJiicant's payment data TOTAL PAYMENT AMT the Ioiii amount paid for one or more_IRPiications No No NUMBEJll12,l[ NULL 
IBS AP PAYMENT contains aPOiicant's payment data PAYMENT DESC the des_criplion of this payment No No VARCHARl(3~l NULL 

NBR_OF JNITIAL_REMIITANC 
IBS AP PAYMENT contains alll!lcant's pe)'111ent data ES NBR OF INITIAL REMITTANCES Number/5); varchar2{1) No No NUMBEBfSl NULL 

the status Indicator denotii'IJ the location where the payment was 
IBS AP PAYMENT contains ap~icanl's payment data PAYMENT STATUS IND entered; No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

llhe Mlemo(]enerated number used to track reca~ed cases (i.e., 

b)(6) IBS AP QA RSLT contains answm to application questions APP ID Yes Yes VARCHAR2(13) NOT NULL 
IBS AP QA RSLT containsenswm to ap~ llcallon questions RECORDED DTIME "" a~ tme lltien the resuH is recorded Yes No DATE NOT NULL 
IBS AP QA RSL T contains answers to ap' ication questioos FORM QUESTION TYPE the type of question Yes No VARCHAR!3]_ NOT NULL 
IBS AP QA RSLT contains answers to Bill ication auestions QUESTKJN NBR the prwsigned numb« ltiat deno~s ttl! questioo Yes No VARCHARMl_ NOT NULL 
IBS AP QA RSLT cootains 111sm to ap~ ication que~ioos ANSWCR GIVEN the answer ~ven by the applicant on the question No No VARCHAR2(255) NULL 

cootalns required ~!alive data in o~r to tho "'''m.oonorated number used to track rec~pted cases (i.e .. 

b)(6) IBS AP RELATIVE show the relationships 1111h the applicant APP ID I Yes Yes VARCHAR2(13) NOT NULL 
contains required relative data in order to 

I BS AP REI.A TIVE show the relationships with the aflfllicant RELATIVE SEQ NBR the sequence mmber of relative for t~s specific ap~ication Yes No NUMBER(S) NOT NULL 

contains required relative data In order to the code thel identifies the type of relative except spouse: i.e., M is for 
IBS AP RELATIVo show~~ relationships with the ap~icanl RELATIVE TYPE CODE mother, F is for fa~er, C is for Child, and MB is for multi-beneficia~ ... No Yes VARCHAR1Ql_ NUll 

the system-generated numb$r that danotes the person who has the 
contains required relative data in oroer lo r~ationship 

IBS AP RELATIVE show the relationships with the ap~icant RELATIVE PER ID with the IIPillicanl No No NUMBER( tO) NULL 
contains required rtlative data in order to 

ISS AP RELATIVE show the relationshipS with the alllilcanl RELATIVE LAST NAME the last name olthe person No No VARCHA~ NULL 
cootains required relative dele in order to 

IBS AP RELATIVE show the relationships 1111h the aptjicanl RELATIVE FIRST NAME the fi~l name of the person No No VARCHAR2(1S) NULL 
contains required r~atMI data in order ta 

IBS AP RELATIVE show the relationshios with the aptjlcant RELATIVE MIDDLE NAME the mid~e name of the De~on No No VARCHAR2(t8] NULL 
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contains requm relative dala in order lo !he identification number assigned an alien a! !he lime of enlry lnlo !he 
IBS AP RELATIVE show !he relationships with !he aPJjicant RELATIVE ALIEN NBR United States No No VARCHAR2110) NULL 

the person's birth dale as shown on lhe form 1551 Green Card (the 
contains required relative da~ In order to card iS 

IBS AP RELATIVE show !he relationships 1111h !he applicant RELATIVE DOB DT aclu~ly ~ue in rolor) No No DATE NULL 

IIBS AP RELATIVE 
contains required relative dala in order lo 

VARCHAR2(5) show !he relationships wilh !he ap~icanl RELATIVE COB CODE !he code !hal desionalias lhe person's count~ of birth No No NULL 

IIBS AP RELATIVE 
contains required relalive dala in order to 

VARCHAR2(5) show !he r~ationships wlh !he ap~icanl CITIZENSHIP CNTRY CODE !he code !hal denotes lhe person's country of ~llzens~p No No NULL 

the code that denotes !he pmon's dtizenship based on, such as Birth 
CtJnlaini re~uired rilative data in ordl! to 'B, 

IBS AP RELATIVE show !he r~ationships with the a!lliicant CITIZENSHIP BASIS IND Derived = D; Mamaae = M; Natz' N: Unknown= U; Birtll Ab!oad =A No No VARCHAR2i1) NULL 
IXII1tains required relative data in order to 

IBS AP RELATIVE show ille relationships wilh ille applicant RELATIVE STATUS CODE the code lhal denotes !he dependent's iegallmmigralion status No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
conlains required relative dala In order lo 

IBS AP RELATIVE show the relationshiPS wllh the applicant RELATIVE EFF DT the effective date of dependency; i.e., maniaae or leg~ custody No No DATE NULL 
conlains required r~ailve dale in order to 

IBS AP RELATIVE show 11\e relationships with the applicant RELATIVE END DT !he endina dale Of de~~Endencv; i.e., mellil!le or leaal cuslodv No No DATE NULL 

IIBS AP RELATIVE 
contains required relailve dala in order to 
show !he relationships 1111h !he applicant DEPENDENCY FLAG Yes (Y) No (N) ftag that denotes whelherlhis relative is a dependent No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

IIBS~~P~RllJ\TIYE 
contains required relative dale In order to Yes (Y) No (N) flag that denotes whether dependent lives wilh 
show the relationships wilh !he ap~lcanl LIVE WTH APPLICANT FLAG a~nt No No _ VARCHA~2(1) NULL 
contains required relative data in order lo Yes IYI No (NI flag lila! denotes Wiielher CHilO.SuPfio"RfHAS been 

IBS AP RELATIVE show !he relationships w~h !he ap~icanl CHILD SUPPORT PO FLAG aid No No VARCHAR2(1l NULL 

IISS AP RELATIVE 
CtJntains required relative dale in order to Yes (Y) No (N) flag !hal denotes on-time or ~le CHILD.SUPPORT 
show !he r~ationships will !he ap~icanl CHILD SUPPORT LATE FLAG laymen! No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

Yes (Y) No (N) lag thai denotes vmelher child-support payments are 
IXII1iains required relative dala in ordl! lo CHILD.SUPPORT_NOW_LATE currenily 

IBS AP RELATIVE show !he relationships wih the applicant FLAG tale No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
Yes (Y) No (N) flag !hal denotes whether CHILD-SUPPORT 

contains required relative dale In order to PAYMENTS were REQUIRED 
IBS AP RELATIVE show lhe relationships wilh ~e applicant LAST 5YRS REQD FLAG WTHIN LAST 5 YEARS No No VARCHAR211l NULL 

IIBS AP RELATIVE 

Yes (Y) No (N) flag that denotes CHILD-SUPPORT PAYMENTS have 
con~ins required relative dala in order lo GT _2'M(S_BHND_LAST _5YRS. been MORE THAN T\\0 
show ~~ ralalionships wilh !he applicant FLAG WCEKS BEHIND wil~n LAST FIVE YEARS No No VARCHAR2il) NULL 

IIBS AP RELATIVE 

Yes (Y) No iN) flaglhal denoles CHILD.SUPPORT PAYMENTS are 
conlains required rei alive data in order lo NOW MORE THAN TWO 
show 11\e re~tionships wilh ~e appl~l GT 2'M(S BHND NOW FLAG WCEKS BEHIND No No VARCHAR2ill NULL 

IIBS AP RELATIVE 
contains requirtd raa!M data in order to !he idenlffication number ~at appears on !he pl!son's 
show !he relationships vilh !he applk:anl NATZ CERT NBR certlficale-of~llizenship No No VARCHAR2(12) NULL 

IIBS AP RELATIVE 

!he indicator Ilia! denotes !he lype of dependency N:nalural bom, 
conl8ins required raallve data in order lo A: adoptive, 
show !he r~ationships with !he applicant NAL IND L:legiimaled No No VARCHAR2i11 NULL 
CtJnlains required relative dala in order lo 

IBS AP RELATIVE show !he relations~ps wilh !he ¥1_1/icanl ADOPT LEGIT DT the dale lhallhe adoclive l!llel process is done No No DATE NULL 

contains required relative data in order lo Yes I'll No IN) flag thai denotes whe~er lhls relative is a lagal custody 
IBS AP RELATIVE show the relationships wil1 !he applicant LEGAL CUSTODY FLAG dependent No No VARCHAR2i1) NULL 

IIBS AP RELATIVE 
contains required relellve dale In order to 
show ille relations~ps wi~ !he applicant DESEASED FLAG Yes IYl No IN! iaa 111!1 denotes whether l~s relative is live or died No No VARCHAR211l NULL 

IIBS AP RELATIVE 
contains required relative dale In order to 
show the relationships wilh the applicant BLDG RM !he room number within !he building allhe address No No VARCHAR2(34) NULL 

IIBS AP RELATIVE 
CtJntains required relative dale In order lo 
show the relationships with ~~ applicant STREET NBR till slreel number No No VARCHAR2(10) NULL 
contains req~red relative data in order lo 

~.llg_LATIVE ShQVI[h_e relationshi1S 1111h !he S!!Jiicanl ST~EET.NA~E !he ~reel name No No VARCHAfY(~L NULL 
contains required relative data in order lo 

,,_,.,' ....... 

IBS AP RELATIVE show !he relationships vilh !he ap~icant CITY !he name of !he dly lila! is tocaled in !he United S~les or abfoad No No VARCHAR2i28) NULL 
contains required relalive dala in order to 

IBS AP RELATIVE show !he r~ationships 1\iih !he ap~icant STATE CODE !he code !hal denotes !he slale within !he United Stales or lenilo~ No No VARCHAR212l NULL 

IIBS AP RELATIVE 
conlains required r~alive dale in orderlo !he posl~~llllica CtJde lh~ denotes !he mailing-address wiltun !he 
show !he relationships wlh the applicant ZIP CODE lgeogrep~ca area of !he clly or county No No VARCHAR2(9) NULL 

IIBS AP RELATIVE 
contains required relative data in order to 
show lhe r~ationships w!h lhe applicant PRO'v1NCE the ~mratli11callocation In 11\e foreion counlri No No VARCHAR2120) NULL 
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number returned when a credit card is 
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conlains dala pertaining lo lha attro~ey IIIIo 
IBS AP REPRESENTATIVE represents !he aPfliicanl STREET NBR !he slreel number No No VARCHAR2110) NULL 

conlains data pertairing to the attro~ey WhO 
IBS AP REPRESENTATIVE represenls lhe ~can! STREET NAME lhe slreel name No No VARCHAR21341 NULL 

contains dale pertaining to the attro~ey IIIIo 
IBS AP REPRESENTATIVE representa !he ll\llllicant CITY !he name of !he cltl thai islocaled In lhe Uniled Stales or abroad No No VARCHAR2\2~ NULL 

conlains dele perlainlnglo !he attorney IIIIo 
IBS AP REPRESENTATIVE representa the iPIIIicanl STATE CODE !he code lhal denoles fhe slata wilhin !he Unilad Siales or lerritol)' No No VARCHAR2121 NULL 

contains data perlaininglo !he attro~ey who the postal-seNice code thai denoles !he mailing-address wll~n !he 
IBS AP REPRESENTATIVE represenls !he iPillicanl ZIP CODE teogrephical area of !he clly or counly No No VARCHAR2/91 NULL 

contains dale pertaining to !he attro~ey who 
IBS AP REPRESENTATIVE representa !he ap~icant PROVINCE !he geOIIfip~callocatlon in !he foreign OOJntl)' No No VARCHAR2120) NULL 

!he coda lhal directs mail delivel)' lo the desired geograpliical area in 
contains data pertaining to the attro~ey who !he 

IBS AP REPRESENTATIVE represents /he ~pllcant POSTAL CODE foreign OOJnll)' No No VARCHAR2191 NULL 
contains data pertaining lo !he attorney who 

IBS AP REPRESENTATIVE represenls !he ~plicant CNTRY CODE lhe standard code !hal oonoles ~e counl~ No No VARCHAR2(5) NULL 

1188 AP REPRESENTATIVE 
conlains data pertaining lo !he attorney IIIIo 

VARCHAR2(101 represenls lh~icant PHONE NBR !he conlact lelephone number No No NULL 

IIBS AP REPRESENTATIVE 
contains data pel1arning to the attorney who 
represents the applicant BEEPER NBR lhe person's beeper number No No VARCHAR2(10) NULL 

IIBS AP REPRESENTATIVE 
contains data pert~ning lo !he attorney who 

VARCHAR21101 represenls fue IIPPIIcanl MOBILE NBR !he persorls motile-leleohone number No No NULL 
conlalns data pertaining lo the attorney IIIIo 

IBS AP REPRESENTATIVE rapresenls ~~ ap~icant LAST NAME the las! name of !he pe~on No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 
COfliains data pertaining lo the attorney who 

IBS AP REPRESENTATIVE represenls me ap~icant FIRST NAME the flffil name of lhe pe~on No No VARCHAR2118) NULL 
conlains data pertaining lo fue attorney IIIIo 

IBS AP REPRESENTATIVE represenls ~~ appijcanl MIDDLE NAME the midd~ name of the pa~on No No VARCHAR2(18) NULL 
contains data pertaining to the attorney who 

188 AP REPRESENTATIVE represents fue ap~icanl REP TITLE the representative's job Iitie No No VARCHAR2(18) NULL 
tlii code that denoles lhe ~pe of INS servir:e the ~unteer 

contains data pertaining to the attorney IIIIo organization is 
188 AP REPRESENTATIVE represenls ~e ep~icanl VOLAG SRVC TYPE authortzed to pertorm No No VARCHAR2(2) NULL 

contains data pertai~ng lo the attorney who 
IBS AP REPRESENTATIVE lreprel!nls ~~ ep~icanl PAMS KEY NBR the system generated key in PAMS as an 111ique identifier No No VARCHAR2(9) NULL 

contains data pertaining 10 !he attorney who 
IBS AP REPRESENTATIVE represenls ~~ ap~icanl USER ID No No VARCHAR2(8) NULL 

conlains dala pertaining to the attorney who 
IBS AP REPRESENTATIVE represenls !he ap~icanl UPDATED DATETIME No No DATE NULL 
IBS _AP .SPOUSE. MARRIAGE I the svstefll.lleneraled number used lo !rack receipled cases (i.e., 

(b )(6) 
VARCHAR2113) _ HIST APP ID Yes Yes NOT NULL 

IBS _AP _8POUSE_MARRIAGE The sequence number lo idenb~ !he specific occLmmce of I~ 
HIST MARRIAGE HIST SEQ NBR Yes Yes NUMBER/51 NOT NULL 
IBS_AP_8POUSE.MARRIAGE SPOUSE_MARRIAGE_HIST .SE The sequenct number lo identify the sp~e occ~mnee of the 
HIST Q NBR applicanl's spouse's mage hislo~ record Yes No NUMBER/51 NOT NULL 
IBS _AP _8POUSE_MARRIAGE 
HIST MARRIAGE DT lhe da~ on which the maniage O(:(:Urred No No DATE NULL 
IBS.AP .SPOUSE_ MARRIAGE 

lthe date when the malliaae ended HIST END OF MARRIAGE DT No No DATE NULL 
IBS_AP_8POUSE_MARRIAGE 
HIST PRIOR SPOUSE LAST NAME The last name of the i!lflilcanl's spouse's pnor spouse No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 
IBS_AP _8POUSE _MARRIAGE 
HIST PRIOR SPOUSE FIRST NAME The first name of lhe lllt)licant's spouse's prtor spouse No No VARCHAR21181 NULL 
IBS_AP.SPOUSE_MARRIAGE PRIOR_SPOUSE_MIDDLE_NAM 
HIST E The middle nama of !he ap~icant's spouse's prior spou11 No No VARCHAR2(18) NULL 
llfBS_AP .SPOUSE. MARRIAGE 
HIST •••. _. §~OUSE STATUS CODE the pnor_spou5!s immigration-slalus code, if a~icaN~ No No - VARCHAR2i31 NULL ________ .... 

·-

I~BS_ AP .SPOUSE-MARRIAGE 
HIST HOW MARRIAGE ENDED The reasons for how lhe marnage ended No No VARCHAR21255) NULL 
I~BS_AP _SPOUSE_ MARRIAGE SPOUSE _sTATUS_ OTHER. DE 

VARCHAR21501 HIST sc No No NULL 

IIBS AP TEST RSL T 
the svstem-oenerated number used lo !rack receipted cases (i.e., 

APP ID Yes. Yes VARCHAR2(13) NOT NULL 
IBS AP TEST RSLT RECORDED DTIME hen the resuk is recorded Yes No DATE NOT NULL 
IBS AP TEST RSLT TEST DT IDe date lhallhe lest happened No No DATE NULL 

(b )(6) 
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~~~~:~~i:~o~~·;~;;·~·o! a.l 
1whichis 

IIBS AP TEST RSLT ICITZJND COND CODE 
""' ., ""'"" "'" 

I No I No '"'""' '"""' I NULL I 

~~~~~~~~::l:o;0~~~~~;·~·ol a.l 1 which is 

JIBS_AP_TEST_RSLT IENGL 'Nn tnNn r.nn' 1 Enalishj_ru_~~;; ,;;'""" ""' I No No I NULL i 

;~.~;!::.~~ : .. , i 1 has laken !he INS· 
~tAP _TEST RSLT ITEST SCORE I No No 'NUMBERISI I NULL 
IIBS_AP _TEST_RSL T ~EST AFFILIATION r l ser~ice pro~der I No No I NULL 

I!BS_APJEST_RSLT ITEST CENTER NBR 
'"' """m " ,~.i. 1 number IIIIich represe~ !he SIJbsida~ wo~ force 

No I"'""""""" I NULL ot111e1 1 INo 
lhe lesllocation code or i j lesling No 

IBS AP TEST RSLT TEST LOC CODE orQanization No NULL 
"", code or identification code oflhe INS..!pproied 

IBS_AP_TEST_RSLT TEST LOC SUB CODE lesling organizalion No No NULL 

IBS_AP _TEST_ RSLT TEST ADMIN 
:::,name of the I """' .. , , INS naiUralization 

No NULL No 
!he 1est1nmlnl•'"''ll proficiency rating (on the scale of t-5) assig~ 

IBS_AP_TES' RSLT TEST_ADMIN RATING IV the INS ad~dicator !No No NUM8ERi51 NULL 
IB§_AP. TES! _RSLT ~OJ NOm he•''" · i enOies No I No VA~(,t1/\lt!I<OO) I NULL 
ltBS_AP. TES! RSLT rusER 10 he 1 i i ncode No I No I NULL 
IIBS_AP TES1 .RSLT IFNr.l mn ~AMPLE NBR :No I No NUMBERfSI INUCC 
I)_AP_ TESI .RSLT IENGL ~ITE_SAMPLE_NBR No I No NUMBER/51 I NULL 
IIBS_AP. TESI .RSLT ----· iJUESTION TYPE 1 No I No ~~e~A~jili ···-· ~~~~t jiBS_AP_ TES!_RSLT laiTESTiill NBR1 No I No 
IIBS_AP TE _RSLT I ANSWER No I No VA~!;HA~l lilt! I I NULL 
liB~ AP TE . RSLT !CORRECT I FLAG No I No v~"""""' I NULL 
iiBUPJE . RSLT IOUESTIOI TYPE 2 No I No I NULL 
~S_AP_TE _RSLT IOUESTION NBR 2 No I No I NULL 
IBS_AP_TESI RSLT IANSWEI No I No I NULL 
IBS_AP_ TESI RSLT ICORREI ! FLAG No I No VAI\CHARlltl INUCC 
IBUP_ LT JQUESTI TYP 3 No 

~ 
I NULL 

IB~ AP LT IOUESTI NBU No I NULL 
IB~_AP_ .T !ANSWER 3 No I NULL 
IB! AP .1 CORRECT 3 FLAG . No No VA~i,;HA~lll INOCC 
IBS_APJEST RSLT QUESTION TYPE 4 No No I NULL 
IBS_AP_TEST RSLT OIIF~TII I NRR No No I NULL 
IBUF IANSWEf _4 No No I NULL 
IB! AF CORREC 4FLAG No No VARCHAR2111 I NULL 
IB~_AF QUESTION_ TYPEJ No No NULL 
IBUF QUESTION N8R 5 No No y~~~~~"' NULL . _ _ 

_A?_ TEST RSLT ANSWER 5 No No NULL 
_AP_TEST RSLT CORRECT 5 FLAG No No VARCHAR2 NULL 
AP QUESTIONJYPE_6 No No NULL 
AP TEl .T QUESTION NBR 6 No No NULL 

_AP_TEi _R:iLT ANSWER No lo NUCC 
_AP _TEST_RSLT CORREC 6FLAG No lo :HAR: .VARC NULL 
i_AP_TESl RSLT OUESTIOI I TYPE 7 No :HAK; VAKL NULL 
i_AP_ RSLT QUESTION NBR 7 No I No iNULL 
i AP. RSLT ANSWER} I No NULL 
i_AP. .RSLT CORREI ' Fi.AG I No VAKL NULL 

IBl _TESI_RSLT QUEST! I I TYPE 8 lo NULL 
IB! 'JEST_RSLT IQU5TIIINBR8 No NULL 
IBl TESl .RSLT No NULL 
I ill TESI RSLT CORRECT 8_FLAG No I No NULL 
IBE TESl RSLT QUESTION TYPE 9 No I No iAK' :HAm NULL 
tBS_AP. TESI RSLT dUESlibN NBR 9 No I No iAH :HA~ NULL 
IB! .AP. TESl_RSLT ANSWER 9 No I No VA~' :HAK :oo1 NULL_ .... 
IB! AP_ TE )T_ ill CORRECT 9 FLAG No I No VAK' :HAK. NULL 
19! AP_ TE LT a~ No I No VAKoHAR NULL 
IB! AP_TE ILL QUESTION NBR 10 .No I No .NULL 
IBS_AP_TE .T ANSWER 10 10 I No NULL 

TEST IBS_AP_ RSLT CORRECf10Fi.AG I No NOLL 
IBS CBO ERROR LOG APP 10 I No NULL 
IBS CBO ERROR LOG INS OFFICEJOC .. CODE I No NULL 
IBS r.Ril ERROR OG Sf ART INTv DT No I No DATE NUCC 
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IBS CBO ERROR LOG END INTV DT No No DATE NULL 
IBS CBO ERROR LOG ERROR DTIME No No DATE NULL 
IBS CBO ERROR LOG ERROR DESC No No VARCHAR2(200) NULL 

contains lhe da~ from wliicli cerificele data 
v.ill be extracted to place on the naturalization 

1

:he location oode that denoleslhe dstnct office, case.control off~e. or 
IBS CERT DATA certifies~ INS ADMIN LOC CODE sometimes the seNice center Yes No VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 

contains !he data trom which cerificate d~a the code ~at denotes the sched~ing localioo for lhe oalh ceremony 
will be extracted to place on lhe nilura~zation v.ilhin the geographical erea represenled by the INS-administrative, 

IBS CERT DATA certificate OC SCH SITE LOC CODE location oode Yes No VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 
oonlainslhe data tram which certificate data !lie code lhet denotes the sched~ingsub~ocation for the oath 
v.ill be extracted to ~ace oo the natur~izalion OC_8CH.SITEJOC_5UB_COD ceremony v.ithin the geographical area represented by lha INS· 

IBS CERT DATA certificate E adminis~ative,.localioo code Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
IXII1tainslhe data from w~ch certifica~ data 
v.ill be extracted to ~ace on the naturalization the code that denotes the oath ceremony location within the 

IBS CERT DATA certificate OC LOC CODE •ae011reohicel Brill represented by lhe INS.adminiswati~ocaHon code Yes No VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 
oontalns the data from which certificate data 
v.ill oo e~racled to place on the naliJralizalion lhe code thai denotes ~~ oath ceremory su~ocalioo within the 

IBS CERT DATA certificate OC LOC SUB CODE lgeograp~cal area represented bv the INS.adminislrativ~ocation code Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
contains the data from which certificate data 
will be e~ra~ed to place on the natur~ization the coda ~at denotes lhe oalh-ceremony room designaijon, i.e., 46A. 

IBS CERT DATA certificate OC RM ID 468, 460 "' Yes No VARCHAR2(5) NOT NULL 
oontains ~e data from which certificate data 
v.ill be extracted Ia place on the naluralization 

[B_S}ERT DATA certificate OC.9I. .... lthe oalh ceremory date Yes I No DATE NOT NULL 
oontains lhe data from which cartificati data' 
will be extraded 1o ~ace onlha naturalization 

IBS CERT DATA certificate OC START TIME the oath ceremonv s~rt-time Yes No DATE NOT NULL 
oontains ~e dele from which cerlilcala data 
v.ill be extraded Ia ~ace onlhe naluralizabon the system-generated number used to track reoepled cases (i.e, 

b)(6) 
IBS CERT DATA certificate APP ID Yes No VARCHAR2(13) NOT NULL 

JIBS CERT DATA 

cor~ins the data from w~ch certificate data 
v.ill be extracted to ~ace on the naliJralization 

VARCHAR2(12) certificate CERT NBR the certificate number IIIPeered 011 ~e certificate No No NULL 

IIBS CERT DATA 

contains lhe data from wlich certificate data 
v.ill be extracted to place on the naliJr~ization the identification number ~ails assigned to lhe alien stlhe time at 
certificate ALIEN NBR lenlri into tile United Stales No No VARCHAR2(10) NULL 

JIBS CERT DATA 

oon~ins the data from which certificate dila 
will be extracted to place on the naturaJizatlon 
certificate LAST NAME the last name of the oerson No No VARCHAR21301 NULL 

JIBS CERT DATA 

contains the d~ trom wliicli certificate data 
v.ili be e~racled to place on the naturelization 
certificate FIRST NAME the first name of lhe person No No VARCHAR2(18) NULL 

JIBS CERT DATA 

contains the da~ rrom wliich certificate data 
v.ill be e~racted to place on ths naturalization 
certificate MIDDLE NAME the midd~ name at the person No No VARCHAR2(18) NULL 

JIBS CERT DATA 

contains the da~ from which certificate data 
will be e~racted lo place on the neturalization 

VARCHAR2131 certificate SUFFIX CODE the description of this reoorfls suffix code No No NULL 

IIBS CERT DATA 

oontains ~e data from wlilch certificate data 
v.ili be extracted to ~ace on the naturalization the person's birth date as shown on the Form 1551 Green Card (the 
certificate DOB DT card is a~u~ly blue In oolor) No No DATE NULL 

JIBS CERT DATA 

IXII1tains the data from which certificate data 
v.ill be extracted to place onlhe naturalization the text thai describes SIX\Ialldenti~: I.a. M ' M~e: F = Female: and 
certificate GENDER DESC U= Unknown No No VARCHAR21101 NULL 

I,BS CERT DATA 

contains the data from which certificate data 
v.ill be extracted to ~ace on the naruralization 
certificate HEIGHT FEET the height ot the person e!Jira!sed In feet No No NUMBER(5) NULL 

JIBS CERT DATA 

contains lhe data from w~ch certific~ d~ 
v.ill be e~racled to ~ace on the naturalization 
certificate HEIGHT INCHES lhe heitlht ot the person elll)le!led in Inches No No NUMBER(5) NULL 

JIBS CERT DATA 

contains the d~ from wlich certificate dila lhelexl that describes the marital status represented by this reoonls 
v.ill be e~ra~d to place on the nelllr~izalion marttal-staliJs code: 1) single; 2) married; 3) v.idowed; 4) divorced: 5) 

VARCHAR2(20) cerificate MARITAL STATUS DESC separated; 9) unknown No No NULL 
conlalnslhe data from wlich certificate data 
v.ill be extracted to place on the naturalization 

IBS CERT DATA cerificate CITIZENSHIP CNTRY DESC the le~ thil describes the oe~on's oounl~ ol dl~ans~p No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 
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oontains the data from which cerlficate data 
will be extracted to place on the naturalization 

IBS CERT DATA certificate DD CITY the dty of the dlsiJict office location No No VARCHAR2(28) NULL 
contains ~e data from which certificate data 
will be extracted to ~ace on the naturalization 

IBS CERT DATA certificate DD STATE NAME the state Of the district Office location No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 
contains the da~ ~om wNch cerlficate data 
will be extracted to ~ace on the nai\Jralization 

IBS CERT DATA OOIIIcate OC CONDUCTED BY the name of the pe~on 1111o oond\icted the oath ceremony No No VARCHAR2150) NULL 
oontains the data from which certificate d~a 
will be e~racted to place on the nai\Jriization 

IBS CERT DATA certificate OC CITY the dtv of the oa~ ceramonv klcalion No No VARCHAR21281 NULL 
contains the data ~om 1111ich certificate d~a 
will be extracted to place on the naturalization 

IBS CERT DATA certificate OC STATE NAME the state of the oelh ceremony location No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 
contains the data from which certfficate data 
will be extracted to ~ace on the naturalization Yes (Y) No (N) flag that Indicates whether the descrtplion of the 

IBS CERT DATA certificate OC LOC DESC FLAG location is prtnted on the certilicate No No VARCHAR2111 NULL 
oontains the data from w~ch certificate data 
will be e~racted to place on the nai\Jralizatlon Yes (Y) No (N) flag that indicates whether the date is printed on~~ 

IBS CERT DATA certificate OC DATE FLAG certificate No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
conrains ~e data rrom which cartificate data 
will be extracted to p~ca on the naturali~Btion 

IBS_CERT_OATA ca~flcate APP PHOTOJ_l~9 Yes !YI No INI lag that indical~ ~~!_~a photo is used No 
··--

No VARCHAR1(1) NULL 
contains ~a dara rrom which certificate data 
will be extracted to ~ace on the naturalization 

IBS CERT DATA certificate APP PHOTO PATH NAME the path name 1111ere the photo template Is located No No VARCHAR2(100) NULL 
lll!ltains the data from w~ch certificate data 
will be extracted to ~eca on the naturalization Yes (Y) No (N) flag that indicates whether the commissioner name is 

IBS CERT DATA cartificete COMMISSIONER SIGN FLAG used No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
contains the data from wnch certificate data 
will be e~racted to place on the naturalization COMMISSIONER_stGN_PATH_ 

IBS CERT DATA certificate NAME the pa~ name v.llere the commissioner slamp is located No No VARCHAR21255i NULL 
oontains the data from w~ch certificate data 
will be extracted to place on the natur~izatlon 

IBS CERT DATA certificate BARCODE FLAG Yes IYI No INI flag that indicates whether the ba~Ode is used No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
contains the dara from which certificate data 
11111 be extracted to place on the naturalization 

IBS CERT DATA certificate COURT CODE No No VARCHAR2(101 NULL 
IBS CERT DATA ARCH APP ID Yes No VARCHAR2(13) NOT NULL 
IBS CERT DATA ARCH CERT NBR Yes No VARCHAR2!121 NOT NULL ..• 
ISS CERT DATA ARCH ••... "-······· ,, ..... 

INS ADMIN LOC CODE 
-···--'"' 

No No 
-·· 

. VARCHAR2 31 NULL 
IBS CERT DATA ARCH OC SCH SITE LOC CODE No No VARCHAR2 3) NULL 

OCJCH.SITEJOC_5UB_CCD 
IBS CERT DATA ARCH E No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
IBS CERT DATA ARCH OC LOC CODE No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 
IBS CERT DATA ARCH OC LOC SUB CODE No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 
IBS CERT DATA ARCH OC RM ID No No VARCHAR2 51 NULL 
IBS CERT DATA ARCH OC DT No No DATE NULL 
IBS CERT DATA ARCH OC START TIME No No DATE NULL 
IBS CERT DATA ARCH ALIEN NBR No No VARCHAR210i NULL 
IBS CERT DATA ARCH LAST NAME No No VARCHAR2 30) NULL 
IBS CERT DATA ARCH FIRST NAME No No VARCHAR2 18) NULL 
ISS CERT DATA ARCH MIDDLE NAME No No VARCHAR218) NULL 
ISS CERT DATA ARCH SUFFIX CCDE No No VARCHAR2:31 NULL 
IBS CERT DATA ARCH DOS DT No No DATE NULL 
IBS CERT DATA. ARCH GENDER DESC No No VARCHAR2 101 NULL 
~~TAARCH ~IQ!jJJEET No No NUMBER(5) NULL ·--··-·------- Nti--·· -···-·-·. 
ISS CERT DATA ARCH HEIGHT INCHES No NUMBER(5) NULL 
IBS CERT DATA ARCH MARITAL STATUS DESC No No VARCHAR2 20) NULL 
ISS CERT DATA ARCH CITIZENSHIP CNTRY DESC No No VARCHAR2 30) NULL 
IBS CERT DATA ARCH DD CITY No No VARCHAR2 28) NULL 
ISS CERT DATA ARCH DO STATE NAME No No VARCHAR2 30) NULL 
IBS CERT DATA ARCH OC CONDUCTED BY No No VARCHAR2 50) NULL 
IBS CERT DATA ARCH OC CITY No No VARCHAR2 28) NULL 
IBS CERT DATA ARCH OC STATE NAME No No VARCHAR2 30) NULL 
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IBS CERT DATA ARCH OC LOC OESC FLAG No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
IBS CERT DATA ARCH OC DATE FLAG No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
IBS CERT DATA ARCH APP PHOTO FLAG No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
IBS CERT DATA ARCH APP PHOTO PATH NAME No No VARCHAR2(t00) NULL 
IBS CERT DATA ARCH COMMISSIONER SIGN FLAG No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

COMMISSIONER_81GN_PATH_ 
VARCHAR2(255) ~~§~!..QA TA ARCH NAME No No NULL 

IBS CERT DATA ARCH 
--- 9ARC65ETLAG ___ ....... -·· -

No No VARCHAR2(1) 
NUL_l ___ 

contains historical data pertaining m the 
VARCHAR2(12) IBS CERT HISTORY lao~icanfs nai!Jralization certificate CERT NBR the certificate number appeared on ~e eertfficate Yes No NOT NULL 

oontains histoncal data pertaining to the 
IBS CERT HISTORY lap~icanfs naliJralizatton certificate STATUS DTIME the dale and time \\lien any action was pertormed Yes No DATE NOT NULL 

contains histlllical data pertaining to the 
IBS CERT HISTORY ap~icant's nal\iratization certificate USER ID the user-identification code No No VARCHAR2(8) NULL 

the code th~ denotes ~e action to be performed, or that was 
contains historical data pertaining to the pertormed on IM 

IBS CERT HISTORY ap~icant's naturalizalton ce~ficate CERT STATUS CODE case No No VARCHAR2/101 NULL 
the reason that describe the ac~on to be pe~ormed, or that was 

contains historical data pertaining to the performed on 
IBS CERT HISTORY applicant's nal\iratization ce~ficate CERT STATUS REASON the case No No VARCHAR2/2551 NULL 

the code th~ denotes the loca~on of the INS office, where the st~us 
oontains historical data pertaining to the was 

IBS CERT HISTORY awlicant's nal\iralization cartfficate STATUS LOC CODE updated No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
the code that denotes ~e sub-location of~~ INS ofli~, llliere the 

oontains historical data pertaining to the status was 
IBS CERT HISTORY ap~icant's n~ralization ce~ficate STATUS LOC SUB CODE updated No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

oontains historical data pertaining m the 
IBS CERT HISTORY ao~tcanl'! n~ral~ation ce~ficate ALIEN NBR No No VARCHAR2(10i NULL 

oontalns nsturalizalion certffica/e pont-option 
data, i.e., Ceremony_ Dale or I'~' location code thai denotes lha district office, case-eontr~ oflice, or 

IBS CERT PRT OPTION Ceremony _Location INS ADMIN LOC CODE sometimes the servi~ center Yes No VARCHAR2i31 NOT NULL 

oontains naturaJization certfficate print-option ~ ................ ~ .. ..., 
data, i.e., Ceremony_ Date or llilhm the 

IBS CERT PRT OPTION Ceremony_LocaUon OC SCH SITE LOC CODE raphica/ area represented by the INS.admlnistraUv~ocaUon code Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
the code /hat denotes the scheduling sub-location tor the oath 

contains naturalization certmcate plint-option wemony within 
data, i.e., Ceremony_Date or OC_SCH_SITE_LOC_SUB_CODI~ha geographical area represented by tha INS..!dministrativ~ocation 

IBS CERT PRT OPTION Caremonv location E code Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
contains naturalization cenfficate ponl-o~ion IM code that denotes the oath wemony location within the 
data, i.e., Ceremony_Data or geographical area 

IBS CERT PRT OPTION Ceremooy _location OC LOC CODE represented by the INS.admlnlstrati~ocalion code Yes No VARCHAR1131 NOT NULL 

I,BS CERT PRT OPTION 

contains naturalization ~rtificate print-option the code ~et denotes the oath wemony sub-location within the 
data, i.e., Ceremony_Date or geographical 
Ceremony_Location OC LOC SUB CODE area represented by the INS-adminislralive~acation code Yes No VARCHAR1(3) NOT NULL 

I,BS CERT PRT OPTION 

contains rl!hiralization certificate print-option the code ~at denotes the oath.wemony room designation, i.e., 46A, 
data, i.e., Ceremony_Date or 468, 460 
Cel1lmony_Location OC RM ID '" Yes No VARCHAR2(5) NOT NULL 

IIBS CERT PRT OPTION 

contains naturalization certfficate pnnt-option 
deta, i.e., Caremony_D~e or 
Ceremony_ Location OC DT tM oath ceremony daoo Yes No DATE NOT NULL 

I,BS CERT PRT OPTION 

contains naturalization cenfficate print-option 
data, i.e., Ceremony_Date or 
Ciremonv_Location OC START TIME tha oath ceremony start-time Yes No DATE NOT NULL 
contains naturalization cenrncate pnnt-o~ion 
data, i.e., Ceremony_ Date or 

ISS CERT PRT OPTION Ceremony_ Location CERT PRT OPTION tha printing option tor the ~ficate Yes No VARCHAR2(40) NOT NULL 

contains the cenfficate-printing data for the lha location code that denotes ~e ~stlicl office, case-control office, or 
ISS CERT PRT REQ oath ceremony INS ADMIN LOC CODE sometimes the seNice center Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

tha code lhal denotes /he sched~ing location for the oath ceremony 
contains the cenmcate-pnnting data tor the llilhinthe 

IBS CERT PRT REQ oath ceremony OC SCH SITE LOC CODE teographical area represented by the INS-administrati~ocati(lll code Yes No VARCHAR2/3) NOT NULL 
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lhe code that denotes lhe scheduling su~ocation for the oath 
ceremony \\1~1n 

contains the ~fficale-pnnling data for the OC_SCH_BITE_LOC_SUB_COD the geographical area represented by lhe INS-admlnisllaliv~ocalion 
IBS CERT PRT REO oath ceremony E code Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

the code that denotes the oeth ceremony location wit~n the 
contains the certlficate-pnnling data for the geograp~cal area 

I~S_CERT.f'B!~REQ ·-··· . oath ceremonL ..... OQ_LO~_gODE ~!presented by the INS.admlnistrati~ocation cod!_ ...•.. , Yes_ No . ~ARCHAR2(3) ____ NOT NULL ----
the code that denotes the oath ceremony sub-location within the 

contains the cerlilicate-pnnting data for the geograp~cal 
IBS CERT PRT REO oath ceremony OC LOC SUB CODE area represented by the INS.administrativ~ocalion code Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

the code that denotes the oath-ceremony room designation, i.e., MIA, 
contains the cerlfficale.pnnting data for the 468, 460 

IBS CERT PRT REO oeth ceremony OC RM ID ... Yes No VARCHAR2(5) NOT NULL 
contains the cerlfficate.printing data for the 

IBS CERT PRT REO oath ceremony OC DT the oath ceremony data Yes No DATE NOT NULL 
contains the certfficata.pnnting data for the 

IBS CERT PRT REQ oath ceremony OC START TIME the oelh ceremony start·time Yes No DATE NOT NULL 
contains the cerlilicateiJnnting data for the 

IBS CERT PRT REO oath ceremony PRT REO DTIME the date and lime wflen the certificate pnnt job was reques~d No No DATE NULL 
contains the certfficatejlrinting data for the 

IBS CERT PRT REQ oa~ ceremony PRT REQ. USER ID the user~dentiflcalion code who reQ~sl~ lhe pnnl iob No No VARCHAR2(8) NULL 
contains the certfficate-pnnting data for the total number of ap~icants that are fe(!Jired to attend this oath 

IBS CERT PRT REQ oelh ceremony CERT TOT QTY Cllremony No No NUMBER(S) NULL 
contains the cerlfficale.prinling dale for the lolal number of ap~icanls that are remein Ia be printed for this oath 

IBS CERT PRT REQ oelh Cllremony CERT PRT Q QTY Cllremony No No NUMBER(S) NULL 
contains the certmcate-pnnting data for lhe 

IBS CERT PRT REO oath ceremony tliST APP ID PROCESSED the last ag!icanl identificatioo code processed in the pnntjob No No VARCHAR2(13) NULL 
the code that ident~es different size Of paper used for ~fficate 

contains lha certfficetejlnnling data for the printing (i,e. CERT_SIZE_CODE in IBS_LK_N400_CERT_FORMAT 
IBS CERT PRT REQ oath ceremony CERT PAPER SIZE tabla) No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

contains the certfficale.pnnting data tor the 
IBS CERT PRT REQ oath ceremony COURT CODE No No VARCHAR2(10) NULL 

contains the order in which cancldate 
infOrmation is sorted for a given ceremony, the location code that denotes lhe district office, case-contr~ office, or 

IBS CERT PRT SORT i.e., OC RM ID, OC DT ... INS ADMIN LOC CODE sometimes the service center Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

contains lhe order in which calllldate 11-e code that denotes the scheduling location for the oath ceremony 
information is sorted for a gven ceremony, within the 

IBS CERT PRT SORT i.e., OC RM ID, OC DT .,, OC SCH SITE LOC CODE )geographical area represented by ~e INS.adminislrati~ocallon code Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
the code ~at denotes the scheduling sub~ocatlon for the oath 

contains the order In which candidate ceremony v.ithin 
information Is sorted for a ~ven ceremony, OC_BCH .SITE _LOC .SUB_ COD 11-e geograp~ce area represented by the INS-administralive~ocalion 

IBS CERT PRT SORT I.e., OC RM 10, OC DT ,., E code Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
contains the order In which candidate the code that denotes the oath ceremony location within lhe 
information is sorti!J for a ~ven ceremony, geographical area 

IBS CERT PRT SORT i.e, OC RM 10, OC DT .,, OC LOC CODE represented by the INS.administrativ~ocation code Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
contains the order in which candidate the code lllel denotes the oath ceremony sub-location v.ilhin the 
information is sorted for a ~ven ceremony, geographical 

IBS CERT PRT SORT i.e., OC RM ID, OC DT .,, OC LOC SUB CODE area represented by lhe INS-admintslrative~ocation code Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
~~ntains the order in which candidate 11-e code that denotes !he oelh.ceremony room designation, i.e., 46A, 
information is sorted for a ~ven ceremony, 468, 460 

IBS CERT PRT SORT i.e., oc RM ID, oc or ... OC RM ID '" Yes No VARCHAR2(5) NOT NULL 
~~nlains the order in wflich candidate 
information Is sort~ for a given ceremony, 

IBS CERT PRT SORT i.e., OC RM ID, OC DT ... OC DT the oath ceremony date Yes No DATE NOT NULL 
~~ntains the order in wflich candidate 

llhe oath ceremony start·time 
information is sort~ fore given ceremony, 

IB~}E.~:rJR!JOB.! i.e., OC RM 10, OC DT ,., OC SJ.ARJ_T[~E. ., ... Yes No DATE NQT_N~LL __ 
contains ll1e order in which candidale 
information is sorted for a given ceremony, 

IBS CERT PRT SORT i.e., OC RM 10, OC DT .,, SORT RQMNT NBR the number of sort requirement Yes No VARCHAR2i3\ NOT NULL 
l:o"lains the order in which candidate 
information is sorted for a given ceremony, 

IBS CERT PRT SORT i.e. OC RM ID, DC DL. CERT SORT SEQ NBR the soouence number for lhe certificate sortng a~lhm Yes No NUMBER( 51 NOT NULL 
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~~ntains ~~order In w~ch camldate 
information Is sorted for a ~van ceremony, 

IBS CERT PRT SORT i.e., OC RM 10, OC DT ... CERT SORT TABLE NAME the ta~e name used in lhe certificate sorting algon~m No No VARCHAR21301 NULL 
~~nlains ~~order in which candidale 
information is sorted for a ~ven ceremony, 

IBS CERT PRT SORT I.e., OC RM ID, OC DT ... CERT SORT COLUMN NAME lhe column name used in lhe certfficale sortina alaorihm No No VARCHAR2130) NULL 
~~nlains ~e order in which candidate lhe sorting order (ascending, descending) used in lha certfficate 
Information is sorted for a ~ven ceremony, sortng 

IBS CERT PRT SORT i.e., OC RM ID, OC OT ... CERT SORT ORDER algorithm No Nll VARCHAR2111 NULL 
~~ins completed workflow adi~lies dala 
or ~~ application, which also supports lhe 

IBS CPRS COMP ACT inlegreled Voice Resaoose Svslem ACT INST 10 Yes No NUMBER1101 NOT NULL 

1185 CPRS COMP ACT 

contains completed workflow aciMiies data 
for lhe applicalion, whicli also supports lhe 
lntegralad Voice Response System ACT CODE No No VARCHAR2i201 NULL 

IIBS CPRS COMP ACT 

contains compl~ed workflow aclivll~s dale 
for !he application, which also supports lhe 
Integrated Voice Response System STATE DTIME No No DATE NULL 

IIBS CPRS COMP ACT 

contains com~eted workflow aciMtles data 
for the application, which also supports the 

VARCHAR2113i lnlegraled Voice ResPOnse Svslem PROCESS INST ID No No NULL 

IIBS CPRS COMP ACT 

contains completed workflow actlvilies data 
for lhe spplica~on, which also supports lhe 
lnlegraled Voi~tR!J1?!!.~!!1em LOC CODE No No 

·~- - " - YA_RQHf\R2(3) NUhL 
contains compleled workflow aclivilies data 
for lhe application, which also supports lha 

IBS CPRS COMP ACT lnlegrated Voice Response Sy~em LOC SUB CODE No No VARCHAR2i3) NULL 

IIBS CPRS DATA 

contains case stilus dala for lhe ep~icalion 
which also supports the lnleJaled Voice 
ResPOnse Svslem APP ID Yes No VARCHAR21131 NOT NULL 

IIBS CPRS DATA 

contains case sliiUs data for lhe ap~icalion 
which also supports !he lnlegraled Voice 

No Response Syslem ACTION CODE No VARCHAR2151 NULL 

IIBS CPRS DATA 

contains case slalus dale tor 11'11 ap~icalion 
'lhlicli also supports lha lntagraled Voice 
ReSPOOse Svslem ACTION CODE DTIME No No DATE NULL 

IIBS CPRS DATA 

contains case slalus dale for lhe ap~icalion 
which also supports the lnlegraled Voice 
Response Syslem ACTION LOC SUBLOC CODE No No VARCHAR2161 NULL 

IIBS CPRS DATA 

contains case slalus dala for lhe application 
which also supports the lnlegraled Voire 
Response Syslem ALIEN NBR No No VARCHAR2(10) NULL 

IIBS CPRS DATA 

contains case slalus dale for ihe application 
which also supports lhe lnlegraled Voice 
Response Svslem FORM NBR No No VARCHAR2161 NULL 

IIBS CPRS DATA 

contains case status dala for lhe application 
'IITiich also supports lhe inlegraled Voice 
ResPOnse Syslem MR RECV DTIME No No DATE NULL 

IIBS CPRS DATA 

contains case status dala for lhe applicelion 
which also supports lhe inlegraled Voloo 
Response Syslem LAST UPDATED DTIME No No DATE NULL 

IIBS CPRS DATA 

contains case sletus data for lhe appllcalion 
which also supports lhe inlegraled Voloo 
ResPOnse System CASE LOC SUBLOC CODE No No VARCHAR2161 NULL 

IIBS CPRS DATA 

contains case stalus dala forlhe appllcallon 
which also supports the inlegraled V~ce CASE_PROCESS_MIN_DAY _Q 
ResPOnse System TY No No NUMBER(5) NULL 

IIBS CPRS DATA 

contains case slalus data for the application 
which also supports the integrated Voice CASE _PROCESS_MAX_DAY _a 
ResPOnse Syslem TY No No NUMBER/51 NULL 
contains case slalus de~ for lhe application 
which also supports !he lnlegraled Voice 

IBS CPRS DATA Response Syslem ZIP CODE No No VARCHAR2(9) NULL 
contains case slaius dala for lhe applicalion 
which also supports tha lnte~ated Voice 

IBS CPRS DATA Response Sv~em CPRS ARCHIVE INFO No No NUMBERi10i NULL 
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IIBS CPRS DATA 

contains ease status d~a for the ap~ication 
which also supports the lnlel,l'aled V~ce 

VARCHAR2(6) Rest10nse Syslem CPRS ERROR CODE No No NULL 

IIBS CPRS DATA 

contains ease status data for the ap~ication 
which also supports thelntll,l'ated v~ce 
Response System CPRS TEMP DT No No DATE NULL 

IIBS CPRS DATE 

contains slalu!-liale data rtlative to the case, 
which also supports the lnle~aled Voice 
Rescone System APP ID Yes No VARCHAR2(13)_ NOT NULL 

IIBS CPRS DATE 

contains stalu!-liale data rtlative to the ease, 
which also supponslhe lntegrate<J Voice 

VARCHAR2(5) Respone System ACTION CODE Yes No NOT NULL 

IIBS CPRS DATE 

contains sla~s-date data relative to the ease, 
which also supports the Integrated Voice 
Resoone Svslem VAR DT NAME Yes No VARCHAR2(50)_ NOT NULL 

IIBS CPRS DATE 

contains status-date data relative lo the case. 
which also supports the Integrated Voice 
Respone System VAR DT No No DATE NULL 

IIBS CPRS STRING 

contains status te~ related lo lhe case, which 
also supports the lnlergraled Voice Response 
System APP 10 Yes No VARCHAR2(13) NOT NULL 

IIBS gi'~_S..STRI~G - ---

contains status te~ related lo the case. which 
also supports lhe lnlergraled Voice Response 

' ~j'_S~~-- "' ----- ACTION CODE 
·-

jYes No - ~~Q_~~2(5) . NOT NULL 
-··- --·--·-

conlains status le~ related lo lhe case, which 
also supports lhe lnlergraled Voice Response 

IBS CPRS STRING System VAR STR NAME Yes No VARCHAR2(50) NOT NULL 

IIBS CPRS STRING 

contains slaluslexl related lo lhe case, which 
also supports lhe lnlergreled Voice Response 
Svslem VAR STR No No VARCHAR2(50) NULL 

the iderrlmea~on for lhe specific process (e.g. APP _ID (application I D) 
~ 

contains all errors thai occurred in all CLAIMS process code is "APP" or"N400", PAYMENT_ID il process coda is 
IBS ERROR LOG 4 operations PROCESS INST ID "PAY" No No VARCHAR2(13) NULL 

IIBS ERROR LOG 
contains al erro~ that occurred in all CLAIMS 
4 operations ERROR DTIME the dale and time when lhe error OCCL!I No No DATE NULL 

IIBS ERROR LOG 
contains all errors that occurred in all CLAIMS 
4 operations ERROR NBR lhe error number No No NUMBE_IillOL NULL 

IIBS ERROR LOG 
contains all errors that occurred in all CLAIMS 
4 operations ERROR DESC the description of lhe error message No No VARCHAR2(255) NULL 

IIBS ERROR LOG 
contains a! errors that occurred in all CLAIMS 
4 operations ERROR SOURCE the source or slartirl{l point when !he e110r occurs No No VARCHAR2(2000) NULL 

IIBS ERROR LOG 
contains all errors thai occurred In all CLAIMS lhe identification lor the acti~~ Instance, crealed by sequence number 
4 operations ACT INST 10 jgerreralor No No NUMBER( tO) NULL 

IIBS ERROR LOG 
contains all errors !hal occurred in all CLAIMS !he adMiy code lhal denotes !he action lobe pertorrned, or thai was 
4 operations ACT CODE IPelfOrmed on lhe ease I e.g, DeEnler. Data Enl~) No No VARCHAR2[20] NULL 

IIBS ERROR LOG 
contains all errors that occurred In all CLAIMS 
4 ooeralions LOC CODE lhe code lhal denotes the location of the INS office No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

IIBS ERROR LOG 
contains all errors that occurred in all CLAIMS 
4 operations LOC SUB CODE the code ~al denotes the sub-location of the INS office No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

IIBS INT CIS CHK ERROR 
contains anon r$Swling from Cenlrallndex the idenlmcation number that is assigned lo lhe alien allhe lilli'J of 
System !CIS) proeasslng of alien number ALIEN NBR entry into the Unled Slatas Yes No VARCHAR2(10) NOT NULL 

IIBS INT CIS CHK ERROR 
contains errors r.s~ling from Central Index the d~e wherrlhe notification file is reeawed ~0111 CIS mainframe 
System (CIS) processing of alien number RECEIVED OT isyslem No No DATE NULL 

~I~S INT CI§.C~~,.ERROR contains errors res~ting from Central Index 
System (CIS) processing of allan number ~RR_OR~M.ES_SI\fl_E __ lhe_descn~ion of lhe e110r message No No VARCHA~~OL NULL 
conlains errors res~ting from Central Index · 

---· 

IBS INT CIS CHK ERROR Svstem !CIS) orocesslna of alien number VALID REC IND lhe code lhal denotes the vtlidaoon of lhe record No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

IIBS INT CIS CHK ERROR 
contains errors resulting from Cenlrallndex 
System (CIS) processing of alien number FCO CODE the code lhel denotes the locellon of the INS FCO office No No VARCHAR_2(3)_ NULL 

I:BS_INT.CIS.CHK.MATCH.R 
con~lns inlertace data input from lhe Cenlr~ the idenlmcation number that Is as~gned to the a~en lithe tlme of 
Index System (CIS), i.e., match result of CIS errl~ 

SLT check ALIEN NBR into the United Stales Yes No VARCHAR2{10)_ NOT NULL 
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contains lntartace data input tram ~e Central 

[the last name of the persoo 
IBS_INT.CIS.CHK.MATCH.R Index System (CIS), I.e, match res~t of CIS 

VARCHAR2(40) SLT cMI:k lAST NAME No No NULL 
contains interface deta input tram ~e Centlllf 

IBS_INT_CIS.CHK.MATCH_R Index System (CIS), I, e., match result of CIS 
SLT check FIRST NAME the first name of the person No No VARCHAR2(25) NULL 

contains lntertace data input tram the Central 
IBSJNT. CIS.CHK.MATCH.R Index System (CIS), i.e., match result of CIS 
SLT check MIDDLE INITIAL the middle initial of~~ person No No VARCHAR2111 NULL 

contains intarface data Input tram the Central !til person's llrth da~ as stllwn on the Form 1551 Green Card (the 
IBSJNT _ CIS.CHK.MATCH_R Index System (CIS), I.e, match res~! of CIS cam is 
SLT check DOS DT adually blue in color) No No DATE NULL 

contains lnte!face data rnp~ lrom the Centr~ 
IBS.INT _GIS. CHK_MATCH. R Index System (CIS), i.e., match result of CIS 
SLT check COB CODE the code lhat denotll the pe~on's count~ of ~rth No No VARCHAR2(5) NULL 

contains interface data inp~ tram the Central 
IBS.INT.CIS.CHK_MATCH.R Index System (CIS), i.e., match result of CIS 
SLT check COA CODE lhe code that denotes the dass of admission No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

contains interface data input tram the Central 
IBS_INT_CIS. CHK.MATCH.R Index System (CIS), i.e., match res~! of CIS 
SLT check ACTION DT the date when the CIS verification is performed on~~ CIS system No No DATE NULL 

contains interface data input trom ~e Central 
IBS_INT.CIS.CHK.MATCH.R Index System (CIS), I.e., match result of CIS 

[1\\J ill ___ thee!< .... ··-----:;--;;,-----:-- COA DATE SO~RCE_ the dale source of the_~ !I of adrnis_si2_11__ ____ ~----- V~RCHA~~- NULL 
contains inlertace dele Input from~~ Centr~ 

IBS_INT.CIS.CHK_MATCH.R Index System (CIS), i.e, match result of CIS 
SLT checf< FCO CODE the code that denotes lha location of the INS FCO office No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

contains interface data input trom the Central 
IBS.INT.CIS.CHK.MATCH_R Index System (CIS), i.e., match result of CIS 
SLT cheek VALID REC IND the code ~at denotes the validation of the record No No VARCHAR211) NULL 

contains in~rfac& data Input trom ~~ Cootral 
IBS.INT .CIS.CHK.MATCH. R Index System (CIS), i.e., match res~t of CIS 
SLT check lAST UPDATED DTIME the date and time when ~is record was last updated No No DATE NULL 

contains ell of the closed cases to be 
I~S.INT.CIS_CLOSE_EXTRAC delivered to Cen~allndex System (CIS) for the ldentffication number that is assigned to the alien al ~~time of 

VARCHAR2(9)_ updates C ALIEN NBR entrv into the United States Yes No NOT NULL 

~~S.INT .CIS.CLOSE_EXTRAC 
contains all of the dosed cases to be 
delivered to Cootrallndex System (CIS) for 

VARCHAR2i40) updates C lAST NAME the last neme of the pemon No No NULL 

~~S_INT_CIS.CLOSE.EXTRAC 
contains al of 1~ dosed ceses to be 
d~ivered to Central index System (CIS) for 

VARCHAR2(25) updates C FIRST NAME the fimt name of the pe~on No No NULL 

~~S.INT_CIS. CLOSE_EXTRAC 
contains ~I of the closed cases to be 
d~ivered to Central index System (CIS) for 

VARCHAR21251 updates C MIDDLE NAME the mid~e name of the pe~on No No NULL 

~~S _INT. CIS. CLOSE_EXTRAC 
contains all of the dosed Clles to be 
deivered to Central Index System (CIS) for I~ person's birth date as shown on ~~ Form 1551 Green Card (the 

I updates C !JOB DT card is act1ially blue in color) No No VARCHAR2(6) NULL 

IIBS_INT.CIS.CLOSE_EXTRAC 
contains all of the dosed cases to be 
de~vel!\f to Central index System (CIS) for 

VARCHAR2(40) T I updates C CERT lAST NAME the last name of the pe~on No No NULL 
contains a! of the closed cases to be 

IBS _I NT .CIS.CLOSE_EXTRAC delivered to Central index System (CIS) for 
VARCHAR21251 T I updates C CERT FIRST NAME the first name of lhepemon No No NULL 

contains all of the closed cases to be 
IBS.INT.CIS. CLOSE_EXTRAC Mtivered to Central tooex System (CIS) for 
T updates C CERT NBR C natuniizalion certmcate num~r No No VARCHAR2(8) NULL 

contains all ollhe closed cases to be 
IBS_INT _CIS.CLOSE _EXTRAC delivered to Central Index System (CIS) for 
T iupdales C CERT NBR AA dtizenship (M) number No No VARCHAR2111 NULL 

contains a~ of the closed cases to be 
IBS_INT .CIS. CLOSE _EXTRAC delivered to Central index System (CIS) for 
T updates C CERT NBR DA derivative dtlzenship IDA) number No No VARCHAR2i1) NULL 

contains all of the closed cases to ~ 
IBS_INT. CIS. CLOSE_EXTRAC d~ivered to CentraltnrJex System (CIS) for the indicetor that denotes whether the type or naturalization certificate 
T updates C CERT TYPE IND is A= NS, B= DR No No VARCHAR2111 NULL 
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(b)(6) 

(b )(6) 

contains ~I of l!ie ~osed cases to be 
IBSJNT _ CIS_ClOSE _ EXTRAC d~ivered to Cenlrallndex System (CIS) for 
T updates 

contains a! of the closed cases to be 
IBSJNT _CtS_ClOSE _EXTRAC deliver~ to C8!1trallndex System (CIS) for 
T !updates 

coolains all of the dosed cases to be 
IBSJNT_CIS.ClOSE_EXTRAC delivered 10 Cen~allndexSystem (CIS) for 
T updates 

contains a~ of the dosed cases to be 

C lOC CODE 

C OC DT 

C CERT STATUS COot 

C4 El\\1n Data fJ1ctiona~ 

the code ~at denotes the localioo of~~ INS office No No VARCHAR2(3) NULl 

!he oa~ ceremq date No No VARCHAR2(6) NULL 

lhe code thai denotes the action to be pertonn~. or thai was 
erfo~ 0111he case No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

IBSJNT _CIS_ CLOSEJXTRAC defrver~ to C8!1trallndex System (CIS) for oa~ ceremony location code or court number, where the ~Pi of 
~T----------P·u~~~t~es~~~~~--~C~CE~RT~R~EA~SO~N~CO~DE~+~~rur~~~=ti~OII~cert=ifica=~~isA ----------~No ____ ~N~o---r~~RC~HA~R2~(55)~FNU=LL __ ~ 

contains all of the ~osed cases to be 
IBSJNT .CIS_ CLOSE_EXTRAC delivered to Cen~ Index System (CIS) for 
T lupdales EXTRACT COUNT QTY 

con~ ins the request for Central Index System 
IBS INT CIS REQ Q CIS) cheek APP 10 

conlarns lhe request for Centr~ Index System 
IBS INT CIS REO Q CIS\ check AliEN NBR 

contains the request for Cen~allndex System 
IBS INT CIS REQ. 0 CIS) Check ACT INST ID 

jiBS INT CIS REO Q 
contains the request for Central Index System 
CIS) check RQT DTIME 

contains lhe request for Central Index System 
IBS INT CIS REQ. Q CIS) check LOC CODE 

contains the request for Cenrallndex Sy~em 
IBS INT CIS REQ. 0 CIS) Chick LOC SUB CODE 

contains concatenation of len alren numbe~ 
tBS_INT .CIS _vERIFY _EXTRA of ap~lcenls from CLAIMS4to Central Index 
CT System ~IS) for verification purpose TEN ALIEN NBR 
IBS tNT ERROR LOG APP 10 
ISS INT ERROR LOG ERROR CODE 
ISS tNT ERROR LOG UPLOAD DATE 
~LOG APP SYS ID 
~OG ERROR FIELD 
iiBS INT_ERROR LOG ALIEN NBR 
IBS INT FBI MCHO ANUM APP 10 
IBS INT FBI MCHD ANUM ALIEN NBR 
IBS tNT FBI MCHD ANUM LAST NAME 

the number of limes when this spe~fic record is e~rect~ to be 
uploaded to CIS system No No NUMBER(5) NULL 
the svstell)o®nera~d number used to track recer~~ cases (I.e., 

Yes No VARCHAR2(13) NOT NULL 
1111e identmcation mmber that is assigned to ~e alien at the Hme of 
enlrj Into the United Stales Yes No VARCHAR2(10) NOT NULL 
the identification for the aelivi~ instance, created by seque~ number 

eneretor Yes No NUMBER(IOI NOT NULL 

the dale and lime when the CIS ldciion is requested for ex~action No No DATE NULL 

the code that denotes the locaijon of the INS office No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

the code thai denotes the sub-location of ~e INS office No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

this leld consists Of 10 alien number, starting from the second 
character for 
each ~ien number No No VARCHAR21721 NULL 

No No VARCHAR21~ NULL 
No Yes VARCHAR2 2) NULL 
No No DATE NULL 
No Yes VARCHAR210) NULL 
No Yes VARCHAR2 21 NULL 
No No VARCHAR210) NULL 
No No VARCHAR2(13) NULL 
No No VARCHAR210) NULL 
No No VARCHAR2 30) NULL 

IBS INT FBI MCHD ANU~ _ ,. FIRST NAME iBsiNfffMCHii'ANu'M ---- -DaB~- ---- ·-·--- _ /.iL--- -*- --~f~AR2\30) ·-· NUhL_ 
No No DATE NULL 

IBS INT FBI MCHD ANUM FBI LAST NAME No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 
IBS INT FBI MCHO ANUM FBI FIRST NAME No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 
IBS INT FBI MCHD ANUM FBI DOB No No DATE NULL 
IBS tNT FBI MCHD ANUM FBI PROCESS DATE No No DATE NULL 
IBS INT FBI MCHD ANUM RESPONSE CODE No No VARCHAR21) NULL 
IBS INT FBI MCHD ANUM MATCH TYPE No No VARCHAR2 I) NULL 
IBS INT FBI SCRAPE ALIEN NBR No No VARCHAR2\IO\ NULL 
IBS INT FBI SCRAPE LAST NAME No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 
IBS INT FBI SCRAPE FIRST NAME No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 
IBS tNT FBI SCRAPE DOB No No DATE NULL 
IBS tNT FBI SCRAPE REASON FP No No VARCHAR2(5) NULL 
IBS INT FBI SCRAPE FBI PROCESS DATE No No DATE NULL 
IBS INT FBI SCRAPE RESPONSE CODE No No VARCHAR2111 NULL 

contains partial NACS data to be loaded into the 1 stem.aenerat8\f number used to track receipted cases (I.e., 
IBS INT NACS DUP CLAIMS 4 APP ID No No VARCHAR2(13i NULL 

the identification number that is assigned to the elren at~~ time Of 

contains partial NACS data to be ~aded into en~ 
IBS INT NACS DUP CLAIMS 4 INT..ALIEN NBR into the Unl~ Slates No No VARCHAR2J10) NULL 

~Ins partia NACS data to be loaded into the syslem.general~ number used to track rec~pted cases by NACS 
IBS tNT NACS DUP CLAIMS 4 INJ RCPT NBR mainframe No No VARCHAR2(13) NULL 

the number that denotes t11e Immigration and Naturalization Service's 
contains pa~el NACS data to be loaded into form; 

IBS INT NACS DUP CLAIMS 4 INT FORM NBR I.e. 1765, 1551... No No VARCHAR2151 NULL 
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IBS INT NACS OUP 
con~ins pa~~ NACS data to be ~aded into I, 
CLAIMS 4 INT LAST NAME 

IBS INT NACS DUP 
COIItalns ~al NACS data to be loaded into I, 
CLAIMS 4 INT STREET 
contains parnal NACS data to be loaded into 

IBS INT NACS DUP CLAIMS 4 INT CITY 
contains pa~al NACS d~a to be loaded into 

IBS INT NACS DUP CLAIMS 4 INT STATE CODE 
conta:ms parf1al NAGS data to be loaded into 

IIBS INT NAGS DUP CLAIMS 4 INT CCUNTY NAME 

IIBS INT NACS DUP 
contains parial NACS data to be loaded into 
CLAIMS 4 INT ZIP CODE 

contains partial NACS da~ to be loaded into 
IBS INT NACS DUP CLAIMS 4 INT 008 DT 

contains pa~~ NACS data to be loaded into 
IBS INT NAGS DUP CLAIMS 4 INT COB CODE 

contains partial NACS da~ to be loadlld into 
IBS INT NAGS DUP CLAIMS 4 INT PERMRES DT 

COIItains partial NACS data to be loaded Into 

C4 ElWin Da~ Dictlona~ 

the last name of the person No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 

the street name No No VARCHAR2(30) NULl 

the name ol the cilythal is located in the United Stales or abroad No No VARCHAR2116J NULL 

the code that denotes the state within the United Slates or tenito~ No No VARCHAR2(2) NULL 

the name of the countv wi~in a state within the United Stales No No VARCHAR2(16) NULL 
!Iii postal-service code that denotes ~e mailing-address within the 

No VARCHAR2(5) NULL ~raphical area of the city or coun~_ ... ··-:::;:;-::--~,.--+N~o -----l;;::._--FC="'"---F=-----1 
the person's birth date as shown on the Forml551 Green Card (the 
card is 
ect\ially blue in color) 

the code that denotes the pe~on's country of ~rth 
the dale the INS dassified ~e pereon as a permanent resident Of the 
United 
Stales 

No 

No 

No 

No DATE NULL 

No VARCHAR2(5L NULL 

No DATE NULL 

IBS INT NACS DUP CLAIMS4 INT CCO CODE thecode~atdenotes~elocationoltli!INSCCOoffice No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
IBS INT NAGS EXTRACT EXTRACT 10 Yes No NUMBER(S) NOT NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXT~fL_ _ _ __ -· -~P..,L __ . ___ . __ ~ --~---~RCHAR2(13) ~- ·-
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT ALIEN NBR No No CHAR(ilf NULL 
IBS INT NAGS EXTRACT TRANSACTION CODE No No CHAR(2L NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT ACT CODE No No VARCHAR2(20) NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT ACT INST ID No No NUMBER 10 NUll 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT RCPT NBR No Nc CHAR(13) NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT FORM NBR No No CHAR 5 NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT LAST NAME No No VARCHARl 30) NULL 
ISS INT NAGS EXTRACT FIRST NAME No No VARCHAR218) NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT MIDDLE NAME No No VARCHAR218) NULL 
ISS INT NACS EXTRACT SUFFIX CODE No No VARCHAR2 3) NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT INCAREOF No No VARCHAR2 am_ NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT RES STREET No No VARCHAR2 ,3~ NULL 
IBS INT NAGS EXTRACT RES CITY No No VARCHAR216) NULL 
IBS INT NAGS EXTRACT RES STATE CODE No No CHAR~) NULL 
IBS INT NAGS EXTRACT RES COUNTY NAME No No VARCHAR2161 NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT RES ZIP CODE No No CHAR:5J NULL 

IBS INT NACS EXTRACT CITIZENSHIP CNTRY CODE No No CHAR(! NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT PERMRES DT No No CHARIBL NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT LOC BEGIN LPR No No CHAR(3) NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT GENDER CODE No No CHAR:II NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT MARITAl STATUS CODE No Nc CHAR 1 NULL 
ISS INT NACS EXTRACT HEIGHT FEET No No CHAR 1 NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT HEIGHT INCHES No No CHAR 2 NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT PART21 CODE Nc No CHAR 1) NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT PART22 CCDE No No CHAR 1) NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT PARENT CITZ FLAG No No CHAR:tl NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT MAIL STREET No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT MAIL STREET2 No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 

EIBS?"iiNC::T~NA~CS:-;E;;;XTRA;;-;.C~T-t----------l'F..MA::;:-Il ~CITY';';;;--;=--+-------------l~No __ t.;No,___ VARCHAR21281 NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT MAIL STATE CODE NO No CHAR(2) NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT MAIL ZIP CODE No No CHARISI NULL 

~ :~~ :~~rx~:g -- --- --··- ~~~~ ~;;T ~:~E, ___ -· ------· -· .. -- . ~ -- --~ -- ~~~~~~~$~ ~~t~----
IIBS INT NACS EXTRACT CERT MIDDLE NAME No No VARCHAR2(1 8) NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT CERT SUFFIX CODE No No CHAR(3) NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT MR RECV DTIME No No CHAR 8) NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT SSN No No CHAR 9) NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT NATLTY CODE Nc No CHAR:2) NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT SOUNDEX No No CHAR[~ NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT PAMS KEY NBR No No CHAR[9) NULL 
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C4 Erwin Dala Dialona~ 

IBS INT NACS EXTRACT MILITARY FLAG No No CHARIH NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT FP FLAG No No CHARll\ NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT CERT TYPE CODE No No CHAR 1 NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT APP SECT OF LAW CODE No No VARCHAR2120) NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT CCO LOC CODE No No CHARI3) NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT 1551 DOC FLAG No No CHAR 1) NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT PHOTO FLAG No No ~- NULL 
IBS INT NACS~EXTRACT -- -- -- Fii258DBC FLAG - ·-------- No No - CHARI( - Niii-- -

IBS INT NACS EXTRACT G3258 DOC FLAG No No CHAR(I\ NULL 
IIBS INT NACS EXTRACT N426 DOC FLAG No No CHAR 1 NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT AFFIDA\1T FLAG No No CHAR 1 NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT ORIG DOC FLAG No No CHAR 1 NULL 
ISS INT NACS EXTRACT BIRTH CERT FLAG No No CHAR 1 NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT ADOPT DECREE FLAG No No CHARIIl NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT CITZ PARENT FLAG No No CHAR 1 NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT PROVINCE No No CHAR 14 NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT FILLER No No CHARI6 NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT POSTAL CODE No No CHARI9 NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT MAIL CNTRY CODE No No CHAR:5]_ NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT CASE STATUS CODE No No CHAR(2L NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT DENIAL REASON No No CHARI~ NUll 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT CASE CLOSED DT No No CHARI~ NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT CASE STRPPED DT No No CHARI!\ NULL 

IBS INT NACS EXTRACT OVERRIDE IND No No CHAR:Il NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT OVERRIDE USER ID No No CHARI! NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT EXPEDITE FLAG No No CHARI! NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT EXPEDITE DT No No CHARIS NUll 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT EXPEDITE USER 10 No No CHARIS NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT CLOCK IN DT No No CHARISI NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT AFILE RECV FLAG No No CHAR :11 NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT AFILE RECV DT No No CHAR(!) NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT EXAM DT No No CHAR 8 NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT EXAM START TIME No No CHARI4 NULL 
~~EX~TRA~C~T-+ ____________ _,OO~M~LOC~~~DE~--+---------------------~N~o ____ FNo __ ~C~HA~R4~--~NU~Ll __ ~ 
~EXTRACT OATH DT No No CHARS) NULL 
IBS INT NAGS EXTRACT OATH START TIME No No CHAR AI NUll 
ISS INT NACS EXTRACT OATH LOC CODE No No CHAR:41 NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT NATURALIZED DT No No CHAR[B) NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT CERT NBR ·-- --···· ···-· )No No . .. CHA~L_ NULL 
iBSfNfNACSEXTRACT +-- GROUP FAMILY NBR-- - No -~- -- CHAR]i6) - NULL-
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT GROUP CBO NBR No No CHAR(~ NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT GROUP CBO NAME No No VARCHARl@~ NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT PHOTORECV FLAG No No CHAR(I) NUll 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT APP SIGNED FLAG No No CHAR(I) NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT FP DT No No CHARI! NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT FP LOC CODE No No CHARI6 NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT AFILE REO DT1 No No CHAR(8 NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT AFILE REO DT2 No No CHAR[8 NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT AFILE REQ.OT3 No No CHARI~ NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT AFILE DLG FLAG No No CHAR:II NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT NAME CHGD FLAG No No CHAR 1 NULL 
ISS INT NACS EXTRACT CHGO NAME FIRST No No VARCHAR2118) NUll 
t;;:IBS~I;;;:NT-.;NA~CS;;-;EX:;;;T:;;;RA~CT---t-------t;;CH~GD;;-;NA~M;;-E fiMID~DL:.E -+------------+.::No:---_fiN::--o _.. VARCHAR2(18) NULL 
~,! NACS EXTRACT CHGD NAME LAST No No VARCHAR2130) NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT CHGD SUFFIX CODE No No CHAR :31 NULL 

IBS INT NACS EXTRACT DENL REASONS No No VARCHAR2(48\ NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT CASE DEN CLSD DT No No CHARI8 NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT CASE ADM CLSD DT No No CHAR 8 NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT RNRCASE ENTER DT No No CHAR 8 NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT FBI NAMECHK DT No No CHAR 8 NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT FBI NAME RESULTS No No CHAR liD NULL 
IBS INT NACS EXTRACT INSERTED DT No No CHAR 8) NULL 
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IBS JNT NACS EXTRACT 
IBS tNT NACS_RESULT 
IBS INT NACS RESUlT 
IBS tNT NAGS RESULT 
IBS tNT NACS RESULT 
IBS INT NACS RESUlT 
IBS INT NACS RESULT 
IBsiNT NACSREsUL-T - t-

IBSJNT NACS RESULT 
IBS INT NACS RESULT 
IBS INT NAGS RESULT 
IBS tNT NACS RESULT 
ISS tNT NACS RESULT 
IBS INT NACS RESUlT 
IBS INT NAGS RESUlT 
IBS JOB LOG DTl 
IBS JOB LOG DTl 
IBS JOB lOG OTl 
IBS JOB lOG OTL 
IBS JOB LOG DTl 
IBS JOB LOG DTL 
ISS JOB LOG DTL 
IBS JOB LOG DTL 
IBS JOB LOG DTL 
li8SToB'LoG"5TL'·-· c----- ---
IBS JOB LOG MST 
IBS JOB LOG MST 
IBS JOB LOG MST 
IBS JOB LOG MST 
IBS JOB LOG MST 
IBS JOB LOG MST 
IBS LK ACT BUTTON 
IBS LK ACT BUTTON 

IBS LK ACT BUTTON 

IBS LK ACT END COND 

IBS LK ACT END COND 

IBS LK ACTIVITY 
IBS LK ACTIVITY 
IBS LK ACTIVlTY 

IBS lK ACTIVlTY 
ISS LK ADNMENU 

IBS lK ADNMENU 

IBS LK ADNMENU 

ISS LK ADNMENU 

IBS LK ADNMENU 

C4 Erwin Data Dictionary 

SENT TO RNACS FLAG No No 
APP ID Yes No 
TRANSACTION TYPE Yes No 
STATUS COot Yes No 
UPLOAD RESULT No No 
AN UMBER No No 

_ -··--··FORM NUMM 
ERROR CODE 

--·--·--· --~·-· --~: 
ERROR REASON No No 
LAST NAME No No 
FIRST NAME No No 
008 No No 
ceo coo~ No No 
PROCESSED DATETIME No No 
UPDATE FLAG No No 
JOB LOG 10 Yes No 
JOB CODE No Yes 
JOB DATETIME START No No 
JOB DATETIME END No No 
COMPLETED RECORDS No No 
ERR RECORDS No No 
TOTAL RECORDS No No 
COMMENTS No No 

--· _A~_IQ_ __ .-· I
USER ID 

-tNo.-L .. 
No No 

JOB CODE 
TYPE CODE 
JOB NAME 
JOB DESC 
JOB FREQUENCY 
DATETIME CREATED 
ACT CODE 
BUTTON 
OVERSEAS_MILITARY _ENABL 
ED 

ACT CODE 

END COND CODE 

ACT CODE 
ACT DESC 
ROLE CODE 

INDEPENDENT FLAG 
MENU CODE 

DISPLAY SEQ NBR 

Yes No 
No No 
No No 
No No 
No No 
No No 
Yil No 
Yes No 

No No 

the acti~ty code that denotes the action to be pe~ormed, or that was 
!!formed on the case (e.g. DeEnter • Dala Entry) Yes 

tile end cooo1tion code that denotes a logical expression whlcli is 
evauated by 
a worklow en~ne to dec'de v.!iat other acf1V1f1as \lilt be createdls~rted 
after 
colllJlleUng one activity Yes 

the acti~ty code that denotes the action to be pe~ormed, or that was 
ertormedon the case (e.g. DeEnler. Data Entry) Yes 

tile descnpf1on of the acf1~ty_code No 
tile code that denotes the prQiler function or ~nsl~iltj_ot a user No 
Yes (Y) No (N) flag that indicates wl\e~erlhe activicy ~ irr:lep91deli, 
not 
affect by any other activities No 
IM coda that groups menu subjed matter by category Yes 

the default display order of the item(~ no specific rolumn e~sts tor the 
current fo1111 nurrlieo Yes 
til& description of the menu category that corresp<11ds to tile menu 

Yes 

Yes 

No 
No 
Yes 

No 
No 

No 

CHAR 1 NULL 
CHAR 13) NOT NUll 
CHAR 2 NOT NULL 
CHAR 2 NOT NULL 
CHAR 1 NULL 
CHAR(!~ NULL 
CHA~lffi_ NULL 
CHARi- mt[·---
VARCHAR2(120L NULL 
VARCHAR2(30) NUll 
VARCHAR2(18) NUll 
CHAR(8) NULL 
CHARI3l NUll 
DATE Nl.U 
CHAR(!)_ NUll 
NUMBERJSI NOT NULL 
CHAR:41 NOT NUll 
DATE NULL 
DATE NULL 
NUMBER(~ NULL 
NUMBER(~ NULL 
NUMBER(IOI NULL 
VARCHAR2(501 NULL 
~~L- NU~ __ 
CHAR(BL NULL 
CHAR(4) NOT NULL 
CHAR(4) NULL 
VARCHAR2(30) NULL 
VARCHAR2(120j NULL 
CHAR(S) NULL 
DATE NULL 
VARCHAR2(201 NOT NULL 
VARCHAR2(25) NOT NULL 

CHAR(11 NULL 

VARCHAR2i201 NOT NULL 

VARCHAR21.1~ NOT NULL 

VARCHAR2(20) NOT NULL 
VARCHAR2(80) NULL 
VARCHAR2(121 NULL 

VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

NUMBER(5) NOT NULL 

MENU OESC code No No VARCHAR2(50) NULL 
·-·· ___ --~NU,tm!.I_D -· _ theidentffication oft~emenuit.!m __ _ ___ !!£.__ -~- ___ . VARC~ _ ~~LL 

the activi~ code that denotes the action to be ~lformed, or that was 
ACT CODE ertormad on the case (e.~ OeEnter. Data Ent~)_ No Yes VARCHAR21201 NULL 

the end condffion code that denotes a logical alll)resslon lYNch is 
evaluated by 
a worklow engine to decide what other activities \lilt be createdls~rted 
after 

END COND CODE complet~g one actMtv No Yes VARCHAR2(16i NULL 
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IIBS LK ADNMENU 

18$ LK ADNMENU 
IBS LK ADNMENU 
iBSLKADNMENU-- . 1--

IBS LK ADNMENU 
IBS LK ADNMENU 
IBS LK ADNMENU 
IBS LK ADNMENU 

IBS LK ADNMEN~ 

IBS LK APP ELIG 

IBS LK APP ELIG 

IBS LK APP ELIG 

IBS LK APP ELIG 

IBS LK APP ELIG 
IBS LK APP ELIG 
IBS LK APP ELIG 
I~S~_8YSTEM _ 
ISS LK APP SYSTEM 

IBS LK BKGDCHK STATE 

ISS LK BKGDCHK STATE 

IBS LK BKGOCHK STATE 
IBS LK BUSINESS RULE 
IBS LK BUSINESS RULE 
IBS LK BUSINESS RULE 
IBS UK BUSINESS RULE 
IBS LK BUSINESS RULE 
IBS LK BUSINESS RULE 
IBS LK BUSINESfiflj[f 
IBS LK BUSINESS RULE 
ISS LK BUSINESS RULE 
ISS LK BUSINESS RULE 
IBS LK C4 CCO 
IBS LK C4 CCO 
IBS LK C4 CCO 
IBS LK C4 CCO 

C4 Erwin Data Dietiona~ 

this Action Proc Word !l!ta is used for different purposes depending on 
the 

APW DATA aclion proe word, No No 
11M code that denotes ~e action that wil be pa~onned on the case 
subleq~ 

VARCHAR1(20) NULL 

ACTION PROC \I\IJRD to 11M meou ~eetion No No NUMBER(!~ NULL 

_ m;Nu CODE o;;-~~e~attransoomenuconlroltothenextm~ref~~o ___ fL '{_NAURMCBHEAR~'!2,3) __ NNUULLLL_ .. 
N400 DISPLAY SEO)BR the diiPiaiorder of 11M item for N400 No No "1'1 

N600 DISPLAY SEQ NBR 11M display order of the item for N600 No No NUMBER(5) NULL 
N643 DISPLAY SEQ NBR the display order of the ttemforN643 No No NUMBER/51 NULL 
N565 DISPLAY SEQ NBR thedisplayordi!OftheitemforN565 No No Nlf,IBER(~ NULL 
N470 DISPLAY SEQ NBR thedisplayordlfoftheilemforN470 No No NUMBEft(5) NULL 

the code ~al denotes the cypa of notioo io.,-be-:pn7nle-c;d ln7ba7Citti"7; i.e-., -f~-~~----1=='---..t=:.::-------1 
receipt 
of application, or notification for pa101111ance d the INS service [1.e., 
REG-

NOTICE TYPE_ CODE Receipt, DEN· Denial) No Yes 
the number that denotes the Immigration an<l Naturalization Service's 
form, 

FORM NBR i.e.,l765,1551... Yes No 
the code thai denotes ~~ seeliono{)f~aw that authorizes the INS 
benefit: i.e .. 
EAD's p~ocessing authorization, 8 CFR 274a.13 (dasses of ~lens 
authorized to 

SECT OF LAW CODE aoceplem~oyment)ln~eUnitedSiates Yes No 

EAD ELIGIBILITY CODE 

FEE WORD 

the Immigration-class code filet denotes the em~oymeot-eligibllity 
category 
into which the indi~dual has been classified; i.e . A03 (refu~). A04 
(parolee 
"' 

the 32-bH word used to denote fhe appllcation~lillJ fee chef9ed for the 
ellgl~l1cy-adni1ss1on's catego~ Into which the individual has been 
dassffied 
the paragraph~dentmcation n11111ber assigned by INS's central otfice 
!hat 
associates the laser-pnnted notice to the pre~ously submitted 

No No 

No No 

CO PARA NBR awication No No 
EMP CONDITIONS em~oyment speciality in wh'd1INS pernils empl111ment No No 
DEFLT EMP MONTH QTY the standard (default) amount of sllowable-em~oymenl months No No 

__ _ __ ~PP SYS ID ___ . .-·-······- --~~es __ ~-o -·· 
SYS TITLE [No No 

the code !hal denotes ~~ ~pe of background check: examp~: F' 
FBI, C: CIS, 
A: AFile; M :military check,N, FBI NameJDOB clleck,V' Cl SB1 \r1ss 

BKGDCHK TYPE CODE Check Yes No 
the code ~at denotes the s~tus of ~e backgroun<l chetk: I.e .. R: 
reque~ed, 

VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

VARCHAR_2(6) NOT NULL 

VARCHAR2(2~ NOT NULL 

VARCHAR2141 NULL 

NUMBER( tO) NULL 

NUMBER(fll)_ NULL 
VARCHAR2(40) NULL 
NUMBER(5) NULL 

-~~~~2(10) - NOI~ULL-
VARCHAR2180) NULL . -

VARCHAR2J1L NOT NULL 

BKGDCHK STATE CODE W: waived Y: requested evidtnce received... Yes No VARCHAR2(1) NOT NULL 
the descnption of the background state Ilia! is represented by ~e 
bkgdchk~ype 

BKGDCHK STATE DESC code No No VARCHAR2(50) NULL 
RULE 10 Ye! No NUMBER(10) NOT NULL 
RULE SEQ NO No No NUMBER( tO) NOT NULL 
RULE NAME No No VARCHAR2(50) NOT NULL 
START DATE No No DATE NULL 
END DATE No No DATE NULL 

_________ c~~~------··--·--····-··----!JL-~o--~--~-
MODIFY DATE No No DATE NULL 
CREATED BY No No VARCHAR2 30) NOT NULL 
MODIFIED BY No No VARCHAR2 30) NULL 
RULE DESCRIPTION No No VARCHAR21000 NULL 
SERVICE CENTER No No VARCHAR2 3) NULL 
DISTRICT NBR NFFIU 
STATE CODE No 
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IBS LK C4 CCO 
IBS LK CBO ORG 
IBS LK CBO ORG 
IBS LK CBO ORG 
IBS LK CBO ORG 
IBS LK CBO ORG 

~~~~ ~~ ~:~ ~~~· ··-- ··-· ··--· 

IBS LK ceo ORG 
IBS LK ceo ORG 
IBS LK CERT STATUS 
IBS LK CERT STATUS 

IBS LK CODE TRANSLATION 

ISS lK CODE TRANSLATION 

IBS LK CODE TRANSLATION 
IBS LK COLOR CODE 
ISS LK COLOR CODE 

IBSJK _CPRS_ACT_END_CO 
ND 

IBSJK.CPRS.ACT_END_ CO 
NO 

ISS _LK_CPRS_ACT_END _CO 
ND 
IBS_LK_CPRS_ACT _END.CO 
ND 

IBS LK CPRS ACTION CODE 

lieS LK CPRS ACTION CODE 

IBS LK DOC TYPE 

IBS LK DOC TYPE 

IBS LK EC ACT TRANSIT 
IBS LK EC ACT TRANSIT 

IBS LK EC ACT TRANSIT 

IBS LK EC ACT TRANSIT 

ISS LK EC ACT TRANSIT 

IBS LK END COND 
IBS LK END COND 

INS ADMIN LOC CODE 
ceo LOC CODE 
ceo CODE 
CBO ORG DESC 
BLDG RM 
STREET NBR 

. __ §T~M_E __ _ 
CITY 
STATE CODE 
ZIP CODE 
CERT STATUS CODE 
CERT STATUS DESC 

CODE TYPE 

FOREIGN CODE 

C4 CODE 
COLOR CODE 
COLOR DESC 

PROCESS CODE 

ACT CODE 

END COND CODE 

ACTION CODE 

ACTION CODE 

ACTION CODE DESC 

DOC TYPE CODE 

DOC TYPE DESC 

PROCESS CODE 
COMP ACT CODE 

END COND CODE 

NEXT ACT CODE 

NEXT ACT STATE 

END COND CODE 
END COND DESC 

C4 Erwin Data Didiona~ 

the cooe that denotes me status of the certificate 
the description of the certificate slaws code 

No 
Yes 
Yea 
No 
No 
No 
No No-· 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 

Yea 

Yes 

No 
the code for a color name Yes 
ll'ril d!lcription oflhe color codes (for above I No 
Process CIIOO, lhe ~pe of process ~lowed for each ap~ication (a.g. 
APP, PAY, 
N400 I Yes 

the activi~ code that denotes the action to be pe~01111ed, or ~at was 
l~ertonned on the case (e.g. DeEnter. Data Entry) Yes 
the end condition code ~at denotes a logical expression which is 
evaluated by 
a worldow engine lo dec~e what other activities 1'11!1 be created/started 
after 
completing one activi~ Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 
the code mat denotes the specifiC document: ·~.e., RE for United States 
reent~ 
penni, RA for refugee travel document, and NC for naluralization 
certificate 

!lie te~ that descnbes the document that is represented by the 
document-type 

Yes 

code No 
Process Code, the type Of process attowad for each ap~ication (e.g. 
APP, PAY, 
N400J Yes 
Completed Adivicy CoOO Yes 
ll'ri! end condition code the! denotes a logical expression which is 
ev~uated by 
a mow en~ne to decide what olher acti~ties ~II be created/started 
after 
com~elln[one activity_ Yes 
ll'ri! ne~ acli~ty lhat is needed to be created based on lhe comple~d 
activity 
and end condtion code Yes 
the cond!ion defining lhe starus of me next activity eta particular point 
in 
time (e.g. Inactive, Active, Suspanded, Completed, Canceled, Error) No 
the end condition code lhal den~es a logical express~n l\!lich is 
ev~ualed by 
a worldow e"\ine to dedde what other adi~lies wit be created/started 
after 
com~ettng_one acti~~ Yes 
the IM!aiption Of me end condition code lEND COND CODE I No 
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No VARCHAR2 NULL 
No VARCHAR2 3 NOT NUll 
No VARCHAR2 5 NOT NULL 
No VARCHAR2(50) NULL 
No VARCHAR2(34j NULL 
No VARCHAR~1~ NULL 
~- . VARCHAR1(1L NULL 
No VARCHAR2(2[ NDi:L --
No VARCHAR2 2) NULL 
No VARCHAR210) NULL 
No VARCHAR210) NOT NULL 
No VARCHAR2 401 NULL 

No VARCHARl(ll NOT NULL 

No VARCHAR2(10) NOT NUll 

No VARCHAR2(10) NUll 
No VARCHAR210) NOT NULL 
No VARCHARli2~ NULL 

Yes VARCHAR2(10) NOT NULL 

Yes VARCHAR2(20)_ NOT NUll 

Yes VARCHAR2(16) NOT NULL 

Yas VARCHAR2(5) NOT NUll 

No VARCHAR2!5l_ NOT NUll 

No VARCHAR2(80) NULL 

No VARCHAR2(10) NOT NUll 

No VARCHAR2(100) NULL 

Yes VARCHAR2(10i NOT NULL 
Yes VARCHAR2(20) NOT NULL 

Yes VARCHAR2(16) NOT NULL 

No VARCHAR2(201 NOT NUll 

No VARCHAR2(10) NULL 

No VARCHAR2(16)_ NOT NUll 
No VARCHAR~(80) NULL 
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C4 Erwin Data DicliQflary 

the number of lhe reaa1ng sample for testing the English read1g 
IBS LK ENGL READ SAMPLE ENGL READ SAMPLE NBR proficiency Yes No NUMBER(~. NOT NULL 

ISS LK ENGL READ SAMPLE ENGL READ SAMPLE DESC the text of lhe reading sample fOIIesting lhe En~ish readig protidency No No VARCHAR2(255) N ULL 
IBS _LK_ENGU\~ITE _$AMPL the number of the wnling sam~e forle~·lng the En~1sh Wliting 
E ENGL 1/vRITE SAMPLE NBR roficiency Yes No NUMBER(5l_ NOT NULL 
IBS_LK_ENGLJ~ITE.SAMPL 
E ENGL \\RITE SAMPLE DESC the texl of lhe Wlifmg sample tor testing the English v.rifmg prl)fidency No No VARCHAR2(255) N ULL 
IBS LK ERROR SEVERITY ERR SEVERITY CODE Yes No CHAR(1 NOT NUll 
IBS LK ERROR SEVERITY ERR SEVERITY DESC No No VARCHAR2130i N ULL 

comains error subtyp<~ codtls and 
IBS LK_ERROR SUBTYPE descriptions ERR TYPE CODE Yes Yes CHAR(4) NOT NULL 

contains error subcype codes and 
IBS LK ERROR SUBTYPE descnptions ERR SUBTYPE CODE Yes No CHAR(4) NOT NULL 

contains errOl subtype codes and 
ISS LK ERROR SUBTYPE descripoons ERR SUBTYPE DESC No No VARCHAR2(50) NULL 
IBS LK ERROR TEXT contains error te~ desCiiptions ERR TEXT 10 Yes No NUMBER(!) NOT NULL 
IBS LK ERROR TEXT con~ ins error text desCiiplions ERR TYPE CODE No Yes CHAR4 NOT NULL 
IBS LK ERROR TEXT contains error te~ descriptiO!Is ERR SUBTYPE CODE No Yes CHAR4 NOT NULL 
IBS LK ERROR TEXT contains error te~ descriptions ERR SEVERITY CODE No Yes CHAR 1 NOT NULL 
IBS LK ERROR TEXT contains error te~ descriptions ERR TEXT No No VARCHAR2(255) NULL 
IBS LK ERROR TEXT oomtains error text descriptions ERR SOURCE No No VARCHAR2(120) NULL 
IBS LK ERROR TYPE contains error codes and descriptions ERR TYPE CODE Yes No CHARI~ NOT NULL 
~~ ERfiQiillfE __ contains error C()des and desaijli(iis __ ERR TYPE DESC 

;::-·--··--- --- ---· ·----· No f.L. -- ~~!iAR2(30) . NULL 
IBS LK EVIDENCE Eiii6'CoDE-- ·- the code l!ial denotes lhe speCific e~dence recogn~ed by INS Yes No NUMBER(f) NofNiKL --

the 1e~ that descrtbes the item ltia!IS represented by the evidence-
type 

IBS LK EVIDENCE EVID DESC code No No VARCHAR2L50i NULL 
the certain section of standard te~ that is used to incoiJIOrate into 
different 

IBS LK EVIDENCE EVID NOTICE TEXT notices No No VARCHAR2(2000) NULL 
IBS LK EYE COLOR EYE COLOR CODE Eye color code ldenlffier Yes No CHAR[3) NOT NULL 
IBS LK EYE COLOR EYE COLOR CODE DESC )Eye color code descripfiO!I No No VARCHAR2(20) NULL 
168 LK EYE COLOR ACTIVE FLAG flag to determine whel!ier IJie current record Is active No No CHAR(1) NULL 

the num!H!r thai denotes the Immigration and Natural~ation SeNice's 
form: 

IBS LK FORM FORM NBR I.e., 1765, 1551... Yes No VARCHAR.2J6l NOT NULL 
IBS LK FORM FORM TITLE the name of lhe form that corresponds to lhis recorn's 101m number No No VARCHAR2(200) NULL 

the 32·bi WOld used to denote adions lhat may be taken on the 
IBS LK FORM FORM FLAG w:JRD lippflcation No No NUMBER(10) NULL 

the ap~icati(!l·fee amOIJnl required for processing the form denoted by 
I~S 

IBS LK FORM FEE AMT record's form number No No NUMBER(12,2) NULL 

IIBS LK FORM 
the maximun allowable.appflcefiO!I fee established by INS for !he 

FAMILY CAP AMT family group No No NUMBERI12,21 NULL 
IBS LK FORM FEE AMT EFF DT the date that denotes im~imentation of current fee amount No No DATE NULL 

IBS lK FORM GRACE PERIOD DT the date that denotes the end of the grace period dun~ fee changes No No DATE NULL 
lhe previous applicatiO!I~ee amount for the form denoted by !his 
recor~s form 

IBS LK FORM OLD FEE AMT num!H!r No No NUMBER(12,2) NULL 

IBS LK FORM G22 LINE NBR 1

:he line-number on the INS form lhal is assodated \11th s~tisbcal and 
wor~oad analysis da~ No No VARCHAR2(4) NULL 
the code that denotes IJie recipieri on the INS d1srtnbort1on list, i.e., 
Soclal Seturity Administration (SSA) , Internal Revenue Sel\1ca (IRS) 

IBS UK FORM SPECIAL DIST CODE ... No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

IIBS LK FORM APPROPRIATION NBR the appropliation number that is assodaled with IJie spedfic INS form No No VARCHAR2121 NULL 
the default class<Jf,Jdmission (COAl most frequem~ granted for 
approval of 

ISS LK FORM DEFAULT CLASS the related form No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 
the producl~n.report line number lhatldenlifies the INS form by 
category end 

IBS LK FORM PRODUCTION UNE NBR lhe acf10!1 Jlirl9rrned No No VARCHAR2171 NULL 
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C4 Erwin Da~ Dictional'/ 

Comins de~ils about spedfic Vlfsions of a 
IBS LK FORM DETAIL articWar tonn FORM DETAIL ID FO!lll detail record identmer • svs~m gell@reted Yes No NUMBER(5) NOT NULL 

Contilns delals about specific ve~ions of a IM number thai denotes the lmmigrabon alii! Nalur~izalion Sellice's 
18$ LK FORM DETAIL [particular fonm FORM NBR fonm No Yes VARCHA~6) NULL 

Contains details about specific ve~ions of a 
ISS lK FORM DETAIL articular fonn FORM VERSION ~c ve~ion of the form No No CHAR(I) NULL 

Contains details about spedfic v~ions of a 
IBS LK FORM DETAIL articutarform FORM USE BEGIN DATE oate the form vmion become effective No No DATE NULL 

Contains details about specific ve~ions of a 
IBS LK FORM DETAIL )particularfonm FORM USE END DATE Dale the fonm version ex~red No No DATE NULL 
ISS LK GRP RULE GRP RULE ID Yes No VARCHAR2(6) NOT NULL 
IBS LK GRP RULE GRP RULE DESC No NO VARCHAR2(255) N ULL 
IBS LK GRP RULE GRP RULE TYPE No No VARCHAR2(10) NULL 
IBS LK GRP TYPE GRP TYPE.. CODE Yes No VARCHAR216) NOT NULL 
ISS LK GRP TYPE GRP TYPE DESC No No VARCHAR21255l N ULL 
IBS LK GRP TYPE DEFLT GRP RULE ID No No VARCHAR2(6) NULL 
IBS LK HAIR COLOR HAIR. COLOR CODE Hair color code idenlffier Yes No CHAR(3) NOT NULL 
IBS LK HAIR COLOR HAIR COLOR CODE DESC Hajr color code desCiiplion No No VARCHAR2(20) NULL 
IBS LK HAIR_COLOR ACTIVE FLAG Flag to determine whether the cummt record is adive No No CHAR[I) NULL 
ISS LK HELP URL ID Yes No NUMBEROOl NOT NULL 
IBS .LK_HELP URL NAME No No VARCHAR2(20) NOT NULL 
IBS .LK_HELP URL URL No No VARCHAR2(200) NOT NULL 

IIBS~_ APPROPRIATION~~SR ___ the approp.n!lion number !hat ~.a!sociated_witl1.11l.i~d!INS IOnn __ Yes ~---- VA~I!Aflli21 - ~LL ___ ----- ------ --·-·-- __ _,_ 
the INS bank account number associated wilh ~e epproprialion 
number, i.e., 

IBS LK INN ACCT NSR 12X34567 No No VARCHAR2(8) NULL 
the te~ that describes the appropriation lhal'1s represented by lhis 
recol(fs 

IBS LK INN APPROPRIATION DESC appropriation number No No VARCHAR2(12) NULL 
PrOC!!SS Code, the type of process allowed for each application (e.g, 
APP, PAY, 

IBS LK INT ACT LOC TYPE PROCESS CODE N400_l Yes Yes VARCHAR2(10) NOT NULL 

the adivi~ code that denotes the action lobe perlormeil, or that was 
IBS LK INT ACT LOC TYPE ACT CODE erformed on the case (e.g. DiEnter • Dala EntM Yes Yes VARCHAR2(2~ NOT NULL 

IM code that denotes the location type: i.e, District Office (00); Sub 
Office 

IBS LK INT ACT LOC TYPE LOC TYPE CODE SO);_ and Sal~lile Office (SAT) Yll Yes VARCHAR2131 NOT NUll 
IBS LK INT ERROR CODE APP SYS ID Yll Yes VARCHAR2(10) NOT NULL 
ISS LK INT ERROR.._CODE ---- ERROR CODE --·-------- -- fE----~--- VARCHAR2(2) -~~ULL___ 
IBS LK INT ERROR CODE WlOR CODE DESC - No VARCHAR2i155) .. NOT NULL 
ISS LK INT ERROR FIELD APP SYS ID Yes Yil VARCHAR2110) NOT NUll 
IBS LK INT ERROR FIELD ERROR FIELD Y11 No VARCHAR212l NOT NULL 
IBS LK INT ERROR FIELD ERROR FIELD DESC No No VARCHAR2(25_5) NOT NULL 

the code lhat denOiillhe location ~pe: i.e., District Office (DO): Sub 
Office 

IBS LK LOC TYPE LOC TYPE CODE SO); alii! Salelf1ta Offic!!_(SAD_ Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
the lexlthal deSCiibes the locaf1an denollld by the the localion-lype 

ISS LK LOC TYPE LOC TYPE OESC code No No VARCHAR2i!0) NULL 
the code lhal denoles lhe rule wtiich is used for redirecting lo 
temporal'/ 

IBS LK LOCATION RULE LOC RULE CODE localion where IM INS service will be conducted Yes No VARCHAR2(4) NOT NULL 
IBS LK LOCATION RULE LOC RULE DESC the text that tfeSCiibes lhis record's lempora~-redirectlon-nJe code No No VARCHAR2i100) NULL 
IBS LK LOCATION RULE REC MOD DTIME lhe da~ alii! fimelhls record was moa1fled No No DATE NULL 

Proce1s Cod&, the ~pe of process aiiOWI!J for eaCh applicalion (e.g. 
APP, PAY, 

IBS LK MERGE CREATE PROCESS COQ~---- _ ~L Yes Yes _ VARC~BlliQ) NOT NULL 
iffiERGEcREiir-E - ---· ----- ·-- --~"··-··-- ·ve_s __ -YeS- VARCHARi(iO) NOT NULL--COMP ACT CODE Comp~led ActMiy Coda 

the !l1d condition code that den~es a logic~ expression which is 
evafuallll! by 
a wOOIIow engin~~ lo decide whal olher activities will be created/started 
after 

IBS LK MERGE CREATE END COND CODE compleilng one actM~ Yes Yes VARCHAR2(16) NOT NULL 
IBS LK MERGE CREATE MERGE ACT CODE Act~ty code that is waitina on concurrent adivil~s to be com~~ed Yes Yes VARCHAR2120l NOT NULL 
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IBS LK MERGE CREATE 

IBS LK MERGE UPDATE 

IBS LK MERGE UPDATE 

IBS LK MERGE UPDATE 
IBS LK MIL NATZ LOC 
IBS LK MIL NATZ LOC 
ISS LK MIL NATZ LOC 
IBS LK MIL NATZ LOC 

IBS LK N400 CERT FORMAT 

JruK.N400 CgB~AT f

IBS lK N400 CERT FORMAT 

IBS LK N400 CERT FORMAT 

IBS LK N400 CERT FORMAT 

IBS LK N400 CERT FORMAT 

IBS LK N400 CERT FORMAT 

IBS lK N400 CERT FORMAT 

IIBS LK N400 CERT FORMAT 

IBS LK N400 CERT FORMAT 

IBS LK N400 CERT FORMAT 

IBS LK N400 CERT FORMAT 

IBS LK N400 CERT FORMAT 

IBS LK N400 CERT FORMAT 

IBS LK N400 CERT FORMAT 

IIBS LK N400 CERT FORMAT 

IBS .LK. N400 CERT FORMAT 

IBS LK N400 CERT FORMAT 

)!S_J,K N400 C~OR~T 
1
_ 

IBS LK N400 CERT FORMAT 

IBS LK N400 CERT FORMAT 

IBS LK N400 CERT FORMAT 

IIBS LK N400 CERT FORMAT 

C4 Erwin Date Didiooa~ 

1M binary represen~tion 01 a concurrent activ~ lhat is merged to the 
merge 

POS BIT WORD activity No No 
Prol;l!SS Code, lhe type of process a~Md for each ap~icalion (e.g. 
APP, PAY, 

PROCESS CODE N400 I Yes Yes 

lhe end condttion code lhat denoles a logical expressloo which Is 
evaluated by 
a worklow en~ne lo decide what other adivities will be created/started 
after 

PARALLEL END COND CODE complatlno the parallel acijvily Yes Yes 
lhe bina~ represanlalion of a concurrent acfi~ty that 'ts merged lo the 

POS BIT WORD 
LOC CODE 
lOC SUB CODE 
START DATE 
END DATE 

CERT SIZE CODE 

merge 
acti~ty 

·-· ·- -~TJ~rul.E_SC ___ ·-

PRT LOC CERT X NBR 

PRT LOC CERT Y NBR 

PRT LOC ALIEN X NBR 

PRT LOC ALIEN Y NBR 

PRT LOC NAME X NBR 

PRT LOC NAME Y NBR 

PRT LOC DOB X NBR 

PRT LOC 008 Y NBR 

PRT lOC SEX X NBR 

PRT LOC SEX Y NBR 

PRT LOC HEIGHT X NBR 

PRT LOC HEIGHT Y NBR 

PRT LOC MARITAL X NBR 

PRT LOC MARITAL Y NBR 

PRT LOC COUNTRY X NBR 

PRT LOC COUNTRY Y NBR 
PRT .LOC.DO.CITY _5T )_NB 
R 

·-

Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
No No 
No No 

Yes No 

No ---No 

No No 

No No 

No No 

No No 

No No 

No No 

No No 

No No 

No No 

No No 

No No 

No No 

No No 

No No 

No No 

No No 

No No 

NUMBERI101 NULL 

VARCHAR2(1~ NOT NULL 
VARCHAR2i20! _NOT NULL 
VARCHAR2120) NOiNULL-

VARCHAR2i16) NOT NULL 

NUMBER(10\ NOT NULL 
VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
DATE NULL 
DATE NULL 

VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

VARCHAR2[15). ~--
NUMBER(5) NULL 

NUMBEB(5). NULL 

NUMBER(5) NULL 

NUMBERi51 NULL 

NUMBER(5) NULL 

NUMBERI51 NULL 

NUMBER(5) NULL 

NUMBER(5J NULL 

NUMBER(5) NULL 

NUMBER( 51 NULL 

NUMBER(SL NULL 

NUMBERi5) NULL 

NUMBER(5] NULL 

NUMBER(S) NULL 

NUMBER! 51 NULL 

NUMBERI5) NULL 

. - PRT_lOC)xl.CITY.ST_Y.NB-- ··-· -- ·- ·--· .... - ~B_ER(L ifML 
R 

PRT LOC OC DATE X NBR 

PRT LOC OC DATE Y NBR 
PRTJOC.OC.CONDUCTED_B 
Y X NBR 

No 

No 

No 

No 
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No NUMBER(5) NUll 

No NUMBER@ NULL 

No NUMBER(5) NULL 

No NUMBERI51 NUlL 
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C4 Erwin Data Dlctiona~ 

PRT_LOC_OC_CONDUCTED_B 
ISS LK N400 CERT FORMAT Y Y NBR No No NUMBER(5) NUll 

PRTJOC. OC.CITY _ ST _X,.NB 
IBS LK N400 CERT FORMAT R No No NUMBERi5) NULL 

PRT_LOC.OC.CITYJTJ .NB 
IBS LK N400 CERT FORMAT R No No NUMBERI51 NULL 

IBS LK N400 CERT FORMAT ACTIVE FLAG No No CHARI II NULL 

IIBS LK N400 CERT FORMAT EXPIRED OTIME No No DATE NULL 

IBS LK N400 CERT FORMAT EFFECTIVE DTIME No No DATE NULL 

IBS LK N400 CERT FORMAT OC CONDUCTED BY No No VARCHAR2(50) NULL 
the code ~at denotes ~e type of notice to be pnnt!lj in blltch; i.e , 
receipt 
of application. or notification for pertormance of the INS se~ice (i.e., 
REC· 

IBS LK NOTICE TYPE NOTICE TYPE CODE Rece~t. DEN· Dental) Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
IBS LK NOTICE TYPE NOTICE TYPE DESC the text that describes ~is record's notice.~pe code No No VARCHAR2(50) NULL 
IBS LK NOTICE TYPE NOTICE PAPER TYPE the _type of notice lorrn, e.g.l797, 1797A, 17978, 1797C No No VARCHAR2(6) NULL 

the menu code M denotes a spedftc occupation~ spedaltcy,; IE., 
AAAB, 

IBS,.li<_()CC..fliSPLAY __ 
f--·-·· -- IOCCDISP_ID IAJ, ... ·--···-- !Yes_ No_ VARC_HAR1(1) _ NOT NULL_ 

the text that desC/Ibes ~e occupation represented by the occupation 
IBS LK OCC DISPLAY OCCDISP DESC dispositiOn ~entiication code Yes No VARCHAR2{255) NOT NULL 

the menu code that denotes the ne~ menu cetig(lfj to which control 
will be 

IBS LK OCC DISPLAY SUBOCCDISP 10 tr11111ferred No No VARCHAR2(2) NULL 
IBS LK OCC DtSPLA Y OCC CODE the tNS·R~utation code that denotes the occupation of the pe~on No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

the number that denotes the Immigration end Naturalization Se~ce's 
form; 

IBS LK PART11 FORM NBR i.e., 176S, 1551... Yes Yes VARCHAR2(6) NOT NULL 
the code that denotes the s~ection of part-2.1Jption.1 on the form 
represented 

IBS LK PART21 PART21 CODE by this retords form number Yes No VARCHAR2(1) NOT NULL 
tha te~ that descnbei ~~ meaning of the specific part21_code in the 
form 

IBS LK PART21 PART2f DESC re~r!lent!lj by_this recor~s form number No No VARCHAR2(65i NULL 

IIBS LK PART21 
the tine-number on the INS form that is associitt!J \11th statistical and 

G22 LINE NBR wolflload analysis data No No VARCHAR2141 NULL 
the application-fee amount required for processing the form denoted by 
this 

IBS LK PART21 FEE AMT record's form number No No NUMBER(12,2) NULL 
the previous applicallon·fee amount for the form denoted by this 
record's form 

IBS LK PART21 OLD FEE AMT number No No NUMBER(12,2L NULL 
the production-report fine number thattdentmes the INS form by 
category and 

IBS LK PART21 PRODUCTION LINE NBR the aclion pertorm!lj No No VARCHAR2(7) NULL 
1r11 number that denotes the Immigration and Naturallzafton SeMce's 

arm; 
IBS LK PART22 FORM NBR i.e,, 1765, 1551... Yes Yes VARCHAR2(6) NOT NULL 

I~SJK PART22 

the code fu~ deootes ~~ selecfton at part-2-opllon·l on the rorm 
represented 

PART22 CODE by this record's form ntlmber Yes ~- VARCHAR2(1J_ NOTNULL_ 
the te~ that desCribes the meaning of~~ spedlic pll121_ code in the 
form 

IBS LK PART22 PART22 DESC represented by lhis recMs form number No No VARCHAR2{65) NULL 

the line-number on the INS form that is assodated 1\lfu statistical and 
IBS LK PART22 G21 LINE NBR woriJoad a~ysis data No No VARCHAR2141 NULL 
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C4 Erwin Data Dicllona~ 
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C4 Erwin Data Dldiooa~ 

tBS lK PRO~OER STATE CODE ~~ cooe that denoles the s~le within the un~ed Stales orleni!OI'!. No No VARCHAR211l NULL 

IIBS LK PROVIDER 
tile postal-service cooe !hat denotes lh! mailing-address wHNn the 

ZIP CODE (geographical rea of !he cl~ or county No No VARCHAR2(9). NUll 
ISS LK PRO~DER COUNTY NAME the name of the county within a slale within the United S~les No No VARCHAR2125) NUll 
18$ LK PROVIDER PROVINCE !he Qell\Jl!ll~ca location 1n the foreign counlly . No No VARCHAR2120) NULL 

lha code !hal directs mail delive~ lo !he desired geographiea area 1n 
the 

IBS LK PROVIDER POSTAL CODE foreign country No No VARCHAR2(9 NULL 
ISS LK PROVIDER CNTRY CODE the slandaru code thai denotes the counlry No No VARCHAR215 NULL 
IBS lK PRO~DER PHONE NBR the contact lde!Jhona number No No VARCHAR2if0) NULL 
IBS LK PROVIDER CONTACT PERSON !he nama of Ill$ coolact pe~son WOOls in !he 1111lVider No No VARCHAR2(50) NUll 

!he number that denotes !he Immigration and Naltir~izatioo SeiVice's 
fonn: 

IBS LK QUESTION FORM NBR i.e., 1765, 1551 ... Yes Yes VARCHAR2(6) NOT NULL 
IBS LK QUESTION FORM QUESTION TYPE the ty~ of Qllesllon Yes No VARCHAR2(3 NOT NUll 
IBS LK QUESTION QUESTION NBR til$ /l!HSignad number thai dMoles the_gueslioo Yes No VARCHAR214) NOT NUll 

IIBS LK QUESTION 
the text that describes the question that is represented by !his record's 

QUESTION TEXT uesf1on-number ~pe code No No VARCHAR2(2000) NULL 
IBS LK QUESTION EXPECTED ANS~R the correct answer Ia the I)Jasuoo No No VARCHAR2(255) NULL 
IBS LK RACE RACE CODE Race code identifier Yes No CHARi11 NOT NULL 
IBS LK RACE RACE CODE DESC Race code description No No CHAR(50) NULL 
IBS LK RACE ACTIVE FLAG Aag to detennine ll!ielher lhe current record is active No No CHAR(!) NULL 

contains reasons and sadons.of~aw (SOL) ~~e '1nd1cator !hal denotes the type of reason, ex. DEN• Denial, 
VARCHAR2(3) IBS LK REASON that autoonze them REASON TYPE IND CON•Continued,REJ=Re~cted, ABS•Absence or (~hers,, Yes No NOT NULL 

contains reasons and sections.of~aw (SOL) the syslem-Q9ntlled code thai denotes the reason for the reason 
IBS LK REASON thai a~horize !hem REASON CODE ~pe: l.e.,Ot, 02, 03, 04 ,, Yes No NUMBER{IOI NOT NUll 

con~ins reasons 11111 sections-of<aw (SOL) 
IBS LK REASON that autilliize them REASON DESC the descri!liian of the reason thai corresponds to lhe reason type No No VARCHAR2(64) NULL 

contains reasons and sections.of~aw (SOL) 
IBS LK REASON that aU!horiza !hem REASON SOL CODE the cooe that denotes the section of law code for the JQ!C[flc reason No No VARCHAR2(20) NULL 

contains reasons and sections-of-law (SOL) 
IBS LK REASON ~at a~holize them REASON SOL LEGAL TEXT the description of the sec!Wn of law code for the speafic reason No No lONG NULL 

contains reasons and sections.of-law (SOL) 
IBS LK REASON that authorize ~em REASON NOTICE TEXT No No VARCHAR2i2000) NUll 

contains reasons and sections-of~aw (SOL) 
ISS LK REASON thai authorize them REASON MRO ORG TEXT No No VARCHAR21255l NULL 

contains reason! and sections-of<aw (SOL) 
IBS LK REASON thai authorize ~em REASON MRO REOPEN TEXT !he description of !he secl~n d law code for !he specific reason No No VARCHAR2(600) NULL 
IBS LK REASON DIS PIA Y REASON DISP 10 the menu code thai denotes a speCific reasoo ceiei!O~ Yes No VARCHAR2,4) NOT NULL 

IBS lK REASON DISPLAY REASON DISP DESC 
~~~text !hal describes the reason represented by the reaSO!I catego~ 
ld Yes No VARCHAR2(80) NOT NULL 
~~indicator that denotes !he type of reason. ex. DEN=Danial, 
CON=Continued, 

IBS LK REASON DISPLAY REASON TYPE !NO REJ=Re/ected, ABS,Absence or olhe~ .. , No Yes VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
the syslem.generaled code !hal denotes lilt reason for the reason 
type; i.e., 

IBS LK REASON DISPLAY REASON CODE 01' 02, 03,04 "' No Yes NUMBER! tO) NULL 
the menu code that denotes !he next menu catego~ to ll!iich con~of 
will be 

ISS LK REASON DISPlAY SUB REASON DISP ID tranSferred No No VARCHAR2(4) NULL 

IBS LK REASON DISPLAY REASON SOL CODE the code !hal den~es ~~ secli011 of law code for the specific reason No No VARCHAR2(10)_ NULL 

the code thai identmes the type of relative except spouse: i.e .. M Is for 
IBS LK..REIATIVE TYPE REIA TIVE TYPE CODE mother, F is for father, Cis for Cli1id, and MB is for mul~-beneficia~ ... Yes No VARCHAR2(2) NOT NUll 

the code ~al den~es !he type of rela~onship \11th !he ap~icanl, i.e., 
Mis 
for mother, F Is fOr falher, Cis for Child, and MB Is for m~ti.fleneficia~ 

IBS LK RELATIVE TYPE RElATIVE TYPE DESC '" No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 
co~ins avai~ble management reports ~at 

IBS LK REPORT ere generated in ClAIMS 4 RPT NAME lh! name of the report Yes No VARCHAR2(80) NOT NUll 
conla'ms available management report! thai 

ISS LK REPORT artganeraled in ClAIMS 4 FUNC AREA the name of function ares No No VARCHAR2130l NULL 
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jiBS LK REPORT 
con~ ins availa~e management reportl that the type of this report, ex. CAN=canntd, AGE=aging, TRK•tracking 

VARCHARM_ are generated in CIJ\IMS 4 RPT TYPE CODE reports NO Yes NULL 
nama of the table which include the date field that the timely basis 

co~ins av~lable management reports that report is 
IBS lK REPCRT are generated in ClAIMS 4 DATE! TABLE NAME based on No No VARCHAR2(60) NULL 

name of the date fl~d which sped~ lhe date that the timely basis 
contains available management reports the! report Is 

IBS LK REPORT are generaled in ClAIMS 4 DATE! COLUMN NAME based on No No VARCHAR_2(60) NULL 
contains availa~e management reports thai 

IBS LK REPORT are geM rated in CLAIMS 4 DATE! COLUMN DESC the descript~n of the dale field No No VARCHAR2(50) NULL 
nama of the table which incluile the d!le fi~d M the li~y basis 

contains available management reports that report Is 
IBS lK REPORT are generated In CLAIMS 4 DATE2 TABLE NAME based on No No VARCHAR2(60) NULL 

name of ti'<l dale field which speci~ the date that the timaly basis 
contains available management reports that report is 

IBS LK REPORT are \lllnerated in CLAIMS 4 DATE2 COLUMN NAME ba~d on No No VARCHAR2(60) NULL 
contains availa~e management reports thai 

IBS LK REPORT are QIM!lled in ClAIMS 4 DATE2 COLUMN DESC tl'<l descri_ellon of the date field No No VARCHAR2(50) NULL 
co~ins available management reports that 

IBS LK REPORT are generated in CLAIMS 4 LOC TABLE NAME location of lhe INS No No VARCHAR2(30\ NULL 
contains available management reports ~at 

IBS LK REPORT are generated in ClAIMS 4 LOC COLUMN1 NAME location code No No VARCHAR2(30). NULL 
contains available management reports lhal 

~RQHAR2(3L IBS LK REPORT ,a_r!~enera~dln C!AI~---- LOC COLUM.~2.NAME _ _location sub~ .. --- liQ_ --~ --·- !Mh. ···-~-------

contains availa~e management reports lhat 
IBS LK REPORT are gentraled in CLAIMS 4 LOC COLUMN12 DESC the description of the location field No No VARCHAR2(30). NULL 

contains availa~e management reports that 
IBS LK REPCRT are geMrated in CLAIMS 4 RPT TEMPLATE FILE NAME the templale file name for this report No No VARCHAR2(15) NULL 

contains avalla~e management reports ~at 
IBS LK REPORT are generlfid in CLAIMS 4 RPT SECURITY LEVEL CODE the code that denotes lhe securi~ le~ for the report No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

contains avalla~e management reports !hat 
IBS LK REPORT ate gentrated in CLAIMS 4 SOL FIELD CLAUSE the co~nl of alllhe fields in a SQL statement No No VARCHAR2(1000) NULL 

IIBS LK REPCRT 
contains available management reports M 

VARCHAR212551 a~ generated in CLAIMS 4 SQL FROM CLAUSE lhe content of FROM dause in a SOL statement No No NULL 
contains ava~able management reports that 

ISS LK REPORT are gentraled in CLAIMS 4 SOL VVHERE CLAUSE the content of V\HERE clause in a SOL statement No No VARCHAR2(2000) NULL 
contains availa~e management reports ~at 

IBS LK REPORT are generated in CLAIMS 4 SOL GROUP ClAUSE the co~nt of GROUP clause in a SOL s~temenl No No VARCHAR2(500) NULL 
contains available management reports that 

IBS LK REPORT are genara~d in CLAIMS 4 FORM TABLE NAME No No VARCHARl(SO\ NULL 
contains available management reports ~at 

IBS LK REPORT are geMraled in CLAIMS 4 FORM COLUMN NAME No No VARCHAR2(60) NULL 
contains availa~e management reports ~at 

IBS LK REPCRT are generated in CLAIMS 4 PROC TABLE NAME No No VARCHAR2(60) NULL 
co~ins available management reports that 

ISS LK REPORT are generated in CLAIMS 4 PROC COLUMN NAME No No VARCHAR2(60L NULL 
I~BS_LK_REQUIRED _EVID-MA 
SK EVID FORM NBR the form number olthe ap!llcation or petition Yes Yes VARCHAR2(6) NOT NULL 
I:BSJK-REQUIRED_EVID _MA li'ol mask identfficatlon that denotes the speeifle situation desCIIbed in 
SK EVID MASKID li'o!INA or BCFR Yes No VARCHAR1{5) NOT NULL 
IBSJK_REQUIREDJVID_MA the number that can represenlli'ol specilc e~dence requirements for 
SK EVID MASK NBR ADJ the above specilc sihlation No No VARCHAR2(255) NULL 
IBS _LK_REQUIRED _EVID _MA 
SK EVID MASK NBR DE No No VARCHAR2(25,1) NULL 
ISS LK RNACS C4 CCO RNACS CCO Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
IBS LK RNACS C4 CCD C4 ceo No No VARCHAR213) NULL 
IBS LK ROLE ROLE CODE li'ol code lhat denotes lhe prOper function or responsibility of a user Yes No VARCHAR2(12) NOT NULl 
IBS LK ROLE 

-f-- -- ROLE DESC lhecl!~ofi11!!21L~e ____ --·---· ·- No 
. --t.L--~~HAR2(80) NUll issm iioLfni.ifour- - No·· No NUMBER N~-

IBS LK RPT FLO contains ~e fi~ds dls~ayed on the reports RPT NAME the name Of the report Yes No VARCHAR2(801 NOT NULL 
IBS LK RPT FLO conta1ns the fields d1s~ayed on lhe reports RPT FLO NAME the name of the field that is prtntid onlhis report Yes No VARCHAR2(501 NOT NULL 

mFLD con~ins the fields dis~ayid on the reJX)rls FUNC AREA the name olflllt:tion area No No VARCHAR2[30) NULL 
TFLD con~ins the fi~ds displayed on ti'<l reJX)rls FLO TABLE NAME ti'<l name of tl'<llable thai stores lilt data for the pnnled fie~ No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 

ISS LK RPT FLO contains the fields diS11iaJed on the reoorts FLO COLUMN NAME li'<l name of the column thai stores the data for the prinle<l fi~d No No VARCHAR2i30) NULL 
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conlains lhe fields displayed in the repcn wilh 
IBS LK RPT FLO LK MAP the associated field in the ~ok-up tables RPT NAME the name or the_ felll)rt Yes No VARCHAR2(80) NOT NULL 

the desenption of the ap~ication data 111iich will be printed on lhe 
contains lhe fi~ds dls~ayed in the repiJrl wilh repiJrl, 

IBS LK RPT FLO LK MAP the associated field in the look-~JP la~es APP FLO DESC ex. REQUESTED EAAM LOCATION, APPLICANT NAME Yes No VARCHAR2(50) NOT NULL 

contains the fi~ds displayed in the report with 
IBS LK RPT FLO LK MAP the associated fie~ in lhe look-up lablas FUNC AREA IIi! name of fundion area No No VARCHAR2i30) NULL 

contains !he fields displayed in lhe re(XIrt wilh 
~~arne oflhe ta~e which store lhe application data, ex, 
IBS_AP _APPLICATION, 

IBS LK RPT FLO LK MAP the associated field in the look-uplables APP TABLE NAME IBS AP APPLICANT No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 

contains the fields displayiilln lhe report wllh the prima~ name of the field that store lhe ap~icalion data 
IBS LK RPT FLO LK MAP the associated field in lhe look-up tables APP COLUMN NAME 1 REQ. EAAM LOC CODE No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 

contains lhe fields dis~ayed in llil report with the seconda~ name of the fi~d that store lhe ep~lcalion data. ex. 
IBS LK RPT FLO LK MAP the associated field in the look-up t.a~es APP COLUMN NAME 2 REO EAAM LOC SUB CODE No No VARCHAR2(3Q) NULL 

name of 1M table 1111ich is a look up labia ~altha ap~1caf1on sho~d 
contains ~e fields displayed in the report with refer to 

IBS LK RPT FLO .LK..MAP lhe assodaled field in lhe look.~JP lablas LK TABLE NAME IBS LP LOCATION No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 

contains the fields dis~ayed ·n the repal willl 
~LK RPT FLD LK Ml\f:_ ~~SOE~Ied field ln.~e ~ok-up tables ___ .L.KlQL~N CODE 1 -· lhe prtmary ~field name in lhe Jook~p labia, ex.19C.~QQL_ ~- ~- . Vii_RCHAR2(30L NULL 

·-

contains the fi~ds dis~e1iilln lila repcrl with the seconda~ code fi~d name in the look up la~e. ex 
IBS LK RPT FLO LK MAP lhe associated f1~d in lhe ll)lj(-up ta~es LK COLUMN CODE 2 LOC SUB CODE No No VARCHAR21301 NULL 

contains lhe fields dis~ayed in the report wilh 
IBS LK RPT FLO LK MAP tlil associated field in the look-up tab~s LK COLUMN DESC 1 the !)rimlll}'_descM~ionllalue of the fi~d in lhe look up la~e No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 

contains lhe fields displayed in lhe report with 
IBS LK RPT FLO LK MAP the associated fie~ in the ~ok-up tables LK COLUMN_DESC 2 lhe second a~ descnplion!v~ua of the field in lhe look up la~e No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 

contains lhe fields dls~ayed in the report wilh 
IBS LK RPT FLO LK MAP the associated field in lhe look-up ta~es LK COLUMN_DESC 3 the lhird des@tion/v~ue of the !reid in lhe look up table No No VARCHAR21301 NULL 

IIBS LK RPT FLO LK MAP 
contains ~e fields displayed in lhe report with 
lhe assodaled field in lhe look-up tables HELPCONTEXTID the conlexl'ldentiicaflon oftlii help system No No NUMBER(5) NULL 

IBS_LK_RPT_SECURITY _LEV 
EL 

--··-· RPT SECURITY LEVEL CODE ~.llieldenotes the securicy level for the report __ ..... Y.es __ No __ ~Qij~_Bl.l11 .. _ NOT NULL .. 
IBS _ LK _ RPT _SECURITY _LEV 

. ·'·~ 

EL RPT SECURITY LEVEL DESC the lexllhal describes this r!COfl!s report-securtcy.Jev~ code No No VARCHAR2(50) NULL 
lhe ~pe of lhis report, ex. CAN•canned, AGE•aging, TRK=IracYJng 

IBS LK RPT TYPE RPT TYPE CODE re_porls Yes No VARCHAR2(4) NOT NULL 
ISS LK RPT TYPE RPT TYPE DESC lhe lexllhel de!l'libas this record's repart-~pe code No No VARCHAR2i501 NULL 
IBS LK SECTION OF LAW SOL CRITERIA lhe farm number of lhe ap~ication or petition Yes No VARCHAR2(7) NOT NULL 
IBS LK SECTION OF LAW SOL CLASS lhe dassificalion code for the specilic section of law Yes No VARCHAR2(4) NOT NULL 

the code that denotes lhe seclian-of~ew lhat authOrizes lhe INS 
benefit; i.e., 
EAD's procassing eulhoriz.etian, 8 CFR 274a.13 (~asses of aliens 
authorized to 

IBS LK SECnON OF LAW SECT OF LAW CODE actepl employment) in lhe U~led Slates No No VARCHAR2(20) NULL 
jiBS LK SECTION OF LAW SECT OF LAW DESC lhe con~nl of lhe section of law No No VARCHAR2(40) NULL 
IIBS lK SECTION OF LAW STD CODE No No VARCHAR2(4) NULL 
IBS LK SECTION OF LAW ACTIVATION DATE No No DATE NULL 
ISS LK SECTION OF LAW EXPIRA liON DATE No No DATE NULL 
~~.t,K..§ERVICE TYPE f--- ~"~C TYPE CODE ··-- ~atdeno191 lhe se_rvica l!ll! . . . Ylll N~--- V~~CHAR2(10) ... NOlJ:!Iill__ 

ltie text that describes ltie INS seMce denoted by lhis record's S!IVica· 
type 

IBS LK SERVICE TYPE SRVC TYPE DESC code No NO VARCHAR2(50) NULL 
IBS LK SORT RQMNT SORT RQMNT NBR lhe number of sort requirement Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
IBS LK SORT ROMNT SORT FLO SEQ NBR lhe sort sequence r~Jmbar of the fi~d to be sorted Yes No NUMBER(5) NOT NULL 
IBS LK_SORT ROMNT SORT TABLE NAME the tabla n of lhe field lobe sorted No No VARCHAR2(3Q) NULL 
IBS LK SORT ROMNT SORT COLUMN NAME 1M coJumn name of lhe flak! to be sorted No NO VARCHAR2i301 NULL 
IBS LK SORT RQMNT SORT ORDER IIi! order of the fi~d lobe sorted, ex. A:Ascending,_ D:Descending No No VARCHAR2111 NULL 
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tiBS_ .SPECIAL_DIST 
IBS_ IPECIAL .. DI )T 
,IB~ iPECIAL Dl 
)IB~ iPECIAL_DI 
IIBUK.IPECIAL_DI 
IIBl ·JK _5PECIAL_ DIST 

IBS_LK SPECIAL DIST 

~{/K_STD .NOTICE)EMPL 

SPECIAL_ DIST_CODE 
INCAREOF 

1
BLDG.RM 
!STREET 
I CITY 
lTATE_CODE 

IZIP_COOE 

FORM_NBR 

NOTICE_ CODE 

C4 Erwin Data Dictionary 

lt~v> roooth'1( denotes ~~ recipient on 1 · I, i.e., 
isoaal Secun~ Administration (SSA) , Internal Revenue Sel'ice (IRS) 

Yes 
liM name of the prindpall No 
liM room number 1111hln the bliNding at the addr$!! No 
llhe Slr$11 address No 
the name of the city ll!al is located In 1M United S~tes or abroad I No 
iM cod91hal denotes the state vmn the United )No 

"" """""' '"'I denotes the lmmigraHon and Nalurall!ation Service's 
1torm; 
li.e., 1765.1551... Yes 

Yes 
~~~~ipl ,.,., ....... J the ~pe of notice to be printed in balch; i.e., 

[oli , or notification for pertormance of the INS sel'ice (i.e., 

[No 
!No 
No 
No 
No 
No 

No 

[Yes 

)No 

VARCiiM2!3L NOT NULL 

'""~' NUll 

VARCHAR2(34) !NULL 
,VARCHAR2~81 INULI .... 

[fii.II.L_ 

INUll 

NOT NULL 

NOT NULL 

IIBS}K.STD_NOTICEJEMPL REC 
)ATE )NOTICE TYPE_CODE Receipt, DEN· Denial) lves Yes [NOT NULL 
IBS LK STD NOTICE TEMPL 
ATE • TFMPIATE DESr. [No No """ INULL 

f.:':;;~{l':·K..;:-;;:;;STTID=.NOTIC:;-;::E_TE:M:P,:;t-L-· ---· --+'_Ig_"'M'"fLATE. :_PATH_NAME -4--·-- -----·-- ---· ··-FNo _ ___,I"'No ............ ~\IM~l(l~ll) NULL 

~TSlK_STD_NOTICE)EMPL EXPIRE_OTIME No [No DATE NULL 

~LK STD_NOTICE_TEMPL I he adivi~ code lhat denotes ~~action lobe performed, or that was 
IACT CODE performed on the case (e.g.DeEnter ·Data Entl'/l_ [No_ Yes I NULL 

IBS_LK JYS_CHECKtN_ CODE )CHECKIN_5TAT_COOE IYes No ''"""nil"' IV} INOT NULL 

IBS LK_SYS_CHECKIN _CODE CHECKIN STAT DESC No 1N0 NULL 

IBS LK SYS ~IMTr.~RnARn APP _sys_to Yes INo NOT NULL 

tBS_LK_5YS. BUTTON Yes INo 

fiBS LK SYS ---F[EX0.E, ... C •. U=TAB:LLIE~ NAME __ . ·-+-- --------·· ---------- ·---ti'"'Ye-'--s __ ..... f[~N~o __ ~Af'"lC~"~~IN'!QI!UOT NUILIL.Ll _ _j 

ltBS LK SY5_~v\ITCHBu~Ku [ICON_NBR INo No INUMBER(5) INULL 

liBS_LK_8Y8_~V111cN~UAKU [BUTTON.SEO NBR I No No INUMBER(5) I NUll 

JmlJK.SYS. FILEDATE idatestamp of the latest released ve~ion No I No [DATE NUll 

I .LKJY8_~VI11 vn~uAKU BLOCKED '"""'"'~ "'"""'"using' i No I No NULL 
I LP _ASC_HOURS LOC es !No VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 
I ASC IURS LOC I CODE es \NO 1NOT NIJLL_ 

ASC HOUI rexn INo VAK\,111\Kltqut INULL 
ASC IASC_HOUI rEXT2 No No [NULL 

IIBS_LI _ASC_HO lAS IUR! TEXT3 !No No !NULL 
IIBS_LP_ASC_HO lAS IUR! TEXT4 !No No !NULL 
(IBS_LP_ASC_HOURS IASC_ IUR! !EXT5 (No No (NULL 
IIBS LP ASC_HOURS IASC_ IUR! TEXT6 !No No !NUll 
IIBS .P ASC_HOUR~ ASC HOUR! TEXTL . . No No NULL __ _ 
IB! .P _ASC'JiOu~· ASC_HOUR! .TEXTS No No NULL 
ISS .P ASC_HOUR!_AUD ASC LOC CODE No !No """"""'1'1 NUll 
IB! .P ASC HOURii_AUO ASC_LOI JUB_CODE No !No liAR ~A~?IIr NULL 
IBS_ ASC HOURS AUD ASC HOURSJEXT1 No !No IIARr.~AD~ NULL 
,IBS_ ASC HOURS}.UD ,ASCHOURS TEXT2 1No '"""n !NULL 
lBS. ASC HOURS_AUD IASC HOURSTEXT3 ;NO INULL 
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ISS LP ASC HOURS AUD ASC HOURS TEXT6 
IBS lP ASC HOURS AUD ASC HOURS TEXT? 
IBS LP ASC HOURS AUD ASC HOURS TEXTS 
ISS LP ASC HOURS AUD AUD USERNAME 
IBS LP ASC HOURS AUD UD CHANGE DTIME 
IBS LP ASC HOURS AUD AUO ACTION FLAG 

:~-~ ~~~~:~~~~ - --- ------- --- t~~ ~~~EC-ODE-- ---------- ----

IBS LP CONFIGURE NOTICE PAPER TYPE 
IBS LP CONFIGURE PRT NAME 
IBS LP FORM SITE LOC CODE lhe code that denoles !he site 
IBS LP FORM SITE LOC SUB CODE !he code thai denotes the su~ocallon of~~ site 
P"--"'--'=---+--------f'-'-"-"".'!.O::::."'-"'"'-------f.lhe"-'n"'um"-"ber"*lh•~ denotes the Immigration and Naturalization SeNice's 

ISS LP FORM FORM NBR 

IBS LP FORM PT FROM NBR 
IBS LP FORM PT TO NBR 

form; 
i.e., 1765, 1551 ... 
the minimun number of days used lo process the application denoted 
by this 
records form number 
Ilia max1mum number of days used 10 process the IQ!cal~n 
Yes (Y) No (N) flag, wtlere Y denotes thai~~ notice \lin be sent to 
dencal 
end the batc!i.queue ~cord will not be a~omalically aeated, whereas 
N denotes 

No No 
No No 
No No 
No No 
No No 
No No 

~-~-
Yes No 
Yil No 
Yes No 
Yes Yes 
Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

No No 
No No 

VARCHAR2 40) NULL 
VARCHAR2 40) NULL 
VARCHAR2 40) NULL 
VARCHAR2130) NULL 
DATE NULL 
VARCHAR2:tl NULL 
VARC~rg@_ NOT NULL 

-M_Il2(3L NOT NU"CL --
VARCHAR2(61 NOT NULL 
VARCHAR2(50) NOT NULL 
VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 
VARCHAR2 !) NOT NULL 

VARCHAR216) NOT NULL 

VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
VARCHAR213) NULL 

IBS LP FORM IBsLPFORf ____ _ _____ S.~NO TO CLfR_IgA~ FLAG lhallhe ba~eue record w~.be aJ!omati~IJ creal_ed -· .. NN_ o
0 
____ ~N.o0 ____ VN~U-~Mi;_BHEAARRR522(11) NN __ UULLLL··· . __ 

HR LABELS QTY the number of human.~adaNe labels ~~ 
IBS LP FORM BC LABELS QTY !he number of barcode labels No No NUMBER:5) NULL 
IBS LP FORM ADDR LABELS QTY !he number of address labels No No NUMBER :s1 NULL 

Yes (Y) No (N) flag that denotes wtlether the evidence will be checked 
or 

IBS LP FORM CHECK_E\110 FLAG (bypassed No No VARCHAR2(1l NULL 
IBS LP FORM ANBR LABEL QTY No No NUMBER(IO) NULL 
IBS LP FORM TNBR LABEL QTY No No NUMBER( tO) NULL 
ISS lP FORM CION LABEL QTY No No NUMBER( tO) NULL 
IBS LP HOLIDAY SITE LOC CODE No No VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 
ISS LP HOLIDAY SITE LOC SUB CODE No No VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 
ISS LP HOLIDAY HOLIDAY DT No No DATE NOT NULL 
IBS LP HOLIDAY HOLIDAY DESC No No VARCHAR2(20) NULL 
ISS LP INSERTER LOC CODE Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
IBS LP INSERTER LOC SUB CODE Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

(IBS LP INSERTER OMR MARKI V No No NUMBER 7,2) NULL 
I~LP INSERT~- r-- ---- ---- -- QM~.JMili<2_V No ~~---- NUMBER(7,2) NULL ·- ____ , __ 

No-- NLJMBER(7,2) NULL--ISS LP INSERTER OMR MARK! H No 
IBS LP INSERTER OMR MARK2 H No No NUMBERI7,2) NULL 

contains allloce6ons where INS seNices are 
IBS LP LOCATION ro~ded LOC CODE til$ code thai denotes the localion of the INS office Yes No VARCHAR2@_ NOT NULL 

contains allocetions where INS seNices are 
IBS LP LOCATION 1\'KO~ded LOC SUB CODE the code lhat denotes the sub~ocelion of the INS office Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

the coda !hal denotes the locelion type: i.e., District Office (DO); Sub 
contains all locations where INS seMces a~ Office 

IBS LP LOCATION rovided LOC lYPE CODE SO ; and Sal~lile Office (SAT) No Yes VARCHAR2131 NULL 
con~ins ~lloceHons where INS seNices are 

IBS LP LOCATION ro~ded LOC DESC the lex! !hal describes !he location denoted by ~~ locafion-lype code No No VARCHAR2j50) NULL 
contains allocations where INS seMces ara the indicalor thai denotes whether this location Is (A)ctive or 

IBS LP LOCATION Pl1l~ded LOC ACTIVE IND D)eaclive. No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
conlains all locations where INS seMces are 

ISS LP LOCATION (provided PARENT LOC CODE the code ~al denotes ~e pa~enttocallon olthls record's locetion code No No VARCHAR2i31 NULL 
contains all locations wl'ere INS services are the code ~at denotes ~e pa~nt su~ocalion oflhls recolllslaon 

IBS LP_LQ~A_!IQ~ _ ~~~-ed ___ --· PARENT_I,Q(;J!JtQODE___ ~---------·--- No No ______ VARCHAR2(3)___ /iY-LL - ---------
con~ins allocetions where INS services ara 

IBS LP LOCATION [go~ded FCO LOC CODE the coda ~at denotes the location of !he INS FCO office No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
contains a~ locations where INS services are 

IBS LP LOCATION Pl1l~ded FCO LOC SUB CODE the code !hal denotes the sub~ocallon of the INS FCO office No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
contains all locations where INS seMces are 

ISS LP LOCATION rovldad CCO LOC CODE the code !hal denotes !he location of~~ INS CCO office No No VARCHAR2i3) NULL 
contains alllocetions where INS seMcas are 

ISS LP LOCATION IPI1lVided CCO LOC SUB CODE the codelhat denoles ~~ ~ocation of ~e INS CCO offica No No VARCHAR2i31 NULL 
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the indicator, when set. indicates lhal 11111 recor~s location code 
contains all locations where INS services aM Mpresen~ 

IBS LP LOCATION pro~did ASY LOC IND the location of the asylum office No No VARCHARlill NULL 
the indicator, whan sel, indicates ~at 1111s recom's location code 

con~lns all locations where INS ssrvices are represents 
IBS LP LOCATION jpro~ded POE LOC IND the location of lhe port-of-enllY office No No VARCHAR2111 NULL 

the indicator, whl!l1&e\ indicates lhellhis records location code 
co~ins all locations where INS services are represents 

IBS LP LOCATION [pro~ded BPO LOC IND the border partol office No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
the indiCator, when set, indicates that this records location code 

co~lns allocations where INS services are represents 
IBS LP LOCATION ro~dll{j LEG LOC IND the legalization office No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL ___ 

the indicator, when set. Indicates that this record's location code 
contains all locations wl1are INS services are represen~ 

IBS LP LOCATION provided INTV SITE IND the Interview site No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
the indicator, whan set, indicates lhatlhls record's location code 

contains alllocaf1ons where INS seiVices are represents 
IBS LP LOCATION lpro~ded JUDICIAL OC IND the place where serve judidal oath ceremony No No VARCHAR2111 NULL 

IIBS IF LOCATION 

the indicator, when set, indi:ates that this reco«<slocation code 
contains all locations where INS services are repre&lll1ts 
pro~ded ADMIN OC IND the place whare seM adminislr.llive oelh ceremony No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

IIBS LPJOCATIDN 

the indicator, when set, indicates lhallhis record's location code 
contains allocations where INS servlc!l are represen~ 

provided -··----------- COURT TYPE INO -··. the type ofcoL!t No No V~RCHAR2j11___ IM_L_ ___ 
conlains a~ locations where INS services are 

ISS LP LOCATION rovided COURT TITlE the i'~e of ~e court NO No VARCHAR2j30) NULL 

conlains all locations where INS services are Yes (Y) No (N) flag that dlll1otes whether lhe court want to exerdse the 
ISS LP LOCATION I provided COURT EXCLUSIVITY FLAG exdu~~tv No No VARCHAR2111 NULL 

the code that denotes lhe region in which the INS office is located; I.e., 
Eastern Office Region (EOR), Western Office Region 1\\QR), Central 

contains au locations where INS seNices are Office Region 
IBS LP LOCATION rovided REGION CODE COR. and Forei~ Office Region (FORL No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 

the number ~at corresponds to the disliid office that is represe~d by 
contains all locations where INS seMces are this 

IBS LP LOCATION rovided DISTRICT NBR records location code No No VARCHAR2i3) NULL 
lhe number that corresponds lo the seclor headquarter office of this 

co~ins all locations where INS seNices are records 
IBS LP LOCATION .!IIO~ded SECTOR NBR locaf1on code No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

the code thai denotes lhe service-cooler office within the STATE 
represenled by 
this record's STATE code; i.e., Vermont SeiVice Center (VSC), 
Nebraska Service 

contains all locations where INS selvices are Center (NSC), California Service Center (CSC), and Texas Service 
ISS LP LOCATION lpro~ded SERVICE CENTER CODE Center ITSCI No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

the code lhal denotes ~~ pe~on responsi~e lor the af1en file or the 
contains all locations where INS seNices are location 

IBS LP LOCATION pro~ded NEW ADD RESP PARTY where I is file<! No No VARCHAR~~ NULL 
contains allocations where INS services are 

ISS LP LOCATION ro~dad OFFICER TITLE the officelslille of the localion of the INS office No No VARCHAR21341 NULL 
contains a~ locations whare INS seNices are 

IBS LP LOCATION rovided BLDG RM the room number within the bllildlng at lhe adibss No No VARCHAR2(50) NULL 
colia'1ns allocations where INS services are 

IBS LP LOCATION rovided STREET lhe street address No No VARCHAR2i34) NULL 
contains all locations where INS services are 

IBS LP LOCATION IPro~ded CITY the name of lhe cilv lhal is klcaled in the United Stales or abroad No No VARCHAR21281 NULL 
contains ~I locations where INS seNiCes are 

IBS LP LOCA liON provided STATE CODE lhe code lhet d1111otes lhe stale 'liilhin the United Slates or lerril~ No No VARCHAR2121 NULL 
c011tains allocabons where INS services are the posl~·service code that denotes the mailing-address wlhin lhe 

IBS LP LOCATION roWJed ZIP CODE geographical area of the ci~ or oounty No No VARCHAR2191 NULL 
contains allocations where INS seNices are 

IB$ LP LOCATION ro~ded COUNTY NAME the name of the coonty Within a state within the Utile<! States No No VARCHAR21251 NULL 
contains all locations where INS seMces are 

IBS LP LOCATION ~rovided PROVINCE lhe geograp~callocation In lhe loreign oounllY No No VARCHAR21201 NULL 
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contains all locations where INS services are 
~~code !hal mrecls mail dellv$y to ~e desired geographicel area In 
!he 

IBS LP LOCATION provided POSTAL CODE foreign country No No VARCHAR2191 NULL 
contains ~I locations where INS services are 

IBS LP LOCATION 1 prov~ed CNTRY CCDE !he slandarn code thai denol&s ~e country No No VARCHAR2/~ NULL 

IIBS LP LOCATION 
contains ~I locations where INS services are 
'rovided_ PHONE NBR ·-·-- /D!-C011laclt~ephone number No No VARCHAR2(1~--- NULL 
conlams allocalions where INS sarvicei are 

IBS LP LOCATION )pro~ded DAYS OF OPERATION the days of operation atlhls location No No NUMBER/51 NULL 
contains allocations where INS s~ces are 

IBS LP LOCATION ro~ded HOURS OF OPERATION the hou~ of operation at this location No No NUMBER(5) NULL 
co~ins allocations where INS s~ces are RECV_INTV_NOTICE_DAYS_Q 

IBS LP LOCATION pro~ded TY the number of days !he applicanll\111 receive interview notice No No NUMBER/51 NULL 
contains all locations wliire INS services are 

IBS LP LOCATION pro~ded OFFICER LAST NAME theofficels last name for this INS office No No VARCHAR2i301 NULL 
contains all locations wl\ere INS services are 

IBS lP LOCATION !pro~ded OFFICER FIRST NAME !Iii officels fl~l name for this INS office No No VARCHAR2(18) NULL 
contains all locations wl\ere INS sel'lices are 

IBS lP LOCATION ro~did OFFICER MIDDLE NAME tlil officers middle name for lli1s INS offiell No No VARCHAR2(18) NULL 
conlains all locations where INS services are 

ISS LP LOCATION rovided OFFICER SUFFIX NAME IIi! officels sullx name forlhis INS office NO No VARCHAR213) NULL 
contains ~I locations where INS services are the code that denotes fhe r~aled prima~ location for fingerprinting 

IBS LP LOCATION !provided RELATED FP LOC CODE besides the mobile ASC (IICIUal sched~ed)locatioo No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
contains ~lloca!ions where INS services are the code !hal denoles the altemale pnma~ location for flngerpnnling 

IBS LP LOCATION rovided ALT RAPS LOC CODE on all RAPS reQues~ No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
contains allocalions where INS sif\ices are ~~he code !hal idenlffies !he reason and paragraph for fingerpnnt(Le. 

IBS LP LOCATION ro~dad ASC TYPE IND reason code in ibs lk reason) No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

b)(2) 
conlains a! locations where INS sif\ices are ~~he INS b~~=mber associated 111/h the appropnalion 

IBS LP LOCATION ro~ded ACCT NBR number, 1.1., No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 
!Iii parameter !hal denotes the number of days, requir9d allhe specific 

contains all locations wlilre INS services are FP _ EXPIR_INTV _LEAD.DAYS_ srte, since the finger print 11,0iration date before scheduling inlef'liew 
IBS LP LOCATION !pro~ded QTY for any ap~icant No No NUMBER151 NULL 

contains all locations where INS services are 
IBS lP LOCATION !provided AREA LOC CODE No No VARCHAR2(10) NULL 

IIBS LP LOCATION 
contains alllocalions where INS sef'lices are 
)provided BANK ACCT No No VARCHAR2(13) NULL 

IBS LP LOCATION AUD LOC CODE No No VARCHAR2 :31 NULL 
IBS LP LOCATION AUD LOC SUB CODE No No VARCHAR2:31 NULL 
IBS LP LOCATION AUD LOC TYPE CODE No No VARCHAR213) NULL 
IBS LP LOCATION AUD LOC DESC No No VARCHAR2 50) NULL 
~L9_G_ATION AUD .. ~Q£.ACTIVE IND No No 

·-·~ 

VARCHAR2111 ___ NULL 
IBS LP LOCATION AUD PARENT lOC CODE 

..... ,_ 
No No 

··-
VARCHAR2 3 NULl--

IBS LP LOCATION AUD PARENT LOC SUB CODE No No VARCHAR2 3 NULL 
IBS LP LOCATION AUD FCC LOC CODE No No VARCHAR2 3 NULL 
IBS LP LOCATION AUD FCO LOC SUB CODE No No VARCHAR2 3 NULl 
IBS lP LOCATION AUD CCO LOC CODE No No VARCHAR2 3 NULL 
IBS LP LOCATION AUD CCO LOC SUB CODE No No VARCHAR2 3 NULL 
IBS lP LOCATION AUD ASY LOC IND No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
IBS LP LOCATION AUD POE LOC IND No No VARCHAR2(11 NULL 
IBS LP LOCATION AUO BPO LOC IND No No VARCHAR2111 NULL 
IBS LP LOCATION AUO LEG LOC IND No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
IBS LP LOCATION AUD INTV SITE IND No No VARCHAR2,1) NULL 
IBS LP LOCATION AUD JUDICIAL OC IND No No VARCHAR2:11 NULL 
IBS LP LOCATION AUD ADMIN OC IND No No VARCHAR2:11 NULL 
ISS LP LOCATION AUD COURT TYPE IND No No VARCHAR21) NULL 
IBS LP LOCATION AUD COURT TITLE No No VARCHAR2 301 NULL 
IBS LP LOCATION AUD COURT EXCLUSIVITY FLAG No No VARCHAR21) NULL 
IBS LP LOCATION AUD REGION CCDE No No X~RCHAR2(3) . NULL 
IBsLPLOCATION AUD .. - 1---· -··--·----

DISTRICT NBR 
··-r---··- Na·· No VARCHAR2l3i 

NU-LL ____ 

ISS LP LOCATION AUD SECTOR NBR No No VARCHAR2 3) NULL 
IBS LP LOCATION AUD SERVICE CENTER CODE No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 
IBS LP LOCATION AUD NEW ADD RESP PARTY No No VARCHAR2/51 NULL 
IBS LP LOCATION AUD OFFICER TITLE No No VARCHAR2(341 NULL 
IBS LP LOCATION AUD BLDG RM No No VARCHAR2(50) NULL 
ISS lP LOCATION AUD STREET No No VARCHAR21341 NULL 
IBS LP LOCATION AUO CITY No No VARCHAR2(28) NULL 
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IBS LP LOCATION AUO STATE CODE No No VARCHAR2121 NULL 
IBS LP LOCATION AUD ZIP CODE No No VARCHAR2191 NULL 
IBS LP LOCA liON AUD COUNTY NAME No No VARCHAR2(2~ NULL 
IBS LP LOCATION AUD PROVINCE No No VARCHAR2(20 NULL 
ISS LP LOCATION AUD POSTAL CODE No No VARCHAR219 NULL 
ISS LP LOCATION AUD CNTRY CODE No No VARCHAR215 NULL 
IBS LP LOCATION AUD PHONE NBR No No VARCHAR2(10 NULL 
-------~---·--- --· 

DAYS OF OPERATiON 
-- ·- . No--- NUMBER(S) NULL IBS LP LOCATION AUD No 

ISS LP LOCATION AUD HOURS OF OPERA liON No No NUMBERI51 NULL 

IIBS LP LOCATION AUD 
RECVJNTV.NOTICE_DAYS_Q 

NUMBER(5) TY No No NULL 
IBS LP LOCATION AUD OFFICER LAST NAME No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 
IBS LP LOCATION AUD OFFICER FIRST NAME No No VARCHAR2(18 NULL 
IBS LP LOCATION AUD OFFICER MIDDLE NAME No No VARCHAR2(18 NULL 
IBS LP LOCATION AUD OFFICER SUFFIX NAME No No VARCHAR213 NULL 
IBS LP LOCATION AUD RELATED FP LOC CODE No No VARCHAR2(3 NULL 
IBS LP LOCA liON AUD ALT RAPS LOC CODE No No VARCHAR2(3 NULL 
IBS LP LOCA liON AUD ASC TYPE IND No No VARCHAR2(1 NULL 
IBS LP LOCA TION,.AUD ACCT NBR No No VARCHAR2(30i NULL 

FP _EXPIR_INTV _LEAD .DAYS. 
IBS LP LOCATION AUO QTY No No NUMBER(5) NULL 
IBS LP LOCA liON AUD AUD USERNAME No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 
IBS LP LOCATION AUD AUD CHANGE DTIME No No DATE NULL 
~§..L!'.LOCATION AUp ~TION_!LAG (No -· N_o__ __ VA~_HAR2(1 NULL 
IBSJP. NONS TO .NOTICE _TE 
MPLATE LOG CODE !he code ~al denoles ~~ looaion of !he INS otlce Yes Yes VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 
IBS_LP .NONSTD.NOTICE_TE 
MPLATE LOC SUB CODE !he code ~al deool!lthe su~ocalion of !he INS office Yes Yes VARCHAR213\ NOT NULL 
I~BS_LP _NONSTD_ NOTICE_TE !he number !hal denoles lhe lmmigralion and Naltiralizalion SeNice's 
MPLATE FORM NBR form: Le., 1765, 1551... Yes No VARCHAR2(6) NOT NULL 
IIIBS_LP .NONSTD. NOTICE_TE 
MPLATE NOTICE CODE the code !hal represenls !he subsidia~ level of the action for !he nolice Yes No VARCHAR2151 NOT NULL 
IBS_LP .NONSTD.NOTICE_TE 
MPLATE TEMPLATE DESC !he descri~ion of !he lemplala Yes No VARCHAR2(50) NOT NULL 

!he code !hal denoles !he cype of noijce lo be pnnled in batch; I.e .. 
IBS_LP .NONSTO _NOTICE_TE receipt of applicalion, or nolitication lOr pe~ormance of the INS MMce 
MPLATE NOTICE TYPE CODE i.e., REC • Recelpl, DEN· Denial) No Yes VARCHAR2!31 NULL 
IBS_LP .NONSTD_NOTICE_TE 
MPLATE TEMPLATE PATH NAME !he name of !he location vmere slores !he ~m~ale No No VARCHAR2(100l NULL 
IBSJP .NONSTD.NOTICE_TE 

DATE MPLATE --~-- lhe expire!ion dale end lim!of_lh!l!~-- ··-- tiD__ No NULL 
IBS_LP _NONSTD.NOTICE _TE 

. ·-
lhe ldenlilication code of !he user who defined !he expiration dal&ltime 

MPLATE EXPIRE USERIO of !he lem~ale No No VARCHAR2(8) NULL 
IBSJP _ NONSTD_ NOTICE_TE !he acli~cy code lhel denotas !he action lo be perfonned. or thai was 
MPLATE ACT CODE (partormed on !he case (e.g. DeEnler • Dala Ent~) No Yes VARCHAR2i20) NULL 
IBS LP NUM POOL SITE LOC CODE !he code !hal den~es lhe site Yes No VARCHAR213\ NOT NULL 

lhe IM1calor !hal denoles lhe lypa of idenf1ficaf11111 number. ex. 
A•APP_ID, 

IBS LP NUM POOL NBR TYPE IND P=PAYMENT 10, N=NOT JOB ID, B:A NBR Yes No VARCHAR2111 NOT NULL 
ISS LP NUM POOL NBR LAST RESET MOD DT !he LAST dale on vmich the ~ock of ~ien number~ were resel No No DATE NULL 

IBS LP NUM POOL NBR LAST USED !he las! number assigned lo lhe spadfic ~pa of idenlification number No No VARCHAR2(13) NULL 

IIBS LP NUM POOL 

the highe~ resel'/ed alien number allhe office lhal\1111 be esslgnad lo 
!he 

CEILING NBR employmenl-aulhonzalion documenl (EAD) applicanl No No VARCHAR_2(10\ NULL 
contains !he different partidpanl types a1 an 

IBS LP PARTICIPANT TYPE office localion LOC CODE !he code !hal denoles lhe localion of !he INS office Yes No VARCHAR2(3) _ NOT NULL 
conlains !he differenl parid~nl cypes al en 

IBS LP PARTICIPANT TYPE office location LOC SUB CODE !he code lhal denoles lhe su~ocalion of the INS office Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
Cllfllains lhe tlfferenl ~rld~nl ~pes elan !he code that denoles lhe p!lticipent type: I.e., data en!~, dencal. 

IBS LP PARTICIPANT TYPE office location PARTICIPANT TYPE CODE ~q1calor ... Yes No VARCHAR2(5) NOT NULL 
conlains the iltferenl parlici~nt ~pes ~an 

IBS LP PARTICIPANT TYPE otlce location ROLE CODE lhe code !hal denoi!llhe proper function or responsibili~ of a user Yes Yes VARCHAR2(12i NOT NULL 
conlains !he (!fferenl pamapant types at an 

IBS LP PARTICIPANT TYPE office~cetion PARTICIPANT TYPE DESC the descnolion of the paricioant woe No No VARCHAR2f351 NULL 
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IBS_LP _PARTICIPANT_ TYPE_ 
~UD LOC CODE No No VARCHAR213) NULL 
IBS_LP _PARTICIPANT _TYPE_ 
AUD LOC SUB CODE No No VARCHAR2(31 NULL 
IBS LP PARTICIPANT TYPE -AUO • - PARTICIPANT TYPE CODE No No VARCHAR2j5) NULL 
IBSJP _PARTICIPANT _TYPE_ 
AUD PARTICIPANT TYPE DESC No No VARCHAR2(35) NULL 
I:BS_LP _PARTICIPANT _TYPE_ 
AUD ROLE CODE No No VARCHAR2(12l_ NULL 
IBSJP _PARTICIPANT. TYPE_ 
AUD AUD USERNAME No NO VARCHAR2i30) NULL 
IBSJP _PARTICIPANT _TYPE. 
AUD AUD CHANGE DTIME No No DATE NULL 
IBSJP _PARTICIPANT_ TYPE. 
AUD AUD ACTION FLAG No No VARCHAR2(1L NULL 
IBS LP RPT ACCESS GRP LOC CODE the code that denotes ~~location Olthe INS office Yes No VARCHAR213) NOT NULL 
IBS LP RPT ACCESS GRP LOC SUB CODE the code thai denotes the sub~ocalion of lhe INS office Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

the code lhal denotes the group that has accessibility or permission of 
certain 

IBS LP RPT ACCESS GRP RPT ACCESS GRP CODE reports Yes No VARCHAR2(7) NOT NULL 
the descfiption of~~ group ~at has accessibili~ or permission ol 
certain 

IBS LP RPT ACCESS GRP 
·--· ·-· RPJ~~S.G_~~ re~---- No \No VARCf!AB1@L N~LL ···-· 

~S_LP _ RPT )CCESS _ GRP _A .. 
UD LOC CODE No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
~BSJP_RPT_ACCESS_GRP _A 
UD LOC SUB CODE No No VARCHAR2(3)_ NULL 
IBS_LP _ RPT_ACCESS. GRP .A 
UD RPT ACCESS GRP CODE No No VARCHAR2(7) NULL 
IBS JP _RPT _ACCESS_ GRP .A 
UD RPT ACCESS GRP DESC No No VARCHAR2(80) NULL 
IBSJP _RPT .ACCESS.GRP _A 
uo AUD USERNAME No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 
IBS_LP _RPT_ACCESS_GRP _A 
UD AUD CHANGE DTIME No No DATE NULL 
IBS_LP .RPT _ ACCESS.GRP _A 
UD ~UD ACTION FLAG No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
IBSJP.RPT _ACCESS_GRP _D 
ETA AUD LOC CODE No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
IBS_LP .RPT _ACCESS. GRP _D 
ETA AUD LOC SUB CODE No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
IBSJP _RPT_ACCESS_GRP _0 
ETA AUD RPT ACCESS GRP CODE No No VARCHAR217) NULL 
~BS_LP _RPT _ACCESS_GRP .D 
ETA AUD RPT NAME No No VARCHAR21801 NULL 
IBS_LP _RPT _ACCESS_GRP .0 
ETA AUD AUD USERNAME No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 
IBSJP .RPT_ACCESS_GRP .D 
ETA AUO AUD CHANGE DTIME No No DATE NULL 
IBS_LP.RPT _ACCESS_GRP _D 
ETA AUD UD ACTION FLAG No No VARCHAR2ill_ NULL 
IBS _LP .RPT _ACCESS_ GRP _D 
ETAIL LOC CODE the code lhal denotes the location of the INS office Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
IBS_LP .RPT _ACCESS.GRP _D 
ETAIL LOC SUB CODE ti'!l code that denotes the &ub-locetion of the INS omce Yii No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

11'11 code thai denotes the group that has accessibi!Hy or fllrmissioo of 
IBS_LP .RPT .ACCESS.GRP .D certain 
ETAIL RPT ACCESS GRP CODE .reports Yes No VARCHAR2171 NOT NULL 
IBS_LP _RPT _ACCESS_GRP _D 
ETAIL RPT NAME the name of lhe report Yes No VARCHAR2(80) NOT NULL 

contains the default and temporary localions 
based on the pro~ded s!Mce cype, zip ·~ !I'll code that denotes lhe minimum range of the postal-service's ~lg 

IBS LP SERVICE LOC ranae, state and co111~ tor lhe specffic office ZIP FROM ~pcode i.e. 00000 Yes No VARCHAR2191 NOT NULL 
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con~ ins 1M defd and temporary localions 
based on the provided service zype, zip lhe code that denotes the maximum ran~ of the pos~l1emce's 5-

IBS LP SERVICE LOC range, sla~ and coon~ for the spec~ office ZIP TO digit zipcode; i.e., 99999 Yes No VARCHAR2(9) NOT NULL 

contains the default and temporary locations 
based on the pro~~ sel\1ce type, zip 

IBS LP SERVICE LOC range, s~le and county for the specific office SRVC TYPE CODE the code that denotes the semce type Yes Yes VARCHAR2{101 NOT NUll 

contains ~~default and temporary locations 
based on the provided service type, zip 

ISS LP SERVICE LOC range, slate and coun~ forlhe Sl)&:ifrcoffice LOC CODE the code lhal denotes the location of the INS office Yes Yes VARCHAR213) NOT NULL 

contains the default end temporary locaiions 
based on the provilk!d service type, ~p 

IBS LP SERVICE LOC range, state end county for the specific office LOC SUB CODE the code lhet denotes the sutHoc~ion of the INS office Yes Yes VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 

contains lhe defa~t and temporary localions 
based 011 the prov~lll ser¥rce type, zip 

IBS LP SERVICE LOC range, slate and C01!1IY lor the specffic office STATE CODE the oode that denotes the state within the United Stalii or temtory Yes No VARCHAR2(2) NOT NULL 

con~ins the default alld lempora~ lo~ions 
based on the provided service ~pe, zip 

IBS_LP SER~CE._LOC range, stale an~~~un~ for the spec~ offi~ CQI!f!J::!_fl~~l ___ lhe_l!'le of the _c_o_ulltywithin a s_~te within the _llrjt~Siales . _ ..... 2!&_ ___ , ~ 
' -- ~AR_G~~2_5)- I!QI.~Ll 

contains the default and tempora~ locations 
based on the provided seNice type, zip 

IBS LP SERVICE LOC range, state and county for lhe spec~c office START DT the start data Yes No DATE NOT NULL 

contains ~e default and temporary locations 
based on the provided service type, zip 

IBS LP SERVICE LOC range, stale and county for the speafic office END OJ the end date No No DATE NULL 

contains the defaiJI end temporary locations the location code ~at, i not preempted by a tempora~~ocation· 
based on the pro~ded service type, zip redirection rule, rllfllesents lhe to~ion where the INS.service will be 

IBS LP SERVICE LOC range, state and COI!lly for the specffic office DEFL T SRVC LOC CODE conducted No Yes VARCHAR2(3) NUll 

contains the defaiJt and temporary ~cations the sutHocatlon code that, if not preempted by a temporary~ocation-
based on the pro~ded sel\1ce type, zip DEFL T_SRVC_LOC.SUB.COD rediretUon rule, represents the sub-lllcation where the INS-service will 

IBS LP SERVICE LOC range, state and county forthe specmc office E be conducted No Yes VARCHAR213) NULL 

contains the default and temporary locations 
based on the provi~ service type, zip the code that denotes the rule which is used for !$directing to 

ISS LP SERVICE LOC range, state and coonty lor 1M S!Jecific office LOC RULE CODE tempore~ locaijon where the INS ser.1ce will be coMucted No Yes VARCHAR2(4) NULL 

contains the default and tempora~ locations 
based on the provrded service type, zip 

IBS LP SERVICE LOC range, state and county for 1M S!l_ecifiC office TEMP LOC CODE the tempore~ location where the INS service will be conducted No Yes VARCHAR213) NULL 

contains ~~default and lampora~ locations 
based on the pro~ded service ~pe, zip 1M sill-loca~on code that represents the tempora~1ub1ocalion 

IBS LP SERVICE LOC range, state and county for the specific office TEMP LOC SUB CODE where ~~ INS~er.1ce will be conducted No Yes VARCHAR2i3) NULL 

contains the defa~t and tempora~ ~cellon& 
based on the provided sel\1ce type, zip the id which denotes the group Of sites lhat can be sched~ed for this 

IBS LP SERVICE LOC range, state and coun~ for the specific office SIT~ GRP 10 lap~icant No No VARCHAR2(5) NULL 

contains~~ default and temporary locations 
based on lhe provided sel\1ce type, zip 

IBS LP SERVICE LOC ranae, s~te and coonty tor the specific office REC MOD DTIME the date and time ~is record was modfled No No DATE NULL 
IBS LP SERVICE LOC AUD LOC CODE No No VARCHAR2i3) NULL 
IBS LP SERVICE LOC AUD LOC SUB CODE No No VARCHAR2 3) NULL 
IBS LP SERVICE LOC AUD SRVC TYPE CODE No No VARCHAR2 10) NULL 
IBS LP SERVICE LOC AUD IP FROM No No VARCHAR2:9l NULL 
IBS LP SERVICE LOC AUD ZIP TO No No VARCHAR2:91 NULL 
IBS LP SERVICE LOC AUD STATE CODE No No VARCHAR2:21 NULL 
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Ill! SERVICE ; AU 
I SERVICE lOC AUD 
I SERVICE lOC AUD 
I SERVICE LOC AUD 

~OU~_NAME 

START_DT 
END DT 
DEFLT_SRVC_LOC.CODE 
:DEFLT.SRVC_LOC_SUB_COD 

I SERVII:E_LOC_AUD ,E 
I SERVI LOC AUD :LOC.RULE_CODE 
I SERV. OC AU :TEMP_LOC]OOE 
I SERV .OC AUD TEMP_LOC SUB CODE 
18! SERVII~E LOC AUD SITE_GRP_ID 
IBS_ SERVICE_LOC_AUD IREC_MOD_DTIME 

LOC AUC USERNAME 
LOC AUD IAUD_CHANGE_DTIME 
LOC AUC IAUD_ACTIONFLAG 

I""~"" u" ,iol otlookup ta~~_se:uney 
lle\191s,' by ~e user in 
!the i module in the 

I1BS_LP_5M_PERMISSION ICIJIJMS4 system IUSER_ID 

IIBSJP _5M_PERMISSION CLAIMS4 system ""' LOC_CODE 
con~ ins the list ollookup table seQJncy 
lev~s. 1/!l a~ssed by the user in 

I 
IBS _LP _8M_PERMISSION .t.l A{M~4 sv!lem 

'"" 

'contains the li~ ollookup table setuncy 
~v~s, 1 i cen be accessed by the user in 
.the 1 "'""""'" in lhe 

LOC SUB CODE 

IBS_LP _8M_PERMISSION I AIM~ '"I'"' SM_IND 
;con~ins the lisl of lookup !able setuncy 
:~V<!Is, 1 i can be mssed by lhe user In 
!the module in the 

IBS lP SM_PERMISSION lr.t AIM~"~"" ~~~SM_IND 
!contains !he lisl ollookup table Setuncy 
!tevels, ' I 1/!l by lhe user in 
!the ~'"!OM m•lo\"'"' module in lhe 

IBSJP JM PERMISSION lr.t AIM.~ '"I'"' STDSM IND 

I~S_LP _SM _PERMISSION_AU IUSER_ID 

I~SJPJM}ERMISSION_AU ILOC CODE 

I~SJP.SM_PERMISSION_AU ilOC SUB CODE 

I~SJP_SM_PERMISSION_AU ISM_IND 

I~SJP_SM_PERMISSION_AU ILKSM_IND 

I~SJP.SM_PERMISSION.AU ISTDSM IND 

l~SJP_SM_PERMISSION)U IAUD_USERNAME 

!t~SJP.SM}ERMISSION_AU AUD_CHANGE_DTIME 

C4 Ef'Mn Dele Dictionary 

I No 
I No 
I No 
I No 

No NULL 
No IDATE NUll 
No !DATE NULL 
No NULL 

No !No NULL 
No INo """'1'1 NUlL 

-· --------~No-----f,IN~o---j;~n~""'l'(l-j~NiifULL- ... _. 

No INo 1Kvn""'i'l NULL 
No INo N_I!LL 
No INo DATE NULL 
No INo INULL 
No INa DATE INULL 
No INo INULL 

lthl user-identification codi Yes !No '"" !NOT NUll 

t~e_that denotes the location olthe INS office I No No '""' "'" !NULL 

'tho mt•tn•l nonnlottno sub<ocation of the INS office I No No IVMvnMtiJ/ NULL 

:tM indicator lhal denotes whether lhis user hes the pnvilege Ia a~ss 

~!i~I~Nlnce INa No JV~~~"."".'l'l NULL 

lhe indicator thai denotes whether this user has lhe pnvilege lo a~ss 

l:~~es No I No NULL 

I the indicator lhal denotes whether this user has the pn~lege lo a~ss 
I standard la~es No !No vARCHAR211) NULL 

No !No !NUll 

No I No !NULL 

NO I No "'" !NULL 

No I No VARCHARlllt !NULL 

!No No 

!No No 

I No No ""'"""' !NULL 

!No No !DATE NULL 

~SJP.SM_PERMISSION_AU AUD ACTION FLAG !No No 1'""""""'1'1 NULL 
IBS LP SORl pEFAUL 1 LOC_CODE thArnnolh•lnonnlde location ollhe INS offica I Yes 
IBS_LP _50RT .DEFAULT . ... __ LOC_$UB_CO~~BR .. ····-· lh~ code thai denoles lhhuu""'"'" ,, uti INS office I Yes 
IBS_LPJORlJEFAUl' SORT RQMNT lhenumberol: Yes 
IB~ 'JORT_DE'AUl SORT FLD.SE _NBR t numberolthe field lobe sorted Yes 
IB! _50RtDEFAUl SORT TABLE.NAME lllf!Ot IHobesorted No 
I SORT DEFAUl ISOR1 COlUM NAME hecolumnNlmeofiMfi~dtobesorted ~o 

IB! _SORT_DEFAULT SORT_ ORDER llhe' Ito be sorted," A•AO"Jlllrli"', D•Descandi!KI ~o 

!contains the lisl otusers assigned 10 ~~ """ " 
IBS_LP _USER lspecf~ oflice 'Uoc• 1u llhl user-identification !llde Yes 
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No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
I No 
I No 
I No 

I No 

IVMKvnMK<i>i NOT NULL 
NOT NUll 
NOI NULL 

NUMBERI51 NOT NULL 
NULL 

VM'-'"""'1""1 NULL 
NULL 

"'""" NOT NULl 
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ltBS_LP_USER 

IIBS LP USER 

ltBS LP USER 

ltBS_LP_uSER 

IBS LP USER 

IBS LP USER 

IBS_LP _USER 

ltBS_LP . USER 

ltBS _LP _USER 

ltBS LP USER 

ltR!: I P IISFR 
jiBH_LP _USER AUD 
liB: lEf UD 

UD 
)Ef UD 

IJD 
; IP IISFR AUD 
i_LP _USER_AUD 

liB: '_USER AUD 
liB '_USER AUD 

'_USEII_AUD 
I 'JSEII_AUD 
IIBS_LP _ USEII_AUD 
ltBS_lP US 

lP us 
I MACH lOR 
I .MACH lOR 
I .MACHIN! ERROR 
IIBS MACHIN! ERROR 
IBS MACHIN! ERROR 
IBS MACHIN! FILE _INFO 
IBS MACHINE FILE JNFO 
IBS_MACHINE FILE_INFO 
liB! iACHINE FILEJNFO 
,18! MACHINE FILEjNFO 
[IB! MACHINE_FILE_INFD 
liB! MACHIN~ INFO 
liB! MACHIN~ INFO 

MACHIN~ INFO 
MACHIN! INFO 

BS MACHINE_INFO 
BS_MACHINE_INFO 

liB MACHI! FO 
:HII FO 

I :HII FO 

i MA :HINE INFO 
IBS MACHINE INFO 
,18! MACHIN~ INFO 
lllll MACHIN! INFO 
[till MACHIN! INFO 
lllll MACHIN! INFO 

IIBS NOT EXTRACT 

C4 ElWin Data Di~iona~ 

~~~~~.~~~ill of 1 i the the code ~at denotes the 1 i .. , :; A d>luntN IJAriiAI 

~~IIICOm'l r~~rr~rr~11r_TYPLCODE adjudicator. INo No 
contains~~ list of 1 i l the 
1~mc Office ILOC CODE 

~~~~~~~~~It of I i the 
"''""" "'"' LOC SUB CODE 
·contains~~ list of users assigned to the 
specfficoffica ILAST_NAME 
'contains the list of users assigned to the 
iSilecific Office FIRST_ NAME 
!contains~~ list of users assigned to the 
lspecffic Office MIDDLE NAME 

l:::s0~~SI of usersassigned to the SUFFIX_ CODE 

l:::~o~~sl of users assigned to the 

I contains lhe list of users assigned to the 
lspecificomca 

ISTART DT 

IEND_DT 

the code ~at denotes the ~the INS office I No 

I the code ~at denotes the sub~ocation of the INS office No 

I the last name of the pa~on No 

'"'-""·'' """ vf the perso!i_ INO 

I the mid~e name of lhe person I No 

lther """ l(i,e.,Sr., Jr., II, Ill, or IV) I No 

I the start date I No 

lthe end date I No 

No ~NULL 

I No I NULL 

I No ~8) INULL 

No \IAOrUA00/01 ~ 

No IDATE INULL 

I the~·",~ ~,~,s the group that nas aooessui•~·rmd•y or permission of 

[BPT_ACCESS GRP CODE ~~:: i "" 
INo INo ~' INULL 

·_rype_CODE . 
ILOC CODE 
ILOC_SUB_ CODE 
ILAST_NAME 
IFIRST _NAME 
IMIDDLE NAME 
ISUFFI CODE 
[STAR' .DT 
[END .DT 
IRP ACCESS_GRP _CODE 

liD 

ISERNAME 
:HANGE DTIME 
CTIONJLAG 

IMACHINE_ID 
IEF :_NUM 

.. _____ . 11g::F;::~-~DESC;;;;;:---+ ICF EATED DTIME 

I contains ~~ •• I 
Iter lllintiM notices 

IMACHINE_ID 
IFILE_NAME 
!FILE .OCATION 
DATE MODIFIED 
IFILE_SIZE 
IFILEJERSION 
liD 
IAPP_NAME 
!MACHINE NAME 
IUSERID 
[LOCATION 
!PHYSICAL MEMORY 

IS TYPE 
IEPORT DATE 

INSTALL. TYPE 
INSTALLJERSION 
OORKFLOW _TYPE 
OORKFLOW_5ERVER 
1MDAC_ VERSION 
[IE_ VERSION 
IFREE_DISK_SPACE 
IPROCESSOR_SPEED 

1 
data needed I'M_ACT INST 10 

INo INo IDATE llii!L_ 
.. -·------··· __ j~o. jNo IIML 

[No [NULL 
INO [NULL 
INO = INULL 
)! [No INULL 
IN~ [No_ lliiM. 
[NO INO llliJlL 
INO INO 1'"""1111"'1'1 [NULL 
[Nil_ [No_ iDAT llliJlL 
1 N~. ]No IQm lliiM. 
INo INo INULL 
[No INo INULL 
[NO INO [NULL 

IYi! [No_ INUMBER(10) lliQII'ItJll 
]NO INo lli_U~R[10) lliQT_NlJLL 
jNo INo [NUll 

---------· " -"··-·--·----·tc'INO:------ II;~;:E.---r.;IVA;RI(CH=AR212110Q=-t.)IN~UI.=:LL.l::--
INO INo j[l£[ INULL 
[Y!! IYes ~ lliQJJM_L 
IYi! [No lliQlliML_ 
IY&s INO [NOT NULL 
[No_ [No_ !DATE lliQDitJll 
INo_ .NQ.. 1-it&l 
INo No ~ 
IYes No [NUMBER(10) NOT NULL 
INO No NOT NULL 
[No_ _No NOT NULL 
No_ [No ~ 

'JQ. I No N.QT_NIJLI. 
~o jNo NO]NUll 
'lp_ [No_ ~ 
No INo lA ,NOT NULL 
No I!Jo INULL 
~ INo NULL 
N! IN.o VARr~A~?IRI NULL 
No [No NULL 

INO !lP_ ~ 

lljo_ !! lliiM. 
[No_ No INULL 
I No_ No I NUll 

notica 1"'"" ,1 "' "'"'~"'~'" 
I Yes No I NOT NULL 
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C4 Erwin Dale Di~iona~ 

contains the required application da~ needed 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for printing notices SC LOC CODE the code that denotes Ilia location Of the service center No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

contains the required application data needed till svstem.<Jenerated number used to track receipted cases(i.e., 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for pnnting notces Wf APP 10 No No VARCHAR2113) NULL 

contains the required application data needed the acli~ly code lhel denotes lhe ~on to be perlormed. or lhal was 
I~OT EXT11_6CL for printing nollces i!lf.ACT CO~ P'rtolllledonlhe_ca~~~Enler :.Q_ala E111!yj_____ _ No No '/AB_C_HM~~~ NULL 

contains lhe required applicalton-da~ needed 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for printing notices Wf PROCESS CODE the type of process anowedfor each ap~ication (e.g. APP, PAY.N400)_ No No VARCHAR21t0) NULL 

contains the required appllcal~n data needed 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for printing notices Wf ACCEPT DATE FP the date and time the process is started No No DATE NULL 

conlains the required applical~n data needed the name of the form thai corresponds to ~e form number of this 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for printing notices FRM FORM TITLE record No No VARCHAR2(200) NULL 

contains lhe required ap~icat~n data needed the Identification number that is as~gned to the alien at the time Of 

IBS NOT EXTRACT for printing notices APP ALIEN NBR ent~ into IM United Slates No No VARCHAR2(10) NULL 
contains the required ap~ical~ dele needed 

IBS NOT EXTRACT for Mntino notices AP MR RECV DTIME the dale and time mail of the applicant was ri!C!ived in the mailroom No No DATE NULL 
conlalns the required ap~lcetion data needed the number lh~ denotes the Immigration and Naturalization Service 

IBS NOT EXTRACT for printing notices AP FORM NBR form; i.e., 1765, 1551... No No VARCHAR2if0) NULL 
for ap~icetions llilhin CLAIMS4that onginated e~emally ~om soiXC!s 

contains the required ap~icalion data needed such as CLAIMS3, the origin~ pnma~ key value Of the ap~ication 
IBS NCT EXTRACT for crintina notices AP EXT ORIG SYS KEY 'llilliin the pre~ous system No No VARCHAR21301 NULL 

contains the required ap~ication data needllG 
IBS.I!QJ.!~BA.CT .. _ fll]lil!l9_ notices LOC STREET INS location street address No No VARCHARJJ!4)_ NULL ·-- ---"····-··- ----··-----·--·--··· 

contains the required ap~ication da~ needed 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for pnnting notices LOC BLDG RM INS the room number within the building at the location address No No VARCHAR2i341 NULL 

contains the required ap~ication data needed the name of the location d~ that is located in the United Slates or 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for pnnting notices LOC CITY INS abroad No No VARCHAR2(26) NULL 

contains the required ap~ication data needed 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for pnnting notices LOC STATE INS location state No No VARCHAR2121 NULL 

contains the required application data needed the location posi~·S!IVice code that denotes the mailing-address 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for printing nollcts LOC ZIP CODE INS within the geographical area of the d~ or coun~ No No VARCHAR2(9) NULL 

contains lha required applic~lon data naadllG 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for pnnting notces LOC PHONE NBR klcalion lelepllone number No No VARCHAR2110) NULL 

contains the required application data needed 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for printing no~ces APP FIRST NAME the first name of the applicant No No VARCHAR21181 NULL 

contains lha required application data needed 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for printing noijces APP MIDDLE NAME the middle name of the aPf)ficant No No VARCHAR2(181 NULL 

contains tha reQuired application data needed 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for prin~ng no~ces APP LAST NAME the last name of the applicant No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 

contains the required application data needed 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for printing no~ces APP SUFFIX CODE the name·suffix code of the appllcanl(i.e., Sr., Jr .. II, Ill, or IV) No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 

the applicant identification number used by tha U.S. government to 
contains the required application data needed identify tax.paying indi~duats who are engaged in legal employment in 

IBS NOT EXTRACT for printing notices APP SSN the U.S. No No VARCHAR2i91 NULL 
COillains the required application data needed 

IBS NOT EXTRACT for printing noticas ADDR INCAREOF MAIL the name of lha pnncipal person altha ap~icanl mailing address No No VARCHAR2(34) NULL 
containslha required applicaijon data needed 

IBS NOT EXTRACT for prinling notices ADDR STREET NBR MAIL lha applicant mailing address street number No No VARCHAR2(10) NULL 
contains the required application data needed 

IBS NOT EXTRACT for printing notices ADDR STREET NAME MAIL the applicant mailing address street name No No VARCHAR2(34) NULL 
contains the required ap~icallon data needed 

185 NOT EXTRACT for printing notices ADDR BLDG RM MAIL the room number within the building at the applicant mailing address No No VARCHAR2(34) NULL 
contains the required applicel~ data needed tha name of lhe applicant mamng address city that is located in the 

IBS NOT EXTRACT for printing notices ADDR CITY MAIL United States or abroad No No VARCHAR2(28) NULL 
con~lns the required appllcatkln data needed the code that denotes !he ap~lcent matting address st~e 111thln the 

IBS NOT EXTRACT for printing notices ADDR STATE CODE MAIL United Stales or a temtory No No VARCHAR212) NULL 
contains ~e required ap~ication data needed tha post~·service code that denotes the applicant mailing address 

IBS NCT EXTRACT forjllinting notices ADDR ZIP CODE MAIL llilhin !hi ~phical area of lhe d~ or county No No VARCHAR2191 NULL 
contains ~e required ap~ication data needllG 

IBS NOT EXTRACT for printing notices LK NOTICE PAPER TYPE the type of nollce form, e.g.l797, 1797A, 17978, 1797C No No VARCHAR2i61 NULL 
contains ~e required ap~icalion dale needed 

IBS NOT EXTRACT for printing notices LK NOTICE CODE the code thai represents lhe sub level of the action for the notice No No VARCHAR2151 NULL 
the code that denotes tha ~pe of notice to be pnnted in batch; i.e., 

contains the required ap~ication data needed receipt of application, or notification for pertormance of the INS ser 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for pnnting nollces LK NOTICE TYPE CODE vice (i.e., REC ·Receipt DEN ·OGniall No No VARCHAR2f31 NULL 
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C4 ElWin Data Dictional)' 

IIBS NOT EXTRACT 
contains the required ap~ication data needed 

VARCHAR2(100) forpfintingnotillls ILKJEMPlATE PATH NAME lhtlocation w!iere the tem~ate isstortd No No NULL 

IIBS NOT EXTRACT 
contains the required ap~ication data needed lh9 system generated identification number that is assigned to the 
tor printing notiells AP REP ID ap~icanl representative No No NUMBER(! OJ NULL 
contains the required ap~1cation data nteded 

IBS NOT EXTRACT tor printing notiells REP FIRM NAME lh9 name of the business organization of the representative No No VARCHAR2(34) NULL 
containslht required application da~ needed 

IBS NOT EXTRACT tor printing notiells REP FIRST NAME the lr~l name ot the represen~tive No No VARCHAR21181 NULL 
contains the required ap~ic~ion de~ needed 

IBS NOT EXTRACT tor P!lntina noticts REP MIDDLE NAME the middle name of the represen~tive No No VARCHAR2(18) NULL 
contains the required application da~ nei<led 

~OT_EXTRACT. _ tor_,~n(jng notiells ___ _ _ _ REP_lAST_NAME the last _name ot lh9 represen~tive No No __ VARQHAR~@Ol NULL ... -
contains the required application data nt!(Jed 

IBS NOT EXTRACT lor printing noticts REP STREET NBR the street number for the representative No No VARCHAR2(10) NULL 
contains lhe required application data needed 

ISS NOT EXTRACT for Plintino notiells REP STREET NAME the street name for the representative No No VARCHAR21341 NULL 
contains the required ap~ication da~ needed too room number llithin the building ~the address for the 

IBS NOT EXTRACT for prtnting notiells REP BLDG RM represen~tiw No No VARCHAR2(34) NULL 
contains the requ·1red ap~1cation data needed 

IBS NOT EXTRACT for pnnting notiells REP CITY dty ot ~~ representative No No VARCHAR2(28) NULL 
contains the required applic~ion da~ needed 

IBS NOT EXTRACT for orintina noticts REP STATE CODE s~te ot the r!Dresentative N,o No VARCHAR2121 NULL 
contains the required application da~ needed 

tBS.~l.~IB~CI ... for printing noticts B~I'_ZII'..CODE ' riJrCQ!to!Jh~resenlatiw No No VARCHAR2(9) NULL 
contains lhe required application data needed 

'"'~ 

tlil applicant birth dale as shown on lhe Form 1551 Green Card, w~ch 
ISS NOT EXTRACT for prtnting nOtiells APP DOB DT is actually ~ue In color No No DATE NULL 

contains the required application de~ needed 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for printing noticts ADDR STREET NBR RES IM eppllellnt resldenell street number No No VARCHAR2(10) NULL 

contains the requir!(J application data needed 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for printing notices ADDR STREET NAME RES the .BQ~iicant residenlll street name No No VARCHAR21341 NULL 

comins the required application data needed 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for pnnllng notices ADDR BLDG RM RES the room number llithin the building at the ap~icant resldenell address No No VARCHAR2(34) NULL 

contains the required appllcat~n data needed 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for Mntina notiells ADDR CITY RES too name ot the appllellnl residenelllltv No No VARCHAR2(28) NULL 

contains the required application data needed 
IBS NCT EXTRACT for printing notices AOOR STATE CODE RES the code that denotes the applicant residence state No No VARCHAR2(2) NULL 

contains the required application data needed 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for printing notiells ADOR ZIP CODE RES the postai·W~iell code that denotes the applicant residenct address No No VARCHAR2(9) NULL 

contains the requir!(J application data needed LOC_RECVJNT_NOT_OAYS_Q IM number of days in which the applicant will receive an inleNiew 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for printing noticts TY notice No No NUMBER(5) NULL 

contains the required application da~ needed 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for printing no~ces AP FEE CHARGED the fee amount to be paid for ~is application No No NUMBER(10) NULL 

contains the required application data needed 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for pnnting notices PAY PAYMENT AMT I~ total amount paid for one or more applicat~ns No No NUMBER(I2,2) NULL 

contains the required applical~n da~ needed the number of applicants assodaled l'ilh e given payment, ident~ed 
IBS NCT EXTRACT for printing noticts NUM APP ID PER PAYID by payment.ID No No NUMBER15) NULL 

contains the required application da~ needed 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for pnnting notices D!SCR DISCREP AMT the discrepancy payment amount, ~thi! an over or under payment No No NUMBER112,21 NULL 

contains the required application data needed ~~~date of the internew or the date on w!iich the oath ceremony 11111 

IBS NOT EXTRACT forP/inting nolicts SECT APPT INTV DT be conduded No No DATE NULL 
contains the required application data needed SECT _APPT _INTV _$TART _TIM 

1

:he lime slot ot the interliew or the dale on which the oath ceremony 
VARCHAR2(10) IBS NOT EXTRACT for Mnlina notices E will be conduded No No NULL 

contains the required epplication data needed 
llhe text that describes the location denoted by the location.(y~ code IBS NOT EXTRACT for printing notiells LOC DESC INT No No VARCHAR2(40) NULL 

contains the required application data needed 
lthe street address IBS NOT EXTRACT for Plinting notiells LOC STREET INT No No VARCHAR2(34) NULL 

contains the requir!(J application data needed 
I the room num.tle!.llithin the building at the address I~S~~OT_EXTRACT foror)_nlir!i notiells LOC BLDG RM INT No No VARCHAR1l_34L ~.-

contains the required application da~ needed 
I the name of the city that is located in the United States or abroad 

-····. 

IBS NOT EXTRACT for plinting notielli LOC CITY !NT No No VARCHAR2(28) NULL 
contains the required app~cation data needed 

IBS NOT EXTRACT tor printing notlelll LOC STATE CODE INT the code that denotes the s~te within the Unit!{! States or lellito~ No No VARCHAR2121 NULL 

IIBS NOT EXTRACT 
contains ~e required epplicaliOII data needed the pasi~·SIIIVice code !hat denotes the mailing-address w!hin the 

VARCHAR2(9) for printing nOtices LOC ZIP CODE INT la!Oilrao~cal area of the city or coun~ No No NULL 

IIBS NOT EXTRACT 
contains the required ep~lcatiOII data needed 
for printing notioos LOC CODE INT the code that denotes the location of the INS oflilll No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
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ISS NOT EXTRACT 
~~ntains the required application data needed 
for pnnting notices LOC SUB CODE tNT the oode that denotes the sulrlocation of the INS office No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
contains the required application data needed 

IBS NOT EXTRACT for pnnting notices Wf STATE DTIME the dale and time the process is started No No DATE NULL 
contains the req~red application data needed 

IBS NOT EXTRACT for pnntina notices NUM AFILE RETRV count of completed AFileRtrv/Completed worfdlow ac(_ codes No No NUMBER(! OJ NULL 
contains the required ap~ication data needed 

ISS NOT EXTRACT for printing notices ASC HOURS TEXT! fi~lline of Application Support Center hours.open commenta No No VARCHAR2(40) NULL 
contains the required ap~ication data needed 

IBS NOT EXTRACT for printing notices ASC HOURS TEXT2 second line of Ap~ication Support Center hours-ooen comments No No VARCHAR2(40) NULL 
contains the required application data nel(fed 

IBS NOT EXTRACT for Pnnlina notices ASC HOURS TEXT3 third line of Application Support Center hOurs-open comments No No VARCHAR2(401 NULL 
contains the required application data neelled 

lf011rth line of Application Support Center hours-open comments VARCHAR2(40) ISS NOT EXTRACT for pnnting notices ASC HOURS TEXT 4 No No NULL 
contains the required applicat~n data needed 

IBS NOT EXTRACT for printing notices ASC HOURS TEXTS frfth line of Application SuPPOrt Center h011rs-open comments No No VARCHAR2(40) NULL 
contains the required ap~ication dala needed 

IBS NOT EXTRACT for printing notices ASC HOURS TEXT6 sixth line of Ao~ication Support Center hours-open comments No No VARCHAR2(40) NULL 
contains~~ required ap~ication data needed 

IBS NOT EXTRACT for pnnting notices ASC HOURS TEXT7 seventh line of Ap~ication Support Center hours.open comments No No VARCHAR2(40] NULL 
contains~~ required ap~ic~ion data needed 

IBS NOT EXTRACT for pnnling notices ASC HOURS TEXTS eigh~ line of Ap~ication Support Center hOurs-open comments No No VARCHAR2(40) NULL 
contains the required application dale neelled te~ describing the application support center location denoted by ~e 

IBS NOT EXTRACT _ foi£rif!lin.a notices LOC DESC ASC localion.type oode No No V~RC~ NULL 
~~---- ---··- -- .... ····----

contains the required application data needed 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for printing notices LOC STREET ASC slreat ad'Jreu for the lljl~ication support center No No VARCHAR2(34) NULL 

contains the required application dala needed the room number 111thin the building at me address tor ep~icalion 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for printing notices LOC BLDG RM ASC suooortcenter No No VARCHAR21341 NULL 

contains~~ required application data needed 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for pnnting notices LOC CITY ASC ci~ for application support center No No VARCHAR2(28) NULL 

contains the required ap~ication data needed 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for pnnting notices LOC STATE ASC stale for applicatior support center No No VARCHAR2(2) NULL 

contains the required application data needed 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for pnntlng notices LOC ZIP CODE ASC zip code for application support center No No VARCHAR2(9L NULL 

contains the required application d~a nel(fed 
IBS NOT EXTRACT lor printi~ notices SC RM DESC description of nlom No No VARCHAR2(50) NULL 

contains the required application data needed 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for printing notices NUM BAD CHECKS the number of bad checks No No NUMBER151 NULL 

contains the required application data needed 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for printing notices SC RPTG GATE DESC No No VARCHAR2(50) NULL 

contains the required ap~icat~ da~ needl(f 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for printing notices ADDR PROVINCE MAIL No No VARCHAR2(201 NULL 

contains the required application data needed 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for pnnting notices ADDR POSTAL CODE MAIL No No VARCHAR2(9) NULL 

IIBS NOT EXTRACT 
contains the required ap~ication data needed 

VARCHAR2(30i for pnnting notices ADDR CNTRY NAME MAIL No No NULL 

IIBS NOT EXTRACT 
contains the required ap~icalion data needed 
for printing noHces REP PROVINCE No No VARCHAR2(20) NULL 

JIBS NOT EXTRACT 
contains the required application data needed 

VARCHAR2(9) for printing notices REP POSTAL CODE No No NULL 

JIBS NOT EXTRACT 
contains the required applicat~n data need!J 

VARCHAR2(30) for printing notices REP CNTRY NAME No No NULL 

IIBS NOT EXTRACT 
contains the required application data needed 
for printing notices REL PROCESS INST ID No No VARCHAR2(13) NULL 

I,BS NOT EXTRACT 
contains~~ required ap~ication data needed 

VARCHAR2(f31 for printing notices GRP ID No No NULL 

I~J!QI.!XT~ACT contains the required ap~ication data needed 
VARCHAR2(20]__ for pnnting notices ADDR PROVINCE RES I No No NULL 

contains~~ required application data iiiidii 
IBS NOT EXTRACT for pnnting notices AODR POSTAL CODE RES No No VARCHAR2191 NULL 

contains tha required application data needed 
ISS NOT EXTRACT for printing notices ADDR CNTRY NAME RES No No VARCHAR21301 NULL 

contains required reason codes assoeia~d 
IBS NOT EXTRACT REASON '!lith notices SC LOC CODE the code that denotes the local on of the set'ica center Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
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It'll code ~al denoles lhe ~pe of notice 1o be p~nled in batch; i.e., 
llll11alns required reasro codes assodated recel~ of application, or nolmcalion for pMI)111Wice of It'll INS seiVice 

IBS NOT EXTRACT REASON with no~ces LK NOTICE TYPE CODE i.e., REC ·Receipt, DEN • Deni~) Yes No VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 
llll1tains required reesro codes assodated 

IBS NOT EXTRACT REASON with notices LK NOTICE CODE It'll code thai represents the sub lev~ of It'll action for the noice Yes No VARCHAR2(5) NOT NULL 
llll1tains required reesor codes esslli:iated the identmer of lhe actMty Instance of notice plinting for the spedfic 

IBSJIO_T_E~l~Q~ ~lh notices Wf ACT INST 10 . app~~ti9n. Yes No VARCHAR2(131 NOT NULL 
contains required reasor codes assoda~d -- the indicator that d911oles the type of reesor, ex. DEN•De~ii, · ·-

165 NOT EXTRACT REASON with notices LK REASON TYPE IND CON•Continued, REJ=Rejected, ABS•Absence or others ... Yes No VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 
contains required reason codes assooated lhe syslem-genereted code that denotes the reason for the reason 

IBS NOT EXTRACT REASON with notices LK REASON CODE )type; I.e .. 01, 02, 03, 04. Yes No NUMBER(10) NOT NULL 
the job-identification code (JOB_ID)Ihat denotes the collection of 

IBS NOT JOB STAT NOT JOB ID belches; Nola: One Job contains ooe or more batches. Yes No NUMBER(10) NOT NULL 
the dale and time the job den~ed by this record's job-id911lmcauon 

IBS NOT JOB STAT NOT JOB SUBMISSION OT code (JOB ID) was submitted No No DATE NULL 
the code thai denoles the type of notice to be printed in batch; i.e., 
receipt of ap~icalion, or notification for performance of lhe INS seNice 

IBS NOT JOB STAT NOTICE TYPE CODE i.e., REC ·Recap( DEN· Denial) No Yes VARCHAR213) NULL 
IBS NOT JOB STAT NOTICE COUNT QTY lhe Iota! count of notices No No NUMBER(10) NULL 

the code that denotes the location of the INS oflice that queued It'll 
IBS NOT JOB STAT ORIGINATING OFF CODE nolicelo plinl No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 
IBS NOT PRINT Q contains notice plinl.queiMI data NOTICE ID the unique number assigned to identi~ this notice Yes No NUMBER( IOJ NOT NULL 

the code that denotes the type of notice lobe printed in balch; i.e., 
receipt of ap~ication, or notification for performance of the INS seNice 

IBS NOT PRINT a contains notice print-queue data NOTICE TYPE CODE i.e., REC • Recepl, DEN· Denial No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
the svstem.aenemed number IISed to track rec~~ed cases (I.e .. 

VARCHAR21131 IBS NOT PRINT a contains nolice prinl.queue data APP ID No No NULL 
the Job-iaentmcation code (JOB _I D) that denotes the oollection of (b )(6) 

IBS NOT PRINT Q contains notice plint.queue data JOB ID batches; Note: One job contains one or more balt:has. No No NUMBER(10) NULL 

IBS NOT PRINT Q contains notice plint.queue dela NOTICE PRINT STATUS 
I ~e te~ thai describes the status of the notice being printed or thai has 
been pnnled; I.e., not Mnled, Printino, com~eled ,., No No VARCHAR2(5) NULL 

IBS NOT PRINT Q contains notice print.queiMI data NOTICE CREATE DTIME 
1:he date and time on \ltiich lhe notice was crealed for printing; I.e., the 
system dale No No DATE NULL 

IBS NOT PRINT Q contains notice print-queue data NOTICE CREATE FLAG Yes [1) No INI ftag !hat denotes '1111elherthe notice was created No No VARCHAR2111 NULL 

IBS NOT PRINT Q contains notice pnnt.queua da~ FORM NBR 1 :~e number M denotes the lmmigra~on and Naturall!ition SeM~s 
orm; t.e., 1765, 1551 ... No No VARCHAR2161 NULL 

IBS NOT PRINT Q contains notice prinl.queue da~ LOC CODE the code thaldenoles the location of the INS offlce No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
IBS NOT PRINT a contains notice pnnt.queue data LOC SUB CODE the code lhat denotes ll1e s~ocalion of lhe INS office No No VARCHAR2(31 NULL 

IBS NOT PRINT Q contains notice print.queue data NOTICE CODE I the code lhat fetlre1911~ the subsidia~ level of lhe action for the notice No No VARCHA~(5) NULL 

IBS NOT PRINT Q contains notice print-queue dale ZIP CODE 
~~:;slal·seiVice code that denotes the mailing-address within the 

rapliicaf area of the dly or county No No VARCHAR2(9J NULL 

IBS NOT PRINT a contains notice pnnl.queue data 
~~he code !hal deno~s the location of the INS offlce wl'llre the notice 

PRINT LOC SUBLOC CODE was printed No No VARCHAR2i61 NULL 
IBS NOT PRINT Q contains notice pnnl.queue data PRINTED DTIME the dale and time when the documenl was printed No No DATE NULL 

the path and filename of the notice ~ecbon~ fi~ lhal was created, e.g. 
IBS NOT PRINT Q contains notice print.queue data NOTICE PATH NAME rich·fe~ format with the file e~ension of "rtf' No No VARCHAR2(100) NULL 

IIBS NOT PRINT Q 
the filename of the com~ned document w~ch consists of m~ti~e 

VARCHAR2(100) contains notice pnnl.queue data MASTER DOC FILENAME notices No No NULL 

IIBS NOT PRINT Q 
the dale ana time lhe job denoted by this record's job-identfficaton 

contains notice pnnt.queue data JOB SUBMISSION DTIME code (JOB ID) was submitted No No DATE NULL 

IIBS NOT PRINT Q 
lhe ldenlilication for lhe acti~~ instance, created by sequence number 

NUMBERi101 contains notice prinl.queue data ACT INST 10 laeneralor No No NULL 

IIBS NOT PRINT Q 
the aciMiy code that denotes the aCIIon to be pertormed, or thai was 

contains notice print-queue data ACT CODE )pertormed on~~ case (e.g, DeEnler ·Data EniM No No VARCHAR2(20) NUll 

1185 NOT PRINT Q 
the coda that denoleslhe reci~ent of the notice, i.e., APP • applicant 

contains noUce print-queue data RECIPIENT CODE or ATNY • attorney No No VARCHAR2(5) NULL 
IBS NOT PRINT Q ARCH NOTICE ID the uniQUe numb_e!_!S~.9~~1o i!~..!t~is notice Yes No NUMBER(101 __ NQT NULL 

IIBS NOT PRINT Q ARCH 

--
the code thai denoles the type of notice to be printed in balch; i.e., 

---· 

receipt of ap~ication, or notification for pertormance of the INS seMce 
NOTICE TYPE CODE i.e., REC • ReceDI, DEN· Deniall No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

IIBS NOT PRINT a ARCH 
Ilia systen\ileneraled number used to track rec~pled cases (i.e., 

APP ID No No VARCHAR2(13) NULL 

l1ss NOT PRINT a ARCH 
I"" ''""""m"t~uun code (JOB_ID)Ihal denotes ~e collection of 

NUMBERIIOI JOB ID batches· Note: One lob contans one or more belches. No No NULL 
(b )(6) 
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IIBS NOT PRINT Q ARCH 
the le~ !hal describes ~e slaliJs of the notice being pfinled or !hal has 

NOTICE PRINT STATUS been printed; i.e., nol printed, printing, com~eled ... No No VARCHAR2(5) NULL 

IIBS NOT PRINT Q ARCH 
lhe dale and lime on which lhe notice was created for printing; I.e., lhe 

NOTICE CREATE DTIME !system dale No No DATE NULL 
IBS NOT PRINT Q ARCH NOTICE CREATE FLAG Yes IYI No IN) ftag lhal danotes whelherlhe l'!lticewas crealed No No VARCHAR21) NULL 

IIBS NOT PRINT Q ARCH 
the number lhal deooles the Immigration and Naluralizalion Service's 

VARCH~~ FQII~JIIlfL __ form; I.e., 1765, 1551... No No NULL 
IBS NOT PRINT Q ARCH LOC CODE 

-----
~~ code thai denOies lha locetion of lhe iNS Office 

···- No-- No VARCHAR2131 NULL 
IBS NOT PRINT_QARCH LOC SUB CODE lhe code lhel denotes lhe suiJ.Iocalion of lhe INS office No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

l1ss NOT PRINT a ARCH NOTICE CODE the code lhal represents the subsidia~ level of lhe action Ill! lhe notice No No VARCHAR2!51 NULL 

IIBS NOT PRINT Q ARCH 
lhe poslal~er.ice code lhal denotes lhe mailin~ddress 1111hin lhe 

VARCHAR2!91 ZIP CODE I geographical area of Ilia clly orcouncy No No NULL 

IIBS NOT PRINT_Q_ARCH 
the code thai denotes lhe location of the INS office where lhe notice 

PRINT LOC SUBLOC CODE was printed No No VARCHAR2(6) NULL 
ISS NOT PRINT Q ARCH PRINTED DTIME lhe date and time l'lllen the documenl was printed No No DATE NULL 

IIBS NOT PRINT_QARCH 
the path and filename of lha notice ~ectronic fila thai was created. e.g. 

VARCHAR21100) NOTICE PATH NAME rich-te~ formal witfllhe file e~ension of "rtf' No No NULL 

IIBS NOT PRINT Q ARCH 
liM! filename of lhe combined documanll'lllich consists of multiple 

MASTER DOC FILENAME notices No No VARCHAR2(100) NULL 

IIBS NOT PRINT Q ARCH 
lhe dale and lime lhe job denoted by lhis record's job<idenlmcalion 

JOB SUBMISSION DTIME code !JOB IDI was submilled No No DATE NULL 

IIBS NOT PRINT Q ARCH 
lhe identification for lhe acli~ly instance, created by sequence number 

NULL ACT_INST_ID 
-·--~--

91~~1![_ ______ "" ' ... " .. ·----- - No --- No NU~~ER{10) .... 

IIBS NOT PRINT_QARCH 
lhe aciMiy code lhal denoles lhe action lo be pe~ll!mad, or lhal was 

ACT CODE )pe~ormed on lhe case (e.g. DeEnler ·Data Enl~l No No VARCHAR2(20) NULL 

l,ss NOT PRINT a ARCH 
lhe code lhal denoleslhe re~pienl of lhe notice, i.e., APP = applicant 

VARCHAR215) RECIPIENT CODE or ATNY =attorney No No NULL 
lhe code lhal denoleslhe type of notice to be printed in balch; i.e., 
recai~ 
of applicalon, or notification for pertormance of lhe INS service (i.e., 
REC· 

IBS NOT REQUEST con~ins reques~ for printing notices NOTICE TYPE CODE Receipt, DEN • Denial) No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 

e~rat 

lhe ill(jicalor lhal denotes lhe type of reques~ for notice job (N for new 
request, either by one or all office or notice type. R for reprint request, 
by 

VARCHAR2(1) IBS NOT REQUEST con~ins requests for printing notices REQUEST TYPE IND IIPP. id or zip code range or notice type) No No NULL -
IBS NOT REQUEST con~ins requests for printing notices LOC CODE lhe code lhat danDles lhe location of lhe INS office No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

I~§...N2L.B§QU!~L ~~srequeslsf~r.Jlri~~ I,_OC SUB CODE the code lhet denolaslhe sub~ocatliln of the INS offica No No ~ABg~~~l~~~- NULL 
···- ·-·-···- . 

No 
........ _,, 

IBS NOT REQUEST containsrequesls for printing notices JOB PRINT STATUS lhe text !hal describes~~ s~tus of lhe pnnled job No VARCHAR2 20 NULL 

IIBS NOT REQUEST 

the job-identfficalon code (JOB_ID) lhat denotes lhe collection of 
belches; 

con~lns reQue~s for pnnUng notices JOB ID Nole: One iob eonleins one or more batches. No No NUMBERi101 NULL 

IIBS NOT REQUEST 

lhe dale and time lhe job denoted by this record's job-idenlificalion 
code 

contains requests fer printing notices JOB SUBMISSION DTIME JOB ID) was submitted No No DATE NULL 

(b )(6) IIBS NOT REQUEST 
lhe svstem-aenerated number used to track receipted cases (i.e., 

contains requests lor printing notices APP ID I No No VARCHAR2!13) NULL 

IIBS NOT REQUEST 

1 u " IMJ' u "' "'""'es lhe beginning range of lhe poslal-seNice's 9-
digit 

contains requests for pnnting noticas ZIPCODE FROM zipcode: No No VARCHAR219) NULL 

IIBS NOT REQUEST 
the coda that denotes lhe ending range of lhe posl~-servlce's 9-digrt 

VARCHAR2(9) contains requests lor pnnting notices ZIPCODE TO zipcode; No No NULL 
ISS NOT REQUEST contains requests fer printing noticas PRT NAME lhe Printer name No No VARCHAR2(50) NULL 
~~~QQUCTIO~OG PROGRAM SOURCE Yes No ~A~Q.~!l11illL NOT NULL ---·· ··-·--·· 
IBS PRODUCTION LOG COMPLETED DTIME Yes No DATE NOT NULL 
IBS PRODUCTION LOG USER ID Yes No VARCHAR28) NOT NULL 
IBS PRODUCTION LOG PROCESS INST ID No No VARCHAR2 13) NULL 
IBS PRODUCTION LOG AFFECTED LOC CODE No No VARCHAR2 3) NULL 
ISS PRODUCTION LOG BATCH DESC No No VARCHAR2 2551 NULL 
IBS PRODUCTION LOG ACT CODE No No VARCHAR2(20) NULL 
IBS PRODUCTION LOG USER ID LOC CODE No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
ISS PRODUCTION LOG USER 10 LOC SUB CODE No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 
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IBS PS QUEUE contains b.!tdi print QU!\Ie dala LOC CODE the code ~at denoles lhe location of lhe INS office Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
IBS PS QUEUE contains b.!tdi print qU!\Ie data LOC SUB CODE the code !hat denotes lhe sub-location otlhe INS office Yes No VARCHAR2i31 NOT NULL 

the order in IIIIich the Print Server wi~ process the retll!d "I"· 
IBS PS QUEUE contains batch print qu1111e data PRT PRIORITY IND Highest, "2" • Ne~ Highes\ "3' • Nonnal Printing tllmauh V~ua) Yes No VARCHAR2(1) NOT NULL 
IBS PS QUEUE contains b.!tdi print QUIIJe data MOD DTIME the Date and T1me the record was inserted or last uPdated Yes No DATE NOT NULL 

the system-generated numoor used to track rec~pted ceses (i.e., 
VARCHAR2(13)_ IBS.PS QUE_!!_ __ contains balch prilll_gueue ~~~ ... APP ID Y_es ___ No NOT NULL 

'fies lhe system to extract the dati iroiii "f:-
·----···-

IBS PS QUEUE contains batch print queue data SYS 10 CLAIMS, "N" • NATS, "E" • E~em~ System ·All cerd data provided No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
IBS PS QUEUE contains batch pnnl queue data BATCH ID the value thai groups print requeslloaelher No No VARCHAR2(8) NUll 

the current print status of the record 'W' ·Wait, "R" • Request Print 
Request Generation, "E" • E110r Encountered, "P" ·Produced Print 

IBS PS QUEUE contains batch print queue data PRT STATUS IND ReQuest, "I" -In Process No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
the number ~at denotes the Immigration end Naturalization Serlice's 

IBS PS QUEUE contains balch print Queue data FORM NBR fonn; I.e., 1765, 1551... No No VARCHAR2(6) NULL 
IBS PS QUEUE contains balch print Queue data PROCESSED DTIME the Dele and Time lhe onnt reauest was processed No No DATE NULL 
IBS PS STATUS contains status of the print server PRT LOC the name of a printing location Yes No VARCHAR2/61 NOT NULL 
IBS PS STATUS contains status of the prinl server IP ADDRESS IP Address o/ !lie printing localion Yes No VARCHAR2(15) NOT NUll 

·1nd1cated whether pnnl sila is operational "0" ·Operational, "N". Not 
IBS PS STATUS contains status of lha print server OPERATIONAL STATUS IND Operational No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

the idenlfficalion number thai is assigned lo the alien at lhe time of 
IBS RPT AFILE LOCATION contains A-file location data ALIEN NBR entJy into the Unned Stales Yes No VARCHAR2(10) NOT NULL 
IBS RPT AFILE LOCATION conteins Mle location data LOC CODE the code that denotes lhe location of the INS offitl! No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
IBS RPT AFILE LOCATION contains_A:il~ localillf!d~~-- _____ LOC SUB COOE lhe code that denotes lhe su~ocelion of the INS office ~L__ tJ-0-- ·-··~ 

~~RCHAB1i_31 NULL 
lhe code that denofes lhe respon~ble ~rtYwhiCh maintains the Alien -

IBS RPT AFILE LOCATION conteins A-file location data RESP PARTY CODE File No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 
IBS RPT AFILE LOCATION contains Mle location data RESP PARTY DESC lhe desCiiption of the responsi~e party No No VARCHAR2(20) NULL 
IBS RPT AFILE LOCATION conteins Mle location data SECTION CODE the code that denofes the section of the office No No VARCHAR2(2) NUll 
IBS RPT AFILE LOCATION conteins Mle location data SECTION DESC llie desCiiption for the section of ~e office No No VARCHAR2(20) NULL 
IBS RPT AFILE LOCATION conteins Mile location data lAST UPDATE DTIME the dale and lime of lhe last update No No DATE NULL 

contains dele necessary lor pnnttng batch 
IBS RPT BATCH reports RPT BATCH ID the idenlilication of the report balch printing Yes No VARCHAR2(10) NOT NULL 

contains dele necessa~ lor printing balch 
IBS RPT BATCH reports LOC CODE the code lhat denotes the location of the INS offitl! Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

con~lns da~ nece!Sa~ lor printing balch 
IBS RPT BATCH reports LOG SUB CODE the code that denotes the su!Hocation ollhe INS office Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

contains dele necessa~ for printing balch 
IBS RPT BATCH reports RPT NAME the name of the report Yes Yes VARCHAR2(80) NOT NULL 

contains data necessa~ for printing balch 
ISS RPT BATCH 11!DoriS FUNC AREA the name 01 function area No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 

lhe indicator thai deroteslhe frequency of rapo~ ex. (It): Ad Hoc, 
Of=Delly, 
02=Weekly, 03=Semi·Monthly, 04=Monllily, 05=Bi-Mont~y. 

contains data necessa~ for printing balch C6::Quarterty, 
IBS RPT BATCH reporis RPT FREQ_IND 07=Semi-Annual, OS•Annual No No VARCHAR2(2) NULL 

contains data necessa~ lor printing batch 
IBS RPT BATCH reporis REO,_ PRT DTIME the dale and lime of the printing request for the spe~fic report No No DATE NULL 

contains data necessa~ lor printing balch 
I the sort ~gomhm used in the CJYslal report IBS RPT BATCH reporis CRYSTAL SORT SCRIPT No No VARCHAR21255) NULL 

contains data necessa~ for printing batch 
IBS RPT BATCH reporis CRYSTAL CONNECT STRING !he connection string for Crystal Report to access the database No No VARCHAR2(50) NULL 

contains data necessa~ lor printing batch 
IBS RPT BATCH reports RPT DESTINATION the destination ollhe generated rlf)Ort. ax. OQ;printer. Of=file No No VARCHAR2(2) NULL 

the SQL (Strudured Que~ langu~), set of commands Ulad to 
con~ins da~ necessa~ for printing batch acoess data ~thin 

IB$ RPT BATCH IIPOfli RPT SQL SCRIPT the database, used to produce the report No No VARCHAR2(2551 NULL 
contains data necessa~ for printing batch 

IBS RPT BATCH r9poris --·· RPT FORMULA 1 111e ir!l lonn~a used in lhe report !No .. _.NE_ ___ VARCHAR2(75) NULL 
contains dele necessa~ for printing balch 

IBS RPT BATCH rtlports RPT FORMULA 2 llle second fonn~a used in the report No No VARCHAR2(15) NULL 
contains data necessa~ for printing batch 

IBS RPT BATCH reoorts RPT FORMUlA 3 the third formula used in the rtlPori No No VARCHAR2(75) NULL 
contains data necessa~ for printing batch 

IBS RPT BATCH reports RPT FORMUlA 4 the fourth fonnuta used in the report No No VARCHAR21751 NULL 
cont~ns data necessa~ for printing batch 

IBS RPT BATCH reDorts RPT FORMULA 5 the fifth formula used In the reoort No No VARCHAR2(75) NUll 
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contains data necessary for printing batch 
IBS RPT BATCH rGports RPT FORMULA 6 IM sixth formula used in the rGport No No VARCHAR2(75) NUll 

contains data necessary for printing batch 
IBS RPT BATCH reports RPT FORMULA 7 IM seventh formula used in ~e report No No VARCHAR2(75) NUll 

contains data neceua~ tor printing batdl 
IBS RPT BATCH reports RPT FORMULA 8 IM eighth formula used in the report No No VARCHAR21751 NULL 

contains data necessary for printing batch 
IBS RPT BATCH reports RPT FORMULA 9 the nlneth fOrmula used in the report No No VARCHAR2(75) NULl 

contains data necessary for printing batch 
IBS RPT BATCH reports RPT FORMULA 10 the tenth formula used in the report No No VARCHAR2(75) NULL 

contains data necessary for printing batch 
IBS RPT BATCH reports RPT FORMULA 11 the eleventh formula used In the report No No VARCHAR2(75) NULL 

contains data necessary for printing batch 
IBS RPT BATCH reports RPT FORMULA 12 the twemh formula used in the report No No VARCHAR2(751 NULL 

contains date necessary for printing batch 
IBS RPT BATCH reports READY TO PRT FLAG Yes IYI No IN! leg that Indicates whether the report Is ready to print No No VARCHAR2111 NULL 

contains data necessary for printing batch 
IBS RPT BATCH reports RPT CRYSTAL TEMPLATE the tem~ate name in the crystal report No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 

contains data necessa~ for printing batch the type of ~is report, ex. CAN•canMd, AGE•aging, TRK•tracking 
IBS RPT BATCH reports RPT TYPE CODE reports No No VARCHAR2(4) NUll 

contains data necessary for printing batch 
IBS RPT BATCH reports USER ID the user ~dentification code No No VARCHAR2(6) NUll 
IBS RPT BATCH lOG contains logs of batcl\opnnt jobs RPT BATCH ID the identfficetion of the report batch printing Yes No VARCHAR21101 NOT NULL 

~r..lA.muClL -- C£11J!i~!log_sE!P.!h-f'~~l ~b.! . lOC CODE IM code ~at denotes the location of the INS offica Yes No VARCHAR2@) NOT NULL 
··--Focifs' c6oE 

···------ .. NOT NULL-ISS RPT BATCH LOG contains taos of batcl\oprint jobs the code that denotes the sub.iOcation of ~eiNS Oilti Yes No VARCHAR2131 . 
IBS RPT BATCH LOG contains loos of ba~li-Print jobs RPT NAME tM nama of IM report Yes No VARCHAR2(80) NOT NULL 
IBS RPT BATCH LOG contains toos of batciHlnnt Jobs PRINTED DTIME the date and time when the dOQiment was printed Yes No DATE NOT NULL 
IBS RPT BATCH LOG contains togs of balch.pnnl jobs FUNC AREA the name of fundon area No No VARCHAR2i301 NULL 

the indicator that denotes the frequency of report, ex. OO=Ad Hoc, 
01=Daily, 02•Weekly, 03:Semi-Mont~y. 04•Monlhly, 05•Bi-Mon~ly, 

IBS RPT BATCH LOG contains logs of batch;Hinl Jobs RPT FREQ IND OO=Quaneriv. 07•Semi-Annual. OO•Annual No No VARCHAR2121 NULL 
IBS RPT BATCH LOG contains logs of batch-print jobs REQ. PRT DTIME the date and time of tM printing request for the speCific report No No DATE NULl 

Yes (Y) No (N) flag that denotes whether the plinting of the report was 
IBS RPT BATCH LOG contains logs of baldi·Print jobs COMPLETE FlAG completed No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
IBS RPT BATCH LOG contains logs of batch·PrintJobs ERROR CODE the error code OCC\Ired during the report batch printing No No VARCHAR2(16) NULL 
IBS RPT BATCH LOG contains loll! of baldi-prinl jobs RPT CRYSTAL TEMPLATE the template name in the crvst~ report No No VARCHAR21301 NULL 
IBS RPT BATCH LOG con~ ins loos of batch-print jobs USER 10 the user-identfficaton code No No VARCHAR2181 NULL 

con~ins statistical counts of cases~ d~erent 
stages that are used for genernting G22 

IBS RPT G22 I production report by locaton LOC CODE the code that denotes ~a location of~~ INS office Yes No VARCHAR2131 NOT NULl 
contains statistical coun~ of cases at d~erent 
st~sthat are used for generating G22 

IBS RPT G22 reduction report by locaton LOC SUB CODE the code ~at denotes the suiJ.Iocation of the INS office Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
contains s~tisticat coun~ of cases at dmerent 
stages that are used for generating G22 

IBS RPT G22 reduction report by location G22 RPT DT the da~ that the report is generated Yes No DATE NOT NULL 
contains s~tisticat coun~ of cases at different 
stages that are used for generating G22 

IBS RPT G22 reduction report by location G22 PROD LINE the code ~at denotes the production line on G22 Yes No VARCHAR2i6) NOT NUlL 
contains statistical counts of cases at dmerent 
stages that are used for generating G22 

IBS RPT G22 production report by location STAGE A QTY the quantHy of casas in s~ge A for the specffic produdton line No No NUMBER(10) NULL 
contains statistical COIJnts of cases at different 
stages that ere used for genereting G22 

IBS RPT G22 rodudion report by location STAGE B QTY the Quantity of cases in staae B for the specific production line No No NUMBERI101 NULL 
contains statistical counts of ca61!s at different 
stages that a~ used for genereting G22 

IBS RPT G22 __ .. "··-· rodudion report by locat011 STAGE C QTY -· ..... ~!guant~ of ca61!s In stage C for the specific production li~ ... No No NUMB~R(10) ...... NULL 
contains statistical counts of cases at dmerent 
stages that are used for generating G22 

IBS RPT G22 reduction reoort bY locaton STAGE D QTY the quantity of casas in stage D for the specific production line No No NUMBERi101 NUll 
contains statistical counts of cases at different 

lthe quantity of cases in stage E for the spedfic produdion line 
~ages that are used for generating G22 

IBS RPT G22 roduction report by location STAGE E QTY No No NUMBERI101 NULL 
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contains statistical coun~ of cases at d~erent 
stages lhat are used for generating G22 

IBS RPT G22 production rePOrt by location STAGE F QTY lhe quantity of cases in stage F for lhe spec~c flloduction line No No NUMBER(IO) NULL 
contains slatistica coun~ of cases al d~erent 
stages lhal are used for generating G22 

IBS RPT G22 I Production report by location STAGE G QTY lhe quantitY of cases In Sllllte G tor ~e sPitlfic production line No No NUMBER[IO) NULL 

IIBS RPT G22 

contains statistical counts of cases al d~erenl 
stages lhal are used for generating G22 
(production report by location STAGE H QTY lhe quantity of cases In stage H for lhe specific production line No No NUMBER(IO) NULL 

IIBS RPT G22 

contains statistical coun~ of cases al differanl 
stages lhat are used for generating G22 

NUMBERIIOI (production report by location STAGE I QTY tha quantltv of cases in staae I for lhe specmc production line No No NULL 

IIBS RPT G22 

contains statistical counts of cases~ dmerem 
stages lhat !11! used for generating G22 
(produdion report by location STAGE J QTY the quant~y of cases In stage J for ~e spedfic production line No No NUMBER( tO) NULL 

IIBS RPT G22 

contains statistical counts of cases at different 
stages lhal n used for generating G22 

NUMBER(10). lflloduction report by location STAGE K QTY the Quanti~ of cases in staae K for the specific production line No No NULL 

IIBS RPT G22 

corlalns stalistical counts of cases al dmerent 
slageslhal are used for generating G22 

NUMBERIIOI rodudion report by location STAGE L QTY the Quanti~ of cases in stsge L for the Sll@dflc production line No No NULL 

IIBS Rfl!~~1~ 
corlalns statistical counts of cases at different 
stages lhet are used for genera~ng G22 
production report by location STAGE M QTY lhe quantltv of cases in stage M f2rlh!s.P.~Cifi~ production line. .. No ... , ... _. No ~UMB.§~(!_Qj NULL .... "" 

contains statistical counts of cases al different 
stages that artl used for generating G22 

IBS RPT G22 rodudion report by location STAGE N QTY lhe quanti~ of cases in slaoe N for the soecific production line No No NUMBERIIOI NULL 

IIBS RPT G22 

contains statistical counts of cases el different lhe code thel ilenoles the service-center offices such as the Vermont 
stages lhat are used for generating G22 Sernce Center (VSC), Nebraska Service Center (NSC), California 
rodu~ion report by location SERVICE CENTER CODE Service Center ICSCI, and Texas Service Cen~r (TSCI No No VARCHAR213) NULL 

IIBS RPT G22 

contains statistical coun~ of cases al different 
slageslhal are used for genemling G22 
produdlon reWi bllocation COMPLETED DTIME No No DATE NULL 
contains adjustments for each slage of lhe 

IBS RPT G22 ADJUSTMENT production line In lhe G22 production report LOC CODE IIi! code that denotes the location of the INS office Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
contains adjustments for each stage of lhe 

IBS RPT G22 ADJUSTMENT roduclion line In lhe G22 produc~on report LOC SUB CODE lhe code lhal denotes the sub~ocalion of the INS office Yes No VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 
contains adjustments for each stage of ~e the indicator lhal denotes the G22 report lype i.e., Adu~ (A); 

IBS RPT G22 ADJUSTMENT roduction line In the G22 production report G22 RPT TYPE IND Projection(Pj; Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
cortains adjustments for each stage of~ 

IBS RPT G22 ADJUSTMENT production Jin!!~J~~~~eroduction report G22 PROD LINE t~_!le il!trl_ep!es the PRODUCTION line on G22 Yes No VARCHAR2161 NOT NULL 
cortains adjustments for each stage of ~e 

ISS RPT G22 ADJUSTMENT reduction tine in ~e G22 proiiJction report STAGE the text thai depict lhe stage of ~e production line Yes No VARCHAR2(50) NOT NULL 
cortains adjustments for each stage of ~e 

IBS RPT G22 ADJUSTMENT produclion line In ~e G22 proiiJction report PREV VALUE lhe text that descnbi ~e previous value Yes No VARCHAR21501 NOT NULL 
contains adjustml!lts for each slage of~~ 

IBS RPT G22 ADJUSTMENT ,production IM In ~e G22 priXIJCtion report CURR VALUE the text that deeribll the current value Yes No VARCHAR2(50) NOT NULL 
corta~s adjustments for eech stage of ~e 

IBS RPT G22 ADJUSTMENT lflloduction line in~~ G22 proiliction report MODIFIED DTtME the date and lime 'llllen il is modffiad Yes No DATE NOT NULL 
cortains adjustments for each stage of ~e 

IBS RPT G22 ADJUSTMENT roduclion line in the G22 proiliction report MODIFIED COL NAME the column name of the data which is modffied No No VARCHAR21501 NULL 
contains adjustml!lts for each stage of the 

ISS RPT G22 ADJUSTMENT roductlon line In ~e G22 proiliction report COUNTER the count fOIIhe adjustment No No NUMBER(5) NULL 
cortains forecasted statistical data about 
cases al ~fferenl stages for genereling G22 

ISS RPT G22 PROJECTION roduction lll!IOrtS LOC CODE the oode that denotes the location of the INS office Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
contains forecested statistical dale about 
cases allifferent stages for genemling G22 

IBS RPT G22 PROJECTION rodudion reports LOG SUB CODE the oode that denotes the sub-location of the INS office Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
contains forecestad statistical dale about 
cases al dfflll1!nlstages for generaf1ng G22 

IBS RPT G22 PROJECTION lflloductlon reports G22 RPT DT lhe dale thallhe report is generated Yes No DATE NOT NULL 
contains forecasted slalislical dala aboul 
cases at lifferenl stages for generating G22 

tBS RPT G22 PROJECTION I PI'Odudion reports G22 PROD LINE the code lhet denotes the oroduction line on G22 Yes No VARCHAR2161 NOT NULL 
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IIBS RPT G22 PROJECTION 

COfllains forecasted statistical data about 
cases at dfferenl stages for ge~lllling G22 

NUMBER( tO) (produdion reports STAGE A QTY the quantity of cases in stage A lor the specific prodlidion line No No NULL 
contains forecasted statisbcal data abo~ 
cases at ~fferent stages for gene111ting G22 

IBS RPT G22 PROJECTION (priXiictlon reports STAGE B QlY the quanti~ of cases in stage B for the specilic production line No No NUMBER( tO) NULL 
contains forecasted statistical data about 
cases at different stages for gene111ting G22 

IBS RPT G22 PROJECTION riXflldion reports STAGE C QTY the quantiy of cases in stage C for the spedfic production line No No NUMBER( tO) NULL 
contains forecasted statistical data about 
cases at different stages for generating G22 

IBS RPT G22 PROJECTION roduction reports STAGE D QTY the i!Janlily of cases i1 ~ D for the spedficproduction ftne No No NUMBER( tO\ NULL 
contains roreca~ed statistical data about 
cases at different stages for genelllling G22 

IBS RPT G22 PROJECTION production reports STAGE E QTY the quantity of cases in stage E for the spedfic production line No No NUMBER( tO) NULL 
contains forecasted statistical data about 
cases at dmerent sieges for generating G22 

IBS RPT G22 PROJECTION (production reports STAGE F QTY IM quantity of cases in sl~e F for the spedfic production line No No NUMBER(! OJ NULL 
contains forecasted statistical data abo~ 
cases at ~fferent stages for generating G22 

IBS RPT G22 PROJECTION I production reports STAGE G QTY the quantity of cases in stage G lor the specific production line No No NUMBER(101 NULL 
contains forecasted statistical data about 
cases at dmerent stages for generating G22 

~PT.G22JROJECTI~- ~.ill!1~flllrtS ---- STAGE H QTY __ .. the quan~f~ses in_ stage H for the specific prod~~ion line No No NUMBER(!O)_ NULL 
COfllalns forecasted statistical data about 
cases at ~fferenl stages for general'tng G22 

IBS RPT G22 PROJECTION riXiictionreports STAGE I QTY the quantity Of cases in stage I lor the specific production line No No NUMBER( tO) NULL 
contains forecasted stalist~al data about 
cases el different stages for genereling G22 

IBS RPT G22 PROJECTION )production reports STAGE J QTY the quanlly of cases in staaa J for the spedfic production line No No NUMBER( tO) NULL 
contains forecasted statistical dale about 
cases at different stages for genereting G22 

IBS RPT G22 PROJECTION 1prodlidionrepclts STAGE K QTY the quantity Of cases in stage K for the spedlic production rt~ No No NUMBER(10) NULL 

IIBS RPT G22 PROJECTION 

contains forecasted statistical data about 
cases at different stag11 for generating G22 

NUMBER( tO\ I production reports STAGE L QTY IM quantiy of cases In staae L for the specific production line No No NULL 

IIBS RPT G22 PROJECTION 

contains forecasted statistical data about 
cases at dmerenl stages for generating G22 
(production reports STAGE M QTY tM quantity of cases in stage M for ~e spedfic production line No No NUMBER( tO) NULL 

\ISS RPT G22 PROJECTION 

cotlalns forecasted statistical data abo~ 
cases at dmerent stages for generating G22 

NUMBER(10) roduclion reports STAGE N QTY the quantity of cases in stage N for the speafic production line No No NULL 
oontains forecasted statistical data about the code ~at denotes the service-center offces such as the Vannonl 
cases at dmerenl stages for generating G22 Service Center (VSC), Nebraska Ser.ice Center (NSC), California 

ISS RPT G22 PROJECTION produclion reports SERVICE CENTER CODE Service Center iCSC), and Texas SeMce Center ITSCI No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 
oonlains forecasted stalis~l data about 
cases at dtfferenl stages for generating G22 

IBS RPT G22 PROJECTION roduction reports COMPLETED DTIME No No DATE NULL 
IBS RPT MR PROCESS INST ID Yes No VARCHAR2(13) NOT NULL 
IBS RPT MR STATE DTIME Yes No DATE NOT NULL 
IBS RPT MR LOC CODE Yes No VARCHAR2'31 NOT NULl 
IBS RPT MR LOC SUB CODE Yes No VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 
IBS RPT MR PARTICIPANT Yes No VARCHAR2f81 NOT NULL 
IBS RPT MR MR DTIME No No DATE NULL 
IBS RPT MR NBR OF REMITS No No NUMBER(5) NULL 
IBS RPT MR STATUS IND No No VARCHAR2[1) NULL 
IBS RPT MR HISTORY PROCESS INST ID YeS No VARCHAR213) NOT NULL 
IBS RPT MR f!SIQ!lL_ --· STATE DTIME Yes No DATE NOT NULL __ 
IBS RPT MR HISTORY 

.. 
LOG CODE Yes No VARCHAR2i31 NOT NULL 

IBS RPT MR HISTORY LOC SUB CODE Yes NO VARCHAR2 3 NOT NULL 
IBS RPT MR HISTORY PARTICIPANT Yes No VARCHAR2(8 NOT NULL 
ISS RPT MR HISTORY MR DTIME No No DATE NULL 
IBS RPT MR HISTORY NBR OF REMITS No No NUMBER(5 NULL 
IBS RPT MR HISTORY STATUS IND No No VARCHAR21 NULL 
IBS RPT QUERY contains report que~ cn~na RPT NAME tM name of the report Yes Yes VARCHAR2 80) NOT NULL 
IBS RPT QUERY contains report query crtlerta QUERY NAME the name of IM query Yes No VARCHAR2 30) NOT NULL 
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CO!IIains the count of 30., 60-, or90<iay 
IBS RPT \\ORKLOAD AGE bacilog for~~ wo~~ad aging l1flOI1 STAGE 60 90 QTY Aged cases between 60 and 90 days old No No NUMBER( tO) NULL 

contains !lie count of 30·, SO., or 90<1ay 
IBS RPT \\ORKLOAD AGE bac~og for the worliload a~lng report STAGE 90 QTY Aaed cases > 90 days old No No NUMBERIIO) NULL 

contains data for batch~cheduler jobs at a 
IBS SC BATCH SCH JOB Q designated location BATCH SCH JOB ID the jo~dentfficaHon code that ®notes the batch scheduling Yes No NUMBER(10) NOT NULL 

contains data for balch·scheduler jobs at a 
IBS SC BATCH SCH JOB Q designated location SRVC CTR LOC CODE SeiVice Center Location Code No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

contains data for bateh-schedller jobs at a Yes (Y) No IN) flag that denotes whetl'er the seNice center is curre!il 
IBS SC BATCH SCH JOB Q de~gnated location SRVC CTR ACTIVE FLAG active No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

contains data for batch-!ched\Jer jobs at a 
IBS SC BATCH SQ~_JO_tq_ des~n~led location _ _ _ ___ _ __ INSj_DFFICE LOC CODE INS Interview Office Location Code No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

contains data for batch-scheduler jobs at a Yes (Y) No (N) flag that denotesllliether the INS Interview Offie@ Is 
IBS SC BATCH SCH JOB Q designated location INS I OFFICE ACTIVE FLAG current active No No VARCHAR211) NULL 

conlains data for balch·scheduler jobs at a 
IBS SC BATCH SCH JOB Q des~naled location SCH INTV SITE LOC CODE Scliedulina Interview Site Location Code No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

contains data for balch·schedu~r jobs at a SCH_INTVJITE_LOC_SUB_CO 
IBS SC BATCH SCH JOB Q des~naled location DE Sch!!Jullng lntll'liew Site Location Sub-Code No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

cootains data for batch-!cl1edller jobs at a SCH.INTV.SITE_ACTIVEJLA Vas (Y) No (N) flag that denotes whether the Scheduling Interview Site 
IBS SC BATCH SCH JOB Q designated location G is current active No No VARCHAR2111 NULL 

contains data for balch-!chedlller jobs at a ADOJNTV)VAILJLOTS_DAY 
IBS SC BATCH SCH JOB Q designated location QTY QuantiW of addition~ days to create ~e Available Slots No No NUMBER(5) NULL 

contains data for balch·scheduler jobs at a 
lll§..SCJAIQH SCH JOB Q des~naled locatlon , ~~~...Q9.QEfiCE LOC CODE INS Oa~ Ceremony C)!lce.locatlon Code __ N_o __ No VARCHAR2131 ___ NULL 

contains data for balch-schaduler]Obs ~ a - INS.DC.OFF!CE.ACTIVEJLA Yes ~I No (N) flag that denotes lllietherthe INS Oath Ceremony 
·-·- - ,.,._ 

IBS SC BA TGH SCH JOB Q designated location G Office is current active No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
rontalns dala for balch-scheduler jobs at a 

IBS SC BATCH SCH JOB Q des~nated location =LOCCODE Sclleduling Oath Ceremony Site Location Code No No VARCHAR1131 NULL 
contains data for batch-!ched~er jobs at a _LOC_SUB_COD 

IBS SC BATCH SCH JOB Q designated location E Sched~ing Oath Ceremony Site Location Sub-Code No No VARCHAR2(31 NULL 
contains data for batch~cheduler jobs at a Yes (Y) No (N) flag that denotes llliather the Scheduling Oa~ 

IBS SC BATCH SCH JOB Q designated location SCH OC SITE ACTIVE FLAG Ceremony Sile is current active No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
contains data for batch~cheduler jobs at a ADD.OC.AVAIL_5LOTS_ DAY. 

IBS SC BATCH SCH JOB Q des~nated location QTY Quanti~ of additional days to create the Avalla~e Slots No No NUMBER!Si NULL 
contains historical data for the intetview and the svstem-ll!neraled number used to track rec~pted cases (i.e., 

IBS SC HISTORY oath C@remony sclied~e for an app~canl APP ID Yes No VARCHAR2113) NOT NULL 
cootains historical data for the ini!New and tne cooe mar aanotes the service type, such as for case re~ew or b)(6) 

IBS SC HISTORY oath ceremony sched~e tor an applicant SRVC TYPE CODE uestion and answer activities Yes No VARCHAR2i10) NOT NULL 

IIBS sc HISTORY 
contains historic~ data for the int!New and 
oath ceremony scliedule lor an applicant CREATE DT the datehime llliere the inleNiew or oath ceremony was fi~t scheduled Yes No DATE NOT NULL 

IIBS sc HISTORY 

the code thai denotes the sched~ing location tor the Interview or oath 
contahs hl&torlcal data tor the inteMew and INTV_OCJCH_51TE_LOC_CO C@remony llilhin the Ql{l9raphical area represented by the INS· 
oath ceremony schedule lor an ap~icant DE administretlve4ocation code No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

IIBS sc HISTORY 

the coda that den~es the scheduling sub-location for the lnlefllew or 
contains historical data for the interview 9l1d I NTV. OC.SCH. SITEJOC_$UB oath C@remony 1\itliln the geographical erea represented by the INS-
oath ceremony schedu~ lor an a!)tl!icanl CODE administrative-location code No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

'ISS SC HISTORY 

the code that denotes the lntetvlew or oath ceremony location within 
contains historical data for the lnletvlew and the geographical area represented by the INS-administrative-location 
oath ceremony sched~e for an applicant INTV OC LOC CODE Code No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

the code that denotes the interview or oath ceremony sub-location 
contains historical data for the int!Mew and llilhin the g~phical area represented by the INS-administrative-

IBS SC HISTORY oath caremony sched~e for an applicant INTV OC LOC SUB CODE location code No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
contains ~~oricat data for the int!New and the code ~at denotes lha interview or oath ceremony room 

IBS SC HISTORY oath caramony schedule lor an applicant INTV OC RM 10 designation, i.e, 46A, 468, 460 '" No No VARCHAR2(5) NULL 
IIi! code thai denotes tha interview room deslgnelillll, I.e, 46A, 46B, 

contains historical data for~~ inteNiew aod INTV _ RM _5ECT .RPTG_ GATE_ 460 "'or theenrance into the Ollth-celllmOilf fad!~; I.e., doors, gates 
IBS SC HISTORY oath caremooy schedu~ for an applicant NBR No No VARCHAR2(51 NULL 

rontains historical dais for~~ int!Mew and the date~ime slot of the inleNiew or the dele on IIIIich the oath 
IBS SC HISTORY oath caramony schedule for an applicanl INTV OC DT ceremony \\ill be conducted No No DATE NULL 

rontains historical data tor the inletview and the system generatllJ ldentmcation number lhat is assigned to the 
IBS SC HISTORY oath ceremony sclied~e for an applicant REP 10 representative No No NUMBER(IO) NULL 

cootalns ~stonca data tor the ini!New and INTV_OC.IST_SCH_ACTION_C the action code !hat denotes \\lien the inleNiew or oath caremollf was 
IBS SC HISTORY oath ceremony sched~e lor an applicant ODE fl~t sclieduled No No VARCHAR21131 NULL 

contains ~lion cat dele tor the int!New end the daleillme where !he int!New or Ollth ceremony was rom~eted 
IBS SC HISTORY oath ceremony schedule for an a,o~icanl DISPOSE DT successfljlv No No DATE NULL 
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contains historical data for the inteNiew and the act~ code ~at denotes lilian the interview or oath ceremony was 
IBS SC HISTORY oalh ceremony !Chedu~ for an applcant DISPOSE ACTION CODE com~eted successf\Jtly No No VARCHAR2i13) NULL 

contains selected data for an INS 
administrative llfllce. interview schedule site. the loca~on code lhat denotes the district office, castKOntrol office, or 

IBS SC I INTVLOC and ioi!New location INS OFFICE LOC CODE SOOI&times lhe sel'lice cen~r Yes Yes VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 

contains selected data for an INS the code ~at denote! the scheduling location for the lntalliew lilhin 
administrative office, Interview sched~e site, the 

IBS SC IINTVLOC and interview location INTV SCH SITE LOC CODE \gi\l!l~ca area representad lit the INS.admrrirstraive4ocation code Yes Yes VARCHAR2i3) NOT NULL 

contains selected data for an INS the code that denoles the scheduling suiJ.focation for the intell1ew 
administrative office, lntalliew schedule site, INTV _5CH. SITE _LOC _$UB. CO lithin the 

IBS SC I INTVLOC and intelliew location DE geographical area represented by lhe INS-administretive4ocation code Yes Yes VARCHAR213) NOT NULL 
contains s~ec~d data for an INS the code that denote~ ~e intelliew location within the geofe~icat 
administrative office, inteMew schedule site, area 

IBS SC I INTVLOC and intel\1ew location INTV LOC CODE i~esented lit the INS..!dmirfrstra~ve-location code Yes No VARCHARli31 NOT NULL 
conlains s~ected data lor an INS I, lhe code that denotes the lntell1ew siAl-location within the 
administrative office, inlel'liew schedule site, geograplicat area 

IBS SC I INTVLOC and interview location INTV LOC SUB CODE representad by the INS.adminislrative-location code Yes No VARCHAR213l NOT NULL 
contains selected de~ for an INS the location sub<:ode lhat denoles the distnct office, cas~ontrol 
administrative Office, inlel'liew schedule site, office,or 

IBS SC IINTVLOC and intel'liew location INS OFFICE LOC SUB CODE sometimes ~e sell1ca cenw No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
contains selected data for an INS 
administrative offiCG, interview sched~e site, 

IBS SC I INTVLOC and ·rntel\1ew locaion INTV LOC DESC the detailed description of the in~Mew location altrib~es No No VARCHAR2(4Ql NULL 

1185 SC IINTYLOC PROF 
lhe location cod! that denotes the distnct office, cas~ontrol office, or 

con~ins the]li'Ofile of interview location INS OFFICE LOC CODE sometimes the sellice center Yes Yes VARCHAR213) NOT NULL 

the code that denotes the scliedulrng location for the intelliew within 
the 

IBS SC I INTVLOC PROF conte:rns the profile ofintel'liew location INTV SCH SITE LOC CODE geogra~~cal a111a reQresented by the INS.administrative~ocation code Yes Yes VARCHAR2i31 NOT NULL 

IINTV .SCH _SITEJOC.SUB-co 
the code that denotes the scheduling sub-location for the inleNiew 
lilhinthe 

IBS SC I INTVLOC PROF contains the profi~ of inte111ew loeation DE (geagraphicel area represented by~~ INS-admlnis~ative~oca~on code Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
the code ~at denotes the intel'llew location lithln the geographical 
area 

IBS SC I INTVLOC PROF contains the profile of intell1ew ~caUon INTV LOC CODE represenled by the INS.administrative.location code Yes ~es VARCHAR213) NOT NULL 
the code that denotes the inteNiew sub~ocation wit~n the 
QIOIJraphicat area 

IBS SC IINTVLOC PROF con~lns the profile of Interview location INTV LOC SUB CODE 
1
represenled lit the INS-administrative-location code Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

IBS SC I INTVLOC PROF contains the profile of interview locafron EFF DT the effeclivt date lltien lhis location tan be s~rt scheduling eclivities Ye! No DATE NOT NULL 

IIBS sc IINTVLOC PROF 

Yes (Y) No (N) that indicates~ the location iS active and accepting 
intel'liew 

contains the profile of interview location AVAIL FlAG scheduling No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

the rule id from the rules-table IIIIich describes the allocation of room 
scheduling, i.e .. round-robin method, sequencia! method, special-
consideration 

IBS SC IINTVLOC PROF contains ~e pr~le of inteNiew location RM ALLOC RULE ID No No VARCHAR2(6) NULL 
the location sub-code that denotes the distrtct office, case-contra 
offica, or 

IBS SC I INTVLOC PROF contains lhe prollle of Interview location INS OFFICE LOC SUB CODE sometimes the service center No No VARCHAR2@ NULL 

contains the profile of interview·sched~ing the location code that denotes the district office, case-control office, or 
~S.SC I OFFICE SITE site --· ... INS Qf.f.!CE LOC CODE_ _ .!QIII!Ii1118!_the sellic.e center ···--· Yes ___ N£__ YHiCH~flliJL 11_()TNULL_ 

the code that denote! the sched~ing location fOr the intelliew lithln 
contains the pr~le of inteNiaw.scheduling the 

ISS SC I OFFICE SITE site INTV SCH SITE LOG CODE I9101JraJ111ical area represented by the INS-administrative-location cod eYes Yes VARCHAR2i31_ NOT NULL 

the code that denotes the schedllling sub-location for the inteNiew 
contains the profi~ of lntel'liew·scheduling INTV_5CH_SITE_LOC.SUB_CO lilhinthe 

IBS SC I OFFICE SITE srte DE (geagraphical area represented by the IN5-admlnls~ative-location cod e Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3i NOT NUlL 
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IBS SC I OFFICE SITE 

IBS SC I OFFICE SITE 

IBS SC I OFFICE SITE 

IBS SC I OFFICE SITE 

ISS SC I OFFICE SITE 

IIBS sc I OFFICE SITE 

IBS SC I OFFICE SITE 

IBS SC I OFFICE SITE 

IBS SC I OFFICE SITE 

IBS SC I OFFICE SITE 

IBS SC I OFFICE SITE 

IBS SC I OFFICE SITE 

IBS SC I OFFICE SITE 

IBS SC I OFFICE SITE 

IIBS sc I OFFICE SITE 

IBS SC I OFFICE SITE 

ISS SC I OFFICE SITE 

IBS SC I OFFICE SITE 

(b )(6) 
IBS SC I RDY2SCHQ 

IBS SC I RDY2SCHQ 

IBS SC I RDY2SCHQ 

IBS SC I RDY2SCHQ 

IBS SC I RDY2SCHQ 

IBS SC I RDY2SCHQ 

IBS SC I RDY2SCHQ 

IBS SC I RDY2SCHQ 

C4 ElWin Data Oidiona~ 

1 the location sub-cede that denotes the dislria office, casi-(Qntrol 
contains the prafi~ of !~mew-scheduling 1. off~, or 
site INS OFFICE LOC SUB CODE sometimes~~ s&Mce center No 

lhe ID dena~s the scheduling rule, e.g., llle pnonly number, mail roam 
contains the profile of inleNiew-sched~lng date, 
site SCH RULE ID et~ ... ID Is from~~ rule~~~ No 

con~ins the profile of ini&Mew~cheduling 
site 
contains the pro!lte of in~riew4cheduling 
srte 
contains the pro!l~ of inleNiew-sched~ing 
site 
contains the profile of inleJView·sched~ing 
site 
contains the profile of inleNiew-scheduling 
site 

co~lnslhe profile of lnternew~cheduling 
site 

contains the pro!lle of inleNiew-scheduling 
site 

contains the profile of inleNiew-scheduling 
site 
contains the profile of inleriew-scheduling 
~te 

contains the profile of inte~iew4ched1Jing 
site 
contains the pro!l~ of lnteNiew-scheduling 
site 
co~ins the protlle of interview-scheduling 
site 
~ins the profile of intemew~cheduling 
srte 
contains the pro!lle of interiew4ched~ing 
site 
co~lns ~e profile of lnleNiew-scheduling 
sile 
contains ~e proftle of in~ew-scheduling 
site 
contains !he cases that are ready to be 
sched~ed for lnteNiew 
contains the cases ~al are ready to be 
scheduled for int&Niew 

con~lns the cases that are reedy to be 
scheduled for interiew 

contains lhe cases lhet are ready to be 
sched~ed for inteNiew 

the ID from the rules tables IIIIich desdrtles how lhe cases are to be 
INTV LOC ALLOC RULE ID dislli~led between i~IView locations No 
EARLIEST _A _FILE _PICK_DAY. the amount of days AFTER which the alien file may be pulled for 
QTY shipment No 
lATEST_ A JILE.PICK_DAY _0 the amount of days BEFORE which the alien file may be pu~ed for 
TY shipment No 
SCH_NO _sooNER _THAN _DAY the amount of days, BEFORE which the facility 'MLL NOT be 
Q TY scheduled No 

SCH NO LATER THAN DAY 
QTY- - • - - the amount of days, AFTER IIIIich the fadlitv 'MLL NOT be scheduled No 

\\lien the number of cases in this sile reach ~e low point stored in INs 
field, 

LOW PERCENT NBR TRIG mail is senllo the user No 
\\lien the number of cases In this site reach the high point stored in 
Ills 

HIGH PERCENT NBR TRIG fie~, mail is sent to the user No 

the value stored in this fie~ indicates \\lien the h~Mow paint condition 
ADVANCE TRIG DAY QTY sho~d be cheeked, in number of days No 

NBR INTV NOS HOW ALLOW maximum number of no shows allowed for rwched~ing lo pr~ No 
maxim1111 number ol cancellations allowed for re-scheduling to 

NBR INTV CANCEL ALLOW lpr0Ci$d No 
NOT PRT NO SOONER THAN 

DAY QrY • - the number of days before IIIIich the notice ~II nol be pnnted No 
NOT .PRT _NO _LA TER_THAN _ 
DAY QTY the number of days after which the notice 11111 not b~nled No 

INTV OFFICE DESC the detailed descnptian of the interiew office attributes No 

INTV SITE DESC the detailed descnption of the inleJView site attributes No 

MAX SLOTS CREATE DT the maximum date IIIIich available slots have been created No 
the week number corresponding to the max_slots.create_dt. either I 

MAX SLOTS 'MK NBR or 2 No 
the systMnerated number used to track recel~ed cases (i.e., 

APP ID Yes 

SRVC TYPE CODE the code !hat denotes the service lype Yes 

SITE GRP ID 1

the id IIIIich denotes the group of sites that can be sched~ed for t~s 
ISP~canl No 

[lhe location code thai denotes the distna office, casi-(QrtPJI Off1ce, or 
INS OFFICE LOC CODE sometimes !he service center No 

the location sub-cede that denotes the di~na df1ce, case-contra 
contains the cases ~al are ready to be ofllce, or 
scheduledforint!Mew INS OFFICE LOC SUB CODE sometimeslhesemcecenter No 

contains the cases that are ready to be 
sched~ed for inleriew 

contains the cases that ere ready to be 
scheduled for interiew 

contains the cases that are ready to be 
scheduled for Interview 

!he code that denotes the scheduling location for the l~riew ~thin 
the 

INTV SCH SITE LOC CODE ®0\Va~caf aree represented by the INS.fiministrati~ocetlon code No 

the code that denotes the schedulng sub.f('(alionforlhe ini!Mew 
INTV SCH SITE LOC SUB CO ~thin the 
DE • - - - - lgeagrap/jcalarearepwe~dbytheiNS-adni~&frativiHaciiancode No 

the code that denotes ~e lnt&Mew location 111thin fhj geographical 
area 

INTV LOC CODE lr'~!resenled ID'_the INS-adminislratl~ocalian code No 

Pege eo of 100 

No VARCHAR2(31 NULL 

No VARCHAR2(6) NULL 

No VARCHAR2(61 NULL 

NUMBER(5) NULL 

No NUMBER(51 NULL 

No NUMBER(5) NULL 

No NUMBER(5) NULL 

No NUMBER(5) NULL 

No NUMBER(5) NULL 

No NUMBER(5L NULL 

No NUMBER(5) NULL 

No NUMBERI51 NULL 

No NUMBER(5) NULL 

No NUMBERi51 NULL 

No VARCHAR2(40) NULL 

No VARCHAR2(40) NULL 

No DATE NULL 

No NUMBER151 NULL 

Yes VARCHAR2(13)_ NOT NULL 

Yes VARCHAR2(10) NOT NULL 

No VARCHAR2(5) NULL 

No VARCHAR2(31 NULL 

No VARCHAR2(3) NUll 

No VARCHAR2131 NULL 

No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
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IIBS sc I RDV2SCHQ 

IM code ~at denotes the intelliew sub-location wit~n IM 
con~lns the cases thai are reedy to be geograplical area 
sched~ed for interview INTV LOC SUB CODE represented by IM tNS-adminislrative.location code No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
contains lhe cases !hal are ready lo be !he code lhal denotes lhe interview room deslt;~~ation. I.e., 46A, 46B, 

IBS SC I RDV2SCHQ sCheduled for Interview INTV RM ID 460 .. , No No VARCHAR2(5l NULL 
!he number lh~ denotes the Immigration and N~rallzation Sef\Aces 

contains !he cases lhel are reedy lo be follll; 
IBS SC I RDY2SCHQ sCheduled 101 iniiiView FORM NBR i.e., 1765 1551... No Yes VARCHAR2(6) NULL 

contains the cases lhal are ready lo be 
IBS SC I RDY2SCHQ sehed~ed 101 ini!IView MR RECV DTIME the da~ and time the applicant's mall was recaived in !he m~lroom No No DATE NULL 

the date and lime the inleNiew denoted by this r!COfd's siMC$·1ype 
contains lhe cases that are reedy to be code was 

IBS SC I RDV2SCHQ sehed~ed for inteMew IN INTV 0 DTIME submrtte<l to the lnlelliewiiJb queue No NO DATE NULL 
contains the cases !hat are ready to be 

IBS SC I RDY2SCHQ scheduled for interview APP PRIORITY NBR the job-execution pno~v number for !he ep~icanl No No NUMBER(5\ NULL 
~e system-generated number used to represent ~e pnndpal perSOfl 

contains the cases !hal are ready to be of the 

b)(6) 
IBS SC I RDY2SCHQ sCheduled !Of inteNiew FAMILY GRP ID family group (1.1.1 I No No VARCHAR2(13) NULL 

"BS SC I RDY2SCHQ 

!he system;Jene 
"""~ 

, ~ed lo denote the representabve 
con~lns me cases IDat are ready to be that 
sched~ed for interview REP GRP ID [prcMdes legal s!IViC$S lo members of ~e represantati~!IQ. No No VARCHAR2(13l NULL 

JIBS SC I RDY2SCHQ 
con~ins the caHS IDat are ready to be !he system generated identffication mrnber thjl is assigned to~~ 
sehed~ill for l~rview REP ID represe~llve No Yes NUMBER(10) NULL 

the system-generated number used Ia represent the pnndpal person 
contains the cases !hat are ready to be of the 

IBS SC I RDY2SCHQ sCheduled for interview CBO GRP 10 community based O!Qaniz~on (CBO) groop, i.e., 9999999999999 No No VARCHAR1[13) NULL 
con~ins lhe cases thai are ready lobe 

IBS SC I RDY2SCHQ sCheduled for ini!IView ADHOC GRP ID IM systefTiillne~d number lhet denotes the ed hoc group leader No No VARCHAR2(13) NULL 
contains the casts that are ready to be 

IBS SC I RDY2SCHQ sched~ed for interview REQ.EXAM LOC CODE the code !hat denotes IM ap~IC$nl's requeslill examination location No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
contains the cases that ere ready to be the code !hat denotes the applicant's requested examination sib-

IBS SC I RDY2SCHQ sCheduled for interview REQ EXAM LOC SUB CODE location No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
contains !he cases thai are ready to be 

IBS SC I RDY2SCHQ scheduled for interview RESCH DELAY DT dale of ServiC$ if !he applicant is resched~ed No No DATE NULL 
!he identmcation number ~atls assigned to !he allen atlhe time of 

co~lns ~~ cases ~a! are ready lo be entry 
IBS SC I RDY2SCHQ sehed~ed for interview ALIEN NBR into !he Unied Slates No No VARCHAR~t~ NULL 

contains the caHS thai are ready to be 
IBS SC I RDY2SCHQ scheduled for intef'liew SRVC TYPE PRIORITY NBR the job-execution priontv number No No NUMBERi5l NULL 

contains !he cases th!lare ready to be date of the las! sehed~ed unsuccl!sful intelliew, wliich is given by 
IBS SC.I RDY2SCHg ___ ~eduled forlnterv~w ___ _ ~CHDT ad~dicator . ____ ·----· No No DATE NULL 

~·-·· ···---

contains the room p~ofile for me interview !he location code !hal denotes !he ~stn« office, casiKOntrot office, or 
IBS SC I RM location INS OFFICE LOC OODE sometimes the service C$nler Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

!he code !hal denotes !he scheduling location lor the interview within 
contains the room profile tor the interview the 

IBS SC I RM location INTV SCH SITE LOC CODE g~raphical area represented by the INS-administretive~ocation code Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

IINTV .SCH _SITE_LOC _SUB-co 
the code !hal denotes !he scheduling su!).location for !he interview 

contains !he room p~ofile for the inl~w 111thlnthe 
IBS SC I RM location DE [geogreQhical area represented by the INS.administrative.locatlon code Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

the code !hal den~es the i~erviewlocation wihin !he geographical 
contains the room profile for the interview area 

IBS SC I RM locallon INTV LOC CODE re~resenled bv !he INS.adminislrat't~ocation code Yes Yes VARCHAR213l NOT NULL 
!he code that denotes !he int!IView sub<ocation within IM 

contains !he room profile for !he ini&Niew geographical area 
~.RM ___ localion I_NTV LQ9..§1!.~QD§ ......•. represented bv the INS.administretive-location code -·--=- Yes Yes ...... VARCHAR2(3). NOT NULL 

conlains-~e room p~ofite for the interview IM code thai denotes !he interview room desig~on, I.e., 46A, 468, 
IBS SC I RM locallon INTV RM ID 460 "' Yes No VARCHAR2(5) NOT NULL 

IM location sub-tode thai denctes lha d'tstrict offica, casiKOnlrol 
contains !he room profile for the lnlelliew office. Of 

IBS SC I RM location INS OFFICE LOC SUB CODE sometimes !he servica ceoler No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

JIBS SC I RM 
contains !he room profile for the interview 

VARCHAR2150) location RM DESC !he detailed description of !he ilrilules of lha room No No NULL 
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contains ~e availa~e time for the room altha till location code that denotes the dlstlicl office, ca~W~ntrol office, or 
IBS SC I RM AVAIL TIME inter'iew location INS OFFICE LOC CODE sometimes the !~Mea center Yes Yes VARCHAR2(31 NOT NULL 

the code that denotes the sehed~ing location lor the interview ililhin 
contains !he available time lor the room at the the 

~SCJ.RM AVAIL Tl~L._ ~w.t~ •. I~TV SCH SITE LOC CODE lgeographlcal.~ represented bJ.Ihe INS-admtnistrati~on C(J(j_e. y~----- Yes VARCHAR2(3)__ NOT NULL 
the code that denotes the scheduling sub-location for the inter'iew 

·-

within !he 
contains ~~ available time lor the room at the INTV _5CH JITE_LOC_ SUB _CO geograplilcal area represented by the INS-administrative-location 

ISS SC I RM AVAIL. TIME lnter'iew location DE code Yes Yes VARCHAR1QL NOT NULL r code lhat denotes the inteMew location within the geographical 
contains the availa~e time l(lr the room altha area 

IBS SC I RM AVAIL TIME interview location INTV LOC CODE represented by the I NS-adminl!frative-location coda Yes Yes VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 

~~ntains the available lima lor the room allhe 
!he code that denotes the inteMew sub~ocation wl~n the 
geographical area 

IBS SC I RM AVAIL TIME lnlervtewlocalion INTV LOC SUB CODE represented by the INS-administrative-location code Yes Yes VARCHAR2(31 NOT NULL 
~~ntains lhe availa~e time for lha room altha the code thai denotes the inteMew room designation, i.e, J!M, 468, 

IBS SC I RM AVAIL TIME rnter'iew location INTV RM ID 46() ... Yes Yes VARCHAR2(51 NOT NULL 
l:a"lains the available time lor !Iii room at the 

IBS SC I RM AVAIL TIME interview location ADJ COUNT NBR the number of adjudicalo!s aveileWe for the room and time given Yes No NUMBER(5) NOT NULL 

JIBS sc I RM AVAIL TIME 
contains the available time lor the room at the 
inler.iew location AVAIL DT lhe availability date Yes No DATE NOT NULL 
contains lhe availa~e lime lor !he room at the 

IBS SC I RM AVAIL TIME inleMew location AVAIL BEGIN TIME the availablli~slart-time Yes No DATE NOT NULL 
contains the available time for IIi! room at the 

IBS SC I RM AVAIL TIME inteMew location AVAIL END TIME !he ll\'lilabilily end.time No No DATE NULL 
tlii location sub{()de thai denotes the district office. case-con~~ 

contains lhe available time lor the room at the office, or 
IBS SC I RM AVAIL TIME interview location INS OFFICE LOC SUB CODE sometimes the seMce center No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

contains the room profile for lhe interview 
!INS OFFICE LOC CODE 

the location code ~at denotes lhe lfistnct office, casa{()ntrol office, or 
IBS SC I RM PROF location sometimes the sel'lica center Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3i NOT NULL 

!Iii code that denotes the scheduling location for tlii inter'iew within 
contains the room profile lor the inler'iew the 

IBS SC I RM PROF location INTV SCH SITE LOC CODE J~;ographical area represented bj_ ~e INS-administrative-location code Yes Yes VARCHAR~3) NOT NULL 
the code !hal denotes ~e sched~ing suiHocation for the Interview 
ililhinthe 

contains the room profile lor lhe inteMew INTY_SCH_51TEJOC_5UB_CO geographical area represented by the INS·ildminislralive~ocation 
IBS.SC I RM PROF _loca~--. -- DE ~---··-------------- Yes Yes ~~Ciii\R2@L NOT NULL 

""'···---· ----
the code thai denotes lhe inteMew localiOII v.11hin the geographical 

---·- --- ---- ~--

contains the room profile for the inteMew area 
IBS SC I RM PROF location INTV LOC CODE represented by the INS-administrative-location code Yes Yes VARCHAR2i31 NOT NULL 

the code that denotes the inteMew sub-location witlin the 
contains the room profile for the inteMew geograpllical area 

IBS SC I RM PROF location INTV LOC SUB CODE represented by the INS-adminiSfratl~ocatron code Yes Yes VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 
contains the room profile for the inler.iew the code that denotes the interview room designation, i.e., 46A, 468, 

ISS SC I RM PROF location INTV RM ID 460... Yes Yes VARCHAR2(5) NOT NULL 
contains the room profile for the lnteMew 

IBS SC I RM PROF ~cation EFF OT the effective date when lhls location can be start schediJinQ activities Yes No DATE NOT NULL 
the locati011 sub-code that denotes the district office, casl{()nl~ 

contains the room profile lor the interview offite,or 
IBS SC I RM PROF location INS OFFICE LOC SUB CODE sometimes lhe service center No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

contains lhe room profile for !he interview !Iii inler'iew slart~me on~~ day ard date denoted by this records 
IBS SC I RM PROF location 

-·· 
MAX NBR CON ADJ elfeclv~av and dav-ot.tht\.week data elemenll No No NUMBER{5) NULL 

the rule ld ~om ~~ rules·tab~ vmich describes !he allocation of room 
scheduling, I.e .. r0t1nd-robin m~hod, sequencia! method, speda~ 

contains lhe room profile tor the inler'iew cons~eration 

IBS SC I RM PROF location RM SECT ALLOC RULE ID No No VARCHAR2(6) NULL 
Yes (Y) No (N) thai inrlca~s W IIi! localiOII is adive and accepting 

contains~~ room profile lor ~e inleMew Ji
1
nteMew 

IBS SC I RM PROF location AVAIL FLAG sched~lng No No VARCHAR2111 NULL 
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IIBS sc I SECT 
contains me section identified in ~~ room at the locatioo code ~al denotes Ill& district office, case.control office, or 
1M inteNi&W location INS OFFICE LOC CODE sometimes 1M service cenw Yes Yes VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 

lhe code that denotes ~e scheduling location lor the interview v,;~in 
contains the section identified in the room at the 

IBS SC I SECT the inleNiew location INTV.S_C_H,.SITE.LOC.c_op_E_ 2_1309raphic~ area reere!enle,jby the IN~oljdmini!~!ti~~ Yes !Yes VARC~2.(3)_ . NOT N~LL - - .. -------·-- .. 

the code that denotes the scfleduling sutHocalion for lhe interview 
contains !he section identified in the room at INTV_SCH_61TE_LOC_$UB_CO within the 

IBS SC I SECT the lni&Niew location DE geographical area represented by the INSidminislrative-locatioo code Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
the code that denotes the Interview location v.;lhin the geographlcel 

contain! the section identified In the room at area 
IBS SC I SECT the inteNiew location INTV LOC CODE represented by the INS.admlntstrative~ocation code Yes Yes VARCHAR2i3) NOT NULL 

the code lhat denotes the interview sutHocation wit~n the 
con~ins ~e section identffied in the room ~ geographical area 

IBS SC I SECT the Interview location INTV LOC SUB CODE represented by the INS.administrative~ocatioo code Yes Yes VARCHAR213) NOT NULL 
co~ins the section identified in the room al the code ~at denotes the interview room designation, i.e., 46A. 466, 

IBS SC I SECT lhe inleNiew locati!Jn INTV RM ID 460 "' Yes Yes VARCHAR215\ NOT NULL 
the designation lhat denotes the specific section within Ilia room where 

contains ~~ section identified in the room at the 
IBS SC I SECT the inteNiew location RM SECT ID interview will be conducted Yes No VARCHAR2(5) NOT NULL 

the location su)){ode that denotes lhe dislricl office, cese-con~d 
contains~~ section identified in the room at office, or 

IBS SC I SECT the interview locatkin INS OFFICE LOC SUB CODE sometimes the service Ol!fller No No VARCHAR213) NULL 
the code stored in the nJes' table that fadlltates the adjud~ator 
assignment 
to a specific section wil~n the room; I.e., round-lo~n technique, 

contains the section Identified in the room at sequential, 
IBS SC I SECT the inter'llew location ADJ ALLOC RULE 10 jspeciak:onsideration ,, No No VARCHAR216) NULL 

contains the section identified in the room at 
IBS SC I SECT the Interview location SECT DESC the detail desCiiplioo til the sectioo artnbules No No VARCHAR2(50) NULL 

IBS_SC_I_5ECT_ADJ.AVAIL,.T contains adjudicalioo availa~lity lime for the location code thai denotes the distrid office, case-control office, or 
IME jperformlna the INS ser'lice INS OFFICE LOC CODE sometimes lhe ser'lice canter Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

the code thai denotes ~e scheduling location for the interview within 
IBS_SCJ.SECT _ADJ)VAIL_T contains adjudication avalla~lity time for the 
IME )pe~ormina the INS service INTV SCH SITE LOC CODE ]geographical area represented by the INS.admlnis~ative~ocatioo code Yes Yes VARCHAR2i3) NOT NULL 

IINTV_SCH_61TE_LOC_8UB_CO 
the code thai denotes lhe S'Cheduling su~ocalion for the interview 

IBS_5C_I_6ECT )OJ_ AVAIL) con~ins adjudication availalility time for v.;thinthe 
IME jpertorming lhe INS service DE ]geographical area represented by the INS-adminislrativ~tion coda Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

the code that denotes the Interview location within lhe geographical 
IBS_5C_I_6ECT)DJ_AVAIL) contains adjudication availability lime for area 
IME jpertorming lhe INS !!Nice INTV LOC CODE represented by lhe INS.adminislrative-location code Yes Yes VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 

the eadeM denctes the interview sib-location v.il~n the 
IBS_5C_I_8ECT_ADJ_AVAIL_T contains adjudtcaliOII availalil~y time for geograplicel area 
IME Jperformina the INS seNice INTV LOC SUB CODE represented by lhe INS.administrati1'9-iocalioo code Yes Yes VARCHAR213) NOT NULL 
IBS_5C_I_5ECT)DJ)VAIL_T contains adjooicatioo availa~lity trne for the code that denotes the lni&Niew room designation, i.e., 46A, <188, 
IME I performing the INS Sill'ica INTV RM 10 460 ... Yes Yes VARCHAR215) NOT NULL 

the designation that dillolas the spetlfic section within the room where 
IBS.SC_1_8ECT)DJ_AVAILJ contains adjudicalioo avalla~lily lime for the 
IME performing the INS service RM SECT 10 1nleri1ew 11'11 be conduct!IJ Yes Yes VARCHAR2i5) NOT NULL 
IBS_8C_I_8ECT_ADJ.AVAIL_T contains adjudication availa~lity time for 

I the number that denotes the adjudicator logica~y IME ertormino the INS service ADJ NBR Yes No NUMBER(!) NOT NULL 
IBS_SC_I.SECT_AOJ_AVAIL_T bontains adjudication avella~ lily lime for 

jlhe availabi~l1 date IME erforming ~!,INS service AVAIL_DT Yes No DATE NOT NULL 
ieSJcJJEcf)oj)vAJLJ contains adjudication availa~llty time for 

jthe availability start-time 

.. -· 

IME perfurmlng the INS service AVAIL BEGIN TIME Yes No DATE NOT NULL 
IBS.SC_I_5ECT.ADJ.AVAIL_T cont~ns adjJdication evailalilitytime fOr 
IME pertormlno 1M INS service AVAIL END TIME the availability end4ime No No DATE NULL 

the locati011suiJ.code that denotes the district office, ca!I-COrllrol 
IBS_$C_I_$ECT)DJ,AVAIL) contains adjudication evailalilily time for office, or 
IME pertormil'l.llhe INS service INS OFFICE LOC SUB CODE sometimes the service center No No VARCHAR2i3) NULL 
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IBS_8C_I_5ECT_ADJ_AVAILJ co~ins adjudication availa~lrty lima for DEFL T JRVC_TIME.USE _FLA 
IME elformin9lhe INS ilfVice G Yes (Y) No (N) lhal denotes iflhe deflllikseNice time sho~d be used No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

contains the boof(ed status of the adjudicator 
185_5C_1_8ECT_ADJ_BKD_5T who ~II be using the designated S$clion the loeilion cooe thai deooles the ~strict office, case-cant~ office, or 
AT ~thin the desi(Jialed room INS OFFICE LOC CODE sometimes the ser.ice center Yes Yes VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 

oonlatns the booked status of lhe adjudicator the code that denotes the scheduling local on for lhe intiMew within 
IBS.SCJ.SECT_ADJ_BKD_ST who will be using the designated section lhe 
AT l'lithin lhe deSillll&led room INTV SCH SITE LOC CODE jgeograpNcalsrea represented by lhe INS-l!dminis~etive.location code Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

contains lhe booked status ot the adjudicator I. lhe cooe lhel denotes lhe scfleduling su!Hocallon for the inler.iew 
IBS.SCJ.SECT.ADJ.BKD_5T IIIIo v.il be using the designaled section INTV. SCH_51TEJOC_sue.co within the 
AT Y/1111in the designated room DE jgeogrepNcal rea represented by the INS-lldminis~ative.lo~on cooe Yes Yes VARCHAR2j3) NOT NULL 

co~ins the booked status of the edjudcator the cede lhal denotes lha int~Niew ~cation within the geographical 
IBS _SC_I_ SECT _ADJ.BKD_8T who v.iU be using the designated section area 
AT within the designated room INTV LOC CODE I represented by the INS.adminislrativ~ocation code Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

contains lhe booked slalus of the adjudicator I. the code that denotes the inler.1ew sub~ocation within the 
IBS_SC_I_SECT _ ADJ_BKD_ST who will be using the designated section geographical area 
AT within lhe designated room INTV LOG SUB CODE represented by the INS-lldminislrative.location cooe Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

IBS _sc _1_8ECT_ADJ _BKD _ ST 
contains the booked status of the adjudicator I. 
who ~II be using lha designated section the code thai denotes the inler.iew l\lOm designation, i.e., 46A, 46B, 

AT ~'!thin lhe designated room INTV RM ID 460 "' Yes Yes VARCHAR2151 NOT NULL 
oonlains the booked status of the adjudicator the designation thai denotes the specific section within the room where 

IBSJCJJECT_ADJ_BKD_8T who will be using the designated section lhe 
AT within the designated room RM SECT ID inlelliew 1111 be conducted Yes Yes VARCHAR2(5) NOT NULL 

contains the booked status ollhe adjudicator 
IBS_SCJ_SECT_ADJ_BKD_ST who VIii be using the de~gnated sedon 
AT within the designated room AOJ NBR the number that denotes the adjudicator logica~y Yes No NUMBER(5) NOT NULL 

contains the booked status of the adjudicator 
IBS_SC_1_8ECT_ADJ_BKD_5T who wil be using lhe designated section 
AT within the designated room INTV DT the lnler.iew dale Yes No DATE NOT NULL 

contains the booked status ollhe edju~calor I. lhe start-time on the day and dale denoted by this record's effe~ive-
I BS _sc _1_5ECT _ ADJ _BKD _$T IIIIo VIii be using the designated section day end 
AT within the designated room INTV START TIME dey.of.fhe-week data elements Yes No DATE NOT NULL 

co~lnslhe booked slalus of lhe adju~cator I' lhe end-time on the day and dale denoted by this reconds effective-
IBS _sc _IJECT _ ADJ_ BKD _$T who wil be using the designated section day and 
AT within the designated room INTV END TIME dayoOf·lhe.week data elements No No DATE NULL 

co~ins the booked status of the adju~cator I' 
IBS _ SC_I_ SECT_ ADJ_ BKD _ ST who wm be u~ng ~~ designated section 
AT wi~ln the designalad l\lOm I NIT AVAIL HR QTY the total initial time availa~e in hou~ No No NUMBER( tO) NULL 

contains lhe booked slalus of lhe edju~calor 
IBS_5C .1. SECT _ADJ_BKD _5T who wil be using ~~ designated section percentage of location open tor Interview ve~us initial total time 
AT within lha designa~d room PERCENT FULL availa~e No No NUMBERI51 NULL 

contains the booked slalus of the adjudcalor lhe location sub-code lnal denotes the district office, case-coni~ 
IBS_SC_I_5ECT_ADJ_BKD_ST who \\ill be u~ng ~e ~signaled section office, or 
AT within the designated l\lOm INS OFFICE LOC SUB CODE sometimes the ser.iee center No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

IBS_SC_I_5ECT _AOJ_LAST _U contains data on the last adjudicator to use a the location code that denotes the dlslnct office, case-control office. or 
SED designated seclkln within a de~gnated room INS OFFICE LOG CODE sometimes lha sellice center Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

the cooe that denotes the sched~ing location for the inler.iew within 
IBS.SCJ.SECT _ADJ.LAST _U contains da~ on the last adjudicator to use a the 
SED designated section within a designated room INTV SCH SITE LOC CODE loeQIIrep~CIJ erea rep~esenled by the INS-adminislraliv~ocetion code Yes Yes VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 

the code that denotes !he sched~ing su!Hocalion for the intelliew 
IBS.SC .I .SECT _ADJ _LAST. U contains data on the lest adjudicator to use a tNTV_scH_stTE_LOC_SUB_CO within the 
SED designalad sedon within a designated room DE jgeographlcal area represented by the INS-admlnislraliv~ocation code Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

the code lhel denotes the lnter.iew location within the geographical 
IBS_SC_t_5ECT _ADJ. LAST. U oonlains data on the lasl adjudicator louse a area 
SED desianaled section within a desianaled room INTV LOC CODE l~enled by the INS-l!dminislralive.location code Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

the code thai denotes !he inter.iew sub-location v.il~n the 
IBS_$C_I.SECT _ADJ_LAST _U contains dela on lhe last adjudicelor louse a geog111phical area 
SED designated section within a designated room INTV LOG SUB CODE represented by the INS-adminislrative-tocation code Yes Yes VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 

IBS_5C_I.SECT.ADJ.LAST.U co~ins data on the ~sl adjudicelor lo use a the code ~at denotes the intelliew room designation, I.a .. 46A, 468, 
SED designated section within a designalad room INTV RM ID 4JJO .. Yii Yes VARCHAR2(5) NOT NULL 
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~~BS.SC_I.SECT _ADJ_lAST .U 
the deagn~on that denotes the spdc section within the room where 

contains date on the last adjudicator to use a the 
SED designated sl!dioo within a designated room RM SECT ID Interview will be conducted Yes Yes VARCHAR2i5} NOT NULL 

JIBS _SC_I_5ECT _ADJ_ LAST _U contains data on the tast adjudicator to use a 
SED de~anated Sadlon within a designated mom ADJ NBR the number that denotes the adjudicator logicaly Yes No NUMBER (51 NOT NULL 

the location sub.coda that d9notes the distnct office. cas!{l)nlro1 
IBSJC _I_ SECT _ADJ.LAST _ U contains data on tlillast ad~dicator to use a office, or 
SED des~nated sadton within a desil,llated room INS OFFICE LOC SUB CODE sometimes the service center No No VARCHAR213l NULL 

IBS. SC_I_SECT _ADJ.lAST _ U contains data on the last adjudicator to use a Yes (Y} No IN) flag that denotes whetlilr this Is the last used for 
SED designated sl!dion within a designated room LAST USED FlAG scheduling No No VARCHAR211} NULL 

contains scheduled appointment of applicants 
or group assigned to a destg,ated sec~on tlil svstem-oenerated number used to track receipted cases li.e., 

b)(6) 
VARCHAR2(13} IBS SC I SECT APP APPT within a designated room APP 10 Yes Yes NOT NULL 

contains sclied~e<f appointment Cf applicants 
or groop assigned to a designated section the location code ~at denotes the distnd office, case.contro1 office, or 

IBS SC I SECT APP APPT witli1n a designated room INS OFFICE LOC CODE sometimes the service center No Yes VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

con~1ns sdlediJ&:I appointment of applicants the lOcation sub-code that denotes the district office, cas!{l)n~~ 
or group assigned to a designated se~~on office, or 

1~8.JU~F9J APP APPT ~~inadestgnated.~- _ lli§.QFF!~E LOC SUB COOL sometimes~~ service c~~r~ter 1No No VARCHAR2@L NULL ___ 

contains sched~ed appointment of applican~ the code that denotes the sched~ing location for the interview within 
or gmup assigned to a designated section the 

IBS SC I SECT APP APPT within a designated room INTV SCH SITE LOC CODE (geographical area represented by lha INS.adminislrativ~ocation code No Yes VARCHAR2(3) _ NULL 

con~ins scheduled appointment of applicants the code that denotes the scheduling sub-location for the intil'liew 
or group as~gned to a desil'lated section INTV _SCH.SITE _LOC _SUB_CO within the 

IBS SC I SECT APP _APPT within a desltlated room DE teooraphical area represented by the INS-adminis~ative-tocation code No Yes VARCHAR2(3} NULL 

contains sched~ed appointment of applicants the code that denotes the interview location within the geographical 
or group assigned to a designated section area 

IBS SC I SECT APP APPT ~thin a designate<~ room INTV LOC CODE represented by the INS-i{jministra~ve.location code No Yes VARCHAR2131 NULL 

contains sched~e<f appointment of ap~ican~ the code th!t denotes the tnteri1ew sub-locefton wit~n the 
or group asstgne<f to a designated section geographic~ area 

IBS SC I SECT APP APPT within a designated room INTV LOC SUB CODE represented by the INS-administrativ~ocation code No Yes VARCHAR2(3} NULL 

contains scheduled appointment of applicants 
or group assigned to a designated seelion the code that denotes the interview room designation, i e .. 46A, 468, 

IBS SC I SECT APP APPT within a designated room INTV RM 10 460 .. , No Yes VARCHAR2(5) NULL 

contains sched~ed appoinlment of ap~icants the designaiJon that denotes the specific section within the room where 
or group assigned to a designated section the 

IBS SC I SECT APP APPT within a designated room RM SECT ID inteNiew will be conducted No Yes VARCHAR2(5} NULL 

con~'tns scheduled appointment of applicants 
or group as~gned to a desil'lated seCtion 

IBS SC I SECT APP APPT within a desilt!l!~d room tNTV DT the 1ntervtew date No No DATE NULL 

contains sched~ed appointment of applicants the start·Hme on~~ day and date d9noted by this record's effective· 
or group assigned to a designated section day and 

IBS SC I SECT APP APPT within a designated room INTV START TIME day.of.the-w_e_e.k d~ta ~aments No No DATE NULL 

contains scheduled appointment of appli~ts the system<Jenerated number used to represent the principal person 
or !!'IIIJP assiiJied to a deslg,ated section of the 

(b )(6) 
IBS SC I SECT APP APPT within a de~gnated room FAMILY GRP 10 family group (I.e., 1 I No No VARCHAR2(13) NULL 

contains scheduled appointment of app~ants the system-generated number that is used to denote the rapresentalive 
or group assigned to a desil'laled seCtion that 

IBS SC I SECT APP APPT within e destanated room REP GRP ID Jprovides tegal services to membe~ of the representative-~~mup No No VARCHAR2113) NULL 
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contains scheduled appoinlment of applican~ 
or group assigned to a designated sedion the system generated ~entmcation number that is assigned to the 

IBS SC I SECT APP APPT >Mihin a designated room REP ID representatiVll No Yes NUMBEiillQJ_ NULL 

contains scheduled appoinlment of applicants the system-generated number used to represent the principal jWson 
or group assigned to a designated section of the 

tBS SC I SECT APP APPT within a designated room ceo GRP 10 communi~ based organizalon (CBO) group, i.e .. 9999999999999 No No VARCHAR2(13) NULL 

contains scheduled appoinlment of applicants 
or groop assigned to a designated section 

IBS SC I SECT APP APPT >Mthin a designated room ADJ NBR the number that denotes the adjudicator logically No No NUMBER(5) NULL 

contains scheduled appointment of applicants 
or group assigned to a designated secion 

IBS SC I SECT APP APPT 'Mthin a designated room SRVC lYPE CODE the code that deootes the service type No Yes VARCHAR_2{1_0]_ NULL 

contains scheduled appointment of epplicents the number that denotes the Immigration and Naturalization Servica's 
or group assigned to a designated section form; 

IBS SC I SECT APP APPT within a desionated room FORM NBR I.e., 1765, 1551... No Yes VARCHAR2(6) NULL 

contains scheduled appointment of applicants the identmcation number thai is assigned to the alien at the time of 
or group assigned to a designated section entry 

IBS SCJJ~9T.APP.~PI within a designated room ~-- ·----- into~e United States No No V~R_Q_HA_Il2(10) NULL 
- contains the profile of the designated secion 

within the designated room at an interview the location code that denotes the dislnct office, case-control office, or 
IBS SC I SECT PROF location INS OFFICE LOC CODE sometimes the seMca can~r Yes Yes VARCHAR.ml_ NOT NULL 

the code thai denotes the sched~lng location tor the lnterliew within 
contains the profile of the designated section the 
within the desiiJiatad room at an lntervew geographical area represented by the INS·admi~sb'ative~ocation 

IBS SC I SECT PROF location INTV SCH SITE LOC CODE code Yes Yes VARCHAR.ml_ NOT NULL 

contains the profile of the designated sedion the code that denotes the sclied~ing sutHocation for the interview 
wilhin lhe designated room alan inlervew INTV.SCH.SITE_LOC.SUB.CO 1111hinlhe 

IBS SC I SECT PROF location DE lgeograpmcal area represented by the INS.adninistrative1ocation code Yes Yes VARCHAR2[3) NOT NULL 
~~ntainsthe profile of the designated section the code that denotes the inleMew location within lhe geographical 
within lhe designated room at an inteMew area 

IBS SC I SECT PROF location INTV LOC CODE rel)resen~d by the tNS.adminislrati~ocation code Yes Yes VARCHAR2[3) NOT NULL 
~~n~ins the profile of the designated section the code that denoleslhe inteMew sub1ocation wit~n the 
within the designated room al an inteNiew geographical area 

I~S_8Cj_8ECT_PROF ..... _ location INTV_L9.9~~-B,.£0_D~--- represented by the INS.adminisrative.-tocationCJXI_e Yes Yes VARCHAR2[3] NOT NULL 
~~ontains the profile of the designated section 
within the daslgne~d room at an intervew the code that denotes !he interview room designation, i.e., 46A, 469, 

IBS SC I SECT PROF location INTV RM ID 460 ... Yes Yes VARCHAR2(5) NOT NULL 
~~nlalns the profile of the designated section the designation that denotes the specific secion within ~e room l'lilere 
wi~in the designaled room ~an 1nteMew the 

IBS SC I SECT PROF location RM SECT ID inleMew will be conducted Yes Yes VARCHAR2(5) NOT NULL 
~~n~ins the profile of the designated section 
>Mihin lhe designated room alan Interview 

IBS SC I SECT PROF location WEEK NBR the week number M 1 of 2. the llf1lfile is sel for a 2 week period Yes No NUMBER[5] NOT NULL 

IIBS sc I SECT PROF 

~~n~lns the profile of the designated sectioo 
wi~ln lhe designated room at an interview 
location EFF DT lhe effective date when this location can be start scheduling activities Yes No DATE NOT NULL 
~~ntains the profile of the designated sectioo 
>Mthin lhe designated room alan inteNiew 

IBS SC I SECT PROF location DAY OF WEEK me name of the d;y; i.e., Mon, Tue, ~. Thu, and Fri. or as specffied Yes No VARCHAR2[3) NOT NULL 
l;onlalns the profile of lhe desi111ated sectioo 
>M~in lhe designated room at an lnlaNiew 

IBS SC I SECT PROF location WEEK START DT the foltowng monday of the week in which elf dt falls No No DATE NULL 

IIBS sc I SECT PROF 

l;ontains the profile of the designated sectit11 lhe location sub-code thai denotes the dis~ct office. cese-control 
>Mihin the designaled room alan tnteNiew office, or 
location INS OFFICE LOC SUB CODE sometimes the seNice center No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

IIBS sc I SECT PROF 

~~ntains the profile of the designated section the start·time on the day end dale denoted by this recor~s effective. 
wilhin the designated room at an interview day and 
location INTV START TIME lday.of.thll'week data ~aments No No DATE NULL 
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contains ~e profile of the des1gnated sec~on I,, ll'll end-time on the day and date denoted by ~Is record's effective. 
Yithin the deSi!l1aled room at an intifl1ew day and 

IBS SC I SECT PROF location INTV END TIME day-of.fhe.week data el&men~ No 
the quentny of adfudlcators whare conCIJrrent·INS ser\ices pertormed 
on the day 

contains the profile of the designated section end dele denoted by this record's elfecbve.day end day~Hhe.week 
within the designated roorr at an inler\iew data 

IBS SC I SECT PROF location NBR OF ADJ elements No 
contains the profile of lhe desi!l1a~d section 
within the desig1aled room at an intifl1ew the fi~l break start~lme on the day el"lt date denoted by ln1s records 

IBS SC I SECT PROF location FIRST BREAK START TIME ~~ective.day and day~f-lha.week data ~emenls No 
ltains the profile of the designated section 

llhe flrst b!ea~ entJ.IIme on ~~day and date denoted by this records Yilhin the designated room at an lntifl1ew 
ISS SC I SECT PROF location FIRST BREAK END TIME effective.{jay al"lt day-of-lha.week data elemenm No 

~~ntains the profile of tha designated sedion tha second break start-time on tha day and date denoted by ~is 
Yilhin the designa~d room at an intlfl1ew reconds 

IBS SC I SECT PROF location SECOND BREAK START TIME effective-day and day.of·~e-week data ~emen~ No 
contains !he pronle of the designated section the second break end4ime on tha day ami date denoted by this 
Yilhin lhe designated room alan lnler\iew records 

IBS SC I SECT PROF location SECOND BREAK END TIME effectiv&-day and day~f-lhe·week dala elemen~ No 

IIBS sc I SECT PROF 

contains !he profile of the designated section 
Yilhln lhe de~gnaterl room at an intifl1ew the third break slart-time on the day al"lt date denoted by this record's 
location THIRD BREAK START TIME effeclive-daJand day-of·lhe.week data elements No 
coria ins the prol~ of the des1gnalerl section 
Yilhin lhe desig1aled room al en lnler\iew the third break end-time on the day and date denoted by this records 

165 SC I SECT PROF location THIRD BREAK END TIME effective-day and day-of-lha.weel\ dlia ~aments No 
contains the profile of tha designated section 
Yilhin the designated room at an inler\iew DEFLT_SRVCJIME_USE_FLA 

ISS SC I SECT PROF location G Yes IYI No IN) lhat denotes if lhe default saNies time should be used No 
contains the profile of the desi!l1ated section 
v.lltiin the designated room at an 'mter\1ew 

IBS SC I SECT PROF location REC MOD DTIME the da~ and time this record was mod~d No 
contains the profile of the designated section 
Yilhin the designated room al en intifl1ew Yes IYJ No INJ ltiat deootes if record modified and profile change is 

IBS SC I SECT PROF location REC MOD FLAG rocessed No 
contains !he profile of the designated section Yes IYI No IN) that indicates~ the location is active and accepting 
v.lthin the designated room al an lnler\iew inler\iew 

IBS SC I SECT PROF location AVAIL FLAG sched~ing No 
contains lhe relationship of the ser\ict ~pe 
and lhe section of lhe room altha inlifl1ew !he location code ~at denotes the dstnct office. case-control office, or 

IBS SC I SECT SRVC location 
.. ~----- .... ··-- -· ----····· INS OFFICE LOC CODE ~eti_me~ the ser\ics cenle! __ . Yes 

IBS SC I SECT SRVC 

IBS SC I SECT SRVC 

IBS SC I SECT SRVC 

ISS SC I SECT SRVC 

conla1ns the relationship of lhe servica type 
and lhe s~tion of the room attM lnter\iew 
location 

--~~---··-·-

lha code that denotes the scheduling location for the inter\iew within 
the 

INTV SCH SITE LOG CODE lgaogrep~cal area represented by_lhe INS-administrative-location code 

the code that denotaslhe schedufmg su~ocatlon for the inlerliew 
INTV SCH SITE LOG SUB CO lilhin the 

Yes 

contains lhe relationship of the ser\ice ~pe 
and the sidon of lhe room at the interliew 
location DE - - • - - 1eowalllical area reoresented bv the INS.administrativ&-location code Yes 
contains the r~atlonship Of the siiVica ~pe 
and lhe section of the room altha inter\iew 
location INTV LOC CODE 
contains the relationship of the ser\ice ~pe 1 

and the sa~ on altha room atlhe inleri1ew I, 
location INTV LOC SUB CODE 

lhe code that denotes the intifl1ew location within lhe geographical 
area 
represented by the INS-administrative-location code 
IM code lhal denotes the inler\iew sub~ocation within the 
geograp~cal area 
r~sented by lhe INS-adminlstrafiv!Hocation code 

the code !hat denotes lhe lniiiView room designation, i.e., 46A, 468, 

Yes 

Yes 

No DATE NULL 

No NUMBER15) NULL 

No DATE NULL 

No DATE NULL 

No DATE NULL 

No DATE NULL 

No DATE NULL 

No DATE NULL 

No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

No DATE NULL 

No VARCHAR21f\ NULL 

No VARCHAR2(f) NULL 

Yes __ . _ ~fl9HAR2@) NOT NULL_ 

Yes VARCHAR213L NOT NULL 

Yes VARCHAR2{3) NOT NULL 

Yes VARCHAR213) NOT NULL 

Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
contains the relationship of the seNice ~pe 1 

al"lt lhe sidon of the room atlhe inter\iew I, 
IBS~S.B.V.Y location INTV RM ID 

·--+co;;;;;nta71nS ~e relationship of tim se!Viee ~pe -
460 .. , ···--·---··-. -- --~~~------~- Y.A~~HAR2i51 . .NOTNULL. 
tha designation that denotes the specific section Yilhm the room where 

IBS SC I SECT SRVC 

IBS SC I SECT SRVC 

and the section of the room at the intifl1ew 
location RM SECT ID 
\contains the relationship of~~ ser\ice cype 
~~nd ~~ secllon of the room at lhe in~Niew 
location SRVC TYPE CODE 

lha 
inter.iew 11111 be col"ltuclerl Yes Yes VARCHAR2(5) NOT NULL 

tha code that denotes the service type Yes Yes VARCHAR2110) NOT NULL 
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contains the r~ationship of lhe service cype 1~ location sub-code 111.!1 denotes the dis~cl otrrce, -trot 
and the seclion of the room at the interview Olieu 

IBS SC I SECT SRVC location INS OFFICE LOC SUB CODE sometimes the service oenter No No VARCHAR1(3) . NULL 

contains the exception profile for the section 

1

:he location code that denotes the district office, cas.control office, or 
188 SC I SECT XCEP of the room at the Interview location INS OFFICE LOC CODE sometimes lhe service oenter Yes Yes VARCHAR_2@)_ NOT NULL 

I the code the! denotes I~ scheduling location for the interview v.ilhin 
contains !he exception protile for the seclion I~ 

188 SC I SECT XCEP of the room altha inteMew ~cation INTV SCH SITE LOC CODE liell!)raplical area represented by the INS._!dministretive.location code Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

llhe code that denotes the sched~ing su!Hocalion for the interview 
oontains lhe excephon profile for the mtion INTV SCH SITE LOC SUB COI;Ihin the 

185 SC I SECT XCEP of the room etlhe interview ~cation DE - - - - - leographical erearepresented by the INS.administretive~ocation code Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

1
:~ code that denotes the interview location llilhin the geographical 

contains !he exception profile for the section area 
IBS SC I SECT XCEP of the room at !he Interview location INTV LOC CODE represented bv ~~ INS.adminislralive.locetion code Yes Yes VARCHAR_2@)_ NOT NULL It code ~at denotes the interview sub1ocalion v.ithin lila 

contains ~~exception profile for the section geographical area 
ISS SC I SECT XCEP of the room at ~~ tnterview location INTV LOC SUB CODE represented by the INS-admimstrative.location code Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3} NOT NULL 

contains ~e exception protile for lhe section l:he code that denotes the inle~iew room designation, i.e., 46A, 468, 
VARCHAR2(5) IBS SC I SECT XCEP of the room at the Interview location INTV RM ID 460 "' Yes Yes NOT NULL 

the designation lhat denotes I~ specific section llilhin lhe room where 
contains the exception protile for the seclion I~ 

IBS SC I SECT XCEP of the room altha in~rview ~lion RM SECT ID in~Mew v.ill be conducted Yes Yes VARCHAR2(5) NOT NULL 
contains the exception profile tor the seclion 

~~~NON-STANDARD worl\dav ISS SC I SECT XCEP of the room at the Interview location INTV XCEP SCH OT Yes No DATE NOT NULL : r location sub-code that denotes the district office, cas.control 
oonteins the exception profile tor the Sl(:tion Olica, or 

IBS SC I SECT XCEP of the room at the inte~iew ~cation INS OFFICE LOC SUB CODE sometimes the service oenter No No VARCHAR1(3L NULL r start·tlme on the day and da~ denoted by this records effective-
contains the exception profile for the Sl(:tion day and 

ISS SC I SECT XCEP of the room at the inte~iew location INTV XCEP START TIME day-of.the-week data ~aments No No DATE NULL 
lhe end-time on the day and date denoted by this record's effective. 

oontalns the exception profile for the Sl(:tion day and 
IBS SC I SECT XCEP of the room at the interview location INTV XCEP END TIME day.of.the-week data ~emen~ No No DATE NULL 

contains lhe exception profile for the slll:fion l:he fi~t break start-time on the day and date denoted by this record's 
IBS SC I SECT XCEP of the room at the interview location FIRST BREAK START TIME effective-day and day.of.th&·WIIk data ~emen~ No No DATE NULL 

contains !tie exception profile for the Sl(:tion jhe fi~t break eniJ.t1me on the dey and date denoted by this record's 
IBS SC_I.§~CJ)~EP of the room at the inteNiew l~liorl_ FIRST BREAK END TIME effectiVI-!!.11 and da!.()(-the-week data ~emen~ •••• No No DATE NULL ·-··-·---·-··· --

the seoond break start-time on 1~ day and date denoted by this 
contains the exception protile for the slll:fion E~~ds 185 SC I SECT XCEP of I~ room at !he inteNiew location SECOND BREAK START TIM efflll:five-day and day.()(-the-week data ~ements No No DATE NULL 

I~ second break efld.lime on the day and date denoted by this 
oontains the exception profile for the slll:fion records 

IBS SC I SECT XCEP of the room at the inle~iew location SECOND BREAK END TIME ef!eclve.dav and dev-ot-lhe-week data elements No No DATE NULL 

oontains the exception proti~ for the section 
1

:he thi111 break start-time on !he day and date denoted by t~s record's 
IBS SC I SECT XCEP of the room at !he lnte~iew location THIRD BREAK START TIME effective-dey and day./lf·the-week data elements No No DATE NULL 

contains the exception proti~ forll'e section i:he thi111 break end-time on 1~ dey and date denoted by this record's 
IBS SC I SECT XCEP of the room a! the interview local~n THIRD BREAK END TIME efflll:five.day and day./lf·lhe-week data elements No No DATE NULL 

contains the exception profi~ for the section 
I the reason for conductinqlhe interview on the NON-STANDARD date No IBS SC I SECT XCEP of the room at the inle/View locat~n INTV XCEP REASON No VARCHAR2(20) NULL 
the quant~ of adjudicators where cor~:urrenMNS services p!fformed 
on !tie day 
and date denoted by this record's efflll:five.day and day./lf4he-weak 

contains the exception pr~le for the section data 
IBS SC I SECT XCEP oft~ room at the interview locat~n NBR OF ADJ elements No No NUMSEI\(5)_ NULL 

conteinsthe exception profile for the sedion 
185 SC I SECT XCEP of the room at the inleNiew localron REC MOD OTIME the date aoo time this record was modmed No No DATE NULL 

contains the exception pro! Ia for I~ section Yes ~I No (N)Ihat denotes if record modmed and profi~ challge is 
IBS SC I SECT XCEP of the room at the interview locat~n REC MOD FLAG rocessed No No VARCHAR21U NULL 
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Yes ~I No (N) ~at indicates if the location is active and accepting 
contains lhe excaption profile for the section lnter.lew 

IBS SC I SECT XCEP of the room atlhe lnteMew klcal~n AVAIL FLAG sd!Multna No No VARCHAR2(1) NUll 

contains lhe ave~ addlionallime taken lor 
IBS_8C_I_81TE_GRPMEM_AD inlervlell1ng an additional group mtmber of the location code !hat ~notes the distnct offica, case-control office, or 
DTIME the speclflc group type allhe schad~ing silt INS OFFICE LOC CODE sometimes the ser.lce center -- -··-·····--··- ··-··· Yes Yes VARCHAR2_@)_ __ ~OT NUL_l_ ____ 
~--------·- - ..... ~ .. ----·--·----·-~ '···-·-·---··· 

contains lhe ave~ addition~ time taken for the code that denotes the scheduling location for the inleNiew within 
IBS_SC_i_$1TE.GRPMEM.AD inter.lell1ng an additional group mtmber ~ the geographical area represented by lheiNS-adminislrative-location 
DTIME lhe speQ1_19roup type at the scheduling site INTV SCH SITE LOC CODE code Yes Yes VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 

contains lhe average additional lime taken for I, the code lhat denotes lhe scheduling sub-focal ion for the inler.lew 
ISS_ SC _I_ SITE_ GRPMEM_AD lnter.lell1ng an additional group member~ INTV _5CH _SITE_LOC_SUB _CO 1111hin the geographical area represented by the INS-admirlsb'ative. 
DTIME the specific group ~peat the scheduling site DE location code Yes Yes VARCHAR2f31 NOT NULL 

contains the average additional lime taken for 
IBS.SC_t_stTE.GRPMEM.AD interviell1ng an additional group member of 
DTIME the specific group ~pe at ~e scheduling site SRVC TYPE CODE the code ~at denotes ~~ seNice type Yes Yes VARCHAR2it0) NOT NULL 

con~ins lhe a~rage addtt~nal ~me taken tor 
IBS_SC_I_SITE_GRPMEM_AD interviewing an additional group member~ the code lhat denotes~~ spedflc group, I.e., ethnic, family, 
DTIME the specific group type at the scheduling site GRP TYPE CODE representative, cbo, or adhoc group ... Yes No VARCHAR211 I NOT NULL 

contains the average addlionat time taken IOi 
IBS_SC_I_SITE.GRPMEM_AD interviewing an additional group member ol GRP _TYPE_GRP _NAME_ALL_ 
DTIME lhe specific group type at the scheduling site GRP the name of the group which wli have lime added Yes No VARCHAR2/61 NOT NULL 

containstha average addiional time taken for 
IBS_SC_I_51TE_GRPMEM_AD interviewing an additional g1011p member of ADD_TIME_PER.MEMBER.MIN 
DTIME the specific g1011p type at the sched~ing site QTY the incremental min~es for additional pe~on in a inleNiew No No NUMBER(5) NULL 

contains the average addition~ time taken for 
ISSJC_t_ SITE_ GRPMEM _AD inwl'liewing an additional group member of the location su~code that denotes ~e district office, case-control 
OTIME the spedfic group type at the sched~lng site INS OFFICE LOC SUB CODE office, or somttimes ~~ ser.lce center No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

contains ~e average additional time taken for 
IBS_SC_1_51TE_GRPMEM_AD Interviewing an additional giOIIp member of 

DTIME the specific a roup type althe sclied~ing site REC MOD DTIME the date and time this record was modmed No No DATE NULL 

contains the avtr~~ge addition~ time taken lor 
tBS_5C_1_5tTE.GRPMEM.AD interviewing an additional g1011p member of Yes (Y) No (N) ~at denotes il rec011J mod~ed and profile change is 
DTIME lhe specific group type at ~e sched~ing site REC MOO FLAG (processed No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

contains lhe profile of lhe seNice type and lhe location code that denotes the ~strict offica, case-control office, or 
ISS SC I SITE SRVC PROF intel'liew site INS OFFICE LOC CODE sometimes the ser.lce center Yes Yes VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 

the code that denotes lhe scheduling location for the Interview within 
contains the proflle of the ser.lce type and the 

ISS SC I SITE SRVC PROF interview site INTV SCH SITE LOC CODE (geographical area represented by ~e INS-adminis[ativ!Hocation coda Yes Yes VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 

contains the proflle of the ser.lce type and IINTV JCH_SITE_LOC_SUB_CO 
the code that denotes the scheduling sub-location for the inteNiew 
1111hlnlhe 

IBS SC I SITE SRVC PROF inter.lew slle DE jgeograplical area represented by the INS-adminis~ative-location code Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
contains the profile of the ser.lce type end 

ISS SC I SITE SRVC PROF interview site SRVC TYPE CODE the code that denotes the ser.lce type Yes Yes VARCHAR2(10) NOT NULL 
the number that denotes case-processing priority in the NATS's system 

contains the profi~ of the ser.lce type and for~is 

IBS SC I SITE SRVC PROF inter.lewslte CASE PRIORITY NBR ser.lca_ljpe No No NUMSER15) NULL 
contains the profile of the ser.lce type and SCH.N0_500NERJHAN_DAY the amount of days, BEFORE which the fadllty \\ILL NOT b!1 

ISS SC I SITE SRVC PROF inler.lew~te QTY sched~ed No No NUMBERi51 NULL 
contlins the profile of the ser.lce type and SCH_NO_LATER_THAN_DAY _ 

ISS SC I SITE SRVC PROF inter.lawslte QTY the amount of days, AFTER which the facilitl \\ILL NOT b!1 scheduled No No NUMBERf51 NULL 
the ESTIMATED time (IN MINUTES) required to COOI~ete lhe ser.lce 

contains the profile of the seNice type end SRVC_TIME_LENGTH_ MIN. QT represented by 
ISS SC I SITE SRVC PROF inter.lewsite y t~s recortls ser.lca4ype code No No NUMBER I 51 NULL 
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the slack lime (IN MINUTES) between pe~ormance ol ~e ne~ INS 
sellice 
represented by lllis reconfs se~ice-type code when a represenlative 

contains the prollle of the sellice cype and BUF _BTIM(SRVC_WJREP_M I IS NOT 
IBS SC I SITE SRVC PROF intel'liew sill N QTY reguired No No NUMBER(5l NULL 

the slack lime (IN MINUTES) ~n pelformance of lhe next INS 
sellice 
represented by lhis record's sellice-type coda when a representative 

contains lhe profile of lhe seNice lype and 8UF_BT~_5RVC.~EP_MIN IS 
IBS SC I SITE SRVC PROF inlelliew site QTY ~red No No NUMBER(5) NULL 

lhe esllmaled INCREMENTAL time (IN MINUTES) for EACH group 
contains lha profile of lhe sellice lype and I NCR_ LENGTH. GRP _MEM _MIN member lhal will be 

IBS SC I SITE SRVC PROF inlelliew site QTY used to increase the lnleNiew·len~h time No No NUMBE'l@_ NULL _ 

IIBS sc I SITE SRVC PROF 

lhe location sub<Ode that denotes lhe disbicl office, case-con~~ 
contains the profile of the sellice lype and offiee. or 
inteNiew site INS OFFICE LOC SUB CODE sometimes the sellica center No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
contains lhe profile of the seNice lype end 

IBS SC I SITE SRVC PROF inlelliew sile REC MOD DTIME lhe date and time mls record was modmed No No DATE NULL 
j~ontains tilt profile of the sellice cype and Yes (Y) No IN) that denotes if 1\lCOrd modified and profile change is 

IBS SC I SITE SRVC PROF inlelliew site REC MOD FlAG [Iii_ocassliJ No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

contains the available adjudicator and the tilt location code lhat denotes ~e ~strict office, case-control office, or 
IBS SC OC ADJ AVAIL oalh ceremony location for the scheduling site INS OFFICE LOC CODE sotMtimes the seNice center Yes ~ VARCHAR2/3l NOT NULL 

lhe code that denotes lhe scheduling location fa the oalh cereiTIOfTI 
contains the avalla~e adjudicator and lhe within tilt geograplilcal area represented by the INS.admiflistrative-

IBS SC OC ADJ AVAIL oath ceremony location for the scheduling sl te OC SCH SITE LOC CODE location code Yes No VARCHAR]\3)_ NOT NULL 
lhe code that denotes the scheduling sub-location for the oath 

contains lhe availa~e adjudicator and the OCJCH_SITE_LOC_SUB_COD ceremony within lhe geographical area represented by the INS· 
IBS SC OC ADJ AVAIL oath ceremony location tor the iched~ing site E administrative1ocation code Yes No VARCHAR~3) NOT NULL 

contains the available edjudicalor end the the code that denotes the oath ceremony location within lhe 
IBS SC OC ADJ AVAIL oath ceremony location for lha scheduling site OC LOC CODE lgeograp/lical area represented by the INS-adminls~VI-ocation code Yes No VARCHAR.1J3)_ NOT NULL 

contains the available aqumcallr and the the code thel denotes lhe oath ceremony sub-location ~thin the 
IBS SC OC ADJ AVAIL oath ceremony location for the schedulilll site OC LOC SUB CODE ~og_hical area ~resenledQtlhe INS-administrative1ocation code Yes No VARCHARl@)_ NOT NULL 

con~ins lhe available adjudicator and the the code lhat denotes the oath~remony room designation. i.e., MlA, 
IBS SC OC ADJ AVAIL oath ceremony location for lhe sclied~ing site OC RM ID <168, 460 ... Yes No VARCHAR2(5) NOT NULL 

contains the ave1la~e adJUdicator and the 
~.S.C.OC AQJ.A~L oalhcere~~~tionforthescl!ldllngsite USER ID ··-·· _ theuser-idenliicationcod~ •.. - .. -- --·-· Yes Yes -~CH~-~1.@ _~~NULL __ r-··-- ·-- ' 

contains the available adjudicator and the the location sub<Ode that denotes~~ dislncl office, case-control 
ISS SC OC ADJ AVAIL oalhceremonylocationforlheschedulingsite INS OFFICE lOC SUB CODE of~J:e,orsomelimesthesellicecenler No 

CO!\Ialns the available adjudicator and the Yes IY) No (N)Ihal denotes whether the profile for aqudicalor should 
IBS SC OG ADJ AVAIL oath ceremony location for lhescheduling site USE PROF FLAG beusedornot No 

can~ins lhe booked s~tus for the adjudicator lhe location code thai denotes the district office, case-control office, or 
IBS SC OC ADJ BKO STAT andoathceremonylocation INS OFFICE LOC CODE sometimes the sellice center Yes 

the code lhat denotes the sched~ing location for the oath ceremony 
contains the booked status for the adjuacator wtthin the geographical area repre11nted by the INS·administrativa· 

IBS SC OC ADJ BKD STAT andoalhceremonylocation OC SCH SITE LOC CODE location code 
the code thai denotes the scheduling su!J.Ilcat~n for the oalh 

contains the booked status for the adjudicator OC _8CH_81TE JOC _sus _coo ceremony ~tlin the geographical area represented by the INS· 
IBS SC OC ADJ BKD STAT and oath ceremony location E adminislnltiv~ocation code 

contains the booked s~tus for~ adjudicator lhe code that denotes lhe oath ceremony location within the 

Yes 

Yes 

No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

No VARCHAR2(1L NULL 

No VARCHAR~) NOT NUll 

No VARCHAR213)_ NDT NUll 

No VARCHAR1@L NOT NUll 

!~~C...Qi:..~KD..illl._ and oath ce_remony locati_O_n__ ·- Q£.1.9C CODE. ___ ~~~cal area ~~~resenle~.INS.administratlVI-ocatlon c~~e ~-· -~-- __ VARCHAR1@L ~T NULL_ 

contains lhe booked status for the adjudicator 
IBS SC OC ADJ BKD STAT and oath ceremony location OC lOC SUB CODE 

contains the booked status for ~e adju~calor 
IBS SC OC ADJ BKD STAT and oalh ceremonj'_llcation OC RM ID 

contains~~ booked status for~ a~udicalor 
IBS SC OC ADJ BKD STAT and oath ceremony location OC DT 

the code that denotes the oath ceremony su!J.Ilcalion witlin 1M 
lgwgr!£!!1_ca m ~senled by the INS.admlnistrativa~ocation code Yes 
the code that denotes ~e oath~remony room designation, i.e., <16A, 
4Sa 460... Yes 

the oa~ ceremony date fies 
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contains ~e booked s~tus ror the adjudicator 
IBS SC OC ADJ BKD STAT and oath ceremony location OC START TIME the oeth ceremony start·lime Yes No DATE NOT NULL 

contains the booked status ror the adjudicator 
IBS SC OC ADJ BKD STAT and oatil ceremony localion USER 10 the user~dentmcatton code Yes Yes VARCHAR2(8) NOT NULL 

contains the booked status for the adjudicalor 
IBS SC OC ADJ BKD STAT and oatil ceremonv location REPORT START TIME Adiudtcator arrl~s at oath ceremony Yes No DATE NOT NULL 

contains lhe booked slatus for the e~udicalor the location sufi.Code that denoles lhe distnct oW1ce. cas&-COntrol 
IBS SC OC ADJ BKD STAT and oatil ceremony location INS OFFICE LOG SUB CODE office, or sometimes the service cenler No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

contains lhe booked status for ~e adjudicalor 
IBS SC OC ADJ BKD STAT and oath ceremon1location REPORT END TIME Adjudicator leaves at oelh ceremon1 No No DATE NULL 

conlains ~e booked status for the adjudicalor the code thai denotes the user type; i.e., data ent~, clerical, 
IBS SC OC ADJ BKD STAT and oath ceremon1location USER TYPE CODE adjudicalor., No No VARCHAR2(2) NULL 

contains the wo~ing profile or lhe adjudicator the locatioo code thai denotes the distrtd office, case-<:entrol office, or 
jiBS SC OC ADJ PROF at the oalh ceremony scheduling sile INS OFFICE LOG CODE sometimes the service center Yes No VARCHAR2i31 NOT NULL 

Ires sc oc ADJ PROF 

the code that d111otes !he scheduling localioo for the oath ceremony 
contains the wo~ing profile of lhe adjudicator v.ithin the geographical area represented by the INS-administrative· 
allhe oalh ceremony scheduling site OC SCH SITE LOC CODE localion code Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

tBS SC OC ADJ PROF 

the code that denotes the scheduling suf>.location for lhe oath 
conlains ~~ wor1<1ng prolle of lhe a~ud1calor OC_BCH_SITE_LOC_SUB_COD ceremony within lhe geographical area represented by lhe INS· 

VARCHAR2(3) althe oath ceremony sched~ino site E administralive.location code Yes No NOT NULL 

IIBS sc oc ADJ PROF 
conlains the wo~ing profile or lhe adjudicalor 

-·· !!_lh~. oalh ceremony !dled~ino sile IUSERID lhe user1dentifleation code Yes Yes VA~CHAR2(8) ... NOT NULL ---·---

conlains the woi1<1ng profile or too adjudicalor 
IBS SC OC ADJ PROF althe oalh ceremony !dled~ing sile AOJ PROF BEGIN DT the start dale of the edjudicalor profile Yes No DATE NOT NULL 

contains the worling profile of the adjudicator 
IBS SC OC ADJ PROF altha oath ceremony scheduling site OC Wi:EK NBR lhe oath ceremony week n1111ber, e g, 1, 2 ... lfor 2-w~Gk ~nods) Yes No NUMBER(5) NOT NULL 

IIBS sc oc ADJ PROF 
conlains lhe wo~lng profl~ or the adjudicalor 
at the oath ceremony schedulina site OC DAY OF Wi:EK the name of the day: i.e., Mon. Tue, Wid, Thu, end Fri, or as specified Yes No VARCHAR2(3j NOT NULL 

conlalns lhe woi1<ing profile of the ad~dicator 
IBS SC OG ADJ PROF at the oath ceremony schedulirlll site ADJ PROF START TIME the adjudicator stert4ime Yes No DATE NOT NULL 

contains lhe woi1<ing p!Oftle or the ad~dicalor the locatioosufi.Code that dlll1otes the distnct office, caS&-COntrol 
IBS SC OC ADJ PROF altha oath ceremony scheduling site INS OFFICE LOG SUB CODE office, or sometimes the service cenrer No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

contains the wo~ing profile of lhe adjudicalor 
IBS SC OC ADJ PROF at the oath ceremony scheduling site AOJ PROF END TIME the adjudicalor end.~me No No DATE NULL 

conlains the wo~ing profile of the adjudicalor 
IBS SC OC ADJ PROF at the oath ceremony schedulina sile ADJ PROF END DT the enlf.dale or lhe adjudicaror profi~ No No DATE NULL 

contains the wo~ing profile of the adjudicator 
IBS SC OC ADJ PROF at the oath t:t!remooy !dled~ing site REC MOD DTIME the date and time this record was modified No No DATE NULL 

conlains the worlting profile of the adjudicator Yes (Y) No (N)Ihat denotes if record modffied and profile change is 
IBS SC OC ADJ PROF atlhe oatil ceremony sched~ing site REC MOD FLAG rocassed No No VARCHAR2111 NULL 

conlains the exception profi~ of the 
adjudicator at the oalh ceremony scheduling the localion code thai denotes lhe district office, cas&-COnlrof office, or 

IBS SC OC ADJ XCEP sile INS OFFICE LOC CODE somelimes the seNice center Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

contains the exception profi~ of the ~~code that denotes the scheduling location for the oath ceremony 
adjudicalor at the oatil ceremony scheduling thin the 

~S.SC OC ADJ XCEP . lsile OCJ~H.S!I~JOC CODE teograp~cal area represe_nl!lf.llt ~e INS.adm~istrative-localion code Yes No ~@L_ ~l_ 
IIi! code that denotes the scheduling suiHocation for the oath · 

-·--

contains the exception profi~ of the ceremony v.ilhin 
adjudicalor at the oath ceremony scheduling OC.SCH _SITE _LOG _BUB _COO the geogr8jihieat eras ~senled by the INS.administretive.focalion 

IBS SC OC ADJ XCEP site E code Yes No VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 
co~ins the exception profile or lhe 
adjudicalor at the oatil ceremony scheduling 

IBS SC OG ADJ XCEP sile USER 10 the user·identificalion code Yes Yes VARCHAR2(8j NOT NULL 
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contains tha exception profi~ ot !he 
adjudicator allhe oalh ceremony sCfled\Jiing 

IBS SC OC ADJ XCEP site ADJ PROF XCEP DT the dale of !he agudicalo!sproile exception Yes No DATE NOT NULL 
CQ!IIains !he exception profi~ ot !he 
adjudicator a! !he oath ceremony sc!led\Jiing ADJ_PROF }CEP_6TART_TIM 

IBS SC OC ADJ XCEP site E the adjudicator slart.tlme Yes No DATE NOT NULL 
contains !he exception protile ot !he !tie location suiJ.code !hal denotes the disllicl office, case-control 
adjudicator a! !he oalh ceremony scheduling office, or 

IBS SC OC ADJ XCEP sile INS OFFICE LOC SUB CODE sometimes !he service center No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
contains !he exception profi~ olthe 
adjudicator allhe oalh ceremony scl1eduling 

ISS SC OC ADJ XCEP site ADJ PROF XCEP END TIME the adjudicator end-time No No DATE NULL 
conlllios the exception profi~ olthe 
adjudicator at !he oalh ceremony sCfledllling 

IBS SC OC ADJ XCEP site REC MOD DTIME !he dale and lima !his record was modffied No No DATE NULL 
contains the exception profi~ of the 
adjudicator allhe oalh ceremony scheduling Yes (Y) No (N)Ihal denotes If record modified and protilechange is 

IBS SC OC ADJ XCEP Sill REC MOD FlAG jprocessed No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
contains !he oalh ceremony facilities Within !tie location code !hal denotes the disllict office, case<:onlr~ office, or 

IBS SC OC FACIL the OC ~eheduling site INS OFFICE LOC CODE sometimes !he seMce center Yes Yes VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 

IIBS sc oc FACIL 

the code !hal denotes !he scheduling location for !he oath ceremony 
contains lhe oalh ceremony facilities wrthin ~thin !he geo~phical area represented by the INS.adml~strative-
the OC scheduling site OC SCH SITE LOC CODE location code Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

IIBS sc oc FACIL 

the code !hal denotes !he scheduling sub-location f01lhe oalh 
contains lhe oalh ceremony facilities 1111hin OC_8CH _SITE_LOC_SUB_COD ceremony I'Athln the geographical area represented by ~e INS-

VARCHAR2131 the OC ~eheduling site E admlnlsllativ~ocation code Yes Yes NOT NULL 

IIBS sc oc FACIL 
contains !he oath ceremony faciMies 111thin the code that denotes !he oath ceremony location within the 
!tie oc &~:heduling site OC LOC CODE a&Qilraphlcal area represented by Ilia INS-i!dminis~ativ~ocetion code Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

contains the oath ceremony facilities 111thin !he code that denotes !he oath ceremony sub-location within the 
IBS SC OC FACIL !he OC sclied~ing site OC LOC SUB CODE geographical area represented by the INS-i!dmlnlsrativa.location code Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

contains !he oath ceremony facilities within the location suiJ.code that denotes the disliict office, case-control 
IBS SC OC FACIL !tie OC sclied~ing site INS OFFICE LOC SUB CODE office, or somatlmes the service center No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 

!he rule id from the rules-table whlcl1 descnbes the allocation of room 
contains the oath ceremony facilities within scheduling, i,e., roundfobln method, sequential method, special-

IBS SC OC FACIL !he OC sclied~ing site RM ALLOC RULE 10 consideration ... No No VARCHAR2(6) NULL 
contains lhe lllllh ceremony facilities ~thin 

IBS SC OC FACIL !he OC sclied~ing site OC LOC DESC the descrlpbon of tfle oalh ceremony location No No VARCHAR2140) NULL 
conlllins !he profile of the oa~ ceremony the location code !hal denotes the district office, case-contr~ Oflice, or 

ISS SC OC OFFICE SITE ·"· .. . INS OFFICE LOC CODE sometimes !he service llfller [Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NUll 
the code that denoies tfle sc!leduling loealon f01!he oaih ceremony 

···---- '-'-'---·-· 

conlllinsthe profile of the oalh ceremony 1111hin !he geographical area represented by !he INS-i!dministrative-
IBS SC OC OFFICE SITE sclieduling site OC SCH SITE LOC CODE location code Yes Yes VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 

!he code !hal denotes tfle sc!ledwing sub~ocalion for !he lllllh 
conlllins the profile ol the oath ceremony OC_8CH_61TE_LOC_SUB_COD ceremony within !he geographical area represented by the INS-

IBS SC OC OFFICE SITE sclieduling site E adminislrativt~ocation code Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3\ NOT NULL 
contains !tie profile o1 the oalh ceremony the location sub-code !hal denotes !he dislrict office, case-control 

IBS SC OC OFFICE SITE scliedullng site INS OFFICE LOC SUB CODE office, or somatimas the seMce cenlllr No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 
contains the profile of lhe oath ceremony lhe ID denotes the scliedullng rule, e.g., use prionly number, mail room 

IBS SC OC OFFICE SITE sclledullng site SCH RULE ID dele, elc .... ID is lrom !he rule la~e No No VARCHAR2(6) NULL 
contains tfle profile ol the oalh ceremony lhe ID from the rules ta~es whiCII describes how ~e cases are to be 

IBS SC OC OFFICE SITE scliedullng site OC LOC ALLOC RULE 10 dlllribuled belwe!ln oath ceremony loealions No No VARCHAR2(6) NULL 
contains tile profile of the oalh ceremony SCH_N0_500NER_THAN_DAY 

IBS SC OC OFFICE SITE scliedullng site QTY the amount of days, befort which !he facility 11111 not be sdleduled No No NUMBE!l@_ NULL 
contains ~e profile ollhe oath certmony SCH NO LATER THAN DAY I., 

IBS SC OC OFFICE SITE scheduling site QTY • - - - - the amount of days, afterwhich !lie facility ~I not be scheduled No No NUMBER(5) NULL 
conlllins tile profile o1 the oalh ceremony whenlhe number of ceses in tflis site reec!llhe low point alored in l~s 

IBS SC OC OFFICE SITE sclieduling site LOW PERCENT NBR TRIG leld, mail is sentlo lhe user No No NUMBER(S) NULL 
conlllins the profile Of the oalh ceremony when !tie number ol eases in !his site reac!llhe high point stored In 

IBS SC OC OFFICE SITE scliedulii'!!Site HIGH PERCENT NBR TRIG this field mail is sent to !he user No No NUMBER(5\ NULL 
conllllns the profile of !he oalh ceremony lhe valueslored in this fi~d indicates when the higMow point condtion 

IBS SC OC OFFICE SITE sc!ledulioo site ADVANCE TRIG DAY QTY should be c!lecked, in number of days No No NUMBER(5) NULL 
conllllns the profile of !he oath ceremony 

IBS SC OC OFFICE SITE sclledu~ng site NBR OC NOSHOW ALLOW maxlmllll number of no shows lilowed for re~ched~ing lo proceed No No NUMBER151 NULL 
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contains ~e profi~ of the oath ceremony max'1mum number of Clllcel~tions ~10'119d for re-scheduling Ia 
IBS SC OC OFFICE SITE sctleduling sire NBR OC CANCEL ALLOW (proeGed No No NUMBERI51 NULL 

contains ~e profi~ of the oath ceremony NOT _PRT _NO _sOONER _THAN 
ISS SC OC OFFICE SITE scliOO~ing site DAY QTY the number of days before which ~e notite will not be pnnled No No NUMBER(5) NUll 

contains ~e profi~ of the oath ceremony NOT_PRT_NO_LATER_THAN. 
ISS SC OC OFFICE SITE scheduling_~le DAY QTY the number Of days after which the notice will not be pnnted NO No NUMBERI51 NULL 

IIBS sc oc OFFICE SITE 
contains ~e profi~ of the oath ceremony CERT_PRT _NOSOONER_THAN 

NUMBER(5) scheduling ~te DAY QTY the number Of days before which~~ certificate will not be printed NO No NULL 

IIBS sc oc OFFICE SITE 
contains the profile of the oa~ ceremony CERT_PRT_NOJATER_THAN_ 
sched~ing sill DAY QTY lhe number of days after which lhe certificate will not be plinled No No NUMBER(5) NULL 

IIBS sc oc OFFICE SITE 
contains !he profile of the oath ceremony 
sched~ing_si~ OC OFFICE DESC the detailed descliotion of lhe oath ceremony office allnlillles No No VARCHAR21401 NULL 

I,BS sc oc OFFICE SITE 
contains tha profile of the oath ceremll!ly 

VARCHAR2(40) scheduling site OC SITE DESC the detailed descliption of the oath ceremony site attributes No No NULL 
contains the cases which are ready to be the svstem<Jeneraled number used to track racepted cases (i.e., 

(b )(6) 
IBS SC OC RDY2SCHQ scheduled for an oath ceremony APP 10 Yes Yes VARCHAR2(13) NOT NULL 

contains the cases which a~ ready to be the id whi(!l denotes the group of sites that can be scheduled for this 
IBS SC OC RDY2SCHQ scheduled for an oath ceremony SITE GRP ID aPIIficanl No No VARCHAR2151 NULL 

contains the cases which are ready to be the code that denotes the sam~ type. such as for case re~ew or 
IBS SC OC RDY2SCHQ sclieduled for an oath ceremony SRVC TYPE CODE (question and answer activities No Yes VARCHAR2(10) NULL 

contains the cases which ere reedy Ia be the lotation code that denotes the distri~ offi~. case-coni~ office, or 
IBS SC OC RDY2SCHQ schedu~ for an oath ceremony INS OFFICE LOC CODE so~times the ser\1ce center No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

contains the cases which are ready to be the location sub-code thai denotes the disllict office. case-control 
~~.§C OC RDY2SCHQ ... scheduled for an oath cerem2~L__ ~QU09.SU~,.CODE office, or somel'lmes the !!!Vice center No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 

the code thai denotes the scheduling location for the oath ceiemony 
contains the cases which ere reedy Ia be 111thin the geographical area represented by the INS.admi~stra!ve-

IBS SC OC RDY2SCHQ scheduled for an oath ceremony OC SCH SITE LOC CODE location code No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 
the code thai denotes the sclledullng sulrlocat~n for the oath 

contains the cases which are ready to be OC_5CH_SITE_LOC_8UB_COD ceremony 111thin the geographical area represented by ~~INS-
IBS SC OC RDY2SCHQ sched~ed for en oalh ceremony E adminislra~v~ocation code No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

contains the cases which are ready Ia be the code thai denotes the oath ceremony location wilhin the 
IBS SC OC RDY2SCHQ sched~ed for an oath ceremony OC lOC CODE geogrep~cal area represented by the INS-adminis~ativ~ocation code No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

contains the cases which are ready Ia be the code that il<!n~es the oath ceremony sub-location within the 
IBS SC OC RDY2SCHQ scheduled for en oath ceramonv OC LOC SUB CODE aiOilraP~cal area represented by lhe INS-administrati~ocalion code No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 

contains the cases which are ready to be 
IBS SC OC RDY2SCHQ sch&ii.led for an olth ceremony REQ OC LOC CODE the code that denotes the ap~icent-rel!llested oath ceremony location No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

con~ins the cases which ere ready to be the code that denotes the applicant-requested oath caremony sub-
IBS SC OC RDY2SCHQ sclieduled for an oath ceremony REQ. OC LOC SUB CODE location No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

contains the cases which !lie ready to be the code !hal denotes~~ oath-cert!mony room designation, I.e., 46A, 
ISS SC OC RDY2SCHQ scheduled for an oath ceremony OC RM ID 468,~ ... No No VARCHAR2(5) NULL 

tlil code ~at denoles whether the requested oath ceremony will be 
contains the cases which are ready to be administrative or court held, i.e. J • Judid~, A • AOO!inistralive, B • 

IBS SC OC RDY2SCHQ scheduled for an oath ceremony REQ_$RVC TYPE CODE Both No Yes VARCHAR2(10) NULL 
conlelns the cases which are ready to be 

IBS SC OC RDY2SCHQ scheduled for an oath ceremony MR RECV DTIME the date and time mail of was recaived in the mailroom No No DATE NULL 
contains the cases which are ready to be the date and time the oath ceremony denoted by oalh.ceremony-type 

IBS SC OC RDY2SCHQ slileduled tor an oath ceremony IN OC Q DTIME code of record was submitted lo lhe oa~-ceremonyjob queue No No DATE NULL 
contains ~a cases wllich are ready to be 

IBS SC OC RDY2SCHQ sched~ed lor an oath ceremony APP PRIORITY NBR the job-execution pnoritv number for the llfl~icanl No No NUMBER(5) NULL 
contains the cases which eM ready lobe the syslem.generated number used Ia re resent the pnncipel pe~on 

IBS SC OC RDY2SCHQ sched~ed tor an oath ceremony FAMILY GRP ID of the family group (i.e., No No VARCHAR2(131 NULL 
the system-generated number used Ia represent the principal pe~on (b )(6) 

contains the cases which are ready lobe of the comm11111y based orgsn~ation (CBO) group, i.e .. 
IBS SC OC Rgt2$CHQ sclied~ed for an oath ceremony CBO GRP ID 9900999999999 No No VARCHAR2(131 NULL 

contains the cases which a~ ready lobe 
IBS SC OC RDY2SCHQ_ scheduled for_a~lh ceremony _. . IADHOC_GRP_ID the syslem.~Jeneraled numiJerthal denotes the ad h~~group l~dsr No No VARCHAR2(13) NULL 

IIBS sc oc RDY2SCHQ 
contains the cases which era ready to be flag thel denotes the r&l)pienl of printed 011~ut: i.e., group, 

------· 

sclieduled for an oath ceremony NOTICE FLAG w:JRD representative ... No No NUMBER(10) NULL 

IIBS sc oc RDY2SCHQ 
contains the cases which IV& ready to be the ldenlfficalion n1111ber that is as~gned to the lien et the time of 

scheduled for en oath ceremony ALIEN NBR enl~ into the Un~ed Stales No No VARCHAR21101 NULL 

IIBS sc oc RDY2SCHQ 
contains the cases which are ready lo be 
sclieduled for an oath ceremony RESCH DELAY DT dale ol ser\1ct ~the aoolicant is rescheduled No No DATE NULL 
contains the cases which are ready to be the number thai denotes the Immigration and Naturalization Ser\1ce 

IBS SC OC RDY2SCHQ sclieduled for an oath ceremony FORM NBR form: I.e., 1765, 1551... No Yes VARCHAR2(6) NULL 
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IIBS sc DC RM 
contains ~~ room profile for the oath the location code that denotes the ~stnct olllce, case.tentrol office, or 
ceremony location INS OFFICE LDC CODE sometimes the serlica center Yes Yes VARCHAR2i3) NOT NULL 

the code that denotes ~~ scheduling location f01lhe oath ceremooy 
contains~~ room profile for~~ oath llithln the geographical area represented by the INS-admimstrative-

IBS SC OC RM ceremony location OC SCH SITE LOC CODE location code Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
the code ~at denotes !he scheduling su!Hocalion f011he oath 

contains the room profile for the oath OCJCH _SITE_LOCJUB_COD ceremony v.ilhln the geographical area rep~esented by the INS· 
IBS SC OC RM ceremony location E adminislralive.location code Yes Yes VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 

contains the room profile for the oath the code that denotes the oath ceremony location within lite 
IBS SC OC RM ceremony location OC LDC CODE lllllmP~cal area representedbjthe INS-adminislri!liv!Hocalion code Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

contains the room profile tor the oath ~~~e:hthat denotes the oath ceremony sub~ocation llithin the 
VARCHAR2131 IBS SC DC RM ceremony loci!lion OC LOC SUB CODE ~cal area represented by the INS..!dministraiv~lion code Yes Yes NOT NULL 

con~ ins the room profile for the oath the code that denotes the oath~remony room designation, I.e .. 46A, 
IBS SC OC RM ceremony location OC RM ID 469, 460 '" Yes No VARCHAR2(5) NOT NULL 

conlalnslhe room profile for the oath the locatioo sub-code that denotes the district office. case-contr~ 
IBS SC DC RM ceremony location INS OFFICE LDC SUB CODE office, or sometimes the semce cen~r No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

contains the room profile for the oath 
IBS SC DC RM ceremony location OC RM DESC descliption of room No No VARCHAR2(50) NULL 

conteins the room profile lor the oath the rule~la~e code that facilitates entrance assignment for entry Into 
IBS SC OC RM ceremony location RPTG GATE ALLOC RULE ID the oalh~remony facility: doom, gates ... No No VARCHAR2(6) NULL 

contains the room profile for the oath RPTG_GATE_ADV_START_MIN 
IBS SC OC RM ceremony location 

,. OTY amount~ lime lo have persons.arnve in !ldvance of oath ceremony No No .. ~lillL __ NULL 
---·--

contains the mom profile for !he oath RPTG_GA(STAGGER _MIN_ 
IBS SC OC RM ceremon)'location QTY interval of time to stagger !he arrival of 119rsons at oath ceremony No No NUMBERI51 NULL 

IISS SC OC RM AVAIL TIME 
con~ ins data abo~ the time of availabili~ for the location code that denotes the dislrid office, case-.ontrol office, or 
an oath ceremony in a particular room INS OFFICE LDC CODE sometimes the semce center Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

the code that denotes the scheduling location for the oath ceremony 
contains data abo~ the lime of availability for within the geographical area represented by the INS-administrative· 

IBS SC OC RM AVAIL TIME an oath ceremony in a particular room OC SCH SITE LOC CODE locaUon code Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
the code ~at denol!!lhe seheduling sub-location for ~~ oath 

contains data about the lima of availability for OC_SCH_SITE_LOC_SUB_COD ceremony within the geographical area represented by the INS· 
IBS SC OC RM AVAIL TIME an oath ceremony in a panicular room E administrative-location code Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

contains data abollllhe time of availa~liey lor the code thai denotes the oath ceremony location vi!hin the 
IBS SC OC RM AVAIL TIME an oath ceremony In a particular room OC LOC CODE igeograp~cal area represen~d by the INS.adminislrativ~tion code Yes Yes VARCHAR2i31 NOT NULL 

contains data abo~ the time of avaiab'jity for the code !hal denotes the oalli ceremony sub-location llilhln the 
IBS SC OC RM AVAIL TIME an oath ceremony in a particular room OC LOC SUB CODE !geographleaJ area represented by the INS.administri!live-location code Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

contains data abo~ the time of availability fur tha code lhat denotes the oalfl.ceremony room designation, i.e., 46A, 
IBS SC OC RM AVAIL TIME an oath ceremony '1n a particular room OC RM ID 468, 460 "' Yes Yes VARCHAR2151 NOT NULL 

contains data abo~ the lima of availability fur 
IBS SC OC RM AVAIL TIME an oath ceremoriY in a particular room OC DT tha oath ceremony dale Yes No DATE NOT NULL 

contains data aboutlha lime of availability for 
IBS SC OC RM AVAIL TIME an oath ceremony in a particular room OC START TIME the oath ceremony start-time Yes No DATE NOT NULL 

contains data abo~ the time of availability for Ilia location sub-code that denotes the dislnd office. case-contra 
IBS SC OC RM AVAIL TIME an oath ceremony In a particular room INS OFFICE LDC SUB CODE office, or sometimes the serlice center No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 

contains data ebo~ the time of availability lor the quant!y Of remai~ng oath~remony slots ~at stin may be filled for 
IBS SC OC RM AVAIL TIME an oath ceremony in a particular room OC SLOTS AVAIL QTY the oath C~ernony No No NUMBER(~ NULL 

the slo~ that llill be reseMd v.lien expediting the case for the oath 
contains data abo~ the time of availability ~r ceremony: I.e., expedited cases bypass standard scheduling and are 

IBS SC OC RM AVAIL TIME en oath ceremom in a particular room OC SLOTS RESERVED QTY automatically sched~ed f01 ~~ oatfl.ceremony prooessino No No NUMBERISI NULL 

IIBS sc oc RM AVAIL TIME 
contains data abo~ the lime of availability ~r the code !hal denotes the service type, sucl1 as for case review or 
an oath ceremony in a particular room SRVC TYPE CODE uestion and answer adi~ties No Yes VARCHAR2[10) NULL 

IIBS sc oc RM AVAIL TIME 
conla'ms data abo~ the lima of aveUabillty for RESERVEDJLOTSJILLED_Q 
an oath ceremony in a particular room TY the quanllty of reserved slots already scheduled No No NUMBER(5) NULL 
contains data about the time of availability for 

IBS SC OC RM AVAIL TIME an oath ceremony in a particular room DC SLOTS FILLED QTY the quantity of oath ceremony slo~ ~rtady schedulad No No NUMBERi5) NULL 
contains dale about the time of availa~lity for the Indicator that denotes whether request e~sts ~lh oath ceremony 

IBS SC OC RM AVAIL TIME an oath ceremony In a panicular room CERT BATCH PRT REQ IND to print certmcate in balch mode No No VARCHAR2ifl NULL 
contains the room profile for lha oath the locatl1111 code that denotes the ~stncl office, case.tentr~ office, 01 

IBS SC OC RM PROF ceremony locatioo INS OFFICE LDC CODE sometimes the serlice center Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
lha code that derKIIes the sdiad~ing location for the oath ceremony 

contains the room profile for the oath llilhin llie geographical area represented by the INS-admi~strative-
IBS SC OC RM PROF ceremony location OC SCH SITE LOC CODE location code Yes Yes VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 
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C4 EI'Mn Data Dicti011a~ 

the code that denotes the sehed~ing suiJ.Iocation for the oath 
contains Ilia room profda for the oath OC_5CH_81TEJOC_$UB.COD caremony 111thin the geographical area represented by Ilia INS· 

IBS SC OC RM PROF ceremony location E edmtntstrative.location code Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

contains the room profile lor the oath the code that denotes the oeth ceremony location withn the 
IBS SC OC RM PROF carem011y location OC LOC CODE ~raphical na rem:esented bythe INS-adminiwative~ocation code Yes Yes VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 

contains the room profile for ~e oath lhe code lhat denotes the oath ceremony sub~ocation 111thin the 
IBS SC OC RM PROF ceremony location OC LOC SUB CODE :ge111Jf8phtcal area r1!presented by the INS·adm'n'tsl~tiw-location t:OOe Yes Yes VARCHAR2[3) NOT NULL 

contains the room profile fO! the oath the code that denotes the oath-ceremony room designatiOfl, i.e., 46A, 
IBS SC OC RM PROF ceremonj location OC RM ID 469,460 "' Yes Yes VARCHAR2($) NOT NULL 

contains the room profile for the oath 
IBS SC OC RM PROF ceremony location 0C PROF BEGIN DT the profile be~nodate Yes No DATE NOT NULL 

contains the room profile for the oath 
IBS SC OC RM PROF Cllrem011y loc~ion OC WEEK NBR the oa~ Cllremony week number, e.g.t, 2 ... (for2-week pericds) Yes No NUMBER[5) NOT NULL 

IIBS sc oc RM PROF 
contains ~e room profile for the oath 
caremon1 location OC DAY OF WEEK the name oflhe day; i.e., Mon, Tue, Wild, Thu, ard Fn, or as spee~ted Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
contains the room profile for ~~ oath 

IBS SC OC RM PROF ceremony location OC START TIME the oath Cllremony start~ me Yes No DATE NOT NULL 
contains the room profile fO! the oath the loca~oo sub-code that deootes the dlstnct office, case.contr~ 

IBS SC OC RM PROF Cllremony location INS OFFICE LOC SUB CODE office. or sometimes the serlice Cll~er No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 
contains ~e room profile for the oath 

IBS SC OC RM PROF Cllremony 1oceti011 OC END TIME the oath ceremony erd~me No No DATE NULL 
contains the room profile for the oath 

IBS SC OC RM PROF ceremony location OC PROF END DT the profile end-date No No DATE NULL 
contains the room profile for the oath 

I the code that denotes the serlice type VARCHAR2(10)_ IBS SC OC RM PROF ceremony location SRVC TYPE CODE No Yes NULL 
contains the room protile for the oath the mllilimum quantity of oath~eremony slots availab~ for scheduling 

IBS SC OC RM PROF ceremony locatiOfl OC SLOTS CAP QTY the oath ceremorrt No No NUMBER[5) NULL 
contains~~ room profile for the oath the quantity of remaining oath-ceremony slots that sti~ may be filled for 

IBS SC OC RM PROF ceremony locati011 OC SLOTS AVAIL QTY the oath ceremony No No NUMBER!~ NULL 
the slots that will be reseNed when expediting the case for the oath 

contains the room profile for the oath cerem011y. i.e., expedited eases bypass standard scheduling and are 
IBS SC OC RM PROF ceremonylocation OC SLOTS RESERVED QTY a~omatieally scheduled for the oath-ceremony procassing No No NUMBER(S) NULL 

the number of adjllfkators where concurrent.fNS serlices are 
con~ ins lhe room profile for the oath performed on the day and date denoted by the etfeclive<fay and day. 

IBS SC OC RM PROF ceremony location NBR OF ADJ of4he·week data e~ments of this record No No NUMBERI51 NULL 

IIBS sc oc RM PROF 
contains the room profile for IIIli oath Yes (Y) No (N) that denotes W record Is modffied and profile ch~~r~ge is 

VARCHAR2(1) carem011y location REC MOD FLAG roca11ed No No NULL 
contains~~ exception profile of~ room for the location code that denotes the dstnd office, case-control oflite, or 

rug_()C_RM.~~- the oath Cef!mi!"Y location _ --·· INS OFFICE LOC~C2Q~ sometimes the seritce center YeJ ···-.\!. ·······-~R_CH_AR2(3)_ .t!Qllii!LL ···-
the code that denotes the schedulingiOcation for the oath ceremony 

contains lhe exellption profi~ of the room foc 111thin lhe geographical area represented by the INS-administrative-
IBS SC OC RM XCEP the oeth ceremony location OC SCH SITE LOC CODE location code Yes Yes VARCHAR2(31 NOT NULL 

the code thai denotes the scheduling suiJ.Iocation for the oath 
contains~~ exception profile of the room fur OC_8CH_51TE_LOC_SUB.COD ceremony 111thin the geographical area represented by the INS· 

IBS SC OC RM XCEP the oath ceremofli location E adminisraftve-locaftOII code Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

con~ins the exception jl'ofile of the room for the code that denotes the oath ceremony location wil~n the 
IBS SC OC RM XCEP the oath caremonylocatiOfl OC LOC CODE geographical area represented by the INS-administrative~ocation code Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

~~ntains ~~ exception profile of the room for the code ~at denotes the oath ceremony sub-location 111thin the 
IBS SC OC RM XCEP lhe oath ceremollt location OC LOC SUB CODE tgell!lraphical area represented R!_ the INS-administrative-localion code Yes Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

contains the exception profile of the room for the code that denotes the oath-ceremony room des~nation, i.e .. <teA, 
IBS SC OC RM XCEP the oath Clfemony lo~on OC RM ID 468, .reo ... Yes Yes VARCHAR2(5) NOT NULL 

contains the excaption profile of the room for 
IBS SC OC RM XCEP the oeth ceremony loc!li011 OC RM XCEP SCH DT the date of the oath caremony hii'Ang the room exception Yes No DATE NOT NULL 

IIBS sc oc RM XCEP 
contains the excep~on protile of the room for 
the oelh ceremony location OC RM XCEP START TIME the start·ftme of lhe exception-<>alfl.ceremony event Yes No DATE NOT NULL 

IIBS sc oc RM XCEP 
contains the exception profile of the room for the location sutJ.code that denotes the district office, case-control 
the oath ceremorrt location INS OFFICE LOC SUB CODE office, or sometimes the seri1ce Cllller No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
contains ~a exception profile of the room for 

IBS SC OC RM XCEP the oath ceremorrt locai011 OC RM XCEP END TIME the end4-IIM<fay time for the excaption.()atfl.ceremony &vent No No DATE NULL 
contains the exception profile of the room for 

IBS SC OC RM XCEP the oath ceremOITj ~cati011 OC RM XCEP REASON the reason for conducting ~ 'tntervi&N on the nol\oStandard date No No VARCHAR2(201 NULL 
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(b )(6) 

C4 Erwin Data D'~'1011al)' 

lhe number of adjudicators where concurrenHNS seNices are 
IXllllains ~~ e~p!on profile of lhe room for paiorme<l on lhe day and dale denol~ by ~e effeelive.tlay rr~d day. 

IBS SC OC RM XCEP lhe oalh ceremO!Ij_ location NBR OF ADJ of.fhe.week dala ~aments of this record No 
contains Ilia exception profile of lhe room fur lhe meximum quantity of oath-ceremony slots available lor scneduling 

IBS SC OC RM XCEP lhe oath ceremony location OC SLOTS CAP QTY the oalh ceremony No 
conlains lhe exception profile of lhe room for the quantity of remaining oath-ceremony slotllllat still may be filled for 

~C.Og___RM XCEP --~lllceremonylocation [OC_SLOTS ~VAIL QTY ~~cerell1_1111j__ __________ -;;--H_o_ __ 
the slotlhat >Mil be res!!V~ when ex~lting lhe case for the oath 

conlains the excefljon profile of the room I~ ceremony, Le., expedited cases bypass slandard seh~uling and are 
IBS SC OC RM XCEP the oalh ceremony locatloo OC SLOTS RESERVED QTY autometicall)'_sch~uled f~ lhe oath-ceremony processing No 

IXlflfeins lhe exception profile of the room for the code lllat den~es the sell1ce type, such as lor case re~ew or 
IBS SC OC RM XCEP the oath ceremony ~calion SRVC TYPE CODE [question and answer activities No 

IBS SC OC RM XCEP 

IBS SC OC RM XCEP 

IIBS sc oc RM XCEP 

contains the exception proli~ of the room for Yes (Y) or No (NI flag ~at denotes whether~~ room Is available for 
the oath ceremony location RM AVAIL FLAG oath ceremony 
contains fhe exception profile of ~e room for 
the oath ceremony locafioo REC MOD DTIME 
contains the exception profile of the room f~ 
the oath ceremony location REC MOD FLAG 

lhe dale and time lh'1s record was mod~ed 
Yes (Y) No (N) that denotes If record is I!IOOffied and profile change is 

rooessed 

contains the gates through which applicants the location code that denotes the ostrict omee, case-tOnlrol office, or 

No 

No 

No 

IBS SC OC RPTG GATE !passlolhelocationlorlheOalhCeremony INS OFFICE LOC CODE sometlmeslheserlicecerter Yes 

lhe code that den~es the scheduling locaton for the oath ceremony 
contains the gales through which ap~lcants within the 

IBS SC OC RPTG GATE us to the focetion for the Oath Ceremony OC SCH SITE LOC CODE Jgeoaraef1ical area represented by the INS-administrative~ocafion code Yes 

IBS SC OC RPTG GATE 

the code thai denotes the sched~ing suf>.locafion for the oath 
ceremony>Mihin 

contains the gates through which applicants OC_5CH_51TEJOC_SUB.COD the geogr!fliiC(j area represented by ~e INS-adn11nisfraliV9-Iocetion 
pass to lhe location tor the Oalh Ceremony E code 

contains the gates ~rough which applicants 
the code that denotes fhe oath ce~mooy location wif~n the 
geographical area 

IBS SC OC RPTG GATE Jpassto~elocetionfortheOalhCeremony OC LOG CODE !rllJllesented by the INS-administreUve-locafion code 

IBS SC OC RPTG GATE 

IBS SC OC RPTG GATE 

IBS SC OC RPTG GATE 

IBS SC OC RPTG GATE 

contains the gates through which applican~ 
ass to the location Ide Oath Ceremony OC LOC SUB CODE 

contains the gates throogh which ap~1cants 
pass to lhe location for lhe Oath Ceremooy 
IXlfltains ~~gates through which appl~nts 
[pass to the location lor the Oath Ceremony 

OC RM 10 

RPTG GATE NBR 

the code thai denotes the oath ceremony sulrlocalion >Millin the 
geograp~cal 
area rep!esent~ by lhe INS..!dministratNe<oceflon code 
the code that denotes Ilia oath-ceremony room deslgnatioo, i.e., 46A, 
468, 460 

the entrance into lhe oalh-ceremooy faci~y, I.e., doors, gates ... 
the location sufl.code that denotes the dlsMcf office, case-tOn~ol 

con~ins the gates fhroug, which ap~ica~s office, or 
[pass to lhe location for the Oath Ceremony_ INS OFFICE LOC SUB CODE sometimes lhesell1ce center 

contains the gates through which applicants 
the text that describes the entrance into the oath-ceremony facility, i.e., 
the 

IBS SC OC RPTG GATE ass to the localion for lhe Oath Ceremony RPTG GATE DESC 1 sl door on the nghl, gate #3 ... 
contains the gates through which appl~n~ 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

IBS SC OC RPTG GATE :pass to lhe location lor the Oath Ceremony RPTG GATE COLOR CODE the color identifier that 1Xlf119sponds to the deslgnatedreporong time No 
IBS_SC_OC_RPTG_GATE_AP conlains lhe sch~tJed appoiliment of the svstem~nerafed number um Ia fracil receipted cases (I.e., 
P APPT I applican~ lor the Oalh Ceremony APP 10 _1 Yes 

1 ~BS _sc. OC. RPTG _GATE _AP contains the se~uled appo1nlmenf of 
IP APPT !81itlficantl for !he Oath Ceremonv 

1
1BS_5C.OC.RPTG_GATE_AP IXlflfains ~~ sched~ed app~ntmenl of 

[P APPT applicants for the OathCeremon! 

IIBS.SC _OC_RPTG. GA TE_AP conlains the s~u~d afiPOmtment of 
P APPT applicant~ for !he Oath Ceremony 

IBS.SC. OC_ RPTG. GATE _AP contains the scheduled appointment of 
P APPT lap~icants for the Oath Ceremony 

IBS.SC_ OC.RPTG. GATE_AP contains the scheduled appointment tJ. 

"" '""'~' """ ,af denotes the district office, case-contr~ office, or 
INS OFFICE LOC CODE sometimes !he SaNice center No 

lhe locatioo sufl.code that de~es the disl~d office, case-eontrot 
INS OFFICE LOC SUB CODE office,orsomelimes~eseMcecenter 

the code fhal denotes the seheduling location for the oalh ceremooy 
llllhin the geographical area represented by the INS.admiNI~ati~ 

OC SCH SITE LOC CODE focalion code 
the code lhat denotes lhe scMduling suf>.locelion for the oath 

oc _SCH _ SITE_LOC_8UB _coo ceremony v.illlin the geogrephical area represent~ by lhe INS· 
E administrative-location code 

No 

No 

No 

P APPT aflljicams forlhe Oalh CeremonY OC LOC CODE 
the COde that denotes ~~oath ceremony location >Millin lhe 
Q8Q!lrap~calllea represented by the INS-admlnlstretive-locetlon code No 

IBS. SC. OC.RPTG. GATE_ AP contains the sc~uled appointment of 
P APPT ao~icents tor lhe Oath Ceremony OC LOC SUB CODE 

the code that denot111he oath ceremony suf>.locetion >Mthin the 
laeoaratlhical area reoresenled by the INS·allmlnistrative-location code No 
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No NUMBER(51 NULL 

No NUMBER(5) NULL 

No NUMBER(51 NULL 

Yes VARCHAR2[10] NULL 

No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

No DATE NULL 

No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

No VARCHAR213) NOT NULL 

No VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 

No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

No VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 

No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

No VARCHAR2\5L NOT NULL 

No VARCHAR2(5) NOT NULL 

No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

No VARCHAR21501 NULL 

Yes VARCHAR2(t0) NUll 

No VARCHAR2(13) NOT NULL 

No VARCHARJj3) NULL 

No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

No VARCHAR2(31 NULL 

No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
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IBS _ SC _DC_ RPTG _GATE,. AP contains lhe scheduled appoinlmenl ol 
P APPT applicanls tor the Oa~ Ceremony OC RM 10 
IBS.SC _ OC_ RPTG. GATE_AP contains ~e scheduled appointment Of 

P APPT ,ll!lpUcanls lor lhe Oalh Ceremo~~t OC DT 
IBS_SC _ OC _ RPTG_GATE_ AP contains lhe schedu~d appointment~ 
P APPT [ap~icanls for the Oath Ceremony OC START TIME 
IBS _ SC _ OC _ RPTG. GAT E.AP conla'tns the scheduled appointment of 
P APPT applicants for the Oath Ce~mony RPTG GATE NBR 
IBS_sc_oc_RPTG.GATE_AP contains the scheduled appointment or 
P APPT applicants lor the Oath Ceremony RPTG TIME 
tBS_sc_oc_RPTG_GATE_AP contains the sdlediJed appointment ot 
P APPT applicants for the Oath Ceremony RPTG GATE COLOR CODE 
IBS _ SC _ OC_ RPTG. GATE_ AP contains the sched~ed appointment of 
P APPT [applicanls for the Oath Ceremony SRVC TYPE COot 
IBS _sc _ OC _ RPTG _GATE_ AP con~lns ~~ scheduled appointment of 

P APPT a~icants for the Oath Ceremony ALIEN NBR 
IBS.sc.oc_RPTG.GATE_AP contains the scheduled appointment~ 
P APPT app!lcanlsforlh&Oa~ Ceremo~~t CERT PRT REO IND 
IBS JC _ OC_ RPTG. GATE _AP contains the sched~ed appointment of 
P APPT I applicants for the Oath Ceremony FORM NBR 

IBS _sc _oc_RPTG_ GATE. BK contains the booked status of the particular 
D STAT aleusedforanoathce~mony INS OFFICE LOC CODE 

IBS _sc _ OC. RPTG _GATE _BK contains ~e booked status of the particular 

C4 Erwin Data Didiona~ 

the code ~at denotes ~e oath-ceremony room des~nation, i.e., 46A, 
468, 461L. No 

the oath ceremony da~ No 

the oalh ceremony start·time No 

the erlrance Into the oath-ceremonv fadiiY; i.e., doo~, ~tes ,, No 

lhereporing time for oath ceremony No 

the color Identifier that corresponds to the des~naled repomng time No 
the cllllrllhat denote~ the ~Mea type, such as for case review or 
Jguesttoo and answer activ~Ws No 
the identfficatlon number ~at Is asstgned to the alien atlhe time of 

entry into the United Sla~s No 
Yes iY) No (N) flag that Indicates whether to pnnt certificate with oath 
ceremony No 
the number that denoteslmmigrlllon ard Naturaltzalion SeMce form', 
i.e., 1765, 155L No 

the location code that denotes the dtstrict oftice, case-control office, or 
sometimes the seNice canter Yes 

the code that denotes the sched~ing locatloo for the oalh ceremony 
l'lithlnthe 

D STAT galeusedforanoathcaremony OC SCH SITE LOG CODE [geographical area represented by the INS.adminislralive~ocabon code Yes 

I BS. SC. OC .RPTG. GA TE_BK contains the booked slatus olthe pa~cular 
D STAT )gate usedfor an oath caremon1 

IBS _ SC _oc _ RPTG. GATE _BK contains the booked status of tile partiCI!ar 
D STAT gate used for an oath ceremony 

IBS .SC.OC .RPTG _GATE_BK contains the booked status of the partia.lar 
D STAT )gate used for an oath ceremony 

IBS _sc_oc. RPTG _GATE _BK contaJns the bookll! staliJs ol the paricular 
D STAT aleusedforanoathceremony 
IBS.SC. OC_RPTG.GATE_BK contains ~~booked status of the parocular 
D STAT ~ateusedforenoathcaremony 
IBS _sc_oc _ RPTG _ GATE_BK contains the booked status of the plltic~ar 
D STAT [gale used for an oath ceremony 
IBS.SC. OC.RPTG.GATE_BK contains the booked status or the pa~OJiar 
D STAT [gate ~d lor en oalh caremony 
IBS.SC_ OC_RPTG.GATE_BK conlains the booked status of the particular 
D STAT ateusedloranoathceremony 

IBS_SC.OC_RPTG_GATE_BK contains the booked stilus of the particular 
D STAT 'gate used far en oath ceremony 
IBS _sc. OC _ RPTG_ GATE _BK contains the booked status ot lhe particular 
D STAT [galeusedloranoathceremony 

the codelhat denotes the SCheduling suMocation for the oath 
ceremony 1\ilhin 

OC_SCH _SITE_LOC .SUB _COD lhe geographical area represented by the INS-adminlstralive.locatlon 
E code 

OC LOC CODE 

OC LOC SUB CODE 

OC_!M ID 

OC DT 

OC START TIME 

RPTG GATE NBR 

RPTG TIME 

the code tliet denotes the oath ceremony location within the 
geog:at*licil area 
represented by lhe INS~drninistrative.location code 
the code that den~es the oath ceremony suMocation llithin the 
geograpllical 
area represented by the INS·administrative.focat!m code 
the code lhal denotes the oath-ceremony room designation, i.e., 46A, 
468, 460 

the oath ceremony date 

the oath ceremony start-time 

the entrance into the oath-ceremony fadllty; i.e., doors, gates , .. 

I the reporting time for oath ceremony 
the location sub{:()!fe that denotes the distnct office, case-control 
office, or 

INS OFFICE LOC SUB COOE sometimes the serv'ce canter 

INIT ALLOC NBR initial estimate of allo~d applican~ 
the actu~ numbe~ ol appftcants as cullin~y assigned to the specmc 

IB5_8C_ OC_RPTG. GA TE_BK contains the booked s~tus of the pa~cular gate in 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No VARCHAR2(5) NULL 

No DATE NULL 

No DATE NULL 

No VARCHAR2(5) NULL 

No DATE NULL 

No VARCHAR2(10) NULL 

No VARCHAR2(10) NULL 

No VARCHAR~10) NULL 

No VARCHAR2itl NULL 

No VARCHAR2(6) NULL 

Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

Yes VARCHAR2{3) NOT NULL 

Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

Yes VARCHAR2ffi_ NOT NULL 

Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

Ye~ VARCHAR2(5) NOT NULL 

No DATE NOT NULL 

No DATE NOT NULL 

Yes VARCHAR2(5) NOT NULL 

No DATE NOT NULL 

No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

No NUMBER151 NULL 

0 STAT ate used for an,,_,oa,th-""cer""em""on,__v_-fN""BR,.._t),,_,!SS"'IGN"-----Ftha:.::oa=:~.::::cere::.:m::::on"--y--------.fN::..o --f'No'---f'N,UM~BE'-"BJ'"-.55)_-I'N"'UL,_L --4 

IBS_sc_ OC_RPTG _GATE_PR contains the profile ol a given gate used as the location code thai denoles the dis~ct office, case-control office, or 
Of )part of an Oath Ceremony INS OFFICE LOC CODE sometimes the ~ce center Yes 

IBS_sc_oc_RPTG. GA TE_PR contains the proi~ of a given gate used as 
OF !Dart of an Oa~ Ceremony 

the code thai denotes the scheduftng location lor the oeth ceremony 
111thlnthe 

OC SCH SITE LOC CODE lqeographical area repoonled by the INS-administrative-location code Yes 
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C4 ElWin Data Dictiooary 

the code ~at denotes the sclieduling suiJ.Iocali1111 for thf! oath 
ceremony 111thin 

IBS.SC _ OC_RPTG_ GATE_PR contains the profile of a given gate used as OC_8CH_SITE_LOC_ SUB.COD the geographical area represented by the INS-administrative-localoo 
OF ,lll/t of an Oath Ceremony E code 

the cod! that denotes the oath ceremony location within the 
Yes Yes VARCHAf@L NOT NULL 

IBS. SC _ OC _RPTG_ GATE_PR contains the profile Of a given gate used as geographical area 
[QF__ .. ···--· ~rtofanOathCerem~ ___ QC.LOC,£QQL. ---~~by the INS·idminlslrativ~tioncode. --· -~~ • Y_e_s__ ___ VARCHAR2(31 .. 

the code that denotes the o~h c~~emony sub~ocation 1111hin the 
IBS _sc _ OC_RPTG. GATE_PR contains the profile of a given gate used as 
OF ,part of an Oath Ceremony 

IBS _SC _OC.RPTG _ GATE_PR contains the profile of a given gate used as 
OF [part of an Oath Ceremony 
IBS_sc_ OC _ RPTG_GATE _PR contains the profile of a given gale used as 
OF [part of an Oalh Ceremony 

1
tBS_8C_OC.RPTG_GATE_PR contains ~e prolle of a given gate used as 
[OF art of an Oath Ceremony 
IBS_sc.oc_RPTG_GATE_PR contains the profile of a given gate used 11 
OF art of an Oath Caremoll)' 
IBS.SC_OC_RPTG.GATE_PR contains !he profile of a given gate used as 
OF art of an Oa~ Ceremony 
IBS_8C.OC _ RPTG_GATE_PR contains ~e proti~ of a given gate used as 
OF [part of an Oath Ceremony 

IBS.SC_ OC_RPTG.GATE_PR contains the profile of a given gate used as 
OF art of an Oa~ Ceremony 
IBS _SC _OC.RPTG _ GATE_PR contains ~~ ~~of a ~ven glle used as 
OF art of an Oath Ceremony 
IBS_SC_ OC_RPTG_GATE_PR contains the profile of a given gate used as 
OF !Part of an Oa~ Ceremony 

1
tBS_SC_ OC_RPTG_ GATE_PR con~ins ~~profile of a given gate used as 

!OF [part of an Oa~ Ceremony 

1tss_sc_OC.RPTG_GATE_PR c<Jntains the profile of a given g~e used as 
\OF art of an Oaili Ceremony 
IBS _ sc. OC_RPTG_GATE_PR contains !he profile of a given gate used as 
OF art of an OaMeremony 
IBS.SC _OC_RPTG _ GA TEJC contains ~e exception profile Of the gate 
EP used as part of 111 Oath Ceremony 

IBS _sc_oc _RPTG _GATE_XC contains the exception profile of the gate 
EP used as part of an Oath Ceremony 

IBS_sc_oc _RPTG.GATE_XC c<Jntains the exception profile ctthegale 
EP used as part of an Oath Ceremony 

IBS.SC_OC_RPTG_GATE_XC contains the axi:ii~ion ~ofi~ofthe gate 

DC LOC SUB CODE 

OC RM ID 

RPTG GATE NBR 

OC PROF BEGIN DT 

OC WEEK NBR 

geographC/1 
area represented by the INS-administrative-location code 
the code the! den~esthe oath-ceremony room designation, i.e .. 46A, 
468, 460 

the entrance into the oath-ceramonyfacjlity; i.e., doo~,_g_a~s ,, 

the profile begin-date 

the oath ceremonJ ~k number, e .. g, 1, 2 .. Jor2·We411\leriods) 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

OC DAY OF WEEK the name of the day; i.e., Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, and Fri, or as~cified Yes 

OC START TIME the oath ceremony start·time 
the location sub-Cilde that denotes the dislncl office, case-control 
Office, or 

INS OFFICE LOC SUB CODE somatmes the service center 
RPTG GATE ADV START MIN 

Yes 

No 

QT{ • - • amount of time to have persons arrive in advance of oath ceremony No 
RPTG _ GATE.STAGGER_MIN. 
QTY interval of ~me to stagger the aiTival ofe!rsons at oath ceremol[ 

GATE AVAIL FLAG 

MAX ALLOC NBR 

REC MOD FLAG 

Yes (Y) No (N) that denotes whether the llfllrance denoted by this 
racollls 
[~ing.gate fi~d is available for use 

the maximum~ allocated to an 1111trance denoted 
Yes ~I No (N) that dendes ~record modmed and profile change is 
[processed 
the locatioo code ~at denotes the disllid office, case-control office, or 

No 

No 

No 

No 

INS OFFICE LOC CODE sometimes the seNice canter Yes 
!he code ~at denotes the sclieduling location for the oath caremony 
1111hin the geographical area repri!ented by !he INS-admi~Stretiv<l-

OC SCH SITE LOC CODE location code 
the code that denotes the sched~ing sub-location for the oath 

oc_scH _51TE_LOC _ SUB_COD ceremony w1thin lhe geographical area represented by !he INS. 
E administrative~ocation code 

the code that denotes the oath ceremony location within the 

Yes 

Yes 

EP used as part of an Oath Ceremony OC LOC CODE egmical area re!lsented _bj_lhe INS-admlnistrative~ocation code Yes 

IBS_sc.oc _ RPTG _GATE _xc contains the exceptioo profile of the gate 
EP used as pert of an Oath Ceremony 
IBS _ SC. OC _ RPTG _GATE_XC contains the excaption profi~ of the gate 
EP u11d as part of an Oath C~~emony 
IBS_sc_ OC_RPTG _GA TE_xc contains ~e exception profile of the gate 
EP used as part of 111 Oath Ceremony 
IBS _SC_ OC_RPTG _ GATEJC contains the IXC!fltion profile oflhe glle 
EP used as part of an Oath Ceremony 
IBS _sc.oc _RPTG_GATE_xc coria ins the exception profi~ of the gate 
EP used as part of an Oath Ceremony 
IBS.SC. OC_RPTG.GATE_XC contains ~~exception profile of the gate 
EP used as part cllll Oath Ceremony 
IBSJC.OC_ RPTG.GATE)C contains the exception profile of the gate 
EP used as pat of an Oath Ceremony 
IBSJC.OC _RPTG .GATE_XC contains the exception ~~of the gale 
EP used as part of an Oath Ceremony 

OC LOC SUB CODE 

DC RM ID 

RPTG GATE NBR 

OC RM XCEP SCH DT 

the code thai denotes the oath caremony sub-locaflooll11hln the 
QIOilrephical area represented by the INS-adminis~ative-localion c<Jde Yes 
the code that denotes the oath-ceremony room designatiO!\, i.e., 46A, 
468,4611... Yes 

the entrance into the oath-ceremony fadl!y; te., doors, gates ... Yes 

the date of the oath ceremony having ~~ room exception Yes 

OC RM XCEP START TIME the start-time of !he ex~on-oalh-ceremontevent Yes 
the location sub-Cilde that denotes the district office, case-control 

INS OFFICE LOC SUB CODE Office, or sometimes ~~ ooice center No 
RPTG.GATE.ADV_5TART _MIN 
Q TY amount of time to have pe~ons amve in advance of oa~ ceremony No 

RPTG_ GATE_ STAGGER_MIN. 
QTY interv~ of time to stagger the arrlvaJ ~lOlls at oath ceremony No 
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Yes VARCHAR.1@)_ NOT NULL 

Yes VARCHAR2(5)_ NOT NULL 

Yes VARCHAR~ NOT NULL 

No DATE NOT NULL 

No NUMBE!l@_ NOT NULL 

No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

No DATE NOT NULL 

No VARCHAR.1@)_ NULL 

No NUMBER(5) NULL 

No NUMBE!l@_ NULL 

No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

No NUMBEBJ.1.0)_ NULL 

No VARCHAR2(1l NULL 

Yes VARCHA~ NOT NULL 

Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

Yes VARCHAR2@_ NOT NULL 

Yes VARCHAR~(3L NOT NULL 

Yes VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

Yes VARCHARl[5l NOT NULL 

Yes VARCHAR2(5) NOT NULL 

No DATE NOT NULL 

No DATE NOT NULL 

No VARCHAR2(3L NULL 

No NUMBER(5) NULL 

No NUMBER(51 NULL 
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IBS SC OC RPTG GATE XC contains ~~exception pro!le of tM gale Ye~ (Y) No (N) tllat denotes wlie~er the entrooce denoted by ~is 
EP. - - - - u sed as part of ao Oa~ Ceremony GATE AVAIL FLAG record's reporting.gate fi~d Is available for use No No VARCHAR2111 NULl 
IBS_sC_OC_RPTG.GATE)C contains ~e exception profile of lhe gate 
EP used as ~at of an Oath Ceremony MAX ALLOC NBR the ml!lmum c~~ a~ocated loan entrance denoted No No NUMBER(10]_ NULL 
IBS.SC.OC_RPTG.GATE_XC contains the exception profile olthe gate Yes (YJ No (N) that denotes if record modffied and profile change Is 
EP used as part of an Oath Ce!emony REC MOO FLAG I Processed No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

lhe ID denotes the scheduling rule, e.g., use plionty number, mail room 
date, 

IBS SC RULE contains the nAes thai pertain to schedul~ SCH RULE ID ~c .... ID is from the rule la~e Yes No VARCHAR2(6) NOT NULL 
IBS SC RULE contains the rules thai pertain lo scheduling SRVC TYPE CODE the code thai denotes the serlice type No No VARCHAR2(10) NULL 

the name of rule for each catego~, e.g. room-s~ocation, section· 
IBS SC RULE contains the ru~s thai pertain Ia sdieduling RULE TYPE allocation No No VARCHAR2(10) NUll 
IBS SC RULE conlainslhe rules that pertain to scheduling RULE DESC the detailed description of eacli ru~ No No VARCHAR2(100) NULL 
ISS SC RULE contains lhe rules that pertain to schedulina PRIORITY ID the uniQue ID for pnonlv woup No No VARCHAR2(6) NULL 
ISS SC RULE contains lhe rules that pert~n lo scheduling REC MOD DTIME lhe dale and lime this record was modified No No DATE NULL 

contains lhe lnteMew and Oath Ceremony ttlll number used Ia track receipted cases ('I.e., 

(b )(6) 
IBS SC TRACKING data tor ap~icanls APP ID Yes Yes VARCHAR2(13) NOT NULL 

contains !he lnteMew and Oath Ceremony I'"'I'JIJ' "'" ueno1es the service type, such as for cese re~ew or 
IBS SC TRACKING data for applicants SRVC TYPE CODE lque!tion and answer activities No No VARCHAR2(t0) NULL 

the code lhal denotes lhe sched~ing location for the lnte~iew or oath 
contains lhe lnlel\iew and Oalh Cerernon1 INTV.OC.SCH.SITEJOC.CO ceremony llilhln lha geograp'ilca1 area rernserted by lhe INS· 

IBS SC TRACKING dala for ap~icanls DE administrative.tocation code No No VARCHAR2(3) NULl 
lhe code thai denotes lhe scheduling su!Hocalion for lhe inleMew or 

contains lhe lnleMew and Oath Ceremony INTV. OC_8CH_51TE _LOC_$UB oath caremony 'llilhln IM geognlfll11cal area represanled by lhe INS· 
IBS SC TRACKING data for applicanls CODE adminlstralive~ocalon code No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

the code thai denotes lhe inleMew or oath ceremony location llilhin 
conlains lhe lnteNiew and Oath Cerernon1 the geograp~cal area represented by lhe INS.adminislrative.tocelion 

IBS SC TRACKING data for ap~lcanls INTV OC LOC CODE code No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 
the code lhal denotes lhe interview or oath ceremony sub~ocalion 

contains lhe lnleMew and Oath Ceremony within the geographical area represented by lhe INS·adml~stralive-
IBS SC TRACKING data for applicants INTV OC LOC SUB CODE location code No No VARCHAR2(31 NULL 

I,BS sc TRACKING 
contains ~e lnleMew and Oath Ceremony lhe code lhal denotes !he inleMew or oath ceremony room 

VARCHAR2151 data for applicants INTV OC RM ID designation, i.e., 46A, 468,460 , .. No No NULL 
lhe code lhal denotes lhe inle~iew room designation. I.e., 46A, 468, 

contains lhe lnleMew and Oath Ceremony INTV_RM_SECT .OC _RPTG_GA 460 ,, or lhe erlranca irio lhe oath-ceremony faclllly; I.e., doom, galas 
IBS SC TRACKING data tor ap~icanls TE ID '" No No VARCHAR2(5) NULL 

conlains the lnleMew ard Oath Ceremony the date~lme slot of the lnleMIW or ~a dale on which lhe oath 
IBS SC TRACKING data for applicants INTV OC DT ceremony will be conducted No No DATE NULL 

contains lhe lnle~iew and Oath Ceremony lhe code lhal denotes lhe action to be pe~onned, or that was 
IBS SC TRACKING data for ap~ican~ ACTION CODE elformed on lhe case No No VARCHAR2(5) NULL 

contains IM lnleMew and Oath Ceremony 
IBS SC TRACKING data for applicants ACTION DTIME the dale ard time the a~ion was pe~onned on the cese No No DATE NULL 
ISS SYS CHECKOUT APP 10 Yes No VARCHAR21131 NOT NULL 
IBS SYS CHECKOUT NATL CHECKOUT DT No No DATE NULL 
IBS SYS CHECKOUT NATL CHECKOUT UID No No VARCHAR2(50) NULL 
IBS SYS CHECKOUT NATL CHECKIN OT No No DATE NULL 
IBS SYS CHECKOUT NATL CHECKIN UID No No VARCHAR2i50) NULL 
tBS SYS CHECKOUT NATL STAT CODE No Yes VARCHAR2110) NULL 
IBS SYS CHECKOUT REMOTE CHECKOUT OT No No DATE NULL 
IBS SYS CHECKOUT REMOTE CHECKOUT UID No No VARCHAR2(50) NULL 
IBS SYS CHECKOUT REMOTE CHECKIN DT No No DATE NULL 
IBS SYS CHECKOUT REMOTE CHECKIN UID No No VARCHAR2(501 NULL 
IBS SYS CHECKOUT REMOTE STAT CODE No Yes VARCHAR2i10) NULL 
IBS_5YSTEM_USER_ERROR. 
LOG contains error code~ and desclipt~ns ERR LOG 10 Yes No NUMBERJSL NOT NULL 
IBS.SYSTEM_USERJRROR. 
LOG contains error codes and descn~ions ERR TEXT ID No Yes NUMBER.(8) NOT NULL 
IBS_SYSTEM.USER_ERROR_ 
LOG contains error codes and descriptions ERR TYPE CODE No Yes CHAR(4) NOT NULL 
IBSJYSTEM_USERJRROR_ 
LOG contains eiT\lr col!ts and descripl~ns ERR SUBTYPE CODE No Yes CHARI4) NOT NULL 
IBS_$YSTEM_USER.ERROR. 
LOG contains eiT\lr codes and descnplitms SYS USER TYPE No No CHAR( I) NOT NUll 
IBS.SYSTEM.USERJRROR. 
LOG contains error codes and de&CMiions ERR TEXT GENERATED No No VARCHAR2i2000) NULL 
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IBS_$YSTEM _USER _ERROR_ 
LOG contains error codes and descriptions Af'P ID No No CHAR(ill_ NUll 
IBS_SYSTEM_USER _ERROR_ 
LOG contains lliTOf oodes and descriptions LOC CODE No No CHAR(3) NULL 
~BS_SYSTEM_USERJRROR_ 
LOG co nlii ns error codas aril de~enetions LOC SUB CODE No No CHAR(3) NULL 
IBS_$YSTEM_USER _ERROR_ 
LOG contains error codes and descripl~ns ACT INST ID No No NUMBER(10) NULL 
IBS _SYSTEM_USER _ERROR_ 

VARCHAR2(20) LOG contains error codes and descriptions ACT CODE No No NULL 
IBS _SYSTEM_ USER _ERROR_ 
LOG contains error codes aril descri~ions tNT ERROR CODE No No CHARI2l NULL 
IBS.SYSTEM _ USER_ERROR_ 
LOG oontains error codes aril descriptions INT ERROR FIELD No No CHARI21 NULL 
IBS_SYSTEM_USER _ERROR_ 
LOG contains error codes snd descriptions ERR DATETIME No No DATE NULL 

contains the latest workflow ins~nces for an the identffication for the adi~cy ·nstance, crealed by sequerw:e number 
IBS WF ACT INST applicant ACT INST ID (geii$ralor Yes No NUMBER( tO). NOT NULL 

oontains ~~latest wllli<low instances fOI an the activity code that denotes ~e ac~on to be pertormed, orM was 
ISS WF ACT INST ~cant ACT CODE ertorrned on the casi!Je,g. DeEnter. Data En!~ I No Yes VARCHAR2120) NULL 

the cond[ron dellning the status of the actl~ at a pal1icular point in 
contains the latest workflow instances for en lime 

IBS WF ACT INST applicant ACT STATE e,g, Inactive, Active, Suspended, Com~eted, Canceled, Error) No No VARCHAR2(10) NULL 
contains the latest workflow in~ances for an 

IBS WF ACT INST apPlicant STATE DTIME the data and time when the activity state is changed No No DATE NULL 
oontalns the latest workflow instances for an 

IBS WF ACT INST :applicant EXPCT START DTIME the date and ti~ \\1ien the acti¥1\J is expacted to start No No DATE NULL 
contains the latest workflow instances for an 

IBS WF ACT INST ~pplicant EXPCT EXPIR DTIME the da~ and time when the acti~~ is expected to end No No DATE NULL 
tha iderj'frcation for the specific process (e.g. APP _ID (application ID) 
if 

oontalns the latest wllli<low instances for an process code is "APP' or "N400". PAYMENT_ID if process code Is 
IBS WF ACT INST applicant PROCESS INST ID "PAY" No Yes VARCHAR2i13) NULL 

contains the latest workflow lnstarw:es for !II lhe user (user-identffication code) who is currently worning on this 
IBS WF ACT INST 1 app~cant PARTICIPANT activi~ No No VARCHAR2(8) NULL 

contains the latest wllli<low Instances for an 
IBS Wf ACT INST )applicant LOC CODE tha code that denotes lhe location of !he INS office No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 

~-~ ACT INST _ 
contains ~~ lelesl workflow 'rnstances for an 

~~ -- ~09.SUB CODE the code thai denotes the sub-location of the INS office No 1~. . V.~RCHAR2(3) _ NULL --· 
the user (usei.identfficaiiOn code) Who is assigned to wo~ on !his -

.. ----· ····-

contains the late!l workflow Instances for an activl~ 
IBS WF ACT INST ap~icant ASGN PARTICIPANT default?, no one Is assigned for now) No No VARCHARl(S) NULL 

the sum of the bina~ reprilentalion of all the ooncurrent activities thai 
are 
branched from the merge activity (e.g. IIi~ be subuacted when any of 

contains the latest workflow instances for 111 the 
IBS WF ACT INST ap~cant MERGE BIT WJRD ooncurrenl acfr~ties is com~~~~ No No NUMBER( tO) NULL 

the ident~cation fOIIhe acti~ly instance, created by sequence number 
IBS 'Nf ACT INST STATE ACT INST 10 (generator Yes No NUMBER(10l_ NOT NULL 
IBS WF ACT INST STATE STATE DTIME the dele and ti~ when~ acti~ty state Is Changed Yes No DATE NOT NUll 

the activity code that den~es ~~action to be pertorrned, or that was 
IBS WF ACT INST STATE ACT CODE erformed on~ case (e,Q. DaEnlej_- Data En!~) Yes Yes VARCHAR2(20) NOT NULL 

the condition defining ~~ status of the advly al a particular point in 
time 

IBS WF ACT INST STATE ACT STATE !.g.lnadve, Active, Suspended, Completed, Canceled, Error) Yes No VARCHAR2(10) NOT NUll 
the Identification for the spedfic process (e.g. APP _ID (application I D) 
n 
process code is "APP" or "N401Y'. PAYMENT _ID if process code Is 

IBS WF ACT INST STATE PROCESS INST 10 "PAY' No Yes VARCHAR2(13) NULL 
the user (user-identification code) who is current~ wo~lng on t~s 

IBS WF ACT INST STATE PARTICIPANT acti~~ No No VARCHARll81 NULL 
IBS WF ACT INST STATE LOC CODE the code ~at denotes the location of~ INS office No No VARCHARml_ NULL 
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IBS 'M' ACT INST STATE LOC SUB CODE the code ~at denoles ~ sub.location of the INS office No No VARCHAR2 3) NULL 
IBS 'M' BATCH PROCESS CT INST ID Yes No NUMBER(IO NOT NULL 
IBS 'M' BATCH PROCESS BATCH ID No No NUMBER( tO NULL 
IBS 'M' BATCH PROCESS PROCESS INST ID No No VARCHAR2 13) N OT NULL 
IBS 'M' BATCH PROCESS BATCH PROCESS NAME No No VARCHAR2 100) N OT NULL 

contains the end-condi~on code for~ the identmcation for the acti~ty instance, created by sequence nun'ller 
IBS 'M' END COND INST worldlowaclivity ACT INST ID ~eneralor Yes No NUMBER( liD NOT NULL 

the end condt6on code that denotes a logical express~n wliich is 
evaluated by 
a worklow engine to dec~e wliat other acti~Ues will be creat8lllstarted 

contains the end-condition code for the after 
IBS 'M' END COND INST workflowecti~ty END COND CODE com~eling_ one activity Yes Yes VARCHAR2Jl6) NOT NULL 

the identmca~onforthe SIX!Cific f10C&ss (e.g. APP JD (ap~cation ID) 
if 

contains the case s~tus date for the ap~icoot process code is "APP' or"N400', PAYMENT _ID if process code is 
ISS 'M' PROCESS INST rocess PROCESS INST ID "PAY" Yes No VARCHAR2(131 NOT NULL 

Process Code, the type of process ~lOWed for each ap~ication (e.g. 
contains~~ case status data for the applicant APP, PAY, 

IBS 'M' PROCESS INST IPfOCIIS PROCESS CODE N400) No Yes VARCHAR2(10) NULL 
con~ins ~e case status data for~ ap~icant 

liBS WF PROCESS iNST I process START DTIME thf date and li~M when the procass is s~rted No No DATE NULL 

~~S.'M' .PROCEiS.IN.L 
contains ~~ cese status data for~e appflcant 

~~····-------··----,;;--c-; END..QlJ'!L --- the ~ate and ti~e when ~~ process is endi\1 No IN~--- .DATE iNU.~-··------,, 
contains the case status data for the applicant 

iBS 'M' PROCESS INST rocass EVENT DT the de~ when this event is taken place No No DATE NULL 
the condition defining ~~status of the process instance at a particular 

con~ins the case status data for lhe applicant roint 
IBS WF PROCESS INST rocess PROCESS STATE in time (e.g. Active, Running, Suspended, Com~eted, Terminated) No No VARCf!AR2(10) NULL 

contains the case status d~a for the applicant 
IBS 'M' PROCESS INST ~rocess MR DTIME the dale and ~me the ap~cant's mall was received In the mailroom No No DATE NULL 

contains the case status dala for the ap~icant 
IBS 'M' PROCESS INST rocess PRIORITY NBR the number that denotes the level of prton(j as~gned 1o this activity No No NUMBER(5) NULL 

co~lns the case status data for the applicant 
IBS WF PROCESS INST process GROUP ID thf ·~en~ter that denotes the a roup No No VARCHAR2(6) NULL 

contains the cese s~tus data for the applicant 
IBS 'M' PROCESS INST rocess OC ID thf identification for the oath ceremony No No VARCHAR2(50) NULL 

the related identification forthis spedfic process (e.g. APP JD 
(application 

oonlains ~e case status data for the applicant ID) i process code is "APP" or"N400'', PAYMENTJD i process code 
I ~S 'M' PROCE_§SJI§l__ ~2~ .. ----·----- REL PROCESS.~_ is"PAY" rL-· _&___- Y611_g_H:A~2i13)__ lji!L___ 

lhe code ~at denotes the location of the serVice center which i~case 
contains lhe case s~tus data for the applicant is 

IBS 'M' PROCESS.JNST rocess SC LOC CODE received or began No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
the ooda that den~es the location of IIIG administrative office based on 

contains the case status da~ for the applicant the 
IBS 'M' PROCESS INST rocess OFFICE LOC CODE lll!ll1lcanfs zip code No No VARCHARl@l NULL 

the code that denotes the sub-location of lha administrative office 
contains the case status data for the ap~icanl based on 

IBS 'M' PROCESS INST rocess OFFICE LOC SUB CODE the applicenruip code No No VARCHAR2(31 NULL 
ISIXIe that denotes the location Of ti!G INS office wliare this specmc 

contains the case status data for lhe applicant se 
IBS 'M' PROCESS INST rocess CASE LOC CODE ns or the inteMew Y~ll octur No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

the code that denotes the slb4ociiion of the INS office where lhts 
contains the case s~tus dele tor the applicent spedfic 

IBS 'M' PROCESS INST .process CASEJOC_SUB CODE case begins or the inteMew ~II octur No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 

the identification for the acli~ly ins~ nee (created by sequence number 
contains the t:a~e status data for the applicant generator) whidi caused the process state to be on suspended or 

IBS 'M' PROCESS INST I process HOLD ACT INST ID lllnning No No NUMBER(10) NULL 
IBS I'll< PROD 01 APP ID IDX No No VARCf!AR213 NULL 
IBS I'll< PROD 01 APP ID No No VARCf!AR213 NULL 
IBS I'll< PROD 01 ALIEN NBR IDX No No VARCf!AR210 NULL 
IBS I'll< PROD 01 ALIEN NBR No No VARCHAR210 NULL 
IBS I'll< PROD 01 LOC CODE! No No VARCHAR2[3) NULL 
185 I'll< PROD 01 LOC SUB CODE1 No No VARCf!AR2131 NULL 
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IBS WK PROD 01 LOG CODE2 No No VARCHAR2 3 NULL 
IBS WK PROD 01 LOG SUB CODE2 No No VARCHAR2 3 NULL 
IBS WK PROD 01 NBR lOX No No NUMBERl38 NULL 
IBS WK PROD 01 NBR No No NUMBERl38 NULL 
185 WK PROD 01 DATE1 No No DATE NULL 
IBS WK PROD 01 DATE2 No No DATE NULL 
185 Wf, PROQJ!J. TEXT1 No No VARCHAR1J?.O~)_ NULL 
IBS lM< PROD 01 

., .. TEXT2 _______ ------ ,,, ______ ,. ...... 
No No VARCHARl(2000) N-Ull--

IBS WK PROD 01 TEXT3 No No VARCHAR2 20001 NULL 
IBS Vv1< PROD 02 APP ID IDX No No VARCHAR2113 NULL 
IBS lM< PROD 02 APP ID No No VARCHAR2(13 NULL 
IBS Vv1< PROD 02 ALIEN NBR lOX No No VARCHAR210) NULL 
IBS lM< PROD 02 ALIEN NBR No No VARCHAR210 NULL 
IBS lM< PROD 02 LOC CODEI No No VARCHAR2:31 NULL 
IBS lM< PROD 02 LOG SUB CODE! No No VARCHAR2:31 NULL 
IBS lM< PROD 02 LOG CODE2 No No VARCHAR2 3 NULL 
IBS lM< PROD 02 LOC SUB CODE2 No No VARCHAR2 3 NULL 
IBS lM< PROD 02 NBR lOX No No NUMBER(38) NULL 
IBS Vv1< PROD 02 NBR No No NUMBER\381 NULL 
IBS lM< PROD 02 DATE! No No DATE NULL 
185 WK PROD 02 DATE2 No No DATE NULL 
IBS Vv1< PROD 02 TEXT! No No VARCHAR212000) NULL 
IBS WK PROD 02 TEXT2 No No VARCHAR2(2000) NULL 
~1R0002 _,,. TEXT3 -·- .... No No VARCHA~~ )!Y~L -

No 
·--

vARCHAR2ii31 IBS lM< PROD 03 APP ID IDX No NULL 
IBS Ill{ PROD 03 APP ID No No VARCHAR2113\ NULL 
IBS Ill{ PROD 03 ALIEN NBR lOX No No VARCHAR2(10 NULL 
IBS Ill{ PROD 03 ALIEN NBR No No VARCHAR210) NULL 
IBS lM< PROD 03 LOC CODE1 No No VARCHAR2 3 NULL 
IBS lM< PROD 03 LOC SUB CODE1 No No VARCHAR2 3 NULL 
IBS Ill{ PROD 03 LOC COOE2 No No VARCHAR2 3 NULL 
IBS WK PROD 03 LOC SUB CODE2 No No VARCHAR2:31 NULL 
IBS WK PROD 03 NBR IDX No No NUMBERI381 NULL 
IBS lM< PROD 03 NBR No No NUMBER1381 NULL 
IBS lM< PROD 03 DATE1 No No DATE NULL 
IBS lM< PROD 03 DATE2 No No DATE NULL 
IBS lM< PROD 03 TEXT1 No No VARCHAR212000) NULL 
IBS Vv1< PROD 03 TEXT2 No No VARCHAR2 2000\ NULL 
IBS Vv1< PROD 03 TEXT3 No No VARCHAR2 2000) NULL 
MATCHED CCO DISTRICT NBR No No VARCHAR213 NULL 
MATCHED CCO . ···-· ·~-.· 

STATE CODE -- --.- No No VARCHAR2(2 ~- -
MATCHED CCC COUNTY NAME No - No VARCHAR212 sf- NULL 
MATCHED CCO INS ADMIN LOC CODE No No VARCHAR2(3 NULL 
PIAN TABLE STATEMENT ID . No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 
PLAN TABLE TIMESTAMP No No DATE NULL 
PLAN TABLE REMARKS No No VARCHAR2(80) NULL 
PLAN TABLE OPERATION No No VARCHAR2 30\ NULL 
PLAN TABLE OPTIONS No No VARCHAR2 30) NULL 
PLAN TABLE OBJECT NODE No No VARCHAR2 128) NULL 
PLAN TABLE OBJECT OWNER No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 
PLAN TABLE OBJECT NAME No No VARCHAR2 30)_ NULL 
PLAN TABLE OBJECT INSTANCE No No INTEGER NULL 
PLAN TABLE OBJECT TYPE No No VARCHAR2 30) NULL 
PLAN TABLE OPTIMIZER No No VARCHAR2(255) NULL 
PLAN TABLE SEARCH COLUMNS No No NUMBER NULL 
PLAN TABLE ID No No INTEGER NULL 
PLAN TABLE PARENT ID No No INTEGER NULL 
E.~~~l3~LL ____ . EQ§IJION No No INTEGER NULL 
PLAN TABLE COST No N-o--.INTEGER--NU-LL--

PLAN TABLE CARDINALITY No No INTEGER NULL 
PLAN TABLE BYTES No No INTEGER NULL 
PIAN TABLE OTHER TAG No No VARCHAR2(255) NULL 
PIAN TABLE PARTITION START No No VARCHAR2(255) NULL 
PLAN TABLE PARTITION STOP No No VARCHAR21255) NULL 
PLAN TABLE PARTITION 10 No No INTEGER NULL 
PLAN TABLE OTHER No No LONG NULL 
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M relrolitted objects 
STATE TEMP 
STATE TEMP 
STATE TEMP 
STATE TEMP 
STATE TEMP 
STATE TEMP 
STATE TEMP 
STATE TEMP 
STD CONSULATE 

STD CONSULATE 
STD CONSULATE 
STD CONSULATE 
STD CONSULATE 
STD CONSULATE 
STD CONSULATE 

STD CONSULATE 
STD CONSULATE 
STO CONSULATE 
STD COUNTRY 
STD COUNTRY 

-

~D COUNTRY .. ______ ·--· 

STD COUNTRY 

STD COUNTRY 

STD COUNTRY 

STD COUNTRY 

C4 Erwin Dala Dictionary 

ACT INST ID No No 
STATE OTIME No No 
ACT CODE No No 
ACT STATE No No 
PROCESS INST ID No No 
PARTICIPANT 

--------f'Lo2:c·-c55E· --
No No -------· ' ·---· -~ -~--

LOC SUB CODE No No 
CONSULATE CODE lhe code ~al idenlifies the Uniled Slales consulale office Yes No 

CLOSED FLAG 
NIV FLAG 
BLDG RM 
STREET 
CITY 
STATE CODE 

Yes (Y) No (N) flag lhat denolas whalher lhe consulale is open for 
busine&S 
Yes ill No INIIag that ~Mnotes whether ~sa is non~mmigr_ant 
lhe room number within lhe building altha address 

No 
No 
No 

lhe slreel address No 
lhe name of lhe city thai is located in lha Uniled S~les or abroad No 
lhe code thai denoles lhe slale l\11hin the United S~les or lerrtl~~ No 
the poslal~erirce code ~at denotes the mailing-addrtlss within the 

No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 

ZIP CODE (geographical area of the city or county No No 
CNTRY CODE the standard code that denotes the count~ No No 
CONSULATE PHONE NBR the contact te~e nunter No No 
CNTRY CODE the standard code that denotes lhe country Yes No 
CNTRY NAME lhe name of the count~ denoled by !his record's count~ code No No 

. __ gj]]_Y..N_~R _____ ~~ssignednu_mberlhelco~e~counllycode --~ __ No 
the immigration.dass code thai denotes tile employrnanl-aligibilily 

EAD ELIGIBILITY CODE 
TEMP _PROTJTATUS_8TART. 

catego~ 

inlo which the indi~dual has been classified; i.e., A03 (refugee), A04 
(parolee 

DT the begrnning date 
TEMP PROT STATUS END D 
T - " - • lhe ending date 

the 32-bit word used to denote different fee assessments for granting 
TEMP JROT_STATUSJEE.W temporary 
ORO (prolected staiiJs lo immigranls 

the Indicator that denotes resllicted travel to lhe counl!y represenled 
by this 

No No 

No No 

No No 

No No 

NUMBER(101 NULL 
DATE NULL 
VARCHAR2(20 NULL 
VARCHAR2(10 NULL 
VARCHAR2(13) NULL 

VARCHAR2(31 NULL 
VARCHARa20) NOT NULL 

VARCHAR2111 NULL 
VARCHAR2(1 NULL 
VARCHAR2(34 NULL 
VARCHAR2(34) NULL 
VARCHAR2(28) NULL 
VARCHARJ(21 NULL 

VARCHAR2(9) NULL 
VARCHAR2(5) NULL 
VARCHAR2116 NULL 
VARCHAR2(5 NOT NULL 
VARCHAR2(30) NULL 

--~R(5)__ NULL __ 

VARCHAR214) NULL 

DATE NULL 

DATE NULL 

NUMBER( I D) NULL 

STD COUNTRY RESTRICTED TRAVEL FLAG reconls country code No No VARCHAR2111 NULL 
STD COUNTRY ICPS CNTRY No No VARCHAR2(:lQL NULL 

~!D COUNTRY·----,--------· -~OCALITY CQD~---------. -·--------·----~?-- N_o ____ ~~~lJil __ )Ml. __ 
STD EDUCATION ED CODE the INS·Regulation code lhat denotes~~ pe~on's educalionellevel Yes No VARCHAR2131 NOT NULL 

STD EDUCATION ED DESC 
STD ELIGIBILITY NE\IIIol400 ELIGIBILITY CODE 
STD EliGIBILITY NEVI!ol400 ELIGIBILITY DESC 
STD ETHNIC ETHNIC CODE 

STD ETHNIC ETHNIC DESC 
STD FBI GEO FBI GEO CODE 
STD FBI GEO FBI GEO OESC 
STD FBI LOCALITY LOCALITY CODE 
STD FBI LOCALITY LOCALITY DESC 

STD FBI ORI FBI OFFICE NAME 
STD FBI OR!. _____ ,---________ ~~----
m~~ ~~~ 
STD FORM FORM NBR 
STD FORM FORM TITLE 
STD GENDER GENDER CODE 

STD GENDER GENDER DESC 
STD HOLIDAY HOLIDAY DT 

the texl that describes the educational level represenled by lhis 
record's 
educati011al code 

lhe code thai denotes ~~ ethnic cateQO~ 
the descnption of the etli1ic, e.g. ARMEN: ARMENIAN, CHINE' 
CHINESE, INDIA • 
INDIAN, RUSSI , RUSSIAN 
lhe code that denote the gll)llrap~rcal artla wnich defined by FBI 
the dascrltpion of a spedfied geographical code 
the standard code thai deno~s the locali~ for lnlertil\Jng with FBI 
the descripl~n of the locaJi~ denoted by this records locel!y code 

No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 

No 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 

No VARCHAR2[20) NULL 
No CHAR(1) NOT NULL 
No VARCHAR2 25~ NULL 
No VARCHAR2 51 NOT NULL 

No VARCHAR2 28) NULL 
No VARCHAR2 21 NOT NULL 
No VARCHAR2 501_ NULL 
No VARCHAR2[4) NULL 
No VARCHAR2 50) NULL 

Yes No VARCHAR2[9) NOT NULL 
lhe office namelo be identmed by FBI No No VARCHAR2(50) NULL 
the Identifier of case COIIIrol Office to be .~entnred and ~lloo by FBI . ~ t"'No'-----1"'VA.BgHAR2@_ ~.\L _ 
the seMce cenler's ORI n11111ber No No VARCHARl(Si NULL 

the code thai denoles the person's sax 
the te~ that describes sexualldenlily: i.e. M • Male; F' Female; and 
U• 
Unknown 
the date of lhe ll!l~ holiday 
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Yes No VARCHAR2161 NOT NULL 
No No VARCHAR2 20~ NULL 
Yes No VARCHAR2:1) NOT NULL 

No No VARCHAR2(10) NULL 
Yes No DATE NOT NULL 
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C4 ElWin Dala Dictionary 

STD HOLIDAY HOLIDAY DESC Chnslmas, New Veals, Presidlllli' Day, Memon~ Day ... No No VARCHAR2(20) NULL 
STD IMM AND NONIMM STATUS TYPE lhelype of INS assigned slalul code Yes No VARCHAR2(1) NOT NULL 

lhe stilus code INS assigns lo the mdividual v.1lo enters lhe United 
Staleso1 

STD IMM AND NONIMM STATUS CODE Amenca or a temto~ Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 
the INS status code may be IMMIGRATION (i.e .. E31 : s~lled worker 
... ) or 

STD IMM AND NONIMM STATUS DESC NON4MMIGRATION (i.e., N4: ofl1dal Of NATO ... ) No No VARCHAR2(51ll_ NULL 

Yes (YI No (N) indicator !hat dendes 1\!i~herlhe ~ian's residency is 
STD IMM AND NONIMM COND RESIDENCY FLAG conditional No No VARCHAR1(11 NULL 

the immigrellon-dass code that denotes the em~oymenl-tli~bilily 
category 
into which the indi~dual has been classified; i.e, A03 (refugee), A04 
(parol~ 

STO IMM AND NONIMM EAD ELIGIBILITY CODE No No VARCHAR214) NULL 
STD IMM AND NONIMM JOB CODE the occupational speaalitv code No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
STD LOCATION LOC CODE lhe code lhal denotes lhe location of the INS ollce Yes No VARCHAR2(3) NOT NULL 

the code that denotes lhe location type: i.e., Distnct Office (00); Sub 
Office 

STD LOCATION LOC TYPE CODE SO , aoo Sil~ltte Office I SAD No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 

STD LOCATION LOC DESC the text that delllibes the location denoted by the location-type code No No VARCHAR2(40j_ NULL 
the indicator, when set. lndicies ~at ~is records locafton code 
represenll 

STD LOCATION ASY LOC IND the location of the asylum office No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
the indicator, when set, Indicates thatlhls record's locdJon code 
represents 

STO LOCATION POE LOC IND the location o11he port.of.ent~ office No No VARCHAR2(1l NULL 
lhe indicallll, when set, indicates that this record's location code 
represenll 

STD LOCATION BPO LOC IND the border partol office No No VARCHAR2(1)_ NULL 
the indicator, when set, indicates thatlhis record's location code 
represents 

STD LOCATION LEG LOC IND the legalization office No No VARCHAR211) NULL 
the Indicator, when sel, indicates !hal !his record's location code 
represents 

STD LOCATION INTV SITE IND the inteMew site No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 
the indicator, when set, Indicates that this record's location code 

ISTD_LOCATION 
represents 

N~LL __ ---- ·---- JUpiCIAL OC IND ___ lheplacell11ereserveJudicialoethce~ .. --· __ ~----~-- VARCHAI@L 
lhe lndicellll, when set, indicat!llhat this recor~s location code 
represents 

STD LOCATION ADMIN OC IND the ~ace 1111ere serve administrative oath ceremOI!j No No VARCHAR2(1) NULL 

the code !hat denotes !he re~on in which the INS office is localed; i.e., 
Eastem Office Region (EOR). Wastem Office Re~on MQR), Centra 
Office Region 

STD LOCATION REGION CODE COR. and Foreil}rl Office Region (FOR)_ No No VARCHAR2131 NULL 
the number that conesponds lo lhe district office that is represented by 
t~s 

STD LOCATION DISTRICT NBR records location code No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
the number that corr11ponds to the sector headquarter office of this 
recor~s 

STO LOCATION SECTOR NBR location code No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
the code that denotes the seM~enter oMce wit~n the STATE 
represented by 
t~s record's STATE code; I.e., Vermont Service Center (VSC), 
Nebraska Service 
Center (NSC), California SeNice Center (CSC), and Texas SeMce 

STD LOCATION SERVICE CENTER CODE Center(TSC) No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
STD LOCATION OFFICER TITLE the ollcer's titie of the location o1 ~~ INS oflica No No VARCHAR2134) NULL 
STD LOCATION BLDG RM the room number 1111hin the buildina at the adltess No No VARCHAR2(341 NULL 
STD LOCATION STREET the slleel address No No VARCHAR2(34) NULL 
STD LOCATION CITY the name of the d~ that is located in the United Stales or abroad No No VARCHAR2(28) NULL 
STD LOCATION STATE CODE lhe code that denoles the state 1111hln !he United States or territory_ No No VARCHAR2(2) NULL 
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C4 Erwin Data Oictiona~ 

:4) 
I 5) DRUZE; 6) HINDU; 7) JAINS; 8) JE'MS; 9)MOSLE; 10) 

11) OTHER; 
PARS!; 13) PENTE; 14) PROTE; 15) SHUT; 16) SIKH; 17) SUNNI; 
UNKNO; 19) 
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C4 Erwin Dala Dictiona~ 

STD ZIP CODE AUD COUNTY NAME No No VARCHAR2(25) NULL 
STD ZIP CODE AUD INS ADMIN LOC CODE No No VARCHAR2(3) NULL 
STD ZIP CODE AUD AUD USERNAME No No VARCHAR2(30) NULL 
STD ZIP CODE AUD AUD CHANGE DTIME No No DATE NULL 
STD ZIP CODE AUD AUD ACTION FLAG No No VARCHAR2111 NULL 
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4/1912006 I IC3 MF Phase 3 A-Number Fix 

(b)(6) I 

!cJ FY05 Count of EAD lnituial R~Xcipts J. 765 & 1·13 I 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

4!J9!2006 ITSR 770 & 771 

4!1912006 ITSR: 906 

4!19/2006 . 
I 

ITSR: 897 

4/19/2006 SCR: 5688 

SCR's 5786, 5787 

6i2noo& I 

EAD Eligibility Codes 

/ Supervi~l~' Hold 

Que~ 

· Civics Lesson Note to Notices 
_Jppointment h DOD Button 

Module 

C3 Case Tmnsfer- Defect Concctions 

f'1' 1100 I JTSRIJIJ lcL l~ts4R·I ··I 9· , ·•· M., .. ·N 
Jd. 6 SCR's: 5237, 5238{ 6021·5 . A. ~ease .. I . 0\ei~,as t IIt,n) atr. 

-- 1-
S/17/20116 

I 

Rimoo6' 

~mi2oo6 I 

-~ 
8/1 )/2006 

~'l7l20116J 

8il1i2006 

ITSR 1412 

ITSR 1304 

ITSR: 1160 

ITSR 0974 

ITSR: !485 

ITSR 1435 

-I 
I 
Change CoA Application 
- - - ... __ _ 

Eliminate ' on C4 MS Access 
MF Release 3. 7 -Additions to the Approved Scope 

!Delete the EAD eligibility for of C26, and add the A20 
/,ode) 
·-.·- ---

I Printer Server ReplacementiRcmovnlof Novell Print 
Commands 

/Conect C.l Printing of Bcncllciaty Name on the Receipt 
Notice 

/Changes to the 1-JJO Approval Not tees 

USCJS CCB Log 
4/12/2010 

f Jntcmatioml Op> ag1~cd to fund 

I 
- /(lut-:clr-cycleAPrffivaCcciihas no obJCctions Wlihihls 

CllllC!If I 
_ _ appf(l_l'il. _ _ -· _ 

Concur F 

I Concur 
I 

I 

I Concur f 

I Cuncur 
- . .1. 
1 Concur · 

1 



921!2006 SCR's: 5458,5457,6224. 

9121:2006 
SCR's 5736, 6050(5650), 

6073 
LAN Release l.17- Additionnl SCRs 

USCIS CCB Log 
4/12/2010 

9/21/2006 NIV Interface Change- Addition to C3 MF Release 37 
)Remove UpperAgeLimit for FBI Name Check 1ddition 

ITSR:lln 
to CJ MF Release 3. 7 

!TSR I 076 

912
1/

2006
T -· ITSR 

1770 
lMinimizc the Number of"Undc!ivemble Mail" for-

- · ~cattons Processed at the Ch1cago Lockbo~ 

912 1/2006 llSR: 1771 -l~~~~~ing the Premium Pioce;sing Functionality for Fom1s 1-

912112006 / SCR: 2897 - fMigrate Data via Se~:tion Codes from with;;;-;;-FCO to 
Another FCO 

9/2L'2006 I 

9!2 \i2006 

9/2J/2006 

9.121!2006 I 

-·-··-
10/19/2006 

12d42006 

12 114!2006 

121 14:2oo6 1 

SCR 2869 
lfctd the Shipping Account lnfonnation and Tracking 
Number 

SCR 
2441 

-lRequcst that the Barcode PrinM, Print Requested Rangeof 
Barcode 

SCR 2862 
SCR 2825 

SCR 2844 

SCR 28905 

!TSR 1486 
ITSR: 1662 

SCR 6405 

SCR 6365 

SCR: 6353 

ITSR 458 

I
. Audit T mnsactions arc Updating the Location of 
Consolidated Files 
I Provide a Warning Message Before Pmce)sing Bulk 
'T mnsfer Fotward 

1 Update Claims 4 Milita1y Module. Emergency 
5.1911 
jg M£J:53~pload Issues _ _ 
Claims 3 GUI doesn't consider ·cs I' as a Conditional Class 
~de ___ _ 

/Peivasive PSQL v8.7 Upgrade lt'r CJ LAN 

\2il412006 ITSR225 

li!snoo1 1 ITSR 458 /Pervasive P.SQL v8.7lipgrade forCJ LAN 

2/22i2007 1 ITSRs 506, 507. 508. 785 Claims 3 ·field Realignment 

, EVIS update will be added to SCR 6365. 
-1 . IT wiil check card production issues that coiiid occur due to 

Concur lscR blll. 
·- -ThCTCB unanfiiiOuslyVotciTIO approvCThisrcqucDut-

l /only for the development of a project plan, test plan, and 
/outlined costs. 

/ Concur Action Quickbeam will resolve all issues with the 
I appropriate licenses and pmvide clarification on what Cl is 

I
' connected to. CSC01v. Quickbeam, and ICMS need to be 

· on all · 1 . 
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(b)(6) 

];'20/2007 

·-.. I 
5;];2007 

ITSR 885. 887 

ITSR: 1089 

ITSR 1723 

ITSR 2256 
ITSRs: 1561.1828,1840 ! 

SCRs: 7099 

4 Release 6.3 

CJ MF Release 3.11 

I Express Functionali~ into Claims 3 

FBI NameCheck Interface 
Claims 3 Emergency Release 6. 15_2 

4 Release 7.0 

, n I ITSR OCI0-06-SR01487, • . . , 
5;15,.008 SCRs 1175,7189,7391,7393 CJ LAN Release 6.18 

--:1 ITSR OCI007SROOI ~I 
, OCI007SR001179. 

Ji 15/2008 OIT08SROI560, 
OIT08SR02963 
OIT08SR02967 

CJ MF Release 312 

I 

5115!2008 ITSR OIT08SR01755 
);\6/2008 OIT08SR02449 
7/\6!20081 

8128/2008 . 

2/19/2009 

3/19/2009 
411612009 

OIT08SR03486 
OIT08SR0469J. 
OIT08SR4899, 
OIT08SR04900 

SCR # 7890 
OIT09SR438 
OIT09SR616 
OIT09SR912 

OIT09SR II JJ 
OIT09SR1000 
OIT09SR10089 
OIT09SR10282, 
OIT09SR10139 
OIT09SR 1 001 

OIT09SR 11 044 

-··- --

ICJ MF Release 3.12 · AdditionaiiTSRs 
I 

C4 Emergency Release 8.0.1 
Lockbox Release 3 - Claims 3 Support 
Update C3 notices with "Document Veracily" 

Claims 4 Release 81 

Lockbox Release 4 
FBI Name Check Claims 3 MF Phase 1 

USCIS CCB Log 
4/12/2010 

I
OptionEWas approved. That coinbined Choice A 

I 
Choice D (option ii) The approval does not include the 

, Concur bundling of interim fees for 1-485. The bundling portion 

I Concur 

Concur I 
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713012009 

10/1512009 

Claims 4 modification to support NCAR 
Lockbox Release 5 • C3 Development 
NCAR Initiative: Claims 4 Release 8.2 
NCAR Initiative: Claims 4 Release 8.3 

Claims 4 Release 8.1 

USCIS CCB Log 
4/12/2010 

4 

4 



Me rant Tracker: In Tray 

(b )(6) 

jld '!owner 
I 

jTitle 

)d7553 r"lFTS not functioning ... . 

[ii7667 ~ctivating NFTS at the Vermont Service Center (ESC) 

IIIJ7668 June 2008 Zip Codes 

j!IJ7705 Resolved Underpay cases transferred from SSC to NBC 
prematurely 

/1117712 Turn WSC (California Service Center) on to ship N400 cases to 
NBC 

[ll7714 July 2008 Zip Codes 

IIJ7733 APO/FPO Addresses sent from the bank 

~ 7541 No test location for RAL001 -Table Release 5 

Ill 7734 RAFACSinitial and RqtCISVerify Expected Start Oates 
. . 

[ll7735 Permanent Residency Date validation 

[ll7736 
1
oata entry validation of"parents US citizens" question. . 

[ll7737 The lockbox Reports return errors 

111?7739 jsection of Law error 

rg-7741 jsection of Law warning in Address Change 

11117742 /Message prompts for. Section of Law 325 

[ll7744 Turn LIN (Nebraska Service Center) on to ship N400 cases to 
NBC 

11?7745 /Error occurs when DOB is not entered 

/Section of Law not saved when BoE is "D" 
-

~ 7749 

~ 775( /CLAIMS 4 Lockbox- Three Additional. Rejection Reasor:is ___ 
I . . 

/C4- Extraneous Button on Marriage Tab in Adjudications 
---

~ 7487 

111?7467 /Country Code for Kosovo .· . 

~-::.-:::-:-:: ~ 751E /April 2008 Zip Codes 

ld753; /Address Update at the National Benefits Center 
·. 

/d753L /Realign zip codes from DEN001 to DEN002 

~~ 753~ /Missing Location Cod 

1~ 754' /Address not showing for 1485 interview notices 

)11?755 /Missing "number of days" on Receipt/Transfer notices ... 

(b)(2) r,---------..... Jl of 49) [4/14/2010 3:41:51 PM] 
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Merant Tracker: In Tray (b)(6) 

1~75521 ~orkflow problems for cases data entered at NBCOOO 

1~7424 Raleigh/Durham Field Office 

ld7426 March 2008 Zip Codes 

\d7510 NFTS Activation at the Nebraska Service Center (LIN) 
. 

187554 Evidence being duplicated on Evidence in Data Entry 

llf7555 Cannot update Address for case Data Entered at NBC 

187556 
----

Cannot save case after entering FP response 

187590 Roanoke Temporary realignment to Norfolk 

~~ 7466 Rollback NFTS at Vermont Service Center (ESC) 

1~7473 !NFTSActivation at the Vermont Service Center (ESC) 

1~ 7543 jNew ASC location for Raleigh 

187584 jEvidence screen issue 
. ·. 

!87585 !Error message in Reporting Module 

1~ 7458- [NBc Stand-up 
_c ' 

87605 [CLAIMS 4- Lockbox Operations 

~ 7448 Change FBI Name CheckWorkflow to Send XX Results to 
FBINameResponse 

87588 !May 2008 Zip Codes 

87591 !Realign Zip CodesfromLOS001 to LOS002 . 

. -
ITurrissc (Texas Service Center) on to ship-N400 cases to NBC 87618 
' 

lf7665 jC4 7.0 UAT -Data Entry Locking Up When Saving 

IC4 7.0 UAT- Phantom Notice Generated after Data Entry Error 
-II' 7666 

jC4 7.0 UAT- Type of Appearance Generating Error on G28 Tab 
-

~ 7682 

1~ 7682 C4 7.0 UAT- A-File Alert Erroneously Generated in 
Adjudications Module 

I 

1~ 768< ~7.0 UAT-:benial Due To Abandonment Notice Wording 
orrect for NBC 

' 

1
~ 768: C4 7.0 UAT- Data Entry Locks Up When Selecting 1551 Card on 

Evidence Tab 

l-jActivating NFTS at NBC (National Benefit Center) 
-----

lfll768 

llf840 l-(March 2009 Zip Code per OIT09SR1456 

jl812 - C4 8.0- JPMC Reject Notice for Fee Issue:_ Correct Filing Fee . 

Amt is Misleading 
I 

(b)(2) r~----------""'tof49) [4/14/2010 3:41:52 PM] 
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Merant Tracker: In Tray 

[•8145 

!•8146 

1~ 8080 

1•8086 

1~'8087 

jlf8091 .• 

,.8093 

1~8094 

jllf8098 

1178127 

!118129 

lif8154 
•r--

1118155 
1 

;I 
'r-
1 

I 
I 
I 
i 

I 
I 
'I r-
1 
!I 
I 
I 
I 

1~ 8106 

1~ 8222 

1118204 

/1118243 

1178244 

/llf8119 

/118274 

1178085 

jllf8090 

,.8092 

1~8315 

(b )(6) 

C4 8.0 - Incorrect USCIS Office Address Displayed on Reject 
Notices from JPMC 

CiB.O- Notices Reprinted from CLAIMS4 are not the Original 
Lockbox Notices 

C4 8.0- JPMC Truncating Foreign Address Postal Codes to 5 
Characters 

C4 8.0 - First Occupation Code is Displayed Incorrectly in 
Adjudications 

C4 8.0- JPMC Should Not Require BioFee Update If FD258 
Form is Received 

C4 8.0 - JPMC Not Marking FD258 Evidence as Required for 
Applicants <75 

. 

C4 8.0- Street Numbers Provided by JPMC are Shifting to 
Previous Residence 

C4 8.0 - JPMC Unable to Process a G28 for Multiple Applicants 
- -

C4 8.0 - JPMC Should Not Require Overseas Applicants to Pay 
Biometric Fee 

C4 8.0 - BioFee Updates Rejected for N400s with Unresolved 
Address/Data Errors 

December 2008 Zip Codes 

C4 8.0" Requirement 7605.26 needs update 

C4 8.0- JPMC unable to process N400 dated 07/30/2007 

NewUSCIS Field Offices per OIT09SR504 

Ingesting Duplicate Applications 

Duplicate Address perOIT09SR1133 
. ·. 

January 2009 Zip Codes 

PHI and PIT zip codes realignment per OIT09SR1189 
·~~· -
C4 8.0 - Street No. & Employer/School info are shifting from 
previous record 

Remove Duplicate FBI Locality Data per OIT09SR1309 

New CBP Ports of Entry per OIT09SR466 

C4 8.0- Section of Law Description lncorrectfor 319(8) and 319 
(C) 

--·-~ 

C4 8.0 -A Reject Notice is Printed with 3 Pages 

ESB Address Return Error per OIT09SR1459 

(b)(2) ... _________ _.p of49) [4/14/2010 3:41:52 PM] 
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Merant Tracker: In Tray 
(b)(6) 

[if8316 
" 

Re-create Receipt Notices printed by JPMC; allow print of 
notices without Anum 

1~ 8317 ~llow Data Entry and Update of Part 3: Address Information to 
fix address errors 

,~ 8318 Allow Data Entry and Display of Part 7: Trips and Multiple 
Countries per Trip 

1~ 8319 Data Entry - display spouses ex-spouses 
. 

1~ 8320 
·-

Allow Data Entry and Display of Part 9: Children 

1~ 8321 BSU - Determine the correct FP fee 

1~ 8322 Create 2 new reports for NBC 

1~ 8323 Synchronize Lockbox Remittance Data per ITSR08SR1755 
:;::----·· . - . 

[lif8324 Record Multiple Countries per Trip per ITSR08SR1755 

1~ 8325 Multiple Fixes in the N400 Form Ingest Routine per ·. 
ITSR08SR1755 

. 

1~ 8338 Error when printing notice for case with Service Type CRN400 

1~ 834s CLAIMS 4 - allow special characters in Name and Address fields 
. . 

1118350 February 2009 Zip Code per OIT09SR1456 

1~ 8356 Print Updated Naturalization Certificate N-550 

1119014 Redirect zip codes from DAL002 to DAL001 per OIT09SR12856 

liP 9017 System displays error message during Notice printing 
. 

fj 9018 The order of ingested records for appiicant's marriage history is 

I changed in DB. 

1~ 9026 JAWS is unable to read some labels for508 complii"tnce. 

1119042 Problem with address error case with a Foreign Address 

/m9o52 Address Change at Providence per OIT09SR12952 

Jm9os3 San Fernando Valley (SFV) Office Setup 

1119054 C4 Data Change for CRIS 

Jmgoss C4 Holidays for 2010 - 2011 - 2012 

~~ 9056 Fingerprint Notice Change - NCAR 

'~ 9057 
Biometric Retrieval Utility- C4/NCAR 

IIP9058- "·-Erroneous message is displayed when required field is missing. 

Jm9o61 Blank rows created in Spouse_Marriage_Hist table 

)[19069 C4 user is unable to view address errors in DE. 

(b)(2)j f ---------...... ,4 of 49) [4/14/2010 3:41:52 PM] 
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(b )(6) 
Merant Tracker: In Tray 

,.9074 r;:edirect Zip Codes from WAS003 to WAS001 per 
p1T09SR13082 

~ 8804 ~equest Check Military Evidence per INC000000268758 

~ 8805 ~xtra Evidence record displayed in Adjudication per 
NC000000287949 

1!18849 ~uly 2009 Zip Code per OIT09SR1456 

1!18850 ~ugust 2009 Zip Code per OIT09SR1456 

_ld8879 f\DJ:Abs Tab Missing Data Errors Warning Symbol 

Iii 8880 ptatus not showing for rejected cases 

ljl8881 f>.ttorney notices not showing in "Notices" module 

d8882 1-Jotices are not properly formatted. 

lf8929 Cannot print Abandonment notice 

ljl8999 Problem when selecting jurisdication for cases with foreign 
address 

~ 8803 Request Check FBI for applicants over 75 years old per 
NC000000289858 . 

if8993 Rejection Notices printed with stuck-together words. 

mf8994 Rejection Notices not printed. Via Batch Notice client 

11!19001 !::>iscrepancy message in Adjudications 

jl!f9006 Error received when more than 40 char email address entered in 
DE module. 

\d9007 ~ser's input changed by the system. 

lmJ9008 ~tate datafield is enabled instead of being disabled. · 

jd9009 ~pause's immigration status not saved to database. 

1~ 9499 r-ockbox cases: A Row is Created on Emp History tab in Adj 
f/vhen Blank on N400 PDF . 

\mJ9514 pecember 2009 Zip Code per OIT10SR10073 

fij-9522 ~and COB Code per OIT10SR10890 

11!19523 Reassign Zip Codes for East Los Angeles per OIT1 OSR 10835 

1~ 9533 Remove all Hints from CLAIMS 4 Packages, Procedures, and 
!:unctions OIT10SR11240 . 

1~ 9500 r-ockbox Cases: Multiple Race Codes are Sent by JPMC but C4 
Only Allows 1 Code 

1•9508 
~~- . . . -----
Md SAl, ROP, and TIQ Port Of Entry to CLAIMS 4 per 
biT10SR10805 

(b)(2) .I _________ __,Js of 49) [4/14/2010 3:41:52 PM] 
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(b)(6) 
Merant Tracker: In Tray 

-
1~9551 C4 8.1: Date of Birth Error Generated in DE When Saving I - Existing Lockbox Cases 
I 

1[119552 C4 8.1: Lockbox N400s Are Stuck at a DeComplete State in the 
Workflow 

ld9556 Change Interfaces Program to Create New Log Every Day 
I 

I!J9557 C4 8.1: Error "Invalid procedure call or argumenf' is Generated 
in Data Entry 

. 

·---
I!J9558 C4 8.1: The Two New Reports Are Sorting by Date Incorrectly 

J[ll9559 Error N400B message in Data Entry. 
. --

I!J9564 C4 8.1: Typo In the New Unknown Forms w/o Application or 
Check Reject Notice 

ji!J9575 January 2010 Zip Code per OIT10SR10073 
·. 

~ 9532 Modify the XML codes from the ingest packages for Oracle 11 g 
per OIT1 OSR 11240 

~ 9593 Naturalization Processing for Spouses of Active Duty Military 
Members Residing 0 

/i!J9604 Zip Codes Realignment from SEA to POO per OIT10SR11256 

Iii 9560 BoE "D" with blank Section of Law causes an error 
. . 

1~ 9613 Attorney Data Modifications in C4 Adjudication Module 

li!J9622 C4 8.1: Cases Interactively Scheduled are Not Included on the 

I Interview. Report 
. . 

ii!J9636 February 2010 Zip Code per OIT10SR10073 

,.9658 C4 8.1: The "Awaiting Bio Fee" Notice Should Be Updated to 
Rernove "or petition" 

. 

JI!J9662 Rejection Notice printed for Data Entered Underpayment 

,~ 9663 C4 8.1 :Specific Notices Reprinted in C4 Require 2 Pages While 
Bank Uses 1 Page 

~ 9664 C4 8.1: Home Address and Mailing Address Auto-Correction is 
Inconsistent in DE 

~ 9688 C4 Removal of Database Invalid Objects 

1~ 9702 C4 8.1 :Multiple Attorney Rep IDs Created When the G28 Is 
,-- Received w/o a Zip Code 

,~ 9703 C4 8.1: Payment Information on the Fee Waiver Notice Does 
Not Include $0.00 ' . 

1149706 March 2010 Zip Code per OIT10SR10073 

1~97f4 C4 8.1: N400 Missing Required Data (Family Name) is Not 
Always Display on Report 

(b )(2) .._ _________ _,6 of 49) [4/14/2010 3:41:52 PM] 
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Merant Tracker: In Tray (b)(6) 

~ 9733 C4 8.1: Unable to Complete 'Merge Mil' for Applications with 
Section of Law 3168 

I 

~9773 C4 8.1: Documentation: Req 9056-2, SCR9556 and SCR 8316 

I will be Updated 

1~ 9774 Aprii2010Zip Code perOIT10SR10073 

/~9785 Unable to Print Receipt, Interview, or Oath Ceremony Notices 

I Using Military Case 

jfll9632 
·-

C4 8.1: How Marriage Ended Radial Buttons Should be Updated 
in Data Entry 

j[ll9646 National Interfaces needs changed files 
. 

~~ 9786 Unable to Print Local Notices Using Interactive Interview or Oath 
Ceremony Sched 

1~9791 ~LAIMS 4 MAN Address Change per OIT10SR12379 
. . 

'~ 9799 Error generated when using ProductionVB50 utility 

1~ 9800 Unable. to Reprint Fingerprint, Receipt, Interview, or Oath 
Ceremony Notices 

lfll144 Provide Interface to National File Tracking System (NFTS) 

1[11295 ~4 5.13 Occupation Code is not displayed in the New 
fA.djudications ·. . 

lfll300 ~4 Release 5.13 Unable to print notices from Adjudications 

Jfl!206 Fingerprint Notices= current printing as expired 
.· 

lfll209 ~ew N400 Data Entry - Selective Service 

1[11212 ~ellflower Upload/Download stored procedure problem.;. 
1- . 

~213 f\djudications- new N400 - Single Marital status, marriage 
ecord created 

1~ 219 bid N400 (old adjudications)- e-basis for eligibility 
. . . 

ld220 ~ld Adjudication -eligibility answers not population from de 

/~'222. r-Jew N400 Data Entry clarification requested - good moral 
character . 

/11?224 PIC report= using New N400 

ljll316 . C4 5.13 Error being generated when attempting to Grant an 
~pplicant in Adj . 

1[11320 C4 5.13 Application Open.Mode-Pending Act. isn't displaying all 
options in Adj 

llll322 
-

NeW.N400 - marital status not changing with basis for eligibility 
. 

1•323 New N400- country not automatically populating with G28 

(b)(2) r~----------.. ,7 of 49) [4/14/2010 3:41:52 PM] 
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(b )(6) 
Me rant Tracker: In Tray 

~331 r:;4 5.13 Answers to Allegiance questions not carrying overto 
he New Adj 

1'333 C4 5.13 The Total Days spent outside of the US is not carrying 
over to New Adj 

Tlf334 CLAIMS4 RAPS fingerprint cases workflow fix~ 
I 

lf336 C4 5.13 No discrepancy is displayed for trips that exceed the 
allowable time 

)lf337 C4 5.13 Discrepancy alert is displaying incorrectinformation for 
Absences 

!m341 ~4 5.13 The Allegiance Question are not numbered correctly in 
he New Adj 

!m342 ~4 5.13 A Flag is needed to identify Converted N400's when 
ppening in Adj 

. 

lf345 f4 5.13 RNACSUpdate Activity Code is being cancelled when 
nterface is run 

lf346 ~4 5.13 Receipt Notice for Military Applicant isn't displaying all 
~vid needed 

. 

lf350 ~4 5.13 Allegiance questions in New Adj slightly different than 
New N400 form 

~353 ~4 5.13 Wrong Section of law Code written to RNACS output file . 
(test SCR11336) . 

llf356 V>.djudication notice results in a type mismatch 

lf360 In System Maintenance, Profile, a debug message was not 
removed 

. . 

lf361 CLAIMS4- RAPS fingerprint case office location validation 

lf362 Fingerprint scheduling message box has misspelling 

Jm369 Remove 'Pop-Up' Continuance Notice Text Selection Form from 
Adjudications 

[i'j376 Case Resolution not shutting down after completion 
. . 

11f377 Old N400 Data Entry - Date Residency began disappearing 

11f379 
. ·-

Old N400 Part 4 displaying with Part 3 . 

lil380 Modify Password Character Set 

llf382 C4 5.13 Occupation code displayed twice in Adjudications for 
OldDE form 

1
.383 C4 5.13 Part 10 questions not defaulting in New Adjudications 

for New DE form 

1~ 153 G-28 Data will not save when keyed into system 

(b)(2) "'---------......1(8 of 49) [4/14/2010 3:41:52 PM] 
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(b )(6) 
Me rant Tracker: In Tray 

- - . 
[1162 Create task group to discuss issues concerning processing 

rnilitary apps 

/~ 191 
~--

Revocation of Natz pursuant to INA 340 

1~ 202 Admininstrative Close Business Rules Implementation 

\fl1 Update Zip Code Table . 

.. 

lriil-
1[12 Denial Notice: P.o. Box vs. P.O. Box 

lfl 3 C4 5.10 GOA TPRs . 

lfl51 C4 National Scheduler--Add foreign system Receipt number 

lfl53 Reporting - Add page break for Pick list 

1~ 57 Electronic link needed between C4 and DMC for bounced check 
processing 

1}62 NQP Attachment 4 changes ·. . . 

. 

-~~ 77 Examination Case Review Picklist 

\~123 Oath Ceremony Management Error Handling 
.. 

1~ 124 Implement Case Review Functionality in Scheduler 

1}126 Provide IBIS check capability 
. 

. 
. 

~ 739 C4 - Benefits Systems Compliance with DHS Security Guidance 
Doc 

~ 744 ~dj Notices - DOJ Seal on Motion to Reopen Notice Overlays 
Heading Text . 

/fl757 ~4 5.13 Occupation Position/Title not changing with an 
pccupation Code change 

Jfll760 ~4 5.13 build 11 SMS - Incorrect fee on the N-336 instructions 

jl]l790 Emergency SCR- IBIS Database Structure 

1]1798 p4 5.13 Days spent outside the US on the Abs is calculated 
ncorrectly 

. ·. 

,~ 618 ~dj - PHO Office wants to be able to alter/control office address 
pn notices 

fll620 ~4 5.13 Error message received in Case Status when the FP 
con is clicked 

--
[1624 W2K Batch Client 

fll625 W2K User Profile/Location Code 

fll626 W2K Adjudications Templates/Notices 

/fl236 C4 5,13 Unable to successfully run VerifyData activity on 
National Interface I 

(b)(2) •• __________ _,f9 of49) [4/14/2010 3:41:52 PM] 
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(b )(2) 

Me rant Tracker: In Tray (b )(6) 

1~237 

1~238 

1Jl239 

!ljl241 

1Jl242 

lf243 

jl?244-

ljl250 

!ijl417 

.lljl426 

rr---~-

if' 
Jl 
I r-

.1 

f' 
~r ;r 

I 

427 

~431 

1}432 

1~]440 
~-- ·. 

jiJ446 

I 
IJ447 

~456 

IJ473 

1}570 

1111581 

1!1582 
I 
I 

,.588 

~590 

IIJ49f-

f.-4 5.13 Form #label does not print after DE for Old N400 forms 
1::.--· . -~ 

p4 5.13 Barcode labels not printing correctly after DE for A and 
lr labels 

~4 5.13 New N400 is still being converted to Old N400 

C4 5.13 Error Number 380 when Converted N400 opened in Old 
1\dj 

C4 5.13 Knowledge Training for Batch Place in Queue 

Seattle Database Request 
.. 

C4 5.13 The wrong applicants are displayed in Adj when using 
he view feature 

~djudication- spouse is us citizen, misleading alert 

:Jpgra<ie Bellflower Database Components to Oracle 8i 

C4 5.13Deleted trips reappear on the Absence tab(New.N400) 

C4 5.13 Exam is changing from Received to Not Received in 
">djudications 
:::· . .,,,,, 

C4 5.13 Two Oath Ceremony rooms are displayed with the 
pame people in each 

P4 5.13 Discrepancy exclamation remains on the evidence tab 
or a military app 

Feirminate "Old N400" Data Entry Application · · · . 

. . 

P4 5.13 Alert on FP tab is not consistent for Old and New 
~djudications 

P4 5.13 N-14 Notice states missing information not required for 
f.SC FP Waiver 

. . 
Fingerprint Appointment Notice Text change 

~pdated .sql file not included in delivered build 

p4 5.13 09 Adjudications Discrepancies Alert missing warning 

P4 Unable to save comments in Adjudications on the Evids/ 
~kgds tab 

P45: 13 09 Incorrect Date printed on Denial Due to 
~bandonment Notice 

~4 5.13 Errormessage generated when printing applicant data 
n Case Status 

GOAProcess Not Updating WorkFlow State for all Applicants 
rvhen all are updated 

~ackDated OC Error: ORA-01756: quoted. string not properly 
erminated 

c:=========::J1o of 49) [4/14/2010 3:41:52 PM] 
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Merant Tracker: In Tray 
(b )(6) 

1Bf506 C4 5.13 Unable to open the Scheduling module 

1!1550 
- - -

r-::;4 5.13 Unable to Approve/Continue/Deny applicants with ASC 

I FPWaiver 

111395 5.13 C4 Missing evid is not listed on the Receipt w/ Exception 

I Notice for Mil 

1•396 C4 5.13 Receipt with exception is.generated for basis.ofelig G. 
in OLD DE . 

1~ 397 
-

~pdate G22 Calculation 

1~398 ~ath Ceremony Management - Phase II 

!•409 C4 5.13 Marital Status not defaulting to "married" for basis of 
elig B. 

Ill' 410 Unable to select correct printer for Oath Decl. & Cert.Prep. 

/!1412 C4 5.13 Mailing county field does not exist in the new DE 

,. 413- C4 5.13 Misspelled word on the Biographic tab of the new 
---

Adjudications 
. .. 

1[1?73-l C4 5.13 SMS- Jumbled text on a Receipt with Exception for a 
Military appl 

~843 C4 5,13 Build 11, Check for City/Zip Code Combination for NON 
US Mailing Addr 

,. 1160 t>.13 C4 Adjudications appears to be unstable when opening 
~pplications 

Ia 1161 P4 5.13 ErrorNumber380when Converted N400 opened in Old 

I ~dj 

/Iii 1162 Provide Fee Change to Support IBIS Processing 

1~'1163 p4 5.13 OCM: Unable to print certificates for ceremonies 
~reated afterb.16 

I 

1111166 ~election Box not in focus when saving adjudication records 

Jlf1168 n adjudications, the 'dirty flag' is not clearing 

1111172 !A-djudication records not closing with the Cancel option in save 
~ata box I 

1
~ 1179 ~4 5.13 CIS Post Natz Error Report not displaying the correct 

name . 

,~ 1183 C4 5.13 CIS Post Natz Report shows errors that were not 
dentified initially 

111'1202 App ID listview doe not show all pending AppiDs 

1111211 n adjudications, problem closing child record 

1~ 1213 Workflow Process Status Update 
-

(b)(2)1 r ---------..... Jll of 49) [4/14/2010 3:41:52 PM] 
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(b )(6) 
Merant Tracker: In Tray 

[lif1215 Opening CONVERTED case for REVERIFY CRANT. 

1
~ 12·1·6 ()f 5.13 Exclamation isn't displayed on marr. t~b until 

~iscrepancies refreshed 

lif1226 Unable to create an 'Intent to Deny' Notice from Adjudication 
module 

lif1227 fv1inimze Preview/Open Window Minimizes 'Adjudications 
Manager' 

-----
lif1238 ~djudication shut down = cancel option 

lf1247 !rimer settings in AdjPrior 

lif1251 Problem printing Notices from Adjudications module 

lm1255 IN2K Reporting Module 
. . 

llif1263 ~nnual Update to STD_HOLIDAY Table 

1~ 1269 ~dd capability to track "pushed" cases 
. .. 

~ 630 W2K Signature on Templates 
--

W2K Data Source Name (DSN) Nile 1 lif631 
. . . 

IJ632 ~2K Reporting Module-Error Message 

lif667 P4 5.13 Old Fee printed oh the Denial Due to Abandonment 
Notice created in Adj 

.. 
fl672 P4 5.13 Marriage City/State information not carrying over to 

~dju correctly 

Jll?673 ix Automation error problem.that is occuring in interfaces. 

Ill? 688 ~OAProcess Updating the County for Mailing Address, when 
nly updating the Res 

1~689. ,D HOC activity: Push Cases Stuck at Adjudications Decision 
. 

~otices . 

/fl690 
--:----~-

JOAProcess Incorrect Exception Code for Denied Closed 

ilif691 ;OAProcess Incorrect Exception Code for Grant Closed .·· 
. ·. . 

!•697 A 5.13 build 11 Invalid Pop-up for 'Zip Code Not Found' in 
;ase Management 

,.698 A 5,13 The ellipsis button is not appearing for the Cntry of 
~itznship field 

· .. 

jllf702 4 5.13.Build 11 Run-time Error '438' Received Canceling in 
ata Entry 

1•863 4, 5.13 Build 11 ,Check for State/Zip Code Combination for 
ON US Home/Res Add 

. 

/lf866 rnmigrant displayed instead of Immigration on New DE and ADJ 

(b)(2) ,,...---------... ,12of49) [4/14/2010 3:41:52 PM] 
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Me rant Tracker: In Tray (b )(6) 

,.873 
-

C4 5.13 Build 11, Receiving an Invalid Discrepancy Alert for 
Communist Party 

I 

!iii 890 Existing Fingerprint Check before scheduling for Prints 

lt!ID 1017 Workflow not updated on closed cases in GoA 

1•927 C4 5.13 Build 11 Workflow Admin Office Location displaying '??' 
before DataEnt 

~3() Populate 2D Barcode (New N400 Data) 

iif931 Electronic Manifests 

lt!ID 932 Display Receipt Number as Numeric String on all Notices . 

lif939 Extract of C4 Production Case Data by Country 

lif831 C4 - Bounced Check Notice DMC address change 
.... 

1•832 C4 5.13 Years of marriage calculated incorrectly for app filing 
under 3 years 

,.1428 Receive an error message on the Evds/Bkgds tab in 
ADJ module. 

1~ 1436 
~···---

Fee Waiver Functionality Needs to Distinguish Between Base 
Fee and FP Fee 

lif1439 Sorting Option requested for Cert Log Report 

lif1445 CHL cases -Missing ceo code error in RNACS updates 

lif1275 Zip code realignments for NOL district offices .·.·. 

. 

llif1279 Unable to batch schedule fingerprints from COWOOO 

~.1300 Provide Ability to Update G-28 Attorney/CBO Information in 
Case Management 

. 

1~ 1301 Modify FBI NameCheck Processing 

lfiP1606 C4 5.13 WinZOOO Adjudications main screen not in focus 

ilif1607 
-

C45.13 WinZOOO Main window does not pop-up for Old Adj 

I ~hen App entered in New 

lt!ID 1611 C4 5.13 Win2000 Slip printer spacing slightly off 
. 

lt!ID 1615 
. 

C4 5.13 WinZOOO City data not storing when mouse is used in 

I New DE . 
1[111633 C4 5 .. 13Win2000 Unable to View Fingerprint Notices in the 

Notice module 
. 

1[111635 C<f5.13 Win2000 ActiveX error created when saving in Case 
ManagemenVResolutio 

1~ 1639 ~equire Supervisory Approval for Fee Waivers 

(b)(2) ,.----------.... ,(13 of49) [4/14/2010 3:41:52 PM] 
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Merant Tracker: In Tray (b )(6) 

1~ 1644 f'Aodify CLAIMS 4 to accept 300 Million Series A# 

1

.1659 CLAIMS 4- Old SCR/TPRticket cleanup- Umbrella SCR for 
. 

Release 5.14 

I~ 166o 
~--

~LAIMS 4- Replace lnterSolv ODBC drivers with Microsoft 
pDBC drivers 

1~ 1661 fc\ttorney Waiver Notice Printing - if atty present or not 
. 

1~ 1675 ~4 shall properly check for FP validity when scheduling 
nterveiw or oath 

1~ 1678 ~liminate Local MS Access file from the Old Data Entry Module 

_l~ 1679 Fliminate Local MS Access file from the New Data Entry Module 

~~ 1680 Fliminate Local MS Access file from the Old Adjudications 
Module 

~ 1073 Keep track of M-ailing address history 
-

Out of Memory Error in Adjudication liP 1127 
. 

liP 1136 Adjudication shut down process problem --
liP 1143 C4 5.13 Adjudications windows - unable to use shortcut key and 

arrow key (s) ·. . 

liP 1144 C4 5.13 New Adjudications- Case Review/No changes, requires 
~sers to save 

--liP 1145 it'-djudication error messages not visable 

liP 1146 P-45.13 Adjudications - Save message box not displaying over 
fc\pplication window 

liP 1147 n Data Entry module system doesn't recognize used Application 
D - . 

if1148 l=>roblems opening records in adjudications 

if1311 ~4 5.13 Error generated when Preview/Open window is open for 
pld and New Adj . 

~ 1312 ~4 5.13 The text in a discrepancy alert is incorrect 

~ 1349 C4 5.13 Info is not cleared from the Current Spouse's Previous 
. Mar. sub tab .· 

liP 1358 C4 5.13 Build 21 Bellflower Over 75 applicants unable to 
econcile 

C45.13 Unable to Access Case Release Utility 
·--1m 1464 

IIi' 1465 5.13 Build 24 Receipt w/Suspense Notice printing incorrect 
hrough BatchNotice 

IIi' 1466 :>.13 Build 24 Receipt w/SuspE)nse Notice printing incorrect in 
~MS Batch Notice 

(b)(2) ,,-----------.f14 of49) [4/14/2010 3:41:52 PM] 
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Merant Tracker: In Tray 
(b)(6) 

Jllf1475 C4 5.13 Problems running the VerifyData Activity on the 

I 'Jationallnterface 

11!'1365 CLAIMS4- Fingerprint Utility should allow additional data 
~pdates 

1~~'1372 ~4 5.13 Unable to Reconcile Continued cases back to the 
National Database 

11!'1374 ~4 5.13 Cases w/ Current Spouse's Previous Marriage info not 
~econciling 

11!'1375 Pifferences btwn SMS and Setup.exe- schbats.exe 

11!'1378 C4 5.13 G325B evidence item is requested when Applicants 
employme~_t is 990 

11!'1412 Receive and error message on the FPResp tab. in ADJ 

I~J 183o C4 Invalid Zip Code messages vary between modules. 

111831 Create New Upload Process for FBI Name Check 

11!'1832 I=BI Name Check Results Processing 
. .· --

~ 1855 FBI Name Check Options in BSU won't work properly in new FBI 
Name process 

~ 1856 FBI Name Check Error Program 
. . 

11!'1857 W2K!Adjudications Denial Notices do not printed correctly with 
ocal printer. 

ljl1863 MISSING ADMIN LOG CODE in STD ZIP causing Notice 
printing· errors ·. 

: 

111864 C4 New Data Entry- Cancel after zip code info 

ljl1865 ~4 - New Zip codes not sorting alphabetically in New Data Entry 
.... 

1~ 1866 C4 Adjudications Zip code. 

ljl1867 ~4 - Mailroom Post Mark Date . 

11!'1868 K:;4- New Data Entry, print labels 

ljl1869 ~4 Labels printing differently between Zebra and DataMax 

It 1870 C4 -Adjudications notice/Word shut down problem 

1a 1871 C4 Finance module not shutting down. 
I 

li 1872 C4 - Oath Cert Prep not printing for New Adjudications. 

Ia 1874 Postmark Date field in the Mailroom. 
. . 

:a 1876 C4 - Mailroom error when accessing print label option 
-Ia 1879 Unique constraint error in Finance 

. 

Ia 1880 ~4 - Switchboard not displayed when adjudications shuts down. 

(b)(2) .,l __________ .,fls of49) [4/14/2010 3:41:52 PM] 
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Me rant Tracker: In Tray (b )(6) 

l!m1888 ~nable to print the labels for an application after Data Entry on 

I f/v2k machine. 

i!fti!1725 r'Jine digit A# and T# bar codes need to be changed to e.ight 

I ~igits 

/11!'9449 ~emove CFR workflow from CLAIMS 4 per OIT1 OSR1 0133 

/!ftil1734 ~rong Marriage Status Printing on Oath Certificate 

'~ 1743 
mproper closing on Parent/Child screens in CLAIMS4 

1m 1744 rr ext needs left alignment. 

,.1747 par Code labels have A- Numbers with 9 instead of 8 digits 
. . ... 

llf'2060 p3 and C4 .OCX Incompatibility 

j~J2063 PLAIMS 4 - OCM running slowly when printing certificates for a 
peremony 

.· .. .· 

/I' 2066 ~rror saving case in Data Entry - Win 95 only 

/lf'2067 Problem printing Notices for Win 95 or Win 2000 

/~' 2068 C4- Win2000 machine - Print button in Print Label window in DE 
doesn't work 

/11!'2069 Cannot upload Bellflower case from laptop to Bellflower server 
.· . 

fliJ 1681 Eliminate Local MS Access file from the New Adjudications 

I Module 

1~ 1682 Eliminate Local MS Access file from the Finance Module 
. . -

.. 

~ 1683 r::liminate Local MS Access file from the Notices Module 

1~ 1684. ::Hminate Local MS Access file from the Reporting Module . 

. ·. . 

1~ 1685 ~liminate Local MS Access file from the Case Management 
~odule 

l!fti! 1686 f:liminate Local MS Access file from the Case Status Module 
. 

1~ 1687 Fliminate Local MS Access file from the System Maintenance 
~odule 

1~ 1689 f:liminate Local MS Access file from the SwitchBoard Module 
. . . 

1~ f692 Production Control Utilities-Completion - Status- Error Messages 
n Interfaces 

I~~' 1111 p4- Saving Old Adjudications Marital Info 
... · 

1111497 ~2K Font Registry Key 

/!11498 ~2K Server HP Print Driver 

1~ 1559 
--·-····-

pleanup of Invalid C4 Database Objects 

1111563 C4 5.13 SMS Build 24 Package Missing File i 

(b)(2) ,r----------""Jl6 of 49) [4/14/2010 3:41:52 PM] 
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Me rant Tracker: In Tray 
(b)(6) 

1~ 1570 r--4 5.13 The word Divorced is not displayed on the CurrentS. 
Prev marriage tab 

!]11571 
I--· .. 
~hanging ALC code for C4 Slip Printers 

[j1572 "'imited Access to New Post-Natz Error Report 

1~ 1573 ~4 5.13 UAT Unable to Batch. Re-verify for ASC FP Applicants 

1~ 1589 ~4 5.13 UAT Apt.# field not on Current Marriage Screen in New 
~dju 

1~ 159o ~4 5.13 UAT Exclamation remains on Current Marriage Tab 

I ~fter changes are made 

I~~? 1753 W2K C4 WorkFlow Server Installation 

1~ 1754 ~4- New N400- Improper Capture of Alias Information During 
pata Entry · . 

Ia 1755 ~ip code realign-ments from CHI to STL office 

111?1898 Production Control Client problems ... 

111?1899 New N-400 Data Entry Application Part 8A-E 

ilf1900 Updated Version 5:13\ciVersion 5.14 
. . 

Ill 1901 r:;4 - Discrepancy warning list not always shutting down with 

I ~djudications 

fif1904 W2K. Error Printing Label (Automation error) occurs in Mailroom. 
. .·. 

1~ 1905 ,_abels "ReleaseNersion" on the "About" form displays wrong 
elease& ver. 

/lf1907 P4-Unable to save & print Labels with DE module. W2K machine 

IW 1916 Reporting Mod. Cert Log Report - Supervisor's signature column 

j• 1818 f,JBC: Changes to C4 Scheduler to support FBAS lntvw 
~ppointments 

jlf2351 1:;4 5.14 The Country Code VIET needs to be changed to XXXX 
n STD_COUNTRY table 

~~ 2358 P4 Workflow State Table Cleanup- 2003 
.· 

fil2262 I . 1:;4 5.14 A Warning is generated when launching Case Status-
Win95 workstation 

fir2263 1:;4 5.14 Screens from the Notice mod. appear on top of the 

I Miudications screen 
. 

1112269 1:;4 5.14 Validate_Postmark date set to 01-Jun-03 

lif2270 ::;4 5.14 Win2K Installation Issue 

/112271 :::4 5.14 Bellflower Installation Issue 

(b )(2) c:=========::::J17 of 49) [4/14/2010 3:41:52 PM] 
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Merant Tracker: In Tray 
(b)(6) 

1~ 2278 HQ Fingerprint Scheduling Utility Problem 

liif2279 
~-: ----------- --
C4 5.14 Adjudications appears to be loading 4 times when 
opening the module 

89450 N400 Form Version end date per OIT10SR10661 
. 

182297 C4- 5.14- Adjudications 'x' shutdown- preexisting 

)82299 C4 Caption "Instruction to Applicant" does not show properly 
. - . 

ift1'2308 C4 Wrong Total Balance Due on the Receipt with Suspense 
notice 

IJI2309 C4 5.14 ActiveX error generated when .executing the 
FBINameChkResults program 

. 

1~ 2182 C4 FBI Name Check, document discrepancies 

1&2183 C4 SQL Loader must be the correct version. . 

• 

11?2080 Domestic address is not defaulted to true then PMD is Illegible. 

,.2085 SCR002 - Case Management Undeliverable Notices not 
updating. . 

11?2086 
··--- .... ~. 
Long last name issue in the Cert. Prep. Sheet 

,~.2092 Conv New N400s - Military cases RNACS Update error-
missing case of law 

lif2095 Wrong fee generated for N336 in Bellflower 

\1?2097 Error then open Deny/Withdrawal/ notice in Adjudication 
. 

11?2105 MailRoom- Error message 

1~ 2106 C4- Adj (both) dropping country for. res and mail addr & 'care 
ofwhen changed 

. 

111'2108 Creation of MSC site for CLAIMS 4 

llf2110 GPF occurs in the Mailroom application 

1~ 2120 New Proposed Fee Changes 

,.2156 Inconsistency for Adjust Date functionality in the Mailroom 
application 

I 

fij1932 Bellflower- Unable to Replicate from TNE to Bellflower server 

lll1933 MyLocation not properly set for Mobile Case Manager application 

lif1941 C4- new exe (C4RegistryUpdate.exe) not workfng ····-----

11Df1942 C4 - Country code/FBI codes 

fj1944 New N-400 DE Application "Part 8 section" 
-----

1[1!1951 C4 - Bellflower upload issues . . . 
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(b)(6) 
Merant Tracker: In Tray 

j• 1960- Bar Codes labels print with Hyphen when being reprinted from 
Case Status 

!IJ1961 645:14 Bellflower Client Machine Reconcile Cases 

11111974 Oath of Allegiance is not printing on the CP sheet from New 
Adjudication 

jlf1975 he question mark ''?"does not appear on the G325 tab in 
Adjudication module. 

11111987 ~orkftow error 
--

1&1988 ~ailroom error ... 

I~J1989 !Bellflower error while uploading cases to TNE 

1~ zoo2 Page Down key changes the Type of Appearance on G28 tab 
-' 

/&2005 ~ystem can't print Label: in Win 95 

~~ 2010 
-

nvestigate what .it will take to make C4 workwith standard 
. 

printer drivers 

1m 2011 ~rror Acessing Adjudications module on Bellflower laptop 

llf2020 ~~remony date not printing on Oc cert from Win 95. . 

11112024 C4. Error 'Path/File access error' then printing Adj. Denial notice. 

1&2032 r:;4/W2K. Unable print iabels with Case Status application i 

!•2037 ~igration from lnstaiiShield Express 2.1 to lnstaiiShield 
peveloper 8 

IIJ2316 Problem Accessing CBO Scheduler module ... 

1&2317 Ad Hoc Notices Templates not found 

1~ 2667 Adopt New CLAIMS 4 Security Requirements" Privileged 
Accounts 

,.2668 Adopt New CLAIMS 4 Security Requirements- Printed Material 
Markings 

,.2669 O..dopt New CLAIMS 4 Security Requirements- System Warning 
3anner 

fit2670 path Certificate, State Location is not appearing 

1•2690 ~4Emergency Release 5.13.5- Zip-Code updates forMilitary 
N400s 

jmJ2805 p!C4 Coexistence on the Same Client PC 

1~ 2807 ~4 5.14 Subtotals are not displayed on ALL Certificate Log . 

eports 

/1112695 ~dopt New CLAIMS 4 Security Requirements -Laptop Encryption 
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MerantTracker: In Tray (b)(6) 

jlf2716 ~4 5.14 Reprint labels not consistent between Data Entry and 

I Case Status 

1~ 2756 C4 Post-Natz CIS Verfication Report Pilot Testing Enhancements 

~2500 C4 Mailroom- Test Franker displays incorrect ALC · 

.lll'2507 C4 Switchboard Table Adjustment for Two C4 Executables 

1•2516 C4 5.14 b21nconsistencies with VM and documentation for 
Database scripts . 

111'2558 ~4 5.14 A-number 300 million series update issues 

IIJI2561 ~4 5.14 Street Numbers not required in Data. Entry 

Jll2571 ~d Hoc Processing Request for CIA Name Checks 

llf2573 ~ew Index for C4 Query Performance Optimization - Notices 

9'2578 C4 5.14 Update revision date on Certificate Prep. & Oath 
Declaration form 

112579 C4 5.14Problems printing to local printer during scheduling 
. 

!1'2580 C4 5.14 Unable to print 1485 Notices 

112581 Adopt New Security Requirements - User Access & Passwords 

llf2584 C4 5.14 Receipt notice has incorrect app fee for Aps' received 
before 2/19/02 

1~ 2585 fC4 5.14 Scheduler-Holidays without Exceptions are Displayed 
~sActive ·. 

f!~j!2587 ~4 5.14 Scheduler Room Profile Start/End Dates Reset 

!12595 ~4 5.14 Passwords encryption has been removed from the C4 
~witch board ·. . 

1•2389 C4- Modify Fingerpint Notice Text related to photo identification. 

fil2390 Lock Box. Error Printing Schedule Interview notice for IN485 · 
·. 

1•2393 Cannot logon to CONVERT2C4 Ingest utility 

llf2394 Cannot Schedule from Rqtlntv workflow state 
. . . 

1•2396 Lockbox- Error message when open Reporting module on W2k 
machine 

)lf2398 Notices Print with blank information 
. . 

·· .. 
. 

llf2399 
-··~ .. 

Claims4. Dates are not saved as expected within the New N-400 

11112400 Use Anumber in FBI Name Check 
- ,_ -----

r~ 2402 fA_sc "Slots Filled By Day" Report and "Fingerprint Slots 
~vailable" 

Jlf2406 Unable to Place Applications in Ready to Schedule Queue ... 
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Merant Tracker: In Tray (b)(6) 

![112407 Missing output file for Interfaces 

1~ 2408 
---·· 

Display FBI Codes in Adjudications 

1~ 2409 Override change in Adjudications for FBI Name Check 

1~ 2418 Change to Fees Accounting and Transmittal Sheet Report 
. 

j[ll2419 Bell Flower Password Character set "MDUM" 

1!12420 Cannot Cancel or Deschedule 1485 Cases by Group ID 

1[112424 C4 5.14 Mailroom - Postmark Date Calendar drop down-can't 
process further 

1!12437 C4 - Certificates are not printing properly 
. ---

11?2440 C4 Bellflower Database Scheduled Maintenance 

111?2442 C4- 5.14 -Adjudications 'x' shutdown -New Adjudications 
. ·. 

1112443 C4 Adjust date function does not work properly in the Mailroom 

1112448 C41BS_ERROR~LOG Regularly-Scheduled Cleanu-p 

1!12454 Unable to successfully change location on Batch Notice client 

111?2459 Errorprinting.CANCEUNO SHOW report 
. 

1112460 C4 5.14 Last name in Case status wraps. 

1~ 2462 C4: question mark"?" doesn't appear on G325tab in Adj for 
unknown codes 

lfll2464 ~4 5.14 VerifyData Output file format has changed 

Jlf2638 C4 Query Optimization - Query #1 

/fll2641 C4 Query Optimization - Query #2 

1!12643 Desktop Icons for Claims 4 
. 

1112645 C4- ADHOC Report- DNSMP (NSU) 

j~J~2651 Display converted end conditions for FBI Name Check activities 
n Case Status . 

j~J~2922 C4 5.14 MS Word not maximizing when printing notices from Adj 
on Win2000 

fi2923 C4 5.14 G28 Data Entry Issues 
·-- .. 

. 

1~ 2924 C4 5.14G28 Data Entry Issues 

/IJI2925 G4 5.14 G28 Data -Emtru Ossies 
. 

·. 

1112927 G4 5.14 Update revision date on Certificate Prep. & Oath 
Jeclaration form 

lfll2928 C4 5.14 Problems printing to local printer during scheduling 
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Merant Tracker: In Tray (b)(6) 

1~ 3091 
-

Improper date calculation in Adjudications needs correction 

111'3092 
1-:-- ---
C4- System Maintenance Table Error 

-~-3099 C4- 1485 Notice interview address should be separate from 
N400 site address I 

~ 3102 Claims 4: l)nable to delete apartment number in Adjudications. 

1~ 3104 Change FBI Name check upload procedures to add new edit 

I checks to data 

jll3106 Analyze CIS Verify to determine how data errors are getting past 
this process 

!1'3232 CLAIMS -4-Piatform-Configuration Assessment 

jll3248 lJpdate ibs_lk_c4_cco table when newcounty is found at zip 
code update 

. . 

~ 3250 RqtFBINameChk needs to be able to handle FBI results 

~ 3144 C4 5.14 Claims4 allows user to open many instances of CM and 
Adj. 

~ 3157 CLAIMS Interface for accepting Credit Card Payments at 
Service Centers 

1~ 3159 C4 - Descheduling of an Oath has incorrect message 
. . 

!1'2620 C4 5.14 Continuance & Denial Notices print on Cancel button 

jll2621 Restoration of 'ALL_NTZ' Report Access Group Records back to 
C4 Prod DB 

1 ~~2929 
-

C4 5.14 Scheduler- Holidays without Exceptions are Displayed 
as Act 

llljl2932 C4 5,14 Conv2C4 processing duprequests as new entries (AOS) 

IP2933 C4 5.14 Continuance & Denial Notices print on Cancel button 

IP2934 C4 5.14 Subtotals are not displayed on ALL Certificate Log 
reports 

. 

1112935 C4 5.14 b.3 CBO Scheduler not working on the Bellflower Client 

1~2937 C4 5.14 b.3 N400 data displayed on reports for 1-485 applicants 
. 

IIJ2938 C4 5.14 Adjudications Reverify- Expected Error Message 

I Doesn't Appear 

1112939 jc4 5.14 Correct User Message for Password Change Successful 
--

JIP2941 !Error during the local printing while scheduling 

1•2943 jFY 2004 Fee Change 

jjl12948 )STD_COUNTRY table out of synch wth other USINS systems 
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Merant Tracker: In Tray 
(b)(6) 

111'2954 Pilot Project- Change to Fingerprint Appointment Notice's 

I Request 

-~- 2960 New lnteroperability Requirement- C3/C4 Coexistence on Same 
Client PC 

~ 2961 C4 5.14 Adjudications Displays Inaccurate Alert Message re: 
USPS Address 

~--2962 C4 5.14 Win2000 words "Dear Mr./Ms." are not displayed on the 
Denial due Aband 

~ 2984 Run time error occur then use Cancel printing Denial notices 
rom Adjudication 

1~ 2985 Error #8392 occur with reprint option for Denial notices in 

I Adjudication 

11'3012 CLAIMS 4 .. Release 5.14 Switchboard Login. Failure: Encryption 
· .. Mismatch 

IIJI3013 CLAIMS 4 Release 5.14 N-400 Workflow Interview Activity is 
being Expired 

lil3020 CLAIMS 4 Release 5.14 Local Printer Fix Package not Applied 
. . .. 

!11'2825 C4 5.14 Calendar Initialization Err when adding Multiple 

I nterview Exceptions 

112857 ~ultiple C4 Updatesto RNACS in single file order dependency 
..... . 

~ 2859 P28 data entered viewable in Ajudication but not data enrty 

,.2868 ~4 5.14 The Agency name is not completely displayed on the 
I . ~otion to Reopen . 

IIJI2873 ~4 5.14 b.3 CBO Scheduler not working on the Bellflower Client 

~ 2874 P4 5.14 Current Res Address not included in Upload file if app 
~as more than 3 . 

. 

11'2877 ~4 5.14 Adjudications Reverify- Expected Error Message 
poesn't Appear 

11'2885 p4 5,14 Correct User Message for Password Change Successful 

1~ 2895 p4 5.14 Cases are n"ot updated with FBI response when they 
~reopen in Adjud. 

~·2901 P4'5.14 Adjudications- Zip Code Window Requires User to 

I Make Selection Twice 

1!12904 P4 5.14 I Incorrect FP Fee displayed on the Motion to Reopen 
,- [3ranted notice 

1~3642 ~4 5.14.6 Certain special chars, are causing errors when 
ncluded in password 

1~ 3654 C4 Oath Certificate not printing properly in both printers 
HP8000 and HP5si) 

I 
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Me rant Tracker: In Tray (b )(6) 

ld3664 C4 5.14.6 Passwords having 26-Characters are not Encrypted 

l[ll3669 Claims 4 Rei 5.14.7 OCX File Error 
I 

[ll3673 C4 text field associated with 'good moral character' is not large 
enough 

1)13683 Synchronization of ibs_lk_n400_cert_format table in Bellflower 
and laptop. 

~ 3699 Wrong Marrige Status on data validation and N646/N647 reports 

~ 3700 Invalid Natz date Error for DenyRNACSUpdate 

1113707 jChange URL Location for Claims4 Password Tip File 

.l~ 3182 1-485 Scheduler CLAIMS 4 Loader clsDbmAppRep 3020 Error 

.3214 C4~RAPS Interface & FP Appointment Notice Changes 

[ll3223 Verifying Database Constraints Between C4 Production & TNE 
Databases 

~ 3055 Add functionalityto make the applicant fee assessment process 
more flexible 

. 

1~3376 
····-· 

New Immigrant Status 

11\'3401 Correct the performance issue in the Batch Scheduler at 
. Headquarters 

1~ 3409 Use field office rather than district office address on notices 

!•3419 Fix FBI Name check cases that didn't go to Rqtlntvw1 when 
MergeSched completed 

1113445 Computer Not Properly Quitting Claims 4 

1~ 3481 C4 - Batch Notice count not correctly reflected in final printing 

j[ll3482 Enhance Military Case Processing 

/1)13257 CLAIMS4- Batch Notice Client Connection Enhancements 
. . 

1~ 3271 NATZ DT not updated for OCs closed in Sched module instead 
of Case Management 

jl)l3276 Incorrect Data in Table "IBS_LK_CERT_STATUS" 

1!13281 
/" 

FBI Name Check activity expiring before results come back 

1~ 3291 Perform Technical Analysis on C4 support.forUSB interface 

'•3292 
I" 

Fee amounts not showing on Receipt Notices 

111?3293 BSU process does not update WF state 
. 

·. 

111?3294 
-

Workflow not advancing after Abandonment notice printed. 

fil3306 C4- Service Motion 2 Reopen - last report is rightjustified ($25 . 

' fp) 
I 
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Me rant Tracker: In Tray (b)(6) 

1~ 331o 1 Incorrect Remittance in Case Status 

,~ 332f Motion to Reopen and Reconsider ''v"""' error: Prior 
Adjudication Manger 

,. 3322 Old N400 does not accept Date of Residency 

1~ 3323 Group Screen truncation in Win2K 
--

~3329 C4 5.14.3 Bounced Check Notice Reprints have Incorrect 
Balance Due 

j[l!3333 Modify FBI Name Check to Eliminate Pending Hold 

1[113352 
-·-·· . . . . -

Removing Supervisory Approval for Approved N-648 Disability 
Cases in CLAIMS4 

/83353 Upgrade CLAIMS 4 Workflow Server to. Windows 2003 Server 

fd33-59 Data Access Problem in Adjudication Module 

1[113361 Change Nebraska Service Center Bank Account Number 

1• 3362 Windows 2000 administrative privileges for Claims 4 installations 

1~ 3363 Examine workftdw registration during installation of Claims 4 
. 

ld3369 C3/C4 lnteroperability- Executing both applications concurrently 

1~ 3638 Update Pre Merge Report to include all activity States 
. 

~ 3640 
·-·-

C4 5.14.6 The Admin Office was not updated in the 

I IBS_SERVICE_LOC table 

1~ 3641 iC4 5.14.6 Non SysAdmin user aren't "gracefully" prevented 
"rom installing C4 . 

11'3838 f['ext on the Receipt Notices do not display the correct text 
I 

184086 !Error Occurring Batch Notice Client 

1~ 4093 !A.'dd Pay Override info to the Detail fee Register Report 
-

1~ 4103 NS Address on the Continuance Notice for Military cases . 

[84106 1\tlisa\ignments on the Approval, Denial and Continuance 
lscreens. 

11'4115 ~LAIMS 4- Paymerge- TNS: Unable to connect to destination 
. 

11'4116 ~laims4: Workflow Admin History not displaying correct data 

11'4120 ~IS sent wrong location for naturalization 

11'4121 ~OA in Adjudication with Jurusdiction change not removing 
cases from Queue 

1•4134 [:;laims 4 Scheduler: Cancel by Request functionality displays 
ncorrectmessage 
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Merant Tracker: In Tray (b)(6) 

1•4140 
·---~-·--· 

DeEnter end conditions for Active Duty Military vs ADM/ 
Overseas Military cases 

I 

1114143 Cannot reverse payment after MergeSched 

I!! 372o C4 Finance module still refers to checks payable to INS 

j~J3723 Modify CLAIMS 4 to support"No Fees" charged for Military 
Naturalization 

jl}l3498 Claims 4 Changes to support new and old Natz Certificate 

1~3524 Provide Modified FBI Name Check Error Handling and Workflow 
Routing 

·. 

II! 3525 Conduct Analysis of Name Check Edits for Background Checks 
1-

1~ 3528 C4 - Multiple Zip code changes are not being saved properly 
. 

11}13585 ReleaseNersion on the Switchboard "Help/About" form displays 
incorrectly. 

1113592 FBI Results file contains XX records 
.. 

jl}l3859 CLAIMS 4- C4BusinessRule Start_Date/End_Date change 

1~ 3861 
~··¥·• 

Remove FBINameResponse activity for all but military overseas 
cases . 

1m3s72 Update ibs_lk_c4_cco table with new county name 

1113881 
--~··~- -C4 -Military zero fee, if remittance is not specified. 

j~J3914 C4 - If change Basis of Eligibility to one with less evid, error 
3021 occurs 

1113944 CLAIMS 4" C41nventory . 

. 

I!! 3733 [Text Changes to Cancel Schedule Screen 

jll9474 No Error Message for Cases with BoE = D, Sectionof Law= 
326, DoB > 05/01/1934 

. . 

11}13738 N-336 (Request for a Hearing on a Decision) Needs Text 
Updates 

1~ 3739 C4 -Scheduling -Group Rules Cannot be Modified 

jl}l3746 MIL NATZ: Scheduling and Oath Certificate Printing 

/1}13752 rroolbar did not show after closing schedule window at upper 
-

I corner . 

[lf3792 C4-5.14.7.1 Win2000-errorwhen loading 

llf3793 Prompt for data change 

llf 3794 Military Overseas Certificate Oath Location Display: 

1113796. ~-Military Scheduling issues 
-~"- --
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Me rant Tracker: In Tray 
(b )(6) 

I 
i 

1~ 3815 
"--

C4 FBI Name Check!BCS Interface 

1~ 4272 
-

Modify CLAIMS 4 to Process Form N-565 

jl4296 Bellflower clean up from PendOCRNACSUpdate 

11'4312 Replicate a case from Bellflower is failed 

jl4314 C4 - Case Status 'Country' is not spelled correctly. 

1'4553 Error Message Box wrongly requires manual response for AOS/ 
C4 ingest process. 

!•4554 AOS I C4 Scheduler Ingest Routine takes too much time to 
complete. 

l1'4~! Claims 4 MilitaryN400: delete interview/ OC appointments 

tc5LAIMS4- Allow notice address blocks to fit various envelopes 1~ 4147 

1'4150 Improve System Performance for Monthly G22 Jobs 

r•4154 C4- Paymerge C4BusinessRule Start_Date/End_Date change 

.4155 
-~·~---

C4 - Paymerge - C41nventory Multiple Enh<:mcements 
. 

li14~ Data Entry/Eligibility 'C' versus Eligibility 'A' 

1~ 4161 !Change CLAIMS4 FingerPrint Processing to Accept Data from 
~cs 
r:-:---· . ·. 

1Jil4166 iWrong data in IBS_LK_CERT_STATUS table 

1Jil4172 ~pdating PayMerge account state in ibs_wf_act_inst table. 

~ 4178 CLAIMS 4 Client- Windows XP Professional 

IJ!4190 ~ase Status "Postal Code" is not properly display" 

jr1Jl4195 paims4 Military Back Dated Oath: System Maintenance not 
~pdated. 

IJ!3983 ncorrect Printing of Certificates . 

. 

/!113984 ~ew loc_sub_codes for Overseas Oath Ceremony 

1'3985 ~IS Request File Transfer sending 8 characters. of AN umber 
. . . . ·--

[!114000 ~ilitary Module (CTRL+C) New Application window closed 

r•4002 ~4- DE using BoE rather than Military Flag to determine if 
~ilitary applicant 

. 

/1'4006 ~nable to unlock cases 

11'401<) 
. 

r-aptop Installation Failure for Release 5.15 FQT Build 1 

11!14011 pynchronize IBS _LP _LOCATION table data in Bellflower laptop 

11!14012 ~"4 - Business Rule End date - rule not ending on that date 
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(b)(6) 
Merant Tracker: In Tray 

lif4014 f4 MIL NATZ- Populate Overseas Military Naturalization Officer 
1- User IDs 

[iii 4016 SCR 3482 _Case Management_ Address Change Petition 

,~ 4017 Detail Fee Register Report not correctly showing payments for 
moved apps 

Wlf4018 Batch Notices don't print for the De-scheduled or No-show 
Military cases. 

jlf4019 
-

Discrepancy alert window does not refresh properly 

!1'4020 Discrepancy alert .for section of law 329 still gives the warning 
about PRO. 

fjf4628 C4 Inventory query failed 

)!1'4029 C4 - Cosmetic issue in Mil Module - ZIP vs Zip 
. 

jlf4033 Claims 4: Wait41nfoNSintvw workflow error when placed 
in queue 

g4o39 C4Laptop Installation - Missing Table 
·. 

lf4041 C4 - Data Entry message update 

·1m 4042 
... 

C4 - Installation issue - military case version. 

lf4043 C4 Military module opening after receiving incorrect version 
number 

lf4053 Military applicants not show all required evidence . 

.. 

/lf4054 Pop-up me-ssage for Basis of Eligibility 

111'4058 Realignment of WA counties from SEA to SPO 
·. 

jlf4059 C4 - Hard Stop in Data Entry 

llf4060 Updating case from Military to Non-Military 
. 

liJ4061 'Reversing Pay Activity for Military cases 

liJ4063 !Military Flag and MergeSched Issues 

[iii 4339 C4 -minor typos in the Military Case Module 

111?4349 IC4 - Military Case with Payment that is no longer Military ~ 
~essage problem 

~4367 !Scheduler message display 

Jlf4371 tC4- Minor typo in Militaiy Case Module popup 

1~ 4379 Headings reversed on ASC Backlog Report 

flf4382 ~4- (C41nventory.dll]- Capture the Oracle Client Version 
. 

1~ 4392 (;4- Workflow Admin History not displaying correct data 
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(b)(6) 
Merant Tracker: In Tray 

1

.4394 f.-4 5.14.9.2 - Oracle Error When Transmitting Ll N* Applications 
Oslo NFTS 

1~ 4396
1 

Realignment of Houston County TX zip codes from. DALto HOU 

11114406 CLAIMS4 - C41nventory Oracle Client 

1•4410 C4 5.14.9.2 RTM- Requirement 144-4 was not implemented in 
C4 Release 5.14.9.2 

1•441{ ::::4 5.14.9.2 SOD- Exhibit 6 Process Flow State Diagram needs 
o be Corrected 

/!114419 C4 - Military cases expecting Date of Permanent Residency 

[lii4420 ::::4- If CIS error is detected, improper message may result . 

!~ 4424 Revised N-652, Naturalization Interview Results 

/!114427 ncorrectData Submitted to CIS tor Oath Close-out 
. 

1~ 4428 PLAIMS 4 -Active Directory Project 

1•4429 ~ilitary BDO- Credits given to Foreign Offices for Military 
pverseas 

/1?4220 ~oE "A" vs. SoL-316(A) 

1~ 4221 ~nable to make a choice of reason during the continuance 
process 

,.4222 P fee is not being charge when military applicant unflagged in 
IACM 

lif4225 C4 - Date-of Birth - can save in DE if under 18 
. 

/1)14226 C4 - No early warning about Hard Stop in Data Entry. 

1~ 4773 CLAIMS 4- Update Old N-400 Cases Whose Workflow is 
Complete . 

1~ 4709 he Military Case Module that does not correctly handle military 
ayment. 

llf4725 r-ocation of workstation conflictfor LIN Use riDs ·. . . ·. 

1~ 4765 pertificate Printint Routine Does Not Correctly Print Applicant's 

I pUFF IX 

1~ 4692 path Ceremony Prints a Different Location Court on the 
Naturalized Certificate 

j!IJ4700 ~evise Computer Generated Documents to reflect DHS for Case 
ptatus Module 

jlf4752 pracle 8; 1.7 Installation on Win95 Production Control does not 
omplete 

. . 

1~ 4724 mpossible to Save case in Adjudication if the Residential 
ddress is APO/FPO 
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Me rant Tracker: In Tray 
(b )(6) 

j[l4572 ~reate White Paper on the C4/CIS verification Process 

1~ 4577 
c--~- -. . 
CLAIMS 4 AOS/1-485 Scheduler: Request and Response 
~ecord Sequencing 

1~ 4580 :::4- Replace "RAFACS" with "NFTS" in Interfaces application . 
. 

'~ 4582 ::4- Replace "RAFACS" with "NFTS" in CLAIMS 4 application~--

1[14616 ::4 Case Status freezes up after executing a query on first and 
ast name . . 

flt4623 PLAIMS 4 Phase 1a BCS Interface 

1~ 4637 p4 - CFR Inte-rfaces 
_, _, 

11'4645 Pata Cleanup for FBI Name Check CLA 189 and CLA202 files 

1~ 4646 ~FTS Connection Failure 

1~ 466o ~nable to process LIN cases through the RqtAFileRtrv Interface 

jmf4436 ::LAIMS4 Slow Notices Screen I Optimized $0L Queries 
. ·----- .. 

11'4437 V1iiN400 - Credits given to Foreign Offices for Military Overseas 

1~4438 NFTS activation at different service centers . 

1~ 4442 p4 -CIS Verify not capturing all mismatches 

ft14477 f\pp ID number is not accepted in lower case letters in Mil 
Notices. 

[[14478 ~ilitary Scheduling Notices are not printed due to a PC system 
lock issue. 

I~J4482 RAFACSinitial fatal error generated . 

. . 

11'4486 nconsistency in Saving data in Adjudication Module 

~~4490 ::;4- eliminate duplicate rows on Pick List by Interview and . 

~cheduled Date rpt _ 

1~ 4521 pcheduling date and day of the week are out of sync. 

1~4535 p22: FRO, RTM, and SOD documentation for the G22 Reports 
. . . . . 

1~ 4538 ~ddress changes saving problem. 

1~ 4801 CLAIMS 4 - Update of RO's Cases . 

.. ·_ 

!IJI4847 Production Control Client unable to open (Case Release Utility): 

I~J~4848 Batch Notice Client unable to install (Oracle 8.1.7) 

fj4710 Error occur when click on Data Entry module. 
---

,.363 
- . 

~4 5.13 ActiveX error received in Case Resolution when 
~ttempting to save 

jll}l211 fO-djudication- new N400, married spouse, non-US citizen 
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Merant Tracker: In Tray (b )(6) 

:WI~671 New N-400, Part 5 (Rev. 7/23/02) 

r-fil1677 
- - ·--·. --· 

Eliminate Local MS Access file from the Mail Room Module 
,--

C4 5.13 UAT Alien Registration Name not saving unless user i ~ 1591 
Saves & Reloads 

-
ii/!IJ1915 C4- Interfaces Log file not being created 
I 

illll2416 Case Release Utility 

11112456 
·-~-

C4 Receipt Notice shows wrong fee amount. 

iWIIf3302 All next activities not started when· merge activity completes 
. 

J'!•3584 
Fix Insert Statement for FBI Name Check Result Processing 
Program 

:11114750 Release 5.16 .Installation on Win95 Machine. does not complete 
. . --

il/•4726 The system shall be able to support a non-interactive invisible 
installatio mode 

I 

111•4728 Printer driver isnotaccessible in machine #Lab 104 

ill~47i2 
.·· .. 

~~~-

CLAIMS 4- Remove the R04 Exception Category Business Rule 

!IJa47ao Send FCO location code to CIS close 
. 

1

lfi4963 Cannot data enter in DE or flag cases in MIL modules 

~11•4980 Mismatch between RNACS's Naturalization Date and CIS's 
Naturalization Date 

. . 

l!lf4981 Overseas adjudicators need participant type added 

ll!i19448 CLAIMS 4 Interview Questions Data per OIT10SR1 0377 
· .. 

11•4931 BoE should be changed when Military case is flagged as non-
Military 

11~5012 Expanding RobertDaum's role 
. . . . 

1'1·5019 
"SQL *loader Control File" field is still defaulting to "Program 
Files" direct 

II~J5038 Apply USPS zip code update to release 5.15.1 
. . . . . 

f'I~J339 Military Basis of Eligibility Notice- clarification needed. 

11~4988 Future date is accepted in Adjudication 
. . 

II~J4992 Apply USPS Zip Code Updates (Re-Branding Release) 

11~ 5023 CLAIMS 4 Military Case Module Receipt Notice Tab .··. 

l-fi5024 CLAIMS 4 Case Status Module 

11111274 Upgrade Oracle software from 8.05 to 9.2 for CLAIMS 4 
. . .. . -

I 1[111472 Provide Capability to Process FBI Name Check Updates in C4 
' 
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Me rant Tracker; In Tray (b )(6) 

Jlfll4928 Production Control Client connection error 

1~ 4985 Unable to print Batch FP Notices 

1~ 4986 Incorrect Marital Status in ibs_cert_data table 

llfll5007 
- -- . 

SQL Loader error 

llfll5018 
:::-
The module covers most of the monitor screen 

rr5020 Filling out the "Error Report", "Error Listing?, and ?Error Log? 
fields manually 

,.5036. CLAIMS 4 RegCiient utility launches a modal dialog in silent 
mode 

1~ 1714 Provide complete Case Status milestone data to public 

1~ 4892 C4 SAT: SOD Appendix C corrections needed 

1~ 4901 Update FCO locations in ibs_lp_location table 

/lfll4910 Cannot logon to CLAIMS4 switchboard 
. 

llfll5013 Add new Overseas Military Naturalization Officers' user ID 

llfll4945 BellFlower Client- Discontinue making changes to Bellflower 
. 

/1Jl15006 Release 5.15.1.1 is not compatible with Windows 95 

llfll2337 ~4 5.14 Win2K Workflow Installation Problem 
. 

11!112451 ~4 Heading alignment problem in the Examination/Case Review 
Pick List report 

llfll2650 ~LAIMS 4 - Inventory Log 

'~ 4904 
~-an not print Receipt, Interview and Oath notices in the Oracle 
~.1.7 environment 

I 

/lfll4927 ~atch Notice Client connection error. . 

1~ 4964 ~witchboard logon failure "Release 6.0" 

llfll4983 ~hange to Request to Appear Notice(l485) in C4 

1~ 4984 r,.lissmatch between naturalization date and oath ceremony date 

llfll5037 ~LAIMS 4 RegCiient utility fails on installation under the 
Windows XP OS 

1~ 3251 I=BI Name Result Processing needs long data type 

1~ 1u1 VB5 code needs to be converted to VB6 
. ... 

. !• 1228 ~4 5.13 Build 17 Readme.txt file not included in VM when build 
~as received 

Jll1140 nstall setup not successful-for Claims4 Standard Client with 
Release 5.8 

(b)(2) l.._ _________ _,f32 of 49) [4/14/2010 3:41:52 PM] 
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Merant Tracker: In Tray 

I~ 1693 !Production Control Utilities-Dropped connections in Interfaces 

lim 1968 
-

C4 - use of 'gun' to scan app ID numbers puts in incorrect data 

[11959 Unable to reprint Oath Certificates on the W2000 machine 

[12003 Exclamation sign does not appear on Marr tab. Adjudication 
. 

[12282 C4 5.14 Win 2K Adjudications opening issue 

[12537 C4 5.14 DBA scripts contained errors 

!m2931 C4 5.14 Bottom Scroll Bar Missing on Certificate Log Report for 
Win2K 

~ 2903 C4 5.14 Adjudications- Subscript Out of Range Error for 
Address Modifications 

• 

[14004 C4 - Military module attempting to open multiples 

lm2035 Ceremony date not printing on OC certfrom W95, A# has ?digit· 

.1!11.:.~~ Adjudications Change For FBI Name Check 
·-·-

11?2413 Cannot Printlnterview, Cancel, or Deschedule Notices after 
Interfaces are run 

. . 

~ 3354 PayMerge does not calculate Application fees properly 

!m3858 Bank Account Number change for ESC 
·. ·. . 

11?4111 C4 5.14.8 - Unable to process Overpayments and 
Underpayments through PayMerge 

!m4473 Workflow Act Code for Military Case Module is confusing 
- . .c 

l~ 4475 AOS Scheduler-- Incomplete clean up on descheduled cases 

111?4546 NFTS Interface error handling for dropped Oracle connection . 

[11245 C4 5.13 Number of Trips >24 field is 5 years when the Elig is 
changed to B.3 

[11442 C4 5.13 Bellflower- Application Open Mode-Pending Act. is not 
displaying info 

. . 

[11221 New N400 and new Adjudications- absence days not populating 

~3666 C4 5.14.6- Adjudications- Blank Street Name Causes Error & 
Case is Read Only 

1[114494 Modify C4 NFTS Interface to perform multiple inserts within 1 
SOAP connection 

~ 1688 Eliminate Local MS Access file from the Workflow Administration 
Module 

~ 1487 NBC: Support for the Missouri Processing Center for All N400's 
incl Lock Box 

(b)(2) .. l __________ _,f33 of 49) [4/14/2010 3:41:53 PM] 
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Merant Tracker: In Tray 

(b )(6) liR2133 ailroom has perform all illegal operation 

11@]13873 
----------·---

AIMS 4 Standard country table synchronization needing 
stomer input 

11•4034 orkflow Admin for Non Military Overseas does not display 
oper Activity Code 

I [!14324 4 Windows 2003 only- C4irwentory Log not writing to database 

1 @]14409 ~· 5.14.9.2- Unable to Change My Location after Invalid Entry 

1 @]14433 ursor Misalignment in Case mangement 

1 @]14488 ~-Case Resolution, date formats inconsistent 

;.- g 113 ~pport IBIS Checks for CLAIMS 4 

1•1149 ~ 5.13 Slip Printer: Bank# & Area Loc Code missing for N400 . 
1-881 LIN ' 

ID1897 erifyData utility does not execute ... 

1 rn2061 rror in Data Entry module 
~· . . 

lfd264:< 
--

4 Query Optimization - Query #3 

~~zan 14 5.14 b.3 N400 data displayed on reports for 1-485 applicants i 

1[@]1292! 4 5.14 Street Numbers not required in Data Entry 

f'fj-315i SPS Zip-Code CD Format Change 
. 

1•293( 4 5.14 Current Res Address not included in Upload file if app 
as more than 3 

r.~ 303L 4- No pending Interview activity code for 1485-lnterview WiNo 
otice .. 

1mzoo ncorrect Label Printer" message in Case Status. 

lmzss· 
1-· 
4 5.14 Certificates printing incorrectly on Win2K 

I g4oo: 4- Applicant Age for Military 

r#" @]1246; ystem schedules the 1485 applicants for the N400 interview 
' 
IW293( 4 5.14 Scheduler Room Profile Start/End Dates Reset 

IJ@]l291 isleading flag of Middle Name in Case resolution screen 
. 

-
1 @]1471 aymerge Problem with $0 Fee for Military Cases 

,j.358 ate Entry form for New N400 available at the DO 
' --

,~89 4 5.13 Oath Declaration sheet not printing for New Data Entry 
prms 

l/11867 hsmask problem in the new N400 data entry 

(b )(2) c:=========:::J•(34 of 49) [4/14/2010 3:41:53 PM] 
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Merant Tracker: In Tray 

r~ 1995 [c4- Old Data Entry/Adjudications = Cert Prep for Separated 
1Marit Stat 

1~ 3336 - C4 5.14.3Denial Due to Aband Failure to Appear for FP notices 
are inconsistent 

1~ 3368 f-IC3/C4 lnteroperability- Installation on same workstation 

1!14151 f-jManual Oath Closeout for Claims4 Military Overseas 

1!14369 f-.-/Annual Update to STD_HOLIDAY table 

1!14522 -/Scheduling date and day of the week are out of sync. 

1!1335 -~ C4 5.13 Marital Status not carry over from New DE to New Adj 
correctly 

1!11432 r-- Occupation code is not selected when using the keyboard to 
scroll up and down 

~ 1662 r--/Make Exam/Case Review Pick List double spaced 

1!1187: - N335(Denial) and attached N336(Request for Hearing) forms 
I . have the old fee . 

. 

.l~ 21H -~C4 Petition for Name change- last name wraps 

1
.113: r-- New Database Script Checked Into VM to Fix Bellflower 

Download. Problem 

1~ 161c I-/C4 5.13 Win2000 Font slightly different on OC Certs 

~ 100 ADJ • Decision on Application forNaturalization (Form Nc335) 
needs text mods .. 

~ 928 -~C4 5.13 Build 11 Workflow Admin Mail Room Date Time Field 
not updating 

Jd115 C4 5.13 Receipt with Exception for non"military, overpayment is 
incorrect 

1!1127 -,Correct Payment (within Mailroom) gets error 91 

1!1197 -/ADJ- Denial Due to Abandonment Notice 

1!1245 - C4 5.14 build 2.6 Data Entry- dates mm/dd are changing todd/ 
mm 

lf415 !--/Claims 4 Scheduler: Accepts A# for Overseas Military Cases 

1!1432 !--/(Bellflower) Reconcile Cases from the client server 

jll437 -~C4- IBS_MACHINE_INFO Table Change 
-· 

lljl442 llnterfaces.exe deployment to Workflfow Servers 

~444 -,Remove lnterfaces.exe from Workflow Servers 
. 

llf501 f--jDoes not display a progress bar 

(b )(2) ._ __________ ,35 of 49) [4/14/2010 3:41:53 PM) 
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Merant Tracker: In Tray 

ld338 action of Law for Posthumous should be restriced to . 

I djudications 

\d 1359 4 5.13 Bellflower Oath Decl sheet not printing in Old 

I djudications 

~1469 ip Code realignmentfrom CHI to STLfor counties in southern 
state 

. 

1m 1s-?s 
.. 

~valid ZIP codes exist in the ibs_lp_service_loc table 

l~ 1729 xpanding and enhancing the functionality to ''group" cases 

[j2181 4 -Circumventing new FBI Name Check Process/BSU 

1~ 2590 4 5.14 Bottom Scroll Bar Missing on Certificate Log.Report for 

I Vin2K 
. 

d2447 LAIMS 4 - Old SCR/TPR ticket cleanup- Umbrella SCR for 
~elease 5.15 

IJI3443 ~·pgraded CLAIMS4 (C4) workstations and servers to an 
~racle8.1. 7 client 

IJI3674 e4 5.14.6 Bellflower Error when Trying to Access Password Tl P 

IJI3574 hange Texas Service Center Bank Account Number 
. 

IJI3851 4- Zero Fee, not using the business rule date 

IJI395C ealignment of WI counties from MIL to SPM 

113797 ,osmetic change to message 

.l~ 4982 "'an not Schedule FP or OC . 

if 497£ ~nable to print Notices 

IJI509 ~4 5.13 09 GOA updatesRes_Addrwhen only changing . · .. 

~ail Address - . 

11634 N2K Data Source Name IBSLKUP 

11116 ... ttempted to open Batch Scheduler while 3 adjudication records 
'lere open 

. . 

11318 :::4 5.13 Exclamation remains on Empl tab in New Adjudications 

[11378 Pld N400 - tabbing skips the address check box 
-

IJI472 nstaii/Build Problems 

jii234C ~4 5.14 The word Voided is spelled incorrectly on the Cert Log 
~eport I 

11258 C4 5.14 FBI Name check response of DD is updating C4 with an 
UN code 

lf316 Pilot Project- National Scheduler and Finger print notice 
hanges 
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Merant Tracker: In Tray 

/1?3295 ould not view/reprint Abandonment notice ... 

~·3639 pdate Post Merge report to include all Activity States 

1~ 3579 rint Photo on N-550 Natz Certificate 

1?3731 orkflow Server- MDAC 2.7 

1?4464 FTS - Incorrect processing of location id 

1?321 rror description text in Adjudication Manager 
-IF8 artition G22 to reduce system resource requirments 

ljl475 4 5.13 Jumbled text on a Receipt with Exception for a Military 
pplicant 

jl?5r73 
-

41 Win95l Test connection to database is not attempted after 
stallation 

ljl5174 4 I Replace unhandled exception errors with user friendly errors 
. . . .· 

ljl5200 dd new Overseas Military Adjudicators' User ID 

LAIMS4- Improve Batch FingerprinfScheduler Error Handling 
-

~ 5288 
·. . . . 

ljl5172 laims 4- Release 5.16- Oracle Client User ID Script missing 

~ 5188 egCiient with Registry populated 

~ 5189 1stall with registry not populated (Silent mode) 

ljl5285 uick Notice View of the created Adjudication Notice is not 
vailable to user 

. . 

~ 5286 djudication Notice Word template is not maximized for the 
econd oppening 

~ 5312 ~ake FBI Name Check Run Daily 
. 

ljl5196 [1flation related fee changes 

~ 5243 )verflow Source error 
. . 

~ 5264 ursor positioning on Attorney tab in Case Status 

ljl5016 ngest File name path is displayed as right justified. 
.. 

ljl5238 ime Zones for USCIS Overseas Offices 

~ 5241 ipCode wildcard search is not valid 
. . . 

~ 524S pwitchboard logo wording must be updated from INS to USCIS 
----

!•4617 :::ase Status Displays Incorrect ReleaseNersion on the"About" 
=orm 

ljl2277 :::4 5.13 Win2K Unable to run Batch Scheduler 

,.714 ~4 5.13 Build 11 Receiving Oracle Error in RqtCISVerifY 
nterface Process 

' 
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Merant Tracker: In Tray 

(b )(6) 1[1!11165 
.-~~-

!Jpening New Adjudication after a converted case is opened 

:11!11128 hange G22 reports to handle new N400 

'I' 1!11281 4 5.13 Build 21 Print Request Status window not displaying for 
e-verify 

r~l~ 2560 4 5.14 G28 D<:~ta Entry Issues 
. 

:111!15"171 pgrade Oracle Client to 8.1.7.0.4 

~r---·5055 ~4 I Workflow server using system DSN instead of user DSN to 
~st connection 

llr-753 ~ustom installation failed in Windows NT Workflow Server 
rachine B-4 

111!15557 l'utomatic logoff at a specific interval time 

,r- 1!15514 :;LAIMS 4 Rqt. # 2581-24 Logoff feature. 

l!' 1!15518 'witchboard crash with an invalid User ID 
. .. 

1111!15579 Jroblem logging into Win XP client workstation 
--~~~-

ild5584 "utomatic logoff Warning message displays a negative number. 

!' ~ 5589 f.dd Eligibility Option to Post Merge Reports 
: 

il'l~ 5590 ~dd Eligibility Option to C4/RNACS Pending Report 

:11•5175 P4 I WIN NT I NIS !Installation utility produces error during 
-----

nstall process 

~~~ 5242 ::lose screen button on query window . . 

!1~?5197 <>.OS Scheduler does not handle A number correctly 

\l\lf5237 
Jagging Active Duty and Non-Active Duty Military Cases in 

::laims4 
.. · .. 

:1 ~ 5251 
---
".djudication Notices are not saved properly. 

!l'ld~343 ~nable to alter Oracle user 

lr 5452 ~atch Scheduler- Incorrect Scheduling According to Increased 
f\llocations 

11~ 545 Batch Scheduler- Site Profile Allocation Range 
.. : .. . 

ill~ 5460 Batch Scheduler - Temporarily Update Slots 

l[iii5473 System Maintenance - Error when accessing custom audit tables 

- 1?5475 -485 attorney data from Claims3 incorrectly populating Claims 4 
able. 

lfi5476 1-485 attorney data to be loaded in Claims 4 
. 

l ' 1?5477 p1aims 4 Window does not close after the password is changed 

I 1 

90 days 
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Merant Tracker: In Tray 

(b )(6) . l[lll5478 ~pply USPS Zip Code Updates 

~ 5480 ~atch Notice client printing problem ... 

J[lll5481 ~LAIMS 4 - No System Admin msg after 90 days of inactivity 

-~~ 5454 Dath Ceremony- Manual Creation for Blitz Scheduling 

1~ 5455 ~atch Scheduling - Holiday Scheduling 

tm 5443 pystem Maintenance - MSRDC20.0CX error 

~ 5451 ~atch Sceduler - Applicants Stuck in Queue 

~ 5453 ~atch Scheduler- Start/End Date & No Sooner/No Later Date 

~ 5459 3atch Scheduler- Synchronize ASC Slots Filled Report and GUI 

tm 5463 3AO Request 440430: Management of A-Files 

[15562 =>assword change upon initial logon to the system 
. ·. ·.. . . . 

[15629 )atabase Trigger Error While Scheduling 

1f5630 :::LAIMS4 Scheduler Error While Adding Profile 
.· 

llf5633 ~elease 5.16- Insufficient Privilidges for SWAPHome Utility 

llf5634 ~elease 5.16- SWAPHome Utility 
. . ... 

~ 5635 ::;4 R5.17 I System Maintenance I Dr. Watson error when 
unning Open Table List 

lf5482 :::LAIMS 4- After 90 days of inactivity, the user should not be 
ble to log on 

[15484 :::LAIMS 4 - Change Pwd screen should be displayed to re-enter 
wd 

[15529 =>assword Change Process - Error Messages 

jl5546 1\dd New Overseas Military Adjudicators' User ID 

llf5559 ::rroneous message pop up ·. 

.. 

1~ 5588 1\dd Elgibity Option to Pre Merge reports 

[[15493 ~utomatic Logoff Warning message 

[115528 Password Change Process - Password Lifespan Error Message 

lf5488 lrhe system does not force newly activated users to change 
password. 

. . 

1115517 ~4 - Modify Oracle Client installation 

lf5552 f::LAIMS 4 - Provide connection funtionality to the Claims 4 
pracle 9 database 

jl6346 ~LAIMS4- Add Scheduled on Date criteria and FCO column for 
Pick List Report 

(b)(2) ._ _________ _.39 of 49) [4/14/2010 3:41:53 PM] 
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Merant Tracker: In Tray 

\d5839 \Invalid date of births for RAPS and RNACS fingerprints 

1•5840 I No residence begin and end date causes Request to not 

I validate. 

1•5868 C3 and C4 IBIS request files do not have the 
OriginiatingSystemKey 

\lf5876 CoA- CLAIMS 4 Interface Processing 

\d6348 LA District Restructuring 

,.6349 Eliminate the dependency of Claims 4 modules on the local MS 
Access file that re 

1~ 6351 Apply USPS Zip Code Updates . 

1~ 6388 Incorrect State Code 

1~ 5869 DOB in the 21st century for EDITFACT files 

1~ 6389 Remove multiple login attempts from Switchboard 

ld5877 BCS cannot handle NULL Doclist node 

ld5527 C4 -Additional Special Characters accepted in , IU 

,.5547 Switchboard closes even when some of the modules are still 
running. 

. 

\d5776 !Abnormal termination of CLAIMS4 switchboard 
-----

d5712 BCS - FBI Fingerprint Reason Fingerprinted "X" & "R" ·Suffixes 
!are no longer used 

ld5713 BCS - New FBI Name CfJec~ Response Code "RF" 

1!15744 ~inXP COM1/COM2 port configuration . ·. 

l!i15781 Logon failure to the Claims4 Switchboard 

ld5792 ~ Days Expiration- Change Password 

llf5688 Using spaces in the Password 

\!IJ5703 ~learingup trapped users due to database.crash 

,.-5727 FBI Sending New Result Code for Name Check 

\lf5683 ~rrorScheduling Interview 

ld5728 ~rror message displayed when some modules are opened 
-

,.5732. ~laims4 Switchboard does not accept a group acceptable 
~>pecial characters 

\[115687 Cut and Paste of Passwords 
--------··-·· 

\!15667 BCS - Fingerprint data does not match lCD schema 
. 

![115697 Consecutive characters in the password 
I 
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Merant Tracker: In Tray (b )(6) 

d5716 BCS - BCS IBIS interface producing 2 records instead of the 1 
record expected 

- ---
d5768 Cut/Paste Password containing invalid characters 

~ 5659 Location Relationship Report --Formatting porblem 

d5726 Switchboard Security Help 

d6405 The Military Case Module does not open a case that passed 
"MergeSched" 

d5867 Use and set the proper Originating System Key for each system 

~ 5996 Overseas Military Cases Naturalized by Military Branch (Report) 
. 

~ 5854 CLAIMS 4- Modify Cases Without ANumbers Report 

~ 6204 !Annual Update to STD _HOLIDAY table 
.. 

d6326 Erroneous message is displayed when unflagging Military case 

r~ 6219 (Changing Timeout for .Userids 
. 

r~ 6225 IApril19 2006 immigrant and no-ri immigrant changes 

1116361 !The interface failed to connect to the NFTS server. 

jd6021 Fingerprint Appointment by DOD radio button defaulted to Yes 

jd6119 !Claims 4: Change location for file c41nventory.log 

jd6029 !Release 5.17 Zip code table-has no Admin office for Zips in 
pekalb county IL 

ld6069 l4.pply USPS Zip Code Updates (Security Password Release) 
. 

ld6066 ~pdate C4 NFTS Interface to support the upgraded enterprise 
isERVER Component 

/~6144 !corrected country name in certificates for St. Kitts-Nevis 

1~ 6035 !Reference to rollback segments 

/d6155 Hard Coded rollback segments . 

·. 

jd6174 ~laims 4 - Users unable to view the applicant history in Case 
~latus module 

1~ 6278 Populating the military_active_duty column ·. 

ld6294 lc4 5.18 I Error messages sp-ecifically indicates password as 
nvalid 

1116194 ~rror Numer: 91 message in Case Status 

ld620f Adjudication moduTe on the Texas PEG image 

ft6213 MergeFPCard Problem . 

(b )(2) ..._ _________ _,41 of 49) [4/14/2010 3:41:53 PM] 
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Merant Tracker: In Tray 
(b )(6) 

I 
I 

1[116220 
* ~ 

!Workflow Issue related to Active Duty Overseas Applicant with 

1
no FP Appt. 

:I Jfl!6190 Jc4- Add Quick Civics Lesson Notes to Notices 
----

Jfl!6191 fncorrect version of Switchboard 

lfll6200 jAdjudication error message Number: 8012 

1•6235 Generating MergeFP Card when case Data Entered then 
Flagged in MCM 

!fll6257 No Reports displayed fur overseas military locations 
. 

lfll6268 Update C4 NFTS Interface to support Table-Driven Method 

1~ 6267 Modify C4 NFTS Interface for a table"driven setup 
. -

lfll6274 Misspelling on Dialog Box 

llf6649 USC IS Realignment- Oracle Database 
.. · 

1~ 66so USCIS Realignment- Batch Notice Templates 

1~ 6651 USCIS Realignment- Adjudication Notices 
I 

1~ 6652 USCIS Realignment- Report Templates 

lfll6655 Overseas Users participant type and roles ' 

Jfl!6661 PICS to Unlock Users 

1~ 6692 New zip codes for Finger Printing 
. · 

. 

)f1!6732 BL"f" Landing Zone change 

'~ 6546 
New Counties.found in the January USPS zip codes 

. 

llf6575 RAPS and RNACS fingerprint scheduling requests 

/fl!6441 110 to perform. Change of Address Petition 

1•6434 After Data Entry Completed, a Mil Case Cannot Switch Back to 
Non-Mil 

,~ 6485 UNGROUP all groups within C4 (Post-Merge activities) where . 

here are more than 4 . 
. 

I 
Batch Scheduler does not shut down after computer has been 

1
~ 6548 

die for 20 minutes 

1~ 6593 f:LM 001 zip codes realignmentto LOS 001 for cases excluding 
path ceremony. 

. 

1~ 6594 ~LM 001 zip codes realignment to LOS 001 for oath ceremonies 
~ases 

-
lljl6602 PverseasUser IDs 

I i• . 

Iii 6558 ~lien Number Changes 

(b)(2) ... __________ _.1(42 of 49) [4/14/2010 3 41:53 PM] 
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Merant Tracker: In Tray (b )(6) 

11!16572 Modify Claims 4 to ensure the A-file status be a required field for 

I adjudicator 

New Specs for Photos 
-------

1!17023 
. 

•. 7024 Change Wording on 1-797C Notice 

1!17025 Additional Information Added to N400 Notices 

1!17026 Case Status Print Issue 

id7027 Country of Birth issue in N400 module 

1!17028 e4· needs to handle 9 digit Anumbers 
... . 

~ 7029 Crystal Report DLL interoperability issue 

1!17030 Security Problem encountered using "X" button when closing 
. . Switchboard Module . 

1!17035 Modify N-652 Form to reflect language on proper dress attire for 
Nat Cermonies 

~ 7036 rrwo attorneys Mixed Up 

~ 7038 ~NJ Location codes 
-·-

1!17042 ~odify C4 production database to supportESB Claims4 
~erification Agent . 

~ 6974 ~LAIMS4 6.1 \Interview module says that FP evidence is 
equired of 75-year-old 

1•6975 ~LAIMS4 6.1 1 N-652 on the Win95 client does not printthe 
pheck marks 

.ld7077 Realign Zip Codes - LOS to ELA 

1~6883 ~4 6.0 1 Cases Without Certificate Numbers Report produces 
pracle error 

1~ 6884 r;LAIMS4 6.0 I Address Erors Detail Report produces error 

I fnessage 

r~ 6885 ~LAIMS4 6.0 I Available Appointment Slots for Examiners report 
produces error 

1~ 6886 r;LAIMS4 6.0 1 Ready To Schedule Queue for Interview report 

I error 

1~6817 Reassign zip codes to SPMA03 
. 

r;:::;:::;---
I~ 675o Sites SFR247 to be merged with SFR245 

jd6783 Claims4 application fee change 
. 

j[l6856 Problems with printing Adjudication Notices 

1~6858 PLAIMS4 6.0 I System Maintenance module workflow diagram, 
egend is colorless I 

I 
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Me rant Tracker: In Tray (b )(6) 

fil6855 f\ddress Change petition does not populate the rest of the fields 

~~ 6947 p:-.AJMS 4/ESB Gateway Index 
---

~ 6751 -485 cases stuck in queue 

jll6951 New Zip codes 
. 

1~ 6816 Reassign zip codes to SND006 

~ 6976 CLAIMS4 6.1 1 Phone number required before printing Oath 
Declaration sheets . 

jll6997 August 2007 zip codes 

1~ 6998 MTUCNJ Testing Location unavailable in Adjudications 

-,~ 6753 rwo attorneys' data mixed up 

[lif7008 Continuance Notice Not Displaying Missing Evidence Properly 
-;:-:---· . . . . 

1~ 7009 f::;hange FBI Name check upload procedures to add new edit 
phecks to data 

1~7010 ~qtFBINameChk and ResolveNameChk need to be able to 
~andle FBI results 

1~ 7011 FBI result of XX should be ignored. 

1~7012 IFBI Name Check Program should handle errors with special 

I pharacters. 

1~ 7295 Claims 4 BL T does not properly translate files containing non-
1\SCII characters 

1~ 73os December 2007 Zip Codes 

11!17356- January 2008 Zip Codes 

jl!l7357 One file from Emergency Release 6.2.1.1 was not rolled-up into 
Release 6.3 

. 

1~ 7370 Ad Hoc Report 

jll7394 A-Number Restricted to AO, A1 in Data Entry Section 8E-
Current Marriage 

. 

~7395 COu-ntry of Birth Erroneous Error Msg in Data Entry Section BE -
Current Marriage 

/1!17400 BL T is translating the DOB incorrectly 

lim7403 NFTS activation at the California Service Center (WSC) 

lim7408 F-ebruary 2008 Zip Codes 

i 7412 Synchronize CLAIMS 4 Naturalization Dates 

1~ 7413~ Populating Missing Address Data 

/!m7414 NFTS activation at the Vermont Service Center (ESC) 
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Merant Tracker: In Tray 
(b)(6) 

jfll7199 Zip Codes at Spokane's jurisdiction Office changed to Yakima 

I Office 
'--- -~--[i' 7201 Distinguish receipts and workload between the Kansas City 
office and the Wichita 

IJ7264 !interface error with 9 digit A number 

~ 7088 C4 Super User- Back Dated Oath Ceremonies 

IJ7100 September 2007 zip codes 
. -

IJ7141 CLAIMS 4 Front Log Receipting 
----···· 

~ 7101 sql-loader version hardcoded in zc4Production50 
. 

_liJ7171 October 2007 zip codes 
. 

fj7198. November 2007 zip codes 

117249 Separate Des Moines from Omaha for G22 

117250 Create Country code for Serbia and Montenegro 
. . 

IJ7942 C4 8.0- An Applicatfon Can Be Saved in Date Entry-Without 
Applicant Signature 

117943 C4 8.0- Requesting Accommodations: Part 21 is 'Yes' The First 
Box is Checked 

lftll7949 No Parent locations for KNDOOO and HIAOOO 

[117960 C4 8.0 - Military Evidence Received is Causing an Issue with--
. ft/orkflow Processing . 

~ 7961 C4 8.0- Selective Service Value is not passed to CLAIMS4 from 
he Lockbox. 

~7962 C4 8.0- Email Address is OverWritten withY in C4 Adjudications 

/IJ7963 C4 8.0 -Affiliations 'NO' is Checked on the N400 But 'YES' is 

I Displayed in C4 

~7964 C4 8.0- Section of Law 316 (F) is Sent By JPMC But is Not 
Displayed in C4 

. 

~ 

C4 8.0- Documentation: Modify Requirement 7605-19 to Include ,~ 7965 
20 Section 114 

IJ7966 C4 8.0- Documentation: Modify Requirement 7605-21 to 
Specify Section 319C 

IJ7967 IC4 8.0 - Documentation: Modify Requirement 7605-22 to 
!Specify Section 319C 

1~ 7968 IC4 8.0- Marital Status of "Marriage Annulled or Other" is Not 
pisplayed in C4 

~ 7969 ~--0- Country of Birth of 'Unknown' is not Displayed For a 
~pecific Applicant 
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Merant Tracker: In Tray 

I -rn 7979 

I 'I 

I 
I 

/dJ7980 
' I 

1~ 7984 

' 
[jj7985 

ldJ7986 

[•8010 

lif8012 

111'8013 

1•8014 

,.8015 

1~8029 
I 

~~ 8o3o 

~~8056 

jg8o67 

lil8050 

[lf7759 

llf7779 

ID7757 

l!f7758 

I 
fj7768 

/il7780 

llf7815 

1~ 7878 

I 
~ 7879 

,.7903 

(b)(6) 

l'4 8.0- Applicant> 75 Years Old Should be Exempt from 
Submitting FD258 

C4 8.0 - Description for How Marriage Ended is Not Displayed in 
Adjudications 

C4 8.0 - Attorney Phone Number Not Displayed in Data Entry 

Module --~- ' , 
C4 8.0 -Validate first 5 digits of Zip Code 

c4 8.0 - If applicant signature is 'N', raise Data Error 
. 

C4 8.0 • Receipt with Suspense Notice Printing Additional Blank 
Page 

Missing Location code 
' 

~iddle name mismatch 

~4 8.0 • JPMC Using COB to Determine Eligibility for 2D, 
~ection of Law 325 , , 

f/Vest Palm Beach- Miami Realignment per OIT08SR01565 

~4 8.0- JPMCNot Passing G28 Type ofAppearanceto 
~LAIMS4 , , , 

~4 8.0- Select Service Number Format Needs to Be Corrected 

~4 8.0 - Dollar Amount Received by Lockbox is Not Displayed in 
~ase Status , 

fJovember 2008 Zip Codes 
---

~4 8.0 - Fix C4 interface with IVRS for Lockbox cases 

New Ports of Entry 

ntegration Testing with ESB- validate mailing address ' 

' ', 

~number validation ... 

pata Entry curor error if ingested case has 1/1/9999 in 
--·-.. ~--

~mployment end dates 

ntegraton Test with ESB - C4 ingest changes are needed 

ntegration Test with ESB- updates to the ingest process 
'' 

Hialeah - Miami Office Realignment per ITSR 1565 
'--

t:;4 8.0 - Invalid Weight Value Causes XML File to Fail C4 
~chemaValidation 

-
~4 8.0- Invalid State Value Causes XML File to Fail C4 Schema 
~alidation 

~4 8.0 - Total Days outside of the US Per Trip is Not Displayed 
n Adjudication 
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MerantTracker: In Tray (b )(6) 

-
I~ 7883 AFile Transfer Request Intervals 
~--

~·-· - -

1~ 7917 C4 8.0 - City/State/Zip Mismatches are being Rejected by JPMC 

jfll7921 C4 8.0- The Number ofTrips is Not Displayed on the Abs Tab in 
Adjudications 

,~ 7922 C4 8.0- Current Situation Info. Displayed on the Rei. Tab is in 
the Addr Column 

~ 7923 C4 8.0- The N400 Part 8D Information is not Displayed in 
Adjudications 

lf7924 C4 8.0- Prior Spouse Middle Name is Not Displayed in 
Adjudications 

1~ 7925 C4 8.0 - Country of Birth is Not Displayed for Several of the 
Children in Adjud 

f117926 C4 8.0 - Documentation: Update Requirement 7605-20 in the 
RTM 

. . 

- " 

IJ7927 C4 8.0 - AppUnderPay WF State is Expiring Prior to Receiving 

I the Bio Fee Upd 

~ 7804 CLAIMS 4 Notices Text Changes ·. 
. . . 

IJ7816 Kendall- Miami Office Realignment per ITSR 1565 

fll7817 Oakland Park- Miami Office Realignment per ITSR 1565 
. . 

1!17818 Miami to Miami Office Realignment per ITSR 1565 

1•7839 ifransfer zip codes from ELA001 and LOS002 to LOS001 per 
OIT08SR04248 

/f117840 September 2008 Zip Codes 

jlf7857 Processing N400 for Military Spouses at Nebraska SE')rvice 
Center per ITSR5054 

. 

I~ 7858 ,-- r,File Transfer Request Intervals Change per ITSR5024 

!lf7786 Integration Test with ESB - correcting address and data errors 

1•7787 lrurn ESC (Vermont Service Cente-r) on to ship N400 cases to 
NBC 

lf117788 r,ugust 2008 Zip Codes ·. . 

-

~ 7874 P4 8.0- Alert Includes Philippines as a Valid Country of Nat.: 
~ect 325 Filing 

fil7882 pctober 2008 Zip Codes . . 

ilf789T C4 8.0- The Office Location is Displayed as '?000' for Rejected 

I ~pplications 

r•789f C4 8.0- Documentation: Update RTM With CorrectSection of 
.... aw 
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MerantTracker: In Tray (b )(6) 

/llf7893 1-'4 8.0- Section of Law is Not Displayed in the Section of Law-· 
Pull Down Menu 

J• 7894 ~4 8.0- Unique Constraint Violation For Duplicate ·Remittance 
Receipt Numbers 

1
• 7895 G4 8.0- Country Codes For Trips Outside the US aren't Always 

bisplayed as UNKNO 

j• 7896 C4 8.0 - Accommodations Requested is Marked as N in Data 
i:ntry and Adjudication 

1~ 7897 ::::4 8.0- BOE 2D. Section of Law 325 is Using Nationality for 
)etermination 

J• 7938 p4 8.0 - Duplicate Evidence Displayed on the Evidence tab in 
~djudications 

fii7939 ~4 8.0 - Unable to Print Current Data for Receipt With Exception 
Notices 

1~ 7940 C4 8.0- Original Notice Printed for Lockbox Accepted N400 
Application 

,.7941 C4 8.0 - Residential Start Dt is Modified for Cases With Address 
Err Corrected 

1~ 8590 ~ay 2009 Zip Code per OIT09SR1456 
.. . 

1~ 8559 FSB LIS N400 Regression: Unresolvable Data Error for an App 
~ent by JPMC 

1~8561 F:SB LIS N400 Regression: Several Instances of the Same 
~vidence Displayed . · 

j!IJ8571 FBI Name Check Process Changes (ITSR OIT09SR11045) 

,~ 8551 ESB LIS N400.Regression: FD258 Marked as Received in C4 
For an Application 

. 

j!IJ8748 
. -

June 2009 Zip Code per OIT09SR1456 

l!1J8754 ~rong Default Service Location 

liP 8626 BOS Office Realignment- LAW Office Setup per OIT09SR11730 

1~ 8631 Naturalization Certificate Automation and .Redesign (NCAR) 

1~ s67f 
- --

In correct LOC _TYPE 

jlf8447 Mismatch INS Office Loc Codes and Service Loc Codes per 
ITSROIT09SR 10733 

1~ 8440 ESB Query Improvement per ITSR OIT09SR10618 

1~ 8478 Reduce Background Job Interval per ITSR OIT09SR10767 ·. 

1~ 8439 Read onlyAccess to ESB account per ITSR OIT09SR10464 

~8441 Type Mismatch Error in Adjudications . 
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Me rant Tracker: In Tray 

(b)(6) '1~52 

~-~ 
1-::---::-=:::-:-1 

1~ 9278 

·I~ 9279 

1~ 9276 

BENEFITS 

Regression: How Marriage Ended Field Marked 
"'"""nr': Divorce 

N400 Regression: Prior Sp lmmig Status is "LPR" in C4 
sent "Other" 

LIS N400 Regression: G28 Attorney Street Name and 
•~~:o.t .. Are not Sent by JPMC 

Code for Sections of Law per 

failed to print 

and IMP per 

. "Section of Law" not 3258 

2009 Zip Code perOIT09SR1456 

ng 

Director's Signature 

Digitized Image Validation 

Code switches from N400 to LOCKBOX 

not correctly a case. 

- 1 - 4/14/2010 
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